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Alirasive helt finishini: inachine. Blevncy
Machine Co 652*

Acar MfR. Co., Blue signal safety device... 410"
Aeroplane, Express packages by 644t
Aeroplane flights. Record-breaking 706t
Air and signal hose couplings. Emergency. 688'
Air Brake (see also lirake. Air).
Air Brake Association convention. .385, 389. 443
Air brakes. Appliances for testing freight

car, in yards, by M. K 148*

Air brakes on freight cars. Maintenance of.

by H. S. Walton 145
Air commerce after the war ._.

._
497t

Air compressor stuffing boxes. Reclaiming, by
C. W. Schane 212*

Air compressors in yards ^^®5
Air compressors. Lubrication of 704
Air hose connection for pits, by R. L. Pres-

ton 268*
Air pump air strainer, Gustin-Bacon Mfg.
Co 48*

Air pump capacity. Method of increasing, on
double headed trains, by E. F. Given 435"

Air pnmp cylinders, Jic for reboring com-
pound, by E. F. Glass 458*

Air pump inlet and discharge valvea. Gages
for determining the lift of, by H. S. Wal-
dron 322'

Air pump main valve bushings. Boring bar
for SJ-^-in. cross-compound 510*

Air pump packing gland rings. Reclaiming.
by W. K. Cleary 398*

Air pump pistons. Removing, by J. A. Jesson 510*
Air pump strainer, Canadian Northern 132*

Air pump strainer. N, T. Cline 5l5*
Air pumps. Lubricating air cylinders of
cross-compound, by J. H. Hahn 648*

Air strainer. West ingho use "Fifty-four"
Westinghouse Air Brake Co 272*

Ajax Mffi. Co., New forging machine 462*

Alinement of locomotive parts. Proper (Gen'l
Foremen's Assoc.) 592*

American Flexible Staybolt Co.. Flexible
staybolt - . 353*

American Society of Mechanical Engineers 663S
American Steam Gage & Valve Mfg. Co..

Trainagraph 650*

American Steel Foundries. Brake beam
safety hanger 162*

American Steel Foundries. Simplex clasp

brake 596*

American Tool Works Co., Triple purpose
radial drill 271*

Anderson, W. S., Tools for turning and
threading small screws 211*

Angle cock grinding machine. A. T. & S. F. 696'
Annealing steel. Reasons for 40t
Anthony. J. T., Prevention of locomotive

smoke • • • 621*
Apprentice course. Suggestions for a car de-

partment, by J. H. Douglas (Car Fore-

men's Assoc ) 136

Apprentice instructors' meetine, Santa Fe.. 505

Apprentice methods. Boiler sh..p, Santa Fe . . 585

Apprentice. The car department, by Frank
Deyot. Jr. (Car Foremen's Assoc.) 253

Apprentices. Car department, by W. K. Carr
(3rd prize, car inspectors' competition)... 84^

Apprentices on the Santa Fe, Freight car... 577*

Apprentices, Why not have car department?
by George A. Marlow (Car Foremen's
Assoc.) 198

Apron for heavy duty lathe, Houston, Stan-

wood & Gamble Co 461'

Arc Welding (see Welding).
Arc Welding Machine Co.. Constant current,

^
closed circuit arc welding system 161^

Arch, Brick. Prevention of locomotive smoke 621

Arch tests. Locomotive brick 2285

Arch te-Jts, Locomotive brick. Pennsylvania
R.iilroad 235*

Arch tube cleaner. The details of an. La-

gonda Mfg. Co 109*

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.. Tool holders 352*

Armstrong. George. Centralized production

of locomotive repair parts 289*

Armstrong, George, Standardization and im-

proved locomotive service 541

Ash pan. Cast steel. Commonwealth Steel Co. 599*

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers

(see Railway Electrical Engineers' Asso-

ciation).

.\ssociation year books. Mechanical 421 §

.Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Angle cock
grinding machine 696*

.\tchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. Apprentice
instructors' meeting 505*

Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. Boiler shop
apprentice methods 585

Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. Double deck
stock cars 337*

Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. Freight car
apprentices 577*

.\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Pulverized
coal plant for the 187*

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Reducing
breaks-in-two on the 341

Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. Tank car.... 580'
Attachment , Relieving, for engine lathes,

Cincinnati Iron & Steel Co 348*
Automatic Straight Air Brake Co., Passenger
and freight brake 633*

.\xle generator location on passenger cars. . 474?
Axles. Jig for upsetting 463*

Axles, Machining car wheels and 453
.\\Ies. Recentcring car. by E. .\. M 256*

Babbitting valve rod crossheads, by J. A.
Jesson 262*

Baltimore & Ohio, Instructions in good firing 334
Baltimore & Ohio. Refrigerator car 685*
Baines Drill Co., All-geared drill and tapper 351*
Barnum, E S., Convention attendance com-

petition article 68
Barnum. M. K.. Conservation of railway
material 670

Barth. Carl G.. Lathe centers and drill press

and milling-machine sockets (A. S. M. E.) 43*
r.artz. A. L.. Hot box competition article... 136
I'.asenberg, W, H.. Journal polisher 708*
Belnap. Hiram W.. Car inspection of vital

importance 79
Belnap, Hiram W.. Safety appliance stand-
ards 393*

Bentley, F. W,, Jr., Emergency injector re-

pairs 407*
Bentley. F. W., Jr., Emergency repairs to

straight air brake valve 268'
Bentley. F. W.. Jr.. Locating defective

safety valves 267*
Bentley, H. T.. Locomotive terminal delays. 639*
Bettcher, W. H., Importance of proper load-

ing of cars (Car Foremen's Assoc.) 341
Bills of material 173§
Blacksmiths' Assoc, Powdered coal for

blacksmith shops 123
Blevney Machine Co.. Abrasive belt finish-

ing machine 652*
Blue signal safety device, Acar Mfg. Co... 410*
Bohannon, W. J.. Saving metal in valve
bushings 44

Boiler capacity of locomotives. Utilizing the 530§
Boiler feed water, A study of, by George

L. Fowler 127*

Boiler feed water treatment. A convenient
method of. Paige & Jones Chemical (To... 271

Boiler metal treatment. A, Perolin Railway
Service Co 50

Boiler patches for locomotives, hy M. J.
Cairns 259*

Boiler scaler, Valveless. George Oldham &
Son Co 354*

Boiler sheet stock. Rack for storing, by C.
L. Dickert 314*

Boiler sheets. Flanging, cold, by E. P. Fair-

child 36'

Boiler tests. Firebox temperature 556*
Bnilcr tube testing machine, Watson-Stillman
Co 214*

Boiler tube reclaiming machine, Joseph T.
Ryerson & Son 162*

Boiler tubes. Applying locomotive, by R. C.

Van Wormer 149
Boiler tubes, Renewing, by Daniel Cleary.. 209
Boiler tubes (see also Tubes).
Boilers, Annual report of the chief inspector

of locomotive 9

Boilers, Effect of soot in 1091
Bolster. Huntoon truck, Joliet Ry. Supply
Co 601*

Bolt clamp. Pneumatic, by Howard W. Stull 35*
Bolt cutter. Turning bolts in a. by Arthur

J. Humphrey 93*

Bolt machine. Flat punch for Ajax, by C.

W. Schane 459*

'Illustrated article; Seditorial; tshort non-tlUistrated article or note;

Books
Air Brake Association proceedings.

edited by F. M. Nellis 533
Carnegie shape book, Carnegie Steel

Co 666
Combustion in the fuel bed of hand-fired

furnaces, by Henry Kreisinger et al. 288
Compressed air for the metal worker.
hy Chas, A. Hirschberg 666

Effects of storage on properties of coal.

by S. W. Parr 611
First aid instructions for miners. U. S.
Bureau of Mines 533

First principles of electricity, by J. E.
Romans 4

Founder's manual. The. bv David W.
Payne '. 476

Fuel .Association proceedings 175
Locomotive handbook, compiled by

.\merican Locomotive Co 6U
Loromotive valves and valve gears, by

Tacob H. Yoder and Geo. B. Wbaren 612
Official proceedings of the American

Railway Tool Foremen's Association. 119
Oxyacetylene welding and cutting, bv

P. F. Willis 230
Preliminary mathematics, by Prof. F. E.
Austin 175

Proceedings of the International Rail-
way General Foremen's Association. - 119

Proceedings of the Master C^r and
Locomotive Painters' Association.... 63

Proceedings of the Traveling Engineers'
Association 230

Proceedings of the twenty-fourth an-
nual convention of the International
Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Asso-
ciation 119

Steel and its heat treatment, bv Deni-
son K. Bullens ' 288

Turret lathe guide, Gisholt Machine Co. 288

Borer. F. J.. Pneumatic punching machine. 695*
Borer. Novel use for car wheel 264*
Boring har for use on cylinders and valve
chambers at the same time bv A. C.
Hinckley 503*

Boring bar for Westinghouse main valve
bushings, by J. II. Hahn SIO*

Boring bar (see also Machine tools).

Boring equalizer brackets in place, C. & N.
W 649'

Boring machine (see Machine tools).

Boring, milling and drilling machine (see
Machine tools).

Boston & Albany, Conversion of Consolida-
tion type locomotives to 8-wheel switchers 488*

Boston Si Maine. Reclaiming air pump pack-
ing gland rings 398*

Bradney Machine Co.. Inc., Jacks with non-
revolving screws 709*

Brake, Air. Association convention report.. 342*
Brake. Automatic straight air 633*
Brake beam safety hanger, American Steel
Foundries 162*

Brake cylinder packing leathers. Cleaning
and lubricating, by R. C. Burns (Air
Brake Assoc.) 344*

Brake cylinder pressure regulator 438
Brake hose, air. Safe life of ( .\ir Brake
Assoc.) 443

Brake leakage determinations. Train, by C.
R. Weaver 629*

Brake lever computations. Air, by Lewis K.
Sillcox 245*

Brake Rigging. Passenger car foundation, by
Walter V. Turner 199*

Brake rigging. Safety hanger for. Elgin,
Joliet & Eastern 448*

Brake, Simplex clasp. Am. Steel Fdries . 596*
Brake slack adjuster. Truck lever type for

freight cars, Gould Coupler Co 600*
Brake system. Air, Functional interrelation
between the component parts of the. by
W. E. Dean (Air Brake Assoc.) 342*

Brake valve. Air, Emergency repairs to

straight, by F. W. Bentley. Jr 268*

Brakes, air. Improvement in. on freight cars,

by J. S. Breyer 476t
Brasses, Chuck for shaping main rod, C.

B. & Q 696*
Brazil. Use of pulverized coal in 617*
Breaks-in-two en the Santa Fe, Reducing... 341
Breyer, J. S., Iinprovement in air brakes
on freight cars 476t

tcommunication.
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Rreyer, J. S., Prize article. Hot box compe-
tition 21

Brown & Sliarpe Mfg. Co., Heavy service
plain grinding macliine 213*

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Plain grinding
maciiine 347*

Brown & Shiirpe Mfg. Co.. Power fast tra-
verse for milling machine tables 104*

Brown & Sliarpe Mfg. Co., Quick releasing
face milling cutter 355*

Brown, H. B., Kindling fires in locomotives
(Fuel Association convention) 332*

Brown, H. M.. Second prize article, Rod
job competition ' 399*

Buckeye Steel Castings Co., 6-wheel truck
for Virginian 120-ton coal car 501*

Bucknell-Thomas Co., Thread lead indicator 463*
Buffalo Forge Co., Portable motor driven
shear S19»

Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh, Clear vision
cab windows 649*

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, Saving ef-
fected by breaking scrap 237*

Burns. R. C, Cleaning and lubricating brake
cylinder packing leathers (Air Brake
Assoc. ) 344«

Burns, T. J., The lubrication of freight cars
in interchange 335

Bushings, Air press for rod. and driving
brasses 588*

Bylund, Walter R., Hot box competition
article 77*

Cab appurtenances, Location of 529§
Cab windows, Clear vision, by J. H. Nagle. 649*
Cairns, M. J., Boiler patches for locomotives 259*
Campbell, A., Making a car inspector 194
Canada, Railway man honored 558t
Canadian Northern, Air pump strainer 132*
Canadian Pacific, Hose testing machine 514*
Capacity, More motive power 664§

Car

Axles (see Axles).
Department apprentice, The, by Frank

Deyot, Jr. (Car Foremen's Assoc). . 253
Department apprentice course. Sugges-

tions for a, by J. H. Douglas (Car
Foremen's Assoc. ) 136

Department apprentices, by W, K. Carr
(^3rd prize, car inspectors' competition) 84

Department apprentices. Why not have?
by George A. Marlow (Car Foremen's
Assoc.) 198

Department material, Handling, by R. A.
Doherty 567

Department organization and efficiency,

by C. R. Dobson (Car Foremen's
Assoc.) 24

Design, Economics of, by J. A. Pilcher 56S*
Dining, water heater, Western Maryland 24*
Door, Box, side 252*
Door lock. Automatic freight, Gustin-
Eacon Mfg. Co 108*

Draft gear problem. The 1§
Draft sills, Reinforcing freight, by
Lewis K. Sillcox 195*

End framing. Stresses on, by H, J.
Hennessey 582

Inspection of vital importance, by Hiram
W. Eelnap 79

Inspector, Making a. by A. Campbell.. 194
Inspectors' duties, Piecework and, by
W. H. Sitterly 628

Inspectors need better training 63§
Journal box (see Journal box).
Keeping, in service 28S§
Market 537*
Orders in 1916 5*
Passenger, Floors, Insulation for, Tuco

Products Corporation 464*
Passenger, foundation brake rigging,
by Walter V. Turner 199*

Postal, New floor plans for 637*
Prices 430
Repair forces. Co-operation between yard

and. by R. H. Dyer (Car Foremen's
convention) 255

Repair problems. Freight, by Lewis K.
Sillcox 137*

Repair situation, Freight i 531§
Repair yards, Arrangement of 610§
Repairs, Handling freight, by L. K.

Sillcox 569*
Shop, Steel. E. J. & E 563*
Shortage. Car men and the 422§
Shortage or congestion? 285§
Step. Extension coach. D. M, & N 163*
Truck (see Truck).
Underframe reinforcement, unique,
Marsh Refr. Service Co 578*

\'entilating shutter, Wine Railway Ap-
pliance Co 45*

War performance of 611§
Wheel (see Wheel.)
Work, Passenger, by J. R. Schrader.. 77

! Car Foremen's Association proceedings,
136, 255, 256

*'Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Associa-

-

tion Convention 24, 77, 341

Cars

Box. French, built in America
Box. The Standard
Coal, 120ton, Virginian Railway
Dining, with unique table arrangement,

Erie Railroad
Freight, D. & H. sleel underframe for
wood

Furniture, Strengthening wooden
Gondola, Steel, versus composite, by

William Queenan
Heater, Tests of Moore
Hopper, 85-ton, Pennsylvania
Hospital. Erie Railroad
Motor, Oil-electric, Electric Car & Lo-
comotive Corp

Narrow gage steel hopper, Burma, by
F. C. Coleman

Narrow-gage, used behind the trenches
in France

Passenger, Resistance of. by E. c'.
Schmidt and H. H, Dunn

Passeiigei, Location of axle generator on
Passenger. Steel, C. B. & Q
Passenger, Steel, for D. & H
Passenger. Steel. Erie Railroad
Refrigerator, li. & O
Refrigerator. Pennsylvania Railroad.."..'
Stock, Santa Fe double deck
Slock, Wood. Illinois Central .'.

Tabular comparison of Automobile. .. .

Tabular comparison of Box 26,
Tabular comparison of Chair
Tabular comparison of Coaches, Vesti-

bule Steel 32
Tabular comparison of Dining.,.".,"...,*
Tabular comparison of Gondola and
Hopper

Tabular comparison of Refrigerator...
Tabular comparison of Stock
Tank. Santa Fe
U. S. Gov't, for France
Wooden freight [_[]
Wooden framed freight equipment, 'by

Carbon monoxide. Killed by
Carr, W. K. (3rd prize article, car in-

spectors' competition)
Carty, F. J., Conversion of Consolidation

type locomotives to 8-wheel switchers
Casehardening with cyanide, A furnace for,

by E. T. Spidy
Catalogues 59, 116, 172. 226. 282." 420.

^ . ^ -
'*72. 528. 662

Cement, Cast iron. . ,
Cement gun, The '.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Centering machine, by E. F. Glass...!!"!!
Central of Georgia. Handling rods at Macon
shops

Central of Georgia, Rack for storing 'boiler
sheet stock

Central Railroad of New Jersey, Pneumatic
punching machine

Chancy. J. H., Alligator power shears !

(chancy, J. H. Eye forming machine
Chancy, J. H., Ladder riveting machine...
Chancy. J. H., Radial link grinder
Change in fiscal year
Chesapeake & Ohio, Forming knuckle

"

pin
nuts under the steam hammer

Chesapeake & Ohio. Pneumatic shearing ma-
chine

Chesapeake S: Ohio, Rod work "on the" 'by
H. M. Brown

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Converted switch
locomotives

Chicago & Eastern Illinois. Making ste'ani
pipes by oxwelding

Chicago & North Western, Boring equalizer
brackets in place. .-.

Chicago & North Western, Purifying shop
drinking water

Chicago & North Western, Shield for temp"-
ering blast

Chicago & North Western. Steam ham'mer
dies for superheater flues

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, All steel pas-
senger cars

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chuck for
shaping main rod brasses

Chicago Great Western, Steam pipe joint
rings

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, An innova-
tion in tender design

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific. Cutting holes
in side rods with oxy-acetylene

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific. Electric
welding on the. by E. Wanamaker

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, Forging
machine methods at Silvis shops

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific fuel de-
partment

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. Reclaiming
car material

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Superheater
unit tester

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car
Foremen's Association (see Car Inspectors'
and Car Foremen's Association.)

Chiles, G. S., Design of heavy helical
springs 477\ 539*

Christy, George C, Hot box competition
article 78

Christy, George C, Rod job competition
article 503*

439*
36

493*

346*

683*
437*

253
710
191*
637*

247*
474§
143"
85'

387*
685*
133'
337*
391*
28
27
31

33
34

29
25
30

580*
537*
367^

336

218t

488*

91*

720
316t
407t
153*

449*

314*

695*
460*
210*
102*
SS7*

1§

147*

455*

399*

619*

154*

649*

202*

695*

640*

143*

696*

9*

673*

455*

307*

583*

434*

627*

153*

Cincinnati Bickford Tool Co.. Motor drive
for radial drills

Cincinnati Iron & Steel Co., "Cisco" re-
lieving attachment

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas. Modern
railway shop lighting

Cincinnati Planer Co., Planer
Clarke, R. R.. 2nd prize article, convention

attendance competition
Clark, _W. S., Hot box competition article..
"Cleaning up" Muncie roundhouse, by Har-

vey DeWitt Wolcomb
Cleary, Daniel, Prolonging the life of fire-

boxes
Cleary, Daniel, Renewing boiler tubes
Cleary. Daniel, Repairing cracks in the

flanges of tube sheets
Cleary, William K.. Reclaiming air pump
packing gland rings

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Tool for remov-
ing broken studs

Cline, N, T., Air pump strainer
Coal, Cost of, on Swiss railways
Coal. Effect of labor troubles on production
Coal for blacksmith shops, powdered, by

C. F. Herington (Blacksmiths' Assoc.) .

.

Coal, Increased production in France
Coal, Normal world production of
Coal plant. Pulverized, A. T. & S. F
Coal, Use of pulverized, in Brazil
Coleman, F. C, Narrow gage steel hoppe

207*

350*

67
249

94
209

prize

Collision, Mount Union ! . !!
Collision shocks on steel equipment
Commonwealth Steel Co.. Cast steel pilot
and ash pan

Commonwealth Supply Co., Lewis power re-
verse gear

Competition. Association, Master Painters
tell of benefits from convention attend-
ance

Competition, Convention attendance, articles.

67.
Competition, Enginehouse terminal 609§,
Competition. Engine terminal, first prize

article by O. T. Dickens
Conijetition, Engine terminal, second prize

article, by T. S. Grant
Competition, Engine terminal, third

article, by K. R. Mitchell
Competition, Hot box
Competition, Hot box, articles 21, 77',
Competition, Hot box, article, by George C.

Christy
Competition, Hot box, article, by 'w S

Clark
Competition, Hot box, article, by Jos. Dalzell
Competition, Hot box, article, by M. Glenn,

Sr
Competition, Hot box, article, by "(^."

S.
Taylor

Competition, Hot box, its cause and cure,
by J. F. Leake

Competition, Hot box. Three reasons for,
by A. L. Bartz

Competition. Locomotive terminal
Competition, Milling machine
Competition, Milling machine, announce-
ment

Competition. Rod job 117§, 173§.
Competition, Rod job. prize article, byE A

Miller
Competition, Rod job, second prize article,
by H. M. Brown

Competition. Rod job, third prize article,
by James Grant

Competition, Rod job, article by (George C.
Christy

Competition, Rod job, article by C. L.
Dickert

Competition. Rod job, article by (ieorge
Twist

Compressed air in railroad shops. The use
of (Railway Electrical Engineers' con-
vention)

Compressed air, The abuse of
Computations. Air brake lever, by Lewis
K. Sillcox

Conductor's relation to the oiler. The, by
M. Glenn. Sr. (Hot box competition)....

Connector, Automatic train pipe, Union Au-
tomatic Connector Corp

Convention attendance a big asset (competi-
tion articles)

Convention attendance. Benefits from
Conventions postponed. Mechanical
Conversion of Consolidation to 8-wheeI

switcher, by F. J. Carty
Coons. Charles N., Vaporizer for burning

kerosene
Co-operation between yard and car repair

forces, by R. H Dyer (Car Foremen's
Assoc.)

Copp, C. E„ Association competition article.
Cost of equipment failures. The
Costs, Increasing output and reducing unit,
by E. T. Spidy

Counterbalance of locomotives. Cross, by
C. H. Paris

Couplings, Emergency air and signal hose..
Cox, M. F.j Repairing main and side rods.
Crank pin inspection gage, Jerome-Edwards
Metallic Packing Co

398*

161*
515*

476t
688t

123
688t
424t
187*
617*

692*
187*

173S

599*

707*

155
6651

697

699*

700
28

197

249
246

146

2S4

135

136
5305
117§

611
283§

317*

399*

405*

503*

449*

513*

39*

531§

245*

146

105*

67

227§

488*

263*

255
201
62 §

561*
688*
457*

'Illustrated article; §editorial; tshort non-illustrated article or note; Jcomraunication.
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75

645*

539*

, 655

71*

156*

625"

273'

253

Crank pin press, Porlable, Watson-Stillman
Co. :

650*
Crawford. C. H., Power tests o£ machine

tools 294*
Crossliead keyway cutter. Portable piston

rod and. Emmett G, Detrick 273'
Crosshead pins. Dies for repairing threads on 587*

Crossheat! shoes. Fastening. Charles Markel. 49*

Crosshead shoes. Jig for planing outside of,

by Locko Walker 648"

Crossheads, nabbitting valve rod, by J. A.
Jcsson 262"

Cutting-off machine (see Machine tools).

Dalzell. Joseph Hot box competition article. 246
Dean, W. E., Functional inter-relation be-

tween the component parts of the air

brake svsiem (Air Brake Assoc.) 342*

Delaware & Hudson, Interesting back shop
performance 401*

Delaware & Hudson. .Steel passenger cars. 85*
Delaware & Hudson sleel underframe for

w ood freight cars 683*

Denver & Rio Grande. Santa Fe type loco-

motives 431"
Derailments due to defective equipment, by

William Queenan 251

Tiesign. An innovation in tender. 673"
Design, Economics of car, by J. A. Pilcher. 565*

Design, Locomotive, from a maintenance
standpoint 678

Design, New departure in locomotive...... 369§
Design of electric locomotives. Mechanical

(A. S. M. E.)
Design of forging machine dies, by E. R.

Frost
Design of heavv helical springs, by G. S.

Chiles and R. G. Kelley _.477*.

Design, Preliminary locomotive, by W. R.
Maurer 55]',

Design. Walschaert valve gear, by H. A.
Wei^s

De Saussure, F. G., Some arc welding in-

formation 95 *,

Detention records. Locomotive terminal,

Penn. R. R
Detrick, Emmett G., Portable piston rod
and crosshead keyway cutter

Deyot, Jr., Frank, The car department ap-

prentice (Car Foremen's Assoc.)
Dickens. O. T., Engine terminal competi-

tion, first prize article 697

Dickert, C. L., Convention attendance com-
petition article 155

Dickert. C. L., Rack for storing boiler

sheet stock 314"
Dickert, C. L.. Rod job competition article. 449"

Die for forming knuckle pin nuts under the

steam hammer, by H. C. Gillespie 147"

Die for forming strainer brasses 212
Die and holder. Acorn, Greenfield Tap &

Die Corp - • • • 599"

Dies, Steam hammer, for superheater flues. 640
Dies, Design of forging machine, by E. R.

Frost 645"
Distributing valves. Device for reboring. by

E. S, Reardon 98"
Dobson. C. R.. Car department organization
and efficiencv (Car Foremen's Assoc.)... 24

Dod.ls. Ethan T., Cold stored light 515"

Doherty, R. G.. Handling material for the

oar department 567

Donelton, J. F.. A dining car water heater. 24

Door. Rox car side 252*

Doud. Willard. Selection of machine tools. 292
Doiig':is, T. H.. Suggestions for a car de-

partment apprentice course (Car Fore-

men's Assoc. >

Dow, A. M.. Prize article. Hot box com-
petition -•'«

Draft arm of rolled steel, Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern U "

" , • '*"*'

Draft gear attachment. Murray, Keyoke
^

Railway Equipment Co 411

Draft gear problem, The Is

Draft gear requirements. Modern, by L. E.

Endsley 689"

Draft sills. Reinforcing freight car. by
Lewis K. Sillcox 195"

Drafting of Incomotives, Fuel economy and
proper, by D. R. MacBain 130"

Draper Mfg. Co., Flue reclaiming attachment 354
Dvnw''ar upsetting machine, A rod and,

Walter Stock 45"
T/rawbars, Tig for upsetting 463

Drill, Forged twist, A. E. Russ Forged

Drill Co. •'•
Drill press and milling machine sockets,

I aihe centers and, by Carl G. Barlh
^\. S. M. E.)

Drill fsee also 'lachine tools).

Driving box cellar bolt holes. Reducing
wear in. by H. C. Spioer

Driving box chuck. Universal, M,. St. P.

and S. S. M
Driving box hub liner, A removable, by

J. T. Mallard 598'

Driving box spring seat milling machine, by
F. W. Seelert 397'

Driving box wedges with broken flanges,

Jteclairaing. by William Hall 39'

136

21

Driving boxes, boring and facing with car
wheel borer 264*

Driving boxes. Hooks for lifting 209"
Dulutb, Missabe & Northern, Extension
coach step 163*

Dunn, H. II., Resistance of passenger cars. 247*
Dyer. R. II.. Cooperation between yard and

car repair forces (Car Foremen's Assoc.) 255

Earnings, Freight car repair track 61 §

Eccentric and side rods. Reversible 105*

Eccentrics, Rollers for applying, Gt. Nor... 706*
Economics of the shop power house, by

V. T. Kropidlowski 243. 373*. 675"
Economy Devices Corporation. Articulated

tender trucks 216*
Economy Devices Corporation, Type "B"
Ragonnet reverse gear

Edmonds, G. S , The work of the men at

home 666t
Educate the trainmen, by A. W. Norton...
Efficiency, Car department organization and,

by C. R. Dobson (Car Foremen's Assoc.)
Efficiency engineer. The. by Gulf
Elfficiency, Improve railroad 299
Efficiency, Increasing freight car 502t
Efficiency of motive power 174§
Efficiencv, Railway, and the war, by Daniel

Willard 489
Efficiency. Shop, and illumination 610§
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern. Draft arm of rolled

steel
Elgin. Joliet & Eastern, Safety banger for

brake rigging
Elgin, Toliet & Eastern, Steel car shops. .

.

Electric Car ic Locomotive Corporation, Oil-

electric motor car
Electric Controller & Manufacturing Co.,

Automatic starter for induction motors..
Electric locomotive operation
Electric welding (see \\'elding)

.

Electrical equipment repair shops
Endsley, L. F., Draft gear requirements...
Enaine failure. What is an? by A. B. C. .

Engine failure. What is an? by W. J
Engine failures. Analyze your
Engine terminal competition 530§, 609§,
Engine terminal delay. Decreasing (compe-

tition prize articles)

Engine terminal delays, by II. T. Ucntley. .

Engine terminal detention records, Penn.
R. R

Engineers. The Ninth Regiment of

Engineers now in France, Railway 543'

Eneineers. Railway regiments' tobacco fund. 616
Engineers, 19th regiment. Word from, in

France 615
Enginehouse, "Cleaning up." Muncie, by
Harvey De Witt Wolcomb 265

Enginehouse facilities. Improving 174§
Enginehouse foreman, "Fired"— for the

good of the service, a story by Harvey
De Witt Wnlcomb

Enginehouse supervision. Notes on. by John
F. Long

Enpinehouse, Work distribution in the, by
John F. Long

England. Tank locomotives. 425
Equalizer brackets, Boring in place, C. &

N. W 649'
Equipment. Derailments due to defective,

l>y William Queenan 251

Equipment. Improve efficiency of ; 299
Equipment, Increase of steel passenger, in

service 386^
Equipment orders in 1916 5

Equipment orders placed in June 380t
Equipment situation in Russia. Railway... 663$
Equipmi-nt situation. The railway 229§

Erie Railroad, Dining cars with unique table
^

arrangement 346

Erie Railroad, Hospital car 637*

Erie Railroad, Muffler for blowing down-
boilers 592*

Erie Railroad, Steel passenger equipment.. 387
Ernest, L., Exhaust separator for headlight

service
Evans, G. S.. Practical tests of freight car

597"

666t

24
92

442*

448"
563"

491"

653"
186

203"
689*

230J
120J
61§

665§

697*
639*

625"
376"

37

97

262

70*

paint
Eye forming machine, by J. H. Chancy..

19*
210"

Facing machine. Air valve 211

Failure. What is an engine? by W. J 120t
Failures, ,\nalvze your engine 61§

Failures. The cost of equipment 62S
Fairchild, E. P.. Flanging boiler sheets cold 36*

Faris. C H.. Cross balance of locomotives.. 561"

Fay & Egan Co.. J. A.. A ship band saw.. 160*

Feedwater heating. Locomotive 284§
Feedwater heating, Locomotive (Fuel
Assoc.) 323

Feedwater. Study of boiler, by George L.
Fowler 127*

Feedwater treatment, A convenient method
of boiler. Paige & Jones Chemical Co 271

File cleaning and sharpening machine,
Macleod Co

.

103'

Filter and grease extractor, Lagonda Mfg.
Co. 107!

Filter, Automatic oil 451

Firebox. McClellon water-tube 239"

"Illustrated article; Scditorial; tshort non- illustrated article or note;

518*

43'

258'

647*

Firebo.\ temperature experiments 556"

Firebox volume. Prevention of locomotive
smoke, by J. T. Anthony 621"

Fireboxes, Prolonging the life of. by Daniel
Cleary 94

"Fired"—For the good of the service, by
Harvey DeWitt Wulcomb 37

Fires, Kindling, in locomotives, by IL B.
Brown (Fuel Assoc.) 332*

Firedoors. Height of 559*
Firing engines at engine houses (Smoke

Prevention Assoc. ) 242
Firing, Instructions in good, B. & 334
Flange lubricator, 11. S. Raucli 49*

Flue reclaiming attachment. Draper Mfg.
Co 354'

Flux for oxy-acetylcne welding of cast iron 194t
Foremen and officers, A responsibility of.. 4738
Foreman, Plea of a 424t
Foreman who fired himself. A, by Harvey
DeWitt Wolcomb 99

Forging machine, Ajax Mfg. Co 462*
Forging machine dies. Design of, by E. R.

Frost .
645"

Forging machine work at Silvis shops. Rock
Island 583*

Foster Machine Co.. L^niversal turret lathe. 269*
Fowler, George L., A study of boiler feed

water 1 27*

Fox Machine Co.. Sensitive multiple drill,. 159'

France, Box cars built in America for 439*
France. Cars usfd behind the trenches.... 498'
France, Word from our railway men in.... 615
Franklin Railway Supply Co., Flexible pipe

connection 356*
Fraser. T- G., Welding high-speed steel tips

to tools 158
Front ends. Altering locomotive, by F. P.

Roesch 176t
Frost, E. R., Design of forging machine

dies 645'

Fry, Lawford H. The Kiesel locomotive
tractive effort formula 69, 126

Fuel Association convention. . . .301 ". 323",
332\ 383", 485

Fuel, Canadian railway 407t
Fuel department organization 422§
Fuel department. Rock Island 434"
Fuel economy and proper drafting of loco-

motives, by D. R. MacBain 130*
Fuel economy. An additional incentive for. 173

1

Fuel economy. Suggestions for (Fuel .Assoc.) 301
Fuel economy. Theory, practice and results

of. by W. P. Hawkins (Fuel Assoc.)... 304
Fuel ijrganization. Railroad I18S
Fuel. Peat powder as a locomotive 76
Fuel problem. The national 66S§
Fuel, i'ulvcrized. for locomotives, by J. E.
Muhlfeld (A. S. M. E.) II

Fuel. Pulverized, for the railways (Fuel
Assoc.) 485

Fuel records. Graphic display of individual,
daily, by Hiram J. Slifer (Fuel Assoc.).. 383

Fuel supply. Conserve your 284

§

Furnace for case-hardening with cyanide. A,
by E. T. Spidv 91"

Gape, Crank pin inspection, Ii-roine-Edwards
Metallic Packing Co 413'

Gages for deteruiining the lift of air pump
inlet and discharge valves, by II. S.
Waldron 322*

Gainey, J. J.. Interchange inspection (Car
Foremen's Assoc.) 20

Gasolene cautions 314t
General Electric Co., Thermostatic metal. . 516*
General Foremen's Association. Boosting

the, convention attendance competition
articles 155

Georgia Railroad, Alligator power shears... 460"
Georgia Railroad, Eye forming machine.... 210"
Georgia Railroad, Ladder riveting machine. 102"
Georgia Railroad, Radial link grinder 587'
Germany. Rolling stock situation in 6108
Gibb Instrvimcnt Co., A magnetic pyrometer 49"
Gibbons, J. W., Association comfielition

article ; 201
Gillespie. H. C, Forming knuckle pin nuts

under the steam hammer 147'
Gillespie, H. C, Tool for forming rod bush-

ings 94*
Givin, E. F., Method of increasing air pump

capacity on double headed trains 435*
Givin, E. F., Special shaped nozzles; the

reason for their efficiency 120"J
Glass, E. F., Centering machine 153"
Glass. E. F., Jig for reboring compound air

compressor cylinders 458"
Glenn, Sr., M., Hot box competition article. 146
Glover. George T., Service tests of steel

springs 124*
Grain car situation. The 227S
Grain line. Calculating height of, for box

cars, by Thos. R. Williams 636
Grant, James. Third prize article. Rod job
competition 405*

Gr:int, T. S., Second prize article, Engine
terminal competition 699*

Graphite cvlin.ler lubricator. Automatic dry.
United Stjtes Graphite Co 270"

Graphite lubricator. Elijah McCoy Mfg. Co. 710"
Grate bar. Elliptical. Thomas Grate Bar Co. 270"
Grease cup plug. Mason, F. Mason 601*

tcommunicatioD.
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Grease extractor, Filter and, Lagonda Mfg.
Co 107*

Great Northern, Folding horse for sheet
metal work 584*

Great Northern, Machining shoes and
wedges 147*

Great Northern, Rollers for applying eccen-
trics 706*

Great Northern. Saving money on tinware.. 511*
Great Northern, Time saving planer attach-
ment . 643*

Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation. Acorn
die and holder 599*

Grinder, Portable truck wheel, by F. Os-
bourne 212*

Grinders [see Machine tools).
Grinding and milling work 309*
Grinding machine. Angle cock, A. T. & S. F. 696*
Grinding machines (see Machine tools).
Grinding. Plain cylinder, by A. B. C 641
Gould Coupler Co., Truck lever type slack

adjiisler 600*
Guard, Water gage glass. Simplex Safety

Boiler Gage Glass Co 462*
Gustin-RaconAIfg. Co., Air strainer for lo-

comotive air pumps 48*
Gustin-Bflcon Mfg. Co., Automatic freight

car door lock 108*
Gustin-Bacon Mfg. Co., Journal box cooler. 163*

H
Haanel. H. E., Hot box competition article.

Hack saw machine (?ee Machine tools).

Hahn, J, H,. Bar for boring Wcstinghouse
main valve bushings

Hahn. J. H.. Lubricating air cylinders of
cross-compound pumps

Hall, William. Keclaiming wedges with
broken flanges

Harnmer, pneumatic, Rivet cutting. Rivet
Cutting Gun Co

Hanger, Brake beam safety, American Steel
Foundries

Hanson, F. H., Cut journal—owner's defect
Hansen, W'm., Unnecessary transfer of

loads
Ha user, W. H., Converted switch loco-

motives
Hauser, W. H.. Making steam pipes by
oxwelding methods

Hawkins. W. P., Theory, practice and re-

sult of fuel economy (Fuel Assoc.)
Headlight equipment. Electric. Locolight Co.
Headlight rule. The new
Heater. A dining car water, by J. F.
Donellon

Helms. J. E., Prize article. Hot box com-
petition

Hendey Machine Co., 20-in. crank shaper. .

Hennessey, H. J.. Stresses on end framing
of cars

Herblin, M,, Lathe boring tools

Herington, C. F., Powdered coal for black-
smith shops (Blacksmiths' Assoc.)

Hickok.W. H., Hot box competition article

Hinckley, A. C,, Boring cylinder and valve
chambers

Hisey-Wolf Machine Co., Ball bearing bench
and floor grinders. . . . ,-

Hoist, Portable pillar, Ingersoll-Rand Co..
Hol<ler-on with automatic recoil. Stay bolt,

by Perry J. Swezey
Hooks for lifting driving boxes.....
Hooton. J. W., A novel planing device....
Horse for sheet metal work. Folding, Gt.

Hose couplings. Emergency air and signal.

Hose. Safe life of air brake (Air Brake
Assoc. )

Hose testing machine, by F. Osborne
Houston, Stanwood & Gamble Co., Apron

for heavy duty lathe
Humphrey, A. J., Roller tool for finishing

piston rods
Humphrey, A. J., Shoe and wedge job
Humphrey, A. J., Turning bolts in a bolt

cutter
Huntley, W. P.. convention attendance com-

petition article

Hydraulic Press Mfg. Co., Motor driven
four-plunger pump

Ideal Waste Check Co.. Journal box waste
check

Illinois Central, Locomotive rod work at

McComb, Miss.
Illinois Central, Strengthening wooden

furniture cars
Illinois Central, \aporizer for burning

kerosene
Illinois Central, Wood stock cars

Illumination, Shop efficiency and
Indicator for placing jacks, by W. J. Kelly.

Indicator. Thread lead. Bucknell-Thomas Co.

Incersoll-Rand Co, Portable pillar hoist...

Injector repairs. Emergency, by F. W.
Bentlev :••-

Inspection. Interchange, by J. J. Gainey
fCar Foremen's Assoc.)

Inspection, Locomotive. Tobesura Weno
"Back on the job"

Inspection, Locomotive, "T. W. too sharp
for the M. M."

510*

648*

39*

519*

162*
447

534t

619*

154*

304
357*

25

582
584"

123
197

352*
51*

264*
209*
158*

443
514*

148*
257*

9S*

68

50*

214*

503"

437*

263"
391*
610§
36*

463*
51*

407*

20

424'}

534t

Inspection problems. Interchange, by W. H.
Sagstetter (Car Foremen's Assoc.) 256

Inspection requirements. Federal (Gen'I
Foremen's Assoc.) 589*

Inspection rules. Modification of Federal.. 550
Inspection of vital importance. Car, by
Hiram W. Belnap 79

Insulation for passenger car floors, Tuco
Products Corporation 464*

Insulation, Refrigerator car, B. & 685*
Interchange inspection, by J. J. Gainey

(Car Foremen's Assoc.) 20
Interchange inspection problems, by W. H.

Sagstetter (Car Foremen's Assoc.) 256
Interchange rules. Interpretation of 23
International & Great Northern, Reclaim-

ing wedges with broken flanges 39*
International Machine Tool Co., Libby high
power turret lathe 349*

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths'
Association (see Master Blacksmiths' As-
sociation) 123

International Railway Fuel Association (see
Fuel Association).

Interstate Commerce Commission, Annual
report of chief inspector of locomotive
boilers 9. 664§, 680*

Interstate Commerce Commission, Division
of Safety report. The 141

Interstate Commerce Commission, Locomo-
tive inspection re<iuirements (Gen'I Fore-
men's Assoc.) 589*

Interstate Commerce Commission, Modifica-
tion of locomotive inspection rules 550

Inventions during the war, British 510t

Jacks, Indicator for placing, by W, J. Kelly 36*
Jack truck, Norton, by C. W. Schane 460*
Jacks with non-revolving screws, Bradney

Machine Co., Inc 709*
Jerome-Edwards Metallic Packing Co.,

Crank pin inspection gage 413*
lesson. T. A., Babbitting valve rod cross-
heads 262*

Jesson, J. A., Method of testing valves.... 644*
Jesson, J, A., Removing air purap pistons. 510*
Jig for use in upsetting axles and draw-

bars. T. J. Lynch and H. Pfluger 463"
Joliet Railway Supply Co.. Huntoon truck

bolster 601*
Journal bearings. Anti-friction, a remedy

(hot box competition) 77*
Journal box competition. Hot 2}
Journal box cooler. Gustin-Bacon Mfg. Co. 163*
Journal box, Hot—its cause and cure. The,

by J. F, Lenke (Hot box competition).. 135
Journal box. Hot. problem not insurmount-

able (competition articles) 21
Journal boxes. Hot, Carelessness and ig-

norance responsible for (competition
article) 197

Journal boxes. Hot, Co-operation of all

roads needed to reduce (competition
article) 246

Journal boxes. Hot, The conductor's relation
to the oiler (competition article) 146

Journal boxes. Hot, Educate the men (com-
petition article) 78

Journal boxeS; Hot, on freight cars 632
Journal boxes, Hot. Interest the men in

(competition article) 254
Journal boxes. Hot. Lubrication of cars in

interchange, by T. J. Burns 335
Journal boxes. Hot. Prevent, by education

(competition article) 249
Journal boxes. Hot, reduced by following

instructions (competition article) 197
Journal boxes, Hot, Three reasons for

(competition article) 136
Journal boxes. Hot, by H. L. Shipman,... 683
Journal box waste check. Ideal Waste
Check Co 214*

Journal. Cut^Owner's defect, by F. H.
Hanson 447

Journal polishei, W. H. Basenberg 708*

K
Kadel. B. W.. Virginian 120-ton coal car.. 493*
Kelley. R. G., Design of heavy helical

springs 477*, 539*
Kelly, \V. J., Indicator for placing jacks.. 36*
Kerosene engine for McKeen motor cars. . 465*
Kerosene. \'aporizer for burning. 111. Cent. 263*
Keyway cutter. Portable piston rod and

crosshead. Emmett G, Detrick 273*
Keyoke Railway Equipment Co., Draft gear
attachment 411*

Kiesel locomotive tractive effort formula,
The, by Lawford H. Fry 69. 126

King, Harry, Hydraulic press and pump
for rod bushing work 513*

Kropidlowski, V. T., Power house eco-
nomics 243, 373*, 675*

Ladder riveting machine, by J. H. Chancy. 102*
Lagonda Mfg. Co.. The details of an arch

tube cleaner 109*

Lagonda Mfg. Co.. Filter and grease ex-
tractor 107*

•Illustrated article; §editorial; tshort non-illustrated article or note;

Landis Tool Co., Horizontal boring, milling
and drilling machine 215*

Landon, W. G., Tools for the workmen... 424t
Langreck, A. K., Firing engines at engine

houses 242
Lathe boring tools, by M. Herblin 584*
Lathe centers and drill press and milling
machine sockets, by Carl G. Barth (A. S.
M. E.) 43»

Lathe (see also Machine tools).
Lathes, Relieving attachment for engine. . 348"
Lathes, woodworking. Motor headstocks for,
Westinghouse Elect. & Mfg. Co 651

Leake. J. F., Hot box. competition article.. 135
Leech. C. C, A pilot snow plow 66*
Lehigh Valley, 2-10-2 and 4-6-0 type loco-
motives 231*

I-iberty bond. Buy a 2848
Liberty loan. Second call for the 5305
Liberty loan subscription 406t
Light. Dodds' cold stored 515*
Lighting, Modern railway shop 207*
Link grinder, radial, by J. H. (Chancy 587*
Line shaft bearings, Babbitting, by W. F.
Schaphorst 512

Loading of cars. Importance of proper, by
W. H. Bettcher (Car Foremen's Assoc). 341

Loading lumber. Rules for 283§
Lock, Automatic freight car door, Gustin-
Bacon Mfg Co 108"

Lock nut. Roller, Roller Nut Lock Co 218"
Lock, Vestibule trap door, Tuco Products

Corporation 461*
Locolight Co., Headlight equipment 357*

Locomotive

Ash pan, cast steel. Commonwealth
Steel Co 599"

Balance of. Cross, by C. H. Faris 561*
Boiler (see Boiler).
Cab windows. Clear vision, B. R. & P. 649"
Crosshead shoes. Fastening, Charles
Markel 49"

Cylinder and valve chambers. Boring,
at the same time 503*

Cylinders with cracked steam passages
reclaimed, by R. A. H 504*

Design from a maintenance staindpoint,
by W. H Winterrowd 678

Design, New departure in 369S
Design, Preliminary, by W. R. Maurer.

551*. 655
Exhaust nozzles. Special shaped: the

reason for their efficiency, by E. F.
Given 120*t

Exhaust pipe, variable, Russian loco-
motives 549*

Firebox (see Firebox).
Font ends. Altering, by F. P, Roesch . . 176t
Headlight rule. The new 21
Inspection report, I. C. C 664§. 680"
Inspection requirements. Federal (Gen'I
Foremen's Assoc.) 589*

Inspection rules. Modification of Federal 550
Maintenance, High points in 533§
Market 537'
Operation, Electric 186
Orders in 1916 $*
Parts, Proper alinement of (Gen'I Fore-
men's Assoc.) 592*

Pilot, Cast steel. Commonwealth Steel

„ Co 599»
Prices 430
Reciprocating parts. Light 119S
Repair Situation 5335
R'_pairs. False economy in 423§
Rod packing and swab holder. Paxton-

Mitchell Co 217"
Safety chains. Tools for making. St
L..& S. F 35-

Service, Standardization and improved,
by Geo. Armstrong 541

Superheater unit tester, C. R. I. & P.. 153*
Tender design. An innovation in. Rock

Island 673*
Terminal delays, by H. T. Bentley 639"
Terminal detention records, Penn. R. R. 625*
Tests, Mikado type. Penn. R. R 328*
Tests of a Pennsylvania Atlantic type

locomotive, by .Andrew C. Loudon... 177*
Throttle valve, Russian locomotives, . . 548*
Tractive effort (see Tractive effort).
Valve bushings. Saving metal in. by W.

J. Bohannon 44
Valve, Piston, for Russian Decapod lo-

comotives SAS*
Valve, Shukaloff drifting 549"
Valve, Zyabloff by-pass 549*
Wedges with broken flanges. Reclaiming.

by William Hall 39"
Locomotive Stoker Co., Duplex stoker 408"

Locomotives

0-6-0 switch. Converted. C. & E. 1 619*
0-8-0 switchers from 2-S-O lype locomo-

tives. Boston & .\lbanv 488*
2-8-0. United States Army 484*
2-10-O Pennsvlvania Railroad 370*
2-10-0 Russian 545*
2-10-2. Denver & Rio Grande 431*
2-10-2. Lehigh Valley 231*
2-10-2, Southern Railway 381*
2-10-2. Wabash 667*
4-6-0. Lehigh Valley 231*
4-80 Madrid, Zaragoza & Alicante pas-

senger 183"

tcommunication.
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Locomotives

—

(Continued)

4-8-2. Southern Railway 381*

2-82-2-8. Southern Duplex 121'

2-8-8-2. PhilaJclphi.1 S: Reading 333*

2.8-8-8-4 Virginian Triplex («itb inset) 64*

Electric. .Advantages of 210i

Electric. Mechanical design of (A. S.

M. E.) •.--•
Electric. Pennsylvania Railroad
Handling, at terminals
Hcttcr operation of
The war performance of
Tabular comparison of 0-8-0 and 0-6-0

types
Tabular comparison of 2-10-2 and 2-8-0

types
Tabular comparison of 4-8-2. 4-6-2 and

4-6 types •.•IVi
Tabular comparison of Mallet and 2-8-2

Tank. ModernBr'itish,' by E. C. Poult-

ncy •

Long. John F.. Notes on roundhouse super-

vision •

Long. John F., Work distribution in the

roundhouse ;

Loudon. -Andrew C. Pennsylvania locomo-

tive tests -. ; j
Louisville & Nashville. Babbitting valve rod
crossheads ?5ci

Lubricants. Lack of. in Germany 465

1

Lubrication of air compressors 704

Lubrication of freight cars in interchange.

The. by T. T. Purns
Lubricator for air cylinders of cross-com-

pound air pumps, by J. H. Hahn...-. ..

Lubricator. Automatic dry graphite cylinder,

LTnited States Graphite Co - - •

Lubricator. Automatic flange. Swanson Au-

tomatic Flange Lubricator Co ••••-• j;°.
Lubricator. Graphite. Elijah McCoy Mfg. Co. 710

7S
379*
4741
422S
611S

18

16

15

17

425*

97

262

177*

335

648*

270*

2831

249*
272*

Lumber. Rules for loading.

Lyndon, George W-, The chilled iron car

wheel
Lyons. J. C. Reinforced shoe and wedge.

-

M
MacRain. D. R.. Fuel economy and proper

drafting of locomotives
McClellon water-tube firebox ^jy
McGowan. A.. Train line maintenance..... 189

McCov Maniifacturine Co.. Elijah. Graphite

lubricator : • • • ' ^"

McKeen Motor Car Co.. Kerosene engine

for cars .• j"

130'

.„. cars .•

Macliine tool demands. Foreign ;"**
Machine tool cqiiipnienl in railway shops.

Machine ti^ol situation. The

Machine Tools—(Continued)
Lathe, Universal turret, Foster Ma-

chine Co
Milling machine tables. Power fast

traverse for. Brown & Sharpe Mfg.

New versus old
Planer. 30-in. by 30-in., Cincinnati

Planer Co
Power tests of, by C. H. Crawford....
Selection of. by Willard Doud 292
Shaper, Hack geared crank. Queen City

Machine Tool Co
Shaper. 20-in. crank. Hendey Machine
Co

Macleod Co.. File, cleaning and sharpening
niacbine • •

Madrid, Zaragoza & Alicante passenger lo-

comotives
Maintenance of air brakes on freight cars,

bv H. S. Walton..; Vi:,;
Maintenance. Freight car, by L. K. Sillcox.

Maintenance, High points in engine 533§

Maintenance. Train line, by A. McGowan. 189

Mallard. J. T.. A removable driving box
hub liner • * 598

Malleable iron, Fallacies regarding, by
A. H. Weston 481*

Malleable iron. How to tell "oi

Markel, Charles. Fastening crosshead shoes 49^
Market, Car and locomotive 537*

Markets. Railway supplies and foreign.... 38

Marlow. George A.. Why not have car de-

partment apprentices? (Car Foremen s

Assoc.) ;; "i"";' "
Marsh Refrigerator Service Co., Underframe

reinforcement • 5/8
Martell Packings Co., Cast iron piston rod

packing •

Jj"},
Mason. F.. Grease cup plug

"t;,"
'

;

'

Master Blacksmiths' Association (see Black-

smiths' Associationl.

M C. B. Assoc, letter ballot results 574

M. C. B. rules. Cut journal—owner's de-

fect, bv F. H. Hanson 447

M. C. B. rules. Interpretations of 23

Material. Conserve Wi^'
Material. Conservation of railway, by M. K.

Barnum vy\ ^Inm
Material. ReclaiminK car. Rock Island...... 627

Material, Handling car department, by R. A.

Doherty .*
Maurer, W. R.. Preliminary locomotive ne^

sign ."..'. '

Mechanical department. "Do your bit .....

Mechanical department a factor in train

loading, bv T. T. Ryan

306

412"

51*

107"

Machine Tools

Ilnring bar. Portable column. Pedrick

Tool & Machine Co ;
•••

Boring and facing machine. Tube.

Pedrick Tool & Machine Co . ...

Boring machine. Horizontal, Pedrick

Tool & Machine Co ;:'V"
Boring machine. Locomotive cylinder

and valve chamber, Newton Machine
Tool Works .• • 159

Boring, milling and drilling machine.
Horizontal. Landis Tool Co 215

Culting-off machines. .Automatic raetal,

Nutter & Barnes Co 356

Developments in railway shop 297

Drill, Radial. Morris Machine Tool

Co : • • ^*'*

Drill, Sensitive multiple, Fox Machine
Co • "9'

Drill and tapper. All-geared. Barnes
Drill Co - *. 351

Drill Triple purpose radial. American
Tool Works Co 271

Drilling machine with tapping attach-

ment. Weigel Machine Tool Co 651'

Drills. Motor drive for radial. Cincin-

nati Bickford Tool Co 652

Grinder. Heavy duty car wheel, Putnam
Machine Co • - '03

Grinder. Type "C" Dumore portable,

Wisconsin Electric Co
Grinders. Ball bearing bench and floor,

Hisev-Wolf Machine Co..... .- - 352'

Grinding machine. Heavy service plain,

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co .--. 213

Grinding machine. Vertical surface,
^

Reed-Prentice Co 353

Grinding machines. Plain. Brown &
Sharpe Mfg. Co

Hack saw machine. L. S. Starrett Co.
Lathe, Apron fnr heavy duty. Houston,
Stanwood & Gamble Co

Lathe. A car-wheel. Niles-Bement-
Pond Co ;"v:.---

Lathe. Heavy all-geared head. Pitts-

burgh Machine Tool Co 518

Lathe. Heavy duty engine, Oliver Ma-
chinerv Co Itm

Ijthe, Geared head. National Lathe Co. 517

Lathe. I.ibhv high power turret. Inter-

national Machine Tool Co 349*

Lathe. Ouick change. Mullinger Ma-
chine 'Tool Co.. Inc 160*

Lathe. Standard engine, Morris Ma-
Tool Co 351

355-

347*
48*

461"

45'

269*

104*
2861

350"
294*

354*

215*

103*

183'

145
569*

198

521

360

415
360

567

655
287§

Mechanical department. The future of-*--- •*>^|

Mechanical department prospects for 1917. ^|
Mechanical department. Valuation in the. 615

Mechanical department valuation organiza-

tion ^^^1

Mechanical department. Wake up ;••
5^f'

Mechanical department and the war. The.. 47JS

Mechanical engineer. An opportunity for the 4/S|

Mechanical engineering. The value of - 582t

Mechanical Engineers, American Society ot 66J8

Mechanics. Shortage of. threatened 368|

Meetings

American Foundrymen's Association...

American Gear Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation li '."',"'

American Railway Tool Foremen s As-

sociation 11- •-.-i'-
American Society for Testing Materials

Association of Manufacturers of Chilled

Car Wheels 655

Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Associa-

;ion -. 276

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. 655

Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's As-

sociation 165, 220. 360

Central Railway Club...... -- lU
General Foremen's Association 111. ^tM

interchange Car Inspectors' and Car

Foremen's Supply Men's Association.

International Railroad Master Black-

smiths' Association 415.

Jr.ne Mechanical Conventions 111.

Master Boiler Makers' Association. . 54,

Mr-stcr Car and Locomotive Painters

Association - • *

Master Mechanics' and Master Car
Builders' Associations n'"

Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' & Pipe-

fitters' Association 360

New York Railroad Club 165

Pacific Railway Club 276

Railwav Businf^s Association oA

Railway Equipment Manufacturers As-

sociation . .
- - . . .:*•••;;;

Railway Storekeepers Association. . 165,

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation •

Richmond Railroad Club
St. Louis Railwav Club

276

521
220
360

467

467
360

276
655
276

Traveling Engineers* Association 521

Western Railway Club
""^

Mellin power reverse gear.

Men at home. The duty of ......-...• ••
Men at home. The work of. by G. b. fcd-

monds ; . *-' !
*

Mendler. J. C, Hot box, competition article

Midwestern mechanical valuation committee.

360

667*
6641

666t
197
126

chine

•lUustrated article; Seditorial; tshort non-illustrated article or note;

Mileage of locomotives and cars. Increase. 299

Military Equipment Standards Sub-commit-

tee of Railway War Board - * 238

Miller. Ernest A., Prize article, rod job,

competition •
317

Milling cutter. Quick releasing face. Brown
^S; Sharpe Mfg. Co 355

Milling machine competition announcement. M|
Milling machine practice, competition...... 11/8

Milling machine practice in railway shops,

bv (:. A. Shaffer • 397

Milling machine sockets, Lathe centers and
drill press and, by Carl G. Barth (A. S.

M. E.) •.;••;-•/ : "^^

Milling machines in railroad shops, by

Harvey De Witt Wolcomb 3-1

Milling machines (see also Machine tools).
^

Milling work. Grinding and ,. 309

Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Sainte Mane,
Method of making tube expanders 98

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Mane.
Universal driving box chuck - 647

Mitchell. K. R.. Engine terminal competi-

tion, third prize article •
;

700

Morris Machine Tool Co.. Radial drill 108

Morris Machine Tool Co., Standard engine

lathe 351

Motion picture study of height of fire doors 559*

Motive power capacity. More 664|
Motive power conditions Wat
Motive power, Conserve the 369S

Motive power. Efficiency of ; 1748

Motor drive for radial drills, Cincinnati

Bickford Tool Co 652*

Motor headstock for woodworking lathes.

Westinghouse Elect. & Mfg. Co _. • 651

Motors. Automatic starter for induction.

Electric Controller & Mfg. Co 653

Motors, Kerosene, for McKeen cars 465^
Mount Union collision 187

Muffler for blowing down boilers, by C. W.
Schane 59-

Muhlfeld, T. E.. Pulverized fuel for loco-

motives <A. S. M. E.) ..- 11

Mullincr Machine Tool Co.. Inc., Quick
change lathe * • • * - ;*- 160

Murray, E. A.. Pneumatic shearing machine 455

N

Nagle, J. H.. Clear vision windows 649"
Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis. Exten-

sion tool posts for planing cylinders 158

Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis, Lathe
boring tools. 584*

Nashville, Chaltanooga & St. Louis, Oil-
^

electric motor car 491

National Acme Mfg. Co., A collapsing tap. 104*

National Lathe Co., Geared head lathe 517"

National Tube Co., A demonstration of the

ductility of steel pipe 708*

New York, Chicago & St. Louis. Chuck for

finishing piston valve packing rings 407*

New York, New Haven S: Hartford, Elec-

trical equipment repair shops 203*

Newton Machine Tool Works. Locomotive
cylinder and valve chamber boring ma-
chine 159*

Niles-Bement-Pond Co., A car-wheel lathe.. 45*

Norfolk & Western, Hydraulic press and
pump for rod bushing work 513*

Norton, A. W'.. Educate the trainmen 666t
Norton, E. S., .Assisting shrinkage in autog-

enous welding by mechanical means 263*

Nutter & Barnes Co.. Automatic metal cut-

ting-off machines 356

Officers and foremen, A responsibility of. - 473§
Oil filter. Automatic, by E. A. M 451*
Oil. Insoluble impurities in 251t
Oldham & Son Co.. George, Valveless boiler

scaler 354*

Oliver Machinery Co., Heavy duty engine
lathe 109*

Operation. Electric locomotive 186

Oregon Short Line, Boring cylinder and
valve chambers 503*

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation
Co . Tig for planing outside of cross-

head shoes 648*

Organization and efficiency. Car depart-

ment, by C. R. Dobson (Car Foremen's
Assoc.) 24

Organization, Fuel department 422|
Orifice method of determining train brake

leakage 629*

Osborne, F\, Hose testing machine 514*

Osbourne, v.. Portable truck wheel grinder. 212*

Output. Increasing, and reducing unit costs,

by E T. Spidy 315*

Output required. Greater shop 287§
Oxy-acctylene. Cutting holes in side rods

with. C. R. I. & p 455*

Oxy-acctylene process. Special tip for cut-

ting rivet hiads by. PrcstO-Lite Co 464*

Oxy-acetvlene welding (see Welding).
Oxygen." Cutting steel with 264t

tcommunication.
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Packing and swab holder, Rod, Paxton-
Milcliell Co 217*

Pacldng, Cast iron piston rod. The Martell
Pacliings Co 711*

Paige & Jones Chemical Co., A convenient
method of boiler feed water treatment.. 271

Paint for freight cars "One Coat," by J. H.
Pitard 193

Paint, Practical tests of freight car, by
(;. S. Evans 19'

Painters, Master, tell of benefits from con-
vention attendance (Association competi-
tion articles) 201

Patches for locomotives. Boiler, by M. J.
Cairns 259*

Paxton-Mitchell Co., Rod packing and swab
holder 217*

Peat powder as a locomotive fuel 76
Pedrick Tool & Machine Co., Horizontal

boring machine 107*
Pedrick Tool & Machine Co.. Portable
column boring bar 412*

Pedrick Tool & Machine Co., Tube boring
and facing machine 51*

Pennsylvania Railroad, Decapod type lo-

comotive 370*
Pennsylvania Railroad. Electric locomotive. 379*
Pennsylvania Railroad, Grinding and mill-

ing work 309*
Pennsylvania Railroad, Height of fire doors 559*
Pennsylvania Railroad, 85-ton hopper cars. 191*
Pennsylvania Railroad, Locomotive brick

arch tests 235*
Pennsylvania Railroad, Locomotive terminal

detention records 625*
Pennsylvania Railroad, Locomotive tests,

by Andrew C. Loudon 177*
Pennsylvania Railroad, Mikado type loco-
motive tests 328*

Pennsylvania Railroad, Refrigerator cars.. 133*
Performance, Interesting back shop 401*
Perolin Railway Service Co., A boiler metal

treatment 50

Personals—General

Alexander, Walter 277*
Anderson, J. VV 522
Armstrong, Samuel T 54
Bardwell, R. C 277
Barnes, Clyde E 714
Barnum, Morgan King 166*
Bean, W, L 522, 603*
Benger, F 166
Bennett, R, 166
Bennett, W. T 361, 656
Berg, Karl 522
Bradley, Wm. 11 522, 603*
Brown, H. B 522
Bnrgess, T. B 656
Bussing, G. H 415
Cook, W. 714
Crawford, C. H 714
Crawford, D. F 54, 535*
Crolley, B. F 656
Cunningham, D. G 714
Cunningham, J. L 361*
Deals, G. VV 715
Devenv, W. D 166
Deverell, A. C 656
De Vilhiss, E. n 656
Dooley, \V. H 112
Dunham, Walter E 522*
Dwyer, J. R 468
Eddy, W. J 277
Eich. H. C 603. 656*
Empie, H. A 523
Faherty, T. K 54
Fetner, Wm. H 604, 715
Fulmor, J. H 604
G.aines, F. F 604
Gill, Charles A 166
Grimshaw, F. G 468*
Grove, Paul L 604*
Hall, E. B 415
Hamilton, T. H 221
Hamilton. T. J 468
Hammond, G. 523, 604
Hanlin, John J 468. 523*
Hawkins, R. D 656
Henry, John M 657*
Hibhits, F. N 604
Hicks, L C 221
Hodapp, F 656
Honaker, H 166
Hungerford, Samuel J 656, 714*
Huston, F. T 221
Tackson, J. R 657
Johnson, Ren 361
Jones, C. E 54
Kellogg, Daniel P 221, 277*
Kellogg, W. L 166
Kelly. William 657
Kelly, W. M 657
Kinnaird, L. S 604, 657*
Kiohn, Arthur 361
Lavalle, T. L 715
Lee, R. E 715
Lemen, W. W 715
Lucas, A. N 361
McCormick, George 54*
McGowan, G. W 715
McMnrry, W. L 715
McGoff, J. H 221
McQuillen, J. E 277

Personals—General—(Continued)

Macbeth, H. A 657
Manlcy, Charles 657, 715
Maxfield, II. H 361' 468
May. H. C 604
Milliken, James 361
Milner, B. B 468
Moriarty, G. A 361*
Murrian, W. S 112
Nelson, William 523
Nichols, Grover C 54. 112
Pcarce. E. S 715
Pennington. H. R 220*
Ferine. David M 362*
Power, J. A 54
Ramage, J. C 166
Reese, Oliver P 54, 112*
Robb, W. D 523*. 535
Sample, W. H 605*
Sasser, E C 112
Schlafge, William 415
Scholz, Carl 415", 715
Slnt2ker, Joseph 468
Smith, Jr., P. F 55, 112*
Starke, Claude M 657*
Stewart, C. T 362*
Tavlor, F. W 55
Thomson, E. F 277
Turton, M 715
Voight, A. E 468
Wallis, J. T 533
Waring, Francis M 604
Whilsitt, William B 715
Wildin, George W 523*. 535*
Williams, R. J 604
Wilson. Amos 220
Witchell. A. J 657
Wood, W. R 657
Voerg, Henry 657
Young, C. D 362*. 523
Young, Jr., James 605

Personals—Master Mechanics and Road Foremen
of Engines

.\IIen, Harrv C 55
-Allen, L. i 715
-\rmstrong. A. G.
Baals. D. S
Barrett. C. D..
Battley. E. R.
Beirne. .Andrew H

.

221
277
468
605*
523*

Bennett, Robert G .-...' 468*
Bess, C. E.
Binns, A. H
Birse, John . . . .

Brinson, S. A. .

.

Brown, A. L. . . .

Buckbee, E. J . .

.

Burket, C. W . .

.

Byron, A W.

55
277
55

166
362
277
60S

. . 605
Ccssford, G. E 468
Chapman, L S23
Cherry, W. Y 221
Christy, George C 468
Clark, R. J 658
Coe, T. W 658
Coulter, J. W 715
Creager, C. H 658
Cuyler, J. W 221
" ~ 415

715
60S
166
715

Dales, A. E.
Davey. T. S. . .

,

Davis, B. H . .

.

Deason, A. B..
Delaney, J. A.. __
Dinan, A 166
Diven, James B 605
Donaldson. Thomas C 362
Donellan. Joseph F 277~ - --

15J
658
166
277
55

166
55
166

Douglas. F. W
Dowling. J. J..
Drake, I. H
Dyer, VV, H...
Dymond, F E.
Eagan, James T
Eakin, W. H . .

Emerson, H. F.
Ermstrom, George L 221
Flanigan, M. J 658
Galloway, A. K 167
Gaskill, C. S 469
Gribbins, C 55. 523
Hale, O. R 166
HalHwell, Charles J 605*
Hambley, T 362, 523
Handford, Jotin 55
Hardin, F. H 221
Harris, E. J 362, 715
Harrison, W. R 715
Harvey, Heber L 523
Hoban, M. P 523
Hyde, C. W 167
Incram, W. N 167
Jackson, J. W 524
Jamieson, J. L 277
Johnson, W. B 112
Johnston, W. D 524
Tones, Lloyd B 112
Tones, Paul 55
Karibo, T. J 221
Keagy, Charles 658
Keller, W. H 715
Kelso, Christopher 167*
Kendall, Albert H 277
Kircher, J. G 658
Lawless, Edward 658
Le Van, E. B 55

*Illnstrated article; Seditorial; tshort non-illustrated article or note;

Personals—Master Mechanics and Road Foremen
of Engines—(Continued)
I.ikert, (,. II 415
Lindsay, E 524
McCuaig, D. J 221, 469
McDonald, A 605
McDonald. F. P 468
McDonald. Richard J 55
McGuirk. Charles W 605
Mcllvaine, Charles L 363*. 658
McKenzie, II. D 167
McLean, W. J 60S
McMillan, A. E 167
McMillan, E. S 606
McPartland, M. B 658
McPherson, W. G 362
Malthaner, William 167
Marsh, Franklin E 606
Mattimore, L. A 221
Maxwell, O. E 362
Meeder, William R 468. 524
Mendell. J. M 658
Meredith. H. P 659
Moler, A. L 524
Moran, W. F 167
Morgan. Dwight C. Jr 362
Moth. George 221
Murphy. T. N 167
Needham, H. L 469
O'Brien, William E 362
Ogilvie. A. li 606
Peck. C. E 715
Pf.ahler, F. P 363
Powell, Victor U 606
Price, T. M 524, 659
Rafferty, C. D 469
Reed, T. L 574
Rhuark, F. W 221
Richers, George J 113
Knbbins, F. S 469
Rjddie, E. C 659
Roesch, A 221
Ronaldson, F 167
Roomey, T. H 221
Ruiter, A. R 221
Sample, VV. H 55
Schmoll, G. A 363
Schoenky, O. B 659
Schultz, Edward 469
Schullz, F. W 659
Schum, Harry S 469
Sharp, C- L 277
Smith, D. M 277
Smith, E. P 715
Smith, E. VV 658*
Smith. M. F 469
Starkweather. Leon A 469
Steed. J. R 221
Stevens, H. H J67
Stevens, O. R 554
Sloops, VV. F 167
Thomas, J. H 469
Thomas, Louis E 55
Thompson. .-V. R 278
Trachta, G. P 277
Varnell, D. H .'... 167
Walsh, M. K 659
Watkins, G. H 469
Watson, T. W 524
Wells, W 363, 524
Werth, C. A 71S
Williams, A. D 524
Williams, F 416
Williams. Irving 167
Wilson, G. M 606
Winn, C. F 363
Wortman, W. H 416
Wright, Orrville C 112, 658*
Young, Alexander 469

Personals—Car Department

Alquisl, P 167
Amor, W. J 525
Borrowdale, J. M 221
Burnett, R. W 5->5»

Caton, S. W 3i3
Chesterman, A. E 167, 278
Clarke, G. S 55
Craig, J. H 55
Crosby, R 525
Fitzgerald, L. C 71s
Hall, James 278
Heminway. T- A 606
Lydon, A 525
Kleaver, T. P I67
McClear, C. W 278
O'Neil. J. E 606
Peat, W 278
Stokes, C. R 55
Tasker, A. E 167. 278
Thomas. W s^s
Waller. P. S 416
Zercher, F. B 55

Personals—Shop and Enginehouse

Abington. W. T 363
Adams. A C 606
Barton. D. E 278
Rischcld, Pau' 363
Black. Willi,im F 659
Breckenfeld. J. C 606
Brennan. E. J 363

tcommunication.
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Personals—Shop and Enginehouse-

lircwer. II. \V
Cooper, Frank E
llavis. Amos C
Davis, Ch.irles W

.

ntinued)

... 606

... 167

.., 469
469

Downs, William R 278
Flanders. H. G.,
Flesher. F. G...
Frsser, lohn .

.

Fuller, .\

Gnroble. B. G...
Gihbs. I.vie H..
Giles, J. E
Greiser, Joseph
Gruvs, William
Hali, W. G
Ilayward, S. ...

Hendricks, 1.. W'.

469
363
278
524
715
469
525
606
469
363
416
715

Hicitey. G 221

Hoey. R 52S
Hn»ell. F. P 469
Iverson. L 525
lames, W. H 715

"lamieson. J. L 113

Ki'ehner. Arthur T 113

I-ee, John 363

1 vddon, H. .\ 363

M'acRae. .Tohn 416
Mc.Mlester, Joseph 525
McGowan, T 2/8
McLean, .Arthur W 221

Meyer, E. S 469
Mortimer G 55

Mueller, Stephen E 416
Muir, T. D 221

Myers, Frank E 469
Nash, F. P 416

Neff. A. P 221

Newbury. E. H 659

OplinBcr, H. E 278
Ormsby, J 469

Osbourne, F 363

Parslow, .Samuel R 469. 524"

Poole, E. P 416

Pratt, G 278

Reese, H 525

Reid, John 606

Schoenkv, O. B 278
Scott, W W 363

Small. W 525

Spicer, H. C ^69
Sproule. A. I. 5-5

Sleeves, G. R 525

Stevlnieier, A 525

Stout, R. B 363

Surles. J. W 55

Temple. .J. S 416
Voclker. II. R 659

\'('i:el. Samuel 659

Von Blucher, L. F 416
White. C 278

Williams E. V 606

Young, T. C 363

Personals—Purchasing and Storekeeping
tinued)

Porter, C. B
Quickel, R. D
Reed, F. D
Reed, H. J
Rouse, II. E
Ryan, Thomas H
Save, S. W
Scott, Robert E 659,
Sh.inks, H. P
Shields, H. J
Shoemaker. H 113,

Spann, H, R
Steen. W. E
Stewart, W. D
Stibbs, N. C
Sturgess, W. .1

Summerhays, W. A
Walters, G. H
Ware, W. C
Warneckc, John G
Whilclev. w. i;

Winkkss. C. T 278.

Personals—Purchasing and Storekeeping

.\Rner. R. I-. 715
659
278
278
364'
55

221

Anderson. H. .\. .

.\ustin. Frank S.
r.ast. P. E
r,a\ter, Ernest . .

Benson. Roy —
Best. J. .\

Boardman, F. W 167

nr.ickett. J. A ••
Byron. John E 606.

Cochrane. .^. L
Davids, C. N
Davidson. William
Denman. S. G
Dewart, IJ. M
Diessl. J. L

II.

Edcell. T. S
Eldridgc. W. W..
Esch. 1. F
Fa«cel't. T
Feemster, T. L

.

Fergufon .1. T.
Goodwin. E. G

.

Grifiin, Edward Ormond.
Hinckley. Benjamin S...
Hiner. W. .1

Hison. G. O
Jones. D. T
"King. Leonard L
Langham, E
Langtnn, S. F
Linn. William A
Livingston, John B
Lordan, R
Ludington, C. F
MacSwain, F. B
Mc.\uliflFe, Eugene
McCain, Bayliss
McDowell. F
McOuilkin. 'I. P
^Iad'den, T. W.

606
659
659
606
363*
278
715
606
606
715
659
167
469
278
113
55*

416
416
607
659
469
221
469
56

167
167
278
607
113
606
278
167
607

Morehead. William S 363

Morgan. II. I

Morgan. J. H.
Morrison. I. G
Mulcahey. A. H ••
Munstcr. August W 416,

Nelson. R. M
Pace. Robert T 221

Phillippe. n. P 659

Ponton. H. D 56

56
56

715
56

469
56

(Con-

56
167
715
167
168
363
278
715"
364
715
607
607
607
525
607
221
364'
607
168
364
168
715

Personals—Commission
Nelson. Charles A.

Appointments
416

Pneumatic bolt

duties,

35"

628
565"
599'
459"

356"
708"

Personals—Obituary

.lacker, Charles B 221

Buchanan, Jr., Archibald 168

Enright, J. F 607

Heath, John 364

Hickey, John 168

Keegan, J. F 221

Kendig. Roscoe B 364

Mc.Andrew. Michael J 278
Manchester. Albert E 364

Minton, W. D 168

Monkhouse, Henry 56

Price, George H 278

Stott, Henry Gordon 168

Strattan, George W 278
Turner. Charles T 168

Walz, W. C 221

Wells. James B 168

W'ood. C. S 607

Philadelphia Sr Reading. M.illet locomotives. 333"

Philadelphia & Reading,
clanip

Piece work and the car inspectors

by W. H. Sitterly

Filcber. T. A.. Economics of car design....

Pilot. Cast steel. Commonwealth Steel Co.
Pipe center. Ball hearing, hy E. A. M....
Pipe connection. Flexible, Franklin Railway

Supply to
Pipe, iVemnnstration of ductility of steel. . .

Pile expansion joint with a crosshead guide,
^

Ross Heater & Mfg. Co 357

Pijie, Life of cast iron 541t
Pipe Loss of head due to bends in 264i

Pipe vise, -\ handy, Whittington-
^

N'aughn Co 356

Piston rod ,ind crosshead keyway cutter,

Porlahle. Emmett G. Detrick 273

Piston rod packing. Cast iron. The Martell

Packings Co 'H
Piston rods. Roller tool for finishing, by

A. J. Humphrey 148

Pitard, J. IL, "One coat" paint for freight

cars • • 193

Pittsburgh Locomotive Power Reverse Gear
Co., Positive locking reverse gear 411

Pittsburgh Machine Tool Co., Heavy all-

geared head lathe •,,":, ^

Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern, Method
of increasing air pump capacity on double-

headed trains .
,"•.

Planer, A time-saving attachment for the,

Gt. Nor 643

Planer (see also Machine tools).

Planing device, A novel, by J. W. Hooton. 158^

Pneumatic carrier, by M. K 93

Polishing and finishing machine. Abrasive

belt. Blevney Machine Co. 652

Postage proposed for magazines. Higher... Is

Postal profits. Federal - . • 618t

Poultney. E. C Modern British tank lo-

comotives ; ;;,••, ^^5'

Powdered coal for the railways (Fuel

.\ssoc.) /• ^85

Powdered coal for blacksmith shops, by

C. F. Htrington (Blacksmiths' Assoc.).. 123

Power. Conserve the motive
i;

' "-W '

Power house economics, by V. T. Kropid-

lowski 243. 373", 675"

Power, More motive. Capacity y-{j- ^^^^

Power tests of machine tools, by C. H.
Crawford ,•••.•:• 294"

Press. -\ir. for rod bushings and driving
^

box brasses •• - •.;, 588
Press Portable crank pin. Watson-Still-

man Co 650"

Press and pump for rod bushing work,
Hydraulic, by Harry King 513

Pres't-O-I.itc Co., Special tip for cutting

rivet heads by the oxy-acetylenc process. 464

Preston. R. L.. Air hose connection for pits 268"

Prices. .Advance in material 4M
Prices, Car and locomotive • • • 430
Production of locomotive repair parts. Cen-

tralized, by George Armstrong 289

Projiricty in engineering societies. Tech-

meal 4415

1

Prospects for 1917. Mechanical department. 2|

Protest, A—educate the trainmen, by R. J.

Quintrell 612t
Pulverized coal in Ilrazil, Use of 617'

Pulverized coal plant for the Santa Fc... 187"

Pulverized fuel for locomotives, by J. E.
Muhlfeld (A. S. M. E.) 11

Pump. Motor driven four-idunger. Hydraulic
Press Mfg. Co 50"

Punch. Flat, for .Ajax bolt machine, by
C. W. Schane 459"

Punching machine, Pneumatic, by F. J.

Borer 695"

Purifying shop drinking water, hy W. S.

Whilford 202"

Putnam Machine Co.. Heavy duty car wheel
grinder 103

Pyrometer, A magnetic. Gihb Instrument Co, 49*
Pyrometer, Spring supjiort for, by M. K. . 211*

Q
Queen City Machine Tool Co., Back geared
crank shaper 354*

Quecnan, William. Steel gondola versus
composite Rondola 253

Queenan, William, Derailments due to de-

fective equipment 251
Quintrell, R. J.. A protest—educate the
trainmen 6121

•Illustrated article; leditorial; tshort non-illustrated article or note

Rack for storing boiler sheet stock, by C. L.

Dickcrt 314*

Rnil pressure from main rod thrust, by J.

Paul Shamherger 181*

Railroads and the war. The 227S
Railways in the war. Prompt action by the. 238*
Ranch. H. S.. A flange lubricator 49"

Raw hide pinions. Compounds for 626t
Readjustment to present conditions 229§
Reamer, An exploded 454
Reardon, E. S.. Device for reboring dis-

tributing valves 98*

Reclamation of car material. Rock Island.. 627"

Reclamation of cast iron wheels 406
Reclamatinn of cylinders with cracked steam

passages, by R. A. 11 504»

Reed-Prentice Co., Vertical surface grind-

ing machine 353'
Refrigerator, Heater & Ventilator Car Co.,

Tests of Moore heater car 710
Regiment. Railway engineers now in France 543*

Regiment, 19th Engineers, Word from, in
France 615

Regiments' tobacco fund. Railway 616. 712
Regulator. Prake cylinder pressure 438
Reinforcing freight car draft sills, by Lewis

K. Sillcox 195*

Repair parts. Centralized production of lo-

comotive, by George Armstrong......... 289"

Repair problems, Freight car. by Lewis K.
Sillcox 137"

Repair situation. Freight car 531|
Repair situation. Locomotive 533§
Repair track earnings. Freight car 618

Repairs, False economy in locomotive 4238
Repairs, Make, to equipment more promptly 299
Repairs, Quick locomotive, Delaware &
Hudson 401"

Repairs, Some Oxy-Acetylene 591*
Repairs to straight air brake valve. Emer-

gency, by F. W. Uentley, Jr 268"

Repairing cracks in the flanges of tube
sheets, by Daniel Cleary 158

Report. Locomotive boiler inspection 664§
Report of chief boiler inspector of L C, C. 680"
Rcjinrt of the chief inspector of locomotive

boilers. Annual 9

Report of I. C. C. Division of Safety 141

Resistance of passenger cars, by E. C.
Schmidt and H. H. Dunn 247"

Reverse gear. Lewis power. Commonwealth
Supply C'i 707*

Reverse gear, MelUn power 667
Reverse gear. Positive locking power. Pitts-

burgh Locomotive Power Reverse dear Co. 411"
Reverse gear. Type "B" Ragonnet, Economy

Devices Corp 597*

Rings, Steam pipe joint, Chicago Great
\Vestcrn 9*

Rivet cutting gun. Rivet Cutting Gun Co.. 519"

Riveter for steel cars. Gap. by ".\pcx" 588*

Riveting machine, Hanna pneumatic. Vulcan
Kngineering Sales Co 217"

Riveting machine. Ladder, by J. H. Chancy 102"

Rod brasses. Chuck for shaping main, C.

B. & 696"

Rod bushing work. Hydraulic press and
pump for. by Harry King 513*

Rod ioh competition 283§
Rod job competition announcement. Loco-

motive Il7i

Rod iob competition. Locomotive 173S

Rod job. competition, prize article 3l7*

Rod repairs. Handling (Third prize, com-
petition article) 405*

Rod work on the Chesapeake & Ohio (com-
petition article) _. . .

.

399*

Rod work. Locomotive (competition article) 503*

Rod work. Suggestions for (competition
article) 513*

Rods, Cutting holes in side, with oxy-acety-

lene, C. R. I. & P 455*

tooramunication.
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Rotls, Handling, at Macon shops (competi-
tion article) 449*

Rods, side. Milling jaws in, by M. H. West-
brook 476t

Rods, Repairing main and side, by M. F.
Cox 457*

Rodenbur, John T., Extension coach step. 163*

Roesch, F. P., Altering locomotive front
ends 176t

Roesch. F. P.. 1st prize article, convention
attendance competition 67

Roesch. F. P.. Hot box competition article 23
Roller Nut Lock Co., Roller lock nut 218*

Ross Heater & Mfg. Co., Expansion joint

with a crosshead guide 357*
Routing work in railroad shops 228§
Rules, Interjiretations of M. C. B 23
Rules for loading lumber 283§
Rules, Modification of Federal locomotive

inspection 550
Russ Forged Drill Co., A. E., Forged twist

drill 518'
Russia, Decapod locomotives for 545*

Russia, Equipment situation in 663§
Russia. Railway loan 544|
Ryan, T. T , Mechanical department a

factor in train loading 624
Ryerson & Srn. Joseph T., Boiler tube re-

claiming machine 162*

S
St. I.ouis-San Francisco, High speed steel

tipped tools 643*
St, Louis-San Francisco, Tools for making
locomotive safety chains 35*

Safety appliance standards. The, by Hiram
VV. Belnap 393*

Safely appliances, application of 173§
Safety appliances, llearing on 188
Safety device. Blue signal, Acar Mfg. Co. 410*
Safety first 452t
Safety first. Hand tools and 450*
Safety han^jer for brake rigging, Elgin,

Joliet & Eastern 448*
Safety standards for cranes 70t
Safetv valves. Locating defective, by F. W.

Bentley, Jr 267*
Sagstttter. W. H., Interchange inspection

problems ( Car Foremen's Assoc. ) 256
Sand hlast for cleaning flue sheets, by M. K. 91*
Saw, A ship hand, J. A. Fay & Egan Co.. 160*

Scaler, Valvelcss boiler, George Oldham &
Son Co 354*

Schane, C. W., Flat punch for Ajax bolt

machine 459*

Schane, C. W., Muffler for blowing down
boilers 592*

Schane, C. W.. Norton jack truck 460*
Schane, C. W., Reclaiming air compressor

stnflfing boxes 212*
Schaphorst. W. F., Babbitting line shaft
bearings 512

Schmidt. E. C, Resistance of passenger cars 247*
Schneeberger, Joseidi, Welding a cracked

cylinder 322
Schrader, J. R., Passenger car work 77
Scott, W. W., Convention attendance com-

petition article i 155
Scrap, Need for the utilization of 423§
Scrap, Reclamation of car. Rock Island. . . 627*
Scrap, Saving effected by breaking. B.

R. & P 237*
Scrap, War 218t
Screws, Tools for turning and threading

small, by W. S, Anderson 211*

Seelert. F. W., Driving box spring seat mill-

ing machine 397"
Seelert, F. W., Method of making tube ex-

panders 98*

Selection of machine tools, by Willard Doud 292
Separator for headlight service. Exhaust, by

L. Ernest 70*

Shaffer, C. A., Milling machine practice in
railway shops 397

Shamberger, J. Paul, Rail pressure from
main rod thrust 181*

Shaper (see Machine tools).

Shear, Portable motor driven, Buffalo
Forge Co. 519*

Shearing machine. Pneumatic, by E. A.
Murray 455*

Shears. Alligator power, by J. H. Chancy. 460*
Shipman, H. L.. Hot boxes 683
Shipping, Shortage of, in Australia 430t
Shocks on steel equipment. Collision 173§
Shoe and wedpe job, by Arthur J. Humphrey 257*

Shoe and wedge. Reinforced, J. C. Lyons. 272*
Shoes and wedges. Machining, Great
Northern 147*

Shop efficiency and illumination.. 610§
Shop equipment. Keep the, in repair 3678
Shop equipment number 2278
Shop equipment. Securing new, "And then

the worm turned," by Harvey De Witt
Wolcomb 456

Shop forces. Conserve the 1198

Shop Kinks

Air valve facing machine 211*

Angle cock grinding machine, A. T. &
i. F 696«

Babbitting valve rod crossheads. L. & N. 262*
Boring bar for use on cylinders and

valve chambers at the same time,

Oregon Short Line ^03*

'Illustrated articl

Shop Kinks—(Continued)

Boring liar for Westinghouse main
valve bushing 510*

Eorini? equalizer brackets in place, C.
& N. W 649*

Car wheel borer adapted to boring and
facing driving boxes 264*

Centering machine, by E. F. Glass.... 153*
Chuck for finishing piston valve pack-

ing rings 407*
Chuck for milling shoes and wedges,

Great Northern 147*
Chuck for shaping main rod brasses, C.

B. & Q 696*
Die for forming strainer brasses 212*
Dies for repairing threads on cross-

head pins 587*
Dies for swedging superheater flues.

Steam hammer, C. & N. W 640*
Driving box chuck. Universal, M., St.

P. & S. S. M 647*
Driving box spring seat milling machine 397*
Eye forming machine. Georgia Rail-

road 210*
Furnace for case-hardening with cyan-

ide. A, hy E. T. Spidy 91*
Grinder, Portable truck wheel, by F.
Osbourne 212*

Ilolder-on with automatic recoil, Stay-
bolt, by Perry J. Swezey 264*

Hooks for lifting driving boxes 209*
Horse for sheet metal work. Folding,

Gt. Nor 584*
llose testing machine, Canadian Pacific 514*
Hydraulic press and pump for rod bush-

ing work, Norfolk & Western 513*
Jig for planing outside of crosshead

slioes, Oregon-Washington Railroad
and Navigation Co 648*

Jig for reboring compound air com-
pressor cylinders, by E. F. Glass. . . . 458*

Keyway cutter. Portable piston rod and
_ crosshead 273*
Knuckle pin nuts, Forming, under the

steam hammer, C. & 147*
Lathe boring tools, Nashville, Chat-

tanooga & St. Louis 584*
Link grinder. Radial, Georgia Railroad. 587*
Locating defective safety valves, by

F. W. Bentley, Jr 267*
Muffler for blowing down boilers, Erie
Railroad 592*

Nut. Blind, for removing air pump
pistons, by J. A. Jesson 510*

Planer attachment, A time saving. Gt,
Nor 643*

Planing cylinders, Extension tool posts
for, N. C. & St. L 158*

Pneumatic bolt clamp, P. & R 35*
Pneumatic carrier, by M. K 93*
PnL-umatic punching macliine. Central

Railroad of New Jersey 695*
Press, Air, for rod bushings and driv-

ing box brasses 588*
Punch. Flat, for Ajax bolt machine, by

C. W. Schane 459*
Reboring distributing valves. Device for,

by E. S. Reardon 98*
Reclaiming air compressor stuffing

hiixes, by C. W. Schane 2l2*
Reducing wear in driving box cellar

bolt holes, by H. C. Spicer 258*
Riveter for steel cars. Gap, South
African Railway 588*

Riveting machine. Ladder, Georgia Rail-

road 102*
Rollers for applying eccentrics, Gt, Nor. 706*
Safety chains. Tools for making. St. L.
& S. F 35*

Sand blast for cleaning flue sheets, by
M. K 91*

Shearing machine. Pneumatic, C. & O. 455*
Shears, Alligator power, Georgia Rail-

road 460*
Shield for tempering blast, Chicago &
North Western 695"

Staybolt chuck, A handy 452*
Steam pipe joint rings, C. G. N 9*

Superheater unit tester, C. R. I. & P. 153*
Testing air pumps and steam heat gov-

ernor valves, by J. A. Jesson 644*
Testing freight car brakes in yards.

Appliances for, by M. K 148*

Tool for finishing piston rods. Roller,
by Arthur J. Humphrey 148*

Tool for forming high speed steel tips

for lathe tools. St. Louis-San Fran-
cisco 643*

Tool for forming rod bushings, by
H. C. Gillespie 94*

Tools for turning and threading small
screws, by W. S. Anderson 211*

Truck, Mounted wheel. Union Tank
Line Co 44*

Tube cutter. Portable, by W. S. Whit-
ford 268*

Tube expanders. Method of making,
Soo Line 98*

Turning bolts in a bolt cutter, by
Arthur T. Humphrey 9i'

\'aporizer for burning kerosene, Illinois

Central 263*

Shop Lighting. Modern railway 207*

Shop pits. Air hose connection for. by R. L.

Preston 268*

Shop regiments. The railway 376*

e; §editoriaI; tshort non-illustrated article or note

Shop schedule, The value of 475S
Shop, Steel car. E. J. & E 563*
Shop tools. Developments in railway 297
Shops. Electrical equipment repair 203*
Shops, Machine tool equipment in railway.. 4§
Shops, Routing work in railroad ».•<•• 228§
Shops, Transporting material in T-'TT' 422|
Shops. Women workers in railroad 702*
Shrinkage, Assisting, in autogenous weld-

ing by mechanical means, by E. S. Norton 263*
Shukaloff drifting valve 549*
Side bearing location, by L. K, Sillcox. . . . 445
Side bearing, A self-centering roller. Wine

Railway Appliance Co 51*
Side rods. Reversible eccentric and 10*5*

Sillcox, L. K., Air brake lever computa-
tions 245*

Sillcox, L. K., Freight car repair problems. 137"
Sillcox. L. K., Handling freight car main-

tenance 569*
Sillcox, L. K., Reinforcing freight car draft

sills 195*
Sillcox. L. K., Side bearing location 445
Simplex Safety Boiler Gage Glass Co.,
Water gage glass guard 462*

Slack action in long passenger trains (Air
Brake Assoc.) 389

Slack adjuster, Truck lever type for freight
cars, Gould Coupler Co 600*

Slackers in the repair forces 610§
Slifer, Hiram J.. Graiihic display of indi-

vidual daily fuel records (Fuel Assoc.).. 383*
Smoke Prevention Assoc.. Firing engines at
engine houses 242

Smoke. Prevention of locomotive, by J. T.
Anthony 621 *

Snow plow, A pilot, by C. C. Leach 66*
Soldiers, Chemical heater for 674t
South African Railways, Gap riveter for

steel cars 588*
Southern Railway, Duplex locomotives. ... 121*
Southern Railway, New power for 381*
Spicer, H. C, Reducing wear in driving
box cellar boll holes 258*

Spidy, E. T., A furnace for case-hardening
with cyanide 91*

Spidy, E. T., Increasing output and reduc-
ing unit costs 315*

Springs, Design of heavy helical, by G. S.
Chiles and R. G. Kelley 477*, 539*

Springs, Service tests of steel, by George
T. Glover 124*

Standardization and improved locomotive
service, by Geo. Armstrong 541

Standards, Keeping, up-to-date II7|
Standards, The safety appliance, by Hiram
W. Belnap 393*

Starrett Co., L. S., Hack saw machine.... 48*
Starter for " induction motors. Automatic,

Electric Controller & Mfg. Co 653*
Statistics of steel passenger train equip-
ment 386

Staybolt chuck, A handy 452*
Staybolt. Flexible, American Flexible Stay-

bolt Co. 353*
Steam pipe joint rings, Chicago Great
Western 9"

Steam pipes. Making. by ox-welding
methods, by W. H. Hauser 154"

Steel for cars and locomotives 487t
Steel casting. Flawless and homogenous... 406t
Steel, High speed, tipped tools, by M. C.
Whelan 643*

Steel imports, British 444t
Steel for locomotive fireboxes. Mild 273t
Step. Extension coach, D. M. & N 163*
"Stickers," Making, by Harvey DeWitt
Wolcomb 206

Stock, Walter, A rod and drawbar npset-
'

ting machine 45*
Stoker, Duplex locomotive. Locomotive

Stoker Co 408*
Stresses on end framing of cars, by H. J,
Hennessey 582

Strainer, Air pump, Canadian Northern.... 132"
Strainer, Air pump, Gustin-Bacon Mfg. Co. 48*
Strainer, Air pump, N. T. Cline 515*
Strainer brasses. Forming 212*
Studs, Tool for removing broken, Cleve-

land Twist Drill Co 161*
Stuffing boxes. Reclaiming air compressor,
by C. W. Schane 212*

Stull. Howard W., Pneumatic bolt clamp... 35"
Submarine. First 579t
Superheat in power plant work 120t
Superheater flues, steam hammer dies for
swedging 640"

Superheater flues. Tools for cutting holes
tor, by M. K 156"

Supervision, Increase (engine terminal com-
petition article) 697

Supervision, Notes on roundhouse, by lohn
F. Long . 97

Supplies. Railway, and foreign markets.... 3§

Supply Trade Notes

Acar Mfg. Co 526, 607
Ackerman, A. H 225
Acme Supply Co 280"
Ajax Forge Co 471
Ajax Mfg. Co 716
AUord, Leon P 222, 279
Alleghenv Steel Tank Car Co 57
Allen, fiarrv L 607
Allen. S. (V. 717*
American Arch Co.. 114*. 280", 418. 526. 719

loommunicatioD.
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Supply Trad* Notes—(Continued)

American Brake Shoe S: Foundry Co... 222

American Car & Foundry Co
»^J

American Car Roof C^ . • •

American Locomotive Co. .... .58. u^
US', 116. 169. 365. 416, 470. 527

American Malleables Co.....
American Manganese Steel Co

.

American Steel Export Lo
.V.' „V;

American Steel Foundries. .. 168, ""

169

719
56

222
470

Supply Trade Notes—(Continued)

Dix, Tohn W
Dodd. W. C
Dodge Mfg. Co

470
526. 607

223
Anns, Robert L. ||^
Armstrong, H. T

Automktic Screw'MachinV Products Co

Automatic Straight Air Brake Co..47i

Bacon. J. I-

Baeli. H. F
Bailey. William M

58
416
608
223
419*
169

Baldwin Locomotive WorKs...ouo, ow, 719^Locomotive Works... 608, 660,

660
168

Ball, H. F.

Barany. Edmund
. ^ m lOH

Barco Brass & Joint Co 1". 16»

Barco Mfg. Co.
BardNvell, H. F
arrett C .57.

Barry. John G -y^ j

660
168
365*
14

365Batt." W. L.

Bee. W. G 58
Bender. George W. . •

•

jjj
Bennett, Frederick b .,y

Bentlev, Walter H "'

Berdan, William ^jq
Berry Bros ^jg
Berry, Thomas ^jj
Bettendorf Co j^^
Betton. J. M.....

;;;;;;; 417
Bigler. Jr.. « F .... 56
Blagden, A. s... .•• 280*
Blanchard. Frederick C

^^^
Elevney Machine Co •

j^j.
Blunt, J. G
Bock, Karl W...
Borrowdale. J. M
Boss Nut Co....
Bostwick-Lyon Bronze Co

Boyle. A. J .

Bradford. C. C " -.ju ouo
Bradford-Ackermann Corp 279, ouo

Bradford Draft Gear Co
J^j

Bradley, Frank B
Brady, James B.

Brown & Co., Inc.

Browne, R. L.

417
279
56

660
56

168
608

471
281*

22'3', 365, 416
... 719

470

719
58*
57

417
661
113
470
57

168
417"
607
719

Bruce, A. D....
; 355

Brunswick, Walter 279
Buell, B. John.. •

47O
Buffalo Brake B"m Co ^^^

Bullard Machine Tool Co
^^2

Burdett Oxygen Co 4,5
Burgert. Garrett
Burkholdcr, C. J

Burnside Steel Co
Butler. W. W...-
Byers Co.. A. M
Byrne, J. I

Camel Co.
Cameron, L. ^ ^' ',''' 'A"
Canadian Car & Foundry Co

Canadian Westinehouse Co.. u

Capps, O B.....
Carry. Edward F. .

Carscadin, Charles A ^jg,

Carv. Walter
Castle. C C. .. • • .. •

Chamberlain, Harold B
Chicago Car Heating Co. ... •
Chicago Railwav Equipment Co

Cincinnati Equipment Co

Clark, Charles S

Clark, W. G....
Clarke. W. V. V
Clement. Don l-- -j;

• -. A'
Cleveland Milling Machine t^o.. .... .

Cleveland Punch & Shear Works Co.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co
Coburn. Ralph G
Coffin. C. W. F
Coffin, J. S
Cohen, L. L A--i'>''
Coleman Railway Supply. Co..

Columbia Steel .& Shafting Co . . . . .
.

Combustion Engineering Corp.. 170. ^^

Continental Construction Corp

Cooper. F. R
Cooper, G. A....
Corbin Screw Co
Coughlin, Jack
Coyle, W. .H....

Crane Packing Co
Creer. Hugh E
Cross C. W.

.
. .

.'
'Hi' aVV

Crucible St^el Co. . . . . . .113 ,
U4. '"-•

Dakin Emergency Safety Brake Co

Dale. Russell

Darrow. W. W.
Davis. Frank W

.365,

224*
419
116
171*
57

470
417*
419
716
419
417
660
56

718*
717*
169
365
417
716
660
526
470
57

416
718*
608
57

660
608
417
607
113
608
169
16

.417,

365
222*
225
470DorJn & Co., H. G "i/, 4/u

Doud, Willard ^'"
Dowler, Forbes & Co
Dressier. L. R

Supply Trade Notes—(Continued)

Kling. P. M
I-aconia Car Co
Lagonda Mfg.

365
719
365
280*

Duncan' Lumber Co ^°,
Dunham, .F. C

J^J

Dunbar Mfg. Co. . .

.

Dunbar, Sr., Thomas
Co

C.

.57"

Dunham. W. G fi%
Dunn. Morrill 660

DuPont de Nemours & Co., c,. 1.

Economy Devices Corporation

Edgewater Steel Co
Edison, H. P '.ViV
Edison Storage Battery Co....... 4/1

Edison Storage Battery Supply Co...

Eib. Charles H
ewh-i-k. J :::::::: les
hnnis, I. u p., -.q
Evans. Harry M 56 ,

7 18

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co 66U

Fisher. Edward C "0
Fisk, George C ".i

Andrew A%

661
223
57

716
660
470
168
279

Fletcher. --

Flint & Chester. Inc

Ford. N. B ;% .V.-
Franklin Railway Supply Co.... ...56 ,

Franklin Railway Supply Co., Inc

Fraser, Roland C . . •
•

Galena Signal Oil Co ^-^,
- - — '^ 526,

365"

(^arlandi Thomas H
Garland, W. L
Gsry. Elbert H
General Electric Co.... 1/1

General Roofing Mfg. Co
Gentry, Thomas W „ „

Glazier Mfg. Co '"
Goethals, General George W... 169

Gold Car Hcnting & Lighting Co 5J0

Goldschmidt Thermit Co ''I

526
57

365
717*
470*
471
608
416
279
416
170
169

.114, 527*,

.222,

.114*,

Goldschmi. .

Goodrich Co., B. F
Goodrich Rubber Co.. B. F.

.
.

Goodwin Car Co. ........
Goodyear Lumber Co.. C. A.
Gordon, F. L
Gordon. Robert L ..
Goss, W. F. M
Gould Coupler Co.......
Graver Tank Works, Wm
Graves, Ralph E. ...... .

Gray. H. A
Green, H. M
Grieves. Edward W
Grigg, Frank N
Grpce, George H
Guhck-Henderson Co
Hall, W. W
Hamilton. L. F
Hannum. Ellis J

Hansen, J. N ,' 'A" " VoV ' V9V
Harlan & Hollingsworth Corp. .222, .i.iJ

Harrison Bros. & Co.. Inc

Harty, John J .

Haskell & Barker Car Co.
Hassman, L. E
Hatch, M. C. M
Hawks. E. A
Hazard Mfg. Co
Hazelhurst, A
HefJel finger. A. E
Hegeman, H. A..
Hegeman. B. A., Jr ...• ^j'
Herr, H. I •

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co
Hiland. Fred S
Hill. George H
Hillman, E. D
Hobson, E, P
Hoffman, H. A
Holden & White
Holland. Cyrus J

Hooper, Blake C
Hough, Jesse

Hughes, Col. Herbert...

Hughes, Robert ...

Humphrey. Arthur L. . .

Hunt & Co., Robert W.
Hunt. Harry B
Huntley. F. F...
Hunt-Spiller Mfg. Corp.
Hydraulic Press Mfg, Co
Illinois Steel Co ..........•
Independent Pneumatic Tool k.o.-.^i''

Tngersoll-Rand Co. •

International Oxygen Co. 5-/

Interstate Iron & Steel Co
Jackman. Edwin T
Jackson, J L
Jenkins, Alfred Blunt

Jerome-Edwards' 'Metaljic.Packiiig Co

.225*

Johns-Manville, Co. H. W 222. 279,
417,
.366,

279
716
365
56
222
366
171
608
716
417
171*
168
169
281*
58

168
417
717
114
222
281*
223
660
607
223
172*
719
526
168
526
224*
224*

114
168
171*
224*
57

168
57

168
223
526
169
57

115*
279
169
527*
608
279
416
365*
527
660
116
526
56
56

661
223

.470,

Co.

56,

526

526
168
608
719
114*
719
169
280
222
59*

526
417
56
116
526
168
172'

417
661

Locomotive Superheater Co ....... 279

Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Co. .366, 470
I —!..« A r ^/"

Lake Erie Iron Co
Lane, Wm. T
Lansing Co
I.arsen, Lewis A
Lassiter. Columbus K
Layfield, E. N
I-eighton, William
Leighty, W. J

Lewis. Arthur S
Lincoln Electric Co
Lincoln, Ike W
LindenkoH, Henry •••;;;" -A'

'

Lipman Refrigerator Car & Mfg. Co..

Litchfield. Thomas E........
Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Co
Locomotive Specialty Co . ^
Locomotive Stoker Co . . . . 41 /

Davis, Josepk
^

Davton Mfg. Co
4^^,

Deemjng. Herbert
j^j

Deetnck, J. W.... .•. •

De Laval Steam Turbine Co

Detroit Lubricator Co
Dewey, Luman R
Dillon, E. P

*Illustrated article; leditorial; tshort non

.279,

223
280*
222
222

Toliet Railway Supply Co
Joyce. Adrian D... •
'Keith Railway Equipment Co...

Kelker, J. W
Kelly. W. E
Kennedy, E ' * r

'

Keyoke Railway Equipment Co

Kilburn. E. D
King, Arthur

illustrated article or note; Jcommunication,

472
719
526
660
281*
168
607
168
225
222

Loudon, A. C.
Louisville Car 5c Foundry Co
Loutrel. Cyrus H
Luscombe, J. T
McAIpine, Alexander R
McBridc, Walter J . .

McCarthy Drill & Tool Corporation.

McConnell, David H ,-;AV,V ,;?
McCord & Co... 365, 526. 608. 660, 716, 717

McCormick. Charles H

.

279
223
365

169
114*
607

417

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc 225

m-r^r-,... p., till ell in If Co "^McGraw Publishing Co i' =

McMinn, H. I |||

607

365,

.113,

416
607
222
222
470
280
114
168
416
279
113
419
222
222
279
281*

280
168
56

57
470
526

McNaughton, James
Macleod Co.
Mahr Mfg. Co . •

Manning. Maxwell & Moore...
Marburg Bros., Inc
Mark, F. Lloyd ...

Mark Mfg. Co .281

Marsh Refrigerator Service Co.

Marshall, Waldo H
Matthews, H. A
Meaden, J. A
Means, W. ."V

Mellor, C. I

Mesker. L. H
Meyers. M. B
Middlctown Car Co
Mikesell. H. S
Millar. Leslie W .

Miller, Allen R 716

Milwaukee Refrigerator Transit & Car

Co
Modern Tool Co
Moore, Charles B .... .

.
•

Mott Sand Blast Mfg. Co., Inc....... 222

Mudge & Co..... 58, 471

Mudge, Burton W
Mugan, D. B. . . .

Mull, Howard C
Munro. David A ..- 471

Myler, Paul Judson 168, 223

National Car Equipment Co. ..... . ... 719

National Lock Washer Co.... 222*, 223,
520, ODU

National Malleable Castings Co 416

National Railway Appliance^ Co. .. .170,

National Railway Devices Co
National Steel Car Co
National Tube Co
Naylor. Norman C
Newman. C. A ............... -

Newton Machine Tool Works. Inc

Nicholson, Samuel L
Niles-Benient-Pond Co •-•
Northwestern Malleable Iron Co
Oatlev. Henry B
Okonite Co
Ostby, Oscar F -.-•
Oxweld Railroad Service Co
Oxv-.\cetylene Appliance Co.

P. & M. Co v-^---
Pacific Car & Foundry Co..
Paige & Jones Chemical Co
Parker, H. McB
Parks, Robert
Palton Paint Co
Paxton-Mitchell Co
Peabody. G. H .......... -. ••

Perolin Railway Service Co 50,

Pew, John
Pilliod Co
Piatt, J. G ^

Pollock, Edward L
Pollock. George I

Pomeroy. L. .R - • -, , "_'„

Pratt & Lambert, Inc 1/0,

Preston, Fred A
Pullman Co
Purdy, F. A
Pve. D. W
Pyle.Natinnal Co -5/,

O & C Co 222,

Quest. Harry C
Radford, Robert . - - - -

Railway Car Manufacturers Assn.. 171

Railway Motor Co
Railway Specialties Corp
Railway Steel Spring Co.

Ramsey. Charles C

.59*. 222,

.168,

.471

717
57

526*
526
57*

418
114
471*
994
"58

279
365
661*
660
608
660
660
222*
608
417
526
365
58
716*
113
281*
225"
56
58*

366*
716
660
279
57

419*
279
365
366*
365*
280
416
526
57*

113*
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Supply Trade Notes—(Continued)

Randolph. J. L 57*^ 718*
Reading Specialties Co ' ^79
Reed. Fayette H

[ 660
Reed. Frederick E 225
Reed-Prentice Co ."

22S
RepIoRle. J, Leonard .'.'

224
Republic Iron & Steel Co 168, 366
Rhodes, C. H 416
Richey, E. W

[ I70
Ridgeway-Quest Co 366"
Ristine, John D 56
Roberts ^S: Schaefer Co [ 660
Robinson, Alexander P 222
Robinson Paint Co '.'.'.'

607
Rodney. Keith R ',]] 366
Rome Merchant Iron Mill .'. 279
Ross Power Equipment Co 417
Ross. William H '^26

Ruby. E. L ;::: Jgl
Rugg, W. S 22y
Ryan Car Co.... 169 417
Ryerson & Son, Joseph T 171*.' 661
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co 114
Sanctuary, E. N 608
Savage, H. D 114-
Sawyer. James D 170
Schaefer Equipment Co ! 470
Schlacks. W. J 717.
Schoen, Charles T ,,] 170
Scott, George E '.,[ 607
Sebastian. Don B 279
Sellers Mfg. Co .*!; .'.'.*!!

! 365
Sherritt & Stoer Co., Inc 223 717
Sherwin-Williams Co ' 5^6
Shields. S. S

'"
9^9

Shute. H. D *;]' 418'
Sinkler, loseph 716"
Skelton. F. A

[ 57
S K F Ball Bearing Co 57, 366
Slawson, James H 416*
Slaybaugli, Harvey B '. 280*
Southern Locomotive Valve Gear Co.. 58
Southwark Foundry & Machine Co... 36'^'
Spieth. W. S 5^6
Sprague, L. C 47^
Stafford. Hal R 719
Standard Forgings Co .'. 170
Standard Railwav Equipment Co 717
Standard Steel Car Co 281*. 661
Stehbins. Albert Clark 224
Stebbins, S. C 56, 1 14«
Steel & Iron Mongers, Inc .' 470
Steel Car Co 366, 416
Steele. W. P 416
Stillwell Engineering Corp., L. B

'

471
Street, Clement F 661
Stromberg Motor Devices Co 223
Sullivan. Arthur C 607
Tavlor, Howard D 716
Taylor, R, G [

'

s^g
Taylor. S B ," 57
Thomas, D. C ',]

,

,

1 68
Thompson. Wm. T 223
Titanium Alloy Mfg. Co i..!l. 222
Titanium Bronze Co ! 608
Toppan. W. R ][ 7I6
Trapp. Charles H 418
Tuco Products Corp 419"
Turville George A '.'.'.'.'.'.'.

608
lyden. Emil 660
Union Supply Co 169
Union Switch & Signal Co 58. 115"
United Hammer Co Sg
United States Graphite Co 365, 470
United States Light & Heat Corp... 57,

58, 168, 223. 225
United States Metallic Packing Co 169
Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co 225, 660. 716
Van Houten, Richard A 365
Van Sweringen, F. H 365
Vapor Car Heating Co., Inc.. 280, 416, 470
Varney, H. A 22'"
Verona Tool Works !!!!!.'!! 526
Vought. Charles S 417
Wadswonh-Holland Co 168
Waldron. H. A 971
Walsh. W, F 47J
Walworth Mfg. Co '..'.'."

717
Ward Leonard Electric Co ! 660
Wason Mfg. Co 279
Wassell. F. L '.[..'.['.'.': 417-
Weigman, Ernest H 923
West Disinfecting Co .'

223
Western Electric Co 527
Westinghouse Air Brake Co 57 58
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Co

170. 223', 225, 418*, 471*. 660
Weymouth, F. M 995"
Wharton. Oden H '.'.'. 479
Wharton Steel Co iu\ 225
White. C. K •?23
Wightman, Daniel A '.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'. in
Wieney. Horace M 607
Wfey & Sons, John . 56
Williams, Charles H I71"
VVilliams. Charles P 223
Wilson. Hugh M US*
Winey, C, L 710.
wooj. \v. H :.:: 4^
Woods. John E ',.',,', 6o7
Woodworth. Carl B 41Q
WriRht. W. V. D .;.;; 57
Yardlev, Charles B 47O
Young Mfg. Co.. R. W Sg.

"Illustrated article;

Supply Trade Notes—(Continued)

Youngstown Sleel Car Co 719
/einicker Supply Co., Walter .A... 41

7

„
. . , „ 418, 470, 527, 660

Support for pyrometer. Spring, by M. K,, 21
1'

,.' ,"<'';'='" "od packing and, Paxton-
Milcheli Co 217*

Swanson -Automatic Flange Lubricator' Co,'.
Automatic flange lubricator " -Jig-

Swezey, Perry J,, Holder-on \vith auto-
matic recoil 264'

T

yards, Ap-

104'

474§
153*

62§

148'

J14'
514"

235"

124*
516"
270"
463*

464'
616
I24"t

176t
S34t

Tap. A collapsing. National Acme Mfg. Co.
Tapper (see Machine tools).
Taylor, C. S., Hot box competition article.. 254
Tempering blast. Shield for. Chicago & North
Western 695

Tender design. An innovation in. Rock
Island 67J.

Tender trucks. Articulated, Economy" De-
vices Corporation '. 216'

Terminal (see also Engine terminal).
Terminals, Handling locomotives at
Tester. Superheater unit. C. R. 1. & P. .

Testing department, A neglected function
of the

Testing freight car brakes
pliances for, by M. K

Testing machine. Boiler tube, Watson-
Stillman Co. .

.'.

Testing machine. Hose, by F. Osborne!!!
Tests, Firebox temperature 556'
Tests of freight car paint. Practical, by

G. S. Evans ig
Tests. Locomotive brick arch 228
Tests of machine tools. Power, by C. H.
Crawford 294

Tests, Mikado type locomotive, Penn. R. r! 328
Tests of Moore heater car 710
Tests of a Pennsylvania Atlantic type lo-

comotive, by Andrew C. Loudon 177'
Tests, Pennsylvania Railroad locomotive

brick arch
Tests of steel springs. Service, by George

T. Glover
Thermo.-^tatic metal. General Electric" Co!

!

Thomas Grate Bar Co.. Elliptical grate bar.
Thread lead indicator. Bucknell-Thomas Co

.

Tinware, Saving money on railroad. Great
Northern 511"

Tip, Special, for cutting rivet heads by oxy-
acetylene process. PrestO-Lite Co

Tobacco fund. Railway regiments'
Tobesura Weno "Back on the job"
Tobesura Weno "On the mat"
Tobesura Weno, "Ton sharp for the m.m."!
Tool for finishing piston rods, roller, by

A. T. Humphrey i4g'
Tool for forming rod bushings, by H. C.

Gillespie 94'
Tool holders, Armstrong Eros, Tool Co.... 352^
Tool for removing broken studs, Cleveland

Twist Drill Co 16I'
Tools for cutting holes for superheater

flues, by M. K 156'
Tools, Developments in railway shop 297
Tools. Hand, and safety first 450'
Tools, High speed steel tipped, by M. C
Whelan 643*

Tools for turning and threading sniall
screws, by W. S. Anderson

Tools for the workmen, by W. G. Landon.
Tractive effort formula. The Kiesel. by
Lawford H. Fry 69,

Tractive effort formulas, Locomotive
Train line maintenance, by A. McGowan..
Train loading. Mechanical department a

factor in, by T. T. Ryan
Train pipe connector. Union automatic 105
Trains, Handling heavy, on grades (Air

Brake Assoc. 1

Trains, Rough handling of passenger !

Trainagraph, American Steam Gage & Valve
Mfg. Co. . . .

_.

Training, Car inspectors need better
Trainmen. A protest—educate the, fay R. J.

Ouintrell
Trainmen, Educate the, by A. W. Norton!!
Transfer of loads. Unnecessary, bv Wm.
Hansen '.

5345
Transportation of material in shops 422§
Trap door lock. Vestibule. Tuco Products

Corporation 461*
Traveling Engineers' Association. A word
from

Truck bolster, Huntoon. Toliet Rv. Supply
Co

Truck, Mounted wheel. Union Tank Line' Co!
Truck for Norton jack, bv C. W. Schane..
Truck. Pennsylvania refrigerator cars
Truck wheel grinder. Portable, bv F. Qs-
bourne

Truck. 6-wheel for Virginian 120-ton coal
car. Buckeye Steel Castings Co

Trucks, Articulated tender. Economy De-
vices Corporation 216

Tube boring and facing machine (sec Ma-
chine tools).

Tube cutter. Portable, by W. S. Whitford.
Tube expanders. Method of making, by F.
W. Seelert .......

Tube sheets. Load distribution around the
dry pipe opening in, by T. H. Walker..

211*

424t

136
62§

624

385
117§

650-

63S

612J
666t

616

601»
44»

460*
134"

212'

501 •

268*

98"

125*

Tube sheets. Repairing cracks in the
flanges of, by Daniel Cleary 155

Tubes, A use for old. by "Apex" 3t
Tubes (see also Boiler tubes).
Tuco Products Corporation, Insulation for

passenger car floors 464*
Tuco Products Corporation. Vestibule trap

door lock 461 •

Turner. Walter V.. Passenger car irounda-
tion brake rigging 199"

Twist, George, Rod job competition article. 513"

u
L'nderframe, Steel, for wood freight cars,
D. S: H

LTnion Automatic Connector Corp.. Auto-
matic train pipe connector

L^nion Tank Line Co., Mounted wheel truck
United States Graphite Co.. Automatic dry

graphite cylinder lubricator
Upsetting machine. A rod and drawbar.
Walter Stock

Car, Wine Railway

Valuation committee, Midwestern mechan-
ical

Valuation. Keeping the, up-to-date
Valuation in the mechanical department..
Valuation organization. Mechanical depart-
ment

Valuation of rolling stock. The
Valuation work. Co-operation in
Van Wormer. R, B., Applying locomotive

boiler tubes
Valve facing machine. Air
Valve gear design, Walschaert, by H. A.
Weiss

Valve packing rings, piston. Chuck for fin-
ishing

Valve. Piston, Russian Decapod locomo-
tives

\'alve, Shukaloff drifting valve !

!

Valve, Zyabloff, by-pass
Valves, Method of testing air pump and

steam heat governors, etc., by J. A.
Jesson

\ aporizt-r for burning kerosene, by Charles
N. Coons

Ventilating shutter.
Appliance Co.

X'irginian Railway, 120-ton coal car
Virginian Railway, Triplex locomotive (with

inset)
Virginian Railway. 6-wheel truck for 120-

ton coal car
Vise, A handy pipe. Whittington-Vaughn Cij!
Vulcan Engineering Sales Co.. Hanna
pneumatic riveting machine

W
Wabash Railway, 2-10-2 type locomotive...
Waldron. H. S., Gages tor determining the

lift of air pump inlet and discharge
'/alves

Walker. Locko. .Tig for planing outside of
crosshead shoes

Walker. Thomas H., Load distributioii
around the dry pipe opening of front
tube sheets

Walton, H. S., Maintenance of air brakes
on freight cars

Wanamaker, E., Electric arc welding
Wanamaker, E., Electric welding instruc-

tions ....
Wanamaker, E.. Electric welding on 'the
Rock Island

War, A big job ahead
War Board. Support the Railroads'
War conditions, "Do your bit"
War conditions. Readjustment to present..
War. The duty of the men at home
War, Everyone can help win the
War locomotive. United States Army
War, The mechanical department and the.
War, The performance of cars and loco-
motives

War. Prompt action by the railways in the
War, The railroads and the.'.
War, Railway efficiency and the, by Daniel
Willard

War. Railway engineers now in France...
War. Railway shop employees' part in...
Waste check. Journal box. Ideal Waste
Check Co

Water page glass guard. Simplex Safety
Boiler Gage Glass Co

Water, Purifying shop drinking, by W. S.
Whitford

Watson-Stillman Co., Boiler tube
machine

Watson-Stillman Co., Portable -ranic
press

Watts. N. I., Association competition article
Wear in driving box cellar bolt holes. Re-

ducing, by H. C. Spicer
Weaver, C. R., Train brake leakage de-
terminations

Weige! Machine Tool Co.. Drilling m'a'-
chine with tapping attachment

Weiss. H. .-\., Walschaert valve gear design
Welder. .Arc. Wilson Welder & Metals Co.

683'

105'
44'

270*

45*

126

423S
61«

283i
175!
118!

149
211*

71*

407'

548-
549*
549'

644*

263*

45*
493-

501'
356'

testing

pin

322'

648*

145
593

.

644

307-

S295
3681
2871
2298
664 S

421§
484*
473§

61H
238'
227§

489
543-

568t

214*

462*

202*

214*

650'
202

258*

629*

651'
71
47*

Seditorial; tshort non-illustrated article or note; ^communication.
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Welding a cracked cylinder, by Joseph
Schneeberger 322

WeldinR. Electric arc. by E. Wanamaker. 593*

Welding. The electric, process (Railway
Electrical Engineers' Assoc. ) 41

Welding high-speed steel tips to tools, by

J. G. Eraser 158

Welding, Information on arc. by F. G.
^

De Saussure •/ 55
Welding information. Some arc, by F. C.

De Saussure • • • 156
Welding instructions, Electric, by E. Wan-
amaker 644

Welding, Assisting shrinkage in autogenous,
^

bv mechanical means, by E. S. Norton. 263

Welding, Mixture of acetylene and oxygen
for 210t

Welding. Oxy-acetylene 248t
Welding. Oxy-acetylene. Making steam

pipes by. by W. H. Hauser 154*

Welding, Some oxy-acclylene repairs 591

Welding on the Rock Island, Electric, by
^

E. WanamaUe.- 307

Welding system. Constant current, closed

circuit arc. Arc Wel<ling Machine Co... 161*

Welds for steam boilers. Autogenous 44t

Western Maryland. A dining car water
^

healer -4

Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Westinghouse
"Fifty-four" air strainer 27-

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,

Motor headstocks for wood-working lathes 651

•Illustrated articl

Westbrook, M. H., Milling jaws in side rods 476t
Weston, A. H., Fallacies regarding mallea-

ble iron • 481

"

Wheel, The chilled iron car, by George W.
Lyndon 249*

Wheel, Mechanics of the chilled iron 446
Wheels. Machining car axles and 453

Wheels. Reclaiming cast iron 406
Whelan, M. C, High speed steel tipped

tools 643"
Whelan, M. C. Tools for making locomo-

tive safety chains 35*

Whistle, Origin of the locomotive steam.. 38t
Whitford, W. S.. Portable flue cutter 268*

Whitford, W. S.. Purifying shop drinking
water 202*

Whittington-Vaughn Co., A handy pipe

vise 356*

Willard. Daniel, Railway efficiency and the

war 489
Williams. Thos. R.. Calculating height of

grain line for box cars 636

Wilson Welder & Metals Co.. Wilson arc

welder 47

Windows. Clear vision cab, by J. H. Nagle 649*

Wine Railway Appliance Co., Car venti-

latinp shutter 45

Wine Railway Appliance Co.. A self-cen-

tering roller side bearing 51

Winterrowd. W. H.. Locomotive design

from a maintenance standpoint 678
Wisconsin Electric Co.. Type "C" Dumore

grinder 353

e; §editorial; tshort non-illustrated article or note;

Wolcomb, Harvey De Witt. And then the
worm turned * 456

\\>lcomb, Harvey De Witt. "Cleaning up"
KInncie roundhouse 265

Wolcomb, Harvey De Witt. "Fired"—For
the good of the service , . .. . 37

Wolcomb. Harvey De Witt. A foreman
who fired himself 99

Wolcomb, Harvey De Witt, Making
"Stickers" , . . 206

Wolcomb. Harvey De Witt, Milling ma-
chines in railroad shops 321

Women workers in England 438t
Women workers in railro.id shops 4748, 702
Woodworking lathes, Mulor headstocks for.

Westinghouse Elect. & Mfg. Co 651

Work distribution in the roundhouse, by
lohn F. Long 262

Work reports. Do not slight the 610S

Yards. Arrangement of car repair 6108

Year books. Mechanical association '*21j

Year. Change in fiscal 18

Y. M. C. A., The railroad 530S

z

ZyablotiE by-pass valve.... 549*

tcommunication.
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Change The action of the Interstate Commerce

in Commission in changing the fiscal year

p- . y of the railways to end on December il

instead of June JO will be warmly ap-

preciated by many mechanical department officers. The
time to repair locomotives and cars is when Ijusiness is light

and there is a surplus of equipment in the spring and early

summer. While the stronger roads are able to do this the

mechanical departments on many roads have been handi-

capped by the restrictions on e.\penditures for the repair of

equipment during the period of slack business in the spring

in order to make an artificially good showing for the current

year. As business begins to increase after July 1 it becomes
necessary to rush equipment into service with the minimum
amount of repairs, resulting in failures on the road and
consequent delay.

Higher Postage

Proposed

for Magazines

Newspapers and magazines are now
carried by the postoffice at the rate of

1 cent a lb. The Randall rider to the

postoffice bill proposes to change this to

1 cent a lb. for distances up to 300 mi.; 2 cents a lb. for from

oOO to 600 mi.; 3 cents a lb. from 600 to 1,000 mi.; 4 cents

a lb. from 1,000 to 1,400 mi.; 5 cents a lb. from 1,400 to

1,800 mi., and 6 cents a lb. over 1,800 mi. Obviously the

effect of this will be to restrict the circulation of our national

magazines, thus defeating one of the fundamental purposes

for the establishment of the postoffice—the better education

of citizens throughout the length and breadth of the land, and
the development of a spirit of patriotism and national unity

Then, too, the method of charging by zones and in almost

direct proportion to the mileage is not at all just. Investiga-

tions have shown that the greater part of the cost of handling
mail is at the terminals and that the relative cost of transport-

ing it from place to place is comparatively small. It

hardly seems possible that a government that is as far-

sighted and as liberal as our own in carrying on educational

projects, will allow the passage of an act which will throttle

and impair the usefulness of such important agencies as our
national magazines and technical journals.

The

Draft Gear

Problem

In deciding on the draft gear ar-

rangement for freight cars there

are several items that must be

taken into consideration. It is of

primary importance that a good substantial gear be

used in order that the greatest service may be obtained

from it. The gear must be of sufficient capacity to properly

protect the car. The car must also be of substantial con-

struction to withstand the heavy shocks it is bound to receive

in service. The question as to what capacity the draft gear

shall be, and how strong the draft sill construction shall

be is a matter that is open to discussion. The problem is

somewhat one-sided in favor of the heavy sill construction,

as, regardless of the capacity of the draft gear itself, its

maintenance is usually neglected. This of necessity requires

a sufficiently heavy draft sill construction to absorb the

shocks tliat should have been absorbed by the draft gear.

Theoretically, however, the light sill with tlie high capacity

draft gear is the most economical plan to follow. This was
quite definitely shown in the M. C. B. draft gear committee

report presented at the last convention. With an increase

of 60 per cent in cross sectional area of the draft sills there

was only about 20 per cent permissible increase in load in

the case of the spring gear, before the sills were stressed

beyond their elastic limits, and the increase was only 8 per

cent in the case of a friction gear. Comparing the two gears

for the same sills it was found that the friction gear would
absorb tliree times as much load as the spring gear before

the sills were permanently distorted, and in the heavier sills

it carried 2.6 times as much. It is therefore plain that if

increased protection is desired the draft gear capacity should

be considered first, and that the draft sill capacity should

be considered from the standpoint of poor draft gear main-
tenance. Where the sills are called upon to absorb too much
of a shock it not only subjects the superstructure of the car

to excessive racking and ultimate damage, but it also is very

liable to damage the lading.

Benefits from

Convention

Attendance

The prizes in the competition on the

Benefits Derived from Convention

Attendance have been awarded to F.

P. Roesch, master mechanic of the El

Paso & Southwestern at Douglas, Ariz.; R. R. Clarke, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., and C. E. Copp, foreman painter, Billerica shops,

Boston & Maine, North Billerica, Mass. Other communica-
tions possessing considerable merit will be published.

One of the writers emphasizes the value of the conventions

as a "mind tonic." The demands upon the transportation

machine or any of its departments are so severe in these days

that haphazard work cannot be tolerated. No officer or fore-

man can afford to get into a rut, but must keep a clear head

and use it. Getting out and seeing what the other fellow is

doing and what he is thinking about is the best recipe known
for getting and keeping out of a rut. The narrow-minded,

self-satisfied attitude on the part of some officers and fore-

men is responsible for much inefficiency and waste both of

energy and material. The biggest gains in efficiency cannot

always be accurately measured in detail but are to be found

in the aggregate on the balance sheet. Because they are

not clearly evident in the detail operations they are not fully

comprehended by the average officer, although the real execu-

tive—the man of vision and foresight—finds little difficulty

in recognizing them clearly. The inspiration received from

a convention gives far greater returns in increased efficiency

in the lictter use of energy and materials than does the knowl-

edge gained of some new detailed metliod or device, the exact

measure of which cannot be gaged and which may in itself

more than repay the cost of attending the convention. It is

unfortunate that because the larger and more important sav-

ing is less easily compreliended it is so often overlooked.

One of the writers reported a convention which he attended

/ /Ro
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for a trade paper and marvels at the good he gained from

it. He was forced to study the convention. Ever)- represen-

tative should be required to report back to his management

the good things which he has gained from attendance at the

convention, in meeting people outside the convention hall and

in visiting the exhibits. While observations indicate that

most of the members in attendance at the mechanical depart-

ment conventions are fully alive to the opportunities and

work hard to get the most out of the meetings, many might

be spurred to greater efforts if formal reports were required;

some who are not as fully awake to the ojiportunities might

be awakened, and the reports themselves would beyond doubt

prove the value of convention attendance.

Mechanical Depart- With the excellent business of the past

ment Prospect. .v^'" m^ny roads have available more

extensive funds with which to make
improvements in shops and equip-

ment that have in the past been necessary, but which for

the lack of sufficient capital have been deferred. The

mechanical department budgets for the )ear are considerably

larger than those prepared for 1916. Several railroads are

planning shop extensions in order that the repair work may

be more efficiently performed. Improved machine tools are

being purchased and every means is being taken to meet

the demands for cars and locomotives required by the heavy

business. The high price of metals and the poor deliveries

has caused many roads to pay greater attention to the scrap

piles. Material that hitherto was not profitable to reclaim

has been repaired and re-formed into serviceable material

at a saving over the market price. Cars that hitherto have

been scrapped will be rebuilt, steel draft sills and in many

cases steel draft arms, together witli high capacity draft

gears being used to put them into condition for service.

Much of the material reclaimed from scrap will be and

is now being used in rebuilding. Many castings that were

made of bronze are now being made of malleable iron and

steel, and the welding of high speed steel to carbon steel

shanks for machine tools has become a common practice.

Some roads are taking this opportunity for iniiiroving the

efficiency of their power by the application of superheaters

and brick arches to those engines whose condition and life

warrant the expenditure. The year bids fair to be a busy

one for both the railway shops and the suppl\- houses which

furnish them material. Every effort should be made properly

to organize the forces so that the work will be put through

with despatch and at the least possible expense.

The New Mechanical department officers on mul-

Headli^ht ''P'^ track roads with heav\- traffic

were, to say the least, shocked when the

Interstate Commerce Commission issued

a new order, the day after Christmas, which is only a little

less severe in its requirements than the original order. Just

why the commission took the course that it did is difficult

to understand. To see a dark object as large as a man of

average size standing erect at a distance of 800 ft. ahead

and in front of a headlight in a clear atmosphere requires a

real searchlight. Much testimony has been given to show

the danger of operating such headli.ghts, even thou.gh they

may be dimmed in passing opposing trains, because of the

danger of misreading signals. Surely those engineers who

went to Washington to testify against the use of such lights

at the risk of losing their insurance rights in the brother-

hoods and of Ijeing ostracized by their fellows, must have

had pretty strong convictions on the subject. How can the

commission explain away the results of the many tests which

have been made under expert supervision in recent years and

which have demon.strated the danger of using the high-power

lights?

Objections have been raised by the boiler inspection de-

partment that it was not practicable to develop an apparatus

which would make it possible scientifically to measure the

intensity of the light, and therefore the rather vague require-

ment noted above has Ijeen adojited. Just how are the gov-

ernment inspectors going to make these tests? And will

they be checked in their results, or will they be the sole

judges as to whether the headlights which they find in service

meet the government's requirements?

It would be interesting to know exactly why the locomotive

in.spection bureau and the labor leaders have worked so

closelv together in tlie hearings liefore the Interstate Com-

merce Commission. It would lie equally interesting to know

why the brotherhood leaders have had to threaten the mem-

bers of the brotherhood with expulsion and ostracism if

ihey testified a,gainst the high-power headlight. The
members of the Interstate Commerce Commission are

overburdened with work and responsibility. Undoubtedly

they are sincere in trying to do that which in their sight

is most fair to the public and to the railroads. In order-

ing the high-jjower headlights into service, however, they

are assuming a tremendous responsibility as to the welfare

of employees and passengers on heavy traffic roads. It

hardly seems possible that, if the individual members had

had an opportunity to study the records of the recent hearings

closely, they could have agreed upon this rule.

The 1 he three prizes in the hot box compe-

Hot Box tition have been awarded to J. S.

. . Brever, master mechanic of the South-
Compet.t.on

ern' Railway at Charleston, S. C; A.

M. Dow, foreman freight car repairs. El Paso & Southwest-

ern, El Paso, Tex., and J. E. Helms, inspector, Atchison.

Topeka & Santa Fe shops, Pueblo, Colo. A large number
of letters were received in the competition looking at the

problem from different viewpoints; taken as a whole they

form a most comprehensive study of tlie hot box problem,

M least a dozen of them have been selected for publication

in this or sulisequent issues.

Tliere seems to lie a disposition in many quarters to regard

the hot box problem as one which is not capable of solution.

The same thing was said concerning accidents, and yet the

safety first movement, as it has gained greater and greater

impetus, has greatly reduced injuries and fatalities by re-

moving the causes. Many railwa)- officers despaired of re-

ducing the loss and damage to freight, and yet the educa-

tional campaigns which have been conducted during the

past two or three )'ears have made wonderful reductions in

this item. Many instances are on record where the right

kind of a man in charge of an educational campaign, reach-

ing all tho.se who had any interest in the matter, has re-

sulted in wonderfully increased economy in use of fuel, large

increases in car loading, and really marvelous increases in

train loading. The hot box problem can be eliminated if

the supervising officers will see tliat each man who has any-

tliing to do with those factors which are liable ta cau.^e hot

boxes is fullv educated as to exactly how the work should

be done, and is then, with his fellows, filled with enthusiasm

and in.spired to do his part in bringing the trouble to an end.

It would almost seem that the journal box on a freight

car has no friends, and is neglected and passed by as a

thing unfit to associate with—an outcast. As long as this

continues to be the case it is hopeless to expect better results.

On the other hand, if the waste and inefficiency which is

caused by lack of proper care is once realized, the right

man or men are sure to be developed that have enough en-

thusiasm and executive ability to start and direct a cam-

paign for better results. If this is done many railroad

officers may be surprised at the fact that the amount of

lubricant actually required will be even less than under

present conditions In other words, it is not more oil that
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is required, but a greater co-operation and inspiration on the

part of all interests in seeking the real heart of the trouble

and eliminating those defects which cause the trouble.

Railway Supplies Two measures are pending in Con-

g„j grass that should receive the backing

_ . ,, ,
of those who are interested in the ex-

Foreign Markets , . . r ^ ^ i in-
tension of our loreign trade—and this

should include all of us, for upon it will depend much of the

future general prosperity of our country. One of these meas-

ures is the appropriation to the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce of the Department of Commerce. .\ fair

indication of the efforts of the bureau in extending our export

business is the attention which it is giving to the single item

of railway equipment. Frank Rhea, formerly with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, Division of Valuation, is now
in Australia, having recently left New Zealand. He expects

later to study the markets for railway equipment in Japan,

China, India and South .\frica. The bureau also hopes to

send an expert to study the ports and transportation facili-

ties in Russia; another to investigate mineral resources in

the Far East, and still another, if possible, to study the mar-

kets for railway equipment in Latin America. Critical

investigations of this character are quite necessary if we are

to secure the best results, and the work of the department

should not be hampered, particularly at this time, by paring

down the appropriation which the bureau has asked for and

every cent of which will be needed to carry out its proposed

program.

The second measure is the Webb bill. It is of vital im-

portance that American industries co-operate in order to

market their products in foreign lands and successfully meet

the competition of foreign combinations, some of which are

actively backed up by their governments. At present such

action on the part of .\merican concerns would be unlawful

under the provisions of the Sherman act. The Webb bill

provides that nothing in the present anti-trust laws shall be

construed to render illegal an association entered into for

the sole purpose of engaging in export trade and actually

engaged solely in such trade, or an agreement made or act

done in the course of export trade by such association, pro-

vided such association, agreement or act is not in restraint

of trade within the United States. It provides akso that no

provision of the Clayton bill shall be construed to forbid

the acquisition or ownership by any corporation of the whole

or any part of the stock or other capital of any corporation

organized solely for the purpose of engaging in export trade.

No special interests are opposing this bill. Obviously, it

should be made effective at the very earliest moment, and

surely during the present session of Congress. The bill

was amended in going through the House to guard again.st

certain fancied abuses. While these amendments looked

very innocent, it has since been found that they would en-

tirely nullify the purpose of the bill and would place our coun-

try in a ridiculous position. The Senate Committee which has

the bill in charge is apparently examining it closely from a

legal standpoint in order to make it really effective, but

the committee aUo has in charge the railroad bill and there

is danger of the Webb bill being lost sight of in the heavy

pressure of work to which this committee is being suljjected.

The

Standard

Box Car

In May, 1914, the American Railway
Association, on the initiative of vari-

ous members, pre-eminent among
whom was E. P. Ripley, president of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, appointed a committee

to work out designs for a standard box car. Mr. Ripley

was made chairman of this committee, and the other mem-
bers are President Smith of the New York Central, Presi-

dent Rea of the Pennsylvania, President Harrison of the

Southern. Chairman Kruttschnitt of the Southern Pacific,

Chairman Elliott of the New Haven, and President Mark-
ham of the Illinois Central. A sub-committee, of which
George L. Wall is chairman, was appointed, consisting of

representatives of four of the prominent car building com-
panies. This sub-committee has been enlarged recently to

include mechanical representatives from several roads. The
work of the sub-committee is beginning to take definite

form. Three types of box cars have been decided upon, the

double-sheathed car, the steel frame single-sheathed car and
the all-steel car. The first type may be built for either 60,000
or 80,000 lb. capacity, the second for 80,000 lb. capacity,

and the third for 80,000 or 100,000 lb. capacity, making
five designs in all. Sample cars of each of the different

types are soon to be built. Some are in process of con-

struction.

With the progress thus made it seems certain that the

railroads in this country are assured of a box car of standard

construction and one that will give the shippers and the

handling lines the service they have a right to expect. There
are several reasons why a standard box car construction

should be adopted. Interchanging the cars and sending

them broadcast throughout the country practically amounts
to pooling the equipment. As a practical matter, a freight

car is anybody's car, and the M. C. B. rules are such that

that "anybody" has got to keep that car in repair. With
the large number of different cars in service on the rail-

roads today each road is required to keep a large assortment

of repair parts on hand with which to make repairs, or

to hold the car out of service until the necessary parts are

received from the car owner, or to make "wrong" repairs at

its own expense and get the car back into service. With a

standard car a much smaller amount of material would have

to be carried in stock, thus permitting a substantial decrease

in the capital invested in such parts. This is one of the

strongest arguments used by the advocates for the standard

car.

The adoption of a standard car will eliminate the weak,
inferior car of cheap and poor construction which is low in

first cost and expensive in maintenance, and which can

never be depended upon to reach its destination in proper

condition. The committee has given particular attention

to the maintenance feature, and has attempted to provide a

car of minimum weight that will give the greatest service

with the lowest practical first cost. The matter of inter-

changeability of parts has also been given careful consid-

eration.

The car builders will be benefited by the adoption of the

standard car. They will be in a position to make the cars

at a lower cost, in that with the standard parts their dies,

templates and drawings can be standardized. The cars can
be built and material purchased during times of depression

and held in stock, thus enabling the builders to maintain
a more uniform shop output and to purchase material at

favorable prices. The workmen becoming familiar with the

standard designs would be able to do their work with greater

despatch and increase their productiveness. All of this

should tend to lower the price of the cars to the railroads

and give them more than they now receive for their money.
In some details of this work the committee has sought to

improve or provide designs of equal merit for the various

detailed parts in car construction that are covered by exist-

ing patents. Where it has been found impossible to do this

satisfactory royalty arrangements have been made with the

owners of the patents. It has made use of the M. C. B.

standards to a very large extent and has been especially

liberal in permitting the use of alternates in various elements
in the construction. For instance, the draft gear is only
limited l)y the center sill dimensions, and any roof can be
applied which will accommodate itself to the Z-bar side

plate, which is a fixed standard. It is this permitted use
of alternates, together with the five designs of cars, that
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rather complicates the "repair parts" feature. The present

M. C. B. interchange rules (Rule 16) require that in repairs

to foreign cars "the work shall conform in detail to the

original construction" with a few e.xceptions. This would

necessitate, tlierefore, each road carrying in stock a large

number of the alternates with which to make repairs, or to

follow the present practice of holding the car for receipt of

those parts from the owning road. This, of course, is not

desirable, nor is it believed necessary, except possibly in

some few cases. The fact that the committee has approved

these alternates indicates they will serve their purpose

equally as well as the standard parts, and that the safe

operation of the car is in no way jeopardized by their use.

This being the case why not permit the application of the

A. R. A. Standards in repairs for those alternates which

are used on the car? This would not affect the service of

the car, would relieve the handling line of carrying such

an excess of parts and would permit it to get the car back

into service without delay.

The advisability of adopting a standard car has been

questioned because, as has been argued, it will interfere

with development and remove the incentive under which

mechanical experts have worked in the past to introduce

improvements in car construction. With a corps of experts

in the form of a committee under either the American Rail-

wav Association or the Master Car Builders' Association

all the suggestions for improvements presented by the differ-

ent roads could be thoroughly studied and the best one

chosen. Changes could be made at prescribed periods with-

out causing any very material disturbance in the established

standard. These various suggestions would be subjected

to a more careful scrutiny and many of the fantastic ideas

that now find their way into car construction would be

eliminated, and all of the roads would receive the benefit

of the best improvements.

After all, the standard car is an economic necessity. Our
freight cars are no longer company cars. They are owned
by individual roads, but the chances are they are used more

by other roads. Cases have been reported where cars have

been ana}- from their home roads for two years or more.

Such cars must be repaired, and it is essential that the roads

that are required to repair them be given every opportunity

to do so with despatch and with the least possible expense.

Machine Tool It is strange that with all the improve-

Equipment in
ments and developments in machine

„ ., o. tools the railwavs of this countrv pay
Railway Shops ,..., .^ i-

'
. i

.- T -

so little attention to properly equipping
their shops. E. W. Pratt, in his presidential address at

the last Master Mechanics' convention, made a statement to

the effect that as compared with the industrial plants some of

the raihvay shops are jO to 40 years behind the times in

their machine tool equipment. The question naturally arises,

Wh\' are they not improved? The invariable reply will un-

doubtedly be that the mechanical department cannot get

money for the proper expenditures. In other words, mechan-
ical department officers attempt to shift the responsibility

to their superiors. More than likely the trouble lies with the

mechanical department men themselves. Do they make the

proper arguments and can they show their superior? through

careful analysis just how much can be saved and what a

splendid investment it would be to bring the machine too!

equipment up to the proper degree of efficiency. On the

face of it this would not seem to be a very difficult thing

to do.

In the year ending June 30, 1914, the railways spent over

$50,000,000 in wages to machinists alone, and less than $12,-

000,000 for shop machinery and tools. A saving of 1 per

cent in machinists' labor, which could be easily accomplished

by more efficient tools, would amount to $500,000. Figuring
interest and depreciation on machine tools at 15 per cent.

this $500,000 would take care of an investment of something

over $3,000,000. There is no question but what a great deal

more than 1 per cent could be saved in machinists' wages
with such an expenditure for better and more efficient ma-
chine tools.

Nor is it believed that proper attention is given by the

railways to the purchase of machine tools. It is not a pur-

chasing department problem, and it should not be left in its

hands. That department should act only as an intermediary

obtaining the prices on the machines required, and permitting

the mechanical department to have the last say as to what
machines shall be purchased. The growth and development

in the machine tool industry has been such in the past few
years that only those who are in close touch and are thor-

oughly familiar with the service performed by various tools

are competent to determine which tool shall be purchased.

The smallest tool should be as carefully selected as the

largest one.

It is impossible to pick the proper tools blindly. The im-

provements and special features in all types of machines are

such that they must be carefully chosen. Some machines of

the same type are better adapted for railway work than others,

and in order that the best purchase may be made a careful

study should be made of the already extensive market. Some
railways have a man in the mechanical department organiza-

tion whose sole duty is to study the machine tool needs of

the shop. It is his business to study the field and to recom-

mend for purchase the tool he has found best adapted for

the work in question. He is responsible to a large extent

for the output of the thousands of men in the shop organiza-

tion, and it is by his judgment and careful study that the

repair work is efficiently done and that the shops are pro-

vided with machines w'hich are reliable and suitable for the

work on which tliey are used.

The machine tools are the basis upon which the efficient

shop is founded. With over $50,000,000 spent each year

for machine tool operators the railways can well afford to

make very careful investigations to see that these operators

are provided with proper and efficient equipment. They can
well afford to pay competent men to follow the machine
tool equipment needs, and even,' mechanical department offi-

cer should seek the suggestions of his shop men as to which
tools can be used to the best advantage. In no case should

the tools l>e purchased on price alone. .Adaptability for the

work in question and reliability of performance should be
considered first, and price afterwards. There are tremendous
possibilities for economies to be made in the more efficient

equipping of our railway shops. With railway earnings as

large as they have been for the past year the mechanical de-

partment officers should avail themselves of this opportunity

for increasing the efficiency of their sho])S to the utmost,

making sufficient investigations to back up their arguments
with convincing data.

NEW BOOKS

First Priitcit'lcs: of Electricity. Ry .T. E. Homaris, Entuid in cloth. 248
p.lges, 5 in. by TYi in. Illustraled. Published by Sully & Kleinteich,

373 Fourth avenue. New York City. Price $1.

As the title of this book indicates, it is prepared for students

or persons desiring to take up the study of electricity. It

deals with the fundamental ideas of electricity, and is pre-

sented in a very simple, concise and understandable man-
ner, devoid of all heavy complication which would otherwise

bewilder a reader or student who has not had a previous

education in the subject. The book defines electricity and
interprets the various terms u.sed in connection with it. It

explains the various sources from which electricity may be
oljtained, giving a de.scrip'ion and explaining the purpose of

tlie direct and alternating current dynamos and motors, ex-

plaining the principles upon which they work.



Car and Locomotive Orders in i916

Year's Business of Over $550,000,000 Featured by

High Prices and Large Foreign Locomotive Sales

IN
the 12 months of 1916 the railways, private car lines and

other users of cars and locomotives in the United States

and Canada placed orders for 2,910 locomotives, 170,054

freight cars and 2,544 passenger cars, In the same period,

according to figures compiled by the Railway Age Gazette

and published in the issues of that paper for December

TABLE I.—Orders in 1916

Locomotives Freight
Cars

Domestic 2,910 170,054
Foreign 2,983 35,314

Total 5,893 205,368

Passenger
Cars

2,544
109

2,653

29 and January 5, orders were also received from foreign

countries by builders in the United States and Canada for

2,983 locomotives, 35,314 freight cars, and 109 passenger

cars, making totals, respectively, of no less than 5,893 loco-
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Frisco for oO Santa Fe locomotives to be delivered in June,

July and August, 1917. A New York Central order for

230 locomotives given to the American Locomotive Company
and Lima Locomotive Works, as reported in the October

Railway Mechanical Engineer, will be delivered about No-
vember, 1917; the American Locomotive Company has an

order for 50 locomotives from the Paris-Orleans Railway

of France also down for deliver) next November, and one

for 100 locomotives from the French State Railways, desig-

nated to be filled in January and Februar)-, 1918.

All this means that the car and locomotive plants and

equipment specialt)- manufacturers are fast getting on a

peace basis. It is well known and a matter of record that

many, if not most, of these plants have been working on

large ammunition contracts. \\ hile many of them have

undoubtedly realized large profits on this business, it is a

source of gratification that the prosperity of these com-
panies will henceforth be on a more stable basis.

It will further be a reason for pride that the car and

locomotive plants now busy on the manufacture of railway

equipment for England, France and Russia will be among
the first to help those countries in the work of reconstruc-

tion after the war.

PRICES OF LOCOMOTIVES ORDERED

\\'hile the increase in the prices of locomotives has not

been as marked as that in the case of cars, a conservative

estimate will show that locomotives ordered during the past

year have cost from $5,000 to §20,000 each more than

similar locomotives ordered during the year 1914, the average

increase during that period being at least 50 per cent. .\

statement recently made public by the Buffalo, Rochester Sc

Pittsburgh shows that Jlikado locomotives were purchased

by that road during 1914 at a price of $20,.K>0. while sim-

ilar locomotives ordered during 1916 cost $33,900. A
similar comparison of Mallet t>pe locomotives shows an

increase from $32,300 each to $51,500 each. In both cases

the locomotives ordered during the two years are compar-

able, being of the same design and total weight and were

ordered from the same builder. That still further increases

in prices during the coming year may be expected is evident

from an inspection of the condition? of the material market.

A comparison of present prices of some of the materials

entering into locomotive construction, with the quotations

for one and two years ago. shows the following:

December 21. I >xar 2 years
ago ago.

gl-in. boiler and flange steel, per lb. $ .0365 to $ 0.515 $ .0235 $ .0115
leel forging billets, per ton 80.00 53.00 24.00

2^-in. boiler tubes, per foot of
length 132 .097 .09

Pig iron, per ton 23.00 to 35.95 17.40to 9.50 to

19.95 15.17

As the present prices, or higher, will be effective for loco-

motives ordered during the early part of 1917, while those

of a year ago were probably effective on a large number of the

early orders during the present year, there can be no doubt

as to the trend of locomotive prices, at least for several

months to come.

TYPES OF LOCOMOTIVES ORDERED

The striking feature about the orders for locomotives in

1916 was that the foreign orders were about equal to

domestic orders, this resulting because very large purchases

were made in this countr)- by England, France and Russia.

As far as the domestic orders are concerned there was u

ver)' strong tendency toward the increased purchase of Santa

Fe and Mountain or Mohawk t\pe locomotives. This is

clearly indicated in the two diagrams showing the percentage

of each of the important types of locomotives ordered to

the total number ordered in each of the last six years. From
the actual figures given in Table III it will be seen that

the purchases of Santa Fe locomotives totaled 325, as com-

pared with 75 in 1915 and 63 in 1914. The Mountain or

Mohawk type locomotives ordered totaled 184, as compared
with orders for 47 locomotives of this kind in the five years

from 19! 1 to 1915. The New York Central and the South-

ern both ordered a large number of these locomotives, the

New York Central's total being no less than 139. The
switching and Mallet ty-pe locomotives also showed fairly

large increases over former years, but the Consolidation and

electric showed considerable decreases.

T.ABLE Til.

—

Cl.*ssificatios of Locomotive£ Obdered 1911-1916.

1916. 1915. 1914. 1913. 1912. 1911.

Mikado 758 562 333 796 1,309 $»
Switching 731 227 201 638 821 44J
Consolidation 63 225 166 823 858 577
Mallet 218 120 59 72 168 112

Pacific 278 102 174 566 594 486
Santa Fe 325 75 63 ...

Ten-Wheel 40 40 48 255 364 23»
Mognl 28 12 24 42 61 127

Mountain or Mohawk 184 9 12 24 ... 2
Atlantic 2 1 34 46 5 9
American 1 1 19 8 8 27

Electric 43 70 59 94 7S 133

Other 239 168 73 103 252 406

Total 2.910 1.612 1.265 3,467 4,515 2,850

It is evident that the Mikado locomotive is losing, while

the Santa Fe type is gaining favor for use in heavy freight
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a Triplex (2-8-8-8-4 t)pe) locomotive similar to those

which have been built for the Erie, of slightly less total

weight, 844,000 lb., as against 853,000 lb., but with greater

tractive effort, 166,000 lb., as compared with 160,000 lb.

This gives the Virginian Triplex the distinction of being the

most powerful locomoti\'e \et built.

SOME CIF THE BIG ORDERS

During the year some very imposing orders for locomotives

were placed. As these have been reported in the news
section of the Railway Mechanical Engineer from time to

time, it is not necessary to repeat them in detail. It is worth

noting, however, that during the year the following roads

each placed orders for SO or more locomotives : Baltimore &
Ohio, 100, including 90 with the Baldwin Locomotive W'urks

and the remainder with the Lima Locomotive Works; Boston

& Maine, 60, American Locomotive Company; North West-

ern, 142 on two orders, American Locomotive Company;
Chesapeake & Ohio, 50, American Locomotive Company;
Burlington, 50, Baldwin Locomotive Works; Erie, So with

the American, Baldwin and Lima Locomotive Companies and

in company shops; Great Northern, 75, Baldwin Locomotive

Works; Lehigh Valley, 105, Baldwin Locomotive Works;
New York Central and subsidiary companies, 507, including

247 with the American Locomotive Company, 260 with the

Lima Locomotive Works and 10 with the General Electric

Company; New Haven, SO, American Locomotive Company;
Pennsylvania, 186, including 75 with the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works and the remainder at the company shops at

Juniata; Pennsylvania Lines West, SO, Baldwin and Lima
Locomotive Works; Frisco, 70, Baldwin Locomotive Works;
Southern, 111, including 97 with the Baldwin Locomotive

Works and 14 with the Lima Locomotive Works.

The foreign buying was done principally by the British.
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tliis year, with the exception of locomolives built for Russia,

these engines have generally been Ijuilt to the foreign designs.

During the latter part of the present year orders have been

received from France, Spain and Italy, which are being

liuilt to American designs.

A comparison of the number of locomotives of the various

types ordered during 1915 and 1916 clearly indicates that

tiierc has lieen no decrease in the tendency toward constantly

increasing power units. While the 2-10-2 type will un-

doulitedly retain its supremacy for several years in heavy

road freight service, it is evident that the limit of its capacity

will soon be reached and the difficulties in the way of

increasing the size of simple cylinders beyond that required

by the 10-coupled wheel base, indicates that but little more

can be done in the development of single unit locomotives

operated Ijy a single pair of simple cylinders beyond the

possibilities in the types now in existence. Although in gen-

eral the Mallet locomotive has never been favorably consid-

ered as a road engine, it has been successfully used in road

service for some time on a number of railroads and it offers

possibilities for further development along that line.

FREIGHT CARS ORDERED

The total of 170,000 freight cars ordered shows a very

considerable increase over 1915 and is over twice as large

as the total for 1914. In fact, the total is the best with the

exception of 1912 since 1906. As far as the total value of

orders placed is concerned it has been one of the Ijest years

in the histon- of the business. With the sudden demand for

raw materials by the munition manufacturers, the price of

steel has soared very high. The price of lumber has in-

creased but little, and what increase has occurred has been

many cars were ordered the last half of 1916 as were ordered

during the first half, November being the heaviest month
for the past three years. Needless to say, the orders have

been restricted to provide for only those cars which were
aljsolutel}' necessary, liut still the orders placed for the year

approach very nearly the 15-year average which has been re-

ferred to above.

The outstanding feature in this year's totals, as shown in

Table A, is the reversion to all-wood or composite under-

frame cars. Only 1,560 all-steel box cars are reported as

against a total of 11,005 in 1915. This, of course, is partly

due to tlie absence of large Pennsylvania orders for all-

steel box cars, but even taking that into consideration it

shows very strikingly with the increase of composite under-

frame I50X cars from 1,225 to 12,560, and in all-wood cars

from 601 to 6,416 from 1915 to 1916, the effect of the

exceedingly high prices and poor deliveries of steel.

Of the total of about 165,000 cars ordered for use in the

United States and Canada, the greatest increases over last

years are in the composite and steel underframe type. l)oth of

which show gains much larger proportionately than the in-

crease in the total number of cars ordered, while there is al-

most no increase in the number of all-steel cars ordered.

Considering tlie conditions of the raw material markets, both

as to prices and deliveries, it is not surprising that the ten-

dency has been to use as little steel in car construction as

possilile, and the returns can in no way be considered as

indicating a tendency toward wood construction on its own
merits.

The number of cars of all-wood construction ordered

during the year shows an increase of over 40 per cent as

compared with the number ordered during 1915, but the total

TABLE A.

—

Classification of Freight Cars Ordered Durinu 1916.

All Steel

V,„s 1,560
RL-frigerator
Hopper, including ore 30,940
Gondola ".829

Coal (not otherwise specified) 560
Stock
Flat 2.313
Tank 13,637
Caboose ;

'

Miscellaneous or not specified 361

Total 57.207

All Steel frame
and steel

underframe

145
900

Steel
underframe

b
24.256
3,191
750

5,648

3,260

218
169

Composite
underframe

il

12.650
100

3,500

500
73

206
9

18,113 37,492 17,038

Wood
f

6,416
1.168
760

3

75
825
651

'is
312

10,225

Not
specified

5.450
2,515
3,926
9,063
1,000
1,360
155

6
51

6,453

29,979

Total

62.593
6.974
36.376
30.050
1.635
6.745
3,192

13,643
642

8,204

170,054

Spring Friction

18,985
2,662
6,073

10,350

1,615
218
12

290
602

25.819
1.297

20.977
10.125

575
2.950
1.358

13,320
83

846

Not
specified

17.789
3.015
9.326
9.575
1.060
2.180
1.616
311
269

6.756

77,350 51.897

due to the advance in the cost of labor and materials used

in its manufacture and more recently to the shortage of cars.

Labor throughout the country has become much more ex-

pensive. All of these conditions have a material Ijearing

on the cost of car construction and on the fact that the

prices now paid are 75 per cent more than those paid under

normal conditions. As much as $1,800 has been paid for

box cars, and over $2,200 for refrigerators. A conservative

estimate of the average prices being paid for all freight cars

has been given as $1,500. This has placed a serious burden

on the railroads, especially on account of the fact that they

have had to buy large amounts of new equipment.

From 1901 to 1915, inclusive, there was a total of 2,623,-

425 cars ordered—an average of 174,895 cars per year.

During the first seven years of this period the average was

205,361 cars per year, while for the following eight years

the average was but 148,238. This shows that at the Ije-

ginning of 1916 the roads were consideraljly short of their

equipment requirements. To be sure, the increase in the

capacity of cars has been responsible for some of this de-

crease in the number bought, but tlie small earnings of the

railroads during the latter period are responsible for most

of it.

With the railroads thus l^ehind in the matter of equip-

ment, thev have been forced to increase their orders for cars

this rear notwithstanding the high prices. About twice as

number of cars ordered shows an increase of over 50 per cent

compared with 1915. Indeed it is remarkaljle that the in-

crease in this type of construction was not larger and it seems

apparent that it has been resorted to more where the necessity

for immediate deliveries was the paramount consideration,

rather than from considerations of price.

In addition to the embarrassment of high prices, the roads

have been handicapped by long deliver)'. Six to nine months
is the best that can be expected, and on tank cars a year

to a year and a quarter is not uncommon. The unprecedented

demand for oils and gasolene both for export and for do-

mestic use, has created a demand for this latter class of

equipment, and is responsible for the large number of tank

cars ordered this year. With peace negotiations between the

warring nations taking a somewhat favorable aspect there is

liope for better prices and better delivery within the next

year.

THE BIG FREIGHT CAR BUYERS

Several of the railroads made unusually large purchases

of freight cars. As details of most of these orders have

been given from time to time in the Railway Mechanical

Engineer, it will be sufficient to say here that orders for over

3,000 freight cars were placed by each of the following

roads: Baltimore & Ohio; Chesapeake &: Ohio; Chicago

& North Western; Burlington; St. Paul; Erie; Illinois Cen-
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tral; Louisville & Nashville; New York Central; Pennsyl-

vania; Reading; Southern; Southern Pacific; Union Pacific

and Union Tank Line,

The French State Railways were reported as having or-

dered 11,500 cars; the Italian State Railways, 3,000; the

Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean, 1,500; the Paris-Orleans, 3,600,

and the Russian Government, 7,155.

PASSENGER CARS ORDERED

There has been no such reversion to wooden cars as has

been noted in the case of freight cars. This is the best pos-

sible evidence that the all-steel passenger car has come to

stay, and this for the reason that the prices of passenger cars

have advanced in even greater proportion than has been the

case with freight cars. Practically the only wooden cars

ordered were some ordered for Canadian roads. Practically

all the cars have been specified as being equipped with elec-

trict lighting.

Among the companies that placed orders for over 100

passenger cars were the Baltimore & Ohio, Canadian North-
ern, Canadian Pacific, New York Central, Pennsylvania and
the Pullman Company.

E(1UIPMENT BUILT

The Railway Age Gazette also gives figures as to the

output of cars and locomotives. During 1916 there were
built in the car and locomotive plants and railroad shops

4,075 locomotives, 135,001 freight cars and 1,839 passenger

cars, a considerable increase over last year's low figures of

2,085 locomotives, 74,112 freight cars and 1,949 passenger

cars. This year's totals, however better they may be than

TAP.LE IV.—Output, 1899-1916

Freight Passenger
Year Locomotives Cars Cars

1899 2,475 119,886 1,305
1900 .1.153 115,631 1,636
1901 3,384 136,950 2,055
1902 4.070 162,599 1,948
1903 5,152 153,195 2,007
1904 3,441 60,806 2,144
1905' 5,491 165,155 2.551
1906* 6,952 240,503 3,167
1907' 7.362 284,188 5,457
1908' 2,342 76,555 1,716
1909* 2,887 93,570 2,849
1910* 4,755 180.945 4,412
1911' 3,530 72.161 4,246

1912t 4,915 152.429 3.060

1913t 5,332 207,684 3,296

1914t 2,235 104,541 3.691

1915t 2.085 74,112 1.949

I916t 4,075 135,001 1,839

* Includes Canadian output.
tincliides Canadian output and equipment built in railroad sliops.

191 5's figures, do not begin to express the real prosperity of

the business for the reasons (1) that so large a proportion

of the orders were placed in the last three months of the year,

(2) because they do not indicate the high prices and (3)

because, as previously noted, they cannot show the munitions

orders. Of the 4,075 locomotives built, 2,708 were for

domestic and 1,367 for foreign companies. Of the 135,001

freight cars, 113,692 were for domestic and 21,309 for export

business, and of the total 56,053 are specified as being of all-

steel construction, 59,636 as having steel underframes, 8,849

as being of wood and the remainder are not specified. Of

the 1,839 passenger cars, 1,769 were for domestic use and

70 for export. Of the total, 1,600 are specified as being of

all-steel construction, 200 as having steel underframes and

39 as being of wood.

It will be noted that foreign orders play an important part

in the builders' activities. Some companies, particularly those

in Canada, almost specialized on foreign orders. As was

the case last year, also, a number of American companies

confined their activities almost entirely to doing repair work

for railroads.

STEAM PIPE JOINT RINGS

The accompanying illustration shows the method followed

by the Chicago Great Western for the application of steam

pipes. It is sometimes difficult to cast and machine the

joints in steam pijjes so that they will match exactly between

the nigger head and the cylinder casting. The arrangement

of joint rings shown provides a leeway of ;4 'n. The joint

rings for cylinder ends of the steam pipes are turned con-

centric, while those for the nigger head ends have the two

CylinderEnd

Cylinder Ring,
V-2'i-

-S

Tee Head Ring.

Joint Rings Used to Adjust for Inaccuracies in Steam Pipes

bearing faces ' s in. off center. By turning the rings tintil

a perfect contact is obtained between both the steam pipe and

the nigger head, a connection can be obtained without diffi-

culty within the limits of a ^ in. variation, as above men-

tioned. This has been used for the past two years with

very satisfactory success.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CHIEF INSPEC-
TOR OF LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS*

The annual report of Frank McManamy, chief inspector

of locomotive boilers. Interstate Commerce Commission, for

the fiscal year ended June 30, 1916, has recently been pub-

lished. During the year the work of this division has been

materially changed and increased by the broadening of its

scope to include the inspection of the entire locomotive and

tender. The inspection rules and instructions concerning

the inspection of locomotives and tenders were formulated

during the year, and while the enforcement of them required

no material change in the form of the organization of the

division, it caused a substantial increase in the work of

the inspectors, which is reflected l^y the number of locomo-

tives inspected during the year. Much of the time of the

inspectors was taken in what might be termed "educational

work," so that the railroad inspectors and officers might

have a correct and uniform understanding of the require-

ments of the law. The present inspectors were examined
Ijy the United States Civil Service Commission concerning

their cjualification and fitness to perform the additional

inspections, and all the inspectors employed by the division

passed a very creditable examination.

As the work of this division now embraces the entire

locomotive and tender, the tabulation of accidents, injuries

and defects found is such that no practical basis exists

upon which the comparative tables of accidents as shown
in ffrmer reports can be continued. The following is a

summary of the tabulated data contained in the report:

Number of locomotives inspected 52,650
Number found defective 24,685
Percentage found defective 47
Number ordered out of service for repairs 1,943
Number of accidents 537
Number l<illed 38
Number injured 599

There were 71,527 defects found on the 24,685 defective

locomotives. Of this number something over 23,000 defects

are those which do not pertain to the boiler and its appur-

• A brief summary of the work of the division of boiler inspection, taken
from the annual report of the Interstate Commerce Commission, was pub-
lished last month, page 632.
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tenances. The following is a tiil)ulation of the more impor-

tant defects enumerated in the report:

Brake eqiiipmeni 1,965
Cylinders, saddles or steam chests 5,395
Draw gear 1.562
Lateral motion 728
Rods, main or side, crank pins, or collars 1,176
Springs or spring rigging 1.671
Tanks or tank valves 1 ,594
Tender trucks 1.295
Wheels 1.407

This gives a clear idea of what the railroads should watch
in the maintenance of locomotives and tenders. In this con-

nection the report shows illustrations of locomotives in service

with steam leaks which are such that the view of the engine-

man is almost entirely obscured. Mention is also made of

an accident caused by the steam heat hose coupling on the

rear end of the tender of the first engine on a double headed
passenger train catching in a switch point, derailing the

second locomotive and wrecking tlie train. The steam hose

coupling hung too low, and was not hooked up as it should

have been. This accident resulted in the death of si.\ per-

sons, serious injury to ten persons, and caused a property

•damage estimated at $14,565. The speed at which these

engines were running was estimated at 40 m. p. h. This
accident serves to illustrate the importance of looking after

and repairing the small and sometimes apparentl\- unimpor-
tant defects before locomotives are allowed to go in service.

Table I shows the number of persons killed and injured

by failure of locomotive boilers or their appurtenances during

the year ended June 30, 1916, and by failure of any part

of locomotives or tenders since the amendment regarding the

locomotive and tender inspection became effective, the classi-

fication being according to their occupations.

Briefly summarizing the accidents, and the casualties

resulting therefrom, caused by the failure of locomotive

boilers and their appurtenances only, for the purpose of

Table I.

—

C.\sualt:es Ctapsified cy Occupations
Mentbers of train crews: Killed.

Engineers 11

Firemen 12

Brakemen 9

Conductors I

Switchmen
Roundhouse and ^.liop employees:

,
Boilermakers 1

!
Machinists 1

Foremen 1

Inspectors
Watchmen

t Boiler washers
1 Hostlers

Other roundhouse and shop employees 1

Other employees
Non-employees 1

Total 38

Injured.
205
225
74
6
6

3

3

8
10
6

21
7
3

comparison, it shows there were 352 such accidents with 29

killed and 407 injured thereby. This is a decrease over the

preceding year in tlie number of accidents and in the number

of casualties, but an increase in the number killed. This

increase in the number of fatalities is due almost entirely to

one single class of accidents, namely, crown sheet failures

due to low water, where contributory causes of neglect were

found, and forcibly emphasizes the importance of properly

maintaining water gages and boiler feeding appurtenances.

Attention is called to the fact that during the period covered

by this report unprecedented traffic conditions necessitated

tlie use of over 6,000 more locomotives than in the preceding

year.

Table II is a list of the accidents and casualties resulting

from failures of locomotive boilers or their appurtenances

during the year ended June 30, 1916, and by failures of

any parts of locomotives or tenders since the amendment
concerning the inspection of locomotives and tenders became

effective, the classification being by parts or appurtenances

causing the accidents.

A number of applications for extension of time for the

removal of flues was asked for, and of 653 applications 103

were not granted, 79 were given part of the time asked for,

6j extensions were granted after defects disclosed by the

government inspectors had been repaired, 43 were withdrawn,

and the remaining 365 were granted as requested.

The total number of requests was much less than for

the preceding year. The report also states that the roads with

but few exceptions are bringing the locomotive boilers up
to the required factor of safety in a satisfactory manner,
and that all boilers will be brought up to the established

standard within the limit of time set by the commission.

The report closes by stating: "It is only fair to state that

a large majority of the carriers are diligent in their reports

Table II.

—

Accidents and Casualties Classified by Parts or

Appurtenances.

Part or appurtenance which caused Year ended June 30, 1916.
accident. .Occidents. Killed. Injured,

.Air reservoirs 6 .. 9
Aprcns 2 .. 2
Arch tubes 5 I 7
.'\shpan blowers 4 I 4
Axles 4 .. 4
Hlowoff cocks 19 .. 20
Boiler checks 8 .. 9
Roller explosions:

A—Shell explosions
li—Crown sheet: low water: no contributory

cause? found 23 7 38
C—Crown sheet: low water: contributory

causes or defects found 16 13 21
D—Firebox; defective staybolts, crown stays

or sheets 1 . . 3
E—Firebox: water foaming 1 . . 2

Crakes and brake rigging 4 1 6
Couplers 4 .. 7

Crank pins, collars, etc 8 .. 9
Cress heads and guides 3 .

.

4
Cylinder cock rigging 1 . . 1

Cylinder heads 1 .. 1

Dome caps 1 I

Draft appl iances 1 . . 2
Draw gear 22 2 21
Fire doors, levers, etc 2 .

.

2
Flues 37 .. 46
Flue pockets 1 .

.

2
Footboards 2 . . 2
Gage cocks I . . 1

firease cups 3 . . 3
('irate shakers 23 .

.

23
Handholds 4 I 3
Headlights and brackets 6 7

Injectors and connection (not including injecl^or

steam pipes) 27 .. 28
Injector steam pipes.... II .. 14
Lubricators and connections 13 .. 13
Lubricator glasses li .. ii

Patch bolts 2 ., 3

Pistons and piston rods 5 1 4
Plugs farch tube and washout) 17 2 22
Plugs in firebox sheets 3 .

.

3

Reversing i!ear 38 . . 38
Rivets . . .

." 4 . . 4
Rods (main and side) 15 1 16
Safety valves 1 .

.

1

Sanders 1 .. I

Side bearings 1 .

.

1

Springs and spring rigging 8 2 7

Squirt hose 62 1 61

Staybolts 1 .. 1

Steam piping and blowers 16 .. 22
Stenm valves (inside and outside of cab) 10 I 13

Studs 10 2 8
Superheater tubes 3 .. 4
Throttle glands 1 . . I

Throttle leaking 1 .

.

1

Throttle rigging 5 1 4
Valve gear, eccentrics and rods 7 7

Water bars 1 .. 1

Water classes 29 .. 29
Water glass fittings 7 . . 7

Miscellaneous 14 .

.

15

Total 537 38 S99

to comply with the requirement of the law, and are sincerely

co-operating with us with that end in view, and in such cases

the beneficial results are particularly noticeable.

"A few carriers have attempted to place the burden of

inspecting their locomotives upon us by continuing to use

defective equipment until found and ordered out of service

by a government inspector, which has resulted, in some
instances, in considerable inconvenience to the shippers.

While this is to be regretted, and is avoided as far as pos-

sible, we cannot permit it to influence our actions where
we find evidence of the disposition on the part of railroad

officials to use locomotives that are defective and in violation

of the law."



Pulverized Fuel for Locomotives*
Abstract and Discussion of a Paper Presented

Before the Railroad Session of the A. S. M. E.

BY J. E. MUHLFF.LD
President, Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company

TO establish satisfactory credit in order to provide

adequate capital at reasonable cost, a steam railway

must preserve the proper ratio between gross operat-

ing revenues and expenses; and this ratio is largely con-

tingent upon the effectiveness of its developed means for

moving traffic. As next to labor the largest single item of

cost for transportation is the fuel used in locomotive opera-

tion; and as in the final analysis the cost per revenue pas-

senger or per ton-mile is largely conditional upon the capacity,

effectiveness and economy of the unit of motive power per

hour, it is easy to realize to what extent the credit of a steam

railway is controlled by its locomotive performance.

Expenditure for locomotive fuel for the steam railways in

the United States now approximates $300,000,000 per annum,

of which from $75,000,000 to $100,000,000 represents the

proportion that is expended to kindle, prepare, clean, and

maintain fires on grates when locomotives are standing,

drifting or otherwise not actually using steam to move them-

selves, either light or with trains. For the fiscal year ended

June 30, 1914, the Interstate Commerce Commission reports

a total of 64,760 locomotives of all classes in the United

States having made a total of 1,755,972,325 miles. This

gives an average for each locomotive owned of about 27,115

miles per annum, 74 miles per day, or but little over 3 miles

per hour. From the foregoing figures it is easy to imagine

that over one-half of the time of locomotives is now spent at

terminals in the hands of the transportation and mechanical

departments, and that most of this delay is due to the neces-

sity for cleaning fires, ashpans, flues and smokeboxes; in-

specting and repairing draft, grate and ashpan appliances;

and for firing up and supplying firing tools and equipment.

Frequently the delays to locomotives waiting to reach ashpit

tracks and to rekindle fires exceed the time required to do

this work; meanwhile fuel is needlessly consumed and the

boiler subjected to excessive contraction and expansion.

The opportunity for reducing the non-productive time of

existing locomotives and for relieving terminal congestion

that is now caused by the necessity for cleaning fires, ash-

pans, flues, and smokeboxes; inspecting and repairing draft,

grate and ashpan appliances and for firing up and supply-

ing firing tools and equipment to locomotives burning coal on

grates, makes the use of pulverized fuel one of the most

effective and economical means for increasing the net earn-

ing capacity of present single and double track steam roads.

Steam locomotives will be equipped to approximate electric

service by the use of pulverized fuel, which in turn will

eliminate smoke, soot, cinders, sparks and fire hazards; re-

duce noise, time for despatching at terminals, and stand-by

losses; and increase the daily mileage by having more nearly

continuous service between general repair periods.

With pulverized fuel a locomotive having the boiler filled

with cold water may be brought under maximum steam pres-

sure within an hour, and the fuel feed then stopped until

it is called for service. When standing or drifting at ter-

minals or on the road, the fuel feed can also be discontinued

as the steam pressure can always be quickly raised. After

the trip or day's work the locomotive can be immediately

stored or housed, the usual ashpit delays being entirely

eliminated. The possibilities for increasing the productive

*For an illustrated description of the locomotive equipment for burning
pulverized coal see the Railway Mechanical Engineer for March, 1916,
page 114.

time of existing locomotives and for relieving terminal con-

gestions that are now brought about by the necessity for

cleaning and rebuilding fires on grates, makes the use of

pulverized fuel one of the most attractive and quickest

methods for increasing earning capacity.

The principal fuels adaptable for use in pulverized form

in locomotives are anthracite, semi-anthracite, semi-bitu-

Table I.

—

Pebeormances of Ten-Wheel Type Locomotive with
Pulverized Coal

I 2 3

Fuel Bituminous Bituminous Bituminous
Fineness, per cent through 200 mesh.. 0.85 0.85 0.85

Moisture, per cent 0.40 0.81 0.59

Volatile, ner cent 24.72 36.27 24.36

Fixed carbon, per cent 68.43 58.29 65.05

Abh. per cent 6.8S 5.44 10.59

Sulphur, per cent 1.96 0.68 0.84

B.t.u., per lb 14,739 14,334 13,912
Miles run, total 1,324 426 398
Cars per train, average 61 65 60
Adjusted tonnage per train, average.. 1,719 1,808 1,759
Speed when train was in motion, miles

per hour, average 26 25 24
Boiler pressure when using steam (200

lb.), average 198.3 193.5 194.9

Front-end draft when using steam, in,

of water, average 7.15 7.79 6.69

Firebox draft when using steam, in. of
water, average 3.50 3.22 3.18

Temperature of steam, deg. F 562 573 555
t^oal fired per hour of running time.

lb. (averjge) 3.275 3.063 3,457
Adiusted ton-miles pel lb. of coal (av-
erage) 12.8-1 13.97 11.59

minous and bituminous coals, lignite and peat. These fuels

differ more in physical characteristics than in chemical com-

position, but as the carbon and hydrogen content are the

most valuable elements and determine the calorific value,

they are usually taken into account for classification pur-

poses. The "clinkering" and "honeycombing" of ash is one

of the worst troubles to lie contended with in the combustion

of coal, and its formation may be either chemical or by

fusion. Clinker is of two kinds, hard and soft. Hard
clinker is formed by the direct melting of some of the ash

content. It hardens as it forms and usually gives but little

trouble. Soft clinker is formed by the slagging of the ash

and is either pasty or fluid and steadily grows in size.

"Honeycomb'' or flue-sheet clinker is formed by the conden-

sation or coking of tarry matter or vapor as it strikes against

the firebox sheets, and results in the accumulation of a

relatively soft, light, ashy substance that grows or spreads

over certain of the refractory or metal parts of the furnace.

With the use of pulverized fuel the usual difficulties

resulting from the formation of hard and soft clinker on

grates are eliminated, but with fuels containing certain

intrinsic combinations of ferrous silicates which fuse at

comparatively low temperatures (2,000 to 2,300 deg. F.)

the honeycomb formation will result when the proper air-

supply and combustion conditions do not obta.n to produce

ferric silicates, which fuse at 2,500 deg. F., and above.

The performances of a ten-wheel iype freight locomotive,*

rated at 31,000 lb. of cylinder tractive effort, with 69-in.

driving wheels, is shown in Table I. It was used in fast

through-freight service on runs 91 to 138 miles in length,

testing various fuels under identical conditions.

The locomotive was worked at its maximum capacity on

*The operation of this locomotive was referred to in articles on page 213
of the Raihvay Mechanical Engineer for May, 1915, and on page 565 of
the November. 1916, issue.
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all trips, about 10 per cent more tonnage being hauled than

usual for like locomotives burning coal on grates, and at

practically fast-freight schedule speed. The e.\haust-nozzle

opening was about 25 per cent larger than the maximum for

hand firing. The general results were excellent, particularly

as regards tonnage, speed, combustion, and steam pressure,

the latter being maintained at full speed with the injector

supplying the maximimi amount of water to the Ijoiler.

With the highest-sulphur coal (No. 1) and the highest-ash

coal (No. J) there was less than 1 cu. ft. of slag in the slag

box at the end of each run. and practically no collection of

ash or soot on the flue or firebox sheets. In fact, w'ith the

No. 3 fuel there was less than 2 handfuls of slag, ash and

soot collected on each trip.

The steam railways in the anthracite-coal-mining district

generally use for their locomotive fuel mixtures which will

run from 25 to 50 per cent of bituminous and the balance of

anthracite pea and buck sizes which will pass through a

%-in. and over a 5/16-in. round opening. As anthracite

coal is ver>' low in volatile, ignites slowly, and is a poor

conductor of heat, the bituminous mixture is used to over-

come the trouble this causes when the smaller sizes must

be burned on grates, and even then it necessitates the use

of unusually small exhaust nozzles to create sufficient draft.

In the experiments with pulverized anthracite fuel for

locomotives the idea has been to utilize the grade of coal

of lowest commercial value, such as birdseye, which is of

a size that will pass through a 5/16-in. and over a 1 T6-in.

roimd opening, as well as the refuse called culm or slush,

which passes through the 1/16-in. round opening and is

usually wasted in the washer)- water or used for Ijack-filling

the mines. To reclaim this slush a couple of wooden bins

were installed, through which the washery water could be

finally passed for the collection of the solid matter. The
analyses of the fuels used are given in Table 11.

Table II.—.Analyses of Fuels Used in Experiments with Pllvebized

Anthracite and Bituminous Mixtures.

Bituminous .Anthracilc

Item Run-of-mine Birdseye Slush

Moisture, per cent O.SO 0.50 1.00

Volatile, per cent 29.50 7.50 6.00

Fixed carbon, per cent 60.00 77.00 71.00

Ash, per cent 10.00 15.00 22.00

Sulphur, per cent 1.50 1.00 2.5

B.t.u., per lb 13.750 12,750 11.250

Fineness, per cent through 200 mesh ..

.

86.00 86.00 86.00

At the commencement of the development work the

locomotive was equipped with an arrangement of refractory

baffles and fuel and air inlets for burning 100 per cent

bituminous coal, and after this had been properly accom-

plished successive adjustments were made to burn the

following mixtures, the last of which is now being used with

as satisfactor)- results as the 60 per cent bituminous and

40 per cent birdseye:

First.— 75 per cent run-of-mine bituminous and 25 per cent anthracite

BirdEeye.
Second.—67 per cent nin-of-mine bituminous and 35 per cent anthracite

Birdseye,
Third.—60 per cent run-of-mine bituminous and 40 per cent anthracite

Birds-ye,
Forrlh,—60 per cent run-of-mine bituminous and 40 per cent anthracite

slush.

Fift 1.—50 per cent run-of-mine bituminous and 50 per cent anthracite

slush.

Sixth,—40 per cent run-of-mine bituminous and 60 per cent anthracite

slush.

Further work along this same line will determine just

how great v percentage of anthracite slush can be used to

the be=t advantage, but the evaporative results so far

obtained, i.e., about 7 lb. of water from feed-water tem-

perature per lb. of coal, indicates that considerably more

than a 60 per cent anthracite-slush mi.vture may be utilized.

This accomplishment not only means a decrease of 25 per

cent in the cost per ton for locomotive fuel, but also the

release of a large tonnage of commercial anthracite, which

:is becoming more scare and in greater demand each year.

The principal trouble to be overcome has been on the

intermittent runs, as it is more difficult to maintain proper

combustion with a slow fire and to re-ignite the fuel after

the feed has been stopped for a time, with the low than

with the higher volatile coals.

Tlie same increase can be made in the size of the e.xliaust-

nozzle openings (about 25 per cent) for anthracite as for

bituminous coal when burning in fiulverized form, as com-

pared with hand firing of coal on grates.

The development of sufficient drawbar pull in a Consoli-

dation tvpe of freight locomotive with 6o-in. diameter

driving wheels, rated at 61,400 lb. of cylinder tractive power,

to haul a freight train of 23 loaded cars (representing

about 1,562 actual tons) over a ruling grade of 1^ miles

of 1.65 per cent grade with a 6-deg. curvature, further indi-

cates the advantages of sustained boiler horsepower in

combination with reduced cylinder back pressure, which is

only made possible by this method of burning fuel.

The average results of a number of trips made by an

.\tlantic type passenger locomotive, rated at 21,850 lb.

cylinder tractive effort, with 81 -in, diameter driving wheels,

when used in high-speed passenger service on round-trip

runs of 171 miles in length, are shown in Table III.

Table III,

—

Performance of .-Vtlantic Tvpe Passenger Locomotive
.iitalysis of Fiit'i I'scd

Kentucky unwashed screenings

—

Per Cent

Fineness, through 200 mesh, per cent 83
Moisture, per cent 2,46

\'olatile, per cent 36,00

Fixed carbon, per cent 54,00
,'\sh, per cent 7,94

Sulphur, per cent 0.79

B,t,u., per lb 13.964

Locomoti7'C Performance
Miles run 171
Running time, hours 3.87
Train, number of cars 5.8

Train, tonnage 291
Speed, miles per hour 44.2
Drawbar pull, pounds 2,711
Horsepower per hour 319.5
Fuel used, tons 3.82

Water used, gallons 8,381

Fuel per hp.-hour. lb 6.17
Water per hp.-hour. lb 56.48
Evaporation, water per lb, of coal, lb 9.15
Evaporation from and at 212 deg. F,, lb 11.1

Boiler efficiency, per cent 77

The combustion results may be indicated by the smokebox-

gas analysis given in Table IV.

Table IV,

—

Smokebox G\s .\NAi.Ysrs for the Test Recorded in Table III

Pounds of

coal burned CO; CO O
per hour Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent

3.067 14.5 0,0 4,5

3.498 15.2 0.0 2.8

3.931 15.2 0.0 4.0

4.000 16.0 0,4 2.6

This locomotive could be fired for the round trip with

a variation of not over two pounds in the boiler pressure,

and the size of the e.xhaust nozzle used was Syi in. in

diameter and the temperature of the superheated steam

averaged about 635 deg. F. for steam of 185 lb. boiler

pressure and the smokebox gases about 460 deg. F,. although

maximum temperatures of 715 deg, F, for superheated steam

and of 482 deg, F, for smokebox gases were recorded.

From tests made with pulverized lignite having an

analysis of about 1.8 per cent moisture, 47 per cent volatile,

41 per cent fixed carbon, 9,5 per cent ash, and 0,75 per

cent sulphur, and a heating value of 10.900 B.t.u, per lb.,

in regular passenger locomotive service, the same satisfactory

results were obtained as w-ith bituminous coals, the combus-
tion and operation being entirely smokeless, sparkless and
cinderless. and the .steam pressure being fully maintained.

With pulverized fuel the control of the fuel feed and
thereby of the over- or under-production of steam is nearly

perfect, A locomotive can be fired up and the fuel con-

sumption then stopped until a few minutes before starting

time, .^t the end of the run, or when drifting, the fire can

be extinguished at will and quickly re-ignited without any
special equipment or materials. .\ locomotive with boiler

full of water and 185 lb. of steam pressure, after standing

11 hours, without fire, still had 80 lb. of steam pressure.

Comparative tests made between similar locomotives
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in the same service resulted in the use of 2,775 lb. of lump

Coal, hand-fired to get up steam and for terminal handling

and dead time, as compared with 1,569 lb. of pulverized

screenings to produce the same result, or an increase of over

75 per cent. The greatest saving is in the firing up alone,

this requiring 1,700 lb. of lump coal as compared with 750

lb. of pulverized screenings, or an increase of over 225 per

cent. In the engine-house terminal handling there is the

least possible delay and expense. No more time or facilities

are required than for fuel-oil-burning locomotives. A loco-

motive fired up at 6 a. m. can leave with its train at 7 a. m.,

and upon arrival at the destination engine-house can be

immediately fueled, watered and housed, the slag-pan being

dumped over the engine stall pit.

Through the possibility of enlarging exhaust-nozzle open-

ings from 25 to 50 per cent as compared with the areas

required for burning coal on grates or fuel oil, the full

benefit of expenditures for improved cylinders, valves and

valve gears, particularly in connection with cylinders of large

volume, can now be obtained. Heretofore the necessity for

maintaining relatively small exhaust-nozzle openings to

produce the required firebo.x draft has enabled but little

benefit to be gained from improved steam distribution, as

cylinder back pressures of from 15 to ,30 lb. when operating

at maximum capacity of engine and boiler are not at all

uncommon in some of the most recently built stoker-fired

single-expansion locomotives. As every pound of cylinder

back pressure saved is equal to at least two pounds added

to the boiler pressure when a locomotive is working at its

maximum capacity, and further provides less wear and fuel

consumption, the benefits to be derived are obvious.

As the limiting factor of a steam locomotive is, or should

be, the ability of the boiler to produce steam, the rate and

effectiveness of combustion become the controlling factors.

When coal is burned on grates a rate of about 50 lb. of run-

of-mine, and of about 60 lb. of lump bituminous coal, per

sq. ft. of grate surface per hour is the maximum allowable

for the greatest boiler efficiency. However, as this limits

the rate of consumption to a total of from 3,000 to 6,000

lb. per hour for the average modem locomotive of great power,

and as the actual coal supplied to the firebox by mechanical

stoking frequently reaches a rate of 150 lb. per sq. ft. of

grate area, or a total of from 9,000 to 15,000 lb. per hour,

the boiler efficiencies frequently run as low as from 55 to 45

per cent and even less. Therefore the necessity for elimi-

nating grates if much over 12 lb. of water per sq. ft. of

evaporating surface per hour is to be obtained efficiently.

From results estalDlished during the past six months, the

quantity of live steam required for the operation of pulverized

fuel burning equipment when the locomotive is being worked

at its maximum boiler-horsepower capacity, is about 15-4

per cent of the saturated steam generated, which is consid-

erably less than what is required for the steam-jet operation

of mechanical stokers when firing coal on grates, and very

much less as compared with what is used in the generally

existing steam-jet practice of burning fuel oil; this latter

amount, according to reports made by the U. S. Naval Board,

is about 6 per cent of the total steam generated.

Comparing the use of pulverized fuel and fuel oil for

steam-locomotive purposes, it may be stated that with pul-

verized coal at 1.3,750 B.t.u., costing $2.35 per ton, and
fuel oil at 19,500 B.t.u., costing $2.75 per hundred gallons.

an amount of at least $2.50 must be expended for the fuel

oil necessary to perform the same useful work as will obtain

from $1.00 expended for pulverized fuel.

The development work pertaining to the use of pulverized

fuel for locomotives has been carried along in direct con-

junction with the use of like fuel in one 463-hp. nominal
rating Stirling type of stationary boiler, various tests being

made for the purpose of determining the best combination

of fuel and air admission, flamewav, and draft and furnace

construction for the maximum boiler capacity and efficiency

consistent with minimum renewal of refractory materials.

Both bituminous and anthracite fuels have been used, the

principal work being in connection with the latter on account

of the greater difficulty in maintaining combustion due to

the low volatile content.

In general, it may be stated that the use of pulverized

anthracite slush will double the steam-generating capacity

of boilers now burning birdseye anthracite hand-fired on

grates, and at the same time eliminate fire cleaning, greatly

decrease the amount of ash to be handled, and reduce the

boiler-plant labor cost about 40 per cent. Furthermore, with

the pulverized fuel, the boiler pressure can be more readily

maintained or increased or reduced to meet the requirements

and when one or more of the boilers are not needed tem-

porarily, the fuel feed can be stopped and started at will,

thereby eliminating the necessity for maintaining banked
fires and burning fuel when not required in order to have

the boilers ready for instant use.

An investigation of the culm banks in the anthracite-coal-

mining district would undoubtedly disclose many millions

of tons of domestic and steam sizes of fuel that can be

reclaimed, and in addition, the large percentage of slush

that would be produced in this process could all be utilized

in pulverized form for power-generating purposes.

Steam locomotives of the future, on account of track,

bridge, tunnel and overhead clearance limitations, will be

required to produce the maximum possible hauling capacity

per unit of total weight. As the cylinder horsepower avail-

able is entirely dependent u]5on the boiler horsepower and
temperature of superheated steam produced, the use of pul-

verized fuel to increase the heat value per cubic foot of firebox

volume and provide a higher average and more uniform
firebox temperature in combination with a reduced front-end

or waste-heat temperature, appears to be the most logical

means for the solution of the problem.

DISCUSSION

W. L. Robinson, supervisor of fuel consumption, Balti-

more & Ohio, in discussing Mr. Muhlfeld's paper, called

attention to the effect which the car shortage had in impairing

the regularity of the supply of coal of the proper grades

for use in passenger and stoker-fired freight service. On
account of the irregularity of the supply it has been neces-

sary to put lump coal on stoker-fired locomotives and in

some cases to put slack coal on passenger locomotives. With
the general use of pulverized fuel, all locomotives using the

same class of coal, the minimum interference with the coal

supply resulting from car shortages would l,e produced. He
also referred to the effect on the cost of operation which is

being produced by the continually increasing price of the

commercial grades of coal. Referring to ilr. Muhlfeld's
statement that $75,000,000 to $100,000,000 of the $300,-
000,000 expended annually for fuel is accounted for by
.itand-by losses, he stated that results of some dynamometer
tests on the Baltimore & Ohio almost exactly checked with
this statement, only about 66 per cent of the total amount of

coal imrchased being used in actually hauling trains.

From a conducting transportation standpoint Mr. Robin-
son considered one of the biggest advantages in the use of

pulverized coal to be the possibility of reducing delays at

terminals. Another point emphasized by Mr. Robinson was
the ability of the fireman to check the engineer on signal

indications, because with pulverized fuel it is unnecessarv
for him to leave the seat box.

C. W. Coming, chief service inspector, Chicago & North
Western.—Discussing this subject from the viewpoint of a
locomotive engineman, of the many things whidi contribute

toward the lightening of his cares in the di.^charge of his

duties, probably the two most essential conditions are prop-
erly working injectors and the free steaming of the engine.
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In all the runs made by the Chicago & North Western
Atlantic t>'pe locomotive equipped for burning pulverized

fuel, it has never failed to deliver all the steam required.

A locomotive is often operated in accordance with the fire-

man's physical endurance. On one occasion, through no
fault of the engine or train, there was a delay of several

minutes, at which time it was noted by the engineer that

provided he could maintain a certain speed over the last 25

miles of the trip, the train would be brought to the terminal

on time. This was accomplished and the steam pressure

never varied more tlian two pounds under the ma.ximum.
Under the same conditions it would have been impossible to

have obtained the same results had the engine been hand-
fired, as it would have been beyond human endurance to

have maintained the steam pressure required.

Another feature which impresses itself on the mind of the

engineman is that in the event of the failure of the injector

it is a simple matter to shut off the supply of fuel until the

difficulty can be remedied and the fire relighted and very

often it is uimecessary even to stop. On the oilier hand,

should it become necessary to draw the fire in one of our

modern locomotives, it would be practically an impossibility

and an attempt either to extinguish or deaden the fire would
mean a verj' serious engine failure.

The draft appliances, when once adjusted on a pulverized

fuel burning locomotive need not be changed to meet con-

ditions necessary to burn different grades of fuel, or to meet

changes in climatic conditions. It is the practice at this time

of year to change drafting appliances to produce a stronger

draft in order to overcome the frozen moisture in the fuel.

J. H. Manning, superintendent of motive power, Delaware
& Hudson.—The Delaware & Hudson, located in the anthra-

cite coal fields of Pennsylvania, closely connected with a

territory that produces about 80,000,000 tons of anthracite

coal per year, it is not hard to understand that from the time

this coal is put in the mine car to proceed to the breaker and
there be prepared for the market, with a size that starts

probably with 12-in. irregular lumps and ends with birdseye,

a great deal of extremely fine coal and dust accumulates

in the process. This cannot be burnt on the grates; but, if

at all, in suspension in a refractory furnace. For this pur-

pose there is available in our neighborhood 550,000 tons a

month. This latter and the fact that there were located

around us a number of industrial plants successfullv burn-

ing bituminous coal in pulverized form, encouraged us to

build an experimental locomotive producing approximately

2,700 cylinder horsepower.

We soon found out it would be impossible to burn clear

anthracite coal in pulverized form. Due to the low vola-

tile, it would promptly snuff out if the engine slipped or

worked extremely hard, and the firebox temperature would

not permit it to again flash. We, therefore, determined to

start with 75 per cent bituminous and decrease until it was
found that the objectionable feature was removed. This
continued until a mixture of 60 per cent anthracite and 40

per cent bituminous w-as obtained. We find this gives

splendid results, the engine steams freely with very little

smoke and is very nicely controlled by the fireman to the

extent of keeping the engine within three pounds of the

maximum pressure continuously without popping, under the

different operations necessarily obtaining in a day's work
with an engine of this character, and we have experienced

DO firebox trouble whatever.

Such difficulty as we have had with the pulverized fuel

mechanism for the introduction of the fuel into the firebox

has been satisfactorily eliminated and the successful burn-

ing of pulverized fuel in suspension in locomotive fireboxes.

to my mind, has passed beyond the experimental stage.

S. S. Riegel, mechanical engineer, Delaware, Lackaw-anna

& W'estem.—The paper inspires the belief that the initial

work has been well done along correct lines. In the use of

an induced draft for the secondary air of combustion lies

possibly its greatest assurance of success, as this overcomes
(properly applied) the destructive heat action of the fuel jets

against tlie Ijrick work of the combustion chamber and
furnace linings, and at the same time furnishes a con-

venient way to secure the necessary air for combustion with

tlie effort required to remove the ashy deposits from the

heating surfaces and front end of the locomotive.

It is particularly interesting to find that a satisfactory

system of utilizing pulverized fuel in locomotive service so

easily adapts itself to locomotive conditions, as a locomotive

must operate on such greatly varying conditions, and always
in doing the maximum work on an intensive draft condition.

From the viewpoint of the possibility of overcoming the

standby and firing up losses of the locomotives, powdered
coal is given an opportunity which is not possible in station-

ary practice. As the author states, the standby losses may
constitute from one-fourth to one-third of the total fuel con-

sumption, and it is obvious the opportunity for reducing

these losses is very great.

Likewise, as it is necessary to separate the fuel particles

and surround them with sufficient air for perfect combus-
tion, it would seem equally desirable to separate the particles

of the crushed materials in the drying process, and the most
effective dr\-er would be the one which best effected this

separation of the particles of fuel. The burden of about
40 cents per ton in the present method is a large handicap
and it must be reduced as much as possible.

George L. Fowler referred to some tests which he has made
to determine the movement of firebox sheets in service, which
showed the extreme sensitiveness of the sheets to changes in

temperature. The opening of the firedoor was found to cause

a drop in temperature cf the adjacent sheets of about 250
deg. F. in 15 sec. He pointed out tliat in burning pulverized

coal, the firebox sheets may be maintained at a much more
uniform temperature, with a reduction in the stresses pro-

duced by sudden temperature changes.

C. D. Young, engineer of tests, Pennsylvania Railroad,

said that in some tests made on a locomotive-t\-pe lioiler in

stationary service, the greatest difficulty was to prevent the

destruction of the Ijrickwork when burning coal in the quan-

tities used in road service, and that when the temperature of

the firebox is reduced to overcome this difficulty by the use

of excess air, the efficiency of the combustion is reduced. He
also called attention to the fact that the Chicago & North
Western Atlantic type locomotive is a light locomotive and
was lightly loaded in the test runs; and that under the same
conditions with proper supervision, hand-firing would have

produced smokeless operation. He also pointed out that the

performance of this locomotive was very poor, probably
being accounted for b)- the water rate, which was 56 lb. per

indicated horsepower, whereas, a fair figure would be 20

lb. to 21 lb. Allowing for tlie excessive water rate the fuel

performance was about what might be expected with liand-

firing.

Charles W. Baker, editor of the Elngineering News,
emphasized the economic importance of the development of

pulverized fuel. He considered the point of immediate

interest, however, the possibility of using pulverized fuel in

switching service as a means of smoke elimination in cities.

G. M. Basford, president. Locomotive Feed Water Heater

Company.—There are in this paper two or three points

worthy of deep consideration. It is becoming evident that

the real engineering development of the steam locomotive is

just beginning. Possibilities of securing from every unit of

firebox volume an increased amount of combustion have
superseded the kind of locomotive design that runs merely

to weight. In passenger locomotives there has been a ten-

dency tow^ard the Pacific type, yet with the large number of

Atlantic type locomotives in the country, there is but one

road that has even approached the full realization of their

hauling capacity. Powdered fuel will make it possible for

this type to take the place of the Pacific type for some vears.
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Car Department
PRACTICAL TESTS OF FREIGHT CAR

PAINT
BY G. S. EVANS

Few American car builders are provided with sufficient

roofage to allow of using any but very rapidly drying paints,

and consequently the drying quality with its resultant finish

forms a prime factor in the selection of the particular brand
of paint to use. However, an equally important factor

and one which is seldom given the consideration which it

merits, is the covering cjuality, i. e., the amount of paint re-

quired to produce the desired finish, and otherwise meet the

Ftg. 1—Micrograph Showing Character of Pigment Particles of

Brand No. 1 IMagnified 150 Diameters

purchasers' specifications per square foot of painted surface.

Many freight car paints stand on an equal basis as regards

application, drying and finish and the selection of the eco-

nomical paint is determined by the covering quality.

The covering value of all paints depends primarily upon

the character of the pigment, the factors influencing this

being the nature or chemical composition, and the physical

composition or the shape and size of the minute individual

particles. The latter is the determining factor between paints

of like chemical composition.

There are several methods of detennining the relative cov-

ering value of different iron oxide pigments. One which is

pretty generally used for testing this quality, and also the

shade of No. 21 Oxide Red freight car paint is to mix the

dry pigment with a definite proportion of pure raw linseed

oil, place a few drops on a clean, plain glass surface which

is allowed to remain in a vertical position for one or two

hours, after which the coating remaining on the glass is com-

pared with a coating prepared in like manner from a standard

sample. This is a very simple method and gives fairly good

comparative results.

Another method is to place a drop of the mixed paint, as

used in the precedine method, upon a slide glass, place a

i
ver)' thin cover glass over it and gentl)' rub the two glasses

together until all surplus paint is forced from under the

cover glass so that it rests on the pigment particles, as indi-

cated by a grating sensation, after which the slide is ex-

amined under the microscope, using transmitted light. It

requires a little practice to prepare specimens of the proper

density to indicate the true nature of the pigment, but after

some practice this method becomes exceedingly simple to one

familiar with the use of the microscope.

Examples of this method of detennining the fineness of this

class of pigments are shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, which are

micrographs, magnified 150 diameters, representing three dif-

ferent brands of No. 21 paint used in the practical painting

tests, the results of which are given elsewhere in this paper.

In these, the dark areas, some of which are designated by a

circle, represent individual pigment particles. Some of the

larger particles in Figs. 2 and ,5 are transparent silicious

material, as indicated by the white or grayish area in the

centers of each. As seen in the micrographs the size of the

particles varies quite considerably betw-een Fig. 1 and Figs.

2 and 3, Fig. 3 being slightly coarser than Fig. 2. Inci-

dentally the relative covering value decreases ven,- markedly

Fig. 2— Ivlicrograph Showing Character of Pigment Particles of

Brand No. 2 Magnified 150 Diameters

between Figs. 1 and 2 and slightly lietween Figs. 2 and 3,

as indicated by the painting tests.

The sieve test, which is based upon the per cent of the

pigment which will jiass through a sieve of a specified mesh
is a very satisfactory method for testing the dry pigment be-

fore having been ground in oil, but is difficult to use in testing

mixed paint or paste, as it requires a complete separation of

the oil and pigment, which is rather tedious.

Another simple test, which though particularly indicative

of the specific gravity also gives an idea of the relative

fineness of the particles, is the settling test, which is made
by allowing samples of the mixed paint to remain quiet

for a specified time and noting the rate of precipitation.

The only reliable test by which the covering value of paints

19
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can accurately be ascertained and their relative value com-
puted in cost figures is the practical painting test. The prac-
tical tests described herein were made with the three brands
of No. 21 paint illustrated in the micrographs. This ma-
terial is purchased in a serai-paste form and is mixed with oil

and drier in \arying proportions for the first, second and
third coatings, depending upon the quality of the pigment.
On account of the differences in the covering and drying
qualities of the pigments, it was found that the same propor-
tions of oil and drier could not be used with the different

brands. This necessitated considerable experimenting with
different mixtures in order to obtain first, second and third

coatings of each whicli wuuld meet our requirements as to

the drying quality and resultant finish. So far as it was
possible to determine, cacli of llie mixtures shown in Table I,

Fig. 3—Micrcgraph Showing Character of Pigment Particles of

Brand No. 3 Magnified 150 Diameters

represented the cheapest mixture of that particular brand
which would give the proper finish.

T.^BLE I. COMPOSITIOX OF THE Ml.XED PaINTS.

Brand Brand Brand
First Coating

—

N*o. 1. No. 2. No. .^.

Paste 28.7 1b. 34.5 1b. 34.11b.
r.insei-d oil 26.11b. 21.8 1b. 22.0 1b.

Drier 45. 2 lb. 43.7 lb. 43.9 1b.

100.0 lb. 100.0 lb. 100.0 lb.

Cost per 100 lb $5.96 $5.57 $5.55
Second Coating

—

Paste 38.2 lb. 43.0 lb. 42.7 lb.

Linseed oil 22.3 lb. 18.9 lb. 19.0 11...

Drier 39.4 1b. 38.11b. 38.3 1b.

100.0 lb.

Cost per 100 lb $5.48
Tliird Coating

—

Paste 41.9 lb.

Linseed oil 21.2 lb.

Drier 36.9 lb.

100.0 lb.

100.0 lb.

$5.22

50.5 lb.

16.2 lb.

33.3 lb.

100.0 lb.

$4.94

100.0 11).

$5.23

50.0 lb.

16.4 lb.

33.6 lb.

100.0 lb.

$4.96Cost jier 100 lb $5.35
Paste—No. 21 Freigllt Car Ked, 16 lb. per gal., figured @ 50c, _
Linseed oil 7.6 lb. per gal., figured @ 75c. gal.

Drier. Dritbinol 6.6 lb. per gal., figured @ 35c. gal.

The tests were made on 36-ft. ventilated box cars by

painting three cars with paint made from each brand of the

No. 21 paste, recording the number of pounds of mixed paint

required for each of the three coatings and taking the aver-

age of the three in each case as representative of that lirand.

The paint was applied with a brush, by the same man in all

cases and under as nearly like conditions as were possible

to obtain, so as to avoid any discrepancies from this source.

Comparing the mixtures shown in Table I, it will lie noted

that pigment No. 1 required relatively less paste and more

.linseed oil and drier than Nos. 2 and .•> in order to make a

mixed paint of like covering and drying qualities, which

.made the mixed paint cost more per 100 111. than either of

the other brands. However, this spread very much lietter

than either of the latter and, consequently, required less per
car as shown in Table II, which made this the most econom-
ical mixture.

Table XL

—

.Xmount of Paint Per Car, and Cost

Brand Brand
No. 1. No. 2.

First Coating

—

Lb. of mixed paint applied 28.7 lb. 32.6 lb.
Cost per Car $1.71 $1.82

Second Coating

—

Lb. of mixed paint applied 24.3 lb. 28.5 lb.
Cost per car $L33 $1.58

Third Coating

—

Lb. of mixed paint applied 21.1 lb. 26.2 lb.

Cost per car $1.13 $1.29

Total number of lb. applied 74.1 lb. 87.3 lb.

Total cost of three ccatings $4.17 $4.69
Excess cost of No. 2 over No. 1 i

Excess cost of No. 3 over No. 1

Excess cost of No. 3 over No. 2

Brand
No. 3.

33.1 lb.

$i:84

31.6 lb.

$1.65

29.1 lb.

$1.44

93.8 lb.

$4.93
$0.52 per car
$0.73 per car
$0.24 per car

Comparing the cost figures shown in Table No. 2 it will

be noted that the average cost of cars painted with pigment
No. 1 is $4.17 each, as against $4.69 and $4.93, each

|)ainted with Nos. 2 and 3, respectively. There is also con-

siderable difterence in the labor both in handling the excess

material and in its application, especially when applied with

a brush, besides the difference in the life of a brush.

While these tests were made primarily for the purpose of

determining the relative value of each as a coverer, test

boards were painted with each and exposed to the weather

in order to determine differences, if any, in the relative value

of each as preservatives, or the life of the paint. These have
lieen examined periodically now for over two years, but no
appreciable differences are discernible.

Cliemical analysis of each of the three different brands
indicated that their composition was very similar, which
with the fore,going tests leads us to the conclusion that the

\vide differences in the covering quality, as indicated by the

painting tests, is a result largely of the size of the pigment
particles and indicates the necessity of thorough pulverization

of the [ligment.

INTERCHANGE INSPECTION*
BY J. J.GAINEY
C. N.O. & T. P.

In discussing the rules if we would consider the different

conditions of a car and describe what is a safe condition to

be run we would be aljle to accomplish a great sa\'ing for the

roads we represent. Say, for instance, a car with worn sills,

which is one of the most numerous defects with wh'ch the

railroads have to contend. In some parts of the country a car

will be condemned for this defect, regardless of its cciistruc-

tion. There are a great many cars, having short draft mem-
bers running back to the liody bolsters with no shoulder

against the end sill and no timber keys, which have to depend
entirely upon the draft bolts to stand the strain. It must
be admitted that this condition is quite difierent from a car

that has short draft members with a ', j-in. to 2'^-in. shoulder

against the end sill, or a draft casting with a shoulder of 3 in.

against the end sill. With a good shoulder against the end
sill there is very little danger of the draft timbers pulling

out.

This and other similar subjects should be thoroughly dis-

cussed by this association, and undoubtedly we could arrive

at some definite conclusion in saying what cars are safe to

run. You are all well aware of the large amount of money
expended each year for transferring loads, and this is not

the only expense, for, as a general rule, when the freight

arrives at its destination in a different car from the one it

was originally loaded in, a claim is presented for damages by
the shippers. By clearer understanding and one universally

followed we will be in a position to save a great many cars

from transfer by the intermediate line.

•A paper presented at the convention of the Chief Interchange Car
Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association held in Indianapolis. Ind., Octo-
ber 3-5. 1916.



Hot Box Problem Not Insurmountable
Enthusiastic Educational Campaign Reaching Every

Man Would Practically Eliminate the Trouble

FEW competitions have drawn out as many letters as the

one which was recently held on the Freight Car Hot Box
Problem, an announcement concerning the winners of

which is made in our editorial columns. The letters suljmitted

discuss the subject from many viewpoints, some going more

or less thoroughl)- into the detail causes and liow they may
be remedied, and others attacking the problem from a broader

viewpoint looking toward the solution of the problem in a

big way. A few of the contributions follow-. A numlier of

others will appear in subsequent issues.

WASTE DRAG" THE PRINCIPAL
(PRIZE ARTICLE)

EVIL

By A. M. DOW
Foreman. Freitiht Car Repairs. El Paso & Southwestern. El Paso. Te\.

It is surprising how many men will contend that because

the journal was not swimming in oil, "of course it ran hot."

Again we hear men claiming that the last lot of brasses had
hard crystallized spots in them; in fact, will take a brass

that has lieen removed from a hot bo-x and show you a bright

hard looking spot, calling it a "hard spot" in the brass. It

is, and was caused by our old friend "Waste Drag"—a thread

of waste feeding under the brass and setting up a frictional

heat. If it is caught in time and the brass removed, the Ijrass

will show the hard bright spot; if not caught in time a cut

journal will result. The remedy is an intelligent oiler; not

with an oil can but with a packing knife with which he

works the waste up against the journal from the bottom of

the Ijox and then carefully puts it down with his knife on

both sides of the journal to a point slightly below the center

line of the journal and the full length of the oil box. Then,
if the waste is found dry, a small quantit}' of oil may be

poured over it on the "rising" side of the journal. It is safe

to say that there is enough oil in any oil box in which the

waste is still elastic and not dead to run the car from Chi-

cago to San Francisco, if handled intelligently at each divi-

sion enroutc and of course barring worn out brasses.

There are but four legitimate causes of hot boxes. The
"waste drag" heads the list by an immense majority and is

caused by tlie waste being allowed to climlj on the rising side

of the journal and crowd against the Ijrass until a jar or

application of the brakes permits a small opening Ijetween

tlie brass and journal into which a thread of waste feeds and
the trouble is .started. A preventive for this is an intelli-

gent use of the packing iron in keeping the waste in its proper

place at each and every division point, as stated above.

The second cause, and of secondary importance, is a worn
out nrass. Now that shell brasses have liecome almost ob-

solete these are becoming more and more of a rarity and are

due to poor judgment on part of inspectors in allowing

brasses to run beyond a safe point.

The third, or cause of least importance according to ray

observation, is lack of oil. This cause is rarely met with,

but is put forth by trainmen and some mechanical men as a

cause of most hot boxes, and strange to say, is accepted in

many quarters as true. A careful analysis of causes of hot

boxes before the journals are cut or the waste is burned out

of the box will in almost every case show enough oil in the

waste to run the car almost anywhere.

The fourth cause is brasses whose contour does not fit

that of the journal. This rarely causes bad hot boxes Ijut fre-

quently causes them to run warm. The remedy for this is

obvious.

The inspection points having the least hot boxes charge-

able to them, will upon inyestigation be found to be the ones

that have their oilers equipped with good packing knives and

the knowledge of how to use them to the best advantage, and

not those who use the most oil.

ENTIRELY AN EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM
IPRIZE .\RTICLE)

By J. S. BREVER
Master Mechanic, Southern Railway. Charleston. S. C.

Hot boxes can be reduced to the minimum Ijy properly as-

sembling the parts of the car closely related to the box and

caring for them in a workmanlike manner after the cars are

placed in service. To bring about this improvement it is

necessary to pursue the same course we took to promote the

"Safety First" movement which has resulted in such a de-

cided decrease in the number of personal injuries, i. e., to

educate the men doing and supervising this work. We are

producing better mechanics and more efficient foremen as a

result of our apprentice schools, but out car repairers and
oilers are in greater need of education. Let them understand

what causes hot boxes and what is necessary to prevent them;

this many of them do not know. The railroads in the past

20 years have used enough lubricants to run them at least

1 1) years more had it been intelligently applied.

Start the educational campaign with the operator of the

axle turning machine; the finishing cut over the journal

should cut the metal clean and not tear it. If the metal is

torn small particles are rolled down only to be loosened up
when the axle is put in service. This acts as a saw on the

soft lining of the bearing. If the axle is not used at once

rust forms on the journal, and if not painted the small cav-

ities where the metal is turned will be attacked by rust and
enlarged. To remove the rust sand paper or emery cloth

is ordinarily used and, unless great care is exercised, some
of the emery that becomes separated from the sheets will

lodge in these cavities. Even when the journals are painted

immediately after machining, the paint is often removed with

emery cloth and particles of grit are lefc parti)- imbedded in

the journals. Such a condition will very likely cause or con-

tribute to the box heating the first trip. In my opinion many
of the hot boxes that occur several da\s after the wheels are

applied are caused by torn or pitted metal and the other con-

ditions described above.

Another dangerous condition is caused b\' scars from bars

used for moving wheels, or where one wheel has struck the

journal of another; these burrs are sure to cause the box to

heat and they are frequently overlooked liy experienced men,
if they are on the under side when the polishing of the journal

is completed. To guard against this oversight, the bare hand
should be wiped over the entire surface just Ijefore applying

the bearing and box.

The bearing should be fitted to the contour of the journal,

or at least it should have a crown bearing. If it bears on
the sides only it pinches the journal and there is danger of

breaking the bearing before the soft metal wears down. The
journal liox and float should be renewed if worn to the ex-

tent that the weight will be unevenly distributed on the

bearing.

Bent arch bars, broken sjjring planks, bolsters, defective

center plates and side bearings also contribute extensively

to the hot boxes.

Long fibre wool waste is best for packing: this should be
soaked in car oil 48 hours; then wring out all the oil you can
with the hands. One handful twisted like a rope should be
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placed in the back of the box; this forms a dustguard. Then
fill the box to the center line as far out as the collar with

spongy waste, not packed too tight; another handful of twisted

dope should be placed in front of the journal; this will partly

prevent tlie lateral motion of the truck working the packing

out, leaving the back end dry. At every division terminal

the packing should be pushed back and stirred up with the

packing knife. This will also keep the oil feeding to the

end of each strand of waste. Loose ends of waste must not

be left hanging from the box; they will siphon the oil out

in a short time, especially when the sun is shining on the

box. Packing above the center line of the journal will creep

under tlie bearing when the car receives severe sliocks in

switching ser\-ice; this causes hard spots in the bearing and
will surely cause the box to heat. Excessive oil means in-

sufficient waste; the waste settles below the journals and tlie

oil runs out through the dustguard opening, leaving the jour-

nal without lubrication.

SYSTEMATIC AND THOROUGH ATTENTION
(PRIZE .\RT1CLE)

BY J. E. HELMS
lospeclor, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Shops. Pueblo. Colo.

Many pages of advice have been published from every

source imaginable concerning a remedy for hot boxes, each in

turn suggesting some positive cure. Suggestions from every

quarter—some good and some bad—have been offered and put

into practice; and all, or nearly all, have failed. Messages
galore from those in authority have been received by their

subordinates asking for explanations of why such and such

cars could not have teen put into shape to avoid trouble on
the road. The experienced subordinate has labored inces-

santly to alleviate the trouble. The inexperienced man has

labored and laljored, used up all the material that was at

hand, did the best he could, and quit his position in disgust.

There have been at feast "57 varieties" of "packing,"

'lubricants" and "babbitts" developed and tried out, the

majority of which could not be successfully used and the old

substantial wool packing and oil has taken their places.

Many special designs of journal boxes and parts have been

devised but these have accomplished little if any results.

Thus through a course of practical experience of 15 years

I have seen many of the above "cure-alls" fail. Trains are

still running and boxes are still getting hot. The following

suggestions may help in a measure to reduce the hot boxes to

a minimum but never to eliminate them entirely, for with

present weights, speeds and unforeseen defects we can never

hope to do this.

Much of the trouble could be gotten away from by a stand-

ard and uniform manner of packing the boxes, such, for

instance, as the following: Roll up a large handful of waste

and place it in the back of the box ; then pack the remainder

of the box half way up the side of the journal with a handful

of packing; do not roll so tightly that the life or spring in the

wool fibre will not rise up against the journal. One large

handful of packing should be placed in front of the box and
at the end of the journal. This wool fibre should hold all

the oil it can take.

All boxes reaching the shop tracks should be gone over

thoroughly by an experienced man; not one shop should do
this, but all shops, and to all cars. This system installed and
lived up to would do more than any other one thing to reduce

the hot-boxes. Many roads do no shop work at all to the

journal boxes, not even to their own cars. Witli so important

a part neglected it is not much wonder that hot-boxes are

niunerous. The M. C. B. Code, Rule I,—and it is a number
one rule, too, if it was enforced—explicitly states, "that each

railway company must give to foreign cars, while on its line,

the same care as to inspection, oiling, packing, etc., as it gives

to its own cars."

Ynu will note that this says "must," not "should." using

a positive term, and yet the work is woefully neglected much
of the time. This rule, if lived up to, would in a short time

bring a noticeable relief in the complaints about hot-boxes.

After a rule regulating and causing this work to be done
in a systematic manner, the following matters should be con-

sidered: Speed of trains and time card "speed limits." The
"average speed" of freight trains could be adjusted in many
instances, taking into consideration tonnage, meeting points

and class of cars and much trouble could be avoided.

Weight of loads on journal bearings has been re-adjusted

to a large degree in the enlarging of the journal, thus giving

a larger bearing for the brass and more room for lubrication.

UNIVERSAL STAND.ARD PRACTICES ADVOCATED
BY "A CAR MAN"

Each box sliould be given careful attention in assembling

and maintenance. By careful attention is meant that which
would be given any other piece of machinery from which
such severe or even less exacting service is required. When
assembling, presuming that the trucks are of good design, we
should see that the inside dimensions of the journal bo.xes

are correct with no imperfections which will interfere with

the freedom or functions of the wedge and brass, and that a

good serviceable dustguard is properly applied. By service-

able is meant one whicli will exclude dust until the wlieels

are again changed. To do so it must properly fit the axle

and be perfectly free in the box recess so that shifting of

journal and wear of the brass will not affect it. A canvas

covered basswood guard is good if properly applied, and
worthless if not.

Any good dust-tight lid provides the protection required

at the front of the box but it should not be too difficult to

open. Each brass and wedge should be inspected and gaged

on receipt from the manufacturers and any found with defects

or with irregularities which would displace or restrict the

perfect freedom of either one or iioth should be rejected. The
finish on newly turned journals should be good; to what ex-

tent and how obtained should be determined—whether by

rolling, filing, emerj' polish, or only a finish cut. All these

methods are in vogue and obviously all are not the best or

sufficient.

Rule 1 of the M. C. B. code provides that in the inter-

change of cars each road shall give to foreign cars the same
care as to oiling and packing that it gives to its own. This

seems fair but when we consider that for present day traffic

the best is none too good and knowing that on some roads

an inferior grade of oil and cheap cotton waste is used, it is

not surprising that some trouble is experienced; to overcome
the hot box evil it is suggested that the contents of the journal

box and treatment or maintenance of same be made standard.

These standards should include the grade of lubricating oil

—

necessarily a good all-the-year-round grade witli sufficient

body to separate the journal and bearing under full load sum-
mer and winter. It should also include the waste, which

should be absorbent, clean and resilient to a specified degree.

.\lso the method and extent of saturation, the method of

packing the tiox; the amount of free oil should be prescribed

to be used when first packing the box and thereafter on a

mileage basis. The lead lined brass of a certain composi-

tion should be prescribed and also the method of finishing

newly turned journals.

FROM AN OPERATING OFFICERS VIEWPOINT

BY H. E. HA.\NEI.
Trainmaster, Canadian Pacific. Re£ina, Sask., Canada

Given a properly applied brass with homogeneous babbitt

metal, and a smooth, true journal, the study of hot-box pre-

vention resolves itself into two elemental factors, viz., satis-

factory lubrication and freedom from extraneous substances

on the bearing surfaces. The interruption of uniform lubri-

cation, even for a very small space of time, increases friction
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so rapidly, particularly with heavily loaded cars, that often

before the trouble can be detected the babbitt metal starts to

flow, causing an uneven bearing, and, with the resultant in-

crease in heat, the lul)ricant becomes carbonized introducing

an additional factor that tends to increase friction. The
box soon bursts into flame.

It is the lack of intelligent and systematic inspection and
attention that results in a condition preventing uniform lubri-

cation. If the dope, with sufficient oil content, were continu-

ally kept in close contact with the entire exposed surface of

the journal, hot-boxes would be reduced 75 per cent. For

different reasons we will not discuss here, dope has a ten-

dency to shrink away from the journal. It also frequently

becomes crowded to one side of the oil box through a pro-

longed rotation of the journal in one direction, and, unless

it is loosened up and repacked frequently and re-oiled occa-

sionally, hot-boxes are the natural result. Tlie perfunctory

oiling of boxes at a few designated points sinipl)' wastes

oil by flooding cars that happen to pass such points fre-

quently, or that do not require oil anyway, while other cars

visit such points so infrequently that their boxes run hot in

the meantime. The hurried jabbing of the dope which ac-

companies the oiling process simply gives the final touch to an
operation that impresses even the uninitiated with a sense

of its inefficiency.

It is, of course, of prime importance that oil bo.xes have

lids that are well fitted and tight and that proper fitting dust-

guards be supplied and kept in condition; otherwise the in-

troduction of sand and grit to the dope and thence to the

bearing surfaces is certain to occur. The application of hard

grease directly on the Ijearing surfaces by means of pressure

grease cups might prove a success, but as long as our present

contrivance is in use, a serious campaign, with a view to

more efficient lubrication by the exercise of more intelligent

and frequent attention to the position and condition of the

dope, as well as a more wholesome regard for the importance

of tight lids and suitable dust-guards, should result in hot

boxes being reduced to a minimum. As it is, oil boxes are

rarely given any serious thought until they start to smell, and

by that time damage has been done which, while possible to

counteract temporarily by fresh dope, oil, soap, hard grease

or other expensive first aid treatment, will early demand earn-

est attention even though it be on the main line lietween

stations.

Of course there are other factors, one of the most important

of which is that of speed. The introduction of a speed limit

of 30 miles an hour for Canadian Pacific freight trains has

resulted in an astonishing decrease in hot-boxes.

NEGLECTl
BY F. P. ROESCH

Master Mechanic, El Paso & Southwestern, Douglas, Ari/..

The cause of hot bearings on freight cars can be summed
up in one word, neglect. Not intentional neglect perhaps,

but neglect nevertheless.

The laws of friction are too well understood to make repe-

tition necessary. Neither is it necessar\' to dwell on means
and methods advocated to overcome friction in freight car

journals. He who runs may read, or if he prefers can readily

obtain all necessary information from any of the traveling

experts representing the various lubricating companies, who
lubricate under a mileage contract 99 per cent of all cars in

the United States.

Experience has proven that what are termed the white

metals (babbitt, etc.) are preferable as bearing metals, where
the loads are not excessive, to brass or bronze. Yet in our

terminal inspections how often do we look to see whether or

not any of the white metal lining is present? Is it not a fact

that so long as the liearing shows to be of average thickness

and is not cracked or discolored it is passed as O. K. ? Yet in

many instances, no doubt, part or all of the white metal lining

may be so worn as to allow tlie brass to come in direct con-

tact with the journal and thus produce a condition eventually

resulting in a hot box.

Again, examine the packing in the average freight car

journal box. Do we find "live" resilient waste, or short

fibered sticky, soggy waste? The question answers itself to

all who have had to do with freight cars. The addition of

oil to such stuff is but a temporary relief, not a remedy. The
worst offender in this respect is the car lying idle on sidings

or storage tracks during temporary decline in business; it is

called to service in a hurry to meet a threatened car shortage,

and allowed to go forward with but a superficial oiling in-

stead of a thorough examination and renewal of packing
which may have become dried out, settled away from jour-

nal, etc.

Granting the above to be correct the remedy is self sug-

gestive, namely a periodical inspection of the bearings, pack-
ing and journal box, including dustguard. Where the bear-

ings show the lining nearly or entirely worn out, or brasses

cracked or in any other way defective, or the packing be-
coming soggy, charred or short fibered, box cracked, worn
out at back end, dustguard non-effective, etc., they should
be renewed.

Such an inspection would of necessity call for a record,

and should therefore be handled the same as triple valves
and brake cylinders in the matter of dating, inspection and
Ijilling, treating a non-inspected or out-of-date car as a

cardable defect when offered in interchange, in order to en-
force compliance with the rule.

While we feel satisfied that such an inspection, if honestly
carried out, would go far toward eliminating hot bearings,
one point must not be overlooked, namely—Would it pay?

INTERPRETATIONS OF M. C. B. RULES
At the recent convention of the Chief Interchange Car In-

spectors' and Car Foremen's Association, which was reported
in the November Railway Mechanical Engineer on page 571,
several questions were raised by members discussing the
rules, which have been answered by interpretations rendered
by the M. C. B. Arbitration Committee in M. C. B. Circular
No. 20, recently issued. Considerable discussion was given
to Rule 4, paragraph 2, at the convention in regard to the
uses of defect cards. The Arbitration Committee has sub-
mitted the following:

Rule 4—Question : What is meant by the words "damage that is so slight
that no repairs are necessary"?

.Answer: Kaked or cornered sheathing, roof boards, fascia, or bent or
cornered end sills not necessitating the shopping of the car.
Note—This ruling abrogates the first interpretation under Rule 4 in the

1916 code.

Under Rule 9 a question regarding the proper substitution

of triple valves was raised. The Arbitration Committee has
in Circular 20 rendered the following:

Question: In connection with the interpretation shown on page 13 of the
1915 Code of Rules regarding the substitution of Westinghouse triple valvci
for New York triple valves, or vice versa, what triple valves manufactured
by the Westinghouse and New York .\ir Brake companies are considered
as being of similar type?

.Answer: The M.C.B. standard K-1 and K.2 triple valves, manufactured
by both the Westinghouse and New York air brake companies, are the
only triple valves that can be properly considered of similar type and
therefore it will be considered as improper repairs to substitute for each
other anv tvpe of Westinghouse or New York valves except the types
K-1 and K-2'.

Under Rule 58 the Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and
Car Foremen's Association adopted the motion that it was the

sense of the association that a broken angle cock handle was
an owner's defect. An interpretation at the bottom of page

81 of the M. C. B. Interchange Rules states that the handling

line is responsible for angle cock handles broken or lost

under their usage. In Circular 20 the M. C. B. .Arbitration

Committee speaks on this subject as follows

:

Rule 58—Question : Should not the last interpretation under this rule
on page 81 of the 1916 code be eliminated?
Answer : Yes. Under the present rules the items referred to are an

owner's responsibility.

The question raised by W. Hansen. Chief Interchange In-
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spector at Denver, Colo., regarding overlapping labor charges
in changing two pair of wheels for the same truck has been
answered by the M. C. B. .Arbitration (rommittee in Circular

20 as follows:

Question ; On page 184 of the 1916 Code provision is made for reduc-
tion of one hour to provide for overlapping of labor. In the case of two
pairs of wheels removed and replaced at the same end of car, is it necessary
to reduce the lahor one hour on one oair of wheels on account of over-
lapping?

.Answer : Ves. This applies to wheels removed and replaced.

A DINING CAR WATER HEATER
By J. F. DONELLON

A home made heater for furnishing hot water to dining

car kitchens is shown in the drawing. It has been applied

to two Western Maryland dining cars in an effort to get

away from the use of Pintsch gas in heating water for dish

washing, etc., Pintsch gas having proved rather expensive for

this purpose.

As will be noted in the drawing the casing of the heater

is a piece of standard 6-in. pipe and the ends are com-
mercial pipe caps. The caps are drilled and tapped for a

2-in. .steam line, and drilled .so that a 5-4 -in. water line

can be run through and a stuffing nut used to make a

steam tight joint. The heater coil on the inside is of J-^-in.

railroad to secure the cream of the business in liighly com-
petitive territory, on account of being able to furnish good
equipment. L. F. Loree, president of the Delaware & Hud-
son, is quoted as being of the opinion that a freight car is at

the money-making task of moving goods one-tenth of the
time and is idle or imposing upon its owner for switching,
storage, repairs, etc., the other nine-tenths of the time. If

this is so the mechanical department should be placed in a
position to expedite repairs to eciuipment.

There are three essential factors in a strong car depart-
ment organization; thorough co-operation in the department;
efficiency, and economy. JIaximum output depends on a
strong organization. With the increase in the cost of both
labor and material it is necessary for the car department
head to increase the efficiency of his organization, by con-
tributing to or adding to the capacity or skill of each
individual department foreman and employee. Co-operation
promotes that feeling of good will and reciprocity which
results in increased efficiency. No individual in any depart-
ment begins, or carries to a successful conclusion, all the

work in his department. Therefore, it will he readily seen

why it is so necessary that harmony and co-operation should
prevail at all times.

There are two distinct classes of employees in the car

i nb/ertine

^Asbestos Cotyring

Details of Water Heater Showing Heater Coil

common wrought pipe. The heater is located under the

body of the car and is fastened with two ^-in. U-bolts, as

directly under the kitchen spigots as possible. The 2-in.

steam line is tapped direct into the steam heat line and for

that reason is only operative about seven months during
the year, or through the steam heat season. A test of the

heater showed that after it had become thoroughly heated
five gallons of water were drawn out and the temperature
was 1 50 deg. F. Two minutes later another five gallons were
drawn, the temperature being 120 deg. Four minutes after

this another five gallons were drawn out which registered

110 deg. These tests were made with ,iO-lb. pressure on the

steam line.

CAR DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION AND
EFFICIENCY*

BV C R. DOBSON
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific

There is no department on a railroad which offers as wide
a field for improvement in efficiency as the car department.
The shortage of freight car equipment has been very acute
in some localities during the past 12 months with no relief

in sight. Just think of the cumulative saving in the many
directions if a railroad had all good car equipment in first-

class serviceable condition. Let us analyze the results if such
were the case. There would be a considerable reduction in

loss and damage claims, reduction in switching cost, and an
unusual reduction in amounts of repair bills rendered by
foreign lines. It would lessen the per diem cost of foreign

cars, which would not then be required, and enable such a

•Presented at the Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Formen's
Association convention, held in Indianapolis, Ind., October 3-5. 1916.

department, the producer and the non-producer, each class

being distinct and actually necessary. The producers are

the various classes of employees who actually effect repairs

to or rebuild car equipment. The non-producers are many
and are composed of foremen, clerks, shop inspectors, tool-

room men, supply men, laborers and others; this is equally

true in either piece work or day work shops and should not

be overlooked. It would be well for ever^'^^neral car fore-

man to check up his forces and ascertain if there are the

correct numljer of each class of employees in his department

to constitute a well-balanced force, and thus determine if a

maximum output is being obtained on an economical basis.

Freight cars should, when possiljle, be handled and re-

paired as near the base of supplies as possible. Freight car

material should never be maintained in stock at any great

distance from the repair tracks and shops. If the light repair

yard is situated some distance from the shop or heavy repair

tracks a sufficient amount of ready material should be carried

at the light repair tracks. Supply men should be employed

to deliver all lumber from the mill or lumber yard, metal

roofs, couplers, brake beams, brake connections; in fact all

material possible. The results obtained from this practice

will be surprising. The saving in cost is also an attractive

feature on account of the difference in the rate of pay, etc.

This of course applies more forcefully to shops paid on an

hourly basis; however, it will also apply to piece work shops.

Every well organized freight car shop and coach shop

should maintain a tool room with a man in charge, whose

duty it will be to keep all tools in their proper places, in

good order and well lubricated where lubrication is neces-

sary. If the entire time of the man in the tool room is not

required in caring for the tools, he can reclaim and sort nuts,

washers, nails, cotters and lag screws, picked up in the shop
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and on repair tracks by the labor force and deliver them back

into the store stock.

There are also some very interesting as well as profitable

results obtained by specializing the men in some lines of

car work; for instance, some men are experts in applying

roofs, others are more adept in applying sheathing, while

still others will be found at their best on rougher work on

flat or gondola cars. The appropriation allotted to the car

department on most roads usually covers the cost of material

used as well as labor, therefore all usable second hand

material which accumulates around the larger repair yards

and strap bins should Ije reclaimed and used on system cars.

Ever\' dollar saved can be very profitably applied in repairing

bad order cars.

The master car builder or the general foreman of the car

department must of necessity be a strong man, of good clear

judgment, alert and capable of taking the initiative in all

of the many perplexing emergencies which arise in his depart-

ment, and he must be a good judge of human nature to

enable him to perfect an organization which will show results

for the money expended. There was a time when we were

struggling along on very meager appropriations, and, in order

to get by, we resorted to the practice of effecting only such

repairs as were necessary to move and keep cars in service.

The results have been disastrous, and it seems to be very

difficult to get the car department out of this rut. This prac-

tice of "a lick and a promise" resulted in loaded cars being

cut out and sent to every re])air track or shop along the line

of a long haul. I wish to emphasize at this time the necessity

of effecting permanent repairs to equipment requiring both

light and heavy repairs and not to discriminate between

s\stem or foreign cars; treat them all exactly the same,

having in mind at all times that both foreign and system cars

should be maintained in good serviceable condition. Eternal

vigilance, industry and last, but not least, "honesty" are the

price of success.

SOME EXAMPLES OF REGENT DESIGN IN REFRIGERATOR CARS
Railroad
Type of car
Construction
I-ight weight
Capacity
Capacity (cubic)
Length, over end sills

I-ength, inside lining
Length, inside to inside of coupler
knuckles

Length, over couplers
Width, over side sills

Width, inside lining
Width, over eaves
Width, extreme, over all

Height, top of sill to bottom of side
plate

Height, top of rail to eaves
Height, top of rail to top of floor. .

Height, top of rail to top of brake
mast

Height, top of rail to top of running
board

Height, top of floor to bottom of
carline . • •

Side frame members (Z-bar, T-iron,

wood, etc.)

Size of side frame members
Type of end
Center sills, type (channel, fishbelly

or wood)

Cover plates, length and thickness. .

.

Angles, re-inforcing, in center sills,

number, position and size

Side sills (channel. Z-bar, wood, etc.)

Body bolsters, type
Crossbearers, witKjJ^^ithout ; num-

ber
Draft gear, spring or friction

Roof, type
Carlines (steel or wood)
Number of carlines
Number of purlines
Type of side door
Height and width of side door open-

Height and width of end door open-

center of body

Can. Pac.
Ref. freight

Steel underfr.
57,900 lb.

60,000 lb.

1.990 cu. ft.

41 ft. in.

39 ft. 11?^ in.

43 ft. 11^ in.

44 ft. 6 in.

9 ft. 6 in.

8 ft. 7H in.

9 ft. \0H in.

10 ft. 2H in.

7 ft. 9H in.

12 ft. SM in.

4 ft. 2'^ in.

14 ft. in.

13 ft. 5 A in.

7 ft. 9% in.

Wood
5 in. X 2 in.

Wood

Fishbelly

Angle, 6 in. X 4 in
X ^ in.

Structural steel

2
Friction

Double board
Wood

IS

Miner

6 ft. 9H
5 ft. i

Distance, center
bolster';

Total wheel ba^e
Truck wheel bas.e -

Type of truck
Truck framcj arch bar or cast steel..

Truck bolster, type and material....
Weight of each truck
Wheels, material and size

Material of journal boxes
Refrigeration system
Ice capacity
Thickness of walls
Insulation, kind of material
Bulkheads, fixed or collapsible

Distance between bulkheads
Ventilators, ordinary hatch or venti-

lating plug
Kind of wood in lining

31
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Shop Practice
TOOLS FOR MAKING LOCOMOTIVE

SAFETY CHAINS
BY M. C. WHELAN

Foreman Blacksmith, St. Louis & San Francisco. Kansas City, Mo.

As the government requires that the railways equip their

•engines and tenders with safety chains before July 1, 1917,

every means by which this work can be done should be of

interest. Those roads not equipped with heav)' forging ma-

chines or drop liammers will find the following metliod of

doing tliis work entirely satisfactory. The tools are made
with but little machine work and most of the work in making

the chains is done under tlie steam hammer. The tools are

shown in the illustration. Nos. 1, 2 and 12 are used for

making the clevis 3. No. 1 is a piece of machine steel

.used to form the dies 2-2 under the steam hammer. No. 12

is used to punch the 2 1-16-in. holes in the clevis ends.

The material used for making the clevises is obtained from

IVi in. by 4'-j in. and IV2 in. l>y S in. scrapped arch bars

sheared to I2-in. and l.i-in. lengths. With small furnaces

Forging Dies for IVlal<ing Safety Chains

at least four of these clevises can be made per hour by one

smith and two helpers.

Nos. 4, 5 and 7 are used for making the link 6. No. 5

is a tool used for scarping tlie rods prior to welding, and
4-4 are the dies used for welding the links. No. 7 is the

forming piece used in making the dies 4-4. Nos. 8, 9 and
10 are used for making the eye bolt 11. No. 8 is the die

for forming the head of the bolt and 9 is the guide for

punching the hole through the web in the eye bolt head

formed by the dies 8-8. No. 10 is the forming piece for

making the dies 8-8. The guide pin holes in the dies 2 and

8 are formed b}- the following method: The space in each

die is filled with melted lead wliich is allowed to cool. It

is then removed and the respective halves soldered together.

They are then replaced in the dies and the dies securel\-

•clamped together for drilling. This will insure the proper

.-alignment of the guide pins and the receiving holes. .\

1-in. hole is drilled through the bottom to within 1 in.

of the top of the top die. A 13-16-in. hole is drilled through

the remaining 1 in. of metal. The dies are then taken

apart and the holes in the bottom dies are enlarged to

1 1-16-in. and the 1 j-16-in. holes in the top dies are counter-

sunk. The guide pins are made from 1-in. material. The
guide pin holes in dies 4-4 are drilled with simply the form-

ing piece in place between the dies.

These tools will be found to do the work very satisfactorily

where more improved methods are available. No machine

work is required after forging e.xcept the cutting of tlie

threads on the e>e bolts. By die use of these tools a stock

of clevises and e)'e Ijolts can be placed in store and with a

stock of links bent in pneumatic machines on hand, the

engines can he equipped with safety chains at short notice.

PNEUMATIC BOLT CLAMP
BY HOWARD W. STULL

Foreman Machine Shop. Philadelphia & Reading, Reading. Pa.

A pneumatic bolt chuck which has been used and proved

to be ver)' successful at the Philadelphia & Reading shops at

Reading, Pa., is shown in the drawing. This chuck can be

used as an attachment to a bolt threading machine for hold-

/1 £ocl<et Shaped Here to

. Suit Form of BoltHeacL-

-\-i-A
Detail of the Clamping Head

ing short size counter sunk and button headed bolts. As
used by the Reading the chucks are moimted on a triple

spindle 1 ' J -in. National bolt cutter. The barrel of the chuck
is placed in the jaws of the machine, which are tightened

Sectional View of Air Cylinder and Clamp

down just as though the\- were holding a Ixjlt to be threaded.

Tlie cxlinder is then connected up through a ' i-in. three-way

air cock to the nearest supply of compressed air.

The short sizes of counter sunk ancl button headed holts

are ordinarily very difficult to hold in the common grip of

3S
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a bolt cutter. The process is not only slow, but awkward.

In this pneumatic chuck the bolt blanks are slipped in

through the opening A in the side of the chuck. Air is then

admitted into the cylinder, pushing the piston down. On the

end of the clamping rod is a stop, which serv'es to hold the

screw in position and keep it from revolving. It will be

noted that a spring is provided on the non-pressure side of

the cylinder to insure the freeing of the screw when the air

pressure is released. There are also two guides on the non-

pressure side of the piston that extend through the bottom

end of the c\linder and prevent the piston and rod turning

with the screw. It will be noted that the cap in which the

screw is placed, screws on to the barrel of the chuck. In

threading screws with heads of odd size and shape, all that

is necessar)' is to exchange the cap for one that will ac-

commodate them.

INDICATOR FOR PLACING JACKS
BY W. J. KELLY

When it is necessary in making repairs to freight or pas-

senger cars, to jack up the body of the car, it is often diffi-

cult to tell whether the jack is placed exactly in a vertical

position, there often

being differences of

opinion as to this

among men who are ex-

perienced in this class

of work. In order to

insure that the jack is

set in a stable manner
the following sugges-

tion is offered. An in-

dicator consisting of a

plate curved to conform

to the surface of the

jack body should be

made for attachment to

the jack, with machine
screws, a horizontal

pin on the plate carry-

ing a pointer at all

times free to assume a

vertical position under the action of gravitw With two of

these devices attached to the jack at points around the barrel

90 deg. apart, there would be no difficulty in checking up the

postion of the jack under all conditions.

simple Indicator for Setting Jacks

A USE FOR OLD BOILER TUBES
BY "APEX"

Old boiler tubes can be made into good fence posts for

wire fencing, those about 2 in. in diameter being most suit-

able for this purpose. One order for 15,000 posts was
handled in the follow'ing manner:
The tubes were cut to length in a high speed friction saw

at the rate of 200 per hour. They were then passed to a

sensitive drill press to have the holes drilled for the wire.

The first hole was drilled one inch from the end of the

tube. The rest of the holes were spaced and drilled Ijy the

test of a jig.. This jig has a pin in it which slips in the

hole first drilled near the end of the tube. At the other end
is a clip which slips over the tube and helps hold it in posi-

tion. This clip is riveted on to the body of the jig, which
is a piece of light strap-iron. The holes in the pattern should

be drilled about ^ in. or '/z in. in diameter and they can
then be fitted with steel bushings, boring a hole in the center

large enough to take the drill used. The steel bushings can
then lie replaced as they wear too large.

FLANGING BOILER SHEETS COLD
BY E P. FAIRCHILD

A tube sheet being flanged cold is shown in Fig. 1. This
sheet, which is of Jj-in. stock, was laid out and all the

flue holes, rivet holes and staybolt holes punched. It was
then brought to the press and flanged cold as shown in the

|ihotograph. After this operation it was taken to a furnace

and annealed, the flue holes reamed and arch pipe holes

drilled. No trouble has been experienced with cold flanged

Fig. 1—Flanging a '^-in. Tube Sheet Cold

sheets. The}' may be welded or riveted in, either method
giving good results. The cost of labor and material for the

flue sheet completed was $25.

Two firebox sheets are shown in Fig, 2. The firedoor

openmt has been flanged out with a 2V2-in. inside radius

flange. The large radius eliminates fire cracks; in fact,

after many installations I have yet to find one cracked,

using this radius. It will be noted that there are a number
of ' i-in. holes in the template, which is shown on the

Fig. 2—Template Used on Door Sheets After They Have Been

Flanged Cold

left. These holes mark four dift'erent styles of door collars,

one of which is sliown laid out on the sheet to the right.

The template is placed on the door sheet and the ^-in. set

screws in the strap located in the door opening are so

adjusted tliat the mud ring rivet holes in the sheet corre-

Sfiond with the mud ring rivet holes in the template. Which-

ever door sheet is wanted is then marked off through the

'4-in. holes.



"FlRED"—FOR THE GoOD OF THE SERVICE
A Chapter in the Life Story of John McNally,
General Foreman of the V. and A. Z. Railroad

BY HARVEY DE WITT WOLCOMB

"J
fOHN. we've got to make a change." It was the master

ineclianic who was speaking, and lie paused and
looked straight across his table at John McNally, the

general foreman of the V. and A. Z. Railroad at Greenfield.

John, the object of this remark, was the only other occu-

pant of the room and he sat on the other side of a table

of a style alwa_\s found with other antiquated furniture in

railroad offices. He wore a preoccupied look that comes

to man or beast who, day after day, with never a break,

carries on and on any hard, grinding task. He had been the

general foreman at Greenfield for eleven 3-ears. Eleven

years at a post, where there is more trouble and less appre-

ciation than any other place on the railroad.

The master mechanic's voice began again and some note in

it made John brace himself for an unusually severe repri-

mand. "After tonight there will be a younger man in charge

of the Greenfield roundhouse."

Such an unexpected thing was like a thunderbolt out of a

clear sky. Things had not been going right for some time,

John knew, but that he should be "canned!" It was un-

thinkable. His eyes opened wide till the whites showed all

around, as his gaze rested for a few moments on the set face

of the master mechanic. His head then dropped forward

on his chest as a smothered "My God" escaped his lips.

A picture of despair he was, until the unjustness of it all

aroused some of the old fighting spirit that had become

blunted through eleven long, wearv' years of roundhouse

grind.

"Do you realize." said John, first with halting speech, but

gaining speed and courage as he went, "that I have been

general foreman for the past eleven years and know every

bolt and nut on all the engines coming into the terminal?

The men all know me an' have worked so long under my
direction that they work harder for me than they would for

anyone else. \\"hile we have a few failures, we keep the total

down to so few that our division makes as good a showin'

as any other. Have you stopped to think that I have grown
to be an old man in the service, \et am onl}' 4.i ?"

"All you say is only too true,'' replied the ma.ster me-
chanic.

"Then why am I kicked out so sudden?"
"You have not onh- grown old in the service, but you

have become moss-covered as well. You have comparatively

few engine failures, to be sure, but there's no improvement.

With a younger and more up-to-date general foreman, our

failures could lie entirely eliminated. Your days of useful-

ness- as our general foreman are over. We can't keep you
at your present salary, but we intend to take care of you by
giving }ou an easy job at the bench."

Realizing the disagreeable conference was over, poor old

John McNally returned to his own little office in the round-

house where he could think over all the details of this ter-

rible blow. .As he pondered over the question, he could not

find any satisfactory answer as to what he should do. In

the days gone by he had had several good offers of positions

with other roads. He had lieen considered an efficient fore-

man and had built up quite a reputation, but now he was
older and besides being "fired," account of being "old-fash-

ioned," he realized only too well that any other road would
not want a "cast oft"." He was "up against a stift" proposi-

tion." He recalled the days, twenty years ago. when he com-
pleted his apprenticeship and first started out as a full-

fledged mechanfc: of his ambitions and how hard he had

worked to become successful—in fact he soon received the

reputation of being a "horse" for work. He would turn out
nearly as much work in one day as two ordinary mechanics.
Sitting in the familiar time-worn office chair he pictured, as

though it were yesterday, the day he was given charge of a
gang, and how he had put his whole heart and soul into his

job. And then after two years as a very successful shop fore-

man he had been promoted to the position of general foreman
at the Greenfield roundliouse, which w-as an important main
line terminal. While there were no large repair shops at this

point, due to the importance of its location and the great
number of engines handled, the position of general foreman
meant something.

As his thoughts drifted back over the past eleven years of

his career, he could now see that the first few years had
slipped by very quicklx-—hardly noticed—for he was young
and ambitious and could handle the many trying conditions
with ease. During the later years he had worked harder and
longer hours, besides being on duty practically every day in

the year. He had neglected his home, his friends, his pleas-
ures, till now he moved in an atmosphere that blotted out
everything but "turning engines" and "shop troubles." After
working twelve hours a day every day in the year he did not
feel like dressing up and going out to any social doings with
his wife or family. The few special occasions when he had
gone out he felt like a fish out of water or a stranger in

a foreign land. The people whom he met did not talk on
subjects with which he was familiar.

-All he knew, in fact all that was pleasant for him to talk

about, was handling engines, and after a few half-hearted
attempts at enjoying a social evening out, he had given up
even tr>-ing and had positively refused to leave his own fire-

side after completing his day's work. Anyway, wasn't he un-
certain as to what time he would get home, and just as sure
as he planned on going out, just so surely would there be a
breakdown or something happen so that it would be very
late when he left the roundhouse? "Vacations had come to

be a regular nightmare. As soon as he left town he would
always remember some important piece of business he should
have attended to before lea\'ing, and when he returned he
usuallx- found everything so upset that it took him a long
time to get things organized again as he wanted them.
Now he could see just where he stood. Like a fire horse

that had outlived its days of usefulness he was being turned
out to pasture for the rest of his natural days, a pensioner.

During the time he had lived in Greenfield he had bought
his own home. It was not completely paid for but he had
raised his famih' without going into debt verjf much. Once,
when the company had oft'ered to transfer him to another
point he had refused to go. He had just begun buying his

home and he did not like to take his children out of the

schools where they were doing so well. Now he could see

his mistake, for it had become understood that he did not
wish to be moved and would not consider even a promotion.
He was anchored. He knew it and so did his companv.

Well! There was no use of crying over "spilled milk."
He moved out of his chair and paced up and down the floor

tr)'ing to shake off the gloom. Would he stay and take the

disgrace of demotion with a steady job, or would he pull up
stakes and strike out for a fresh start ? This was what kept
running over and over again through his mind.
The office was so small that he could walk only a few

steps each way past his desk, one of those affairs with a

37
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slantint; top and so blackened with roundhouse grime that

the cliaracter of the wood had long since faded. The w'alk-

ing hel[ied him think. He would write to some of the friends

he" had made during tlie past few years and ask them to help

him secure a job. He recalled, however, with a sinking feel-

ing, a conversation he had just the other day with a friend

who claimed tliat when a man holding a minor position was

dropped, it would be very hard for him to secure another

position, but if one of the "big bugs" was let out they could

soon get another position for the)' were known and rated

by the high positions the\- liad held. As he thought over the

list of men he knew, he could not pick out one man who

would be of any assistance to him at this time. The onl\

thing for him to do was to start out on his own hook and

dig up a jol).

Thoughts of having to move away from Greenfield fairly

made lum sick. When he remembered, however, how the

company had robbed him of the best years of his life and

now, because he was getting old, intended to set him back

just where he had started, twentj- years ago, he made up his

mind to show them there was still some "kick" left in the

old man.
However, it must be thought out from all sides. Here he

had his home, and wliat few friends he could really class as

true friends. His family had a certain standing in the com-

munity. Was it worth trying to start all over again at his

age of life? No matter where he went, he was sure to end

up with a roundhouse job for he had neglected to follow up

any other branch of mechanics and had specialized on round-

house work, and so was now unqualified to take up any other

kind of a position. In fact, there was a doubt in his own
mind if he could "make good' at any other point. Many of

the other roads had late appliances with which he was

totally unfamiliar. The Y. & A. Z. had not been an up-to-

date road and he had not taken time to study along any

other lines than those which affected his own work. He
wasn't posted and, in fact, had fallen liehind the great jiro-

cession of progress.

The real facts of the case were that he was one of those

old fogies who did not believe in magazines. Everything

had to come to him by word of mouth or experience. He had

no use for any article describing mechanical im]-)rovenients.

It was "d nonsense." He always laughed at anything

describing advanced ideas on roundhouse management, for,

as he had alwa\s claimed, there was only one way to get

experience in roundhouse management, and that one way
was to get in "the harness" the same as he had been for the

past eleven years. Yet now his long training was not bring-

ing the results he had looked for. .\ctual experience was

necessary to some extent, but it was far more necessary to

keep one's eyes open so as to easily select the good points

from the bad. If he hadn't been so sure of liimself. he could

have seen that for some time liusiness wasn't going as

smoothly as it should.

Old John stopped his restless pacing up and down; one

comforting thought came to him to still the devils that tor-

tured. The men about the plant would miss him. While

he had not been considered an "easy" foreman, he had been

a "just" man in his own opinion. He felt he held the loyalty

and respect of every employee. What a shock for him when
he went out to see if train 46's engine was ready to leave the

house in time to take her train at the depot. That ver>-

morning the men had greeted him with a "good morning"
or a friendly nod of recognition, liut by this time they had
received an inkling that ".something was doing," so they

fairly turned their backs on the faithful old soul as he went

through the house.

This act made him feel a great deal worse than losing his

position, for he could probabl)- secure another place equally

as good but it would take him long i.ears to build up true

friendships. He was just learning l>y bitter experience that

tlie people whom one befriends the most are the first ones tO'

forget jiast favors. He did not know or realize that the-

deserving man needs no favors, for he earns and is worth all

he gets. It is the undeserving or unfaithful man who seeks

tor and secures favors, and then when he sees his source of

future favors cut off, he quickly looks for his new victim, for-

getting the friend who lias dene so much fur him in the past.

Talk about hurting pride! The snubs received were toO'

much for him, and he told his clerk that he was going home
for tlic balance of the day. As he left the roundhouse he
suddenly remembered that in all his experiences at Greenfield

lie liad never gone home early before and if he went home at

this time his people would be alarmed. He did not want tO'

tell them just now about losing his place, so where could he

go? He wouldn't go back to the roundhouse nor would he

go home, and as he had no particular friends down town he

was a true "outcast," with nothing to do but walk the streets

till his regular time to start for home. Would he stay or

leave? The question kept coming back and back for solution.

At the su|iper table that night he electrified the entire-

family by remarking he intended to lay off the next day and
make a visit to the large shops at Ridgewood, a trip he had
planned for the past eight years but for which he had never

found time. Casually asking the family if they would like

to move over to Ridgewood he was dumbfounded to hear a

dissenting voice from every member. In fact, they all posi-

tively refu,sed to leave Greenfield, even his wife said that as

they liad been so long in Greenfield they had made many
friends, and if they moved they would never get over their-

homesickness.

"Yes," he thought, "you have made friends, but how many
of them are true friends?" Then when John remembered
what was before him, he, too, was homesick, for like the-

great majority of railroad men who receive fairly good sal-

aries, he had allowed his famil\- many liberties which had
used up his salan,- so that even his home was not all paid

for, and if he was out of work ver\- long it would place them,

in very embarrassing circumstances. What would he do?
On one hand he would have to sacrifice his pride if he-

accepted the offer to work as a mechanic, while on the other

he might have to sacrifice the livelihood of his family if he

took a position at some other point. Would the fascination

of his work and the thoughts of his famil\-'s comfort more
than offset the damage to his pride? What was the use of
tPi-ing to start all over again at his age?

Business at the Greenfield terminal went on the next morn-
ing just as if nothing had' been changed. When a new notice-

was posted on the liulletin board, first among the crowd to-

read it was a mechanic with a familiar figure but wearing

a brand new pair of overalls. For all you could tell from-

outside appearances he read the following notice with as

much unconcern as any of the other emjjloyees about the-

plant:

"Effective this date, Mr. Thomas Carleton is hereby ap-

pointed General Foreman of the Greenfield roundhouse, in

place of John McNally, who has been assigned to other

duties."

Origin of the L(iciiM(itive Stkam Whistle.—On May
4, 18.1.1, there occurred an accident that gave us the locomo-

tive whistle. It was on a level crossing between Bagworth
and Thornton in England. Stephenson's locomotive "Sam-
.son" ran into a market cart containing 50 pounds of butter-

and SO dozen eggs. A meeting of the directors was called,

and Stephenson's suggestion of a whistle blown by steam-

was adoj^ted. He went at once to a musical instrument

maker in Leicester, who constructed a steam trumpet, which
ten da\-s later was tried in the presence of the board of
directors. In appearance it was like a huntsriian's horn, 18-

ins. long and 6 ins. across at the top.

—

Railway and Loco-
motive Engineering.
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RECLAIMING WEDGES WITH BROKEN
FLANGES

BY WILLIAM HALL
International & Great Northern, Palestine, Texas

Some railroads use cast steel bronze-lined wedges, while

others use solid bronze wedges. The cost of these is very

high as compared with the cost of the gray iron driving box
wedge which has been in common use for a great many years.

It is the flange of the gray iron wedge which is most fre-

quently broken. Ordinarily these flange shoes must be

scrapped and new ones machined to take their place. The

@* OrHland Counfers'ink

for % Screw.

JVroughi Iron PlafB

Sheared from Stock
Bar. Dimensions
same as Original
Flange.

Plane OffBroken
Flange. Drill fio/es

and Tap forq ScrefV.

Cast Wedge Shoe Prepared for Iron Plate Flange

drawing shows a method of preparing these shoes, which is

not only satisfactory, but lengthens the life indefinitely.

If the flange has been broken, as indicated, the shoe is

planed off on the side to the depth of the original flange.

Four holes are then drilled and tapped for ^-in. screws.

The wrought iron plate is sheared from ordinary stock bar

iron of dimensions suitable to the size of the original flange.

This is then drilled and counter sunk to accommodate ^-in.

screws, spacing being according to the spacing on the shoe.

Standard patterns can be changed to cast the wedge flange-

less on the hub side so that when it is necessary to use a

new one all that has to be done is to put on a wrought iron

plate of the proper dimensions.

THE USE OF COMPRESSED AIR IN RAIL-
ROAD SHOPS*

Compressed air, which was used before electricity as a

transmitter of power, is used in practically every railroad

shop in the country, and besides being used it is also much
abused at many of these points.

Compressed air has the possible advantage over electricity

in that means of utilizing it can be cheaply and easily manu-
factured. It is largely owing to this fact that it has been
developed for railroad shop and yard work. It has the same
disadvantage, however, as using a cheap but inefficient mo-
tor; the first cost is low, but the consumption of power is

high. This might not at first be thought a serious consid-

eration, but a check of several shop power plants showed
that, not deducting for the exhaust steam, the shop air com-
pressor consumed over 30 per cent of all the steam generated
Ijy the shop power plant. This is due to several causes:

First: The use of compressed air has been developed for

various classes of shops, so that each individual shop, round-
house, and yard that makes up a group of railroad shops has
its air lines and air tools.

Second: Unlike an electric transmission system a com-
pressed air system can have a large number of leaks without

*.\ report presented before the convention of the .Association of Railway
Electrical Engineers, held in Chicago, October 31 fo November 3, 1916
inclusive.

'

causing immediate trouble other than an increased load on
the air compressor. Even with careful supervision over the

pipe lines there are always leaky valves developing, valves

carelessly left partially open, or leaky air hose left with the

pressure on it, while the compressor runs on twenty-four
hours in the day, compressing air to be wasted.

Third: As shop air lines are constantly being extended
it is not at all unusual for the feeders to be outgrown. This
is a frequent cause of complaint, the complaint usually being
that the compressor is too small, whereas, in this case, the

compressor is not to blame. In planning a compressed air

system, it is most important to get the mains and the reser-

voirs large enough not only to take care of the present but
to provide for future growth.

Fourth: As a usual thing, the smaller shops are depend-
ent on one air compressor alone, which require that this com-
pressor run twenty-four hours in the day and three hundred
and si.xty-five days in the year. The result is that the engi-

neer postpones any heavy repairs on the air compressor as

long as he possibly can with a corresponding increase in

the coal bill for which the air compressor is often not sus-

pected.

All in all, the air compressor and the compressed air

equipment are very important and useful parts of a shop's
equipment, but unless great care is taken they are much less

efficient than they should be.

ELECTRIC DRIVEN COMPRESSORS

Where a steam plant is necessary regardless of whether a

steam driven compressor is installed or not, especially when
the greater part of the exhaust steam is needed for heating
during a portion of the year, and further when a steam
driven compressor can be installed in the power plant, and
operated without the need of an additional engineer, an
electric driven compressor cannot show much, if any, economy
over tlie steam driven machine. The advantage of the elec-

tric driven compressor is that it can be located near the
point where the air is to be used, consequently long pipe
lines can be avoided. With the electric compressor, as well

Nol^-. dased on a Compressor with capacify
ofabout 900aj.ff. free ttirfbr /Minute

^oolf Ti-at
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of the installation, the cost of transmitting the air and the

electriciti- to the desired points, the diversity of the load and

the cost of attendance. As these items vary for each plant

considered, it is impossible to lay down a definite rule. In

the case of \ards located at consideral:>le distances from tlie

steam power plant, it would be cheaper to transmit the

electricity- to the desired point than to transmit the com-

pressed air with the same percentage of loss. On the other

hand with a fairly compact shop plant, the additional cost

of a pipe line designed to transmit the air efficiently from

one point would be counterbalanced by the advantage of

having all of the compressor ec|uipment under one super-

vision.

DESIGN OF A COMPRESSED .\IR SYSTEM

The diagram submitted shows an example of compressed

air piping at a roundhouse point. It should be noticed that

care has been taken to have several air reservoirs distrib-

uted throughout the plant to reduce friction loss and to keep

the air as dr>- as possible, each reservoir acting as a settling

tank for moisture. Care has also been taken to have the mains

to the different buildings, or groups of buildings, separated as

much as possible, and to have valves located in the different

lines. Bv this arrangement, the air can be shut off from all

shops not requiring air. as at night or on Sundays, and still

leave the line to the roundhouse, etc., open. This has the

added advantage of permitting repairs to be made on part of

the system without the necessity of shutting down the com-

pressor. - ^

COST OF LE-iKS IX AIR LINES

The importance of keeping all unused air lines shut off

and of keeping all lines in first-class condition may be em-

phasized by taking a concrete example.

Assume that air compressed to 100 lb. pressure at a cer-

tain shop is costing 4 cents per thousand cu. ft. of free air.

A hole 1/16 in. in diameter in the pipe line would permit

a leak of 6.45 cu. ft. of air per minute, which would cost 37

cents per day of 24 hours, or $1.^5 per year. The following

figures are the results of a test for air leakage, which was run

at the shop and terminal plant of a railroad entering Chicago.

.\t the time tlie test was run. tliere were no machines in

operation, therefore, the total leakage was due to leaks in

the air line. This line was originally installed about 25

years ago. l)Ut has been continually repaired and added to

Data

Total air in system at 100-lb. gage 18,131.69 cu. ft. free air.

(VI— V2) PI — PJ
Now =

(VI) PI
VI = original volume of free air at lOO-lb. gape = 18.131.69
V2 = volume free air at 40-lb. gage = ?

PI = absolute pressure at 100-lb. gage = 115 lb.

P2 = absolute pressure at 40-lb. gage = 55 lb.

Let V == 'vVl — \'2) = volume of free air leaked.
(PI— P2) (115 — 55)

Now V = Vl = 18.131.69 = 9,4-16 cu. ft. of
PI IIS

free air in 55 minutes, or 171 cu. ft. per minute.
Steam used per cu. ft of free air ^ .1306 Ih.

Steam used in pumping leaking air, per minute.
.1306 X 171.7 = 22.4 lb. = 1.344 lb. per hour.

1,344
= 44.8 boiler hp. hrs., at $.005 per boiler hp. hour.

30
Cost per hour of leaks = $0,224
Cost per day (24 br.) . = 5.38
Cost per month = 16i.40
Crst per yenr = 1.936.80

Add 50% for macliine leaks when shop is in full operation = $2,905.20.
Cost of producing 1.000 cu. ft. of air equals

.1306 X 1000
X .005 = S.02175

30
Nf^'te tlmr the ^i"- compressor was not as efficient as it should be.

since then. The figure for steam consumption per cu. ft. of

air was obtained in a previous test.

After the system was filled to a gage pressure of 100 lbs.

per square inch, the compressor was stopped. When the

gage pressure had reached 40 11)., the time was noted. The
amount of free air pumped into the system was 21,331.4

cu. ft. .\s the system started to leak as soon as pressure was

put into it. the time of leakage is calculated from the time

the engine was started. The pressure during this time was

variable, going from lb. gage to 100 lb. and l)ack to 40 lb.,

but as the flow of gas through an orifice is practically con-

stant when the inside pressure is more than two times that

of the receiving gas, it is safe to assume that the rate of leak-

age was constant.

.\ leakage of 15 per cent was assumed during the time the

compressor was working. Subtracting this amount from

21.331.4 cu. ft. there was .85 x 21,331.4 or 18,131.69 cu.

ft. of free air in the system when the compressor was stopped.

.\s there was no way to determine whether or not the 15

per cent leakage assumed was correct, it was necessary- to

assume a per cent loss and after calculating check back and

find how the assumed and calculated values checked.

ELECTRIC X'ERSUS PNEUMATIC PORTABLE TOOLS

Portable tools can be divided into tw-o classes: rotating

tools such as drills, motors, etc., and reciprocating tools such

as riveting hammers, etc. For the reciprocating class the

electric tool, in its present stage of development seems to

have no advantages over the air tools. It can merely be said

that for light work there are electric tools of this t}pe on the

market. For rotating tools the following statement gives a

comparison of the advantages of the two ty-pes

:

IJgliDiess.—The pneumatic tool is considerably lighter

and consequently easier to handle than the electric tool.

The increased weight of the electric drill over the pneumatic

varies roughly from 10 per cent in the larger sizes to 25

per cent in the smaller. However, the electric tool has the

advantage that a portable electric cord is much easier to

handle than an air hose. It has also sometimes developed

that two men with an electric drill will accomplish more
than twice as much work as one man with a pneumatic drill.

EfKciency.—Tliis is the chief advantage that the electric

tool has over Hie pneumatic. This is due first to the tool

itself, and. especially as the w-ork varies from second to

second, a portable pneumatic tool speeds up the instant the

load is removed, thus taking more and more pow-er as the

load is released, whereas with the electric tool the exact re-

verse is true. On full load the efficiency of the electric drill

varies from 30 per cent in the smaller sizes to as' much as

80 per cent in the larger sizes, whereas the efficiency of the

penumatic tool varies from about 18 per cent to 35 per cent,

depending on the size. The total system of generation and
transmission is usually more efficient in the case of electricity

than in the case of air. The instant current is turned off

of the electric tool the suppl)- of energy ceases, there are no
valves, air hose, couplings and pipes to leak.

First Cost.—The first cost of a pneumatic tool is less than

that of an electric tool.

Trouble from Freezing.—Electric tools are free from the

annoyance that the air tools often give of freezing up in

the winter time.

Cost of Maintenance.—Accurate figures have not been ob-

tained by the committee as to relative cost of maintenance of

tlie tw-o t_\-pes of tools. Electric tools w-ill not stand the al)use

that pneumatic tools will, but w-liere not abused it is prob-

able that the maintenance of electric tools is consideralily less

than that of pneumatic.

RE.4S0NS FOR .-^NNE-ALING Steel.—Annealing steel has
for its object: (a) completely undoing the effect of harden-
ing, leaving the steel in its softest and most ductile condition;

(b) removing any strains set up by rapid cooling, par-

ticularly if the rate is different in (lifferent parts of the piece;

(c) refining the grain. For (a) and (b) it is sufficient to

heat below the critical point, say to 1,110 deg. F., but for

(c) the temperature must be raised above the critical point.—Bulletin, V. S. Bureau of Mines.



The Electric Welding Process*
Description of Methods and Equipment; Organi-

zation and Standardization of Work Emphasized

AN electric arc is formed when a current of electricity lowing table shows the limits indicated In' present practice:

passes from one conductor to another conductor Kind of electrode Size Current Voltage Work

through an incandescent vapor. The conductor from S liell
.•.•..•;.•....; s/JllS; nluo Itit ilS: Sufs; filling

which the current passes into the incandescent vapor Mild steel 3/i6in. iso-iso 18-25 Fiiimg

,, , ^, -S 1 1 J J iU „„„ Carbon Ji in. .'50.150 3550 Cutting: weldmg
is called the positive electrode or anode, ttie con- carbon i in. 350-500 35-50 Cutting; welding

ductor to which the current passes from the incan-

descent vapor is called the negative electrode or cathode.
element.^r\ met.^lltogy

It is estimated that appro.ximately 75 per cent of the The electric arc welding process (metal electrode)

resistance offered to the passage of the current of electricity reduced to its simplest terms, is simply a means of melting

from anode to cathode occurs at the anode. The remaining steel wire and allowing it to flow while molten onto another

25 per cent of the resistance is in tlae vapor and in the piece of steel which has been melted over a local area. There

cathode. It is generallv believed that more resistance is are three important changes which occur in the metal during

offered by the cathode than in the vapor of the arc in short the process:

arcs such as are used in the arc welding process. Since 1. The effect of mechanical treatment is entirely

the amount of heat in any part of the arc or electrodes is eliminated over the area heated to a plastic or molten state,

proportioned to the amount of resistance offered by that The metal tlius affected becomes cast steel,

part of the arc to the passage of the electric current, it is 2. Unless the molten metal is protected by a slag cover-

evident that the visible arc or flame liberates a comparatively ing, it is oxidized to a certain e.xtent by the oxygen present

small percentage of the total heat of the arc. The largest in the atmosphere, tending to make the metal cold short,

part of the heat is liberated at the positive electrode. 3. A large percentage of the impurities (carbon, raan-

, „ ganese, nickel, vanadium, chromium, etc.), which may be
POL.iRITY FOR WELDING =

» • ,u . 1 u i- ij- • j -i- j
present in the steel before welding, is vaporized or oxidized

Owing to the fact that the heat of the arc is produced in ;,nd has disappeared after the operation,

greater quantit\- at the positive electrode, in electric arc weld- The net result is that in bare wire welding, the metal
ing practice it is necessary to consider the matter of polarity, obtained in the weld may be as high in tensile strength

In metal electrode welding, the mass of the welding wire as the metal in the original piece being welded. It will

which is being melted is usually less than the mass of the be rather low in ductility, but will be softif the metal before

piece to which the metal is being added so that the amount the operation w-as not over .o5 per cent in carbon content,

of heat lost by conduction is greatest on the piece to which Xo method has been demonstrated up to the present time
the metal is being added. For this reason the piece of of giving the cast steel in tlie weld the same characteristics

greater mass is made the positive electrode. In certain cases, to the same degree as those found in flange steel,

such as the welding of very thin sheet metal, the wire being In spite of the comparatively low degree of ductility of

melted is made the positive electrode in order to reduce the metal obtained in the weld, the process is entirely practi-

the tendency of the arc to burn through the sheet metal. cal as a means of welding both cast steel and boiler plate

When the slag coated electrode is used, the wire is usually owing to the fact that the welded area may be reinforced

made the positive electrode. In this case, the arc operates where great resistance to fracture must be produced,
under a slag so that a considerable percentage of the heat

,, . J- . J t J tl f f .1
APPLICATION IN RAILROAD SHOPS

otherwise radiated is retained in the vicinity ot the arc.

This con;,ervation of the heat on the heavier piece permits The simplest application of electric arc welding in the

the higher rate of melting of the metal being added. railroad shop is the "building up'' operation. Practically

It is necessary to use the carbon electrode as the cathode every steel casting on the locomotive is subject to wear at

in carbon electrode welding. The current of electricity must several points. \\'earing surfaces are rapidly worn down
pass from the metal to the carbon, otherwise the carbon and bolt holes wear large.

will be carried into the metal being welded, causing hardness. The metal electrode process should be used for these

building up operations for the following reasons;
HEAT DEVELOPED IN THE ELECTRIC .ARC , j ^ '^- , , , ,j j" .>-''-"'"

1. l^ocomotive steel castings welded with the carbon arc
The electric arc transforms electrical energy into heat, should be annealed before being put in service. The loco-

The heat is intense Ijecause a comparatively large amount motive shop is not equipped to anneal castings,

of energy is transformed into heat in a small area. One 2. ISIetal may be more accurately placed with the metal
kilowatt hour of electrical energy is equivalent to ,i,413 electrode process than with the carbon electrode process.
B.t.u. Thus an arc in which the current is 150 amperes Time saved in the welding operation using the carbon arc
and the voltage between electrodes is 20 volts will transform is more than lost in the machining operations,
three kilowatts of electrical energy into 10,2j9 B.t.u. in one 3. Less skill is required to operate the metal arc than the
hour of continuous operation. Similarly, one cul^ic foot carbon arc for building up operations.

of acetylene gas burned in oxygen will produce 1,555 B.t.u. 4. There is no possibility of hard spots when the metal
of heat. Thus the three kilow^att hours of electrical energy electrode process is used for the operation,
will produce the same amount of heat as may be produced Most of the building up operations should be done with
by approximately 6.6 cu. ft. of acetylene Ijurned in 7.5 a 3/16-in. electrode. The use of smaller electrodes is not
cu. ft. of oxygen. economical owing to the slow speed. The use of the larger

The amount of heat which can be used in the arc weld- bare wire electrode is not good practice owin" to lack "of
ing process depends largely on the size of the wire electrode control of the metal,

being used. The kind of wire being used and the character

of the piece being welded also affect this factor. The fol-
^^ elding boiler plate

—

—

, . . ,. : 7~Z—

;

~- 7'ZT Welding in the firebox should be done with li-in er•From a report presented at the convention of the Association of Rail- e /ii I » J Ti r » i • , . .
^'^

way Electrical Engineers held in Chicago. October 31 to November 3. 1916. 3/J^-ln. eleCtrOOeS. llle best metal IS obtained in the Weld
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with these sizes. The amount of heat is as small as can

be economically used. It is evident that owing to expansion

and contraction difficulties, the quantit)' of heat it is possible

to use in welding flues or firebo.\ sheets is limited.

The ideal preparation of a set of flues for welding is as

follows

:

1. Put flues in exactly as if they were not to be welded.

2. Fire the boiler, or, better still, send the engine out

for a run. The object is to burn the oil out from under the

beads of the flues.

3. The flue sheet should then be brushed with a stiff

edges of the crack should then be beveled so tliat the

operator can get at them to make the weld. On horizontal

cracks, the lower edge does not need to be beveled but should

be chipped to give a square edge. The upper edge should

be beveled at least 45 deg. Vertical cracks should be

beveled from 30 deg. to 45 deg. on each side. The less

material removed from the crack the better. All welds

should be made with the least possible amount of metal

between the edges of the original material.

If the crack or seam is a long one, the metal should Ije

put in alternate sections 4 in. to 6 in. long. The operator

Table I.

—

Statement of Work Performed with Electric Welder at Locomotive Shops

Actual Total Time Cost*

No. of time cost, preparing preparing Total
No. of flues welding, actual for welding, for cost to

1916 engines welded hr. and min. Labor Material Current welding hr. and min. welding engines

Total for 2-in. flues 247 42.640 2.811' 15" $990.77 $181.09 $843.72 $2.01.^.58 222' 45" $80.39 $2,093.97

Total for 5-in. flues 196 5.034 1,473' 45" 520.01 85.47 442.16 1.047.64 24' 00" 10,08 1.056.12

Total for smoke consumer lubes 244 1,946 122' 00" 42.85 9.76 36.60 89.21 89.21

Miscellaneous Jobs
No. of

1916 operations Labor Material Current Total cost Other method Saving

lanuao- 461 $183.07 $47.88 $155.70 $386.65 $1,176.58 $789.93

Febiuary 433 218.08 59.89 187.70 465.67 1.558.56 1,092.89

March S84 253.37 64.57 199.13 517.07 1,871.44 1.354.37

April 32S 172.92 42.62 134.20 349.74 1,232.65 882.91

ij&y 487 228.22 60.62 175.52 464.36 1,839.54 1,375.18

June 579 210.09 54.94 175.52 440.55 1.726.10 1.285.55

July 523 165.97 41.12 135.62 342.71 1,501.33 1,158.62

Totals .'. 3.392 $1,431.72 $371.64 $1,163.39 S2.966.75 $10,906.20 $7,939.45

Average
cost per
engine

$8.48
5.39
.37

Saving per
operation

$1.71
2.52
2.32
2.72
2.82
2.22
2!22

$2.34

wire brush or sand blasted. The object is to eliminate, so

far as possible, the scale of oxide on the flue sheet and flues.

Iron oxide is not a good conductor of electricity and causes

difficulties with the arc which in turn may produce a poor

weld.

The welding of 2-in. tubes is done best with %-m. elec-

trode. On sand blasted flue sheets 90 to 100 amperes is

enough current. Flue sheets that have a thick coat of oxide

should put one layer of metal in each of these alternate

sections starting near the center of the seam or crack. The
open sections can then be filled starting at the coolest point.

Successive layers of metal can then be applied until the

seam is completed. Wherever possible, at least 30 per cent

of reinforcing should be applied so that the cross-section

through the weld is 30 per cent greater than the section

of the original plate. After each layer of metal is welded

Table II.

—

Miscellaneous Electric Welding-

No. of
Description operations Labor

Bumper Beam 1 $1.41

Brake Shoe Heads 102 11.79

Brake Hanger Bracket 1 -33

Crossheads—Piston 17 12.96

Crossheads—Valve 22 2.39

Crosshead Pins 3 .83

Deck Castings 7 30.23

Driving Boxes 4 2.10

Driving Box Lugs 10 1.08

Frames 2 5.11

Frame Cross Brace 1 2.59

Eccentric Blades 5 .96

Eccentric Crank 1 .19

Guide Bars 69 99.52

Guide Yoke 1 .66

Levers—Combination 17 2.66

Links 33 3.44

Link Hangers 12 1.36

Link Saddles 2 .59

Miscellaneous 6 1-48

Ouadrsnfs—Teeth 3 .28

Rods—Main 9 2.48

Rods—Side—Grease Plug Holes 106 20.61

Rods—Side—Spade Pin Holes 1 .65

Rod Straps 7 4.16

Reverse Lever Heels 3 .57

Reverse Lever Latches 6 .66

Spring Saddles 8 2.19

Spokes—Driving Wheel 9 601
Shop Tools and Machinery 2 .72

Tail Sheet 1 -33

Tumbling Shaft 2 3.13

Tender Truck Equalizers 8 4, 1

8

Transmission Hangers 6 .57

Toul 487 $228.22
Net saving for month $1,375.18

I

—

Locomotive Shop—One Month

Material
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inside fronj fhe use of judgment in the application of the

•electric arc welding process, there are three rules which the

operator must observe to get the best results in welding:

IJold a short arc; use a low current; and alwa\s work on clean

irietal.

COST DATA

The cost data presented in the accompanying tables were

obtained in one of the largest locomotive shops of the coun-

try. The period covered by Table I was seven months,

and that covered l^y Table 11 was one month; tlie cost of

•electric power was 2 cents per kw. h.

ELECTRIC ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT

The power required for electric arc welding at the elec-

trodes is low voltage direct current. The metal arc requires

from 75 to ISO amperes at 15 to 30 volts. The carbon

arc requires from 250 to 400 amperes at 40 to 50 volts.

The only object in using welding equipment is to get power

of this nature economically. So far as welding is concerned,

quite as good work can be done with resistance ballast across

250 volts direct current, as is possible with the most refined

and highl)- developed equipment.

There are two types of equipment on the market which

may be described as constant voltage type and varialjle

voltage type. The constant voltage type is a motor generator

set which takes power from the shop mains and delivers

on the generator end a practically constant low voltage.

The low- voltage direct current power is carried over the

shop on heavy cable to the welding outlets. The varialile

voltage type is i motor generator set which takes power

from the shop mains and delivers on the generator end the

voltage required for welding without the use of resistance

ballast. With this t\-pe of equipment the low voltage

distribution system may be eliminated.

The desirability of any installation of welding equipment

is based on the following points: Reliabilty and fle.xibilitv;

operation cost; cost of the installation complete, including

wiring, apparatus and installing.

At tlie present time it appears that 150 amperes capacity for

each 5 tracks in a locomotive shop or for each 15 tracks in an

•engine house is .sufficient capacity.

An operator's shield for building up operations which is

very satisfactory can be made of a soft pine board with a

small slot in it for the protective glass. Firebo.x work re-

quires a head shield which should be made of hard fibre.

The color combination in the protective glass is of import-

ance. Two red glasses and one blue glass or two reds and

a green give good results. Special glass put out under various

trade names is also satisfactory. While the operator is work-

ing outside the fire box, the other men should be protected

from the light of tlie arc by screens. Portalale screens should

be used where work is done on the floor. Where a regular

welding liench is provided, permanent curtains should be

provided. The screens should always be designed to pro-

tect the crane operators from the flash of the arc.

SHOP ORGANIZATION

The importance of the welding operations in a locomotive

shop or engine house is so great that it is necessary for the

work to be done under the direction of a competent and

responsible member of the railroad organization. On a large

system where welding is done at several shops and engine

houses it has been found that unless some special effort is

made in that direction the practice of one shop has not usually

conformed with the practice of the other shops of the system.

This leads to a situation in which it is impossible to place

the responsibility for the success or failure of the process. A
verv successful solution to this problem has been made on

several systems by the appointment of a supervisor of elec-

tric welding who is responsible directly to the general super-

tendent of motive power. The sujiervisor of electric welding

makes the practice of the several shops uniform so that the

failure of one shop to get results from a process can be traced

to its origin. The supervisor of electric welding must find

a successful way of doing each job and require every shop to

perform the operation according to his instructions.

When failures of certain operations are reported the

supervisor of electric welding can readily locate the troulile

since it can only be due to the failure of some particular

shop to follow his instructions. In this plan the operators in

each shop are resjjonsible to the local shop authorities in the

usual way and are responsible only to the supervisor of elec-

tric welding for the manner in which they perform the weld-

ing operations. The operators in a given shop are usually in

charge of a foreman operator, who assigns them to individual

jobs and is responsible for their following instructions of the

welding supervisor.

Operators are obtained in most cases from a shop organiza-

tion. On roads where an apprenticeship training is pro-

vided most of the operators are men who have just completed

the apprentice work. It is desiraljle to have operators who
have had general experience in a railroad shop. In shops

which 'have a local electrician the care of the electric arc

welding equipment is handled by the chief electrician. In

engine houses the operator of the equipment is usually trained

to give the equipment w'hatever care is necessary.

STANDARDIZATION OF OPERATIONS

The tendency at the present time is to standardize the

welding operations in the same manner that the machine shop

and other operations have been standardized. Where welding

operations are thoroughl)- standardized the work can be paid

for on a piece work basis. The standardization of welding

operations is comparatively simple on systems which employ

a supervisor of electric welding. On other roads it is more

difficult to standardize the operations, but the necessity for

having them standardized is greater. Ninety-five per cent of

the electric arc welding done in railroad shops is on opera-

tions which can be standardized. The following factors

should be determined for each job of this nature: Size of

electrode; kind of electrode; current in the arc, and time

required for the operation.

LATHE CENTERS AND DRILL PRESS AND
MILLING-MACHINE SOCKETS*

BY CARL G. BARTH

It is well known that the Morse sockets are no standards

at all, but a perpetuated, unsuccessful attempt of years ago

to establish standards. Compelled for the time being to

accept them as they are, everyljody has now at least two
standard tapers for sockets and shanks to contend with,

namely the Morse, and the Brown and Sharpe. The best

the writer has Iseen able to do has been to make all lathe

centers conform to a Morse standard, enabling drills or drill

sockets to be directly inserted in the spindle of some or all

lathes in a shop; and to make all milling-machine sockets

conform to the Brown and Sharpe standard, with Morse
drill sockets having Brown and Sharpe shanks for use with

these whenever drilling has to be done on a milling machine.

The writer unqualifiedly recommends the universal adop-

tion of the Brown and Sharpe standards all around, and the

use of Morse sockets with Brown and Sharpe shanks during

the change. He also recommends the universal abandon-
ment of the tang as a means of driving. We have for years

had the ridiculous inconsistency of drill makers, that they

still furnish taper-shank drills with the old-style tang as

a means of driving, and along with this extensively advertise

and sell various forms of "use-thera-up"' sockets for drills

with the original tang broken off. More than twelve years

•From a paper on Sfandardization of Machine Tools, presented before the
annual meeting of the A. S. M. E. in New York City, December, 1916.
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ago the writer adopted a modification of William Sellers &
Company's key method of driving as a substitute for the tang

of drills, arbor and boring-bar shanks. This is illustrated

in the drawing, and differs from the Sellers method in the

use of a special form of key that has become known as

the Barth kev. The virtue of this as a means of driving

^^^^^^^m.'////Mwwm -^

l-J--l-~lf- L- -ii-

Key Method of Drrving Drill, Arbor and Boring. Bar Shanks

consists in its being subjected to crushing pressures onl)', and

that it has no tendency to work out of its seat. For a taper

drill socket it has the additional great advantage over the

Sellers straight ke\' that the drill shank can be inserted

rapidly without any special care.

MOUNTED WHEEL TRUCK
For convenience in transferring mounted wheel trucks

from one part of the plant to another, George W. Bill, gen-

eral foreman of the Union Tank Line Company, Whiting,

Platform Applied to the Wheel Truck

Ind., has devised the truck shown in the accompanying

illustration. It consists of a bed plate of J^-in. steel 19J/^

in. wide bv 3 ft. 10 in. long which is secured to a 3j2-in.

by 'i-in. bar frame through an angle at each end, and to it is

riveted the axle. A S-in. by 9J.4-in. block tapered on each end,

on which the mounted wheels ride is secured to the bed plate.

The wheels of the truck are 12 in. in diameter and are held

on the axle by the bar frame. The block of wood which sup-

ports the wheels is reinforced, as shown in section AB, and
has an overhang, as shown in the end view. The lowest part

Details of Truck for Moving Mounted Wheels

of this tapered overhang is slightly lower than the height of

the bottom part of the axle of the mounted wheels, so that

they may easilj- be rolled up the inclined plane and held on
top of the truck by two bolts, as indicated in the drawing.
One of the illustrations shows a platform which may be
mounted on the truck, permitting its use for carrying other

articles about the shops.

SAVING METAL IN VALVE BUSHINGS
BY W. J. BOH.\NNON

Since the general adoption of superheated steam it has
become necessary to use a higher grade of iron than was
formerly used for valve bushings, owing to the much higher
temperatures found in valves and cylinders, .As this metal,

being of special content, is bought in the outside market and
is not cast in the railroad companies' foundries, the cost of

flushing has increased considerably.

It has been the common practice to buy these bushings
of special material the same length as the old ones. It has
been noted, however, that these bushings are much longer

than is actually needed and by reducing the length consid-

erable saving can be effected.

To determine the shortest length of bushing that can be
used, all that is necessary is to force the valve up against

the front and back valve chamber heads in turn, marking
on the inside of the opposite bushings the ]iosition of the

edges of the valve head. The lines thus secured on each of

the two bushings will measure the lengths that are necessary

to carry the valve and the distance from the line to the end
of the bushing represents the amount of metal that can be
dispensed with.

Truck with Mounted Wheels In Place

AuTOGEXovs \\'elds FOR Steam Boilers.—The Swiss

Society of Steam Boiler Owners has recently reported on an
exhaustive investigation into autogenous welds for steam
boilers, and the report confirms the opinion of engineers gen-

erally that, everything considered, such welds should not

Ije used where high pressures are employed and where rivet-

ing is not unreasonably difficult.

—

Power.
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CAR VENTILATING SHUTTER
A shutter for ventilating box and fruit cars and at the

same time keeping them weather tight and burglar proof is

shown in the accompanying photograph. It is made of malle-

able iron and it is claimed to lie indestructible and so ar-

ranged that the shutter can not be lost out.

This shutter, which is manufactured by the Wine Railway
Appliance Company, Toledo, Ohio, is made in two types, one
for ventilating purposes only, the other to permit a larger

opening for loading cars with lumber and other long material.

The two types are interchangeable and are both made of

standard parts.

Two side pieces and five cross pieces make up the frame,

and they are securely riveted together to fonn a rigid con-

struction. Brackets are cast integral with the side pieces to

form supports for carrying the shutters. The lugs cast on
each of the shutters form hinge joints, carrying the weight

and permitting rotation. The shutters are so designed that

the standard ventilator are 24 in. by 30 in. and the total

weight is 120 lb., but anv other size desired can be furnished.

Shutter tn Closed Position

when closed they completely fill the opening between the cross

pieces. Their shape is such that when they are open they

obstruct a direct passage through the ventilator, thus prevent-

mg the entrance of rain, sleet or snow.

The shutters are connected together and operated by a

shutter bar which is attached to each individual shutter with

cotter pins. The frame acts as a stop to this bar, thus lim-

iting the up and down travel. When the shutters are either

fully open or closed, the center of gravity is beyond the cen-

ter of the hinge lugs, so that the weight of the shutters pre-

vents them from changing their position. While permitting

ample space for proper ventilation the distance between the

lattices is small enough to make it impossible for anyone to

creep through and enter the car. The overall dimensions of

A ROD AND DRAWBAR UPSETTING
MACHINE

An upsetting machine is shown in the illustration which
will shorten, lengthen, and straighten side rods, draw-bars,
eccentric rods, link hangers, etc. The machine is of simple
construction; the body being cast in one piece and provided
with a groove for a sliding block which engages with the ram
i'.nd is connected with toggle links. Underneath the center

of the links is placed a 40-ton jack. The body is arranged

to receive two cam shaped gripping blocks, also a movable
block containing another pair of cam shaped gripping blocks.

When it is desired to shorten or upset a side rod or any
forging, one end is held by either of the cams and the ram
operates against the other. The heated part Ijeing between
the cams and the end, the upsetting or shortening is easily

accomplished. When a side rod or forging is to be length-

ened, one end is held by one pair of gripping blocks and the

other end by the other pair of cams in the movable block;

Machine fof Shortening or Lengthening Rods

the ram acting against a bar in the body of the machine
pushes the movable block and stretches or lengthens the rod

or forging to the required length. Heat treated forgings may
be adjusted without heating above the critical temperature.

Pedestal binders are adjusted so accurately that they require

no machining or filing. One blacksmith and one helper are

required to operate the machine. This machine has been

patented by Walter Stock, Albany, N. Y.

A CAR-WHEEL LATHE
An improved car-wheel lathe of extra heavy design has

recently been lirought out by the Niles-Bement-Pond Com-
pany, New York. It is of the open-center or end-driven

type and is designed for the heaviest duty using modern high

speed steel.

This machine is considerably heavier than any of the

type previously built. The result is a machine much stiffer

throughout, which makes possible a greater output. The
weight has been so placed as practically to eliminate vibra-

45
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tion under the heavy cuts of which the new high speed steel The right h;uid headstock is equipped with power traverse

tools are capable. It will accommodate axle journals as of a new design. The traverse is operated by a separate

large as 8-in. in diameter, and can therefore be used for S-hp. motor located at the end of the bed, which is engaged

View of Car Wheel Lathe Showing the Power Traverse End

turning locomotive trailer wheels. The largest wheel diame-

ter that tile lathe will take is 44 in. on the tread.

One of the new features is a quick operating power device

which enables the operator instantly to clamp the right-hand

by a large friction clutch operated by a lever conveniently

located so that the operator may traverse the headstock with-

out leaving his position near the wheels. The friction clutch

is so adjusted as to slip when excessive power is applied, thus

View of the Wheei Lathe Showing the Driving End

headstock by simply turning an air valve. The device is eliminating any possibility of damage to the mechanism in

operated by a large air cylinder and clamps the head to the case the face plate is brought up too forcibly against the

bed at both the front and back simultaneously. wheels.
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When triiversinj; tlie movaljle headstock to the right away

from the wheels, the motion i.s disengaged b}- an automatic

stop. Therefore the oi.ierator does not have to give further

attention to this motion after engaging the clutch and damage

to the mechanism from overtravel in this direction is avoided.

There is no exposed gearing. The left-hand headstock

is of the enclosed t}'pe and contains the s]ieed change gear-

ing. The machine illustrated is equipped with alternating

current drive. There are provided six speeds which are

changed by means of the handwheel and lever shown on the

front of the headstock. The machine is also furnished for

D. C. motor drive by a three to one variable speed motor.

In this case a push button control is furnished consisting

of two pendant switches, one for starting and stopping and

the other for slowing down the speed.

The faceplates are driven through internal gearing. Pin-

ions are located at the front of the machine aljout 45 deg.

from a vertical line through the center of the spindles, bring-

ing the drive on the faceplates verj- close to the point of

cutting.

The lathe is equipped with a simple calipering device

by whicli the operator can readily size both wheels to the

same diameter. It consists of an adjustable pointer on a

bar which is rigidly supported on the headstocks and has a

sliding bearing on the right-hand bracket.

The tool rests are equipped, as on previous models, with

patented pneumatic tool clamps. The clamps enable the

operator to change and clamp the tools in a few seconds

"without the use of a wrench. There is alisolutely no chance

of slipping or vibration of the tools under the heaviest cuts.

The wedge action forms a positive lock independent of the

.air pressure.

THE WILSON ARC WELDER
Analysis of a number of defective electric welds has shown

that they bore evidence of damage from excessive heat. As
electric welding, from an economical standpoint, has proved

itself of great importance, one trunk line railroad determined

to find a method of making electric welds which would be

free from failure, that is, free from damage due to over-

leating.

Expert operators were securing good results on some classes

i
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limit switches are provided on the panel to prevent the motor

overrunning its limit of travel in either direction.

!Motor generator sets of various sizes can be furnished.

The smallest machine will handle one arc and is rated at 150

amperes. The largest machine, rated at 1,200 amperes, will

handle eight arcs at the same time. The arcs are operated

in multiple, hut a separate control panel must be used for

each. The use of a separate control panel makes each

operator entirely independent of the other. A portable

machine for field use is mounted on a gasoline motor truck

while the shop type is mounted on a hand truck.

AIR STRAINER FOR LOCOMOTIVE AIR
PUMPS

The Gustin-Bacon Manufacturing Company. Kansas City,

Mo., has recently placed on the market an air strainer for

locomotive air compressors which is made of malleable iron

with either I'j-in. or 2-in. fittings, and weighs 8'2 lbs.

^
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A MAGNETIC PYROMETER
In the heat treatment of steel, the most important thing is

to know when the material has reached the critical tempera-

ture. It is not the same for all steel, but varies according

to the chemical composition.

A pyrometer is shown in the drawing which takes advan-

tage of the fact that in the process of heating steel, it loses

its magnetic properties just at the critical point. This pyrom-

eter, which is the product of the Gibb Instrument Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., consists of a small transformer con-

nected on one side to a convenient power line and on the

other side to the portable instrument. The portal)le portion

has an indicator mounted on a hollow rod with a handle

and switch on one end and a search coil on the other end.

Contact is made with the steel in the furnace through the

search coil. The surface of the steel in time becomes non-

Search
Coil

Diagram of Wiring and Pyrometer

magnetic, or in other words reaches the critical temperature.

This is shown on the indicator Ijy an approach of the needle

towards a heavy red line. As tlie heat penetrates to the

inside of the steel, the needle gradually approaches closer

until it finally stands over the mark, signifying that the en-

tire body of metal has reached the critical point. The in-

strument does not measure temperature, no indication of

temperature being given when the critical point is reached.

It is claimed that most of the ills due to imperfect heat-

treatment are overcome by keeping from the operators the

knowledge of what is the actual temperature.

A FLANGE LUBRICATOR
A flange lubricator, using driving bo.\ grease or similar

lubricant, has been patented by H. S. Rauch, general fore-

man of the New York Central shops at Avis, Pa. This de-

vice is now applied to a passenger locomotive and it is re-

motion is taken care of by means of a loose fitting hanger

pin on the lubricator. The lubricator proper is in the form
of a shoe which fits against the driving wheel. A number
of small holes in the shoe extend to a chamber which holds

the grea.se. A piston with a spring behind it is provided

to force the grease through these holes. In order to have
the shoe constantly against the wheel, a second connection

is provided, one end of which may be attached to any con-

venient stationary part of the locomotive. There is a spring

and a jam nut on this connection which is adjusted to give

pressure between the wheel and the shoe face. A sufficient

amount of heat is generated to keep the grease in condition

to flow through the small holes and onto the driving wheel

flange.

One important feature in the cost of operation of this

lubricator is that waste driving box compound can be used

as a lubricant. The carbonized portion is removed from the

waste driving box grease cakes, and, instead of being thrown
out, is saved for use in the flange lubricator.

FASTENING GROSSHEAD SHOES
A crosshead which does away with reamed holes and fitted

bolts to hold the shoes in place is shown in the drawing.
Such an arrangement allows the free interchange of shoes

on locomotives of similar classes, a condition that may mean

Hunf,Spil/er Qun /ron Shoe

-Siioe Fastening as Applied to Crosshead
Heid by a Nut

vitli Piston Rod

a great deal in increasing the roundhouse and shop output.

This crosshead is known as the Markel design and has been

patented by Charles Markel, locomotive inspector of the

Chicago & North Western.

Each shoe is held by but two bolts, one for the long axis

A Ftange Lubricator Using Hard Grease

ported that several other installations will be made in the

near future on locomotives in other classes of service.

It will be noted from the drawing that a hanger is pro-

vided so that the lubricator may be suspended from a con-

venient location in line with the driving wheel. Lateral

32'^ ^JJji; 9t Iju

Fig. 2—Shoe Fastening as Appiied to Crosshead with Piston Rod
Heid by a Key

and tlie other running across the crosshead, on shoes applied

on cross heads with the piston rod held by a nut. This
application is shown in Fig. 1. At each point where the

bolts pass through, a beveled surface will be noted on both

the shoe and crosshead. \\'hen the bolts are drawn up tight,

a wedging action takes place, which holds the shoe in place.
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As there are no reamed fits to wear, the arrangement when
once applied should last for the life of the wearing face of

the shoe.

The same method applied to crossheads in which the piston

rod is held by a key is shown in Fig. 3. On this style, no

end bolts are used; all bolts run across the crosshead and the

number is increased to four per shoe.

The Chicago & North Western is reported as having 110

of its modern passenger and freight locomotives fitted up
with this style of crosshead. It is also converting its old

crossheads as rapidly as the locomotives pass through the

shops for classified repairs.

A BOILER METAL TREATMENT
A boiler metal treatment called Perolin has been intro-

duced into the railwax' field recently by the Perolin Railway

Service Company, St. Louis, Mo. This product has been

used in stationary' practice for the past seven )'ears, and over

40,000 boiler plants are now using it. It is being used in

locomotive service by several roads, and has been found to

give satisfactory service. Perolin treats the lioiler metal

and is not a boiler compound, or a chemical water treat-

ment. It is a viscous, non-volatile, mineral liquid which has

an affinity for hot metal and a high coefficient of expansion.

When injected into the l)oiler through a short pipe or syphon

attached to the suction side of the injector it diffuses through

the water, and being attracted to the hot boiler metal, is

drawn through the pores, cracks, and crevices of the scale

into direct contact with the metal. As its temperature is

raised it expands, reaching its ma.ximum expansion at 500

deg. The expansion force exerted Ijetween the scale and
the metal removes the scale mechanicallv. During and after

tube sheets and stay bolts has l)een increased b)' its use.

With cleaner boilers the fuel consumption will be decreased,,

and this is one of the results that have been realized by
its use. Where Perolin has been used it has been found

unnecessar)^ to erect and operate water treating plants which

reciuire attention with every change in the analysis of the

water throughout the year. The company provides special

representatives for the service of the railroads using Perolin

to see that it is Ijeing properly applied to the locomotives

and that the roads are obtaining the fullest possible benefit

from its use.

MOTOR DRIVEN FOUR-PLUNGER PUMP
The hydraulic pump shown in the illustration is of the

horizontal, four-plunger type and is intended to fill the re-

cjuirements for a simple, hea\T duty pump for applying a

large \olume of water or other similar fluid against a high

pressure.

This pump, which is made by the Hydraulic Press Manu-
facturing Company, Mount Gilead, Ohio, is designed so that

it may be equipped with 16 different sizes of plungers ranging

from l-)'8 in. to 5 in. in diameter, advancing by quarter

inches. The water cylinders are made of forged steel for the

highest pressures. For the medium pressures, 1,500 lli. to

2,900 lb. per sq. in. inclusive, cast steel is used, and for the

lowest pressures the cylinders are semi-steel. The pressures

range from 9,500 lb. to 700 lb. per sq. in., and the water

cajiacity from 24 to ,i26 gallons per minute. \\\ sizes of this

pump ha\'c bronze valve seats and bronze or nickel-steel

valves.

A 150 h. p. motor is recjuired to operate the pump. A
flexible shaft coupling is provided for motor connection and

gh Pressure Motor Driven Pun

the removal of the scale a thin heat conducting film of

Perolin is established on the metal, which prevents sediment
from Ijaking on in the form of scale, and at the same time
it protects the metal against pitting and corrosion. Through
its "colloidal action" Perolin will prevent boiler foaming
and it has been found that it w-ill give satisfactory results

irrespective of the kind of water used.

In locomotive service Perolin is fed to the engine through
the injector at the roundhouse by the hostler when he is

preparing the engine for service. None is required to be

fed to the engine l>y the engineer or fireman while on the

road. Where this treatment has been used in locomotive
service it has been found that engine failures due to poor
water have been reduced, that the mileage between boiler

washings has been increased three to four times, that less

tube and tulje sheet work were required, with a consequent
saving in firebox repairs and that the life of the tubes and

any 150-h. p. motor having a speed of from 450 r. p. m. to

750 r. p. m. may be used. The speed of the crank shaft is

60 r. p. m. The stroke of the plungers is 16 in., the two
cranks being set at 90 deg. so that a more uniform flow of

fluid may be obtained than with a triplex pump.
At all points where the strain and wear is most severe, the

parts such as main Ijearings, connecting rod ends, crosshead

guides, valves and valve seats, are of easy access for adjust-

ment and replacement. The frame or pump bed consists of

two heavy castings securel)' bolted together. The crosshead

guides and main Ijearing containers are machined in this

frame. This insures perfect alignment and gives tlie most
rigid construction. The pump occupies a floor space of

18 ft. 8 in. in length by 6 ft. 10 in. in width. While the

illustration shows the pump equipped with a spur gear and
pinion, a herringbone gear and pinion may Ije furnished if

desired.
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PORTABLE PILLAR HOIST

The Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York, has recently

introduced a portable hoist for the use of those who prefer

manila rope to wire rope for light hoisting and hauling.

These hoists are particularly adaptable for service in rail-

road )-ards where compressed air is available. They have

been in active service since the latter part of 1914 and are

now used extensively by industrial plants in their yards for

shifting cars and by railroads, in coal mining service.

The hoist has a lifting capacity of 600 lb. and weighs less

than 315 lb. fully equipped. It is liyi in. long by 3\li in.

wide and 23 in. high. The drum is 7 in. in diameter by

17 in. long, with 5-in. flanges and accommodates jOO ft. of

Ji in. manila rope. The base is so arranged that it may

Ingersoll-Rand Pillar Hoist

be clamped to a circular column or pipe and Ijy removing

the clamps can be readily bolted to any convenient support.

The square piston, reversible driving engine, drum release

clutch and worm operated hand brake are essentially the

same as in the portable hoist described in the Railway Me-
chanical Engineer of September, 1914, the main differences

being in the diameter and length of the drum, the width of

the flanges and the main frame and over-all dimensions.

This hoist is built for operation either by compressed air

or steam. Although designed primarily for underground
work, it is adaptable for general hoi.sting and hauling in

quarries and industrial plants.

TUBE BORING AND FACING MACHINE
\ tube boring and facing machine which is adapted to

such work as bushings, sleeves, cylinders, liners, or other

work, which can be held advantageously in saddles is shown
herewith. One feature that will be noted is that with a com-
paratively small machine a long boring travel is obtainable.

This machine, built Ijy the Pedrick Tool & Machine Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa., has a Ijoring bar which is supported

in three pedestals. The pedestals are so designed that spacing

Ijlocks ma}' be used to raise them in case of need, without

interfering with the other mechanism. A direct-connected

variable speed motor drives the liar through compound gear-

ing, however, if desired lielt drive can be furnished. The
bearings are all bush lined. The cutter head travels

along the bar and is controlled by an automatic, reversible

feed, having three changes instantly available. The saddles

for holding the work may be plain, as in the phfjtograph,

or furnished with four adjusting screws for miscellaneous

requirements.

These saddles are concentric with the bar, in fact, they are

bored out by the Ixir after it is fitted to the bed plate. Like
the pedestals they are movaljle along tlie bed and are securely

held in jiosition by .substantial studs fitting the two T-slots,

which run full length of the bed on both sides.

The cutter heads have four arms for carrying an equal

number of tools, although it is claimed a single tool will do
excellent work, owing to the strong construction and substan-

tial design. The photograph shows a facing arm on the bar

for facing the flanges or ends of the tubes or cylinders.

This machine is adaptable to railway shops, industrial

A Machine for Tube Boring and Facing

plants and shipyards, where boring of sleeves and tubes is

a constant occurrence, and it will release more valuable equip-

ment for other work. It is economical of floor space and is

self-contained.

A SELF-CENTERING ROLLER SIDE
BEARING

A self-centering roller side bearing is shown in the photo-

graph, which provides for rolling contact between the bear-

.ngs for ordinary angular movements of the truck and sliding

contact for movements of greater extent.

This roller side bearing is made by the Wine Railway
Appliance Company, Toledo, Ohio. The roller is contained

in a malleable housing, which bolts onto the top of the truck

side frame, in the bottom of which is placed a spring steel

plate with two rivets in the center acting as guiding lugs. In

Roller Bearing In Center Position

the bottom of the steel roller are two holes fitting over these

lugs. There is also a hole through the long axis of the

roller; in this is slipped a wrought iron pin, the ends of

which [xiss through slots in the housing. While the bearing

is rolling, this pin is free to move in the slots. It is prevented

from working out by means of a cotter

The special feature of this bearing is that after completing

the rolling travel, the roller has turned over on its side and
any sliding travel occurs on the flat surface; thus scoring and
chafing do not take place on the cylindrical surface.
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The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a sum-

man' of the monthl)- reports for Class 1 roads for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1916, subject to revision, showing that

railway oi)erating revenues amounted to $3,396,808,000; op-

erating expenses' amounted to $2,220,004,000; net revenue

to $1,176,804,000; operating income to $1,029,243,000; op-

erating revenues per mile. $14,818, against $12,678 last year;

expenses, $9,684 against $8,915; operating income. $4,490,

against $3,169.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has recently organized two

new apprentice schools, one at Meadows, N. J., and the other

at Trenton, N. J., bringing the total number of schools to

ten. All schools are in direct charge of the supervisor of

apprentice schools, at Altoona, Pa., Paul E. Reinhardt. who

was formerly instructor at the Altoona school. Preparations

are being made to establish a school at Baltimore, Md.. and

-when it is in operation, apprentice school instruction will

be established on Lines East at all shops employing ap-

prentices.

The Executive Committee of the Master Car Builders' As-

sociation has postponed the date at which the Tank Car

Specifications for Class 3 and Class 4 tank cars are to go

into effect to May 1, 1917. It has also changed date from

which cars not properly equipped with safety appliances

shall not be interchanged, adding a second paragraph to

Section n of Rule 3, of the Rules of Interchange to read:

"After June 1, 1917, no foreign car will be accepted in

interchange unless properly equipped with United States

Safety Appliances or United States Safety Appliances, Stand-

ard." The law requiring the complete equipment of cars

with the required appliances goes into effect July 1. 1917.

Tests to determine the relative value of various grades of

coal in locomotive service are now in progress at the loco-

52
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motive testing plant of the University of Illinois at Urbana,
111. These tests are being made under the auspices of the

International Railway Fuel Association, the University of

Illinois and the U. S. Bureau of Mines, and all members of

the fuel association and others who are interested are urged
to visit the laboratory to witness the tests, which will be
completed about January 25. Specific information regard-

ing the operation of the laboratory on any particular date

during the course of the tests may be had by writing or wiring

Professor Edward C. Schmidt, Room 101, Transportation

Building, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ado]ited a scheme, cov-

ering the whole of its territory, under which applications for

work will be received by every one of the 1,500 station agents

on the lines, each becoming, in effect, an employment agent.

An employment clearing house is to be established in the

general manager's de]5artment at Philadelphia. The purpose

of the new plan is to encourage the entrance into the service

of a greater numljer of men who live in the neighborhood of

the road. It will now be easy for an^'one to make an appli-

cation, and to ascertain what lines of service are open, and
in what localities work for which he is fitted may ))e obtained.

The agent will interview each ajiplicant, learn his capabili-

ties as fully as possible, and direct him to the nearest shop
foreman, supervisor, trainmaster or road foreman of engines,

who may want men. Each general superintendent will for-

ward, once a week, to the general manager a list showing the

number of vacancies on his grand division for shop laborers,

car repairmen, car cleaners, engine cleaners, Ijrakemen, fire-

men, freight handlers and trackmen.

A. O. Wharton, St. Louis representative of the American
Federation of Labor, has given out a statement to the effect

that the majority of shop employees of six different unions,

working on 26 railroads in the west, have voted to refuse the

compromise offer of the roads to the men's demands for an

increase of five cents an hour and an eight-hour day. The
roads propose to increase wages by two and one-half cents

an hour and to grant the eight-hour day to men on stationary

work. Negotiations, it is said, will be continued by the

organized employees and the companies involved. The Chi-

cago & Alton has come to an agreement with its men, granted

an increase of 2J-^ cents an hour to all skilled mechanics

and 2 cents an hour to apprentices, effective August 16. It

has also granted a nine-hour day to all shopmen. The Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific also has reached an agreement

with its men. It has granted an increase of 2 J '2 cents an

hour, flat, for mechanics and their helpers and helper ap-

prentices, and 1 ''j cents an hour for other apprentices. The
present working conditions are to continue with the exception

that men engaged in rebuilding and repairing cars will work
nine hours a day instead of ten.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul added 76 miles to its

electrified section of road on December 11, completing the

electrification from Harlowton, Mont., to East Portal, at the

east end of the St. Paul Pass tunnel, a total distance of 406

miles. A length of only 34 miles remains to be electrified,

which includes 1.7 miles through the tunnel. The lining

of the tunnel with concrete has been completed, and the
bonding of rails and the construction of trolleys are under
way. The St. Paul has ordered 44 electric locomotives, 37
of which are now in use. One of these recently hauled a

special train 3.i9 miles. This train consisted of a baggage
car and four business cars, and was occupied bv L. \V.

Hill, chainnan of the board and president, and R. Budd,
assistant to the president of the Great Northern; I. M. Han-
naford, president, and George T. Slade, first vice-president of

the Northern Pacific.

The run was from Albertcn, Mont., to Harlowton and is

the longest ever made by any locomotive on the system.
The engine received no special care en route, and after arriv-

ing at Harlowton was ready to return to its starting point
without passing through a roundhouse or receiving any
further attention.

CARS AND LOCOMOTIVES ORDERED IN DECEMBER
Elsewhere in this issue there appears an article dealing

with the equipment market in 1916 from the standpoint of
the amount of business done, the prices paid, the tendencies
in car and locomotive design and the output of cars and
locomotives.

The car and locomotive orders in December totaled:

Donie^lic
Foreign .

Loconiotives Freifrlil

Cars
. .. 288 17,424
. . . 477 7,000

Passenger
Cars

Total 765 24.424

Among the important orders were the following:

LocoMO
Road Xo.

.Mclnson, Topeka & Santa Fe.. 28

Baltimore & Oliio

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

Great Northern
St. Louis-San Francisco. .

.

Virginian
British Government
French Government
Par is- Lyons- Mediterranean
Russian (iovernment ....

Road
Baltimore & Ohio.

Xew York Central
Los -Angeles & Salt Lake.
Norfolk & Western

Northern Pacific

Cnion Pacific . . . .

Russian Government

30
10
20
10
15

15
30
10
40

. . 100
50

.. no
110
30

Freight
No.

. . 1,000
1.000

. . 1,200

. . 1 .600

. . 1.000
1.000

, . 1,000
500

. . 1 .800
700-900

200
200
100

, . 2.000
1.500
3,500

iTIVES

Type
Mikado
Moiintaiu . . .

Mallet
Pacific

,

Mikado
Santa Fe. . . .

-Alikado
Mik.-ido
Same Fe
Mallet ,

Consolidation
Consolidation
Mikado
Decapod
Decapod
Decapod

Cars
Type
Hopper
Hopper
Hopper
Gen. service,
(londola ....
Box
nox
Auto
Refrigerator
Refrigerator
Box
Box
Tank
r.ondola ....
Gondola ....
Pood

P.iiilder

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baltlwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Bal.lwin
Baldwin
Canadian
American
American
.\nierican
Baldwin
Canadian

Builder
Std. Steel
Pullman
Am. C. & F.
West. Steel
Co. Shops
Mt- .Vernon
West. Steel
West. Steel
Am. C. & F.
Co. Shops
Seattle C, & F
Twoliy Bros.
Cen'l Am.
Am. C. & F.
Std. Steel
Eastern

Road
Central of New Jersey.

Passenger Cars

No. Typi Enilder
26 Coaches Pullman
S Combination .... Pullman
50 E.xpress 0?g. Brad.

RAILROAD CLUB MEETINGS

Club

Canadian . . .

.

Central
Cincinnati . . .

New England,

New York . .

.

Pittsburgh . .

Richmond . .

.

St. Louis. . .

.

South'n & S'v
Western ....

Next
Meeting

Jan. 9.

Jan. 12.

Feb. 13,

Jan. 9.

1917
1917
1917
1917

Title of Paper

Jan.
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1. C. C. MODIFIES HEADLIGHT ORDER
As a result of liearings before the Interstate Commerce

Commission in Xovember at the request of the railways

that they might present additional evidence giving the results

of headlight tests, the commission has issued a modification

of rules 2Q and ol of its order regarding the use of locomo-
tive lieadlights, and post|)oncd the effective date from Jan-
uary 1 to July 1. Rule 29, apjilying to locomotives in road
service, is amended to pnn-ide that "each locomotive used in

road service between sunset ;aid sunrise shall have a head-

light which shall afford sufficient illumination to enable a

person in the cab of such locomotive, who possesses the

usual visual capacity required of locomotive enginemen, to

see in a clear atmosphere a dark object as large as a man
of average size standing erect at a distance of at least

800 feet ahead and in front of such headlight; and such head-
light must be maintained in good condition." This makes
the language more specific than in the previous fonn of the

order, and reduces the distance requirement from 1,000 feet.

Rule 31, applying to locomotives in yard service, provides
that two lights shall be used, giving sufficient illumination

to see the object for a distance of 300 feet. These rules

apply to locomotives constructed after July 1. For locomo-
tives constructed prior to that date the changes required are

to be made the first time they are shopped for general repairs

after that date, and all locomotives must Ije so equipped
before July 1, 1Q20.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
Master Boilrr Mnkrrs' Association.—The eleventh annual

convention of the Master Boiler Makers' Association will

l)e held May 22 to 25, 1917, at the Hotel Jefferson, Rich-
mond, Va.

Railway Business Association Dinner.—F. A. Delano,
member of the Federal Reserve Board, former president of

the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, and Alfred P. Thom,
general counsel of the Southern Railway and also general
counsel of the Railway Executives' Advisory Committee are

announced as the .speakers for the eighth annual dinner of

the Railway Business Association which will be held at

the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York, Tuesday evening,

January 16, 1917. The liusiness meeting of the association

occurs at 11 a. m. at the Waldorf-Astoria, the election of

officers at 1.30 p. m. and tlie dinner at 7 p. m.

Personal Mention

The folii^wing Hit gives nania of secretaries, dates of (um7 pr regtilar
meetings and places of meeting of mechanieul associattons:

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis. Room 3014. 165 Brn.-idway New
York City, rnnvention. May 1-4 1917. Memphis. Tenn.

American Railroad Master Ti.vvers. Coppersmiths' \nd Pipefitters'
As.s..rnTioK.—O. v.. Schlink, 485 W. Fifth St.. Peru. Ind.

American Raiiway Master Mechanics' Association.— J. W. TayKjr, Kar-
pen BiiiMinq. Chicago.

American Railww Tool Foremen's Association.— R. D. FietcluT. Pelt
Railway. Ctiicago.

American Society for Testinc. Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Pa.

American Society of Mechanical Fnc.ineebs.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Thirty-ninth St., New York, .\nniial Meeting, December 5-8, 1916.
New York-.

v\ssociATlON OF Railway ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.—^Toseph A. Amireiicetti
C. S, N. W.. Room 411, C. & N. W. Station. Chicago.

Car Foremen's .\ssociation of Chicago.—.\aron Kline. 841 Lawlr.r Ave..
Chicago. Second Monday in month, except June, July and .\ugust.
Hole! Ja Salle. Chicago.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's .\ssociation.—
W. R. McMunr. New York Central, Albany. N. Y.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.— .\. I-. Wood,
worth, C. H. it D.. lima, Ohio.

International Railway Fl'El .^ssocIATION.—J. C. Crawford. 547 W. Jack-
son Blvd.. Chicago. Convention, Mav. 1917. Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—William Hall.
1126 W. Broadway. Winona. Minn.

Master Bgilepmakers' Association.—Harry D. Vought. 95 Liberty St.,
New York, Convention, May 22-25. 1917, Richmond. Va.

Master Car Builders' .-\ssociation.— I. W. Taylor. Karpen Building, Chi-
cago.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane. B. & M.. Reading, Mass.

Niagara Frontier Cab Men's Associ.ation.—E. N. Frankenberger. 623 Bris-
bane Building. Buffalo. N, Y. Meetings, third Wednesday in month.
New York Telerhone Bldg.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Railway Storekeepers' Associatjon.—J, P. Murphy. Box C. Collinwoo-1.
Ohio.

THAVELINC EnOINEESS' ASSOCIATION. -W. O. TllonipFOU. N. Y. C R R
Cleveland, Ohio. " "

GENERAL
Sami'el T. Armstrong, division master mechanic of the

International &: Great Northern, has been appointed super-

intendent of motive power, succeeding F. W. Taylor, who has

resigned, effective Januar)' 1, to accept service with another

corapan)'.

D. F. Cr.-^w'ford, general superintendent of motive power
of the Pennsylvania Lines West, at Pittsburgh, Pa., has

been ajipcunted general manager.

T. K. Faherty, road foreman of engines of the Baltimore

& Ohio, with office at Grafton, W. Va., has been promoted

to supervisor of locomotive operation of the West Virginia

district, with headquarters at Wheeling, W. Va.

C. E. Jones has been appointed supervisor of fuel of the

Canadian Northern, with hcad(|uarters at Toronto, Ont. He
will be in charge of the di.stribution and accounting of all

fuel, including that for locomotives, shops, stations, water

stations and other purposes.

George McCormick, who has been appointed general

superintendent of motive power of the Southern Pacific,

lines west of El Paso, Tex., was born on July 15, 1872,

at Columbus, Tex. He
was graduated from the

Agricultural and Me-
chanical College at

Bryan, Tex., with the

degree of mechanical

engineer in 1891. He
began railway work in

1891, as an apprentice

in the shops of the Gal-

veston, Harrisljurg &
San Antonio, at Hous-
ton, Tex. In a short

time he was trans-

ferred to San Antonio,

Tex., as a draftsman,

returning to Houston
in 1895 as chief drafts-

man. In 1900 he was
appointed mechanical
engineer, in which po-

sition he remained until December, 1911, when he went
to El Paso, Tex., as assistant .superintendent of the El
Paso division. He held this latter connection until his

appointment in Feljruar)', 1913, as assistant general man-
ager (mechanical) of all the Southern Pacific, Texas lines,

with headquarters at Houston, Tex. His new headquarters
will be at San Francisco, Cal., and his jurisdiction will

include all the Southern Pacific lines in the States of New
ilexico, Arizona, California, Oregon and Nevada.

G. C. Nichols, master mechanic of the Alabama, Ten-
nessee & Northern at York, Ala., has been promoted to super-
intendent of motive power and equipment, with headquarters
at York.

J. A. Power, superintendent of shops of the Southern
Pacific, Texas Lines, at Houston, Tex., has been appointed
assistant general manager, succeeding George McCormick,
v.ith the same headquarters.

O. P. Reese, assistant engineer of motive power of the
Pennsylvania Lines West, at Pittsliurgh, Pa., has been ap-
]iointed superintendent of motive power of the Central sys-

G. McCortnlck
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tem of the Lines West, succeeding P. F. Smith, Jr., who
luis been [iroraoted.

P. F. Smith, Jr., superintendent of motive power of the

Central system of the Pennsjh'ania Lines West, with office

at Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed general superintendent

of motive power of the Lines West, with headquarters at

Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding D. F. Crawford, promoted.

F. W. Taylor has been appointed superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with headquar-

ters at Denison, Tex., succeeding W. L. Kellogg, who has

resigned to accept service with another company. Mr. Taylor

was born on October 24, 1875, at Water Valley, Miss. He
entered railway service with the Illinois Central as a ma-
chinists' apprentice at Water Valley, Miss., in 189,i. After

several years' experience as an apprentice and as a journey-

man machinist, he was appointed roundhouse foreman on

October I, 1901. In October, 1902, he was promoted to the

position of general foreman, with headquarters at Jackson,

Miss., where he served until October, 1903, when he was
transferred to Louisville, Ky., as general foreman. On Oc-
tober I, 1908, he was appointed master mechanic, with head-

quarters at Mattoon, 111., and on April 1, 1912, was trans-

ferred to Waterloo. la., as master mechanic of the Minnesota

and Iowa division. He was appointed superintendent of

motive power of the International & Great Northern, with

headquarters at Palestine, Tex., on Januan' 1, 1915, which
position lie held at the time of his appointment as superin-

tendent of motive power of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
effective January 1, 1917.

MASTER MECHANICS AND ROAD pOREMEN OF
ENGINES

Harry C. Allen has been appointed road foreman of

engjjies on the Rocky Mountain division of the Northern
Pacific with headquarters at Missoula, Mont., succeeding

H. E. Day.

C. E. Bess, assistant general foreman of the Southern

Pacific at Rosedale, Cal., has been appointed assistant master

mechanic with headquarters at Sparks, Nev., succeeding Paul

Jones, promoted.

JiiHN BiRSE. whose appointment as district master me-
chanic, district .i. Transcontinental division of the Canadian
Government Railway, was announced in these columns last

month, has his headquarters at Fort William, Ont., instead

of at Transcona, Man., as announced.

F. E. Dymond, heretofore car foreman of the Grand Trunk
Pacific at Smithers, B. C, has been appointed car foreman

at Prince Rupert, B. C, succeeding C. A. McNiece, resigned.

W. H. Eakin, formerly supervisor of fuel economy of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, has been appointed road foreman of en-

gines at Clifton Forge, Va.

C. GRinniNS has been appointed division master mechanic
of the Smiths Falls division of the Canadian Pacific with

office at Smiths Falls, Ont., succeeding F. Ronaldson, pro-

moted.

John Handford has been ajipointed general foreman of

the Pere Marquette at St. Thomas, Ont., succeeding G. W.
Cook, resigned.

Paul Jones, assistant master mechanic of the Southern

Pacific with office at Sparks, Nev., has been appointed a

member of the efficiency committee of that company with

headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.

S^CHARp J. McDoNAiD, road foreman of engines on the

)C,hiCftg(5) & Alton at Blooir\.ington, III., has been appointed

traitunaster, with office at Roodhouse, IIJ., succeeding T. F.

Shuman, resigned.

\V. H. Sample, formerly master mechanic of the Grand
Trunk, at Battle Creek, Mich., has been appointed master

mechanic at Montreal, Que.

Louis E. Thomas, formerly passenger car inspector of the

Illinois Central, has lieen appointed traveling steam heat and
air brake inspector of the Northern lines, with office at

Chicago.

E. B. Le Van has been appointed road foreman of engines

of tlic Montana division of the Northern Pacific.

CAR DEPARTMENT
• G. S. Cl.arke, car foreman of the Canadian Northern at

Tollerton, Alta., has been appointed car foreman at Dauphin,

Man.

J. H. Craig has Ijeen appointed car foreman of the Cana-
dian Northern at Tollerton, Alta., succeeding G. S. Clarke,

transferred.

C. R. Stukes has been appointed car foreman of the

Canadian Northern at North Regina, Sask.

F. B. Zercher, formerly master car builder. Eastern lines,

of the Canadian Pacific at Montreal, has been appointed

master car builder of the Western lines of the Grand Trunk
Railway, at Elsdon, 111., succeeding A. Copony, resigned.

SHOP AND ENGINEHOUSE

G. Mortiaier has been appointed locomotive foreman of

the Canadian Northern at Blue River, Sask.

J. W. SuRLES, general foreman of the Southern Pacific at

Houston, Texas, has been appointed superintendent of shops

at that point, succeeding J. A. Power, who has been pro-

moted.

PURCHASING AND STOREKEEPING

Roy Benson, chief clerk in the purchasing department of

the Chicago & Western Indiana and the Belt Railway of

Chicago, has lieen appointed purcliasing agent, succeeding

George L. Pollock, resigned to go with another company.

Edward Ormond Grqtin, purchasing agent and general

storekeeper of the International & Great Northern here, has

lieen appointed assistant to the first vice-president of the St.

St. Louis SouUiwest-

iern,
and assistant to

the president of the St.

Louis Southwestern of

Texas, with jurisdic-

tion over the depart-

ment of purchasing and
of materials and sup-

plies, with headquar-

ters at St. Louis, Mo.
He was born on Janu-

ary 3, 1867, at Madi-
son, N. C, and received

his education at

Brownsville College,,

Southwestern Baptist

University and Nash-
ville College. He be-

gan railway work with
^- °- °'''"'" the International &

Great Northern as sec-

retary to the receiver, and in 1891 was promoted to chief

clerk to the receiver and purchasing agent of tlie same road.

From May, 1895, to June, 1897, he was assistant to the

general manager, Ijeing then appointed assistant to the vice-

])resident and general manager in charge of transportation.

In 1903 he was made [lassenger and ticket agent, and in
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1904 passenger and freight agent. In 1905 he was ap-

pointed Southwestern passenger agent for the Missouri Pa-

cific, and then became demurrage agent for the same com-
pany's Texas Lines in 1908. He returned to the Inter-

national & Great Northern in 1909, and in 1910 was
appointed chief clerk to the superintendent. In June, 1911,

he was made general storekeeper, and in May, 1914, he

was promoted to general fuel and supjily agent of the same
road. On the resignation of the purchasing agent and gen-

eral storekeeper in September, 1914, he was promoted to

this position, which he held up to the time his present

appointment Ijecame effective.

^VILLIA^^ A. LiNX, assistant purchasing agent of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has been appointed purchas-

ing agent with office at Chicago. 111. Mr. Linn was bom
at Waukesha. Wis.. January 4, I860. He was educated at

Carroll College. \\'auke5ha, and entered railway service in

1882 in the accounting department of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, where he remained until 1SS7. From 1887 to 1890

he was bookkeeper in the purchasing department, being then

promoted to chief clerk in this same office. In 1900 he was
appointed assistant purchasing agent, with headquarters at

Chicago, 111., w-hich position he held at the time his present

promotion became effective. He succeeded John T. Crocker,

retired.

H. L. MoRO.AX has been appointed general storekeeper of

the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, with office at Kings-
ville, Tex., succeeding L. C. ^IcRoberts, assigned to other

duties.

J. H. MoRCAX, storekeeper of the Canadian Northern

at Dauphin, Man., has been appointed storekeeper, with

office at Port Mann, B. C.

\. H. MuLC.AHEV has been appointed assistant purchas-

ing agent of the Grand Trunk Pacific, with headquarters

at Winnipeg, Man.

R. M. Nelson has been appointed assistant purchasing

agent of the Chesapeake & Ohio, with office at Richmond, ^'a.

H. D. PoxTOX has been appointed assistant general store-

keeper of the Southern Pacific, Texas and Louisiana Lines,

with headquarters at Houston, Tex.

C. B. Porter, chief clerk to receiver of the International &:

Great Northern, has been appointed purchasing agent and
general storekeeper, with office at Houston, Tex., succeeding

E. O. Griffin, resigned to accept serv'ice with another com-
pany.

Supply Trade Notes

OBITUARY
Hexrv MoxKnoisE. until two years ago president of the

Rome Locomotive Sc Machme Works, Rome, N. Y., died in

St. Paul, Minn., on November 9, at the age of about 72

years. Mr. Monkhouse was in railway mechanical depart-

ment service for many years. He was acting master mechanic

of the Chicago. Kansas & Nebraska division of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific from October, 1887, to November.
1890, following which, from No\-ember. 1890, to June, 1891,

he was assistant general master mechanic and assistant gen-

eral master car builder of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

lines west of the Missouri River. From June. 1891, to Feb-

ruary 1, 1897. he was assistant superintendent of motive

power and equipment of the same road: from February 1,

1897, to April 1, 1900, superintendent of machinery of the

Chicago & Altcn; and from July, 1900. to September, 1901.

superintendent of motive power of the Chicago. Indianapolis

& Louisville. In September, 1901, he was appointed general

manager of the Compressed .\ir Comi)any, becoming, later,

president of the Rome Locomotive & >Iachine Works, as

noted above.

Charles B. Moore has resigned as vice-president and direc-

tor of the Boss Nut Company, Chicago, 111.

S. C. Stebbins. formerly western sales manager of the

Lansing Compan\-, Lansing, Mich,, has been elected secre-

tar}- of this company.

A. S. Blagden has been elected president of the .\merican

Malleables Compan\' in place of W. G. Pearce who has been

elected chairman of the board.

Edward L. Pollock, People's Gas building. Chicago, has

been appointed western representative of the Wilson Welder
& Metals Company, New York.

A. J. Boyle, formerly with the Pittsliurgh Screw &: Bolt

Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa., has been appointed general manager
of the Boss Nut Company, Chicago, 111.

Ike \\'. Lincoln has been appointed manager of the rail-

road and car material department of the C. .\. Goodj-ear

Lumber Company, Tomah, Wis., effective Januan.- 1.

. J. L. Jackson, vice-president of the Duncan Lumlier Com-
pany, Portland. Ore., has taken charge of the Chicago office

of this company, succeeding I. \\'. Lincoln, resigned.

Charles \\'iley. vice-president of John Wiley Sc Sons. New
York, publishers of scientific books, died at his home in East

Orange, N. J., Decemlier 0, at the age of 83 years.

John D. Ristine has been appointed manager of sales of

the Perolin Railway Service Company, St. Louis, Mo. His
headquarters will be located in the Peoples Gas building,

Chicago.

Harry M. Evans has been appointed eastern sales mana-
ger of the Franklin Railway Supply Company with office

at oO Church street, New York. Mr. Evans was born at

Meadville, Pa., and
was educated in the

public schools at that

place. He began rail-

road work as a call boy

on the Erie, and served

in various positions in

the mechanical, trans-

portation and traffic

departments of that

road. He entered the

mechanical department

of the Franklin Rail-

wav Supplv Company,
October L 1908, as

traveling representative

and was promoted to

assistant western sales

manager last August,

which position he held

ment.

.\Ifred Blunt Jenkins, of Jenkins Brothers, New York,
manufacturers of valves and rubber goods, died December
29, at his home in Llewellyn Park, West Orange, N. J.,

age 69.

Ralph G. Coljurn. formerly eastern sales manager of the

Franklin Railway Supply Company, will henceforth devote
his entire time to the management of the electrical depart-

ment and e.xploitation of the Stone-Franklin lighting equip-

ment.

H. M. Evans

\t the time of his recent appoint-
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J. L. Randolph

Roberf Hughes, until recently engaged in commercial busi-

ness at Toronto, Ont., has become associated with the

National Railway Devices Company, Chicago, in the capac-

ity of manager of sales.

\\'. W. Butler has been appointed a vice-president and
managing director of the Canadian Car & Foundry Com-
pany, and F. A. Skelton, the secretary-treasurer, has also

been made a vice-president.

J. L. Randolph has been elected vice-president of the

Economy Devices Corporation with office at 30 Church
street. New York. ilr. Randolph was born in Boston, Mass.,

August 25, 1878, at-

tended the public
schools and graduated

from the English High
School of that city. He
began his railroad

career as a machinist

apprentice in the Con-
cord, N. H., shops of

the Northern Railroad,

now a part of the Bos-

ton & Maine. Subse-

quently he served this

road in the capacity of

machinist, gang fore-

man, general foreman,

master mechanic, and
superinte ndent of

shops at Keene, N. H.
In April, 1911, he ac-

cepted a position with
the Franklin Railway Supply Company in the mechanical
department. In February, 1914, he was appointed eastern

sales manager of the Economy Devices Corporation which
position he held at the time of his recent appointment.

Hugh E. Creer, formerly connected with the sales depart-

ment of the Union Railway Eciuipment Company of Chicago,

111., has been appointed special representative of the Camel
Company, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

E. P. Hobson, formerly with the Sherwin-Williams Com-
pany, has been appointed railroad sales representative of the

Barrett Company, with headcjuarters in the Illuminatmg
Building, Cleveland, Ohio, effective January 1.

Holden & White, dealers in electric railway specialties,

Chicago, 111., have been appointed general sales agents by
the Garland Ventilator Company, for the sale of Garland
ventilators in tlie steam railway field, as well as in the elec-

tric railway field.

F. A. Purdy, Canadian representative of the Chicago Car
Heating Company at 61 Dalliousie street, Montreal, has also

been appointed direct representative of the U. S. Light &
Heat Corporation to the railroads of Canada, and will hence-
forth represent l>oth companies.

W. V. D. Wright, formerly sales agent of the Chicago
district for the Railway Steel Spring Company, has been
elected vice-president of the Edgewater Steel Company, which
is constructing a plant at Pittsburgh, Pa,, for the manufac-
ture of locomotive tires and rolled steel wheels.

The Pyle-National Company, Chicago, announces the fol-

lowing a|)[iointments: Robert C. Shaal, eastern representative,

with headquarters in New York; N. S. Kenney, representa-

tive, Munsey Ijuilding, Baltimore, Md.; W. L. Jefferies, Jr.,

representative. Mutual building, Richmond, Va.

Burton W. Mudge, president of Mud.ge & Co., has been
made vice-president of the Pilliod Company, in full charge
of its western territory. Mudge & Co. has been the western
representative of the Pilliod Company for the past four years.

A sketch and picture of Mr. Mudge appeared in the Rail-

way Mechanical Engineer of October, 1916, page 547.

Announcement is made of a trustees' sale in bankruptcy

by order of the L'nited States District Court of the Cincin-

nati Equipment Company's railroad car repair shops, with

1.5 acres of land and concrete buildings, tracks, switches,

etc., at Cullom's Station, Riverside, Cincinnati, Ohio. The
property is on the Baltimore & Ohio and New York Central.

N. B. Ford, who for 10 years traveled for the Corliin Screw

Corporation of New Britain, Conn., from its Chicago office,

having his headquarters in Kansas City, and who left some

two )'ears ago to liecome connected with the Ford Chain Block

Sc ^lanufacturing Company of Philadelphia, has re-entered

the employ of tlie Corljin Screw Corporation as salesman,

with headquarters in New Britain, and covering the territory

formally traveled by A. H. Harrop.

The .\lleghen>' Steel Tank Car Company, incorporated

under the laws of Penns)'lvania, has been formed to manu-
facture steel tank cars at Warren, Pa., and has purchased

the plant and equipment of the Allegheny Foundry Company.
The plant is to be opened in the near future, with a payroll

of about $100,000. The authorized capital stock is $100,-

000. H. D. Kopf, president of the Hammond Iron Works,

of Warren, is president of the new corporation; J. A. Scho-

field, vice-president; G. L. Craft, secretary; and .A. J. Hazel-

tine, treasurer.

S. B. Taylor, sales manager of the S K F Ball Bearing

Compan)', Hartford, Conn., has been elected vice-president

of the company, succeeding F. B. Kirkbride, who remains on

tlic board of tlie company. Mr. Taylor will remain in charge

of sales. G. A. Ungar, former representative of the company
in Cleveland, Detroit and Pittsburgh, has been appointed

technical manager and chief engineer, succeeding Uno Fors-

berg, who returns to Sweden after completing his work of

creating the manufacturing organization of the S K F Ball

Bearing Company in this country.

Norman. C. Naylor has lieen appointed sales agent of the

Chicago district, in charge of the Chicago office, for the

Railwa)' Steel Spring Company of New York. ilr. Naylor
has been in the employ
of the Railway Steel

Spring Company since

1902. He was bom in

Rochester, N. Y., June
0, 1881, and entered

the employ of McKee-
Fuller & Co. Septem-

ber 8, 1895. In June,

1896, he left this com-
pan\- to attend schcx>I

in Colorado. He en-

tered the employ of the

Steel Tired Wheel
Company, July 5,

1898, going to the

Railway Steel Spring

Company in 1902,

^ ^

,
.

I ^
when the Steel Tired
Wheel Company was
merged with the latter.

He has been employed in the Railway Steel Spring Company
continuously since that time.

At the recent annual meeting of the stockholders of the

Westinghouse Air Brake Company, the position of chairman
of the board was created and filled b\- the election of H. H.
Westinghouse. John F. Miller, formerlj- first vice-president,

was elected to the office of president. A. L. Humphrey, for-

merly second vice-president and general manager, was made
first vice-president and general manager of the company.
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Charles A. Rowan, heretofore auditor, was promoted to the

position of controller, and John H. Eicher, formerly assistant

auditor, was made auditor of the company.

G. H. Peabody, vice-president, and W. A. Austin, con-

sulting engineer, of the Railway & Mine Supply Company,

3o2 South ilichigan avenue, Chicago, have been appointed

western representatives of the Southern Locomotive Valve

Gear Company, Knoxvillc, Tenn., and will handle matters

pert.iining to the Southern valve gear and the Brown power

reverse gear in Chicago territory, Mr. Pealjody was fonner-

ly western .ialcs manager for the Lima Locomotive ^^orks,

and Mr. Austin was formerly connected with the Baldwin

Locomotive ^^orks, and later chief mechanical engineer of

the Lima Locomotive Works.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the American

Locomotive Conipan}- on December 26, Andrew Fletcher was

elected president to succeed Waldo H. Marshall, resigned.

Mr. Fletcher has been a director and a member of the execu-

tive committee for several years. A successor to J. Mc-
Naughton, the vice-president whose resignation has also been

accepted to take effect in February, has not been selected.

Mr, Fletcher is president of the W. & A. Fletcher Company,

manufacturers of marine engines, with a plant in Hoboken,

N. J. The corporation is one of the oldest firms of the kind

in the countn-. He is a director of the William Cramp Sc

Sons Ship & Engine Building Company and president of the

Con.solidated Iron Works and the North River Derrick Com-

pany.

George L. Pollock, purchasing agent of the Chicago &
Western Indiana and tlie Beit Railway of Chicago, has re-

signed to become vice-president and treasurer of the Burnside

Steel Companx-. with

headquarters at Chi-

cago, 111. He was born

on December 8, 1874,

at Burlington, Iowa,

and entered railway

service with the Chi-

cago, Burlington &
(Juincy in May, 1892.

From December, 1905,

to May, 1906, he was
chief clerk to the pur-

chasing agent of the

\\'abash, with oflice at

St. Louis, Mo., follow-

ing which he was ap-

pointed purchasing

agent of the Wheeling
Si Lake Erie. In May,
1910, he became pur-

chasing agent of the

Chicago & Western Indiana and the Belt Railway of Chi-

cago, from which position he has just resigned to become

vice-president and treasurer of the Burnside Steel Company,

as noted above.

At separate meetings of the Ijoards of directors of the two

companies on December 8, it was unanimously voted to merge

the Westinghouse .Air Brake Company and the Union Switch

& Signal Company. The matter will be submitted to stock-

holders of both com|)anies for approval within the ne.xt two

weeks. It is planned to increase the capital of the Air Brake

Company from $20,000,000 to $.30,000,000, and make an

exchange of stock on the basis of four shares of the Air Brake

Company for five shares of Union Switch preferred and two

shares of Air Brake for three .shares of Union Switch com-

mon. The object of the merger is to reduce overhead ex-

penses, as both companies are controlled by practically the

same interests, and are now engaged in similar kinds of busi-

George L. Pollock

ness. What changes in the physical status of the plants will

result from the merger has not been decided upon.

George H. Groce has left the Electric Storage Battery

Compan)', where he has been a sales agent of the railwa)-

department, to become a sales representative in the railroad

department of the U. S. Light & Heat Corporation of Niagara

Falls, N. v., with headquarters at 14U2 Railway Exchange

building, Chicago, ilr. Groce has had considerable railroad

experience. Starting as a telegraph operator on the Pitt.s-

burgh & Lake Erie in 1880, he has since been with a num-

ber of roads in such positions as train despatcher. signal en-

gineer, division superintendent and assistant to vice-president

and to general manager. Mr. Groce has also represented the

General Railway Signal Company, and was assistant to the

president of that company. From 1912 to 1915 he was

vice-president of the Wright Telegraphic Typewriter Com-

pany.

R. W. Young, secretary and general manager of the Weir

& Craig Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111., has resigned

to organize and become president of the R. \\'. Young

Manufacturing Com-
pany, manufacturer of

electric and pneumatic

hoists, monorail cranes

and electric and pneu-

matic turntable trac-

tors. Mr. Young was

born in Hamilton,

Ont., and is a graduate

of the Collegiate Insti-

tute of that city. In

1892 he went to Clii-

cago to enter the firm

of Russell Brothers &
Young, iron founders,

then being established.

This concern carried

on business for several

years and then sold

out, at which time Mr.
Young became man-
ager of the Liquid Carlionic Company at Pittsburgh, Pa.

In 1902 he returned to Chicago to become secretary and

general manager of the Weir fc Craig Manufacturing Com-
pany.

A complete reorganization of the Joliet Railway Supply

Company, Chicago and Joliet, 111., has been effected. The
entire capital stock, good-will, patents, property, liabilities

and assets of the Joliet Railway Supply Company have been

purchased by the Northwestern JIalleable Iron Company,
Milwaukee, Wis. Possession of the offices and plants of

the Joliet company has been taken by the new management
and new officers elected. The new company's headquarters

have been established at 4052 Princeton avenue, Chicago,

where extensive additions and improvements to the plant will

lie made at once. The company will hereafter manufacture

its own malleable iron and two new car specialties will be

added to the output, which has consisted of brake beams,

side and center bearings, etc. The following officers have

been elected: President, C. F. Huntoon; vice-president, F.

L. Sivvcr; secretary and treasurer, W F. Hoffman; manager,

R. F. C. Schultz.
'

George W. Bender has been appointed assistant to the

vice-president of Mudge S; Co., with office in Chicago.

Mr. IJender, who has been manager of the mechanical depart-

ment of the same com]5an>- for several \ears, was bom .August

20, 1884, in Pittsburgh, Pa. In 1901 he entered the service

of the Pressed Steel Car Company, serving in the engineering

department on freight car construction. In 1906 he entered

R. W. Young
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the service of tlie American Locomotive Company in the

engineering department, where he later had charge of the

extra work order department. In 1908 Mr. Bender returned

to the Pressed Steel Car Company, again entering the en-

gineering department to engage in passenger car work, re-

maining until September, 1910, when he resigned to accept

the position as chief draftsman of Mudge & Co. Subse-

quently he was appointed manager of the mechanical de-

partment, which position he held up to the time of his recent

promotion.

The United Hammer Company, 141 Milk street, Boston,

Mass., has purchased the power hammer business of E. &
T. Fairbanks & Co., St. Johnsljury, Vt., and is prepared to

furnish complete Fairbanks power hammers of all sizes for

prompt shipment, as well as parts and repair sections. Fair-

banks hammers have been manufactured since 1890; first by

the Dupont Manufacturing Company, St. Johnsbury, Vt.,

who marketed them under the name "Dupont" hammers. In

1902 the business was taken over by E. k T. Fairbanks &
Co., St. Johnsjjury, who have been manufacturing them since,

they giving the machine the name "Fairbanks" hammers,

which title will be continued. During the time E. & T.

Fairbanks manufactured these hammers they were sold by

their selling agents, the Fairljanks Company of New York,

and branches, in the East; by Fairbanks, Mor.se & Co., Chi-

cago, and branches, in the West, and by the Canadian Fair-

banks Company in Montreal, and branches, for Canada.

They were also handled in Europe Ijy the London, Glasgow,

Paris and Hamljurg liranches of Fairbanks Company. These

hammers are known throughout the world, some 1,400 instal-

lations having been made.

W. J. Leighty, who has resigned as mechanical engineer

of the St. Louis-San Francisco, with office at Springfield,

Mo., to become chief engineer for the Oxweld Railroad Serv-

ice Company, Chicago,

111., was bom at Ton-
ganoxie, Kan., on Oc-

tober 19, 1878. Upon
leaving the University

of Kansas, where he

spent four years, he en-

tered railway service in

August, 1904, as a ma-
chinist in the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe
shops as Topeka, Kan.

In April, 1905, he was
transferred to the ef-

ficiency department of

the same road, where

he remained until the

following Se|>tember.

when he re-entered the

University of Kansas.

In June, 1906, he

graduated from the mechanical and electrical engineering

departments of that institution, following which he returned

to the efficiency department of the Santa Fe at Topeka,

Kan. On June 1, 1907, he left the Santa Fe to enter the

service of the St. Louis & San Francisco in the office of

the general superintendent of motive power, devoting his

time to the standardization of mechanical equipment. On
December 21, 1907, he became one of the motive power assis-

tants in the experimental and l)etterment departments on the

Atchison, Topka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Topeka,

Kan., being transferred to the position of assistant to the

engineer of tests on August 1, 1912. In October, 1913, he

was appointed mechanical engineer of the St. Louis & San
Francisco, with headquarters at Springfield, Mo., from which

position he resigned to enter the service of the Oxweld Rail-

road Service Company.

CATALOGUES

W. J. Leighty

Power Hammers.—A booklet recently issued by Beaudry

& Company, Inc., illustrates and describes in considerable

detail the Beaudry Cliampion and Beaudr}- Peerless power

hammers made by the company.

Locomotive Grate Shaker.—Bulletin No. 700, recently

issued by the Franklin Railway Supply Company, New
York, gives information relative to the advantages and opera-

tion of the Franklin steam grate shaker.

Locomotive Appliances.—Bulletins No. 1 1 1 and No.

112, recently issued by the Economy Devices Corporation,

deal respectively with the type B Universal valve chest, and

the straightway piston valve arrangement.

CoRKHO.'iRD Insulation.—A booklet and folder recently

issued by the Armstrong Cork Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

are entitled respectively "Nonpareil Corkljoard Insulation

for Cold Storage Rooms" and "Fifteen Years on Brine

Lines."

Hydraulic \'al\'es and Fittings.—Catalogue No. 94,

recently issued by the Watson-Stillman Company, New York,

describes the company's line of hydraulic valves and fittings.

The booklet contains 96 well illustrated pages, and in them

complete details, sizes and lists are given concerning valves

and accessories of all kinds.

Alloy Steels.—The Vanadium-Alloys Steel Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued a new pamphlet on Vasco Vana-

dium, in which information is given as to the study of alloy

steels and their uses. The pamphlet also describes the

various types of Vasco Vanadium steel, and contains a com-

plete list of carbon steel extras.

Keeping Cars in Service.—This is the title of a book-

let recently issued by the American Steel Foundries Com-
pany to show the advantages to be gained by the application

of Economy cast steel draft arms to wooden underframe

cars. The booklet contains several illustrations .showing the

Economy arms and their application.

Thawing Outfit.—The Hauck Manufacturing Com-
pany, Brooklyn, N. Y., has issued a pamphlet describing its

kerosene thawing outfit and torches, and illustrating their

use on railroads, for such purposes as the thawing of track

work, switches, signaling, hopper cars and the like. Sev-

eral pages are devoted to detailed descriptions of the several

sizes and types of burners made.

Small Tools.—Catalogue No. 9, recently issued by the

Pratt & W'hitney Company, Hartford, Conn., is a complete

catalogue of the small tools manufactured by the company.

The booklet has over .^00 pages and gives data and price lists

of the company's taps, dies, milling cutters, reamers, punches,

drills and miscellaneous tools. About 40 pages are devoted

to tables of standard threads, thread dimensions and tap

drill sizes, decimal equivalents, etc.

Milling Machines.—Catalogue No. 19, recently issued by

the Kearney & Trecker Company, Milwaukee, Wis., is an

86-page booklet describing and illustrating the company's

line of milling machines. The Kearney & Trecker Company
manufactures milling machines only. In its catalogue it

takes up point by point every part of the machines, empha-
sizing each detail of mechanical correctness and summarizing

the advantages of its unique and patented features.

Portable Tools.—H. B. Underwood & Co., Phila-

del]ihia. Pa., have recently issued a catalogue covering their

extensive line of portable tools. The catalogue not only

sliows illustrations of new tools, but also covers many new
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and interesting features which hnve been added to the older

types. The booklet contains much useful information and
is of especial interest at this time because of the rapid

development whicli has recently taken place in the design of

portable tools, and also because of their increased use in

railway shops during the last few years.

Ge.ars.—Facts About Gears is the title of a 40-page book-

let recently issued b)' the Van Dorn &: Dutton Company,
Cleveland. Ohio. The booklet if termed a reference book for

gear buyers. It is divided into 21 sections giving such infor-

mation as; Gearing terms, how to order gears of all kinds,

spur gear specifications, bevel and mitre gear specifications,

worms and worm gears, sprocket specifications, Lewis' rule

for strength of gear teeth, diametral pitch formulae, diame-

tral pitch table, circular pitch formulae, circular pitch table,

decimal cciuivalents, metric pitch module, standard keyways,

comparative size of gear teeth, etc.

P.Ai.NT Gux.—The Spray Engineering Company, Boston,

Mass., in Bulletin No. 310 describes the "Spraco" paint gun,

a hand tool for use in applying all kinds of liquid coatings.

The complete equipment consists of the paint gun proper

connected Ijy flexible hose to a portable unft combining in

a compact, rugged form the material container, air dryer and

strainer, pressure control attachment, and pressure gage.

The equipment is adapted for use in shop or field and may
be adjusted for spraying the highest grade of varnishes and

lacquers, as well as hea\w asphaltum and structural paints,

producing finely finished surfaces without streaks or brush

marks. It is also adapted to applying heavy duralde coat-

ings to rough structures.

Engine Lathes.—The J. A. Fay & Egan Company, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, has issued Bulletin No. 201, describing its

18-in. standard engine lathe. This lathe has a double-slid-

ing back gear and is equipped to give 16 spindle speeds,

with a single back gear, ranging from 12.5 to 375 r. p. m.

and 18 spindle speeds with the double friction back gear

ranging from 13.5 to 338 r. p. m. The feed box is provided

to give four rates of positive geared feed. The spindle is

made of .50 per cent carbon hammered crucible steel, and
runs in large phosphor bronze boxes. This lathe has a

swing of 18' 2 in. over the ways and 11 J4 in- over the

carriage; the bed is 8 ft. long and the distance between cen-

ters is 4 ft. 5 in. The net weight of the lathe is 3,200 lb.

Air Compressors—Pneumatic Hammers.—Inger.soll-

Rand Company, New York, has recently issued the following

bulletins: Form 8,311, on "Little David" pneumatic rivet-

ing hammers, inside trigger pattern. These hammers are

offered in six sizes, the dimensions and specifications of

which are listed in the descriptive table in the catalogue.

A very important feature of this tool is the rivet set retainer

designed to meet the regulations and requirements of the

safety appliance laws enacted in the various states. Form
3,130 on class ER-1 power driven single stage straight line

air compre.s.sors. These machines are built in various sizes

from 6 to 12-in. stroke, with a piston displacement capacity

of 52 to 955 cu. ft. per minute, and are ecjuipped with

the Inger.soll-Rogler t>'pe of air valve. Both catalogues are

well illustrated.

Pneumatic Collecting and Conveying Systems.—
Catalogue No. 235 recently issued by the B. F. Sturtevant

Company, Hyde Park, Mass., is devoted to the line of Stur-

tevant fan systems for collecting dust and conveying ma-

terials. The book is 8 in. by 11 in. in size and contains

76 well illustrated pages. It shows the necessity for dust

collecting systems and takes up the advantages of Sturtevant

apparatus for this work and for conveying pulverized coal

and other materials. The fans themselves are described in

detail with illustrations of the various types of fans and

auxiliary equipment. Information is given which will en-

able the prospective purchaser to ascertain what type and
size of apparatus is best suited for his purpose. There are

also given taljles of velocit)', volume pressure, horsepower,

etc. A large number of illustrations show actual installa-

tions in plants of various kinds.

Electric R.ailway Apparatus.—Recent bulletins from
the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company in-

clude the following. Circular No. 1516-A covers electric

locomotives for freight haulage. It gives reasons for the

adoption of electric locomotives, takes up the handling of

freight traffic by electric railways and contains a detailed

description of the equipment used in such work as well as

the Interstate Commerce Commission requirements for this

service. Leaflet 3764-A describes the No. 323-V split frame
type raihvay motor having a rating of 30 kw. at 600 volts.

The No. 101-K railway motor with a rating of 30 kw. at

600 volts is described and illustrated in considerable detail

in leaflet 3510. This motor is especially adapted to operat-

ing conditions requiring the handling of heavy loads at slow
speed without undue draft of current on the generating equip-
ments. Circular 1577 takes up standard railway equipments
and 1571 drum type controllers. The bulletins are well

illustrated.

Taps and Dies.—The Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation,

Greenfield, Mass., has recently issued catalogue No. 37, con-

taining the entire line of the Greenfield Tap & Die Corpora-
tion, and taking the place of the old divisional catalogues as

follows; Wells Brothers Company, Division No. 34; Wiley
& Russell Manufacturing Company, Division No. 36; A. J.

Smart Manufacturing Company, Division No. 3. By com-
bining the tools of the different divisions, the line has been
much simplified. The famous old trade marks, "Little Giant,"

"Lightning," "Green River" and "Smart," are still retained

as applies to taps, dies and screw plates, these brand names
having reference particularly to the various styles of dies

which have so long been marketed under these names. The
new G. T. D. trade mark is already making its appearance

on some of the tools of the corporation, and will lie added
to others as fast as practicable. The line illustrated in the

new catalogue includes taps, dies, screw plates, reamers, gages,

tlireading machines, tap and die holders, the friction tap

chuck, the Wells self-opening die, the new "Gun" tap, pipe

threading tools, etc.

Ingersoll-Rand Company.—This company has recently

issued three new bulletins as follows; Form 9.024 deals

with steam condensing plants of the Beyer barometric type.

The Beyer condenser is of the barometric counter-current

type, in W'hich the air and vapor leaving the condenser move
counter to or in an opposite direction to the incoming water.

As a result, the air contained in the water is removed tjefore

the mixture of water and steam takes place, and the air and
vapor leave at a comparatively low temperature. The cata-

logue describes the fundamental principles of steam con-

densing plants in minute detail, and compares the Beyer
barometric condenser with low level jet condensers and sur-

face condensers. Auxiliary apparatus, such as vacuum
pumps and centrifugal water pumps, is also illustrated and
described in detail. Form 4,122 describes the IR Model
Leyner drill sharpener. This bulletin e.xplains and illus-

trates the sharpener in detail, and shows the various styles of

bits. Machine sharpeners, it is asserted, not only make uni-

form bits, but make them at less expense and with greatei

satisfaction than can be done by hand. Form 3,033 de-

scribes the Imperial "XPV" duplex .steam driven compres-

sors, produced to meet a demand for a steam driven air com-
pressor, designed and constructed to operate satisfacorily

under "high pressures" and "superheat," as well as under
"ordinary steam" conditions. The catalogue shows the

various sizes and capacities, and e.xplains in detail the

operation of the Imperial piston valve.
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We Want to

Know

We wish to secure several good articles

covering different phases of milling

machine practice in railroad shops. For

instance, one reader might be able to

supply information of special value as to the use of a certain

type of milling machine for work which had previousl)' been

done on another type of machine at a greater cost or with

less satisfactory results. Another contributor might he able

to discuss the care and handling of milling machines in

order to get the best work from them. Still another might

have special information as to the design of the various types

of cutters, or possibly of only one tj'pe. Still another may
have devised jigs or special methods for performing a certain

class of work and thereby greatly increasmg the output of

the machine. These are only a few suggestions. There are

a great variety of different problems concerning the ad-

vantages and use of milling machines in railroad shop prac-

tice, of detail methods of handling the work, and of the

design, manufacture and maintenance of the tools, cutters and
jigs used in connection with them. In order that we may
present a complete study in the form of special contributions

to our readers, we shall offer three prizes of $20 each for the

best articles from the practical viewpoint which are received

at our office in the Woolworth Building, New York, not later

than April 1, 1917.

Valuation in the
T'lere are a variety of opinions as to

... . , how thoroughlv the valuation of the
Mechanical -i i I'j i i ^ j orailways should be conducted. Some
Department mechanical officers take this matter

seriously, while others do not. There is one thing certain,

however, and that is unless the mechanical department has

sufficiently accurate information and data to support its

valuation figures there will be an extended controversy be-

tween the road and the federal authorities. No rule of thumb
method should be followed. Only absolute cold and definite

facts will stand the test of scientific analysis. The work
is being done at a great cost, and but little additional cost

will be required to get the information completely and
scientifically. Those roads that do not do this are taking a

chance. It may result in the acceptation by the government,

of an unfairly low valuation, or in the necessity of going over

the work again more thoroughly.

From the statement of the law it is apparent that the

federal government is after definite information as to the

absolute cost and value of the entire railway property. Un-

doubtedly, in many cases a road's valuation will in the end

have to be handled by the railway lawyers. Lawyers are

not mechanical men. They will be unable properh' to argue

their cases without definite and concrete information, nor

will they be able to make their arguments good unless they

can show how the information was obtained. Every Ijit of

calculation with thorough explanation of the methods fol-

lowed, should accompany each item valuated. The compu-

tation should be based on fair and unquestioned premises.

Absolute concrete data is what is needed, and it will be

found in the end to be worth considerably more than rule-

of-thumb estimating by competent men, however expert

thev mav be.

Analyze I'our '^'^'^ successful man is known to be the

. one who seldom makes the same mis-
"^'"^

take twice. This applies equally as
Failures

^^^jj (^ ^]^q successful mechanical de-

partment. Needless to say, if it were possible to prevent

engine failuies recurring from the same causes the locomo-

tives of this country would be in a very high state of

efficiency. Regardless of how impossible this may seem,

there is much to be done in the reduction of engine failures.

If every failure were carefully analyzed and the basic cause

of the failure determined, a great deal could be done to

eliminate them. One road states that the average cost per

engine failure, exclusive of labor and material for repairs,

amounts to $17. Cases have been known where this cost

amounted to over $250, and it was a small failure at that.

Adding the cost of labor and material for repairs, the cost

per engine failure would be far in excess of the above men-

tioned average.

The cost is not the only consideration. The reputation

of the mechanical department is based very largely on the

service it renders. The effect of engine failures is felt

throughout the entire operating department, and every means

should be taken to reduce them to a minimum. One
mechanical department officer has taken special pains to

impress upon his men the importance of finding the under-

Iving causes for the engine failures as they occur. Where

it is" found that they are caused by some inherent defects

in the locomotive, strong efforts are made to correct them

and the necessary changes are made at the first opportunity.

Some roads make as many as 40,000 and 50,000 miles per

engine failure, while others average below 10,000 miles.

There are, therefore, large opportunities for improvement.

It can be done, and it is important that it should be done.

Good results can be accomplished only by a very careful

analysis of every failure as it occurs, and by making cor-

rections in the design and construction of the equipment

to obviate them.

Freight Car ^°^' railway men do not fully appre-

• X 1,
ciate the opportunity there is for ob-

Repair Track
faining actual profit from the car re-

Earnings p^jj. tracks. An investigation made by

a road in the middle West has shown that under normal

conditions a net profit of about $1 per car per day can be

made tmder the M. C. B. prices. This road has taken

special efforts to impress this fact upon the repair track

foremen. Such profits, however, cannot be realized at the

present time on account of the high cost of labor and mate-

ria], although the 25 per cent increase to the face value of

61
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all car repair bills recently authorized by the executive com-
mittee of the Master Car Builders' Association will tend to

make some of these tracks profitable. Careful attention

should be given to the arrangement of the cars on the track.

Cars with light repairs should not be switched in between

cars requiring heavy repairs, as time will be lost in getting

the car back into service and it will occupy valuable space on
the repair track. A few extra minutes used in properly

switching the bad orders and classifying them according to

the extent of the repairs to be made will be found to be well

worth while.

The car repair forces should be well organized and pro-

vided with facilities for expediting the work. The repair

track should be located convenient to the storehouse and

the shops so that as little time as possible will be taken to

provide the proper material for the repairs. The yard

should have outlets on either end, and where it is composed

of more than one track the bad order cars should be classi-

fied according to the time it will take to make the repairs.

Where it is found necessary to hold a car for shipment of

material from owning roads, it will also be found profit-

able in many cases to remove the car from the repair track,

thus allowing another bad order car to take its place. If

every car foreman in charge of repair tracks will analyze

his particular plant, he will be surprised to see the profit

that may be obtained in this work, considering, of course,

the service value of the car.

train. Others may be more or less expensive while some
may even mean loss of life. Is it not well worth while,

therefore, to provide a sufficiently large force to properly

inspect each piece of equipment?

The Cost of ^^ ^'' know what trouble is caused

. the mechanical department by equip-
quipmen

ment failures, but do we fully appre-
Failures ciate what it costs the railroads in

actual money? Of course it is difficult to determine just

what the amount is but the following incident will indicate

to some extent what it may be. A through passenger train

which was running on a fast schedule was stopped 31 miles

from a terminal by an engine failure due to defective re-

versing gear. The accident was such that the engine could

only run in full gear forward. Engines were exchanged

with a fast freight train that happened to be in the vicinity

and the passenger train proceeded. About five miles from

the engine terminal the air supply gave out as the freight

engine did not have sufficient compressor capacity. The
brakes were bled and the train was taken in under the hand

brakes, much to the discomfort of the passengers. A pas-

senger engine was put on at this point and the train pro-

ceeded, only to be delayed at the next station by a defective

baggage car which had to be replaced and the baggage trans-

ferred. This made the total delay to the train aljout one and

one-half hours.

In addition to its through business this train handles a

large passenger and mail business from a point about 300

miles from its destination and which is in competitive terri-

tory. To save this business and also to relieve the through

train from many intermediate stops a special section of six

cars was made up at this point and sent out a little late.

The total delay of the through train at its final destination

was only 15 ininutes, and the special section came in a little

later. Thus the through passengers and the local passengers

from the city above referred to were but little inconvenienced.

This, however, was accomplished at a considerable ex-

pense to the railroad. The cost of the special section was

in itself a fairly large item, but in addition to this there

was the delay to the fast freight train, the delay to the in-

termediate passengers on the through train, the cost of a

baggage car transfer, the extra fuel consumption caused by

an additional locomotive and extra fast runs to make up lost

time, and wages for overtime to some of the train crews

affected.

This was the cost of two equipment failures on the same

In this issue will be found a discussion
Locomotive of the Kiesel locomotive tractive effort

Tractive Effort formula by Lawford H. Fry, which is

Formulas °^ interest as furnishing a ready method
of calculating the tractive effort for any

speed from the principal dimensions of the locomotive. Mr.
Fry has departed somewhat from the usual practice and his

method should provoke lively discussion on this subject,

which is always of interest to designers.

The empirical formula upon which Mr. Fry's method is

based was developed from the results of tests of locomotives

using saturated steam and its application to engines using

superheated steam is open to criticism. There is an incon-

sistency in basing the value of K on the total heating surface,

including the superheater, as there is of course no actual

evaporation in the superheater and the effect of the increase

in the volume of the steam can be taken care of in the formula.

The value of the hourly evaporation per square foot of heat-

ing surface K for superheater engines is apparently an
arbitrary figure. Using the total heating surface of the

superheater engine and changing the value of K compensates
for the effect of the elimination of initial condensation and
the difference in the rate of heat absorption in the boiler and
superheater, which Mr. Fry has assumed to be tlie same, but

the method is hardly logical.

The former practice of calculating tractive effort \>y apply-

ing a speed factor to the rated tractive effort is no longer used

when trustworthy data is desired and while Mr. Fry goes a

step farther in taking account of some of the numerous factors

on which the tractive effort depends, it would seem l)etter in

making such calculations to estimate the total evaporation by
making use of the data now available concerning the rate of

heat absorption in various parts of the boiler, modified to

suit the particular case under consideration. The numerous
tests which have been conducted on modern locomotives make
it possible to estimate the water rate with a fair degree of

accuracy and by applying the water rate to the total evapora-

tion, and determining the horse power, the tractive effort can
be calculated.

Tliis method is not as easily applied as the formula given

by Mr. Fry and the choice between the two systems is a

matter in which each designer will use his own judgment. It

would be interesting to know the consensus of opinion on this

subject and contributions from our readers will be welcomed.

A Neglected

Function of the

The testing department of a railroad

lias two principal functions, both of
vital importance in promoting efficien-

Testing Department ^y -phe first of these, the testing of

materials, is so evidently important that a staff of specialists

is usually engaged to attend to it and the organization is

built up on a permanent basis. The investigation of new
methods and the testing of new devices, while no less impor-

tant, is not so much a matter of routine and unfortunately

the work along that line is regulated largely by the financial

showing of the railroad. An organization built up with

care is often destroyed when drastic retrenchment is de-

manded. It is for this reason, probably, that so few railroads

have adequate facilities and a trained force for testing new
devices.

That the matter is of sufficient importance to warrant at-

tention, no one will deny. The amounts which the railroads

spend for fuel, oil and supplies make the saving of even a

small percentage of the total a matter of great importance.

A comparatively slight percentage of saving in operation
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justifies an expenditure of large amounts of money and yet,

in spite of the enormous sums which the railroads are spend-

ing for improvements, their purchases are seldom based on

specific knowledge of the performance which can reasonably

be expected of the devices purchased. There are certain

devices whose efficiency has been demonstrated until it is no

longer questioned, but there are many more of questionaljle

merit which are adopted because the arguments advanced in

their favor are plausible and no one is in a position to say

that they will not do what is claimed for them. An efficient

'

testing department should determine the value of new devices

so that they can be adopted at once if they will effect a

saving, or definitely rejected if found worthless.

The lack of energy in developing the superheater, even

after the economy of superheated steam had been demon-
strated, is an instance of the indifi'erence toward new devices

manifested b}' .\mer.can railroads. The Clench superheater

was patented in 1896, the Cole superheater in 1904, and the

Schmidt superlieater was developed in practically its pres-

ent form in 1900. At the St. Louis tests in 1904 an engine

equipped with a Pielock superheater showed a steam con-

sumption of 16.6 lb. per indicated horsepower hour, while

the lowest steam consumption for an engine using saturated

steam was 19.4 lb. per indicated horsepower hour. In spite

of this demonstration of the marked economy of superheated

steam and the feasibility of using a high degree of super-

heat, there was only one railroad on this continent which took

a prominent part in the development of the superheater, and
the device was not generally applied in considerable num-
bers until about 1912.

In purchasing valve gears, how many roads will consider

the first cost and the cost of repairs and neglect the more
important question of relative coal consumption? So far as

we know, no railroad in this country has tested the valve

gears now on the market with a view to determining their

relative economy, taking all factors into consideration. Cer-

tainly the importance of the question would warrant a care-

ful investigation, and this is but one of many problems

which should be handled in a broad, thorough way. Each
great railroad system should have an organization capable

of taking care of all such matters. For the smaller roads it

is not feasible and here is the field for a joint experiment

station.

The particular form of testing department organization

w-hich will give the best results is a matter which each rail-

road will determine for itself. At present the important

thing is to organize the work so that the standards can be

established, not on a vague general idea of relative merits,

but on a sound basis of the amount which can be saved in

dollars and cents.

Car Inspectors The Rmlu'ay ilcchankal Engineer has

,^, ,,„ gone on record many times in recent
Need'Better °

. ., •' .....
years concernmg the necessity of giving

Training more real attention to the selection and

training of car inspectors. Hiram W. Belnap, chief of the

Division of Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

in a paper before the Central Railway Club, which is ab-

stracted elsewhere in this issue, made a most forceful and

able presentation of this subject. While he did not attempt

to tell in detail how the situation could be imjiroved, he

clearly pointed out facts and made a number of suggestions

which, if adopted, would do much to improve conditions

In addition to the car inspector's duties, as outlined in the

paper, several more might be added, including a working

knowledge of local agreements and the peculiar require-

ments which exist at many interchange points. What other

class of railway employees must fulfill such exacting re-

quirements, or have it within their power to save or waste

more money, or to protect or endanger so many lives? Is

it not to be wondered at that so little systematic attention

has been given to the selecting and training of these men?
Inasmuch as the greater number of the car inspectors are

promoted from freight car repairmen, it would seem that the

place to begin is in giving more care to selecting men when
they first enter the service and in seeing that, they are thor-

oughly instructed in their duties, as well as in those things

which may fit them for promotion to more important posi-

tions. With a few notable exceptions, the railroads gen-

erally have entirely disregarded the necessity of so doing.

Indeed, officers at the heads of the car department who have

had many years of practical experience, while admitting the

seriousness of the conditions, will insist that a satisfactory

apprentice system, similar to that used in the locomotive

department, cannot be installed. They will claim that

even in the smaller towns it is useless to try to attract the

higher grade of boys, because the work of the freight car

repairman is classed almost with that of the common laborer.

Then, too, it will be argued that these men need to know
how to do well only a few jobs or operations and do not need

a general training in the work. Difficulty has also been

found in keeping the boys to the end of their apprenticeship

because of more attractive positions in other fields.

Is there not something wrong with a system which allows

such conditions to exist? Industrial managers are begin-

ning to realize that one of the great extravagances of the

American industrial system is the continual hiring and
firing of men. Steps are being taken by many concerns to

remedy this condition. Is it not time that the railways also

awakened to their responsibilities in the matter?

The real executive not only has vision and foresight, but

has the ability to impress those above him and make them

see in concrete terms the possibilities which lie ahead. Those

in charge of the car department cannot ver)' well afford to

"pass the buck" and claim that there is inadecjuate super-

vision or that the higher officers are not sympathetic. It is

their business to impress these higher officers with the neces-

sities of the ca.se and to give adequate attention to the great

problems affecting the human element.

Several suggestions were made at the Central Railway

Club meeting which will be helpful in the solution of the

problem. In order to attract the right kind of men to the

car repair department and develop efficient and effective

car inspectors it may be necessary to increase the wages,

but there are other things of at least as great importance.

For instance, they must be made to feel that they are a vital

part of the organization. Their positions must be dignified

and facilities should be provided which will make their work

as convenient and comfortable as possible. Above all they

must Ije given systematic and thorough instruction in their

duties and with a view for fitting them for promotion.

Truly, it is a big problem, requiring the services of big

men, and on its solution depends to a great extent the future

welfare of our railways.

NEW BOOKS

Proceedings of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association. 116

pages, 6 in. by 9 in. Published by the association. Albert P. Dane,

secretary, Reading, Mass.

This is the report of the forty-seventh annual convention of

the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association which

was held September 12, of this year, at Atlantic City. It

contains a report of the test committee, which during the

)-ear made a number of tests on heat treated linseed oil and

on various paint materials, to find which will offer the great-

est resistance to suljihuric acid. Other reports and papers

are included in the book concerning the painting of steel

passenger car equipment, the treatment of light colored

headlinings, proper method of classifying cars for the shop,

economv in railroad paint specifications, removing varnish

and cleaning cars.



Virginian Triplex Locomotive
Total Weight 844,000 Lb.; Maximum Tractive Effort

166,000 Lb.; Designed for Heavy Pusher Service

A TRIPLE Lirticuhited compound locomotive, with

2-S-8-8-4 wheel arrangement, has recently been
built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the

Virginian Railway. As far as the general principles of its

design are concerned, this locomotive is similar to the Erie

Triple locomotives, which have now been in service a suffi-

cient length of time to demonstrate the value of the type in

hea\T grade work. The Virginian locomotive exerts a maxi-
mum tractive effort of 166,300 lb. and was designed with a

height limit of 16 ft. 10 in., and a width limit of 12 ft. at a

height of 2 ft. 3 in. above the rail. The center line of the

boiler is placed 10 ft. 9 in. above the rail. Flanged tires are

used throughout the lateral play between rails and flanges,

being Js in. on the front and back drivers of each group, and

5^8 in. on the main and intermediate pairs. The locomotive is

turned on Y's, on which the curvature is IS deg.

The boiler is of the wagon top type, with an outside

diameter of 100 in. at the third ring. Both the main and
auxiliary domes are mounted on this ring, the latter being

placed over at 15-in. opening in the shell. The longitudinal

seams are all placed on the top center line. That on the

dome ring is welded throughout its entire length, while the

seams on the first and second rings are welded at the ends.

The circumferential .seam uniting the second and third rings

The throttle is of the Rushton type, designed to suit the

restricted clearance limits. The dome is 10 in. high and
36 in. in diameter; the opening in the shell measures 20 in.

longitudinally by 28 in. transversely. The throttle valve is

seated immediately over this opening, and on the throttle pipe
is cast a supporting bracket which is bolted to the boiler shell.

The valve is lifted by a transverse rotating rod, which passes

through a stuffing box in the side of the boiler below the

dome and has an outside connection with the throttle lever.

The latter is placed in a vertical position, and is designed

to give maximum leverage and slowest travel of the valve at

the beginning of its movement.
The superheater header is of cast iron, in one piece, and

is designed for a 55-element superheater having 2,509 sq.

ft. of heating surface. The superheated steam pipes leading

back to the high pressure cylinders are fitted with slip joints,

and the right hand pipe has a connection, through a suitable

cast steel elbow, with the Simplex starting valve. This valve

is located in the high pressure cylinder saddle.

When working compound the two high-pressure cylinders

exhaust into a common chamber, which communicates with

the front and back receiver pipes. In starting, the inter-

cepting valve is in such a position that live steam enters

botli the front and Ijack receiver pipes, as well as the high-

d
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Triplex Compound Locomotive Built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for t
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is used for the driving tires and also for the springs. The

valve motions are of the Baker type, controlled by the Ragon-

net power reverse mechanism.

The frames are of vanadium steel castings, 6 in. in width.

The radius bars at the two articulated frame connections are

attached to horizontal transverse pins, and are fitted with

case-hardened spherical bushings which embrace the hinge
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Section Through the Firebox and Elevation of the Front Tube Sheet

pins. This construction provides flexibility in a vertical as

well as horizontal plane, and prevents binding at the hinge

pins when passing over sudden changes in grade or poorly

surfaced track. It has been used by the builders in a number
of recent Mallet locomotives. The structural details include

a number of steel castings of unusual design. The waist

bearers supporting the forward part of the boiler barrel, for

9 in. deep inside. It has a capacity of 13,000 gallons. The
top is rounded to a radius of 22 ft. I in. and the top and
side sheets are joined by a plate which is bent to a 3-in.

radius. This provides a neat finish, and makes it impossible

for water to accumulate on top of the tank. Supports for the

tank are provided by the guide bearer of the rear engine by
two cast steel bearers placed respectively between the second

and third and the third and fourth pair of wheels of the rear

groups, and by three bearers composed of 3/2 -in. plates, which

are placed over the rear frame extensions.

The e.xhaust steam from the rear cylinders passes through

a feed-water heater, which is placed under the tank, and con-

sists of a long drum 22 in. in diameter. The exhaust steam

passes through 31 tubes, 2^ in. in diameter, which traverse

the drum, 437 sq. ft. of heating surface thus being provided.

The feed-water is handled by a Blake and Knowles piston

pump, which is placed between the tank and the heater. The
pump is located under the tank, back of the rear driving

wheels. This arrangement rccjuires a flexible connection in

the steam line leading to the pump, but as only cold water

is handled, the pump is far more reliable in service than it

would be if placed between the heater and the boiler, where

hot water would have to be handled. The locomotive is also

provided with two injectors for use in cases of emergency.

The tank is of such length that it extends considerably be-

yond the rear driving wheel base,. and the weight of the over-

hang is carried by a four-wheel, constant resistance engine

truck of the Economy type. This truck has a total swing of

13J4 in., and the load carried by it is ecjual to the total

weight of an express passenger locomotive of 30 years ago.

The two-wheel leading truck is of the Economy type also.

Attention should be called to the sanding arrangements

used on this locomotive. There are four sand boxes placed

right and left over the boiler, two for the forward group of

wheels and two for the middle group. Sand for the rear

group is carried in a box, which is placed on top of the tank.

The pipes from this box are run to the bottom of the tank

through two vertical pipes 4^1 in. in diameter. The Sanders

are of the Graham-White "Perfect" type and are 12 in num-
ber, six for sanding forward and six for sanding backward.

In connection with the sanding equipment, rail washers are

placed at each end of the locomotive, and a specially designed

valve in the cab controls the supply of sand and washing

water simultaneously. When the handle of this valve is

turned in one direction, sand is delivered under the front

drivers of each group and water is discharged through the

Boiler of the Virginian Triplex Locomotive

example, and the three guide bearers are all bolted to both

the upper and lower frame rails, and constitute most effective

transverse frame braces. The front bumper beam and deck
plate are combined in a large steel casting, furnished by the

Commonwealth Steel Company and designed to house the

Miner A-59 draft gear. This style of draft gear is also used
at the back end.

The tank is 33ft. 4 in. long, II ft. 4 in. wide and 5 ft.

washing pipes at the rear; while if the handle is turned in the

opposite direction, sand is delivered under the rear drivers

of each group and water is discharged through the front wash-
ing pipes. Suitable nozzles are also provided for blowing out

the sand traps and their pipe connections by means of com
pressed air. Flange oilers are applied to the front and rear

driving wheels in each group.

The cab is roomy and the fittings are conveniently ar-
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ranged. The front wall of the cab is sloped to follow the

inclination of the back-head, in order to provide ready access

to the stav-bohs. The cab equipment includes a pyrometer

and a low water alarm. The advantage of a power reverse

mechanism in simplifying the arrangement of the cab fittings

is most apparent in a locomotive of this size.

Where practicable, the railway company's standard details

have been used in this locomotive. The driving tires and

driving bo.xes interchange with those of the Class M-C
Mikado type locomotives, which are used in heavy freight

ser\-ice on the low grade sections of the line.

The princijial data and dimensions are as follows

:

Getirral Data

C,^. 4 ft. 8H in.

s^« ::;;:;;;:::: .-x-f'n
TT,,-! Soft coal

Tractive efforV
' 166.300 lb.

Weight in working order
flfiffl lb'Weight on drivers «'SSS {r

Weight on leading truck 36.000 b

Weight on trailing truck. ollnnn h
Weight of engine and lender in working order ?, / ,
Wheel base, driving 67 tt. 7 in.

Wheel base, rigid »5 tt. 3 in.

Wheel base, total 91 ft. 3 m.

Ratios

Weight on drivers -^ tractive effort ^.4

Total weight -~ tractive efTfori . . . 5.1

Tractive effort X diam. drivers — equivalent beating surface' 829.3

Equivalent heating surface* -e- grate area ^^^-^
Firebox heating surface -e- equivalent heating surface, per cent,... 3.2

Weight on drivers -^ equivalent heating surface* 64.8

Total weight ~- equivalent heating surface* 75-3

Volume both cylinders ^e.S cu. "
Equivalent heating surface* -^ vol. cyhnders 24^.1

Grate area -^ vol. cylinders 2.3

Cylinders

Kind •. Compound
Dianu-tcr and stroke (m.\) 34 in. by 32 in.

I'aires

Kind Piston

Diameter 14 in.

iriiccis

Driving, diameter over tires 56 in.

Driving, thickness of tires ^'A ',"•

Driving journals, diameter and length 11 in. by 13 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameler 30 in.

Engine truck, journals 6^4 in. by 14 in.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 30 in.

Trailing truck journals 6]/i in. by 14 in.

Boiler

Style Wagon top
Working pressure 215 lb. per sq. in.

Outside diameter of first ring 100 in.

Firebox, length and width 188 in. by 108^^ in.

Firebox plates, thickness sides, back and crown. H in.; tube, ^i in.

Firebox, water space front, 554 in.; sides and back. 5 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 365

—

2% in.

Flues, number and outside diameter 65

—

SVi in.

Tubes and 6ues, length 25 ft.

Heating surface, tubes and flues 7,689 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebo.x 359 sq. ft.

Heating surface, arch tubes 72 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 8.120 sq. iV.

Superheater heating surface 2,059 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating surface 1 1.209 sq. ft.

Grate area 108 sq. ft.

Tender

Water capacity 13,000 gal.

Coal capacity 12 tons

bolted to the pilot, one over each rail and two yokes bolted to

the frame of the plow and bearing against the steel plate

bolted onto the face of the bumper beam.

It will be noted there is an iron shoe which is bolted on

the frame near the toe of the plow. There are two of these

shoes, one above each rail, and while the plow is standing

|. S3-

•Equivalent heating surface == total evaporative heating surface + 1.5

times the superheating surface.

Snow Plow Frame

free without snow on it, there is a small clearance between

the shoes and the rails. The clearance is obtained, by means

of a rod located at the top of the plow and running down
through a strap on the bumper beam. In order that the

clearance may be correct a stop post is so located that it will

work against any convenient part of cylinder or valve casting.

In putting the plow on a locomotive it is not necessary to

( I
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A PILOT SNOW PLOW
BY C. C. LEECH

At this season of the year the removal of snow from the

right of way becomes a more or less serious problem, depend-
ing on the weather conditions and the locality. Drifting of

snow frequently takes place where and when least expected.

It therefore liecomes important that there should be on hand
snow plows whicli can be easily attached to locomotives.

A snow plow of simple construction is sho\vn in the draw-
ings. A 4-in. by 6-in. oak frame is provided on which is

laid lj4-'ii- O'^k flooring, and above this is erected a flanger

for pushing the snow to each side. This flanger is covered

with No. 10 steel and the space between the end of the

flanger and the toe of the plow is covered with f^-in. steel

plate. The weight of the plow is carried by two hinge joints

Conneciingjinr.

9/opnaf

t-Tbp ofKail

Details and Assembly of Snow Plow

remove the regular pilot as the bearings and yokes are on the

outside, over the rails, and do not interfere w-ith the pilot in

any way. The front coupler has to be removed, but as it is

only held by a pin it can be done in less than a minute.

By keeping the plow on an accessible track during the

winter season and having it raised up the proper height by a

rail underneath the yoke, it is possible to quickly attach it to

a locomotive which has been fitted with hinge joints.



Convention Attendance a Big Asset
Enthusiastic Expressions Received in Prize Letter

Competition as to the Practical Benefits Derived

ALARGE number of letters were received in the compe-

tition on the Benefits to be Derived from Convention

Attendance. Announcement was made in U\st month's

issue of the prize winners. To a man who is closely tied

down to the job and has little opportunity of coming in con-

tact witli men engaged with similar problems on other roads,

the advantages gained from attending a live convention are

truly remarkable. Indeed, it is difficult to understand why
the officers and foremen on some roads are not more

systematically encouraged to attend conventions. The best

thing that could be done in the interests of efficiency and
econoni}- would be to order them to do so at the company's

expense.

THE VALUE OF CONVENTION ATTENDANCE
(FIRST PRIZE.)

BY F. P. ROESCH
Master Mechanic, El Paso & Soothwestern, Douglas, Arizona

A man's value to the company employing him in any

position, but more especially in an official or semi-official ca-

pacity, depends, first, on his own personal knowledge and
ability, arid, second, on his capacity to use this knowledge

or impart if to others. The faculty of imparting inlormation

to others lis governed largely by ability to think quickly,

clearly, and express oneself concisely—to reason from cause

to effect, and conversely from effect to cause, to know what

is to be said and how to say it understandingly.

Full knowledge of any one particular subject cannot be

grasped by any one individual; but many men all studying

a single subject from as many angles will naturally cover the

ground more thoroughly than can any one man, regardless

of the time and attention he may devote to it. That this

fact is fully appreciated by manufacturing, engineering and
similar concerns, is manifest by the number of experts, con-

sulting engineers, etc., retained on their staffs.

In the railroad field, however, the question arises. How
can each man interested in a certain subject obtain the benefit

of the research of others devoting their time and energy along

similar lines ? Surely no better means could be devised than

through mutual interchange of ideas and a full discussion

of the various phases of the suljject.

We are all more or less bound by eiivironment, and often

when a new and troublesome question in operation or main-
tenance arises, we spend time and money seeking a solution,

whereas exactly similar cases may have arisen elsewhere, the

rcmed}" has been found and the information available for

our use, did we but know where to apply for it.

Here we have the keynote of the value of all conventions

—

the opportunity of obtaining information first hand, covering

many vexing problems which daily confront those in charge

of various departments on our railways.

The writer has often "been up against it," so to speak,

on matters pertaining to locomotive and train operation,

maintenance, tests, inspection, etc., and has never yet failed

to find help for his troubles at one of the conventions. In

fact, the information obtained has been of such benefit indi-

vidually, that he has not only paid his own expenses, but

in some cases his railroad fare, in order to attend. The con-

ventions have been regarded as an annual post graduate

course in his line of work.

The question may be asked. Cannot this information be
obtained equally as well from the perusal of the printed

proceedings? The answer can be given Yankee fashion:

Why do physicians and surgeons who are admittedly at the

head of their profession attend clinics and lectures? Books
are invaluable where no other means of obtaining information
are available, but the most valuable information is obtain-
able through that intimate personal discussion possible only
on the "side lines"—talks that are never published.

Conventions present another educational feature that must
not he overlooked, viz., the exhibits. To paraphrase, "An
ounce of demonstration is worth a pound of reading." At
all present-day conventions can be found modern appliances
appertaining to that division of the railroad world under the
auspices of which the convention is held, as well as a corps
of trained experts to demonstrate and describe their operation.
The knowledge so obtainable is in itself alone sufficient to
justify attendance, and no one need return home without a
full understanding of these devices.

The difference between the man who must remain at home
and the one who has the privilege of attending conventions is,

tlie former must frequently grope in the dark to work out
his own salvation, while the latter is working in the light of
combined and concentrated knowledge ga-ned b)- the experi-
ence of others. Personal experience is a dear teacher. We
can learn through the mistakes of others as well as through
our own and at much less expense. Is it not therefore good
business policy to send men where they can at little cost
obtain the benefit of the experience of many men instead of
paying for knowledge piecemeal through personal mistakes
and personal experience?

BENEFITS I DERIVED FROM THE FOUNDRY-
MEN'S CONVENTION

(SECOND PRIZE.)

BY R. R. CLARKE
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Conventions are the inventories of progress. The\- record
the advancements of a season. They are great educators.
In them we study our composite wants and conditions. We
compare notes, exchange opinions, analyze methods and fund
the sum total of useful knowledge along si)ecific lines of
endeavor. r

The American Foundrj-men's Association and The Ameri-
can Institute of Metals jointly convened in Cleveland, Ohio,
September 11 to 16, 1916. Three features were prominent:
practical and technical sessions, plant visitation, and foundry
appliances e.xliibition. The author made this convention a
part of his vacation and attended every session. He found
it a post-graduate course in experience. Inspiration was in
the air. It existed along w^itli an atmosphere of brotherhood,
strengthened from association with tlie best men in the busi-
ness. The two t\'pes of session brought the two types of men
close together. Comparison of ideas followed freely; tech-
nical men joined in practical discussion lending their basic
principles to the elucidation of foundry facts. Similarly,
practical men took interest in technical arguments, inquisi-
tive of the practical meaning and application. Technical
men expounded in practical terms and details, carrving the
thought to its actual foundry application. Better understand-
ing resulted. New ideas sprung forth and old ones took on
new features. That was a great benefit. It gave ever\body
hundreds of little points applicable to daily practice. For
instance, in discussing aluminum meking, a technical man
stated that aluminum was a carbon absolver. The graphite
crucible and the charcoal flux were therefore detrimental.
Practical men asked for remedies and got them in detail.
Co-ordinating this discussion was a valuable remark from a
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man who had obtained 100 aluminum melts from a crucible

that had outlived its copper melting usefulness and in which

the carbon walls were partially carbon-neutralized.

Papers presented covered the whole field of foundry ac-

tivity and came from men foremost in the industry. Such

subjects as "Twenty-five Years' Experience in a Brass

Foundry," "High Pressure Alloys," "Making Thin Walled

Castings," "Results of Closer Co-operation Between the En-

gineer and the Foundry," all from authoritative sources and

amplified by free discussion, could not fail to broaden every

foundryman present. This whole-hearted co-operation along

with the excellent subjects yielded the author his greatest

benefit.

Plant visitation consisted in inspection of the representa-

tive foundries of the city and afforded the opportunity of

seeing how other people do it. Its benefits are too obvious

to require conmient.

The foundry exhibition afforded a great study. Every

related phase was represented, equipment, supply, literature,

etc. Life-sized working models, demonstrations, explana-

tions, information, could be seen and had for the asking.

We derived invaluable benefit in practice and ideas from the

exhibition.

The convention instills within a man a love and apprecia-

tion for organization which is a great power. Each "getting

together" cements more firmh-, and the man attending gets

the benefit of the cementing. jNIaximum benefit from the

convention involves a close study of it. The author wrote

the Cleveland convention up for a trade paper. He had to

study it and sift its proceedings. He realizes full well the

results of studying a convention.

Of the many improvements in practice we derived from

the convention we suljmit the following as representative:

We presented a paper ourselves on "Gating Non-ferrous

Castings." In writing that paper several new ideas came to

us. One was that a single gate cut and poured properly

would give better results than a half dozen or more combined

in rimning long thin strips. We tried it and were surprised

at the high efficiency of the single gate. This single gate

weighed about one-tenth as much as the old multiple gate

and was much cheaper because of the great loss of high

priced metal in melting. \\'e have been using it ever since.

We exhibited samples of this gate accomplishment at the con-

vention and other foundrynien present said that they too

would discard the multiple in favor of the better and cheaper

single gate.

CONVENTIONS—A MIND TONIC

BY E. S. BARNUM*

If you want to be abreast of the times you must make the

opportunity to attend some of the mechanical conventions.

The young man who has his career ahead of him is the one

who can least afford to miss the things that come to him
through the attendance of at least one convention each year.

It is a great and onl_\'-too-frequent mistake to look at

the matter in the light of a great sacrifice of time and money.
There's no sacrifice about it. It is the best investment that

can be made.

We are in a period of rapid development. A car or loco-

motive which was adequate a few years ago is now looked

upon as antiquated.

What does the future hold?
There is no better way to get an indication of future de-

velopments than to attend one of the conventions of the im-

portant branches of the mechanical field.

And don't forget that j-ou must be able to work in terms
of the future if you would command attention. The past is

history and open to all, but the future with great things in

* This contribution was entered in tbe competition, but was not considered
in making the awards, Mr. Barnum bavin? associated himself with our

editorial staff before the awards were made.

Store, is quite another matter. Association with the far-

sighted, and an ear close to the ground will certainly help

in reading the signs of the times.

Only at a convention are you privileged to hear authorities

give their opinions on various suljjects of general interest.

In many cases you have but to step out to the exhibits and see

some actual examples of the subjects discussed. The ex-

hibits at some of the conventions are an education in them-

selves.

Hearing first handed what the leading lights of the rail-

road mechanical world have to say on the live subjects is like

a tonic to an active mind.

We are very careful to keep our ph\'sical condition toned

up. The mind should be treated just as fairly. A splendid

definition for a real live convention would be "a mind tonic."

WHAT THE AIR BRAKE ASSOCIATION
HAS DONE FOR ME
BY W. P. HUNTLEY

General Foreman. Chesapeake & Ohio, Ashland, Ky.

I wish to write on this topic, .not for the reason of the

prizes offered, but because of the value this association has

been to me and to others.

I have been a member of it 19 years, joining at the annual

meeting in Nashville in 1S97. The association at that time

was four years old. It was at a time when air brake infor-

mation was liard to get. The best and most authentic avail-

able descriptive information was contained in what was
known as the "little Ijlack book" published by the Westing-

house Air Brake Company.
I can remember taking the diagrams and charts that this

liook contained, and comparing them with the different ports

of the brake mechanism. Some of the ports were not clear

on the diagrams and in order to trace them out clearly, I

found it necessary to blow through the ports or insert several

drops of water with an ink dropper and trace the cavities

in this way. It was tedious, uphill work, altliough I can say

that the knowledge gained by these methods "stuck.''

At the Nashville convention, I was a timid young man,
frankly afraid to speak about or on the subjects that were
before the convention. I listened, I absorbed, I became in-

terested and enthused. In fact, there was a spirit of earnest

interest manifested by all the members and the desire by all

to master the details of the troubles, ailments and treatment

of the different parts.

In 1898 I was appointed air brake instructor of our com-
pany, continuing in the position six years, and was then ap-

pointed shop foreman and general foreman at different points

on the system. I realized fully what the Air Brake Asso-

ciation ^^as and is to me. From 1897 to the present time,

its progress has lieen great in the wa}- of spreading broadcast

knowledge and information that would otherwise be hard to

obtain.

It is with a feeling of pride that I note that the Master
Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Associations are recog-

nizing its usefulness as a helpmate to them. The value of

the Progressive Questions and Answers is very great, and
had the .Air Brake .\ssociation copyrighted them, its treasury

would have been filled to overflowing. But no, it would not

do this, stating the information was for the members and the

railways the members served. Even when it was clearly evi-

dent that other air brake publications were using their "gun-
powder," it stuck to its text, believing it best for the common
good, for how could the shop repairmen or trainmen be

reached otherwise?

I trust to see the day when the Air Brake Association will

come fully into its own, when railways will encourage their

air brake foremen to attend and join, when railways will

purchase copies of the yearly proceedings for the different

shops and terminals for the men to read and study, and
when the Railroad Y. M. C. A. will carry it as a text .book.
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THE KIESEL LOCOMOTIVE TRACTIVE
EFFORT FORMULA

BY LAWFORD H. FRY'

Prof. A. J. Wood, in his article in the December Railway
Mechanical Engineer, page 627, does considerable service in

putting W. F. Kiesel, Jr.'s, formula on record, but it seems

to the v\Titer that the formula offered for the tractive power
would have a wider practical usefulness if explained more
fully. It also seems that this formula can be more readily

handled if brought into a slightly different form. The
formula is based on the assumption that at running speeds

the relation between the mean effective pressure and the

initial pressure in the cylinder is given by the equation:

Pm =
2 Pi

1 + E
(1)

where
Pm =: the mean effective pressure in pounds per square inch.
Pi = the initial pressure in pounds per square inch.
E = a calculated quantity which Professor Wood calls the ratio of

expansion.

This expansion ratio is found by dividing the weight of a

cylinder full of steam at the initial pressure by the weight

•of steam actually passed through a cylinder at each stroke.

In terms of volume, which is the way in which expansions are

usually figured, this expansion ratio is found by dividing the

•cylinder volume by the volume which the steam passed

through in one stroke would have at the initial pressure. It

is worth noting that this expansion ratio is not the same
as that usually calculated from an indicator card, because on
the card we deal with only the steam present in the cylinder

as steam, while in the present case tlie steam passed through

the cylinder includes all of that lost in the cylinder by initial

condensation. In the formula the amount of steam passed

through the cylinders is determined by the steaming capacity

of the boiler. If the locomotive has H sq. ft. of heating sur-

face each foot of which produces A' lb. of steam per hour,

the total hourh- steam production will be HK lb. The volume
HK

of this is cu. ft., where IF is the weight of one cubic

\V

foot of steam at the initial c\linder pressure Pi. The volume

d= 1

•of one cvlinder is cu. in., and transforming this into

4

cubic feet and multiplying by the number of strokes per hour,

the total piston displacement par hour is found to be

no d= 1— \' cu. ft.

3 D
Tvhere

d = the cylinder diameter in inches.
I = the piston stroke in inches.
D = the driving wheel diameter in inches.
V =r the speed in miles per hour.

The expansion ratio is found by dividing the cylinder

volume by the volume of steam produced, or in symbols

110 i- \ w
E = X V X (2)

3 D HK

So far we have followed Professor Wood, merely putting

into words what he has given in symbols only, but now a

modification of the formula is suggested to bring it into a

condensed form, so that in practical work it can be applied

with less calculation.

The basis of this is the boiler factor

Rated Tractive Effort
B =

Total Heating Surface

The rated tractive effort is calculated from the cylinder

•dimensions with a mean effective pressure equal to 85 per

cent of the boiler pressure, so that

P d' I

B = 0.85 where
DH

Using this to replace the cylinder, driving wheel and heat-

ing surface dimensions, equation (2) becomes

B V w
E = 43 X — (3)

K r

On the right hand side of this equation we have four factors

which bring into account various phases of the design and
operation of the locomotive.

( 1 ) B, the boiler factor, is dependent on the proportions of

the locomotive and its value will depend on whether high
speed or low speed is aimed at in the design. It may run
from about eight in the case of Atlantic type locomotives to

about 15 in the case of Consolidations.

( 2 ) I' is the speed at the moment under consideration.

(3) A' is the hourly evaporation per sq. ft. of heating sur-

face.* The value will vary somewhat with the design of the

locomotive and with the quality of the steam produced. Pro-
fessor Wood assumes, in the case he calculates, A equal to

10 tor a saturated steam locomotive. This is a conservative

value, as the Pennsylvania Railroad in the testing plant at

Altoona has shown an hourly equivalent evaporation of as

high as 18 lb. from and at 212 deg. F. per sq. ft. of heating

surface. As this was superheated steam the corresponding

actual weight of steam would be about 14 lb. This is a

maximum figure and for general practice it would be safe

to put

K = 11 for saturated steam.
K = 10 for superheated steam.

If a more general statement is preferred we can say that

the heat available for evaporation which can be absorbed
per hour per sq. ft. of total heating surface may run as high
as 17,500 B.t.u., but can be conservatively estimated as 12,500
B.t.u. in general practice. Professor Woods' figure corre-

sponds to about 11,600 B.t.u.

For any given rate of heat absorption the weight of steam
produced will depend on the amount of heat required to pro-

duce each pound. This is mainly dependent on the amount
of superheat to be given to the steam and is only very slightly

affected by the pressure at which the steam is produced. For
the present purposes the effect of the pressure can be neglected.

The following table is drawn up to show the amount of heat

required for the production of one pound of steam at various

temperatures.

Taple I.12 3 4 5
Weight of steam produced

Heat for per sq. ft. of heating surface per
the production hour for various rates of heat absorption.
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on the quality and pressure of the steam. Its value for var-

ious boiler pressures are shown in column 4 of Table II.

Table II,



Walschaert Valve Gear Design
Mathematical Determination of the Proportions of

Moving Parts to Meet Locomotive Conditions

By H. A. WEIS

IN
the design of a new application of the Walschaert valve

gear cut-and-try methods are usually employed to a consid-

erable extent. Where an adjustable model is available it is

usually the practice to set diis up to meet the conditions im-

posed by the design of the locomotive, and by trial determine

the proportions of the various parts to give the desired valve

motion. With the following system a complete layout of a

new gear may be worked out in a few hours' time; it involves

the use of either analytical or graphic methods in proportion-

ing the moving parts and proceeds directly from one end of

the gear to the other, starting with the combination lever.

The principle involved is, of course, the same whether the

gear is for inside or outside admission valves, but the appli-

cation is slightly different.

In Fig. 1 is shown the layout of a gear for inside admis-

sion valves. As in any method, the first requirement is to

casing and the cylinder center plus one-half the stroke plus
4 in. Draw a vertical line HH' through F, this line being
the center line of the combination lever with the crosshead in.

mid-position and the link block on center.

Proportions of the Combination Lever.—The proportions

of the combination lever are determined Ijy the following

formula (see Fig. 2), assuming K ^ 4 in.

in which

R = Crank radius.
C =: Lap + lead.

L =: Length of combination lever.
V = Distance between radius rod and valve ctem connections.

If the combination lever becomes too short, increase V by
'4 in.; if it becomes too long, shorten F by 54 in- Lay out

Layout of Walschaer-t Valve Gear for Inside Admission Valves

lay out all basic center lines, such as the center lines of the

cylinders and driving wheels, and also to locate all limiting

points fi.xed by the boiler, frames, cylinder heads, casings,

guides and guide yokes. For the greatest convenience a scale

of three inches to the foot should be used. Draw a line AB
through the center of the crosshead in mid-position and the

center of tlie main driving wheel, O. Next draw a line, CD,
at right angles to AB through O; with O as a center and a

radius equal to one-half the stroke draw the crank circle,

cutting lines AB and C:D at the points 0\ O', O^ and O*.

Points O' and O^ are the correct dead centers and the other

two points are the quarter positions of the main crank pin.

With a radius equal to the main rod length and O' and O' as

centers, cut the crosshead path at E and F^, these points be-

ing the position of the crosshead at the dead centers. Locate

point F to the left of the vertical center line of the cylinder

by an amount equal to the distance between the cylinder head

the combination lever on the drawing as shown in Fig. 1^

point F and line H H' determining its location.

If the design is for an outside admission valve a combina-

tion lever of the type sliown in Fig. 2A is required. The
same formula is used with, the exception that

L = Length of combination lever — V.

Union Link and Crosshead Arm.—The extreme positions

of the lower end of the combination lever are shown at G and

C. In these positions the union link should be horizontal.

First determine J, the distance between the center line of the

crosshead and the union link connection, as follows (see

Fig. 3):

J = V L» — R-' — (E 4- V)

in which

E = Vertical distance between steam chest and cylinder centers.

For inside admission valves, if / should become less than
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12'-2 in. lengtlien the combination lever; if more than 16 in.

shorten the combination lever. For outside admission valves

/ should not be less than 14 in. nor greater than 18 in.

The length of the union link may then be determined by
the following formula:

C = V A' + B=

in which

C := Length of union link.

A = Distance between crosshead arm connection and center line of
combination lever in mid-position.

B =z Vertical distance between crosshead arm connection and the
lower end of the combination lever (^ L — \ — E — J),

Assume A as about 20 in. If this brings point G' more than

10 in. either side of the crosshead center make A shorter and
recalculate the length of the union link. This should not

be more than 22 in. nor less than 15 in.

termined as follows: Lay off O D equal to R, the crank
radius. With O as a center and a radius equal to A, one-

half the valve travel, draw a semicircle, as shown by the full

line. Draw E F perpendicular to O £> through O and lay

off the distance C, equal to the lap plus the lead, to the left

of O. Erect a perpendicular at H cutting the valve circle at

G and draw line D G, cutting line E F at K. The distance

O K is equal to B, one-half the required travel of point f

,

Fig. 1. Stated as a formula which may be applied without

the use of the drawing board,

For outside admission valves the graphic solution is shown
in Fig. 5.4. This differs from the Fig. 5, in that O H is laid

r-r-
Cenier of i j

SfeamChesf j f
I /

--

/

Fig. 2 Fig. 2A Fig. 3

^Ig. 2—Combination Lever for inside Admission Valves. Fig. 2A—Combination Lever for Outside Admission Valves. Fig. 3—Length of

Crosshead Arm and Union Link

Valve Tra-Ji'l.—In ordinary cases the valve travel equals

twice the lap plus twice the port opening. However, this

<ioes not give sufficient valve travel for the cut-offs desired on

locomotives; a valve travel is to be used %vhich gives about

88 per cent to 90 per cent cut-off, which is necessary to start

a heavy train. Construct a valve diagram as shown in Fig.

4, finding the valve travel for the desired cut-off. Referring

to the diagram

;

AB = \'alve travel.

AK = Lead.
OL = Lap.
OG = Exhaust lap, if used.
LP = GH = Width of steam, port.

OS = Crank position when valve opens.
OC = Crank position at cut-off.

Z = Crank angle at maximum valve travel.

The width of port opening for any desired position of

the crank is the distance measured radially from center O
between the lap circle OL and the valve circle OUFW, the

maximum opening being maintained from V to W. The
width of port opening, during e.xhaust is similarly indicated

by the shaded portion C X H Y.

When laying out valve diagram assume about 6 in. valve

travel. If cut-off is less than 88 per cent increase the valve

travel by % in. With the assumed valve travel and the lap

and lead known, draw 5 C tangent to the lap and lead

circles. If e.xhaust lap is used draw E D parallel to 5 C
and tangent to the e.xhaust lap circle. If the exhaust is line

and line draw .V M through O parallel to 5 C. Draw C R
perpendicular to A B. Then the

out to the right instead of to the left of O. The formula then

becomes

Per cent maximum cut-off r=
AR

AB
X 100.

The valve travel is obtained from the link and crosshead

movements combined, and its amount has a direct effect on

the amount of movement which must be obtained from point

F^, Fig. 1. In Fig. 5 is shown a graphical solution of the

movement of f for inside admission valves. This is de-

R V A'— C-
V. =

R -I- C

Link and Link Ande.—The rise of the link block should

Fig. 4—Valve Diagram

be made about 9 in., which is common practice, but can be

increased to 9J^2 in., maximum, beyond which the link angle

becomes too great. Having found the travel of point f
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(Fig. 1), find the link angle as shown in Fig. 6, in which

D = ^ link angle.
K = Travel of F' (Fig. 1) = 2 X B (Fig. 5).

Y = Lift or drop of the Iinl< block.

S = Y + 3 in. = link clearance.

The following relations will readilv be seen to exist;

.5 K .5 K

Tan n Sin D

The link angle ordinarily should not be greater than 45

deg., while the lift of the link block is usually about 9 in.

for inside admission valves and 8 in. for outside admission

valves. In laj'ing out a new gear solve for X or Y first, as-

suming a link angle of 4S deg. Should the required valve

travel be unusuallv large, the link angle mav be increased to

"I c "

[<
/? >|

Fig. 5—Travel of F^ Fig. 1, for Inside Admission Valves

a maximum of SO deg., and the link block lift increased to

93 2 in. These limits should never be exceeded. When a case

of this kind presents itself, first increase the link block lift

to 9J-2 in. and determine the link angle. Should the latter

exceed 50 deg. it will be necessary to decrease the valve travel

by an amount necessary to keep the link angle within the

above limit.

Having found the link angle, locate the link center K,

Fig. 1, about halfway between the vertical center line of the

main wheel and the vertical line through point F, Fig. 1,

on line L U, passing through poin( f and parallel to the

horizontal center line of drivers. Since point f may be

rather high on engines having cylinders of large diameter

and inside admission valves, or may be low where outside

admission valves are used, point A' may be located either

Fig. 5A—Travel of F^ for Outside Admission Valves

lower or higher than point f , as the case may be. This will

not affect the gear seriously, provided the drop or rise of the

line f K from the horizontal does not exceed 1 in 12.

Draw a line ^1/ iP through K at right angles to L L\ the

center line of the radius bar. Line M AP is the center line

of the link and, in all cases, must be at right angles to L L\
With A' as a center and a radius equal to the link foot ra-

dius (the vertical distance between the link center and the

horizontal wheel center minus 3 in.) draw an arc .V N\ With

a radius equal to F' K (the length of the radius bar) and F'

as a center, draw arc A' K", cutting .V N^ at iV-. With A
as a center and the same radius draw P P\ through point f

.

Draw a line through A A'- and on this line as a center lay off

the link angle A''^ A A''*. With A''^ as a center and a radius

equal to F' A cut arc P P' at Q^
; with the same radius and

A^* as a center cut arc P P' at Q. With the same radius and

Q Q' as centers, draw arcs R R^ and 5 5', these arcs being

the center lines of the link in its extreme positions. Lay off

distance B (Fig. 5), each side of f, locating points F' and
P'. With a radius equal to P' A and P- F^ as centers, draw
arcs T P' and U P'\ cutting the center lines of the link in

its extreme positions at points P- 7'^ and U' V^. These points

locate the center of the link block in extreme positions for

both forward and reverse motions.

Radius Bar Suspension.—Various forms of radius bar sus-

pensions are used in practice, the two principal types being

show'n in Fig. 1 and Fig. 8, respectively. In laying out the

suspension shown in Fig. 1, locate point V about 31 in. to

the left of A on line L P*. This distance will provide the

proper clearance for the radius bar and radius bar lifter.

With a radius of 19 in. (the maximum length of reverse shaft

Fig. 6—Length and Angle of the Link

arm when distance A r = .il in.) and I' as- a center, draw
arc IF If, this line being the path of the radius bar lifter.

Draw lines through points p- T-, F- T" and P' V^ F' U\
cutting arc 11' 11'^ at F* and V-. If the two lines do not in.

each case cut line IF IF' at a common point, place points F'

and F'- half way between the actual points of intersection

at top and bottom respectively. Distance F^ between the twO'

points just found is the throw of the reverse shaft radius-

Fig. 7—Proportions of the Reverse Lever and Reverse Shaft Arrrr

bar connection. Proportion the reach rod arm by the for-

mula (Fig. 7)

E v
F ~ vv>

in which V V^ and V are known and
E = Throw of reach rod arm.
F = Length of reverse shaft reach rod arm.

The proportion of the reverse lever must be such that

A E

n ~ D

E depending on the length of P above, and

A = Throw of the reverse lever at the quadrant.
B = Radius of the quadrant.
D = Radius of the reach-rod connection.

In Fig. 8 the radius bar is shown suspended by a link

from the reverse shaft arm, the center of the shaft being lo-
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cated forward of the suspension. In laying out this t)pe of

suspension draw arcs V K' and V F" (see Fig. 8) with a

radius equal to f K plus 9 in. and with points F'- and F^
as centers. Draw lines through points F- T- and F- T", cut-

ting arc r r' at points II' and IF"; also draw lines through

F' U- and F= I", cutting arc F= V^ at IF' and IF^ With
a radius of 12 in. (the length of the suspension link) and

JV-W as a radius, locate points A^° and A''', which are the

extreme positions of the link foot.

Tlie above procedure is based on the assumption that the

line L Z,' (Fig. 1 ), is parallel to the center line of the drivers.

If the link center should be located below this line, pro-

ceed as indicated by the broken lines in Fig. 9. In this case

D E is horizontal and D £' represents the slope of the line

through /' and A' (Fig. 1). Arc H J is drawn from £ as a

center with a radius .4 equal to the link foot radius plus M.
With this difference in the value of A the formula is applied

in the same way as before.

Eccentric Rod.—Draw line A^' N^ through the center of

the crank circle, O, in Fig. 1, and draw line A'" A^'" at right

angles to this line through O. With A^" as a center, and a

radius equal to A''^ O, draw an arc XX', cutting line A'''^ A'''

at A'-. With the same radius and A''" as center draw arc

y y, cutting line A'''
A'^

at 1'-. With O as a center and a

Fig. 8—Link Suspension of the Radius Bar.

IF, IF', IF- and IF' as centers, strike arcs, the intersections

of which locate the points IF'' and IF^ With a radius of 21

in. and IF* and IF"' as centers, locate point IF', the center of

the reverse shaft. Proportion the reverse shaft reach rod con-

nection as shown in Fig. 7, using distances IF* IF" and
jys

IF" as the known quantities.

Link Foot Offset.—In Fig. 9 is shown the graphical solu-

tion of the link foot offset. This is laid out on the horizontal

line D E, the length of which is equal to the length of the

radius bar. Draw F G perpendicular to D E through E and

radius equal to O A'-, draw arc Z Z', cutting line A''" A''* at

Z-. With a radius equal to O V'- -\- ( F- Z- -^ 2) and O as

a center draw the eccentric crank circle, cutting lines iV° A'^'

and A^" A''"" at points a', a-, a' and a*, these points being the

four quarter positions of the eccentric crank.

Eccentric Crank.—The eccentric crank is located above

r=- ^

.,B-

Flg. 10—Lengths of Eccentric Rod and Crank; the Latter Trailing

center O, the crank pin being on the forward dead center,

when tlie reach rod connects above point F, Fig 1 , and below

point IF'"', Fig. 8, (see style 1, Fig. 1). It is located below

9—Link Foot Offset

with this point as a center strike the arc H /, using the link

foot radiLis. With D as a center and a radius equal to the

length of the radius bar draw an arc intersecting H .1 at A'.

Then K L equals the amount of the link foot offset. If

A = Link foot radius
B = Length of the radius bar
C = Link foot offset

the above relation may be expressed b)- tlie formula

A=

~
2 li

Lay off the distance C to the left of line M AP (Fig. 1),

locating point A^'' on arc N N^. With A'"'' as a center and

Fig. 10A—Lengths of Eccentric Rod and Crank; the Latter Leading

center O when the reach rod connects below point V and
above point IF" (see style 2, Fig. 1).

For outside admission valves the positions are reversed.
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Draw a line through O^ and a" or O' and a\ as the case may
be, this line being the center line of the eccentric crank.

The length of the eccentric rod and crank may be scaled

from the drawing, or they may be calculated, Fig. 10 show-

ing the geometrical relations on which the calculations for

Style 1, Fig. I, are based. If

A = Horizontal distance between main wheel and link centers
B = Vertical distance between wheel and link centers
C = Link foot radius
D = Link foot ot^set

E = Distance from the center line of the drivers to the link

foot connection (link in central position)
F ^ Diameter of eccentric cr?nk circle

G ^ Length of eccentric rod
H = Diameter of the crank pin circle

J = Length of the eccentric crank

the length of the eccentric rod is

G = V (A — D)= + E= + 14 F-'

The distance from the wheel center line to the link foot con-

nection is

E = B — V c» — D=

The length of the eccentric crank is

.T = \' Vi n= + yiF-
54F(A— D)

The length of the eccentric rod is correct when aW' =
a' iV" — d'N= = a* N'.

For Style 2, Fig. 1, the length of the eccentric rod remains

unchanged, as nia_\" be seen by referring to Fig. lOA. The
length of the eccentric crank, however, is shortened, its value

being -

i\ E

Sj V 'AH^ + HF"-
'AFiA — D)

Care sliould Ije taken that the eccentric rod does not form

an angle less than 10 deg. at C in position a^ N'' (Fig. 1).

If this angle should be smaller, the link foot offset can be

slightly reduced without affecting the gear seriously. If

this becomes necessary the length of the eccentric rod and
crank must be recalculated.

MECHANICAL DESIGN OF ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVES

A paper on this subject was presented by A. F. Batchelder

before the railroad section of the A. S. M. E. at the annual
meeting in New York. An abstract was published on page
558 of the November, 1116, issue.

DISCUSSION

C. H. Quereau, superintendent electrical ei4uipment, New
York Central—The operating advantages gained by having
electric locomotive? designed to operate in either direction

are of such great importance that means must be found to

provide satisfactory designs to meet this condition. The
chief difficulty with present double end locomotives is the

oscillation of the trailing truck which Mr. Batchelder pro-

poses to prevent by the introduction of resistance against

swivelling. This scheme is practical and has been so dem-
onstrated, but it results in increased flange wear, at least

when the center of gravity is low.

I am particularly interested in that the item of "reliability

in service" has been given an important place in the list of

requirements for electric locomotives. This is a feature

which quite commonly is omitted in a discussion of this

kind. On railroads which run through a sparsely settled

country with comparatively few trains per day, a train delay

of half an hour may be of comparatively little importance,

but in eastern territories, especially around the large cities,

a delay of a few minutes will upset the smooth operation of

the railroad for hours and the effect of it will reach back on

the line for 150 miles. It is my opinion that the prevention

of such delays justifies a considerable increase in first cost,

and also that such maintenance methods should be employed

that will prevent, as far as possible, delays to traffic. It is

decidedly poor policy to reduce maintenance costs if by so
doing the result is increased traffic delays.

In my judgment Mr. Batchelder very wisely considers the

"cost of maintenance of permanent way" of more importance

than "cost of maintenance of locomotives." I believe, hovi'-

ever, that if the cost of maintenance of way is no greater

under electric than steam operation, it would be satisfactory

and would not be used as an argument against electrification.

As to the cost of maintenance of electric locomotives : The
difference in the cost of maintenance at the rate of J. 5 cents

a mile and 7 cents a mile is approximately $1,000 per engine

per year. This saving, capitalized, represents a considerable

sum, and would warrant an appreciable increase in first cost.

The sum mentioned is 10 per cent of $10,000, or 5 per cent

of $20,000.

With half a dozen dift'erent designs of electric locomotives,

no one has had the advantage of experience with more than

one of these t}pes. Therefore, one's conclusions as to other

types are based on opinions and theoretical considerations

rather than actual results as shown by service records.

The New York Central electric locomotives are all

equipped with bipolar, gearless motors mounted directly on
the driving axle. The operating results have been completely

satisfactory to the officers of every operating department af-

fected. This statement, you will note, does not include the

net financial returns from the investment, which must take

into account the item of fixed charges.

With the usual maintenance these locomotives ride satis-

factorily, do not have any undue effect on the track structure,

and are perceptilily more comfortable than steam locomotives.

In order to secure these results it is necessary to keep the

total lateral motion, both in the bo.xes and center-pins, within

limits which approximate three-quarters of the allowable

lateral motion on steam locomotives.

Table I contains statistics which will permit a conclusion

as to the reliability of these locomotives in service, and which
will probably be more satisfactory than any general state-

ment or expression of opinion, no matter how authoritative.

TABLE I.

Train Detentions Due to Defects in Electric Locomotives
Miles Per Detention—All Locomotives
.

'
,

Year Mechanical Electrical Grand Total
1912 48.271 10.1.967 32.965
191.1 27.S73 S6.716 21,093
1914 35,625 .S7,395 21.981
1915 53.720 107,440 35,813

Tvpe "S" Locomotives (Rigid Frame)
1915 59,583 187.260 45.201

Note: All detentions of two minutes or more included. In
1913 and 1914 there was a total of 16 Class "T" locomotives
placed in service. In 1912 there were 47 iocomotives in service.
.Since the mid-lie of 1914 there have been 63. Detentions due
In man failures, or delays to following trains, not included.

In this connection I wish to enter a strong plea for the use
of "miles per detention," instead of "miles per minute de-
tention." as the unit in the preparation of statistics by which
to judge the reliability of equipment in the service and the

efficiency of the organization responsible for maintaining it.

Including the time element leads only to confusion and is.

therefore, worse than useless.

TARLE 11.

Inspection and Repairs of Electric Locomotives
Cost, Cents Per Mile

^
—^^^^

Year Labor Material Total

1912 1.888 1.460 3.348
1913 1.9.S2 1.454 3.436
1914 2.155 2.134 4.289
1915 1.901 1.379 3.280

Note: The above statistics were compiled in accordance
with the requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
In the year 1914 it was necessary xo replace all driving wheel
tires because of imsuitable material, regardless of the extent to
which they had been worn. The costs of maintenance liave
been essentially as above since 1907. omitting 1914.

In studying Table II, the following facts should be borne
in mind. These figures include the cost of inspection and
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maintenance of all the electric locomotives, both road and
switch. In 1912 and 1913 approximately half the total en-

gine mileage and in 1914 and 1915 approximately one-third

was that of engines used in switching service. Our ex-

perience has shown the cost of maintenance of engines in

switching service to be about twice that of those used ex-
clusively in road service. It follows that the cost of main-
taining the road locomotives has been about 2.5 cents per
mile and that of the switch engines about 4.8 cents per mile.

In this connection it is only fair to call attention to the fact

that these engines were not designed for switching service.

Bearing this in mind, it will be seen they have given remark-
able results.

For the first ten months of 1916 the average cost of main-
tenance of all die electric locomotives has been 2.73 cents

per mile. This gives a cost of approximately 4 cents per
mile for the locomotives in switching service and approxi-

mately 2 cents per mile for those in road service. I expect

these costs will not be exceeded for the entire year 1916, but

very much doubt that we will be able permanently to keep
the maintenance costs at this level.

C. E. Eveleth (Baldwin Locomotive Works)—When an
occasion arises to examine critically different designs of elec-

tric locomotives there is almost always a tendency, due to

tlie individual's interest in specific features, to concentrate

on particular elements and rather superficially consider the

locomotive as a whole, but in Mr. Batchelder's paper we are

fortunate in having a clearly brought out presentation of all

the essential elements. .\ number of the elements are in-

timately related to common features of design, particularly

tile suljject of "'service time factor" and "reliability in service''

of locomotives which are all affected directly by the simplicity

of parts.

Disregarding other features, the bipolar type of locomotive

with its freedom from all gears, pinions, gear cases and
motor armatures and motor axle bearings has, as regards

these three related subjects, a decided initial advantage over

all other designs. It also has an unquestioned superiority

in mechanical efficiency as shown by the table:

Relative Mechanical Efficiencies

Motor Design or Mechanical
Connection to Axle Efficiency

Bipolar gearless 100 Per Cent
Quill drive 99 "

Geared drive (twin gears) 95 " "
Geared to jack shaft and side rods 90 " "
Direct connected jack shaft Jind side rods 87 "

The difference in pow'er consumption, due simply to the

difference in the mechanical efficiency, may, when capital-

ized, amount to from one-third to one-half the original cost

of the locomotives; in otlier words, to oljtain tlie same overall

economic result a material increase in investment in an en-

gine of higher mechanical efficiency is justified, if such in-

vestment is necessary to obtain this type of drive.

In conclusion, it appears that considered from the mechan-

ical design standpoint, Mr. Batchelder's claim for superiority

of the bipolar gearless design for high speed service is

founded on the incontrovertible facts thai this type of engine

is safe in operation, superior as to reliability and availaljility

for service recjuiring no overhaul periods and requiring

minimum inspection time, it has the lowest cost of main-

tenance on account of the elimination of gears, gear case,

jack shaft, pin and motor bearings, and its maximum
mechanical efficiency insures minimum power consumption.

With Mr. Batchelder's suggestion of the use of a truck

center pin located in a well elevated position, all of the ad-

vantages of high center of gravity, so far as effect on rail

displacement is concerned, can be obtained. On the other

hand, with ordinary leading truck designs, it appears that

the high center of gravity designs will give a low center of

gravity effect by the action of the rear truck on the track

unless the high center pin arrangement suggested by Mr.

Batchelder is adopted on the trucks. These remarks, of

course, refer to a symmetrically designed locomotive intended
to run in both directions.

These features do not seem to have had general recog-

nition, as they should place the bipolar gearless locomotive
distinctly in a class by itself, and superior on account of

these features to every other design. It is, therefore, to be
expected that where the system of electrification will lend it-

self to the use of this type of locomotive, its application will

become very general.

E. B. Katte, chief engineer electric traction. New York
Central, stated that the riding of the New Y'ork Central elec-

tric locomotives had been materially improved b)' the addi-
tion of coil springs immediately over the journals. Before

these springs were added, it was possible at high speed to-

follow the motion of the equalizers with the eye, it was so-

slow; in the event of any upward movement of the journals,

the springs now have the effect of immediately forcing them
down, before the effect of the movement is transmitted to-

the body of the locomotive.

George L. Fowler disagreed with tlie statement made by
the author, in the section of his paper referring to safety of

operation, that the rear driver puts a lateral pressure on the

rail in excess of that produced by the other wheels, stating

that in his experiments to determine the effect of lateral pres-

sure on the rail, he had found that the front wheels in-

variably gave the highest thrust.

PEAT POWDER AS A LOCOMOTIVE FUEL
The Engineering, London, recently published an account

of tests made on the Swedish State Railways with peat

powder as a fuel for locomotives in comparison with

British coal, in which it was shown that greater efficiency

can be olitained Ijy the use of powdered peat. The peat had
a heat value of 7,740 B.t.u.'s and the British coal of 12,600

B.t.u.'s, and it was found that 1.45 lb. of peat powder wilt

produce the same quantity of steam as 1 lb. of the British

coal. The peat powder was blown through a nozzle into the

firebox b>' compressed air from a steam blower. The firebox

was subdivided into an ignition chamljer, two side passages-

and an upper chamber through which the products of com-
bustion are led to and fro before they enter the tubes. Under
the nozzle through which the peat is blown, a small grate

carrying a coal fire is provided for igniting the peat. The
consumption of the coal for this purpose averages 3 to 4 per

cent of the weight of the peat powder used. Firebox tem-

peratures of 3,040 deg. F. were oljtained with the peat

powder, and 2,750 deg. F. with the British coal. A greater

degree of superheat was obtained with the peat powder and
the smoke box temperatures were generally less. The tests

were made over a 60-mile division with a load of approxi-

mately 785 British tons. The engines used in the test were
of the same type, having 195/^ by 25-in. cylinders, 54-in.

driving wheels, and 170-lb. steam pressure. It was cal-

culated that the efficiency of the lioiler was 73 per cent with

the peat-fired engine and aliout 65 per cent for the coal-

fired engine. The following is the analysis of the two fuels

used:
Peat Coal

Carbon 47.0
Oxvgen 29.5
Hydrogen 4.5

Siilphur 0.5

Xitrogen 1.1

.\shes 3.2

Water 14.2

7.V5
4.4

S.6

1.5

1.2

6.2

4.6

How TO Tell Malleable Iron.—If the break is clean

malleable iron will show two distinct colors, white in the

center and black on the outside, this Ijlack ring extending

into the casting from 1/16 to J^ '"ch. Malleable will spark

a little but enough to show it is not cast iron, which does

not spark at all.

—

The Welding Enginneer.
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ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS A REMEDY
BY WALTER R. BYLUND

Hyatt Roller Bearing Company, Newark. N. J.

No one wlio follows the trade papers and technical in-

stitute discussions can fail to perceive that the anti-friction

bearing is receiving a marked amount of attention. The
automobile would not be a practical device if it were not for

the anti-friction bearing. We are beginning to realize that

other kinds of machinery and vehicles are not efficient with-

out the anti-friction bearings. Therefore, why not use the

anti-friction bearings as a medium for eliminating hot box
trouble on railway cars?

In the first place wheels were put on a car to eliminate

sliding friction. That is to say, rolling friction was sub-

stituted for sliding friction. But in doing this only a part

•of the sliding friction is eliminated because it still takes place

between the journal and its bearing. Why not go a step

further and substitute rolling friction for sliding friction

!here also ?

I am familiar with the Hyatt flexible roller bearing.

FiS-Z.
Fig. ISticling rricfion.

Therefore, in this discussion I shall consider this type. The
pressure on a bearing is distributed over a narrow strip. That
is to say the axle is a free fit in the box and pressure comes
•on only a part of it. The pressure is not distributed over

the whole horizontal projection of the box. Fig. 1 illustrates

this point.

When the resultant pressure is large the lubricant is

squeezed out easily and in consequence heat is developed
faster than it can be dissipated, w-hich causes evaporation

of the lubricant. This is one reason for hot boxes. Another
•cause is the fact that dirt gets into the box and breaks the oil

film between the axle and the bearing.

The anti-friction bearings reduce friction, thus reaching
the root of the hot box evil. As the friction is reduced the

drawbar pull becomes less. P. B. Liebermann, engineer of

tests of the Hyatt Roller Bearing Company, Newark, N, J.,

has run several dynamometer car tests to determine the draw-
bar pull of mine cars with plain and Hyatt bearings. The
saving in drawbar pull in favor of Hyatt bearings was about
50 per cent at a running speed of about 5^/2 miles per hour.
The starting pull of plain bearing cars was 150 per cent

higher than H)att bearing cars. These tests were made at

the Greensburg Coal Co., Greensburg, Pa. The results were
published in the June Bulletin of the American Institute of
Mining Engineers.

Of course, freight cars and mine cars are two distinct

propositions. However, from these mine car dynamometer
tests comparative results are afforded. When an anti-friction

bearing equipped car runs at high speed, the saving of draw-
bar pull is not much over the plain bearing car. The great
saving on high speed cars occurs at the time of starting.

Anti-friction bearings save lubricant. This is an im-
portant item because the amount of oil and grease that is

wasted with plain bearings is enormous. On freight cars
the pressure on the bearings is high and the lubricant is

squeezed out. On mine cars where the pressure is not so
great, Mr. Liebermann found that 80 per cent saving was
made when H\'att bearings were used.

PASSENGER CAR WORK*
BY J. R. SCHRADER
New York Central

Light Repair Work at Passenger Terminals and Yards.—
It is important that minor defects which develop in the
course of ordinary service be remedied promptly, as it is

just such defects that, unless properly cared for, tend to
create other defects of a more serious nature that necessitate
the premature shopping of equipment and the expense inci-

dent thereto. Some definite system should be adopted to
handle the various classes of defects which develop during
the trips from one terminal to another. Material should be
located at a central point so as to be easily accessible when
required for emergency use in repairing cars made up in
trains, etc. The conditions existing at various points would,
of course, have to gos-em the organization of such a system,
as at some terminals the work is performed on a piecework
basis while at others the men are paid on a straight hour
basis.

Some of the defects which should be carefully watched for
are loose pedestal bolts, loose pedestal tie bar bolts, loose
front carry iron bolts, defective brake beam safety hangers
and defective brake beam release springs. Another impor-
tant feature is the maintaining of cotter keys in brake con-
nections, brake beam hangers, spring plank hangers, etc.

Wherever possible all brake beam hanger pins, or other pins
where a cotter is used, should be so applied that the cotter
key is plainly visible when inspection is made.

Terminal or yard inspection, in particular, requires com-
petent employees—men who have had considerable experi-
ence on car repair work and who are familiar with all the
rules of inspection, which knowledge can only be obtained by
previous experience. Great care should be exercised in se-
lecting men for this work. Running gear inspection is the
first inspection which a car must receive at a yard or ter-
minal. Wheels, trucks, brake apparatus, etc., should be in-
spected closely to ascertain if they are in a fit condition for

•Presented at the convention of the Chief Interchange Car Inspectors'
and Car Foremen's Association, held in Indianapolis, Ind., October 3-5,

77
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further service; if not, the defects, whatever they may be,

should be repaired locally, if possible. Terminal test of air

brakes prior to departure of trains is another matter of im-

portance. The problem of journal lubrication is a special

class of work wliich requires the constant attention of regu-

lar men employed and trained especially for it. The men
doing this work must lie reliable in order that each journal

box will be given the proper attention. Although this class

of work requires the utmost efficiency, it is impossible to at-

tain it at all times, for the reason that on many roads it is

the lowest paid work in the inspection and repair force; con-

sequently the men arc continually changing.

Pas.':engcr Car Cleaning at Terminals.—Car cleaning at

terminals is also an important problem, and a regular car

cleaning force should be so organized that this work can be

handled in a systematic manner. All passenger cars should

be thoroughly cleaned inside and out. Railroads are espe-

cially liable to criticism in connection with car cleaning, as

the condition of the cars is something with whicli the travel-

ing public comes in direct contact. E.xterior cleaning should

be handled as follows: In wet weather the outside of the

cars should be washed down with clean water and a brush

on a pole of sufficient length to reach to the letter-board of

the car. In dry w-eather the cars should be wiped down with

waste slightly saturated with some kind of a cleaning oil.

The windows should be cleaned with pulverized pumice and
wiped off with a cloth to polish the glass. Close attention

should be paid to the comers and to the edges of glass next

to the heading to see that the glass does not become grimy.

A piece of cloth v\ rapped around a small stick should be used

to get into the corners.

The interior of the cars should be du.sted down with a

duster and swept with a toy broom. Tliis broom should be

spread out fan-sh.ipe so that the sweeper can get under steam

pipes and in the corners where dirt Ijecomes lodged. Also a

small liook shoidd )je used to clean under the pipes. After

car is swept Ijetween the seats and under the pipes with a

toy broom, the floor should be swept with a hair floor broom.

Tlie interior of car should then be wiped with a cloth. Raw
silk can lie used to good advantage for this purpose. Mop-
ping of cars should receive close attention. A pail of water

with some kind of a disinfectant that will clean as well as

disinfect should be used. A toy broom should be used in

washing off the steam pipes, foot rests, seat pedestals and

for scruljbing the floor, after which the floor should be

mopped twice with a clean mop. The seat arms, window
sills, leather seats in the smokers and the hoppers in the

toilet rooms should be sponged off with disinfectant.

On cars that have double sash windows both sash should

be raised and dusted and the surface of glass between the

windows should Ije cleaned by means of a cloth placed on a

stick which can be shoved up between the sash. Raw silk,

slightly damp, will be found to work to good advantage for

this class of work. The outside of the window curtains

should be dusted and wiped with waste slightly saturated

with some kind of a cleaning oil. The lamps and lamp
shades should be wiped with a damp cloth. All washstands

should be thoroughly cleaned and the metal work polished.

The carpet aisle strips should be taken out and thoroughly

swept and Ijlown with air as often as possible. The seat

cushions should be cleaned by means of a vacuum cleaner.

The vesliljules sliould be wiped with waste slightl)' saturated

with a cleaning oil. The drinking water tanks should be

cleaned with live steam at least once in every three days and
should be emptied and refilled every trip. The ice should be

washed off to prevent the ice compartment becoming dirty.

General Cleaning.—When cars become very dirty so that

they cannot be cleaned by ordinary methods they should be

given a general cleaning. The exterior of the car should be

scrubbed with bead brushes and some kind of a cleaning oil

or paste, after wliich the car should be wiped llioroughly with

cotton waste so that the surface is clean and free from oil.

In cleaning the interior all seat backs and cushions should

be taken out of the car and the car blown out with com-

pressed air. It should then be washed with linseed oil soap,

then thoroughly rinsed oft with clean water and wiped with

raw silk clotli. The steam pipes, seat castings and floor

should be given a thorough scrubbing with old brooms and
flushed out by means of a water hose and mopped dr)'. After

the car has been washed, the cushions and seat backs should

be replaced and cleaned with a vacuum cleaner so that all

dust will be removed.

Economy in Material.—The issuing of material should be
caiefully watched. New material should not be issued until

the old material has been entirely used, as it often happens-

that the help cleaning cars will try to get new material be-

fore the old has outlived its usefulness. When the cloths

used for cleaning windows, etc., have outlived their useful-

ness on this class of work they should be washed and used

for other purposes. The foremen in charge should keep a

close check on the material, as well as on labor, to see that

the cost of car cleaning is kept down to the lowest figure pos-

sible to maintain the cars in clean and sanitari' condition.

EDUCATE THE MEN
BY GEORGE C. CHRISTY

General Foreman, Illinois Central, McComb, Miss.

Because of the general interchange of freight car*, it is not

possible for any one division or any one railroad entirely to

correct the hot box trouble. Every terminal or division will

have to educate the men who actually do the work to see that

journal boxes are given more consideration than merely feel-

ing the box lid as an evidence of the condition on the inside.

Precautions should be taken in turning the journals to

make sure that they are true and are in a smooth condition.

When the wheels are pressed on, the journals should be
coated with grease or paint to prevent rusting; new as well

as old journals should be carefully examined before applying

boxes. Make sure that the wedge has the proper bearing in

the center, that the dustguard is of the right dimensions, that

the brass has the proper bearing in the wedge and has a

crown bearing on the journal as w-ell as end clearance. One
of the principal causes for hot boxes is that the brass has not

been correctly tinned when being relined. Be sure that the

men understand thoroughly how to do this work and the im-

portance of having it done right. If the brasses are not

properly cleaned before rebabbitting the bal-ibitt will fall out

within a short time, causing the journal to run hot.

In packing the box the waste should be formed in rolls so

that there will be a long fibre to the packing, in order th.at the

oil may be fed from the cellar of the box to the journal. The
packing must not be put in in a haphazard manner. It is

not necessary to have it come in contact with tlie journal

above the center line.

In my opinion, every car that goes to the repair track,

whether empty or loaded, should liave the journal box pulled

and the brasses examined and put in proper condition before

the car is returned to service. If this were done the liot box
proljlem would be reduced remarkably, as all cars are placed

on the repair track for some cause or other within the limit

of the time it takes to wear out the journal brass.

In many cases trouble and delays could be avoided if the

brakemen had a lietter conception of how to take care of hot

boxes. Often when they notice a box running w-arm they get

a bucket of water and a paddle, push all the packing jam up
against the journal at the back and fill the box full of water,

floating what little oil is left in the box out on the ground.
The result is that the car is often set out, whereas if the

packing had been stirred up intelligently and oil applied it

would liave run safely to the next terminal.



Car Inspection of Vital Importance'
Inspectors, Because of Added Duties and Respon-
sibilities, Must Be Trained With Greater Care

BY HIRAM W. BELNAP
Chief of the Division of Safety, Interstate Commerce Commission

RAILWAY development of the past few years has vastly

increased the importance of the car inspectors' work,

and it is my observation that railway managers as a

rule have not yet awakened to that fact, or, at least, have not

sufficiently appreciated the change in the car inspector's status

by making adequate provision to insure the proper perform-

ance of his increased and responsible duties. The car inspec-

tor's duties are so many and of such grave importance that but

few employees in railroad service are called upon to exercise a

broader general knowledge of the conditions of safe railroad

operation tlian the man who inspects cars. With the tremen-

dously increased size and capacity of cars, as well as length

and tonnage of trains, it is necessary for car inspectors to be

better qualified and better informed than the foreman used

to be. A car inspector must be thoroughly familiar with the

details of construction and maintenance of cars of all classes;

he must understand the application of the rules of inter-

change, which are growing more and more complicated each

year; he must know the federal safety appliance require-

ments in detail, including the air brake system. He must
know the 'rules and regulations governing the loading,

placarding,' 'and handling of explosives and inflammable ma-
terials, and must be familiar with the requirements govern-

ing car clearance on ever\' portion of the road on which he

is employed; he must also be able to pass intelligently upon
the loading of long materials. In short, the importance of

the car inspector's work has increased to such an extent that

the service requirements can only be met by men above the

average, both mentally and physically.

Under present requirements a competent car inspector must
be a man of alert mind and more than average intelligence.

He must be prompt to act in emergencies, and both able and
willing to assume responsibility w'hen the occasion demands.
The service is exacting, and the mind must act quickly in

order that the man may properly perform the work imposed
upon him in the limited time at his disposal. \\'hen all is

considered, it is astonishing that capable car inspectors are

found to perform the multitudinous duties that are imposed
upon them, particularly when it is understood that their

compensation compares very unfavorably with that given to

men of equal mental attainments in other branches of rail-

road employment.

REL.^TION OF THE C.AJi INSPECTOR TO SAFETY

An indication of the necessity for thorough and painstak-

ing car inspection inay lie had by considering the large nmii-

ber of accidents, with their resulting loss of life and personal

injuries, as well as damage to [jroperty, due to defective car

equipment, as reported in the statistics of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. Car inspectors also have it within their

power to decrease the number of violations of the safety

appliance laws and resulting fines imposed upon the rail-

roads, as well as to effect a considerable reduction in the

claims for loss and damage to freight.

During the ten year period 1907-1916 there were 72,122

derailments reported to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
of which number jo,782, or 46.8 per cent, were charged

to defective equipment. In the total number of derailments

which occurred during this period there were 3,334 persons

•From a paper on "The Selection and Training of Car Inspectors," pre-
sented before the January 12 meeting of the Central Railway Club and
copyrighted by that cltib.

killed, 51,9.S2 injured, and a property loss of $62,381,338
was suffered. This property loss includes only the damage
to equipment and roadway, and cost of clearing wrecks. Of
the above items, defective equipment was responsible for 14.9

per cent of the deaths, 16.3 per cent of the injuries, and
43.5 per cent of the whole amount of property loss suffered
in derailments, the figures for defective equipment accidents
being 497 deaths, 8,491 injuries, and $27,160,785 property
loss. The derailments due to defective equipment increase
steadily from year to year as compared with derailments due
to other causes. In 1907 they were 42.7 per cent of the
whole, and iii 1916 the percentage was 51.5; the average
for the ten year period was 46.8 per cent. A tabular ex-

hibit of this increase by specific causes, condensed into five

year periods for the sake of brevity, is as follows:

Inc.
Derailments Due to— 1907-1911 1912-1916 Percent

Defective wheels 5.196 5,453 01
Defective axles 1,757 2,166 23
Defective brake rigging 1,845 2,548 38
Defective draft gear 79S 1.553 95
Defective side bearings 310 777 150
Defective arch bars 637 1.368 115
Defective rigid trucks 333 1,000 200
Defective power brake apparatus... 705 1.584 125
Failure of couplers 723 1.080 49
Miscellaneous equipment defects.... 1,593 2.359 48

Tot.-.l 13,894 19.888 43

Tlie number of casualties increased in proportion to the

increase in number of accidents, the ratio of casualties to

accidents being approximately the same for each five year
period. The casualties for the year 1916 total 523, the

vast majority of which number affected railroad emplo)'ees.

From the humanitarian standpoint alone steps shouM be

taken to diminish the number of accidents due to this

cause, which so greatly increase the hazards of railway
employment. The chief hope of a bettered condition in this

respect lies largely in diligent and efficient car inspection.

CAR IXSPECTION AND PROPERTY LOSS

Xor is the property loss a matter of small importance.

The damage to equipment and roadway and cost of clear-

ing wrecks caused b\- defective wheels increased from $5,-

020,617 for the period ending June 30, 1911, to $5,398,634
for the period ending June 30, 1916. Increases in the other

items included under defective equipment are as follows:

."^xles, from $1,314,337 to $1,852,631; brake rigging, from
$1,408,962 to $1,812,025; draft gear, from $426,658 to

S940,732; side bearings, from $225,806 to $540,418; arch

l)ars, from ,^600,089 10"$!,540,091 ; rigid trucks, from $189,-

811 to $594,074; power brake apparatus, from $397,587 to

.$779,033; failed couplers, from $337,197 to $514,952; mis-

cellaneous equipment defects, from $1,227,230 to $2,039,901.
For the year 1916 alone the damage to equipment and

roadway and cost of clearing wrecks due to defective equip-

ment, amounted to $3,420,200. If to this sum there is added
the amount paid in claims allowed for damage to property

and injuries to persons, the annual loss to the railroads

chargeable to accidents due to failure of equipment is so

enormous as to compel attention, and demand remedies that

will reduce this great economic loss of life and property

to an absolute minimum.
It ma)' be said that the increases above noted are about

commensurate with the increase in the number of units of

equipment during the same period, and are no more than

79
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miglit reasonablx- have been expected to occur. This would

be true provided our starting point represented a minimum,
but experience demonstrates that such is not the case. For-

tunately, we are able to show that certain kinds of equip-

ment defects to which special attention has been directed,

have enormoush' decreased during this same period, and as

a consequence the accidents due to their existence have de-

creased in like proportion. I refer to the appliances for

the protection of trainmen formerly covered by the standards

of the Master Car Builders Association, and now subject

to regulation by federal statute.

S.\FETY APPLIANCE INSPECTION

When the Interstate Commerce Commission lirst insti-

tuted its inspection service, the railroad car inspectors had
not been educated to give special attention to those units

of equipments included in the standards for the protection

of trainmen, and their inspection was not as thorough as

it should have been. The first year of the Commission's

work of inspection for which we have a complete record is

the year 1902. In that year the Commission's inspectors

inspected 161,371 cars and found 42,718 cars, or 26.47

per cent of the number inspected defective with respect to

the items to which their inspections were directed; that is,

out of every 100 cars inspected about 27 were found de-

fective. For the year 1916, out of 908,566 cars in.spected,

only 33,715, or 3.72 per cent, were defective. This notable

decrease occurred notwithstanding the fact that, owing to

an extension of the law in 1 910, inspections now cover a

great many appliances that were not included in the earlier

inspections.

There can be no doubt that this great decrease has been

brought about by the education and training of car in-

spectors. When the federal inspection service was in-

augurated railroad car inspectors had but vague and in-

definite notions of the law, and they had received no special

instructions relative to inspection of appliances covered by

the federal statute. In many cases they looked upon the

government inspectors as enemies, and devoted more at-

tention to attempts to evade the law than to measures for

compliance with it.

A few years ago, under the direction of the secretary of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, accompanied liy an-

other inspector, I made an inspection on one of the large

eastern trunk lines. During this inspection we were ac-

companied by one of the mechanical officers of the company,
with authority to request at each inspection point that all

of the available car inspectors might be assembled, so that

the safety appliance acts and their application might be

discussed. At each inspection point from four to twenty

car inspectors were assembled, and the fact that impressed

itself more than any other upon my mind was that each of

these emplojees seemed to be liungering for information

concerning the safety appliance work. The men were taken

to a train yard where all classes of cars were availaljle,

and every question that they asked concerning the appliances

covered by the law was fully explained. In many instances

the men frankly stated that it was the first time they had
ever had the safety appliance requirements explained to

them in an understandable way, and it was indelibly im-

pressed upon my mind at that time that the thing most

needed to bring about a thorough understanding regarding

the law was a system of instruction concerning it, so that

those charged with the maintenance of these safeguards

might have full information, not only as to their number,
location, dimensions and manner of application, but also as

to their necessity.

W'ithin the past 15 years the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has distributed hundreds of thousands of documents
for the education of car inspectors on various phases of the

law, and has carried on an educational campaign through

its inspectors which has been productive of marked results.

Car inspectors now understand that it is our purpose to co-

operate with them in accomplisliing the ends of the law,

and practically all of them have a good working knowledge
of the statutes and their duties under them.

PROSECUTIONS UNDER SAFETY APPLIANCE ACTS

In addition to the influence which our educational cam-
paign has had, much good has been accomplished from the

work of railroad managers in their efforts to reduce the

numlier of prosecutions for violations of tlie law. This
influence has induced them to pay special attention to the

work of their car inspectors with relation to safety appli-

ances. Inspectors have been impressed with the necessity

of paying strict attention to the inspection and repair of

safety appliance defects; some roads have appointed traveling

inspectors, whose duty it is to instruct local inspectors with

respect to compliance with the law, all of which has proved

of considerable profit to the roads, and points the way to

similar benefits in connection with general inspection. A
brief statement of prosecutions under the safety appliance

law may prove of interest.

Up to June 30, 1916, there had been prosecuted under the

safety appliance acts 2,033 cases involving 6,544 viola-

tions of these acts and penalties collected, exclusive of costs,

to the amount of $479,300. A tabulation of these cases

recently made discloses the interesting fact that of the total

number prosecuted, 3,038, or approximately half, were for

inoperative and defective uncoupling mechanisms—defects

readily discoverable by inspection. The defects constituting

these cases for prosecution are all ones that could easily

and inexpensively have been repaired, and cover such simple

defects as broken or missing keepers, disconnected and kinked
uncoupling chains, missing uncoupling levers, etc., showing
that the most prolific cause of prosecution is from a source

probably most easily remedied. Defective or missing hand-
holds have been the next most frequent cause of prosecu-

tion, there having been 1,875 such cases, or about 30 per

cent of the total number of violations, these again being

defects easily discovered and remedied at a minimum cost.

The 303 cases of link and pin couplers, 168 cases of broken
or missing couplers and 160 cases of couplers either too high
or too low were fruitful of additional great expense to the

carriers in penalties paid, while the 273 cases in which
trains were hauled without the percentage of air brakes

required by law shows the necessity for more thorough in-

spection.

Care and diligence in supervising and training engine and
train employees have assisted materially in bringing the

volume of collisions on American railroads in the last dec-

ade from 8,026 in 1907, to 4,770 in I9I6. During the

same ten year period derailments (46.8 per cent of which
were due to defective equipment) increased from 7,432 in

1907, to 7,904 in I9I6, of which latter number 4,073, or

more than 50 per cent, were due to defects of equipment.

These statistics suggest that a similar record might be pos-

sible if the same care and diligence were exercised in the

supervision and training of the men in the car inspection

service.

More frequent, more careful, and more intelligent inspec-

tion would most certain!)- lead to the prevention of a great

majority of equipment derailments. While it is true that

inspection of cars and locomotives in a train at inspection

points must, under modern conditions, be more or less

superficial, yet the practiced eye and the trained ear of the

expert inspector are enabled to detect defects which to the un-
trained and inexperienced are undiscoverable. The younger
and more inexpert men should have work in the field with

men of experience in detecting defects, supplemented with

class-room work which should show by means of failed

materials exactly where and how the various integral parts
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fail and huw these defects may be discovered in the train.

In any event, the car inspector is practically the only person
that 3'ou can depend upon for a reduction in accidents due
to defective eciuipment.

SACRIFICING SAFETY FOR DESPATCH

An important influence which militates against proper in-

spection of cars, particularly at terminals and division

points, is the hasty manner in which railroad work is usually

performed. The desire to maintain train schedules and
prevent terminal delay in the movement of cars is, of course,

highly commendable. It cannot be denied that every effort

should he made to keep cars moving, and prevent delays

by all proper means. This effort is often carried to e.x-

tremes, however, and results in the sacrifice of safety for

despatch. In many instances, train schedules are so ar-

ranged that entirely too little time is allowed for thorough

inspection of passenger trains at terminal and division

points, and particularly for the repair of such defects as

may be disclosed by inspection. The cars have to be in-

spected practically "on the run," the inspector working

under constant fear that he may be criticized for holding

the train past its schedule leaving time, or in excess of

the dead time shown on the card. The situation is not

improved by the station or trainmaster, whose main thought

is to prevent delay to the train while it is under his juris-

diction, and who is inclined to impress this thought upon
the car inspector with unnecessary emphasis. Under such

conditions the tendency to make inspections in an entirely

superficial manner, and to slight, or entirely neglect, work
that should receive careful and painstaking attention, is alto-

gether too common.
Our accident investigations have disclosed numerous

cases of improper inspection, due to lack of sufficient termi-

nal time, as well as instances in which important high-

speed passenger trains have been permitted to go forward

with cars in defective condition. In several cases trains

have gone forward without the required percentage of air

brakes in operative condition. Investigation developed the

fact that the inspectors had never been given definite in-

structions relative to the number of cars with brakes cut

out to be run in a passenger train, the practice being to

cut out the brakes if replacing the brake shoe would result

in considerable delay.

RAILROADS SHOULD INSTRUCT INSPECTORS

A number of railroads have published instruction books
and examination questions for the benefit of car inspectors

and repairmen, but I have seen none of such that refers

to anything except the air brake. It goes without saying

that ('ar inspectors and repairmen should have a good
working knowledge of the air brake, but it occurs to me
that it is fully as important that they should be instructed

and examined concerning the M. C. B. standards relating

to car construction and equipment, rules of interchange,

etc., as well as all requirements of the laws. That there is

a demand for instruction in such matters is proved by the

fact that private parties have found it profitable to under-

take the publication of books purporting to give the federal

requirements, such books as a rule being merely copies of

government publications. Car inspectors should not be re-

quired to buy books of this sort from private parties. Such
information should be given them freely by their employers,

to the same extent that air brake information is freely

furnished. To operate a railroad without a comprehensive
Set of rules and instructions for train and enginemen, and
without subjecting these men to examinations to insure that

the rules and instructions are understood is unthinkable.

Why is it not fully as important to know that car inspectors

are fully informed concerning their duties and are competent
to perform them?

SELECTION AND TRAINING OF INSPECTORS

Many addresses have been given and a large number of
papers published with reference to methods of selecting and
training men for different branches of railroad employment,
but the bulk of the literature on this broad and important
subject deals principally with the selection and training of
cmplo)ees for promotion rather than with that phase of the
question which concerns us most directly here, namely, the
selection and training of car inspectors properly to inspect
and repair cars. It is self-evident that the workman of
today, instructed and trained in the proper performance of
his duties, will furnish good material for a foreman or
other officer later on, and if the men in the ranks are up to
standard in training and proficiency the problem of securing
available men for promotion will be very much simplified.

The selection of men for cmplo\ment in different capacities
is a question which can be and' is theorized about almost
without end, but a great deal of such theorizing is visionary,
and at any rate as applied to the employment of car in-
spectors, is entirely impractical. If there were ten appli-
cants for every job, some discrimination in the selection of
the one man could be exercised, and a method of elimination
could be adopted for weeding out those not suited to the
work. But no doubt most of you would tell me that the
number of inspectors required is so large that considerable
difficulty is found in getting a sufficient number of capable
men for this purpose, and this difficulty is not improved by
the low salaries which are paid to these men.

It is essential that the selection of men for employment
as car inspectors should be assigned to some officer who
not only is well informed regarding the duties and require-
ments of that position, but also who has some particular
qualification or ability of sizing up men. And it is my
belief that car inspectors should be recruited from the
ranks of the repairmen. The inspector should have at least

a common school education; he must be able to write a
repair card in a legible manner, as well as to make out
clear and comprehensive reports, and in order that he may
have the necessary knowledge of car construction, he must
have served for a considerable period on the repair track
or as an apprentice car carpenter.

SANTA FE HAS FREIGHT CAR APPRENTICES

A modern apprenticeship system for car department em-
ployees is just as desirable and essential as for the mechani-
cal and other departments. It is reported that of the 974
apprentices on the Santa Fe on May 31, 1916, 148 were
freight car apprentices and 25 were car builder and coach
carpenter apprentices.

At a recent meeting of the New York Railroad Club, F.

W. Thomas, supervisor of apprentices for the Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe, presented a very interesting and instructive

paper upon the subject of "Training Young Men for Po-
sitions of Responsibility," showing the splendid results

obtained by that railroad through its apprenticeship svsteni.

After carefully reading this paper, to my mind two thoughts
stand out prominently: first, the manner in which these
apprentices are treated from the time they first enter the
service until they are placed in positions of responsibility;

and second, the close supervision that is at all times given
them during their course of apprenticeship. If similar
conditions of service and supervision were applied to the
training of car inspectors, I feel certain that there would
be not only a bettered condition of equipment upon our
American railroads and a remarkable decrease in accidents,
but instances of prosecution under the safety appliance laws
would be eliminated.

The practice is far too common to employ men as car
inspectors and then to give them no special instructions or
training. They are put to work and expected to pick up
what mformalion they can concerning the duties required
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of them from other car inspectors, not too well trained them-

selves. It is a safe venture that nine out of ten inefficient

car inspectors fail to measure up to their jobs on account

of either lack of interest or lack of proper instruction and

training, rather than inability to do the work required. This

brings us face to face with the proposition that a workman
is to a great extent what his boss makes him, and that the

immediate superior of the car inspector is largely responsible

for either his efficienc}- or his incompetency.

TRAVELING CAR INSPECTORS

Some systematic method of instructing car inspectors re-

garding their duties, and educating them regarding the

importance of their work, should be adopted. It may be

feasible to assign the duty of instructing car inspectors to

the foreman, although in some cases no doubt it will be

found necessar)- to instruct the foremen themselves, and

assign the duty of further instruction to other employees.

Another plan w-hich holds much promise is the employment

of traveling car inspectors who instruct the men and from

time to time check up the condition of equipment and

methods employed in the different train )ards. It cannot

be doubted that the knowledge that a traveling car inspector

is on the road and likely to drop into a yard at any time

has a stimulating effect upon car inspectors and their fore-

man. It is believed that the employment of a sufficient

number of such traveling car inspectors to permit of checking

up conditions in \ards frequently would be beneficial. One
such traveling inspector recently stated that while he had

noted a marked increase in the efficiency of the inspection

force at a large terminal on his line, he recently made an

inspection of car and safety appliance equipment on freight

trains leaving that terminal and discovered two defects, both

of which happened to be penalt_\- defects.

In how many of our large railroad terminals do the fore-

men of car inspectors go over trains personally? It may
be granted that usually the foremen are well informed re-

garding the standards and requirements for car equipment,

but too often their entire time is taken up by other duties

which confine them to their office, and the foreman may not

be aware of defects getting by one or more of his car in-

spectors until complaints regarding defective equipment

leaving his terminal or inspection point are brought to his

attention. It has been suggested, in order to require a fore-

man to check up his men more closely and to know that they

are properly performing the duties required of them, that

periodical reports regarding each inspector on his force be

submitted to the general foreman of car inspectors.

A point which will bear much consideration and emphasis

is to make the job as interesting for the man as possible.

Many car inspectors will lie found who are letter perfect,

for e.xample, in the United States safety appliance stand-

ards, but how many car inspectors, or even foremen of car

inspectors, know why four ladders are required on a box car

or why grab-irons must be at least 16 in. long and have a

clearance of not less than 2J-j in., and the reason for their

definite location? In any case, it is desirable for the man
to display some enthusiasm for his work and to take pride

in doing it well. He will not display any enthusiasm for

his work unless lie feels it, and the basis for any such en-

thusiasm must be first of all a certain respect for his position.

DIGNIFY THE JOB

We hear much in these days of the desirability of men
feeling enthusiasm for their work, and displaying loyalty

to their employers' interests. Enthusiasm and loyalty are

the necessary pre-requisites of efficiency. Unless a man
feels enough interest in his work to be enthusiastic about

it, he will value his job only for its material advantage

to himself, and his feeling of loyalty to the interest of his

employer will usually be a minus quantity. To create this

feeling of enthusiasm and loyalty in the car inspection serv-

ice, the position of car inspector must be made worth while.

It must be made a preferred job; one that men in the lower

ranks will strive to attain, not alone for its material re-

wards, but also for the position and importance that goes

with it. If men are made to feel that their work is con-

sidered important, worthy of consideration, valuable to their

employer, they will naturally feel enthusiastic about it, and
the men below will strive with might and main to attain the

higher position. When an organization is permeated with

that sort of enthusiasm the question of loyalty may well be
permitted to take care of itself.

Several definite propositions may be suggested for build-

ing up a proper regard for tlie work. One of the most
important of these is a written examination for all car in-

spectors upon their employment, and subsequent periodical

examinations, similar to examinations for train service em-
ployees. The inspector should also be furnished with in-

formation regarding the cost of materials used, and should

be impressed with the value and importance of his work
to the company. It has been suggested that there is fre-

quently too much criticism and fault-finding, without

constructive suggestions, on the part of supervising officers.

Active interest and encouragement from the men higher up
are essential to that "team work," without which the highest

standard of efficiency is unattainable.

I may here cite another incident from my personal ex-

perience, which illustrates in a striking manner one of the

evils to which the car inspection service is subject: On one
occasion, accompanied by a general foreman in charge of

a terminal, an inspection was made of a train ready to leave

that terminal, which had cars in it on which were found
a number of penalty defects, and if the train had been

permitted to go forward it would have meant prosecution in

the federal courts. After the inspection was completed an
inspector was called to the office and inquiry was made as

to whether or not he had inspected the train in question,

and when it was ascertained that he had done so, the general

foreman called his attention to the six serious and dangerous
defects which existed on the cars in the train, and then

and there dismissed him from the service. The next day
this inspector informed me that in the two years he had
worked in that yard it was the first time he had ever seen

the general foreman in the train yard, and that at no time

had he ever received any instructions relative to the require-

ments of the safety appliance acts.

The government has written upon the statute books a

numljer of laws intended to lessen the risk of railroad em-
ployment, as well as prevent accidents, but no law, no matter

liow rigidly enforced, can correct evils that are directly

chargeable to the failure of employees properly to perform
their duties.

No class of men as a rule have a keener appreciation of

their responsibilities than railroad employees, and any
failure in duty on their part is often a form of thoughtless-

ness in which the chief motive is haste, or due to the fact

that a full and complete understanding of their work is

lacking. This, I believe, is particularly true in the car

inspection service. One of the most encouraging signs of

the times, to my mind, is that the railroad managers and
employees in every branch of service are co-operating,

through safety committees, in a campaign of education in

which all interested participate for the common good, and
from which is certain to result an improvement both in safety

conditions and personnel.

In all branches of service, but particularly in the car

inspection service, the system of education must go farther.

Each of the appliances required on cars in the way of safety

appliances were fixed only after most careful thought, as

well as a study of the years of experience of the carriers, as

indicated by the requirements fixed by the Master Car
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Builders' Association. Car inspectors should be trained and

educated so that the underlying reasons for all safety ap-

pliances are fully understood and comprehended.

The prominence which is given the work of the car in-

spector in recent discussions of railroad operating problems,

is evidence that his importance as a factor in safe and eco-

nomical operation is coming to be appreciated at its true

vi'orth. At the recent convention of the Chief Interchange

Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association, in Indianap-

olis, the scope of the membership was broadened so as to in-

clude car inspectors, and for the first time the association took

up the discussion of general questions relating to car depart-

ment problems, instead of confining itself entirely to the M.
C. B. rules of interchange. Representative railway officers

addressed the convention, the burden of their remarks being

the importance of the car department and the necessity of

selecting good men to perform the work imposed upon it.

F. W. Brazier, superintendent of rolling stock of the New
York Central Lines, pointed out very clearly how the num-
ber of derailments could be reduced by more careful

inspection, and very truly stated to the convention that there

was no subject which it could take up that would result

in more good to the railroads than better maintenance of

equipment. He presented figures to show that of 25,550
cases of derailment, i2.5 per cent were chargeable to equipn

ment failures. To use the words of an observer at this

convention, as reported in the Railway Mechanical Engineer,

"Car inspectors and car foremen I Officers in the mechanical

and operating departments have sometimes elbowed them
aside as if they were not worthy of or capable of the bigger

things in the mechanical department. Times have changed.

With the more severe and exacting conditions it has become
apparent that just as high, and possibly a higher degree of

executive and technical abilit}' is required to solve car de-

partment problems and handle the labor question as in the

locomotive and operating departments."

CONCLUSIONS

This whole question is a complex problem, worth)' of

the most thouglitful consideration of those high in authority

in railroad management. In the suggestions I make in this

paper I therefore avoid anything but the most general ref-

erence to what field the instruction and training of car in-

spectors should cover. The points which I have attempted

to cover may be briefly summarized as follows;

( 1 ) Railway development has vastly increased the im-
portance of the car inspector's work within recent years, and
adequate provision must be made to insure the proper per-

formance of his duties.

(2) Over 46 per cent of all derailments which occurred

on the railroads of the United States during the ten year
period 1907-1916 were due to defects in equipment. These
derailments caused 14.9 per cent of the deaths, 16.3 per

cent of the injuries, and 43.5 per cent of the property loss

suffered in all derailments during this ten year period.

Derailments due to equipment defects are steadily increasing

from year to year, and the chief instrumentality which the

railroads must depend upon to improve tliis condition is

the car inspector.

(3) That education and training of car inspectors is

effective in reducing the number of equipment defects is

proved by the record of decrease in defects reported by federal

inspectors. In 1902, the defective cars reported were 26.47

per cent of the whole number inspected, while in 1916 the

percentage was but 3.72, notwithstanding that the inspection

in 1916 covered a great many appliances that were not

included in the earlier inspections. This notable decrease

has been brought about by the campaign of education which
the Interstate Commerce Commission has carried on through
its inspectors, by the distribution of thou.sands of documents,
and bv the work of railway managers in their efforts to

reduce the number of prosecutions for violation of the law.

(4) An important influence which militates against

proper inspection is the haste with which such work is usually

performed. In many cases train schedules are so arranged

that entirely too little time is allowed for thorough inspection

of passenger trains, and the inspector is working under
constant fear that he will be criticized for holding the train

past its schedule time. Under such conditions the tendency

to make inspections in a superficial manner and to slight

or neglect work that ought to be done, is altogether too com-
mon. Our accident investigations have disclosed cases of

improper inspection, due to lack of terminal time, in which
important high-speed trains have been permitted to go for-

ward with defective brakes, and in some cases without the

lawful percentage of brakes in operation. In these cases

the inspectors have stated that they had never been instructed

about cutting out brakes on passenger trains, and it was
their custom to cut out brakes, if replacing worn out brake
shoes could not be done in the time allowed.

(5) The selection of car inspectors should be assigned
to some official who is well informed concerning the duties

of the position and who has some ability in reading character.

Generally speaking, inspectors should be recruited from the
ranks of the repairmen. Before being placed at work in

this responsible position, it should Ije thoroughly drilled

into them that any omission to detect defective equipment is

fraught with danger to life and limb. They should be
efficiently instructed as to each standard of safety involved
in the safe running of the car, and such standards should be
formulated in rules as far as such formulation of fixed rules

is practicable. An inspector should have at least a common
school education; he must be able to write a repair card in

a clear and legible manner, and make out clear and com-
prehensi\'e reports. A modern apprenticeship system for

car department employees is just as desirable as for the
locomotive or other departments.

(6) It is believed that nine-tenths of the inefficient or

incompetent car inspectors fail to measure up to their jobs,

either through lack of interest or lack of instruction and
training, rather than through inability to do the work re-

quired. To create the requisite interest and enthusiasm for
the work the job must be made worth while. It should be
made a preferred position, which men in the lower ranks
will strive to attain, not alone for its material rewards, but
also for the dignity and importance that goes with it.

(7) Definite propositions for inculcating proper regard
for the work are: written examinations covering all matters,
concerning which inspectors must be informed, such as

Master Car Builders' standards, rules of interchange, federal
requirements, rules for loading long materials, regulations
for the loading and handling of explosives and inflammable
materials, strength of materials, etc., periodical examinations
leading to line of promotion, similar to examinations given
train service employees; schools of instruction where" men
may be taught concerning their duties; proper supervision
and adequate compensation.

DISCUSSION

F. W. Brazier (N. Y. C.) commented on the extravagance
of departing from approved designs and specialties to save
a few dollars in the first cost of cars and then spending
many times more in maintenance to keep them in service.

Railroad officers could save much trouble and expense if

they would study government reports more closely, with a
view to remedying the defects whicli cause the greatest

trouble. It is a serious mistake to repair cars in kind
if they get out of order shortly after the repairs are made.
Wooden door stops were cited as a case in instance. More-
over, some roads, altliough the capacity of the cars and size

of doors on box cars have been considerably increased, are
using the same door fixtures as they did 15 years ago. It
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is little wonder that trouble i.*; experienced. On the New
York Ontral extra compensation is paid to inspectors, and

especiallv in passenger car work, for finding hidden or

obscure defects tliat in the judgment of the foreman would

not have been discovered in the course of ordinary inspec-

tion.

W. H. Sitterly (Gen. Car Inspector, Pennsylvania,

Buffalo) thought that proper training of car inspectors is

afforded b)' having foremen car inspectors who have the

backing of the higher officers. Inspectors at interchan.ge

points should first ser\-e in classification yards. One source

of trouble is the issuing of orders to foremen car inspectors

by officers who have never had experience in that work.

The car inspector is receiving greater recognition today than

in the past.

P. T. O'Dea (G. I., Erie) said that car inspectors had

been much neglected and that there is immediate neces-

sity for a broader and more liberal treatment of these men.

Certain rules were drawn up for the government of car

inspectors by the M. C. B. Association in 1902. Because

of changed conditions these rules are obsolete, and yet they

are printed in the proceedings from year to year, with no

effort to make them effective. Car inspectors should receive

a wage in keeping with men of similar skill and industry

in other fields. The public demands better and safer serv-

ice. It will be a good investment to take measures to

insure a better and higher grade of inspectors. As im-

portant as monetan- returns is the necessity of interest and

backing from the higher officers. The value of traveling

inspectors in checking the work and bringing up the stand-

ards has been demonstrated.

R. V. Wright (Rnihvny Mechanical Engineer) advocated

the necessity of giving more attention to the selection of

freight car repairmen and of educating them not only to a bet-

ter performance of their work, but with a view to future

promotion to positions of greater responsibility. It is from

these men that most of the car inspectors are selected, and

there is no reason to Ijelieve that this practice will not

continue. Attention was directed to the efforts lieing made by

the Chief Interchange Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Asso-

ciation along these lines.

T. J. O'bonnell (Arbitrator, Niagara Frontier Car In-

spection Association) thought that the expenditure of up-

wards of $100,000,000 bv the railroads in the last 10 years

in bettering the equipment was an indication of sincerity

on their part in meeting the demands of the government and

public opinion for better and safer service.

J. P. Carney (G. C. I., Mich. Cen.) emphasized the value

of a bonus, or extra compensation for the discovery of hidden

or oliscure defects.

Henry Boutet (C. I. I., Cincinnati) stated that the car in-

spector was held responsible for inspecting the trains and

should not allow them to depart until his work had been

properly and thoroughly done. He suggested that Mr. Bel-

nap arrange to have his men hold schools at various im-

portant points to instruct the railroad inspectors as to exactly

what was required by the government.

CAR DEPARTMENT APPRENTICES'^
BY W. K. CARR

Chief Car Inspector. Norfolk & Western. Roanoke, Vb.

The car department apprentice is only a boy actuated by

all the inclinations of youth; at the same time he is usually

susceptilile to reasoning and good training. It is not, as a

rule, a difficult matter to care for a genius or a boy who has

a natural lient for mechanics and is intensely interested in

•Ttiis article was awarded the tfiird prize in the competition held by the
Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association for the
best article on C ar Department Apprenticeship. The result was announced
at the annual cnnvention of the association, held at Indianapolis, Ind.,
October. 1916.

his selected work. But the handling of the average boy may
be a problem, and a very serious responsibility. Many boys,

even Ijelow the average in interest and natural aptitude for

mechanics and car work, often make good men and reach

positions of autliority due to their cleverness as executives.

A boy's initial work in the general car department may
largely depend upon his previous training. The boy that has

had no training should first enter the passenger car frame

or body shop. There he would be able to see the results of

skill: at the same time the work should not be sufficiently

wearing on him physically to dampen his interests and de-

sires. In the passenger department he would better under-

stand the relation of the various parts to each other, and in

a general way see why the details are of certain sizes, etc.

It is desirable to lead the boy along natural steps, allowing

him to progress from one shop to another so that the oppor-

tunities offered will be in secjuence, and the boy's advancing

experience will have better prepared him to add to his ac-

cumulating knowledge.

The special advantages offered by promoting the boy from

the passenger body works to the passenger car truck and
platform gang would lie on account of the latter embracing

so many real problems of passenger car equipment, opera-

tion and maintenance that may not be so well appreciated if

such work is taken up in advance of the acquirement of

knowledge as to the general construction, names and functions

of the various parts. If the apprentice will apply himself

he will soon Ijccomc trained to look for broken parts, exces-

sive wear, lateral motion and other defects likely to develop

in train service, some of which produce rough riding equip-

ment; also those defects that may affect safety.

The apprentice should remain at least 12 months on body,

truck and platform work. Opportunity for becoming famil-

iar with the different lines of construction should be offered

the apprentice to the fullest possible extent, and here is where
the foreman can be of great assistance to the boy. In fact,

much depends on the aid and encouragement offered by the

foreman and associates. Of the two schedules given below,

one contemplates three months on new freight car work and
six months in the drawing room, where it can be offered.

Both schedules also show how time may be otherwise dis-

tributed.
llefiartments Months Months

Passenger car body and truck shop 12 12
Freight car—new work 3

Freight car—truck 3 6
Freight car—repairs—wood (general) 6 6
Freight car—repairs- ^teel (general) 6 6
Air brake department 3 4
Freight—operating yard—inspecting and air brake pipe

work 3 6
Passenger trimming shop 3 4
Drawing room 6
Passenger car body 3 4

Total 48 48

Beginning the second year, the apprentice .should cither go
on freight car work of the various sorts, or drop into the

freiglit car truck gang and be assigned to general truck work
and steel cars. Alicut six months can be well spent in such

duties affording invaluable opportunities to secure experi-

ence in all freight car construction work, and it would also

tend to harden or Ijuild up the apprentice physically for the

freight car repair work, wliere he should next be directed for

a period of aljout six months each on wood and steel car

general repair work. The apprentice should then be in a

receptive condition for three or four months in the air brake

department. From there he should move to the freight op-

erating yard, and be assigned to car inspection and also air

brake pipe work for a period of about three months. Here he
will have opportunity to see defects which result from service.

After the yard experience tlie apprentice should spend
three or four months in the passenger trimming shop, and
then enter the drawing room, always being noticed and en-

couraged by the foremen, finally finishing his time in the

passenger car body shop.



Steel Passenger Cars for D. & H.
Two Designs of Coaches Differ Chiefly as to

Seating Arrangement; Ventilated Baggage Cars

MANY noteworthy features of design are found in an

order of cars for passenger train service, recently put

steel platform and double body bolster is used. The double

center sills are of the fishbelly type, 26 in. deep at the center,

in service by the Delaware & Hud.son, which included with 5/16-in. web plates, set 18 in. center to center. The

nine coaches built by the Barney & Smitli Car Company, and cover plates are 7/16 in. by 30 in. with Syi-in. by 3J^-in.

nine coaches and six baggage cars built by the American Car by J/^-in. angles riveted to the outside of the web plate at the

Floor Plan of D. & H. Coach with Smoking Room

& Foundry Company. Data" concerning these cars will be

found in Table I, and a comparison of the cars with others

of similar type in Table II.

The principal dimensions and nearly all the details of the

top and to both inside and outside at the bottom. The cross-

l)earers are built up of a cast steel section riveted to the web
plates on either side, further secured by top plates 5 in. by

y2 in. e.xtending across die cover plates and under the angles

-^&S^ Truck Cenhrs —a'o'—

mwm
Smoking Comparfmenf

n
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"
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Floor Plan of D. & H. Coach with Smoking Compartment

coaches from the two builders are the same, but a change has

been made in the seating arrangement, the cars built by the

Barney & Smith Company having a smoking room accom-

modating six persons and seats in the main portion of the

which form the bottom of the center sills, to which the cross-

Ijearers on either side are riveted. The side sills are angles

6 in. by 4 in. by Yi in., riveted to the crossbearers and body

bolsters, and the floor beams are 6-in. 8-lb. channels, riveted

steel Coach for the Delaware & Hudson

car for 78 passengers, while one end of the cars built by die

American Car & Foundry Company is partitioned off to form

a smoking compartment, the seating capacity of the smoking

section being 24 and of the main compartment, 66 persons.

In the construction of the underframe, a combined cast

to %-vcL- pressed angle brackets on the web plates and side

sills. In the cars built by the Barney & Smith Company, a

false floor, made of 1/16-in. plate is secured directly to the

floor beams and above this die wooden floor stringers are

placed. The American Car & Foundry Company makes use

85
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of 3-in. by Zyi-in. by !4-'n. angles, fastened to brackets

resting on the floor Ijeams to furnish a support for the false

floor at the level of the center sill cover plates. The longi-

tudinal floor support between the body bolsters and the end

T.\BLE 1.

—

Weights and Dimensions of New Cars for the Delaware
& Hudson

Seating

posts under the window stools. The side posts are fastened

at the top to Z-bar side plates which carry the lower deck car-

lines, the latter Ijeing pressed steel, of channel section. Be-

tween each of the carlines is a I ' j-in. by 1
' j-in. by 3/16 in.

Cars

Coach .

Coach .

Baggage

Dead
weight, capacity

Total lb. per ,
-

^

weight, passen- Smo- Length
lb. ger Coach ker inside

.146.200 l.r40 78 6 71fr. ll?<in.

.138,710 1.541 66 24 71ft. llHin.

.110.440 60 ft. in.

Type
Six-wheel
Six-wheel
Four-wheel

Journals

5 in. by 9 in.

5 in. by 9 in.

6 in. by 11 in.

Table II.

—

Comparative Data on Steel Coaches.

Railroad tb.

D. & H. Co 146,200
II. & H. Co 138,710
lioston & Maine 120.000
Pennsylvania 120.000
New lersey Central 1 15.800
New Haven 131 ,000
tan. Nor 140.000
New York Central 142,000

Dead
weight.

Seat- lb. per
Total ing pas-

weight, capa- sen-
city ger

84
90
88
88

1,740
1,541
1,364
1.364
1,480
1,488
1,670
1,690

Length
over

end sills

72 ft. 8)4 in.

72 ft. 8;J in.

70 ft. I'/i in.

70 ft.

63 ft.

70 ft. 6 in.

72 ft. 6 in.

70 ft.

Type of
truck

Six-wheel
Six-wheel
Four-wheel
Four-wheel
Four-wheel
Six-wheel
Six-wheel
Six-wheel

of the car is formed by Zyz-in. by lYz-m. by 3/16 in. angles

which are riveted to the flanges of the platform casting. The
floor stringers are riveted to the false floor and supporting

angles. *i
~

(

The side posts of the cars Ijuilt by the Barney & Smith

Company are of a flanged U-section, as shown in the draw-

ings, while the American Car &: Foundry Company em[)lo}s

two channel sections of pressed steel, with the flanges turned

toward each other to form the posts. In both designs pressed

sections are used to form the window casings. The end
posts are built up of Z-bars and pressed steel shapes. A belt

rail Yz in. by 4 in. extends the entire length of the car body,

and a pressed steel belt rail stiffener extends between the side

Interior of One of the Coaches Looking Toward the Pulman Smoker

ingle which serves as an additional support for the lower

deck roof. The inner ends of the lower deck carlines and
roof supports are fastened to an angle iron which, with the

carlines, supports the deck posts, which are similar in sec-

._ 101-

Sd'd^" Truck Centers-

Underframe of the D. & H. Coaches
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tion to the side posts. A pressed steel channel with unequal nels, weighing 10.5 lb. per ft., riveted together through tlic

legs is riveted to the top of the deck posts and carries the webs. Between the corner posts and door posts is an inter-

upper deck carlines, in which tlie side post section is again mediate post, for which a 4-in. 8.2-lb. Z-bar has been used

4 ft\ li7t\ .

Sections Through Floor and Window of Baggage Car

'^AmPhle

Section Through Veshbole 5/de Door
Headerand So/f/h

Vest Center
Som/l'h/e

I'i.li'.fpL 'in

>^'A i'Mif"'*'

Section Through Cejfinff Soffit Side.

End Vierv ni/th Diaphragm Removed. Section B-B.

iW-i'L

End Framing and Vestibule Details

repeated. Midway between the carline.s are placed 2-in. by The end posts and corner posts are fastened at the top to a
2-in. by 3/16-in. angle iron roof supports. 6-in. channel, to the inside flange of which the bulkhead

In the framing at the end of the body, structural shapes plate is attached. A 5-in. channel extends between the end
are u.sed, the corner posts being 6-in. Z-bars, weighing 15.7 deck posts. The buffer beam is a built-up member, supported
lb. per ft., while each door post is formed of two 6-in. chan- by the platform casting, the outside being formed of a 7-in.
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-7^*i OytrehdSills

Side Framing of the D. &. H. Coaches

~8I BOnrBvffe/- fmxfMes-

Oetalls of Vestibule of the . &. H. Coaches

!< fj'Sz Orer Comer fbifs
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channel. The vestibule corner posts are Z-bars, while at each
side of the end door opening, 6-in. I-beams of special section,

weighing 2j.8 lb. per ft. are used. To the upper end of
each of these posts are fastened two channels of 5-in.

6 6n-

Cross. section of the Stee! Coaches

sections, one connected to an angle iron riveted to a stiffen-

ing plate which extends across the body end posts, the other

extending up to tlie deck plate. Tlie posts and the side plate

are joined by j-in. by 2-in. angle irons; light angle irons sup-
port the vestibule ceiling and 2-in. angles form the framing
for tlie end of the upper deck.

The side and end sheathing is J-^-in. thick. The upper
deck roof sheets are of No. 14 sheet steel and the lower deck
roof of No. 16 sheet steel, both liaving welded joints. The
insulation in IS of the coaches is 3-ply Y^-'m. Salamander,
which is held in position by spring steel bands. In three

of the coaches 3-ply Linofelt has been used. The flooring

is of Flexolith cement, laid over Chanarch flooring, the color

matching tlie lower sides of the coach. The interior of the
coaches is finished in imitation of grained mahogany, with
green Agasote headlining in nine coaches and gray Agasote
in nine coaches. The seats, except in the Pullman smoking
room, are the Walkover type, made by the Hale & Kilbum
Company, covered with "Chase" plain green plush seat
covering in the coach end, and Pantasote in the smoking
compartment. The seats in the Pullman smoker are known
as the English type, covered with Spanish leatlier.

Cross-section of the Delaware & Hudson Baggage Cap

The baggage cars are similar in general design to the

coaches, except that Z-bars liave been used for the side posts,

instead of pressed steel shapes. The interior finish of the
le cars is steel, the color conforming to the require-
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ments of the Post Office Department. Double wood floors Standard type. The window fixtures were supplied by the

have been used and the insulation is 3-ply, No. 3 Linofclt. O. M. Edwards Co. The draft gear on all the cars is the

These cars have fresh air inlets opening behind tlie steam Miner friction, type .A-.i-P witli Sharon quadruple shear

pipe at both sides and ends of the car. couplers. The buffer is the Miner friction type B-10. West-

Mefhod ofFdsftning ftsr/if/oo fo 0ecfi Btr.

Sectional Plan of End of Car.

Details of Body Construction

The heating equipment in 19 of the cars is tlie Consoli- inghouse type P S brake equipment is used with one 18-in. by

dated Car Heating Company's thermo vapor system, with 20-in. brake cylinder.

direct acting steam car thermostat, while five cars have tlie The coaches are carried on steel 6-wheel trucks, with 5-in.

Chicago Car Heating Company's vapor system. The Safety by 9-in. journals, and fitted with clasp lirakes. The bolsters

The Six-Wheel Truck

Car Heating & Lighting Company's underframe type electric

light equipment has been applied to IS cars, while the other

six cars have Stone-Franklin underframe type electric light

equipment. The coaches have tlie Garland exhaust ven-

tilators, while the baggage cars are equipped with the

arc carried on full elliptical springs of the usual t)'pe. The
equalization system consists of semi-elliptical springs placed

over tlie Ijoxes and connected through short center pivoted

cast-steel equalizers

trucks with 6-in. by 11 -in. journals.



Shop Practice
A FURNACE FOR CASEHARDENING WITH

CYANIDE
BY E. T. SPIDV

The number of parts which must l;e casehardened in a

railroad shop is so great tliat any system wliich would reduce

the time required \)y the old l)one pack method and yet enable

the work to be turned out in quantities would be useful.

The cyanide ciisehardening furnace, described in the fol-

lowing, requires that the material be inserted for between 30
minutes and one hour, according to the depth of hardening

desired, and the results are as good as those obtained by the

bone pack method.

The furnace consists essentially of a cast iron bo.\, which is

set into a chamljer lined with firelirick. The interior shape

of the lining follows the outline of the cast iron pot, leaving

a space 5 in. wide all around it, to allow the flame from the

Furnace for Cyanide Hardening Whkh Protects the Operator
from Fumes

oil burner to circulate completely around it. The casing for

the bricks is of cast iron, with a top plate made in two pices

so as to facilitate rebricking when necessary. A fuel oil

burner is inserted in one corner, the flame Ijeing directed

around and imderneath the box. The box is half filled with

cyanide of potassium, which becomes a liquid on being

heated. The articles to be hardened are placed in a per-

forated cage made of J^-s-in. steel plate and lowered into the

melted cyanide by means of the pulley and handwheel, at-

tached through the hood. It must be lorne in mind that

cyanide gases are poisonous and need to be carefully guided

away from the operator. In this design the top of the hood is

connected to the smoke exhaust system, whicli anipl)' takes

care of the fumes.

By reference to the drawing it will be seen that there is

a trolley and track placed on top of the furnace proper. When
loading, the perforated cage stands on the trolley outside the

hood, with tlie sliding front door of the hood closed. The

articles are placed in this box in such a manner that the

cyanide will reach only the parts required to be hardened.

Thus, pins are stood on blocks so that the thread does not

enter the cyanide (the height of the cyanide can be readily

noted from the discoloration line on the cage).

When the perforated cage is fully loaded, the front sliding

door is raised and the trolley pushed into the hood till the

hook of the lifting cable engages the handle of the cage. The
I-andwheel outside is now turned until tlie cable raises the

cage and contents, which are then held in suspension by the

rrtchet and pawl on the handwheel shaft. The trolley is next

pulled out and the front sliding hood door closed. Then the

sl'd'ng doors between the rails on the top plate, which cover

the tcj) of the cyanide pot itself, are opened and by means of

the handwheel tlie cage is lowered into the melted c}'anide.

.After the specified time of immersion, the proceedings are

reversed and the articles removed and plunged into cold water.

It will be seen that this metliod is absolutely safe for the

worker, inasmuch as he cannot possibly come into contact

with the gases.

The method is entirely successful and effects a marked
saving over the l>one pack method or systems by which the

articles are treated piece Ijy piece. By adding about one

pound of new c>-anide per day, the total amount in the box

remains about constant.

SAND BLAST FOR CLEANING FLUE
SHEETS
BY M. K.

The necessit}' of thoroughly cleaning flue sheets before

welding with the electric arc has led to the development of

a special sand lilasting machine for doing the work, which is

shown in the illustration.

The reservoir has a capacity of about 100 lb. of sand and

A Handy Sand Blasting Apparatus

!s fitted at the top with an air gage, an mlet valve D, an
exliaust valve A and a filling ])lug B. A two-in. Street ell

in the lower head serves as an outlet for the sand. The

91
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nozzle, which imparts velocity to the sand is made of '4-m.
pipe, witli the end from which the air escapes drawn down
to an internal diameter of ^4 '*> The sand used should be
passed through a No. 8 sieve and should be free from dust.

The method of using the device is as follows: The valve
A is opened to relieve any pressure on the reservoir and the

plug B is removed. The reservoir is then filled with sand,
the plug replaced and the valve A closed. The hose C is

attached to the air supply line and valve D opened, admit-
ting 5-lb. pressure to the reservoir, which is sufficient to

force sand to the point E. The valve D is then closed and
valve F opened, sand being forced through the nozzle G
against the flue sheet. To stop the apparatus it is only
necessary to close the valve F and open the valve .1, relieving

the pressure in the reservoir.

The entire apparatus is placed in the firebox when in use.

While using this device the workman is protected bv a canvas
hood with a mica window and also by a respirator.

THE EFFICIENCY ENGINEER?
BY GULF

[The following incidents are true, and happened not many
years ago. For very good reasons they were withheld from
print, but may now be released.—Editor.]

I am not an efficiency engineer, nor the .son of an efficiency

engineer, though, like most men, I flatter myself that I

know something of efficiency and a little of engineering, but

much less in proportion to what there is to be known than I

once thought. For a great many years it has been my
practice to visit railway shops to study their methods and,

sometimes to make recommendations. I do not think that

I ever entered a shop in which, at the end of the first half

day, I did not have a list of scores of things that seemed
to demand an immediate revolution. Many of the practices

I found were so bad, so left-handed, such blatant evidences

of inefficiency, that I often wondered how the man, or men,
who were responsiljle for them could hold their jobs. Some-
times the list increased in length during the second half day,

sometimes it fell off, oftener it remained stationary. The
second day I usually began to see clearer and reasons ap-

peared for the left-handedness and seemingly awkward in-

efficiency. The longer I staj'ed and the closer I looked,

the more apparent the reasons and the less in need of a

revolution did things seem; at the end of a week my formid-

able list of the first half day had usually dwindled to noth-

ing, or nearly so, and I felt like taking oft' my hat to the

men in charge for accomplishing what they did. Rank in-

efficiency in one place may be a model of efficiency in an-

otlier, because of the change in local conditions, it is use-

less to try to recommend changes until all of the local con-

ditions have been studied and learned. Perhaps efficiency

engineers do this, 1 don't know, but a mighty good rule to

follow in studying a shop is to ask questions and make no
suggestions, at least not until the stock of questions is ex-

hausted, and then it won't take long to make the sugges-

tions, because usually there will be so few of them.

Of course, nothing is ever as well done as it might be

under ideal conditions, with perfect men and perfect

machines, but this comliination has not yet crossed ni)- path,

and so I pin my faith to the men who are making bricks

without straw, and getting good results out of the materials

available. It is alwa)'S well to remember that suggestions

are easily made and the less a man knows of prevailing con-

ditions, the more prolific will be his capacity to make sug-

gestions. This is purely a statement of personal capacity

and may not apply to the sublimated capabilities of pro-

fessional suggestors, but I think it will hold fairly true

for the ordinary man whose mind works along the ordinary

channels followed by his fellows of a fair average intel-

ligence.

* * * *

Speaking of efficiency men leads me to consider some of

their ways. I believe there has been some comment as to

their want of tact. Here is a true tale. A railway had a

big undertaking on its hands and had a big man to under-
take it. Certain plans were approved by the executive and
urged by his suliordinates as being just about the proper
tlimgs to follow. But the big man, who was not too big to

scrutinize details, suggested certain changes that reduced
the cost of execution by just the snug little sum of $451,-

000. The revised plan was executed and when put in opera-

tion worked satisfactorily and with ever increasing economy.
But the efficiency engineers by the score began to tell the

president that they could save no end of dollars by re-

organization, and they persisted so in their importunities

that he, the president, came to think that there must be a

lot in it because they all said so. So he engaged a group
of seven of them to look into the details of the work of this

big man, and some of the other big men on the line. It

was a tough job, because a big man is usually an efficient

man and things looked hard for the professional efficiency

men. It was hard for them even to suggest improvements,

Ijut like labor leaders the\' had to do something to hold their

jobs. So the cliief of the w-hole crowd, with a big reputation,

went out one night with one of his stop-watch assistants,

and in prowling around the cinder pit between one and two
o'clock in the morning, when work was slack and there

were no engines to be cleaned, but the men had to be there,

found four "Hunkies" apparently asleep. Quietly they set

up the camera and, flash !—a picture was taken of the de-

linquent four. The flash aroused the four, and the two
efficiency men fled for their lives. But the picture went to

the president to sliow him liow the big man's efficiency could

be improved. Wonderful, wasn't it?

Somev/here I have read of a question as to the honesty of

this new breed of interlopers. For example, in a big plant

a foundry was built. It was a good one and well designed.

But after it was placed in operation, the superintendent

scrutinized the cupola and felt that it could be improved.

So he called in experts and they, including the builders of

the cupola, concluded that better results would be obtained

if it were to be lowered 36 inches. Plans were made to

make the change; but it isn't easy to make such a change

when there is a demand for castings, and tliere is a melt

every day. Meanwhile the efficiency men were hot on the

trail and eager to justify their existence by a suggestion.

One of them was in the foundry with a stop-watch keep-

ing tab on the time one of the men was spending in the

toilet, when the foreman incidentally remarked that it was
the intention to improve the cupola by lowering it 36 in.

Ah, ah! there you are! The next day a report was ren-

dered to the president stating that the present cupola was
very inefficient and that it would be greatly improved by

being lowered 36 in. Honest, isn't it? If it is, then Heaven
guard us from the honest man.

* + * *

By the way, there is an interesting .sequel to the sleeping

"Hunkies." One of the same lot of efficiency men was de-

tailed to watch the coal consumption on a certain engine

test. He was to keep track of all local conditions and be

on the engine at all times. A railway officer who was not

an efficiency man, happening around and wanting to go

where the train was going, took to the caboose and there,

comfortably wrapped up on one of the bunks and snoring

soimdly was the efficiency man who was supposed to be an

alert of the alerts and on the locomotive. He was em-

ployed by the very man who photographed the sleeping
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Hunkies. Ah, woe is me when such tales are told of the

very elect. But the question arises, who was the more in-

efficient, the Hunkey at $1.50 per day who seemed to sleep

when there was nothing to do, or the efficiency man at ten

times the Hunkey's rate who was asleep when he was paid

for being wide awake and very alert?
* * * *

One more story of the efficiency man and I am through.

After taking photographs of the tops of every tender on

the line and ascertaining that there were three brooms and
two shovels going to waste at a cost of two dollars, in ex-

change for the forty that it cost to photograph them, they

tackled the aprons between the tenders and locomotives as

a fruitful source of waste and inefficiency. They photo-

graphed them every one and measured the diameter of every

hole and the width of ever)- crack that existed in all these

aprons, and then made an estimate of the amount of coal

that could he lost through these manifold openings. Each
hole and crack was credited with its own quota of the num-
ber of ounces of coal per minute that would sift through.

It was frightful, it was terrific, it was a waste of unparalleled

immensity. Step and 'consider. Hundreds of locomotives,

each with one or more streams of pure coal, coal containing

14,500 B. t. u. per pound, flowing through the aprons. Did
the president "trun a fit?" Did the coal agent sit up all

night? I don't know, but they ought to have done so if

they didn't; for when the figures, authentic figures of the

efficiency men, mind you, were sent to the superintendent

of motive power he took notice and a pencil, and the re-

sult of this combination of notice and pencil was that in

about two minutes—you see, he had to be efficient now, to

stop the waste—he learned that in a year this awful waste

of coal tliat had been certified to by the efficiency men had
covered, or ought to have covered, the whole four hundred
miles of the road with this precious coal to a depth of

1 1 ft. I haven't heard as to whether he wired his results

to the president and asked for a special appropriation for

rotary snow ploys to dig the road out, or whether from sheer

chagrin at the discovery of their own inefficiency all hands

were silent and let the grass grow and the tracks lie on this

bed of coal, knowing that it was there and available for in-

stant use whenever the present supply may fail.

By the way, I forgot to mention that after the photo-

graphing of the Hunkies and the disclosure of the leaky

aprons, the big man who cut a half million off his shop

costs and whose figures for locomotive repairs are the envy

of his fellows, decided that he had had enough and resigned,

and I am wondering what the road has gained by the trans-

action as a whole.
* * * *

These, to be sure, are trifles, little things, mere incidents

in the all-embracing scheme of economy and efficiency. If

ever there were a lot of men who dwelt in magnificent gen-

eralities and equally magnificent figures, it is the efficiency

men, who save from $1,000,000 a day down, and who think

they can prove anything. But really doesn't the efficiency

man fill Josh Billings' definition of an enthusiast? "An
enthusiast," says Josh, "is a man who can prove ten times

as much as anybody will believe and believes ten times as

much as he can prove." Then why, if they can do so much,

why photograph a sleeping Hunkey?
* * * *

To the onlooker, the man in the street who thinks and
discriminates, it seems strange, and the strangeness makes
it seem impossible, that butchers and bakers and candle-

stick makers, to say nothing of lawj'ers, are so very much
more wise and capable and honest than the men who have

worked their way to the top by dint of hard labor and

despite hard knocks; that they, without any very intimate

acquaintanceship with details, can tell the men in charge

how to do their work all along the line. To me it doesn't

look altogether reasonable and I merely ask, is it?

TURNING BOLTS IN A BOLT CUTTER
BY- ARTHUR J. HUMPHREY

.\n arrangement of a double-head bolt cutter which has

effected a considerable saving in the making of fitted bolts

is shown in the illustration. The left hand carriage of the

machine has been fitted with a feed screw geared to the main
driving gear and in the die head are threading dies which

have had the threads ground off and the outer corners rounded

for a cutting edge, thus making an eft'ective turning head.

The right hand head has the standard threading die.

The frame bolts, saddle bolts, etc., are forged in quantities,

of various lengths and sizes, and are brought to the special

bolt cutter, where a helper turns the ends to the proper size

in the left hand head and threads them in the right. After

setting the heads to the proper sizes and the stops to open

Double- Head Bolt Cutter Which Turns and Threads Ends of Fitted

Bolts

for the desired length of cut, the bolts can be threaded rapidly

as the operation is performed with a minimum amount of

handling.

The threaded bolts are kept in stock and when they are

needed it is only necessary to screw a hollow threaded center

over the end of the bolt, catch the head in the lathe chuck and
turn the bolts to the proper size.

The single head machines will do the same work, but of

course the dies must be changed and more handling of the

bolts is necessary. With this special arrangement a helper

and a bolt cutter will produce as much and as good work as

an expensive automatic turret lathe operated by a skilled

machinist.

PNEUMATIC CARRIER

Pneumatic carriers for conveying messages from one point

to another are being used with success in many railroad shops

and terminals. A simple arrangement of conveyor and re-

ceiver which can be made at any shop is shown in the sketch.

The pipe line, which is placed underground, is made of Zyi-

in. wrought iron pipe. The brass collar on the end of the

pipe is held in place by a jamb nut. The interrupted thread

liolds the cap, which can be tightly clamped by a slight twist

that causes the lugs to grip the thread. Air from a com-

[iressed air line is carried to a conveniently located stop cock,

which is connected through rubber hose to the cap.

The case in which the messages are transported consists

of two leather cylinders, one of which fits inside the other,

the body of the outer cylinder being somew'hat smaller than
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the inside diameter of the pipe, but having a base which is

a fairly close fit in tlie tube. The receiver, which is placed in

line with the end of the pipe and catches the carriers, has a

small hole in the closed end to eliminate rebound of the case.

When the carrier is not in use, the cap is placed to one side.

When a message is to be sent the carrier is inserted, the cap

put in place and the stop cock opened. After sufficient time

Ont Thus. Q Leather

Details of Message Carrier

has elapsed for the me"sage to reach die other end of the

line (one to two minutes), the air is turned off and the cap
removed. The chief application of the carrier system has

been in sending reports from the inspection pit to the round-

house office, but there are numerous other uses to which the

device may be put.

PROLONGING THE LIFE OF FIREBOXES
BY D.\N1EL CLEARY

Sao Antonio & Aransas Pass. San AiHonio, Texas

Boilers are like men. They have to be given the proper

care if long life and useful service are to be gotten out of

them. Locomotives all have feed pipes that deliver water

from the injector, somewhere near the surface of the water

in the Ijoiler. This is for the definite purpose of heating

and mi.xing the comparatively cold water from the injector

with the hot water in the boiler as much as possible. If

cold water were run in at the bottom, being heavier for a

given volume than warm water, the chances are it would lie

there, cutting down the circulation and causing unequal ex-

pansion in the sheets.

What is tlie general practice in the average roundhouse

with regard to filling boilers ? An engine comes in the house

and stands around for an hour or so. Some light running

repairs are in progress, when along comes an order for an
engine as soon as possible. The fire-up man is told to "fire

her up at once." He climbs up and looks at the glass and
tries the gage cock, but can't find any water. This is only

natural as it has been standing around some time after the

fire was knocked out.. The engine is wanted in a hurry and
the fire-up man knows that he must get it out so he tells

the boiler washer to "fill her up through the blow-off cock."

There can be but one result from such treatment. Did
you ever notice firebox sheets cracked opposite the blow-off

cocks? The ne.xt time you see cracks in this location, look

around and see how the boilers are Ijeing filled.

A period of 10 to 14 months of filling with cold water

through the blow-off cocks will crack sheets so they will need

plu.gging for cracks from lA in. to IJ/2 in. long, whereas if

the boiler were filled in the proper way, it would run for

five or six years under fair water conditions. Oil-burning

locomotives especially should be guarded closely when wash-

ing and filling, as it takes from 10 to 12 hours for the brick

work to cool.

Frequently washout plugs are found on the bottom of the

boiler shell about 10 in. from the front flue sheet. This has

always been an eyesore to the writer. The boiler washer

puts his nozzle in this hole and ties it to the brake cylinder

or some other convenient location and lets the water run and

as the water is running in but one direction, it merely cleans

out a narrow path so that eventually it is necessarj- to take

out 15 or 20 tubes to wash mud from the bottom of the

shell. A belly washout plug like this should be patched

and washout holes put in on the right and left side of the

boiler above the guides; then the boiler washer may stand

outside where he can hold the nozzle and throw the water

all over the bottom of the shell. Anyone who has ever had
the job of tapping out a boiler plug hole in this location

will agree that it is a job that will tn.' the patience of a saint.

Where it is the practice to use cold water for boiler wash-

ing or water but slightly heated from a small steam pipe

leading into the washout nozzle, the boiler washers and
others filling boilers get careless and do not realize the dam-
age they do to the fireboxes. As the damage does not show

up right away, they give in to the pressure of getting en-

gines back to work in a hurry. The only safe way to hurry

up boiler washing is to use a hot water boiler washing and
filling system. The boilers can then be cooled down, not too

rapidly, through the feed pipes, but washed out and refilled

with hot water, hurr\-ing the job along about as fast as

possible.

A TOOL FOR FORMING ROD BUSHINGS
BY H. C. GILLESPIE

The lathe tool shown below has been designed especially

for turning rod bushings and is so constructed that it fits

in the carriage of the lathe instead of in the tool post. The
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Tool Which Bores and Turns Rod Bushings In One Operation

holder carries two bars with inserted cutters held by set

screws. By using this device and finishing the inside and
outside of bushings at the same time, the work is performed

nearly twice as fast as when a single tool is used.



Some Information on Arc Welding
The Effect of Varying Current on the Structure

of the Weld, and Efficiency of Heat Utihzation

BY F. G. De SAUSSURE
Engineer, Siemund-Wenzel Electric Welding Co.

THE priniLiry oljject of welding is to join together or repair

parts that require strength, and therefore a question of

prime importance is: How strong is a joint made by the

electric welding process? In answering the question it must
first be assumed that the weld is to be machined to the original

section, for it is evident that by the mediod of reinforcing,

welds can be produced that are stronger than the parts joined,

Fig. 1

merely by virtue o! increased cross-section. The results of

two hundred specimens show the following average results in

pounds per square inch:

Original.
Elastic limit 46,900
Ultimate strength 61,500

Welded.
45,600
48,585

The above specimens were bars of 1 54 -in. by J'g-in. struc-

tural steel gripped 18 in. apart. The pieces to be welded
were beveled on both sides as shown in Fig. 1.

STRUCTURE OF WELDED JOINTS

Sample cross-sections cut from test pieces electrically

welded were magnified and photographed, and show tiie fol-

lowing characteristics

:

In Fig. 2, A, -A section of the metal entirely remote from

F)g. 2A—Section Through Test Piece at a Point Unaffected by the

Heat
Fig. 2B—Metal of the Piece Where Affected by the Heat

the joint was taken, and shows tlie natural "grain" of the

iron; this should form the basis for comparison, as it has not

been subject to the action of the arc. The effect of the heat

will be seen by a careful inspection of B in the same figure.

The more pronounced darkened laminations show the pearlite

more distinctly, but there is no indication that the material

has been overheated. The pearlite areas show the effect of

the heat, but the arrangement may have been caused by the

gradual annealing of the metal as it cooled after the weld.

The welding material itself is clearly shown in Fig. 3.

The section w-as taken from the position indicated by the

circle on the adjacent sketch, and a very distinct line marks
the joining of the added metal to the original. The very

dark patches indicate the presence of o.xides, which results

in a poor weld, as there is practically no adherence between
the original and the weld when the oxide is present. This
sample was made with a current of between 90 and 100
amperes and the o.\ide is undoubtedly the result of too low
current and therefore insufficient heat used in the process.

Increasing the current results in a better weld, illustrated

in Fig. 4, which was made with a current of about 125 am-
peres. Note that the oxide patches have diminished in size

to small particles. The metal adjacent to the weld still pos-

sesses the laminated structure as was noted in Fig. 2, indi-

cating that the heat w-as not great enough to harm the metal.

Still bettei results are shown in Fig. 5, and it is now hard

Fig. 3—Section of a Weld Showing the Effect of Too Low Current

to distinguish between the added metal and the original.

This sample was made with a current between 150 and 160
amperes, and is perfect. The original metal, it should be
noted, has now given up some of its laminated structure and
therefore a point has been reached where a further increase
of current will burn the metal.

EFFICIENCY OF HEAT UTILIZATION

It may be of some interest to calculate the heat efficiency

of the process. A current of 155 amperes at 20 volts liberates

3,100 watt-hours per hour; this is equal to 3,100 times
3.4 12=; 10,5 7 7 B. t. u. per hour liberated at the arc. A fair

rate of use of welding metal is two pounds per hour, which
is raised to a temperature of 3,900 deg. C, this being the tem-
perature at the positive side of an arc. This is equivalent to

7.052 deg. F., or 6,982 deg. above room temperature (70 deg.)
which, multiplied by the specific heat of iron, 0.1165, gives

813 B. t. u. per pound, or 1,626 for the two pounds used per
hour, to which should be added the latent heat of fusion for

two pounds of iron, 109 B. t. u., giving 1,735 B. t. u. required

to fuse the two pounds of iron and raise it to 3,900 deg. C.

We have shown that the energ\' actually expended at the arc

was 10,577 B. t. u., so the thermal efficiency of the process

95
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is l,73S-^-10,577^16 per cent. This may seem rather low,

but it is far higher than the efficiency of the gas weld process,

which is in turn much greater than that of a blacksmith's

forge.

Starting with the electrode and work cool, it is reasonable

to say that the heat should be supplied at a greater rate than

when the weld is in progress. However, the time required

is so short that this item may be disregarded. The length

and resistance of the arc vary continually, owing to imavoid-

able motion of the electrode, and it is important to maintain

a steady current in spite of such fluctuations, to insure the

temperature remaining sufficiently high to obtain perfect

fusion; otherwise some particles may pass over burned, while

still others will not be at tlie fusion temperature, producing

a w-eld of uncertain quality, as shown in Fig. 3, previously

discussed.

Probably due to the fact that the carbon arc has been

longer in use and is more easily investigated, comparatively

little is known of the metallic arc. One of the most striking

features of the metallic arc as used for welding is that the

deposit of metal is opposed to the flow of current; the operator

holding the negative electrode while the positive wire is at-

tached to the work. The reason for this is that most of the

heat of an arc is generated at the positive pole. A study of

Fig. 6 will more fully illustrate the relationship. The pencil

electrode being of far less mass than the piece being worked

on, less heat is required to bring it to fusion, consequently

a good distribution of heat is obtained by making it the nega-

tive pole.

The apparent length of the arc, as viewed through the

welding glasses, is }i to 3-16 in., but by referring to Fig.

6 it will be noted that the molten terminals of the arc glow

to such an extent that they appear to be parts of the arc itself.

There is a continuous flow of molten particles from the pencil

to the work, producing a metallized air gap which, when the

arc is projected upon a screen, shows interesting results; it

moves about, always taking the path of least resistance, and

its color spectrum indicates that practically every substance

coming under its influence is instantly volatilized.

EFFECTS OF THE LIGHT

The brilliance of the light and the prominence of actinic

rays renders the arc highly injurious to the e}'es if they are

not properly protected. That a careful operator's eyes are

-m Mi

Fig. A—Sections of a Weld Made with 126 Amperes

not affected by tlie light as viewed through a welding shield

is evidenced by the fact that men who Ivdve done such work

for years do not seem to suffer any ill results. The careless

operator, usually a beginner, suffers painful effects from

"flashes'' caused by drawing the arc without having a shield

over the eyes. A good remedy for such an injury is the appli-

cation of hot tea leaves with a few drops of witch-hazel on

a bandage over the eyes; also wash them with a mild solution

of boracic acid.

It is a mistake to use a shield having too light colored

glass; one result is that the operator's eyes become fatigued

due to the brilliance of the light, and he continually draws a

longer arc without realizing it. The glasses should be of

such density that sunlight is barely visible through them.

Two red and one green glass make a good combination.

The operator soon learns that exposed skin is acted on

by the light in a manner similar to sunburn, but much more
rapidly, the exposed part blistering and peeling after a few

minutes of exposure. He should not only be careful of him-

self in that respect, but should caution any other person

within range to keep his sleeves rolled down and his wrists

covered.

RATE OF WELDING

Welding is usually accomplished more quickly by the elec-

tric arc than by any other process and we give here some
examples for illustration:

A full set of locomotive flues, 36 superheater and 256
254-in. flues have been welded in 12 hours and 30 min. by

/=!"

' B
Fig. 5—Section of a Weld Made with a Current Between 150 and 160

Amperes

one operator. The 36 superheater flues were completed in

three hours, or at the rate of 12 an hour. The 256 boiler

flues were welded in 9 hrs. and 8 min., or at the rate of 27

per hour. Twelve leaks developed and required 20 min. to

reweld. On the superheater flues 175 amperes were used

with 20 volts at the arc, using S-32-in. electrodes. On the

smaller flues a J^-in. electrode and 125 amperes were used

with 20 volts at the arc.

In a series of tests on ^^-^-in. boiler plates, an average speed

of 2 ft. per hour, on work in a downward position or at the

sides, was maintained. On overhead work 1.8 ft. an hour
was averaged. Calculations from seven pieces of J4"i"- cast

steel showed an average of .83 ft. per hour.

When a welder is at work, his time may be divided into

three parts: cleaning, welding and renewing electrodes. Re-
peated timing indicates that lO'j rain, out of every hour is

consumed in renewing electrodes and an average of four min.

an hour is taken up in the use of the wire brush. The amount
of metal deposited in an hour depends largely upon the class

of work. To give some idea of this important item, the fol-

lowing table has been compiled:
Lb. of electrode

Class of uork. Amperes, used per hour.

H-in. boiler plate, downward 135 2.46
l|-in. boiler plate, overhead 140 2.23
K-in. cast steel, downward 150 3.12
Extra heavy shapes 175 3.28

AMOUNT OF METAL REQUIRED

It should be noted, however, that weight of electrodes

used does not represent the actual weight of metal applied,
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for about 26 per cent is wasted in the stub ends and there

is some metal lost in the process. The waste per hundred

pounds, based on a price of 6^2 cents per pound for elec-

trodes, is $1.69, minus the scrap value of electrode stubs.

At this point, however, a note of warning should be sounded.

Burning the electrode too near to the handle is a bad prac-

tice, while too long an electrode is also likely to result in a

poor weld.

Considerably more metal must be put into a weld than is

represented by the volume of the opening between the pieces.

The percentage varies with the thickness of the metal. Fof
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Fig. 6— Conditions Incident to the Use of the Metal Electrode

54-in. plate add 54 per cent to the volume of the opening

but add only 41 per cent for 3/^-in. plates. The following

example illustrates the calculation:

Boiler plates ^-i-in. thick with a 4-ft. crack beveled out

to 45 deg. on each side and left open J^-in. at the bottom as

shown in Fig. 7. The total volume of the 4-ft. opening with

a cross section as shown in the figure is 8.96 cu. in. This
would require 2.56 lb. of steel to fill it, to which must be

added 41 per cent, as explained previously, making a total

of 3.6 lb., which must be applied. This, however, does not

represent the weight of the electrodes used, as 26 per cent

is wasted in stub ends; the total weight of electrodes required,

allowing for this weight, is 4.54 lb. At the rate of 2 ft. an

Ftg. 7—Plates Prepared for Welding

Fig. 8—Welding Completed

hour, given above, the piece should be completed in two
hours; and according to the rate given in the table of 2.26 lb.

of electrodes per hour, the time required should be 1.84 hours;

it will be noted that the figures agree very closely. It is

probable, however, that the welding would be somewhat
slower than just indicated, as it is doubtful if the operator

could maintain such a speed continuously for a period of two
hours.

The extra metal required over the volume of the open-
ing can be explained by reference to Fig. 8, which illus-

trates the completed weld. The segments ABC and D E F
add a large percentage to the estimated volume, and some
metal is thrown out in the form of sparks, the percentage

wasted being greater on heav'j- work.

NOTES ON ROUNDHOUSE SUPERVISION
BY JOHN F. LONG

.\n old foreman once told me that the secret of success in

handling a roundhouse lay in having "someone responsible
for each small detail of tlie work." The foreman in charge
is responsible for the proper performance of the men under
him, but he cannot personally follow up each small detail of
the entire roundhouse. It is, therefore, essential to detail the
smallest operation to someone, giving him instructions on
just what are his duties and, above all, being quite sure he
understands the results expected.

If care is used in making this clear to a man, he enters

into the performance of his assignment with a feeling that
he is a party to a big undertaking, not merely filling in the
hours of service necessary to earn a few dollars. More is

gained by interesting a man in the work than by driving him.
We are all human.
The writer spent six montlis in the Twenty-second Kansas

Volunteers in the Spanish American war, a portion of this

time being spent on special duty. He was given an oppor-
tunity to study from the point of view of a private soldier

and a non-commissioned officer, the system of handling the

men. The most impressive feature of this system was the

obedience to the army regulations. All were thoroughly in-

structed daily in the regulations and a large per centage fell

into a natural habit of obeying them without a thought. The
men also expected the officers to enforce the laws. Everyone
admires a large body of soldiers drilling, admires the way
the men move in unison. There are no loud confusing com-
mands or signs of e.xcitement. This is explained by the fact

that each individual knows exactly what is expected of him,
as do the officers in charge. In fact, the men become so pro-

ficient that a private soldier could suddenly be called from
the ranks to perform the duties of an ofiicer.

Another outstanding feature of the army organization is

the abundance of supervision. In a company of over 100
men, one soldier out of each eight is a non-commissioned
officer who is assigned various duties and responsibilities and
given a few dollars more than the private soldier. This does
not weaken the company in any way, as these men carry the

same kind of equipment, march in the same files with the

soldiers and shoot just as fast. From this an object lesson

can be drawn: ample supervision without weakening the

ranks.

A foreman who assigns himself to the duty of being re-

sponsible for each small movement in the roundhouse, thereby
educating his men to wait on him for instructions before
making a move, makes a miserable failure of the job and
lives in an atmosphere of trouble and delays. Rather educate
the men each day to be more self-reliant. Then the work
will move with precision, even though the attention of the

foreman is necessarily centered in other directions for hours
or days. One officer was heard to remark: "Yes, I visited

Blank terminal the other day and I found everything moving
off with regularity, the place was clean and tidy, but the

thing that impressed me was the fact that the foreman, due
to the illness of a member of the family, had been absent from
the roundhouse a week."

It need hardly be said that here was a foreman who had
taught his men to have confidence in themselves. One fore-

man was heard to say to his night foreman: "Billy, you have
been chosen for the position of night foreman from among
5'our shop-mates because we feel that you will make good.

Now, anytime I can do anything for you, remember that I

am willing to do it, no matter what it is; but I must work
tomorrow and should liave rest. Meet anv emergency that

you may be confronted with during the night, and if in the

end it proves that your judgment was wrong, we will talk it

over and you will not do it again." Need it be added that

this night foreman made good?

What about the day foreman? \\'ell, I heard the superin-
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tendent of motive power say he was the best foreman on the

system.

Do not construe this to mean that the foreman should turn

his back on the details of the work; he should rather dig into

the details of the work until the men are trained to the point

where they will relieve him of the minor details. This will

then give him an opportunity to concentrate his attention on

the things which are giving him trouble and delaymg the

work. One morning a certain shop foreman, feeling that he

had everything abo\'e possible criticism met the writer in front

of one of the machines of the shop and began explaining what

a good output he was getting from this machine; machining

the product from rough to finished with six operations, com-

pleting so many in one day, and wound up b\' saying, with

the air of a man who was perfectly satisfied with himself,

"Can you beat it?"

"Yes," I replied, "that certainly looks good, but why don't

you double it and cut down the number of operations?" The
first important improvement was suggested by the operator of

the machine. One officer, on being informed of the small

operation eliminated, thought it too small to consider, Imt it

was too late to stop this department; they were aroused, and

as a final result this machine today is finishing the same piece

in three operations instead of six and the output has been

doubled.

METHOD OF MAKING TUBE EXPANDERS
BY F. W. SEELERT

Ordinarily tube expanders are made by turning up a solid

blank to the desired shape and then slitting it into sections

on the milling machine. At the Soo Line's Shoreham shops

in ilinneapolis, Minn., these expanders are made from bev-

eled bar stock. Suitable size stock is selected and blocks

sawed off as shown at 5 and T. These are the blanks with

which the operation is started, and they are clamped in the

mandrels shown at C and D and held in place by set screws

in an iron ring. After the set screws have been tightened

down and the blanks made secure the mandrel is placed

between lathe centers and the sections faced off to the correct

Mandrels Used in Making Tube Expanders

length. For the smaller sizes it is very handy to use a double

tool holder for facing both ends at tlie same time, especially

when the expanders are made in large quantities. This in-

sures absolute uniformity in length.

After being faced on the ends, the sections are placed in

the mandrels ,-1 and B. The clamps and washers shown at

the top and bottom of these mandrels are tightened down to

hold the blanks in place. A series of sharp grooves will be

noted on the inside face of the washers. These are for the

purpose of holding the ends of the blanks in place. This

mandrel is put in a lathe and the blanks are turned to the

exact contour of the mandrels. These mandrels are turned
from a solid piece of carbon tool steel, the recesses being
-lotted out of the solid piece to receive the blanks. The
mandrel for making superheater expanders has six slots,

while the standard tube mandrel has four; each mandrel will,

tlierefore, accommodate half of a set of sections for a finished

expander of either kind. After finishing, the mandrels
<ire carefully hardened and drawn. At E is shown a cast

iron chuck used in holding the section of superheater ex-

panders while they are being bored on the inside to fit the

taper expanding pin. The sections are held in the chuck by
the clamp ring /', which screws on to the thread to be seen

on the outside of the chuck. The whole chuck is screwed

on the end of a lathe spindle and the taper hole is then drilled

and accurately finished to fit a pattern, in order to insure

interchangeability of all the sections. This operation is

performed on the superheater expanders only. Tlie smaller

sizes of expander blocks are finished on the inside on a mill-

ing machine, using a suitable jig and radius cutter. After

these operations are completed, all that is necessar)- is to re-

move the burrs and sharp corners and the sections are ready

for hardening.

The saving effected b\- this method over the old method
of turning up a solid blank and slotting is about 68 per cent

for small expanders and about 40 per cent for superheater

expanders.

DEVICE FOR REBORING DISTRIBUTING
VALVES

BY E. S. REARDON

The illustrations show a device for reboring the equalizing

cliamber of distributing valves, which was designed and built

by the writer. The tool bar E is carried in a guide and has

on one end a swivel nut B, w-hich fits over a collar on the end

0^ ^nn
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Equalizing Chamber Boring Machine

of the feed screw A. The boring tool B extends through a

slot in the bar and is held !)> the wedge C. W'hen the bar is

rotated it is fed as desired by turning the handwheel on the

end of the feed screw. The device is held central by the pins

Boring Machine in Position

F and is secured to the distributing valve body by a small

C-clamp as shown. This device has proved economical in the

Rutland shops at Rutland, Vt.. and may be found useful

elsewhere.



A Foreman Who Fired Himself
A Story Dealing with the Handling of Men; How
Thomas Carleton Called the Master Mechanic's Bluft

SINCE the days when John McNally had been suc-

ceeded by Tom Carleton at the Greenfield roundhouse
of the V. & A, Z. things had been running with in-

creasing sniootluiess, but today there was an engine off the

track in the inner circle. Nothing unusual about this, as

once in so often, no matter what roundhouse you visit, you
will find an engine off the track in the circle. Engines

seem to have a way of climbing the rail as they move off

the turntable. The thing that was unusual in this par-

ticular mstance, and that makes it worth a place in the

chronicles of the Greenfield "roundhouse gossip," is that

the engine had been off for almost an hour.

No less than 20 men were jumping around the Con-
solidation on this bright, but cold January day. To an
onlooker it seemed as though each man spent most of his

time getting out of the other fellow's way as they followed

the directions of a man on one side of the engine wearing

street clothes and a white collar. He evidently was not the

general foreman as there was no evidence of roundhouse

soot and grease on his clothes. When you noted the efforts

of the men to hide their grins as, at each fresh move, the

engine got another pair of wheels off the track, you were

sure that he was someone in authority.

Suddenly, from the off side of the engine a new actor

appeared in the scene.

"Here! What's going on. About two dozen of you

fellows get back on your jobs in the house. Tony, you

and Casey Jones, stay and take that frog up."

It was a deep voice, pleasant in tone, yet commanding,
from the other side of the engine, and the two men in

overalls did as directed without question. They recognized

the voice of Big Tom Carleton, the general foreman who
had captained them in many a winter's fray.

The man in the white collar was evidently taken by sur-

prise. He looked up and his face bore a mi.xture of

chagrin and anger that was not a pleasant thing to see.

Tom, who had been home to dinner, had come back by

way of the coal wharf and the outbound tracks, and there-

fore approached on the opposite side of the engine.

When Tom came around to see how things looked on the

other side he stopped short as his eyes fell on the man in

the white collar. He looked for a moment in mute astonish-

ment. To say that the situation was embarrassing is put-

ting it mildly. Being a man of rare native tact, Tom
realized that the best he could do was to say nothing, which

he did.

The man in tlie white collar was his superior, the re-

cently appointed young master mechanic.

It was nearly time for several passenger engines to leave

the house and with the turntable blocked, things began to

look serious. Without further ceremon}-, Big Tom had the

two men on the ground replace the blocking and the frogs

after his own st_vle, and when this was done in a matter of

five minutes, he told the hostler to "give her steam." The
engine went back on the track as though it were a good

beast who recognized its master's voice.

When the job was done, Tom looked around, but the

master mechanic had disappeared. This proved to be the

first open breach between Tom Carleton and the young

man who had come on the job the previous spring when

the old war horse, Tom Carleton's idol, had been gathered

to the land of his fathers. Just why Tom had not suc-

ceeded to the master mechanicship was a much discussed

question. Tom seemed the logical man for the job, and the

appointment was a surprise to every one. There were whis-

pers about a friend of somebody else's friend "higher up,"

but that's another story.

The new master mechanic had arrived just after his pre-

decessor had died in the late spring. He had kept his

hands off the Greenfield roundhouse until the early fall.

The first indication of friction had come over overhauling

the ash hoists. The ashes from the ash pit were loaded in

cars by a locomotive crane, and one morning while Tom
and the master mechanic were making the rounds Tom
remarked that he was arranging to send this crane to the

back shop for general overhauling. Immediately the mas-
ter mechanic began to ask questions about its condition

and finally suggested they take a look at it. As they

climbed up the little iron ladder and stepped in the narrow

doorway to the engine compartment, they all but upset

the engineer, a careful fellow and extremely neat. He was

up on the coal bin shining up the brass pop valve. Every-

thing was in ship-shape, and the master mechanic could

not see the necessity of giving it a general overhauling

just at that time.

On returning to the office that morning, the M. M. had
spoken rather sharply about the folly of taking anyone's

word for a job as large as overliauling a crane, and took

advantage of the occasion of forcibly calling to Tom's atten-

tion the fact that if he gave more attention to personal in-

spection of some other jobs about the place it would ma-
terially help to reduce running expenses. Tom thought for

a minute and said:

"Well, during one winter, the first that I spent on the

job, we 'got in Dutch' b}- neglecting the crane in the fall

and ever since then we have been gi"ing it a yearly over-

hauling and have not had one failure."

"But why repair it now when it is in good shape," said

the master mechanic. "It's running all right and I don't

see why you can't get through the w-inter with it."

"The very reason I want to take that crane to the shop

js to inspect the parts we are unable to see from the out-

side. You can see what's on the outside every day, but

what's on the inside you can't see unless you take it apart.

Did )-ou notice how neat the whole crane looked? The
engineer is just as interested in getting that machine

through the winter without a breakdown as I am and if

there was anythmg wrong that you could see, he would

have told me about it long ago. We can spare the crane

a week now without any serious delay, but in the winter

time when labor is hardest to get, lose that crane for an

hour and we are up against it."

Big Tom's arguments were of no avail, and the crane

remained in service without its regular annual overhaul-

ing, and the results were just as predicted. During the

very first heavy snow storm, the main center pinion gave

out, which necessitated putting on an extra gang of shovel-

ers whose wages amounted to many times the cost of a

general overhauling of the crane. To make matters worse,

the master mechanic made an investigation and suspended

the engineer for oO days, claiming that the wearing out of

the pinion was due to a lack of necessarv- attention from

99
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the engineer. Tom felt very badly about the entire affair,

but refrained from mentioning it. The master mechanic

thought all the time Tom was simply laughing at him, for

he felt a little guilty. However, he had made a stand and

would back it up, no matter what the cost.

The next tiling that happened to broaden the gulf be-

tween the two men was some work done on the superheater

units of the 4984 one day, when they were short of power.

It seems that this engine had a leaky unit and Tom had
taken them all out for they had been in some time. He
had been criticised very severely for going to all this trouble

when they were so hard up for power, but Tom claimed

that it was fortunate they had done so for they had found

several more that looked suspicious. While going through

the roundhouse in the morning, the master mechanic noticed

only two men working on the re-application of the units

and had suggested putting more men on the job, but Tom
told him they were all the men who could work in the

front end to any advantage.

"Alright," was the reply, "have your own way about it,

but remember we must have that engine for her regular run

tonight at seven o'clock."

In the afternoon, the master mechanic again walked

through the house and saw the same two men working on

the job, so he felt that there was no prospect of getting the

engine out. The verj- next morning as the two made their

regular round of the house, the master mechanic looked

for the 4984, but she was gone, so he asked:

"MTiat time did the 4984 leave the house?"

"I don't know the exact time, but it was around 6:30

—

she was called for seven o'clock.

"Vou mean this morning?" asked the M. M.
"No sir, last night."

The effect of this answ-er was a great surprise, for the

M. M. immediately went "up in the air'' and as much as

called Tom a liar.

"Vou cannot tell me anything like that, for I saw only

two men working on the engine in the afternoon and they

couldn't finish all that work in time to get the engine out

before midnight."

The slur in the M. M.'s remark was unmistakable. Tom
wheeled so that he looked him straight in the eye as he

said: "Come into the office. The clerk is going to give

you the time from the despatcher."

That was yesterday. And now, today, the affair of the

engine off the track had been witnessed by enough of the

force to inake it common propert)-. Conditions had grown

serious and no one knew it better than Tom.

Knowing that the master mechanic, because of his nasty

wav of acting and talking, was totally unfit to be a leader

didn't help matters in the least. He was still the master

mechanic and Tom realized that something was bound to

break before long. One of the hardest things to bear was

his continual reference to the way things were done down

at Muncie, a terminal of the N. & O. Railroad.

At this time Greenfield was visited by a heavy snow

storm, and things were about tied up. For one thing, they

were very short of passenger engines and had nothing in

sight to help out. During the previous fall, Tom had

ordered steam heat and signal equipment on a few of their

freight engines then going through the back shop for gen-

eral repairs. The :NL M. had immediately stopped the

work when he heard of it. He claimed it was entirely a

waste of money for their passenger power was in good con-

dition to go through the winter, but, again as predicted by

Tom, they had reached the point where it was absolutely

necessary now to equip a few good freight engines with

signal and steam heat lines to help out on the hea\7 pas-

senger trains. As this work had to be handled by the

regular roundhouse force in addition to its other regular

work, it caused a serious condition that really resulted in

a "tie up.'' Again Tom came in for the blame, for the

master mechanic claimed he was negligent in not keeping

his passenger power in first-class condition for winter

service.

Yet the M. M. was the very man who refused to permit

general overhauling of several engines, claiming they had
not made nearly as much mileage as engines on the N. & O.,

where the roundhouse service was so good that engines were

kept in road service for at least 18 months.

In order to equip the freight engines for passenger

ser^'ice, it was necessary to work day and night on them,

so Tom remained on duty two dajs and all one night and
the next night till nearly two o'clock. \\'hen he went home,
he was completely worn out, having put in so many long

hours lately, he did not get around to the roundhouse till

about nine o'clock the next morning. The first man he
met was the master mechanic, who immediately inquired

where he had been. Tom told him of the long hours he

had just put in so as to get engines to cover the passenger

trains, expecting that he would receive some commendation
for pulling them out of such a tight place, but imagine

his surprise when the master mechanic seemed very much
displeased and said that the foremen on the N. & O.

always got to work on time, no matter how many hours

overtime they worked. Tom was so disgusted at con-

tinually hearing about the N. & O. that, being nearly worn
out trying to keep the place open, he made up his mind
then and there that he would lay off and visit this wonder-

ful place.

During the day he thought over many plans of how to

make his visit but concluded if he went over as a visiting

foreman, he would only get the good things, so the best

way would be to go over and hire out as a regular work-
man; then he would be in a position to see from the inside

how everything was handled. Before going home that

night, he asked the master mechanic for a leave of absence

of two months which was quickly granted, for the master
mechanic was under the impression that Tom was work-
ing against him and that by having him out of the way,
he could try out some of his own pet theories.

On arrival at Muncie, Big Tom had no trouble in secur-

ing a job as a machinist, and what a surprise for him was his

first day at the new workl Where he had been accustomed

to treating workmen as human beings, he found here that

each man was simply recognized as a "unit" to get some
one job done. Where he had his old roundhouse divided

up by gangs, so that each man knew his place and had
necessary tools or other equipment to handle his work in

a quick and efficient manner, he found that at Muncie
every job was handled in a "hurrj'-up-boys" manner with-

out any regard as to whether it would hold up long enough

to get over the division or not.

His first job was on an engine, the valves of which were

reported blowing. He removed the steam chest covers and
saw that the valve seat was so badly worn it really ought

to be faced with the portable machine and then spotted

down with a file, but on calling his foreman's attention to

the condition, he was given a jolt by being told "never

mind a thing like that, just scratch it over a little with

your file so that I can swear we faced the seat if the

engineer kicks."

Tom did not know what to do. He would have fired

any man at Greenfield who did not go ahead and make
a perfect job on a valve seat as bad as this one. In the

first place, he would not permit any of his engines to get

that bad before giving them proper attention, and his bet-

ter judgment as a mechanic tempted him to go ahead and
do a good job but he remembered now that he was simply

a workman, subject to orders and had no right to do as he
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thought best. So lie scratched it a little on the highest

point and let it go. Before he had the covers back in good
condition, the foreman came up to him on the run and
told him to "get the work out," for he had another hurry

up job for him.

Tom's next job was on a badly cut truck journal which,

he thought, should be removed, but his foreman told him
to put in a new brass and plenty of white lead and the

bearing would soon "come down." In olden times, he had
used white lead on journals but had found from bitter e.x-

perience that it did not pay, so he had not followed that

practice for some years. Here at Muncie, they thought

it was a late discovery in quick repairs.

Tom had decided to keep a little note book on new ideas

he could pick up during his month's experience at ^luncie.

At the end of the first week, he had many notes entered

but none whereby he could better the operation at Green-

field.

One thing he found it difficult to e.xplain, and that was
how they could keep their engine failures down to such

a small number when the work in the roundhouse was
handled in such a slip-shod manner. One day while he

was in the roundhouse foreman's office waiting to show
his boss a job, he overheard a telephone conversation be-

tween the despatcher and the foreman. The despatcher

evidently was telling the foreman how an engine on a

passenger train was losing time, and the foreman answered

by asking the despatcher to charge the delay up against

loading express or passengers like they did the other day.

This gave Tom a hint of how things were handled, so

when he showed his job to the boss, he asked in an off-

handed manner if they had many failures, for he noticed

that not many were chalked up on the board against them.

"Hell yes," replied the foreman, "failures are a common
occurrence on our division, but our despatcher is the right

kind of a fellow and helps us out a lot." He had been

given to understand that failures were an unknown quan-

ity at Muncie, but now he realized that failures were so

common, they didn't even attract attention.

At Greenfield, the engines were maintained entirely by

the roundhouse force from one general shopping to the

next, but at Muncie he found it was the practice to send

an engine to the back shop for extra heavy roundhouse

repairs. Not only that, but the roundhouse force would
watch repairs in the back shop and when a complete set of

rods was ready for some back shop engine, they would

remove a bad set from a similar class in the roundhouse

and take the overhauled rods from the back shop so that

their engine received a good set with only the trouble of

removing one set and applying another. The roundhouse

at Muncie was full of workmen who appeared to be on the

run all the time, but yet they did not handle enough actual

work to maintain their switch engines. They had no sys-

tem and were ahvays in a hurry, but did not get results.

Tom had been in a supervising capacity so long that it

was second nature for him to take hold of things and get

results, and it wasn't very long before it was noticed how
he seemed to take hold of matters better than the ordinary

workman and in about three weeks after he started to work,

he was selected to act as an assistant foreman. At first,

Tom refused for he wanted to get all the actual experience

he could during his turn of emplo\ment, but on the other

hand he figured what a chance it would be for him to

get in "the harness" at the point he had heard so much
about and be able to straighten out some of the bad prac-

tices that he knew existed there. A couple of weeks after

he took hold of the work, even the master mechanic at

that point noticed the change and had him in the office,

to question him about his experience.

Now Tom was loaded with questions of his own that

he wanted answered and turned his visit into an examina-
tion of the master mechanic instead of being examined
himself. He found that the master mechanic was not ex-

perienced in the practical side of running a big engine
terminal and that he was being misled by the forces under
his charge. They were taking advantage of his in-

experience by "putting over" some raw deals which would
some day get him into trouble. Tom could see how his

good intentions to his own master mechanic at Greenfield

had been lost, as that gentleman had been under the im-
pression that everybody was trying to slip "something over

on him" and would not believe that anyone was honest.

Where he had been in earnest to keep business going at

Greenfield, he could see how the foremen at Muncie were
simply putting m ten hours each day without taking any
interest in their work and thought they were successful

when they could put the blame up to the other fellow. He
loved his work, but at Muncie the foremen simply loved

their pay.

Only about two weeks of Tom's leave of absence re-

mained. The time had simply flown away. With the

cold weather and heavy business, everyone had been driv-

ing himself to the limit. Many men were off sick with

colds and the grip and the general foreman himself had
said repeatedly in the last day or so that he was all in.

With but a little over a week left before Tom's leave would
expire, a very strange thing happened. The general fore-

man was taken with a serious illness, and the master

mechanic sent for Tom and told him that under the condi-

tion he was going to ask him to become acting general fore-

man as they were in very bad shape for men. Tom started

to object, but the master mechanic would not listen to him,

and tlie result of it was that he took the job.

About this time he was enlightened as to the past train-

ing of his master mechanic at Greenfield. He had made
several guarded inquiries and had been unable to learn

anything about his employment at Muncie till one day
he spoke to one of the old mechanics, who immediately

placed him as "that kid gloved college boy with the big

brown headlights." He also went on to say that this col-

lege boy had been so awkward that they had kept him in

the office on report work, to keep him from harm. Tom
had to smile to himself at the recommendation, for he had

been given to understand that one of the most important

pieces of furniture at Muncie had been this same gentleman.

As the end of Tom's leave of absence approached, he

really felt sorry to leave Muncie for every one was good

to him and as the general foreman had not yet recoverd

from his sickness, he had the opportunity of "throwing

his feet" and showing the people at that point what it was

to really manage a large terminal, and the result was that

business was in the best shape it had been for years.

The day Tom was going to resign to return home, the

master mechanic sent for him and told him the present gen-

eral foreman was going to be incapacitated for a long time,

and offered him the position of general foreman at Muncie.

"We had intended," said the master mechanic, "to secure a

man off the Y. & A. Z. for this position, but he seems to

have disappeared, and as you are evidently well able to

handle our terminal, we are glad to offer you the position."

"May I inquire who was the man on the Y. & A. Z. that

you were after?"

"Thomas Carleton was his name," replied the master

mechanic, "and we are very sorry that we cannot secure him,

for he is one of the best roundhouse managers in this part of

the country,'' he continued.

"Let me tell you a little story," said Tom, "before I take this

job, and then if \ou want me I w'ill be glad to accept your

offer. To begin with, I have had several years' experience in the

roundhouse and have always found that a true spirit of hon-
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est)- pays big dividends. 1 have studied the practical side

of roundhouse management from "A" to "Z" and know there

are many things aljout a roundhouse that cannot be learned

from books but require long and careful study. In my last

position my superior officer was always quoting the efficiency

and economy of your roundhouse, so I came here to learn

how to play the game both ways, and have concluded that

it can't be done. There are a number of practices that exist

in your shop of which I do not approve. My e.xperience

here has convinced me that I am right and that these things

are wrong. Calling a spade a spade never hurts the man
whose intentions are in the right direction. Paper records

not based on fact will finally lead to trouble."

"Now in a way I have imposed on you, liut if, after hear-

ing me and thinking it over, you still care to give me the

LADDER RIVETING MACHINE
BY J. H. CHANCY

Foreman Blacksniilh, Georgia Railroad, Augusta, Ga.

A macliine for making freight car ladders has been devel-

oped by C. M. F. Bernhardt, car department foreman of the

Georgia Railroad, which has proven entirely satisfactory and
with which iron ladders can be made at a cost some 35 per

cent less than the price paid for these ladders in the open

market.

As shown in the illustration, the machine is made
from bar stock, and is operated by air, a 12-in. by 14-in.

brake cylinder being used to drive it. The ladder made on
this machine consists of 13i[-in. by l-'4-in. by 3/16-in. angles

for side pieces and ? s-in. rods for the rungs, the angles being

spaced 18 in. apart. The rods used are taken from scrap.

Furnace
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Machine for Building Ladders with Angle Sides and Round Bar Rungs

-^
Finished ladder.

job, I will be glad to Xrj it out. My right name is Tom
Carleton, and I am from the Y. & A. Z. at Greenfield." Tom
paused as he rose from the chair in \vhich he had been sit-

ting and made several steps to the door. Turning and look-

ing square at the master mechanic he said: "I am now going

to my boarding house and unless I hear further from you

will take the midnight train for Greenfield." With that he

hastily opened the door and passed out.

The following morning a new notice was foimd on the

board at the Muncie roundhouse:

"NOTICE.

"Effective today, Mr. Thomas Carleton is appointed

general foreman at Muncie, in charge of the entire locomotive

terminal."

The machine will rivet the rungs to both side piece angles in

one operation.

The top view of the machine show's a rung in the

clamps ready for riveting, tlie angle side pieces not

being shown. These clamps slide on suitable ways so that

the movable rivet die at the right will force the rod into the

die at the left, thus riveting it to the side piece. The clamps

are operated through a system of lever cams, and are main-

tained in the open position by a leaf spring. The right hand
plunger slides on suitable ways on the bed of the machine,

and is operated by the brake cylinder pistons through a

system of levers. A three-way valve is used to operate the

mechanism. A special t\-pe of furnace has been developed

for heating rods at each end. This is also shown in the il-

lustration.
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HEAVY DUTY CAR WHEEL GRINDER
A heavy duty car wheel grinder is shown in the photo-

graph, which has a capacity of from 2S-in. to 42-in. wheels

and an actual swing of 44 in. on the centers. Axles up to

8 ft. in length can be accommodated.

It will be noted that this machine, which is built by the

Putnam Machine Company, Fitchburg, Mass., is entirely

self-contained and is driven by a direct connected motor.

This machine has been designed along generous lines with

a special view of combining maximum production with

minimum exertion of the operator. The bed is heavy and is

cross tied and braced so that it will absorb vibration due to

the heavy duty imposed. The headstock is bolted solidl\' to

the bed. The tailstock is gibbed over the outside surfaces

and is provided with power movement longitudinall)', the

control being so located that the operator can reach it without

moving from his post in front of the machine. There is also

a patented clamping device that automatically clamps the tail-

justed automatically for the several standard wheel contours

while the machine is running. Provision is made for furnish-

ing cooling compound to the working faces of the grinding

wheels by a motor-driven pump and necessary piping. Special

pans and channels are provided to return the compound to

the reservoir.

The net weight of the machine is 45,000 lb. and the equip-

ment includes a self-contained calipering attachment for siz-

ing wheels, as well as other accessories.

FILE CLEANING AND SHARPENING
MACHINE

A portable file cleaning and sharpening machine is shown
in the photograph. It is a complete unit in itself and can

be adapted to use either compressed air or steam at pressures

from 80 to 150 lb. The higher pressure will, of course, cut

much better than the lower pressure.

A special flint abrasive is used which can be secured at

Front of the Wheel Lathe Showing Control Levers

Stock when it reaches the desired operating position. The
face plates are equipped with Putnam patented non-slip

driving dogs which require no adjustments other than to re-

lease by hand when the wheels are in position, the engage-

ment being entirely automatic. The main spindles are pro-

vided with adjustable sleeves, so that in chucking wheels,

variations in the length over all of axles are automatically

compensated and the distance between the dogs on the face

plate remains constant.

The grinding wheels are mounted on high carbon steel

spindles, running in tapered bronze self-oiling bearings. The
thrust of the spindles is taken up by ball bearings. The base

castings for grinding wheel slides arc cast integral with the

main bed of the machine in order to add to their rigidity and
preserves the alinement. The grinding wheels may be ad-

a reasonable price and may be used over and over again as

long as there is any cutting action left in it. When it is too

small and light for service, it flows away with the surplus

water in the machine through the overflow. A brief outline

of the action of this machine is as follows: A blast of air

or steam carrying in suspension the abrasive flint is directed

against the file, which has been introduced in an opening in

front of the drum. The angle at which the file is introduced

is fixed by means of guides just inside the opening, which
can not be seen in the photograph. The file is slowlv pushed
into the drum and withdrawn a few times, the number de-
pending upon the condition in which the file was when taken
to the cleaner. The abrasive, after striking against the file

at the proper angle and taking away all foreign material and
leaving the file witli a free cutting surface, drops into the
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bottom of the drum. It is then ready to be syphoned up by
the jet and used over again. This machine is built by the

Macleod Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. It is claimed by the

manufacturers that any shop using as low as 10 dozen new-

files each year can install one of these devices and pay 20

per cent on the investment each year. A plant using SO

Files Being Cleaned in a Buckeye Machine

dozen would pay 100 per cent on the investment, for cleaning

files alone: and another feature of the outfit is that it can

be used as a sand blast for small castings. There is a hand-

hole in the top of the upper hopper through which the castings

to be sand blasted mav be introduced.

A COLLAPSING TAP
In the photograph is sliown an automatic collapsing tap

designed by the National Acme Manufacturing Company,
Cleveland, Ohio. It W'ill be noted that the greatest diameter

of the tap is that across the chasers. There is, therefore, no

^H^^H
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of sleeve A is a toothed clutch and on the other a friction

clutch. When the toothed clutch is engaged, the drive is

through the regular feed changing mechanism, and when the

controlling lever is thrown over to operate the fast traverse,

the sleeve A disengages from the regular feeding mechanism
and the friction clutch at its opposite end is thrown into the

Mechanism of Power Fast Traverse

fast traverse driving pully C. The drive is now direct from
this pulley to the feeding mechanism in the knee and saddle,

and since the fast traverse driving pulley is belted directly

to the main driving pulley of the machine, the movement of

the table is greatly accelerated.

The friction clutch and narrow driving belt are intended

Operator Throwing Power Fast Traverse Into Action

to prevent damage to the machine or cutters in case of the

work running into the cutters when moving the table up at

the beginning of a cut. It is not intended, however, that the

operator should depend on this to prevent damage, for while

not probable in most cases, it is possible sometimes to break

small or delicately made cutters in this way.

REVERSIBLE ECCENTRIC AND SIDE RODS
The necessity for carrying side rods and eccentric rods in

stock in pairs, right and left, ties up a considerably larger

amount of material than if one rod could be made to answer

both purposes. Of course, if a rod should be required for the

left side and only rods for the right side were in stock it

would be possible to cut the rods, turn one end 180 deg. in

relation to the other and weld together. Valuable time might

be lost in doing this, however, and there would always be the

possibility of a poor weld, especially if the operation was
performed at an outlying point.

One thing only stands in the way of using the rods indis-

criminately and that is the oil cup. Three employees of

the locomotive repair machine shop of the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western at Scranton, Pa., all of whom have had
extensive experience in rod work, realizing this have designed

and patented, and have in actual use, rods which have oil

cups forged on both sides of the rod as indicated in the

drawing. This adds only a small amount to the weight of

the rods and requires some additional machine work. The
slight added expense is offset many times by the advantage

of a reduction of 50 per cent in the amount of stock which

must be carried and in added convenience.

These advantages are made almost immediateh' available

Eccentric Rod and Side Rod Which Are Reversible

if the reversible rods are placed in stock as the present stock

diminishes. The patentees are Charles E. \\'eitaw, William
R. Owens, and H. R. Jones, all of the above mentioned
address.

UNION AUTOMATIC TRAIN PIPE
CONNECTOR

Any automatic train-line connector that is to be used ex-
tensively should not only provide an automatic means of
coimecting up train, signal and steam lines, but should pro-
vide a means of easily restoring the present manually operated
coupling, for use with cars not provided with automatic con-
nectors.

A connector embodying this feature and known as the

Fig. 1—Method of Attaching to Three-Stem Passenger Coupler
Shank

Union connector, manufactured by the Union .\utomatic
Connector Corporation. Jackson, ^Iis^., is shown in Fig, 1.

The connector is here shown attached to a three-stem coupler
shank for passenger service. It will be seen that the con-
nector is suspended independent of any other equipment, aiid
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that the space occupied is that usually occupied by the ordi-

nary manually operated couplings. As will be pointed out

later, this method of attachment is to take care of the transi-

tion period while both automatic and non-automatic con-

nectors are in use, and when that is passed, specially designed

drawhcads will be provided for taking care of the equipment,

eliminating the present interchange features and the steam

hose. As will be noted in Fig. 2, the Union connector is of

the side-port t)pe, that is, the gasket faces are in a vertical

plane nearly parallel with the longitudinal center line of the

car. In this photograph one of the cages, which can be seen

Fig. 2—Front View Showing Gasket and Cage Removed

from the side in Fig. 1, has been removed. The end of this

cage is the rear support of the gasket, which can therefore be

removed and replaced without breaking the connection be-

tween two cars, by merely unscrewing the cage as shown.

In the case of the air and signal gaskets, the cage and gasket

are designed so that the gasket lias a snug fit in the bottom of

the cage. This facilitates the application of new gaskets, as

Fig. 3—Coupling with One Connector 4'/2 In. Low and 3 in. Off Center

after the gasket is seated in the cage, the latter can be screwed

into the coupler without the e.xercise of special care.

While the air and signal gaskets fit closely against each

other, the steam gaskets do not touch, but are slightly loose

in their seats before the steam is turned on. This allows the

condensed steam to drain out when steam is first turned into

the line, thus obviating the use of troublesome drip valves.

The steam gasket and follower are arranged to expand as

the temperature is raised, thus securing a tight joint. Fig. 3

shows two passenger heads about to couple, one of them
licinti 4' ' in lower tlian the other, and horii^dntallv off cen-

Fig. A—Connector Turned and Locked in Non-operative Position

ter about .i in. It will be noted from the slia]ie and angle

of the horns engaging the post and also the broad tongue

opposite the pocket, that the two connectors are thrown into

position when the cars are brought together. The connector

has a 10-in. horizontal and 11-in. vertical gathering range.

Free movement is obtained through the means of a pin and a

telescoping mechanism around which will be noted a coil

spring.

W'lien tlie heads have been coupled by the interlocking of

Fig. 5—Side View of Two Passenger Cars Coupled

drawheads, each spring has been compressed Z'/t in. to 3 in.,

producing a tension of about ISO lb. each. After being

coupled, the design of the various engaging surfaces is such

that the heads lock themselves and no locking mechanism is

provided. No movement of the heads relative to each other

is possible while they are coupled, a long gasket life being

thus assured.

While the heads are rigid relative to each other, freedom of

movement of the two heads acting as a unit is provided in

the telescoping and pin mechanism above mentioned. The
gaskets are not in a plane exactly parallel with a vertical

plane through the center of the coupler yoke, and the con-

nector engaging surfaces are so arranged that the gaskets on
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either of the couplers never touch until the coupling is com-

pleted, this being the last part of the operation. There is

therefore, no tendency to knock the gaskets out of place or

ruin them by abrasion. The photograph shown in Fig. 4

illustrates the way in which the coupler heads may be swung
out of place on a turntable. This turntable, at the bottom

of the connection up to the coupler )-oke, has two locking posi-

tions, one with the connector in operating position and the

other in the out-ot-service position. To entirely remove the

equipment from a car, it is only necessary to throw out the

turntable pin, lift the latch and unscrew the steam hose union.

Two passenger cars coupled with full equipment are shown
in Fig. S. The ordinary steam heat hose in this picture has

been removed in order to allow a clear view of the coupling.

In installing this equipment it is necessary to introduce a

three-way cock back of the present steam heat cock at the end

of the line. This is used in place of the old steam heat

valve and is arranged so that it can be operated from the

vestibule of the car.

FILTER AND GREASE EXTRACTOR
A filter and grease extractor is shown in the photograph,

which consists of two chambers, each containing a single

filtering element in the form of a spool on which a length of

Terry linen is wrapped, with the layers separated by alter-

nate layers of a wire mesh spacing mat. It is designed for

the filtration of boiler feed water and made by the Lagonda
Manufacturing Company. All of the water is filtered and

refiltered through five layers of the filtering cloth, obtaining

the removal of suspended solids, oil and grease. This ef-

furnished to the boilers and there is no by-pass necessary

and none is provided. Advantage may be taken of the

double capacity of the filter in time of overload or unusual

condition requiring more water, when both chambers may be

thrown into service.

Cleaning is accomplished by unrolling the fouled linen

from the spool and replacing it with a clean extra length

which is furnished. The dirty linen can be washed and

used over repeatedly. The filter spool is lifted from the

filter chamber by means of a handle at the top of a valve

stem, .-^s the spool is lifted out the valve closes the bottom

so that all dirt which has accumulated within the core of

the spool is lifted out with the spool itself. When the filter

is in operation, this valve is held open by the cover which

engages the valve stem.

An arrangement for flushing out the filter chambers with-

out removing the cover is provided, pipe connections being

located near the top of each chamber for a water supply.

Blow-off connections are at the bottom of each chamber.

All internal parts are of bronze and the complete machines

are tested at a pressure 50 per cent in excess of that at which

they are to operate.

Sectional View of the Grease Extractor

fective filtration is secured w'ith a minimum drop in pressure

as the velocity of the water is greatly reduced when entering

the large filter chambers.

Gate valves at the inlet and outlet control the chambers

and the latter may be cut into or out of service by simply

shifting these valves. The usual method of operation is to

have one chamber in service at a time with the other one

held in reserve. Then when it is necessary to clean one

chamber, the valves are shifted and the reserve chamber is

thrown into service and the other may be opened and cleaned.

Thus there is always a continuous supply of clean water

PEDRICK HORIZONTAL BORING
MACHINE

.\ novel type of horizontal boring machine, which has been

developed by the Pedrick Tool & Machine Company, Phila-

delphia, Pa., retains several of the inherent features of the

portable boring bar manufactured by tlie same company. Al-

though of simple construction, the machine is adapted to use

on a wide range of work.

This machine consists of a heavy substantial bed having a

T-slot on each side of the upper surface. Two housings are

fitted to the bed and are movable to suit conditions. On
both sides of the housings are T-slots. liv means of which

A Simple Horizontal Boring Machine

tlie bar supports are held in position at suitable heights above

the bed. The main bearing for the boring bar is a long quill,

with crossheads at both ends. These are bolted to the front

housing on both sides and give unusually rigid support. The

quill is bored to fit the bar and the cross members are faced

from the bore, so that proper alinement of the bar is assured

wherever it may be located on the housing. The handwheel

shown in the illustration operates the elevating screw for

raising or lowering the bar to the desired height. A ball

thrust bearing makes this adjustment easy.

The boring bar is driven through variable gearing, so that

the speed can be readily adjusted for boring holes of different

diameters. The feed case, located on the end of the boring

bar, provides constant automatic feed, with three speeds^ in

either direction. The feed screw, in a recess on the boring

bar, permits of longer continuous feed than the usual travel-
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ing bar affords. Quick return of the bar is secured by re-

moving the half feed nut and sliding tlie bar through the

bearings.

For boring or drilling holes smaller than the main bar a

taper hole in the end of the bar is provided, so that this

machine with a 5-in. bar will bore any hole up to 16 in. in

diameter. If the hole to be bored is large enough for the

convenient operation of the main boring bar, the work is

placed on the bed, the bar with the proper size cutterhead on

it is pushed through the hole and through the rear bearing on

the back housing. Thus the bar is rigidly supported at both

ends and the cutterhead travels along the bar, boring the hole

to the diameter wanted. If the hole to be bored is smaller

than the main bar, auxiliary bars are used. In this case the

main bar travels and feeds the smaller bar.

A table at right angles to the bed, with a cross slide, is

provided and adds considerably to the convenience of hand-

ling various classes of work.

This boring machine is being built with bars of several

diameters, depending on the work for which the tool is to be

used.

RADIAL DRILL
In the photograph is shown a radial drill built by the

Morris Machine Tool Company of Cincinnati, Ohio. It

will be noted that this drill has a column of substantial pro-

portions, which swivels on roller bearings in a stump securely

bolted and doweled to the base, and projects deep enough in

the stump to insure alignment under heavy strains. There

is also provided an arrangement to take up wear in the

column bearings.

The arm and arm bearing are of generous proportions and

J
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which are easily applied. The illustrations also show that

a padlock may be used in addition to the door seal.

HEAVY DUTY ENGINE LATHE
In the illustration is shown an engine lathe built for e.xtra

heavy dut)- and with the idea of making it powerful enough
to completely utilize the capabilities of high speed tool steel.

It is built by the Oliver Machinery Company, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
The headstock is long and heavily ribbed and has a long

bearing on the lathe bed. The front spindle bearing is 6J^
in. by 10 in. and the rear 4"^ in. by 7 in. There js a range
of 12 spindle speeds from 8 to 300 r.p.m. All gears are cast

steel of large pitch diameter and wide face and run in oil.

The pinions are steel forgings. The spindle is a high carbon
steel forging, accurately ground and the spindle nose is of

such design as to permit easy threading or removing of the
face plates. The speed control levers are large and are so

arranged that they can easily be reached. The spindle speeds
are selective.

The tailstock is moved by means of a geared crank and it

is made long in order to secure a good grip to the bed when
it is clamped in place by four hardened nuts. The bed is of

substantial design, the span being 23-) 4 in. over all and is

braced by box sections. The length of the carriage is 40 in.

and the span of the bridge is 12 in. over all. The carriage

has a regular feed hand wheel, which is used when the car-

riage is in position to take a cut and also a rapid motion
crank used for making rapid changes.

The apron has a removable front plate, permitting easy

access to the entire internal mechanism. Both longitudinal

motor drive and either direct or alternating current. Seven
and one-half to 15 hp. motors are recommended with a limit

of speed of 600 to 900 r.p.m.

THE DETAILS OF AN ARCH TUBE
CLEANER

In the illustration are shown the details of a Lagonda
Arch Tube Cleaner. This tool is of particular interest be-

cause of the principles involved in its internal construction.

It will be noted that power in the form of compressed air

or steam is introduced into one end of the tool through suita-

l)le holes and couplings. Two ports are provided, 180 deg.

Drawing Showing the Inside of the Arch Tube Cleaner

apart for introducing the power into the rotor. The rotor is

provided with four steel blades, placed 90 deg. apart and
working in slots in the rotor. These blades are forced out

against the inside casing of the tool which is elliptical in

cross section, so that when the rotor revolves, the blades are

moved in and out of their slots. This provides a means of

getting pressure against one side of the blades and driving

the rotor forward, the steam or air being released to the

Front of Engine Lathe Showing Control Levers

and cross feeds are friction drive and can be thrown into

action by means of the same lever. Both feeds caimot be

thrown in at the same time and the feed mechanism cannot
be thrown in when the lead screw is in operation. The
crank for moving the carriage by hand is geared by means
of compound gears to the rack pinion, so that the heavy
carriage and apron can be operated as easily as that of an
ordinary 16-in. lathe. .\11 gears are of forgings or steel

castings. All bearings are bushed with bronze.

The feeds and threads are controlled by the quick change
gear box. There are 33 feeds ranging from .013 in. to .333

in. per revolution of spindle, and 33 threads, ranging from
one to 16 per in., are obtained by simply changing the lever

positions as indicated on the table on the gear box. The
gears are steel and the bearings bronze. Changes may be

made while the machine is running.

The headstock is designed for individual constant speed

atmosphere through two exhaust ports, placed at angles of

90 deg. from the supply ports. The blades are always under
pressure so that there is slight possibility of the cleaner be-

coming stalled in the tube, if properly operated.

These cleaners, made by the Lagonda Manufacturing Com-
pany, Springfield, Ohio, are said to have an air consumption
of 45 cu. ft. of free air per minute at 60 lb. pressure. For
best work they should be operated with air or steam at 60
or 80 lb. pressure. The cutting tools are attached to the

rotor by means of a universal toggle joint, so that the

machine will pass easily around the bends of the tubes.

Effect of Soot in Boii.f.rs.—A scoop of slack coal will

convert 120 lb. of water into steam in any well-kept boiler.

If the flues and flue sheets are covered with 'g in. of soot

it will only evaporate 66 lb. of water.

—
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The House of Representatives recently passed the post-

office appropriation bill without the provision for an increase

in the rates for carrying second-class mail matter.

In a fire at Lima, O., on January 19, the main building of

the car shops of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton was

destroyed; estimated loss, including 10 passenger cars,

$200,000.

The Southern Pacific Lines in Texas are now using the

self-locking Tyden freight car seal. Lead and tin seals

requiring the use of a seal press have been abandoned, and

agents and conductors are called upon to be able to report,

at the end of a year, the results of their experience with the

new seal, so that it will be possible to make a comprehensive

report of the results of the year's trial.

Inter-car telephones were used recently on the Pacific

Coast Special, which made the trip from San Francisco to

the convention of Willys-Overland dealers at Toledo, Ohio.
A daily newspaper called the Overland Daily Speed was
puljlished en route, being edited by newspaper men aboard
the train. The printing work was done on a small press in

the baggage car.

A new dining car has been placed in service on the Illinois

Central with improved sanitary features. This car is pro-

vided with an efficient ventilating system for the kitchen which
prevents all dust and cinders from entering the car and still

provides proper ventilation. The receptacle for milk and
cream is kept clean by means of a continuous flushing ar-

rangement, and the fish is kept in a separate refrigerator.

There is a fan to drive cooking odors to the rear platform,

keeping them out of the dining room. The car has no plat-

forms and there are tables for thirty-six passengers. Cars
of this type cost about $30,000 each, including the special

equipment.

no
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INCREASE IN M. C. B. REPAIR BILLS

The executive committee of the M. C. B. Association has
issued circular No. ol authorizing a 25 per cent increase to

the face value of all car repair bills. The circular states:

"Owing to the unusually large increase in the cost of labor

and materials the executive committee is of the opinion that

the addition of a certain percentage to car repair bills is

justifiable, and therefore authorizes that, effective January 1,

1917, and continuing until October 1, 1917, unless otherwise

modified, twenty-five (25) per cent shall be added to the

face value of all car repair bills."

CARS AND LOCOMOTIVES ORDERED IN JANUARY
Orders for cars and locomotives were reported in January

as follows:

Domestic
Foreign .

omotives
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GENERAL

Persifes Fr.\zer Smith, Jr., whose appointment as

general superintendent of motive power of the Pennsylvania

Lines West, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., was an-

nounced in these col-

umns last month, was

bom August 1, 1870,

at West Chestnut, Pa.

After leaving high

school he entered War-
rails Technical Acad-

emy, from which he

graduated in June,
18 8 7. In October,

1887, he was employed

by the Pennsylvania as

an apprentice in the

shops at Altoona, Pa.

After several minor

promotions he was ap-

pointed assistant road

foreman of engines on

the Pittsburgh division

in February, 1892, and p. f. smith, Jr.

in August, 1893, was
transferred with same title to the western division of the

Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne & Chicago. On February 1, 1895,

he was appointed assistant master mechanic at the Ft.

Wayne (Ind.) shops, and in November, 1896, was pro-

moted to master mechanic of the Crestline (Ohio) shops

and the Toledo division. From January 1, 1900, to De-

cember 31, 1911, he was consecutively master mechanic of

the Logansport, Dennison and Columbus shops of the Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. On January 1,

1912, he was appointed superintendent of motive power,

of the central system, western lines, which position he held

until his recent appointment, noted above.

Oliver P. Reese, the announcement of whose appoint-

ment as superintendent of motive power of the Central sys-

tem, Pennsylvania Lines West, with office at Toledo, Ohio,

was made in these col-

ums last month, was

bom on May 29, 1876,

at Louisville, Ky. He
graduated from Pur-

due imiversity in 1898,

and the following

August entered railway

service as an appren-

tice with the Louisville

& Nashville, at Louis-

ville, Ky. From Janu-

ary, 1900, to Septem-

ber of the same year

he was a draftsman in

the Pennsylvania shops

at Allegheny, Pa., and

from September, 1900,

to September, 1901, he

was engaged on special

work for this same

company at its shops at Ft. Wayne, Ind. In September,

1901, he was made a .special apprentice, and in August,

1903, appointed gang foreman in the shops at Allegheny,

O. p. Reese

Pa. From February, 1904, to December the same year he
was foreman of tests for the company at the St. Louis
world's fair, following wliich he was appointed motive power
inspector. From May, 1904, to May, 1906, he was general

division foreman, and in June, 1908, was promoted to

division master mechanic. In June, 1910, he became as-

sistant engineer of motive power, and in September, 1911,

was advanced to master mechanic. On May 31, 1915, he
was appointed assistant engineer of motive power in the

office of the general superintendent of motive power, which

position he held at the time his appointment as superin-

tendent of motive power l)ecame effective, as noted above.

W. H. DooLEV, formerly superintendent of motive power
of the .\labama Great Southern, the Cincinnati, New Or-

leans & Texas Pacific, and the Harriman & North Eastern,

has been appointed superintendent of motive power of the

Southern Railway, Lines West, with headquarters at Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

W. S. MuRRiAN, superintendent of motive power of the

Southern Raihvay, with headquarters at Knoxville, Tenn.,

will take the position of superintendent of motive power, both

for the Lines East and West, with headquarters as heretofore,

at Knoxville, Tenn.

Grover C. Nichols, whose appointment as superinten-

dent of motive power and equipment of the Alabama, Ten-
nessee & Northern, with headquarters at York, Ala., has
already been announced in these columns, was born on
September 19, 1885, at Jonesboro, Ark., and was educated

in the public high schools. He began railway work on

June 9, 1902, as call boy on the St. Louis Southwestern.

The following year he became machinist apprentice, and
from June, 1907, to March, 1911, he was machinist. He
was then appointed master mechanic of the Jonesboro, Lake
City & Eastern, at Jonesboro, Ark., remaining in that posi-

tion until October, 1912; the following month he returned

to the service of the St. Louis Southwestern as roundhouse

foreman. On September 1, 1913, he was appointed master

mechanic of the Alabama, Tennessee & Northern, which

position he held until his recent promotion as superintendent

of motive power and equipment on the same road.

E. C. S.^SSER, superintendent of motive power of the

Southern Railway, with headquarters at Washington, D. C,
has been appointed superintendent of motive power of the

Lines East, with headquarters at Charlotte, N. C.

Orrville C. Wright, assistant engineer of motive power,

Northwest system, of the Pennsylvania Lines West, at Ft.

Wayne, Ind., has been appointed assistant engineer of mo-
tive power of the Lines West, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa.

MASTER MECHANICS AND ROAD FOREMEN OF
ENGINES

C. Gribbins has been appointed division master mechanic

of the Smiths Falls division of the Canadian Pacific with

office at Smiths Falls, Ont., succeeding F. Ronaldson, pro-

moted.

W. B. Johnson has Ijeen appointed master mechanic of

district 6, Intercolonial division of the Canadian Govern-

ment Railways, with headquarters at Truro, N. S.

LLO'i'D B. Jones, formerly assistant engineer of motive

power of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Williamsport, Pa.,

has been appointed master mechanic with headquarters at

Verona, Pa. Mr. Jones was born on September 30, 1892,

at West Grove, Pa. He graduated from Cornell University

in 1904 and began railroad work on July 22, 1904, with

the Pennsylvania Lines West as a special apprentice. He
became a locomotive fireman on November 9, 1906, and

was appointed enginehouse foreman at Logansport, Ind.,

on February 1, 1907. On July 1, 1908. he entered the
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office of the superintendent of motive power at Columbus,
Ohio, as assistant electrician and on ^larch 1, 1910, was
made electrician of the Vandalia Railroad. From February

28, 1911, to February' 1, 1912, he was inspector at the

Columbus shops and then did special work in the office

of the superintendent of motive power until December 1,

1912, when he again became an inspector in the Columbus
shops. On January 1, 1913, he was appointed assistant

engineer of motive power of the Central system, later being

transferred to the Southwestern system. On May, 1, 1916,

he was transferred to the Pennsylvania Railroad, becoming
assistant engineer of motive power at Williamsport, Pa.,

holding that position at the time of his recent promotion to

tlie position of master mechanic.

George J. Richers, formerly enginehouse foreman of the

Pennsylvania Railroad at West Brownsville Junction, has

been appointed assistant master mechanic with office at

Verona, Pa. Mr. Richers was born on June 10, 1893, and
•was educated at the University of Pennsylvania. He en-

tered railroad service on August 3, 1900, as a messenger

in the office of the chief motive power clerk, becoming a

regular apprentice on September 16, 1901, and was sub-

sequent!)' promoted to several minor positions in the Al-

toona machine and car shops. On December 27, 1910, he

was appointed a member of the Efficiency Committee of

the Philadelphia Terminal division, and on October 9,

1912, was made inspector in the office of the master mechanic

of the Pittsburgh division. He became enginehouse fore-

man at West Brownsville Junction on August 16, 1915,

holding that position until his recent appointment as as-

sistant master mechanic.

SHOP AND ENGINEHOUSE

J. L. Jamieson has been appointed foreman of locomo-

tives of the Medicine Hat division. Alberta district of the

Canadian Pacific at Medicine Hat, succeeding W. J. Mc-
Lean, transferred.

Arthur T. Kuehner, formerly district motive power

inspector of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed gen-

eral foreman at Riverside, Md.

PURCHASING AND STOREKEEPING

E. G. Goodwin has been appointed fuel agent of the

Southern Railway Lines East, with headquarters at Knoxville,

Tenn.

Eugene McAuliffe, general fuel agent of the St. Louis-

San Francisco, with office at St. Louis, Mo., has resigned,

effective February 1, to become vice-president of the West
Kentucky Coal Company of Paducah, and Sturgis, Ky. He
•was bom in 1866, at London, Eng., coming to this country

as a young boy. In 1884 he entered railway service with

the Northern Pacific as a shop apprentice. Later he was

advanced to locomotive fireman and then to engineer with

this same company. Subsequently he spent five years in

the mechanical and operating departments of various rail-

roads in the LInited States and Mexico, and in 1894 entered

the service of the Kansas City, Ft. Scott & Memphis, now
a part of the Frisco system, being appointed fuel agent in

1903. In 1908 he was appointed general fuel agent of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the St. Louis-San Fran-

cisco and the Chicago & Eastern Illinois jointly, at about

the same time becoming president of the Brazil Block Coal

Company, and in 1910 general manager of the Crawford

Valley Ivlining Company. He organized the Railway Fuel

Association, of which he was president in 1908 and 1909.

H. Shoemaker, formerly district storekeeper of the Balti-

more & Ohio, at Wheeling, W. Va., has been appointed

district storekeeper of the Southwest district and the Cincin-

nati, Hamilton &: Dayton with headquarters at Cincinnati,

Ohio, succeeding H. P. McQuilkin, promoted.

:^^' ••?": y jju;^ 'J^^y^'M'.

SUPPL\ Tradl Notes

Frederick S. Bennett, for many years associated with the
Railroad Gazette and the Railway Review, died in Chicago,
111., January 19.

John O. Pew, for four years president and general man-
ager of the Youngstown Iron & Steel Company, Youngstown,
Ohio, has resigned.

C. L. Mellor, formerly western representative of the Barco
Brass & Joint Company, Chicago, has been appointed man-
ager of sales, with headquarters in Chicago.

L. W. Miller, formerly eastern representative of the Barco
Brass & Joint Company, Chicago, has resigned to accept a
position with Fahn-Mcjunkin, Inc., New York City.

Charles Cyrus Ramsey, president of the Crucible Steel

Company of America, died January' 11, at Pittsburgh, fol-

lowing an attack of pneumonia, contracted five weeks ago.

Mr. Ramsey was bom
in Allegheny City, Feb-
ruary "25, 1862. He
started his business

career as stenographer

in the office of the as-

sistant general freight

agent of the Pennsyl-
vania Company. When
23 years of age, he left

the employ of the rail-

road and became a
stenographer in the of-

fice of Park Brothers

& Co., Ltd., then the

largest manufacturers
of cmcible steels in this

country. Gradually he
rose from one position

to another until he be-

came manager of their
Philadelphia branch, and then manager of the New York
branch in charge of the entire eastem district. He held this
position until the organization of the Crucible Steel Com-
pany was completed in 1900, when Park Brothers & Co.,
Ltd., or rather their successor, the Park Steel Company, was
absorbed into the present Crucible Steel Companv of America.
Serving for a time with R. E. Jennings in the management of
the eastern business of the company, he was shortly made,
on Mr. Jennings' retirement, fourth vice-president and
permanent manager of the eastem office. In the winter of
1910 the death of Frank B. Smith, then president of the
Crucible Steel Company, caused a vacancy. Mr. Ramsey was
called to Pittsburgh as assistant to the president, which latter
office was then temporarily held by Mr. DuPuy. The board
soon recognized Mr. Ramsey's ability and in Julv, 1910, he
was unanimously elected president of' the Crucible'Steel Com-
pany, and, soon thereafter, of its affiliated companies; these
positions he held until his death.

W. W. Darrow, secretary of the Camel Company, manu-
facturers of railway specialties and supplies, with general
offices at Chicago, has been appointed general manager of this
company, effective January 1.

The sale of the properties of the Wharton Steel Company
to J. Leonard Replogle, vice-president of the American
Vanadium Company, was completed January 13. The
properties include two large blast fumaces aiid a smaller
one, the \\'harton Northern Railroad, the Hibemia mine

C. C. Ramsey
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near Wliurton, N. J., and smaller mines in the same group,

including the Allen-Teabo, Orchard, Scrub Oaks and Mount
Pleasant—in all about 5,000 acres of iron ore lands.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the Crucible Steel

Company of America, held in Pittsburgh January 16, Her-
bert DuPuy, chairman of the board, was also elected tem-

porary president. He will continue to hold the office of

chairman.

H. T. Armstrong, for the past tliree years connected with

the sales department of the American Locomotive Company
at Montreal, Can., has been assigned to the sales department

of this company's Chicago office, calling on all railroads and
industrial concerns using locomotives in western territory.

The circuit court of appeals for the second district has

handed down a decision in the case of Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Company v. Gould Coupler Company, in w'hich it

holds that tlie Gould "Simplex" system of electric car light-

ing is not an infringement of the H. G. Thompson patent

No. 1,070,080, owned by the Safety Car Heating & Lighting

Company.

H. D. Savage, vice president of the American Arch Com-
pany, in addition to his present duties, has been appointed

manager of sales of the industrial department of the Loco-

motive Pulverized Fuel

Company, with office

at 30 Church street,

New York. Mr. Savage

was born in 1880 at

Memphis, Tenn. He
was educated in the

public schools at Ash-

land, Ky., and at the

Kenyon Military Acad-

emy. In 1807 he en-

tered the manufactur-

ing ' department of the

Ashland Fire Brick

Company and served in

various capacities up to

1904, at which time he

was appointed manager
of sales. In 1914 he

was elected vice presi-

dent of the American
Arch Company, which position he will still hold in addition

to his new appointment, above noted.

At a meeting of the Ijoard of directors of the American

Locomotive Company, held January 17, the following officers

were elected, effective February 1 : Columbus K. Lassiter,

vice-president in charge of manufacture; Harry B. Hunt,

assistant vice-president in charge of manufacture; James D.

Sawyer, vice-president in charge of sales; Joseph Davis, vice-

president and comptroller.

Waldo H. Marshall, whose resignation as jiresident of the

American Locomotive Company was accepted a few weeks

ago, after a long fight had been waged against the manage-

ment by Isaac Cate, of Baltimore, and other minority stock-

holders, has become associated with J. P. Morgan & Co. In

his new position he will assist E. R. Stettinius, the partner

in charge of the export department.

Ellis J. Hannum, secretary of the Newton ^lachine Tool

Works, Inc., Philadelphia, died January 7. Mr. Hannum
had been in the service for 29 years. He entered the employ

of the company as a Ijoy and was most closely associated

with the drafting and engineering departments. During the

past two years, failing health caused him to give up active

engineering work and during this time he acted in an advisory

capacity to the advertising department.

D. Savage

S. C. Stebblns

W. L. Batt has been made sales manager of the Hess-

Bright Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, and will have

entire charge of its sales after February 1, 1917. Mr. Batt

has been connected with the Hess-Bright manufacturing

organization since its early days, and has for many years

been engaged in doing much of tlie pioneer work that was
necessary to develop the industry in this country.

Stowell Cortland Stebbins, western sales and advertising

manager of the Lansing Company, Lansing, Mich., the an-

nouncement of whose election as secretary was made in these

columns last month,

was bom at Lansing,

Jlich., July 29, 1886.

After leaving h i g h

school he attended the

Michigan Agricultural

College, and the Uni-

versity of Michigan at

Ann Arbor, Mich. In

July, 1910, he entered

tlie employ of the Lans-

ing Company as an as-

sistant timekeeper, and

a )'ear later was trans-

ferred to the sales de-

partment. In 1912 he

was appointed western

sales manager, and in

1914 he also took over

the duties of advertis-

ing manager, holding

tliese two positions until his present election, as noted above.

In addition he was also elected a member of the board of

directors. He succeeds Harry E. Moore, elected vice-

president.

Walter J. McBride, formerly president of the Haskell &
Barker Car Company, Michigan City, Ind., died at his home
in Chicago, January 18, at the age of 56. He was born on May
2, 1861, and entered

commercial life at the

age of 16, as an office

boy with the Peninsula

Car Company, Detroit,

Mich. He was with

that company for nearly

15 years and at the

time of its consolidation

with the Michigan Car
Company, Detroit, was
elected secretary of the

new corporation. In

1899, when the Amer-
ican Car & Foundry
Company was organ-

ized, lie was elected

auditor and shortly

thereafter promoted to

assistant to the presi-

dent and later to vice-

president and general manager. In 1907, he resigned as

vice-president of the American Car & Foundry Company to

become associated with the late John H. Barker, president

of the Haskell & Barker Car Company as vice-president. At
the death of John H. Barker, he became president of the

company and continued in that position until the sale of the

corporation to the present owners in 1916.

Effective January 1, 1917, the business heretofore con-

ducted under the name of the Railway Supply & Equipment
Company, of ."Atlanta, Ga., will be continued under the name

McBride
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J. G. Blunt

of the Bradford Draft Gear Company, the Bradford Draft

Gear Company liaving purchased and taken over the business

of the Railway Supply & Equipment Company. All con-

tracts and agreements with the Railway Supply & Equipment

Company will be taken care of by the Bradford Draft Gear

Company. The management of the new company will be

the same as the old.

J. G. Blunt, superintendent of the general drawing room

of the American Locomotive Company has been appointed

mechanical engineer of that company with headquarters at

Schenectady, N. Y.

Mr. Blunt has been in

the employ of the com-

pany or its predeces-

sors since 1897. He
was born April 7, 1868,

at Cincinnatus, N. Y.

He took the mechani-

cal engineering course

at the University of

Michigan. After

spending four years as

machinist and drafts-

man with various
manufacturing c o m -

panics, he accepted a

position in 1897 as a

draftsman with t h e

Brooks Locomotive

Works at Dunkirk,

N. Y., and later be-

came chief draftsman of that company. Mr. Blunt has been

in the service of the American Locomotive Company or its

predecessors continuously since that time. When the engi-

neering work of all the company's plants was consolidated at

Schenectady he was transferred to that plant as engineer of

the drafting department and later became superintendent of

the general drawing room.

Arthur L. Humphrey, first vice-president and general

manager of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, has been

elected president of the Union Switch & Signal Company in

accordance with merger

proceedings of the two

companies, and will

hereafter assume the

executive responsibility

of both offices. Mr.
Humphrey was born in

Erie county, New Y'ork,

but his family moved
to Iowa when he was
less than a year old.

At the age of 14, after

the usual amount of

country schooling, he

struck out for himself,

passing successively

through the positions

of store-hand, cow-boy,

substitute cook, ma-
chinist apprentice, gang
boss, mining engineer

and general contractor—all in the new pioneer territon,' lying

between the Mis.souri river and the Pacfic coast. At the age

of 22 he organized a general machine shop and foundry in

Seattle, which afterwards developed into the present exten-

sive Moran Iron Works. He then went into railroading and
became constructing division foreman of the Mojave division

of the Central Pacific, then master mechanic and later super-

intendent of motive power of the Colorado Midland. In

A. L. Humphrey

1893, political urgency, due to Populistic activity, caused the

business men of Colorado to comljine and combat that in-

fluence in the Colorado legislature by electing a business

man to the state legislature. Mr. Humphrey was chosen and

elected, serving two terms, one as speaker of the house. He
went back to railway service, however, on the Colorado

Southern and in 1899 then went to the Chicago & Alton in

1903 as superintendent of motive power. He became west-

em manager of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company in

1893, general manager in 1905, and vice-president and gen-

eral manager in 1910. Air brake and block signal develop-

ment in the control of railroad train movement has become

so inter-related from an engineering standpoint that closer

co-operation between these two Westinghouse interests has

been inevitable for some years and indeed was originally

planned by the late George Westinghouse himself. Mr.

Humphrey's broad experience as a railroad man qualifies

him effectively for the new responsibilities assumed.

Hugh M. Wilson, formerly associated with The Railway

Age and for several years its owner, and since 1910 first vice-

president of the McGraw Publishing Company, has resigned

from the latter position

to devote himself to his

personal interests. Mr.
Wilson has been in

journalistic work dur-

ing practically his en-

tire business life. His

first experience was as

city editor of the Jack-

sonville (111.) Daily

Journal. He subse-

quently was reporter on

the Minneapolis Eve-

ning Star, but in 1889

changed to the techni-

cal paper field and
joined the staff of the

ilississippi Valley
Lumberman. With but

one brief interruption

since he has devoted
his energy and abilities to the object of developing magazines
in trade and technical lines. He gained his first experience

with railroad papers, as an associate editor of the North-
western Railroader and shortly after that publication was
consolidated with The Railway Age, at Chicago, he was
made secretar}-trea,surer of the new organization. He sub-

sequently became manager of The Railway Age, meanwhile
continuing as secretary-treasurer, and was elected president

of the company in 1899. In these years, although busily en-

gaged in the business department of the paper, he found
much time for editorial work, particularly on news matters

relating to the purchase of equipment and supplies. His
familiarity with this branch of railroad work soon made him
an authority and fitted liim for the work he did as secretary

of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association from

1897 to 1902. His energy was perhaps best displayed by

the publication during the International Railwa}' Congress

at Washington, in 1905, of a daily edition of The Railway

Age, which was designated as the official journal of the

congress. Supplementing the praise showered on him by

both American and foreign delegates for the success of this

enterprise, he was created a chevalier of the Order of Leopold

by the King of the Belgians. In 1906 the Wilson Company,
with Mr. Wilson as the controlling owner, w^as organized,

taking over The Railway Age and the Street Railway Re-

view, which had just then been purchased and which was
changed shortly to the Electric Railway Review and from a

monthly to a weekh- publication. Two years later Mr. Wil-

H. M. Wilson
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son sold both papers. The Railway Age was consolidated

with the Railroad Gazette to make the present Railway Age
Gazette, while the ilcGraw Publishing Company purchased

the Electric Railway Review and consolidated it with the

Street Railway Journal under the name of the Electric Rail-

way Journal. Mr. \\'ilson immediately went abroad for an
extended trip, and on his return in June, 1909, was elected

vice-president and a director of the Barney & Smith Car
Company, Dayton, Ohio. He continued with the Barney &
Smith Car Company until 1910 when he was elected first

vice-president of the McGraw Publishing Company, the

position he is now relinquishing.

Henry Lindenkohl was, on December 1, appointed en-

gineer of construction of the American Locomotive Company,
with headquarters at Schenectady, X. Y. Mr. Lindenkohl

was bom at Roselle, N. J., on December 26, 1883. He at-

tended the public schools at Elizabeth, N. J., and later en-

tered Stevens Institute of Technology, from which he gradu-

ated with the degree of mechanical engineer in 1905, The
same year he entered the employ of the American Locomotive

Company at Providence, R. L, as inspector of new buildings.

In 1908 he was transferred to the general building construc-

tion department of the company at Schenectady, N. Y.

The Chicago Car Heating Company, Chicago, announces

that, by a recent decision of the commissioner of patents in

the interference suit between the Chicago Car Heating Com-
pany and the Consolidated Car Heating Company, dating

from 1908 over certain vapor heating system patent claims,

the contentions of the Chicago Car Heating Company were

sustained in all respects. The decision has now become final

from which no appeal has been or can be taken, and the

Cosper Application (owned by the Consolidated Car Heating

Company) has been abandoned, and no patent will be granted

to the Consolidated Car Heating Company relating to any

matter involved in that interference.

There still remains in litigation the Chicago Car Heating

Company's suit against the Gold Car Heating & Lighting

Company in the U. S. District Court of New Y'ork, for in-

fringement of vapor heating system patents; and also suit of

the Chicago Car Heating Company against the Standard Heat

& Yentilation Company, in the LI. S. District Court of Chi-

cago, for infringement of vapor heating system patents.

The Interstate Iron & Steel Company, Chicago, recently

has bought outright the entire property and business of the

Grand Crossing Tack Company, Chicago. This purchase

gives the Interstate Iron & Steel Company, in addition to its

present works, an open hearth steel plant and a blooming

mill, as well as a complete line of nails, wire and wire prod-

ucts. Samuel Hale, formerly with the Wisconsin Steel Com-
pany, Chicago, and later general manager of the Algoma
Steel Corporation, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., becomes vice-

president in charge of the steel division. There will be no
other change in the management, S. J. Llewellyn remaining

as president and George F. Davie as vice-president and treas-

urer. The Interstate Iron & Steel Company started in 1905

in a small way with a rolling mill at East Chicago for the

manufacture of iron and steel bars and shapes. At that time

it had a capacity of about 30,000 tons per year. It has

always been active in the railway supply field. With the

properties it has recently acquired, and with improvements

which will soon be finished, it will have plants having an

output of 275,000 tons annually. Its products now include

common bar iron, plain and twisted reinforcing bars, refined

bar iron, bar iron for car work, engine bolt and stay bolt iron,

wrought iron and steel tie plates, and a full line of steel bars,

wire rods, wire nails and other wire products. It now has

iron rolling mills at East Chicago, Ind.; high carbon steel

rolling mills at Marion, Ohio; an open hearth plant and a

blooming mill at South Chicago, and a rod mill and wire

works at Seventy-ninth street, Chicago.

Saws.—The Simonds Manufacturing Company, Fitch-

burg, Mass, has issued a 180-page catalogue of its line of

saws, knives, files and special steels.

Power Hammers.—The United Hanuiier Company, Bos-

ton, Mass., has issued a small 16-page booklet describing

and illustrating its line of Fairbanks power hanmiers.

PoRT.ABLE Tools.—Portable Tools of Chosen Value is the

title of a small booklet recently issued by the Stow Manu-
facturing Company, Binghamton, N. Y., manufacturers of

Stow flexible shafting.

Machine Tools.—The Gisholt Machine Company,
Madison, Wis., has recently issued a 16-page booklet con-

taining reprints of a number of full page advertisements

that appeared in the American Machinist.

Hose—Electric Hoists.—Bulletins Nos. 129 and E-4S,

recently issued by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company,
Chicago, deal respectively with hose, hose couplings and

hose clamp tools, and with Duntly portable electric hoists.

LocoMOTi\'E Devices.—The Franklin Railway Supply

Company, New York, in series E bulletin 600, illustrates and

describes the Franklin automatic adjustable driving box

wedge, and in series C bulletin 401, McLaughlin flexible

conduits.

Transit Refrigeration.—A bulletin recently issued by

the Refrigerator Car Equipment Company, Chicago, entitled

"Waste in Transit Refrigeration Transformed into Efficiency

and Profits" describes the company's ABC system of transit

refrigeration.

Fabroil Gears, formerly known as the cloth pinons, form

the suljject of a profusely illustrated descriptive bulletin No.

48702, of the General Electric Company. Commercial data

on "Fabroil" gears and useful information for gear calcula-

tions are given in bulletin No. 48703.

Washing and Cooling Am.—A rather attractive booklet,

bulletin No. 150, recently issued by the Spray Engineering

Company, Boston, Mass., deals with Spraco equipment for

washing and cooling air for steam turbine generators. The
booklet describes the company's water-spray type of air-

washer and cooler, taking up the details of its construction

and operation. A number of views of the air-washers are

shown in operation and in course of construction.

Ball Be.^ring Hangers.—The latest catalogue issued by
the S. K. F. Ball Bearing Company, Hartford, Conn., bears

the title S. K. F. Self-aligning Ball Bearing Hangers and
Pillow Blocks. The booklet contains 48 well illustrated pages

and takes up in detail such subjects as Power Saving, the

L'se of Smaller Motors, Saving in Lubrication and Inspection,

Reduced Fire Hazard, etc. Several pages are devoted to

tables and curves and engineering data on mounting, lubri-

cation, testing lubricants, felt seats, etc. Announcement is

also made of the S. K. F. engineering service.

Railway Speed Recorder.—Bulletin No. 263, recently

issued by tlie Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, illustrates

and describes the Boyer railway speed recorder. The bulle-

tin also gives instructions for applying and operating the re-

corder, and explains that by examining the chart which it

makes, the exact speed at which the train passed any point
on the road, the number and location of stops, the distance,

speed and location of any backward movement that may have
been made, can be determined at a glance. Several pages
are devoted to the new Boyer speed recorder with clock attach-
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Milling In the February issue of the Railway

Machine Mechanical Engineer an announce-

p . ment was made regarding the compe-
tition on milling machine practice.

The field to be covered was purposely made broad enough
to permit anyone who is at all interested in the possibilities

of this work to contribute. It is our purpose to bring

together in a concise form the benefits derived by those of

our readers who use this type of machine to good advantage,
for the information of those who do not. The milling

machine with its various types of cutters has developed very

rapidly in the industrial field. It has possibilities in the

railway field with which some are not familiar. Some rail-

way mechanical men are seeking knowledge as to its service

in railway work. By submitting an article on what is being
done on your road you are assisting those who are after this

information. You likewise will receive the benefit of the

investigations of others who perhaps may have made devel-
opments along different lines. Three prizes of $20 each
have been offered for the best articles received at our New
York office not later than April 1, 1917.

Motive The remarkable and exceptional con-

Power ditions confronting the railways during

Cooditions
**^ P^^' winter has put the mechani-
cal departments to the most severe test

they have had in )-ears. The demand for engines and the
exceptional continuity of the cold weather throughout the
winter has been a tremendous drain on the power. Those
roads which had their power in excellent condition at the be-
ginning of the winter have weathered the storm with but little

difficulty, but those which went into the winter with only
indifferent power have found it hard to meet the demands
of the transportation departments. Every effort should be
rnade to get the power back into shape as promptly as pos-
sible. Indications point to a continuance of heavy business
conditions. If the United States enters the war against Ger-
many the probabilities are that the demands on the rail-

ways will be still greater. We must be ready to meet these
demands. Motive power will be needed and should be made
ready. Those who are allowing their power to run beyond
its time with the hope there will be a break in business soon
are very likely to find themselves in a much worse and
perhaps a disastrous condition a few months hence.

Locomotive While the making and handling of lo-

Rod Job
comotive main and side rods are as old

„ . .
as the locomotive itself, but little has

Compet.t.on ^^^^ ,^ij recently regarding this par-
ticular work. In order to bring to the attention of our read-
ers and also to make a matter of record the latest practice in
this work, we are offering three prizes of $20 each for the
best articles on the rod job from start to finish, which are
received in our New York office on or before May 1, 1917.
There are three important features to be brought out in these

articles, namely, the methods followed in doing the work, the

shop facilities for handling the work and the organization

of the rod gang. In explaining the methods followed in doing

the work, it is desirable that the reason be given as to why
any particular method is followed and the advantages accru-

ing therefrom. Under the head of shop facilities should be

explained the special devices used for this work and the ar-

rangement of machines and benches in the shop. This will

require illustration in many cases. Where blueprints and
photographs are not obtainable, sketches capable of being

traced will be accepted. In describing the organization of

the gang, the duties of each man in it sliould be clearly out-

lined. Those contributions which are not awarded prizes,

but which are accepted for publication, will be paid for at

our regular space rates.

Keeping

Standards

Up-to-Date

Several years ago an attempt was made
on a number of roads to standardize
locomotives to secure economy in shop
operation and maintenance. It was
found, however, that by adhering to

strictly standard locomotives, efficiency in road operation was
sacrificed, and the designs have been modified from time to

time to suit the changing conditions. Many roads are main-
taining designs which would not be considered for new power
today and which should be altered at the first opporutnity.
There are few railroads that do not number among their

locomotives some with extremely heavy designs of Stephenson
valve gear, which are hard to keep in repair and adjustment.
The substitution of an outside gear would, no doubt, save its

cost in a short time, yet such changes are seldom made. The
application of superheaters to existing equipment is being
practiced by many railroads. Some have changed slide valve
cylinders for piston valves and the saving has justified the
added expense. In car construction the maintenance of the
original standards on wooden cars is a fruitful source of ex-
pense; the ends and side doors might often profitably be
changed, as well as the draft gear. The extent to which the
adoption of new standards could be carried and a saving
effected thereby, is difficult to determine, but there is no doubt
that man}- roads are neglecting an opportunity for making a
considerable saving by rigid adherence to old standards.

Rough Handling Several years ago a great deal of atten-

of Passenger 1'°" ^^'^s given to the question of han-

Trains
"^^'"^ passenger trains so as to eliminate
shocks in starting and stopping. Means

were found to reduce the jarring which proved so unpleasant
to passengers, and the educational campaign carried on among
the enginemen resulted in a marked improvement. Observant
passengers will agree that this problem has come back to
trouble railroad men again. The introduction of the steel
car and the consequent increase in the weight of passenger
trains has created new problems in connection with the
handling of trains, and it is doubtful whether the methods
which produced such good results before will be of any avail
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in dealing with the present situation. Passenger trains

weighing more than 1,000 tons are not uncommon, and the

high starting resistance, when combined with grade resistance,

often makes it impassible to start trains without taking the

slack. Even where there is no adverse grade to contend with

the brakes often fail to release as the)- should, making it im-

possible to start a train smoothly.

Tlie situation is certain to give trouble and vigorous meth-

ods should be taken to find the source of the difficulty and

eliminate the undesirable conditions. Generally fairly smooth

stops can be made, the prolilem at the present time being to

do away with the difficulty experienced in starting without

taking the slack. The reduction of the frictional resistance

of starting by the application of roller bearings is a possible

solution, but this will probably not be considered until more

attention has Ijeen given to the foundation brake rigging.

When the proljleni of rough handling came up before it was

successful!}' met by the road foreman. The present trouble

arises from other causes, and the designer and the car repair

man must find a wav to overcome it.

„ ., J Tliere are four important items to be

considered in any railroad luel organi-

. zation which must be handled in se-
rganiza i

quence in order tliat the best results

may be obtained. Inspection of the coal at mines comes

first. Next is the handling of the coal after it has l>een

received by the road; then the education of the employees

who use the coal, and last, the facilities and assistance these

employees are given in the matter of well maintained equip-

ment to encourage them in getting the most out of the fuel.

It is only by careful and efficient inspection that the proper

grade of coal w'ill be olitained from the mines. The inspec-

tor is a very important unit in the fuel organization. His

duties are broad. He not only must see that the road is re-

ceiving the grade of coal it contracts for, but must check the

weights, see that the coal is properly loaded in cars, watch

the car suppl>' and study tlie conditions at the mines in order

to protect his road against any unforeseen occurrence that

may interfere with its regular supply of fuel.

After the road has received its coal properly sized, it must

handle it economically and without deterioration. The care

with which the insjiector at the mines watches the sizing of

the coal will be of no fjenefit if care is not taken to maintain

this size while handling it at the coaling stations. The cost

of handling and the facilities for unloading the coal from the

cars and reloading it onto the locomotive tender is an impor-

tant matter. Careful records should be kept for comparison

and where sufficient coal is handled, a study of the coaling

station facilities should lie made to determine the most eco-

nomical method of handling without undue breaking up of

tlie coal lumps. Where modern coaling stations are not used

many roads have llieir coal handled by contractors. Those

roads which have w^ell organized fuel departments have

found that considerable money can be saved in the cost of

handling by operating these stations themselves, and that

better results generally can be obtained after the coaling sta-

tion crews have Ijeen carefully instructed. These stations

should be under the charge of inspectors whose sole duties

should be to see that the coal is properly and economically

handled.

In the educational work the emplo\'ees that handle the

coal at the stationary plants should not be neglected. Con-

sideraMe has been done already to educate the engine crews.

Various methods are in effect, such as holding meetings at

different engine terminals over an entire system, at which

lectures are given and moving pictures displayed concerning

the entire subject of fuel combustion, .^t these meetings the

men are encouraged to ask questions or suggest methods by

which they think fuel conditions can be improved. While
such lectures and meetings are of considerable advantage,

the liest results will be oljtained liy road instruction. A suffi-

ciently large numljer of fuel supervisors should Ije assigned

to instruct the engine crews in the matter of jjroper firing

and general engine operation on the road. A man will learn

mucli faster b}- being shown how to do his work than lie will

be Ijy being told how to do it. More weiglit will lie given tlie

instructor's words when he is able to prove his statements Ijy

actual demonstrations. The number of supervisors should

be sufficiently large in order that all engine crews may lie

handled often enough to keep their interest alive in the mat-

ter of fuel economy. The supervisor should be as free with

his compliments as he is with his criticisms and every oppor-

tunit}- should be taken to impress U|)on the fireman that

proper firing and the economical use of fuel saves his liack

as well as the company's coal liill.

It is human nature for a man to become discouraged and

revert to his old practices, if it is found that he is not lieing

given the proper support in doing that which is requested of

him. No matter how perfect the instruction may be or how
apt tlie pupil may he, if the materials and engines with which

he has to work are not such that a creditable showing can

be made, he is very lialile to lose interest in his work. It

is of prime importance, therefore, that the engines be well

maintained, free steamers, and that care lie given to provide

the proper and standard grade of fuel. There is no question

but that better results will be olitained w'here engines are

assigned to specific crews. Where this is done the crews

will take greater pride in getting the most out of the power,

and will \>c more liable to .see that their engines are properly

maintained, so that they may head the list in locomotive per-

formance. The supervisors of fuel economy can gain the

support of the engine crews by co-operating witli them in

having the engines properly maintained.

Co-operation in The tentative valuations of a few roads

Valuation which have now been made puldic by

^ the Interstate Commerce Commission
show that the value of the property

under the control of the mechanical department is atiout 20
per cent of the value of the entire property of the railroads.

The total amount involved in this valuation is extremely

large and it is important that no item should lie overlooked.

In most of the discussions of the valuation of the railroads

great stress has lieen laid on the work of the engineering de-

partment and Ijut little attention paid to the mechanical de-

partment.

The great variety of tlie material to be valued and the

meagrene.ss of tlie available data on the subject make the

work complex and difficult. The railroads in general have
never before been called upon to handle a problem at all

similar to that presented by the Federal valuation and the

development of an effective organization to handle it is a

difficult matter. The roads which have completed the work
can be of great service to those just starting. The first in-

spection of the shop and motive power is extremely important

and extra care bestowed on it will greatly facilitate the final

calculations.

\\\ those concerned in the work should bear in mind that

the final result is based upon the "condition per cent" which
is determined in this inspection. In the inspection of locomo-
tives and cars particular stress should be laid on the necessity

of securing full and complete records of the additions and
betterments applied since the equipment was purchased. A
search through the mechanical department files will often

bring to light records of expenditures which otherwise would
have been overlooked and this should be done before the in-

.spection is made. In valuing the shop machinery and tools,

the gages, jigs and special appliances which have been built

in the company's shops should be carefuHv appraised. Trac-
ings and blueprints represent a large investment which should
not be neglected.
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In certain sections of the country the railway mechanical

valuation engineers have met to discuss the methods used in

doing the work. Such conferences will be of great assistance.

For the benefit of the roads whose representatives will not

be able to attend meetings of this sort wide puljlicity should

be given to the methods which have been developed for mak-

ing the valuation of the mechanical department as nearly

complete and exact as Dossible.

Conserve For the past year the mechanical

the ShoD departments of the railways have had

considerable difficulty in holding and
Forces

obtaining sufficiently large forces to

operate their shops to the capacity the present heavy business

demands. Most of the shop craftsmen have been tempted to

leave the railroads in response to the flattering offers, which

at best are only temporary, of the industrial sliops which

have benefited Ijy the "war prosperity." Some have accepted

these offers while others, preferring the steady work offered

by the railroads, have remained. Undoubtedly those that

chose the latter course were the wiser. But little can be

gained by jumping from place to place even though the

wages for a time may be Ijetter. The new men in the shop

should be made to realize this.

It should be the duty of the shop officers to interest them-

selves in the personal welfare of the men under them. It

should be the duty of every railroad to make the living con-

ditions of their shop men as comfortable as possible. Efforts

should be made to make the work congenial for the men
and keep them satisfied with their work. Money spent for

bringing employees into closer relationship with their

employers is well invested. The men should Ije made to

feel that they are a necessary part of the railroad for which

they work and that they are a permanent unit in the organi-

zation. No shop can be efficiently operated which depends

on "floaters" to do the work. The shop men are getting

e.xcellent wages and are working full time and many of them

are getting considerable overtime. Why not caution them

now against overe.xtravagance and encourage tliem to save

some of their money for the proverbial "rainy day." All

business has its "ups and downs" and it was but a short

time ago that business was decidedly "down." With the

proper kind of encouragement the men could be educated

to prepare themselves for these depressions. With money in

the Ixink thev will be able to tide over hard times with less

discomfort and they w-ill be far less liable to drift away

from their steady jobs. Missionary work along these lines

will not only help the men, but it will also help keep the shop

forces intact.

parts Ijy the engineering department. Abusive treatment of

track has led to investigations which have shown that rail

pressures above 80,000 lb. are being produced 1j)' some loco-

motives. On other roads the mechanical department has

been able to "get awa)'" with engines on which a consider-

able amount of counterbalance has been left off, simply be-

cause it was inconvenient to put it on. On still another road

it is tlie opinion of the mechanical department that the large

counterbalance necessary on some engines is resjionsible for

some of its rod failures.

If there is any doubt as to the practicability of the use of

heat-treated steel, a study should be made of the automobile

industry. The automobile makers have, however, only been

able to use this material after careful study and experimenta-

tion. Likewise the railroads will onh' be aljle to use it suc-

cessfully after they have carefull}' studied the methods of

treating the steel. At the present time this material is the

only means aside from l>alanced compounds by which tlie

railroads will be able to meet tlie demands for heavier power

without the adoption of a heavier rail section and a general

strengthening of bridges. It is the duty of every mechanical

department to prepare itself for the use of this material.

Much is to be learned on both the theoretical and practical

sides and the sooner Ijoth sides are mastered, the sooner will

the beneficial effects be obtained.

Light Reciprocating

Parts for

Locomotives

Of the many refinements in locomotive

design, that of light reciprocating parts

is the one which has been given the

least consideration by most railroads.

And it is the refinement that, on account of the heavy engines

being built at the present time, is deserving of very careful

study by all railway mechanical engineers. There is a ten-

dency on some roads to wait a few years in order to reap

the benefits of the studies made of this subject by other roads.

Still other roads question the practicability of using heat-

treated metal in locomotive service on account of the troubles

experienced by some roads that have been progressive enough

to attempt the use of this material. In either case, however,

the "watcliful-waiting" road is the loser. It either must use

locomotives of light weight at a sacrifice of economy in opera-

tion, or it must subject its roadljed and bridges to undue pun-
ishinent. At the same time it is losing the experience neces-

sary to successfully handle heat-treated steel, which even-

tually it will have to acquire.

Some roads have been forced into using light reciprocating

NEW BOOKS
Proceedings of the Twenty-Fourth Annual Contention of the International

Railroad Master Blacksmiths Association. Bound in cloth. 200 pages,
6 in. by BJ's in., illnstrated. Published by the association, A. I..

Woodworth, secretary, Lima, Ohio.

This book contains the papers and the discussions as pre-

sented at the annual meeting held at the Hotel Sherman,

Chicago, August 15, 16 and 17, 1916. The range of subjects

covered is unusually large. .A considerable space is devoted

to a discussion of carbon and high speed steels and methods

of heat treatment. Other subjects treated include flue weld-

ing, spring making and repairing, drop forging, tools and
formers, frogs and crossings, oxyacetylene and electric weld-

ing, casehardening, shop kinks, powdered coal as fuel for

blacksmith shops, piece work and reclamation methods.

Proceedings of the International Railway General Foremen's Association.
Edited by William Hall, secretary of the association. 148 pages, illus-

trated, 6 in. by 9 in. Bound in paper. Published by the association,
VV'illiam Hall, secretary, Winona, Minn.

These proceedings are a record of the 12th annual convention

of the association held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on

August 29, 30 and 31, and September 1, 1916. The general

topics discussed were the problems of the car department,

counterbalancing of steam locomotives, the classification of

repairs and the relation of foremen to the men. There was
also a paper and discussion on fitting up frames and binders

and laying out shoes and wedges. The methods of counter-

balancing locomotives were discussed at length and a variety

of topics were taken up under the other subjects.

Official Proceedings of the American Railway Tool Foremen's .Association.
140 pages, illustrated, 6 in. by 9>^ in. Bound in paper. Published
by the association, R. D. Fletcher, secretary, 6324 University avenue.
Chicago,

This year book is a report of the proceedings of the eighth

annual convention of the association which was held at the

Hotel Sherman, Chicago, August 24, 25 and 26, 1916. The
papers presented dealt with the heat treatment of steel, special

tools for steel car repairs, devices for reclaiming material,

special tools and devices for the forge shop, and tlie use of

grinding wheels in railroad repair shops. The information

regarding tool room practice will be found useful by all tool

foremen. Many special devices are illustrated and described

and there is also consideral:)le general information concernin^;

the activities of the association.
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C O M M U N I C A Tl O N S

SPECIAL SHAPED NOZZLES: THE REASON FOR
THEIR EFFICIENCY

St. Makvs, Pa.

To The Editor:

The paper presented to the Central Railway Club at its

regular meeting on November 10, 1916, under the title "Fuel

Economy and Troper Drafting of Locomotives,"* brought

out very forcibly the advantage obtained by the rectangular

nozzle over the old st)le circular nozzle. But a question

naturally arises as to whether the improvement has reached

its most efficient form.

Referring to the obser\'ation5 made from positions along-

side of, in front of, or from the cabs of locomotives of fast-

moving trains, in which the e.xhaust gave the appearance of

filling the stack about one-third when viewed from the side,

and when viewed from the front or rear seemed to fill the

stack to the bulging point; these observations do not appeal

to the writer as demonstrating that the round nozzle did not

soon as it is set free. This is the condition we have in the

stack of a locomotive when it e.xhausts. We know that the

circle contains the greatest area for the length of its perimeter,

compared with other polygons; therefore, the jet of the cir-

cular nozzle will offer the least friction passing through the

surrounding gases of the smoke bo-\.

The rectangular nozzle has a perimeter approximately 16

per cent greater than the circular nozzle, which causes the jet

to offer a greater friction to the surrounding gases, consequent-

ly carr)ing a greater amount of the smoke box gases with it

Its shape also creates a condition that the circular nozzle

does not. By examination of the sketch we will find that the

ends Ri and A'? of the jet will reach the inside perimeter

of the stack before the center of the sides R^ and R4 do due

to the first two sides being closer to the inside perimeter

of the stack, causing a greater mingling of the smoke box

gases with the jet, because the sides Ri and Rj begin to

spread both ways when they come in contact with the stack

before the other two sides R2 and R4 have expanded enough
to come in contact with the stack. The late arrival of the

sides R2 and R4 causes the .second mingling of the gases

with the jet, which has the result of further increasing the

velocity of the gases.

We have the same condition with the star-shaped nozzle

as we liave with the rectangular exhaust, only in this case

it has 47 per cent more perimeter than the circular nozzle

and 27 per cent more than in the rectangular nozzle, which

would increase the jet friction over the other two types, and
the star shape has six points to spread and entrain the gases

and six depressions to expand which, to a greater extent,

would increase the mingling action of the gases in the same
manner as explained for the rectangular nozzle.

It has been claimed that the rectangular nozzle has made
good and shown a saving in fuel on several railroads, and
it is a question in the writer's mind whether this same prin-

ciple cannot be carried a step farther by the use of a star-

shaped nozzle.

E. F. GiviN.
Mechanical Engineer, Pittsburg. Shawmut & Northern.

Stack with Rectangular, Star and Circular Nozzles of Equivalent

Areas

fill the Stack, but was rather due to the action of the wind

resistance and the rapid advance of the locomotive, wliich

would tend to bend the jet as soon as it passed the top of

the stack, giving the appearance mentioned. There is no

question that well-designed exhaust bases, round nozzles and

stacks will cause the stacks to be properly filled, and yet will

not meet the theoretical requirements as well as either the

rectangular or star-shaped nozzles.

If we examine the drawing shon-ing the cross-section of a

stack with a circular, rectangular and star-shaped nozzle

having approximately the same cross-sectional area, drawn

one over another, we will see quite a difference in the peri-

meters. The follow^ing table brings this out clearly.

Perimeter
.\rea. Approx.

Circular nozzle, 6 in. diameter 28.27 sq. in. 19 in.

Rectangular nozzle, 4 in. by 7 in. .... .28.00 sq. in. 22 m.
Six point star nozzle, side of point

2.33 in 28.00 sq. in. 28 in.

The nature of any gas under pressure is to expand and

equalize with any surrounding gas of a lower pressure as

'.\n abstract of this paper appears on another page in this issue.

WHAT IS AN ENGINE FAILURE?
Boston, Mass.

To The Editor:
As a reader of your paper for many years I have been much

interested in the several references to engine failures, mile-

age per failure, etc. I do not recall ever having seen a
standard definition of an engine failure.

1. Is failure to make time due wholly to bad coal, an
engine failure ?

2. Suppose an engine is running perfectly in all respects,

but that an extra sleeper or two have been added to the

usual train, just enough to make it impossible for the loco-

motive to haul the train at the timecard speed.

3. Suppose a passenger train arrives at the terminal on
time, but with an engine axle so badly heated or cut that

it has to be removed.

4. Suppose, in the last case, the axle has been cooled and
packed on the road, delaying the train, but causing no damage
to engine.

Are all these engine failures?

The above are only a few of the items that might be worth

considering in arriving at a more satisfactory definition of an
engine failure. W. f.

Superheat in Power Plant Work.—-In an article in

Industrial Management, Robert L. Struter states that the de-

gree of superheat used in the United States for power plant

work varies from 25 to 100 deg. F. for engines and from 100

deg. to 200 deg. F. for turbines. In Europe a superheat of

.lOO dcK- F. is not uncommon.



Southern Duplex Locomotives
Running Gear and Machinery of Retired Engines

Applied to the Tenders of Mikado Locomotives

BY the application of the running gear and machiner)' of

retired Mogul and Consolidation locomotives to the water

tanks of existing Mikado locomotives, the Southern Rail-

way has materially increased the capacity of these locomotives

without increasing the wheel load and with a marked decrease

in fuel consumption per ton-mile. This has been done

with but little change to either the running gear of the retired

tion. A second pipe, which permits the added use of satur-

ated steam taken direct from the top of the boiler is also

connected with this pipe. This has been added in order

to provide greater steam supply to the tender engine for peak

loads on heavy grades. The saturated steam supply and the

superheated steam supply are controlled separately by gate

valves in each pipe, operated from the cab. The steam

84

General Arrangement of Mogul Running Gear and Machinery Applied to a Mikado Tender

engines or to the water tanks of the Mikados. In fact, it is

as though the boiler were lifted from the retired locomotive

and the water tank of the Mikados placed on the frame in

lieu thereof, the running gear and machinery, together with

the cylinder castings and frame remaining intact. The
diameter of the cylinders of the tender engine has been

reduced, which, with the reduction of one inch in diameter

of the Mikado type cylinders, does not overtax the Mikado

supply to the Mikado engine itself is also independent of

these two sources. The reversing mechanism for the tender

engine is controlled from the eng'ne deck, as indicated in

the drawings. The reach rod is provided with notches to give

full gear, three-quarter gear, one-half gear and one-quarter

gear forward, and full gear and three-quarter gear backward.

The reversing gear of the tender engine may be operated by

anv salable reversing mechanism and, where operated by

?
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the U-iidtT the dniw-hur pull of the Duplex locomotives is

J9 per cent greater than that of the original Mikados. The
locomotive is operated at 175 \h. boiler pressure, which, with

27-in. by 30-in. cylinders and 6.;-in. drivers in the original

Mikados, gives a tractive effort of 51,600 lb. By reducing

the diameter of the cylinder to 26 in. the tractive effort of

over the first 22 miles of this line is 1,100 tons. The Duple.x

locomotives will handle 1,400 tons, or an increase of 27 per

cent. On this part of the line there is a 1.5 per cent grade

for 5 miles, with many reverse curves.

For the remaining distance, 46 miles, there is one short

grade of 1.7 per cent with reverse curves and a slow approach

Arrangement of the Reversing Gear for the Tender Engine

the Mikado locomotive was reduced to 47,900 lb. The trac-

tive effort of the tender unit in case of the Consolidation

locomotive, with 20-in. by 24-in. cylinders, and 50-in. driv-

ing wheels is 28,600 lb., making a total of 76,500 lb. Tests

have shown that the draw-bar pull available from the com-
bination is 64,000 lb., as compared with 46,000 lb. for the

single Mikado, or an increase of 39 per cent. It has been

which, with other grades of the same percentage but with less

curvature, limits the capacity of the single Mikados to

1,150 tons. The Duplex locomotives will handle 1,600

tons, or an increase of 39 per cent. The average for the

whole eastbound trip is 77,100 ton-miles for the single

Mikado locomotives and 104,400 ton-miles for the Duplex
locomotives, or an increase of 36 per cent. In handling this

S&ction B-B.

Details of the Tank Supports on the Mogul Type Tender Engine

found that the maximum draw-bar pull of the Duplex loccv-

motives can be sustained on a continuous pull frr 50 min.

Several of these locomotives have been installed on the line

betw-een Asheville, N. C, and Hayne, S. C, a distance of 68

miles. On this line, eastljound, the heavy traffic direction,

there are 1.5 per cent and 1.7 per cent grades. With the

single Mikado locomotives the maximum tonnage handled

additional tonnage the Duplex locomotives burn substantially

the same total amount of coal as tlie single Mikados, the

average for the Mikados being 18 lb. per 100 ton-miles, and
for the Duplex locomotives 12 lb. per 100 ton-miles. The
engine crews on this line make a round trip of 136 miles in

an average running time of from 12 to 13 hours.

The Mogul tender units have 19-in. by 24-in. cylinders
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with 54-in. drivers, which with 175-lb. boiler pressure, gives

a tractive effort of 23,850 lb. This, added to the 47,900-lb.

tractive effort of the improved Mikado locomotives, gives a

total tractive effort of 71,750 lb. In only the Mogul applica-

tion is the factor of adhesion with the minimum weight of

\,-^-A l<-4-4< 4!^--

Front Draw Casting of the Tender Unit of the Duplex Locomotive

tender much too low. In this case, with the tender prac-

tically empty of water and coal, a factor of adhesion of

only about 2.25 is obtained, while in both cases the maximum
factor of adhesion, that is, with the tender loaded, is 5.25.

solidation wlieel arrangement is 176,000 lb. maximum and

with the Mogul wheel arrangement, 152,000 lb. maximum.
The drawings show the application of the running gear

and machinery of a Mogul type locomotive to the water tank

of the Mikado type locomotive. The entire lower part of

the Mogul locomotive remains practically unchanged. The
cylinder casting is retained intact and the front and rear

draft castings are changed slightly, the front draft casting

being shown in one of the illustrations. The upper rails of

the frames are 4 in. by 4 in. and the lower rails are 4 in. by

lYz in. The water tank is supported on the frames by five

Yzin. transverse plate supports riveted to 4-in. by 4-in. by

J^-in. angles on the water tank and to frame cross braces

at the frames, and by a J
-2 -in. plate support about 5 ft. long

on each side of the tank over the main drivers. The fourth

transverse plate support extends down to the lower rail of

the frame. The 3-in. steam pipe running to the tender engine

contains three ball joint connections between the engine and

tender to give the necessary flexibility. The exhaust from

the cylinders passes through a 5-in. pipe to the rear of

the tank. This pipe is clamped at each of the transverse

supports by a strap riveted to a 2''2-in. by 2^4-in. by 5/16-

in. angle riveted to these plates.

A pocket is formed in the tank at the front end to provide

proper clearance for the rear cylinders, it being redesigned,

as shown in the drawings. The Mikado tj-pe boiler has a

total heating surface of 3,231 sq. ft., with a grate area of

54 sq. ft. The weight on the front engine drivers is 215,700

lbs., with a total engine weight of 272,940 lb. The tank has

a capacity of 8,000 gal. of water.

front End of the Tank as Redesigned for the Duplex Locomotive

In case of the Consolidation tender unit the minimum factor

of adhesion is about 3.25, and inasmuch as this unit is used

more than the Mogul unit, but little difficulty is experienced

in this regard. The weight of the tender unit with the Con-

POWDERED COAL FOR BLACKSMITH
SHOPS*

BY C. F. HERINGTON
Mechanical Engineer. Powdered Coal Department. Bonnot Company. Canton, Ohio

In spite of die constant demand for increased efficiency in

manufacturing, the question of industrial heating, important

as it is, is too often lightly considered or overlooked by the

management. The B. t. u.s you can buy for a cent does not

determine the quantity or the quality of the product you get

for a dollar. If the furnaces are so designed as to utilize

powdered coal to the best advantage, and the coal dust is

economically conveyed and regulated at the furnace to leave

no residue of fine particles of coal dust on the work, and the

smoke and ash are carried away, a fuel will be had which

fulfills everj'thing to be desired.

If the choice of fuels was made on the basis of the heat

units they contain coal would surely be chosen, for if fuel oil

costs five cents a gallon, coal would have to be $10 a ton to

make the cost equal for the same number of B. t. u.s. But

this does not by any means measure the comparative efficiency

of heating furnaces, for the real problem is one of heating cost

and heating efficiency, and not fuel cost. Fuel must be selected

which, all things considered, will show the lowest production

cost in the shop under prevailing conditions.

Comparing powdered coal with fuel oil and gas on a basis

of the heat content, it is found that one gallon of oil costing

five cents contains 140,000 B. t. u.s, which is equal to 10 lb.

of coal of 14,000 B. t. u.s per pound. Assuming that coal

costs $2.50 per ton, and the cost of grinding and distributing

it to the furnaces is 50 cents, fuel oil w'ould have to sell at

1 Yz cents per gallon to make the cost of oil and coal the same
per B. t. u. On the same basis natural gas must be bought at

11 '4 cents per 1.000 cu. ft., and producer gas at two cents to

equal powdered coal at $3 per ton.

In the eastern part of Pennsylvania there has been in opera-

tion for a year and a half a powdered coal plant operated on

what is known as the Holbeck system. In this system air is

'From a paper presented at the annual convention of the International
Railroad Master lilacksmiths* Association.
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used as an agent for conveying the coal dust to the different

furnaces. The coal is first pulverized in the usual manner

and delivered to a storage bin located in the coal building.

This bin is the only one in the plant used for storing pul-

verized coal, and was made of sufficient capacity to serve the

furnaces for one day. The powdered coal is taken from this

bin by a double flight screw conveyor driven by a variable

speed motor. It is then sent into the suction of a high

pressure lilower, which blows it into the distributing main

which carries it to the furnaces through branch lines. The

coal which is not used at the furnaces is returned through a

return line to a collector located on top of the powdered coal

bin. It is extracted from the air and falls into the storage

bin where it is used over again. The air from the return

line, after the coal is extracted, is returned to the suction side

of tlie distributing blower. Interposed in the distributing

main and the distributing blower is a specially designed air

indicator and regulator which is used to indicate the flow of

air through the system, and to control the feed of powdered

coal into the system so as to supply a uniform mixture of

coal dust and air to the furnace, regardless of the numljer of

furnaces that are in operation.

With the Holbeck system powdered coal can be conveyed

any distance from the coal or grinding plant. The installa-

tion mentioned is in a blacksmith shop, and the powdered

coal is carried in suspension through pipes and back to the

collector, a distance of 2,125 ft. The air and coal dust is

carried through spiral riveted pipes, and whenever the

velocity is reduced by friction a second, third, or even fourth

booster blower is added so that the circulation can be kept for

an indefinite distance. No wear, is discernible in this piping

system.

The advantages of the system are, first, the actual con-

simiption of power for furnishing the coal dust to the furnaces

is verv low; second, the wear and high cost of repairs inci-

dental to the old method of using screw conve\ors is

eliminated ; third, the storage bin at each individual furnace,

which takes up valuable space, is done away with; fourth,

within a few minutes after the furnaces are shut off the coal

dust is all returned to the storage bin in the pulverizing plant,

thus leaving no coal dust in the shops or at the furnaces. In

installing this system no large combustion chamber is built,

nor are the furnaces changed to any extent. The oil or gas

supply is simply cut off and one or two branches of pipe

brought down to the furnace with a valve near the main, so

arranged that it can be operated from the floor.

of vanadium in certain American motor cars and noticing

the constant reference to vanadium steel in the specifications

of new locomotives as described in the Railway Mechanical

Engineer, we determined to give vanadium steel a trial in

these springs.

The matter was referred to the Vanadium Company, whose

agents supplied springs of the railway company's pattern, but

made of vanadium steel of tha tensile test and analysis, sho%vn

in Table I.

Tabie I

Ult. stress, Yield point, Elong. Redn.
tons tons in 2 in., area,

per sq. in. per sq. in. per cent per cent

Normalized 56.8 37.4 17.0 35.0

Tempered (as in spring) 102 96.5 9.0 25.0

H„,L„.J ! 123 = 578 Brinnell^"i""^ }too hard to grip in test jaws.

Analysis

C. P. S. Si. Mn. Chr. Van.
.S .028 .033 .17 .45 .96 .21

The most interesting point to be noted is the high per-

centage of yield point to ultimate tensile stress, particularly

SERVICE TESTS OF STEEl, SPRINGS
BV GEORGE T. GLOVER

Locomotive Engineer, Great Northern Railway of Ireland

Spring trouble is one which besets many railways on this

side of the Atlantic, and there appears to be little record

of practical experience in the technical press in regard to

methods to overcome the trouble. The Great Northern Rail-

way of Ireland possesses some shunting tank locomotives,

shown in Fig. 1 and designed in 1908, which, although of

comparative light load per axle, give an undue amount of

trouble with spring breakage. The springs shown in Fig. 2

are those under the coupled wheels of 4 ft. 3 in. diameter on

tread, and are of a normal British design. They are hung,

as shown in Fig. 3, from non-adjustable spring links.

These locomotives have to work on some very indifferent

permanent way around the Belfast docks and shipyards, part

of the line being laid through public streets in stone_ setts

similar to a tram line, and no system of maintaining the joints

at the ends of the rails has been found to give satisfactory

results under such hea\y traffic, nor will the urban author-

ities proceed to much expense in maintenance.

No alteration could be made in the design of the locomo-

tives or of the permanent way. Seeing the apparent results

Fig. 1—Type of Locomotive That Was Used In Making Spring Tests

in the tempered state. No details are available as to the

tempering, etc., as this was carried out at the maker's works,

the springs being supplied complete to drawing and ready

for putting under the engines. The springs stood the fol-

lowing loading test, the chief point of interest here being the

small range per ton weight and the high elastic limit of the

spring, permitting a return to the initial loaded camber after

a reversal of camber to ^ in. beyond straight

:

Tons 2 4 6 T.i 10 12
Deflection 1 in. 11/16 in. 7/16 in. 3/16 in. Str. —5/16 in. —H in.

The engine springs that were replaced by vanadium steel

were made of a good grade of English spring steel; a test

Sfhki 4',l

Fig. 2—Type of Spring Under Test

from the normal engine spring made of this steel gave ap-

proximately the tensile test and analysis, shown in Table II.

Table II

Ult. stress,

tons
per sq. in.

Xormalized 45.2
Tempered 72.6

Analysis

C. P. S
.54 .028 .028

yield point.
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This steel is giving perfect satisfaction in the main line

locomotives of the company under heavier axle loads than in

the tank locomotives, except in certain cases where these

locomotives have to run on a portion of the inferior permanent
way mentioned.

There is no reason for adopting the vanadium steel springs

all round, as the work of the main line locomotives is con-

fined to the excellent modern permanent way of the company
and does not entail movement over the dock lines where spring

trouble is chiefly experienced. In addition, adjustable spring

gear can be used under the larger wheel of the main line lo-

comotives, as shown in Fig. 4. This gear can not be used

on shunting locomotives, due to lack of clearance.

Fig. 3—Test Spring With Non. Adjustable Spring Link

The results to date of the adoption of these springs have
been satisfactory in every way and are shown in Table III.

Table III

—

Springs Broken

1914 1915
Engine No. Carbon steel Vanadium steel

22 37 4
23 44 4
38 25 1

99 29 I

108 29
112 23 3
160 42 2
163 13 1

166 20 2
•167 29 6

291 24

*In this case broken vanadium steel springs were replaced with ordinary
steel springs which failed to stand up with the vanadium springs.

In the case of carbon steel springs the repairs to damaged
springs were carried out at the company's works, where the

4—Adjustable Spring Link Used On Main Line Locomotives

skill and appliances are not equal to tlie maker's, so that the

proportion of about 12 to 1 should be reduced to about 6 to

1, even then the economy is remarkable.

As a test six new carbon springs were put in as from

makers in an engine where vanadium had lasted 12 weeks,

the new carbon spring failed in 2 weeks, whereas the repaired

carbon only lasted one week. In the case of the breakage of

ordinary steel springs, as a rule, it involved replacing half

the number of plates, whereas in the case of the vanadium
steel springs only one or two plates, usually top plates, re-

quire replacement.

The vanadium steel springs were supplied at an additional

cost of roughly 50 per cent, or £9 for the set of 6 springs

—

no calculation is required to show how rapidly this is re-

couped w'hen the changing or repair of defective springs,

lifting of locomotive, loss of service of locomotive, etc., is

taken into consideration. These prices refer to normal years,

such as the early part of 1914.

The only slight drawback at present experienced is in the

repair of vanadium steel springs, as our shop outfit at the

Dundalk locomotive works does not include the pyrometers
or furnaces necessary for the exact heat treatment of this steel,

and the ordinary methods suitable for carbon steel are not

sufficiently accurate; it is, therefore, at present necessary to

have repairs and retempering carried out by the spring

makers, involving delay and expense in transit.

No difficulties in the repair of these springs should be ex-

perienced in the shops of the larger railway companies, where
pyrometers, special heating baths, etc., are in sufficient daily

requirement to warrant their installation.

LOADIDISTRIBUTION AROUND THE DRY
PIPE OPENING OF FRONT TUBE SHEETS

BY THOMAS H. WALKER

There is one flat surface in a locomotive boiler, the load
distribution in which is not discussed even in books on loco-

motive boiler construction. That is of the area about the dry
pipe opening in the front tube sheet. The writer has often

sought information on this point from others, but without
satisfaction. A number of rules-of-thumb have been found
in use in various places, but no precise reason for any of these

rules could be given. After some consideration the problem
was worked out as follows, assuming that the ring around

t--

(B5gio5.q)
Analysis of Loads Around the Dry Pipe Opening

the dry pipe hole is heavy enough to transmit the loads in-

volved, which ordinarily will be true.

In the drawing, A M B is the inner face of the tube sheet

flange, A B and D E are the center lines of steel T's riveted

to the sheet on either side of the dry pipe opening and
approximately radial to the flange. The line iJ Z, £ is drawn
through the top of the upper row of tubes.

These lines are assumed as the points of support because
it is common so to regard them. The writer does not entirely

agree with tlie correctness of this view, but inasmuch as the

distribution of the load is not materially affected, it is thought
better not to complicate the problem by a discussion of the
points of support.

Find the center of gravity of the surface included by
A M D E L B. \^'ith this located at C, draw lines from C
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to A, D, B and to E, thus dividing the area into three triangles

and a combined triangle and a segment of a circle.

Assume a pressure of 200 lb. per sq. in. over this surface.

Then on the triangle C £ £ the load will equal its area, 70>4

sq. in., times 200, or 14,050 lb. If we consider the load as

concentrated at F, the center of gravity of tliis triangle, with

an adequate support at C, it would be distributed inversely as

the length of the lever arms F C and F L on B L E. As the

center of gravit>- of a triangle is one-third its height from

the base we have an easy method of distributing the load car-

ried. We have, however, no support at C but must go 8;'4 in.

over to .1/ to get a support in this direction. The lever arm

F M is 15 in., while from F toB L E remains 3% in. Of the

total load at F. 15/18.125 is on B L E and 0.125/18.125 is

transferred to the flange about M, or 11,627.5 lb. is at L and

2,422.5 lb. is at ^1/. Considering the triangle C D E in a,

similar way, calling the center of gravity H. the lever arms

from H are respectively o.6 in. and 19.75 in. long. The area

of this triangle is 84 sq. in. and its load of 16,800 lb. is so

divided that"l4,210 lb. falls on £ D and 2,590 lb. falls on

A B. The load on the triangle A B C is exactly equal to that

on C D E and the distribution of the load exactly opposite;

that is, 14,210 lb. is carried to A B and 2.590 lb. to £ D.

The area enclosed by A M D C must now be considered.

Its area is 128.9 sq. in. and its center of gravity G is 3.8 in.

from M and 18J^ in. from L. Of its load of 25,780 lb.,

21,313 lb., therefore, rests on tlie flange and 4,467 lb. rests

on the tubes.

The loads carried by the various lines of support are

summed up in tabular form. The statement shows tliat of

Load Distributing .-Vround Dry Pipe Opening:
.AMD .\ B D E B E

21.313 lb. 2,590 lb. 14.210 lb. 4,467 lb.

2.422.5 lb. 14,210 lb. 2,590 lb. 11,627.5 lb.

flanges crack sometimes—somewhere else. So we suppose we
will continue to increase the size of the brace rods,—some-

where else—to compensate for tlie places where we cannot put

them and wliere no sane and sensible person should want

to put them.

23,735.5 lb. 16,800 lb. 16.800 lb. 16,095.5 lb.

the total load, about 32 per cent is on the flange, 23 per

cent on either side of the T"s and 22 per cent on the tubes.

If the tubes are further away than in the case considered

the resulting proportion is substantially the same so

long as the T's are the same distance apart at the dry pipe

center. A case in which the upper edges of the tubes were 4'

j

in. from the ring around the dry pipe opening instead of

2J4 in., as shown, gave jZ'/z per cent of the load on the

flange, 23^^ per cent on each T and ZOyi per cent on the

tubes.

W'lien the throttle valve is open the steam inside of the dry

pipe, being practically under the same pressure as that in the

boiler, will balance the load on the area of the dry pipe

opening; but when the throttle is closed this is not true and

it is manifestily not proper to deduct anything on this account.

The dn,- pipe, however, lieing strong!)' fastened to the tube

sheet and anchored at its inner end to the dome and shell,

does act as a substantial brace to this portion of the tube

sheet, holding it at a right angle to the boiler shell against

the deflection which the otherwise unsupported plate would

have under the pressure, thus, in eft'ect, transmitting a part of

the load which otherwi.se would fall on the T's or the tubes,

up to the flange.

In arriving at the total load on each T, that due to one-half

of the area of the ne.xt space outside each T must l)e added to

the 23 per cent of the load around the dry pipe opening.

It is of some interest to note that the load carried by the

flange above the dn' pipe opening is equivalent to that on a

surface extending 4' % in. or more from the inside face of the

flange.

Some of our lawmakers have decided that 3 in. from the

outside of the flange inward is all that any flange can carry.

It is difficult to see what we or they can do about a tube sheet

flange that will carry more than the law allows. For years

it seems to have gone about its business in its own way, re-

gardless of law or lawmakers. It is true that tube sheet

MIDWESTERN MECHANICAL VALUATION
COMMITTEE

.\ meeting of mechanical valuation department officers of

railroads of tlie middle West, for the purpose of forming a

committee on mechanical valuation was held in Chicago on

February 14. C. T. Ripley of the Santa Fe has been made
chairman of the committee and W. H. Davis of the Burling-

ton, secretary.

Under tlie [iresent circumstances there is little uniformity

of practice in mechanical valuation in the central and western

districts. .\s each company takes up the work of mechanical

valuation, it is necessary for them to do research work alone

and to originate methods of organization, handling of field

and office work and cost data. Each road has been obliged to

take up each problem of the work and deal w'ith it as an
individual, although the same question m.ay have been dis-

posed of effectively by some other company in handling its

work.

The cciinpanies which have finished their work are in an
excellent position to assist those which have the mechanical

valuation work before them. Some effort has been made to

interchange information, but lack of organization has made
it difficult. The purpose of the committee will be to discuss

the various questions arising and extend the standardization

of methods as far as possible. Sub-committees have been
appointed to deal with the valuation of locomotives, cars

and shops, and to discuss methods of complving with order

No. 8.

Some of the subjects discussed at the first meeting w^ere

the methods of determining depreciation of locomotives, cars

and machinery, scrap values, weighted averages of parts for

cars and locomotives, methods of complying with order No.
3, hidden costs in additions and betterments, material in

working stocks, methods of making small tool inventory,

methods of inventon,'ing work equipment, costs of installa-

tion, costs of installing pipe lines, costs of electrical instal-

lations, costs of patterns and blue prints, and costs of founda-
tions. The various subjects discussed were assigned to the

sub-committees for studv.

rR.^cTi\"E Effort For>ii'l.\.—The last two equations in

Mr. Fry's article, discussing the Kiesel Locomotive Tractive
Effort Formula in the February Railway Mechanical Engi-
neer on page 70, were incorrectly given. They should have
been

:

Tv 2.24
— for saturated st'-am (1 C)

Tr 1 + 0.0092 B V
Tv 2.24

— for superheated steam (ID)
Tr 1 + 0.0077 V.\

C.*RS .4.ND L0C0M0TI\-ES ORDERED IX FebRU.ARV.—The
purchases of equipment in February were characterized by
large and continued purcha.ses of locomotives. January- and
Februan,- have been exceptionally good months from the

standpoint of locomotive buying, the orders thus far re-

ported this year having totaled 1,146, of which 780 are for

domestic use and 366 for export. The tot.ils for the month
were as follows:

Freight Passenger
I.ncomntives Cars Cars

Domestic 623 12.031 199
Foreign 98 9.100

Totals 721 21,131 199

The largest purchaser of freight cars during February was
the French Government. Several American companies au-
thorized the construction of large numbers of cars in their

own shops.



A Study of Boiler Feed Water
The Boiler Itself a Laboratory Where Chemical

Reactions Take Place in Feed Water Impurities

BY GEORGE L. FOWLER

IN
a recunt stud\- of boiler feed waters on a railroad afflicted

with a variet)' of trouljles, certain facts and conditions

were brought to light that were new to those conducting

the investigation, and they may prove of interest to others

wlio find themselves in the same situation.

In dealing with this investigation, the general principles

involved will alone be discussed, as a discussion of the

remedies applied would be misleading. This will readily be

understood as the development of the subject proceeds.

Furthermore the several varieties of water and the methods

of handling them will he described separately, as if they were

different proljlems and had been worked out independently,

although the investigations were carried on simultaneously,

and the data secured at one point often threw light on the

situation and suggested the treatment at another point.

The one broad and surprising development all along the

line was the impossibility of placing full dependence, and

sometimes of placing any dependence whatever, on the an-

alyses of the raw water as drawn from the wayside tanks.

The waters encountered were scaling, corrosive, foaming

and muddy, with a tendency to corrode in every case e.xcept

the foaming.

In one case, where a well water had been used, and a treat-

ing plant established, so much trouble had been experienced

from foaming that the treating plant had been closecl and the

water abandoned. This was due to the amount of soda that

it had been necessary to add in order to free the water from

the sulphate scales. The raw water carried so much of the

sulphates of lime and magnesia that the soda added to

precipitate them raised the alkalinity to a point where the

water was too light for use.

With the abandonment of this well, recourse was had to a

somewhat muddy river the water from which was used over

an entire division. Its analysis showed little variation, from

point to ]joint, the average being about as follows:

Grains
per gallon.

Calcium c.irbonate 2.42
Calcium suljihate 1.53

Magnesium ciibonate 74
Mafinesium sulphate 88
Sodium sulphate IS

Sodium nitrate 07
Sodiimi chloride 2.29

Silica 66
Alumina and iron oxides 15

Organic matter 36
Volatile mai;ter 44

Total 9.69

From an inspection of the analysis this water would not be

considered bad e.xcept for the scale-forming ingredients, which

were not excessive, and the organic matter, which might de-

compose and form an acid reaction. It did not cause much
trouble from scale. The sheets could be kept comparatively

clean, except for clusters of scale that formed to a considera-

ble thickness about the crown sheet staybolts. The extent of

these formations is indicated in the sketch.

The scale formed in this district was of medium hardness

and brittlcness and was easily removed from the surfaces to

which it adhered by tapping it with a hammer. It would

then peel off in large flakes leaving the metal clean. \\'here

the sheets were bare or the scale thin there was no corrision.

But where the scale formed corrosion took place beneath it,

forming a large pit as shown. The thicker the scale, the

deeper was the pit.

Pitting of the tubes was not as bad at the front end of the

boiler as at the rear, the worst condition being found about

six feet ahead of the back tul:)esheet on tubes 19 ft. long. The
corrosion was also worse on the top than on the underside of

the tuljes.

A similar but more pronounced corrosion occurred on the

crown sheet at the staybolts. Here, too, it was more pro-

nounced under the thickest scale. The scale formed around

the sta)-bolts eccentric with them towards the side of the fire-

box and almost truly concentric at the center. The slow

movement of the water from the side in towards the center

apparently was checked Ijy the staybolt and the greater part

of the scale deposited here. Occasionally the scale would

form on a line from one bolt to the next and then the cor-

rosion would extend between the bolts thus connected, forming

a wide groove from bolt to bolt.

As water appeared harmless and the corrosion occurred

only beneath the scale it was surmised that the scale might

be corrosive. A sample of the scale was therefore analyzed

with this result:

Per ceaL

Calcium sulphate (Ca SO,) 8J.00
Calcium carbonate (Ca COa) 3.96
Magnesium hydroxide [Mg (0H)2l 2.88-

Silica (Si 0=) 4.09
Alumina and iron oxide ( .^li Fea Oo) 2.99

Combined water and organic matter 1.64
Water driven off at 163° C 1.09

99.67

As there was nothing in this scale of itself of a corrosive

nature, it would seem that after the deposition of a certa,in

amount of scale the plates beneath it become locally over-

heated. This causes a decomposition of the organic matter,

the calcium sulphate and the magnesium hydroxide forming

Scale rormation and Pitting Around Crown Sheet Staybolts

free sulphuric acid which is partially protected from dilution

with the boiler water and attacks the sheets.

The cure, then, lies in preventing an accumulation and

adhesion of scale. A remedy was applied for this purpose.

The scale already formed was broken up, the adhesion of

new deposits prevented and, up to the present time, this seems

to have stopped the corrosion.

In another case there was little or no trouble from scale,

but there was an intense and rapid corrosion that would des-

troy tubes by pitting in 9 or 10 months.

The water that was doing this did not even give an acid

reaction, and though the analysis corresponded to that which

was known to have a corrosive action, there was nothing to

account for the intensity of the action which actually took

place.

A difficulty in making a correct diagnosis of the case lay

127
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in the known probable wide variation in the character of the

water drawn from the same tank. Throughout this whole

region the w-ater was drawn from small mountain streams

that received the drainage from mines and the sewage from

villages, and whicli a sudden shower would raise to over-

flowing banks.

At one place where there was about ii grains of scale form-

ing matter to the gallon, of which nearly 30 grains were lime

and magnesium sulphates, a lime and soda treating plant had

been erected; the results, however, were unsatisfactory. The
scale-forming content had been cut down but the soda had
raised the alkalinity of the water to the foaming point and
engineers had learned to avoid it if possible.

After a rather thorough examination of old anal>ses of the

waters of the region, it was decided that something was hap-

pening in the boilers of which nothing was known. Two
boilers were selected, the water of each of which had been

taken from a single tank, and samples analyzed after having

been in service for about eight days. The variation in the

composition was startling, as shown by the following analysis

:

Grains per gallon
From From

Impurities tank boiler

Calcium carbonate 29 ....
Calcium sulpliare 15.0S 7.02
Magnesium sulpliate 11.67 28.81
Magnesium sulphate 'manganic) 10.61
Iron sulphate t ferric) 43.87
Alumina 45.15
Sodium sulphate 9.62 38.38
Sodium chloride 1.52 14.99
Sodium nitrate .12
Silica l.Sl 21.93
Alumina and iron oxide 52 ....
Organic matter 1.96 17.21
Free sulphuric acid 2.33

Total 42. 16 230.42

The water taken from the boiler was extremel)' bad. The
free sulphuric acid, coupled to the large cjuantity of organic

matter, fully explain the rapid corrosion that takes place in

the boiler using the raw water from which it is formed. Tubes
were fitted and seams cut away in a short time so that the

working of the engines became an impossibility.

Because of the uncertainty as to the uniformity of the qual-

ity of the water delivered to the boiler, an experimental in-

vestigation was instituted. A small boiler of about two gal-

lons capacity was built, in which definite samples of water

were evaporated. As first built the boiler was fitted with a

gravity feed in which the water was heated before it entered

the boiler, and where there was evidently some deposit of

scale. The boiler was operated under a steam pressure of

200 lb. per sq. in.

The method of operation was to draw a quantity of water

from the tank to be examined, and analyze it; then to take

75 gallons of the sample and evaporate it to one gallon in

the small boiler. A typical result is given in the following

analyses:

Grains per gallon

Concen-
Raw trated
water water
from from

Impurities tank boiler

Calcium carbonate 1.34 .73

Calcium sulphate 1.91

Magnesium carbonate 70 ...

Magnesium sulphate 17 2.76
Magnesium chloride 1.74

Sodium sulphate 52
Sodium chloride 70 2,1

1

Sodium nitrate 07 .57

Silica 58 5.47
AlumJna and iron oxide 29 2.64
Organic matter 81 2.29

Total 5.18 20.24

These analyses present a good example of the change which

has been found repeatedly to take place in water that has been

subjected to the high pressure and temperature obtaining in a

locomotive boiler.

It will be seen that while some compounds disappear others

are formed. In this case the raw water contained neither

calcium sulphate nor magnesium chloride and yet botli were

found in the water taken from the boiler. On tlie other hand,

the sodium sulphate and magnesium carbonate disappeared.

The calcium sulphate was probably formed by the decom-

position of the sodium sulphate and the passage of the sul-

phuric acid over to the lime, while the magnesium chloride

was probably formed by the decomposition of the salt in the

presence of the organic matter and the taking up of the

chlorine by tlie magnesium. The further decomposition

of the magnesium chloride formed hydrochloric acid which

directly attacked the sheets.

The statement as to the decomposition of common salt

(sodium chloride) is thought to be novel and may be in-

credulously received. Salt has always been considered one

of the most stable compounds that would remain unchanged,

through all the vicissitudes of repeated dissolving and pre-

cipitation by evaporating. In seven cases where these evapor-

ation tests were made, however, each showed an apparent

disappearance of the salt and the formation of new com-
pounds that did not exist in the raw water.

Though the evidence is not absolutely conclusive, this

phenomenon seemed so well assured that it was considered

worth while to attempt to regulate it. One of the worst of

the waters was selected and subjected to the boiling test and
an examination made, so that the reactions were known. The
raw water was then treated with sufficient barium hydroxide

to percipitate all of the sulphates as barium sulphate, at the

same time in the hope of removing or decomposing the or-

ganic matter that appeared to be giving so much trouble.

Again a concentration test was made of 75 gallons of the

water thus treated, with the following results:

Grains per gallon

,
*

^

Treated Concen-
raw trated

Impurities water water

Calcium carbonate 1.11 .70
Magnesium carbonate 11 .05
Sodium carbonate 2.45 69.18
Sodium sulphate 58 57.87
Sodium chloride 76 9.91
Sodium silicate ; 2.63
Silica 53 ...
Alumina and iron oxide 06 .53

Loss on ignition 40 4.14

Total 6.00 145.01

These results show that while the elimination of the sul-

phates was practically accomplished the organic matter was
not thoroughly removed, and that all of the sodium was re-

tained in solution and combined with the liberated carbonic

acid, some of the sulphuric acid and the silicic acid present,

thus making the water strongly foaming. Had less barium
hydroxide been used more sulphuric acid would have re-

mained; had more been used free sodium hydroxide would
have Ijeen found in the concentrated water. The results of

this test, therefore, were disappointing.

To effect a complete removal of the organic matter a third

trial was made in which 15.5 grains of alumina in tlie form
of aluminum cream was added. The desired end was not

attained and the failure was even accentuated by the ten-

dency to foam that developed towards the end of the test.

As these waters do not lend themselves to successful tank
treatment two methods were adopted to prevent the corrosive

action, both of which appear to be working successfully.

One is to make an examination of the water in the boiler

each day, and prescribe the amount of soda compound that

is to be used. The examination requires only five to ten

minutes' time and the application is made through a hose
attached to the suction chamber of the injector. Enough of

the compound is used to maintain the alkalinity of the water
in the boiler at .3 per cent, which, while not entirely non-
corrosive, is so nearly so as to avoid trouble.

The other and simpler method is to apply a corrosion in-

hibitive at each washout. If the boiler has been in service
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for some time and the corrosion has started it has been found

to require three or four applications to stop it. After that

the water drawn from the boiler will be clear and free from

oxides. Where this treatment is used and the water in addi-

tion to its corrosive qualities carries scale-forming matter in

any quantity, it is necessary to add a scale preventative to

the inhibitive.

In still another case, where the water was drawn from a

territory in the immediate vicinity of iron pyrites mines, and

the boiler formed a chemical laboratory that made and un-

made variety of compounds, one of the regular proprietary

boiler compounds was found to possess the qualities needed

to cut scale and prevent corrosion, the water flowing from the

boiler clear, instead of almost blood red and filled with iron

oxides, as when used without treatment.

Finally, owing to the possible error that might have crept

into some of the determinations because of the pre-heating

of the water before delivery to the boiler, the latter was over-

hauled. The heater with the gravity feed was removed and

a pump substituted so that cold water was delivered to the

boiler, within which it received all its heat. A condenser

was also added so that all escaping steam could be collected

and made available for analysis.

The water selected for the trial was one that had a bad
reputation for scaling and corrosion. It was recognized as

unfit for boiler purposes in any event and was made worse

by being raised with an air lift, thus becoming charged with

air and carbonic acid.

Evaporative tests of this water were made and they will be

gi-en in some detail to emphasize the reactions that take place

in a boiler when working under the pressure and temperature

involved in modern conditions of locomotive service, and to

demonstrate the probability of the decomposition of the salt

by removing, as far as possible, all elements that might lead

to error in the results.

The first test was raadt with the raw water as delivered to

the tank by the air lift. As before, the boiler was cleaned

prior to the beginning of the test and 75 gallons were evapo-

rated to one gallon. The reason for the selection of 75 gallons

as the quantity to be evaporated was because 75 to 1 was about
the ratio of evaporation occurring in the boilers in service

during the periods between washouts and it was the best

approximation that could be made to road conditions.

The results of the test in which the raw water was used
are shown in the following analyses:

Grains per gallon

Concen-
Raw trated

Impurities water water
Calcium carbonate 10.44 2.51
Calcium sulphate 48.59
Calcium chloride 19.71
Magnesium carbonate 3.15 ...
Magnesium chloride 23.92
Sodium sulphate 1.45 ...
Sodium nitrate 1.75 91.10
Sodium chloride 1.45 67.33
Silica 35 .29
Alumina and iron oxide H ,29
Organic matter 81 18.84

Total 19.51 272.58

The recovered sediment weighed 1,091.14 grains and with
one gram taken for analysis the following results were
obtained

:

Calcium carbonate and sulphate 76.72 per cent.
Magnesium hydroxides and carbonate 15.48 per cent.
Alumina 2.36 per cent.
Ferric oxide 64 per cent.
Silica 2.80 per cent.
Organic matter 84 per cent.
Water 1.06 per cent.

Total 99.90 per cent.

The distilled water collected in the condenser contained

:

Totals solids per gallon 52 grains
Ammonia per gallon 22 grains
Chlorine per gallon 58 grains

With this definite data in hand a similar test was made with
the same water treated with enough slacked lime to precipitate

the carbonates. For this purpose 66 grams (102.85 grains)

of slacked lime was added to 75 gallons of water. The
precipitates were allowed to settle and the water filtered before

starting the test, which was conducted in the same manner
as the one already detailed.

The analysis of the treated and concentrated water was as

follows

:

Grains per gallon

Treated Concentrated

Calcium carbonate 1.40 7.28
Calcium sulphate 5.85
Magnesium carbonate 40 ....
Magnesium chloride 3.09
Sodium sulohate 1.11 44.10
Sodium nitrate 1.75 108.85
Sodium chloride 1.40 63.06
Silica 35 .35

Alumina and iron oxide 23 .29

Total 6.44 232.87

This test is of especial interest because of the marked chem-
ical changes that tcx)k place in both the raw and treated water

under the high pressure and temperature at which the evapora-

tion took place. The most remarkable of these changes was
the disappearance of the common salt.

In the raw water the salt amounted to 1.45 grains per

gallon or 108.75 grains in the 75 gallons, while but 67.33

could be accounted for in the concentrated water and none in

the sludge, a loss of 41.42 grains or more than 38 per cent.

.\t the same time the total organic matter in the 75 gallons

was 60.75 grains and but 19.68 grains is accounted for in the

concentrated water and sludge. Again there was a total of

236.25 grains of magnesium carbonate in the raw water of

which none appeared in the concentrated water and but 15.46

grains in the sludge together with the magnesium hydroxide.

Finally of the 131.25 grains of sodium nitrate that was in

the raw water there was but 91.10 grains in the concen-

trated water, making a loss of 40.15 grains or about 30.5

per cent. The losses for carbonates are accounted for by
precipitation.

On the other hand there was no magnesium chloride or

sodium sulphate in the raw water, while there was 19.71

grains of the former and 48.59 grains of tlie latter in the

concentrated water. These compounds must have been built

up by the decomposition of other compounds in the raw water.

Attention has already been called to the fact that common
salt is one of the most stable of compounds and that it has
been considered impossible to decompose or break it down
by boiling the water in which it is dissolved, even though
carried to the point of saturation with the consequent
precipitation. The writer, however, is not aware that in-

vestigations have been made as to the effects of the high
pressure and temperature obtaining in these tests. The loss of
the salt may be accounted for by the breaking down of the
organic matter present.

We have seen that there was a decided loss of organic
matter and also the development of some ammonia and free

chlorine. It is well known that ammonia has a greater
affinity for chlorine than has sodium, while magnesium fol-

lows closely after sodium. Hence, when the organic matter
contained in the water was decomposed with the release of
ammonia, the latter attacked the salt and broke it down by
robbing it of its chlorine.

The appearance of magnesium cliloride in the concen-
trated water fully explains the corrosive action, for it is

broken down with comparative ease and converted into
hydrochloric acid that will make a direct attack on the sheets.
The same chemical changes, but of different quantitative

values occurred in the tests of the lime-treated water. With
this there was no apparent corrosion. This probably may be
explained on the basis of a much smaller development of
magnesium chloride, thus diluting the corresponding amount
of hydrochloric acid developed to such an extent as to render
it harmless. The air, too, that was contained in the raw
water probably had a direct influence in promoting some of
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tlie changes that took place, especially in furnishing the

oxygen for the formation of the magnesium hydroxide found
in the residue.

The removal of this air by the lime treatment apparently

prevented that formation from occurring in the second test

and so made the water suitable for boiler purposes.

These investigations have been discussed in considerable

detail because, so far as is known, it is the first time tliat the

solution of water difficulties has been approached in tliis way.
The difficulty of explaining phenomena of daily occurrence

from analyses of the raw water alone indicated the possibility

of chemical action within the boiler and the developments

seem to have demonstrated that the boiler of a modern locomo-

tive is a chemical laboratory of almost infinite possibilities.

The tests suggest that man)' of the unsatisfactory results ob-

tained from the use of proprietary compounds have been due
to a failure to adapt them to this condition.

The results of the investigation have served to convince

those engaged in it that there is no cure-all for boiler troubles,

and that the individual remedj- must be found for each local

or regional troulile. Whatever the trouble may be, an effective

remedy can be found if the proljlem is attacked with a proper
spirit of patience and thoroughness and the reactions of the

water under working conditions determined. It is well to

make a careful diagnosis of the disease before prescribing a

remedy.

FUEL ECONOMY AND PROPER DRAFT-
ING OF LOCOMOTIVES

BY D. R. MAC BAIN.
SuperinlendeDt Motive Power, New York Central

The drafting of locomotives is a subject which has had a

lot of attention during the past twenty years, or such a matter,

but in the past eight or ten years, during which time the

greatest strides in tlie history of locomotive design and con-

struction have been made, very little attention has been given

the matter, everj'one doing about as he pleased so long as

fair results were forthcoming.

The modern practice of much better proportion of heating

surface to cylinder volume than was common eight or fen

FIfl. 1—standard Front End With Twin Blowers Turned On

years ago has made the getting of steam a lot easier than

it used to be, and this fact, in my opinion, is responsible

for a very considerable waste of fuel in many instances.

Six or seven years are factors which have lessened the dif-

ficulty formerly experienced in making steam at all times

and under all conditions of service. In fact, with inferior

coal, the locomotive of today, owing to its superior proportion

over what used to be common, is a better all around steamer

than was the engine of ten years ago, and the addition of

superheaters and brick arches has, on the better designs of

locomotives and ample boilers, practically wiped out the old

alibi for engine failures, such as "poor coal," "dirty fire,"

etc.

Although we may all be enjoying great freedom from steam

trouble at this time, this does not mean that we are producing
our steam as economically as it should be done. On the

confrar)', my own personal obsen-ation in riding about the

country forces me to the conclusion that the proper drafting

of locomotives, with a view of consistent economy, is a subject

which for some time has been much neglected and is now in

need of serious attention.

Fig. 1 is a cross section of a standard front end, show-
ing twin blowers, with J4 in. nipples, turned on. It will be

noted that the jets from these blowers combine at a point

near the fop of the stack, but no part of the jet touches the

walls. Readings of the vacuum caused by the blower action

were taken on locomotives just out of shop with 200 lb. boiler

pressure. 'Vacuum tubes were located in smoke-box in front

Fig. 2—Types of Smoke Stacks In General Use

of the netting, in the smoke-box in front of the diaphragm
under stack, in the smoke-box back of the diaphragm and in

the firebox at the center and about 12 in. above tlie grates.

With one blower turned on full, the readings in the order

named were: 1.5 in. of water; 1.45 in. of water; 1.1 in. of

water, and .4 in. of water. With two blowers turned on full

the readings in the same order were; 2.6 in. of water; 2.6

in. of water; 1.9 in. of water, and .6 in. of water.

This demonstration showed clearly that the steam jet,

whether from the blower or the exhaust, does not have to

fill the stack in order that draft on the fire may be created.

On the contrary, if the jets from the blower were trained on
to the walls of the stack the extent of the vacuum would be
matcriall)' reduced 1 believe that a good liberal space

around the steam jet a; the top of the stack should be pro-

vided as an outlet for the induced or entrained gases to pass

through to the atmosphere. Certainly if a jet of steam from
a blower or pair of blowers, which at the most will not exceed

15 in. in circumference, creates enough draft to overload two

ZYz in. pops, a jet of, say, 50 in. to 54 in. in circumference

ought to, and does, do all that is needed in the way of creat-

ing the necessary draft in a locomotive front end, tubes and
fire-box. As indicated in Fig. 1, the area under the deflector

is 580 sq. in. The smallest diameter of the stack is 315
scj. in., the largest diameter of the stack 415 sq. in., and
when we consider that the same number of cubic feet of gases

tliat pass under the deflector plate each second must, in addi-

tion to the volume of the steam jet, pass through the smoke
stack in the same unit of time, crowding is suggested. Re-
stricted openings through the smoke stack makes necessary in-

creased cxliaust jet velocity, and this is usually produced by
reducing the exhaust nozzle. Reducing the exhaust nozzle,

at high speeds, especially, results in greater back pressure

in the cylinder and decreased engine efficiency is the result.

It would seem, therefore, that if anything can be done to

avoid speeding up the exhaust jet in order that sufficient draft
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may be had to properly burn the fire, we should give the

matter our serious consideration.

Adding the area of the ash pan openings on the class of

power we have under consideration we have the following

comparison

:

Ash pan 750 sq. in.

Under deflector 580 sq. in.

Smallest diameter of stack 314 sq. in.

Largest diameter of stack 415 sq. in.

Is it not possible to decrease the velocity of the steam jet

'V"
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how we might stop the "spilling" over the sides, which we
knew w-as the result of the cross-tiring of the e.xhaust, as

explained, and we set about to remedy the trouble.

First we made a stack 16 in. by 24 in., of sheet iron, and
put it on one engine for trial, the long dimension being across

the smoke arch. This was done with the idea that the cross-

fired exhausts would pass out at the top of the stack without

sliding up the sides of same. So far as this feature was
concerned, the remedy was all right, but other evils were
produced that were even more troublesome than any we had
had up to the lime this experiment was made, in short, while

one side of the wide stack was filled nicely, the other side was
very empty, so much so that we had practically no draft on
the fire at very slow speed, and very little at any speed.

Believing still that the cross-fired exhaust was the cause

of the trouble, and having failed to accomplish an)'thing by
letting it pass out of the stack without side friction, our next

thought was to tn- to train that exhaust to travel the "straight

and narrow way," as it were.

Our experience up to this time showed conclusively that

the stacks were overfilled at the sides and underfilled at

the front and back, and a correction of this condition seemed
very promising of results.

We were able to fill the front and back .'satisfactorily by
putting a bridge across the nozzle, but we did not remedy
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PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD REFRIGERA-
TOR CARS

With a view to utilizing every means available to provide

a car which will furnish and maintain adequate refrigeration

for milk and cream, the Pennsylvania Railroad has recently

designed and built two refrigerator cars which, in many

5. The bulkhead, in front of the ice chamber, should be

solid, with an air inlet into the ice chamber, close to the ceil-

ing, and an outlet into the car, close to the floor. The bulk-

head should be made of non-conducting material, or should

be insulated to promote dry refrigeration.

6. The floor should be smooth, to permit sliding the milk

cans into place, and to provide a flat base for racks when the

Refrigerator Car With Tiiree Compartments for Rapid Loading

respects, represent a distinct departure from past practices.

The cars are designed to use ice either on top of the cans

or in the bunkers and are also adapted to the shipment of

other commodities than milk and cream.

Past e.xptrience and experiments made some years ago

indicated the following basic requirements:

1. An inside bning that is watertight and keeps moisture

away from the insulation.

2. Adequate continuous insulation fully surrounding the

car is used for other shipments for which an air space under

the lading is of advantage.

Two cars, differing from each other slightly, for experi-

mental purposes, have just been completed and turned out of

the Altoona Car Shops.

Car No. 2500, class R/50, is not partitioned; all of the

space between ice baskets is in one compartment. The side

doors are of the usual refrigerator type, and open outward.

Car Xo. 2550, class R/50a, has the space between the ice

Inside Box on Undeframe: Insulation Under Floor

inside lining. The amount of insulation under the roof,

which is liable to be heated excessively by the direct rays of

the sun, should be greater than that in the sides and bottom.

3. The outside sheathing and roof should be weathertight.

4. The vertical air space around the ice baskets and
through the ice should be adequate.

baskets divided into three compartments, by means of two
insulated wooden bulkheads. The middle compartment is

6 ft. 23'2-in. long, and is used for quick loading and un-

loading of cans and boxes from and to station platforms.

The cans and boxes can be transferred to or from the other

two compartments, which contain the refrigerating means,

133
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while tlie train is in motion. In this car the side doors are

of light construction, and the insulated refrigerator doors

are in the two partitions. With the exception of the differ-

ences just mentioned, these two cars are exactly alike.

The trucks arc of special construction. The side frames

are of cast steel. The side frame center o])ening, the spring

plank, and the 5-ft. 6-in. wheelbase are the same as in freight

trucks. The elli]itic springs and bolster are the same as

used on lenders: the bolster has no side motion. The ends
of the frame are arranged for helical springs over the journal

bo.xes and clasp brakes. The axles are of the passenger type,

witli 5y>-in. X 11-in. journals, and the wheels are rolled

steel, 33 in. in diameter. Tlie journal boxes are pedestal

type passenger car boxe~. From this it W'ill be seen that the

Side of Truck, Showing Spring Arrangement and Clasp Brakes

truck represents a combination of passenger and freight truck

features.

The underframe also combines passenger and freight prin-

ciples. Bolsters have been omitted, and cantilevers to support

the side bearings have been substituted. The load is carried

on the end sills and crossbearers, whence it is transferred to

the center plate through the center sills. The center sill con-

struction is of the box type, consisting of two IS -in., 40-lb.

Oak blocks are placed on the end sills and crossbearers

to su])port the steel box forming the inside lining. The spaces

between these blocks are tilled with insulation, consisting

of four layers of ^^-'i- Keystone hair felt, separated liv

wooden grids to form air spaces.

The inside lining consists of o/16-in. floor plates, ]!.i-in.

Truck Which Combines Passenger and Freight Features

-ide sheets and ,i/j2-in. ceiling sheets, all reinforced with

U-shaped braces riveted to the outside. It forms a l^ox which

can be built up complete on the floor and then lifted to its

proper location on the oak supports. The J^-in- Keystone
hair felt, of as great width as can conveniently be manufac-
tured and cut to the proper length, is then lifted to the

top of the lining box and unrolled to drop down the sides

to meet and join the insulation under the floor. A contin-

uous blanket is thus formed all around the inside box.

There are four such blankets running transversely, separated

with wooden grids, made of
J
2 -in. strips of soft wood. Two

additional layers, separated with wood grids, are placed

Undepfpame of the Pennsylvania Refrigerator Cars

channels, spaced 12^-in. apart, and two 3^-in. by 20-in.

coverplates. The side sills are 3^-in. by S-in. by •^'^-in.

angles. The spaces between the center sill coverplate and the

side angles are covered with ^^-in. steel plate, reinforced with

U-shaped stiffeners, riveted on top. The back follower stop

and front bumper castings are of the integral type used in

freight cars. The center plates are drop-forged steel.

longitudinally on the top of the box, and four layers are

lilaced at tlie car ends to correspond with the sides.

The Key.stone hair felt referred to consists of .)4-in. hair

felt placed between two sheets of 90-pound specification paper,

and securely sewed together.

After the insulation has lieen applied, the sides, ends and
roof are attached. These parts are also reinforced with
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U-shaped braces, and are so designed that the riveting can

all be done from the outside. This also permits removing a

side, end or roof, for repairs, without disturbing any other

part of the car. The connections between inside and outside

steel shells are wood. The drains are made of indurated

fibre. Hence there are no metal connections between the

inside and outside steel shells.

The ice 'jaskets are of the same construction as now stand-

ard on other Pennsylvania Railroad refrigerator cars, the

Hand- Brake End of Refrigerator Car

bulkhead in front of each ice basket being made of two courses

of wood with an air space between them.

The general dimensions follow:

Length uver niMile sills 52 ft. S'A in.

Length between ice chamber bulUieads 42 ft. 8J4 in.

Width over sheatliing 9 ft. 6'A in.

Width over roof 10 ft. OM i".

Width inside 8 ft. 5ij in.

Height inside (average) 6 ft. 9^ in.

Weight of car. empty (lb.) 78,000

Ice capacity of baskef.s (11).) 10,000

Loading caiiacily (lb.) 50,000

Loading capacity ( cu. ft.) . 2,450

Distance between centers of trucks 3S ft. in.

Total wheetbase 43 fl. 6 in.

Desir.^ble Features for Goggles.—In Technical Paper

102, i)ublished by the Department of the Interior, J. A.

Watkins, of the United States Public Health Service, enumer-

ates the following features as desirable in goggles intended

to protect the eyes from the injurious effects of intense light:

1—Should shut out harmful rays. 2—Reduce the retinal

image to a safe brightness. 3—Not unduly hinder vision of

other objects l)esides those on which the employiN? is working.

4—Be light in weight, well fitted and as comfortaljle to wear

as possible, .'i—Have no metal parts that touch the skin.

6—Be fitted with a flange back of each lens so as to prevent

glass from entering the eye in case the lens is broken by

flying oljjects. 7—Be of such coloring that color perception

is nut undulv disturbed.

THE HOT BOX—ITS CAUSE AND CURE*
BY J. F. LEAKE

Chief Joint Inspector, Chattanooga. Tenn.

The principal causes of hot bo.xes, in my opinion, may be

classified under the following heads: (1) Lack of lubri-

cation. (2) Rough journals. (,i) Bad journal bearings. (4)

Overloaded cars. (5) Trucks out of alinement. (6) Lading

improperly distributed.

( 1
) Improper lubrication is due largely to the packing

getting harii and clammy and falling away from the journal,

thus cutting off contact between the oily waste and the jour-

nal; the result is inevitably a hot l)0.x. To eliminate this

cause for hot boxes, good material should be furnished. Wool
waste is the best because of its elasticity. Capable and honest

men should be used. Most roads depend on tlie oiler solely

to do the inspecting of oil bo.xes, journals and journal bear-

ings, and the necessity of good men is obvious. I have known
instances where old men were used simply because they

were not able to do other work. The disposition to keep old

men at work so they can earn sometliing in their declining

years is commendable; however, I am of the opinion that

the men who watch and keep the packing in a box so it will

come in contact with the journal, should be honest, capable

and in possession of all their faculties. Especially would I

emphasize eyesight.

(2) Rough journals may result from seams in journals,

due to flaws in the metal, which will develop after the journal

has been in ser\'ice for a time; also cut journals usually

caused by hard spots in bearings. When journals become

thus defective no amount of brassing or lubrication will over-

come the trouble. Hot boxes are the result and the wheels

must be removed or the journals dressed liefore the trouble

is overcome. To prevent defects of this nature, the service

of an expert oiler will be required—one who can determine

when a journal requires attention before it reaches the point

of causing a hot box.

(3) There are two reasons why a journal bearing will

cause a hot box. One is the fact that it has been allowed to

run too long before removal. The other is because of bad

alloys in the metal which result in hard and soft spots caus-

ing uneven wear. A journal bearing in this condition, or one

that has been allowed to wear thin and become distorted or

broken, will cause journals to run hot. Here again the ex-

pert oiler is required, as he should Ije able to say when a bear-

ing should be removed, or report on a lot of bearings that are

giving trouble, so the test department can locate the exact

cause.

(4) Overloaded cars cause a great many journals to run

hot. The remedy is living strictly up to rules and instruc-

tions with regard to weighing and properly handling over-

loaded cars.

(5) Trucks out of alinement will cause journals to run

hot, and may be eliminated by insisting that the inspectors

see that the trucks are kept squared up and are running

properly.

(6) Improper distribution of lading should be watched

by inspectors. Cars found with lading unevenly distributed

should be held for correction. This trouljle is more often

experienced with baggage cars.

The chief inspectors and the train crews especially should

keep in touch with each other so that each may keep posted

as to the cause and handling of hot boxes on the road. Gen-

erally the last man hired on train crews is the one who
handles the hot boxes. He furnishes information on which

reports are made to the superintendent. These reports go to

the master mechanic and finally find their way to the oiler,

sometimes with awful force. I have known good and loyal

men to be relieved of their jobs because of persistent reports

"Entered in the Hot Box competition, which closed on October 1, 1916.
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from tiain crews; hence the necessity of co-operation and

correct information.

Summarizing, we must have good packing. We must have

reliable men to apply it and report conditions. We must have

intelligent co-operation between the different departments.

When this is done, we shall have made great strides toward

eliminating the hot box and its resultant dangers.

SUGGESTIONS FOR A CAR DEPARTMENT
APPRENTICE COURSE*

BV 3. H. DOUGLAS
Freiehl Foreman. Wheeline & Lake Erie, Eiisl Toledo, Ohio

Because of the rapid development in the construction of

freight carr)-ing equipment and the efforts of car department

officers to desfgn and get into ser\nce a car from which

ma.xinium ser\-ice with minimum expense for repairs may be

expected: also because of the enormous expense involved in

shop machinen.- and equipment to bring about ideal condi-

tions in freight transportation, the need of a car department

apprenticeship course whereby young men may be given a

thorough training in the details of car construction and main-

tenance is daily becoming more imperative.

The car department apprentice should be a young man hav-

ing at least a high school education. At the start he should

be given light repair work. After possibly one year in this

service he should be transferred to the hea\y repair shop for

a like time. At this time the apprentice should be in a posi-

tion to know the weak points in the average freight car and to

know the practical side of repairing cars. He should then

be placed in the transportation yards for about six months

as an inspector where he could learn how the defects are

caused and also just what ser\'ice is expected of the different

classes of cars, .\fter his yard training he should be placed

with a good reliable inspector at some interchange point where

he could obtain a full and comprehensive knowledge of

handling cars in interchange, as well as a thorough under-

standing of the Master Car Builders' rules. The time spent

in this work will depend entirely on the apprentice himself;

some will grasp the situation and learn to apply the rules more

readily than others, but a general idea of this particular

feature of car department work must be obtained before the

apprentice is ready for the next step.

The apprentice should then be given a six months' course

at the bill desk in order that he may become thoroughly posted

as to the actual manner in which bills are rendered and also

to become conversant with the kind of information required

of the shops and repair tracks before proper billing is pos-

sible. The drafting room should be the next step and here

the apprentice should be allowed to develop any ideas he may

have thought of during his previous training. In the drafting

room he can familiarize himself to a great extent with the

technical features of car construction and during this time

different designs of cars and the Master Car Builders' publi-

cations should be studied. The reading of railway magazines

should also be encouraged,—in fact, ever>-thing should be

done to familiarize the apprentice with different designs of

draft gears, trucks, underframes, etc., as well as with the

details of car construction. After serving such a course, the

apprentice should be ready for the position of foreman and

should be equipped to accept promotion as fast as the oppor-

tunity presents.

The necessity for such an elaborate course may be ques-

tioned, but anything that will tend to solve the problem of

keeping the cars in serviceable condition should be welcomed

by the managers, and the expense involved in such training

will be money well spent. The locomotive department men

of the different railroads saw years ago that it was necessary

•Ertered in the .-XDnrentice Competition of the Chief Interchange Car

In'OfCf^rs' ard Car Foremen's .Association and nresented at the annual

convcntirn. Indianapolis. Ind.. Octohcr 3. 4 and 5, 1916.

to train men to take care of the locomotives, and it appears

that the car department men are also awakening to the fact

that such a course is necessary to insure efficiency in handling

cars.

An enormous amount of money has been spent by the rail-

roads in the last 1 5 years for the purchase of new cars and a

small percentage of this amount carefully expended in the

training of employees to fit them for the various callings in

the car department will be an investment which will produce

dividends.

THREE REASONS FOR HOT BOXES*
BY A. L. BARTZ

Road Foreman of Engines. El Paso & Southwestern, El Paso. Texas

Hot boxes are caused by excessive friction, due to too

much weight on bearings; improperly fitted bearings; or lack

of lubrication. They may be overcome by preventing a car

from being overloaded; by properly fitting the brasses on the

journals, and by giving more attention to the lubrication of

the bearings.

The mechanical defects most noticeable on new cars are

improperly fitted bearings, due to a rough journal and rough

babbitt on the brass, or the journal being too small for the

weight resting on it.

The mechanical defects on old cars are in nearly all cases

the same, except for a sprung truck frame, sprung or rough

journals and improperly fitted bearings. As a rule hot boxes

are caused by carelessness in neglecting to look after the me-

chanical defects, and also carelessness in packing the bo.xes.

Employees should receive instructions from the general car

foreman on how to pack boxes. The latter should receive a

report daily as to the number of hot boxes and the causes, if

possible. This will give him a chance to remedy the trouble

by locating the real cause.

One cause of a loss of oil is allowing soggy waste to remain

in the box, and continually putting oil on top of it, which only

runs to the bottom of the box. Oil is also wasted by allowing

the boxes to run with defective dust guards and defective box

covers. As a rule 75 per cent of the waste and oil in a box

is a total loss whenever it is necessary for trainmen to pack

a box, as the old packing is allowed to remain on the right of

way.

Bearings should be fitted properly and then checked every

six months, or at the same time the triple valves are cleaned.

The stencil on the auxiliary would show when the boxes are

to be packed. After a bearing is fitted properly—the babbitt

being of a smooth surface and in first class condition—the

car repairers should be very particular to prevent any dirt or

waste getting between the bearings, or between the wedge and

the brass, which allows the weight of the car to rest on only

part of the bearing and leads to a hot box.

Boxes which run satisfactorily should be oiled every 300
miles. If it is necessary to repack a box, take out all the old

waste, wash the inside of the box, and use good spong}' waste

saturated in oil. Roll a large piece of waste and force it

against the dust guard; then press enough waste lietween the

journal and bottom of the box to keep the waste against the

journal. The packing should not extend above the center line

of the journal. There is no need of extra oil being put on

top of the new packing in a newly packed box.

In a cold climate hot boxes are often caused Ijy the packing

freezing in the box; as soon as the car is moved the journal

forces the packing out of the box, and the journal is bound to

heat after running a short distance. To prevent this put hot

oil on top of the packing before the car is moved. Most of

the hot boxes could be avoided if the oilers were more care-

ful and examined the old brass and journal, as in most cases

the reason for heating will appear on the brass.

•This article was entered in the Hot Box competition, which closed

on October 1, 1916.



Freight Car Repair Problems^
A Study of Some of the More Important Failures to

Freight Equipment and Methods of Repairing Them

BY LEWIS K. SILLCOX
Mechanical Engineer, Illinois Central

ONE of the broadest and most exacting problems facing

the mechanical departments of all roads at the present

time is that of repairing and rebuilding freight cars.

To handle this problem to the best advantage it is very desir-

able to obtain a definite record of the failures of the various

parts of the equipment. It is also desirable to know the per-

centage of bad order cars located on the road and the output

from each shop. The form shown below gives a concise out-

line of the information desired. It will give exactly the con-

dition of each shop, the tvpe of equipment held, the relative

output and the status of the case for the whole system com-
pared with the previous day and the year previous; all of

which shows at a glance the general over-all condition of

affairs.

Daily Statement of Cars in Bad Order and on Hand Repaired

Date
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framing whicli not only keeps this section of the roof from

warping but protects it from damage at the time of icing.

One large road in the Northwest is following the practice

of reinforcing their roofs as described, except that 2-in. by

6-in. wooden diagonal tie members are used and bolted into

place.

The matter of end frame reinforcement is receiving a great

deal of attention. One large Eastern road is applying two

pressed steel bellied U-braces to the end sheathing over the

end posts, a tie rod through the side plates and end plates,

angle plates at the belt rails inside and outside of the car

in each comer, a 2J<^-in. by 2J/2-in. by J-g-in. angle at the

end of the side and end plates, a tie rod through the ends

just above the Ijelt rail and lj'4-in- flooring to the end lin-

ing for about 3J,j ft. up from the floor. The angle iron at

the side and end plates is in one piece, extending about 4J/2 ft.

along each side plate. It spans each of the comers to avoid

sharp bends and is securely bolted to both the end and side

plates.

Another road is applying 4-in., 8.2 lb. Z-bars at each end

post, 4-in. by 4-in. by 5-16-in. angles at the end plates and

-I'Bolf f ^^'Bolfs gBoHs^

ZocferiunK to Clear Pipe

Fig. 2—Method of Bracing Between Striking Plate and Body Bolster

diagonal braces of .i-in. by Yi-in. material, at the corners in

the roof, which are riveted to J/^-in. gusset plates at the side

plate and yi,-'m. gusset plates at the end plate. Another road

favors the use of lateral straps, three at each end of the car,

made from 4-in. scrap boiler flues, all of which can l^e ap-

plied at a cost not to exceed $10 to $12 per car.

Generally speaking, a large number of roads are endeavor-

ing to render additional support to the end plate and centre

end posts.

In grain loading, some roads find it necessary to apply

metal bands to the outside of the sheathing, in the form of

flattened tubes, bar iron or light channel sections. The cost

of such applications would probably not exceed $4 per car.

A typical design of grain tight end sill arrangement is that

in Fig. ,i. It is used on steel underframe cars by one large

road.

REBUILDING COAL CARS

The question of equipping all-steel coal cars, especially

those of the flat bottom t\'pe, for extended service after the

floor plates and the lower part of the side sheets have become

corroded to the extent of impairing the strength of the car

and causing the lading to be lost through openings in the

frame, is a big proljlem and its solution depends entirely

upon the probable life of the car. In the case of some roads,

which operate under unfavorable climatic conditions and

handle low grade bituminous coal, re-building is necessary at

the ex]jiration of from nine to eleven years, but where service

ij'floorinq

5 Side 5,11

\i filler foil Leru^lh of Car m;j L-
Stringer-^

Fig. 3 -Grain Tight End SMI for Steel Underframe Cars

conditions are not so severe, the period may be postponed to

the fifteenth or even eighteenth year. One road is following

the practice of splicing the l)ase of the side sheet as shown in

Fig. 4, thus saving eighty per cent of the old material.

In the arrangement shown the splice is required to transmit

6,200 lb. when 80,000 lb. is carried by one side. From a

material standpoint, a good system to follow would be to

have the center sill cover plates 21 in. by Yn in., and the side

sheet splices formed from the same size material and flanged.

- X-8' Truck Centers - 5-7" To Striker
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Fig. 4—Detail of Splice for Sides of Steel Coal Cars

In order to keep the sides from bulging, four braces, one lo-

cated at each cross-bearer and riveted directly to them, were

applied. The following is the method of figuring the

strength of the splices (See Fig. 4)

:

Assume 80,000 lb. carried by one side.

Then the vertical shear at the bolster will be

80.000
S = h 3S.6(. — 40,000 = 30,000 lb.

40.S6

Where 40.66 — length of car

35.66 := distance from bolster to further end sill.

Therefore the bending moment at the bolster is

6 W N2 6 X 80,000 X 25
M = =r = 296,000 in. lb.

r. 40.6

Where W — the load on the side

N = distance between bolster and end of car.

The tension and compression CP) in the top chord and bottom side
sheet due to bending moment M is

M 296,000
P = — — = 6.200 lb.

48 48

Where 48 = depth of side sheet in in.

Therefore ilie splice must transmit 6,200 lb.

By using the same material for both the side sill splices

and the cover plate splices it can be purchased cheaper and
better deliveries will be obtained as the 30-ft. lengths are

usually carried in stock. The following is the bill of mate-

rial for one car:

Two 21 in. by Vt in. by 28 ft.—9 in- side sheets (body).
Four 21 in. by '^i in. by 7 ft. side sheets (ends).
One 21 In. by \i in. by 29 ft.— 5 in. center sill cover plate.

Two 21 in. by Vi in. by 7 ft.— 3).i in. center sill cover plates (ends).
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The efficiency of the centre sill cover plate splice is figured

as follows (see Fig. 5)

:

Gross area of plate (A) 5 sq. in.

Section mod-.ilus of the plate is

1

S = — X 20 X
6

Eccentricity (e) due to offset = Vi in.

(t y .21

Ratio (R) of strength of plate at offset to the strength of

the straight plate is:

1 E

A+¥
That is, the offset reduces the strength of the plate to 29

per cent of the strength of the straight plate.

^l'xfx23-5"

5-7' To Siriker

Fig. 5—Splice for Center Sill Cover Plate

The efficiency (£) of the splice is equal to the strength

of the riveted joint divided by the strength of the plate.

5 X 16,000 X .29

Where V = 3.OO0 lb. (shear value of rivets)
f = 16,000 lb. (fibre stress of plate)

Fig. 6—Side Reinforcement for Steel Frame Coal Cars

That is, the riveted joint is l'^ times as strong as the off-

set plate.

In connection with reinforcing the ends of steel coal cars,

especially where they are used in lumber traffic, it is impor-

tant to provide against bulging. One road has adopted the

use of a double row of pressed steel lateral braces with lipped

ends engaging the entire surface of the comer post.

Y\g. 6 shows the methods used to reinforce the sides of

some steel framed coal cars where eight lJ4-'n- diameter

truss rods were applied to each car and Fig. 7 shows the

practice of using 5-in. by 9^/4-lb. I-beam (removed from

4U-Balf

Secfion B-B.

•SecHon A-A.

Fig. 7-

I'Beam SfaUes

l-Beam Stakes for Wooden Coal Cars

old brake beams) stakes, eight per car, for 40-ton wooden
coal cars and 50-ton steel underframe coal cars.

Fig. S shows an economical method of applying planking

to the sides of coal cars. The two lower boards are spliced,

,4')(5' Side Stakes

-Splice ffl

' " ' i-RnlU " ^^'

Fig. 8—Spliced Planking for Wooden Sides of Coal Cars

while the upper rows are in one continuous length. No two

boards are spliced at the same stake.

The matter of keeping drop doors in good order, especially

on general service cars, is a serious problem; it involves the

matter of design, deterioration and abuse in service. It is

generally agreed that it is impossible to build a door, econ-

omically, strong enough to stand both coal and steel mill

service, but nevertheless, these are operating proljlems and the

best that may be accomplished is to build the door, so tliat it
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will respond to the action of the operating mechanism with-

out becoming warped or dented. The door can very easily

be reinforced by means of angles. One road has developed

a two-piece hinge which is keyed in place and admits of easy

removal of the doors for repairs, without resorting to cutting

out rivets, as the pins on the hinge generally rust in place.

It is often necessary, when considering the matter of rein-

forcing wooden equipment which has seen service for a con-

siderable period, to provide not only metal draft sills, but

new bolsters and crossties, or it may be that the equipment is

of large dimensions and needs to be strengthened at the cen-

ter. Fig. 9 shows a type of framing applied to more than

It was possible in the case of a 50-ton truck recently con-

sidered, to reduce the stresses in the bottom arch at the center

of the column bolt from 21,000 lb. per sq. in. to 5,000 lb.

per sq. in. (practically 400 per cent), by applying a base

casting under tlie columns. Several large roads have recent-

ly adopted this practice. This does not mean that liability of

failure would be reduced in tliis pro[X)rtion, because the most

destructive element, namely, crj-stallization, has not been

avoided by the reduction in working fibre stresses above

named. As a matter of information, it would be well to ap-

preciate, in this connection, that wrouglit iron should be used

because it has a fibre structure, as against steel which has

—
t-t::;^

—-—If

—

~ZrW\

- ZS 0'Truck Centers -

-36'o'orerendSills—

I'Balf ^'i3"shank ^^.4<^-j^'i-.^:^l^:0^.^]K^,j^'L..^ijA

Th/s ConsfrucHon Used lyiih

Lo¥f Draff Cars.
k I This ConsfrucHon Used On
-51 High Draft Cars.

Fig. 9—Reinforced Underframe for 40-ton Coal Cars

This Construction Used On
lotv Draft Cars.

3,000 30-foot, 40-ton coal cars operating on a heavy trunk

line and is reported as giving excellent satisfaction.

TRUCKS

The question of using a bar section of large breadth for

arch bar trucks but having an equal total area presents a

problem for discussion. Of two eastern roads operating cars

of identical design (they are of the twin hopper all-steel type)

the trucks on one road are fitted with 7 -in. by \Y\-\n. bars

whereas on the other road 5-in. by 1^-in. sections are used.

The net area with the wide bar is 6.27 sq. in., while that of the

narrow one is only 5.28 sq. in., a difference of 19 per cent

with the same gross section.

none, and for this reason, the latter material will crystallize

very rapidly under vibration.

Failure of pressed steel trucks is quite common after long

ser\'ice and riveting a U-section reinforcement 54 in. thick

over tlie pedestal can be done economically.

AXLE INSPECTION

The following standard practice covers in plain form a

method of presenting the subject of axle inspection to the man
on the line. It is the result of very careful calculation and
consideration. The great gain in its use appears in the fact

that an inspector cannot misjudge the condition of an axle,

which often occurs where it is left to his discretion.
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No. 1. Standard car hnIcs are provided with 3J4 in. by 7 in., A]4 in. by
8 in., 5 in. by 9 in., 5J4 in. by 10 in. and 6 in. by 11 in. journals when
new.

No. 2. Axles must be removed from service if beyond the following
limits:
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shortsightedness of a policy that permits material reduction sible to apply those 16 in. in length. The extension of the

in the force of repaimien and keeps cars standing on sidings handhold beyond tlie face of the car in order to provide

unequipped with safety appliances when business suffers the minimum clear length required is a practice that should

some decrease, and reqiiires the emplojment of a large force be discontinued and cars on which handholds are so applied

of inexperienced men to equip the cars hurriedly when they will be reported as defective by our inspectors,

are needed to take care of increased volume of business, is ap- A great many handholds, ladder treads and sill steps are

parent. The officials in charge of this branch of the carriers' being reported loose, the nuts on the bolts securmg them to

activities should demand tliaf, in order to keep equipment in tlie cars not being properly riveted over,

proper condition, an adequate force of repairmen be main- A marked decrease is noted in the number of defects to

tained at all times. The employment of experienced repair- air-brake equipment reported, which is indicative of the

men is essential to the proper maintenance of safety appliance growing tendency toward 100 per cent efiiciency of power

equipment, and a system of building up a regular force of brakes in trains. This result can not, however, be attamed

trained men who are familiar with all the requirements of so long as only enough brakes are kept in operative condi-

the law should be more generally adopted. tion to allow trains to go fonvard with the minimum of

„ „„ ^ , , n 85 per cent of the air brakes required bv Law in operative
Ndmbeb of Dejects Per 1.000 Cabs or Locomotives Inspected Durino "-' i-'^'. >-^'" "'

, , , , ,^ . , , , ,,

THE Year Ending June 30, 1916. Condition. Much has already been said about the impera-

CoiipicTs and parts 6.09 tive need of greater care in the maintenance of air brakes, and
Uncoupling mechanism 4.17 much good has been accomplished, but there is still a great
Visible parts of air brakes 20.58 »

ii i cc c -u ^ u- l.
•

Handholds S-Oo deal to be done belore th.at efficiency of air brakes which is

Steps'"'. . "l .T."!'"!: :::::;::::;:;::;:::;::: .;::::;; :
':62 contemplated by the law is secured.

Ladders " Pfopcr maintenance of air brakes can only be had by the
Running boards --^o

, ^ r . . tiU- * •*.-,
Handbrakes -(.ss employment of Competent men. In this connection it is

Foo't'boards'"*'
'.'.'.'.]'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'.'.' .....y. -28 encouraging to note that the carriers are educating their

Pilot-beam sill steps 06 inspectors in the more efficient discharge of their duties and
Handrails OS '^

. i. u i »i i i j r
Steps for headlights 02 are sccuring men who have a better knowledge of air-

Ash^'an"''"
'.'.'".".'.'.'.'.'. .'...\'... ..... .02 brake systems. And in many instances, also, yards have

.T77 been equipped with compressors and air lines for testing
All classes •'5.56

. ^ ^^
. ^ j ut * u jair-brake equipment and enabling proper repairs to be made.

During the past year an increase of 1.29 per 1,000 cars
j^ j^ pig^^ly manifest that the intention of the Commission,

inspected is noted in the number of defects to couplers and
^^^ ^^^ fgj.jj, ;'„ ij5 g^jp^ of June 6, 1910, was that all power-

parts, and the Commission's Accident Bulletin No. 60, for
i^r^ked cars in trains should have their brakes used and

the year ended June 30, 1916, records the death of 123
operated from the locomotive drawing the train, and several

employees and the injury of 2,194 employees while coupling
5^1,5 j,^^.g y^^^ instituted in order that this part of the law

and uncoupling cars. With the great variety of couplers
j^,^^, |^g jg^j^j j„ j,,g ^q^^, ^^j ij^ ,r^g jj^j^^j defined,

now in use it not unconimonly happens that proper parts ^ ^^^.^.^j decision of the District Court of the United States
for making repairs are not available, and frequently defective j^^ the Eastern District of Washington is of great impor-
parts of couplers are replaced with wrong castings, the result

t^nj-^^ ^^ ^ gj^es ^ comprehensive construction to the power-
being that in many cases the couplers fail to operate in the ti^ake provision that the train shall be so equipped as to

manner intended. After several years of work the coupler ^un without requiring the use of the hand brakes; it is held
committee of the Master Car Builders' Association has

,i,.^{ j^js j^ ^ prohibition against the use of the hand brakes
recommended the type D coupler, and this type of coupler ju t],g ordinary movement of trains, and the language of
has been adopted as standard by that association. An increase the act was equivalent to declaring that after the date named
of 3i per cent in weight of this coupler, as compared with freight trains should not only be equipped to run, but should
those now in use, is compensated for by an increase of 100 actuall}- be run without requiring brakemen to use the hand
per cent in strength and 300 per cent in estimated minimum brake.

life. The Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit, has decided
It is not to be expected that defects will not develop in that the requirement of efficient air-brake equipment pre-

service which will need to be corrected. But the adoption of supposes that such equipment shall be inspected at terminals.
a standard coupler is an epoch-making step. As soon as this xhe importance of terminal tests as an element of safety
standard is brought into general use the carriers will be in railroad operation can not be overestimated. At many
relieved of the enormous expense incident to supplying repair terminals the only air-brake test made consists merely in
parts for the great number of different couplers now in use, ascertaining whether or not the air is working throughout
and a much safer operating condition will be brought about the train line. Such a test provides no adequate information
by the use of one form of coupler with which every employee as to the efficiency of individual brakes, and, as inspection
will be familiar. Vet the mere fact that its adoption has has shown, trains are not infrequently permitted to leave
received a favorable vote may mean little unless those who terminals with insufficient braking power. In this connec-
have voted for it exert ever>- effort to see that the coupler is tion a system of careful inspection and tests at terminals is

actually put into use. Much time and money have been strongly ur^ed.

spent in developing the coupler and to demonstrate its advan- An important adjunct to the air-brake system that receives
tages over others now in use. The obvious advantages of but slight, if any, attention by roads operating in level
standardization of coupler equipment should lead to its country, is the retaining valve. Since there is little or no
immediate introduction and use. need for them on these lines, the roads contend that they
With the more general adoption of uncoupling devices should not be expected to maintain them. The result is that

having rigid connection between uncoupling lever and lock on roads having heavy grades the work of rejiairing and
block there has been a slight decline in the number of cars maintaining reta'ining valves, as well as applying tliem' when
per thousand inspected with defective uncoupling mechan- these devices are missing from the cars offered in interchange
isms, this number having decreased from 5.10 to 4.17 is undulv burdensome,
during the past year. As was stated in last year's report, an air-brake gage in

Cases continue to be reported where cars are equipped the caljoose, together with' a conductor's valve that is readily
with handholds less than 16 in. in clear length. The order available in case of emergency, is important for the proper
permits the use of 14-in. handholds only where it is impos- handling of long trains. Without this gage to indicate the
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brake-pipe pressure the trainmen on the rear of the train

are in ignorance of the air pressure available for use and have

no means of knowing with certainty whether their trains

have sufficient air in reserve properly to control them.

In addition to the increased attention being given the power

brakes on cars, a decrease in the percentage of defective hand

brakes is shown. This is due to the general improvement

of safety appliance conditions occasioned Ijy the better under-

standing of the standards than to any especially important

event drawing attention to the necessity for hand-brake main-

tenance. Notwithstanding the increased efficiency of the air

brake no less consideration should lie given the hand brake,

as it is just as necessary in controlling the speed of cars

being set on sidings and while making up trains as the air

brake is in controlling the speed of the train when made up.

A hand-brake decision of importance defines the word "effic-

ient," as used in the statute, as comprehending the efficiency

of the hand brake for the purpose of holding a car or train,

as well as its efficienc\- as a matter of safct)' to employees

engaged in work requiring the use of hand brakes.

An important decision recently rendered by the District

Court of the United States, Northern District of California,

fi.xes the liability for the penalty provided by the safet)'

appliance acts for their violation upon the common carriers

"permitting" the use on their lines of equipment not in con-

formity with the requirements in such cases.

Much e.xpense could be spared the carriers if some method

of instruction in the proper manner of loading logs and lum-

ber on flat cars were adopted, so as to prevent the loads from

shifting and coming in contact with the brake shaft or wheel,

causing the hand brake to Ijecome inoperative. The 4-in.

clearance around the rim of Ijrake wheel should be maintained

as well between the rim of the wheel and the lading as between

the rim of the wheel and parts of the car itself if the degree

of safety contemplated by the law is to be provided, but

cars are frequently loaded in such a manner that the hand
brake is entirely obstructed.

Two decisions recently rendered liy the Supreme Court

of the United States construe the provisions of the safety

appliance acts as applying to electrically operated railways

as well as to steam railways, thus establishing that cars

operated on such railways shall have the complement of

handholds, sill steps, hand brakes, and other safety appli-

ances required by the safety appliance law, and that trains

operated over such lines shall have their speed controlled

by power brakes.

ALL STEEL PASSENGER CARS FOR THE
CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has recently received

from the American Car & Foundry Company fifteen chair

cars, fifteen coaches, nine combination baggage and
smokers, and two combination coach and smokers, of all-

steel construction. The specifications of these cars comply
in detail with the government's specifications for steel cars,

and in many cases e.xceed these requirements. The construc-

tion adheres very closely to that which was made standard on
the Burlington a few years ago and which was descriljed in

the Railway Age Gazette, Mechanical Edition, of February,

1914, page 77. All of the new cars have vestibules, e.xcept

the combination Ijaggage and smokers, which have a vestibule

on one end only, the other end being of the dummy type.

The chair cars weigh 140,000 lb. and have a seating capacity

of 64, which gives a dead weight per passenger of 2,190.

The chairs are located on 3 ft. 7 in. centers. A space of S

ft. on each end of these cars is given over to toilet facilities,

one compartment containing the closet, the other the wash
bowl with hot and cold water, a drinking fountain and mir-
ror. The women's end contains in addition to this two seats

with leather covered cushions.

The coaches weigh 141,000 lb. and have a seating capacity

of 84, giving a dead weight of 1,680 lb. per passenger. The
seats are located on 2 ft. llj/^ in. centers. A women's wash

room and a closet occupies a space 4 ft. 6J4 iri- long on one

end of these cars and the men's closet and the wash room

occupies a space of 3 ft. 4J4 in. on the other end. The com-

bination coach and baggage cars weigh 137,000 lb. and have

a seating capacity of 36. The length of the baggage section

is 40 ft. J4 in. and the coach section is 30 ft. J4 in- long.

This section is provided with a stove, a closet and cooler.

The cars are of the clere story type, the upper deck win-

dows having Ijeen omitted, and the only openings are those

ajOt^'fkvf ihtf'i

Cross Section of the Burlington Passenger Cars

required for the ventilators. The side carrying type of con-

struction is used, the sides being considered as being sup-

[lorted at the double body bolsters. This leaves the center

sills to take care of the buffing and pulling strains only.

These are designed for a ma.ximum end shock of 400,000 lb.

considered as a static load. The center sills are made up of
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IS-in., 33-lb. channels spaced lo in. back to back with a the vestibule Syi-in. by 3-in. by 5/16-in. angles. The side

5/16-in. by 28-in. top coverplate extending from end sill to plates and side sills are 4-in., 8.2-lb. Z-bars.

end sill, and a bottom coverplate Sg in. by 24 in. extending A cross section of the cars taken through the window is
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Vestibule Hood Construction—C. B. & Q. Steei Passenger Cars

between the draft castings. The bolsters and cross bearers shown in one of the illustrations. It is common to both the

are of built up construction, having pan shaped web plates chair cars and the coaches, with the exception of sections B-B
with ample connections at the center and side sills. The end and D-D. Contrary to previous practices the Gothics and
sills arc made up of pressed steel shapes. The corner, side segment sash above the side windows have been omitted, raak-

All-Steel Passenger Cars for the Chicago, Burlington &. Quincy

and intermediate end posts are 4-in., 8.2-lb. Z-bars. The
door posts are 12-in., ol.5-lb. I-beams and the vestibule dia-

phram posts are 6-in., 14.75-lb. I-beams. The end plates

on the body of the cars are 12-in., 40-lb. channels and on

ing it possible to increase the height of the window glass 4 in.,

giving a clear glass opening 29 in. high. .\ larger amount
of natural light is thus admitted to Hie cars than before. This
arrangement has made a greater depth of letter board nee-
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essary, it now being 21 Jg in. deep. In order to improve the

appearance of the car and also to stiffen this sheet a groove

is pressed in the letter board 8J.s in. above the bottom. An-
other interesting feature to be found in the cross section is

the manner of riveting the roof sheets. They are so applied

that both rivet heads are on tlie outside of the car where
they are readily accessible. This permits the roof sheets to

be readily removed whenever desired.

The cars are insulated on the roofs, sides and ends with

J4-in. 3-ply Salamander secured to the inside of the outside

sheet, and 3/16-in. Ceilnite applied to the back of the inside

sheet. The floor is built up of a 1/16-in. steel sub-floor on
which is applied a layer of insulating paper, a 1-in, course of

hair felt, a 9/16-in. air space and a No. 18 Toncan metal

Chanarch flooring 3<2 in. in depth which in turn is covered

with Magnesite cement. Aisle strips of interlocking rubber

tiling are used on the chair cars and coaches. This floor con-

struction has proved to be an excellent insulator of sound.

These cars are lighted by 50 and 15-watt lamps. The
coach has 10 of the 50-watt lamps in the middle of the car,

as shown in the illustration. The fixtures are of the semi-

indirect type, being furnished liy the Adams S: Westlake
Company. In addition to this there are twelve 15-watt lamps
located as follows : Two in each vestibule, two in the women's
compartment, one in the men's closet compartment, one in the

rolled steel wheels. The following is a list of the general

dimensions of the cars:

I-ength over sills 70 ft. 8J^ in.

Length over buffers' 79 ft. 6'A in.
Length inside 70 ft. }4 in.

Width inside of lining 9 ft. 1J4 in.
Width over side sills 9 ft. 954 in.

Width over eaves 10 ft. yi in.

*For the combination cars this length is 74 ft. 9J4 in.

Interior of Burlington All-Steel Coach

men's washroom and one each side of the partition between
the toilet compartment and the car. Five emergency candle

fixtures are located on each side of the car, and two in each

toilet compartment. The chair cars have eight of the 50-watt

semi-indirect units, and twelve 15-watt units located sub-
stantially the same as in the coaches, and 12 emergency candle
fixtures. The passenger ends of the combination cars are

equipped with four 50-watt semi-indirect units, five 15-watt
units, and four auxiliary candle fixtures. The baggage end
is lighted by four 15-watt fixtures, and has four auxiliary

candle fixtures. Three of the coaches are equipped with the

axle generator system, the others being equipped with the

head end system.

Six-wheel trucks of the Commonwealth Steel Company's
design are used under all the cars. They are provided with
the American Brake Company's clasp brake, and have 36-in.

MAINTENANCE OF AIR BRAKES ON
FREIGHT CARS*

BY H. S. WALTON
Supervisor of Air Brakes, Boston & Albany

Up to within a few years the importance of maintaining

the brakes on freight cars did not seem to be fully realized,

and the railroads seemed loath to spend the money to install

the apparatus necessary for the proper testing of freight

l>rakes at terminals. Formerly, the only test made was to see

the brakes applied and released after the train was made up
and the locomotive coupled on—then the train was hurried

out of the yard.

Agitation by the air brake supervisors has resulted in many
roads installing yard-testing plants, and the excellent results

obtained liave demonstrated that the investment has been a
paying one. There is, however, room for improvement, as

many roads are still without these testing plants.

A yard-testing plant is as necessary to the proper main-
tenance of air brakes as a locomotive is to the hauling of a
train. The testing plant should consist of a compressor of

sufficient capacity to charge the maximum number of cars in

a reasonable time; a cooler for the air to pass through (to

obviate condensation in the lines), a storage reservoir with

a capacity equal to the volume required to charge the maxi-
mum number of cars; piping of such size and alignment as

will permit of the unrestricted flow of air, and a portable

testing truck or other device for operating the brakes. Air
brake inspectors should be selected by the supervisors of air

brakes, with a view to obtaining men of sufficient intelligence

to l^ecome efficient in the performance of their duties; and
the position should be made sufficiently attractive to induce
men of such capacity to accept it.

TESTING TRAINS

The brake pipe and auxiliary reservoir should be charged
to 70 lb. The inspector should then go over the train, cutting
in all brakes found cut out, noting the condition of the
foundation brakes and stopping all leaks in the hose
couplings and pipe joints. The brakes should then be applied
with a 20-lb. reduction of the brake pipe pressure. The
brakes should again be looked over, and all cars marked, or
carded, on which the brakes have not applied or on which
the piston travel needs adjustment. The brakes should then
Ije released and looked over to ascertain if all have released.

Jlinor repairs should be made immediately and cars requir-
ing heavy repairs carded for the repair track.

CLEANING TRIPLES

In cleaning a triple valve it should be dismantled, and all

internal parts, except those with rubber seats and gaskets,
cleaned with gasoline, then blown oft" with compressed air
and w^iped dry with a cloth. All worn or defective parts
should be repaired or replaced, and special care should be
taken to clean out all ports and passages. The seat and face
of the slide valve and slide valve graduating valve, also
upper portion of bushing where slide valve spring bears, and
the triple valve piston and its cylinder should he lubricated
with a high-grade lubricant. No lubricant should be applied
to the emergency piston, emergency valve or check valve. All
triple valves, after being cleaned, should be tested on a rack

•From an address before the January meeting of the New England
Railroad Club.
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conforming to tlie M. C. B. standards. In cleaning lirake

cylinders all deposits of gum and dirt should be removed

with a puttv knife, and the piston and interior of the cylinder

cleaned with waste saturated with kerosene. All rust spots

should be removed.

Particular attention should be given to cleaning the leak-

age groove and auxiliary reservoir tulie. Cracked or worn

packing leathers should be replaced l)y new ones. The ex-

panding ring should be removed from the piston, and replaced

by a ring of the proper dimension, the old ring to be sent to

the shops to be gaged and adjusted to the proper size.

The inside of the cylinder, and both sides of the packing

leather should be lightly coated with a suitalile lubricant.

The brake cvlinder ' should be tested for leakage after

cleaning, preferably with a gage, and leakage should not

exceed S lb. per minute from an initial pressure of 50 lb.

Each time the triple valve and brake cylinder are cleaned,

the brake pipe, brake pipe strainer, and brancli pipe should

be blown out, and the triple valve strainer cleaned before re-

connecting the branch pipe to the triple valve. If a dirt

collector is used, the plug should be removed and the dirt

blown out.

The restricted exhaust port in the retaining valve should

|je cleaned each time the triple valve is cleaned, and the valve

and pipe connecting it to the triple valve should l)e tested.

Special care should lie taken to have all pipe clamps tight. It

should be seen that there are no worn, defective or missing

parts of the foundation brake, and in replacing such parts

care should be taken to have them of the proper dimensions.

Thus far we have made a simple statement of w-hat we

believe to be necessary to maintain the brake, but this paper

would be incomplete without a statement as to some of the

penalties for neglect.

PENALTIES rOR NEGLECT

Brake Pipe Leakage.—This is a menace to the safe and

successful handling of trains, because it is almost impossilde

for an engineer, be he ever so skillful, to do proper and safe

braking, especially in descending grades. If he makes suffi-

cient reduction to insure the application of the brakes, with

a view to regulating the speed of the train, it is possible that

he will, in order to avoid stopping, have to release the brakes

at a time when such a course would Ije inadvisable and pos-

siljly dangerous, for it may be at a point where signals,

though not far distant, are not visible. Then again, brake

pipe leakage is conducive to stuck brakes, flat wheels, and

undue quick action, which often results in damage to draft

gear and lading.

Furthermore, brake pipe leakage is very expensive when we

consider the wear and tear of the pump and the additional

consumption of fuel. Let us consider the latter in coimec-

tion with a 70-car train assumed to have one-half 8-in. and

one-half 10-in. equipment. A leakage of 5 lb. per minute

on this train, with a 70-lb. train pipe pressure would amount

to jy.5 cu. ft. of free air per minute, or 2,\7nO cu. ft. of free

air in ten hours. The 8J^-in. cross compound pump, driven

with 200-lb. steam pressure would require three hours and

five minutes to compress the air lost, and in doing that amount

of work 5,782 lb. of water would be evaporated; and assum-

ing that 8.5 lb. of water is evaporated with one pound of coal

680 lb. of coal would be consumed.

The New York No. 5 pump would require three hours and

twenty minutes to do the same amount of work and would

use 10,475 lb. of water and 1,230 lb. of coal. For the 9>^-in.

pump this work would require nine hours and eleven minutes

with 15,144 lb. of water and 1,780 lb. of coal.

Triple Valve.—Many cases of slid flat wheels may be

traced to a worn triple valve piston packing ring or bushing,

and undue quick action is invariably the result of a broken

carrying pin, weak graduating spring or obstructed service

graduating ports.

Brake Cylinder.—The result of Ijrake cylinder leakage is

the reduction or entire loss of braking power on the car and

it necessarily follows that it will require a greater distance

in which to'stop the train as the work will have to be per-

formed by the brakes of the other cars. Brake cylinder leak-

age also contributes to shocks, as the cars with effective brakes

mil be retarded more quickly than those with ineffective

brakes.

Piston Travel.—\'ariation of jjiston travel makes a differ-

ence in brake cylinder pressure which often causes an unequal

distribution of braking power in a train. For example, with a

10-lb. reduction of the lirakc pipe pressure a 6-in. travel gives

3.; lb. Ijrake cylinder pressure; an 8-in. travel 23 lb., and a

10-in. travel 16 lb.

On a railroad within a thousand miles of Boston there

were 1,161 drawbar failures during the year ending June 30,

1916, and while there is no available data to show what per

cent of these failures could he (jrojierly charged to defective

brakes, the number would have been much less had there

been a greater uniformity of piston travel and less brake

cylinder leakage.

Foundation Rigging.—The average repair man pays scant

attention to the foundation brake rigging, for if he finds

the required number of rods and levers he does not concern

himself as to their condition. In case of a broken or missing

lever he, in the absence of a duplicate, often uses any lever

that mav be in stock, and should these levers be of wrong

dimensions it will increase or decrease the braking power to

such an extent that it may lead to serious consequences, such

as slid flat wheels, shocks, etc.

Pressure Retaining Valves.—The pressure-retaining valve

is not a necessity on level roads, but becomes an important

feature on roads having heavy grades. These valves, when in

operation, retard the flow of air from the brake cylinder in

releasing the brakes to such an extent that the escape of

pressure down to the closing of the valve is about six or seven

times as long as it would be if the retainer were not in use.

Furthermore, a certain amount of pressure is retained in the

brake cylinder, and on subsequent applications of the brakes,

the brake cylinder pressure l)uilds up from the retained

pressure instead of from atmospheric pressure, with the result

that we can, by using these valves, control a train down a

grade with about one-fourth to one-third the volume of air

that would be required without their use. The proper mainte-

nance of the pressure retaining valves will not only enable us

to control our train more safely on descending a grade, but

will effect a considerable saving in fuel.

THE CONDUCTOR'S RELATION TO THE
OILER*

BY M. GLENN, Sr.
I

Ludlow. Ky.

A train of freight cars leaves a terminal with the oil boxes

well oiled and packed, and the brasses all O. K. The train is

in charge of the conductor, who sliould make a report of the

hot boxes on his train on arrival at the terminal. The oiler,

who must be an expert, must examine the hot boxes reported

to him, and make a report of his examination and work on
them and forward it with the conductor's report attached, to

his foreman. This will prevent a great number of cars with

hot boxes from being switched on side tracks for unloading

and then getting back into service when empty.

The oiler will also recognize the liot boxes on the arrival

of trains at terminals much more easily than he will de-

fective boxes on trains leaving the terminals.

•This article was
October I, 1916.

entered in tlie Hot IJox coniiietitio

Exi'.\NSiox OF ZiN'c.—Of all common metals zinc expands

and contracts the most for any increase or decrease of tem-

perature; hence it is sometimes particularly valuable where
expansion and contraction with variations of temperature are

desirable.

—

Railway and Locomotive Engineering.



FORMING KNUCKLE PIN NUTS UNDER
THE STEAM HAMMER

BY H. C. GILLESPIE

The tool shown in the drawing is a die designed for punch-

ing knuckle pin nuts out of flat bars, which is in use in the

Peru, Ind., shops of the C. & O. It is used in connection

with a steam hammer. The material for the nuts is either

bought of the proper thickness, and slightly wider than the

nuts, or it is forged in the blacksmith shop.

The bars are heated in an oil furnace and are then inserted

h- »«-
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shown several shoes or wedges can be milled at the same time.

The shoes are allowed to lay flat on the chucks while the

wedges are raised at one end to give the proper taper.

APPLIANCES FOR TESTING FREIGHT CAR
BRAKES IN YARDS

To furnish a simple means of testing triple valves without

removing them from the car, the apparatus shown below has

been developed. It is designed for use on freight cars and

has proved to be a great convenience in yards. The principal

parts of the device are a 35^-in. inspector's test gage, a 3'2-in.

cut out cock and two special cocks, the construction of which

will be described in detail. The device as assembled is

arranged to be connected to the air hose on the car and the

1-in. air hose leading to the compressed air line.

The variable leakage valve. No. o, is shon-n in detail in

the drawing. It is arranged to discharge air through three

orifices of different sizes, the center of the plug being drilled

out with a 3/16-in. drill and having three holes of 9/64-in.,

S/64-in. and 1/32-in. diameter, respectively, through the

walls of the plug. The positions of the plug when each of

the orifices is open is indicated by a pointer and numbers on

the body of the valve. In the normal position of the valve,

the handle is along the body and the orifices are closed.

The valve, No. 2, which forms a by-pass around the stop

cock. No. 1, is a standard J'4-'n. drain cock which has a

bushing with a 3/'64-in. hole in the union tailpiece. The
device is coupled to the hose on the car and to the compressed

ROLLER TOOL FOR FINISHING PISTON
RODS

BY A. J. HUMPHREY

.\ roller tool for finishing piston rods which does not have

the objectionable features of the usual type with but one

roller is shown below. In order that the rod may be rolled

close up to the piston head, the tool is made in two sec-

tions. One section carries the rollers, of which there are

three, two Ijehind the rod and one in front of it. The roller

Details of the Piston Rod Roller Tool

in front of the rod is on an arm which is free to swing, and
pressure is applied to this roller by a set screw bearing

against the arm. The construction of this feature resembles

that of a hand-operated pipe cutter.

The other section is clamped in the tool post and feeds

the roller section by means of set screws pressing against it.

Cecl' Wo?

Device for Testing Triple Valves Without Removing from Cars

air line, a dummy coupling being placed on the hose on the

opposite end of the car. Then the cock No. 1 is opened and

Nos. 2 and 3 are closed, the hose and all pipes being ex-

amined for leaks. After all leaks have been stopped, the

cock No. 1 is closed and the variable leakage valve is placed

in Position No. 1 (9/64-in. opening). At this rate of reduc-

tion of brake pipe pressure the brake must apply in quick

action. The variable leakage valve, No. 3, is then closed

and cock No. 1 opened until both the brake pipe and the

auxiliary reservoir are charged to 70 lb., then the cock No. 1

is closed and the variable leakage valve placed in position

No. 2. If the triple valve applies in quick action in this

position, it must be removed, cleaned and tested on the test

rack.

Valve No. 3 is then closed and stop cock No. 1 opened until

the brake pipe and auxiliary reservoirs are again charged to

70 lb. The retaining valve handle is turned up and cock

No. 1 closed and the variable leakage valve placed in posi-

tion No. 3 until the brake pipe pressure has been reduced

IS lb. If the brakes fail to apply, examination must be

made to determine the cause. If tlie brakes apply, cock No. 1

V opened and if the brakes then fail to release, the triple

valve must be removed and proper repairs made.

HAirHoteCtupfingAir \ ~^\ "ij^ -^l T-^f"f^

The Roller Tool In Operation

By adjusting these set screws, the rollers can be set so that

they will not roll ridges on the rod. With this tool there is

no tendency to spring the rod, even though considerable

pressure is used and the work may be run at a high rate

of speed without heating the dead center.

Machine Tool Exports.—The machine tool exports from
America during the year ending June 30, 1916, are said to

have exceeded $61,000,000, of which about $48,000,000 left

through the port of New York. This is more than twice the

amount of similar exports for the previous year.

Look Before You Jump.—Upon taking charge of a new
plant, do not begin by making promiscuous adjustments. It

is better to wait a day or two until the apparatus is thoroughly
understood, and then changes should be made only after

the object to be attained is definitely known.

—

Power.



Applying Locomotive Boiler Tubes*
Outline of Shop Methods for Handhng and Renewing
Boiler Tubes and Welding Them in the Tube Sheeet

BY R. B. VAN WORMER
General Foreman, Atlantic Coast Lines, Waycross, Ga.

IN
presenting this puper on the subject of handling and
applying locomotive tubes, it is not the intention to at-

tempt to lay down or describe a method of tube handling
ideal in all details and applicaljlo to any or all locations.

The most desirable procedure as ;i whole for a given point

should embody and provide for numerous details character-

istic to that location, including requirements from dependent
outlying points, average life of the tubes as compared with

the machinery, variety in the size and length of the tubes

reciuired, labor conditions and rates, oil or coal fuel, etc.

Isot only shop methods and different materials used, but

operating conditions, tonnage ratings, grade percentages, etc.,

prevailing on different roads or districts all have their in-

fluence affecting the tube situation, service and economy that

may be obtained, and indirectly the best shop practice to

follow.

It is safe to say no other item on a railroad presents

greater possibilities for improved economy than the tube

problem on a road where the subject has not been handled
with considerable thought and preparation. It might also

be safe to say there is no other item on a good many roads

which has received less study and special consideration. To
get down to a working basis the total number of tubes there

are in continual service should be determined, together with

the percentage of new tubes purchased, the percentage that

must be scrapped on account of pitting, corrosion or thinness,

the proportional cost of any water treatment used as com-
pared to the saving in the tubes affected, the mileage ob-

tained between safe-ending, shop and engine house costs for

removing and replacing tul)es in boilers, shop costs for safe-

ending tubes, and engine house costs for w'orking over tubes

in service.

New Tubes Purchased.—Large savings can be made
by keeping the number of new tubes purchased each year

down to a minimum. In considering this item it is only

fair to include as new tubes, those contained in any new
power purchased during the year. Consider 500 engines

averaging 280 tubes each or a total of 140,000 tubes in

service, a reduction from 6 to only 5 per cent of this total

in new tubes purchased would mean a saving of approxi-

mately $0,000 per year in material. Under what might be

considered average water and road conditions, it has been

demonstrated as possible to reduce the yearly purchase of

new tubes to as low a figure as 5 per cent of the total tubes

in service. The new tubes should always be ordered for

the largest engines and those which carry the highest pres-

sure. After they have been used in this service they can be

used in the ne.xt size of engine where the length and the

steam pressure are somewhat less, and so on down step by

step until they are utilized in the smallest and lowest pres-

sure engines available. They may perhaps even then be

used in part for stationary pump boilers, before being con-

signed to fence railings, material for making washers, or

scrapped, proper credit in any case being allowed.

Method of Handling Tube Work.—The expense of work-

ing the tubes has been greatly reduced by the practice of

w-elding them to the back tube sheet when they are installed.

The tube work for engine houses or small outlying points

should include only the removing and the resetting in the

•Taken from a paper presented before the Southern & Southwestern
Railway Club.

boiler. The tubes should be cleaned, safe-ended, swedged,

and cut to length where possible, in the general repair shop.

New tubes should be ordered only by the general repair

shop, where all records and the best facilities for preparing

them may be maintained. Where the tube work for the

entire road is done at the main shop the tube department
assumes a position of large importance. It should be care-

fully organized and a well defined plan of operation should
be established. Where the life of the tubes between safe-

ending averages from 40,000 and 50,000 miles and the mile-

age between general shoppings is 80,000 miles, it will be

apparent that the service of the tubes will not keep pace
with that of the machiner)'. This condition is generally met
Ijy renewing the entire set of tubes when tlie engine under-
goes general heavy repairs in the back shop (including in-

ternal inspection), and again renewing the bottom half of the

set during engine house repairs after the engine has com-
pleted half of its mileage. The engine house or outlxing

repair point should ship the tubes so removed to the general

repair shop to be cleaned, safe-ended, cut to length and re-

turned in rjuantities equivalent to two full sets. These
figures, of course, will vary somewhat under different condi-

tions, but the idea is to make the time for the installation of

the full set of tubes come during the period of general

repairs, to localize all tube work in a tube department at the

general repair shop, and at the same time reduce to a mini-

mum the tube work at all other points.

In districts where good water is available the tubes should

run the three-year limit or more. The practice of welding
the tubes to the back tube sheet has also materially reduced

roundhouse work to tubes while in service. The average

lube mileage under these conditions will keep pace with the

machinery mileage. If during general repairs careful ex-

amination shows that three-year-old tubes wdll be serviceable

for as much as 20,000 miles or more by only being worked
over, request for government time extension will be justified

all things considered, due consideration, of course, being

given to the class of service to which that particular engine

belongs, and its accessibility for repairs on the district to

which assigned. If the various federal inspections and re-

ports were made on a mileage basis rather than a time basis,

there is no doubt that the time of boiler repairs could be
thrown even more in harmony with the proper time for

machinery repairs.

SHOP PItACTICE FOR GENERAL RENEVirAL

When an engine has made its mileage it is sent to the

general repair shop, with a report from the division on which
it operated, giving the general shop information concerning

any unusual condition of the engine. Assume that the loco-

motive under consideration in a saturated engine with boiler

containing 3.i6 two-inch tubes and a large quantity of

scale; that an internal inspection is due; that the steam
pipes and dry pipe are in good condition and tight, and that

all other repairs are of such nature as to make the time for

renewing the tubes a measure of the time the engine is out of

service. The engine having arrived at the shop, the tank

is cut loose; the contents of the boiler discharged through the

blow-off cocks, and the engine backed onto its designated pit

in the erecting shop. Each pit is provided with crane service

from overhead, and pipe connections below, leading directly

into the pit at convenient locations, for hot and cold water,

149
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compressed air, acetylene gas, terminals for electric welding

and terminals for electric lighting. Proper and reliable

illumination is a necessity for economical tube setting, as

well as other interior boiler repairs. The extension cord for

lights should be of any good grade of packing-house cord

which is water-proof and eliminates short-circuits and time

killing light failures.

First Operations.—Considering the fact that the practice

of welding tubes to the back tube sheets adds from one to

two days to the time required for setting the tubes without

welding, and also that internal inspection may develop cer-

tain boiler repairs that had not been contemplated or pro-

vided for in the shop schedule, it is essential that the tubes

be removed from the boiler just as soon as possible after

the engine is placed in the shop. With this in view, the

front end is opened first and the spark arresting arrangement

removed, all parts being wired together and tagged. The
dome cap and exhaust stand are then removed b)' a macliinist

and the steam pipes are tested to determine definitely if they

should come out. At the same time a boilermaker enters the

firebox and cuts off the tube beads with a thin flat chisel and

a No. .5 chipping hammer. Ordinarily this operation should

recjuire about four hours for a set of 3o6 tubes with the

beads welded to the sheet. When the steam pipes are not

removed the smoke box front should not be removed.

Removing the lubes.—The same boiler maker with one

helper then cuts off the tubes just inside the front tube sheet,

using a tube cuutting-off machine propelled by air. In cut-

ting off the tubes with this machine, the helper operates the

air motor, while the boiler maker applies and removes the

cutter heads. Two cutters are used, one to be removed, ap-

plied and started by hand, while the other is cutting by

power. In case the steam pipes are not removed, all the

tubes with possible exception of three or four in each top

comer can be cut off by shifting the machine and supporting

bar to the right and left over the door studs. When all tubes

are cut off. the fourth tube hole from the top in the center

row is reamed out to not over 2 '4 in. in diameter, preferably

2ys in., depending upon the amount of scale on the tube.

Through this hole the tubes are passed out of the boiler.

The cutting of tlie tubes and preparing the transfer hole

should require not over five hours. When the steam and

dr)- pipes are removed the transfer hole is, of course, not

needed, the tubes being passed out through dry pipe hole.

The same boiler maker now returns to the firebox end and

<lri\-es the tubes out of the back tube sheet with a No. 3 air

hammer. At this time he has two helpers, one of whom en-

ters the boiler through the dome to pass the tubes out

through the transfer hole, while the other helper, in smoke-

box, takes the tubes and loads them onto a specially arranged

tube car. Not over five hours should lie consumed by the

one boiler maker and the two helpers for this work. The

tube car is placed on a portable stand in front of the smoke

box so that the tubes may be easily loaded and that the

work will not require the services of more than one man.

This arrangement was described in detail in the July. 1912,

issue of the American Engineer on page 357. The tube car

is designed to be carried by an overhead crane, or pushed

along on its own four wheels on standard gage track. It can

also "be tiered on top of another car, thus greatly economizing

in space at storage track. Another important feature in its

design is that it can be quickly unloaded either on the floor

or on elevated rail benches by raising one side with the

crane, allowing the contents to roll out gently. All the tubes

now being removed from the boiler, the helper in the front

end pilots the car to tube shop. The helper inside the

boiler remains and scales the shell, using a No. 1 pneumatic

stone hammer equipped with wide, flat chisel. This work

will take on an average of 4 or 5 hours, according to the con-

dition of the boiler.

New Tube Lengths.—The boiler maker again returns to

tlie front end and knocks out the rag ends from front tube

sheet witli a No. 3 air hammer. He also trues up the tube

sheets if necessary and reams out any tube holes found 1/32
in. or o\er out of round with a special reamer and air motor.

It should not require over one hour to knock out the stub

ends from front slieet, and it is an exceptionally bad sheet

that cannot be trued up in one hour liy one boiler maker and
helper. The tube lengths are then obtained with the as-

sistance of the hcljier inside of the boiler. The new tubes

should be 7/10 in. longer than the distance over the tube

sheets, 3/16 in. of this to be at the firebox end and ^4 in.

at smoke box end. From one to four different lengths are

taken, a special wood stick with a hook at the end being

provided for this purpose. The dift'erent lengths are num-
bered on the stick together with the engine number. The
boiler maker also marks on the smoke-box the number of the

lubes with their respective lengths and checks off on the tube

sheet the areas covered by the different lengths. He per-

sonally delivers the dimension stick with any necessary e.K-

planation to the man operating the cutting-off machine in

tube shop. The stick is retained here until after the tubes

are reset, and serves as a check to place the responsibility

if anj- tubes are found cut to the improper length. It is

most important to have some simple but ironclad practice for

obtaining the correct length of the tubes, as otherwise it will

interfere with the plan of operation and cause delay.

Preparing the Tube Sheets.—The boiler maker then cleans

out any scale in the back tube sheet holes, using a file. In

extreme cases a very light application of the roller expanders

will crack and shell out the thin and extremely hard scale

sometimes found. The holes in a new back tube sheet should

be made 1/64 in. smaller than the nominal outside diameter

of the tube and both inside and outside edges of the hole

should be countersunk sufficiently to remove the sharp edges,

but not more than 1/32 in. The holes in new or part new
front tube sheets should be made 1/32 in. larger than the

nominal diameter of the tube, and they should be similarly

countersunk. The copper ferrules are then applied to the

back tube sheet. Their outside diameter should be such that

the ferrules will fit the hole tightly and they should be set

m an exact position by a straight sectional expander having

a small shoulder which seats against the face of the sheet so

that the ferrule will e.xtend l/32 in. out from the face of

the tube sheet. In some localities it is the practice to set

the ferrules with a special tool before expanding it into the

hole with the sectional expander, but this is an unnecessary

operation. When expanding copper ferrules with the stand-

ard ferrule expander, a hammer not larger than a chipping

or No. 3 size should be used. The copper ferrule is set

back 1/32 in. to prevent working the ferrule out under the

bead when working the tube, and particularly to prevent in-

ferior welds when welding the beads to the tube sheet. The
ferrules should be 's in. long for tube sheets /•j in. thick,

and of a size to suit the size of the tube hole, always main-

taining the swedged end of the tube to I's in. outside diame-

ter. They should be of the best soft annealed seamless

copper. To clean and prepare the holes for the ferrules, and

appl)- and secure them, should not require more than four

hours with one man.
Placing the Tubes.—In applying the tubes to the boiler,

the boiler maker is, at first, given two helpers, one of whom
is on the car containing the safe-end tubes and passes them

to the boiler maker in the smoke-box. The other helper is

inside of the boiler. When the steam pipes are not removed,

the tubes going back of the steam pipes are first entered and

placed by the inside helper in their respective holes, care

being taken not to damage the copper ferrules. All tubes

back of the steam pipes and several horizontal rows at the

bottom are thus located and started in their ferrules, until

there is no room left for the helper inside. He then goes

to the smoke-box, and the boiler maker goes to the firebox.
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The balance of the tubes, commencing at the bottom, are now
shoved through their own holes by the two helpers at the

front end, while the boiler maker enters them in their re-

spective ferrules by means of an iron rod.

When all the tubes are in place, the second helper leaves

the work, taking the empty tube car with him. The re-

maining helper assists the boiler maker to spot the tubes,

using a bar with a shoulder to drive against at the front end

and a gage at the back end to accurately locate the end of

tuljes ,5/16 in. from the firebo.x face of the sheet. New tubes

are only added to those sets which are applied to boilers

that have not had the steam pipes removed. These new
tubes being in perfect condition should always be installed

in the most inaccessible locations such as behind the steam

pipes so as to reduce to a minimum inconvenient removals

in case of failure during hydrostatic test or later. As each

tube is accurately set 3/16 in. from the tube sheet, the edge

of the projecting tube at just one point is slightly turned

over by one or two light blows with a special hammer, the

striking face of which is something similar to a narrow

fuller. This ensures no movement of the tube when start-

ing the e.xpander, and it requires no one at the front end to

back up the tube. Accurately locating all tubes in the

boiler, including those transferred ready for expanding, re-

quires four hours upon the part of the boiler maker and two

helpers.

Fixing the Tubes in the Tube Sheets.—The tubes are now
ready for tightening in the sheets. The helper is removed

from the work, the boiler maker being given the assistance

of another man, usually an apprentice. The tubes are first

expanded with a straight sectional expander in connection

with a long stroke hammer. One man operates the air ham-
mer without it leaving his hands, while the other manipulates

the e.xpander and mandrel. The expander pin or mandrel

should be driven into the straight e.xpander until the tube

is solid against the ferrule and the sheet. The tubes are

then run over with a standard flaring tool used in connec-

tion with a long stroke hammer, the ends being flared enough

to allow the standard sectional prossering expander to enter

sufficiently to get the prosser fillet just inside the water side

of tube sheet. This also bells the tube sufficiently to start the

bead with the beading tool after it has been prossered.

The tubes are prossered with the standard sectional ex-

pander, the pin of which is driven in tight, slacked off, and

the expander turned slightly in the tube and driven in again.

This should be done at least three times, or until the tube

is properly set. All tubes should be carefuUx' inspected to

ensure that the recess in each tube has reached tlie full depth

of the boss on the expander and is even all around the tube.

^^'hen tightening the tubes to the back sheet no oil should be

used if they are to be welded, for electric welding is decidedly

unsuccessful if oil or even traces of oil is on the work. An
oil soft soap, such as linseed soap, should be used as a lubri-

cant, the remaining traces of which are much more easily

removed than oil. To expand, flare and prosser the full set

of tubes with the long stroke hammer should require not

over eight hours' time for the boiler maker and apprentice.

The tubes at the front end are expanded with the standard

front end flaring tool, consisting simply of a tapered pin.

Not over thirty minutes is required for this operation, after

which the boiler maker returns to firebox, beads the tubes

and prepares them for welding, leaving the apprentice and a

helper in front end to roll the tubes with an air motor. In

performing these operations at both ends at the same time,

the beading follows the rolling of each tube.

After beading the tubes with the standard beading tool, the

operation is repeated with a roughing tool which prepares the

bead and sheet for electric welding. This roughing tool is

very similar to the standard beading tool, differing only in

the design of the heel, which is slightly larger, having its

face corrugated by the impression of a coarse file when hot.

This operation removes any possible remaining trace of
scale or foreign matter on the metals to be welded, as well

as presenting a suitable surface for the metal to knit to.

This process of brightening or roughing requires about one
hour's time.

In rolling the tubes at the front end, a standard self feed-

ing rolling e.xpander is used, the helper operating the air

motor. It is sometimes necessary to shim a few tubes at the

front end. This is done with unplanished sheet iron peaned
down to a feather edge. The rolling of all tubes at the front

end averages about 5 hours, whereas beading and roughing
requires 6 to 6J.2 hours; the difference in time of the two
operations is consumed by the apprentice in applying the

arch tubes and mud plugs in readiness for hydrostatic test.

Hydrostatic Test.—The hydrostatic test is then applied,

using water of a sufficiently high temperature to cause any
leak to quickly dry on the sheets or shell when they are

caulked or otherwise closed up. During this test the tube

setters inspect the tubes. The defective tubes, if any, are

then removed by splitting, not over 2 in. at the front end
and backing out. Ordinarily the amount of defective tubes

so removed should not average over one per cent, and being

located out toward the center of the boiler where they are

easil\' and readily removed through their own holes, as pre-

viously explained, they can be replaced much quicker and
cheaper than by testing each tulje individually before it is

installed in the boiler. The defective tubes removed are

smashed over all welds with a hammer to prevent any pos-

sibility of a defect in one of the two or three old welds being

overlooked and again finding its way back into another

boiler. Tfcese defective tubes are at once carried to the flue

shop by the boiler maker and helper, who obtain an equal

number of new tubes without safe ends which, when in-

stalled, require no further testing.

WELDING TUBES TO BACK TUBE SHEET

The installation of tubes to boiler is now complete with

the exception of the last and final operation of welding the

beads to the back tube sheet. This welding can he best ac-

complished by one of the regularly assigned tube welders of

the shop. The work requires continual care and thorough-

ness rather than great skill. Where a number of welders

are employed, the best operator should be the chief welder

and his duties should include supervising the welding work
as well as instructing or breaking in new welders. He should

see that the work is properly prepared for welding, which is

most important for good work. \\'hen possible it is excel-

lent practice in the back shop to have the chief boiler inspec-

tor also be the chief welder, since with this combination all

welding is thoroughly inspected from the standpoint of both

durability and federal regulations, and tends to discourage

an}- welding which might be considered impracticable or

expensive. Welding fifteen 2-in. tubes per hour is a fair

average for thorough work for one man. While no hard

and fast rules may be laid down as to the size of the electric

welding outfit, it may be said that for miscellaneous repair

work around general repair shops of about 24 pits, a 600-

ampere equipment, which is of sufficient capacity to take

care of four operators on metal electrode work, is usually

satisfactory.

Cost of Weldi7ig Beads.—For tube welding Js-in. welding

wire of the best Norway or Swedish iron gives the best re-

sults. With this material the current runs from 110 to 130

amperes per operator. With 80 per cent efficiency in the

motor generator set and on a basis of 15 tubes per hour this

would mean an average current consumption of 665 watts

per 2-in. tube, .\ssuming the power to cost 1 cent per kw. hr.

the cost for power would be 0.7 cents per 2-in. tube. A
good welder will average 18 tubes per pound of J^-in. weld-

ing rods, which at 8 cents per pound, and the welder's time
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at 43J-4 cent- per hour gives a total labor, material and
power cost of 4 cents per 2-in. tube.

Flux.—Opinion seems to be equally divided with refer-

ence to the use of a flu.x in connection with tube welding.

A series of tests made with and without the use of flu.x de-

veloped no difference in results, but particular care was
taken to see that the sheet was absolutely clean. In the case

of welding systems where a carbon electrode is used to form

the arc, the flux is an important item as it removes, by com-

bination, any carbon carried over from the carbon electrode.

However, this does not apply in the case of metal pencil

electrodes, where theoretically at least no flux is necessary.

Where a flux is used, it is applied most conveniently by

making a paste l)_\' the addition of a small amount of water

to the flux finely powdered, and in which the electrodes are

dipped and then allowed to dry.

li'clding Operation.—The electric welder first runs over

the tubes with an acetx'lene torch just sufficiently to burn off

any trace of the linseed soap lubricant of foreign matter

which may possibl\- have collected there. This does not re-

quire over 20 minutes time. If at any time the sheets get

wet, they must be dried or inferior welding will result. Each

tulje as welded is also again brightened Ijy means of a stiff

wire brush to remove any possible trace of rust or red oxide

which so quickly collects on the surface of the new metal

from the hot water during the hydrostatic test. Care should

be taken that the voltage is not too high. High voltage

makes it easier for the operator, but it is not good for the

tubes, as the operator with high voltage keeps the metal

pencil JX to 5^ in. from the sheet, and the metal onl)' sticks

and does not weld. A voltage of 65, with 125 amperes,

makes the operator get within 3/16 in. from the sheet, whicli

is the correct distance for most efficient welding.

When welding the tubes, it is desirable to start with the

top hori?ontal row and weld across row after row. This

protects the unwelded tubes from the effects of the fumes

and gas which escajje from the arc. The weld of each indi-

vidual tube should be started at the Ijottom, Ijuilding on upon

each side of its circumference to the top. If it is desirable

to particularly rush the work of welding, two operators can

be used on the tube sheet and wall panel, partitioning them

off from each other by means of a canvas curtain suspended

from a rod inserted in one of the top tubes. After the

tubes are welded, it is unnecessary to go over and smooth

up the beads. Such practice may possibly present an ap-

pearance more pleasing to the eye, but if anything is detri-

mental rather than beneficial to the welding. The tubes

should be welded after the hydrostatic test to prevent loss

of time and welding labor, in case of possible failure in some

of the safe-end welds. After the electric w-elding is com-

pleted the boiler sliould then be filled again with water, but

only at the shop line pressure, which usually is at least

50 lb. It will be found that this pressure is amply sufficient

for tlie second test.

When electric welding old tubes which have seen not over

one year's service, the same methods are employed, after do-

ing what working over the tubes may require. For old tubes

a simple and efficient .sand blast may he used. This will

clean the set in 30 minutes, care being taken not to use too

much sand. The operation of Ijurning oft" the beads with

the acetylene torch can be omitted.

LABOR REQUIRED

It is to be noted with this schedule of operations, the set

of 336 two-inch tubes have been removed and renewed com-

plete, ready for service, without removing the steam pipes

or dr\- pipe in 37 hours by one mechanic, with the assist-

ance during th's time of one helper for 10 hours, two helpers

for 8 hours and one apprentice for 13 hours, and then

finalh' an electric welder for 21 hours.

.Sl"PERHE.A.TKK TI.UES

For superheater flues the same method of removing and
applying is followed; the operations for setting, expanding,

beading and rolling for superheater tubes is the same as for

boiler tubes, except the superheater tubes are beaded over

at both onds. The holes in new sheets are 1/32 of an in.

larger than the nominal diameter of the flue. The copper

ferrules should be of a diameter suitable for the flue and
No. 13 gage. No ferrules should he used at the front end,

but steel shims may Ije used when necessary.

ARCH TUBES

As the installation of brick arch tubes is similar to tube

work, it is good shop practice to include the arch tube work
in the tube setter's work. In removing arch tubes, they are

burnt off close to the inside of tlie tube and door sheets with

the acetylene torch, and the stub ends carefully split with

tlie torch taking care not to injure the sheets in so doing.

Tiiey are then readily closed in and knocked out into firebox

with hammer and chisel from the outside. After the arch

tube plugs have been removed, four 3-in. arch tubes can
be removed, by this method, in 30 minutes. Any scale in

the arch tube holes can readily be removed with a round
file. The old arch tubes removed should be carefully ex-

amined and if in good condition, which is frequently the

case, they can be used again in the next smaller size firebox,

first annealing the ends.

New arch tuljcs should be ordered 2 in. longer than is

absolutely required. After being heated and bent to a stand-

ard template for the particular class of engine, they are

placed in position in the boiler, gaged for brick, and the

exact lengths laid oft", allowing the ends to project exactly

'4 in. beyond the tube sheet. This method necessitates cut-

ting off of one end only, which is done on power driven cold

saw. Arch tubes of seamless drawn steel tubing J:J in. thick

give the best results. No ferrules are used. After arch

tubes have been cut to exact length and placed in their e.xact

position in boiler, the boiler maker with one helper expands

the ends tight into the sheet. The ends of the tube should

lie annealed and the expanding done with the proper sec-

tional expander W'ith special extended mandrel.

In case of new sheets requiring new arch tulie holes, the

holes are cut after the sheets are in place in the boiler, using

the acetylene torch with cutting nozzle secured to a special

compass device. This process enables the work to l^e done

verv quickly, about 3 minutes per hole. In the case of the

outside tap;_(ed holes, it can lie done sufficiently accurate as

to not even require reaming out. The holes securing the

arch tulies are smoothed up with air driven reamer requiring

about 30 minutes per set of eight holes. Old threads in the

outside holes should always be cleaned up with the proper

tap, first building up the holes by autogenous welding if

necessary to maintain the standard size. After the tubes

are expanded in place, the projecting end of the tube is

lipped over against the sheet at all points in the circumfer-

ence, a long stroke hammer and a round three-edged tool

being used for this purpose. This process requires very little

time and makes a substantial and secure job.

TOOLS FOR SETTING TUBES

It is hardly necessary to state to any modern railroad of

today that to keep down the cost and at the same time main-

tain the highest degree of efficiency, it is necessary that

methods be standardized for all tube work in the different

shops and engine houses. This of course refers to both the

methods of application and the materials used. Instructions

must he issued and carried out to insure uniform methods

and tools being used; tubes installed at one point must be

worked over at another point with tools that fit, otherwise

the life of the tube is rapidly .shortened. To insure this

standardization, all tools and all gages for tools should be
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made by or furnished from the general or main shop, at

which point master gages are kept; they should not be

shipped to the outlying points on their requisitions until

after carefully inspected and passed upon by some competent

person. All standard gages for beading tools, mandrels and
•expanders should be available only at the main shop.

All beading tools should be checked at least once every

thirty days by the boiler maker foreman or some equally

competent person, to see that they conform accurately to the

standard gages. Beading tools not conforming to the gages

should be returned to the main or distributing shop for re-

pairs. Beading tools should not be repaired at any outlying

points. The tools when made should be marked with some
suitable identifying symbol, as for example S-1, to S-5 for

the straight sectional expanders, or P-1 to P-5 for prossering

.expanders, the number designating the purpose for which

the tool is intended, and also enabling the shop men to

-specify exactly the standard type desired.

SUPERHEATER UNIT TESTER
The accompanying illustration shows an arrangement for

applying the h)'draulic test to superheater unit tubes. This
•was designed and made at the Silvis shops of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific. It is made up almost entirely of

standard pipe fittings with the joints on the high pressure side

lof the small cylinder arranged to withstand a pressure of

D until the system is filled and the plunger is pushed to the

extreme left. The pet cock at E relieves the air pressure in

front of the water on the high pressure side, and the pet cock

F relieves tlie air pressure on the air side. With the system

filled the water supply valve D and both pet cocks are closed.

The straight air valve G is then opened, permitting the air

from the shop line to enter the large cylinder. The differ-

ence in the diameter of the cylinders creates a pressure of

wuler over two and one-half times that of the air, thus per-

mitting a 250-lb. test pressure to be obtained. A pressure

gage is located in one end of the header block. After the test

has been made the air pressure is removed and the system
is drained througli the valve H. Two header blocks are made,
one with the holes .1 and B 3 j^ in. apart, and one with them
4 in. apart, for two styles of superheater unit tubes used.

Pipe connections on both blocks are made the same, so as to be
interchangeable with the rest of the apparatus. These blocks

are made of cast iron.

A CENTERING MACHINE
BV E. F. GL.\SS

The accompanying sketch shows a device for centering

pins of larger diameters than can usually be accommodated
on the ordinary centering machine. In use it has proved to

lie Ijoth rapid and accurate.

It is made of a small speed lathe, fitted with a sliding

/r.$ Iron Stand

3f Sfd. Tapped Cap

Hydraulic Tester for Superheater Uni^

250 lb. per sq. in. The large cylinder of 3^ in. diameter is

made from steel tubing. In this is located the cast iron

iplunger, the other end of which operates in the other cylinder

•of ZVi in. diameter, also made from steel tubing. The unit

ipipes are clamped to the header block C by a bolt.

Water from the shop supply is admitted tlirough the valve

spindle and lever.; It has a head block .4, which lias a taper
bore varying in .diameter from 1>'4 in. to oji in. The larger
diameter of the bore sliould be 1-16 in. greater than the head
of the largest pin tabe-center£d._Tlie.device.wilLxenter pins
from the largest to .the sniallest .diam.cter of the bore in. the-,

head block without any adjustment anil if desired, an au.x-
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iliary bushing which is turned to fit the block as shown at

B, may be applied for smaller work.

In operating the machine it is only necessary to adjust the

tailstock to conform with the length of the pin to be cen-

tered. Then the head of the pin is placed in the bore of the

block A and run up by the tailstock center until it fits tightly

in the hole. The chuck on the end of the spindle is fitted

^Stction of Centering etctli

• cllar Threaded
ord Serenedon

Centering Machine Developed from an Old Lathe

with a combination center drill and it is only necessary to

pull the lever forward to force the drill into the head of the

pin and form the center hole.

This machine has been used for centering pins which have

been partly finished in the turret lathe and has materially

reduced the time required for this operation.

MAKING STEAM PIPES BY OXWELDING
METHODS
BY W. H. HAUSER

Mechanical Engineer, Chicago & Eastern Illinois

A short time ago the Chicago & Eastern Illinois had
occasion to equip two locomotives with Schmidt superheaters,

and as there were only three engines in the class, a study was
made to see if the steam pipes could be obtained without

making new patterns. These patterns would cost approxi-

mately $55 to $65 each, and would be used at rare intervals-

after the original application. It was found that the upper
pwtion of the steam pipes for the Mikado superheater en-

Fig. 2.—Method of Cutting and Welding Steam Pipes

gines could be used with the lower portion of the steam pipes-

removed from engines being converted, by welding them to-

gether by the oxweld process. The steam pipes of the-

Mikado engines were of the outside type. Fig. 1 shows the-

two steam pipes used; the one on the left is that taken from,

one of the engines being converted and the one on the right

is the Mikado steam pipe.

Fig. 2 shows where the steam pipes were cut and how
closely the)' matched. The pipes were laid off according to-

Fig. 3—Welded Steam Pipes After Testing

the drawing, and were then set on a slotter and cut to the

CI. 1 r=..i„-. 4 iA/v,,,k, .... c..,~ o.„.. ... .u. c I,.,.— line- The two sections were completely machined and then
rlfl. 1-—Castings from Which the Steam Pipes for the Superheater , , - , , i , - i , i- i

Locomotive Were Made placed in the engine, bolted m place and adjusted to the
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proper fit. The two sections were then tied together by

welding them at opposite points for a distance of about Ipi

in. The pipes, with the sections thus fastened together, were
then taken down and the welding operation completed. The
pipes were welded at a cost of about $1.50 each. The cost

of the new Mikado pipe was approximately $12 with salvage

from the lower half of about $o, making the cost of the new
pipe appro.ximately $9 plus $1.50, or $10.50, whereas had new
patterns been made the pipe castings alone would have cost

more than the entire cost by this method. The application

of the steam pipes in the superheater engine after the pipes

were welded is shown in Fig. 3.

In another case it was desired to convert a locomotive of

the cross compound type, the only one of its class, to a simple

engine. In order to make the change it also would have been

necessary to make two new steam pipe patterns, but this was
obviated by using a combination of steam pipes in a way
similar to that described above. Fig. 4 shows this installa-

tion. The original tee-head in the engine was a three-bolt

tee-head. A standard four-bolt tee-head was ai)[il-ed and

BOOSTING THE GENERAL FOREMEN'S
ASSOCIATION

Two of the letters received in the competition on the "Bene-
fits Derived from Convention Attendance" were from mem-
bers of the International Railway General Foremen's Asso-

ciation, and are as follows:

BY C. L. DICKERT
Assistant Master Mechanic, Central of Georgia. Macon. Ga.

What benefits have I derived from attending General
Foremen's conventions? Representatives from practically

every railroad in the United States and Canada are in at-

tendance and each has something good to offer. My object

in attending is the good I get out of them, and I have never

come home without something that more than paid the ex-

penses of the trip, and the results were almost immediate.

On some occasions methods were described by men located

at or near tlie place of meeting, that I wanted to see in actual

operation. I took a side trip with but little expense, thus

not only bringing out the advantages of the practice in ques-

^Vfe/v UpperHead Oiv*^/ded

on Original MP
^ ^team Pipe

\_Connecfion for

\ RightSfeam Pipe

Fig. 4—Weldeti Steam Pipes for a Converged Cross-Compound Locotnotive

the top flange of the original steam pipe was cut off and a

flange from a right hand steam pipe, of which there was a

pattern, was welded on. This made the left hand pipe com-

plete at a cost of about $1.50. The right hand pipe was
made from a new right hand pipe of which there was

a pattern. This was cut just below the center, as

shown, and a 16-in. section from the pipe from which

the upper flange for the left pipe was obtained, was

welded on. To this was welded the lower flange from the

original cross compound pipe, which was to be scrapped. In

other words, two right hand pipes were used to furnish

sufficient material to make the two steam pipes for this

engine. The sections of these pipes were also assembled on
the engine and partly welded in place and then taken down
to complete the welding operations. These steam pipes have

all given very satisfactory results and undoubtedly saved a

considerable amount by doing away with the necessity of

making expensive patterns.

A Good Boiler Tube Record.—That high rates of driv-

ing are not detrimental to a boiler provided it is accompanied
by proper supervision needs no better proof than the fact that

the Interborough Rapid Transit Co. has a record of fourteen

tube renewals a vear out of sixtv-four boilers.:

—

Power.

tion more clearly, but getting me in touch with other good
practices.

At these conventions we meet and talk with the best in-

formed railway mechanical men in the country, and they

talk freely of what they are doing.

To enumerate all the good I have received from attending

the conventions would take too much time and space; one
instance must suffice. At one of the conventions I learned of

a tool used in another shop that cut the time on certain work
from hours to minutes. This one thing alone was well worth
going after.

The good I get when attending these conventions is not

confined to any one department, but covers both locomotive
and car departments. I have been able to solve some knotty

problems by talking with men from different roads. Some-
thing is wrong with the man who takes an active part in the

meetings of the General Foreman's Association, and is not
benefited thereby.

BY W. W. SCOTT
General Foretnan, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, East Buffalo, N. Y.

My personal experience with railway mechanical asso-

ciations covers a period of years, but I will confine mvself to

what I know about the International Railway General Fore-
men's Association and the opportunity offered its members
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to advance in their chosen field l\v close attention to reports

and discussions on shop and roundhouse efficiency and better

shop methods which increase shop output at a reduced cost.

One of the best arguments is the book entitled "Shop
Kinks" published by the Railway Age Gazette. This inter-

esting and valuable book, containing all the best shop kinks

up to the time of publication, was the result of several discus-

sions on shop kinks and efficiency at a meeting of the Gen-

eral Foreman's Association; by taking advantage of the ideas

contained within its pages, I was able to reduce my cost of

output in some cases 30 per cent.

One item in particular might be interesting as an illustra-

tion. I found that a roundhouse machinist would lose 35

minutes each nine-hour day in going from his work to the tool

room for the wrenches used in liis work. We had fifteen

machinists at that terminal. In other words, out of 15 the

railroad paid and gave away the services of one full paid

machinist. This extravagance was removed by introduction

of portable tool bo.xes. It saves labor and gains the com-

pany the use of one more mechanic without increasing the

payroll.

The limit of 750 words placed on "Booster" articles pro-

hibits me from mentioning other items. All mechanical or-

ganizations in general, and the General Foremen in particu

lar, point with reasonable pride to many of their members
who have ascended the ladder of opportunity with nothing

back of them but their dogged persistency to learn and ab-

sorb the best offered at the convention.

Railroads want efficiency, and usually get it, but the aver-

age efficiency of a railway shop or engine house is low. It

has the practice that comes with a day's work, that's all. A
progressive foreman is not satisfied with just a day's work

to his credit but wants to know what other men are doing

in the same line of endeavor. A trip to the convention brings

him back with new ideas to increase the shop output. He is

enthusiastic in his work and eventually by his convention ac-

tivities pays the railroad a substantial dividend on the ex-

pense money invested.

The pilot pin can be made of any size desired. At the shop-

where this tool is used it is the practice to drill a one-in. hole

in the flue sheet and a pilot pin of 63/64 in. diameter is used.

TOOLS FOR CUTTING HOLES FOR SUPER-
HEATER FLUES

The special cutter shown below is designed for cutting and
chamfering the holes for superheater flues in one operation.

The shank is made to fit the drill press spindle, and is hollow

to receive the pilot pin. Tlie body of the tool is turned in the

lathe, with the collar, as shown, extending S4 in. below the

disk. The four recesses are then shaped out and the holes

for the tools and set screws are finished, after which the

A
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and roundhouse has been given the "putting on tool" that

was suggested to the man who "took too much off" or drilled

a hole incorrectly. Nearly every part of a locomotive or car

subject to wear or breakage has been repaired by arc welding,

and the illustrations show a few examples which give an ex-

cellent idea of the enormous savings that may be obtained by

this process.

A frame of 6-in. by S-in. section can be prepared and
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clean and bright and of uniform size and chem.cal composi-
tion, and for general work the carbon content should be low.

Bad welds are sure to result from the use of improper
materials. The best electrodes are those made of either

Norway or Swedish welding iron, or certain Ijnuids of sim-
ilar composition manufactured in this country. A little

manganese in the welding material does no harm, but the

presence of phosphorus or sulphur has the same Ijad effect

as in other iron and steel products.

USE OF FLUX

Tlie pro and con of the use of flu.\ has been much dis-

cussed, but though the writer is a firm Ijeliever in its use

it should be a question for the individual to decide. There
is no question of its value in a weld as made in a blacksmith's

fire, but the conditions are altogether different. The objects

of flux as claimed by advocates for electric welding are

two-fold: It purifies the weld, and it excludes the air.

thereby preventing oxidation, while the metal is in a molten
condition.

Several brands of prepared fluxes are on the market,
or one can mix his own flux, according to formulas easily

obtainable from manufacturers of welding apparatus. To
use the flux the powder is mixed up with water to form a

paste, the electrodes are dipped into the mixture and allowed

to dn,-. A few minutes in the morning will be sufficient time

for the operator to coat electrodes for a day's work.

and has planed over 30 cylinders. It has given no trouble

and the work has proved to be accurate.

A NOVEL PLANING DEVICE
BY J. W. HOOTON

A useful tool for planing cylinders is the extension head
designed Ijy the writer and used in the N. C. & St. L. shops

at Nashville. Tenn. It is designed for finishing cylinders on

a planer which will not permit the casting to pass under
the cross rail. The extension head is applied to the planer

by removing the tool post apron and fastening the extension

casting to the head with 1'4-in. studs. The construction,

Extension Tool Posts for Planing Cylinders V^hich Will Not Pass
Through the Planer Housings

which is ver}' simple, can be readily seen from the short

extension shown on the side head of the planer. The tool at

the end can be set to any position and by turning the head a

cut can be taken at any angle, which makes it possible to

plane the cylinders in the most convenient position and thus

saves time.

The upper extension head is 48-in. long and a shorter

arm 36-in. long, used for planing the exhaust seats, is applied

to the side head. This tool has been in use for 15 months

WELDING HIGH-SPEED
TOOLS

STEEL TIPS TO

BY J. G. FRASER

Many roads have reported good success in the welding of

high-speed steel tips to lathe tools by the electric and acety-

lene welding systems, but welding under pressure by the use

of a compound has been confined to the smaller sized tools.

However, the Canadian Pacific has developed a method which
is giving satisfactory results at the Angus shops, not only on
small shanks but also on wheel lathe and other large tools.

The method is as follows: The shank is ground or shaped
to receive the high-speed steel and is then placed in the fur-

nace along with the high-speed steel tip, which has been
drawn to shape and ground clean on the welding face.

They are heated to a red heat, or about 1,500 deg. F., re-

moved from the furnace and cleaned of scale, and compound
is applied to the shank. The tip is then set on and placed

under an air press and pressed down until the compound has
firmly adliered to both the tip and the shank. The tool is

then replaced in another furnace and heated up to 2,000 deg.

F., removed from the furnace and placed under the press

again for a final pressure, after which it is cooled off under
the air blast, or it can be cooled at atmospheric temperature

with ver\- good results.

The shanks may be drawn down from old axles or tires,

or, if they must be purchased, steel with from .30 to .50

carbon is the most satisfactory. This welding is applicable

to any kind of tools regardless of their use; wheel lathe tools

which are used in extraordinarily heavy service stand up as

well as the smaller tools. The percentage of losses is approx-

imately 2 per cent; that is, two tools fail in every hundred
welded, and this is discovered in the smith shop by a simple

test system.

The cost of oxy-acetylene welded tools is, material 61

cents, labor .^5 cents, a total of 96 cents. The electric process

iosts, for material 23 cents, labor 15 cents, a total of 38 cents.

The welding compound process costs, for material 10 cents,

labor 11 cents, or a total of 21 cents. This method effects

a considerable saving and the results are highly satisfactory.

REPAIRING CRACKS IN THE FLANGES OF
TUBE SHEETS
BY DANIEL CLEARY

It oftens happens that a flue sheet which is in fair condi-

tion has troublesome cracks extending from the rivet holes

to the calking edge of the flange, and also short cracks leading

from the rivets towards the knuckle of the sheet. These
conditions are usually found wlicre the flue sheets are fastened

with cone head rivets and sometimes the flue sheet will be

found to have drawn away from the side sheet. The method
uf repairs given below has been used successfully to over-

' ome the trouble due to these conditions.

The heads of the rivets should first be cut off, but the rivets

should not be backed out of the sheet. The flanges should

then be scarfed with a pneumatic hammer from the rivet

lioles to the calking edge of the sheet, leaving the sheet about

half the thickness of the plate at the calking edge. All the

rivet holes should then he countersunk. If the flue sheet has

drawn away from the side sheet, heat the flange with an oil

burner and wlien the proper heat has been secured, remove

the burner and put machine bolts through the rivet holes

where needed, then draw flue sheet up to its place and

hammer it so that it will fit up well against the side sheet.

With good workmanship, this method will prevent further

trouble from the cracks in the tube sheet.
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New Devices
FOX SENSITIVE MULTIPLE DRILL

A small, inexpensive, sensitive multiple spindle drilling

machine to be used for light drilling, counter sinking, etc.,

has been placed upon the market by the Fox Machine Com-

pany, Jackson, Mich. It is of simple construction and was

brought out to fill the urgent need for a machine that could

take care of the multitude of light jol^s of drilling, counter

sinking, etc., for which the heavier multiple drills are not

well adapted.

The machine as regularly built is shown in the illustration,

but if it is desired to be used as a bench machine, the base

can be mounted on a thin base plate. The coliunn and base

are of box construction, with the table cast separate, so that

various size tables or special fixtures can be placed on the

base. The table has a wide oil flange and an oil drain pocket,

with T-slots in the flange to receive clamping bolts securing

jig stops to the table. Hyatt roller bearings are used upon

the idler pulleys and the drive pulley on the vertical shaft

Fox Sensitive Multiple Drill

runs in bronze bushed bearings, end thrusts being taken up

hy ball bearings.

The machines are designed to take drills up to J/2-in. in

diameter and are furnished with either 9-in. or 12-in. roimd

heads which can be equipped with from two to ten spindles

one-in. in diameter or from two to sixteen spindles -)4-in. in

diameter. All pinions have double bearings turned integral

with the pinions and the gears run in an oil bath.

The adjusting arm is of a new type which permits the ad-

justment to be made very quickly and holds the bearing

securely to the arm. The universal joints are of the Fox

MWW^^^iV * '"^ '-

patented t_\pe which are composed of three parts only, no pins,

screws or rivets being used in their construction. The drill

spindles are of crucible steel. Sufficient provision has been

made for the thrusts upon the ball bearings to reduce the

strain at this point.

The builders are prepared to furnish cluster plates for

these machines for use on complicated layouts where the

regular type of arms cannot be used.

LOCOMOTIVE CYLINDER AND VALVE
CHAMBER BORING MACHINE

With a view to eliminating the time lost in resetting cyl-

inders when boring piston valve chambers, the Newton ila-

chine Tool Works, Philadelphia, has lately developed a ma-

chine which retains all the special features of its standard

cylinder boring machine, but has an unusually large range of

adjustment for the table, both vertically and laterally.

This machine, like the former design is adapted to bor-

ing and facing both ends of the cylinder at the same time

at the most rapid rates permissible with high speed tool

steels. The spindle is 7 in. in diameter, has 12 ft. of gear

feed and hand adjustment and a rapid power traverse in both

directions. In order to permit using small boring bars

il^
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in their usuul position, or the facing and boring may be ac-

complished simultaneously. The engagement of the facing

head for rotation is accomplished by swinging a lever at-

tached to an eccentric clamp. The facing head bearing on
the sleeve in the outboard spindle bearing is similar to that

on the main spindle sleeve.

The work table is 54 in. wide by 72 in. long and has 30
in. of hand cross adjustment. The minimum distance be-

tween the center of the spindle and the to]) of the work table

is 39 in. and the ma.ximum distance 51 in. The maximum
distance between the ends of the facing heads is 60 in.

The drive is so arranged that the fast power traverse of

the spindle may \>e used while the spindle is not rotating.

This feature, together with the rotation of the spindle and
the power elevation on the table are operated by levers located

on the table of the machine, both along the side of the main
head and the outboard bearing, and may be disengaged or en-

gaged without stopping the motor.

For driving the machine, the use of a motor of at least 20
hp. is recommended. With' a motor speed of from 400 to

1,200 r.p.m.. spindle speeds of from three to nine r.p.m. can
be oijtained and feeds per r<;volution of spindle from .06.57

A Spindle and Sleeves Removed from the Machine

to 1.019 in. are available. The reversing quick power

traverse of the spindle provides speeds of from 9 ft. to 36 ft.

per minute.

The approximate net weight of the machine is 70,000

lb. and the over-all floor space occupied is 31 ft. 6 in. by 9

ft. 6 in., this including the extension for the motor bracket.

A SHIP BAND SAW
A ship band saw for extra heavy sawing, on both straight

and curs'ed work, has recently been built by the J. A. Fay
& Egan Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. It is designed particu-

larly for use in ship yards, but will also be found useful in

railroad car, bridge and pattern shops.

This machine saws to any angle in a full semi-circle,

the wheel being carried on a housing mounted on roller bear-

ings and adjustable at any angle up to 45 deg. either right

or left of the vertical. The blade may be adjusted by power

or hand while the machine is sawing. The wheel shafts are

mounted in self-alining Ijall bearings. The column is a

massive one-piece casting with broad floor bases, designed to

carry the wheels without vibration at any angle. An auxiliary-

column at the rear carries the angling mechanism. The face

of the main column is planed and fitted with roller bearings

to carry the saw- carriage, guides, etc. The table is of iron

48 in. square, and is fitted w-ith rollers to facilitate handling

the stock. It is rigidly mounted on the main column and

is therefore always level.

The wheels are 48 in. in diameter with a 3 in. face to carry

blades of any width up to 3^2 in. They are made with steel

spokes and laminated wood rims, faced with rubber. Both

wheel shafts are mounted in self-alining ball bearings with

provision for vertical adjustment, side lining and tracking the

blade. Both wheels are mounted on a heavy circular car-

riage, gibbed to the main frame with provision for taking up

wear. This carriage travels on self-lubricating, roller bear-

ings mounted in die main column, making the angular adjust-

ment easy. An index is provided to show the exact angle

of the saw blade. As the w-heels move simultaneously and
always in the same plane about a center coinciding with the

intersection of the blade and the table surface, the cutting

point of the blade is alw-ajs at the same point on the table

surface, regardless of the angle. The straining device is sen-

sitive, compensating for any irregularities and may be set at

an_\- tension required for different widths of blades.

The Fay & Egan type guides are furnished, the upper
guide being mounted on a square post with a self-contained

counterweight. The space between the guide and the table

is 24 in. when setting vertical and 16 in. at the extreme

angles. The automatic take-up is arranged to maintain the

proper tension on the belt at any angle. The power angling

device is controlled by means of a handle at the operator's

position and is provided with a device which may be set to

stop the angular movement automatically at any desired

Band Saw with 90 Deg. Angular Adjustment

jjoint. .A handwheel provides means for giving a very close

setting.

For driving the machine a 15-hp. motor should be used.

It may be belted to the main driving pulley or if desired, can
be direct-coupled to the drive shaft, in which case a motor
of 600 r.p.m. is reconimended.

MULLINER QUICK CHANGE LATHE
In the illustration below is shown a small lathe manu-

factured by the Mulliner Machine Tool Company, Inc., Syra-

cuse, N. Y., which has been designed for extreme rigidity

to adapt it to work where accuracy is essential. The machine
is built in two sizes, the 12-in. which is fitted with standard
beds of four, five and six ft., and the 14-in. which has
standard beds of five and six ft. The swing over the car-

riage is 7^2 in. in the 12-in. model and S'j in. in the 14-in.

model.

The bed is double walled in the cross girths and ribbed

transversely, forming a very rigid construction. As the metal
on the ways is harder than that on tli; carriage bearings,

the wear which takes place is largely confined to the car-

riage, so that the accuracy of the mach.ine is not impaired.
The carriage has an unusually wide bridge and long vees.

The apron is made in a double wall section, giving all im-
portant studs and shafts an outboard bearing. The com-
pound rest is rigidly designed, with full contact surfaces and
full length taper gibs, having end screw adjustment.
The quick change gear mechanism, mounted on the front

of the machine, gives 37 different threads and feeds. The
cone gears of the quick change mechanism are cut with the
improved Brown & Sharpe 20 deg. involute cutters, forming
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a pointed tooth slightly rounded at the top. This is the most

satisfactory form of tooth to use in a tumbler gear mechanism,

as it permits instantaneous engagement of the gears without

clashing, and also provides a stronger section than HJ^l-deg.

teeth. To permit of the application of extra change gears for

the purpose of cutting special or metric threads, these new
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ing any desired portion of the main current around the arc.

The regulation cluiracteristic of the arc is adjusted by a series-

parallel resistance, which is patented.

Provision is made in this system for stopping the arc

whenever the voltage in the arc exceeds the predetermined

value, which is adjusted to suit the work and the operator.

Motor Generator Set With Regulator

This makes it impossible to draw a long arc and burn the

metal. The arc is not broken when the welding operation

is stopped, but is killed by a short circuit which is placed

across it. The number of arcs that can be connected in

series is limited only by the voltage, but up to the present

time 12 is the maximum number for which machines are

constructed.

RYERSON BOILER TUBE RECLAIMING
MACHINE

The reclaiming of old boiler tubes has in the past been

given very little consideration, due in general to the fact that

the reclamation of old materials has only been taken up

seriously by the railroad companies within the last few years.

Since the railroads have stopped the practice of welding

several safe ends to flues, they are confronted with the problem

of disposing of a large number of short tubes, which are in

good condition and can be used, provided they can be welded

together to make up the lengths required with not more than

one or two welds.

For the reclamation of tubes by welding, Joseph T. Ryer-

son & Son, Chicago, 111., have developed a machine which not

only provides a satisfactory flue reclaiming unit, but may be

utilized also for the regular safe ending operations.

The machine is of the hammer t>pe with a special mandrel

Furnace and Welder Which Can Be Used for Safe Ending or Re-

claiming Flues

on which the flue is placed. In operating, the tube is heated

and belled out in the usual way and the safe end, or shorter

tube inserted. The tube with the safe end inserted is then

passed through the furnace and over the mandrel until the

point of the weld is in the proper place for heating in the

furnace. When the desired temperature is reached, the tube

is shoved forward through the furnace under the welding

dies, the welding machine being in direct line with the furnace

opening. A stop or guide is arranged on the mandrel and

this acts as a gage to locate the welding point under the dies

as well as an automatic starting device. As soon as the

pre.'isure of the tube is taken oft' the gage stop, the air supply

is cut off and the welding machine comes to a standstill. The
tulje is then pulled back tlirough the furnace and the operation

is completed.

By the installation of this tulie reclaiming equipment a

great number of tubes that are at the present time scrapped

may be reclaimed with a large saving.

BRAKE BEAM SAFETY HANGER
Brake rigging failures are a source of annoyance especially

when they cause train detentions. The delay may be but for

three or four minutes, yet it counts in the record just as much
as a longer one. Also occasionally a brake beam will get

down and cause a derailment.

To eliminate these trouliles, E. O. Elliott of the Philadel-

Appllcatlon of Safety Hanger

phia & Reading patented a safety hanger of simple and
effective construction.* This hanger has been further de-

veloped by the American Steel foundries and the resulting

design is shown in the drawings. It consists of two brackets

riveted to the sides of the spring plank extending below the

spring plank and having a slot in them of a shape to receive

the cross rail which acts as a safety guard. There are two
springs riveted on to the cross rail with open ends pointing

Safety Hanger In Place On Truck

toward each other. The distance between the ends of these

springs is slightly greater than the distance between the two

supports on the spring plank. The cross rail can therefore

be introduced or removed at pleasure by compressing one of

these springs and pulling it through the support.

•Original construction described in Railway .\ge Gazette, Mechanical
Edition, August, 1915, page 4,1,

Hiring .^nd Firing.—The power to hire and discharge

extended to a number of individuals has given rise to abuses

and friction which have cost the employer dearly. Nothing
is more fatal to sound organization than such power without

adequate supervision and check. Petty executives should

never be entrusted with this vital function. Hiring men and
discharging men are serious affairs.

—

Engineering Magazine.
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EXTENSION COACH STEP
The Duluth, Missabe & Northern has installed on a num-

ber of its coaches the extension coach step shown in the

accompanying illustration. The arrangement is operated

JOURNAL BOX COOLER
The Gustin-Bacon Manufacturing Company, Kansas City,

Mo., has developed a new type of journal cooler known as

the Zero cooler, which is fastened to the journal box only. The

1
T-SSyl: ^

I
Trap Door

Deh'ils of ^afeft/ Cafch and Ouard.

Nofe- Netfher Trap Door nor Ves-

iibule Door can be Closed
r/ith Sofeiy Catch Lever in
Pos'tfion shoirn.

Raising Sfep Releases bofh

lo close.

Seclion A-A. 5lep Up.

Slep in Doyvn Pos/f/on. Sec lion A-A.

Extenston Coach Step for Passengers Cars

through a system of levers from the coach platform, the

installation shown being that for a vestibule car. The step .-1

is supported by the arm B, which operates in the bracket C.

These brackets are attached to the inside of the step support

and each contains one roller, the upper bracket having the

roller on the upper side and the lower bracket on the lower

side. This permits a free action of the supporting arm C
as the step is raised and lowered. The step is operated by
means of a bell crank lever, one end of which is connected

by a link to the operating handle, and the other end by a link

to the extension step itself. As the handle is raised the step

will be lowered, and as the handle is lowered the step will

be raised, the action being clearly indicated in the illus-

tration.

As a safety measure, the device is arranged so that it is

impossible to lower the step while the vestibule trap door is

down, or to close the vestibule door before the step is up.
This is done by means of the link D, which is attached to

an extension of the long arm of the bell crank lever and
which operates the safet}- catch E. This safety catch extends
through a hole in the foot stop of the upper step, just

below the platform, and on the extreme right. A flat dog
hanging loosely on a pivot attached to the trap door covers
the hole in the foot stop w'hen the trap door has been fully

closed. This makes it impossible for the safety catch to

extend through this hole and therefore makes it impossible
for the step to be lowered. In case the trap door is closed
before the step has been raised the flat dog will rest on the
safety catch, thus preventing the trap door from closini;

sufficiently to permit the vestibule door to be closed. With
the step in, the up position the handle is locked in a suitable
catch attached to the platform of the vestibule. It has been
tested with a weight of 910 lb. It was invented and patented
by John T. Rodenbur, 218 Fourth Ave., West, Duluth, Minn.

Zero journal box cooler has a capacity of h] 2 gals, and
weighs 12 lb. when empty. It can be attached quickly to

the journal box and when applied cannot swing out. The
cooler extends out from the journal box only three inches.

A chain is used to fasten the cooler in place.

A Journal Box Coder Which Is Attached Directly to the Journal Box
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CREDIT TO HARVEY DE WITT WOLCOMB

, The characteristic style of Harvey DeWitt Wolcomb is so

familiar to our readers that there are probably few who did

not recognize the story in the February issue of the Railway

Mechanical Engineer, entitled "A Foreman Who Fired Him-

self," as coming from his pen. Through an unfortunate over-

sight, the author's name did not appear over the article and

we take this opportunity of giving the proper credit to Mr.

Wolcomb.

CLASSIFICATION OF LOCOMOTIVE REPAIRS

In republishing the report on "Classification of Locomotive

Repairs," presented before the International Railway General

Foremen's Association, in the October, 1916, issue of the

Railway Mechanical Engineer, page 532, C. S. Williams,

foreman inspector. New York Central Lines, was wrongly

referred to as shop superintendent of the Pere Marquette.

The classification of repairs given in the first paragraph of

Mr. Williams' paper is that of the New York Central Lines,

instead of the Pere Marquette as would appear from the

text.

INCREASE IN M. C. B. REPAIR BILLS

In accordance with M. C. B. Circular No. 31, recently is-

sued by the executive committee of the M. C. B. Association,

the arbitration committee has modified M. C. B. Rule 106 to

read as follows:

"Rule 106. No percentage shall be added to either mate-
rial or labor used in repairs to cars prior to January 1, 1917.

For repairs made on and after that date, twenty-five per cent

shall be added to the net total amoimt of the bill, for material

and labor; this provision to apply to all charges authorized

in these rules, with the following exceptions:

164
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"No percentage to be added to charges for repairs made
on authority of defect cards issued prior to January 1, 1917,

regardless of date of repairs.

"No percentage to be added to bills rendered by car

owners for material furnished by them for repairs to their

cars on foreign lines.

"No percentage to be added to bills covering settlement for

destroyed cars or trucks, under Rule 112."

The above provisions also apply to passenger equipment
•cars.

PROPOSED LEHIGH VALLEY ELECTRIFICATION

The Lehigh Valley announces that it is making a thorough

study of the possibilities and advantages of electrifying por-

tions of its lines through the anthracite region, including the

Wyoming division on the main line between Mauch Chunk
and Pittston Junction, Pa., and the Mahanoy and Hazelton

division, which is a branch line between Penn Haven Junc-
tion on the main line and Mount Carmel. The proposed

electrification involves 83 miles of double-track main line and
02 miles of double-track branch line, or a total of 145 double-

track miles. Based on the cost of similar projects it is esti-

mated that the improvement will involve an expenditure of

approximately $10,000,000, including locomotives.

It is understood that no definite decision has been reached

as yet. The road is simply studying the situation and par-

ticular attention, of course, is being given to those sections of

the line which, because of physical and traffic conditions,

are most suitable for electrification. It is of interest to note

that one of tlie sections mentioned includes the city of ^^'ilkes-

Barre, Pa., which has a population of about 80,000.

The sections of line being considered for electrification are

in the heart of the anthracite region of Pennsylvania, which
means that both the traffic and the physical conditions of the

road are similar to those on the electrified division of the

Norfolk & Western. Both the main line and the branch are

characterized by heavy grades and curves, and a large part

of the traffic consists of heavy tonnage coal trains moving
in both directions over the main line, but principally north-

east on the branch. The general merchandise freight traffic

on this section of the Lehigh Valley is considerably heavier

than that of the Norfolk & Western, however, as it passes

through a number of fairly large cities.

Electric power necessary for operating the trains will be
•obtained from both steam and hydro-electric plants, and it

is understood that the power will be purchased. The use of

•electric power will make it possible to burn a cheaper grade
of coal in stationary power plants than is required for steam
locomotives, and a considerable saving will thus be effected.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association.—.\t the

executive committee meeting of the Chief Interchange Car
Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association held in Chicago
February 23, it «-as decided that the next annual convention
would l)e held in St. Louis in the latter part of September.

Railway Storekeepers' Convention.—M a meeting of the

executive committee of the Railway Storekeepers' Associa-

tion in Chicago on February 12 it was arranged to hold the

fourteenth annual convention at Chicago on May 21 to 23,

inclusive. Committee reports will be presented on the hand-
ling of rail, the handling of cross ties, the reclamation of
icrap and other subjects. Special attention will also be given
to tlie proper handling of materials distributed along the
line, supposedly for immediate use and representing an in-

vestment of millions of dollars. An elaborate report will

also be presented on the handling of stationery. In addition
the committee is planning a number of interesting and novel
features for the convention, which will contribute materially

to its success.

New York Railroad Club.—The next meeting on Friday
evening, March 16, 1917, will be annual electrical night.
I'.dwin B. Katte, chief engineer electric traction, New York
Central, the chairman of the committee in charge, has
arranged an attractive program. L. E. Johnson, president
of the Norfolk & Western, will address the club on the "Eco-
nomic and Operating Features of the Electrification of the
Norfolk & Western" and R. Beeuwkes, electrical engineer of
tlie Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, will present a paper on
"The Peculiar Engineering and Structural Features of Elec-
trification on the C, M. & St. P." The club committee is en-
deavoring to arrange for an operating official of the railroad
company to give a talk on the "Economic and Operating
Features of the Work," all of which are to be illustrated with
moving pictures.

The jolloiiiiig list gifes iiaiiws of SL\rftiirics. dates of ue.vt or regulalm
mrrtnigs and places of meeting of ntechattieal associations:

.\iR Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, Room 3014, 165 Broadway New
York City. Convention, May 1-4. 1917. Memphis, Tenn.

'

American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipefitters'
Association.—O. E. Schlink, 485 W. Fifth St., Peru. Ind

-\.\iERicAN Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. 'Taylor Kar-
pen Building, Chicago, Convention, June 13-15, 1917, Atlantic" City,

-Vmerican Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher Belt
Railway, Chicago.

'

.\MERiCAN Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

.\MERicAN Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W
Thirty-ninth St., New York.

-Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—^Joseph A AndreucettI
C. & N. \V., Room 411, C. & N. W. Station Chicago.

Car Foremen's .Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave
Chicago. Second Monday in month, except June, July and August'
Hotel La Salle, Chicago.

'

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association.
W. R. McMunn, New York Central, Albany, N. Y. Convention
September, 1917, Sf. Louis, Mo.

'

I.vternational Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association,—A. L Wood-
worth, C, H. Si D Lima, Ohio.

International BJailway Fuel Association.—J. G. Crawford, 547 W. Jack-
son Blvd.. Chicago. Convention, May, 1917, Chicago.

I.nternational Railway General Foremen's .Association.—William Hall,
1126 W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Convention, September 4-7[
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, III.

Master Boilermakers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St,
New York. Convention, May 22-25, 1917, Richmond. Va.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Karpen Building Chi-
cago. Convention, June 18-20, 1917, Atlantic City N. ]'.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of U. S. and Canada—
A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.

XiAGARA Frontier Car Men's Association.—E. N. Frankenberger, 623 Bris-
bane Building, Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings, third Wednesday in month.
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy. Box C, Collinwood
Ohio. Convention, May 21-23, 1917, Chicago, III.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R,,
Cleveland, Ohio.

RAILROAD CLUB MEETINGS

Club

Canadian
Central

•Cincinnati
l^ew England

New York .«...
Pittsburgh
-Richmond
St. Louis
South'n & S'w'rn
Western

Next
Meeting

Mar. 13,

Mar. 8,

May 8,

Mar. 13,

Mar. 16,

Mar. 23,

Mar. 12,
Mar, 9,

Mar. 15,

Mar. 19,

1917
1917

1917
1917

1917
1917
1917
1917
1917
1917

Title of Paper

-Annual Dinner; Address by Major-General
G. W. Goethals

-Annual Meeting, Election of Officers and
Entertainment

Annual Electrical Night?
Revision of Rules of Interchange

From Tree to Track

Training of Men for Positions of Re-
sponsibility

Coramitl^ee

J. H. Waterman.

F. W. Thomas..

Secretary

James Powell.

Harry D. Vought.
H. Boutet

Wm. Cade, Jr. ..

.

Harry D. Vought

.

J. B. Anderson. .

F. O. Robinson...
B. W. Frauenthal.
A. J. Merrill

P. O. Box 7. St. Lambert. Que.

95 Liberty St. New York.
101 Carew Bldg., CincinnalS, Ohio.

683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass,
95 Liberty St., New York.
207 Penn Station, Pittsburgh, Pa.
C. & O. Railway, Richmond, \'a.
Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
Box 1205, Atlanta, Ga.

Jos. W. Taylor 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
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ERSONAL Mention

K. Barnum

GENERAL

MoRG.Ajj KixG B-'uiNUM, Superintendent of motive power

of the eastern lines of the Baltimore & Ohio at Baltimore, Md.,

has been appointed to the new position of assistant to vice-

president, with head-

quarters at Baltimore,

Md., and he will give

special attention to the

conservation of mate-

rial of all kinds, from

stationery to locomo-

tive and car material,

and such as may be

used for the mainte-

nance of way and
buildings; also to ex- l

pand the work of re-

clamation and adopt

such other plans as

may be advisalile in the

use of materials and

supplies. Mr. Barnum
graduated from Syra-

cuse University in

1884 with the degree

of A. B., and later received the degree of A. M. He began

railway work in 1884 as a special apprentice in the shops of

the New York, Lake Erie & Western, now the Erie, at

Susquehanna, Pa., and then, to September, 1887, served as

machinist and mechanical inspector. He was then to 1889

general foreman of the same road at Salamanca, N. Y. From

Januarv to September, 1889, he was general foreman of the

Louisville & Nashville at New Decatur, Ala., and then to

September, 1890, was assistant master mechanic of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at Argentine, Kan. From

September, 1890, to the following June he was superintendent

of shops at Cheyenne, Wyo.. and then to December, 1898,

was district foreman at North Platte, Neb., and later was

master mechanic of the Nebraska division at Omaha, Neb.,

on the Union Pacific. From December, 1902, to February,

190,i, he w^as assistant mechanical superintendent of the

Southern Railway and from February, 1903, to April of the

following year he was superintendent of motive power of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. In June, 1904, he was

appointed mechanical expert of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy and left that road in April, 1910, to become general

superintendent of motive power of the Illinois Central and

the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley. In July, 1913, he was

appointed general mechanical inspector of the Baltimore &

Ohio and in September, 1914, was promoted to superintendent

of motive power of the same road, which position he held at

the time of his appointment to the new position of assistant to

the vice-president, with headquarters at Baltimore, effective

February 1.

F. Benger has been appointed acting engineer of tests

at the Angus shops of the Canadian Pacific at Montreal,

succeeding G. St. G. Sproule, temporarily a member of the

Imperial Munitions Board.

W. D. De\-eny, master mechanic of the Arkansas River

and Colorado divisions of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,

with headquarters at La Junta, Colo., has been appointed

mechanical superintendent. Southern district of the Western

lines, with headquarters at Amarillo, Texas, succeeding A.

Dinan.

R. G. Bennett recently resigned as assistant master

mechanic of the Cumberland A'alley Railroad at Chambers-

burg, Pa., to become assistant engineer of motive power of

the Pennsylvania Railroad with headquarters at Williams-

port, Pa.

Ch.\rles a. Gill, general master mechanic of the Mary-
land district of the Baltimore &: Ohio, at Baltimore, Md., has

been appointed superintendent of motive power of the Eastern

lines, with headquarters at Baltimore, succeeding M. K.

Bamum, promoted.

H. HoN.'iKER, master mechanic of the St. Louis-San Fran-

cisco at Memphis, Tenn., has been appointed assistant gen-

eral superintendent of motive power with headquarters at

Springfield, Mo.

W. L. Kellogg, whose resignation as superintendent of

motive power of the ^Missouri, Kansas &: Texas at Deimison,

Tex., has been noted previously, has been appointed super-

intendent of motive power of the Pere Marquette, with liead-

quarters at Detroit, Mich., succeeding J. J. Walters, resigned

to go with another company.

J. C. Ramage, formerly superintendent of tests of the

Southern Railway, has been made superintendent of tests

of the Southern Railway System. Mr. Ramage entered rail-

road service as inspector in the test department of the Balti-

more & Ohio in 1S90, remaining with that road in the test

and mechanical engineering departments until November,

1895, when he went to the Southern Railway as chief inspector

of the test department. He was promoted to superintendent

of tests on April 1, 1897, serving in that capacity until his

recent promotion.

MASTER MECHANICS AND ROAD FOREMEN OF
ENGINES

S. A. Brinson has been appointed fuel supervisor of the

Texas & Pacific, for the Fort Worth division, with office at

Fort Worth, Texas.

A. B. Deason has been appointed fuel supervisor of the

Rio Grande division of the Texas & Paciiic, with head-

quarters at Big Spring, Texas.

A. Dinan, heretofore mechanical superintendent of the

Southern district of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has

been appointed master mechanic of the Panhandle division,

with headquarters at Wellington, Kans.

F. W. Douglas, chief engineer electrical department of

the .\tlanta Joint Tenninals of the Louisville & Nashville,

Atlanta &; West Point and Georgia railroads at Atlanta, Ga.,

lias been appointed master mechanic, in addition to his other

duties, succeeding G. W. Eaves, resigned.

I. H. Drake, master mechanic of the Pecos division of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with office at Clovis, N. Mex..

has been appointed master mechanic at La Junta, Colo., suc-

ceeding W. D. Deveny.

James T. Eagan has been appointed assistant road fore-

man of engines of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, in

charge of the territory between East Salamanca, N. Y., and
Du Bois, Pa. Mr. Eagan entered the employ of the Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburgh as fireman on July 6, 1892, and about

five years later was promoted to engineer, which position

he held up to the time of his recent promotion.

H. F. Emerson has been appointed assistant road fore-

man of engines of the Pennsylvania Lines West, with office

at Crestline, Ohio.

O. R. Hale, general master mechanic of the United Rail-

ways of Havana, at Havana, Cuba, has been appointed assis-

tant superintendent of motive power of the Cuban Central

Railways, with headquarters at Sagua La Grande, Cuba,

effective February 1. Mr. Hale began railway work in
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1888 as an apprentice in the machine shops of the Southern

Pacific at Tucson, Ariz., and in 1904 went to Mexico as

master mechanic of the Torreon division of the Mexican
Central. He remained in that position until 1912, and then

went to Havana as general master mechanic of the United

Railways of Havana, which position he held at the time of

his recent appointment.

A. K. G.^LLow AV. fomierly general master mechanic of the

northwest district of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Cincinnati,

Ohio, has been appointed general master mechanic of the

Maryland district, succeeding Charles A. Gill, promoted.

C. W. HvDE. road foreman of equipment of the Chicago S:

Eastern Illinois, at Salem, 111., has been appointed master

mechanic of the Illinois division, with headquarters at Villa

Grove. 111., succeeding W. R. Meeder, resigned.

W. N. Ingr.\ii, master mechanic, district 5, intercolonial

division of the Canadian Government Railways at Edraund-

ston, N. B.. has been appointed master mechanic, district 4,

Intercolonial division with headquarters at Stellarton, N. S.,

succeeding H. D, !McKenzie, transferred.

Christopher Kelso has been appointed acting master

mechanic of the Grand Trunk at Stratford, Ont., during the

absence of R. Patterson, who has become a member of the

Imperial Munitions
Board for the re-

mainder of the war.

Mr. Kelso was born in

Liverpool, England,

March 17, 1876. He
came to Canada when
15 years of age, finish-

ing high school at

Kingston, Ontario, and
subsequently entered

the employ of the Can-
adian Locomotive Com-
pan}-. with whom he

remained about ten

years. He was then

employed by the Can-
ada Foundry Company
at Toronto for three

c- Kelso and a half years and
began railroad work on

September 2. 1909, with the Grand Trunk at Stratford. On-

tario. Mr. Kelso recenth- completed the revising and install-

ing of the present bonus efficiency system in force on the

entire Grand Trunk system.

William M.\lth.\xer, formerly superintendent of shops

of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Newark, Ohio, has been

appointed to succeed A. K. Galloway as general master

mechanic of the Northwest district.

H. D. McKexzie, master mechanic, district 4, Intercolon-

ial division of the Canadian Government Railways at Stel-

larton, N. S.. has been appointed master mechanic, district 5,

Intercolonial division, at Edmundston, N. B., succeeding \V.

N. Ingram, transferred.

A. E. MciliLL.AX. master mechanic of the Baltimore &
Ohio at Glenwood. Pittsburgh, Pa., has been transferred to

Newark, Ohio, as master mechanic, succeeding W. F. Moran.

W. F. MoR-A-X, master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio

at Newark, Ohio, has been appointed master mechanic at

Garret, Ind., succeeding F. \V. Rhuark.

T. N. Murphy has been appointed road foreman of engines

on the Atchison. Topeka & Sante Fe, Middle division, with

headquarters at Newton, Kans.

F. Rox.\LDsox, heretofore district master mechanic, Fam-
ham division, Quebec district, of the Canadian Pacific at

Famham, Que., has Ijeen appointed master mechanic, On-
tario district, with office at Toronto, succeeding A. H. Ken-
dall, enlisted for overseas service as captain in the battalion

of skilled railway employees now recruiting.

H. H. Stevexs has Ijeen appointed master mechanic of the

Pecos division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with

headquarters at Clovis, N. Mex., succeeding I. H. Drake,
transferred.

W. F. Stoops has been appointed assistant road foreman
of engines of the PennsA'lvania Lines ^\'est, with headquar-
ters at Conway, Pa.

D. H. \'arx'Ell has been appointed fuel supervisor of the

Texas & Pacific for the Louisiana division, with headquarters

at Alexandria, La.

Irving Williajis has been appointed assistant master

mechanic of the Cumberland Valley Railroad at Chambers-
burg, Pa., succeeding R. G. Bennett, resigned.

CAR DEPARTMENT

P. Alquist, superintendent of the car department of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at Denison,

Tex., has resigned to take a similar position with the Pere
Marquette at Detroit, Mich., effective February 1.

A. E. Chesteriiax has been appointed car foreman of

the Canadian Pacific at Crowsnest, B. C, succeeding E.

Tasker, transferred.

T. P. Kleaver has been appointed foreman of the car

department of the Missouri. Kansas & Texas, at Smithville,

Texas, succeeding James A. Boggs.

E. Tasker, heretofore car foreman of the Canadian
Pacific at Crowsnest, B. C, has been appointed car fore-

man at Field, B. C, succeeding M. J. Jordan, transferred.

SHOP AND ENGINEHOUSE

Fr.\xk E. Cooper, formerly general foreman of the Balti-

more &: Ohio, at Newark, Ohio, has succeeded William Mal-
thaner as superintendent of shops at that point.

PURCHASING AND STOREKEEPING

F. \\". Bo.'VRDMAX', general mechanical inspector of the

Texas & Pacific at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed fuel

agent, reporting to the general manager.

T. Fawcett, formerly assistant general storekeeper, West-
ern lines of the Canadian Pacific at Winnipeg, has been ap-

pointed general storekeeper. Western lines, with headquarters

at Winnipeg, succeeding L. O. Genest, deceased.

John B. Livingston has been appointed storekeeper

Western lines of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at

Battle Creek, Mich., succeeding John R. Crowell, deceased.

R. Lordan has been appointed purchasing clerk of the

Evansville & Indianapolis, with headquarters at Terre Haute,

Ind.

H. P. McQuilkix, district storekeeper of the Southwest

district of the Baltimore & Ohio and the Cincinnati. Hamil-
ton & Dayton, at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed chief

clerk to the general storekeeper at Baltimore, succeeding A.

R. Portlock, deceased.

R. D. Quickel has been appointed fuel agent of the

Southern Railwa}', Lines \A'est, with headquarters at Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

H. J. Reed has been appointed division storekeeper of the

St. Louis-San Francisco, with headquarters at Cape Girar-

deau, Mo., succeeding H. G. Cummins, resigned.
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H. E. Rouse, general storekeeper of the Chicago Great

Western, with headquarters at Oelwein, Iowa, lias resigned

to take a position in the purchasing department of the Mark
Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.

W. C. Ware has been appointed district storekeeper of

Wheeling district, and Newark division of the Baltimore &
Ohio, succeeding H. Shoemaker, promoted.

W. G. Whiielev has been appointed acting storekeeper

of the Grand Trunk Pacific at Transcona, Man., succeeding

W. J. Sturgess, promoted.

SUPPL\ Tradl Norts

OBITUARY
Archib.u,d Bvchanwn, Jr., chief of equipment division

in the valuation department of the New York Central at

New York, died on February 5. He was born in New Y'ork

City in 1870, and received his education in the public schools

and Cooper Union. In 1890 he entered the service of the

New Y'ork Central at West Albany, N. Y., as chief drafts-

man in the locomotive department, and loter became foreman

of tlie machine shop. From 1900 to 1903 he was master

mechanic with the Delaware & Hudson at Green Island. He
then went to St. Albans, Vt., as superintendent of motive

power for the Central Vermont, returning to Albany in 1907

as chief of equipment division, with the Second district of

the New York Public Service Commission. In 1913 he again

entered active railway service as chief of equipment division

in the valuation department of the New York Central Lines,

with headquarters at Grand Central Terminal, New Y''ork.

John Hickey, mechanical engineer of the Salt Lake &
Utah, died at Salt Lake City on February 3, 1917.

W. D. MiNTON, for the past 27 years master car builder

of the Te.xas & Pacific, with headquarters at Marshall, Te.x.,

died at his home in that city February 5, aged 69 years.

Henry Gordon Stott, superintendent of motive power
of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company since 1901,

died on January 16, 1917, at New Rochelle, New Y''ork.

Charles T. Turner, who was master mechanic at the

Mount Clare shops, Baltimore, Md., of the Baltimore &
Ohio, from 1903 to 1911, died on January 7, in Baltimore.

Mr. Turner had been on the pension roll of the B. & O.

since 1911, and prior to his retirement had been in the

active service of the company for atjout 50 years.

James B. Wells, formerly road foreman of engines of the

Middle division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, died at Har-
risburg. Pa., on February 3, 1917. He was eighty-two years

old and was retired in 1903, having served the company fifty-

one years. He brought the first train through the Gallitzin

tunnel.

NEW SHOPS
Oregon Short Line.—This company will erect a 5-stall

addition to its roundhouse at Glenn's Ferry, Idaho.

Boston & M.«ne.—This company has given a contract

to the H. Wales Lines Company, Meriden, Conn., to build

a locomotive shop at East Deerfield, !Mass. It will be of

brick and steel construction 40 ft. high, 170 ft. wide, and
200 ft. long. The improvements will cost about $80,000.

Southern Ry'.—Enlarged facilities for repairing cars at

Spencer, N. C, will be constructed at once, to consist of a

new all steel car shed 109 ft. by 600 ft. with a shop ad-

joining, 50 ft. by 100 ft. Bids are now being asked for the

foundation work. The shed will be equipped with overhead

cranes for handling car bodies and materials. .Additional

track room will be provided for handling the increased num-
ber of cars to be repaired.

.\. HazL'lhurst has been appointed sales agent of the Amer-
ican Steel Foundries, with headquarters at Pitt.sburgh, Pa.

Cyrus J. Holland has joined the selling force of the

Keyoke Railway Ecjuipment Company, with lieadquarters at

Chicago, 111.

H. M. Green has been appointed railroad sales represent-

ative of the Barrett Company, New Y'ork, with headquarters-

at 1131 Reedsdale street, Pittsburgh.

Fred S. Hiland, formerly with the Patton Paint Company,
Milwaukee, Wis., has been appointed a railroad represent-

ative for the Wadsworth-Holland Company, Chicago.

Thomas E. Litchfield, formerly with the railway depart-

ment of the McCord Manufacturing Company Detroit,

Mich., has resigned to enter the service of the Dayton Manu-
facturing Company, Dayton, Ohio.

C. C. Bradford, for several years sales manager of the U. S.

Light & Heat Corporation, Niagara Falls. N. Y., has. resigned

from the company, effective January 1. Mr. Bradford has

announced no plans for the future.

H. A. Mattliews, manager of the sales-railway department
of the U. S. Light & Heat Corporation, has transferred his

headquarters from tlie Chicago branch office to the company's
general offices at Niagara Falls, N. Y'.

W. E. Kelly, representing the Patton Paint Company, Mil-
waukee, Wis., has been appointed district manager of railway

sales, with headquarters at Chicago, 111., succeeding F. S.

Hiland, resigned, effective February 1.

Paul Judson Myler has been elected president of the Can-
adian Westinghouse Company, Ltd., of Hamilton, Ontario.

H. H. Westinghouse, the retiring president, has been elected

chairman of the board.
,

Charles H. Eib, for some time past a member of the sales

force of the Republic Iron and Steel Company, Chicago, 111.,

has been appointed manager of sales of the Chicago district,

succeeding D. S. Guthrie, resigned to become affiliated with

another company.

n. C. Thomas, superintendent of small supplies in the pur-
chasing department of the .\tchison, Topeka Sc Santa Fe, has
been appointed sales representative of the Barco Brass &
Joint Company, of Chicago, in western territory, witli head-
quarters at Kansas City, Mo.

H. A. Hoffman, formerly with the General Electric Com-
pany (steam flow meter department), has been placed in

charge of the Philadelpliia branch office of the Lagonda
Manufacturing Company of Springfield, Ohio, with office-

in the Pennsylvania building.

The Gulick-Henderson Company, consulting and inspect-

ing engineers and owning physical and chemical laboratories,

announces the removal and con.solidation of its general offices

from 30 Church street and 120 Broadway to 13-21 Park Row,
New Y'ork, suite 1932 to 1939.

William Berdan, at one time secretary and treasurer of the
Cooke Locomotive \A'orks, since made a part of the American
Locomotive Company, and for the past 20 }-ears vice-presi-

dent of the Paterson Safe Deposit & Trust Company, died
at his home in Paterson, N. J., January 21, aged 68 years.

The ^Modern Tool Company, Erie, Pa., manufacturers o£
the line of "Modern" grinding machines and threading tools,

announces that H. L. Harrison has joined its mechanical
staff, with the position of factory manager. Mr. Harrison
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was formerly connected with the Packard Motor Car Coni-

pany, the Maxwell Briscoe Company, and the American Car
& Foundry Company.

Thomas Wyatt Gentry, for many years southern sales

representative of the American Locomotive Company, died

January 8 at his home in Richmond, Va. He was 66 years

old, having been bom September 19, 1850. He was at one

time master mechanic on the Richmond & Danville, now part

of the Southern Railwa\', and entered the employ of the

American Locomotive Company in 1893.

The Ryan Car Company, Chicago, 111., has just acquired

about 50 acres of land a short distance from its present plant

in that city for the purpose of building a plant for the

manufacture and repair of all-steel freight cars. The com-
pany's present plant will continue to be used for the manu-
facture and repair of both wooden and steel cars. It is

estimated that the improvements in the way of new buildings,

machinery and other facilities will be between $300,000 and

$400,000.

William M. Bailey has been appointed assistant to A. C.

Dinkey, president of the Midvale Steel Company, Cambria
Steel Company, Worth Brothers Company and Wilmington
Steel Company, effective February 1, Mr. Bailey will have
charge of accidents and workmen's compensation, safety and
welfare, labor, real estate and housing, police, insurance, con-

tributions and such other matters as may be assigned to him.

He will be in charge of organizing an entirely new depart-

ment of the combined companies, ilr. Bailey was formerly

secretary to Mr. Dinkey.

General George W. Goethals announces that he has opened
consulting offices in the Wall Street Exchange building, 43
Exchange Place, New York. He has associated with him
experienced specialists, and will engage in a general consult-

ing practice in civil, electrical, mechanical and hydraulic en-
gineering. Special attention will be given to examinations
and reports on canals, harbors, dry docks, terminals, dams,
v\-ater power development, water supplies, purification of trop-

ical waters, refrigeration, reinforced concrete structures, or-

ganizations, management and public utilities.

Colonel Herbert Hughes, C. B., C. ^l. G., of Sheffield,

Eng., a director of the firm of William Jessop & Sons, Inc.,

New York, died recently in England at the age of 64 vears.

Colonel Hughes was lord mayor of Sheffield in 1905-1906,
and was prominently associated witli the volunteer forces in

England. He was at one time a member of the Advisory
Board at the War Office. He represented the British govern-
ment at the International Conference on Trade Marks, held
at Washington, D. C, a few years ago. He was well known
in legal and commercial circles in New York and at Wasli-
ington.

The United States Metallic Packing Company, Philadel-
phia, announces that after a long legal contest its patent No.
914,426, dated March 9, 1909, 'for'fhe King ring, has been
sustained by the United States circuit court of appeals for
the seventh circuit, and that the supreme court of the United
States has refused the petition of the Hewitt Company that
it should review the action of the court of appeals.' The
company's patent is now definitely established, as is also the
fact tliat the Hewitt Company's ring, the further manufac-
ture of which its suit w'as brought to stop, is an infringement
of its rights.

Edward Weldin Grieves died recently at his home in Balti-
more. iSIr. Grieves was born in Wilmington, Del., in 1843,
and educated in private and puldic schools of \\'ilmington.
For many years he was superintendent of the car plant of
Harlan & Hollingsworth, at ^\'ilmington, which position he
relinquished in 1884 to take the superintendency of car
building for the Baltimore & Ohio at Baltimore. Mr. Grieves
left the Baltimore & Ohio in 1898 to become mechanical ex-

pert for the Galena Oil Company and president of the Far-

low Draft Gear Conipanw He retired from active business

two years ago.

Joseph Davis, vice-president and controller of the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company, was formerly controller, which
position he has held since 1909. Mr. Davis was born in

New York in 1875. He attended high school at Albany,
N. Y., and was for three years associated with the controller's

office of the Delaware & Hudson at Albany. He later spent

three years in the accounting department of the New 'V'ork

Central at New York and then left railway service to run a
ranch in Colorado. He entered the service of the American
Locomotive Company in 1901 in tlie accounting department
and became controller in 1909.

L. L. Cohen, lately connected with the Safety First Manu-
facturing Company of Chicago, 111., and prior to that, western
sales representative of the Johns-Manville Company, with
headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah, and also Denver, Colo.,

has been elected president of the Union Supply Company,
with offices at 112 West Adams Street, Chicago, 111. He
succeeds L. Mosier, retired on account of poor health. The
Union Supply Company handles products of the Bryant
Manufacturing Company, Globe Metal Company, William.
B. Anderson Foundry Company, Central Steel & Supply
Company and the Wine Railway Appliance Company.

Harry B. Hunt, who has been elected assistant vice-presi-

dent in charge of manufacture of the American Locomotive
("ompany, has been with the company eight years. He was
Ijorn in New York and graduated from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technolog>- in 1897. He spent eight years in the
operating and mechanical departments of the Erie Railroad
and held the positions successively of mechanical engineer,
assistant mechanical superintendent and assistant to the gen-
eral manager. Since he lias been with the locomotive com-
pany he has served in the manufacturing, engineering and
sales departments, and now returns to the nianufacturing de-
partment from the sales department.

The American Car Roof Company, Chicago, aimounces
that it has given the following car building companies shop
rights to build and apply the Christ)- roof to freight cars
when specified by railway companies: The American Car &
Foundry Company, the Cambria Steel Company, the Haskell
& Barker Car Company, the ilount Vernon Car Manufac-
turing Company, the Pressed Steel Car Company, the Pull-
man Company, and the Standard Steel Car Company. The
car builders will absorb the royalty charge, remitting to the
.\merican Car Roof Company for the number of roofs built.

The Christy roofs are of two types, the all-steel and the in-
sulated steel.

Coluniljus K. Lassiter, the newly elected vice-president of
the American Locomotive Company, in charge of manufac-
ture, has been in the service of the company or its predecessors
for twenty-two years. He entered the .'-ervice of the Rich-
mond Locomotive \\'orks as chief clerk to the president of
that company. He was later transferred to the .American
Locomotive Company's plant at Schenectady (about 1904)
and served as mechanical expert for aljout six years, during
the reconstruction of the plant, .\bout seven years ago he
came to New York as general meclianical superintendent", and
at the outbreak of the European war xvas also appointed a
member of the ordnance committee.

.\le.xander R. Mc.\lpine. special representative of Bird &
Son, died at his home in Chicago on January 14. Mr. IMc-
.\lpine was bom at North Franiingham, Mass., in 1850, and
went west when he \vas 20 \-ears old. going to the Bee Line,
now a part of the Big Four. During his 15 years with that
road he was master mechanic and master car builder. In
1885 he went to the Westem Car Company as superintend-
ent. .\fter IS years with that company he went \vith the
Burton Stock Car Company, and in Februar\-, 1902, with
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Bird & Son. Mr. McAIpine was well known in the railroad

field in and about Chicago, and was actively connected with

the Car Foremen's Association of Chicago for several years.

The Combustion Engineering Corporation, 11 Broadway,

New York City, announces the doubling of the size of its

New York offices. This change was made to accommodate
the increase in business due to the constantly increasing de-

mand for its Type "E" stoker for bitun-iinous coal, and the

Coxe stoker for anthracite coal. With the enlargement of its

offices, this company has added considerably to its staff of

draftsmen and engineers. It further announces the organi-

zation of six additional erecting units, e;'ch under the direc-

tion of a superintendent for field work, and the establishment

of a service department under the direction of John Morris,

who has been associated with the company since its or-

ganization.

James D. Sawyer, recently elected vice-president of the

American Locomotive Company, in charge of sales, has been

in the service of the company or its predecessors since 1898

and its manager of sales since 1907. He was born at Buffalo,

N. \'., in 1875. He graduated from Yale in 1896 and
entered the employ of the Brooks Locomotive Works at Dun-
kirk, N. Y'., in .\ugust, 1898. He worked in various depart-

ments until in 1901, when the American Locomotive Com-
pany was formed, he became assistant to the second \Tice-

president in charge of sales, with office at Dunkirk. He was
transferred to New Y'ork in 1904 in the same capacity and
held that position until 1907, when he was appointed man-
ager of sales.

Pratt & Lambert. Inc., varnish makers, Buffalo, N. Y..

have elected the following officers and directors for the com-

ing year: W. H. Andrews, chairman oi the board; J. H.
McNulty, president; J. N. Welter, vice-president; J. B.

Bouck, Jr., secretan' and treasurer; A. C. Bedford, C. M.
Pratt, F. W. F. Clark, R. F. Clark, S. N. Griffiths and J. P.

Gowing. directors. On January .5 the sales force of the com-
pany held its biennial convention at Buftalo. This conven-

tion marked the completion of the president's twenty-fifth

year with the company. About 75 salesmen and executives

attended the meetings and discussed new developments in the

chemistry of varnish-making and better methods of market-

ing the firm's products. F. W. F. Clark, retiring vice-presi-

dent, made the trip from his home in London, Eng., to attend

the convention.

E. W. Richey, who has been elected vice-president of the

Standard Forgings Company, Chicago, 111., was born at

Richmond, Ind., on June 10, 1876. He entered railway

service with the Vandalia at St. Louis, Mo., in September,

1893. In June. 1896. he became connected with the Chicago
Terminal Transfer, and the following month he went with

the Duluth, Missabe & Northern at Dululh, Minn. He was
with the Union Elevated Railroad of Chicago from October,

1897, until September 1903, when he became general sales

agent and secretary of the Standard Forgings Company. On
March 1, 1914, he was appointed assistant to the president

of A. M. Castle & Company, Chicago, and on August 1

,

1916. resigned to become assistant to the president of the

Standard Forgings Company, which position he held at the

time of his election to the vice-presidency, as noted above.

The National Railway Appliance Company, a new con-

cern, incorporated for the purpose of selling railway supplies,

announces that it has taken over the entire railroad depart-

ment business of the U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Company.
The new company will have temporary offices at 165 Broad-
way. New Y'ork City, and the officials elected to carry on the

affairs of the concern are as follows: President, B. A. Hege-
man. Jr.: first vice-president, Charles C. Castle; vice-presi-

dent and treasurer, Harold \. Hegeman; assistant to presi-

dent, F. C. Dunham; secretarv and engineer, Edward D.

Hillman. The company has established a branch office in

the McCormick building, Chicago, under the immediate

management of \\'alter H. Evans, and a branch office in the

Munsey 'ouilding, Washington, D. C, under the management
of J. Turner Martyn. Both managers were formerly con-

nected witli the railroad department of the U. S. Metal &
Manufacturing Company.

The General Roofing Manufacturing Company of St,

Louis, Mo., has announced that it purchased the Mound City

Paint & Color Company and the Gregg Varnish Company,
both of St. Louis, and the Lockport Paper Company of

Niagara Falls, N. Y'., on February 1. A new corporation,

including these companies, has been organized, and will be

known as the Certain-teed Products Corporation. The new
company is capitalized at $25,000,000. The following officers

were elected: George M. Brown, president; Smith E. Alli-

son, New York City; Audenried Whittemore, Chicago; J. S.

Porter and J. F. Schlafly of St. Louis, vice-presidents; J. C.

Collins of St. Louis, secretary and treasurer, and Clinton

Brown, assistant secretar\- and treasurer. All formerly were
officials of the General Roofing Manuf.tcturing Company.
While the General Roofing Manufacturing Company already

has offices in nearly all the large cities, new offices will be
opened in Buffalo, N. Y. ; Milwaukee, Wis., and Salt Lake
City, Utah. The headquarters will remain in St. Louis, as at

present.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
announces that the plot of ground recently purchased at

Essington, near Philadelphia, will form a new industrial

center for the Westinghouse Electric interests. The site cm-
braces about 500 acres, with a frontage of approximately one
mile on the Delaware River. Additional transportation facil-

ities will be afforded by tracks from the Pennsylvania and
Philadelphia & Reading Railroads. This new center will be
devoted to the production of large apparatus, the first group
of buildings being for power machinery, principally steam
turbines, condensers and reduction gears. The initial devel-

opment will cost in the neighborhood of ?5 ,000,000 or $6,-

000,000. occupying about one-fifth of the area of the entire

plot. The group will consist of the following buildings: two
large machine shops, an erecting shop for heavy machinery,
forge shop, pattern and pattern-storage shop, and power
house, ^^'ork will begin on these as soon as satisfactory

building contracts can be let. The number of employees to

be engaged at the new plant has not as yet been definitely

determined, but will number several thousand people, and
undoubtedly w^ill in the future equal the number employed
at East Pittsburgh, representing over 20,000 people.

Charles T. Schoen, the inventor of the pressed steel car,

and at one time president of the Pressed Steel Car Company,
died at his home in ^loylan, near Philadelphia, February 4,

aged 72 )-ears. Mr. Schoen was born in Delaware and was
educated in Wilmington. He worked there with his father,

Henry Casper Schoen, in whose shops he learned the cooper's

trade. He later removed to Philadelphia to assume a posi-

tion with Charles Scott, who was engaged in the manufacture
of car springs. He later developed pressed steel equipment
and fittings for wooden freight cars, including car trucks,

and finally the complete steel car. The first company to

manufacture his steel car was known as the Schoen Pressed
Steel Company, incorporated in 1895. In 1899 a combina-
tion of this company and the Fox Pressed Steel Equipment
Company, which two companies then controlled practically

all the pressed steel car business in the country at the time,

brought about the Pressed Steel Car Company, of wliich Mr.
Schoen was president until his retirement in 1902. Mr.
Schoen w-as also the inventor of a solid forged and rolled

steel car wheel and was head of the Schoen Steel Wheel
Company, .\fter his retirement as president of the Pressed
Steel Car Companx- he became chairman of the board of di-
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Gray

rectors of tlie company. He was also vice-president of the

Colonial Trust Company, of Philadelphia.

H. A. Gray, assistant manager of railroad sales of Joseph

T. Ryerson & Son, in charge of eastern territory, has been

appointed manager of sales of the railroad department of that

company, with head-

quarters in Chicago,

ilr. Gray has been in

the service of Joseph

T. Ryerson & Son for

16 years. He was born

at Alton, 111., Novem-
ber, 1S7S, and received

his education at the

high schools of Evans-

ton, 111., and at St.

Paul's School, Con-
cord, N. H. He en-

tered the service of

Joseph T. Ryerson &
Son in 1901, and was
connected with var-

ious departments of

the business, both in

Chicago and Xew
York. He became

associated with the railroad department in 1913, and in

March, 1916, was appointed assistant manager of railroad

sales.

W. F. M. Goss, dean of the college of engineering and di-

rector of the engineering experiment station of the University

of Illinois, has resigned to become president of the Railway

Car Manufacturers' Association, effective March 1. This

association is an organization of fifteen manufacturers of

freight and passenger cars in this country, including the

American Car & Foundry Company, the Barney & Smith

Car Company, the Bettendorf Company, the Cambria Steel

Company, the Haskell & Barker Car Company, the Harlan &
Hollingsworth Corporation, the Keith Car Company, the

Laconia Car Company, the Middletown Car Company, the

Mount Vernon Car Manufacturing Company, the Osgood-
Bradley Car Company, the Pressed Steel Car Company, the

Pullman Company, the Ralston Steel Car Company, and the

Standard Steel Car Company.
The organization has been in e.xistence for several years,

but the officers and members have been unable to give due
attention to it on account of pressing duties to their own
companies. This led to the election of Dr. Goss as president,

who will devote his entire time to furthering the purposes of

the association. Among the studies he will make in his new
work will be the adaptation of cost accounting to the heeds

of car manufacturers, the prevention of fires and accidents in

car plants, and standardization of the design of cars, or parts

of cars, the standardization of car specifications, and ways
and means of establishing a greater degree of co-operation

between the car builders and the railroads to their mutual
advantage. A further economy, which it is believed he will

effect, will be to prevent the duplication ot experimental work
by different car builders. If pending ccngressional legisla-

tion is passed legalizing the co-operation of car manufactur-
ers in the promotion of foreign business. Dr. Goss will inves-

tigate the best methods of developing that field. In matters

of common concern to the railroads and manufacturers relat-

ing to car construction, he will have full authority to co-

operate with the railways and to give them as much assistance

as possible.

The other officers chosen by the association are: Vice-
president, J. M. Hansen, president of the Standard Steel

Car Company; secretary and treasurer, William Bierman,
secretary of the Standard Steel Car Company; executive

committee, Mr. Hansen, F. H. Hoffstat, the Pressed Steel

C. H. Vifilliams

Car Company; W. H. Woodin, president American Car &
Foundry Company, and J. S. Ralston, president of the Ral-

ston Steel Car Company.

Charles Haines Williams, of the Chicago Railway Equip-
ment Company, Chicago, was elected first vice-president of

the company at its recent annual meeting. !Mr. Williams

was educated in the

public schools of Balti-

more, Md., and at the

Baltimore Polytechnic

Institute, from which
he graduated in 1893,

and also took a special

course in mechanical

drawing and machine
design at the Mary-
land Institute. He
spent four years as

special apprentice in

the Mount Clare shops

of the Baltimore &
Ohio, working in the

machine and locomo-

tive shops, the erecting

*hops and in the foun-

dn,', drawing room and
test departments. He

left the Baltimore & Ohio to become connected with the

Chicago Railway Equipment Company as mechanical inspec-

tor, and has been with that company since.

George Henry Hill, assistant engineer of the railway and
traction department of the General Electric Company, died

of pneumon'a at h's home in Schenectady, January 31. Many
important develop-

ments in the applica-

tion of electric power
to new uses owe their

success to Mr. Hill's

efforts. Early in his

career as an engineer,

he invented and pat-

ented the electric sys-

tem for operating bulk-

head doors on ship-

board, which many-

years ago was stand-

ardized by the navy
department for United
States naval vessels

and is used on com-
mercial and naval ves-

sels in manv parts of
°- " "'"

the world; later he as-

sisted in the develop-

ment of the multiple unit system of train control, and in

connection with this work produced the multiple unit auto-

matic system substantially as it exists today. During the

past few years Mr. Hill devoted considerable time to the

electrification of steam railroads and has been an active

supporter of high voltage direct current for interurban rail-

ways and for steam trunk line electrifications. More recently

he was engaged in exhaustive studies of the interference of

transmission and railwa)' feeder lines with telephone and
telegraph circuits.

Mr. Hill was bom at Williamsport. Pa., on December 11,

1872, where he attended the local preparatory schools ana
Dickinson Seminary, .\fter completing his preparatory work,

he entered Johns Hopkins University, graduating from the

electrical engineering course in 1895. Immediately upon
graduation he became associated with Frank J. Sprague,

who was at that time engaged in the development of elec-
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trically operated elevators and iiudtiple unit control for

railway service. He was advanced rapidly and soon became
chief of construction of the elevator department, with his

office in New York City. \\'hen the Sprague Electric Com-
pany gave up its elevator business in IQOO he became chief

engineer for the company at Bloomfield, N. J., and was
directly responsible with Mr. Sprague for the development
of multiple unit control for railway trains.

In 1902 the Sprague patents and interests were taken over
by the General Electric Company, and Mr, Hill went to

Sclienectady to follow the further development of train con-

trol. Within two years he had become assistant to F. E.

Case in supervision of all train control for the General Elec-
tric Company, directing the important steps in the manufac-
ture of car equipments for tlie Manhattan Elevated in New
York, the Boston PZlevated, Baltimore & Ohio electric loco-

motives and later equipments for tlie Interborough Rapid
Transit, the Northwestern Elevated and the Philadelphia
Rapid Transit Company. The equipment of the New York
Central electric locomotives was also under construction at

this time, together with mam- equipments for foreign coun-
tries, including England, France, Italy, Cuba and Peru.

In 1906 Mr. Hill became assistant engineer of the railway
and traction department in charge of the group of engineers
dealing with the general problems arising in connection with
electric railway apparatus and engineering. In this position
his ability and experience were invaluable and he was one
of the company's most important advisors, aiding in the solu-
tion of many difficult problems connected with the railway
industry. Articles from his pen on lailway subjects have
frequently appeared in the technical press and in the pro-
ceedings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
of which he was an active member. During his active career,

Mr. Hill made many inventions, both in the railway and
other electrical fields, and between 40 and 50 patents were
granted to him.

M. C. M. Hatch, superintendent of fuel service of the Dela-
ware, Lackawanna S: Western, has resigned to accept a posi-
tion as assistant to the president of the Locomotive Pulver-
ized Fuel Company of

New York. Mr. Hatch
was born in Chelsea.

Mass,, in 1882, He
attended the public

schools in that city and
in Boston, and spent ^^^ V^
two years in the ^V ^1
Massachusetts Insti- ^Bp
tute of Technology, ^•^'~- *

and two years at the

University of Califor-

nia, in the latter insti-

tution taking the

course in mechanical
engineering as a mem-
ber of the class of 190,v

He then spent about 18

months in the shops of

the Southern Pacific at

West Oakland and
Sacramento, Cal,, followed Ijy six months in the test depart-

ment, and six months in the signal department of the same
road. In June, 1905, he returned East and went to work
in the mechanical department drafting room of the Boston

& Maine, He remained with that company until October,

1911, serving during the last five years of that period as chief

draftsman. From October, 1911. to April, 1912, he was
engineer of tests of the New England lines, that is, of the

New Haven, Boston & Maine and the Maine Central, In
April, 1912, as above noted, he became superintendent of

fuel service of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,
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Locomotive All aiinounci'iiient was made on page

Rod Job ' ' ' "^ ""'' "^I'l'ch issue of a compe-

. . tiLion on locomotive rod work. Tliis
Compet.t.on

competition will close May 1, and

those who have not already done so should start their con-

tribution at once so that they will be finished in good time.

Few roads follow the same methods and practices in doing

this work. Some do it better and cheaper than others. It is the

purpose of the competition to bring together in a concise form,

the best |)ractices. Our readers can then choose those which

best suit their conditions. In order that the best results

be obtained from the competition, all of our readers who

feel that they have a particularh' good and satisfactory

method of doing this work should contribute. Our purpose

is to spiead broadcast, ideas that will be of assistance to all

railroads. These ideas must come from the men on the

firing line, so do not hesitate to send in what you have if

you think it will he of assistance to others. The three ar-

ticles, which from the standpoint of practical suggestions

are considered to be the best, will be aw'arded prizes of $20

each. The contributions must reach our office in the Wool-

worth Building, New York, on or before May 1, 1917.

Collision Shocks On another page in this issue is a

photograph and brief description of a

rear end collision which recently oc-
Steel Equipment

^^^^^^ ^^ j,^^ Pennsylvania Railroad,

in which one steel sleeping car was completel)- telescoped by

another. The force of the collision was such that it is re-

markable that greater damage was not done to the passenger

train ecjuipment. The manner in which the two cars were

telescoped, however, raises the question whether or not the

use of an anti-telescoping device, which would maintain the

underframes in the same horizontal plane, should not be

carefully considered. Of course it is impossiljle to say just

what niiglit have taken place had the two cars involved been

so equipped; but it is evident that the two underframes were

first thrown out of line Ijefore the damage was done. On
practically all of the more recently built steel passenger

equipment in this country, vestil)ule end posts of heavy sec-

tions are provided and the probaliilities of telescoping equip-

ment thus constructed are very small, even without an anti-

telescoping device. However, where a question of safety is

involved and where the conditions to be met when tlie emer-

gency arises are so uncertain, the use of the additional safe-

guard is desirable.

Application

of Safety

Appliances

Even though a request has been made
by the railroads for a further extension

of time in which to equi|) freight cars

xvith proper safeh' appliances, the

roads will be open to the most severe critici.sm if they leave

any stone unturned to finish this work at the earliest possible

time. The Interstate Commerce Commission held a hearing on

March 1, at which several railroad men testified that with

the great demand for cars, it would be impossible to com-

pletely equip tlieni with standard safety appliances by July

1, 1917, the date set by law, without greatly inconvenienc-

ing shippers. On January 1 there were 296,03j cars un-

ecjuipped. In the si.x months prior to that time only 160,000

were equipped and at that rate it was claimed it would take

another year to equip all the cars properly. The railroads

were strongly opposed in their request for further time by

the brotherhoods; H. W. Belnap, chief of the Division of

Safety, thought that a large part of tlie unequipped cars could

l)e equijjped if the roads would permit the work to be done

by foreign lines.

The cijinmission has had the matter under consideration

for the entire month and up to the time of our going to

press had not acted on it. Although there is little question

but what additional time is needed and should be granted

in the interests of public welfare, because of the peculiar con-

ditions which exist at this time, the railroads, if an extension

is granted, must not let up for a moment the work of carry-

ing this work to completion; indeed they must go forward

witli still greater energy and must co-operate with one an-

other more effectively in the actual performance of the work.

The M. C. B. Association has advanced to June 1, 1917,

the date on which cars not ec|uipped with safety appliances

will be received in interchange from home roads. The big

])roblem, however, is to get the cars equijjped, so that they

ma)' be retained in revenue service after Jul}' 1.

Bills

of

Material

.An excellent practice followed by the

mechanical department of a Western

road is that of attaching a bill of

material to every order of reconstruc-

tion to be made in its equipment. The bill is made out by

the designer as he la}S out the work to be done. The
size and number of the different parts required in the work
is given to the minutest detail. Being the one most familiar

with all the changes and additions to be made, he is less

liable to omit a necessary part than the man on the job who
must study a blueprint to find out what is needed. Further,

it enables the foreman in charge of the work to orckr his

material promptly on recei[)t of the plans for the work.

,\s the material is received it is checked off the original

bill and the work is not liegun until everything is at hand

ready for application. This eliminates delays and insures

that the work will be done without interruption.

An Additional American railroads have given much
attention to fuel economy in recent

Incentive for

Fuel Economy
years and incidentally efforts in this

direction have been intensified during

the past two or three years on many roads Ijecause of the

necessity for increasing the capacity of the locomotive to

the uttermost in the effort to reduce operating expenses by

increasing the trainloading. Another factor is entering into

the problem which promises to inspire still greater efforts

towards fuel econoni)-, and that is the greatly increased cost

of fuel. Many roads will find it necessary to pay almost

17.^
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double the prices per ton which they paid during 1916.

President Rea, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, in his testi-

mony before the Interstate Commerce Commission for an

advance in freight rates, stated that seven of the eastern

roads, including the Pennsylvania; New York Central;

Baltimore &; Ohio; Norfolk & Western; Chesapeake & Ohio;

Virginian and Western Maryland, paid an average price of

$1.21 per ton for fuel purchased during 1916. It is quite

probable that for the coming year they will have to pay

an average increase of at least $1 per ton. President Under-

wood, of the Erie, stated that the surplus of $4,500,000

for last year would be entirely absorbed this year by the

increase in coal prices alone. President Rea estimated the

increase in expenses for 1917 as compared with 1916 for

the Pennsylvania system as follows Taxes, $500,000; fuel,

$10,200,000; increased price of materials, $11,000,000;

wages, Adamson law, $13,500,000; wages other employees,

$7,400,000; total, $42,600,000. Because of these greatly

increased expenditures to which all of the railroads are being

subjected it will be necessary to practice severe economies

and to do everything possible toward improving the efficiency

of operation. Of the items mentioned above, fuel is the only

one on which any great saving can be made, the other items

being very largely fixed except as they may be affected by

increasing the trainload and securing better carloading; thus

utilizing the plant and equipment to better advantage.

meet the requirements as to ma.\imum engine tractive effort.

What may be accomplished by careful engineering in the

development of a locomotive design is clearly shown in the

performance of the Pennsylvania Atlantic t)'pe. Class E6s,

on the testing plant at Altoona, Pa., an account of which

will be found elsewliere in this issue.

No doubt the work of the test plant was invaluable in the

development of these engines, and such facilities are not

available to other roads. If, however, the fundamental

knowledge as to correct locomotive proportions which is

available at the present time, were used in the design of

every locomotive built, it is safe to assume that the average

efficiency of our motive power would be considerably higher.

.Approximately one-tenth of the money
Efficiency expended in the operation of .-American

"'
railroads is required for fuel for loco-

Motive Power
motives. Next to wages it is the largest

single item of operating expense. That the extent of the saving

which may be effected through the reduction of fuel consump-

tion by even a small percentage is generally appreciated, is

evident from the careful supervision which the handling of

the fuel supply receives, from the mines to the locomotive fire-

box. The benefits of such supervision cannot be overestimated,

but it cannot go beyond the firedoor. Once in the firebox,

the amount of work which is to be secured from the fuel

consumed is largely in the hands of the designer.

Much has been done to improve the efficiency of the loco-

motive by the addition of fuel saving devices, but more at-

tention should be given to the proportioning of the locomotive

itself, in order that the highest possible efficiency may be

obtained at every step in the process of converting the

heating value of the fuel into drawbar horsepower. One of

the features most carefully investigated in a proposed sta-

tionary power plant installation is the cost in fuel per kilo-

watt hour of energy delivered. There are few mechanical

department officers responsible for new power house installa-

tions who will not know the number of pounds of coal re-

quired to produce a kilowatt hour in even a small plant.

With hundreds of locomotives in operation, each having a

capacity ranging from 500 to 2,000 hp., few mechanical

department officers can say even approximately how much

work at the drawbar they are getting from the coal consumed.

It is natural that in buying new locomotives, the mechan-

ical department officers should give the greatest attention to

mechanical details affecting the future cost of maintenance,

this being a problem most directly affecting the work of the

department. But the possibility of improving locomotive

performance and reducing the cost of conducting transpor-

tation by increasing the efficiency of future locomotives

should not be overlooked. More attention should be given

to the study of the future requirements for motive power in

order that time may be given to develop and refine the design

best adapted to meet those requirements before the power is

actually needed. After a decision has once been made to

purchase new locomotives, the time at the disposal of the

designer usually permits of nothing more than the assembling

of a number of details, which will do but little more than to

Improving ^^^ roundhouse is closer to the actual

„ ., work of conducting transportation than
Roundhouse , _. ? .. i , ,any otiier part oi the railroad under
Facilities

(j,g supervision of the mechanical de-

partment and its importance is generally realized, yet there-

is a strange indisposition manifested by some officers of rail-

roads towards keeping roundhouses in efficient condition.

New roundhouses are, of course, built from time to time, and
in their construction and equipment the best practices are

usually followed, but the average roundhouse is given little

consideration until some difficulty develops which makes it

imperative to provide improvements.

The fact that the need of good facilities at roundhouses
is given so little attention is largely the fault of the round-

house foreman. In the operation of an engine terminal there

are certain inconveniences which cannot be eliminated. The
foreman realizes the fact and comes to look upon the unnec-

essary evils in the same light that he regards the inherent

difficulties in his work. The roundhouse foreman always
has troubles too numerous to mention and he does not want

to complain for fear that he will be considered a grumbler, so

if he mentions his troubles to his superior officer he fails to

register an emphatic protest against the conditions which he
knows could be remedied. As a result, when appropriations-

are made, grade crossings which have given trouble are elim-

inated and a new station is built for the comfort of the citizens

of Jonesburg, but the needs of the roundhouse are forgotten.

The difficulty of foreseeing what movements will have to

be taken care of when a terminal is built often makes it ad-

visable to change the arrangement of tracks after the weak,

points have been discovered, but there are many terminais

operating to-day with insufficient track space, wliich necessi-

tates extra movements and is a prolific source of trouble.

."Vt all but the smallest terminals there should be more than

one track for locomotives entering the roundhouse and leaving

the roundhouse. Too often but one track is provided for the

movement in each direction and a great deal of time is wasted

in switching movements. Since the federal inspection of lo-

comotives has lieen in effect it has become specially important

to determine the condition of the incoming locomotives as-

quickly as possible and a pit over which the locomotive must

pass before being coaled is usually found to be the most sat-

isfactory arrangement. Nevertheless at many roundhouses-

the locomotives are still inspected on the roundhouse pits.

There is hardly an engine terminal where a close study would

not disclose opportunities for doing work more economically.

On a large western road it recently became necessary to-

tear down an old engine house and a modem terminal was

provided. The saving in wages effected by the new plant

was at the rate of $40,000 a year. There are many round-

houses now in operation which are quite as bad as the one

which was torn down in this instance. It is not always pos-

sible to effect such marked economies, but in many cases-

changes can be made which will materially reduce the cost

of operation. The roundhouse should not be regarded as ai

place to dump machine tools which cannot be used elsewhere,

nor should the plant in general be neglected until it becomes
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necessary to replace it. Roundhouses should have the best

facilities for doing work which can be provided. The fore-

man who realizes the shortcomings of his plant and does not
take energetic measures to correct them, fails in the duty
which he owes to his superior officers and to the road.

The Valuation In the valuation of cars and loco-

of Rolling motives the Interstate Commerce Com-

g . mission is using a method of deter-

mining tlie cost of reproduction less

depreciation which nia\- work a grave injustice to the rail-

roads. The continual development of more efficient equip-
ment has made it profitable in all branches of industry to

retire old equipment before it has been completely worn out
and to replace it with a more efficient type. So, as the

weight and efficiency of locomotives and cars have increased,

it has proved economical to discard old equipment after a
comparatively short time. Practically all locomotives and
cars are retired, not because they are actually worn out, but

because of obsolescence; they will still run almost as well

as ever, but nevertheless have become inadequate for the

service, which is constantly growing more exacting. This is

a junctional, not a structural depreciation, and is not due
to the depreciation of the individual parts of the equipment.
The confusion of junctional with structural depreciation has
given rise to a common misconception which has had an
influence on valuation practice and has resulted in errors

in the methods employed.

The question of the amount of depreciation which actually

exists in a plant is one upon which there is still great dif-

ference of opinion. Depreciation indoubtedly exists in the

separate parts of the equipment and can be determined for

each individual part. In setting the cost of reproduction

of equipment less depreciation, the depreciation of the in-

dividual parts doubtless should be used; but in determining
the amount which should be set aside from the net income
for the replacement of obsolete equipment it is necessary to

consider the functional, not the structural, depreciation.

The method used by the Interstate Commerce Commission
in determining the amount of depreciation existing in loco-

motives and cars is based on the junctional depreciation rate;

the value of the equipment is found by ascertaining the

probable life, based upon past experience, the result being
modified according to the actual condition of the parts as

ascertained by inspection. The whole method is based on the

assumption that all the locomotives now in use in the United
Stales will be retired at the average age at which locomotives

have been retired in the past. This is a dangerous premise,

as the working of obsolescence in the past affords no certain

standard for determining how it will work in the future.

The fact is, there is very little physical deterioration in

a locomotive or car until the end of its functional life is

nearly reached. Its physical condition could be kept nearly

unimpaired for an indefinite period, but as the time when
it is to be retired approaches the amount spent for main-
tenance is reduced, and the equipment deteriorates more
rapidly. A detailed examination of the effect of the de-

preciation of the parts on the value of the whole will make
this clear. If we take the driving wheel tires as an example
of the cycle through which all the parts of the locomotive
pass, we will find that the curve of their value, starting at

100 per cent, decreases gradually but never reaches a point

below the scrap value of the tires, which we might set at

about 20 per cent of the original cost. If the tires are re-

moved at the end of eight years and new ones substituted

those parts are brought back to 100 per cent condition. If

we consider another part, as, for instance, the boiler shell,

we find its life to be, let us say, 25 years. Its value, then,

decreases gradually from the time the locomotive is built

until it becomes 25 years of age, when the value of the boiler

becomes merely its salvage value or about 20 per cent of the

original cost. The tires will have been renewed one year
prior to the time that the boiler is retired, and their value
will be 90 per cent of the original value. It will be seen
from this that the physical value of a locomotive does not
decrease steadily until the end of the term of years after

which the longest lived part must be renewed. Some parts
do not depreciate at all and their value, even when the
locomotive is retired, is still 100 per cent of the first cost.

The effect of the difference in the life of the composite parts-

is to keep the physical value of the whole far above the
scrap value until the end of the service life is reached.

Mr. Prouty has indicated that the cost of reproductiorv
less depreciation will not be used as a basis for fixing rates.

Nevertheless, it is to be hoped that the commission will see
fit to modify the straight line depreciation which it has
applied to locomotives and cars.

In a report to the St. Louis Public Utilities Commission:
made in 1912 James E. Allison said:

'To claim that investors have been reimbursed for de-
preciation by excess profits in the past is to deprive them
of a part of their legitimate past profits to create a needless
depreciation fund and is equivalent to regulating profits in
the past by enactments today. This is an ex post jacto pro-
ceeding and is inadmissible as a matter of law or as a matter
of justice." The railroads paid 100 per cent for their

properties, although the normal theoretical value may be
less. They have not been allowed to earn the depreciation,

and if the property is to be allowed to earn only on the
remainder of its value the difference between the first cost

and the depreciated value has been confiscated. If old
locomotives had been kept in service, rates would be high
and valuation would be low; the public would pay for in-

efficiency. The valuation of the present property, de-
preciated at the functional rate, if applied in rate making,
will penalize the railroads for being progressive and effi-

cient. Any statute which would make for inefficiency in the
future would doubtless be condemned. The proposal to
penalize the railroads by an ex post jacto regulation for their
efficiency in the past lacks even a semblance of justice.

NEW BOOKS
Fuel Association Proceedings. Edited by J. G. Crawford, secretary. Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago. 111. 355 pages. Illustrated. 6 in,

by 9 in. Bound in paper and leather. Published by the association.
Price, paper bound, SO cents; lenther bound, $1.

This is the ofiicial proceeding of the eighth annual, conven-
tion of the International Railway Fuel Association, which
w-as held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, 111., May 15, 16,

17 and 18, It contains a thorough discussion on the follow-

ing subjects: Powdered Coal, Storage Coal, Fuel Stations,

Front End Grates and Ash Pans, Care of Locomotives with
Relation to Fuel Economy, Coal Distribution Record Sys-

tem, the Functions of a Railroad Fuel Inspector, the Humaa
Fireman, the Influence of an Intimate Knowledge of Coal
on Fuel Economy on the Efforts of Enginemen and Others,

Interpretation of Coal Analysis With Special Reference Xo

Non-Combustibles, What the Transportation Official can
do to Promote Fuel Economy, and a paper by S. 1\L Felton,

president, Chicago Great Western, on the Fuel Problem, Past
and Present.

Preliminary Mathematics. By Prof. F. P.. Austin. Bound in cloth: 170
pages: 5 in. by 7J^ in. Published by Prof. F. E. Austin, Hanover.
N. H. Price. $1.20.

A book which will furnish a connecting link between arith-

metic and algebra has been badly needed. Prof. Austin has
tried to show the connection between the common operations

of arithmetic and the corresponding algebraic processes so as-

to make it easy for the student to gain a practical knowledge
of algebra and its application. From the simplest operations

the author proceeds to the treatment of roots, logarithms,

linear and quadratic equations and series and progressions.
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C O iVI M U N I C A r I O N S

ALTERING LOCOMOTIVE FRONT ENDS
Poi'GL.^s. .\riz.

To THE Editur:

I was very much impressed with the editorial on page 220

of the Mav issue, under the heading "Altering Locomotive

Front Ends." It is timely and to the point. However, it

appears strange to me that you did not plant both feet firmly

on the proposition instead of just stepping on it witli one

foot.

The true proportions of the front end draft appliances

being once determined and proved, there sliould Ije no more

occasion to alter them than to change the proportions of an

injector designed to perform a certain work. The function

of the exhaust nozzle, in conjunction with the stack, is sim-

ply to create, by means of the steam jet, the greatest possible

vacuum in the front end without impairing the efficiency of

the locomotive tlirough excessive liack pressure.

Tests have proved that the nozzle area can be accurately

predicated on the cylinder volume, and that the ratios of

nozzle opening and height, stack area and length can be

positivelv determined. It may be necessary in some cases

to extend the stack into the front end in order to get the

length required, but this prolilem presents no mechanical

difficulty.

The function of the diaphragm or deflecting plate is, as

its name implies, to deflect or give direction to the current

of gases passing through the tuljes, while that of the draft

sheet is to regulate the volume that can be emitted in a

given period of time, so as to jiroduce a practically even

flow of gases through all tubes. In addition to this, the

draft sheet also aids in so directing the current of gases that

any cinders carried with this current inipin,ge against the

front end door at such an angle as to cause them to be

broken up small enough to pass through the netting. In

other words, the dia|)hragni plate and draft sheets act as a

draft regulator or distril)utor and front end cleaner. As the

position of these plates can lie definitely determined liy ex-

periment, it follows that given a certain type of locomotive

the position and dimensions of the various draft appliances

can be arri\ed at with an experimental locomotive, and then

be permanently adjusted on all of that type from the data

obtained.

The desire to "monkey" with the front end arrangements

is a survival of the day of the old diamond stack, long petti-

coat pipe, and personal ownership of the locomotive by the

engineer and fireman, where each adjustment was made to

suit the whim of the engine crew. In this day of pooled

power, however, if the front end appliances were changed to

suit the firing methods of every fireman, it would only re-

sult in continual adju.stnients without any definite results;

whereas, if the position and dimensions of the various ap-

pliances are fixed to produce known results, it follows that

in case of steam failures the real seat of the troul)le will be

located and corrected. Tliis may be found in the firing

method, in the manner in which the engine is handled, in

steam losses due to defective cylinder packing, valve seats

or rings, steam pipe or nozzle joints, or last but not least,

insufficient air opening under the fire. Perhaps, on the

whole, it would be advisable to begin our investigations and

draft adjustments from the firebox end, as all do not appre-

ciate the necessity of ample air openings to the ashpan and

through the grates, the belief being prevalent in some parts

that draft action or fire stimulation is somewhat similar to

lifting a bale of hay with a grab hook, i. e., a pulling action,

instead of realizing that draft action is due to difference in

atmospheric pressure above and below the fire, regardless of

whether this difference is produced by decreasing the pres-

-ure above the file liy means of a jiartial vacuum as in the

Icjcomotive firebox, or l)y increasing the pressure below the

lire through a forced air jet as is done in the blacksmith's

forge.

The permanent adjustment of draft appliances is entirely

practicalile and feasible on all classes of locomotives. It has

been done on this road, and is being done on the Pennsyl-

vania Sxstem, and when the practice becomes more universal,

another step in the matter of fuel economy will be a fait

iiccompli: for so long as the fireman can with any degree of

assurance altriliute steam failures to a defect in draft ad-

justments, so long will a spirit of indifference dominate his

firing methods, and indifferent workmanship in any occu-

pation spells but one thing, waste.

F. P. ROESCH,
Master Mechanic. El Paso & Southwestern.

TOBESURA WENO "ON THE MAT"
(With Apologies to Wallace Irwin.)

Dk.\r Editor: I are writing you to warn of possible dis-

a])pearance from view soon on account of discipline. I re-

ceive summons of late to report Big Chief at Washington. I

liastea to comply and are greeted by full force U. S. Chief

Detectors.

Hon. Assistant inr|uire if I are off or from. I place feet

at proper angle according to secret code and em t
—

"both,

mister assistant, off my jolj and from my district."

"You know the rules," he assume softly?

"Yes, Hon. lioss." I re])ly with tremlile in voice.

"You are accuse of interfering with legislative matter, giv-

ing aid to brotherhood enemy, betraying secret of inspection

job to cor]>oration-own magazine (this refer to you) and writ-

ing letter to editor casting inflection on V. S. I. C. C. bureau."

I deny fact in totem, refer to insidious loljljy and throw

myself on mere)' four leader which comijose jury. I weep
great salt tears like brotherhood chief when he demonstrate

hard life rr trainmen and assume look of aggriev angel. I

droj) on knee witli hand outstretch and swear forever loyalty

first to Hon. brotherhood, second to four chief, third to Hon.
boss ,ind last if any left to L'. S. government. I suspect four

chief with thumljs turn down which mean trouljle for inno-

cent detector. On order boss, I remain in sus[)ense until

jury award penalty.

While await verdict, I sadly walk street and conceive

scheme to visit Hon. law manufacturers who distriljute seed

and pork-barrels, make headlight, safety appliance and eight-

hour laws witli bogus attached. During show I see cour-

ageous senator from Iowa filibust ten days to oljstruct appoint-

ment of Hon. Daniels on I. C. C. board,; I behold frenzy

finance arrive from Boston arm with Ijombs and hearsay evi-

dence for indicating Mr. President, Hon. Iirother-in-law and
son-in-law for writing peace notes to Wall street; see Josephus
Daniels (who rejuvinate navy) insult American patriots in

steal plant by order shell from London and almost get deport

for undesired spy account peacefully picket I. C. C. boarding
house in super anxiety to hold job.

This suspense are bad on boiler, flue and tire and if I are

not soon restated with lionor, I ]iropose last card to Chief

by issue Form 5 on poor jap detector. This will affect boss as

joke and maybe save job. I hope, hon. editor things have not

arrive that pass where faithful and relentful ]5ersecution of

heartless RR corporation lose Iionest worker job or reduce
him to involuntary sers'itude. If Big Chief decide satisfac-

ton-, I are going to wireless \'ou in secret code—so—IT ARE
REPORTED THAT A GREAT FIRE ARE RAGING IN
TORONTO.

Yours truly,

TOBESUR.\ WenO.



Pennsylvania Locomotive Tests
The Testing Plant of Great Value in the De-
termination of Correct Locomotive Proportions

BY ANDREW C. LOUDON

THE Railway Mechanical Engineer has frequently re-

ferred to the work that has been done on the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad in the past few years in the way of

locomotive de\-elopnient. but little has been published' re-

garding the actual performance, in detail, of the locomo-
tives as determined on the testing plant at Altoona. It is

proposed, therefore, to give some account of the general
performance of the three types which have so far been de-
veloped to a condition of economy and capacity wliich has
warranted their building in considerable numliers. These
types are the Atlantic {Pennsylvania Railroad class E6s),
Pacilic (class K4s) and Mikacio (class Lis). The Atlantic
type engine was described in the Februan,-, 1914, issue of
the Railway Age Gazette, Mechanical Edition, and the other
two in the issue of July, 1914. The results of the tests of
the Pacific and Mikado types will be dealt with later. The
figures given in this article are from Locomotive Testing
Plant Bulletin No. 27 of the Pennsylvania Railroad, en-
titled "Tests of a Class E6s Locomotive." (Copyright 1915
Ijy the Pennsylvania Railroad Companv.)
The develo|)ment of the most recent form of the Atlantic

type locomoti\-e on this road extended over a number of
years and the testing plant at Altoona took a prominent part
in it. In 191(1 a locomotive of the E6 class using saturated
steam was built. In 1912 this locomotive had a superheater
added and its classification was changed to E6s. One more
locomotive of the E6s class was built at this time and one
class E6sa, differing from the others in having a special
valve and valve gear. There were then two E6s and one
E6sa locomotives; these had tubes l.i ft. 8.>s in. long and
cylinders 22 in. by 26 in. In 191,i the three loconiotives
were rebuilt with new cylinders 23 J^ in. by 26 in. and with
other changes, but with no change in tube length. After
June 1, 191,;, a large number of locomotives of the E6s class
with 15 -ft. tubes were built, and one of these latter. No. 51,
is the subject of this article. The E6 and E6sa classes no
longer exist. There are now no locomotives like Nos. 89
and 5075, figures for which are given, in comparison with
those oljtained from No. 51, which is the finallv adopted
form of the E6s class.

The general dimensions of the two locomotives of the E6s
class are as follows:

„ ,
CM E6s No. 89 NewE6sNo. 51

Total weishl. working Older, lb i34.-'00 240000Weight on drivers. uorkinR order, lb 141.000 I33'lOOCyjmders (simple), diam. and stroke, in... 22 by '6 23", hv'>6Driving wheels, diameter, in 80 80Heating surface, tube (water side), sq. ft.. 2.404.9 2 634'!
Healing surface, firebox, including arch

tubes, sq. ft 2S4.5 232 7Heating surface, superheater (fireside),
„'1;.f<- -v ,•,-. '88.8 810.6Heating surface, total (based on water side

of tubes), including superheater, sq. ft.. 3.348.2 36778
Heating surface, total (based on fireside of

tubes), including superheater, sq. ft.... 3,089.5 3 40S 6
Grate area, sq. ft 55.23 55:79
Boiler pressure, lb. per sq. in 205 205
Valves, type 14 in. piston 12 in. piston
Valve gear Walschaert Walschaert
Firebox, type Wide. Belpairc Wide. Delpaire
Tubes, number and outside diameter 242—2 in. 242—2 in
Flues, number and outside diameter 36—5^ in. 36

—

SH iii
Tubes rtnd flues, length, in 164.63 179.71

r.otli loccinolives were equipped with brick arches.

Experiment has shown that there is a point bexond which
the lengthening of the tubes fails to produce a proportional
increase in evajioration, the effect Ijeing partly due to the re-

sistance to the flow of gases and the retardation of combustion.
But for liest results the tubes should be extended fully up to the
point where the increase in evaporation ceases to be propor-

tional to the increase in length. It has been found on the
Pennsylvania that the most desirable length for a tube is

about \()0 times its internal diameter and this rule has been
adopted with a leeway to the designer of 10 or 15 per cent
to satisfy other boiler conditions. In the first E6 boiler
the tubes had a ratio of length to internal diameter of 94;
in the new boiler, with 15-ft. tubes, the ratio is 10,5.

It will be noted that the final form of the E6s locomotive
uses a 12-in. diameter piston valve, while the original engine
had 14-in. valves. It has been found that this is entirely
practicable from the fact that superheated steam flows
through the steam passages with greater freedom than satu-
rated steam of the same pressure, making it possible to re-
strict the passages to some extent. The entire design of pis-
ton valve and valve gear has been completely revised, the
gear being much lighter and at the same time giving greater .

rigidity. The new form of valve is shown in Fig. 1.

The reciprocating parts of this latest engine are remark-
able for their light weight, and in spite of the fact that the
maximum weight on a pair of drivers is now 67,000 lb.

the d}Tiamic augment or the increased pressure on the rail
due to the unbalanced revolving weights at 70 miles an

Fig. 1—Piston Valve Used in the Class E6s Locomotives

hour, is less than 30 per cent of the static weight on the
drivers; or no greater than that with man\' locomotives hav-
ing from 10,000 to 12,000 lb. less weight per axle, but with
heavy reciprocating parts. The great care in the design of
these reciprocating parts has made possible a locomotive of
this type which is more powerful than many locomotives of
the Pacific type, while it has less destructive action on the
track. The light weight of the reciprocating parts of this
and other Pennsylvania Railroad locomotives is shown
clearly in a series of articles by H. A. F. Campbell in the
Railway Age Gazette, Mechanical Edition, for March,
April, May and September, 1915.

BOILER PERFORMANCE

The coal used in the tests of No. 5 1 was the same as that
used with No. 89, being bituminous from Westmoreland
county with 58.45 per cent carbon, 33.65 per cent volatile
matter, 1.54 per cent moisture and 6.36 per cent ash, the
sulphur, separately determined being 1.62 per cent. This
fuel has a heat value of 14,470 B. t. u. per lb., dn,-, and 14,-
513 b. t. u. per lb. of combustible.

The exhaust nozzle used in No. 51 was of a type devel-

177
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oped on the Pennsylvania and now in general use on that

road. It has four internal projections or partial bridges.

These break up the continuity of the stream from the nozzle
to a certain e.xtent, which has proved advantageous. This
nozzle was described in the Railway Age Gazette, Mechani-
cal Edition, for April 1915. One of these nozzles, with an
area of 30.68 scj. in., or equivalent to a 6.25-in. diameter
circular nozzle, gave the highest actual evaporation, 44,628
lb. of water per hour. A similar nozzle with an area of
27.06 s(i. in. produced a ma.\imum evaporation of 42,420
lb. per hour at a speed of 240 r.p.m. with a cut-off of AS
per cent. The ma.ximum evaporation of 44,628 lb. was at

a rate of 5.4 lb. of water per lb. of coal, or an equivalent
evaporation of 7.09 lb. of water per lb. of dry coal, the
superheat being 204 deg. and the boiler efficiency 48.59 per
cent.

After a few tests of No. 51 it was found that the smoke-
box was not cleaning properly. The pocket in the dia-

phragm plate around tlie nozzle was made of a solid plate

instead of netting, and an extension was made at the for-

ward end of the diaphragm plate. This corrected the smoke-
box trouble. The following table shows the smokebox draft:

Pounds of
evapora

Per hour.
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proved results for No. 51 up to the maximum rate, where
the two lines meet. The maximum rate of equivalent evapo-
ration for No. 51 is 17.22 lb. per sq. ft. of heating surface

per hour.

The ma.ximum superheat obtained with No. 51 was 12.5

deg. above that obtained from the short tube boiler of No.
89, the range in superheat in the case of No. 51 being be-

tween 137 and 251.3 deg. F.

The shorter tube boiler showed a greater activitv of com-

1^'
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the steam and discharge the rest to the exhaust. If the ideal

engine could replace the actual engine, it could perform the

same functions under identical conditions with appro.ximately

60 per cent of the actual engine's steam consumption. As

the rate of steam consum])tion decreases, with increased speed

and shortened cut-off, this loss of power becomes less and

the performance of the actual engine approaches that of the

ideal as a limit.

For locomotive No. 89 the efficiency reached 86.5 per

cent of the ideal. This was at about 85 miles per hour. The

large amount of heat rejected in the exhaust (from 86 to 89

18.86
2.016

104.1

24.U
1,546

79.0

None

Steam per i. lip. hour, lb ,1^'^*'

Indicated horsepower '
,,- o-

Mean effective pressure, lb 9.v9/

Cut-ofT, per cent of stroke 43

Superheat, deg. F 245.6

The following tables give the results of tests for determin-

ing the perfoimance of locomotive No. 51 at the drawbar:

First Tksts, Ji'ne and .Iuly, 1914

Speed.
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Spanish Passenger Locomotives
American Built, Balanced Compound, 12-Wheel En-

gines for the Madrid, Zaragoza & Alicante Railway

AMONG the locomotives built for export by the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company during the past year is

an order of twenty-five 4-8-0 type locomotives for the

Madrid, Zaragoza & Alicante Railway of Spain. These en-

gines were built strictly in accordance with specifications and
drawings furnished by the railway company, all the dimen-

sions being given in the metric system, which the workmen
used direct.

The Madrid, Zaragoza & Alicante is one of the two largest

railways in Spain and connects Madrid, Zaragoza, Alicante,

Barcelona, Valencia, Cordova and Seville. The locomotives

are duplicates of others used on this road which were built in

Gemiany. They were designed to haul a load of 280 tons

back of the tender at a speed of 50 km. (31 miles) per hour

on 15-imn. grades (.015 per cent) over curves of 400 meters

(1,312 ft.) radius; a load of 310 tons at a speed of 60 km.
(37.28 miles) per hour on 10-nim. grades (.01 per cent)

the c\linder walls toward the center, instead of outward, the

cylinders thus being partially closed at the rear ends. The
cylinder heads are bolted to the inside face of these flanges,

being applied from the inside of the cylinders. On the outer

face of each cylinder head, which extends through the open-

ing in the end of the cylinder, is cast the lug which sup-

ports the guide bar.

'J'hc steam distribution is controlled by one piston valve

on each side of the engine, driven by one set of Walschaert

valve gear. The ends of each piston valve are 17.32 in. in

diameter while the middle portion, which controls the dis-

tribution to the high pressure cylinder, is 12.6 in. in

diameter. The use of this type of valve is not unusual in

European practice. The valve motion is reversed by a screw

gear which does not differ essentially in its design from
American practice.

The main frames are of steel plate 1.1 in. thick, with

-7S7J
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\&&^- iJJt"! -44^067

Sectional Elevation of tile Boiier

over curves of 400 meters radius; and a load of 340 tons

at a speed of 100 km. (62.13 miles) per hour on level track

over cur\'es of 700 meters (2,297 ft.) radius.

The engines are of the four-cylinder, balanced compound
type. The low pressure cylinders are placed between the

frames and drive on the cranked axle of the leading pair of

driving wheels, while the high pressure cylinders are out-

side the frames and are connected with the second pair of

driving wheels.

The high and low pressure cylinders on each side of the en-

gine are cast integral with the half-saddle. The low pressure

cylinders are raised and inclined to permit the removal of

the pistons and the construction is somewhat different from
that used in .American practice. It will be seen on the eleva

tion drawing of the locomotive that the flanges to which the

rear low pressure cylinder heads are bolted, extends in from

front rails of soft steel 3.94 in. thick. The front bumper and
deck are also of steel plate. All the axles are of forged

steel, tlie crank axle being a single forging of basic open

hearth steel having specified tensile strength limits of 78,227

lb. per sq. in. and 92,450 lb. per sq. in. and an elongation of

not less than 18 per cent in about 6 in. Under-hung springs

are used, this arrangement being better adapted to plate

frame construction.

Contrary to American practice, these engines have what
may be called a five point system of equalization. The front

truck, first two pairs of driving wheels, and the last two pairs

of driving w'heels are each equalized in a separate system.

There is no cross equalization. The desired weight distribu-

tion is obtained by means of adjustable spring hangers. The
front end of the engine is carried on a four-wheel truck of

the railway company's design, the load being transferred

183
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through a spherical center pin bearing which is shown in one
of the drawings.

The front end is fitted with a high exhaust pipe, which
reaches approximately to the center line of the boiler. The
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Longitudinal Crown Bar Expansion Stay
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body of the pipe is made up of four sections. It is provided
with an adjustable tip which can be lowered into the pipe,

thereby increasing tlie outlet area by opening an annular pas-

sage around the tip. The adjustment is made in the cab by

Transverse Stay.
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Stay in the next row back. A sleeve of l)2-in. pipe is placed

between this block and the crown sheet. I*art of the load

carried b)' the crown bar bolts is thus transmitted to the first

row of through crown sta>s. The water leg is closed at the

door opening with a cast steel door ring to which are riveted

the copper door sheet and the steel l)ack head sheet.

The principal dimensions and proportions are as follows:

Genera! Data
Gage 5 ft. 6 in.

Service Passenger
Fuel Bit. coal
Tractive effort, simple 35.500 lb.

Tractive effort, compound 29,550 lb.

Weight in working order 192.900 lb.

WeiRht on drivers 136.900 lb.

Weiaht on leading truck 56.000 lb.

Weight of engine and tender in working order 315,900 lb.

Wheel base, driving 18 ft. 8j4 in.

Wheel base, total 31 ft. 9H in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 58 ft. 2H in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers -v- tractive effort, simple 3.9

Weight on drivers -i- tractive effort, compound 4.6

Total weight -^ tractive effort, compound 6.5
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -r- equivalent heating surface* 593.3
Equivalent heating surface* ~- grate area 73.

1

Firebox heating surface -^ equivalent heating surface.* per cei t 5.1

Weight on drivers -r- equivalent heating surface* 43.5
Total weight -i- equivalent heating surface* 61.3
Volume equivalent simple cylinders 9.3 cu. ft.

Equivalent beating surface* -4- vol. cylinders 338.2
Grate area -r- vol. cylinders 4.6

Cylintiers

Kind Compound
Diameter ard stroke 16.54 in. and 25.2 in. by 25.59 in.

Valves
Kind Piston

Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires 63 in.

Driving, thickness of tires 3 in.

Driving journals, front diameter and length 8.86 in. by 9.06 in.

Driving journals, fourth, diameter and length 7.87 in. by 9.84 in.

Driving journals, others, diameter and length 7.87 in. by 9.06 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameter 38H in.

Engine truck, journals 6.3 in. by 11.81 in.

Boiler

Style Straight top
Working pressure .' 313.4 lb, iicr mj. in.

Outside diameter of first ring 66!'8 in.

Firebox, length and width 82H in. by 74 J5 in.

Firebox plates, thickness cro'.vn. ^ides a.nd back, .63 in.:

tube, .63 in. and 1.18 in.

Firebox, water space front and back. 3.54 in.; sides, 2.76 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 185—1.97 in.

Flues, number and outside diameter 24—5.24 in.

Tubes and flues. length 17 ft. 4.9 in.

Heating surface, tubes and tlues 2,233.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 161.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, toUl 2,395.0 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 500.0 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating surface* 3,145.0 sq. ft.

Grate area 43 sq. ft.

Tender
Tank Water bottom
Frame Channel
Wheels, diameter 38H in.

Journals, diameter and length 5.12 in. by 10.04 in.

Water capacit>- 6.600 gal.

Coal capacity (^Vi tons

total evaporative heating surface + 1.5'Equivalent heating surface
times the superheating surface.

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE OPERATION
At tlie March meeting of the Xew York Railroad Club,

C. H. (Juinn, chief electrical engineer of the Xorfolk & West-

ern, gave a few fact? relative to the performance of electric

locomotives in contrast to steam locomotives on that road.

The electrified portion of the Xorfolk & Western e.\tends

from Bluefield, W. Va.. to Vivian, a distance of about .SO

miles. The grades on the line are hea^y. varying from one

per cent at the west end. to one and a half and two per cent

about ten miles from the west end.

WTien electric operation was started in January, 1914, the

speed of the tonnage trains up the grade was increased from

7 to 14 m.p.h. The traffic through the Elldiorn tunnel, which

is at the top of the grade above mentioned, was greatly ex-

pedited. This tunnel is about 2'! miles long. It has been

found that the electrically handled coal trains can keep out

of the way of any steam movements in the same direction on

the grade with the exception of two through passenger trains.

Further than this the absence of delays incident to the taking

on of coal and water for three steam locomotives which were

previously required to handle the trains has not onl\ ma-
terially reduced the running time, but has cut out delays to

other trains.

The trains handled b\' electric locomotives are braked by
what is called the regenerat.ve braking system. This means
that the motors of the electric locomotives are transformed

into dynamos, thus absorbing tlie power given up by the

hea\n.' train while descending the grade and generating it

into electricity, pumping it back into the line. This has
practically eliminated the use of the air brake for governing

train movements down the grade. The elimination of broken

knuckles, trains breaking in two and other incidental delays

due to difficulties w'ith tlie air brake equipment on long trains,

are some of the benefits obtained by regenerative braking.

The improvement in the mo^ement of coal tonnage trains

has resulted in a marked reduction in the time required to

get these trains over the road. Under steam operation, the

average miles per day would appro.ximate 60 per locomotive.

This mileage, with the electric locomotive, has been in-

creased to 100, with onl>- a slight increase in time in service

per day for the engine crew. The short terminal layover

for the electric locomotives, which averages 45 minutes per

locomotive, practically permits double crewing these locomo-

tives even,- 24 hours, .^s a direct result, the number of lo-

comotives handled out of Bluefield has been reduced from
17 steam to 5 electrics. The number of pusher engines has

been reduced from 7 steam locomotives to 2 electric locomo-

tives. ^

Electric locomotives during zero weather operate at practi-

cally full tonnage rating, while the steam engine always re-

quires a tonnage reduction in cold weather. Further than

this, the terminal attention and terminal equipment required

for the electric locomotive is conspicuously less than that

needed to take care of steam power.

The maximum eastbound tonnage for any 24-hour day
handled by steam locomotives amounted to 51,226 gross

tons; by electric locomotives, 59,543 gross tons, or an increase

of 16 per cent. The maximum number of loaded eastbound

cars per day handled under steam operation amounted to

675; with electric locomotives, 757 cars. The ma.ximum
number of locomotives in use to handle the heaviest day under

steam operation was 43; with electric operation, 9. The
total number of loaded cars handled eastbound during the

year 1914, under steam operation, amounted to 132,618,

while in 1916, with electric operation, the number was 165,-

689, an increase of 33,071. This shows a 25 per cent in-

crease.

To handle the business with steam locomotives during the

year 1914, as covered by the above figures, required a total

of 93,625 engine-hours. To handle 25 per cent more traffic

in 1916 with electric locomotives required a total of 44,112

engine-hours, a reduction of 48 per cent.

The field of activity of the electric locomotives should

naturally be confined to sections of the road where the profile

and tonnage handled will permit the economical use of this

type of motive power. There are other sections of the road

where the maximum possibilities of the steam locomotive

have not as yet been reached, and where they are still al-ile

to be operated as economically as compared with the returns

from an investment which would be represented by the use

of the electric locomotive. With the commercial value of the

steam locomotive well understocxl under such conditions, the

next development in this direction will probably be the design

and building of a Mallet locomotive with a tractive effort

of approximately 104,000 lb. for use in main line service

over 100-mile divisions of the road.

The use of electric locomotives in con.gested sections of

the railroad, for the movement of hea^•^ tonnage over grades

requiring pusher service, is here to stay, and its extended

use in this class of service will be general in the not very

distant future.
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MOUNT UNION COLLISION

A rear collision of eiistbound trains on the Pennsylvania
Railroad at Jlount Union, Pa., occurred on the morning of

Februar}- 27, A passenger train standing at the station was
run into by a fast freight, consisting of a consolidation en-

gine. Class H 9s, weighing 251,UOO lb., thirty-live cars and a

caboose.

The behavior of the steel cars in the passenger train is

indicated by the illustration. It is remarkable that greater

damage was not done. The weight of the freight train was
estimated to be about 1 ,000 tons and its speed at about 40
ni. p. h, when it struck the passenger train, which was stand-

ing on a tangent. The underframe of the rear car of the

passenger train, the Bellwood, was wedged in between the

front frame and the smokebox of the engine of the freight

train, butting against the cylinder saddle. The rear end of

the Bellwood seems thus to have been raised sufficiently to

allow the front end of its underframe to pass underneath that

of the car ahead of it, the Bruceville. This permitted the

underframe of the Bruceville to split open the superstructure

PULVERIZED COAL PLANT FOR THE
SANTA FE

Preparatory to testing the value of powdered coal as a

locomotive fuel, the Atcliison, Topeka & Santa Fe has had
built at Marceline, Mo., by the Fuller Engineering Com-
pany, Allentown, Pa., a complete plant for pulverizing and
drying the coal. Test runs are to be made in freight service

Ijetween ^Marceline and Shopton, Iowa, a distance of 113

miles. A similar plant is to be erected at the latter point.

Two Mikado locomotives are to be used for burning the pul-

verized fuel, one of which has been equipped with the

apparatus of the Fuller Engineering Company, and the other

is to be equipped with the apparatus of the Locomotive
Pulverized Fuel Company. These locomotives have a total

weight of 283,700 lb., 25-in. by 32-in. cylinders, a total heat-

ing surface of 4,111 sq. ft., a superheating surface of 880
sq. ft., making a total equivalent heating surface of 5,431

sq. ft. They operate at 200 lb. boiler pressure, and have a

rated tractive effort of 59,600 lb.

.A.n interior and exterior view of the pulverizing plant is

The Rear Car, Split Open and Telescoped by the Car Ahead

of the Bellwood, causing the death of 20 persons. There were
no persons injured in the Bruceville and the damage tn the

superstructure of the car was slight, but few windows Ijeing

broken. The whole train of eight steel cars and one engine
was pushed forward aliout 200 ft.

The locomotive of the freight train was but slightly in-

jured. The front end was crushed in and the cylinder

saddle punctured by the underframe of the Bellwood. Only
one pair of drivers left the rails. The tender and the first

two freight cars buckled and were derailed. The freight cars

were completely demolished and fell down the embankment
at the side of the track. The tender cistern broke loose

from its frame and rolled down the embankment also. Need-
less to say, had the passenger cars been of the old wooden
construction, far greater damage and loss of life would have
occurred.

shown in the illustrations. The capacity of this plant is de-

pendent upon the output of the pulverizer, which is from 1^
to 23-4 tons per hour. The coal used is Marceline screenings,

which consists of 4.8 per cent moisture, 35.6 per cent volatile,

44.6 per cent fixed carbon, and 15 per cent ash. The coal is

brought in from the mines and unloaded directly from the

cars into a receiving hopper so arranged that it will feed

directly into an elevator. This elevator discharges the coal

into a storage bin having ll^^ tons capacity. This is located

abo\'e the coal dryer. A cradle or shaking t>pe feeder is

attached to the bottom of this bin to give a uniform supply of

coal to the dryer. This dryer is showTi at the left of the

interior view. It consists of an inclined shell fitted with two
tires mounted on rollers, and is driven by means of gearing.

It is 3' J ft. in diameter and 42 ft. long, being fitted with
the necessary stack mounted on a brick housing at tlie feed
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end. The co:il is fed in ;it tlie upper end and I a the rotating

action of the drier it is gradually carried through the shell

to the discharge end. Surrounding part of the drier shell

is a large brick housing equipped with grates. The gases of

combustion surround the shell and jiass down through a

smoke connection to the housing at the front end of the drier

where these gases are reversed and passed througli inside of

the drier shell carr\'ing off the liberated moisture. M the

discharge end of the drier, in the spout leading down to an

The entire equipment is electrically driven throughout, the

current being furnished from a power house located in Mar-

celine, and each unit is driven by an individual motor,

alternating current being used. With the exception of the

mill tlie entire e<|ui])ment is driven by means of back geared

motors eliminating all but one small countershaft and making

the installation a safe one from an operating standpoint. A
preliminary cruslier is usually installed in connection with a

plant of this kind, but no crusher was included in this case,

as the coal received is screened to pass through a one-inch

ring. In a permanent installation the crusher is necessary

as the coal received will be of various sizes and grades. One
miller and one laborer only are required for operating this

plant during one shift. The power required by the entire

plant is about 17 hp. hrs., per ton of coal handled.

Santa Fe Pulverized Coal Plant at Marceline. Mo.

eleviitcr, is located a Cutler Hammer lift.ng magnjt for the

purpose of removing any tramp iron which may be in the

coal. After being dried, the coal is elevated and discharged

into a bin directly above a j3-in. Fuller-Lehigli jjulverizing

mill of 14 tons capacity. This machine reduces the coal in

one operation so that 85 per cent of it will pass through a 200

mesh sieve. Fine pulverization is very essential for the suc-

cessful burning of any coal and means rapid and perfect

combustion. From this jiulverizer the coal is raised by an

1



Car Department
TRAIN LINE MAINTENANCE"

Superv'isi

BY A. McCOWAN
r Car Work, Canadian Northen Winnipeg, Man,

The report of the Division of Safety of the Interstate Com-
merce Commis,sion for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1916,

stated that there were QOS.-'ihe freight cars inspected, of which

3,72 per cent were found defective; and 27,220 passenger

cars, of which 1,82 per cent were found defective. The de-

fects whicli were found by tlie inspectors were given in detail

in tabular fonn, and those directly chargealile to the air brake

numljered 18,696, which was far above those chargeable to

any other |iart of tlie car, the ne.xt smaller item being coup-

lers and parts.

The number of defects per thousand cars inspected was
45,06, Of this number, 20,58 defects were chargeable to

visible parts of air brakes; the ne.xt smaller percentage being

for couplers and parts, which is 6,09, The remaining 18,39

defects are chargeable to hand brakes, ladders, steps, hand
holds, height of couplers, uncou|)ling mechanism and running

boards.

While tlie proportion of air Ijrake defects as shown in

the report, which may be classed as train line defects, is com-

paratively' small, it does not show the relative importance of

train line defects, because of necessity we have to watch this

matter closely and replace most defective hose or broken train

pipes immediately. As a result they are seldom discovered

by Interstate Commerce Commission inspectors. In attack-

ing this problem, therefore, we should not only attempt to cut

down the percentage of cars which the Interstate Commerce
Commission safety appliance inspectors finds with defective

air brakes, Ijut decrease the material and labor in all repairs

and renewals,

I have gone into the life of the air hose with the idea that

there is a chance of decreasing very materially the number of

hose necessary for renewals, and thereb)' the cost of renewals.

The average life of the hose is considered about eight months
for air hose and one season for steam hose. In Western
Canada we find that the average life of a steam hose is a

little over four months. While this may Ije looked upon as

a season in certain parts of the United States, it cannot be so

considered in the north.

The Railway Age Gazette stated in an editorial in 1912

that the average life of hose a couple of years previously was
only eight months, and that at that time, the life of hose was
probably less because the qualit_\- of hose was lower, and that

the railways buy poor hose Ijecause mechanical injury destroj's

it in a few months, whether it is good or bad. It is the

opinion of those familiar with the hose question that a hose

should last three years if not subjected to mechanical injury.

Since it seems that the average life is only eight months there

is a chance for increasing the life of hose two years and four

months; in other words, making it last 4 J/2 times as long.

The interesting question now is to see what this means in

dollars and cents.

In the United States there were in 1915 in service 2,370,532
freight cars, 55,810 passenger cars, 98,752 company service

cars

—

a total of 2,525,094 cars; and 66,229 locomotives.

".Abstract of a pa^er read before the C"a

Chicago,
Foreman's .Association of

This means that there were in use 4,741,064 hose on freight

cars, 111,620 on passenger cars, 197,504 on company service

cars and 66,229 on locomotives, or a total of 5,116,417 hose.

This does not include hose on the front ends of locomotives

or between engines and tenders.

The renewals of these 5,116,417 hose, with a life of eight

months, would be at the rate of 7,674,626 per year; while if

the life were three years, they would be at the rate of only

1,705,472 per year. This is the saving at which we should
aim in the use of materials only. There are many other

things which, in the aggregate, probably represent even a

larger amount of money: viz., the labor of applying and tak-

ing off, the cost chargeable to train delays caused by hose or

train pi])es bursting in transit, capital account tied up in ma-
terial, etc.

Hose costs from 30 cents to 60 cents or more per foot. In-

creasing the life of the hose from eight months to 36 months
will make a saving in renewals of 5,969,154 air hose per year,

which at 55 cents each (the cost of 22-in. hose) is equal to

$3,293,000.

It is claimed that loose or broken train pipes are even more
prevalent than defects in hose, and this is borne out by the

statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The train

line often breaks just back of the angle cock when cars are

pulled apart without uncoupling the hose.

What causes all these defects in the train pipe and de-
creases so greatly the life of the hose?
An inspection of the scrap hose pile will show verj- plainly

that most of the defects in hose are at the nipple end. This
is where the great majority of hose fail. The train pipe
usually breaks just back of the angle cock. These facts

point plainly to the jerking apart of the cars while the hose
are coupled, as the main cause. I do not mean to say, how-
ever, that pulling the cars apart is entirely responsible for

defects at the nipple end of the hose. When a hose is not
coupled up and a car is switched around the yard, the hose
is swinging constantly and all the strain comes on the nipple
end.

Tlie strain on the hose when cars are pulled apart without
uncoupling the hose, with train line fully charged, is said

to be 500 lb. This not only causes rupture of the hose at

the nipple end, but it weakens the fabric throughout the
entire length. This stretching is responsible for more hose

failures than bending at the angle cock. In a test of 22,000
pieces of air hose referred to in the Railway Age Gazette

for February 14, 1913, page 275, 82 per cent were found
to be porous, and the porosity was not localized but extended
all along the hose. The porosity of the hose is often charged
up to poor materia] when, as a matter of fact, it is reallv

caused by jerking apart.

We are accustomed to assume that tonnage reduction in

the winter is necessarj' because of slippen,- rails, greater

radiation of heat, poor lubrication, etc. Investigations on
one road have shown that a great deal of this tonnage
reduction is necessitated because of leaks in the train line,

the impossiliility of providing enough air to operate the brakes
on long trains. This subject of leakage is a verv important
ose, not only liecause of its effect on the tonnage that mav lie

hauled and the amount of fuel consumed, but also liecause

189
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of it? effect on tlie operation of tlie air pump and delays

which are caused by brakes sticking.

Train line leaks may be classified under the following

heads

:

Leak5 at the hose coupling.
Leaks in the hose itself.

Leaks where the hose connects with the coupling.
Leaks where the hose is attached to the train pipe.

Leaks in the coupling proper are usually chargeable to the

wear and tear of the materials and gaskets, or to the coupling

being poorly made b_\' the brakemen or carmen. Leakage is

also caused here by snow, frost and ice. Further, when an

air hose freezes it often becomes so stiff that it will not liend.

This causes the joint between the two hose to leak whenever

there is any movement between the couplings, and also causes

leaks where the hose is attached to the train pipe, the hose

often being pulled loose at this point.

The difficulties encountered and time consumed in coupling

and uncoupling hose in winter weather are considerable.

Even at zero weather the hose becomes so hard as to lose all

tle.xibility, and during coupling and uncoupling it is neces-

sary to bend tlie hose, which usually cracks the rubber, mak-
ing it porous. A hammer is commonly used for hitting the

hose couplings to make them lock. This tends to jar the hose

fitting out of place in the frozen bag at the nipple and
coupling sleeve, causing a leak when the train is in motion,

especially when rounding curves. The hammering on hose

couplings also damages them to such an extent tliat it is

necessar)- to remove tlie hose because the gaskets do not fit

properly. This same trouble is experienced on the road

because the couplings are drawn up by the frozen hose on

curves, causing the brakes to creep on and making it neces-

sary for the trainmen to hammer the couplings down in place.

Another difficulty is that all angle cocks are not in proper

position to allow the hose couplings to meet in line. The
hose is twisted before tlie couplings can be made to lock and

in case they are pulled apart very often they do not unlock,

breaking the hose or the train pipe.

The time ordinarily consumed in coupling and uncoupling

hose on a forty-car freight train under ordinary conditions

at the different winter temperatures is as follows:

One man One man
Temperature uncoupling coupling

Zero 45 min. 50 min.
5 to 10 deg. helow 50 min. 55 min,

15 to 20 deg. beiow 55 min. 60 min.
25 to 30 deg. below 65 min. 70 min.
35 to 40 deg. below 7U min. 75 rain.

The time in the last column allows only for coupling the

hose. Any extra time required for changing hose, gaskets,

etc., depends entirely on conditions. Th-s ord'nar.ly takes

15 to 20 min., sometimes it takes an hour.

The amount of both yard and road detention chargeable

to train-line trouble, not to say anything of car and freight

delays, is worthy of consideration. One and one-half hours

over each engine division is considered a good average of

road detention to each freight train handled under northern

winter conditions, caused mainly through hose trouble, creep-

ing on of brakes and extra time taken for pumping up in

releasing. Along with this come flat and shelled wheels from

creeping brakes; there is also excessive strain on the draft

rigging. A broken train line means the cutting out of the

car, and not infrequently twenty-four liours' delay to it in

getting repairs made.
The defects which develop because of the present hose

connections between cars, as well as safety considerations and

convenience, early led inventors to the consideration of an

automatic connector. Quite a few connectors have been

developed to the point of trial, but until very recently none

has had an extensive installation.

We are using an automatic connector on the Canadian

Northern in both freight and passenger service and have 207

cars equipped. The first installation was made June 6, 1914,

so that we have had .>2 months' experience with the con-

nectors. The conncctof which we are using is the Robinson
and it has also been installed on a large number of Canadian
Pacific passenger cars.

You will realize that in the northern country where the

climate is sometimes ver)' severe, we have greater need for a

connector than railroads operating in the south. It requires

a good deal more steam to heat our cars, and the results of

leakage are magnified. Our trains are harder to move after

they have stood for a short time because the lubricating oils

harden, and for this reason we have to cut down unnecessary

stops or delays to a minimum. The makers of this connec-

tor are so confident of the life of hose which the connector

makes possible that they guarantee a life of three years for

air hose used with it.

On the question of leakage I have only to quote from one

of the reports which has been given on the connector:

"During the intensely cold weather of December and Janu-
ary, when temperatures sometimes in excess of 40 deg. below
zero were recorded in certain parts of Canada where these

cars were in operation, no trouble was experienced from leak-

age in connection with the device, although at the same time

it was found impossible to prevent very serious leakage in

ordinary hose * * *

"To one familiar with yard and train service, there appears
to be no room for argument about the need of such a device.

The greater life of hose, tlie absence of broken train pipes

resulting from uncoupling cars without first disconnecting the

hose, the saving of time and labor in making up trains, and
the reduction in the cost of pumping air, all of which might
be classed as direct or apparent economies, would undoubt-
edly justify the cost of application alone, but the writer is even

more impressed with the benefits that would be secured indi-

rectly. Numerous leaks are found in hose and gaskets at

all seasons of the year, almost entirely the result of the prac-

tice referred to above: viz., pulling the hose apart, thereby

injuring the fabric and inner tube. In very cold weather,

however, when the hose freezes, the difficulty in preventing

air leakage becomes a controlling factor in the operation of

long freight trains and they have to be reduced in length to

a point where the air pressure can be maintained irrespective

of the tonnage ratings or the ability of locomotives to haul
them. Even at the best, this factor is responsible for a very

great amount of terminal detention and labor on the part

of car men trying to stop leaks."

The connector increases the life of hose because it elimin-

ates all mechanical wear. The hose is never jerked or

strained. Frozen hose does not interfere with its operation

and leakage and breaks are cut down.

We have found on the Canadian Northern that the Rob'n-
son connector saves us a lot of money. We estimate the com-
parative cost about as follows:

Cost of present equipment $J.}.90

Cost of Robinson equipment 36.95

Difference $13.05

Cost of maintenance of pi-eseiit e<iuipnient fur three years.. $45.05
For Robinson equipment 37.49

The saving in three years is $ 7.56

For six years the cost of maintenance of present equip-

ment is $90.10, while for the Robinson connector it is $47.80,

including the interest on the difference in cost between the

two systems. This means a saving in six years of $42.30

made po.ssible with the connector.

I have made no mention of signal hose and but little men-
tion of steam hose. If these were both taken into considera-

tion the estimated saving of $3,293,000 resulting from the

increased life of hose, would be very materially increased.

The economy in hose and train pipe breakage, however, sinks

into significance when compared with the immense amount
which would be saved in eliminating train delays and
reducing trainmen's wages and coal consumption by the use

of the automatic connector.



Pennsylvania 85-Ton Hopper Cars
An AU-Steel Coal Car Having a Light Weight of

60,000 Lb. and 3,228 Cu. Ft. Gross Cubical Capacity

THE Pennsylvania Railroad has gone one step further

in the construction of its all-steel hopper cars and
is building, at its Altoona shops, a car which has a

capacity of 170,000 lb. and a light weight of 60,000 lb.

The new design is known as the Class H-24 car and is

patterned after the Pennsylvania Class H-21a hopper car,

load. The general dimensions of the car are as follows

I,]ght weight 60.000 lb.

Length over end sills 48 ft. 4
1 englh inside 46 ft. 6
Distance, from center to centei of trnck 38 ft. 4
Width, extreme 10 ft. 2
Width, inside 9 ft. 4
E\treme height front rail 10 ft. 6

Elevation and Sections of 85-Ton Hopper Car for the Pennsylvania

the details of which arc interchangeable. In the new car

the cubical capacity has Ijeen increased to 3,228 cu. ft. This

large amount has been obtained b\' the addition of a liay 6

ft. 4 in. long thus requiring five hoppers instead of four,

which is the number now being used in the Class H-21a
equipment.

The top and bottom members of the sides of tlie

new equipment have been increased 50 per cent in sectional

area over that of the old equipment, to take care of the

Truck- wheel base 5 ft. 10 in.
Truck weight U.0.S0 lb.
Capacity 170.000 lb.

Cubical capacity:

Level with the top .".2.900 cu. fl.

Contents heaped 328 cu. ft.

To:al 3.2iS cu. ft.

U nderjrame.—The underframe is characteristic of former
Pennsylvania designs, having a well-balanced central mem-
ber to absorb the buffing stresses, w-hile the major portion
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of the load is carried by the side construction. The centei

sills are two 10-in., jO-lb. channels. 48 ft. ^4 in. long,

strengthened latterly by spacers at the diaphragms, as well

as by cover plates at either end. Cast steel striking plates

join the end and center sills. The center sills are further

reinforced by two other steel castings, which extend fonvard
and backward a sufficient distance from the center Ime of

the bolster to form a draft gear stop and act as a spacer

for the center sills at the point where the body bolster is

joined thereto. The center sill cover plate and bottom rein-

forcing angles are not continuous on account of the clear-

ance required by the drop door operating device. A U-shape
ridge sheet, the four sections of which form a continuous
member extending between the end slope sheets, is substituted

for a continuous cover plate, and is so attached to the center

sill that there is at least 24 sq. in. of metal to resist buffing.

The bottom member of the side construction is a 4-in. by 4-in.

by 5s-in. angle. The end sills are pressed Z-shape members.
The body bolster is composed of a j4-i°- vertical web

plate, cut out over the center sills to permit them to pass

through. It is secured at the top to the end slope sheets by
two 5-in. by SYz-in. by fg-in. angles, 8 ft. 10 in. and
6 ft. 8J/^ in. long. It is strengthened at the bottom by two
S-in. by 3J/2-in. by ii-in. reinforcing angles, which extend

from the center to the side sills. .\ tie plate passes under
tlie center sills and is riveted to the web plate reinforcing

angles on either side, as well as to the center sills, the center

sill reinforcing angles and the center sill casting. The center

plate is a drop forging.

Four intermediate diaphragms located between the five

hoppers transfer the major portion of the load from the cen-

ter to the side construction. The diaphragms, like the

bolster, are of the single plate type, which gives the maximum
amount of space for the hoppers. The J<j-in. diaphragm
sheet is divided into three parts, one on either side of the

center sills and the central portion immediately above, all of

which are joined together by the cross ridge sheets and lower

cross ties. The liottom of the web plate is reinforced by two

distinct members; viz., a 5-in. 19.o-lb. bulb angle, as

the top member; a 4-in. by 4-in. by ^-in. angle as the

bottom member, previously mentioned as part of the under-

frame; iwenty-six vertical U-shape posts spaced o ft. 2 in.

and o ft. in. apart, as tlie details demand, and 3/16-in.

side sheets which connect the other three parts. .-Vlternate

posts in coniunction with inside butt strips join adjacent

Half Plan of Bolster and End SMI of Pennsylvania Hopper Car

side sheets. The end consists of a 4J/2-in. by 5-in., 19.3 lb.

bulb angle at the top, and a 3/I6-in. end sheet connected

to the sides by the steel corner casting and an angle cor-

ner post. The end sheet extends downward 2 ft. 9^ in.

from the top of the bulb angle and is flanged inward at the

bottom to support the floor slope sheet. The end floor sheets,

ridge sheet and side hopper sheets all slope into the drop

Seciion A-A.
Wifh Side Hopper Sheefs Removed.

Section Through Intermediate Diaphragm of Hopper Car

4-in. by 3J^2-in. by 9 16-in. angles, the vertical leg of which

is cut off at the center sills, allowing the horizontal leg to

extend under the sills, thus forming a continuous member
from side to side of the car. The top of the intermediate

diaphragm web plate terminates between the flanges of a dia-

mond-shaped pressed steel cross brace. Immediately below

it are secured the '4-in. hopper slope sheets, to the lower

edge of which the drop door hinge castings are riveted.

Superstructure.—The side construction is composed of four

bottoms at an angle considered sufficient to discliarge the

load when the doors are open.

Eight diamond-shaped cross braces, two above each inter-

mediate diaphragm, tic the sides of the car together. These
cross braces are located one above the other at a distance of

42 in., the center line of the top one being 27 in. below
the top of car. A vertical 4-ir'- gusset plate, 18 7/16 in.

wide at the top and 34 in. wide at the bottom, is riveted be-

tw'een the lower flange of the upper and the upper flange of
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the lower cross brace, as well as to the side sheets, thus

adding materially to the stiffness of the superstructure. The
car lias five hoppers which are divided !]>• tlie ridge sheet

which spans the center sills into two units each. Each unit

has a pair of drop doors which are operated by a mechanism

controlled from the side of the car. When in the release

position they have a maximum opening of o ft. 5 y^ in. by

2 ft. 11 3/16 in. per pair of doors.

Door Operating Mechanism.—The arrangement of the

drop doors and the mechanism for operating them is shown

in one of the illustrations. Each door is connected to chain

sheaves by two links as shown in section AA. The door

link is attached to the door channel b)- an adjustable T-bolt

which permits the door being adjusted so it will close

tightly. The sheave is located directly above the center line

of the door opening, between the center sill channels. These

sheaves are operated by a chain which passes over the drum
shown in section BB, which is operated by the crank from the

side of the car. Ratchet wheels and pawls hold the door in

is composed of a 15/16-in. plate with a ^-in. cover plate

riveted to the top flanges, supporting the drop forged center

plate and side Ijearings. The bolster is 7 ft. 8 in. long,

17 3-2 in. wide and 14 '4 in. deep at the center, tapering to

734 in. at either end.

"ONE COAT" PAINT FOR FREIGHT CARS
BY J. H. PITARD

In response to a popular demand for methods of expedit-

ing the repairs of freight equipment in the shops, so-called

"one coat" paints have appeared in the field and apparently

are meeting with favor. Before adopting these paints for

general use on freight equipment it is advisable to con-

sider well the degree of protection which they afford and

the cost as compared with the usual method.

Some of the "one coat" paints that have come under the

writer's observation have proved to be of good quality and

make a very creditable showing, but there is still some

Arrangement of Drop Doors for Pennsylvania Hopper Car

any position desired. In the design of the entire arrange-

ment, effort has Ijeen made to have it as simple as possible

and easily adjusted.

Trucks.—The car is carried on two cast steel side frame

trucks, having a 5-ft. 10-in. wheelbase, 6J/2-in. by 12-in.

journals, and wrought steel wheels. The side frames are

of the box section type in which the brake beam hanger

supports and bolster guides are cast integral. The cast

steel journal boxes, secured at either end of the side frame

with l><-in. box bolts, are also tied at the bottom by ?^-in.

by 6-in. journal box tie bars, upon which rest two J.-i-in.

shims which may be transferred to the top of the box, thus

providing for 1-in. adjustment in the height of the center

plate.

The spring plank is a pressed section 5-2 in. thick and 16

in. wide at the center, being spread at the ends to 20 in.

The spring plank supports the third point suspension spring

which is located at the center and extends in either direction

along the center line of the car a sufficient distance to support

the end of the brake be,am strut. The bathtub type bolster

doubt as to their value as a protective coating. The thick-

ness of the paint film has much to do with the protection

aft'orded either on wood or metal cars, but more especially

on metal, for the reason that linseed oil which is the binder

vehicle in all freight car paints, is hydroscopic to some ex-

tent; that is to say, it will absorb a certain amount of moist-

ure even when mixed with the pigments. Unless the paint

film is of sufficient thickness to prevent the penetration of

moisture through to the under surface, the paint will not

prevent damage to the car. Effective protection from moist-

ure can only Ije secured by a thick coating, and it is not

possible to obtain the proper degree of thickness with one

coat of paint.

In the painting of freight equipment, proper discrimma-

tion should be shown in the treatment of metal and wooden

cars. Regardless of how naked a wooden car has become,

if decav has not set in, it can be effectively protected with

paint. The surface of a steel car, however, should not be

allowed to become exposed, as rusting when once begun is

very difficult to check. It may be stopped temporarily with
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tliick coatings of paint, Ijut the trouble breaks out again

as soon as the paint deteriorates sufficiently to aljsorb

moisture to the depth of the surface of the metal. It seems

apparent, therefore, that it will l)e futile to attempt to main-

tain a steel car to the end of its natural life with an occa-

sional repainting of "one coat" paint.

It is not the object of this article to disparage the use

of "one coat" paints, but rather to assign them to their

proper sphere. The "one coat" paint serves as an expedi-

ent to furnish protection until the car is brought to the shop

again for painting and assists in relieving the congested

condition of freight car repair tracks. In view of the fact

that these paints generally cost mucli more than the ordi-

nary freight car paints, the general use of such ])aints does

not seem advisable.

MAKING A GAR INSPEGTOR
BY A. CAMPBELL
San Francisco, Calif.

\\'here do the men come from who inspect cars to see that

the M. C. B. rules are lived up to? The first duty of the

car inspector is to learn to enforce the most important rule of

all
—"safety first." Many good car men know little of the

rules of interchange, Ijut when the\- O. K. a car or a train }0U

may be sure it is safe to run.

Tlie men who seek positions in the car department reach

the railroad jards over many routes and they come there us-

ually for one of two reasons : Visions of adventure may tempt

the young, but old or young the compelling reason is in most

cases, that they are out of employment and having no regu-

lar trade they find here a free and open market for their la-

bor. Out West, at least, most of the men seeking work in

this line are what we might call raw recruits. If a man is

healthy, and strong enough to make it worth while giving him

a trial, the employing olScer is usually satisfied. Of course

if he has had some experience so much the better, but once

in overalls it is largel)- up to himself how far he will suc-

ceed in his new calling.

If the road feels the need, or prefers to make its own in-

spectors, those in charge will look the new man over to see

if he gives promise of future development. He is .studied

from all sides. What are his haljits; is he neat, careful,

punctual and energetic; does he write a legible hand and

show an inclination to read books or papers helpful to him

in his work? These pointers may be picked up in various

wavs and tlie foreman will find many opportunities to size

up his prospect, often when the man least suspects it.

If the suljject looks like a good risk, the way to develop

the qualities found is about as follows: Six months on the

repair track, three months oiling and about the same time

helping the air Ijrake men. Ninety days on air brake work

will not make him a finished air i)rake man, but it will be

enough to create an interest in this fascinating branch of

the business and will give him an insight into it that will be

useful in his after career. Then out in the train yard or on

the road, not as inspector but as light repairman or oiler,

where the variety of duties will br-ng h'm a fund of knowl-

edge that will carry him over the rough places later on. Of-

ten he will find himself face to face with prolilenis which,

in the solving, will teach him self-reliance and nothing will

bring him to favorable notice more quxkly than to have it

known that he is dependalile and can do things well without

watching. At this stage he is in close touch with the car

inspector's duties. As a kind of understudy, he will learn

to know the various classes of cars, their capacity and for

what lading they are best suited: there will come a growing

familiarity with car wheels and their defects, roofs, doors,

siding, couplers and their attachments, trucks, Ijolsters, side

bearings, and so on: he will come to know when a car may
safelv go forward to its destination, or when it cannot be

safely moved beyond the repair track: he will become familiar

with testing air and passing judgment on hot boxes.

.\11 this and mucli more will be gathered and stored away

until the time comes when he will be called upon to say the

final word that will hold or send free on its journey the fast

freight or loaded pas.senger train. The successful inspector

is tile man who, drawing on a multitude of experiences, re-

solves all doubts in favor of safety. "It may go through to

its destination" will not do. A car or a train is either safe

to go, or unsafe. .\11 else is chance and the gaml>ler in other

people's lives or property is out of place in an>- position of

tru.st and especially in a railroad yard.

\\'hat opportunities for advancement are open to these

men? The}' may be appointed foremen, or witli added year's

of experience may become traveling car inspectors or gen-

eral foremen. These latter positions, however, call for a

more intimate knowledge of the Ijusiness as a whole than

usually conies within reach of tlie man whose aim at the

outset has been limited to the title of car inspector, and

beyond this there is little in the records to guide us.

Ever\' car inspector should have a good working knowl-

edge of tlie M. C. B. rules. The interchange man should be

a specialist. They must both be competent to pass on all

kinds of loads and also understand the requirements of the

safety ajipliance laws, and everything possible should be

done to assist them and make easy the search for the infor-

mation that will help them in this work.

For the lienefit of other liranches of the service instruction

cars are sent over the road. Would it not be well to have a

loading expert with charts or photographs pay an occasional

visit to help the car inspector and freight men in this im-

portant work? This instruction need not be confined to the

placing of lading on open cars but might well cover the dis-

position of loads in closed cars, and especially should atten-

tion be called to the need for protection at door o]ienings, as

lack of care in this one particular is fruitful of much trouble

and expense. An>' car inspector who has worked on out-

going trains or at passing points on the line can readily re-

call man)' cases of bulging doors due to the absence of pro-

tection. This often means delays in rearranging the load

and it frequently starts a good door on the downward path

that leads to future damage claims. It will be remembered
that this kind of instruction is imparted in a limited but very

beneficial way by the Bureau of Explosives, and if the inter-

est aroused by these lectures could ]>e extended to cover a

wider field, the claims department work would be lessened

to a very large extent.

In this connection it would help to have a sujjpl)' of large

sheets printed and framed, if convenient, .showing the vari-

ous examples in the book, together with the instructions. This
constant reminder pasted in car shops, freight sheds and, if

possible, in shippers' offices could not fail to arouse inter-

est in this suljject and would lead to a ven' much desired ini-

pro\'ement. The books as a rule are scarce and perhaps it

would be too expensive to distribute them more widely, but

sheets such as I suggest would be a comparatively cheap
means of educating the many where the use of the books is

restricted to a few.

A final word about the M C. B. rules. There is room here

for an occasional visit from a bright, cheerful instructor or

adviser. A well chosen talk from the standpoint of the of-

fice man who has to unravel some of the proljlems arising

out of an insufficient knowledge would be well received and
1)C productive of much good.

Flcx for Oxy-.^cetylene Welding of Cast Iron.—In

welding cast iron Fcrro-silicon sticks should be used as feed-

ers. A suitable flux consisting of SO parts boracic acid, 20
parts powdered chlorate of potash and IS parts iron carbide

should be applied to the iron after it has been raised to a

good red heat.

—

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.



Reinforcing Freight Car Draft Sills*

Weak Center Sills Analyzed and Methods of Compu-
ting the Strength of the Sills and Draft Arms Explained

BY LEWIS K. SILLCOX
Mechanical Engineer, Illinois Central

FIGS. 1, 2, J and 4 concern a single draft sillinstallation

on a ,iU-ton, 40-ft refrigerator car. The draft sill as

shown in Fig. 1 is pulled out and its cross section is

shown in Fig. 2. This section has a ratio of stress to end
strain of 0.14, the M. C. B. recommendations being that this

ratio not e.xceed 0.06. With a bufiing force of 250,000 lb.,

the fibre stress in this section is .56,000 lb. per sq. in., which
is in excess of the elastic limit of the material. By adding

a 19-in. by *8-in, cover plate to this construction and increas-

ing the thickness of the sill to 5-^ in., the weight will be

increa.sed l.iO per cent, the strength only .>.i per cent, the fibre

stress will be 24,097 lb. per sq. in. and tlie ratio of stress

to end strain will be 0.06.

Fig. 3 relates to the same proposition, but in this instance

the weight has been increased only 10 per cent, with 4.) per

cent greater strength and a stress to end strain ratio of

0.08. The last solution to this problem is shown in Fig. 4.

It has been luindled differently here. With additional mate-
rial amounting to 127 per cent of that provided in the orig-

inal design, a relative increase in strength of 67 per cent, and

1 = MuiiK-i.t of inertia uf each unit about its center t»f gravity.
I = Moment of inertia of each uiiit altout the base of the section.
Height of center of gravity of section above the base =

213.44
: = 6,06 in.

36.02

.Section modulus (SbJ
6.06

III

I'^ibre Stress (F) in lower flange due to buffing:

_ P re 250,000 250,000 X 2.18

A Sb 36.02 111

Where: P = bufiing force.
distance between tile center of gravity of the section and

11,850 per sq. in.

tile center line of draft.

M. C. li. Ratio
1

Not to e.xceed 0.06

2.18

Further, if this sill were applied to a box car it would
liave to take both, horizontal (pulling and buffing), and

Fig. 1—Weak Draft SIM Pulled Out

a stress to end strain ratio of 0.05 has been obtained. In

other words, the material is working at a factor of safety

of five and meets the M. C. B. requirements as to ratio of

stress to end strain. The method of computing the fibre

stress in this section is shown below.

.^ 1! AP. II AD-' i 1

Top cover plate—20 in. by
A in 6.2S 11.09 69.31 5.03 158.13 158.18

Top chord angles—S'-S in.

by iYi in. by A in 4.18 9.95 41.59 3.89 63.24 4.9 68.14

Web plate— lOJi in. by A
in 6.74 5.44 36.67 .62 2.56 68.2 70.76

Web reinforcing plate— 107^
in. by A in 6.74 5.44 56,67 .62 2.56 68.2 70.76

Web reinforcing plate—2S^
in, by ,". in 1.63 10.71 17.46 4.72 36.32 36.32

Bottom chord angles— 5 in.

by 4 ill. by H in 10.48 1.12 11.74 4.94 255.71 14.23 269.99

Totals 36.02 213.44 19.82 674.10

h = Area.

B = Distance from base of section to center of gravity of each unit.

D = Distance between center of gravity of section and center of gravity
of each unit.

"Taken from a paper inesented before the Car Foremen's .Association of
Chicago.
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Fig. 2 Fig. 3

\ertical (lading in car and dead weight) loading; the former

\',as found to be equal to 11,850 lb. per sq. in., and the latter

"ould amount to approximately .!,800 lb. per sq. in., giving

.1 combined stress of 15,650 lb. per sq. in. As a limit, it

might be suggested not to exceed 16,000 II;. ])er sq. in. under

,my circumstances. This gives a high working limit in view
nf the practice on some of the large roads, which use 10,000
nr 12,000 lb. per sq. in. as a limit.

.\ very successful t}'pe of center sill construction is shown
in Fig. 5. It has been applied to more than 12,000 steel

coal cars having an average age of 12 years, and operating

in very difficult territon,:. It has a fibre stress of 6,425 lb.

per sq. in. and a stress to end strain ratio of 0.0j6. It

might he mentioned that the sill as shown is only subjected

to buffing and pulling shocks as the floor jilates were liKated

considerablv above the draft construction.

DRAFT ARMS

In the matter of draft arms for freight cars, it might be

stated that M. C. B. 1915 Proceedings, page o54, requires

that the foliow'ng condition lje confomied to:

Section 6. (a)—The draft attachments, ircluding draft arms, if used,
must be of metal, of either integral or riveted construction.

Secfi. n 6. ( b1—The strength value of the draft attachments and center
sill ceuistructioii must be equivalent to at least 10 sq. in. of steel in tension
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and compression, 6'A sq. in. of rivet bearing area, and 12!^ sq. in. in shear.

The ratio of unit stress to end strain must not exceed 0.15.

Section 6. (c)— Metal draft arms applied to wooden center sills must
extend at least 30 in. beyond the ccnfer line of the bolster, toward the

center of the car. must he securely fastened to the bolster and center sills,

and where possible, should butt against compression members placed be-

tween the draft arm and needle beams and also between the needle beams.
Hardwood or yellow pine center sills may be considered equivalent to steel

in center sill construction between bolsters if they have four times the speci-

fied unit vdues. namely 40 sq. in, tension and compression area, and a ratio

of unit stress to end load not exceeding 0.0375.

Section 6. (d)—The draft gear capacitv is indirectly governed by the

rule 6— (b).

The intensity of end force is assumed to be equivalent to 250,000 lb.

static, which may be concentrated on the center line of the draft gear or

WOO

I 30 GO 90 1^0 150 180

Dead Load of Car Empfy 1000 Per ft

Base Line

8ie

^Neuhal f\y-is

$ofDraff Geafg.

(ofBolsfer^

-3€''0"0uer Sinking Plate

4-0''Disiani Back of

Bolster /Reinforced by

Draff Arm

i of Car-^

l?'6
-»-

A = Bending moment curve due to dead load of empty car.

B ^ Combined bending moment curve for both impact and dead load of

light car.

C = Bending moment curve due to impact pressure applied 8 in. below

the neutral a.xis,

D = Safe bending moment for car under frame of six 5 in. by 9 in. sills.

Fig. 6—Draft SMI Stress Sheet (Impact Pressure = 100,000 Lb.)

distributed between il-e draft gear and the end sill. The point of con-

tact between the horn of the coupler and striking plate is assumed to be

2 in. above the top of the coupler shank. For a shank 5 in. deep the dis-

tance from the cenfr line of the draft gear to the assumed point of con-

tact of the coupler horn is A'A in. The proportion of end force acting on

the striking plate is assumed to be 250.OOO lb. less R, which is the re-

sistance of the draft ?ear when the horn touches the striking plate. Hence,

when the coupler shank is 5 in. deep and the horn of the coupler is allowed

to touch the striking plate befoie the draft gear is solid, the end force of

250,000 lb. is effective on a line luraled a distance >' above the center line

of draft gear:

Y = 4.5 (j ^
V 250.000

All cars are not of steel construction and perhaps the mcst

troublesome jiroblein is to decide what shall be done with

equipment having wooden center sills. Metal reinforcement

between the end sill and bolster and for a limited distance

behind the bolster has been very successful when applied

as an intimate member with the sill and secured thereto in

two directions, vertically and horizontally. The curve

shown in Fig. 6 covers an analysis of center sill strains

worked out for a ,?6-ft. wooden underframe box car (empty)

having si.\ sills of 5 in. Iiy 9 in. section. The strains cov-

ered are: Dead weight, assumed to be 1,000 lb. per lineal

foot of car; buffing shock, assumed to be 100,000 lb., applied

8 in. below tlie neutral axis of the sills.

The liending moment in an empty car, due to the dead

load is downward between the bolsters, but the combined

moment resulting from the dead load and buffing shocks is

upward throughout the sills and the truss rods perform no

iof Gravify^

-J .

^

165]^ -^I.65Y-

^•^l«X 2 ;i J

j_
W/M/MMm vM////////////'A-^ -

OS

Line of Buffli-Kj i o ^
~Vl^8.?5"

•

f'\ of Coupler

<iF5 To ( ol Coupler-''

T"
Frg. 7

work. The following is a ty])ical example covering a draft

arm problem:

Consider the section over center line of bolster. (See Fig. 7.)

Coupler = 5 in. by 7 in. shank.
Draft gear = 2 cl-^ss G springs or 60.720 lb.

Buffing force = 250,000 lb.

Distance between line of buffing and center line of coupler —
(Resistance of gear \

I I

250,000 /
(60,720 \

1 1= 3.41 in.

250,000 /
A li AR D AD= i I

\\"eb plate—2 X .63 in. by
9.0 in 11.34 4.5 51.03 1.54 26.88 78.55 103.43

Top chord—2 X 1.0 in. by
I.S in 3.0 8.25 24.75 5.29 83.94 .56 84.50

I'.oli chord -2 by 7.62 in.

by 0.88 in 13.41 .44 5.9 2.J2 85.15 8S.15

Total 27.75 81.68 273.08

.\ = Area.
I! = Distance from base of section to center of gravity of each unit.

D = Dist;ince between center of gravity of section and center of gravity
of each unit.

i ~ Moment of inertia of each unit about its center of gravity.
I =- Moment of inertia of each unit about the base of the section.

AB 81.68
Center of gravity of section above base = = ~ 2.96 in.

A 27.75

The distance between line of buffing and center of gravity of the section,
ur tile eccentricity, is equal to 6.2S in. — 3_41 in. + 2.96 in. = 5.8 in.

273.08
Section mocUilur =; = 51.62

5.29

(The section inoduliis is taken about the center of gravity of tlie upper
fl.-tnge.)

1 eccentricity 1 5.8
M. C. n, ratio = 1

= 1 = 0.149
A Section modulus 27.75 . 51.62

The M. C. B. requirements for this ratio are .15 or less.

The average safe allowable bending moment for six 5-in.

by 9-in. (45 "x 6=270 sq. in.) yellow pine sills is 4,S6,000 in.

II). The maximum bending moment over the bolster (being

the comljined moment of dead load and 100,000 lli. Iniffing

shock) is 981,500 in. lb., or about double the safe load. Hy
examining Fig. 6 it will be noted that the sill support will

have to extend somewhat lieyond .i ft. inside of the liolster

iis tlie strain curve crosses the 486.l)0(l-in.-lb. limit at a dis-

tance of ji ft. 1 1 in. Another point to be accounted for is
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the fact that in practically all cases sills break over the bol-

ster, the point of maximum intensity, and if the draft sills are

extended behind the bolster it is possible to form a substan-

tial connection with bolts and tie plates.

Where wooden and steel sills are to operate in unison, and

this should be considered for buffing shocks, it is necessary to

provide a cross sectional area of steel equal to one- fourth of

that in the wood. For instance, with the center and interme-

diate sills located very closely together an area of 4 x 5 in. x

9 in. = 180 sq. in. is obtained and 180 ^ 4 = 45 sq. in.

of steel will be required. A continuous draft sill of these

proportions would weigh more than 150 lb. per lineal foot or

add considerable more than 5,000 lb. to the original weight

of the car, it would not be self supporting and the bending

moment due to the dead load of the empty car would be in-

creased. A built-up type of crosstie would have to be de-

signed in order to allow the draft sills to be continuous and

the bolsters would have to be re-designed if the buffing shock

was to be applied normal to the neutral axis of the draft sills.

The reasoning is a little crude in form, but it explains in a

large measure, the very satisfactory performance of such ap-

plication of reinforcement, as compared with a continuous

metal member from end to end of the car.

HOT BOXES REDUCED BY FOLLOWING
INSTRUCTIONS*

BY J. C. MENDLER
Foreman, Avis Yard, New York Central, Jersey Shore, Pa.

Hot boxes may be eliminated to a great extent if oilers

are thoroughly familiar with and follow instructions as to

the care and lubrication of journal boxes.

Mechanical defects may be responsible to a certain extent

for hot boxes; these defects, however, are not the result of

faulty design, but are due to careless preparation prior to

application of wheels and bearings, and can readily be elim-

inated by the exercise of a little care.

The principal cause of hot-boxes is improper placing and
care of packing. In all cases a roll or twist of waste which

has been dipped in oil and thoroughly drained should be

placed in the rear of the box. The balance of the packing

should be fed under the bottom of the journal and forced

into place so that it rises along the sides to the center line of

the journal. In placing packing, all pressure should be ex-

erted under the journal, as this insures a firm mediiun of

lubrication at the bottom and will force the sides into proper

position. The packing along the sides of the journal should

extend forward to the inside of the collar of the journal. A
loose piece of waste having no connection with the remainder

of the packing should be placed in front of the box, rising

not more than )j-inch on the collar and slightly tapering

toward the front of the box to assist in holding the packing

on the sides in place. Care must be taken that the packing

is firmly placed; if loosely placed it will settle away from

the journal and lubrication will cease when the car is in

service.

The packing in each box should be inspected at the ter-

minal yards to determine if it is properly placed. The natural

tendency of packing is to move toward the front of the box,

hence the oiler should insert the packing iron along the sides

of the box to determine if the packing has worked away from

the rear. If the rear of the box is not properly protected by

.
packing, the oil when brought to a running heat will be lost.

The oiler can remedy this defect by placing the packing iron

under the journal and forcing the packing back into place.

Packing which has been in use for some time and which

may have been subjected to heat has a tendency to become

dry and glazed where it has been in contact with the journal.

•Entered in the Hot Box Competition which closed October I, 1916.

When this condition is found the packing should be removed

and fresh packing substituted.

Another cause of journals heating is the presence of strands

of waste which work under the bearing and become firmly

lodged, wiping the journal dry and preventing lubrication.

This can be prevented liy removing the surplus packing

which rises above the center line of the journal. Some roads

are apparently packing boxes with the idea tliat the maximum
amount of packing means the maximum amount of lubrica-

tion. This is a fallacy and a bad practice, as the packing

which rises above the center line of the journal is a source of

danger; when the bearing rises slightly under running and
switching shocks these high strands have an opportunity of

getting under the bearings.

Another cause of hot-boxes is the false idea of economy

so generally prevalent relative to the number of men neces-

sary to handle oiling properly. As an example, a recent ar-

ticle in the Railway Mechanical Engineer suggests a force of

ten car inspectors and four oilers in a yard where from 1,200

to 1,500 cars are handled in 24 hours. A reversal of these

figures would undoubtedly give better results in reducing the

number of hot boxes.

Last, but not least, a considerable number of hot boxes

are due to improper attention on the part of the supervision.

Too often, the man in charge is prone to entertain the idea

that car oiling is not sufficiently important to occupy much of

his time and attention and can be slighted in favor of more
pressing duties. Instructions, charts, etc., are furnished the

car oiler, but these things are often confusing to the man
with the packing iron. A practical demonstration as to the

proper method of packing a box, and how and where to look

for defects in the packing, and how to remedy these defects

when found, given by the man in charge to the man who per-

forms the work, should and will work wonders in the elimi-

nation of hot boxes.

CARELESSNESS AND IGNORANCE RE-
SPONSIBLE FOR HOT BOXES*

BY W. H. HICKOK
Traveling Car lospector, Delaware & Hudson, Watervliet, N. V.

One of the greatest problems that the railroads have to

solve today is that of hot boxes, especially in freight service.

To overcome and reduce hot boxes on freight cars to a mini-

mum, we must first have competent instructors as well as com-
petent oilers and box packers—men who will follow instruc-

tions and not slight their work.

At the interchange yard every box cover should be ra-sed,

and condition of packing carefully examined. This can be

done by the inspector stirring up the packing with his pack-

ing iron. He should next examine the condition of the brass

for end wear, and see if the babbitt has moved or is hanging
on the side of the brass, preventing the oil from getting under
the bearing; also for any other defect which can be seen

by looking into the front end of the box. By doing this,

broken brass and wedge, brass having too much end wear,

or wedge out of place can be corrected, and in the majority of

cases will prevent a hot box. If the car oiler finds the brass

and wedge in good condition, packing clean and not cut up,

he should work up the packing with his iron, taking care

that the packing does not come above the center line of the

journals, running all the way back. If packing is found dry,

apply a little free oil on the rising side of the journal. When
the oiler has finished, box covers should be closed and only

those left open that require the boxes to be pulled and re-

packed by the box men.
Foremen in charge should see that the proper box covers

are applied by the light repairmen when missing. There is

not enough attention given to missing covers. When left off

•Entered in the Hot Box Competition which closed October 1, 1916.
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die packing becomes gritty very quickly, hinders the flow of

oil and often works up under the bearing, causing friction.

The inspector must see tliat the lading on open cars is prop-

erly distributed, not too much on one bearing. If journals

are running e.xtra warm on a loaded car the inspector should

ascertain the amount of lading the car is earning. Station

agents can also help by preventing shippers from overloading

cars.

A great deal of trouble can be overcome at the repair track

bv having all boxes carefully inspected for l)roken brasses

and wedges, and all boxes pulled, unless the\ have Ijcen

packed recently. Boxes should be cleaned of all grit and

the cut up and dirty packing shaken out. re-applying that

which is in good condition. Boxes should be [jacked as fol-

lows: A handful of packing, rolled and twisted into the form

of a rope should be inserted in tlie back of the Ijox to act as a

dustguard. The box should then be filled !« working the

packing up to the center line of the journal, the centering

hole in the end of the axle serving as a guide for height.

Care should be taken to keep the packing inside the journal

collar, and not pack the box too tightl)'. A handful of pack-

ing should then be placed in front of the journal as a wedge

to keep the packing on the sides in place. This has no con-

nection with the ]jacking on the sides or beneath the journal.

No loose ends of packing should be left hanging out of the

box to act as syphons in drawing the oil out of the box. The
box must not be filled aljove the center line of the journal,

as packing above that point is liable to be caught and drawn

in between the journal and the bearing, producing friction.

Packing at this point keeps the oil from feeding under the

bearing.

It is important when applying wheels to see that the jour-

nals are thoroughly cleaned before applying the bearing, and

a little oil rublied over the surface of the babbitt. Special

attention should be given to the fitting of the bearing on the

journal, for an uneven bearing soon causes friction.

The maintenance of dustguards is also of great importance.

When properly fitted, they prevent a great deal of dust and

grit from getting into the rear end of the box. It is equally

important to keep the trucks square. This prevents the bear-

ing from Ijinding on the journal, resulting in a hot box.

It often happens that hot boxes are caused not from the

lack of knowledge of these facts, but from mere carelessness

on the part of tlie men doing the work. If more care were

taken and these suggestions followed out, the proljlera of hot

boxes would soon be overcome, or at least reduced to a

minimum.

WHY NOT HAVE CAR DEPARTMENT
APPRENTICES?*
BY GEORGE A. MARLOW

Foreman, Pennsylvania Railroad. Kane, Pa.

'Who ever heard of serving an apprenticeship in the car

department?" was a question asked of me not long since Ijy

an engine house foreman. Having been a car department

employee during my entire railroad career it naturally set me
thinking.

Young men are being trained in locomotive work, machine

shop practice, electric lighting, railway signaling and what

not. But the car w'ork has been lost sight of. except on occa-

sions when a car man uses "bad judgment" or makes a

mistake in the application of that set of complications called

the il. C. B. rules. Then the car man comes to the front, is

disciplined with a reprimand, suspension or possibly dis-

missal, for an offense of which he is entirely ignorant. What
is done to prevent a recurrence of "bad judgment." or mis-

takes? Well, we all do aljout the same thing—give the car

man a lecture on what he ought to know, and what he ought

to do. and try to inject a little "l>ep" into the department in

general, after which matters apjiear to run more smoothly

for a time. However, the old roadbed is easier to run on

than the new and before long tlie men are back again to

their easy going methods. And why? The answer is; "Who
ever heard of serving an apprenticeship in the car depart-

ment?" If all railroads would liegin today to use as much
care in employing and educating young men for the car de-

partment as they do for their other departments, they would

not be bothered with the car man "w'ho didn't know."'

There are various opinions as to the exact place where a

car apprentice should begin, and through what cliannels the

bne of ad\ancement should he. May I suggest the following

schedule:
FlR.'iT Year (Entirely in Yard)

Three months as a car ciler.

Three months as a car repairman on running re[>airs.

Three months as a car repairman on yard rei)air traclf.

Three months as an air brake repairman.

Immediately upon being employed the man should be en-

rolled as a pupil of the educational department; the courses

for the first year to be as follows: .\rithmetic. simple lessons

in car construction, geometrical drawing, first year air brake

instructions and United States Safety Appliance standards.

Examinations should be prepared once each week under the

supervision of the foreman of the car department. The ap-

prentice should also be furnished with the M. C. B. Rules

of Interchange, M. C. B. Rules for Loading Materials and

the Instructions for Loading Explosives and Inflammable

.\rticles.

Following is the proposed schedule for the second year:

Second Year
Three months as a car inspector in the yards (interchange yards

if possible).
One month as a passenger car cleaner.
Two months as a passenger car repairman (running repairs).

Three months as a pa^sei-ger car light repairman.
Three months as a planing mill hand.

The educational department during this year should fur-

ni.sh courses in: Mechanical drawing, mathematics, electric

car lighting, air brake instructions, interpretations of the

M. C. B. Code of Rules and further instructions in United

States Safety Appliance standards. Examinations should be

conducted as in the first year.

The third year should include the following:

Third Year
Kour months as a car repairman on wooden cars.

Three months as a car repairman on steel cars.

One month as an air brake repairman.
One month as a car painter and stenciler.

One month as a piece work insi*ector (after completion).
Two months as an M. C. B. billing clerk.

The instruction to be furni.shed by the educational depart-

ment during this year should include mechanical drawing

(including all clas.ses of car construction), air brake instruc-

tions, mathematics and general instructions in the various

books of rules.

That would ])ossibly enable us to handle the new men.
but what are we going to do with the old men? I feel that

the old axiom "\ man is never too old to learn" is quite

fitting in this case. The old men can be educated along

simjile lines, making them more efficient than at present and
enaliling them to fulfill their various duties until such time

as the railroad might give them an easier 1)erth in which to

finish their railroad careers.

* Entered in the .Aprrcntice Competition of the Chief Interchange Car
Inspectors' and Car Foremen's .Association and presented at the annual
......nantinn I n^..> n -.1,^1 i.; 1 ^A f~l..Vnl,sr ) A ..•..t C lOIA

Steel C.aks.—In its ability to produce war orders com-
pletely within its own plant, the Nova Scotia Steel & Coal

Company occupies a unique position. Out of the many thou-

sands of cars built in .'\merica, in the past year for the Rus-
sian Government, that com])any, with its order for 2,000 cars,

is probably the only builder which mined the ore, fabricated

the material and delivered the cars in .\siatic Russia without

calling in the aid of any other concern, either for raw material,

the manufacturing or the transportation.

—

Compressed Air

Magazine.



Passenger Car Foundation Brake Rigging*
A Discussion of the Defects Found in the Gear for the

Single Shoe Brakes When Applied to Heavy Equipment

BY WALTER V. TURNER
Assistant Manager, Westinghouse Air Brake Company

THE foundation brake rigf!ing has an important bearing

on the matter of train control. The advantages of im-

proved types of air-controlling devices can be realized

only in minor degree unless im|3rovements Ije made in the

foundation brake gear, which today is the weakest link in ef-

ficiency in the whole air brake system. The first and essential

requisite of foundation brake rigging is that it be designed with

due regard to the strength, rigidity, and arrangement which
will alwajs maintain the proper volume proportions between

the brake cylinder and auxiliary reservoir; that is to say, it

must provide a piston travel constant as nearly as possible un-

der all variations in cylinder pressure. Also, it should not ap-

ply to the wheels unbalanced lateral pressures so great as to

force the journal out from under its bearing, causing journal

troubles, and to cause excessive l:)inding between journal boxes

and pedestal jaws, thereby permitting a shifting of weight

from one p;ur of wheels to another, due to irregularities in

the track surface, and causing wheel sliding. Suitable truck

design cannot be dissociated from these requirements for

adequate brake rigging.

The single-shoe-per-wheel type of foundation rigfing in such

prevalent use meets none of these requirements. The lack of

mitted liy the just-mentioned spring suspension, pulls the shoe

down into the dotted position, and this cumulative effect on

each wheel results in the false piston travel RS. The opera-

tion of the automatic slack adjuster returns point 5 and, of

course, point R tow'ards point 7" until distance TS equals the

setting of the slack adjuster. This reduces distance R2 and,

therefore, the brake shoe clearance for release position until

in many cases 7^2" actually becomes zero. Point T represents

the release position of the piston and point 7^ that piston

position where the shoes first come against the wheels. That
is, there is very much reduced shoe clearance, or none what-

ever, with the single-shoe type of brake rigging. And drag-

ging shoes mean highly increased train resistances, with the

corresponding reduction in motive power capacity, increase

in fuel and water (or electric power) consum|)tion, and shocks

due to the necessity for "taking the slack" in order to get a

train under way.

The ])oint very difficult for many to grasp, when this action

of the automatic slack adjuster is explained (and they im-
mediatel)- suggest dispensing with the adjuster altogether)

is that without the adjuster point 5 might go out so far that

the brake piston w'ould strike the non-pressure cylinder head.

Fig. 1—Relative Positions of Brake Rigging with Light and with Fuil Service Applications

proper brake c)linder volume proportion maintained by this

single-shoe type of rigging is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. In

Fig. 1 the position of rods, levers, truck frame, and shoes,

shown in full lines, are those for the cylinder pressure (about 5

lb.) necessar)- to just bring the brake shoes against the wheels.

The dotted lines show corresponding positions when tlie cyl-

inder pressure has been built up to some value appreciably

higher, such as that for a full service application. The dif-

ference in piston travel which this variation in C)linder pres-

sure makes is represented b}- the distance R.S on the center

line of the cylinder. This is false piston travel. The pulling

down of the truck frame and other parts from the full line

to the dotted line positions is caused by the brake shoes being

hung at a point on the wheel considerably below the horizontal

center line and being hung from tlie truck frame, w'hich is

separated from the journal boxes and the wheels by the usual

truck springs. The braking force being applied along the

pull rod t)H (note the No. i pair of wheels for lettering) gives

a tangential component OA at the brake shoe, which, per-

" Taken from a pai-t-r on Vital Relation of Train Control to the Value
of Steam Lnd Klectric Railway Pioperties. prLSented before The Franklin
Institute.

.\nd this it would do imless careful and repeated manual
adjustments were made—adjustments almost impossible to

accomplish in the comparatively minor degree required under
present conditions. Jloreover, such adjustments would merely
dujilicate in a laborious way the work of the present slack ad-

juster, and this remedy would provide no betterment whatever.

The only "fault" the automatic slack adjuster has is that of

revealing the evil of false piston travel and the necessity for

striking at the fundamental cause in order to effect a cure.

.\lso, in this same connection, it is well to mention that the

slack adjuster should take up about one thirty-second of an
inch only for each operation instead of the full distance the

piston travels beyond the adjuster setting. Otherwise, where
the full overtravel is taken up with one adjuster operation,

an unusually high cylinder pressure, such as obtained in

emergenc)-, would cau^e the shoes to grip the wheels, with the

air exhausted from tht cylinder, to such an extent that the
car could not be moved it all.

The distance RT represents the piston travel for light

brake pipe reductions, and, as before pointed out. short piston
travel means correspondingly high cylinder pressures and,
therefore, severe shocks in long trains, due to serial brake
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action. What tliis false piston travel means in the way of

giving high cylinder pressures for a light brake pipe reduc-

tion at just the time when they are not wanted is shown in

Fig. 2. When high pressures are desired heavier Ijrake pipe

reductions can readily be made, but if Ue.xibility is to be had
it is indispensable tliat the brake installation permit obtain-

ing light cylinder pressures as well as heavy ones.

Piston travel, where the type of rigging permits it to var)-,

is a function of the time or duration of brake application, as

well as of the cylinder pressure. For a condition of 4 in.

false piston travel, as shown in Fig. 2, dotted curve .1, in the

upper figure, represents more nearly what the variation in

travel with cylinder pressure would he lor an actual brake

application, for the piston travel will not lengthen out imme-
diately. It takes a certain period of time for the jolting of

the cars and trucks to assist the brake shoes to pull down
on the wheel treads, as illustrated in Fig. 1 and thereby

lengthen the piston travel. This is significant, because the

shocks occur in the early stages of a brake application. Curve

B in the lower figure shows what the condition portrayed by

curve A means in the way of high cvlinder pressures for

light brake pipe reductions. At the point (6 lb. brake pipe

reduction) where the brake with the ideal condition of no
false piston travel whatever is just starting to become effec-

tive, the single-shoe brake rigging with 4 in. false piston

Curiae /? (uilttcd) trpr^scijts

o condition of ^' fylsc piston

irorti more nearly as if occurs

in actual practice^ because
ttiere piston trv<iel is a Hjncf'On

of tir)e OS men as of preisore.

'S* cylinder pressure re^o/red

to tane up s/ocit m ri^ina^ ^
fjacc imke shoes a^msl

the hihe els.

Curve B corresponds

'j^y\ to Curve rf aOove.

j<^ \ Curve C IS a cnaracteristic of
•^r ffje '3nike Cylinder Ftessurc

Ifeaulafar ' mth any condition

Jjf^d _^<>' f^essunE - (o' F-PT)

4^^ 5* OS noted fi^e

of false piston

travel.

Fig.

16 10 io ^^ ^J <f6

2— Effect of False Piston Travei on Cyiinder Pressure

travel has about 21 lb. c>-linder pressure, as shown by curve

B. Is there any wonder that shocks occur in the long pas-

senger trains of to-day? It is necessary to make at least a

6 or 7 lb. brake pipe reduction in order to insure that all

triple valves apply and that sufficient differential may be set

up to release them wlien desired. In the attempt to put the

brakes on lightly and avoid shocks, insufficient reductions

are made, with the inevitalde result of stuck brakes.

All these things may be summed up in the following:

In modem hea\'j' passenger train service, the single-shoe

t\pe of foundation brake gear with inherent false piston travel

is responsible for:

1. Rough handling of trains in:

(o) Starting—violent "taking of slack" necessary to get train

under way.

(^fr) Slowing down,
(c) Stopping.

2. Inability to "make the time" because of:

(fl) Hard pulling train—due to dragging brake shoes and stuck

brakes.

(6) Long-drawn-out stops
—"dribbling on" brakes in attempt to

avoid shocks.

(c) Delays due to hot journah, stuck brakts and flat wheels.

3. Unwarranted expense in:

(fl) Excessive fuel and water consumption.

tfc) Reduced capacity of locomotive.

(c) Slid flat wheels due t^o shocks, stuck brakes, and shifting oi

weight from one pair of wheels to another,

(d) Damage arising from shocks, even causing break-tn-twos,

{«) Hot journals.

(/) Burned brake shoes and brake heads.

Obviously, the way to cure these troubles is not to dally

with the effects, but to strike back to the underlying causes
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Fig, 3.—Resultant Forces on Wheel with Single Shoe and Ciasp

Brakes

by applying a suitably designed foundation brake gear of

the two-shoe-per-wheel or "clasp" type. The part the single-

shoe brake plays in giving journal trouble, and the remedy
the clasp brake affords is illustrated by Fig. 3. It proves

that the clasp brake should be employed whenever it is neces-

sary to e.xceed a braking ratio of 100 per cent for either

emergency or service applications. And if the point is taken

as here established for the failure of the single-shoe brake

to be "equal to the job," the need for the clasp brake on
account of the overloaded brake shoe will have been cared for

long before it arises.

In summing up, it may be said that a well-designed clasp-

brake rigging eliminates the single-shoe brake evils above
scheduled as no other device can possibly do. A more direct

comparison may be drawn up between the single shoe and
clasp t>-pes of brake gear by saying that with the clasp brake

\X is possible to have:

1. Shorter stops in emergency, due to reduced brake shoe duty.
2. Reduced brake shoe wear.

Reduced brake shoe maintenance
No brake shoe dragging—reduced train resistances.

Longer trains handled with less Ius«; of time, using same motive
equipment.
Fewer delays.

7. Smoother stops.

8. More accurate stops.

9. Fewer slid flat wheels.
10. Fewer stuck brakes.

11. Fewer hot journal bearings.

3.

•).

5.

power
6.



i Shop Practice
MASTER PAINTERS TELL OF BENEFITS
FROM CONVENTION ATTENDANCE

Three members of the Master Car and Locomotive Paint-

ers' Association entered letters in the competition for the best

expression as to the benefits derived from convention attend-

ance. They are as follows

:

BY c. E. COPP*
Foreman Painter, Billerica Shops, Boston & Maine, North Biiierica, Mass,

The Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association is

a mechanical department organization junior only to the

Master Car Builders' Association. If experience is anything

to qualify a man to speak on the benefits derived from mem-
bership in it it seems as if I might be qualified, for the con-

vention at Atlantic City last September was my twenty-fourth

without a break. This is enough to get the run of things

and average up a fellow as a fair sample, for I have been a

constant attendant upon the sessions and president of four

conventions.

Specific instances of improvement, however, are wanted.

It is difficult to particularize in this matter. I can say that

I am an entirely different man from what I was before I be-

gan to meet with my fellow workers in annual convention.

Then I tliought I knew all that was worth knowing, and it

was hard to teach me anything more or better than I knew.

Now I fully realize that there are scores in this broad land

among the various railroads who have been up against just

as hard problems as I have, if not harder, and are qualified

to teach me many things in my line. Conventions, at least

put a man of sense in a receptive mood. If they do not do
this he is a hard-shelled egotist and a hopeless case, and had
better stay at home, or take a vacation where he can catch

fish, for no man can catch ideas at a convention in that

frame of mind.

Associations are for the mutual improvement of their mem-
bers; and the con\'entions are where they meet for the inter-

change of ideas. There should be nothing selfish about this.

The man who is teachable is apt to teach others. If he
meets with his fellows for what he can absorb without impart-

ing anything, he is indeed selfish. On the contrary, if he
goes to the meeting bent on hammering his ideas into others

and not manifesting a desire to receive and put into practice

some of the things he hears, he is an egotist of the first mag-
nitude, to be shunned as such by all who know him.

One who is new at attending conventions might put his

finger on the very thing that helped him. but another who
has been in the school for many years and has heard all

subjects tlireshed out, not only once but many times, finds it

hard to jump U]t and shout the commendations of any one
or two things that benefited him most. A new scholar readilv

finds a new-found joy, but one old enough to graduate can
speak only of the general good the school has imparted to

him. It is much the same with association membership and
conventions, I fancy. The benefits come surely enough, and
arc imparted to the company employing him, if it cannot be
specified and figured up in dollars and cents. He is broader,
tnorc energetic, more efficient, for he feels no longer like one

"Mr. Copp was awarded third prize.

of "the dumb driven cattle, but a hero in the strife." He
gets out of ruts and gets into new ways of seeing and doing

things,

I remember years ago galvanized iron entered largely into

deck construction of passenger equipment, and I supposed

there could be no better coating for this troublesome material

than white lead and oil paint, but it got brittle and scaled so

quickly that it puzzled me and it remained for John A, Putz

of the Wisconsin Central, long since passed away, to

straighten me out in this matter at one of our conventions,

by saying that there was no better primer for galvanized iron

than a good outside car finishing varnish. I tried it and be-

came convinced.

Many other things I could relate if I could recall them. I

once got the notion firmly embedded in m\' head, and wrote

a convention paper upon it, that the exteriors of passenger

equipment could be finished in enamel exclusively, but it took

"Jim" Gohen, formerly of the Big Four, to give me a rude

shock and right me up by an address in which he concluded

by saying, in substance, "Boys, there's nothing like varnish

for finishing passenger equipment exteriors, though you may
well treat decks, trucks and steps with enamel." And I was
not long in seeing the wisdom of this statement, though re-

luctant to be convinced at the time. This is important at the

present time because a method of finishing cars to the ex-

clusion of clear varnish is being widely championed and ad-

vertised.

BY J. W. GIBBONS
General Foreman, Locomotive Painters, .\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

Topeka. Kan.

Prior to joining the Master Painters' Association my spare

time was devoted to a study of the political affairs of our
country, or given to the promotion of the fraternal societies of

which I was a member, and_my vacations were spent in at-

tending the conventions of these societies. I have no desire

to detract from the good that these organizations are doing,

and, in fact, they should be credited with giving me an ex-

perience in dealing with men and in the handling of busi-

ness in legislative bodies, that has been of great material

benefit to me. but the study of the problems which were in-

volved in these conventions diverted my mind away from,

or at least took the time from the technical study of, materials

and methods used in my own business.

In the Master Painters' Association I met men of wide ex-

perience, who not only had the practical but also the tech-

nical knowledge of materials which go to make s;ood paint or

varnish. The opportunity of meeting and interchang'n"

ideas with these men as to working conditions and materials

was. in itself, a great advantage, but affiliation with this as-

sociation also concentrated my thoughts on the study of the

business in which I was engaged.

I was only a member a short time when a subject was as-

signed to me on whicli to prepare a paper for presentation

at the Ottawa convention. Beins: a believer of the old saying

that anything worth ilo'nu i"^ worth dninc well. I studied the

uhject assigned to me from all ;'nales: the result must have
been satisfactorv for mv next assignment was to the chair-

manship of the Test Committee. It was with a great deal of

hesitancy that I accepted this position, but I set to work and
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studied paint materiLils. not only from a practical standpoint,

but also from the cliemical point of view. (Let me state right

here that no matter how much experience from a practical

standpoint a man may have, a knowledge of the rudiments

of the chemistry of paints will be of great benefit to him and

the company he ser\es). This led me to the reading of

papers and magazines devoted to the discussion of paint

from the technical as well as the practical standpoint. Thus
equipped the result of my work as chairman of the Test Com-
mittee of the Ma.ster Car and Locomotive Painters' Associa-

tion for the past three years speaks for itself.

As to the benefits to a member in an association of this

kind, I would say that it lies within himself to derive much
or little. If he attends the meetings and listens to the dis-

cussions only, he will secure information that will be of as-

sistance; if he attends the sessions regularly and participates

in the deliates he not only secures information but acquires

practice that gives him confidence in himself and his ideas.

I want to emphasize this statement as many men in rail-

road work have splendid ideas but lack the confidence in

themselves to express them.

Last, but not least, are the friendships I have formed

which have not only given me great pleasure liut have liroad-

ened my view of life itself.

The Ijenefit to my employer lies in the fact that the com-

pany now has an emplo\'ee whose mind and reading has been

concentrated upon his work and the increased efficiency

acquired by these studies and interchange of ideas with men
who are in the same line of work. The company also re-

ceives the benefit of the increased protection to its property

through the knowledge acquired by the tests which are made
under the auspices of this association.

BY N. J. WATTS
Foreman Engine Painting Department, Nashville. Chattanoojta A St. Louia,

Nashville, Tenn.

Havmg had the pleasure of attending the Master Car and

Locomotive Painters' Convention for a number of jears I am
able to state from experience that it is to the benefit of the

railroad to send the foreman painters to the meetings.

As a rule too little consideration is given to the painting

department (and especially the engine painting) by the

management.

By attending the Master Painters" Convention and dis-

cussing the problems and hearing them discussed by men
who have kept abreast of the times I have been greatly bene-

fited and have been able in many ways to use the ideas for

the benefit of my emplo)er. I remember at the first of the

conventions I attended (Niagara Falls, 1909) I talked with

a number of engine ]5ainters in regard to the methods and
the material they used and found that my company was us-

ing more expensive material and getting no better results than

was being obtained by others with a much cheaper material.

I suggested to my company that we trj' it; the result was

satisfactor}- and we have used it for several years, thereby

saving a consideraljle amount of money. This is only one

of many ways in which the association meetings have been

a help and benefit to me, and through me to the railroad. I

believe if the railroad officers would take a personal interest

in these meetings it would lie of incalculable lienefit. I re-

member that at our meeting in Denver, Col., the superin-

tendent of the Denver & Rio Grande met with us and ad-

dressed the meeting and how much it was appreciated. (Kind

of a "reciprocity feeling," don't you know.)

Then, too, if the officials would make use of the different

committees of the association it would be another source of

help to both. For instance, the Committee on Information

could be of great benefit to superintendents in solving doubt-

ful points. The Test Committee is also of great importance.

All who attend the convention are enabled through this com-
mittee to see different materials demonstrated, good and bad.

This means tlie foreman painter can see what is best on the

market, learn prices, etc., and by advising with his superin-

tendent or purchasing agent save the company much time,

money and trouble.

And last, l<ut by no means least, not only has the foreman
and the company he represents Ijeen benefited by the knowl-

edge he has gained, but he has had a pleasant outing that

has enthused into him new life and new ambition.

PURIFYING SHOP DRINKING WATER

General Forem

BY W. S. WHITFORO
n, Chicago & North Western, Milwaukee, Wis.

.\t the .sho|)s of the Chicago & North Western in Milwau-
kee, Wis., lake water is used for drinking purposes. There
arc times wlien this water is not suitable for drinking with-

out purification and the health officers have ordered that it

lie boiled. The arrangement shown in the illustration was
devised to do this and it has been giving entire satisfaction.

It consi.^ts of a 20-gallon tank set above two 50-gallon bar-

rels, which rest on an ice box. The lake water is fed into

the 20-gallon tank and it is boiled by passing steam through

a roil located in the tank, as shown. The process of filling

the tank is as follows: The 20-gallon tank is first filled

with water and the steam turned on to boil it, valves 1 and 2

being closed. The water will be boiled enough in three min-
utes time to kill all the germs. The 20-gallon tank is then

emptied into cither of the 50-gallon barrels and the process

continued until the barrels are full. When one has bec'i

yEscape Sfeam

Arrangement for Purifying Drinking Water

emptied—the left one, for instiince—the water is Ijoiled

with valves 1 and 2 closed. Valve 3 is also closed and the

system is fed through valve 4 from the right hand liarrel.

The left hand barrel is then filled with boiled water through

valve 1 . The apparatus is set just outside of the roundhouse,

completely enclosed and it takes ..iO minutes every morning
and evening to give the neccssan- supply of water. Every-

thing is covered so nothing can get into the water and it is

always ice cold after it has traveled through the coils of the

pipe in the icebox. .\X the right of the illustration is shown
the bubbler drinking fountain and a tap for drawing off

the sterlized water for the enginemen's jugs.

.Anthracite Coal.—The reports for the year 1915 show
that 88,995,061 short tons of Pennsylvania anthracite were

mined.



Electrical Equipment Repair Shops
Description of the Facilities for the New Haven at

Van Nest, N. Y., for Handling Electrical Rolling Stock

THE Xcw Vurk, Xew Hawn &; Hartford now operates

over 100 electric locomotives, 27 motor cars and 76

trailers and the repairs to this equipment are made
at the Van Nest shops, located on the outskirts of New York
City. These are the largest and best equipped plants ever

built for the maintenance of heavy traction electrical equip-

ment. In addition to doing general repair work, motors

and wheels on freight and switching locomotives are changed,

and heavy repairs are made in case of damage due to acci-

dents. Passenger locomotive motors and wheels, however,

are usually changed at Stamford, Conn., when such work is

necessary between overhaul periods. Both Stamford and
Oak Point, New York City, have facilities for inspection and
light repairs to electrical equipment, and none of this work
is done at ^'an Nest.

The machine shop facilities at \"an Nest are taken ad-

vantage of in the manufacture of various small parts used

Dipping

House
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hydraulic press is used for pushing out armature shafts,

quills, commutators, compressing laminations, etc.

TESTING Kin'II'MENT

The apparatus for testing air brake ecjuipment, located

on the manufacturing balcony, is one of the features of the

Van Nest shop equipment. There are three separate outfits,

two of which are shown in Fig. 4. The large rack shown
in Fig. 4, contains train line pipes, hose couplings and equip-

ment equal to that of a six-car train. This may be di\ided

into three separate parts, each part with its engineer's valve

as used on a motor car, freight locomotive or passenger loco-

motive, connected to distriljuting valves from the same equip-

ment. A standard yard testing outfit is connected to the

rack to represent the train line conditions for a 100-car train.

This rack is u.sed for special tests, and with it any condi-

tions of air brake operation encountered on the road ma\'

be duplicated in making a test. There is also a standard

A transformer, motor generator and switchboard, on the

ground floor, are provided to obtain any voltage, a.c. or d.c,

required for testing the control equipment, air compressors

and other apparatus.

SH01> E(3UIPMEXr

Two bO-ton Niles cranes serve the erecting bay and there

is one 30-ton crane in the heavy machine aisle. These cranes

are all equipped with both main and auxiliary hoists. There

are three drop pit tracks in the erecting shop, served 1>y a

transfer pit with a narrow gage track and suitable trucks.

.\ hydraulic plunger is located under each track, and equip-

ment is jirovided so that work ma\- be done in all three pits

at the same time. Dropping out axles is accomplished as in

.steam railroad shops, but special equipment is required to

handle the geared motors, whicli are removed from below

after tlie drivers arc dropped out. \\ ith this equipment, a

passenger locomotive motor and driving axle can be changed

Fig. 2—General View of Erecting Shop for Electjical Equipment

M. C. B. rack shown at the left in Fig. 4 for testing di.stribut-

ing valves.

Another large rack is used for testing pneumatic signal

valves, and contains apparatus corresponding to a 10-car

passenger train. For testing and adjusting feed valves and
reducing valves, special equijiment is provided to determine

the accuracy of adjustment and sensitiveness of these valves.

Compressor governors are adjusted when mounted at tlie

most unfavorable angle for operation, making doubly sure

that they will operate when placed upright in the locomo-
tives. On the M. C. li. rack there is an adjustable differen-

tial valve used for determining the friction of and testing for

leakage around the pistons in the distriljuting valves or

triple valves.

The air brake department tests and repairs equipment sent

in from any point on the electrified zone, in addition to that

taken from locomotives or cars Ijeing overhauled in the shop.

in an liour and forty-trve minutes; a freight locomotive with

geared motors requires a slightly longer time. Fig. 5 shows
the method of removing a passenger locomotive axle with its

motor.

Large machine tools include a 90-in. Pond wheel latlie, a

96-in. boring mill, a 60-in. engine lathe, 42-in. wheel lathe,

two planers, several other large lathes, a milling machine,

l}orijig tools, etc., and a Newton cold saw. Besides the .lOO-

ton armature press before described, there is a 600-ton hori-

zontal wlieel press. In the blacksmith shop are a large

steam liammcr, a forging machine and a double punch and
shear for heavy sheet metal.

Two small storage battery motor trucks are used for trans-

portation between the shops, storehouse, lye vat house, black-

smith shop and scrap yard. The varnish tank for dipping

armatures and fields is located outside the main shops, to

avoid risk of fire. There are two tanks, connected by an
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underground pipe with provision for drainnge frcm one tank

to the other in case of fire.

ilost of the welding and cutting in the shops is done

by the oxy-acetylene process. The shop and inspection shed

are provided with a piping system, having taps at convenient

points, for oxygen and acetylene, for which the feed tanks

Fig. 3—Crane Hooks for Lifting Locomotive Cab

are located in a separate building. The shop is also wired

with special lines for electric welding. Power is supplied

from a 400-ampere Ridgway welding generator operating

at about 90 volts, driven by an induction motor. Three weld-

ing circuits may be operated at once and there is a separate

Fig. 4—Air Bral<e Testing Racl<s

bank of resistors for

board.

each circuit, behind the main switch-

SHOP ORGANIZATION

in the shops, including the complete locomotives or motor
cars, any equipment removed for repairs, and all parts made
in the manufacturing department.

The shop specialist or tool e.\i)ert has general charge of
design and changes of all shop tools, templets, jigs, dies,

etc. Interchangeability and efficiency of tools are promoted

by liaving but one man in charge of this work. It is his duty

also to sugge.st improvements and short cuts in the various

shop operations.

The general foreman, besides having general charge of the

shop, has particular charge of the work on electrical equip-

ment. .\ foreman of electrical construction looks after all

\\iring on locomotives and cars, and Jiays particular atten-

tion to overhaul work, while the assistant electrical foreman
superintends running repairs made in the inspection shed.

An assistant general foreman reports to the general foreman
and has charge of mechanical department work, The electric

A chief inspector, general foreman, and shop specialist

report to the superintendent of shops. The chief inspector

and his assistants attend to the inspection of all work done

Fig. 5— Dropping an Axle and (Victor from a Passenger Locomotive

welding and gas welding work is done under the direction of

the pipe fitter leader.

APPRENTICES

Two-year and four-year courses are given to men training

in the shops. The special apprentice or two-year course is

designed for technical graduates, and includes general train-

ing in botli mechanical and electrical work. These men may
also be called on for work at other points or on the road.

The regular four-year apprenticeship course at Van Nest
includes two general classes, mechanical and electrical; the

iiiechanical is subdivided into blacksmith, sheet metal and
tool maker courses, in which the apprentices put in the full

time on .specialized work, and the general electrical course,

in which is included three months' electrical work, machine
shop, assembly, erection, etc., in the different parts of the

shop. The electrical apprentice is given experience in all
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electricul work done in the shop, including armuture winding,

and in addition spends three months at mechanical work,

principally in the machine shop.

MAKING "STICKERS"
BY HARVEY DEWITT WOLCO.MB

Railroad shops have been hit harder than any other class

of industrial plants during the past two years, when work-

men have been in such great demand for the production of

munitions. To make matters worse, the railroads have done

a record breaking business, which, in many cases, has com-

pelled them to increase their forces. Under such conditions

to lose their best workmen—those mechanics who, because

of their skill, are in demand wherever they go—is a very

costly experience.

However, with all its handicaps, many good men could be

retained in the railroad shop if the foremen would use a

little comtiion sense in their methods of dealing with the men.

Bill Mead's experience is by no means an uncommon one.

Bill was a typical "boomer" machinist. For ten years he

had worked in many shops, generally riding into a town on

the "bumpers" and staying only long enough to make a "stake"

before moving on wherever his fancy directed.

Bill was the victim of genuine hard luck, which had forced

him into the life of a "boomer." At one time he had been

a good citizen, holding a job in a large railroad shop, but

misfortune had come to him, first through the loss of his wife,

who was killed in a runaway accident. Although this was

a severe blow, Bill did not give up his home, but devoted

himself to the bringing up of his little daughter. About one

year later his daughter died. Having no other near relatives,

he gave up, and began to drift here and there in an effort to

forget his troubles. At first he became a hard drinker, but

as this gave him no relief he gradually gave up this bad habit.

After about 10 years of drifting about he made up his mind

to settle down and begin all over again. Coming into a large

terminal one day last fall, he decided to get a job in the shops

and make a man of himself. He hunted up the office of the

general foreman, who hired all the workmen, and stated his

desire to secure work. He proved by his answers to all the

questions asked that he really knew his trade, and as the shop

was ver\- much in need of workmen at that time, all the ar-

rangements were quickly made and Bill had a job. After

the "regular routine had been completed, Bill turned to the

general foreman and asked him to recommend, or at least

direct him, to a respectable boarding house. He was a

stranger in town, and was anxious to secure the right kind

of boarding quarters.

"What the h—1 do you take me for?" angrily asked the

general foreman. "Do you think I am going to give you a

jol) and then take \ou home to keep, too? I have all the

troubles I can tend to right out here in the shop without run-

ning all around town looking up boarding houses for every

bum who comes along."

Bill finally found a boarding house himself, and proved

that he was a first class machinist. However, he didn't

stay long, for his first impression had not been ver>- pleasant

and he felt an aversion for the shop.

One day he laid off a half day and took a train to a small

town aljout 20 miles away, where there w^as a large manu-

facturing plant. On asking for employment at this place,

one of the first questions asked him was whether he had as

yet secured boarding quarters. The clerk, who was makmg

out his empIo\Tnent papers, spoke to his superior about a

boarding place, and you can imagine Bill's surprise when

the superintendent of the plant was summoned to take Bill

out in his automobile to look at several boarding places.

Thev were gone less than 30 minutes, but Bill had had a

chance to studv the superintendent and found him to be ever\'

inch a man. the first dav of the following week Bill started

to work in that facton.-. He has since been promoted to a

foremanship.

Take the case of Tom Jonps. Here was a man who had
failed in business, and who hajj been a first class mechanic
before he took up a business caieer. As soon as he lost his

business he turned again to his 'trade as a means of earning

a living for his family. As he was too proud to remain in

the town where he had failed, he went to a railroad town not

far away and applied for work. The shops being short of

workmen, he was tjuickl)- hired, Ijut when he asked the gen-

eral foreman about the schools, stores, houses and other simi-

lar matters which he wanted to know aljout for the benefit

of his family, he was very much surprised to have the general

foreman reply that he was no book of information and would
be d—d if he would look up any infomiation like that. With
this kind of an answer, Jones picked up his grip and went

to the next town, where there was a large manufacturing plant.

Here the superintendent's chief clerk took him out to look

at houses, took liim out to the high school, where he met and
talked with the superintendent of schools—in fact, spent

nearly half a day with him. Jones is working in that factory

to-day. His value to the plant has been demonstrated several

times by labor-saving devices which he has worked out, and
for which the management has paid him extra. It now seems

probable tliat the next superintendent of that plant will be a

man by the name of" Tom Jones—a man who has more than

proved his worth to an industrial corporation, but whom the

railroad company lost simpi)' through the narrow-minded-

ness of a man performing a most important function—the

hiring of men. K Jones was lost, may not many other good
men have been turned away or have drifted away because of

the actions of this same foreman?

Go into almost any railroad shop and one will not

find the atmosphere of "brotherly love" which shoulil

really exist. There is the case of Bill Smith. Smith
was a fine workman but had one serious fault. He
drank. He was an old timer in the shop and becaijse of hfs

unusual skill had always been taken back after his sprees.

Not long ago he applied to the general foreman for an in-

crease of one cent an hour in his w'ages. He was curtly turned

down with the remark that the compan)' was not increasing

the wages of "bums." Shortly after this, the superintendent

of a large factor)- in the same town met him and asked him
if he would like to try a job in the factory. "What will you
pay me?" asked Smith. ""\\'ell, I'll tell you just how it is,"

replied the factory superintendent. "We know that you drink

too much; if you take a job w-ith us and continue to drink,

you will onl\' lie worth 40 cents an hour to us, but if you will

cut out the drink you will be worth 70 cents an hour." Smith

has "'cut out" the drink and apparently his reform is perma-

nent. The railroad has lost a good workman and the factory

has gained one.

.\t another large shop it seemed almost impossible to hold

workmen. One incident is sufficient to indicate the reason

wh\' this was so. The master mechanic in charge at this point

was known as a "horse" for work and insisted that his men
must work just as hard as he did. Suddenly during one of

the severe cold spells in the winter, his roundhouse foreman

laid off, reporting sick. .Although this foreman had not

missed a day for nearly a year, the master mechanic was very

angry when after three days the foreman had not yet re-

turned to work. Just before leaving the shop that night he

sent a short note to the foreman's home. The note read:

"Get on the jol) to-morrow, or else get off." The next morn-

ing the note was returned by the foreman's wife with these

words written across one comer: "Mr. Smith, Master Me-
chanic: My husband died this morning at 2 o'clock.'' It is

not necessary to comment on the feelings of the foreman's

wife. However, if this situation had been handled as it

would have been in an industrial plant, the widow would not

have added to the difficulty of holding workmen at that point.
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by the recital of her husband's treatment in the time of

trouble. An industrial plant in the same locality has a reg-

ular sick committee which visits every^ workman on the second
day of his absence from work, and when one of the foremen
is sick, the superintendent himself makes a personal visit.

Here is another case. A "boomer" mechanic got into some
kind of trouble after working hours and was arrested. As
soon as this was found out, he was immediately shown out

of the service; for it was understood that "crooks" were not
wanted. Another factory manager who was anxious to secure

workmen heard of the case and interested himself in it. He
found out that the workman was in no way to blame for any
wrong doing, so he promptly went on his bail and gave him
a job. To-day this same "boomer" is a steady workman.
Just another case where the railroad overlooked the oppor-
tunity to secure a l)adly needed "sticker."

A master mechanic wanted a certain letter that had been
filed for some time. The regular file clerk had resigned to

accept a better job elsewhere and none of the office force could

locate the desired letter. The master mechanic was heard

to remark that \\'hen he got another satisfactory file clerk, he

wouldn't let the devil himself get that clerk away from him.

Shortly after this, he greeted one of his best mechanics, who
came into his office, as follows: "Well, what kick have you

got now? At the rate you come up here you must wear out

a lot of shoes, for vou are the most regulator visitor I have."

MODERN RAILWAY SHOP LIGHTING
An excellent example of adequate lighting facilities of rail-

way shops may be found in the main shop building of the

Ferguson, Ky., shops of the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas
Pacific. This building contains the erecting, boiler, machine,
blacksmith and pipe shops. The electric power system is 250
volts direct current. The old lighting system, which con-

sisted of 230-volt direct-current arc lamps suspended from
the columns and roof trusses, had proved unsatisfactory from
the standpoint of maintenance and efficiency and so was dis-

carded in favor of the high wattage incandescent lamp system.

The lamps for the new installation are not connected directly

across the 250-volt direct-current lines, but a three-wire bal-

ance set is installed to permit the use of 12S-volt lamps, as the

efficiency and reliability of these lamps are considerably better

than that of the 250-volt type.

ERECTING AND BOILER SHOPS

By referring to Fig. I, which shows a floor plan of the

main building, it will be seen that the erecting and boiler

shops are in one continuous bay, 466 ft. long by 78 ft. wide.

The bay is 49 ft. high from the floor to the bottom of the

roof trusses, and it is served by two traveling cranes the

tracks of which are .SI ft. above the floor. The lighting in

this bay consists of eleven 1,000-watt lamps (lights B—Fig.

- -

' TO pov«.Rnoust. »

Fig. 1—Floor Plan and Wiring Diagram of tlie Main Shop of the C, N. O. & T. P. Shops at Ferguson. Ky.

The master mechanic did not know what this man wanted,

but as he had asked for a few changes in his working condi-

tions not long before, assumed that he was there again on a

similar errand. This time, however, he had come to report

an idea for a labor saving device, which he had worked out.

After such a reception he took no further action in the matter.

Shortly afterward he left the service, and his idea is proving

its value in another plant.

The costliness of firing men has been brought out too many
times to require any discussion here. But is it not just as

costly to let men drift out of the service, or to discourage those

entering the service? The slight additional effort required to

put the human touch into the relations of the foreman and

workmen has been found to pay in industrial establishments

and on some railroads. It will pay the others just as well.

A New Heat Insulating Material.—Prof. R. C. Car-

penter, in the Sibley Journal of Engineering for December,

1916, reports the results of tests of balsa wood, Ochroma
Lagopus. This wood is of tropical origin, lighter than cork,

strong, elastic and a good heat insulator. After being treated,

balsa wood has been used for insulating refrigerating com-

partments of vessels and should be adapted to use in car

construction.

1 ) in deep fluted bowl reflectors, evenly spaced on the center

line, 44 ft. apart and suspended from the roof trusses at a

mounted height of 41 ft. above the floor. There are also

twenty-two 500-watt lamps (lights A—Fig. 1) in elliptical

angle reflectors on each side wall, or a total of 44 in the bay.

The elliptical reflectors are spaced 22 ft. apart and are set

at a mounted height of 40 ft. This height of installation

was necessary to avoid the shadows cast by the overhead

cranes. With poor reflector conditions, a current consumption
of 0.9 watt per sq. ft. gave an average intensity of 6J^ foot-

candles on a reference plane 3 ft. from the floor.

The appearance of this shop under night conditions is illus-

trated by the photograph. Fig. 2. It will be noted that there

is a remarkable absence of shadows, which demonstrates the

high illumination efficiency of the installation. The proper

illumination of such a building presents a most difficult prob-

lem because of the deep holes or spaces between the locomo-

tives. The illumination is particularly uniform between the

locomotives and around the wheel lathes in the foreground at

the right.

machine shop crane bay

As shown in Fig. 1, the machine shop crane bay is 26S

ft. long by 31 ft. wide; the distance from the floor to the bot-
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torn of the roof trusses is 26^ ft. and the aisle is served by
one traveling crane which operates on a track 20 ft. from
the floor.

The lighting installation consists of eleven 500-vvatt lamps
(lights D—Fig. 1) in deep fluted bowl reflectors suspended

from the roof trusses on the center line. The units are 22 ft.

apart and are suspended to give a mounting height of 25 ft.

from the floor. There are in addition twelve 100-watt lamps
(lights C—Fig. 1) in flat cone reflectors on each side of the

bay, or a total of twenty-four 100-watt units. The.se reflectors

are suspended under the crane track, are evenly spaced 22 ft.

apart and are installed to give a mounting height of 12 ft.

With approximately one watt per square foot this installation

gives an average illumination of seven foot candles. Fig.

3 shows the machine shop crane bay at night with artificial

illumination. There is hardly a shadow to be seen and all

parts of the shop stand out in clear relief. The photograph

shows the location of the various fixtures very clearly, especi-

ally those which are suspended from the crane track.

M.^CHINE SHOP M.UN B.AY

The machine shop main bay, as shown in Fig. 1, is 265

ft. long and 68 ft. wide, and the distance from the floor to

the bottom of the roof truss is 20 ft., or 6''2 ft. lower than the

machine shop crane bay just described.

A special condition was met in this shop which necessi-

Fig. 2—Night View of Erecting and Boiler Shop

tated a slight departure from the standard scheme of mount-

ing large units as high as possible. The machines in thi'<

sliop are Ijelt driven from overhead line shafts, so that in

order to avoid shadows the lamps were suspended lielow the

line of belting, as shown in Fig. 4. The lighting in this bay

consists of ninety-two 100-watt bowl frosted lamps (lights

E—Fig. 1 ) in shallow bowl reflectors arranged in four rows

of 2.3 lamps each The units are evenly spaced in rectangles

15 ft. by 11 ft. and are suspended from the roof trusses S(j

as to give a mounting height of 11 ft. With 0.6 watt jx-r

square foot, this arrangement gives an average illumination

of over five foot-candles on a reference plane o ft. above tht

floor.

The arrangement of circuits and lamps is .shown in the

lower left hand corner of the wiring diagram in Fig. 1 . Photo-

graphs showing night views of this shop are reproduced in

Fig. 4. It should be noted that the main line shafting over

the center of the aisle drives counter-shafts for machines on

both sides, so that horizontal belts from the center go lioth

w^ays; the photograph shows that the lighting units are low

enough to clear these horizontal belts so that they in no way

interfere with the illumination. Bowl frosted lamps were

used to minimize the glare which would otherwise Ije notice-

able friMii fiytures at such a low mounting height.

BLACKSMITH SHOP AND PIPE SHOP

The lighting installations in the blacksmith shop and pipe

shop in the main Iiuilding. and the offices and storerooms in

tlie otlier l>uildings, follow the same general scheme of over-

iiead ilUnnination which has just been described for the other

shops in the main building. The arrangement of circuits

and the location of units in both the pipe and blacksmith
shojis are shown on the wiring diagram in Fig 1. A daylight

Fig. 3

—

Machine Shop Crane Bay Under Its Own Illumination—Note
the Absence of Shadows

view of the blacksmith shop showing the location and relative

height of the lighting fi.xtures is shown in Fig. 5.

The type of fixture used throughout consists of a porce-

lain enameled steel reflector with a fitting tapped for direct

connection to J/j-in. rigid conduit, and each fixture is sus-

pended liy a standard suspension fitting and arc lamp hook
clamped to the overliead conduit s\stem. Such a suspension

enables the entire fixture to swing freelv in anv direction,

Fig, -Night View of tlie Main Bay of the Machine Shop

which prevents lireakage of the stem at tlie outlet Ijox in case

tlie fixture is struck Ijy a broken belt or handled roughly in

cleaning. The entire wiring sy.stem is installed in rigid iron

conduit and distributing panels are mounted in steel cabinets

located at convenient points about the shop.

WATCHMAN CIRCUITS

For the convenience of the watchman, and to avoid burning

an unnecessary number of lamps when the watchman goes

through the buildings or shops, three center lights in the
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erecting and boiler shops are provided. They give sufficient

illumination and take a minimum amount of current. In the

machine shop and blacksmith shop the eight lamps designated

on tlie diagram in Fig. 1 by double circles are on two special

watchman circuits, which are entirely separate from the main

circuits.

FIXTURE CLEANING

Nitrogen-filled tungsten lamps are used throughout the

main shop building. Figures showing the cost of main-

tenance of these units are not yet available as only a few

of tlie larger lamps have required renewal since they were in-

stalled eleven months ago. It has been found that the larger

reflectors located in the erecting shop, where the inounting is

very high, require cleaning only every 60 days, but the other

Fig. 5— Blacksmith Shop, Showing the Arrangement of the Lights

reflectors are cleaned ever\- two weeks. In this connection it

has been found that where a reflector is subjected to a cur-

rent of air caused by a belt, the dirt will deposit much more

rapidly than in other locations.

In considering the lighting installation in these shops, it is

worth)' of note that no drop cords whatever are used. Where

the general illumination is of sufficient intensity, drop cords

and extension lines are not necessary.

HOOKS FOR LIFTING DRIVING BOXES
The simple arrangement of links shown in the illustration

is used in lifting driving boxes and has proved far superior

to the arrangement of chains ordinarily used for that pur-

sH t-

Hook for Lifting Driving Boxes

pose. The device when made with the dimensions shown,

is adapted to lifting almost any size of driving box ordi-

narily encountered, but the dimensions can be varied to suit

the sizes of driving boxes and crane hooks.

RENEWING BOILER TUBES
BY DANIEL CLEARY

As 98 per cent of the boiler failures are caused by tulies

leaking, care must be taken when renewing them. With
proper workmanship a large percentage of these failures can

be reduced. When the tubes are taken out the hack and
front tube sheets should be straightened, so that only one or

two lengths of tubes will be required. The holes should be

rolled lightly in the back tulje sheet to break the scale around

tile tulje holes, so that with very little filing a clean tube hole

will be obtained.

The tube holes should be countersunk on both sides of

the back tube sheet with a rosebit countersink. This will

permit prossering the tubes without cutting them. The cop-

jjer ferrules should be prossered lightly in the tube holes.

The roller expander should not be used to fix the ferrules in

the sheets as this makes the copper hard and it will not fill in

the pitted places that are found on the tubes. A good

thickness for copper ferrules is .095 decimal gage copper.

Ferrules of heavier gage should be kept in stock to be used

when some of the tube holes become large and thus permit

using one size of swedging for the complete set of tubes.

The tubes should be swedged down to fit in tlie back tube

sheet with a driving fit—say with four or five blows of a

light backing hammer. The tulies should be set with 3/16-in.

extending outside of the sheet for beading. A mandrel should

be used to set the tul)es and they should be rolled with a

roller expander, good judgment being used not to roll them too

hard. If they are rolled by hand, a lever 12 in. long should be

used to pull the expander and the lever should slip through

the holes in the expander pin. A lever 18 in. to 24 in. long

should not be used as the power thus obtained will ruin the

tools as well as the tube sheet holes. Wlien the tubes are all

rolled they should be belled out for ])rossering and beading.

Care should be taken that the end of the tube left for beading

is turned over enough to allow the prosser expander to reach

through far enough so that the tube and the copper ferrule

will not he cut partly off. When the tubes are belled out

and prossered first there will be from % in. to 5/16 in.

left for the bead and it will require three different sized

beading tools for a complete set of tubes. One should be

all that is necessar)'.

Experience and tests have shown that when starting at

the bottom of the tube sheet to prosser and roll a set of tubes

that by the time all but the two or three rows from the top

flange are done, the tube holes in the top of the sheet and
at the comers will become out-of-round. Similarly if the

tubes are prossered and rolled from one side to the other

the holes on the far side are sometimes badly out-of-round.

This will cause cracked bridges and will always be trouble-

some. It is a good practice to roll 12 tubes, front and back,

on about 12-in. centers to hold the front and back tube sheets

in their proper positions. Where this is done no trouble

will be had with the length of the tubes provided they have

been cut to the proper length. The tubes should be rolled and
prossered in a diamond-shaped enclosure fir.st, then the tubes

in the bottom and top corners can then be rolled and pros-

sered. A long stroke pneumatic air hammer should not be

used on the two rows of tubes next to the tlange as it will

start cracks in the knuckle of the flange running out from
the tube holes. It will also injure patches. If the two out-

side rows are prossered with a Ijacking hammer there will

not l)e as many cracked tube hole bridges.

To make a first class tube setter,- select a young man w-ith

intelligence who is honest with his work. He should have
ex[)er:ence in rolling 10 or 15 sets of tuljes in front ends
and should have good practice using the pneumatic air ham-
mers. He should be instructed by a first class tube setter

on the first three or four sets of tubes he handles. He will

learn more kinks in the few days he is with a good instructor
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than he would learn in a year if he were turned loose to do
the best he knew how.

Don't allow the tubes to extend -'4 in. to one inch outside

of the front tube sheet. They are hard to roll and shim and
are very inconvenient for the machinist wlien he is putting

in the steam pipes. The tulies should extend outside of the

front tube sheet for only about ,' 4 in. and when rolled a

quick taper mandrel and pin should be used for all tubes.

This will give better holdinc: power to the tube sheet and it

EYE FORMING MACHINE
BY J. H. CHANCY

Foreman Black.smtth, Georgia Railroad, Augusta. Ga.

The machine shown in the illustration is used for bending
eyes on brake hangers of various descriptions, rake handles,

etc. It is made from bar iron and can be easily constructed

in most an)' shop. A brake cylinder is used to operate it, the

air being taken from the shop line. A crosshead on the end

Machine for Forming Eyes on Rods

will save Ijeading the tubes on the front tube sheet in high

pressure boilers.

The prosser is the liest tool to use when W(]rking old tubes

in roundhouses. .\ tube mandrel can also be used. The
calking should be done with a pneumatic hammer. The
beading tools should not lie allowed to become flat. They
should be kept in good condition so that they will keep the

bead raised up and compact. .-V roundhouse which has no
pneumatic hammer for beading the tubes should be furnished

with two prosser expanders, one for 'i-in. sheets and one for

^-in. sheets as a good many tube sheets become worn and

a prosser for yg-in. sheets is needed. A number of round-

houses use the tube roller, but where this is used the tubes

become weak after a short time and cause failures.

When tubes are removed from a boiler 1 2 of the tube holes

in the front tube sheet should be enlarged to 2 5/16 in. in

diameter where 2-in. tubes are used. This would enalile the

roundhouse boiler makers to take out the tubes easily when
necessary as tubes which have run for some months have a

heavy scale on them. A piece of 2'4-in. tube l}i in. long

will make a good Ijushing for the enlarged holes. A stretch

piece of 2-in. tube
1
J/^ in. long, large enough to go over the

2-in. tube, can also be used.

of the Lirake cylinder piston rod carries two arms, both of
which are attached to the crosshead by a single bolt, being
free to swing. The upper ann shown in the plan slides be-

tween a guide fixed in the frame of the machine and a former
which Ijends the rod in which the eye is to be made, around
a pin fixed in the bed of the machine. The lower arm then

comes in contact with the rod, completing the bend. This
arm slides on a guide fixed to the frame of the machine,
\\liicli is so formed at the further end as to make this ami
close the eye. The machine greatly expedites this class of
work.

Mixture of Acetylene and Oxy'gen for Welding.—
Theoretically 2J-4 volumes of oxygen are required for the com-
plete combustion of one volume of acetylene, but in practice

the best welding results are obtained with Ij/i volumes of

oxygen to one volume of acetylene. The flame at the burner

has in its center a small white cone, at the apex of which the

temperature is about 6,000 deg. F., and consists almost en-

tirely of CO, which is being converted at its extremity to CO^.—Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

.\d\'Antages of Electric Locomotives.—In a paper be-
fore the New England Railroad Club recently, W. R. Stine-

metz of tlie Westinghouse Electric &; Manufacturing Co.,

enumerated the advantages of electric locomotives as follows:

"It eliminates practically all standby losses, the turntable,

the delay at water tanks and coaling stations, and its avail-

aljility for service is much greater, while its maintenance
is considerabl)' lower. Its capacity is increased with cold

weather, while the reverse is true with the steam engine. Its

simplicity of control relieves the crew from many duties neces-

sary on a steam engine, and permits closer observation of

track and signals. VVhen properly designed, it is very much
easier riding and can have a more uniform distribution of

weights with less nosing and track pounding; all of which

features tend to lower track maintenance. The one great in-

herent advantage which the electric locomotive possesses is

its ability to concentrate large amounts of horsepower under

single control. This locomotive may he in one cab or may
be composed of semi-units permanently coupled together. It

may have as many motor-driven axles as track structures will

permit."
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AIR VALVE FACING MACHINE
In overhauling the valves of air compressors it is difficult

to file the tops of the valves exactly square when adjusting

for the valve lift. To take each valve to the lathe requires

considerable time, so hand work is often resorted to. The
inaccuracies resulting from this practice many times result

in the valves failing to give satisfactory service. With the

device shown in the illustration the work can be done at

the bench satisfactorily, thus saving time without sacrificing

accuracy.

The valves are held in position in the base of the tool,

1^2. } ^Brass

J ,, ,

V- % -I

Machine for Facing Air Vaives

which is shaped like the seats in the air valve cages. The
wings of the valve are held in slots, thus preventing their

turning while being faced. The Ijrass cap which fits over

the valve carries a disc reamer held in a brass feed screw.

By screwing the reamer down against the valves before

facing, and measuring the distance between the feed screw

and the cap the desired amount can lje removed from the

valve in one operation.

SPRING SUPPORT FOR PYROMETER
BY M. K.

Where pyrometers are used in lilacksmith shops to deter-

mine the heat of the furnaces, it is sometimes difficult to get

an accurate reading on account of the vibration caused by

working the heaN')' machines such as steam hammers. \'ari-

ous methods have lieen tried to overcome this, such as alter-

fMrfMi^^^^sm»

Concrete Base

Pyrometer

Te Springr

yWood

-Felf

Support for Pyrometers In the Smith Shop

nate layers of wood and felt, but tlie only one that has been

found to give satisfactory results is the arrangement shown

in the illustration. The support for the pyrometer consists

of a concrete base covered with a layer of felt and wood to

which is attached a spring as shown, which supports the

pyrometer. This .spring is made of o-16-in. round spring
steel. It is fastened to the wooden base by one lag screw and
to the pyrometer by two \'\-m. bolts. A back rest of wood
covered with felt serves as further support for the pyrometer.
This arrangement has been found to be entirely satisfactory

and tliere is no quivering of the indicator when the heavy
hammers are working.

TOOLS FOR TURNING AND THREADING
SMALL SCREWS
BY W. S. ANDERSON

In a shop not equipped with turret lathes, the turning and
threading of small screws is a ven,- slow and expensive oper-

ation. The drawings show two tool holders which have been
dcvclojied for making a ! ..-in. brass cap screw.

One of the holders is fitted with two self-hardening steel

bits and is used to turn the body of the screw. The dead

Die ihr 2 Sfd. Thread
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this kind are required, these tools are of great advantage.
Where the turning and threading is done in an engine lathe,

without the use of such special tools an experienced lathe
hand would find it difficult to turn out more than eight or

ten in an hour. \\'ith these tools a boy is able to turn out
about 20 in an hour.

RECLAIMING AIR COMPRESSOR
STUFFING BOXES

BY C. W. SCH.ANE

It is the general practice on nearly all railroads to scrap
air compressor stuiTing boxes when the threads are worn
slightly small, as a great deal of trouble is caused by the

packing nuts working off, unless the box is up to the standard
size. By the use of the roller expander illustrated below, the

stuffing boxes of either \\'estinghouse or New York air com-
pressor? may be reclaimed if the threads are worn small, but
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HEAVY SERVICE PLAIN GRINDING
MACHINE

'1 lie plain grinding machine shown in the illustration, built

by the Brown & Sharpe iNIanufacturing Company, Provi-

dence, R, I., embodies several improvements in design, chief

among which is the employment of quick change gear me-
chanisms in the drive for the work spindle and the table

traverse. This gives a smooth, positive drive, and permits

the speeds or feeds to be changed quickly. The application

of chain drive from the work spindle gear case to the jack

shaft and again in the head stock eliminates the slipping of

belts W'hen running at the low speeds necessary on work of

large diameter. The machines are designed to embody all

the power to the driving plate on the spindle. The pulley

A' drives the change gear mechanism controlling the table

traverse when the clutch P is engaged. The work spindle

and table may be stopped independently of the wheel and the

pump by the operation of the lever L.

The lever a and the index slide b control the quick cliange

gears. To obtain the desired speed the lever a is dropped,

the index slide b is moved to the desired speed, as indicated

on the plate above it, and the lever a, is again raised. A
plunger pin in the lever a locks the gears in position. The
lever c controls the fast and slow speed gears and other

change gears are operated relative to them.

The quick change gears for the table feed are operated in

a similar manner, the lever / controlling the fast and slow

Fig. 1. Plain Grinding IVlaclnine for Heavy Wori<

the features necessary in a plain grinding machine designed

for heavy work.

The power is transmitted from the countershaft to the

loose pulley B (Fig. 2) on the shaft .-1, which runs at a con-

stant speed, operating the work spindle, table traverse, and

pump. When the lever L is thrown over, causing the clutch

/' to engage with the pulley B. the pulley C which revolves

with the friction clutch P, drives the pulley D in the change

gear case. From the pulley D the power is transmitted

through the change gears and the chain G. to the jack shaft

/•' at the rear of the machine, and then to the overhead drum
from the pulley H. From the overhead drum a belt leads

til a pulley on a small jack shaft in the headstock and a re-

ilucing sprocket and chain in the ratio of 1 to 3 transmits

speeds, while the lever d and the index slide c govern the

other gear changes. l"he table may he traversed by hand
w'ith the handwheel g which can be disengaged when the

automatic feed is used. The operation of the reversing

mechanism is such that the machine nia\- be used for grind-

ing close to shoulders.

Tapers are ground by swivelling the taljle on a stud. A
.scale graduated to indicate the taper in inches per foot, in

degrees, and in percent is located at the end of the table to

facilitate setting for any taper.

The feed of the wheel is controlled from the front of the

machine either by hand or automatically and may be ad-

justed to give a feed varying from .00025 in. to .004 in. at

one or both reversals of the table. The table mav be loch;d

213
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positively against longitudinal feed and the wheel fed in

when grinding narrow surfaces. The wheel spindle runs in

self-alining bearings, and is constructed to support a heavy

wheel running at a high rate of speed. There are four wheel

spindle speeds, varj'ing from 1,000 to 1,700 r. p. m., which
are changed without removing the belt by loosening a lock

nut and changing a split pulley on the wheel spindle. Water

P/^/,7/,V/A',V,\

Fig. 2. Sectional Plan of Plain Grinding Machine

is forced to the wheel at the cutting point by the centrifugal

puni]) which, with the tank, is inside the bed of the ma-
chine, yet readily accessible. The pump is belted from the

pulley / on the shaft -4, and runs at a constant rate of speed,

irrespective of the speed of other parts of the machine.

This type of plain grinding machine is manufactured in

three sizes, of which the one shown in Fig. 1 is the largest.

It will accommodate work 10 in. in diameter and 72 in. in

length, while the next smaller size can be used on work 10 in.

in diameter and 48 in. long. The smallest size will take

work 8 in. in diameter and 36 in. in length.

JOURNAL BOX WASTE CHECK
The illustration shows a simple and effective device for

keeping the waste in journal boxes in position where it

belongs on the under side of the journal. It is made by

the Ideal Waste Check Company, Box 487, Philadelphia,

Pa. By its use the oil saturated waste plug which is ordi-

Journal Box Waste Check

narily used to hold the waste in position underneath the

journal, is eliminated and with it a source of hot box

troubles. This device is of simple construction, being made
of pressed steel with a wooden strip which bears against

the end of the axle. Its application does not interfere with

packing the journal box, nor does it have to be removed for

inspection of the journal. The waste packing can be ad-
justed w^ith the waste check in place, and it holds the waste
where it is most needed. Where this waste check is used
there is less liability of waste being removed from the jour-

nal boxes for lighting fires, etc., while cars are on sidings,

which is an item to be considered, as where this is done not

only is the waste lost, but the journal bearing suffers. With
the high cost of waste and oil, the use of this device will

save expense as less waste and oil will have to be used.

This device has been used on a number of railroads with

BOILER TUBE TESTING MACHINE
A new testing machine for subjecting boiler and other

tubing to internal hydrostatic pressure, has Ijeen placed on
the market recently by the Watson Stillman Company, New
York. The machine is designed to be used either with a
hand or power driven pump, so that it is adaptable to large

and small shops. The machine consists of a frame with two
rectangular tie bars, at one end of which is a stationary abut-

ment; at the other end there is a moving abutment in the

shape of a carriage mounted on rollers, which can t)e adjusted

to the length of the tubes to be tested and then secured to

the side frames by pins. A high pressure hydraulic pump
is used to provide the hydraulic pressure.

The tube to be tested is placed in the machine with one

end against the fixed abutment, the moving abutment is then

Ijrought to bear against the other end of the tube, and is

Boiler Tube Testing Machine

pinned to the frame. The tube is tlien made pressure tight

by turning the hand wheel. Two intermediate clamps oper-

ated by small hand wheels prevent the tube from buckling

while under pressure. The tube is filled from a water main,

overhead tank or l5_\" low pressure pump. A high pressure

liand or power pump is used to raise the pressure to the de-

sired test, as shown on the gage. A pan is provided under

the bed of the machine, to catch the waste water which will

serve also as a reservoir if a pump is used for the initial

filling.

The machine illustrated is designed to test boiler tubes up
to 4J-4 in. outside diameter to a pressure of 1,200 lb. per sq.

in. The minimum opening is 5 ft. and the maximum open-

ing 15 ft. The weight of the machine is 2,000 lb. Other

sizes to meet special recjuircments can be built, using the

same general design.

Exi'.ANSioN OF Ste.am Lines.—Expansion in a steam line

(L X 12) X (T^t)
mav be found li\- the rule, E =:

, where

150,000

E = the expansion in inches, L ^ the length of the line in

feet, which is multiplied by 12 to reduce to inches or {L X
12), 1= the temperature of the pipe when heated, / = the

original temperature of the pipe.

—

Power.
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TWENTY-INCH CRANK SHAPER
A shaping machine which has an actual stroke of 20^4 'n.

has recently been placed on the market by the Hendey Ma-
chine Company, Torrington, Conn. This machine has a

speed of ram ranging from 8 to 1 1 5 strokes per minute. The
table has a top face 16 in. by 20 in. and a side face of 16j4
in. by 15 in., and a horizontal travel of 24; i in. and a ver-

tical travel of 15 in. The vise is provided with a graduated
base and has an opening of lo in. It is held to the table by
four T-bolts. A lug is cast on the under side of the vise

to give it additional support when heavy cuts are taken.

The table has an adjustable bottom support which slides

on a channel-shaped track so arranged as to protect it from
the chips and dirt from the machine, which is liable to throw
the table out of alinement. It has a power cross feed giving

.008 to .200 in. feed per stroke.

The frame and base of the machine are cast in one piece.

An oil pan is provided on the inside of the base, which catches

all the drip from the bearings and keeps the floor surrounding

Hendey 20- Crank Shaper

belt. The machine is thrown in and out of gear by the long

horizontal lever shown at the side of the frame, which oper-

ates an expanding friction clutch of large diameter. The
shaper is back-geared, which with the four steps on the cone

gives eight speeds. When motor driven, an adjustable speed

motor of about five horsepower running from 400 to 1,200

r.p.m. can be used. The transmission from the motor to the

power shaft is by silent chain drive. The machine has a net

weight of 4,100 lb. and occupies a floor space of 54 in. by 92

in.

the machine clean. The bull gear liub is cast solid with the

frame, and it is amply proportioned to withstand all strains

arising from heavy cuts. The crank phi and crank pin block

are hardened and ground on the wearing surfaces, and the

crank pin block is Ijushed with a cast iron sleeve for the

crank pin bearing. The ways for the ram in the frame have

an angle of 50 deg. They are planed directly from the solid

metal. The gib is combined with the cap in one casting,

which makes it rigid, at the same time allowing for adjust-

ment in a horizontal direction. The ram bearing in the frame

is ll':! in. by 34 in. The ram can be set in any position

while the machine is in motion or idle, the length of the stroke

being shown on the index.

The cross feed mechanism is operated entirely at the end

of the cross rail. A dial with an indicator controls the amount

of feed, and it can be varied while the machine is in motion.

The ball lever at the top of the ram casting throws the feed

in or out and in either direction, and may be operated while

the machine is in motion. The tool head is bound to the head

of the ram bv a single screw. It is provided with a microm-

eter dial reading to thousands of an inch and is provided with

a power feed.

The machine may be operated either by belt or motor drive.

AVhen belt driven it is provided with a driving cone having

four steps. The driving cone shaft has an outboard bearing

in the end of the casting, which also forms a guard for the

HORIZONTAL BORING, MILLING AND
DRILLING MACHINE

A machine of unusual design for heavy boring, milling

and drilling is shown in the photograph. As will be noted in

Fig. 1, a motor is mounted on the main column for direct

motor drive and is connected to a main driving shaft running

vertically in the main column. A boring bar, together with

the necessary gearing and control is located in a saddle, and

the power is transmitted from the vertical drive shaft or

spindle in the saddle through a pair of friction cone clutches,

located at the back of the saddle, which makes it accessible

for adjustment.

This machine, designed by the Landis Tool Company of

Waynesboro. Pa., is equipped with rapid power traverse, in-

dependent of regular feeds, that will move the column at right

angles to the bed plate and also move the saddle up and

down on the column. The feed gearing is all contained in

the saddle. Horizontal travel of the boring bar is secured

bv w-hat is called a concentric screw feed feature. Worm

•kL. HhF

Fig. 1—View Showing IVIotor Drive on IVlain Column. Also Independ-
ent Column with Sliding Rest

tlireadwa}S have been cut in the end of the boring bar and
there is a clutch with a thread of similar form that can be

made to close about and catch on the threaded end of the

bar by means of one of the control levers on the outside of

the saddle. This feature eliminates the rack and pinion

drive with its consequent chattering.

The gear shifts shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are all of the en-

clo.sed, sliding transmission type, somewhat similar to the

transmission of an automobile. There are 12 changes of

speed and 12 changes of feed and a combination of these

changes gives a total of 144 actual feed speeds. Xo two
changes of gears can be engaged at the same time, thus elim-

inating any possibility of stripping the threads. The gears

and shifts are made of special heat-treated chrome-nickel

steel. The spindle is of high carbon hammered crucible steel
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and ground to secure correct alinement. A syphon oiling

system furnishes a continuous supply of oil to the bearings
in the saddle. .\ counterweight for tlie saddle operates in-

side of the column and out of the way of the operator.

An independent column is provided with a steady rest

j^gHI
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The side frames ure made of cast steel in channel sec-

tions. The journal box yokes are also of cast steel. The
trucks are designed to use either lateral motion or rigid

bolsters of standard design. The passenger and fast freight

trucks are provided with a triple elliptic spring under the

bolster and have a spring plank 22 in. wide by 6 in. deep.

The trucks for freight and switching service are of the same

design and construction as the passenger truck with the ex-

ception of the elliptical springs and the spring plank. In

this case the bolster is supported directly on the side frames.

ROD PACKING AND SWAB HOLDER
The Paxton-Mitchell Company, Omaha, Neb., has made

a slight change in its rod making, to insure the spring which

holds the packing segments against the rod being applied in

the proper manner. As shown in Fig. 1, a recess is formed

Paxton-MItchell Packing

locomotives are made of a material that will stand over 1,000

deg. F., and further, tliat the wear on the rod is no greater

than that with saturated steam packing.

This company has also developed a new air-cooled swab

holder that has been found to give especially good service.

It is shown in Fig. 2. It is made of brass and was designed

primarily for superheater locomotives where the high tem-

perature is liable to destroy the lubricating qualities of the

swab. The new holder has fins on the outside face as shown

in the illustration, which increases the radiating surface and

thus carries aw'ay the heat from the swab. Lugs cast on the

back of the holder provide a }i-m. air space between it and

the gland. This also assists in dissipating the heat. With

this swab holder on a superheater Mikado locomotive it has

lieen possible to keep the swab in use for two months with

satisfactory results.

in the outside of the packing segments for the spring, thereby

making it impossible to misapply them. The general form

of segments has not been changed and they operate the same

as before. It is claimed that the segments for superheater

HANNA PNEUMATIC RIVETING MA-
CHINE

In the illustration below is shown a new type of Hanna

pneumatic riveter sold by the Vulcan Engineering Sales

Company, Chicago, which is designed especially for opera-

tions where the space for the stationary die is limited. The

lower stake or nose is removable and can be shaped to what-

ever form is best adapted to the work lieing handled.

The mechanism is of the regulation Hanna type, which

Fig. 2

—

Swab Holder Designed Especially for Superheater
Locomotives

New Type of Hanna Riveter

emplo)'es a combination of toggle and lever movements of

the dies. This has the advantage of permitting a large open-

ing of the dies with a gradual increase in the amount of

pressure applied as the dies close until the desired amount

is secured, the pressure through the remainder of the stroke

remaining practically constant. As the rated maximum
pressure is exerted through a relatively large space, the neces-

sity for adjustment to take care of ordinary variations in

rivet length, diameter of hole or thickness of plate is done

away with after the machine has once been set.

This machine exerts a maximum pressure of 30 tons, and
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is adapted to driving :J4-in. rivets in structural work, or Yz-
in. rivets where steam tight joints are required. It has a
12-in. reach and 12-in. gap, with a die travel of 4 in. The
cylinder is 1014 in. in diameter. The machine is intended

to work with an air pressure of 100 lb. per square inch.

It is designed to be suspended from a crane and can be
balanced so that rivets can be driven at any angle. Vari-

ous sizes are built to meet the requirements of boiler, tank
and structural work.

SWANSON AUTOMATIC FLANGE
LUBRICATOR

A number of railroads in Colorado are now using a flange

lubricator which is manufactured by the Swanson Automatic
Flange Lubricator Company, Denver, Colo. The illustra-

tion shows the method of application. The body of the lubri-

cator is pivoted near the center to allow the feed shoes to

follow the lateral movement of the wheels. The reservoir

is filled at the end of each run with car oil, and the de\ace

will then require no attention over the division. The amount
of oil fed is regulated l.y a plunger in the feed shoe, which
is operated by the vibration of the wheel against it. When
the engine stops the feed of oil is practically shut off. If

Swanson Flange Lubricator Applied with Heater Pipes

it is desired to stop the flow of oil entirely this can be done

b)' closing a small valve near the outlet. Sediment spaces

are provided in the oil passages, and these can readily be

cleaned by removing plugs. A heater which utilizes steam

from the air pump e.xhaust is provided on each lubricator.

The feed shoe is the only part which is subjected to wear,

and it is claimed that the cost of replacement is very low.

This device has been applied to engines of various t\pes, and
can also be used on cars if desired.

\\".4R ScR-^P.—.\n article in a recent issue of the Com-
pressed Air Magazine calls attention in a striking manner to

the vast amount of steel which is Ijeing consumed in the raili-

tar)' operations of the warring European nations. Taking
the contested area in front of Verdun, and assuming that

an average of a million shells per week were used by each of

the opposing armies during the battle, which raged for some
30 weeks, a total of some 60,000.000 shells were thrown. On
the basis of an average weight per shell of 100 lb., this means
that a total of 3,000,000 tons of steel were thrown upon a

disputed area estimated to be about 100 s<j. miles, or 64.000

acres. Therefore, an average weight of steel of about 47 tons

is somewhere imder the surface of each acre of ground, which
may have a scrap value as high as S20 per ton.

ROLLER LOCK NUT
.\ new type of lock nut of unique construction has been

placed on tlie market recently. It has a small roller which

operates in the annular space on the outer face of the nut, be-

ing held in position by a band, as shown in the illustration.

This roller acts between the threads on the l>olt and against the

cam-shaped surface in the annular recess of the nut. It is cov-

ered by a tool steel retaining ring, part of which is cut away
in the illustration to show the construction of the nut. As
this nut is screwed on to the liolt. the roller will ride between

the tlireads, offering no resistance whatever. As the nut

turns in the opposite direction, however, the roller will jam
in between the threads and the cam in the nut, preventing it

from working off the Ijolt. To remove the nut, a sharp,

quick twist is given the nut Ijy an ordinary WTench. This

Roller Lock Nut

forces the roller o\er into the recess just ahead of the cam.

Witli the roller in this recess, the nut is easily removed.

.\s soon as the nut has been removed from the bolt the roller

returns to its original position and the nut is ready for re-

application.

The principal advantages of this type of lock nut are

that with any vibration or working in service it is free to

tighten up, but cannot turn back, and therefore tends to

liecome tighter with recurring vibration. The bolt to which
it is applied does not need to be an\' longer than one used

with an ordinary nut without a washer or nut lock. This
device has been in test service for a period of over two
years. Two railroads have made extensive trials of the nut
in track and on rolling stock. Tests are now in effect on the

New Haven, the New York Central, the Centrail Railroad

of New Jersey, the Pennsylvania, the Lehigh ^'alley and
the Erie. This lock nut is manufactured by the Roller Nut
Lock Company, New York.

Killed hy C.^rbok JIoxo.xide.—An instructive case of
doing things the way they ought not to be done was that of
a boiler maker and his helper at Goulburn, N. S. W. Ac-
cording to a report in the .\ustralian Mining Standard, they
entered the water tank of a locomotive tender through the
manliole, and as the weather was cold, they took a drum of

live coals with them. Some hours later both were found lying

dead at the bottom of the tank, having been killed by carbon
mono.xide.

—

Povjer.
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A large number of men in the shops of the Western Mary-
land at Ha^er^town, Md., struck last week for an increase

in pay.

The Lehigh Valley has made an advance of two cents an

hour in the pay of machinists, boilermakers and car repairers

at Hazleton, Weatherly, Mount Carmel and Delano. The
increases are in line with those recently made at Easton

and Sayre.

Following conferences with the management lasting sev-

eral weeks, 1,400 employees of the car repair department

of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois were granted an average

increase in wages of one and one-half cents an hour. The
advance is retroactive from January,!, 1917.

The Pittsburgh Railway Club is taking an active part in

helping the Pittsburgh Chapter of the American Red Cross

secure an enrollment of 25,000 members. In accordance

with a decision made at the meeting March 26 enrollment

blanks have been sent to all the club's members, and they

are now busily getting names for the Red Cross. J. Rogers-

Flannery is chairman of the Pittsburgh Chapter.

The United States Senate on February 13 voted against

increasing the postal rates on magazines and newspapers. An
amendment to the post office appropriation bill, making the

increase, was stricken out of the bill in the debate in the

Senate on February- 10, on a point of order; and later an
effort was made to secure its restoration, under suspension of

the rules of the Senate, but the effort failed. This, appar-
ently, settles the matter for the present session.

The shopmen's unions on 20 of the principal western

railroads have asked to have their pay increased 10 cents

an hour, and to have the workday reduced to eight hours.

These unions were granted an increase in pay, following the

219
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negotiation.* of la.*t autumn, and their day was reduced to

nine hours. An officer of the Rock Island lines says that

if the new demands are granted, the additional expense on
his lines will amount annually to nearly S.!.000,000.

Personal Mention

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
Tool Foremen's Association.—The 1917 convention of the

Railway Tool Foremen's Association will lie held in Chicago,
August ,iO to September 1, inclusive.

Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association.—The
1917 convention of the Chief Interchange Car Inspectors'

and Car Foremen's Association will be held in St. Louis,

Mo., September 25, 26 and 27.

The June Mechanical Conventions.—At the first assign-

ment of space for the Railway Supply Manufacturers' As-
sociation exhibit at Atlantic City, June 1.3 to 20, 70,000 sq.

ft. of space was assigned to 200 companies. This amoimt
is already almost as great as the total space used last year.

Several new exhibitors have taken space, a large number
of regular exhibitors have enlarged their booths and the

machine tool builders will have a large representation.

There is, therefore, every indication that the exhibit this

year will be a record-breaker. Several important improve-
ments have been made on the pier. Machinerx- Hall Exten-
sion has had a ceiling put in it, and the north side of the

Annex in front of the cottage has been fitted with glass

panels.

Tlie folfotoing list gizies names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings and places of meeting of mechanical associations:

Air Brake .Association.—F. M. Nellis, Room 3014, 165 Broadway, New
York City. Convention, May 1-4, 1917. Mempliis, Tenn.

-American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths* and Pipefitteiis'
.\SS0C1ATI0N.—O. E. Schlink. 485 W. Fifth St., Peru, Ind.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Kar-
pen Building, Chicago. Convention, June 13-15, 1917, Atlantic City,

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher, Belt
[Railway, Chicago. Convention, .\ugust 30, 31 and September 1. 1917.
Hotel Sherman. Chicago.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, tJniversity
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Pa.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Thirty-ninth St., New York.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Joseph A. Andreucetti,
C. & N. \V., Room 411, C. & N. W. Station, Chicago.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Chicago. Second Monday in month, except June, July and August,
Hotel La Salle. Chicago.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Cab Foremen's Association.—
W. R. McMunn, New York Central, Albany, N. Y. Convention,
September 25, 26 and 27. 1917. St. Louis, Mo.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—.\. L. Wood-
worth, C, H. & D., Lima, Ohio. Convention, August 21. l'J17. Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.

International Railway Fuel Associ.ation.—J. G. Crawford, S47 W. Jack-
son Blvd., Chicago. Convention, May, 1917, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's -Association.—William Hall,
1126 W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Convention, September 4-7,

Hotel Sherman. Chicago, 111.

Master Boilermakers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May 22-25, 1917, Richmond, Va.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Karpen Building, Chi-

cago. Convention, June 18-20, 1917. Atlantic City, N. J.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of U. S. and Canada.—

A. P. Dane, B. & M., Readine, Mas-, Convention, September 11.

1917, Hotel La Salle. Chicago.'
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association.—E. N. Frankenberger, 623 Bris-

bane Building. Buffalo. N*. V. Meetings, third Wednesday in month.
New York Telephone BIdg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio. Convention, May 21-23, 1917. Chicago. 111.

Traveling E.sgineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,

Cleveland. Ohio.

R. Pennington

GENERAL

H. R. Pk-V.\T-m;tiin has recently lieen appointed super-

visor of electrical equipment of the Rock Island Lines. His

duties in this position will cover the supervision of electrical

equipment in sho]is

and roundhouses, loco-

motive headlights, car

lighting and electric

and gas welding equip-

ment for the entire sys-

tem. Mr. Pennington

entered railway service

on the Frisco Lines at

Ft. Smith, Ark., in

1909. He was made
division electrician of

the Illinois division of

the Rock Island Lines

with headquarters at

Rock Island in July.

1910. He occupied

this position until May,
191.5, when he was pro-

moted to the position of

traveling electrical in-

spector for the system, the position which he occupied at the

time of his appointment above noted.

Amos 'Wilson has been appointed supervisor of fuel serv-

ice of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western with head-

quarters at Scranton, Pa., succeeding M. C. M. Hatch, re-

signed. Mr. Wilson

was born in England
in 1875, coming to

Duryea, Pa., in 1880.

JKher graduating from
the public schools he
was employed in and
around the Lacka-
wanna coal mines,

where he learned the

trade of mine machin-
ist. In 1899 he be-

came a fireman on the

Scranton division of

the Delaware, Lack-
awanna & Western

and in 1903 was pro-

moted to engineman on
the same division. In

February 1913, he was
appointed special in-
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structor in the motive power and equipment department, also

havinji charge of progressive examinations of tiremen, serv-

ing in that capacity until his recent appointment as super-

visor of fuel service.

T. H. H.^JMiLTON', heretofore master mechanic of the

Canadian Pacific, on the Trenton division, Ontario district

at Trenton, has been appointed assistant superintendent, with

office at Hovebck, succeeding E. J. Melrose, transferred.

I. C. Hicks, master mechanic of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe at San Bernardino, Cal., has been appointed me-
chanical superintendent of the western district of the Eastern

lines, at Topeka, Kan.

F. T. Huston, general car inspector of the Pennsylvania

Lines West of Pittsburgh, at Ft. Wayne, Ind., has been ap-

pointed assistant engineer of motive power, with headquarters

at Ft. Wayne.

D. P. Kellogg, superintendent of shops of the Southern

Pacific at Los Angeles, Cal., has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power at Sacramento, succeeding T. W.
Younger, resigned.

J. H. McGoFF, mechanical superintendent of the Eastern

lines of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at Topeka, Kan.,

has been transferred to Fort Madison, Iowa, as mechanical

superintendent of the eastern half of the Eastern lines, whicli

have been divided into two districts.

MASTER MECHANICS AND ROAD FOREMEN OF
ENGINES

A. G. Armstrong, master mechanic of the Arizona di-

vision of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Coast Lines, at

Needles, Cal., has been transferred as master mechanic to

the Los Angeles division, with headquarters at San Ber-

nardino, succeeding I. C. Hicks, promoted.

W. Y. Cherry, enginehouse foreman of the Pennsyl-

vania Lines West of Pittsburgh at .Allegheny, Pa., has been

appointed master mechanic of the Grand Rapids & Indiana,

with office at Grand Rapids, Mich.

J. W. Cuyler. master mechanic of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific at Armourdale, Kan., has been transferred

to Herington, Kan., as master mechanic of the Kansas di-

vision, succeeding R. J. McQuade, transferred.

George L. Ermstrom has been appointed road foreman

of engines on the Yellowstone division of the Northern

Pacific, with headquarters at Glendive, Mont.

F. H. H.ARDIN has been appointed master mechanic of the

Adirondack division of the New York Central, with head-

quarters at LItica, N. Y., succeeding C. F. Deaner, assigned

to other duties.

J. J. Karibo, master mechanic of the Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Chicago & St. Louis, with office at Mattoon, 111., has

been appointed master mechanic at Bellefontaine, Ohio, suc-

ceeding W. J. Frauendiener, resigned.

L. A. Mattimoke has been appointed master mechanic nf

the Arizona division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,

Coast Lines, with headquarters at Needles, Cal., succeeding

A. G. Armstrong, transferred.

D. J. McCrAiG, general foreman of the Grand Trunk, at

Ottawa, Ont, has been appointed acting master mechanic of

the Ontario lines, with headquarters at Toronto, succeeding

W. G. Sealy, assigned to other duties.

George Moth has been appointed division master me-
chanic of the Canadian Pacific, with office at Edmonton,
Alta., succeeding A, E. Dales, transferred.

T. H. RooMEY has been made fuel supervisor of the East-

ern division of the Texas & Pacific, with headquarters at

Marshall, Texas.

F. W. Rhiark, master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio
at Garret, Ind., has been appointed master mechanic at Cleve-

land, Ohio, succeeding J. F. Gethins.

A. RoESCH, acting master mechanic of the Colorado &
Southern, with office at Denver, Colo., has been appointed

master mechanic of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with
the same headquarters, succeeding J. M. Davis.

A. R. RriTER, general foreman of locomotives, Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, at Chicago, 111., has been appointed
master mechanic of the Kansas City Terminal and St. Louis
divisions, with headcjuarters at Armourdale, Kan., succeed-
ing J. W. Cuyler, transferred.

J. R. Steed has been appointed assistant supervisor of

fuel service of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, with
headquarters at Scranton, Pa.

CAR DEPARTMENT

J. M. Borrow dale, superintendent car department Illinois

Central, with headquarters at Chicago, 111., has resigned,

and the office will be aliolished temporarily.

SHOP AND ENGINEHOUSE

G. HicKEY, heretofore boiler shop foreman of the Grand
Trunk at Toronto, Ont., has been appointed general fore-

man at that point, succeeding E. Logan, resigned.

.A.RTHni W. ^McLean has been appointed general fore-

man of locomotives of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, at

Haile}^^^, Okla., succeeding Samuel Tolley, resigned.

J. D. MriR, heretofore locomotive foreman of the Cana-
dian Pacific at Winnipeg, Man., has been appointed gen-

eral foreman of the locomotive shops, at Vancouver, B. C,
.succeeding G. H. Reed, superannuated.

A. P. Nefe, general foreman of locomotives of the South-

ern Pacific at Los -\ngeles, Cal., has been appointed superin-

tendent of shops at Sacramento, Cal., succeeding O. B.

Schoenky, transferred.

PURCHASING AND STOREKEEPING

J. A. Best has Ijeen appointed acting purchasing agent

of the Atlanta & West Point and the Western Railway of

Alabama, with headquarters at Augusta, Ga., succeeding

Robert T. Pace, relieved to devote his time to other duties.

E. Langham, purchasing agent, of the Canadian Northern

for the lines west of Port .\rthur at Winnipeg, Man., has

been appointed general purchasing agent for the system with

office at Toronto, Ont. His former position, and that of

purchasing agent for the eastern lines have been abolished.

Robert T. P.ace, has been relieved of his duties as pur-
chasing agent of the Atlanta & West Point and the Western
Railway of Alabama, at his own request.

W. J. Sturgess, heretofore storekeeper of the Grand
Trunk Pacific at Transcona, Man., has been appointed acting

assistant purchasing agent at Winnipeg, Man., succeeding

A. H. Mulcahey, transferred temporarily to the Imperial

Munitions Board.

OBITUARY

Ch.arles B. .\cker, general car foreman of the Pittsburg,

Shawmut & Northern, died at his home in St. Marys, Pa.,

on February 21, 1Q17.

J. F. Keegan. superintendent of motive power of the

Grand Rapids & Indiana, at Grand Rapids, Mich., died on
March 9.

W. C. \\alz. division master mechanic of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy at Hannibal, Mo., died at that place

on March 23.
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W. S. Rugg

appointed maiuigi-r of the power division of the New York

office.

William T. Thompson, superintendent of the car depart-

ment of the Harlan & Hollingsworth Corporation, has been

made manager of the car department. Mr. Thompson has

been connected with tlie company for many years.

The Jerome-Edwards Metallic Packing Company, Chi-

cago, on" March 1, 1917, discontinued its offices in the Rail-

way Exchange building. Its general offices are now located

at the factory, J20-328 North May street, Chicago.

W. S. Rugg, formerly district manager of the New York

office of the" Westinghouse Electric Sc Manufacturing Com-

pany, has been appointed manager of the railway depart-

ment, with headquar-

ters at East Pitts-

burgh, succeeding

Charles S. Cook. Mr.

Rugg was born at

Broadhead, Wis., and

is a graduate of Cor-

nell University. His

connection with the

W'estinghouse company
dates back to the early

days when the com-

pany had its plant at

Garrison Alley in

Pittsburgh. He was
later transferred to the

Ciiicago office, and in

IQOl was again trans-

ferred to the New York
office as a special engi-

neer. In 1909 he be-

came district manager of the New York office, which posi-

tion he lias lield until this time. Mr. Rugg has been promi-

nently identified with the work of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, serving for a time as one of its man-
.agers.

Cyrus H. Loutrel, factory manager of the National Lock
Washer Company, Newark, N. J., for the past six years,

has been elected president of the company, to succeed the

late William C. Dodd, who died suddenly March 12.

C. E. White has recently been appointed Chicago branch

manager of the U. S. Light & Heat Corporation, Niagara

Falls, N. Y. Mr. White has for several years past been

manager of the Detroit Battery Company of Detroit.

H. A. Waldron, of the selling force of the H. W. Johns-

Manville Company's general railroad department, at Chi-

.cago, has resigned to become sales manager of the New
York office of the Stromberg Motor Devices Company.

Robert L. Arms, for several years connected with the sales

department of Manning, Maxwell & Moore, has become asso-

<:iated with the Shcrritt & Stoer Company, Inc., 603-604

Finance building, Philadelphia, as assistant to the general

manager.

At a recent meeting of the stockholders of Harrison

Brothers &: Co., Inc., of Philadelphia, the stockholders agreed

to accept an offer made by the Du Pont Company of Wil-

mington, Del., and the paint firm has become one of the

Du Pont's subsidiaries.

Ernest H. Weigman, formerly general supervisor of master

car builders' billing on the Atlantic Coast Line, with head-

quarters at Wilmington, N. C, has been appointed assistant

secretarj- of the Master Car Builders' Association, with office

in the Karpcn building, Chicago.

L. E. Hassman has been appointed representative in

southern territory for Brown & Co., Inc., of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

with headquarters at New Orleans. Mr. Hassman since

February, 1912, has represented the railroad department of

the H. W. Johns-ManviUe Company in New Orleans.

The De Laval Steam Turbine Company, Trenton, New-

Jersey, announces the opening of a district sales office in the

Smith Building at Seattle, Washington, in charge of William

Pullen. In addition to steam turli)ines, the company's prod-

ucts include helical reduction gears as well as pumps and

compressors of the centrifugal type.

J. L. Bacon has been appointed mechanical representative

of the Economy Devices Corporation in charge of eastern

territory, with headquarters in New York. For the previous

five years Mr. Bacon was employed in the mechanical de-

partment of the New York Central, and leaves that company

to take up his new duties.

Blake C. Hooper, district sales manager of the 0'Malle\-

Beare Valve Company, Chicago, 111., has resigned to become

the head of a department, which the Paul J. Kalman Com-
pany, St. Paul, Minn., has created to represent the Oxweld
Railroad Service Company, the Boss Nut Company and

the National Car Equipment Company.

Chas. P. Williams, who has been appointed western repre-

sentative at Chicago, for the railroad department of the West
Disinfecting Company, graduated from the Minneapolis,

Minn., high school in 1893 and immediately entered railway

service with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul as an ap-

prentice in the locomotive department at West Milwaukee,

Wis. He entered the railway suppl\- business as sales engi-

neer and eastern agent of the Chicago Railway Equipment

Company, with headquarters at New York City about eight

years ago. He was special representative at Chicago for

the National Lock Washer Company at tlie time his present

appointment became effective.

Paul Judson Myler, whose election as president of the

Canadian Westinghouse Company, Ltd., of Hamilton. On-
tario, Canada, was announced last month, was born in Pitts-

burgh, April 24, 1869.

He was educated in

the public schools of

Pittsburgh, graduating

from the Pittsburgh

Central High School.

He began his business

career as bookkeeper in

a Pittsljurgh produce

commission house. In
1886 he entered the

employ of the West-
ingliouse Air Brake

Company as bill clerk

in its Allegheny shops,

and advanced rapidly

through the several
liookkeeping and au-

diting positions of the

company. In 1896 he

was appointed secre-

tary of the Westinghouse Manufacturing Company, a cor-

poration then being organized with a capital of S500,000 to

do a general manufacturing business in Canada, at Hamil-

ton, (Dntario. In 1897 he was made secretary-treasurer. In

1903 the company was reorganized as the Canadian West-

ingliouse Companv, Ltd., capital 3;5.0OO.OOO, to take over the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Comjianx's electric

business and the air brake business of the Westinghouse

Manufacturing Company. Mr. Myler was made vice-presi-

dent and general manager in full charge of the \\'estinghouse

interests in Canada. Mr. Myler is also a director in a num-
ber of other financial and manufacturing companies.

p. J. Myler
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Hegeman, Jr.

THE NATIONAL RAILWAY APPLL\NCE COMPANY

In the March Railway Mechanical Engineer announce-

ment was made of the incorporation of the National Railway

.\ppliance Company for the purpose of selling; raihva\- sup-

plies, and to take over

the entire railroad de-

partment business of

the United States
Metal & Manufactur-

ing Company of New
York, The new com-

pany has temporary

offices at 165 Broad-

way, New York City,

but it will move about

April 1 to new offices

on the eighteenth floor

of the building at

50 East Fortyrsecond

street, New York.

The company's offi-

cers are as follows:

President, B. A. Hege-

man, Jr.; first vice-

president, Charles C. Castle; vice-president and treasurer

Harold A. Hegeman; assistant to president, F. C. Dunham

secretary and engineer,

Edward D. Hillman.

The company, as noted

previously, has estab-

lished a branch office

in the McCormick

building, Chicago, un-

der the immediate

management of Walter

H. Evans, and a

branch office in the

M u n s e y building,

Washington, D. C, un-

der the management of

J.
Turner Martyn.

Botli managers were

formerly connected

with the railroad de-

partment of the United

States Metal & Manu-
facturing Company.

Mr. B. A. Hegeman, Jr., president of the new company,

was formerly in the

railroad business. He
started in 1878 with

the Delaware, Lacka-

waima & Western, and

was at one time general

manager of the Lacka-

wanna Live Stock
Transportation Com-
pany. He left that

position to go into the

railway supply field as

eastern sales agent of

the American Car &
Foundry Company,

and in 1901 he was

selected as the presi-

dent of the United

States Metal & Manu-
facturing Company,
which position he has occupied for the past 16 years. Mr.

Hegeman is also vice-president of the New York & North

Shore Traction Company, vice-president of the Damascus

C. C. Castle

F. C. Dunham

H. A. Hegeman

Brake Beam Company of Cleveland, and president of the

Anglo-American Varnish Company of Newark, N. J. In

1914 he w-as president of the Railway Supply Manufacturers'

Association.

Charles C. Castle,

first vice-president of

the company, has been

in the supply business

for a long time. He
was for many years

vice-president of the

Hildreth Varnish
Company, and became
associated with the

United States Metal &
Manufacturing Com-
pany in 1910 as man-
ager of the railroad

department. He is vice-

president of the Anglo-

American Varnish
Company of Newark,
and secretary and treas-

urer of the Genesco

Cor])oration of Rochester, and was president of the Ameri-
can Electric Railway Manufacturers' .\s.sociation in 1911.

Harold A. Hegeman. vice-president and treasurer of the

company, has also been

connected w i t h the

United States Metal &
Manufacturing Com-
pany for the past nine

years as salesman, and
is well known tlirough-

out the New England
territory and New
York state a m o n g
steam and electric rail-

way officials.

F. C. Dunham, as-

sistant to the president,

has been with the

United States Metal S;

Manufacturing Com-
pany for the past !.?

years as special sales

agent, and during thai

period he has made a wide acquaintance among railroad

officials tlirough the promotion of the sales of the Dunham
lioj^per door device.

Edward D. Hillman, secretary and engineer, graduated

from Lehigh University in 1898, with the degree of mechan-
ical engineer. He was connected witli several manufacturing

concerns as engineer during the next four years, entering the

employ of tlie New York Central in Feliruary, 1902. From
1902 to 1905 he was in the motive power and rolling stock

department of the New York Central, going to the electrical

department in December, 1905, where he remained imtil

P'ebruary, 1906, when he entered the employ of the United

States Metal k Manufacturing Company as mechanical en-

gineer.

.\lbert Clark Stebbins, a vice-president of the Niles-

Bemcnt-I'ond Company, New York, died February 28 at his

liome in Plainfield, N. J., at the age of 7.5 years. He was

born in Monson, Mass., and in the year 1865 he became an

apprentice in the machine shop of Lucius W. Pond, Worces-

ter, Mass. He remained with that company during its

existence and with the organization of the Niles-Bement-

Pond Compan}' he was elected vice-president and manager

of the Pond Works.

E. D. Hillman
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J. Leonard Replogle, who, with his associates, recently
purchased control of the Wharton Steel Company, has been
elected chairman of tlie board. Other officials are: H. S.

Endsley, president and treasurer ; I. Townsend Burden, vice-
president; Ernest Hillman, vice-president: H. C. Wenner,
secretary, and F. B. Button, general superintendent.

J. G. Piatt

HUNT-SPILLER MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

J. G. Piatt, sales manager of the Hunt-Spiller Manufac-
turing Corporation, Boston, Mass., and Frank M. Wey-
mouth, assistant to president, have been elected vice-presi-

dents of the company.
Mr. Piatt has been

sales manager of the

Hunt-Spiller Manufac-
taring Corporation,

Boston, Mass., since

June 1, 1912. He was
born at Zanesville,

Ohio, February 1 1

,

1874. His parents

moved to Baltimore in

1879, and he was edu-

cated in the public

schools of that city.

He entered railway

service when he was
not quite IS years of

age as a messenger for

the Baltimore & Ohio
In January, 1890, he

became an apprentice

in the locomotive de-

partment of the same road, later entering the drafting room

as a locomotive draftsman in 1894. On Feliruary 1, 1901,

he was transferred to Newark, Ohio, as chief draftsman of

the Lines West, but on December 20, 1902, he left the Balti-

more & Ohio to accept

the position of assist-

ant to the master me-

chanic of the Erie at

Jersey City, N. J. He
was transferred to

Meadville, Pa., April,

1903, as engineer of

tests. On February 1,

1907, he left railway

service and became

master mechanic of the

Franklin branch of the

American Steel Foun-
dries, with which com-

pany he remained un-

til June 1 of the same

year, when he accepted

a position with the

Hunt-Spiller Manu-
facturing Corporation

as mechanical representative, later Iiecoming sales manager,

as noted above.

Mr. Weymouth was born in Boston, Januar)', 1873, and
was educated in the public schools of that city, after which
time, until 191,i, he held various positions in manufacturing
industries. In February, 1913, he accepted the position of

assistant to the president of the Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing
Corporation, and will continue in that capacity, in addition

to being vice-president.

E. D. Kilburn, manager of the power department of the

New York office of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Company, has been appointed district manager of

^, 1^, ^^

Weymouth

this office, to succeed W. S. Rugg. Mr. Kilburn is a grad-
uate of Cornell University. Immediately after leaving col-
lege he became identified with the Westinghouse Electric Sr

Manufacturing Company at East Pittsburgh.

A. H. Ackerman, formerly vice-president and general man-
ager of the United States Light & Heat Corporation, Niagara
Falls, N. Y., and C. C. Bradford, formerly sales manager
of the same company, announce the formation of the Brad-
ford-Ackerman Corporation, with offices in the Forty-Second
Street Building, New York, to represent various manufac-
turers of railway and electrical supplies for domestic and
export trade.

The Dodge Manufacturing Company, Mishawaka, Ind.,
announces the acquisition of properties and products of the
Oneida Steel Pulley Company and the Keystone Steel Pulley
Company of Oneida, N. Y. The Dodge Steel Pulley Cor-
poration was formed to control the two Oneida companies
and will be a subsidiary of the Dodge Manufacturing Com-
pany. The sale and distribution of products of the corpora-
tion will be under the supervision of the Dodge Saks &
Engineering Company, Mishawaka, Ind.

The Vanadium-Alloys Steel Company, of Pittsburgh and
Latrolie, Pa., announces that arrangements have been com-
pleted whereby the following firms will represent the com-
pany in the sale of its high speed steel and its allov and
carbon tool steel : E. T. Ward's Sons, Boston, Mass. ; George
Xash Company, New York and Chicago: Field S: Co., Inc.,

Philadelphia. A large .stock of high speed steel in the most
generally called for sizes will be carried at the various ware-
houses. These stocks are in addition to the stock carried by
the A'anadium-.'Mloys Steel Company at its mill at Latrob'e
and its Pittsburgh warehouse.

The JilcGraw Publishing Company, Inc., and the Hill
Publishing Company of New York have consolidated as the
McGraw-Hill Publi.shing Company, Inc. The new com-
pany acquires all the properties and interests of the two
constituents, including the Electrical World, Electrical

Merchandising, Electrical Railway Journal, The Contractor,
Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering, American Ma-
chinist, Power, Engineering News, Engineering Record,
Engineering and Mining Journal, and Coal Age. The En-
gineering News and the Engineering Record will be con-
solidated as the Engineering News-Record, with Charles
Whiting Baker as editor. The officers of the new company
are: James H. McGraw, president; Arthur J. Baldwin,
vice-president and treasurer; E. J. Mehren, vice-president

and general manager. It is said that by the consolidation

the new company will be the largest engineering publishing
house in the world.

Frederick E. Reed, founder of two of the units of the

present Reed-Prentice Company, Worcester, Mass., died at

his home in Thompson, Conn.. Feb. 18, after a short illness

from parahtic shock. Mr. Reed, who was nearly 70 years

old, had been active in machine-tool building from 17. He
was first employed as a bookkeeper for the Wood & Light
Machine Company, Worcester, in which his father, John
Reed, had an interest. Later he became chief draftsman for

the same company. In 1875 he bought the interest of Ver-
non Prentice in the firm of A. F. Prentice & Co., and in

1877 l:iecame sole owner of the business which, as the F. E.

Reed Company, became one of the best known manufac-
turers of lathes. In after years he organized the Reed-
Curtis Machine Screw Company and the Reed Foundry
Company. He retired from active business in 1912, when
all three of the enterprises in which he had been most prom-
inent were absorbed into the Reed-Prentice Companx'. ^Ir.

Reed was also heavily interested financially in other

Worcester industries, notably the Mathews Manufacturing
Company and the Worcester Lawn IMower Company.
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Catalogues

V.ALVES.—The Mesta Machine Company, Pittsburgh, in

Bulletin D describes and illustrates the Mesta automatic plate

valves (Iversen patent).

PmvER Hammers.—Beaudry & Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.,

have recentl)- issued a 20-page Ijooklet 6 in. by 9 in. in size,

illustrating and describing the line of Beaudry hammers.

Tube Exp.\nders.—Catalogue No. 11, recently issued by

A. L. Henderer's Sons, Wilmington, Del., describes and illus-

trates that company's line of expanders, punches, pumps

and jacks.

Belt F.^steners.—The Crescent Belt Fastener Company,

New York, describes and illustrates its devices in a pamphlet

entitled "A Little Selling Talk." Crescent belt fasteners are

adapted to use with all kinds of belting.

Tai'S and Dies.—Bulletin No. 1, recently issued by the

Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation, Greenfield, Mass., is en-

titled "How to Measure Screw Threads." and describes the

G T D thread limit gage, which the company is making for

this purpose.

High Speed Steel.—The Vanadium-.'\lloys Steel Com-

panv. Pittsburgh, has issued a folder descriptive of Vasco-

Marvel, a semi-high speed steel. The folder contains much

information of interest, together with the high speed steel

standard classification of extras adopted July 22, 1Q15.

Gun-Crete.—The Cement Gun Construction Company,

Chicago, has issued a 16-page booklet, covering the composi-

tion of Gun-Crete, its application and the advantages of its

use. The booklet is illustrated with photographs, showing

its use in structures for rust and fire protection, in dams for

waterproofing and in repairs to old and defective structures

of all descriptions.

Roof Vent and Leader Connections.—The Barrett

Company, New York, has issued a 20-page booklet describing

the "Hoit" roof connections. It contains descriptions of five

types of roof connections, with illustrations and detailed

drawings of each device. It also contains a drainage table,

showing the size of leader outlets required for roof areas and

for different slopes and roofing materials.

Portable Tools.—H. B. Underwood & Co., Philadelphia,

have recently issued a catalogue covering their extensive line

of portable tools. The catalogue not only shows illustra-

tions of new tools, but also covers many new and interesting

features which have been added to the older types. The

booklet contains much useful information, and is of especial

interest at this time liecause of the rapid development which

has recently taken place in the design of portable tools, and

also because of their increased use in railway .shops during

the last few years.

Condenser Cleaners.—Bulletin 0-2, recently issued by

the Lagcnda Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Ohio,

contains complete descriptions of air, .steam and electric

driven cleaners for cleaning the small tubes of conden.-^ers,

heaters, evaporators and similar apparatus. Graphic illus-

trations show' the existing relationship between the vacuum

and steam consumption. The bulletin is illustrated with

views of Lagonda condenser cleaners at work in different

types of condensers, in power plants and ice plants. A spe-

cial cleaner for evaporator tubes is also described.

Cochrane Heaters.—The Harrison Safety Boiler Works,

Philadelphia, has just Lssued catalogue No. 710, a 100-page

booklet relating to the company's Cochrane heaters for steam

power plants. The book takes up open feed-water heaters

for atmospheric service; heaters and receivers for use with

exhaust steam heating systems; valve-stack heaters (combined

heater, separator and valve); metering heaters for determin-

ing boiler capacit)' and efficiency, and heaters for use w^ith

water softeners. It is well illustrated with pictures showing

the details of the heaters and the heaters in actual operation.

Long Life for Wood at Low Cost.—The Barrett Com-

pany, New York, has recently issued a 14-page booklet with

the sub-title "Where and How to LTse Barrett Carbosota

Grade 1, Liquid Creosote Oil." The booklet is illustrated

with views, showing decay in various structures where un-

treated wood was used in contact w-ith the ground or with

concrete, brick or masonry. Two pages are devoted to a

description and a detail plan of a simple and inexpensive

wood treating plant, and several pages to the various uses

and application of creosote oil, together with the directions

for using.

Grinding Wheels.—The Star Corundum Wheel Com-
pany, Detroit, Mich., has issued Catalogue No. 9, describ-

ing the various types of grinding wheels made by that

company and showing the various grinding machines for

which the)' are adapted. The catalogue contains 98 pages,

is well illustrated, and gives the list price of the various

sizes and types of grinding wheels. It also contains infor-

mation regarding vitrified, silicate and elastic grinding

wheels, together with the uses to which these wheels should

be put. Other information is given concerning the general

safety requirements in handling grinding wheels, the proper

grinding wheel speeds for the various sizes, the method of

mounting and other information of interest to those handling

grinding wheels.

Wood Blocks.—The Earlier Asphalt Company of Phila-

delphia recently issued an IS-page booklet describing its

Non-X-Ude wood blocks, and illustrating their use in various

kinds of service. Four pages are devoted to specifications

covering the kind and grade of wood used, the size and treat-

ment of blocks, the preservative used, the inspection at the

works and the laying of the blocks. Several pages are de-

voted to telling why the blocks do not bleed, why they are

durable and why they are used in various places. The book-

let contains a table showing the weights of the different size

blocks under treatment varying from 12 to 20 lbs. per cu. ft.,

and a comjiarative table compiled by the United States Forest

Products Laboratory showing the average absorption of oil

in lb. per cu. ft., the per cent of bleeding and the per cent

of increase from swelling of blocks treated with water gas

as compared with other treatments.

High Speed Steel.—Catalogue No. 3o, recently issued

Ijy the Midvale Steel Company, gives very complete informa-

tion relative to the company's alloy and tool steel. The book

is in five sections, dealing respectively with the following

subjects: I, IMidvale carbon tool steels, special alloy tool

steels, high speed steels and Steelite. II, Midvale tool steel

specialties, steels for hot work, miscellaneous steels, ma-
chinery steels, etc. Ill, Midvale alloy steels. IV, Forged

.shear blades, forged die blocks, .steel rolls, etc., and forgings.

\. Tables and useful information, and curves showing

critical temperatures and physical properties. Under the

various sections information is given as to the characteristics

of the steel, its working, the grade numbers and uses of the

various temper grades, the list of brands and the purposes

for which eacli brand is best adapted, and the list of extras,

etc. The booklet contains 144 pages, and has an 18-page

index. The Midvale Steel Company has also recently issued

a separate booklet giving information as to Midvale high

speed tool steels. This booklet has 22 pages and a number
of illustrations of machines on which high speed steel is

Ijeing used.
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Shop

Equipment

Number

The June number of the Railway Me-
chanical Engineer, while giving the

usual attention to the various activities

of the meclianical department, will be

very considerably enlarged by the addition of a section re-

lating especially to the more efficient and economical use of

railway shop equipment and machinery. A number of spe-

cial studies are being made and several special contribu-

tions have been arranged for covering various improvements

which are being made not only in the installation of better

equipment and machine tools but also in improved methods

of shop operation. A special number of this sort is of

particular value at this time, when the problem of main-

taining power and rolling stock is acute. The railroads

have just passed through a rather severe winter and equip-

ment has been worked under especially heavy pressure and
the prospects are that this will not be relieved for a con-

siderable time to come. Usually at this time of the year a

breathing space is experienced which allows the roads to get

the equipment back into first-class shape, but there is very

little possibility of this being experienced during the coming
months and effective measures must be taken at once to rem-
edy this condition and be prepared for the still heavier

traffic which will undoubtedly tax the railroads to the very

limit of their capacity next fall and winter.

The Grain

Car

Situation

Although a marked improvement in the

car shortage situation has been brought

about in the last few weeks, the con-

ditions are still serious and it is almost

certain that when the wheat crop begins to move, the west-

ern roads will find it ver)- difficult to obtain cars suitable for

loading witli grain in sufficient numbers to supply the demand.

The present high price of grain makes it more important

than ever to keep the loss in transit down to tlie minimum.
Last year much difficulty was experienced in getting a supply

of coopering materials. The present indications point to

similar conditions this year, so it will be necessary to have

cars in condition to carry grain without much special prep-

aration if the situation is to be met satisfactorily. Although

car builders have been working their plants at full capacity,

the number of cars built for export has been very high, and

for that reason the number of new cars availalile this year

will not be much greater than in previous years. Aside from

this, there is such a great demand for cars that they are not

apt to be sent to the repair track until their condition is such

that they are hardly fit for lading of any sort, and a smaller

percentage of the total number of cars will be found suitable

for grain. The combination of conditions which has been

mentioned will undoubtedly make the grain car situation un-

usually serious this year. The railroads should realize the

facts and in order that they may be prepared for the great de-

mand for cars, which is to be expected when the crops start

to move, they should begin at once to put as many cars as

possible in condition to carry grain.

!>, , . The Master Mechanics' and Master

ConventiTns
C'^'' Guilders' Associations, following

onven ions
example of the American Railway

rostponed . . .
^ , ^ j ^i •

Association, have postponed their an-

nual conventions indefinitely. The Air Brake Association

bad gone so far with its plans that it was not advisable to

call off the meeting which is being held this week at Mem-
phis. Undoubtedly all of the other mechanical associations

will follow the examples of the two large associations. The

railways have a tremendous problem before them in taking

care of the traffic which must be handled in the coming

months. Nothing must be allowed to interfere with their

effectiveness during this period of national crisis. While

facilities of various kinds are greatly needed, it will be

practically impossible to do very much in supplying them

because of the scarcity of material and high prices; labor

is also scarce. Wonderful results may be accomplished,

however, if all the men serving in various capacities in rail-

road service will put forth their very best energies and give

freely of their time and strength in serving the nation

tlirough a more economical and efficient operation of the

railways. Experience during the past two years and a half

of war in Europe has demonstrated that the transportation

svstem forms the verj' backbone of the army, whether it is

near the front in handling the fighting units, munition and

supplies, or whether it is far away from the scene of con-

flict, gathering together and distributing the various sup-

plies upon which the nations depend for their existence.

Let every man in the mechanical department give of the

ven' best that is in him.

The Railroads

and the

War

As a nation, we have entered upon a

great enterprise. We have joined in

the most gigantic struggle in the his-

tory of civilization to defend a great

ideal—the ideal of human liberty. In many respects this

will be the severest test to which we have ever been put

as a nation. On our conduct in this struggle may depend

our right to be considered the chief exponent of freedom

and democracy. In this crisis every loyal American citizen

has a duty to perform.

The importance of everyday activities as a factor in the

conduct of war is evident today as never before. .Armies

and navies are but the two clenched fists of which nations

themselves are the bodies. Unless the body is healthy and

normal in all its functions, the striking power of the fists

will soon be impaired. That the railroads play a vital part

in the normal activities of the nation hardly need be called

to the attention of railroad men. Events of the past few

months have brought this fact into strong relief. Appar-

enth- taxed to the utmost for months past and operating

under handicaps, for many of whicli they cannot be held

responsible, they will be called to redoubled effort to play

their part in the co-ordination and concentration of the

nat'cn's resources upon the prosecution of the war. To the

227
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officers and men of the mechanical department falls the task

of keeping cars and locomotives in sers'iceuble condition to

move an extraordinary volume of traffic and to do this with

facilities already heavily taxed.

A national crisis such as we have entered upon always

causes considerable excitement and some hysteria. No
doubt, the duty of some men from every industry will lead

to the firing line. That those who remain may be prepared

to meet the extraordinary demands which will be placed

upon them, the utmost calmness is essential. The every-

day tasks of tlie machine shop, tlie boiler shop, the erecting

shop and the car shop must be faithfully performed and

every move must \>e made to count. No more patriotic duty

can be performed by the men, tlie foremen and the officers

of the mechanical department than to see that every locomo-

tive and every car is in shape to meet the demand to come.

This is essential if the railroads are not to fail in the per-

formance of the great task before them. They must not

fail!

locomotive Tapacityrah avenue that can be easily followed.

To those roads which have a large number of brick arches

in service, these tests should indicate the importance of

keeping the arches in first-class operative condition.

While there have been reports of road
Locomotive

j^^^^, gj^^^^^.j^ various degrees of econ-
Bnck .. . I 1.

Arch Tests
omy derived by the use of a brick arch

in the firebox of a locomotive, there

never have been made what might be called scientific tests

until those which were made by the Pennsylvania Railroad

on its testing plant at .Altoona. These tests, which are de-

scribed elsewhere in this issue, were made under like con-

ditions and show definitely the advantage a locomotive has

with a brick arch over the same locomotive with no arch,

operating under like conditions. The results of these tests,

which are distinctly favorable to the arch, would have been

still more favorable had the arch tubes in the firebox been

removed with the fire brick when the "no arch" tests were

made. It is well known that arch tubes play an important

part in the economy of the arch. For this reason, there-

fore, the results shown by the tests may well be considered

conservative. There were three important points disclosed

by these tests. First, the value of the arch as a fuel saver;

second, the increase in boiler capacity made possible by

the arch, and third, that even with more complete combus-

tion the superheat temperature of the steam w-as not mate-

riallv increased.

These tests show that more steam will be generated than

when no arch is used. The long flaraeway the gases are

made to travel and the mass of heated brick which aids

the combustion of the gases are responsible for this. While

this does not mean more power in the cylinder, it does

mean that the c\linders have a greater supply of steam from

which to draw.' This greater supply, or increase in boiler

capacity, may be used in either of two ways. The cylin-

ders may be enlarged and the power of the locomotive thus

increased, or the additional supply of steam may be used

in hauling trains of the same weight at faster speeds than

if no arch w'ere used.

The tests showed that the drawbar pull was greater at

•'Speeds above eight miles an hour when the locomotive was

equipped with an arch, than when the arch bricks were

removed. At 29 miles an hour this increase in drawbar

pull was 6.4 per cent. Perhaps the most instructive dia-

gram shown in connection with the article on these tests

is Fig. 5 which gives the relation bctw^een the amount of

coal fired and the horsepower at the drawbar of the locomo-

tive. This chart shows that with 4,000 lb. of coal fired

per hour, the drawbar horsepower for the locomotive equipped

with tlie arch w-as 16.7 per cent greater than when the loco-

motive had no arch. At the higher rates of combustion, this

percentage increase was not so great. When 7,000 lb. of

coal was fired per hour, tlie increase was 11. S per cent. This

shows clearly what the arch means to the locomotive and

should indicate to tliose roads seeking to increase their

. To secure the maximum output in a
outing or

^j^^p ^^j j^ facilitate the work of super-

vision it is essential that there be a def-
"''

inite method of handling all routine

work. The problem of grouping tools to secure a satisfac-

tory routing of parts is a difficult one in a railroad shop and
the output is often materially reduced Ijy faulty arrange-

ment.

In handling a diversified line of work, as most railroad

shops did 15 or 20 years ago, when they made a large num-
ber of parts for all departments of the road, it might be

advisable to group machines by classes, placing lathes in one

section, planers in another, milling machines in a third, and
so on. There are still a great many special jobs which must

be taken care of in railroad shops, but the principal work is

repairing and replacing worn parts of locomotives or cars,

and for such work the location of machines should be de-

termined by tlie path which it is intended to have the parts

follow from the time when they are removed until they are

replaced on the equipment. In a locomotive shop tools should

be arranged so tliat wheels, driving boxes, shoes and wedges,

pistons, crossheads and the other parts to be worked on can

be kept moving, as far as possible, in a direct line from tlie

point where the locomotive is stripped to the point where it

is again assembled.

The arrangement of too many shops has been made on a

hit-or-miss plan, similar machines being grouped in one sec-

tion without regard for the movements necessary in perform-

ing the operations on the parts which the machines handle.

In all large shops one planer or shaper is kept busy prac-

tically all the time finishing shoes and wedges after they

have Ijeen laid off, yet how many shops have a machine locat-

ed convenient to the erecting pits for that purpose?

The illogical and uneconomical location of machine tools

is to be found in some shops which have been built quite re-

cently, but for the most part it is due to the attempt to re-

build or rearrange old shops to meet present demands. Some
of the costliest errors in shop layouts are the results of at-

tempts to make extensive additions to existing shops, still

retaining the old machines in their original locations. In

adding machine tools the prime consideration usually is to

determine where the machine can be placed witli the least

trouble and expense. The cost of the extra handling which
this method of location makes necessary may be small for

the individual parts, but repeated over and over the amount
grows to such proportions that it is almost always cheaper to

put the machine where it belongs in the first place, even

though it necessitates considerable expense and trouble.

In one locomotive shop where it had been the practice to

finish tlie shoe and wedge fit on driving boxes on a planer,

this work was transferred to a horizontal spindle milling ma-
chine. This finished both faces with one setting, and re-

duced the cost of the operation materially. Shortly after the

change was made the shop was called upon to deliver a

much greater output. The machine tool equipment was suf-

ficient to take care of the demand, but the crane service be-

came overtaxed. The milling machine was some distance

from the planer and boring mill on which the other operations

on the boxes were performed and great difficulty was ex-

perienced in getting driving boxes finished when they were

needed. The milling machine was finally moved next to the

boring mill, although this necessitated the relocation of three

large machines. The congestion was at once relieved, and
the desired shop output was secured without difficulty. This
is an extreme case, of course, but many shops are suffering,

in a minor degree, from poor machine tool grouping.
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A logical arrangement of machine tools alone will not en-

sure efficient and economical operation, but it is an important

factor in attaining that end and deserves much study when
changes or additions are to be made.

The Railway

Equipment

Situation

The railways of the United States and

Canada in the first four months of

1917 placed orders for 1,288 locomo-

tives and 29,592 freight cars as com-

pared with 1,315 locomotives and 45,397 freight cars in the

first four months of 1916. During the same four months
of 1917 orders have been received from overseas for 454
locomotives and 14,550 freight cars as compared with 604
locomotives and 15,275 freight cars in the same period of

1916. It is a source of gratification that even with the

great uncertainty that has characterized the past few months
the purchases of equipment have kept up so well to last

year's e.xceptionally good records.

But it is a fact that the purchasing of cars and locomo-

tives is being retarded by the uncertainty of the present

situation. The railways, howe\'er, still need cars and loco-

motives as much as ever. Tlie aggregate shortage of freight

cars on the railroads of the United States on April 1 as

reported to the American Railway Association was 143,059.

This was an increase of 12,977 over the shortage on March
1 and was not only the largest reported since the present

freight congestion and shortage began last September but

the largest shortage e\er reported by the railroads. The
American Railway Association points out that some of this

shortage may represent duplications, for shippers frequently

file identical orders for cars with all railroads that can take

their shipments. But there is no reason to believe that there

will be much improvement in the near future. The United

States, having now joined the Allies, will become more than

ever their base of supplies, and that can only mean that

the railways will be called upon to carry greater shipments

to the seaports. What demands tliere will be made upon
the railways for troop movements does not yet appear, but

if such demand should be made within the next six months
or a year it will tie up cars and motive power worse than

ever.

The railway mechanical departments are not in a par-

ticularly enviable position under these circumstances and
there is not much reason to believe that there will be im-

provement until after the close of the war. For one thing,

they are short of labor now and will have more and more
difficulty in securing labor as the new American armies are

gathered together. There will be increasing demands for

repairs on cars and locomotives, and there is not much
chance under present conditions that there will be new
equipment to he looked forward to. The railways are feel-

ing the uncertainty of financing, and, no doubt, the demands
of the government for steel and similar materials will hinder
the ready building of equipment. There is no doubt, either,

that the allied countries will discontinue their foreign buy-
ing. There has been a lull for some time to be sure, but

now comes the cable report that the Russian Government
may buy 2,000 locomotives and 40.000 cars in America,
and the more substantial information that the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works has recently received orders for 113 more
Russian engines. The car and locomotive plants may also

be called upon for tiie manufacture of munitions. They are

already being called upon to build armored cars and may
even be given orders for narrow gage cars and engines for

i\merican armies in the field. These things will certainlv

delay deliveries and they won't reduce prices.

The mechanical officers, however, need not look forward
witli feelings of fear and trepidation. They are going to be
aVile to play a big part in lielping America in this war.
They are and should be already setting their house in order
for the big things to come. Every car and locomotive should

be put in the top notch of efficiency or in as good condition
as the present conditions will allow, for the chances of

making up deferred maintenance are daily going to become
less and less. The demands upon railway shops are going
to increase imineasurably. If tlie car and locomotive plants

are to be handicapjjed the railway shops may have to build

cars and locomotives tliemselves; many roads have already
placed large orders for cars with their own shops. They
will also be called upon to convert equipment to military

uses. We may soon see them using some of that ingenuity
for which the American railway man is famed in converting
passenger equipment to ambulance trains, to commissary
cars and what not.

p. ,_ . The mechanical departments of theKeadjustment
-i , r -

x„ p . railroads are now facmg tremendous
I o Present .... .

^ ,
,

Conditions
problems m brmgmg about the read-

justment of their work which the re-

cent unusual advances in the cost of labor and materials
have made necessary. During the past three years the roads
have experienced unprecedented increases in the cost of nearly
all of the supplies they use. Furthermore, there have already
been large increases in the wages of shopmen during the same
time and, stimulated by the passage of the .\darason act,

many of the employees are now demanding even more. It

is inevitable that the cost of maintenance of equipment
sliould rise ver)' materially under such conditions, but a
careful study should be made at this time in order to make
the increase as small as possible.

At the time when the large increases in the cost of materials
began, railroad mechanical men started to take energetic
measures to offset them as far as possible by economy in the
use of supplies. The advance in wages resulted in attempts
to secure greater efficiency in the shops and the recent rise in

the price of coal is now calling forth increased efforts for
fuel economy. The indications are that the present high
prices of materials and the present high wages will continue
for a considerable length of time. While up to this time
much has been done to combat the individual increases, the
railroads should now look at the changes as they affect the
cost of transportation in order to take the most effective steps
to reduce not the individual items of expenditures, but the
cost of operation as a whole.

To save wages and materials wherever possible it is es-

pecially important under the present conditions that the rail-

roads provide sufficient equipment in shops and engine
houses. The increased cost of wages justifies greater expen-
ditures for new and improved tools, for special fixtures and
for the redesigning of shops and terminals with a view to

saving labor. The best of facilities for reclaiming parts
should also be furnished in order that the expenditures for

new material may be kept at the lowest possible figure. In
spite of the high cost of shop equipment and of construction

at the present time, the possibilities of savings along these

lines should be carefully considered.

.\ttention has already been called to the necessity for the

mechanical department to use every measure in its power to

reduce fuel consumption, and it is not necessary to point out
the various ways in which this can be accomplished. It

may be that if the present high prices of fuel continue for a

considerable number of years it will result in the extensive

adoption of compounding combined with superheating. At
the present price of coal the saving in fuel would probably
offset the higher cost of repairs of the compound locomotive.

The Adamson law necessarily imposes a great burden on
the railroads. To keep down as much as possible the amount
of the increase in wages which tlie new schedule will cause

it is necessary to have locomotives of high capacity. It is

not enough that tlie locomotive be able to drag a train over

the division without delays. It must have sufficient power
to bring the train up to a considerable rate of speed if it is
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to be ;in economical unit in the transportation system. Fur-
thermore, the power must he kept in the best of condition to

prevent delays which will be more expensive than ever.

Car department officers should appreciate the increased

importance at this time of reducing the weight of cars wher-
ever it can be done without an important sacrifice of strength.

The cost of hauling dead weight is no inconsiderable item
and a marked decrease in e.xpenses can be made by judicious

reduction in tlie weight of the cars. The possibility of saving

empty haul by the use of cars adapted to various classes of

lading should not be overlooked.

Last and most important of all, the mechanical department
officers should co-operate with the officers of other depart-

ments of the railroad organization to solve the big problems
now confronting them in a broad and thorough wa\- and to

take such measures as will secure tlie highest over-all effi-

ciency from the railroad system.

NEW BOOKS

Proceeding! of the Trai'eling Bttf.inecrs' Association. Illustrated, 390 pages,

6 in. by 8J-i in., bound in leatlier. Published by the association, \V. O.
Thompson, secretary. New York Central Lines, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Proceedings of the Traveling Engineers' Convention,

which was held in the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, October 24,

25, 26 and 27, 1916, contains papers and discussions on the

following sulijects: The Effect of Mechanical Placing of

Fuel in Locomotive Firebo.xes on the Cost of Operation;

Advantages of Superheaters, Brick Arches and Other

Modem Appliances on Large Locomotives; Difficulties

Accompanying the Elimination of Dense Black Smoke;
Recommended Practice in the Make-Up and Handling of

Modern Freight Trains on both Level and Steep Grades to

Prevent Damage to Draft Gear; Assignment of Power from
the Standpoint of Efficient Service and Economy in Fuel and
Maintenance, and How Best to Educate the Road Foreman,
the Engineer and the Fireman.

In connection with the remarks on firing with powdered
coal, printed on page 78 of the proceedings, considerable was
said in exploitation of the Powdered Coal Engineering &
Equipment Company's "carburization" process. While the

burning of powdered coal is feasible and has been in success-

ful use for a number of years in metallurgical furnaces, the

apparatus of this particular company is still in the experi-

mental stage and its commercial value has yet to be deter-

mined. It is unfortunate, therefore, that the association

should give its official approval by publication in its pro-

ceedings to this product, the merit of which is still un-

determined. In this particular case there is further cause

for regret because of the method which this company is

using in exploiting its products. From its circulars and
advertising matter it appears to be more interested in in-

fluencing people to buy its stock by means of extravagant

theoretical claims for its product, than in develojiing and

selling its fuel burning system.

Oxiacetylene Welding and Ciiltinn. I'y P. F. Willis. Bound in cloth: 180

pages; 4 in by 6 in. Illustrated. Published by P. F. Willis, 2305 North
Eleventh street, St. Louis, Mo. Price 50 cents.

In the introduction to this book the author states that his

purpose in publishing it was to smooth the way for those

who are starting to use the oxyacetylene process of welding

and cutting. It is quite frankly the expression of the author's

views on the subject, together with general information per-

taining to the materials used and their production. The

chapters are devoted to torches, the apparatus and its in-

stallation, preparing for welding, the welding of different

metals and the welding of parts which require special treat-

ment. While written from the standpoint of the general

welding shop operator, railroad shop men who are using the

oxyacetylene process will find in it much information of

value to them.

WHAT IS AN ENGINE FAILURE?

Chicago, 111.

To THE Editor;

In reply to the inquiry of "W. J." of Boston, published

in the March issue, asking what an engine failure is, I quote

below the instructions governing engine failures on one of

the Western railroads:

DEI-'iYS TH.\T .\RE ENGINE FAILURES

Delays caused at initial terminals by waiting for locomo-
tives, shall be considered an engine failure, except where an
engine which must be turned does not arrive at the round-

house in time to be despatched and [iroperly cared for before

leaving time.

Delays at a terminal, at a meeting point, at a junction, or

delays which are responsible for delays to other traffic,

caused b_\- the locomoti\e breaking down, running hot, not

steaming well, or by having to reduce the tonnage as a result

of defects in the locomotive, shall be considered engine fail-

ures.

DELAYS THAT .ARE NOT ENGINE FAILURES

If a locomotive loses time and afterwards makes it up
witliout delaying other traffic, or being late at connecting

points, no failure shall be charged.

If a passenger or scheduled freight is delayed by an en-

gine failure and other causes, the failure shall not be con-

sidered if the locomotive makes up more time than it lost on
its own account.

.\n engine shall not be charged with a failure if it is given

excess tonnage and stalls on a hill, providing it is working
and steaming well.

Delays to scheduled freight trains which make them less

than 20 min. late at terminals or junction points shall not

be considered failures.

Delays on extra dead freight trains shall not be con-

sidered if the run is made at an average speed of greater than

10 miles per hour.

A locomotive shall not be charged with a failure if it is

delayed on account of its steaming badly or on account of

leaking tubes where the locomotive has been held on side

tracks for other reasons than its own defects, or where the

engine has been on the road for an unreasonable length of

time such as 15 hours for a run of 100 miles.

Reasonable delays caused by cleaning fires and ash pans on
the road shall not be considered as failures.

A failure on a locomotive coming from an outside point to

the shop for repairs shall not be considered.

Where the transportation department is informed that a

locomotive will not be ready until a stated time on account of

needed repairs, failure to provide that engine before the time

at which it was promised, that time shall not be considered

an engine failure.

If the draft rigging on locomotives or tenders is broken on
account of a sudden application of the air brakes caused by
a bursting hose among the cars, or a break-in-two the acci-

dent shall not be counted as a failure.

Where a locomotive is working and steaming well, no
failure shall be charged to it when it is handling fast sched-

uled trains under weather conditions which make it impos-

silile to run on time.

Delays caused by locomotives running out of coal and
water on account of being held between coal and water sta-

tions an unreasonable length of time, shall not be considered

an engine failure. A. B. C.



New Power for the Lehigh Valley
Pacific Type and 2-10-2 Type Locomotives of Large

Tractive Effort for Fast and Slow Freight Service

THE Lehigh Valley has reduced its train-miles in freight

service on the Wyoming and Seneca divisions by the

addition of 30 Powerful Pacific txpe locomotives and

forty 2-10-2 type locomotives, built by the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works.
The Pacific type locomotives are used in fast freight service

between Manchester, N. Y., and Coxton, Pa., which is near

Pittston, a distance of 175 miles. They haul 50 loaded cars,

both eastbound and westbound, and make the run in 5'/2

hours. By the use of these locomotives two fast freight trains

which were previously hauled by heavy 10-wheel locomotives

having a tractive effort of o 1,000 lb., have been consolidated.

From Co-xton to Summit, N. Y., about 120 miles, there is u

respects the latest design of the Lehigh \'alley Mikado loco-

motives, 20 of which were built in 1916.

The 2-10-2 t)-pe locomotives are used in slow freight service

between Manchester, N. Y., and Sayre, Pa., a distance of 88

miles, with 0.4 per cent grades. These locomotives e.xert a

tractive effort of 72,800 lb. and will haul 4,000 tons, making
this run in 6J/^ hours. They bum a mixture of fine anthra-

cite and soft coal. Each locomotive replaces two heavy Con-

solidation locomotives, having a tractive effort of 36,000 lb.

each.

The boilers of the Mikado, Pacific and 2-10-2 types are

all of the same diameter at the front end and have the same

numfjer and diameter of tubes. The Mikado and the Pacific

Santa Fe Type Locomotive for the Lehigh Valley

steady up-grade with many curves, the gradient running as

high as 0.4 per cent. From Summit there is a down-grade to

within seven miles of Manchester, where there is a steady

rise with a 0.4 per cent grade 4.26 miles long. The Pacific

type locomotives are also used for heavy express passenger

traffic on the Wyoming division which extends between Pitts-

ton and Athens, Pa., with a maximum grade of 0.2 per cent.

These locomotives are among the most powerful of their type,

exerting a tractive effort of 48,700 lb., or 55 per cent greater

than the tractive effort of the 10-wheel locomotives which

they replace. They are designed for burning liituminous

coal and differ in this respect from the greater part of the

motive power on the Lehigh A'alley. They resemble in many

type locomotives have tubes 17 ft. 6 in. long, while the 2-10-2

type engines have tubes 21 ft. long. The firebo.xes of the

Mikado and Pacific type locomotives are different, in that

the Mikado locomotives use a mixture of anthracite and soft

coal and have 100 sq. ft. of grate area, as compared with 75

sq. ft. grate area for the Pacifies, which use soft coal. Both

the 2-10-2 and the Pacific type locomotives have combustion

chambers. That in the 2-10-2 is 60 in. long and that in the

Pacific type is 48 in. long.

The boilers for both the Pacific and the 2-10-2 type loco-

motives have a conical ring in the middle course, which in-

creases the outside diameter from 83 34 in. to 947^ in. The
seam of the smokebox ring is welded along the top center line

231
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of the boiler. The first ring has a diamond longitudinal

seam on the left side center, the conical ring has a diamond
longitudinal seam at the top center and the last course has

a longitudinal seam on the left side just under the dome
flange. The thickness of the first ring is -M in. and of the

second and third rings 13/16 in. The front tube sheet is

5^ in. thick and the back tube sheet ]/> in. thick. A dash

plate, which also supports the steam pipe, is located in the

middle course of the boiler. It is 12 in. wide by ^ in.

thick.

One of die interesting points in the construction of both

types of these locomotives is the fact that all the seams in the

firebox, including those in the comljustion chamber, are

welded. The side and crown sheets are in one piece, being

.^8 in. thick. The door sheet is y^ in. thick. Tate fle.xible

staybolts are used extensively throughout the firebox in hrfk\

locomotives. In the Pacific type locomotives there are -IS

IJ^-in. Tate expansion stays, 420 rigid IJ^-in. radial

stays, 1,534 1-in. Tate flexible staybolts and 537 1-in. rigid

staybolts. In the 2-10-2 type locomotives there are 56

lyk-'m. Tate e.xpansion stays, 546 \yk-\n. rigid radial stays,

1,820 1-in. Tate flexible staybolts and 491 1-in. rigid stay-

bolts. In the Pacific type locomotives all the stays in the

combustion chamber below and including row 1' are flexi-

ble, as are the first four rows of tlie crown stays. All the

piston for Lehigh Valley Locomotive

Staybolts in the sides are flexible up to and including row

B. All the staybolts in the throat are flexible. Super-

heaters, brick arches and Street mechanical stokers are used

in both types of locomotives. The firedoor opening is 14

in. by 26 in. and is welded the same as the other seams in

the firebox, and they are equipped with pneumatically oper-

ated firedoors.

The reciprocating parts are made of special steel to reduce

their weight. The piston heads are made of rolled steel of

light section, being 1 in. thick at the piston rod hub and

11/16 in. thick at the outside of the web. Hunt-Spiller bull

rings are held in place on the piston head by a retaining ring

which is welded to the piston head. The packing rings are

also of Hunt-Spiller metal. Hollow extended piston rods of

Nikrome steel are used. They are held in the piston head

by one nut which is provided with a special type of nut lock.

This nut lock is made from a disk S/16 in. thick in the body

and ]i in. thick at the circumference. After the nut has

been drawn up tight, this disk is cut and bent over on to the

faces of the nut, as indicated in the illustration. These nut

locks are made of dead soft steel and are not used more than

once. Three Yz-m- dowels set in the hub of the piston head

keep the nut lock disk from turning. The crank-pins, con-

necting rods and stub straps are also made of Nikrome steel.

The cylinders are bushed, and are designed with outside

steam pipe connections, and with exhaust passages of liberal
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cross sectional area, free from abrupt bends. The steam
chests are fitted with vacuum relief valves. When drifting,

saturated steam may be admitted to the cylinders through a
small pipe which leads from a shut-off valve tapped into the
steam turret. This pipe is provided with a line valve con-
veniently placed in the cab.

The Walschaert valve gear is used on 20 of the Pacific
locomotives and the Baker valve gear is used on the remain-

ZS4, 2if Tubes

4S. S^'Flues

Section Through the Firebox of the Pacific Type Locomotive

ing ten. The Ragonnet power reverse mechanism is applied.

The valves are set with a travel of 6 in. and a lead of 5/16

in. The steam lap is 1 3/16 in., and the exhaust clearance

is yi, in. Thirty of the 2-10-2 locomotives are fitted with the

Walschaert valve gear, while the remaining ten have the

Baker valve gear. The piston valves interchange with those

Baldwin Mikado type locomotives built for the Lehigh Valley.

The reciprocating parts are similar in design to those of the
Pacific tj'pe locomotives. The following is a list of the
general dimensions and ratios for both types of locomotives:

General Data
Tyi.e 4-6-2
Service Fast freieht and

heavy passenger
Fuel ' Soft coal

Tractive effort

WeiRht in working order
WeiRht on drivers
Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender

^\ orking order
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender..

48,700 lb.

301,500 lb.

197,200 lb.

51.000 lb.

53,300 lb.

458,700 lb.

13 ft. 8 in.

36 ft. 1 in.

68 ft. lOJ^ in.

Ratios

tractive effortWeight on drivers
Total weight ~- tractive effort
Tractive effort X diam. drivers ~-

eqnivalent heating surface*
Equivalent heating surface* -J- grate
area _.

.

Firebox heating surface ~r equiv-
alent heating surface," per cent..

Weight on drivers -7- equivalent
heating surface"

Total weight -^ equivalent heating
surface"

Volume both cylinders
Equivalent heating surface* -v- vol.

cylinders
Grate area -i- vol. cylinders

Cylinders

Diameter and stroke.

3.9

6.2

54.1

18.6 cu.

300.6
4.0

Piston

27 in. by 28

Valves

Kind
Diameter
Greatest travel

Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires

Driving, thicknes of tires

Driving journals, main diameter and
hngth

Driving journals, front, diameter
and length

Driving journals, others, diameter
and length 11 in. by 14 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameter..
Engine truck, journals
Trailing truck wheels, diameter.
Tr.-iiling truck, journals

73 in.

3'A in.

13 in. by 20 :

33
in. by 12 in.

51 in.

in. by 14 in.

Boiler

Style Conical
Working pressure 205 lb. per sq. i

Outside diameter of first ring 83^ in.

Firebox, length and width (ins.)... 120A by 90
Tubes, number and outside diameter 254. 2 '4 in.

I'lues, number and outside diameter 45, 51^ in.

Tubes and flues, length 17 ft. 6 in.

Heating surface, tubes and flues.... 3.734 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 369 sq. ft.

Mealing surface, total 4,103 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 980 sq. ft.

2-10-2

Freight

Hard and soft coal
mixed

72,800 lb,

370,000 lb,

289.000 lb.

29,000 lb,

52,000 lb.

540,000 lb.

22 ft. 6 in.

41 ft. 8 in.

74 ft. 6 in.

4.0
5.1

685.0

66.9

6.6

43.2

55.3
-'-1.5 cu. ft.

273.
4.1

Jti in. by 32 in.

Piston
14 in.

6 in.

63 in.

3H in.

13 in, by 20 in.

11 in by 20 in.

11 in, by 14 in,
33 in.

7 in. by 12 in.

51 in.

9 in. by 14 in.

Wagon-top
200 lb.

83»j in.

126J4 by 114J4
254, 2'A in,

45. SVi in.

21 ft.

4.485 sq. ft.

438 sq. ft.

4,923 sq. ft.

1.179 sq. ft.

Boiler for Lehigh Valley Pacific Type Locomotives

of the Pacific type locomotives, and the valve setting is the

same, except that in the 2-10-2 locomotives the exhaust

clearance is reduced from % in. to 1/32 in.

The Economy front truck is used in the 2-10-2 design, in

combination with the Economy lateral motion front driving-

box. The rear truck is of the Rushton type, with inside

journals. This design of truck has been applied to all the

Equivalent healing surface*
Grate area

5,573 sq. ft. 6,691.5 sq. ft.

75 sq. ft. lOO sq. ft.

Tender
Weight 157,200 lb. 170,000 lb.

Wheels, diameter 36 in. 36 in.

.Tournals, diameter and length 5'A in. by 10 in. 6 in. by 11 in.

W,iter capacity 8,000 gal, 9,000 gal.

Coal capacity 121^ tons IS tons

* Equivalent heating surface "

TICS the superheating surface.
total evaporative heating rface -f l.S



Locomotive Brick Arch Tests
Comparative Test Plant Results Show That Brick Arches
Increase Drawbar Horsepower From 12 to 16 Per Cent

THE importance of the brick arch to locomotive operation

was never made more apparent than by the extensive

tests recently conducted on the locomotive test plant

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, the results of which are put)-

lished in its Bulletin No. 30.* While numerous road tests

have been made on different railroads showing a saving of

fuel, an increase in boiler capacity and a reduction in smoke
by the use of the brick arch, there has nowhere been available

as complete and deiinite information regarding the advantages

of the brick arch on modern locomotives as contained in this

bulletin.

The tests were made on a Mikado locomotive (Class Lis)

of the following general dimensions:

Weight in working order 320,700 lb.

Weight on drivers 240,200 lb.

Cylinders (diameter and stroke) 27 in. by 30 in.

Driving wheel diameter 62 in.

Heating surface, tubes (water side) 3,713.8 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes (fire side) 3.372.0 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox (fire side) 305.97 sq. ft.

Heating surface, superheater (fire side) 1,233.24 sq. ft.
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greater back of tlie diaphragm when the rate of firing was
100 lb. of dry coal per square foot of grate per hour. The
reason for this increase is due to the longer path for the

products of combustion when the arch is used. It was also

found that the draft was increased at all rates of equivalent

evaporation per square foot of heating surface.

Firebox and Smokcbox Temperatures.—The temperature

in the firebox varied between 2,363 and 2,820 deg. F. with

the arch and between 2,050 and 2,610 deg. F. without the

arch for the different rates of combustion. Through the

average rates of fuel combustion, the increase in firebox tem-

perature due to the arch was 100 deg. F. This difference for

the smokebox was about 30 deg. F. The sraokebox tempera-

ture varied from 456 to 609 deg. F. with the arch and 426 to

529 deg. F. without the arch.

Evaporation.—Fig. 1 shows how the arch increases the

amount of water evaporated for all rates of combustion. At

combustion rates between 4,000 and 6,000 lb. of dry coal

per hour, the percentage increase in evaporation is nine per

cent. Had the arch tubes been removed and run of mine coal

used instead of screened lump, this difference would have

been greater. There is shown in this chart a point corres-

ponding to a fuel rate of 13,000 lb. an hour. This was made
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The niii.ximum indicated horsepower obtained with the arch

was 2,790 at the 28.9 m.p.h. and with 6.5.5 per cent cut-off,

while with the arch removed Ijut 2,60j indicated horsepower

was developed at this speed with a 60.1 per cent cut-off. In

test No. 5,015 in which the locomotive without an arch was
fired at an excessive rate which reduced the efficiency of

combustion, but 2,551 indicated horsepower was obtained

with a 64.2 per cent cut-off. In this case the arch test

for different rates of combustion taken from the curve in

Fig. 5 is as follows:
Drawbar horsepower

2600
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deck castings, etc., cannot be sold to foundries and are usu-

ally bought by scrap dealers, who must unload the castings,

break and reload them, also paying freight charges. As un-
der ordinary conditions the broken scrap brings about $14
a ton and the unbroken castings only $8 a ton, the business

of breaking up the castings is profitable for the scrap dealer,

but it is still more profitable for the railroads, who do not

have the cost of the extra handling and the freight charges

to meet.

The road above mentioned is now making a practice of

carrying all large castings to a pit, where tliey are broken by
dropping a large weight on them, a 15-ton locomotive crane
being used to raise the weight and also to handle the castings

when necessary. About 26 tons of castings may be broken in

a day, the cost per day for operation of the hoist being as

follows

:

Engineer, 10 hrs. at 34 cents $3.40

Coal, y, ton at $1.25 63

Valve oil, one pint at 48 cents per gal 06

Engine oil, 1 qt. at 28 cents per gal 07

Miscellaneous supplies 10

Repairs, including general repairs 91

$5.17

Interest and depreciation are not included in these figures

and if they were added, the cost of operation would be be-

tween $8 and $10 a day.

The locomotive crane is, of course, used for general service

and the onl)- special equipment required for breaking scrap

Locomotive Crane Breaking Large Scrapped Castings

is two weights, the larger weighing 8,000 lb. and the smalhr

3,500 lb. These have conve.x bottoms for breaking the cast-

ings, while the tops are flat to enable the magnet to catch

them readily.

Taking the maximum figure of $10 a day as the co.st nf

operation of the hoist, the cost of breaking scrap is as fol-

lows:

Cost of hoist per day
Labor, one helper at 20 cents per llour

The value of the scrap is:

Broken scrap, 26 tons at $14 per ton...
Unbroken scrap, 26 tons at $8 per ton.

$10.00
2.00

.$364.00

. 208.00

Increase in value $156.00
Cost of breaking 12.00

Net gain b.v hrcakiuR scrap $144.00

Of course this saving is not made every day, as it is only

about once a month that a carload of large scrap accumu-

lates, but the gain in a year's time is a considerable item.

It would seem a measure of economy for all railroads t3

break their large scrap castings, even though circumstances

required the use of a much less efficient method than that

herein described.

PROMPT ACTION BY THE RAILWAYS IN
THE WAR

Plans for the co-ordination of activities of the railways

of the United States so that they will be operated practically

as a single system in meeting the transportation needs of

the country were adopted at a meeting of more than 50
railway executives held at Washington, April 11, at the call

of Daniel Willard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio, and
chairman of the Advisory Commission Council of National

Defense. General authority to formulate the policy of op-

eration was placed in the hands of a special committee on
National Defense of the American Railway Association, of

which Fairfax Harrison, president of the Southern Railway,

is chairman. This committee consists of 28 railway execu-

tives and it is divided into six departments, each to corres-

pond with one of the military departments of the army, and
its work will Ije supervised by a central executive committee

to sit at Washington, comprised of Mr. Harrison; Samuel
Rea, president, Pennsylvania Railroad; Howard Elliott,

chairman, New York, New Haven & Hartford; Julius Krutt-

sohnitt, chairman e.xecutive committee. Southern Pacific;

and Hale Holden, president, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

with Mr. W'illard as a member ex officio.

At this meeting the following resolutions were adopted:

"Resolved, that the railroads of the United States, acting

through their chief executive officers here and now assembled,

and stirred by a high sense of their opportunity to be of the

greatest service to their country, in the present national crisis,

do hereby pledge themselves, with the Government of the

United States, with the governments of the several states,

and with one another, that during the present war, they will

co-ordinate their operations in a continental railway system,

merging during such period all their merely individual and
competitive activities in the eft'ort to produce a maximum of

national transportation efficiency. To this end they hereby
agree to create an organization which shall have general

authority to formulate in detail and from time to time a

policy of operation of all or any of the railways, which
policy, when and as announced by such temporary organiza-

tion, shall be accepted and earnestly made effective by the

several managements of the individual railroad companies
here represented."

For some time past, the Special Committee on National
Defense of the .American Railway Association, which was
appointed at the request of President Daniel Willard of the

lialtimore & Ohio as chairman of the committee on transpor-

tation and communication of the .'Advisory Commission of

the Council of National Defense, has been working in co-

operation with the office of the f|uartennaster general of the

army of the United States, making plans to promote, in case

of w^ar, the effective use of the country's transportation

facilities. These preliminary plans have now Ijeen com-
pleted and the general principles on which they have been

based are explained in a statement issued by Fairfax Harri-

son, president of the Southern Railway, and general chair-

man of the Special Committee on National Defense, as fol-

lows:

"The plan of operation worked out here is in distinct con-

trast to that adopted in England at the out.set of the war.

There the government immediately assumed the responsi-

bility for the operation of the railroads and exercised its

authority to that extent through a committee composed of the

heads of the principal lines. The government guaranteed

that the net earnings of the companies would continue to 'le

what they had been before the war started.

"In this country the plan is that the government shall

advise the railroads what service it requires and the responsi-

bility will be upon the railroad managers to provide that

service. When working to that end the railroads of the

country will be operated practically as one system.

"It is planned to place the responsibility upon experienced
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railroad officers for producing results and the government's
only function is to determine what the requirements are. It

is the belief of railroad companies that tliis will not only
work for efficiency of service but for economy in cost as well.

The above plan of co-operation between the government
and the railways is most desirable as the latter are keenly
appreciative of this opportunity to demonstrate to the coun-
try at large the value in time of war of railroads with elastic

management.
"It is believed that the transportation companies will be

able to afford to the government expeditiously all the service

it may require without substantial interference with the com-
mercial interests of the country. The government's business

will receive preferential movement, but it is not anticipated

that ordinary traffic will experience abnormal delays."

Sulj-committees have been appointed from various branche.";

Young, mechanical engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

One of the important studies to be made by this committee
is that of adapting existing cars to meet the needs of military

McCLELLON WATER-TUBE FIREBOX
A water-tube firebox designed primarily to reduce the cost

of maintenance and which also increases the firebox heating

surface, has been in the process of development for a number
of years by James M. McClellon, of Everett, Mass. A fe.w

years ago one was built and applied to a Boston & Maine
locomotive. From the experience gained by that installation

another design has been made and two have been applied to

locomotives on the New York, New Haven & Hartford. It

has been the aim of the designer to eliminate the use of stay-

J. T. Wallls
General Superintendent of Motiv

Power, Pennsylvania Railroad

C. E. Chambers
Superintendent of Motive Power,

Central R.R. of New Jersey

C. A. Llndstrom
Assistant to President, Pressed

Steel Car Company

F. W. Mahl
Director of Purchases, Southern

Pacific

Peter Parke
Chief Etigineer,

Piitlnian Company

R. E. Smith
Gen Superintendent of Motive Power,

-Atlantic Coast Line

C. B. Young
Mechanical Engineer,

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

of railway service. They are as follows: Military Equip-

ment Standards; Commission on Car Service; Military

Transportation Accounting; Military Passenger Tariffs, and
Military Freight Tariffs.

J. T. Wallis, general superintendent motive power, Penn-

sylvania Railroad, is chairman of the Military Equipment
Standards sub-committee and associated with him on this

sub-committee are: C. E. Chambers, superintendent mo-
tive power, Central of New Jersey; C. A. Lindstrom, assist-

ant to president, Pressed Steel Car Company; F. W. Mahl,
director of purchases. Southern Pacific; Peter Parke, chief

engineer. The Pullman Company; R. E. Smith, general

superintendent motive power, Atlantic Coast Line; C. B

bolts and to divide the firebox into individual units which
may better resist the expansion and contraction forces in

service and which may be renewed with but little difficulty.

The only staybolts used in the firebox are in the throat and
the foundation or mud ring, which is a chamber 7^ in. by
6 in., extending along the sides and back of the firebox. The
sides and back-head are made up of 6 in., 5J^ in. and 5 in.

water tubes, and the crown is made up of three drums. Its

construction is clearly shown in the illustrations. The tubes
connect the drums with the foundation ring. The boiler is

provided also with a combustion chamber 44J^ in. long, the
sides of which are made up of tubes. These tubes follow the
inside contour of the shell and extend from the outside drums
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to a circulating chamber, which extends between the tube
sheet and the throat. Througliout the construction of the
firebox, autogenous welding pla)s an important part and
without it this type of firebox would not have been possible.

Tlie drums are shown by themselves ready for application
in one of the photographs. The outside drums are 1 48 '4 in.

long, 23 in. outside diameter and '/2 in. thick, with the excep-
tion of a boss 6 in. wide and IJ^ in. thick, into which the
side water-tubes are fitted. These drums were made from a

— w Combustion Chamber for McClellon Firebox

1^ in. plate, being planed to J.>
in. in thickness, the boss

alone remaining the full thickness of the sheet. This boss may
be obtained by a less expensive method and was only made
in this manner because at the time the firebox was made no

other suitable method was available. The front end of these

drums is shaped to fit the barrel of the boiler and to make
suitable connection with the tube sheet. The two side drums

are butt welded for 12 '4 in- hack from this end to facilitate

amcter, and yi in. thick. It has a flat surface 8'/2 in. wide
on both sides, where it is riveted to the side drums. The
back drum head is >^ m. thick and is reinforced by a JS in.

liner I6J/2 in. wide at the openings for the cab turret and
injector checkvalve. This drum has a single riveted butt

seam similar to the side drums, being welded for a distance

of 11 12 in. Ijack from the front end. The front ends of all

three drums open directl}' into the barrel of the boiler, which
is of the same design as the regular type of locomotive

boiler and is equipped with a superheater. The whistle and
safety valve openings are located in the middle drum.
The sides of the firebox are made up of fifteen 6-in. tubes,

General Arrangement of the (vlcCieiion Locomotive Firebox

equally spaced for over a distance of Ml in., which gives

sufficient space between each tube to allow for expansion.

These tubes are expanded and belled into both the foundation

ring and the side drums. They are '4 in. thick and are

swaged to 3 15/16 in. at each end. Four of the tubes on

each side have two lugs of 2 in. diameter and 1 in. high

welded to them to support the lagging and jacket. The
corner tubes have two tulies of the same diameter spliced

on to them by welding, to give the necessary slope to the

back-head. Three 2y2 in. holes drilled in these tubes at

each splice form the water connection lietween them. There

are eight S's in. tulies in the Ijiuk-head—four each side of

Bottom View of a Locomotive Boiier Equipped with the IVlcClellon Water-Tube Firebox

shaping and lor the remainder of their length have a single

riveted butt seam with 5>4 in- ^V '/16 in. inside and outside

welt stripes. They are round in the central portion, with the

exception of a flattened surface 8>4 in. wide, where they are

riveted to the middle drum. They are slightly deformed at

the back end to receive the back head water-tubes.

Jhe middle drum is 148J4 in. long, 32 in. outside di-

ihe firedoor. Four 5 in. tubes connect the upper firedoor

iieader with the middle drum. This header is formed by

flattening a 63^ in. tube and welding it to the long back-

head tubes on each side of it. A sy^ in. hole is drilled

in each of these tubes to make a water coimection be-

tween them and the header. The short tubes are rolled into

this header through 23.2 in. plug holes in the under side of
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tlie header,

tened tube:

The liottom door header is made up of two flat-

connected to each other and to the foundation

ring by four 2 7^ in. thimbles. The two sets of thimbles are

in line and arc rolled into the headers through the plug holes

in the bottom of the foundation ring. The top one of the two

is connected to the long back-head tubes in the same manner
as the upper header, and the lower header is closed at the

ends by welding in a plate, simply acting as a tiller. Lugs
are also provided on the back-head pipes for supporting the

lagging, firedoor and other parts.

The foundation or mud ring is 107^ in. long and 71j4

in. wide on the inside and extends along the sides and back

at the top and to the cast .steel ring which forms the front

of the foundation ring, at the Ijottom. The inside sheet is

screw riveted and welded to the inside of the side foundation

ring. The sides of the throat are made by flanging

the sheets and fastening them by a single riveted lap seam.

The throat sheet outside of the foundation ring, is the only

—t.—?4'—

H

167. 4 Tubes

30. si F/i/es

Steam Drums for the McCletlon Firebox
\o-t>\c 74 Inside Fi'rebox-

->i

^ IbroafSheef Bulged
Out in FranfofRing

Section A-B.

Sections Showing General Details of the McClellcn Firebox

of the firebox, terminating in the throat sheet. It is made up

of a rolled plate 1 '/> in, thick, pressed to the shape of a

channel with inside dimensions iy'2 in. by 6 in., the legs

extending outward. The bottom of this channel or the inside

wall of the ring, is planed to 1)'% in. thick. A cover plate member of the firebox that has any staybolts. The passage

is attached to the outside legs of the ring by Yf, in. screw of tlie water through this part of the boiler is rapid. Water

rivets and it is \ielded to the channel at the inside corners, is fed to it through the circulating chamber into which the

This plate is further supported by 1 in. Falls Hollow stay- combustion chamber tubes pass. In addition to this, there is

I 1 1' 1 X.S
'M?^'^"'' Open

Side and End Elevation of the McClellcn Water-Tube Firebox

bolts through the center. The water-tubes are expanded and

belled into the ring through 3^ in. plug holes in the under-

side of the rmg. The front portion of the ring, to which

are riveted the throat sheets, is a steel casting similar to the

usual mud ring, to which are bolted the expansion sheets.

The throat sheets are ].•'> in. tliick and have a 6 in. water

space. The sheets are flanged and riveted to the boiler shell

a 12-in. feed pipe extending from the middle of the throat

forward into the bottom of the last barrel course. The throat

also is connected at the top on both sides with the barrel by

a ,^-in. pipe and to the drums by four 3-in. arch tubes.

The combustion chamber is 4434 in. long and contains

from the front to the back, two 2J/2 in. tubes, eight 4 in. tubes

and one 5 in. tube, on each side. These tulies extend between
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the side drums ;it the top and the circulating chamber at the

bottom, being curved to the shape of tlie boiler shell. They
are e.\panded into the drum and the circulating chamber.
The circulating chamlier consists of a ^i in. flanged plate.

A second flanged plate, located on the outside of the shell

and similar in shape to the one which receives the tubes, is

provided with plug holes opposite each tube, through which
the roller and bell tools may be used to expand the combus-
tion chamber tubes in the upper flanged plate of the circu-

lating chamber. The bottom ends of the two l)ack tubes on
each side are welded in place as, on account of the throat, it

is inconvenient to roll them. There is a direct connection

between the boiler barrel and the circulating chamber and
also between it and the throat. Since this firebo.x was built,

Mr. McCIellon has re-arranged this circulating chamber,
making it of much simpler construction, but accomplishing

the same purpose. The tirebox is lagged witli a layer of high

temperature cement, which is filled in around each tube al-

most to the center and for a lialf-inch outside of it. This
cement is also reinforced by steel-crete expanded metal and
on the outside of this is placed IJ/t in. Thermofelt lagging,

on which the jacket is applied. The 12-in. feed pipe extend-

ing between the last boiler course and the throat is lagged

with asbestos cement and jacketed.

These fireboxes were applied to two of an order of 15

Mikado locomotives, weighing a little over 250,000 lb. The
firebox heating surface of the ordinary boiler was 229 sq.

ft. and of the McCIellon boiler 308 sq. ft. There was also

a little larger amount of heating surface in the fire tubes in

the McCIellon boiler and the total square feet of heating sur-

face, including the superheater t5ues, was 2,827 sq. ft. for

the ordinary boiler and 2,9 j 7 sq. ft. for the McCIellon boiler.

The locomotives have not been in service long enough to de-

termine the benefits to be derived from the McCIellon firebox.

FIRING ENGINES AT ENGINE HOUSES*
BY A. E. LANGRECK

General Foreman, Terminal Railroad Association, St. Louis, Mo.

For some years we have experimented and tried in various

ways to overcome black smoke, when firing up engines, but

it may be said at the outset that on account of conditions

peculiar to St. Louis, the total elimination of smoke is an im-

possibility. Methods of firing up locomotives, which have

proved successful with non-volatile coal are not applicable

here, as we are restricted to bituminous coal. For the pur-

pose of combating the smoke evil our locomotives have been

equipped with a smoke eliminating device, but as it is oper-

ated by the steam of the locomotive, it cannot be used until

steam is generated in the boiler. Its successful operation also

depends on the heat of the bed of fire in the firebox, and it

does not really become effective until a good fire has been

kindled. It is a well-known fact that forced draft wastes

fuel and produces smoke.

While firing up does not require a man of high intelli-

gence, it does, however, require a man with some experience.

In the larger cities such as St. Louis, where opportunities for

employment are many, this class of labor is a mobile one,

and for this reason we frequently have to use inexperienced

men. Much depends on the way the fuel is placed in the fire-

box, as well as upon the way it is ignited and the draft used.

Experience has shown that the best way to teach these men

is by actual demonstration; verbal explanation and instruc-

tions generally are not understood by them. In experimenting

with various forms of kindling, we found that oil re-

quired more attention and blowing and made more

smoke than any other kindling material. We have tried

kindling by spraying oil on to the fuel through the fire door,

by inserting a burner under the grates or through the fire

• From a paper presented at the convention of the Smoke Prevention

Association.

door, and in every case we made smoke. However, if enough
oil is used and the coal is thoroughly kindled, a quick fire

can be obtained, and the steam will be generated quickly,

quicker, perhaps, than with wood, unless a lot of oil is used
to kindle the wood. Oil soaked shavings are not quite as
objectionable as a smoke producer, probably because they

can be made to kindle the coal slower. Perhaps the best re-

sults in firing up bituminous coal, where time is no particular

object, have been obtained by using dry shavings, properly

placed and lit with a handful of greasy waste. By manip-
ulating the blower very good results were obtained. At our
terminal, shavings not being readily available, we use old ties,

chopped up by means of an air driven chopper.

We have found that the inverted fire gives the best results.

We spread the coal all over the grates about 4 in. deep in the

middle, sloping up to a height of 12 in. or more along the

side sheets, making a kind of a trough in the center, in which
the wood is placed lengthwise, the layer of wood extending

from the door to the tube sheet. From 1/16 to 3^ of a cord

of wood is used, depending on size of the firebox and the

time the engine is wanted. If given sufficient time, a very few
sticks of wood will suffice. The wood is ignited by means of

oil soaked waste, which has been used previously in wiping
engines. If the engine is cold, the house blower is used;

where the engine has 40 lb. or more of steam, its own blower

is used. The blower is used gently at first, and gradually in-

creased as the coal is ignited. About 15 minutes elapse be-

fore it becomes necessary to increase the blower and about 30
minutes before it is put on wide open. On a boiler filled with

cold water steam will be generated in about 40 minutes, and
100-lb. pressure is secured in from 70 to SO minutes. We found
that one great factor in smoke elimination in firing up, was
to avoid adding coal to the already thoroughly ignited fire.

We place enough coal in the box not only to generate the

amount of steam required to take the engine out of the house,

but also, if possible, to hold the steam pressure until the

engine crew takes charge of it and gets it ready for service.

Where an engine is fired up from two to four hours before

departure from 1,200 to 1,800 lb. of coal is required, de-

pending on the size of the firebox and the boiler. This
refers to engines fired up with cold water. Where the boiler

has 50 lb. or more pressure a little less coal is necessary.

Weather conditions have a great deal to do with the smoke
problem. When the weather is murky, or the barometer is

low, smoke hangs low with a tendency to spread after leaving

the stack.

Just a few words on the cleaning of fires. We clean about

80 fires a day, principally on yard engines, as most of the

road engines require that the fire be dumped. Generally it

is found harder to clean a fire without making smoke than

to build one, where plenty of time is available. Our rule is

to clean one-half of the box at a time, shoving the live fire

over to the other side, the grates being bared by shaking and

the removal of the clinker. A sufficient amount of coal is then

placed on the grates and the live fire from the other side is

raked over this coal. The other half of the grates is handled

in the same manner. Only a blower is used while cleaning,

but immediately on closing the fire door the smoke eliminating

device is put to work. The time used in cleaning fires varies

from 6 to 25 minutes, depending on tlie size of the firebox,

the condition of fire, and the construction of the grates. We
find that when road engines come in from long runs it pays

to knock out the fire, when neither the condition of the

firebox nor repairs would make it necessary. A marked im-

provement has been made in the elimination of smoke in the

engine terminals at St. Louis. All of the engine house fore-

men in this vicinity have shown an interest in it and we

exchange experiences and compare results. By keeping in

constant touch with the men that actually do the firing and

cleaning we may do better in the future.
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ECONOMICS OF THE SHOP POWER HOUSE
BY V. T. KROPIDLOWSKI

A large percentage of the machine tools in locomotive

repair shops are now driven by electricity, and electric drive

is almost entirely used whenever new shops are built. With
the development of this situation, public utility companies

have begun to see in it a good opportunity for building

up a power load capable of utilizing the extra daytime

capacity required to meet the night lighting load, and are

becoming active in bidding for this business.

One of the claims most frequently made by the central

station representatives is that the power can be produced

much cheaper in the central stations than it can possibly

be produced in the shop power plant. Although it is true

in many instances that the private plant is extravagant, due
to local conditions sometimes unavoidable, there are many
instances in which the private plant is producing energy as

economically as it could be supplied by the central station.

When taking into consideration the utilization of exhaust

steam for heating, a well designed and managed shop plant

is capable of producing energy cheaper than it can be pur-

chased from any outside source.

It is the purpose of these articles to consider the merits

of the shop power plant as opposed to the central station,

as a source of power supply for use in railroad repair shops,

on the basis of the available facts. It is not the intention

to discuss the question of supplying energy for railroad elec-

trification. Whether a railroad should possess its own plant

for this purpose, or purchase its energy from a central station,

is a problem involving entirely different elements.

The subject will be treated in three articles. The first

will be a general discussion of shop electrification and the

factors entering into the cost of power; in the second, these

factors will be discussed more in detail and the data on which
the assertions in the first are based will be presented. The
third will be devoted to an analysis of the cost of construc-

tion and the cost of operating an actual shop plant. The
cost of power produced by this plant will be compared with

the price at which this power could be obtained from a public

service plant.

ADVANTAGES OF ELECTRIC DRI\E

Opinions as to the advantages which the electric drive

has over the old system of line shaft and belt drive may
be divided roughly into two classes: those which are held

by the central station representatives and those expressed by
disinterested engineers. To facilitate the comparison of

these two sets of claims, they have been tabulated below.

Adv.\ntages Claimed for Electric Drive

Central Station Solicitor's Claims

Advantages

Reduction of losses from sliaftinR

friction, belt racing and belt

troubles.
More flexibility and better machinery

arrangement.
More reliable power and steadier

speed.
Better light, through absence of

belting.
Cheaper insurance due to separated
power house.

.Small power house and foundations.
Saving of shop space.
More accurate knowledge of the

power developed.
Easier to find machine troubles jpy

tise of electric instrinnents.
Ability to stop and start machine

quickly.
Disadvantages

Greater first cost of installation.

Cost of operation.

Disinterested Engineer's Views
Advantages

Flexibility: ability to add and re-
locate machinery.

Better light due to absence of belt-
ing.

Greater convenience and cleanliness.
Saving of overhead space.

Disadvantages

Greater first cost of installation.
Cost of operation.

Transmission Losses.—It will be noted that the disin-

terested engineer claims no advantage for the electric drive

in the reduction of transmission losses by the elimination of

line shaft friction and belt slip. While this is one of the

arguments most frequently used in favor of electric drive,

the saving claimed has not been developed in practice. The
losses due to shafting friction and belt-slip do not exceed

20 per cent of the total power required, except in a few lines

of manufacture, and generally are nearer 10 per cent.

On the other hand, electric line losses are seldom less than

five per cent. Placing the average working efficiency of

the motors at 85 per cent, it can readily be seen that the

power output of the motors is but slightly above 80 per

cent of the electric power required at the switchboard.

This is a conservative statement of the situation. The
writer knows of shop installations using line shaft and belt

transmission, where the machinery, shafting, belting, etc.,

have been laid out properly and are properly maintained, in

which the loss from shafting and belt friction does not

exceed 12 per cent. In another case a large amount of

heavy shafting and countershafting was removed and the

electric drive substituted, but the actual friction loss was
not diminished. In order to keep down the first cost of

the installation and because of the low head room available,

the motors were of the highest speed obtainable, making the

ratio of driving and driven pulley diameters too great for

economical transmission. Owing to the exceedingly small

motor pulleys and the short centers, heav}' belt tensions were
required, deflecting the shafting and consequently producing
heavy bearing pressure and high friction losses throughout

the installation.

Reliability of Electric Power.—It is questionable whether
electric power is more reliable than the old system of line

shafting and belt transmission. The writer's experience, as

well as that of others, indicates that in the case of a shop
power plant, where the electric power transmission and dis-

tributing system is comparatively simple, the two forms of

transmission are about equally reliable. Where there are

long, high tension transmission lines and a network of dis-

tributing systems, as in the case of the public service power
plants, it seems reasonable that the chances of interruption

due to such causes as severe storms, electrolvtic troubles,

operating troubles, etc., are increased.

Minor Advantages.—The other claims made by the solic-

itors which are not upheld by the disinterested engineer
may all be grouped under the one claim of "greater con-
venience and cleanliness."

An electric plant, to require a smaller power house and
machinery foundations, must lie equipped with steam turliines,

otherwise the electric generator demands practicallv the same
size engine as would be required to drive the shop directly

through belt and line shaft. On the contrary the engine
room must be larger to accommodate the generator and
switchboard. In case the power is purchased, of course, the
powerhouse may be somewhat smaller, but not materially so,

for the switchboard, transformers, motors for driving air

compressors, and other auxiliaries will take up practically
the space required for the stationary engines.

There is no propriety in the claim that it is easier to find

machine trouble with the electric drive. There are no
troubles, aside from tho.«e due to the electrical apparatus,
which can not be detected and located with the naked eye or
with one of the other senses.

Steam Transmission Losses.—There is one notalile gain
that can be derived from the installation of electric power
which evidently has been overlooked. It is the elimination
of condensation losses in steam lines in the many instances
where the steam must be conveyed for considerable distances
to small steam engines scattered about the plant. Such
steam engines could be replaced by electric motors and trans-
mission losses reduced at least 5 per cent. It is not uncom-
mon to suffer a loss of 10 per cent of the total power deliv-
ered at the point of supply where the steam is distributed to
several points of consumption through open air or under-
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ground pipe lines, say within a radius of about 700 or SOO ft.

Considering tlie mechanical efficiencv of a small steam
engine to be about tlie same as that of an electric motor

—

which is e-\tremel.v improbable as small steam engines are
known to be ven extravagant and not at all comparable
with electric motors of equal size—and allowing a loss of
S per cent for the electric transmission line, a saving of 5

per cent would be realized in favor of electricity. In many
cases an actual saving as high as 10 to 15 per cent might
be realized.

PURCH.ASED PO\\'ER

The central station solicitor naturally charges against the

isolated plant everything that he possibly can. He charges

the plant with rent, part of the manager's salary and subjects

it to quick depreciation, making it put aside from 1/10 to

1/20 of its cost each year for renewal, while continuing to

charge interest on the full investment. He does not concede
that the use of the e.xhaust steam from the engines of the

shop plant has any material bearing upon the cost of the

power. If reminded tliat the e.\haust steam is needed for

heating the shop, etc., he tries to prove that the back pres-

sure of the heating system will neutralize any saving thus

effected.

While most of the above charges should enter into the

cost of power from the shop plant as well as the central

station, they are exaggerated when applied to the accoimting

of an isolated plant. Let us then analyze them.

Fixed Charges Compared.—The shop plant is subject to

the same charges as is the central station, with the exception

of the expenses of soliciting business, maintaining meters

and taking meter readings, the clerical expense of rendering

bills and keeping accounts and the heavy cost of distributing

lines.

The central station necessarily must have the best and

the most expensive machinery in its plant, as the service to

be rendered is more exacting. The machinery is harder

worked, and owing to the keen competition and the con-

tinual development of more economical and improved ma-
chinery, it is scrapped earlier. As a consequence the amovmt
to be set aside annually as a sinking fund reserve to cover

physical depreciation and obsolescence, must be much greater

than for the isolated plant.

According to the reports of the public service commis-
sion of an Eastern State, the actual operating expense of

a certain large central station forms only 26 'j per cent of

the total cost of production, the remaining 73 J4 per cent

being made up of overhead and distribution charges. Fur-

thermore, this same company is capitalized at over S40() per

kilowatt capacity. Of course this is an abnormal case of

capitalization, but such concerns are capitalized at the rate

of $2.S0 per kilowatt and higher, whereas an up-to-date shop

plant can be installed complete for $75 to $100 per kilowatt.

Exhaust Steam Heating and Back Pressure.—The asser-

tion that the back pressure imposed on the engine by the

heating system neutralizes the gain derived from the utiliza-

tion of the exhaust is not justified. Any fair minded
obseri-er acc|uainted with steam engineering practice will

concede that a plant such as a railroad repair shop, requir-

ing a boiler plant for heating and other purposes, can put in

an engine, run it as a reducing valve between the high pres-

sure boilers and the heating system and make what electrical

energy is needed more cheaply than it can be produced

and delivered at a profit Ijy a central station.

The capital invested for this purpose of course must pay
a dividend, if the company is on a dividend paying basis.

Since the heating plant, and the same thing is true of the

power plant as a whole, is not a producing agency, this

dividend must be met by the revenue-producing depart-

ments. For example, if a company paying an average of

seven per cent on the capital invested can obtain heat, light

and power from an outside source at a price equal to the

operating cost for production in the shop plant, plus depre-

ciation, interest, taxes, etc., plus less than seven per cent

on the mone)- which would have to be invested to equip the

shop plant, tlien it would be economy to buy heat and electric

power as some portion of the income from the revenue bear-

ing departments which would be required to pay the seven

per cent on the capital invested in this non-revenue earning

department would be available for other purposes. Other-
wise the shop plant is a good investment.

Electric Power Contracts.—Power contracts are usually

of a most peculiar construction. The purpose of the extra-

ordinar}- wording of these instruments is to provide for a

scale of prices differing for various conditions of power
service, all into one agreement. The actual prices in most
of these contracts depend upon the amount of power used,

allowances for discounts, etc. In some of them the price is

Ijased upon the maximum demand, a fixed charge per horse-

power of connected load, or on a sliding scale. 'UTiere the

price of power is fi.xed on the basis of maximum demand,
cither a h.xed charge is made for each kilowatt of maximum
demand, and the actual kilowatt-hours of power consumption
is charged for at a fixed rate, a sliding scale of rates may
lie used, the rate employed depending upon the amount of

the maximum power demand.
The actual operation of the maximum demand clause

varies considerably, depending on the time element pro-

vision. Some contracts are based on a maximum demand
for a time limit of half an hour, others for 15 min., and
others for the extremely short period of two minutes. The
last figure may mean a serious injustice to the purchaser.

The limiting period should be at least 10 min., preferably

half an hour.

The fixed price, or, as it is sometimes termed, the readi-

ness-to-serve charge, may also be based on the horsepower of

motors installed. This method, in some plants, works a

hardship upon the consumer, while in others it may be a

fair one. Take a plant, for instance, where there is a

very large coimected load, but only a small portion of it is

being used at any one time. In this case the readiness-to-

serve charge may often amount to more than the total power
bill for the month. In another shop, where at certain months
of the year practically the whole connected motor horsepower

is in demand, this method is a fair one.

The power companies employing this system uphold it

on the ground that it is only fair that they earn interest

on the money invested in the plant equipment, which they

must have in readiness to furnish the full connected power
whenever the customer wills to use it. But it often burdens
the individual user with many times over his fair proportion

of the total amount required.

There remains but one solution to tlie problem of secur-

ing the most economical power, and that is to determine

the comparative cost of purchasing it outside and generating

it in the shop. In determining what is the cost of power
generated in the shop plant, care should be taken not to

overlook all legitimate charges to the power account. If

the addition of power generating equipment to the plant

necessary for heating and other auxiliary purposes, requires

new buildings, the additional investment only should be
charged against the power. If more or higher paid men
must be employed, this additional expenditure should be

also charged. If the manager gets more salary because he
has to supervise the generating station, then the additional

expense thus incurred should go to the power account. The
cost of the power should also include an amortization charge
sufficient to replace the capital invested in the equipment
at the end of its probable life, interest at the rate which the

money could earn and .such taxes and insurance as the addi-

tional investment requires. If, with all these charges, the

investment promises a profit when credited with the cost of

power at the central station rate, it is justified.
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Car Department
AIR BRAKE LEVER COMPUTATIONS*

BY LEWIS K. SILLCOX
Mechanical Engineer, lllioois Central

The average man on the line has not the time to figure air

brake leverage and he is often not conversant enough with

mathematical computations necessary to arrive at the proper

location of holes for drilling the various levers. The fol-

lowing formulas in connection with Figs. 1 and 2 give an ab-

Fia

solutely accurate method for this work together with methods

for checking the levers applied to any freight car. Referring

to Fig. 1, the letters shown indicate the following parts:

A = Bottom connection.
B = Top connection.
C = Center connection.
D = Dead lever.

L ^ Live lever.

S = Force from brake cylinder.

In designing the rigging make the live and dead levers

the same proportion and use any of the following propor-

tions : 3 to 1, 3'/ to 1 to 1. The design of the

car will determine the length of the levers. The top and

Fig. 2

center connections should pull as nearly parallel as possible.

The total braking power should equal 60 per cent of the

light weight of the car. Assuming Z = the light weight of

the car, we have the following:
Z X .60 X WF

(1) Power required on top connection = X

(2) Proportions of cylinder lever =i MN =

(3) Proportions of floating lever = WiPi =

4 X PF
S X QN

X + S

S X W.Fi

X + S

•From a paper presented to the Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

(4) Instead of (3) this proportion can be used:-
QN

QM
WiF,

" P^
(S) LIse to check hand brake end:

S X QM X PF A X .60
VV

MN X WF 4

(6) Use to check end opposite hand brake:
S X QN X P,F, X PF AX .60

= W
MN X W,F, X WF 4

Example: Box car having a light weight of 40,000 lb. with truck leven
driired for holes spaced 6 in. and 18 in. apart, cylinder lever distance
Q to N (Fig. 1) or A + B (Fig. 2) to equal 34 in., floating lever Wi to
1', (Fig. 1) or D + C (Fig, 2) to equal 17 in.

Total braking power = .60 X 40,000 = 24,000 lb.

A X .60 X WF
1. Power required on top connection = X =

4 X PF
40,000 X.60 X 6

Proportions of cylinder lever

3. Proportions of floating lever = WjPi =

X + S

4,000 X 34

1,500 X 4,000

S X W,F,

X + S
4,000 X 17

= 12.37
1.50O + 4.000

4. In place of following method (3) the following proportion may be used:

QN WiF,

QM ~ PiF,

QM = QN — N = 34 — 24.74 = 9.26
P,F, = W,Fi — W,P, = 17 — 12.37 = 4.63

Substituting in the above equation we have

34 17

9.26 4.63

157.42 = 157.42

Which shows that the calculations are correct.

S X QM XPF A X .60
5. = =W or force applied to each brake beam

MN X WF 4

4.000 X 9.26 X 24 4,000 X .60
: 6,000 lb.

24.74 X 6 4

Air Brake Arrangement.—Locate the cylinder so that the

cross tie will not interfere with the removal of the piston,
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that the levers do not interfere with the cross ties or truss

rod struts when the brakes are applied, figuring a travel of the

live lever of about IS in. maximum. Minimum push rod

travel with new shoes should be 4 in., the maximum with

shoes removed, should be 12 in. Check the live lever

guide and see that it will allow plenty of travel for the lever,

and see that it does not interfere with the application of

the top connection.

Truck levers should stand at an angle of 40 deg. from
the vertical and should incline towards the bolster at an
angle of 15 deg. when the brakes are released. To find the

actual length of the lever the following practice will be
observed: Lay out on the end elevation tlie center line of

the lever at an angle of 40 deg. from the vertical, and
intersect the center line of the car at the center of the brake
beam. The measurement line is then laid at an angle of 55

deg. from the vertical, or 15 deg. more than the lever, inter-

secting at the same point. Measurements are made on this

line and projected to the lever at right angles to it. See Fig. 3.

The following is a metliod of obtaining the height of the

dead lever above the center line of the brake beam when the

length of the lever is assumed:

The line drawn from point O to the center line of brake
beam:=Z, Sin. 50°.

Height = L Sin. 50° X Cos. 15°.

The following table can be used for locating the holes

in the cylinder and floating levers for cars having a truck

1134 56 7 s 3 (0 II eajia t nil a^o^l^^!i^l?s^e^7^l^sx3l KSitsxpisi}
Lenqih 'B'ln Inches

Fig. Proper Size of Brake Levers

lever ratio of 3 to 1 (that is, 6 in. to 18 in. or 7 in. to 21

in. as shown in Fig. 2) and a braking power based on 60

per cent of the light weight of the car:

Light
weight
of car

20,000—21,999
22.000—23.999
24,000—25.999
26.000—27.999
28.000—29.999
30,000—31.999
32,000—33.999
34,000—35,999
36.000—37.999
38.000—39.999
40,000—41.999
42.000—43.999
44,000—45.999
46,000—47.999
48,000—49.999
50,000—51.999
52.000—53.999
54,000—55.999
56.000—57,999
58,000—59.999
60.000—61,999



Resistance of Passenger Cars*
Relation of Resistance to Speed for Cars of

Various Weights Found by Dynamometer Tests

BY E. C. SCHMIDTf and H. H. DUNN^

DYNAMOMETER car tests to determine the resistance

of heavy passenger trains have recently been made by

the department of railway engineering of the Univer-

sity of Illinois on the tracks of the ' Illinois Central between

Champaign, 111., and Centralia. The tests were made in

regular through passenger service. It was found that the

specific resistance is materially affected by the weight of the

cars composing the train, and that it decreases as the average

weight of the cars increases.

The Trains Tested.—The trains experimented upon—18

in number—were all passenger trains, which varied in total

weight from 535 to 727 tons. The number of cars varied

from eight to twelve. The train make-up was not uniform

and is shoxvn for each train in the table. The average gross

weight per car in the various trains ranged from 48.7 to 71.1

tons. In lo of the IS trains the dynamometer car was coupled

with its measuring drawbar toward the rear, and in these

cases its own resistance is excluded from the test car records;

its weight is consequentl}' likewise excluded from the train

weights listed in the table. In the live remaining trains, on

the other hand, the resistance of the dynamometer car itself

is included in the records and its weight is therefore included

in the train weight. Since the test car w-eighs only 29 tons,

the normal average car weight is somewhat lowered in these
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presented. At each section the net resistance was calculated

and the calculated value with its corresponding speed was

plotted on a diagram such as Fig. 1. The black dots define

average value of resistance during the passage of the train

over several hundred feet of track at a uniform speed and

the circles define instantaneous resistance values as the train

passes a particular point on the road. In this manner a simi-

lar curve has been produced for each of the eighteen trains

tested. All eigliteen of these curves are brought together in

Fig. 2,

An inspection of Fig 2 shows that at 20 m. p. h., the values

of resistance varj' from 4.1 to 6.3 lb. per ton, and at 70

m. p. h. the values of resistance range from 8.0 to 11.4 lb.

per ton. This variation is chiefly due to the differences in

the average weights of the cars composing the different trains.

Those trains composed of relatively light cars have the higher

resistance (expressed in pounds per ton), whereas trains of

Speed- Miles Per Hour.

Fig. 2— Relation Between Resistance and Speed for the 18 Trains

Tested.

heavy cars have a low specific resistance. This fact is bet-

ter established by the process described below.

If in Fig. 2 at the point corresponding to 20 m. p. h. a

perpendicular is erected, it will cut the curves in eighteen

points, each of which pertains to a particular train and de-

fines for that train the average value of resistance at a speed

of 20 111. p. h. If each of these resistance values are plotted
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PREVENT HOT BOXES BY EDUCATION*
BY W. S. CLARK

Car Foreman. New York Central, East Syracuse, N. Y',

The greater number of hot boxes are due to lack of proper

attention by what are termed "car oilers," but who should

be called "journal box caretakers," as no free oil should be
used in properly taking care of journal boxes. When in-

specting cars you will find some journal boxes overloaded with
packing, while others do not have sufficient. Both of these

conditions make hot boxes. Brasses worn thin are in many
cases not removed until they have started trouble and you
have hot boxes and cut journals.

To eliminate these conditions and have perfect running
cars it is necessary first to see that the journal box packing
is mixed and properly proportioned with waste and oil. This
requires mixing tanks and a "prepared" packing tank, the

sizes of tanks to be in accordance with shop or yard capacity.

These tanks should have drainage racks in the bottom and be
equipped with 13.:4-inch faucets. The waste should be pulled

apart, placed in the mixing tank and then sulmierged in oil,

and allowed to stand for 24 hours. An exact record should

be kept of the number of pounds of waste and the number of

gallons of oil used. Then draw off the oil, leaving four pints

of oil to one pound of waste. Transfer this packing into

the "prepared" tank. Twice daily draw off the oil that has

settled in the bottom of the tank and pour it over the top of

the prepared packing. By so doing you always have a mix-

ture which is standard.

The treating of journal boxes has become a science, and is

not an "everyman's" job. Employees may be educated to be-

come scientific at their work by proper supervision. They
should be furnished with books of instruction on the lubri-

cation and care of journal boxes.

Journal boxes which are to be repacked should be handled

in the following manner: A uniform size roll, say 2 in. in

diameter by 10 in. long, should lie made of dry waste and

be submerged in oil. Place this roll in the back of the journal

box. Then pack the box under the collar of the journal at

the front. Force back with the packing iron until it is within

one-fourth of an inch of the center line of the journal, making
sure that all packing is back of the collar of the journal.

Then place a piece of packing by hand in the front of the

box, not spudded and having no strings of waste hanging out

of the box. Do not pack the box too tight.

The foreman in charge should pack a few boxes for each

man assigned to this work, and explain to him why the roll

is placed in the back and the piece in the front of the box

and why these three operations are necessary. He should

then watch the man repack 10 or 12 boxes and correct him
each time he makes a mistake, never snatching the packing

iron from his hand, but demonstrating to him in a mild

maimer. When a man has gone over a few boxes you can

determine whether he will make good or not, for not every

man is fitted to do this work.

In caring for cars in trains in the yard, if the packing

needs rearranging sufficient waste should be pulled out of

the box and then "spudded" back. Be sure to keep the pack-

ing within the one-quarter inch of the center line of the

journal; then place the front piece. No packing should be

placed at the side of the journal. If the box requires addi-

tional packing, it should lie placed in the front and

"spudded" back under the collar of the journal. A good man
at this work will always detect a cut journal or a brass worn
thin that will cause trouble. By following these instructions

hot boxes may be reduced 98 per cent. Our inspectors al-

ways ask the conductors if they have had any troulile on the

last trip out, or the trip in, and just what the trouble was.

Men educated in this line of work will always be interested in

these results.

Every car that comes in on a repair track should be looked

"Entered in Hot Box Competition.

after, all surplus packing removed and the packing rear-

ranged. Cars that need complete repacking should be handled
as outlined above. All journal boxes should be thoroughly
cleaned out before repacking. All new boxes should be free

from rust and scale. The journals should be cleaned wlien
the wheels are changed. In changing wheels see that the

brass fits the journal and that the journal bearing wedge fits

the brass and box properly.

A foreman in charge of inspectors should always keep in

touch with the conductors and train crews to ascertain the

running condition of the cars, p'ind out the side of the train

the trouble was on. Then go over the matter with the car

ciler. In many cases the conductor or one of the train crew
has already told the oiler. Good results follow such co-oper-
ation.

We hold monthly meetings with our oilers, the same as we
do with our inspectors. They all understand that the care
of journal boxes is an important factor in getting cars over
the road without delay.

THE CHILLED IRON CAR WHEEL*
BY GEORGE W. LYNDON

President, Association oE Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels, Chicago

The method of manufacture in so far as the formation of

the wheel is concerned, is practically the same today as when
first introduced. Fig. 1 shows a section of the mold in which
the cliilled iron wheel is cast.

The tread, or running surface of the wheel, is formed by
an iron ring or chiller against which is poured the molten
metal, the sudden cooling transforming the soft gray metal
to a metal white in color and harder than tempered steel.

This white, hard iron extends all around the tread of the

wlieel to a depth of one-half to three-quarters of an inch, and
yields more mileage per unit of wear than any other metal.

There is no other metal known that produces so hard a

tread that can be operated with safety, because if other metals
can produce a tread as hard as the chilled iron wheel this

same hardness will be apparent in the plates and the hub,
which will therefore be brittle and dangerous to use.

A 725 lb. M.C.B. wheel is poured in about twelve seconds.

Nofe: Arrows indicafe ffotr

of'irvn mto mould.
Baffom Boord

Cross Section of a Car Wheel Mould Showing the Direction of
the Flow of the Metal

The molten metal is tlien subjected to different cooling con-

ditions due to the complexity of the mold. In consequence

shrinkage strains are encountered which must lie relieved be-

fore the wheels are jilaced in service. During the earlier

periods of manufacture, after the wheel was set, it was cov-

ered with ashes or hot sand and allowed to remain several

days until nearly cold. Another method was to lay the wheel

on the floor and apply heat to the tread, so that the tempera-

ture of the tread would be brought back to that of the plates

and hub.

These crude methods were later displaced with the intro-

•Abstract of a paper pre5ented to the Canadian Railway Club.
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duction of cooling pits lined with fire brick, each pit holding

from 10 to IS wheels. Just as soon as the wheel is solidified

it is removed from the mold red hot and placed in a pit

maintained at the proper temperature, and by this process the

tread and the plates and the hub resume an equilibrium of

temperature. The wheels remain in the pits for several days

until the shrinkage strains are finally removed by the gradual

and uniform cooling process.

INCREASES IN CAR CAPACITY AND WHEEL WEIGHTS

A 33-in., 52S-lb. chilled iron wheel of the Washburn
type became standard soon after the year 18S0 for 10-ton

freight cars and also for passenger cars. Cars of this capac-

ity remained standard for about 30 years. Under the con-

ditions of light wheel loads, small flange pressures, slow

speeds, low annual mileage, which prevailed during that time,

the wheels would last the entire life of the car. Wheel mile-

age obtained under such circumstances is sometimes erron-

eously used to indicate the superior service of wheels manu-
factured at that time. The ton-mileage, which is the true

basis for comparison, was extremely low as compared with

wheel performance at the present time.

The 30-ton car, introduced in 1885, was the heaviest

capacity car on any railroad during the time of the World's
Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893. Its growth was
very rapid on all railroads, A chilled iron wheel weighing

600 lb. was used under cars of this capacity and was
recommended as standard in 1904 by the Master Car Build-

•ers' Association. It was later modified and the weight in-

creased to 625 lb. in the year 1909, upon the recommenda-
tion of our association. It was not long before the 40-ton

and 50-ton car were developed for the coal carrying trade

Fig. 2—Development of the V^heel Flange and the Flange Recom-
mended by the Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels.

and found to be so satisfactory that cars of lighter capacity

ceased to be built for this service. The 700-lb. wheel was

used under 50-ton cars and was recommended as standard

in 1904 by the M. C. B. Association, but afterwards, upon

the recommendation of our association, the weight was raised

to 725 lb., and made standard in the year 1909. During

the time intervening a new wheel was introduced of the

rolled steel type and the steel wheel substituted for the 700-

lb. chilled iron wheel weighed a minimum of 750 lb.

Cars of 70-ton capacity have already proven successful

from every standpoint and are being made in comparatively

large numbers at the present time.

Since the year 1875 the weight of the car structure has

increased from 18,000 lb. to as high as 65,000 lb., or 260

per cent increase. The weight of rail has increased from

50 lb. to as high as 125 lb., or ISO per cent. The axle has

increased from 350 lb. to 1,070 lb., or 200 per cent. The

weight of the wheel has increased from 525 lb. to 725 lb.,

or 38 per cent. It will be noted that the percentage of

increase in the wheel is much less than that for any other

part of the car, and while the carrying capacity has increased

from 10 tons to 70 tons, or 600 per cent, the weight of the

heaviest M. C. B. standard wheel has increased only 38 per

cent. The ton-miles per annum of the present 70-ton car is

approximately 20 times that of the 10-ton car, which indicates

the greater service given by the present wheel than was
secured from any wheel during the pioneer days. It also

plainly shows that the mere comparison of mileage is of no
value unless the load carried is taken into consideration.

THE FLANGE

There is one part of the wheel that has received scant con-

sideration and that is the flange. During all tlie remarkable

railroad development the space between the running rail and
the guard rail has remained fixed at IJ^ in. The chilled

iron wheel manufacturers have been trying for years to

secure a stronger flange and have demonstrated the fact that

3-16 in. can be added to the thickness of the present M. C.

B. flange by mounting each wheel 3-32 in. closer to the rail

and still maintain the Master Car Builders' standard throat

to back of flange dimension of 4 ft. 6 29-64 in. This in-

sures that the relation of the back of the flange to guard
rail remains tlie same as at present and no change in track

clearance is required. We have received the approval of our

plan from a special committee who were appointed for the

purpose of investigation through the American Railway
Engineering Association. Our recommendations are shown
in Fig. 2, which also shows the development of the flange

and tread.

Under the 10-ton car, the weight of which was about equal

to its capacity, the load carried per wheel was approximately

5,000 lb., which would require about 4,000-lb. flange pressure

to change the direction of the truck in engaging curves.

Under the 70-ton car the load per wheel has increased to

25,000 lb., which requires almost 20,000 lb. flange pressure

to change the direction of the truck; therefore, the flange

thrust has increased 400 per cent on account of the in-

creased load, which is fiu"ther augmented by the high speed

of modern freight trains. Under present conditions of opera-

tion, considering the increased load and speed, the thrust on
the flange including impact is at least 10 times greater than
under the old 10-ton car; it must be apparent that the in-

creased duty has not been provided for.

Tests made at the University of Illinois for the purpose of

ascertaining tlie stresses to which the wheel is subjected in

pressing it onto the axle and under service conditions, have
shown that when a wheel is pressed on an axle a compressive
stress is developed radially and a tensile stress circumferen-

tially; that the plate must curry the load which [iroduces a

combination of stresses resulting in a wheel slightly ellip-

tical
; that on descending grades the heat generated by the

lirake shoe, which is a factor of load, grade and speed, causes
a tensile stress in a radial direction in opposition to the

compressive stress which was developed while pressing the

wheel on the axle, and that the heavy flange thrust causes a
bending action in the plate, which intensifies the tensile

stress developed by the heat in the front plate and the com-
pressive stress in the back plate developed while pressing on
the axle.

The ratio between these stresses developed in the 70-ton
car as compared to the 10-ton car is much greater than that

indicated by the mere increase in carrying capacity. The
heaviest stress developed is probably that caused by the
sudden rise in the temperature of the tread of the wheel
from brake shoe application on descending grades.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Our association believes that due to the general conditions

confronting us today and considering the safety factor of
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operation that three designs of wheels, viz.: 675 lb., 7S0
lb. and 850 lb. (with 3-16-in. increase in flange) for 30-ton,

50-ton and 70-ton cars, respectively, would, in a great meas-
ure, solve our present troubles and our recommendations
would be:

675 lb. wheel for cars having a maximum gross load of 112,000 lb.

750 lb. wheel for cars having a maximum gross load of 161,000 lb.

850 lb. wheel for cars having a maximum gross load of 210,000 lb.

The 8,000,000 tons of chilled iron wheels running today

possess a higher relative market value when worn out, based
upon their first cost, than is usual with other commodities
purchased by the railroads. Hundreds of thousands of

chilled iron wheels have been sold at a differential of $10
per ton, which represents the difference between the original

selling price and the scrap value of the old worn-out wheels,

and this $10 per ton differential represents the cost of re-

converting the old wheel into a new one plus the necessary
labor, plus the price of the new material and the profit of

the manufacturer. About 30 per cent of all wheels sold are

removed by foreign lines and the price paid for these re-

movals is fixed by the printed interchange rules of the

Master Car Builders' Association, as follows;

Chilled Iron
. . $9.00
.. 4.75

New value, each
Scrap value, each

Net cost $4.25
Cost of removing from and replacing in trucks,

per pair, $2.25, each 1.12

Cost under car, each $5.37
Cost of two turnings

Steel
$19.50

4.50

$15.00

$16.12
3.25

Total cost of wheel service, each $5.37 $19.37

It will be observed that the total cost for wheel service for

other types of wheels is about four times that of the chilled

iron wheel and upon this basis of comparison any substitute

must yield four times the mileage or time service in order to

equalize the cost.

Chilled iron wheels sold at a differential of $10 per ton

makes the net cost of the three Master Car Builders' stand-

ards as follows:

625 pounds MCrt wheel for 30 ton cars—$3.12
675 pounds MCB wheel for 40 ton cars— 3.37
725 pounds MCB wheel for 50 ton cars— 3.62

All chilled iron wheels, unlike other types, are guaranteed

for the minimum service. The cost per year with the guaran-

tee is as follows:

Maximum net cost of 625 lb. MCB wheel guaranteed for 6 years—52 cents
per year.

Maximum net cost of 675 lb. MCB wheel guaranteed for 5 years—67 cents
per year.

Maximum net cost of 725 lb. MCB wheel guaranteed for 4 years—90 cents
per year.

Any wheel that is sold for $20 will cost the railroad, in

interest charges alone (figured at 5 per cent per annum),
more than the renewal charges of the chilled iron wheel,

because while the guaranteed net cost to the railroads is

based upon six, five and four years' service, respectively, the

actual service is often twice as much. During the last two
years the prices of all commodities have reached their highest

figures. Nevertheless, the price of the chilled iron car wheel

has practically remained constant.

We have not yet reached the capacity of the chilled

iron car wheel and to-day we have in service wheels

weighing 950 lb., which are 225 lb. heavier than the heav-

iest M. C. B. standard. These wheels are carrying a burden

of 26,500 lb. per wheel and they have given such satisfactory

service under engine tenders of 12,000 gal. capacity that no
other type of wheel is considered by the user.

Insoluble Impurities in Oil.—Insoluble impurities in

oil can easily be detected (although the nature of them can-

not be determined) by mixing a quantity of oil with gasoline

so that it will filter through blotting paper. Any such im-

purities are deposited on the paper, and can be seen.

—

Power.

DERAILMENTS DUE TO DEFECTIVE
EQUIPMENT"

BY WILLIAM QUEENAN
Assistant Superintendent Shops. Chicago, Burlington & Ouincv. Aurora. 111.

During a period of 21 months, beginning December 1,

1914, and ending September 1, 1916, one of the western rail-

roads had 350 derailments caused by defective equipment.
These derailments had 44 different causes; 189 of them were
on equipment owned by the railroad and 161 on foreign

equipment. The table shows a list of the causes and the

number of derailments from each cause, divided according
to the ownership of the cars. The derailments recorded un-
der the last four items in the table, were each the result of a

separate cause and have been roughly grouped in four classes.

Cars

Defects Owned Foreign Total
Brake beam down 35 36 71
Broken wheel 21 IS 36
Coupler pulled out 17 16 33
Broken journal 10 17 27
Burst air hose 21 5 26
Burnt journal 11 12 23
Loose wheel 9 11 20
Broken flange 16 4 20
Broken arch bar 5 5 10
Broken axle 3 6 9
Broken oil box bolts 4 4 8
Broken truck sides 4 3 7
Broken brake red 3 3 6
Sharp Flange 3 2 5
Broken brake hanger 2 3 5
Broken knuckle 5 .

.

5
Broken truck 1 3 4
Brake rod down 2 2 4
Draft timbers pulled out 3 3
Worn knuckle 2 . . 2
Broken train line 112
Broken equalizer 2 .

.

2
Miscellaneous truck defects 5 6 11
Miscellaneous undcrfr;ime defects 5 16
Miscellaneous brake rigging defects 2 16
Miscellaneous coupler defects 2 2

Total .189 350

The 71 derailments caused by the dropping of brake
beams are a little more than 20 per cent of the total number
of derailments recorded. This is entirely too manv acci-

dents traceable to one cause. That tliis particular cause of
derailment is not confined to any one railroad, however, is

well brought out by the statement contained in the 191S
Proceedings of the Master Car Builders' Association, show-
ing that about 37 per cent of the derailments of one eastern
road resulted from this cause.

The most frequent cause of dropped brake beam; is the
loss of brake hanger pins. These pins are secured in several

ways; the most common practice is to use a cotter or split

key, or a common nut with a lock nut. No matter which of

these fastenings is used, its security depends entirely upon
the care with which it is applied. Frequently the nut is

not turned up on the bolt sufficiently, or the nut lock is left

off entirely, or the cotter key may not be split sufficientlv

to prevent it from working out of the hole in the pin. What
is needed is a device by which the pin becomes automatically

locked in place when it is inserted. I believe that such a
device can be develojaed and when it is it will do away with

a great many derailments resulting from dropped brake
beams.

The accidents from broken or defective wheels and axles

emphasize the fact that cars cannot receive too careful in-

spection. In many railroad yard? car inspectors are bur-
dened with other duties, such as taking seal records, open-

ing the doors of box cars and examining the contents, which
frequently interfere with their primary duty of inspecting

freight cars for mechanical defects. It is much oetter to

employ other help to secure seal records and the many other

records which car inspectors are sometimes asked to get,

than it is to allow this class of work to interfere with the

principal duty of the inspector.

The derailments caused by the pulling out of couplers and

•From a paper read before the Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.
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draft timbers are mostly the result of operating old, low
capacity cars in hea\7 trains.

Derailments caused by bursted air hose are difficult to

prevent. The ordinar)- inspection of air hose is not likely

tc detect hidden defects in the hose. The outer casing of

air brake hose checks from different causes; this allows mois-

ture to penetrate to the inner fabric, causing it to decay until

it is unable to withstand the pressure and it bursts. A better

quality of air brake hose should reduce these derailments.

BOX CAR SIDE DOOR
In a paper on Freight Car Repair Problems presented be-

fore the Car Foremen's Association of Chicago by Lewis K.

Sillcox, mechanical engineer, Illinois Central, the drawings

of a bo.x car side door were shown. This door has been

applied to several thousand cars and has given excellent serv-

ice. It is shown with its details, in the illustrations. The
body of the door is made up of 1,3/16-in. matched boards,

^Oearnnce\ i v:

Secfion Y-Y. Section Z-Z.
Defail oflr^n Plafe.

Phte hbe/lppliedfoBofh Frontand
BackDoor Post FoftivbeFmmedfo
Suit

I
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reinforced at the back by 10-in. by 13/16-in. boards at the

top, middle and the bottom, and by diagonal braces extend-

ing between these members. At both ends there are vertical

strips of the same material eight in. wide. On the front, two

longitudinal oak braces two in. thick, located as shown in

the elevation, give additional stiffness to the door.

A S-in. by yi-in. steel plate is fastened to the back door post

for its full length, forming the weather strip. A ZJ.-^-in. by

2^-in. by 3/16-in. angle on the back edge of the door over-

laps this weather strip when the door is closed. The door is

hung on rollers at the top. Three door guides are used to

hold the door in place when it is closed. The two end guides

are riveted to a 3 j-in. by 4-in. by 12-in. plate which is bolted

to the side sill and door posts as shown in section Z-Z. With
this construction it is impossible to remove the guides from

the outside of the car when the door is closed, witliout cut-

ting the rivets. A strip of steel plate 1 in. by J/g
in. along

the bottom of the door protects the body of the door while it

is being opened and closed.

THE CAR DEPARTMENT APPRENTICE*
BY FRANK DEYOT.JR.

Chief Draftsman. New York Central LineB, East Buftalo, N. Y.

From experience with car department apprentices I have

found that it is a hard problem to keep up their interest in

the work because of the seeming lack of inducements and the

laborious work they are called upon to do in repairing freight

cars. It has also been difficult to convince a boy that the

carpenter's trade could be taught thoroughly in a freight car

repair shop. However, first class car men can be obtained

through a combined system of training both in the shops and

classrooms. The boys should be instructed by expert car

men wlio can exert the proper discipline. They should be

trained in all branches of the work at a car shop, especially

where new work is done as w'ell as reconstruction work. The
boys should be about 18 years old and should have a fair

grammar school education. They should be required to pass

a suitable examination before being allowed to enter the

apprentice course. The length of the course should be three

years and tlie boys should be started in the department where

the work is most likely to appeal to them. They can then be

advanced into each department as .they become qualified.

Problems which constantly arise in the course of shop train-

ing should be taught in the classroom and a sufficient amount
of car drawing should be taught to enable the apprentice to

read a drawing, make such free-hand sketches and perspec-

tive drawings as are often found necessary in car work. If

the boy is given to understand that he is not there to become
only a car repairer, but that he is expected to qualify himself

for something better, there will be no trouble in getting a good
class of men and keeping them.

There is another obstacle confronting the car department
apprentice and that is the wages paid. The time has gone by
when you can get a young man of intelligence to work for a

meagre salary just because he is learning a trade. This fact

has been found to be true by the smaller concerns who em-
ploy apprentices at nearly a journeyman's rate to induce the

young men to learn the trade in order that they may be
developed into foremen and other official positions.

Another way to make apprentice work attractive in the
larger shops, and where there is a sufficiently large number
of apprentices, is to organize an apprentice club, Quar-
ters can be fitted up in some part of the shops, or close by,

where the boys can assemble in the evening and discuss papers
on the different classes of work and play games suitable to

young men. A baseball club may be organized also and
managed by those interested in the apprentice work.

" Entered in the Apprentice Competition of the Chief Intercban^ Car
Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association and presented at the annual
convention. Indianapolis, Ind , October 3, 4 and 5, 1916.

STEEL GONDOLA VERSUS COMPOSITE
GONDOLA^

BY WILLIAM OUEENAN
Assistant Superintendent Shops, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

In the last few years many articles of interest have been

written with regard to the steel gondola car. These writings

touch on the probable life, cost of repairs, proper care and
detail of construction. In a review of the subject it would
appear that the gondola of composite type has not received

the same consideration given the all steel car.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has over 18,000 all

steel gondola cars in service. These cars range in age from
two to thirteen years and compare very favorably, as to con-

dition, with those of like construction owned by other roads.

Ihey are all 40 ft. 50-ton capacity, drop bottom cars, having

from 12 to 16 doors, with an average light weight of 38,800

lb. and are of different designs, seven car companies partici-

pating in their manufacture. This road also owns 1,000

composite gondola cars.

COST OF REPAIRS

A record of the cost of repairs to individual classes of

freight cars has been in operation upon this road for about

two years and some very valuable information obtained.

In the year 1903 the 1,000 composite gondola cars be-

fore mentioned were built. These cars are 40 ft. in length,

SO-ton capacity, with steel side stakes and underframing,

\i'ooden sides, ends, floors and drop bottom doors. The lum-
ber used was 2} 4 in. and the light weight of one of these cars

is 39,700 lb. In the same year 1,000 all steel gondolas were

built. These cars are 40 ft. in length, SO-ton capacity, and
I'ave drop bottom doors. The side sheets and door plates are

4 in. thick. The light weight of these cars is 37,800 lb.

During the 12 months ending August 31, 1916, 167 of tlie

composite gondola cars as described were repaired at one of

the company's largest shops, at an average cost of $21.82

per car (truck repairs not included). Of this amount $2.53

was spent on the draft rigging, $11.28 on the underfrarae and
iS.Ol on the body of the car.

During the same period 332 of the all steel gondola cars

liefore mentioned were repaired at the same shop, at an aver-

age cost of $29.77 per car (truck repairs not included). Of
this amount $3 was spent on the draft rigging, $10.18 on the

underframe and $16.59 on the body of the car.

Repairs to the draft rigging include couplers and attach-

ments, draft castings, uncoupling devices, short draft sills or

plates, buffer blocks and all other parts of draft gear. Re-
pairs to the underframe include all sills, body bolsters, body
center plates, body side bearings, cross bearers, dump doors,

and operating mechanism. Repairs to the body cover all

parts of it including the floor.

It is the aim of this road to keep its cars well painted and
during the period of one year 14 of the composite cars were
repainted at one shop at an average cost of $3.81 per car,

and 42 of the before described steel cars were painted at a

cost of $2.83 per car.

Records show that the total repairs on the entire system

which includes trucks to the composite gondolas cost as

follows per month

:

Average per car repaired 55.25
.Average per rnr in service 3.08
Number cars repaired 600
Number cars in service 999

This compares with cost of repairs to the all steel gon-
dolas before mentioned as follows per month

:

.A verage per car repaired $6.73
-\verage per car in service 4.80
Xumber cars repaired 710
Number cars in service 987

STEEL GONDOLA CARS

In 1911 after eight years of service the drop doors on the

steel gondola cars before described had become worn ;.nd dis-

•.\bstract of a paper presented before the Western Railway Club.
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torted considerably and on account of a faulty door operating
mechanism the operating mechanism was removed, the door
straightened and closed permanentl)-. Four years later, in

1915, these door sheets had rusted to such an extent that they
were unsafe, and after going into the matter thoroughly to
determine whether new steel doors should be applied or not
it was finally decided that new steel doors would outwear
the sides and that the economical thing to do was to put in

solid wooden floors, which is being done. The wooden floor

will give good service for five years.

A year ago the work of reinforcing the doors on steel gon-
dola cars built in 1906 and 1907 was begun. These doors are

rusted and worn so badly that a new door plate is required.

It is also found that some of the doors are not worth repairing

in this maimer and new doors must be made complete. The
center cover plate and end floor sheets in all of these cars

are worn very thin and will soon have to be renewed.
As will be seen, corrosion is the greatest enemy of the steel

car. A great deal toward the prevention of outside rust can
be accomplished by taking care of the small rust spots when
they are first discovered. They should be thoroughly cleaned

and painted.

While the outside of the car body may be kept in good con-

dition as regards the rust, it will be found that on all steel

cars corrosion on the inside usually starts within a few
months after the cars have gone into service, and within two
years the inside of the body, floor, drop doors and under-
frame will show very materially the effects of the rust.

Experiments have been made as to painting and oiling in-

sides of steel gondola cars, but it has been found that this

paint or oil is rubbed off so quickly that it does not pay.

Good results can be accomplished by sand-blasting of steel

cars, but few roads spare the time and outlay of money that

this practice requires. Most roads are endeavoring to keep

their steel cars well painted, for if the outside corrosion can

be stopped the life of the side and end sheets will be pro-

longed.

It would appear that steel cars operated in low damp re-

gions are more susceptible to corrosion than those used in

higher and dryer climates, and cars used in bituminous coal

hauling are undoubtedly affected by corrosion more than cars

used in hauling anthracite coal. The practice of loading

cinders in steel gondolas is very objectionable; when wet the

acid in the cinders will attack the steel, and if they are not

wet down good before loading they are often so hot that they

will burn off the paint.

The practice of unloading coal from gondolas with a clam

shell bucket is bad; if the operator is not a careful man a

large amount of damage will be done to the floors and sides of

the cars. The practice of loading freight car trucks in gon-

dola cars with drop doors in bottom is bad and does a large

amount of damage.

COMPOSITE GONDOLA CARS

The composite gondola cars built in 1903 before men-

tioned and described are still in very fair condition. A large

portion of the original lumber is still in them. Repairs out-

side of that to the draft gear and trucks consist principally

of renewals of the end and drop door planking. Floors in

some places also need attention. The steel parts where thev

are protected by the wood-work are in good condition. These

cars have given very good service.

Owing to the small number of composite cars as compared

with the large number of all steel cars, the writer will not

try to say which of the two types are the best, but rather try

and point out some of the good points of both types.

CONCLUSIONS—IN FAVOR OF THE ALL STEEL CAR

Some of the repairs to all steel cars can be made without

removing the defective parts from the car.

Outside of extensive damage, defective parts can be

straightened and used again, thus reducing material cost.

If the floor and drop door sheets, cover plate and the bot-

tom of the side sheets where the\- are riveted to an angle were

reinforced or made of heavier steel than the main portion of

the side and end sheets, the cost of repairs would be reduced,

and the life of these parts lengthened so that they would last

as long as the side and end sheets.

The salvage value of the all steel car is much greater th.in

the composite type of car.

For the first three or four years the cost of repairs, Ijarring

accidents, to the all steel cars is very light.

CONCLUSIONS—IN F.WOR OF THE COMPOSITE CAR

The initial cost of the composite gondola with the present

price of steel should be less than the all-steel gondola.

The composite type of car costs less to maintain than the

steel gondola.

The sides of the composite car do not bulge as do these

of the steel car.

Records show that while the composite car costs more to

repaint than the steel car, it does not require painting as

frequently.

A large portion of the repairs to composite cars can he

taken care of at other than steel car .shops.

Certain properties in coal cause corrosion to steel but do
not affect the wood.

INTEREST THE MEN IN HOT BOXES*
BY C. S. TAYLOR

General ForemBn, Atlantic Coast Line, Wilmington, N. C.

Some time ago we were annoyed considerably with hot

boxes. In each case the inspectors stated that the "boxes ap-

peared to be in good condition leaving the terminal." I

found, by personally following them up, that such was the

case. I noticed also that cars would get quite a distance

from the terminal before the trouble developed. I finally

came to the conclusion that the difficulty was of a very small

nature, to overcome which it would lie necessary to examine
and repack all of the boxes before leaving the terminal. This

would have proved most expensive and could not be done
with the forces on hand.

\\'e ha\'e ven,- few through cars at the terminal, as all of

the business either originates there or is for export. Cars
come into the terminal and are placed at the export wharves

or at some industry and probaljly stay in the yard for several

days. Of course, the inspectors examine all Ijoxes when the

cars start out. The adoption of the following pilan reduced

our hot-boxes practically more than 50 per cent:

The inspectors are instructed to go over a train on its ar-

rival and feel the boxes; if they are the least bit warm they

mark them with a piece of blue chalk. Nobody is authorized

to rub this chalk mark oft" except the car oiler, and when
trains are made up to go out the car oiler goes over them. If

a box lid is marked with blue chalk, his instructions are to

examine the brass and pack the box. Quite frequently he
finds a hard spot in the brass or the packing is dry; the boxes

from a casual observation or inspection, however, would ap-

pear to be in good condition. Under the former practice the

inspector would raise the box lid and if the packing and
brass appeared to be in good condition he would only stir the

packing up, getting the saturated dope in the bottom of the

box up next to the journal. Under the new method, when he
sees the blue chalk mark he knows the box came in a little

warm, indicating that there was some hidden trouble which
must be remedied. After giving attention to the liox he rubs

the blue chalk marks off. This method, as before stated, has
reduced our hot boxes about 50 per cent.

I followed up personally the attention that inspectors and
car oilers were giving boxes and got them enthused with the-

handling of this matter, showing them the saving that we
would effect by the proper and economical use of oil, as well

•Entcietl in the Hot Tlox Competition.
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as how expensive it is in the locomotive fuel consumption and

delays to have to stop trains to pack boxes.

It has been my experience that the best method to get re-

sults is to vv-ork with the men wlio are actually doing the

work, instead of driving them; show them that the dollars

saved by them for the company will finally revert back to

them in increased wages and lietter working conditions. Or

in other words, work up a better interest in the company's

business by trying to teach them that they are just as much

a part of the company as the foremen.

CO-OPERATION BETWEEN YARD AND
CAR REPAIR FORCES*

BY R. H. DYER
Norfolk « Western

Co-operation between the yard and car repair forces is

essential for the promotion of business, as w-ell as the

economical handling of terminal yards. Freight will be

delayed and cars await repairs, attended by much loss of

time and efficiency, when the two forces fail to work in har-

mony with each other. While the car repair forces by holding

up cars for repairs may interfere with routine terminal move-

ment of the trains, they are as much interested in the preven-

tion of delays and keeping the number of bad order cars

•dovm to the lowest possible figure as the operating depart-

ment.
The trouble, work and anxiety of a car repair force really

'begins with the appearance of defective equipment. Many
times, to their sorrow, they see the fruits of their labor terri-

bly abused, and their days of labor and the expense for which

they are responsible and must account for, torn asunder in

one shifting movement Ijy a yard crew. Unfortunately it is

often felt by some repair forces that such destruction is

attended by indifference on the part of those in charge of the

yard.

There may be, and undoubtedly is, an economical speed

at which the cars should Ije shifted, time and damage to the

equipment considered, and the humble car repairers who wit-

ness the damage and are required to explain why there are

so many bad order cars and why there is an increase in the

cost of maintenance, are not uninterested parties. In the days

of the link and pin coupler the train crews instinctively

regulated the movement of the cars and made couplings at

moderate speeds not solely for their con\enience but for their

personal safety as well. Equipment under such treatment

receives the least abuse, but since the introduction of the

automatic coupler whicli permits more severe practices without

danger of personal injur\- there seems to be a lack of interest

in the preservation of equipment. Personal safety that

accompanies the introduction and development of the

automatic coupler, application of air brakes, etc., is having

its reward. Still the numljer of injuries which are the result

of carelessness and the unnecessary taking of chances is

appalling. It matters not from the shopman's point of view

whether the cars are destroyed by jerking or buffing, al-

though the latter is the more serious. The thought naturally

arises that greater team work could be obtained if the yard

forces could be made to appreciate the losses from the rough

handling of equipment.

In the interest of co-operation the yard forces and in-

spectors should, in the handling of loaded cars requiring

transfer, decide as soon as possible what cars are to be so

handled in order that the yard forces maj- move the car direct

to the transfer track, and avoid any delay incident to a shift

to the repair track for further inspection. The yard forces

should work, in such cases, in liarmony with the repair men
and expect as much in return. Ordinarily, the open hand

• From a paper read before the annual convention of the Chief Inter-
change Car Inspector?' and Car Foremen's Association, Indianapolis, Ind.,
Octoher 3, 4 and S. 1916.

must first come from the yard people with their assurance of

support and co-operation, and they should also encourage a

free exchange of views for the common efficiency. When car

foremen select cars for certain classes of lading they should

endeavor to give the yard people as little switching to do as

possible.

The handling of box cars at terminals where such equip-

ment is extensively used is a most important matter, and one

offering many opportunities for the exercise of good judgment.

Inasmuch as it is generally the rule that these cars are not

kept up to a high standard of physical condition, the yard

people are confronted witli a task of handling cars to the best

advantage, disposing of them at the least cost and loss of

mileage. Hence cars not serviceable for the highest class of

freight must be utilized as the conditions permit. This in-

cludes the disposition of the foreign box car equipment

having more or less defective superstructure and where a

prohibitive length of time will be required to get repair

material from the home road.

The yardmasters can be of great assistance to their repair

forces by giving them advance information concerning the

cars desired for delivery. Ordinarily the inspectors do not

know what is in contemplation until the work arrives. As a

result the cars will have to be inspected and repaired

liurriedly and in many cases the train will be delayed. The
handling of perishable freight and livestock is also of im-

portance. Yard forces usually obtain due notice of such ship-

ments, but very often the information is slowly handled, or

not given to the repair forces at all. Hence they are left in

more or less ignorance until the cars are discovered in the

yards. Under such circumstances delays, often more or less

serious, occur, whereas, if a little information had been given

this might have been prevented.

The car foremen should require the car inspectors and

repair men to furnish prompt information to the yard forces

regarding the cars that should be shopped out of a train, giv-

ing them the initials and the numbers of the cars in order to

assist the crews in switching them. In the larger yards where

Ijad order cars are classified on special tracks, much has been

accomplished by the inspectors indicating the light and heavy

repairs by attaching a small red or white card to the side

of the cars. This enables the switching crews to tell at a

glance, and at some distance, where the shop cars are located

and also where they should be placed so that the repairs may
Ije made to the best advantage and with the least loss of

time. The yard forces should be told of and be made to

appreciate the importance of properly classifying the bad
order cars on the shop tracks. These tracks should be laid

out with respect to the classification yard, for the convenience

of all concerned.

There is always some advantage to be gained in keeping

repair organizations together, so that the material and facili-

ties may be close at hand and not spread all over the property.

At the same time car repair foremen will generally prefer to

separate the car repair yards in preference to increasing the

amount of shifting to be done to the bad order cars, unless

possibly the shifting engine is under the car repair foreman's

charge, in which case the work is always handled to the best

advantage and with greater care. When cars are once dam-
aged, particularly the draft gear, end or center sills, additional

handling means that they are often subjected to further

serious damage. It is believed by some car men that the

sliifting question is probably responsible for three-fourths of

the damage, and many car repair forces which are given the

opportunity to express their views on the layout of yards will,

in a general way, advocate carrying the material to the point

or place in the yards where bad order cars naturally assem-

ble, or where they are taken out of the trains, as against de-

pending on shifting the cars any distance to reach the common
yard.

Anotlier matter which should be given the most careful
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consideration by both the yard and car repair forces is the

blue flag. The yard forces, both mechanical and transporta-

tion, should hold the blue flag in the highest respect and keep

in mind that it is put on a car or a string of cars not to

handicap operation but to protect tlie life of the employees.

Again tlie car forces should remember tliat repairs should be

made as quickly as possible and never allow tlic flag to remain

longer tlian is absolutely necessary to protect themselves.

It is evident that tlie car repair force is an important factor

in the transportation prolilem as through its efforts it is possi-

ble to keep the equipment moving with safety. At the same

time it is only by the closest co-operation between the yard

and the repair forces that it is possible economically to handle

tlie movement with despatch. If co-operation does not exist

to the highest degree and the car repair forces are not given

tlie best opportunities for doing their work, the work can only

be done at a greatly increased cost and with possibly a serious

delay to the traffic. Good yard management should regard

the car repair forces as truly assistants and offer them every

means quickly to repair and return to service equipment taken

out of the trains. While the car repair work ma)' appear to

be a necessary evil it is one of the normal conditions in rail-

roading and it should l_>e recognized that any delay to the

rapid execution of the repairs to cars is expensive in many
directions, viz. : in the cost of repairs itself, in the delay to

the cars, in the value of the car, in the loss of revenue and,

last but not least, in that it may cause embarrassment to the

shippers. So important is this question of co-operation be-

tween the yard and repair forces that the general offices should

assist in its encouragement to the greatest deErree.

RECENTERING CAR AXLES

It is difficult and expensive to recenter a car axle on a

lathe, especially where a large numljer have to be recentered.

Witli the device shown in the illustration this can be done at

a small cost. It consists of an old man made from 1-in. by

Zyz-iii. material, twisted as shown to form a back rest for a

small air motor. One end of the old man is clamped to the

Sfd. % Bolts
\\l

l°l'^"I

Ato/e: Square y^rk w/fh Recenhring
Tool and End af/ljefe

z* Zp To be affached fo OldMan

-I—-----T T
•^ i<

7'---(<- I8i-
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ShopPMgti^
SHOE AND WEDGE JOB

BY ARTHUR J. HUMPHREY

New shoes and wedges are usually planed in large quan-

tities at a time; they are planed all over except the face and

placed in stock until needed. The face is planed to the

required thickness as the shoes are needed. Fig. 1 shows a

method of planing new shoes and wedges. A long casting

is bolted in the center of the table, and the shoes and wedges

are clamped on both sides. Both planer heads are used.

The shoes are first clamped with one side up and planed.

They are then turned over and the other side of the shoes

the frames. Of course, if the bore of both cylinders are

parallel with each other, and with both frames (as they

should be) it would be immaterial which method was used.

A line square with one cylinder or frame would be square

with them all. If the cylinders and frames are not parallel,

the shoes and wedges can only be laid out square with one

of them. I prefer the method of laying them out so that the

axles will be square with an imaginary line central between

the frames, and will describe that method.

The binders should be bolted up, and the shoes and wedges

should be put in place and held there by a light jack A,

Fig. 3. In the two main jaws of the engine place the jacks

just below the center of the wedge and equally distant from

the top of the frame. The wedges should be raised J4 '"•

above the binders by placing under them a piece of iron 'i

in. thick.

; "Ghalk or paint the frames and the shoes and wedges where

lines are to be drawn in order that the lines may be seen

'•eaSih'. Then scribe four lines across the front main ped-

eipll" jaws, both inside and outside, equi-distant from the

top; of the fraine, and about midway. .the-lengrtitpf-the-w-edge.

This line is shown at B in Fig. ;3.; Pla<le a 'prick-punch

Fig. 1—A Long Table Planer Is Used for Planing Shoes and
Wedges

is finished 1/32 in. narrower than the driving box channel

within which they go. They are then clamped face down

and a roughing cut is taken over the bottom. Two rough-

ing tools may be used for doing this work, clamping them

in the tool block about half as far apart as the inside width

of the shoe; they are fed down to depth, then fed across.

After the bottom has been roughed out, both sides are

planed complete and the bottom is finished in one cut with

a wide forming tool. A fine feed is used in taking the cut.

Fig. 2 shows the wide forming tool. It should lie made

1/32 in. wider than the pedestal jaws over which the shoes

are to fit. This illustration also shows the method of clamp-

ing the shoes with tool steel pins and cupped set-screws.

The wedges are planed in the same manner as the shoes,

except that when the bottom is planed a block is placed under

the thin edge of each wedge and adjusted till the inside face

of the wedge is level with the planer table.

The next operation on the shoes and wedges is to lay them

out and plane them so that when they are properly set up

on the engine, the driving axles will not only be square

with the engine but the distances between axle centers will

be the same as the length of the side-rods.

There are several methods of laying out the shoes and

wedges. The practice in some shops is to run a line through

the center of one or both cylinders and to lay off the shoes and

wedges in such a manner that the axle will be square with

the line. Another method is to square the axle with one or

both frames or with an imaginary line drawn central between

Fig. 2—Method of planing the Inside of Shoes and Wedges

mark midway between the frames on the cylinder castings; or

if it is impossible to tram back from the cylinders to the

main jaws, place the mark on a frame brace, or a piece of

wood wedged between the frames. Place one end of a tram

in this prick-punch mark, and with the other end of the

tram (this end should be bent at right angles with the tram),

scribe lines intersecting the lines B on the inside of the

front main jaws far enough ahead to clear the flange of

the shoes. Prick-punch the intersection. Place a straight

edge C across the face of the shoes and with a pair of her-

maphrodite calipers adjust the straight edge till it is equally

distant from the prick-punch marks on the inside of the

front main jaws.

With one leg of the hermaphrodite calipers against the

straight edge, scribe this same dimension on the outside

of each front main jaw intersecting the line B at D and
prick-punch the intersection.

Scribe a line E F on the engine frames above the jaws,

and parallel with the top of the frames. Then scribe the

,257
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line G H through the prick-punch mark D the full length

of the jaw and perpendicular to the line E F. To draw
this line perpendicular to E F, take a pair of short trams

set to a distance greater than from D to the line EF, and

with P as a center, scribe arcs crossing the line EF. With
the dividers, find a point on the line EF midway between

these arcs, and draw the perpendicular line through this

point and D.

After doing this on both sides of the engine, find the

center of the main pedestal jaws. As tlie main-rods are

(or at least should be) kept to standard length, a very good

method of locating the main jaw centers would be to make
the jaw centers a standard distance from the face of the

Fig. 3

cylinders. However, if the jaws have not become worn

enough to recjuire much filing or milling, scribe a line across

EF true with the face of the front jaw, and from the point

/, its intersection with the line EF, lay off on the line EF,

a distance equal to one-half the standard width of the driving

box, plus the standard thickness of the shoe. Prick-punch

this center, which is L.

.\nother method to be used when the jaws are worn, is to

locate the jaw centers midway between the points / and K.

The point K is obtained by scribing perpendicular to the

line EF from a point on the face of the back jaw three

inches from the top of the jaw. Whichever method is

Fig. -Inlshing the Face of a Shoe

center, and with the trams set any convenient distance scribe

two arcs intersecting the line EF at P and Q. Then with

F and Q as centers scribe intersecting arcs on the shoe neat-

each end and lightly prick-punch the intersection of the arcs.

Set the dividers from either .V or O to the line GH, and

using as a center the prick-punch first made on the inside

-

of the front jaw, lay off this dimension on the inside of

the shoe, and lightly prick-punch. The shoe is now laid

off, and it should be planed to within 1 in. of these marks, a

gage being used to test the work after planing. After the

finish cut has been taken, the point of the gage should enter

the prick-punch mark without crowding.

The shoes on the other jaws may be laid off by tramming

from the main jaw centers on each side of the engine, with

the trams set to the length of the side rods and proceeding

as with laying out the main shoes. If the firebox or

some other obstruction prevents doing this, tram from a

center located in the jaws. The most accurate method of

laying off the wedges is to tram across from the shoe in

three places with a tram set to the width of the driving box

plus two inches.

In the above discussion it has been assumed that the

shoes and wedges were new, and that the driving boxes were

all bored central w'ith the shoe and wedge bearing faces.

This is not always the case. If old shoes and wedges are

to be laid off and it is found there will not be stock enough

to true up the face when they are planed, it will be necessary

to rivet liners on the inside of them before laying them out.

These should be riveted with five rivets, two on each end

and one in the middle.

If the boxes are not bored central, scribe lines on the hub
face of the driving box with a driving-box gage, in the

same plane as the shoe and the wedge bearing surfaces, then

find the distance from these lines to the center of the bor^

of the box and lay out the shoes and wedges accordingly.

The usual method is to plane the shoes and wedges one

at a time in a shaper or small planer. Fig. 4 shows a shoe

held in the fixture made for planing it. After the finish

cut has been taken the corners are rounded with a radius

tool, and they are then complete and ready for the engine.

used to get the main jaw centers they both should be

equally distant from the line GH; if they are not, make

them so by bringing the jaw centers nearer the line GH on

one side of the engine and farther away on the other.

If the driving boxes have been bored central with the

shoe and wedge faces (and they usually are), caliper the

box, set the dividers to one-half the distance between the

shoe and the wedge faces of the box, plus one inch, and

with Z. as a center lay off this dimension on the line EF.

Prick-punch this intersection .1/, then on the outside face of

the shoe, locate a point near each end of the shoe; these

two points N and O, should be in a line drawn square with

the line EF at M. To locate these two points use M as a

REDUCING WEAR IN DRIVING BOX
CELLAR BOLT HOLES

BY H. C. SPICER

The holes in driving box cellar bolt lugs are always sub-

jected to considerable wear and usually wear so rapidly that

the lugs must either be replaced, or the holes filled in several

times during the life of the box. This is caused by the

weight of the cellar together with the constant vibration to

which the bearing of the cellar bolts in the driving box lugs

is subjected.

A method of supporting the cellar, which relieves the bolts

'^xJ^xZ

Suggested Method of Eliminating V*/ear In Driving Box Cellar

Bolt Holes

of the weight is shown in the drawing. This is suggested

as a means of eliminating the e.xcessive wear. The cellar

supports are attached to the bottom of the driving box by
means of cap screws. They merely support the weight of

the cellar and it is held in place in the box in the usual

manner.



Boiler Patches for Locomotives
Strength of the Diagonal Seam Compared With the

Longitudinal Seam, Typical Patches Illustrated

BY M. J. CAIRNS

AN article appeared in tlie July, 1897, issue of "The
Locomotive," which is published by the Hartford

Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company, that

covered broadly the diagonal joint winding spirally around

the boiler, and attention was called to the adaptability of diag-

onal seams in patch work. As diamond patches, or patches

with diagonal seams, are being universally applied instead

of duplicating longitudinal seams, which would in most

cases require welt strips, and as various methods are used in

their computations, the following being an extract from the

above mentioned article, is offered for consideration:

"As the strain on a longitudinal seam acts in a girthwise

direction, while that on a circumferential seam acts in a

lengthwise direction, usually considered as equal to one-half

of the strain acting in a girthwise direction, it is apparent

that a seam falling between these two seams is subjected to

a strain compounded of the girthwise and lengthwise pull."

Referring to Fig. 1, let P be the pull exerted circumfer-

entially upon a section of the shell one inch long. Then

Having found how the actual stresses are disposed, several

problems present themselves. In the first place, it would
be well to know the direction in which the resultant stress

A' acts. For obtaining this, the diagram. Fig. 2, furnishes:

tan B—iyiP cos A) -^ (P sin A) = pi cotan A.
If B be found from this equation, then (-4 + B) is the

angle that the resultant force X makes with the diagonal

joint. For example, if ^ ^ 60 deg., cotan A = 0.57735.

Therefore, tan B = 0.28867, and 5 =i 16 deg. 6 min.

Hence: (.4 + B) = 60 deg. + 16 deg. 6 min. = 76

deg. 6 min., which is the angle the resultant force acting on
the diagonal joint makes with the direction of the joint.

Another problem is to find the force that acts perpendicu-

larly to the direction of the joint—the "normal force," as

it may be called. To solve this problem, take the sum of

the normal components of the two main forces. The normal
component of the horizontal force is found by multiplying

that force by cos A ; and the normal component of the ver-

tical force is found by multiplying it by sin A. Perform-

>• 2 Pec 5 /I

F/g.3.

Yz P will be the pull exerted upon an equal length of the

girth joints. The total strain on the joint Z is made up of

the total horizontal pull on the length A', and the total

vertical pull on the length Y . The stresses acting on Z
may, therefore, be summed up as follows:

First:—A horizontal pull equal to 3-4 PX, and

Second:—A vertical pull equal to PY

.

These stresses act along the whole length of Z; so to find

the stress per unit length of the diagonal joint, divide them

both by Z. Hence the horizontal and vertical stresses, on

PA' PY
each unit length of Z, are and , respectively. From

IZ z
X Y

the geometrv of the figure — = cos A, and — = sin A.

z z
If these substitutions are made, each' unit length of the

diagonal joint is subjected to the following forces:

First:—A horizontal stress oi Yi P cos A, and
Second:—A vertical stress of P sin A.

This is indicated in the diagram shown in Fig. 2.

ing these multiplications and adding the results, the total

force that is acting upon each unit length of the joint, and
at right angles to it, is found to be:

P
Yz P cos- A -\- P sin- A — — {cor .4+2 sin- A).

Ijy a trigonometrical transformation this becomes reduced to:

Y P (i + sin- A),

which is the desired expression for that part of the stress

which acts perpendicularly to the joint.

In a similar way the component acting parallel to the

Joint may be found by multiplying by sin A where we
multiplied by cos A before, and by cos A where we used

sin A. It will not be necessary to give the details of the

operation. The result is, that the force acting on the joint

parallel to its own direction is:

% P sin 2 A,

upon each unit length of the joint.

Finally, the total stress A', which comes upon each unit

length of the joint, is to be found. This is made up of

the perpendicular and parallel stresses, which have already

259
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been derived, and it act.-; more or less obliquely—in fact, it

has already been found that its direction makes an angle of

76 deg. 6 min. with the joint, in the special case in which
the joint makes an angle of 60 deg. with the girth seams.

The easiest way to find the total stress X is by adding the

squares of the two forces indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 2,

and then extracting the square root of the sum. This gives:

A' = \'~vrr^n^<-^^-r"/'=^in' .4 = I'i P V iofi A + A sii?~A.

Table I

—

Force Ratios for Diagonal Seams

Angle (A)
between R.'ttio of force

diaKonal joint on diagonal
and ?eain to that on .\ngle ft 1

«irtli joint longitudinal in l"iE. 3

tdcgreesi seam (deg. and min.)

Conii^oneiit Force Ratios

Peri)endicnlar P,irallel

to joint lo joint

(II

.10

J5

40
45

CI)

0,662
0.705

0.748

0.790
0.830

0.86S

0.902

0.930

(3)

70 54

70 32

70 47
71 34

72 46

74 18

76 06
78 07

(4)

U.625

0.664
0.707
0.750

0.793

0.836
0.875
0.911

(5)

0.216
0.235

0.246

0.250

0.246
0.235

0.216

0.192

This may be simplified liy noting that cos- .1 = 1 — sin" A.

Substituting this in the foregoing equation:

X = Yz P y^^+^lTvf A,

which is the desired expression for the total stress acting

upon each unit length of the joint.

These various forces have been calculated liy the formulas

given above, and are presented in Table I for reference.

The unit of force in each case is the force acting upon an

imaginary longitudinal joint of the boiler. For example, in

a diagonal joint which makes an angle of o5 deg. with the

m
~r"~r

t'ninli-libHcles-Sheahng Sifengtft 44.000Lb. Per Sij. In.

^'Flofe-TensileSfnngfh SO.OOOOt.Ptr&j In.

Fig. 4—Patch on Outside of Third

Course

lensile Strength ofP/afe SO,000lb.
fter&j./fj.

ShearingStrength otP/yets

44.000 Lb Per Sg In.

Fig. 5— Patch
Smoke Box

girth joints, the total force acting on a unit length of the

actual diagonal joint would be .705 of the force that would

be exerted upon a similarly designed longitudinal joint in.

the same boiler; the force acting perpendicularly to this

diagonal joint would be .664 times the force that would be

exerted upon a similarly designed longitudinal joint; and

the force tending to make the two plates slip in the direction

of the length of the joint would be .235 of the total pull

that would be exerted girthwise (or perpendicularly) upon

a similar longitudinal joint.

The only remaining problem is to tind how tlie effective

strength of a diagonal joint compares with the effective

strength of a similar longitudinal joint. Now there is some

slight question about how this ought to be done. The strains

on the two joints can be compared directly, but the diffi-

culty is to decide whether it would be fairer to count the total

force upon the diagonal joint, or only that part of it which
acts perpendicularly to the edge of the sheets. The strains

are distributed differently from the distribution which holds

in ordinary joints, l)ecause the force given in the last col-

umn is peculiar to the diagonal joint, and does not occur at

all in the common forms of joint that are met with in

ever\-da)' practice. This new force certainly ought to receive

some consideration, because it brings a .shearing stress on
the rivets, although it does not sensilih" affect the tensile

i-'i'T

\. le^ ^
l'R'vt*S-lliHofei-Shraring3ln!rgfh44.000Lb fisrS^.ln. l'lf:ytfS'I^Holes-SfwnnpSfrrryff/b44.CI0OtJit^rSfl/7.

% Plate Tensile Strengtf} SO.OOO Lb.PsrSij.tn. ^Plate-JensileStiength SOOOOtb f^rSi; liy.

Fig. 6—Patch on Bottom of

First Course
Fig. 7

—

Patch on Botton of

Smoke Box

strain on the net section of the plate. We ?hall, therefore,

base the estimated effective strength of the joint upon the

total stress, as given in the second column of the table; and
we shall take the relative effective strengths of a diagonal

and a longitudinal joint, as inversely proportional to the

total stress to which each is exposed in the boiler.

Now the second column of Table I gives the stress on
the diagonal joint as compared with that on a similar longi-

tudinal joint ; and hence the effective strength of a longi-

Table II

—

Factors for Computing Diagonal Joints

.Angle .\ Angle A
(deg.) Factor (deg.) Factor

-•C 1.51 50 1.20

35 1.42 55 1.15

40 1.34 60 1.11

15 1.27 65 1.08

tudinal joint could lie found at once by multiplying the

strength of the corresponding diagonal joint by the proper

number in the table. But this is not precisely what is

wanted to be done. The problem should be worked the

"other end to"; and hence the effective strength of the diag-

onal joint is found by dividing the strength of the longi-

tudinal one liy the proper number in column 2. Thus in

the particular case of a diagonal joint whose angle is 45
deg. ; the effective strength of such a joint is found by
dividing the strength of the corresponding longitudinal joint

by .790; or (which is the same thing) bv multiplying it

by 1 -^ .790 = 1.27. It will be seen that 1.27 is the

multiplier given for this case in Table II; and the other

multipliers in that table are all found from the corre.sponding

numbers in the second column of Table I in precisely the

same way.

Table II contains the factors referred to in the foregoing

paragraph, and the following rule is used with it:

—

"To find the effective efficiency of a diagonal joint, first
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find the efficiency in the usual way, as though the joint

were of the ordinary longitudinal type. Then measure the

angle .1 in Fig. 1, the angle the diagonal joint makes with

the girth joint, and find the factor opposite this angle in

the taijle. Finally, multiply the efficiency as found above

by the tabular factor, and the result is the effective efficiency

of the diagonal joint."

Example:—Consider a boiler carrying 170 lb. pressure,

and having 66 in. inside diameter shell, to which is applied

the patch shown in Fig. 4. Figuring the diagonal seam as

being in a longitudinal position, the strain on it would equal

iro \ 33 X i\ — .'S6.110 lb.

Multiplying this by .79 from column 2 in Table I, we have

h-~-.^;>

Fig. 8—Patch Around First Course Made on Account of Pitting

Around the Tube Sheet

286,110 X -79 = 22O.027 lb. acting on the patch seams.

The net section of the plate equals

:

51 — (17 X IM H = 20.6 sq. in.

This gives a stress of: 226,027 -^ 20.6 = 10,972 lb.

The area of the rivets is equal to: 33 X 0.7854 =
25.9 sq. in. This gives a shear on rivets equal to 226,027
~ 25.9 = 8,726 lb.

Likewise the efficiency may be found with the assistance

of Table II as follows:

P-D 3-1.06

Efficiency of plate = = = .646 X 1-27 —
82 per cent. p .,

.1A'.S

Efficiency of rivets =

1.35 X 1.27 =

In which P :

PtT
171 per cent.

: Pitch of rivets.

.7854 X 2 X 44000

3 X .625 X 50000

D = Diameter of rivet hole. 1

A= Area of rivet. 1

N = Number of rivets.
''•

t ^ Thickness of plate. i

S = Shearing strength of rivets.

T ^ Tensile strength of plate.

Of the two methods the latter is preferable, as it is shorter

and allows the designer to compare the efficiency of the

patch seam with that of the longitudinal seam. In case

the efficiency is equal to or greater tlian the longitudinal

seam the Government alteration report can then lie marked
"Stresses not changed."

Quoting further from the previous mentioned article, we
are advised that "There is still much to be learned about

diagonal joints. We need tests of them, made on a large

scale, so that we may know exactly how the plates will

behave under the oblique stresses to which they are subjected.

The only published e.\perimental data that we recall at the

present writing are those relating to a test made in England,
about twenty-five years ago, by Mr. Kirkald}-. He made up
two single-riveted joints of iron ])late. .38 in. thick, and
having a tensile strength (with the grain) of 39,380 pounds
per square inch. One of these was an ordinan.' square joint

with si.x 13/16-in. rivets, pitched 2 in. from center to

center. The other was a similar joint, except that it con-

tained 8 rivets, and was inclined at an angle of 45 deg. to

the direction in which the stress was applied. In the tests,

the square joint gave an efficiency of 48 per cent., while
the diagonal joint gave an effective efficiency of 64 per
cent. In other words, the tests showed that the diagonal

joint was stronger than the square one in the proportion

of 64 to 48; that is, it was 1.33 times as strong. Table II

indicates 1.27 as the theoretical ratio in this case. This is

as good an agreement as could be expected; l>ut more exten-

sive data would be very acceptable."

Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7 show patches designed in accordance
with the foregoing, in wliich Figs. 4, 5 and 6 show patches

covering pitted portions, while Fig. 7 shows a patch applied

on account of cracks around a washout plug hole. Fig. 8

shows a liner applied around the first course of a crown
bar boiler, on account of pitting completely around the tube
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Fig. 9—Throat Sheet Patch

sheet, in which the liner seams duplicate the first cylinder
course circumferential seams. Fig. 9 gives instructions for
applying throat sheet seams.

In the application of patches, it will be well to clean out
all pits and cracks and fill them by welding, therebv check-
ing the defects from spreading. The patches should be
applied on the inside if possible.

For the patch, small cracks that develop while the engine
is in service, a patch similar to that shown in Fig. 7 can
be designed to be applied with patch bolts, which can later

be replaced with rivets when the tubes are renewed.
To save duplication of reports, it is suggested that the

badge plate be stamped with the letter R when all of the
patches then on the boiler are reported. Future patches
would, of course, be handled as thev are applied.

.\ttention might also be called to the fact that some shops
are using firebox steel in.stead of boiler steel for patches.
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which practice should be discontinued as the firebox steel

is more expensive, besides usually running lower in tensile

strength.

The drawing room can w'ork up seams adaptable to

various patches on the different classes of locomotives

arranged in such a manner as to be perfectly clear to the

boilermaker, so that he can apply a patch without having

a drawing of the particular patch that he is to apply. This

will reduce the work in the drawing room to a large extent.

WORK DISTRIBUTION IN THE ROUND-
HOUSE

BY JOHN F. LONG

As an engine arrives at the terminal the usual means

of arriving at its condition is the engineman's report, which

is made out in a work report book. This is supplemented

by the roundhouse inspector's report. The work recjuired

by these reports is then copied on slips, one for each job, if

the terminal is a large one, or one for each class of work if

the terminal is small. These slips should always be dated.

In a large terminal the time of the foreman will be taken

up very largely with the purely routine work of seeing that

these slips are properly distriljuted, unless a well organized

system for handling them is w-orked out. The following

system is one which sen-es this purpose successfully.

An oblong box should be located on the foreman's desk,

divided into three compartments, one marked "Work," one

"Hold" and the third "O. K." When the foreman gets the

slips out of the "Work" compartment where the clerk has

placed them, he goes over them and decides just what should

be done. If he intends to do all the work reported, he or

his assistant begins distributing the slips. If, on the other

hand, he finds various items which he decides should be

done later, he places these in the "Hold" box.

In addition to the box, a board should be provided on

which is placed the number of eacli engine handled at the ter-

minal with a hook under the number. .\W uncompleted work

slips should be distributed on these hooks. For instance, if

the traveling engineer or the master mechanic Avrites in from

the line calling attention to certain work that should be

done on engine 999, the foreman may receive the letter while

the engine is on the road. He then immediately hangs it on

the hook under number 999, and should this engine come

in, either during the day or night, the report is not so likely

to be overlooked as if it were placed in an open file. On
the other hand, suppose the foreman desires engine 999 held.

He places an order on the hook under 999, specifying the

work necessary to he done. If tlie engine arrives at night,

the night foreman knows immediately that it should

be placed over the drop pit in readiness for the day men

to begin work.

In the roundhouse flat blackboards should be placed near

the men's lockers, one for each class of work or gang. These

should each have three hooks marked "Work," "Hold"

and "O. K." To distribute the work slips they are hung on

the "Work" hooks, each group to be taken up by the men

assigned to that class of work. If a gang leader is unable

to do a certain piece of work to-day, but can get out the

material by the time the engine returns from its next trip, he

places the slip on his "Hold" hook. By this method a job

once reported is never lost sight of until it is finished, and

the amount of attention required on the part of the foreman

to follow it through is reduced to a minimum.

When a job is completed the man who did the work signs

the slip and hangs it on the "O. K." hook, to be collected

by the foreman and turned in at tlie ofiice, where the job

is marked "O. K." on the work book, and the slip filed.

By means of this system the foreman is saved the time

which would otherwise be spent in looking for men about

the roundhouse when distributing the work slips. Each

man or gang foreman, as the case may be, comes to his

board whenever he has finished a piece of work and, taking

the slips wliich he finds there, proceeds to the next job. The
foreman is thus free to give his attention to his more impor-

tant duties.

This system also makes it possible to locate the men in the

roundhouse when they are needed for hurry-up jobs. As
each man takes up a new job he hangs the work slip on

the "O. K." hook without signing it. It is evident, there-

fore, that each unsigned slip on the "O. K." hook of any

gang indicates the location of the particular member of that

gang.

BABBITTING VALVE ROD CROSSHEADS
BY J. A. JESSON

The device shown in the illustration is used for babbitting

valve rod crossheads. Witli it the surface can be obtained

.'^o smooth that machining is unnecessary, and this materially

cuts down the labor cost for this work. The device consists

of two wedges, A and B, having a tongue and groove fit.

Tliey are adjusted to position in the crosshead by four ad-

"s::

-H'ai- -H4I*-
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ASSISTING SHRINKAGE IN AUTOGENOUS
WELDING BY MECHANICAL MEANS

BY E. S. NORTON

The greatest difficulties to be overcome in autogenous weld-

ing are produced by expansion and contraction and they are

especially troublesome in welding locomotive firebox sheets.

Welding vertical cracks through several staybolt holes in

bad sheets will invarialjly start trouble in the next parallel

row, the cause being checks on the water side that develop

and extend when contraction strains are set up at the adjacent

row. It is generally supposed that the electric welding pro-

cess with its small area of heating and limited amount of

expansion takes care of all work of this kind. While there is

no doubt about its success in a good sheet, it may fail if the

sheet is checked on the water side.

In the job which was finally handled as shown
in the sketch, a vertical crack was found which extended con-

tinuously between nine stayliolts. This was electrically

welded, and on cooling the next row of parellel bolts showed

a crack eight bolts in length. On welding this row the next

one cracked for a length of four bolts. The sheet had one

Bighf Side
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Cross SecHon af Puiiing Bo/^s.

Method of Applying Firebox Patch to Remove IVIechanically the

Shrinioge Strains

riveted patch, and with this additional troulile, it was slated

for the scrap pile. There was only one thing to do: weld

in a patch and finish the sheet without leaving any shrinkage

strain.

In the sketch, row A was the first one welded, B the second

and C the third. These three lines of bolts were cut out

and a box patch placed as shown. Rows A and C were

flexible bolts and screwed in position to hold the patch in

proper relation to the side sheet. It will be noticed that tlie

patch is dished about -'4 in- towards the water side w'hich

allows 34 in. for shrinkage when the patch is brought out

flush with the sheet. Over row 5 and extending the width

of the sheet were placed two parallel bars one inch by four

inches, riveted together one inch apart. Between these bars

and extending into the holes of row B Ji-in. bolts, supported

by straps, were screwed tight. The upper ends of the bars

were supported by a plate which extended horizontally along

the sheet for a distance equal to about five rows of staybolts;

the lower ends were supported by the sheet and mud ring.

The sheet was thus protected from a concentration of the

load on the bars.

A patch of this kind should not be tacked unless abso-

lutely necessary. The weld was made with oxy-acetylenc,

beginning at point D on the right side and working up to

the corner, then dropping to E and working up to D, and

so on, finishing the right side at F. This method of drop-

ping down by eight-inch steps ecjualizes the strains and
keeps the work at a more unifomi temperature, as the be-

ginning of each section is made on cold metal and finished

on metal which has had time to cool. The left side is

welded in the same manner, but as the weld proceeds pull

the dish out of the patch with the middle line of bolts. If

necesary, the completed weld on the other side should be
reheated.

The parallel bars are removed after the vertical welds are

completed, and the ends finished. This method of applying

the i.iatch leaves the sheet without tensile strain after the weld
has been completed.

VAPORIZER FOR BURNING KEROSENE
By CHARLES N. COONS

By means of the device shown in the illustration kerosene

is lacing used very successfully to remove and replace loco-

motive tires. With suitable burners it can also be used for

other classes of heating operations, the flame being much the

same as that produced by gasolene.

The equipment is mounted on a small four-wheel truck

and can easily be moved from place to place. At the back is

placed a reservoir 12 in. by ,v) in. On top is shown a hose

connection for air and a funnel for applying oil. Standing

upright in front of the reservoir is a piece of boiler steel Y^
in. by 18 in. and two feet high, in front of which is located

an oil burner. Beyond the burner is a drum, inside of which

is a coil of -'-4 -in. pipe 10 in. across and li in. long. The
end of this coil extends through the outer end of the drum
and to it the tire hoop is coupled with a union. The oil pipe

leads from the Ijottom of the oil reservoir and is fitted with

a -Vg-in. check valve. The air line extends across the top of

the reservoir and is fitted with a ;'4-in. check valve. Just

above the bottom check are two needle valves. One controls

the oil to the burner and the other controls the oil to the tire

hoop. Above the needle valves are two globe valves, one

Equipment for Vaporizing Kerosene for Heating Tires

controlling the air to the burner and the other the air to the

tire hoop.

W'hen the device is to be placed in operation, the burner is

lighted, throwing a steady blue flame into the drum. This

heats the vaporizing coil through which the air and oil for

the tire hoop passes. The result is a steady blue flame,

which entirely encircles the tire, making it possible to remove

or replace the tire in the shortest possil)le time. These ma-
chines can be operated by any handy man with perfect safety,
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making tlie cost of operation very low. Four of them are

now being used at various points on the Illinois Cenrtal.

NOVEL USE FOR CAR WHEEL BORER
It is .-eldoni that a tool designed especiall)' for work on

one particular part is well adapted to operations on other
parts. A car wheel liorer was, however, converted into a very
efficient machine for boring and facing driving boxes by the

addition of the devices shown in the illustrations below. The
general arrangement of the borer with the special appliances
and some of the details of the special head for the facing

bar are shown in the illu.stration. The center of the table

was bored to receive a brass bushing, and a sjiecial boring bar
extending into the bushing was provided. It was also neces-

sary to design a special head for the facing bar to give

sufficient clearance between the table and the facing tool. The
offset head was forged from mild steel and accurately fitted

to the cross bar. In the end of the head a tapering slot was
machined to take the tool holder. The vertical adjustment

wi^ !

Too/ Holder.

Car Wheel Borer, Arranged for Machining Driving Boxes

of the tool was secured by a screw controlled b)- bevel gears

and a handle carried in a bracket on the head. The tool was

held in the slot by two set screws. As the special head brought

the cutting point of the facing tool closer to the axis of the

bar than the original arrangement, the rigidity of the bar was

not impaired. The boring bar, supported by the bushing in

the table, was very rigid and the results obtained with the

machine were highly satisfactory.

Cutting Steel with Oxygen.—The following examples

of good average cutting are from experiments with a hand

oxygen cutter, which was only altered as required for the

gas pre.ssure corresponding to the thickness of plates:



"Cleaning Up" Muncie Roundhouse
Rebuilding a Demoralized Organization; How Tom
Carleton Handled His Foremen and the "Old Man"

BY HARVEY DE WITT WOLCOMIi

H A \D now ju-t tn^ word uf caution," said Air. An-

ZA drevvs, the master mechanic, as he sat in his office,

holdinij his first conference with Tom Carleton.

the newly appointed general foreman at Muncie. "Vou are

proljably aware of the fact that many men imagine it neces-

sar\- to fire every last man about the plant—1 believe you call

it 'cleaning house'—but I do not like those tactics and feel

that your success should be measured by the good work you

can secure from our present force, therefore I wish to caution

you not to take any ha.sty action. Before you make any deci-

sive move, just stop and think that perhaps the very man you

want to discharge has worked for us a long time, and that he

knows his business very well although he may have become

lax. B\- taking a little interest in his case, you may be able

to straighten him out so that he will do much better than

a new man would."
".\11 right, Mr. .\ndrews," replied Tom, "but if after going

thoroughly into a case, I find there are no good grounds on

which to re-construct, I trust you will stand with me in

every decision I make."
"If it Ijecomes necessary to go that far," continued Mr.

Andrews, "we will look into the case and advise you what-

ever action you ma}' take."

"But can't you see I am here to run this place?" cjuickly

spoke up Tom. ".And believe me, I intend to run it first,

last and all the time. If I have to take up every little

thing with your office, you will have me writing letters all

the time; therefore my methods will be to get results first,

and then confer with you afterwards. Mr. .Andrews, I am
in the habit of doing things, not just talkmg about them,

so leave it to me till I have fallen down on something and

then we will arbitrate," lamely added Tom, for he saw that

he had made a grave mistake by showing his temper at the

very first conference with the master mechanic.

He got away from the conference as soon as he could and
arrived at his office in anything but a pleasant frame of

mind. For, aside from the fact that he thought he had
made a fool of himself, he had discovered at the very outset

that instead of being permitted to do all the big things he
had planned, the management intended to tie his hands so

that in reality he would be simply a "go between." If he
wanted to call a man down, it would be necessary to first

talk the matter over with the higher officers, for sometimes

a man w-on't stand the "gaff" of a genuine "call down" but

will talk right back so that the upshot is that one or the

other of the parties must ciuit. After the talk he had just

had with the master mechanic he realized that there probablv
would be some unpleasant questions asked if any one of

his men should resign. Tom could see that he was in a

tight place. Knowing the nature of railroad men in general,

he had made up his mind to whip his force into shape by
holding that dreaded demon "discharge" over their heads,

for he knew that many good men who are slow to anger, will

take a "call down" to heart so .seriously that they will resign;

but talk "discharge" to them and they are soon persuaded
to do what is e.xpected of them. Well, there was no use of
locking the barn after the horses had been stolen, so he
thought he might as well get on the jol) and do the best he
could. Tom's strongest argument in the past had been that

no man can tell what he can do until he has tried, so he
might as well try some of his own medicine.

In taking up his mail, he could not help noticing the sharp

contrast Ijetween the light and clean office of the master
mechanic and the dingy hole he had to call his headquarters.

As he would probably spend his best hours in this very office,

why should he not have the place fixed up a bit. In the

master mechanic's office there was a clean wash Ijowl with hot

and cold running water; in his own office there was an old

bucket always about half full of dirty water. The windows
were very dirty and the paint was almost black with soot.

Many spots showed where men had come in and leaned up
against the walls. In order to make a start in fitting up his

office so that it would resemljle the aljode of a human Ijeing

he sent for his paint shop foreman, intending to have him
wash out the place and then give it a fresh coat of paint; but
he was very much surprised and irritated to have that worthy
person inform him there were no men he could spare just

then to put on the job. Though disappointed in not being
able to have the work started at once, Tom said nothing more
about the matter to the foreman.

On going out in the roundhouse, he noticed several steam
leaks in the overhead pipes, and as a steam leak always
appealed to Tom as a needless waste of money, he sent for

his pipe shop foreman intending to have the matter given
immediate attention. Again he was to receive a shock, for

the pipe foreman readily admitted that he had known for

some time aljout those leaks but had been unable to get
around to them because his men were so busy. Now to any
man but Tom this might have sounded all right, but he had
noticed during the past few days, that there weren't many
men around the house, yet there were just as many carried
on the pay roll as before. Tom, being a past master in the
in's and out's of roundhouse work, surmised where the men
were-, and decided to teach his foremen a good lesson at the
first opportunity. Tliis opportunity soon held out Ijoth hands
to him. His ash pit foreman came up and asked for more
men, saying that he was tied up on the pits.

"Will twenty good strong men for the balance of the day
help you catch up with your work?" asked Tom. "They
certainly would," replied the ash pit boss, feeling elated at

having "slipped something over" on the new boss.

".All right," replied Tom, "come with me and I will get you
the men." Starting for the turntable pit, they turned' at

right angles when they reached the doors of the house and
then going around three or four pits, Tom turned in between
two engines and came liack toward the outside of the house.
In the very first cab to which they came, they found a good
husky workman sitting on the fireman's seat, smoking his
pijie. \\'hen he spied Tom looking up at him through the
gangway he acted as if he wanted to swallow pipe, tobacco
and all. But it was too late, for he was caught fair and
square, and there was nothing to do but obey when Tom
said curtly, "Report at my office at once; I have' a special job
for you. If I am not there when you get there, remain till

I come."

Before reaching the next engine, the ash pit foreman volun-
teered the information that the fellow whom they had just
sent to the office was the best pipe fitter at Muncie, but as
Tom did not seem to be in a mood for conversation there was
no further talk. In the next cab they dug out three workmen,
and. after directing them to report to his office, Tom con-
tinued on the wax- through the house till he had secured the
twentieth man. Then turning to the ash pit foreman whoso
face showed his astonishment at what was .going on. Tom

265
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asked if that would be enougli men. Receiving an affirmative

answer, they both started for the office. On coming up to the

gang there assembled, Tom said simply, "Men, the ash pit

boss is short of help today, and as none of you fellows are

working, I guess we can spare )-ou to help us out on the pit

for the balance of the day."

Now the very first man whom Turn had kicked out of a

cal> was the leader of the local grievance committee. He
immediately assumed the dignity fitting one of his exalted

position by making a protest against any such action, saying

tliat he was a pipe fitter, not an ash shoveller. "Thanks

awfully for telling me," said Tom, "for from what I saw

you doing, I did not know whether you was a good pipe

fitter or a good ash shoveller. You have first to prove to me

that you are a good ash pit man before I will believe you

are a good pipe fitter. You can go with these men or get

off the" place." There was no argument against this state-

ment. The men, sensing the weakness of their position and

the determination of the new foreman, followed the ash pit

boss out of the roundhouse.

Tom knew what to expect from tlie foremen and he went

into his office to await developments.

The boiler foreman, with blood in his eye, was the first

one to come in; then the pipe shop foreman came along, and

soon most of the foremen about the place were there. As

each man came into the office, Tom told him to wait a few

minutes, as he wished to take up some important matters with

them. The foremen noticing that apparently all were there

thought that the new general foreman vi'as going to hold a

staff meeting, so they made themselves comfortable. It had

been the custom to hold occasional staff meetings of the fore-

men, which usually settled into discussions among two or

three foremen, wliile the other men either slept or drew pic-

tures on the liacks of their work order pads.

Tom's predecessor had Ijeen a vain, self-conscious me-

chanic who thought himself a very wise man. His foremen

had early discovered that they could handle him as they

pleased by the judicious use of flattery. In fact, the boiler

shop foreman made his open brags tliat the boss did not know

anything about boilers and could be made to agree to any-

thing, so that he had everything his own way. Other fore-

men had developed their own methods of handling the boss,

and all in all, there was a general feeling about the place

that a general foreman was a joke. Right here, however,

they were to wake up to the fact that they had a real man

to deal with and that they would have to play ball or get

off the team.

As soon as everyone Avas settled, Tom said, "Gentlemen,

this is evidently some kind of a meeting which is a surprise

to me but as you are all here, I wish to say that the next

time I catch another workman up in a cab loafing or smoking,

I will discharge his foreman. I have noticed for some time,

the scarcity of men about the place but when I look in the

cabs, it does not take very long to find 20 extra men. I have

taken the first twenty I came to and put them to work on the

ash pit for the lialance of the day, where they will earn, at

least, a little of their pay. From now on, I will depend on

you gentlemen to see that your men are on the job all the

time. If they do not have any work, tell them to remain at

tlie work benches so that we can see if we have any great

surplus of workmen."
The boiler shop foreman spoke up: "But Mr. Carleton,

it is not the policy of this company to discharge its foremen

without first taking the matter up with the higher authori-

ties."

Tom inwardly groaned, for he could see the influence of

the policy estalilished by the master mechanic, supposedly

in the interest of a square deal. He could see how his pre-

decessor had lost all hold on the men by working constantly

in fear of making a wrong move. There isn't a man living

who does not hate to liack up after he has once taken a

decisive stand. With Tom it was a horse of anotlier color

for he had always been trained to act first and then to receive

the support of his master mechanic, who had always placed

the greatest confidence in him. Well, if he wasn't going to be

able to handle this job he might as well find it out now as

later, so scjuaring his jaw he came right back at the foremen.

"Let me tell you one thing right now," said he. "It is the

policv of this company to get its work done, and I am here

to see that it is done. That is the only policy I am interested

in. If any one of you came here to question me al^out taking

your men and sending tliem out to the ash pit, I believe you

iiavc been sufficiently answered. Now, I guess you can get

on your joljs."

The next morning, Tom's office was being cleaned out

prcparaton' to receiving a coat of paint, and the steam leaks

were fast disappearing all over the house. Besides, the place

seemed to be full of workmen.
Shortly after this, as Tom sat in his office looking over

liis mail, he was annoyed by the humming of a pop on an

engine just outside his office. Now Tom, like every other

mechanic, really enjoyed the tnany noises that are always

present in a busy roundhouse. Ijut the pop on the engine

outside his office was a discordant note because he realized

that it was caused by a leiky valve. On going out of his

office, he came across the man who looked after cab work

and asked him what was the matter with the pop valve on

this particular engine. "Oh, that pop leaks a little, I guess,"

replied the mechanic, "but not enough to hurt anything, for

the inspectors haven't reported it yet, and I guess what is

good enough for them is good enough for the old N. & O."
This remark "got Tom's goat," for of all the things he

detested, it was the excuse of a half-rate mechanic for a poor

job. In his mind there were just two ways of doing a job

—

the right way or no way at all—so he waded into that

machinist in a manner both forcible and instructive.

"Why, man alive," said Tom, "don't you know or realize

that every report turned in by an inspector is simply a re-

flection on your ability and good judgment as a medianic?
Don't you know, or pretend to know as much about your

trade as one of the inspectors? This engine was repaired

only a few days ago and now you tell me that you are wait-

ing for some inspector to condemn your work before you will

make it right. Haven't you any pride in your work? I have
as much pride in my calling as any other professional man
and you should too. Now will you see that that pop is fixed

or will it be necessary for me to get it done myself?"
This machinist was a good workman but had fallen in

w'ith tlic slip-shod methods generally prevailing at Muncie.
Tom's reproaches made him very mucli ashamed of himself.

"Mr. Carleton," he said, "I am considered a first class ma-
chinist and am proud ot it. From now on you needn't worry
about the quality of my work."

Instantly Tom shook hands with the man, saying, "With
that s]]irit your success, my success and the success of the

N. & O. is assured."

Before Tom had been on his new job long, he discovered

that the weakest point in the facilities of the terminal was
the machine shop, which was suffering from a lack of suffi-

cient machine tools. He knew it would be a waste of time

to simply suggest what he wanted, so he dug into the matter

with his usual thoroughness, making a careful .study of the

whole situation. In talking the matter over with his ma-
ihine shop foreman, he was surprised to learn that it was
the general practice about the terminal to order just twice

as much as any one needed, for it was the custom of the mas-
ter mechanic to cut all requisitions in half. Tom did not

like this method of doing business, and as he was serious

al-iout what he wanted, he carefully made up his list of new
equipment, feeling that if the master mechanic could talk

liim out of any of the machines he had on his list, lie would
have to acknowledge a fair and just defeat. Completing his
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list, he went over to the office to have it out with the "Old
Man."
Now the master mechanic really knew that the machinery

at Muncie was out of date, but like many other officers, he

thought he was making a record Ijy not spending any money
for new equipment and that the old tools would do so long

as they lield together. He felt that so long as the shop

forces could get along with the old equipment, there was no

use of spending money for new and he had "bluffed'' every

man who liad ever made a request for new equipment. But

with Tom on the job, he was up against a different proposi-

tion. Tom knew what he wanted first, then he developed and
tested his arguments so well that the "Old Man" soon

realized he had bumped up against a fellow who could not

be put off with the old plea of economy. As there was no

use in argument, the master mechanic promised he would

have a special man from his office look into the matter and
make a report with recommendations. Instantly Tom "went

up in the air" for all the time and attention he had just

given to the subject apparently was wasted. The chances

were that the fellow wlio would be sent down to make the

investigation would he some man with no actual experience

in roundhouse machine shop requirements, and Tom did not

feel like spending any more of his valuable time on the edu-

cation of such an individual. With the.se thoughts running

in his mind, Tom asked tlie master mechanic if he did not

think that the general foreman had the ability to select such

machinery as was required in his own shop.

"Oh yes," he replied, "I have all the confidence in the

world in you, but the regular routine in a matter of this kind

is to have one of the young men out of my office make the

investigation and recommendations for new machinery. Be-
sides I have a new fellow here who is just out of college, who
claims to have made a special stud)' of machinery require-

ments, and I would like to try him out to see what is in him.

You must cerlainl)' agree with me that everybody should

have their chance." Tom could see that it was useless to

argue the matter further for he was up against regular

routine and a pet hobby of the "Old Man's," so he reluctantlv

gave up for the time being, but resolved that he wasn't

through yet. There surely must be some way whereby he

could secure what he needed.

There are several t)'pes of men in the railroad world who
seem to get along well with their work, yet no two of them
go about their duties in the same way. Tom never "cussed''

anybody, nor did he drive his men unmercifully, yet he
seemed to get results. The men were right up on their toes

all the time, altliough no one ever complained about how
hard he w'as working. Tom always said that if you were
first sure that you were right, no man would hesitate to do
as requested. He always put a lot of thought on his prob-

lems, and wasn't satisfied until he had found a solution that

was simple enough to be practicable.

Accordingly during the days following his request for the

new machinery, Tom did some pretty tall thinking. One
day a thought struck him like an inspiration and he
smiled all over. He immediately laid his plans to get the

best of the "Old Man." The master mechanic at Muncie,
like many other good railroad men, had overtaxed his physi-

cal and nervous strength while a young man with the result

that now in middle life, he was not in rugged health. He
frequently had to call on the doctor in order to keep up and
at his duties. So Tom waited until he knew that the "Old
Man" was feeling pretty bad and then he went in the office

to see him.

On entering the master mechanic's office, he said he had
come over to talk about some special business, but first

wanted to take up some important matters concerning a

couple of engines then in the roundhouse. After this busi-

ness had Ijcen settled Tom leaned back in his chair and
remarked that he did not look very well that morning. Mr.

Andrews admitted he was not feeling very well, but thought

his doctor would soon fix him up.

"By the way, Mr. Andrews," said Tom, "I have a young
friend just out of college who has made a special study of

the Iiuman body and I w-ould like to have him tackle your

case so tliat w'e can see just what is in him. You must agree

with me that everybody should have their chance."

The "Old Man" looked at Tom as if he wanted to eat

him, but as Tom returned his gaze in a straightforward

manner, he decided that there was nothing personal in Tom's
remarks. It didn't set very well, though, to be asked to offer

himself as a sacrifice for some cub of a doctor to practice

on. Tom did not give him time to frame a reply, however,

before he continued : "Mr. Andrews, plug your heart and
you die; plug your machine shop and j'our roundhouse dies.

You did not hesitate to tell me that you would let some
)oung man experiment with the main artery of my work, to

give him a chance, yet you are offended even at the thought

of placing yourself in the hands of an inexperienced young
doctor. I know what my machine shop requirements are. I

am the doctor who has had the long experience, therefore can

prescribe just the remedy needed to keep my patient alive

and healthy. Here is the prescription I would like to have

filled." So saying, Tom lianded the master mechanic the

same list of machine tools the master mechanic had refused

to consider a few days before.

The boss was beaten and he knew it. He didn't try to

beat around the bush any longer. Calling in his chief clerk,

he gave orders for the placing of requisitions to cover the

list of tools.

Some new machine tools are now arriving at the Muncie
roundhouse and the men are wondering why the master me-
chanic has taken to calling t'neir general foreman "doctor."

LOCATING DEFECTIVE SAFETY VALVES
BY F. W. BENTLEY. JR.

Due to the close grouping of safety valve sets on many
types of locomotives, together with the surrounding arrange-

ments of dome casings and other attachments, it is some-

Method of Locating Defective Safety Vaives

times a difficult proposition to locate a leaky valve.

The one giving the trouble generally fills the casing with
steam and at night it is often an impossibility for machinist
or engineer to locate the defective valve without raising the
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casing. The arrangement of other part< on ihe duine fre-

quently prevents this until the engine is cooled down.
A ver)- simi)le method of quickly ascertaining defective

valves is shown in the illustration. It consists of a common
stove pijie which can be drojiped down into the casing and
over the valves. When it is placed over the leaking valve

the steam will be carried clear of the casing through the

pipe. Where the casing cannot be removed and the work is

hampered by lack of light and weather conditions, the above

method is a very ])ractical way of quickly tinding the bad
order valve as well as eliminating tlie results of what is some-

times a bad guess.

AIR HOSE CONNECTION FOR PITS

BY R. L. PRESTON

The air hose connection shown in tlie drawing is used in

the place of valves in the pit air line. It consists simply of

a check valve, having a ground seat in the cage which fits

into the air line. As the hose is screwed on to the valve cage,

the cone-shaped end of the air hose connection, raises the

valve from its seat, allowing the air to flow through the pipe.

Previous to the adoption of this type of check valve, con-

ri:1

I Pipe Thread



New Device
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FOSTER UNIVERSAL TURRET LATHE
The wide range of work for which turret lathes adapted

to l^otli chucking and bar work can \x used makes such tools

particularly useful in railroad shops. A mahcine of this

character, called the type 1-B universal turret lathe, has re-

centl}- been placed on the market by the Foster Macliine Com-
pany, Beardsley avenue and Ward street, Elkhart, Ind.

The machine is of the geared-head type with a hollow

hexagon turret on the longitudinal slide and a square turret

on the cross slide. It has a hole 2-^'^ in. in diameter through

the spindle, and will handle 2 in. round or 1^^ in. square

bars. The swing over the cross slide is 8 in., over the car-

riage guides 14 in., and over the bed 15 .'2 in. The longi-

tudinal travel of the carriage is 20 in. and the cross travel of

the cross slide 10 in. The latter is fitted with screw cutting

and taper attachments. For bar work it is equipped with a

draw-back automatic chuck and tor chucking work, with a

three-jaw geared scroll chuck.

The head and the bed are cast integral. The bed is short

and heavily ribbed with carriage ways of the V-type, having

a large liearmg area. The head is of the geared type, being

Foster Type 1-B Universal Turret Lathe for Bar and Chucking
Vl/ork

driven by a single pulley, the shaft of which is mounted in

phosphor bronze bo.xes. Twelve speed changes are obtained

in either direction, by sliding gears controlled by levers

mounted on the top of the head casing. All gears are heat

treated and hardened. They are of the stub tooth form,

which gives strength and quiet operation. The gears in the

head run in a bath of oil. The friction clutch is designed

to transmit power in excess of the greatest amount that can

be delivered bv the \x\t.

The spindle is made from a high carbon machine steel

forging and runs in extra long bronze boxes. There are

twelve spindle speeds ranging from 20 to 480 r.p.m., which

makes it possible to secure the proper cutting speed for all

classes of material within the limits of the size of work the

machine will handle. The gear box on the end of the head

contains the gears through which the feed rod for the tools

is driven, and also carries part of the mechanism of the auto-

matic chuck for the bar feed. The feeds for the cross slide

vary from .0016 in. to 0.1 in. per revolution of the spindle.

jr£Ef
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gon type with a large Iwaring surface on the saddle. One
lever controls the lock bolt and the binding mechanism for

tlie turret, and when it is moved the turret may Ije indexed by
hand. The stop screws, seven in numlier, are held in a

spool, on the saddle and geared to the parts and thus index
with it. The feed stop is similar in design to that on the

saddle apron. The feed changes provided are also the same
as on the cross slide. The pump for the cooling compound is

mounted on the rear side of gear box, and is driven by a

belt from the main pulle\' shaft. A system of piping and
flexible tubes carries the liquid to each tool. This piping
can be arranged for oil tube drills or similar tools if desired.

The turret lathe is regularly equipped with overhead
countershaft but is also arranged to be driven by a 5 h.p.

motor running at about 1200 r.p.m,, mounted on the rear of

the front leg. An extensive equii>ment of tools and attach-

ments can be furnished with the machine.

AUTOMATIC DRY GRAPHITE CYLINDER
LUBRICATOR

An automatic graphite lubricator for locomotive cylinders

which has been tested in service over a period of about two
years, has recently been placed on the market by the United
States Graphite Company, Saginav Mich. It uses fine

powdered amorphous graphite, 98 pt. _,;nt of which will pass

through a 300 mesh screen. The graphite not only acts as

a lubricant Ijut it also has a tendency to hold the oil to the

surface of the cylinders and prevents it from vaporizing.

I^PipeP/ua

/̂g Brass P/ug

Automatic Dry Graphite Cylinder Lubricator

The luljricator is designed for engines using either satur-

ated or superheated steam. Its cost is low; it is simple in

construction and it may easily be installed. It feeds auto-

matically and requires no attention aside from adding the

grajihite at the roundhouse. There is notliing in the mech-
anism which can get out of order and the feed of graphite

cannot be tampered with. The construction of the device

can. be seen from the line drawing.

The luljricator may be applied anywhere on the steam
clicst or the relief valve pipe. The graphite is fed to the

cylinders at all times, but the amount fed is greater when the

engine is drifting than when steam is being used. It is

claimed that this action of the lubricator makes it unneces-

sary to work steam on superheater engines while drifting.

It is claimed that the use of this graphite lubricator re-

sults in a saving in oil and a reduction in the wear of the

cylinders, pistons and packing. It also makes the engine

much easier to handle. The consumption of graphite is low,

one-fourth pound being sufficient to lubricate one cylinder

for 500 to SOO miles.

ELLIPTICAL GRATE BAR
A grate bar that has given noteworthy service in stationary

and marine boiler practice and which has been adapted for

locomotive use, is made by Thomas Grate Bar Compan)', Bir-

mingham, Ala. As shown in the illustrations, this bar is

elliptical in shape and of substantial construction. It has

an upper and lower grid; the upper one to support the fire

and the lower one to stiffen the bar structure. These grids

are connected by lugs and are sufficiently far apart to permit

free passage of the air through the grate.

Elliptical Grate Bar for Locomotives

The rounding upper surface has the effect of dislodging

the ashes by an abrasive action, rather than by tearing the

fire, as is done with table or figure grates. The ribs in the

lower grid, acting as a support for the bar, permit making
the upper grid with air openings as high as 66 per cent of the

grate area. Reports from users of these grate bars indicate

that on account of their substantial construction, they have
a long life. The lower grids being below the intense heat of

the fire and provided with ample surface for dissipating the

Bottom View of tile Tilomas Grate Bar

heat, do not readily become broken. It has also Ijeen found
that less trouble is experienced with clinker, that the shape
of the grates tends to keep) them clean and that a uniform
distribution of air to the fuel bed is obtained. It is also

claimed by the users that less fuel is required and that great-
er steaming capacity is obtained from the boiler.

Another feature of this grate liar is that when the ribs in

the upper grid become broken while in service, the hole can
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be plugged by a clinker or other inert substance which will

be supported l)y the ril>s in the lower grid. This will give

relief until such time as the bar can be replaced, and will

prevent a serious hole in the fire. These bars are made of

a grade of pig iron high in heat resisting qualities.

A CONVENIENT METHOD OF BOILER
FEED WATER TREATMENT

Boiler compounds for the treatment of locomotive feed

water are usualh' made up either in liquid or powdered

form. The required amount must be applied to the tank

each time the engine takes water, the effectiveness of the

treatment, therefore, depending entirely upon the engine crew.

It will generally be conceded that engine crews cannot be

relied upon to give propier attention to matters of this kind.

A boiler compound, the special feature of which is the

form in which it is prepared, lias been developed by the

Paige & Jones Chemical Company, New- York. The
chemical constituents, mixed with a suitable binder, are pui

up in hard balls, each about Jji in. in diameter and weighing

one pound. The binder is of such a nature that the ma-

terial dissolves slowly in cold water. The material is ap-

plied to the tender at the terminal and requires no attention

whatever on the part of the engine crew. The required num-

ber of balls are placed in the tank Ijy the hostler, the actual

number depending upon the total amount of water fed to

the boiler during the run to which the engine is assigned.

As the weight of each ball is one pound, it is a simple matter

to count out the required number of pounds and drop them

in the tank before the locomotive leaves the roundhouse.

The balls dissolve slowly, usually lasting from eight to nine

hours. The motion of the engine causes them to roll about

the tender, thus facilitating the thorough mixing of the

chemicals with the water.

An anti-foam compound which is put up in the same form

has also been developed by the same company. The anti-

foam balls will last for 20 to 24 hours in cold water, thus

eliminating the inconvenience of arranging for the constant

application required where compounds put up in liquid form

are used.

These compounds are in successful use on several rail-

roads at the present time.

TRIPLE PURPOSE RADIAL DRILL
A radial 6-ft. drill that is adapted to boring operations in

addition to the usual work of drilling and tapping, has re-

centh- been developed by the American Tool Works Com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio. This machine has an unusually

wide range of spindle speeds. A distinct range of 16 speeds,

from 15 to 81 r. p. m., is provided for heavy tapping and

boring and a second range of 16 speeds, from 94 to 500

r. p. m., is provided for high speed drilling and light tapping.

These speeds are in geometrical progression and the wide

range makes possible the boring and high speed drilling

operations. The different speeds are obtained through a

quadruple geared head in conjunction with eight gear box

speeds and is accomplished with only IS gears.

The machine is provided with a double spindle drive as

shown in one of the illustrations. The external gear pro-

vides the range of high speeds and the internal gear gives

the range of low speeds. With this arrangement the wide

range of speeds is obtained without resorting to small pinions

or operating the gears at high velocities and without absorb-

ing too much power. It would appear that with such a

wide range of speeds there would be excessive gear velocities,

but no gear on this machine runs faster than ] ,000 ft. per

minute for any of the speeds mentioned. The internal gear

has a double spline on the spindle and is mounted on ball

bearings.

One of the important imjjrovements in this drill is in the

tapping attachment. This mechanism is completely enclosed

ancl runs in oil. The gears are of large diameter and are

made of tough steel, being provided with bronze bushings.

The friction bands arc 8 in. in diameter and are adjusted

from the outside.

The feeding mechanism is direct-reading, and only one

dial is required for its operation. There are eight feeds,

ranging in geometrical progression from .005 in. to .04 in.

Radial Drill That is Used for Boring Purposes

per spindle revolution. The mechanism is protected against

sudden shocks or excessive stress by a friction connection

between the mechanism and the spindle. This friction is of

tlie expanding band type, and is quickly adjusted for any

desired tension.

The counterweight is completely enclosed by the head

casing and is provided with a safety stop which operates

Ji^lamtl (jr-t.- for

bftuf /frar\ [

Double Spindle Drive for Triple Purpose Radial Drill

automatically should tlie supporting chain break. The loca-

tion of the counterweight near the spindle brings the center

of gravity of the head and counterweight close to the head

supports on the arm. This facilitates the movement of the

head and also gives it a much better balance on the arm.

The arm cannot be elevated until the binding levers arc
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loosened. A safety friction is incorporated in the elevating

gears, the slipping point of which is reached long before the
resistance of the binders is overcome. This friction also
serves another purpose. Whenever the elevating mechanism
is engaged, there is a decided shock, which this mechanism
absorbs, thereby protecting the shafts and gears. A "knock-
out" mechanism on the elevating shaft automatically dis-

engages the mechanism at the extreme upward or downward
positions of the arm.

\\ ith the e.\ception of a few bronze speed gears, every
gear in the machine is steel. The pinions and clashing gears
in the speed changing mechanism are heat treated and hard-
ened. AH shafts in the head and the gear box are made from
crucible steel, while the long vertical and horizontal shafts

are made from .45 per cent carbon stock. The bearings are

bushed with phosphor bronze throughout and are all renew-
able. The oil ducts of the various bearings are brought to

central locations on the head and cap, thus reducing the

number of oil wells which must be given attention to two,

and thus insuring a supply of oil to all of the bearings on
the machine.

Special attention has been given to simplicity in

construction and to convenience in operation. The fact

that 32 spindle speeds are obtained with only 15 gears in

the speed changing mechanism is especially noteworthy.

The regular equipment of the machine includes a plain

table, double friction countershafts and cone pulley drive.

It may be provided, however, with the speed motor drives

above described, a universal table, a power tapping mechan-
ism, a positive arm support and bases designed to suit special

requirements. The spindle has a traverse of 20 in. and
the arm a traverse on the column of 46 '4 in. M its highest

point the spindle is 6 ft. 6 in. from the base. The traverse

of the head on the arm is 6j in. The drill is designed for

use with either a constant speed motor and speed box, a

variable speed motor connected directly to the horizontal

driving shaft at the bottom of the column or a countershaft

and cone pulley drive.

REINFORCED SHOE AND WEDGE
A method of reinforcing cast iron shoes and wedges has

been patented by J. C. Lyons, McComb, Miss. As shown in

the illustration tl^.jeinforcement consists of steel plates 3/16

in. to '4 in. thicR'f:rmed so that there will be about % in.

of cast metal between the strips and the engine frame w-hen

the castings are finished. Holes punched through the strips

tie this metal to the body of the casting. At the corner of

ISI

Shoes and Wedges Cast With Steel Reinforcing Strips

the flange, which is the weak point in the casting, the strips

are left solid to insure maximum strength and stiffness at

this point. The molding of the reinforced castings requires

but a small amount of additional time, as the strips are easily

placed in the mold.

Since November, 1915, about 100 of the reinforced shoes

and wedges have been placed in service on the engines of

one division of a southern railroad. The reinforced castings

were applied in running repairs in cases where the standard

type of shoes and wedges were continually requiring renewal

because of broken flanges. So far none of the reinforced

shoes or wedges have liroken. The reinforcing plates have

been found particularlj- useful in the top part of wedges
which are cut away at the top of the flanges for spring

equalizers on underhung spring rigging.

WESTINGHOUSE "FIFTY-FOUR" AIR
STRAINER

1 he demands of modern heavy locomotive and car equip-

ment and the much longer trains which are now handled,

have required a constantly increasing air supply during the

last few years. This has been met by increased air com-
pressor capacity and efficiency. The heavier demand upon the

air strainer produced b\' the increased air compressor capacity

has led to the development of a new design of strainer which
has recently been brought out by the Westinghouse Air Brake
Company, Wilmerding. Pa. The illustrations show the

construction and method of attaching the strainer to the

compressor.

The prime requirements of an air strainer are adequate

capacity and ability to remove all grit or other foreign matter

from the air before it reaches the compressor. Without suffi-

cient strainer capacity, the compressor works against the

handicap of a comparatively high vacuum at the suction and

Air strainer With Manifold Attachment Applied
Cross. Compound Pump

its capacity is thereby seriously affected. The desirability

of thoroughly cleaning the air, from the standpoint of air

puni]) maintenance, is self-evident. If the air carries dust

or other foreign matter into the compressor, it not only causes

undue cylinder wear, l)Ut results in choked air passages and
overheating. Dirt is carried through the system, and the

effect is felt on other parts of the locomotive equipment as

well as the air pump.
To insure thorough cleaning in the new strainer, the air

passes through a cylinder of pulled curled hair. This pro-

vides 54 sq. in. of intake screen area, which is large enough
to prevent the formation of a high vacuum at the intake

port. The relatively low velocity with which the air passes

through the screen also facilitates the cleaning of the air.

The strainer will run for a long period before cleaning is

necessary-. When it liecomes desirable to renovate the curled
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hair, however, the entire strainer is readily removed from
the casing.

This strainer is desiijned primarily for use with the SjS-
in. compound compressor, a manifold attachment liaving been
designed so that but one strainer is required. It may be

u.sed to advantage, however, on either the 9'j-in. or 11-in.

Section Showing the Construction of the Strainer

pump. The piping is arranged for close connection, but if

desired, it may be run off to an isolated and more protected

location. The strainer is tapped for a two-inch pipe, but

may be fitted with a reducer for use on the smaller com-
pressors.

PORTABLE PISTON ROD AND CROSSHEAD
KEYWAY CUTTER

A simple device for cutting keyways in crossheads and
piston rods is shown in the drawing. It is especially con-

venient for use in a small shop where machine tool facilities

are limited. Two of these tools are required, one for cross-

Piston Rod Keyway Cutter

heads and one for piston rods. Both operate on the same
principle, but the difference in the shape of the pieces neces-

sitates a slightly different construction for the two classes of

work.

The crosshead device is centered in the piston rod fit.

Before setting it up, however, a hole is drilled through the

crosshead, at the location of one end of the keyway, and
equal in diameter to the width of the keyway. The device

is then set up on the crosshead, as shown in the illustration.

The feed screw is run in and a reamer passed through the

drilled hole and centered at the top and bottom in the two
arms of the device. These arms terminate in hardened tool

steel blocks to prevent wear. The reamer is driven by means
of an air motor operating at about 250 r.p.m., and the key-

way cut by drawing the reamer into the metal with the feed

screw. A keyway in a crosshead such as that shown in

the illustration can be finished in about 12 minutes.

The piston rod cutter is centered about the body of the

rod, the centering sleeve being provided with extension lugs,

through which operate the reamer guide rods. The opera-
tion of cutting the keyway in the piston rod is performed
in the same manner as that in the crosshead. A hole is

first drilled at the end of the keyway farthest from the end
of the rod and tlie device set up with the reamer through

Keyway Cutter Applied to a Crosshead

this hole. After the motor has been attached and started, the
reamer is drawn into the metal l)y the feed screw, the reac-
tion being taken against the end of the piston rod. Piston
rod kexways can be cut with this device in from six to

fourteen minutes, depending upon the material and the size

of the rod.

This device was designed and has been patented by
Emmett G. Detrick, machine shop foreman, Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley, Vicksburg, Miss.

Mild Steel fur Locomoii\e Fire-Boxes.—The Zeit-
schrift des Vereines Dcittscher Ingenieure of September 9,

1916, contained an article on the use of mild steel for locomo-
tive fire-ljo.xes, by Dr. Kittel, dealing particularly with tests

conducted in the Technical High School at Stuttgart, widi a
very pure iron, a speciality of Krupp's works. This iron
showed little of the critical temperature range, during which
steels are apt to fail. In the issue of the same journal" of No-
vember 2>, Director Busse, of the Danish State Railwav de-
partment, commenting on this article, saj-s that he introduced
mild steel fire-bo.xes 20 years ago, taking fir.st American
and then Krupp steel; the latter had answered Ijetter than
the former. The tubes were expanded into the boxes with the
aid of copper ferrules. Visiting the United States lately he
had observed that repairs of fire-boxes were tolerated which
European practice would hardly pass, and that on the whole,
perhaps, the life of a fire-box depended more upon the wav
in which it was built and treated than upon the material.—
Engineering (London).
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The passenger car shop of the Southern Railway at Merid-

ian, Miss., was destroyed by fire on the night of April 15;

estimated loss, $100,000.

The Baltimore & Ohio, the Pennsylvania and the Western

Mar}dand have combined to provide a hospital train for the

use, when needed, of Maryland soldiers. The train is being

fitted up at the shops of the Western Maryland.

The Boston & Albany has made an advance of 5 per cent

in the pay of all classes of employees who are not subject to

the Adamson law, excepting those receiving $150 or more

monthly. It is estimated that this will increase the annual

payrolls about $250,000.

The shops of the Pullman Company, Pullman, 111., have

just completed a "service car" for the Department of Public

Health of the United States government. The car is to be

used by chemists who are to travel around the country to

analyze drinking water supplied to passengers by the rail-

roads.

C. R. Richards, professor of mechanical engineering of the

University of Illinois and head of that department since 1911,

has been appointed dean of the college of engineering and

director of the engineering experiment station, to succeed

W. F. M. Goss, who recently resigned to become president of

the Railway Car Manufacturers' Association of New York.

The Great Northern has issued bulletins to its employees

stating that all of its men enlisting in the army and navy of

the United States will have their positions restored to them

upon returning from such service, and also that all seniority

and pension rifthts will l>e retained. The Northern Pacific

has issued similar bulletins from the office of the vice-presi-

dent.

Instructions have been issued from the office of the presi-
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dent of the St. Louis-San Francisco to fly an American i5ag

on each locomotive in service on the entire system. The stars

and stripes, in addition, will be put on all station buildings
along tlie line. Flags are to be furnished by the company,
although it is stated that the idea originated witli the em-
ployees themselves.

ORGANIZATION OF A MILITARY RAILWAY REGIMENT
A military railway regiment to assist the army by the con-

struction and operation of railways in connection with mili-

tary movements is now being organized under the direction

of S. M. Felton, president of the Chicago Great Western at

Chicago. The new organization will consist of one company
each from the following Chicago railroads: The Illinois

Central, the Chicago Great Western, the Chicago & North
Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe. Several months previous to the declaration of war Mr.
Felton, who was appointed consulting engineer and adviser to

the chief of engineers of the United States Army at the time
of threatened hostilities on the Mexican Ijorder, was directed

to perfect plans for the fonnation of tlie new army unit.

Simultaneously with the entrance of the United States into

the war, steps were taken to form the regiment. Each rail-

way is furnishing one company of which the captain will be
a division superintendent, the lieutenants a chief despatcher,

an engineer maintenance of way, a road foreman of engines,

and a trainmaster or master mechanic, and the remaining
164 men will be recruited from all Ijranches of railroad

service. Non-commissioned officers will be draw-n from men
of the rank of track supervisors, bridge supervisors, round-
house foremen, assistant engineers, section foremen, bridge

foremen, etc. Among the employees desired to fill the ranks
are those holding such positions as conductors, brakemen,
yard foremen, despatchers, track foremen, electricians, bridge

and building foremen, car inspectors, wrecking foremen,

storekeepers, traveling engineers, roundhouse foremen, loco-

motive engineers and firemen, stationary enginemen, switch-

men, oilers, machinists, operators, yardmasters, pumpmen,
linemen, locomotive inspectors, boiler makers, blacksmiths,

stenographers, surveyors, car repairers, clerks, carpenters,

masons, pile driver men, plumbers, agents, etc. In addition

to four commissioned officers for each company, consisting of

a captain and three lieutenants, the railways will furnish two
majors, two captain adjutants, one captain quartermaster,

and one captain engineer. The colonel, the lieutenant colonel

and his captain adjutant will be regular army officers.

Each company will be expected to be capable of taking

over a section of railroad of approximately 100 miles in

length and to operate it in the same manner that it might

handle the work of a division on its own line. The engi-

neering officers of each unit are also expected to be prepared

to handle expeditiously the construction of any lines that

military operations may necessitate. Those enlisting be-

come members of the United States Engineer Enlisted Re-

serve Corps, while those conmiisisoned as officers are ad-

mitted to the United States Engineer Officers Reserve Corps

as provided for in the National Defense .^ct of June 3, 1916.

NO LABOR DISPUTES DURING THE WAR
The Council of National Defense has adopted a report of

its labor committee, of which Samuel Gompers, president of

the American Federation of Labor, is chairman, recommend-
ing that the council shall issue a statement to employers and
employees in industrial plants and transportation systems ad-

vising that neither employers nor employees shall endeavor

to take advantage of the country's necessities to change exist-

ing standards of wages and w^orking conditions. It is rec-

ommended that when economic or other emergencies arise

requiring changes of standards, the same should be made only

after such proposed changes have been investigated and ap-

proved by the Council of National Defense. It was also rec-

ommended that the council urge upon the legislatures of the

states that before final adjournment they delegate to the gov-

ernors of the respective states power to suspend or modify
restrictions contained in their labor laws when requested by
the Council of National Defense for a specified period, not

to exceed the duration of the war. The labor committee in-

cludes Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers, and Elisha Lee, general manager of

the PennsN'lvania Railroad.

TRADE JOURNALS DECLARE FOR UNIVERSAL
SERVICE

The New York Business Publishers' Association, compo.sed

of the trade and technical journals in New York, unanimous-
ly adopted resolutions at its monthly meeting on April 2o,

indorsing universal military training and service, and pledg-

ing its support to tlie government in the sale of bonds nec-

essary to carry on the war.

The editorial conference of the New York Business Pub-
lishers' Association, Inc., has also pledged its support. An
offer to the government by 277 class journals of the United
States to give editorial co-operation and free advertising

space to support government activities in connection with the

war was made last week. The telegrams offering this co-

operation were taken to Washington on April 17 by Arthur

J. Baldwin, vice-president, McGraw-Hill Publishing Com-
pany, and A. C. Pearson, secretary of the United Pub-
lishers' Corporation. They were received by Secretary

Daniels of the Navy Department; George Creel, the recently

appointed head of the Board on Censorship and Publicity;

Grosvenor B. Clarkson, secretary of the Council of National

Defense, and Howard E. Coffin, of the Advisory Board to the

Council. The Railway Mechanical Engineer and all other

Simmons-Boardman papers are members of the New York
Business Publishers' Association, Inc., and of the editorial

conference.

CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE ORDERS IN APRIL

In April this year, as in last, the orders for cars and loco-

motives fell off slightly from the level set in the earlier

months of the year. That this year's orders have held up as

well as they have in the uncertainty following upon the

declaration of war, however, is gratifying. The totals for

the month were as follows:

Ponicstic
Foreign .

Locomotives

... 24C
S4

Freight
cars

3.623

r.-issenger
cars

40

Total 324 3,623 40

The locomotive orders included the following:

Riiffalo, Rocliester & Pittsburgh 10 Mallet American
5 Pacific American
4 Switching American

Canadian Govermiient Railw.ny-i 30 Mikado American
1 Pacific American
10 Santa Fe American

Chicago & North Western iiC Mikado American
Pere Marquette IS Santa Fe -'\merican

6 Switching ..\nierican

Russian Government 53 Narrow gage Mallet.. -Baldwin
60 Decapod Baldwin

South -\frican Railways 8 Mallet American
10 Mountain American

.\mong the important freight car orders was the Philadel-

phiti & Reading's order for 2,000 cars divided as follows:

500 gondola. Standard Steel Car Company; 500 gondola,

Pressed Steel Car Company; 500 box, American Car &
Foundry Company and 500 box. Pullman Company.
The Cliicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul ordered 20 baggage

cars from the Standard Steel Car Company and the Great
Northern, 20 baggage and mail cars from the American
Car & Foundry Company.
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MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

Boihr Makfrs' .Supply Meti's Associutioii.—Tlu- executive

tonimittee of the >u[)ply manufacturers' ori^an.zation which
meets in conjunction with the Master Boiler Makers' Asso-

ciation has decideci not to hold an exhibit this year.

Railu'ay Supply Manufacturers' Association.—E. H.
Walker, president of the Railway Supply Manufacturers'

Association on April IS announced to the members that the

convention of that association, which was to have been held

at Atlantic City. X. J.. June l.i to 20, has been postponed for

one year. This action was taken after a general expression

of opinion of the members, who feel that their time and re-

sources should be conserved for the better service of the coun-

try- in raeetini; the extraordinary demands arisins; from our

entrance into the war.

St. Louis Railnay Club.—The annual election of tlic St.

Louis Railway Club took place at the American .\nnex hotel,

St. Louis, on .April l.>. The following officers were elected

for the coming year: President, M. O'Brien, master mechan-
ic, United Railways of St. Louis; first vice-i]resident, \V. S.

Williams, division superintendent, Illinois Central, Chicago,

111.; second vice-president, J. A. Somerville, general superin-

tendent of transportation, Missouri Pacific-St. Louis, Iron

^fountain & Southern: third vice-president, F. W. Green; sec-

retary-treasurer. B. W. Frauenthal, ticket agent. Union
Station, St. Louis.

Pacific Railway Club.—The Pacific Railway Club was

organized in San Francisco, Cal., on March 1. The club was

formed after a letter ballot had been taken of all railwa>

officers in the cities about San Francisco bay to determine

whether there was a general need of a forum where matters

relating to railway construction, operation and maintenance

might be presented and discussed. As the ballot was prepon-

derantly in favor of such an organization a meeting was held

to effect its formation, and 86 charter memljers, including

employees of 10 railroads and the professors of railroad en-

gineering and economics of the University of California and

Leland Stanford University, were taken in. The officers

elected for the clulj's first year are: President, A. H. Bab-

cock, consulting electrical engineer, Southern Pacific: first

vice-president. G. H. Binkley, valuation engineer. United

Railways of San Francisco; second vice-president, P. P.

Hastings, assistant general freight agent, Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe; treasurer, B. W. Perrin, division engineer, sub-

urban lines. Southern Pacific; secretary, \V. S. Wollncr,

assistant to the chief engineer, Northwe.stern Pacific.

Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Supply

Men's .issociation.—During the past few years numerous

manufacturers of railway supplies and appliances have ar-

ranged exhUjits at the time of the annual conventions of the

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's .Asso-

ciation. In order to facilitate the work for the companies de-

siring to make exhibits at that time, a permanent organization

has been formed which will be known as the Intercliangc

Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Supply Men's Associa-

tion. At a meeting held at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago,

on .\pril 9, a constitution and by-laws were drawn up and
the following officers were elected : President, L. S. Wright,

National Malleable Castings Company; first vice-president,

C. D. Derby, Joyce-Cridland Company; second vice-presi-

dent, W. G. Willcoxson, Boss Nut Comjiany; secretary, D. B.

Wright, the Lehon Company; treasurer, J. R. Mitchell, with

\\ . H. Miner. The executive committee of the association is

to be made up of nine representatives of supply companies,

tliree to be elected each year for a term of three years, and the

secretary of the Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car
Foremen's Association. The following were elected members
of the e.xecutive committee for three years: W. G. Wallace,

.\merican Steel Foundries; C. N. Thulin, Duff Manufactur-

ing Company; D. B. Sissons, Ini])erial Appliance Company.
The members elected for two years are: C. J. W. Clasen, the

Bcltendorf Company; C. J. Wymer, the Grip Nut Com|)any;

W. H. Pratt, Heath & Milligan; and the following were

elected for one year : A. H. Beatty, Templeton-Kcnh- & Co.

;

). IC. Tarelton, Union Draft Gear Company; D. F. Jennings,

of Guilford S. Wood.

Tlic follczvhig list Rhcs vatncs of secretaries, dates of ne.vt or regular

meetitigs and !^laces of meelitte of mechanical associations:

Air Brake Associatiok.—F. M. Nellis. Room 3014. 165 Broadway. New
York City. Convention, May 1-4. 1917, Memphis, Tenn.

.\MEBicAN Railroad Master Tinners'. Coppersmiths' and Pipefitters'
AssociAriON.—O. E. Schlink, 485 W. Fifth St., Peru, Ind. Conven-
tion. June 26-29, 1917, Marqiiette Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.

\MERicAN Railway Master Mechanics' .\ssociati(>n.—J. W. Taylor, Kar-
pc-n I'uililiiig. Chicago. Convention postponed.

-\merican Railway Tool Foremen's .Association.—R. D. Fletcher, Belt
Railway, Chicago. Convention, .August 30, 31 and September 1, 1917.

Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. H. Marburg. University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American .Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W,
Thirty-ninth St.. New York.

.Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Joseph A. Andreucetti,
C. S N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Station, Chicago.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—.Aaron Kline. 841 Lawlor .Ave,,

Chicago. Second Monday in month, except June, July and August,
Hotel l.a Salle. Chicago.

Chief 1 ntebchani.;e Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association.—
W. R. McMunn. New York Central, Albany, N. Y. Convention,
September 25, 26 and 27, 1917, St. Louis, Mo.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.— .A. I.. Wood-
worlh, C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio. Convention, August 21. 1917, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.

International Railway Fuel Association.—J. G. Crawford. 547 W. Jack-
son Blvd., Chicago. Convention. May, 1917, Chicago.

International Railway Genervl Foremen's Association.—William Hall,
1126 VV. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Convention, September 4-7,

llulcl Sherman, Chicago, III.

M\sTER Hon ERMAKERS' .Associ.VTioN.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention. May 22-25. 1917. Richmond, Va.

Master Car Builders' .\ssuciation.—J. W. Taylor, Karpen Building, Chi-
cago. Convention postponed.

.Master Car and Locomotive Painters' As-sociation of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. I'ane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Convention, September H,
1917, Hotel La Salle. Chicago.

Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association.— K. N. Frankenbcrger, 623 Bris-
bane Building, Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings, third Wednesday in month.
New York Telephone Bblg., IlufTalo. N. Y.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Cnllinwood,
Ohio. Convention. May 21-23, 1917. Chicago, III.

Tr.weung Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson. N. Y. C. R. R.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

RAILROAD CLUB MEETINGS

Oub ./•'".'
Meeting

Canadian .May 8.1917
Central

,

May 11. 1917
Cincinnati May 8 1917

New England , May 8. 1917
New York ' May 18. 1917
Pittsburgh i Mav 25. 1917
Richmond I .May 14. 1917
St. Louis

I

May II, 1917

Southn & SVrn. May 19. 1917
Western ' May 21. 1917

Title of Paper Secretary

.Annual Meeting. Smoker and Entertainment,
Lubrication of Freight Car Equipment T. J. Burns.
The Safety .Appliance Standards: Purposes
and Reasons for Locations IL W. Belnap.

Wheels and Rails

Iron Car Wheel George W. Lyndon
Korea. Moving Picture H. Webster ...

Safety .Appliance Standards; Moving Pic-'

ture. "King of the Rails" H- W. Belnap.

Annual Meeting

James Powell . . .

.

Ilarrv D. Vought.

H. Boutct
Wm. Cade. Jr
Harry D. Vought.
J. B. Anderson. ..

.

F. O. Robinson. .

.

B. W. Frauenthal.
A. J. Merrill

J. W. Taylor

P. O. Bon 7. St. Lambert, One.
95 Liberty St.. New York.

101 Carew BIdg.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
683 Atlantic Ave.. Boston, Mass.
95 Liberty St., New York.
207 Pcnu Station. Pittsburgh. Pa.
C. & O. Railway, Richmond, Va.

Jlnion Station. St. Louis, Mo.
Box 1205. Atlanta, C,a.

1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
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Personal Mention
I

W. Alexcinder

GBNERAL

Walter Ai.kxandek, chairman of the Railroad Commis-
sion of Wisconsin, has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Chicago, Milwaukee & .St. Paul, witli

office at Milwaukee,

Wis., succeeding A. E.

Manchester, promoted

to general superintend-

ent. Mr. Alexander

was born in Glasgow,

Scotland, in 1872, and
was brought to this

country in lS7o. He
received a common
school education in

Milwaukee, and served

an apprenticeship as a

machinist and drafts-

man with the St. Paul,

later being employed

as a fireman on the

same road. He en-

tered the University of

Wisconsin in 1893, and
graduated from the

course in mechanical engineering in 1897, receiving a sec-

ond degree in engineering the following year. For three

years he was an instructor in engineering at the University

of Wisconsin, one year at Armour Institute and one at the

University of Missouri. He then returned to railway work
as assistant district master mechanic of the St. Paul at Min-
neapolis, Minn. Two years later he was transferred to Mil-

waukee, Wis., to a similar position, and later was promoted

to district master mechanic at that point. He became a mem-
ber of the Wisconsin Railroad Commission of Wisconsin in

Februar)-, 1915, and in August, 1916, was appointed chair-

man to succeed Halford Erickson.

Daniel P. Kellogg has been appointed superintendent of

motive power for the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at

Sacramento. Cal., a> announcL-d in these columns last month.

He was born at Alli-

ance, Ohio, April 17,

1869. In June, 1889,

he entered railwa\' serv-

ice as a machinist ap-

prentice with the Mis-
souri Pacific in Kan-
sas. During 1892 he

was engaged in install-

ing machinery in con-

tract shops in Utah and
the following }'ear was
appointed roundhouse
foreman for the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul in Wisconsin.

From 1896 to 1897 and
during part of 1898 he

was assistant general

foreman of the Duluth
& Iron Range at Two

Harbors, ilinn.. being then appointed air brake inspector for

the Southern Pacific at Oakland, Cal. In the latter part of

1898 he was [iromoted to general foreman of locomotives for

this company, and in 1904 was transferred to Bakersfield.

Kellogg

Cal., with the title of master mechanic. From 1906 to 1910-

he was master mechanic at Los Angeles, Cal., and he was
tlien advanced to superintendent of shops with the same head-
quarters, which latter position he continued to fill up to

March 1, 1917, when his preiient ajjpointment became effec-

tive.

R. C. Bardwell, chemist of the Missouri Pacific at Kan-
.sas City, has been promoted to assistant engineer in charge
of water treatment of the jNIissouri Pacific and the St. Louis,
Iron Mountain & Southern, with headquarters at St. Louis,
iSIo.

W. J. Eddy, master mechanic of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific at El Dorado, .\rk., has been appointed superin-
tendent of fuel econoni)-. The engineer of fuel economy and
the supervisor of stationary plants will report to him.

J. E. Mi'QviLLEN, mechanical superintendent of the Gulf,
Colorado & Santa Fe, with office at Cleburne, Tex., has had
his headquarters moved to Galveston, Tex.

E. F. Thomson, chief clerk to the president of the Chicago,
Indianapolis & Louisville at Chicago, 111., has been appoint-
ed assistant to the superintendent of motive power at La-
fayette, Ind.

MASTER MECHANICS AND ROAD FOREMEN OF
ENGINES

D. S. B.'^als, assistant trainmaster and road foreman of

engines of the Chesapeake & Ohio, at Cane Fork, W. Va., has
been transferred in the satne capacity to the Big Sandy divi-

sion, with headquarters at Paintsville, Ky., succeeding M. B.

Daniels assigned to other duties.

A. H. BixN,^ has lieen appointed acting master mechanic
on the Trenton division, Ontario district, Canadian Pacific,

with office at Trenton, succeeding T. H. Hamilton, trans-

ferred temporarily.

E. J. BucKLEE. master mechanic of the Cleveland, Cin-
cinnati, Chicago &; St. Louis at Mt. Carmel, 111., has been
transferred to Mattoon, 111., succeeding J. J. Karibo, trans-

ferred.

Joseph F. Donellan has been appointed master mechanic
of the Pennsylvania division of the Delaware & Hudson, with
office at Carbondale, Pa., succeeding George S. Graham, re-

signed.

W. H. Dyer, master mechanic of the Georgia Sc Florida,

at Douglas, Ga., has had his jurisdiction extended over the

Augusta Southern.

J. L. Jamieson, heretofore road foreman of locomotives of

the Canadian Pacific at Medicine Hat, Alta., has been ap-
[lointed road foreman of locomotives at Ignace, Ont.

Albert H. Kkndali,, formerly master mechanic of the

Canadian Pacific, Ontario district, has been appointed cap-
tain. No. 1 Section, Skilled Railway Employees, recentlv or-

ganized to operate 300 miles of double track railway which
is now completed in the northern part of France. Mr.
Kendall's photograph and a sketch of his career were pub-
lished in the Kailuuiv Mrchanical Engineer for December,
1916.

C. L. Sharp, general foreman of locomotives, Chicago,

Rock Island Sc Pacific, at Shawnee, Okla., has been appointed

master mechanic of the Louisiana division at El Dorado,
.\rk., succeeding W. P. Eddy, promoted.

D. M. Smith, heretofore road foreman of locomotives of

the Canadian Pacific at Kenora, Ont.. has been appointed

road foreman of locomotives at Medicine Hat, .\lta., suc-

ceeding J. L. Jamieson, transferred.

G. P. TR.4CHTA, road foreman of engines of the Chicago.
Burlington & (Juincy at McCook, Neli., has liecn appointed
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master mechanic at Casper, Wyo., succeeding J. O. McArthur,

transferred.

A. R. Thompson has been appointed road foreman of en-

gines of the Chesapeake & Ohio, with headquarters at Cane
Fork, W. Va., succeeding D. S. Baals transferred.

CAR DEPARTMENT

A. E. Chesterman, heretofore car foreman of the Cana-

dian Pacific at Crowsnest, B. C, has been appointed car

foreman at Field, B. C, succeeding .\. E. Tasker, transferred.

James Hall, formerly master car repairer of the Southern

Pacific, on the Coast division, at San Francisco, Cal., has

been appointed general foreman of passenger cars in charge

of repairs and construction, at Sacramento, Cal.

C. W. McClear, heretofore coach carpenter of the Cana-

dian Pacific at Vancouver, B. C, has been appointed car

foreman at Crowsnest, B. C, succeeding \. E. Chesterman,

transferred.

W. Peat, heretofore car foreman of the Megantic division,

Quebec district of the Canadian Pacific, at Megantic, Que.,

has been transferred to the Western lines with headquarters

at Vancouver, B. C.

A. E. Tasker, car foreman of the Canadian Pacific at

Field, B. C, has been appointed car foreman at Winnipeg,

Man.

SHOP AND ENGINEHOUSE

D. E. B.ARTON has been appointed acting superintendent

of shops of the .\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at .\lbuquerque,

N. M., succeeding W. A. George, granted leave of absence.

WiLLLAM R. Downs, formerly foreman boiler maker at

the .\vis shops of the New York Central, has been appointed

assistant general foreman at that point.

FoHN Fr-ASER has been appointed locomotive foreman of

the Grand Tnmk at Edmundston, N. B., succeeding C.

White, transferred.

J. :McGowan. formerly locomotive foreman of the Ca-

nadian Pacific at Rogers' Pass, B. C, has been appointed

locomotive foreman at Strathcona, Alta, succeeding G.

Pratt transferred. The position of locomotive foreman at

Rogers Pass has been abolished, owing to the placeing in

operation of the Connaught tunnel.

H. E. Opli.vger, general foreman of the .\tlantic Coa'^t

Line at Brunswick, Ga., has been transferred to Charleston,

S. C, in the same position, to succeed M. L. Gray, who has

resigned.

G. Pratt, locomotive foreman of the Canadian Pacific at

Strathcona, Alta., has been appointed locomotive foreman at

Medicine Hat. Alta., succeeding J. Pern,-, assigned to other

duties.

O. B. ScHoENKY, superintendent of shops of the South-

ern Pacific at Sacramento, Cal., has been transferred to Los

Angeles, as superintendent of shops at that point, succeed-

ing D. P. Kellogg, promoted.

C. White, locomotive foreman of the Canadian Govern-

ment Railways at Edmundston, N. B., has been appointed

locomotive foreman at Napadogan, N. B., succeeding W. C.

Williams.

PURCHASING AND STOREKEEPING

Fr.axk S. .\i-STiN has been appomted general storekeeper

of the Boston & .\ll3any, with headquarters at West Spring-

field, Mass. He was bom on November 6, 1886, at Lynn,

Mass., and attended Ingalls Grammar School, also the

English High School of his native cit>- and graduated from

Dartmoutli College in 1909. The same year he began rail-

wa)- work with the Boston & Albany, and has been in the con-

tinuous service of that road ever since. He served as as-

sistant to the supervisor of track at Pittsfield, Mass., until

1911, and then for two years in the same capacity at Spring-

field. In 1913 he was ajjpointcd supervisor of track at Wor-

cester, and three years later became supervisor of track at

Boston, which position he held at the time of liis recent ap-

pointment as general storekeeper.

P. E. Bast, fuel inspector of the Delaware & Hudson at

Colonic, N. v., has been appointed fuel agent, with office at

Albany, N. Y.

S. G. Denmax, heretofore assistant purcluising agent of

the Canadian Pacific at Vancouver, B. C, has been appointed

assistant purchasing agent at Calgary, Alta.. succeeding J.

T. H. Ferguson, transferred to \'ancouver.

1. T. H. Ferguson, heretofore assistant piu-chasing agent

of the Canadian Pacific at Calgary, Alta., has been ap-

])ointed assistant purchasing agent at Vancouver, B. C, suc-

ceeding S. G. Denman, transferred to Calgary, -Mta.

C. F. Li'DiN'GTON, chief fuel supervisor of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, at Topeka, Kan., has resigned to accept

a similar position with the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with

headquarters at Parsons, Kan.

F. McDowell, heretofore general foreman of the Win-
nipeg stores of the Canadian Northern has been appointed

storekeeper, with jurisdiction over all matters regarding Win-
nipeg stores. He reports to the general storekeeper. His
office is at Winnipeg, Man.

S. \\'. Save, purchasing agent of the Georgia & Florida at

.\ugusta, Ga., has had his authority extended over the Augus-

ta Southern.

C. T. WixKLESS has been appointed superintendent of

fuel of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters

at Chicago, 111. He will have charge of fuel purchase, dis-

tribution and handling.

OBITUARY

Michael J. McAndrew, traveling engineer of the Michi-

gan Central, Canadian lines, died suddenly in the office of

the roundhouse at Victoria, Ont., on March 20, 1917.

George H. Price, chief car inspector of the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis, at Chattanooga, Tenn., died at his

home in Chattanooga on March 31, 1917.

George \\'oolley Strattan, retired master mechanic of

the .\ltoona machine shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

died at Easton, Pa., on April 14, 1917. Mr. Strattan was
born in Philadelphia, Pa., on January 26, 1836, but subse-

quently lived in New York w^here his education was com-

pleted. He worked as a clerk for a short time, but on May
15, 1858, entered the works of William Sellers & Company
as a machinist apprentice. After completing his apprentice-

ship he came to Altoona on March 14, l,Sol, entering the

service of the Peimsylvania Railroad. On Januan,- 28. 1863,

he went with the Freedom Iron Company at Lewistown, Pa.,

l)ut on September 22, 1864, he returned to ."Altoona and again

became connected with the Pennsylvania Railroad. Early in

1865 he was made a gang foreman and on March 3, 1867,

he was advanced to assistant master mechanic of the .Altoona

machine shops. On October 1, 1870, he was promoted to

tlie position of master mechanic, which he held until his

retirement on January 31, 1906. When he was made master

mechanic he had aljout 1,000 men under his direct control;

when he retired, the workmen numbered about 5,600. In ad-

dition to having charge of the .-Mtoona machine shops, he

was in charge of the East Altoona, Hollidaysljurg, Hunting-

ton and Mifflin shops, and other points along the Middle

division.
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Supply Trade Notes

Henry B. Oatley, chief engineer of the Locomotive Super-
heater Company, has been called to active duty as a lieutenant

in the New York naval reserves.

B. John Buell, formerly with the Spencer Otis Company
of Chicago, has lieen appointed general manager of the Read-
ing Specialties Company, Reading, Pa.

The Pullman Comjiany on May 1 will move its New York
offices from the Mills building, 15 Broad street, to room 2612
in the Adams Express building at 61 Broadway.

A. C. Loudon, formerly managing editor of the Railwdy
Mechanical Engineer, has joined the staff of the Locomotive
Superheater Company, 30 Church street, New York.

The Pyle-National Company, Chicago, announces that

after April 8, 1917, its general offices will be located at IMA
North Kostner avenue, Chicago, instead of 900 South Mich-
igan avenue, as heretofore.

K. J. Eklund, assistant to the president of the Pilliod Com-
pany, with office at New York, has been transferred to the

Chicago office as assistant to Burton \V. Mudge, president of

Mudge & Co. and vice-president of the Pilliod Compam-.

H. S. Mikesell, assistant manager, mining department of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has resigned to become
vice-president and treasurer of ilikesell Brothers, Chicago,

111., manufacturers of asbestos listing, packings and brake
linings.

Don B. Sebastian, fuel agent of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, has resigned to become associated with the Bickett

Coal & Coke Company, Chicago, 111. Mr. Sebastian will be

elected a vice-president of the company at its next annual

meeting.

J. M. Borrowdale, formerly superintendent of car con-

struction for the Illinois Central, with office at Chicago, 111.,

has been appointed car specialty representative of the general

railroad department of the H. W. Johns-Manville Company,
Chicago.

Leon P. .\lford, editor of the American Machinist for the

past 10 years, has recently become associated with Industrial

Management, formerly Engineering Magazine, as editor-in-

chief. He has been succeeded as editor of the American

Machinist by John H. \'an Deventer.

The Rome Merchant Iron Mill, of Rome, N. Y., has been

reincorporated under the name of Rome Iron Mills, Inc.

This change was made to provide for an increased capitaliza-

tion necessitated by a large increase in facilities for the manu-
facture of hollow staybolt iron. There has been no change in

the management.

The Louisville Car & Foundry Company, Louisville, Ky.,

will soon increase its capital stock to $60,000 and engage in

the building of tank cars, besides rebuilding and general re-

pairing of railway equipment. The officers of the new com-

panv are Charles Schimpeler, president; C. H. Schimpeler,

vice-president, and Henry Schimpeler, secretary.

George C. Fisk, formerly president of the ^^'ason Manufac-

turing Company, of S])ringfield, Mass., died at his home in

Springfield on April 6, at the age of 86. ilr. Fisk began

work for the Wason ^Manufacturing Company about 1852

as bookkeeper, and became president in 1870. This com-

pany was absorbed in 1907 by the J. G. Brill Company, of

Philadelphia.

Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the board of the I'nited States

Steel Corporation, announced on !March .i that it had lieen de-

cided to increase about ten per cent the wage rates and salaries

up to $2,500, of employees of the subsidiary companies, to

take effect on iSIay 1. This makes the fourth advance of ten

])er cent since the first of 1916, making a total increase of

more than 46 per cent compounded.

The Keith Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, an-
nounces that it has purchased all of tlie property, assets, busi-

ness, contracts and good will of the Keith Car Company. The
new company will continue to conduct the business under
the same management and in the same manner as in the past.

It is stated further that it will broaden its field by handling
a line of railway mechanical supplies.

W. A. Cleans, secretary of the B. F. Goodrich Company,
has l^een elected second vice-president of the company and
has Ijeen succeeded as secretary' by L. D. Brown, cashier of

the First-Second National Bank of Akron. Mr. Means has
been connected with the B. F. Goodrich Company for almost

20 years. He has been treasurer for seven years, previous to

which he was assistant treasurer for 12 years.

Fire originating in the upholstery department of the Pull-

man Company, Chicago, 111., cau.sed approximately $100,000
damage on the night of March 9. The building, which was
two stories high, of brick construction, and 250 ft. by 150 ft.,

was protected b}- four thick fire walls, two of which were
burned entirely through. Besides the destruction of the

building itself much valuable material, such as plush drap-
eries, valualile hard woods and oils, was consumed by the

flames.

Detailed plans have been completed and are in the course

of execution for rebuilding the liurned portion of the plant of

the H}draulic Press Manufacturing Company, on its present

site in Mount Gilead, Ohio. The plans also include the erec-

tion of two additional buildings which will give more ade-

quate manufacturing facilities for the rapidly expanding
business. In all, the plans cover the erection of four com-
plete new buildings consisting of a machine shop, a three-

story stock room, a new power plant and a structural and
forge shop. The machine shop and stock room are replace-

ments on a much larger scale of the portion of the plant re-

cently destroyed by fire. It is planned to have the new build-

ings in operation by July 1.

The Bradford-Ackermann Corporation, recently formed by
A. H. Ackermann and C. C. Bradford, with ofiices in the

42nd .Street building. New York, announces that it has con-

cluded arrangements with Ashton, Laird & Co. for the sole

selling rights of "Astra" high temperature gas apparatus

and o.\vgen welding appliances, manufactured from the de-

signs and patents of E. Raven Rasen-Baum, consulting

engineer on high temperature gases. In addition to the ex-

tensive line of oxy-acetylene welding appliances, there will be

marketed a new and standardized line of o-xy-illuminating

gas apparatus exclusively manufactured by this company. In

this process either natural or artificial illuminating gas, direct

from the town supply, is substituted as a supporting gas in

connection with oxygen.

Robert W. Hunt & Co. has offered the services of its entire

bureau of inspection, tests and consultation to the government
at actual cost in a letter to the Secretary of War dated .\pril

20. This includes all of the 700 employees in the main office

at Chicago and in the branch offices and laboratories in New
York City, Pittsburgh. St. Louis, San Francisco, Montreal

and London. This offer is made in the belief that this large

and highly specialized organization can be of service to the

country in a particularly practical manner at less cost to the

countr)' than equivalent services can be obtained otherwise.

The acceptance of this proposal will relieve government of-

ficers from inspection duties for services of greater value in

other directions, and will enable the government to utilize this

organization intact without the necessity of cathering together

otlier men into a similar organization which it would take
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time to develop. In addition to its work for manv of the rail-

ways and other larije private corporations, this conipanv is

now and has been i>erforniing insiK'Ction work for the British,

Russian, Italian, Xetherland and French liovernnicnts, not
only on munition orders, but also on steel rails and their fas-

tenings and other railway equipment.

The Vapor Car Heating Company, Inc., has taken over all

of the heating and ventilating business of the Chicago Car
Heating Company and the Standard Heat &: Ventilation Com-
pany, Inc. The main office and head(|uarters of the consoli-

dated company will be in the Railway E.xchange, Chicago.

The following officers have been elected: Egljert H. Gold,
president; J. E. Buker and J. Allan Smith, vice-presidents;

Samuel Higgins, vice-president and treasurer; Winthrop
Gold, assistant treasurer; Edward A. Schreiber, general man-
ager; Arthur P. Harper, secretary and controller, and Otto
R. Barnett, general counsel. Branch offices have been estab-

lished in New Vork City in charge of Samuel Higgins and
George T. Cooke; Boston, Mass., in charge of Frank F.

Coggin; Montreal, Can., in charge of F. A. Purdy, and S. P.

Harriman; Washington, D. C, in charge of Harry F. Low-
man, and Atlanta, Ga., in charge of Lewis B. Rhodes.

Frederick C. Blanchard, who w-as recently elected vice-

president in charge of manufacturing for tlie Detroit Lubri-

cator Company, with headt|Uarters at Detroit, Mich., was
born in Boston, Mass.,

October 19, 1869. He
graduated fro m the

Massachusetts Institute

of Technology with a

degree in mechanical

engineering in 1891.

Prior to being elected

to the above position he

was for four years pro-

duction manager for

the Fort Wayne Elec-

tric W' o r k s. Fort
Wayne, Ind., leaving

this concern to become
works manager of the

Ashcroft Manufacturing
Companx' and the Con-
solidated Safety Valve
Coni]iany owned by
Manning, Ma.xwell &
Moore, New Vork Cit\'. Later he was made chairman of

the manufacturing committee of the latter corporation, then

being elected a member of the board of directors. He has
now resigned these several connections to take charge of the

manufacturing department of the Detroit Lubricator Com-
pany.

E. N. La)'tield, secretary of the Western Society of En-
gineers, has resigned, effective ^lay 1, to liecome associated

with \\'. F. M. Goss, president of the Railway Car Manufac-
turers' A^ssociation. Mr. Layfield has been secretary of the

Western Society of Engineers for about a year, practically all

of his previous experience having been in railway engineering

work. Beginning in 1S92 he was employed in mainten-

ance of way and con.struction on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road between Philadelphia and \\'ashington. He entered

the services of the Chicago Terminal Transfer Company
in 1899, serving as chief engineer of that company from
1905 till 1910, when the road was taken over by the Balti-

more & Ohio as the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal He
remained with the last named com|iany one year longer in the

capacity of division engineer, when he resigned to engage in

private consulting practice, specializing in grade separation

investigations. He accepted the position of assistant secre-

tary of the Western Society of Engineers late in 1915, and
ivas appointed secretary on Januan." 21, 1916. Mr. Lay-

*^

F. C. Blanchard

H. B. Slaybaiigh

field's lieadquarters will be with Mr. Goss at 61 Broadway,
New Vork, the headquarters of the association.

Harvey B. Slaybaugh, assistant secretary of the American
.\rch Company since 1910, has been elected secretan- of the
company. Mr. Slaybaugh was hern in 1*72 at \\'ooster.

(.)hio. He was educat-

ed in the public .schools

at Kingsville, Ohio,

and Oberlin College.

In 1S9.> he entered the

service of the Lake
Shore & Michigan
Southern at Xorwalk,
Ohio, and worked in

tlie locomotive dejjart-

ment. He served in

various capacities as

timekeeper, stenograph-

er, accountant and
storekeeper to January,
1899, at which time lie

was transferred to the

office of the superin-

tendent of motive pow-
er. In 1908 he was ap-

pointed chief motive
|iower clerk, in charge of both locomotive ,ind car work. In
July, 1910, he left railway service to become assistant sec-
retarx- of the .American ."^rch Company, which position he
held until his election as secretary.

Thomas Dunljar, Sr., who was recently elected president of
the .^cme Supiily Company, Chicago, has been connected
with the railway supply field s:'nce 1885. He entered the
service of the Pullman
Company as a car

liuilder and was later

a temjilate maker. In

1893, lie was promoted
to general foreman,

and in 1902 became
superintendent. Two
years later he was ad-

vanced to manager of

the works of this com-
pany and in 1910 was
appointed manager of

the mechanical depart-

ment. He resigned this

latter connection in

April, 1916, and spent

tlie interval between
liis resignation and
present election recu-

perating on his ranch
in Arizona. He succeeds H.

At a special stockholders meeting of the Milwaukee Refrig-

erator Transit & Car Companv, held Saturday, .\pril 7, a

sale of the entire business of this company to the Marsh
Refrigerator Service Company was authorized, effective May
1. The latter company was recently incor|iorated with a capi-

talization of $800,000 for the purpose of taking over the

liusiness formerly conducted by the Milwaukee Refrigerator

Transit & Car Company. The business will in future be

under the active management of H. \\'. Marsh, who has been

identified with the old company for seven year? as its vice-

president and general manager. The officers of the new com-
pany are H. W. Marsh, president; Oliver C. Fuller, vice-

president, and J. J. O'Connor, secretary. The new company
will continue to operate the refrigerator car lines and will

manufacture, sell, repair and lease refrigerator cars as well as

rebuild and repair all classes of railroad freight cars at its

Dunbar, Sr.

H. Schrover, retired.
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J. w. Kelker

Milwaukee car shops. Owing to the increasing demand for

refrigerator cars ecjuipped with steel underframes tlie new
company proposes to mvest a considerable sum of raone}' in

steel underframes, standardizing and modernizing its entire

equipment. The general policy and conduct of the business

will remain unchanged.

J. W. Kelker, who has been appointed mechanical engineer

of the Pilliod Company, was born October 12, 1SS2, at Den-

ver, Col. He was educated in the puljlic schools of that city,

and entered railroad

service August 24,

1898, as a messenger

to the superintendent

of motive power of the

Denver & Rio Grande
at Denver. On Decem-
ber 4, 1899, he was
made a machinist and
drafting apprentice in

the locomotive depart-

ment, serving until
February 16, 1903, at

which time he left rail-

road service to enter the

employ of the American
Locomotive Company,
at Dunkirk, N. Y., as

locomotive draftsman.

On July 7, 1907, he

was transferred to the

general drawing room at Schenectady as assistant engineer,

and it is tliis fxisition he leaves to take up his new duties with

the Pilliod Company.

Frank N. Grigg was recently elected manager of sales for

the car department of the Harlan & Hollingsworth Corpora-

tion. He succeeds Henderson Weir, deceased, in that capa-

city, Ijut does not suc-

ceed him as secretary,

as was incorrectly re-

ported in the April

issue of the Railway
Mechanical Engineer.

Mr. Grigg was born at

Richmond, Va., Aug-
ust 9, 1876, and was
educated in the public

schools of that city.

He entered the service

of the Chesapeake &
Ohio at Richmond,
Va., in February, 1892,

working in the motive

power and stores de-

partments. He left that

road in January, 190.5,

to go with the Adams
& Westlake Company

in the eastern territory.

In January, 1913, he

N. Grigg

of Chicago as sales

witli head(iuarters at

repre.sentative

Philadelphia

became district manager of the Standard Heat & Ventilation

Company, with headquarters at Washington, D. C, Ijut in

January, 1914, left the service of that company and opened

offices at Richmond, Va., representing in the southeastern ter-

ritory the Acme Supply Company, the Heywood Brothers &
Wakefield Company, and the Transportation Utilities Com-
pany, which accounts he will continue to handle in connec-

tion with his duties as manager of sales for the car depart-

ment of the Harlan & Hollingsworth Corporation. Mr.

Grigg's headquarters will be as heretofore at 1201 Virginia

Railway and Power Ijuilding, Richmond, Va.

Leslie W. Millar, formerly sales manager of Fahn-Mc-

Junkin. Inc., New York City, has been appointed special

railroad representative of the ilark Manufacturing Com-
pany, Chicago. He was
Ijorn at Boston, Mass.,

March 22. 1S79, and
graduated fro m the

^lassachusetts Institute

of Technology, with tlie

degree of bachelor ot

science, in 1902. He
was engaged on various

engineering works from
that time until 1904,

when he became con-

nected with the Edison
Electric Illuminating

Company, Boston,
Mass., as assistant

erecting engineer. In
1909, he became asso-

ciated with the Good
Products C o m pan y,
Chicago, as eastern

sales agent, and in 1911 returned to the Edison Electric

Illuminating Company as efficiency engineer. In 1913 he
resigned to become eastern representative of the Barco Brass
& Joint Company, Chicago, which position he held until

January. 1917, when he became sales manager of Fahn-
Mc (unkin. Inc.

L. W. Mill

James Buchanan
Steel Car Company
great salesmen, d!ed

Brady, vice-president of the Standard
and one of the railway supply field's

at Atlantic City, .\pril l.v ilr. Brady
was Ijorn in New York
City, August 12, 1855,

and was a life-long

resident of that city.

He was educated in its

public schools and be-

gan his business life as

;i messenger Ijoy in the

offices of the Xew York
Central Railroad. He
soon afterward found
employment with the

firm of Manning, Ma.\-

well & Moore, and very

soon showed a decided

salesmanship ability,

and it was through

that channel that he
grew into national

J. B. Brady prominence, .\fter he

was with Manning,
Maxwell & Moore a number of years he became identified

with tlie Fo.\-Pressed Steel Company, subsequently the

Pressed Steel Car Company. He became associated with the

Standard Steel Car Company upon its organization 15 years

ago and was its vice-president from its organization up to the

time of his death. Mr. Brady was also president and director

of the Independent Pneumatic Tool Comi)any. vice-president

and director of Manning, Ma.xwell & >Ioore. Inc. ; presi-

dent and director of the Thermoton Companx'. director ot

tlie l"nited Injector Company, vice-president of the Keith

Car &: Manufacturing Company and of the C)igood Bradle\

Car Company, director of the Consolidated Safety Valve
Company, and he was interested in several other enterprises

connected with railroad products.

Mr. Brady was known in the railway field as an exceeding-

ly keen business man. He had an extremely wide acquaint-

ance among the higher railway officers and was recognized

as an exceptionalh- successful salesman of railway cars and
other railway supplies.
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Catalogues

Turret L.\ihes.—A booklet recently issued by the Gisholt

Machine Company contains reprints of five advertisements

of Gisholt turret lathes from the American Machinist.

FLE.Ninr.E Grinders.—The Stow Manufacturing Com-
pany, Binghamton, N. Y., has issued bulletins 18 and 33

dealing respectively with its center grinder and its adjustable

flexible grinders.

Cooi-i.N'G Towers.—A looseleaf booklet recently issued by
the Cooling Tower Company, Inc., of New York, describes

and illustrates some of the forms of cooling apparatus made
by that company.

List of Steel .^nd Other Products.—This is the title

of a S2-page booklet recently issued by the Midvale Steel

Company, the Cambria Steel Company and Worth Brothers

Company. The Ijook gives a complete list, aljihabetically

arranged, of the products made by these companies.

B.ALL Bearing and Induction Motors form the subject

of bulletin 211-A issued by Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chi-

cago. The bulletin gives a short description of the bearing,

the rotor with solid metal winding, and a vertical shaft motor.

A taljle ot .-standard horsepowers and speeds is also included.

FoRGi.vGS.—Bulletin 87, recently issued by the Union
Switch & Signal Company, deals with the company's forge

plant. The company is able to handle expeditiously any

type of forging made from open hearth, cruciljle, nickel,

chrome, vanadium, bronze and other alloy steels. The fire

on February 10 did not reach the forge plant.

Wheels.—The American Steel Foundries, Chicago, 111.,

has issued a very attractive and artistically illustrated

pamphlet on the evolution of the wheel. It is written in the

form of a poem, and Ijriefly describes the development of the

wheel as the means of transportation, and closes with a

description of the Davis steel wheel and its advantages.

Spr-^ving Equipment.—A catalogue recently issued by

the Spray Engineering Conipanj', Boston, Mass., gives a

condensed summary of the principal Spraco developments.

The booklet illustrates and describes the Spraco system for

cooling condensing water, Spraco air washing and cooling

equipment for electrical machinery, apparatus for paint

spraying, sprinkling, etc.

Air Brake Equipment.—The Wcstinghouse Air Brake

Company has recently issued special publication No. 9021, on

"Extra Quality Pipe Fittings for Railroad Air Brake Serv-

ice." This is a carefully prepared booklet, which emphasizes

the better air brake service and saving of money made pos-

sible to railroads by the use of reliable pipe fittings in all air

brake work on locomotives and cars.

Flange Oilers.—The Detroit Luliricator Company, De-

troit, Mich., has' issued a catalogue treating of the Pendulum
type of flange oilers. Part one is devoted to a description of

the attachment and the second part treats on proper installa-

tion. A second publication called catalogue No. 37 L con-

tains 64 pages and deals at length with the Bulls Eye loco-

motive lubricator and locomotive specialties.

Single-Phase Motors.—Motors of 1/6 to 7/,2 hp. are

described in Ijulletin No. 41,514 of the Sprague Electric

Works of General Electric Company, New York. The
motors are of the BSS type, varjing speed, and represent

the latest step in the commercial development of small single

phase motors. Numerous illustrations are used to show the

application of BSS motors to various machines.

Steel Platforms for Elevating Trucks.—Bulletin

No. 37, rDccntl}' issued by the McAIyler-Intcrstate Company,
Bedford, Ohio, illustrates that company's steel platforms for

use witli liand operated elevating trucks. These steel plat-

forms have the advantage over wooden platforms of strength,

compactness, suitability for stacking, and of course they are

less lialde to damage by fire than wooden platforms.

Overhe.\d Hand-Tr.-\veling Cr.'Ines.—Catalogue P, is-

sued by the Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, describes that company's line of Brownhoist overhead

hand-traveling cranes. The booklet in its 36 pages shows the

construction of the cranes and trolleys, and contains a large

number of illustrations of the cranes, of their essential parts,

also of some of the shops in which this equipment has been

installed.

Steam Road Electrifications.—This is the title of a

booklet published by the Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield,

Ohio. Well chosen photographs and short explanations de-

scribe seventeen steam railroad electrifications on which Ohio
brass materials have been used. The book is really a short

review of all electrification work in this country. The pho-
tograi.ihs are excellent and the composition of the booklet

a work of art.

Cr.\nes.—The Whiting Foundry Equipment Compan/,
Harvey, 111., has recently issued Catalogue 127, descriptive

of the company's line of cranes of all types for every service.

The li(X)klet contains material relative to electric traveling

cranes, locomotive and coach hoists, gantry traveling cranes,

etc. Views are given of the cranes and their details, and
one-half of the 48 pages are devoted to views of the Whiting
cranes at work.

Thor Tools.—The Independent Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany, Chicago, has issued catalogue No. 10, containing 94

pages descriptive of its pneumatic and electric tools used
for drilling, reaming, tapping, flue lolling, riveting, ship-

ping and other work of a similar character. In addition to

illustrations of the tools described, tlie catalogue contains

tables of properties, dimensions and weights and other in-

formation of interest in connection with the tools.

Reducing Vibration and Noise.—This is the title of a.

booklet recently issued by the Armstrong Cork & Insulation

Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., to show the excellencies of Non-
pareil cork machinery insulation. This insulation is used

for reducing the noise and vibration of fans, motors, print-

ing presses and machinery generally. The booklet empha-
sizes the necessity for eliminating this noise and vibration

in so far as possible, and show with illustrations how Non-
pareil insulation secures the desired results.

Tender Tri'cks.—A pedestal truck with side frames
spring supported is described in Bulletin 113 issued in Feb-
ruary by the Economy Devices Corporation. Two types are

described, one for passenger and fast freight service, the

other for switching and slow freight service. Botli have
side frames supported by triple helical springs resting on box
yokes enclosing standard M. C. B. journal boxes. By the

use of this box yoke, hinged to the side frame, the necessity

for special journal Ijoxes has been obviated and pedestal wear
eliminated. Side frames are of cast steel, U-section through-

out.

Vacuum Pumps.—The IngersoU-Rand Company has re-

cently issued two new catalogues on dry vacuum pumps,
Form No. 3037 covering the straight line type, and Form
30.)S the duplex type. Both machines are equipped with

"IngersoU-Rogler" valves, are capable of maintaining a high

vacuum and will handle discharge pressures of several pounds.

The maximum degree of vacuum possible varies with the dif-

ferent machines to within 6 in. of the barometer. Both steam
and power driven pumps in a large range of sizes and capaci-

ties are listed. The catalogues are profusely illustrated in

colors to show the machines in whole and in section.
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Rod The rod job competition, which closed

jijlj
May 1, was participated in by eight

. . contestants. The judges awarded the
ompe I ion

^^^^ prize to Ernest A. Miller and his

contribution appears elsewhere in this issue. The second

prize was awarded to H. M. Brown, shop superintendent,

Chesapeake & Ohio, and the third prize to James Grant of

the Great Northern. These two latter papers will be pub-

lished in future issues in connection with such of those of

the other contestants as have been accepted for publication.

One contribution was submitted anonymously and for that

reason had to be excluded from consideration by the judges.

Conditions in different shops will, of course, govern to a

large e.xtent the practices followed, but in many cases some

shops may be doing certain parts of the work more eco-

nomically than others; if so we shall be glad to hear from

them.

mechanical department valuation is difficult. There is a

greater amount of capital represented in the property under

the control of the mechanical department than is generally

realized, and the cost and value of this property must be

carefully determined. Where changes have been made, and

there is hardly a case where they have not been made, no
one is better able to determine what they have been, how
they should be charged, and what they amounted to, than

the men who have directly followed this work. It is im-

portant therefore that every mechanical department should do
its share in the onerous work of valuation.

Rules

for Loading

Lumber

Mechanical Depart-

ment Valuation

Organization

The mechanical departments of some

roads have tried to evade active par-

ticipation in the valuation work. This

is poor policy. If a proper valuation

is to be made the men most familiar with the material or

property being valuated should be used. There should be

one man in charge of mechanical department valuation and
he should be thoroughly familiar with the road, its shops

and equipment. For assistants he should have under him
men more familiar with the details than he. At best, the

Shipments of dressed lumber probably

necessitate more shifting and transfer-

ring of loads than those of any other

one commodity. A great deal of

trouljle is experienced with flat and gondola cars which are

loaded strictly in accordance with the rules, the load shift-

ing and either fouling the brake staff or extending over the

end of the car. Inspection of loads which have shifted often

reveals the fact that boards have not been overlapped

properly, resulting in parts of certain tiers being free to move
and sliding when starting or stopping, but the same trouble

can be found where tlie loading has been properly done.

Wooden frame box cars loaded with lumber often have the

whole end torn loose by the shifting of the load and even in

cars of the most substantial end construction the end posts

are often bent in tlie same way. It is important for the rail-

283
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roads to find some method of securing dressed lumber which
will avoid the trouble e.xperienced under the present methods
of loading. It may be that raising the end of the tiers will

have the desired effect. If that does not prove feasible an
ine.\pensive form of end support for flat and gondola cars will

probably remove the principal difficulty. The danger to train

men, the damage to eciuipment and the delays to loads justify

the adoption of whatever measures ma}' be found necessary to

do away with the troubles now so often encountered with
loads of dressed lumber.

Conserve

\o\ir Fuel

Supply

The railroads are having e.xtreme dif-

ficulty in contracting for their coal for

the coming year. Some of the largest

roads have been able to contract for

onl)' 50 per cent of their fuel requirements at a ver\- substan-
tial increase in price. The other 50 per cent must be bought
in the market, the increase in price Ijeing far in e.xcess of

50 per cent. Estimates from various authoritative sources

indicate that the railways will have to pay over $100,000,000
more for coal this year than last. This makes necessan' the

most careful use of fuel from the time it leaves the mines
until it is thoroughly consumed. The International Rail-

way Fuel Associatiton, appreciating this condition, adopted
at its recent convention a complete set of suggestions which,
if followed, will aid materially in the conseri-ation of fuel.

These are published on other pages of this issue in connec-
tion with the report of the convention. The seriousness of

the situation demands that these recommendations be given

the most thoughtful consideration. They are familiar io

many of our readers and to those who have followed the Fuel
Association proceedings carefully. Some of the items have
been tried and found uneconomical, but should now be re-

considered as the great increase in the price of fuel gives a

very different aspect to the problem and furnishes a new-

basis on which to work.

The output of our factories and mills has tremendously

increased and they must have coal in larger quantities. In

addition to this, the United States will be called upon to

furnish a large amount of fuel to France and Italy. This
again will make deep inroads into our fuel supply. It is,

therefore, the patriotic duty of every man handling fuel on
the railroads to make every pound do its utmost, releasing

as much as possible for the use of others, as well as decreas-

ing the cost of locomotive operation.

Buy a

Liberty

Bond

First, they formed the Railroads' War
Board; next, they proceeded to form

nine engineer regiments for service in

France; then, they made large sub-

scriptions to the War Loan, and now, they are going to assist

their employees to buy Liberty Bonds. Certainly, the Ameri-
can people have reason to be proud of the way their rail-

ways have joined the vanguard in the present crisis. It is

now up to railway officers and employees to help the railways

stay in the first division ; and they can help in two ways, one

by doing their level best at their daily tasks of keeping the

transportation system at its high notch of efficiency and the

other by buying a Liberty Bond. RailwajToen will not easily

be spared for ser\'ice in the field. But, if they cannot shoot

leaden bullets they can shoot silver bullets; the\- can buy
Liberty Bonds.

Nearly all the railways liave offered their employees op-

portunity to subscribe on a partial paj-ment plan. It should

not be hard to pay for a $50 or a $100 bond in 5 or 10 or

12 monthly installments and even if his railroad has not yet

acted, an officer or an employee can buy a bond from his

bank. Secretary McAdoo says that a $50 bond can be bought

for 2 per cent or $1 on application, 18 per cent ($9) on June
28, 20 per cent ($10) on July 30, 30 per cent ($15) on

August 15 and 30 per cent on August 30. Certainly rail-

waymen lack no incentive to subscribe. And the bonds are

good investments, 3^4 per cent, tax free and convertible mto
higher interest paying bonds if such are later issued. But
what is most important, railwaymen who subscrilie help

their country in a ven- practical patriotic way. The United
States offers these bonds in low denominations and on easy

payments because it is your subscription it wants. It wants
subscribers rather than money. It wants to show that the

people are behind this fight for the liberties of mankind.
Subscribe and show your fellownien and the foe acixjss the

sea where vou stand.

Locomotive M the recent convention of the Inter-

Feednater national Railway Fuel Association an

J.
. exhaustive report was presented on

locomotive feedwater heating, an ab-

stract of which appears elsewhere in this issue. Both the

exhaust steam and waste gas methods of preheating feed-

water were discussed. For maximum economy, the feed-

water must be brought from the temperature of the water in

the tank to the temperature of the water in the boiler by
using the smallest possible amount of steam direct from the

boiler. A large amount of live steam is required where the

injector is used, and the water is heated to about 160 deg.

by the steam with no economy in heat. In this case, there-

fore, the saving to be made by preheating with the wasted
heat mu.st lie between the heat contained in the water at 160
deg. and the heat in the water when it is raised to the high-

est tem[)erature the feedwater heater is susceptilile of fur-

nishing. Where a steam-driven pump is used, the wasted
heat can start its preheating at the temperature of the water
in the tank. This will be found to be the more economical

thing to do, as locomotive feedwater pumps are provided

that will pump five and six times as much water per pound
of steam as the injector.

The maximum amount of preheat that it is possible to

add to the feedwater by the e.xhaust steam method is lim-

ited to the temperature of the exhaust steam, which is about

140 deg. less than that of the temperature of the saturated

steam in the boiler. On the other hand, the temperature of

the gases passing out through the stack is from 600 to 700
deg., or over 200 deg. higher than the temperature of the

steam in the boiler. However, there is about three times as

much heat available in the e.xhaust steam as in the waste

gases and further, the heat is abstracted from the exhaust

steam far easier than it is from the waste gases and a much
smaller amount of heating surface is required to give the

same amount of preheat. At the present time both methods
are more or less in the experimental stage. The exhaust

steam method is being rapidly developed and developments

are planned for the waste gas method. E.xtensive tests are

being made on the exhaust steam tj'pe of feedwater heater,

and from the results thus far obtained it has been shown
that a net saving in fuel economy of over 10 f)er cent may
be expected. As the smokebox heater is developed and the

two methods are used in conjunction with each other, greater

economy in fuel will be obtained. Coupled with this econ-

omy, the maintenance problems of the two types of heater

must be carefully considered. This, of course, can only be

determined accurately after the heaters have been tried out

in actual service on several locomotives in regular road

work.

Feedwater heating in Europe is used to a far greater ex-

tent than on this side of the water. Foreign roads have
evidently found it successful, or it woiJd not have been

developed as far as it has. It remains for us on this side

to adapt the problems of feedwater heating to our conditions.

A certain amount of experimenting is necessary and the

railroads should not hesitate to co-operate to the fullest ex-
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tent with the committee of the Fuel Association in develop-

ing this new refinement in locomotive construction, which at

the present time offers such attractive results.

Keeping

Gars in

Service

The Railway War Board in a bulletin

issued on Jilay 9, the text of which is

published elsewhere in this issue, has
called attention to a number of ways

of increasing car efficiency, which if carried out will have
the effect of increasing the available number of cars over

700,000, or slightly more than 30 per cent of the total num-
ber of freight cars now in existence. One of these sugges-

tions is that a reduction of between two and three per cent

be made in the number of cars out of service for repairs,

thereby increasing the cars available for sen-ice by about

64,000.

Unlike locomotives, which are shopped on a mileage basis,

the percentage of cars out of service for repairs is a reflection

of previous maintenance policies and of the character of the

construction rather than of the service being rendered. In
devising ways and means of reducing the number of cars

out of service for repairs, less attention, therefore, need be

given to increasing facilities and labor than to locating

weaknesses in design and correcting tliem when heavy re-

pairs are made. It hardly need be stated that for months
to come it is absolutely essential that the maximum of results

be obtained from ever}' hour of labor expended in maintain-

ing equipment. To maintain some of the rolling stock now
in service, as it originally was built, is little short of a sheer

waste of effort. Such equipment leaves the repair track only

to appear on another one a few days later. In order not

only to increase the number of cars available for service, but

to avoid serious delays to traffic, it is highly important that

such equipment be placed in condition to stay ofj the repair

track.

Whenever special effort is directed to reducing the number
of bad order cars, there is always a temptation on the part

of local officers to make a showing by overlooking certain

bad order conditions in the hope that the cars may get off

the division or the road before failure occurs. While the

immediate effect of such a policy is an apparent improve-

ment in the number of cars out of service, eventually the re-

sults are sure to be disastrous. In the present congested

conditions of many of our roads the delays, if only a few

minutes each, while setting out bad order cars which should

never have been placed in the trains, causes a loss of trans-

portation efficiency far greater than can be compensated for

by any increase in the available number of cars effected by
such a policy. It is a question whether the car shortage

which has been apparent for some months past is not less

an actual shortage than a congestion which has reduced the

available supply. It must be clear then, that no policy of

slighting essential repairs should be tolerated in the present

emergency.

The efforts of the car department must Ije concentrated

on underframes, draft gears, trucks and brake rigging. That
repairs to these parts be thoroughh' done and that weak de-

signs be strengthened to withstand the severe shocks of pres-

ent day service is essential. Other parts may be patched up
or even allowed to deteriorate to a certain extent without

serious consequences. There are a large number of wooden
cars in service which are too weak to withstand service con-

ditions on many of the roads to which they are offered in

interchange. As fast as materials can be obtained, these cars

should be fitted with some form of continuous steel center

sill construction or at least with steel draft arms. Such

changes imdoubtedly may be unnecesan,- to meet the condi-

tions on the home road. It must be remembered, however,

that the railroads are now operating as a single system and

that it is esesntial as never before that cars all be of suffi-

cient strength to withstand the severest conditions anywhere
to be met with. .Arch bar trucks of weak construction, espe-

cially those with flat compression members, should be re-

placed as fast as material for new ones of improved design

can be secured.

The cost of making such changes at the present time no
doubt will be high, but in the face of a constantly decreas-

ing supply of labor the only way it will be possible to keep

the number of bad order cars within reasonable limits, is to

send the cars out from the shops in such condition that they

may be expected to stay out for months and not days. The
war is not yet over; it may last for a year, two years, even

longer. .\ny slighting of the maintenance of essential parts

of the car for the immediate advantage which may be gained

thereby will be disastrous later when the conditions of the

labor market are even worse than at present and when the

demands of the nation for transportation are even greater

and more insistent than at the present time.

C«r Railway mechanical department offi-

ShortaSe or '^^''^' ^^^ country over, are trying to

„ ^ . , figure out whether it is a car short-
Congestion ? ° »• »!, . • U »Uage or a car congestion that is bother-

ing them. We will not presume to answer the question, but

will outline certain facts that may throw light on the situa-

tion.

Since the first of January the railways of the United States

and Canada have ordered no less than 1,941 locomotives, as

compared with only 1,691 in the first five months of 1916.

The freight car orders on the other hand have totaled only

oj,840, whereas at this time last year they had reached 49,-

851. It is worth while at this point to add also that the big

Russian orders, 500 locomotives and 10,000 cars, reported

this last week have brought the totals of foreign equipment
ordered to no less than 1,094 locomotives and 24,550 freight

cars as against only 634 locomotives and 18,325 cars in the

first five months of 1916. The big orders for locomotives,

both foreign and domestic, are naturally attracting a great

deal of attention, and obser\-ers are seeking to find the rea-

son for the continued large buying of power, realizing that

it is in spite of extraordinary high prices and deliveries now
extending well beyond April or May of next year.

Take the matter of locomotive prices. R. H. Aishton,

president of the Chicago & North Western told the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in the rate advance hearings

that during the past 10 years his road had spent on an aver-

age slightly over $6,000,000 a year for new equipment, re-

ceiving on that basis an average of 4,000 freight cars, 94

passenger cars, and 94 locomotives. In 1917, for $6,444,-

000 it received only 2,000 coal cars and 50 locomotives. W.
B. Biddle, president of the Frisco similarly said that his road

bought locomotives in February, 1916, for $36,750 each; that

later in the year it had to pay $51,000 for the same type

of locomotive and that in Februar)' this year it inquired for

locomotives and was told that the lowest price was $69,750.

Howard Elliott declared that locomotives that cost $50,350
in January 1917 cost $57,320 in March, 1917, an increase

of 13.8 per cent in less than three months. He also pre-

sented the following comparison of prices:

Date. Type. Weight. Cost per lb.

November. 19I.S Mikado 400.000 1b. 6.65 cents

Februarv. 1916 Pacific 329.0001b. 8.53 cents

March. 1917 Santa Fe 441.000 lb. 13. cents

He further added that a 50-ton steel hopper car costing $1,-

215 in January-, 1916, would cost about $2,800 today.

The point is that despite the high prices for locomotives,

the domestic orders reixjrted from January 1 to June 1, 1917,

were larger than those in a similar period for at least tlie last

four years. This surely indicates that the railways need

locomotives and need them badly.

The railways also need cars, but for some reason the or-
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ders for cars are not so great as conditions might seem to

demand. The railways, of course, are appalled at the high

prices they have to pay for new equipment. There is some

reason to believe that the huilders, owing to the uncertainties

of the present situation, are not eager to tie themselves up

with long term contracts. Besides, there is no doubt that

manv railway men believe that the present difficulty is a

matter of congestion rather than of car shortage and that they

hope for improvement through the work of publicity to ship-

pers and through the work of the Car Service Committee.

Nor must we neglect the argument brought up not so many
months since tliat it is not fair to ask the railways to buy

cars that would remain idle during the long periods of car

surplus. President Rea, of the Pennsylvania, added a fur-

ther thought when he stated before the Interstate Commerce

Commission that, "Some say tliat more cars would only add

to the congestion," and that, "if the Pennsylvania were in-

stantly given a lot of cars, they would be immediately scat-

tered to the four winds." He added, however, "I think if

we had more open top cars, they could be put to good use.

I think that if we could get deliveries and the prices were

reasonable, we should get coal cars, possibly 5,000, but I

wouldn't pay the present prices for them."

The question, in short, is .put up entirely to the mechani-

cal department. The railways must use their locomotives,

new and old, to the best possible advantage. They will have

difficulty in getting new ones because of the high prices and

slow deliveries and the competition for space on the part of

the foreign orders. The Russian Government alone now has

considerable over 700 locomotives on order in this countr)',

and a committe of which S. M. Vauclain is chairman is

investigating to see, among other things, if perhaps we cannot

furnish even more locomotives to our allies overseas.

The mc>chanical department officersjiiust realize further,

as we emphasized last month, that this shortage of power is

going to continue and perhaps become more acute from

month to month, although it is possible that the contemplated

reductions in passenger service may release sufficient power

to counteract in some measure the increased demands for lo-

comotives resulting from an increased traffic to the seaboard

and to the 32 concentration camps which will soon be under

wav.

it may easily be seen that conditions are becommg such

that any railway that wishes to retire locomotives from serv-

ice should consider the step carefully, and it is axiomatic

that now as never before, should mechanical department offi-

cers be careful that all engines in service are kept in the

best condition possible under the circumstances.

M \A f-. The master mechanic was showing a
New Machine

, , , i j ^u^,,
visitor through the shop and they

Tools Versus
paused at the wheel lathe which was

Old Tools turning off heavy, blue chips. "Be-

fore we got that machine," said the master mechanic, "we

kept five lathes busy turning wheels and we were nearly

alwavs working some of them overtime. Now we have

scrapped all but one of the old machines and we don't have

anv trouble in getting our output. We're up against the

same sort of a proposition with our driving boxes now, and

I'm having just as hard a time getting the machines I want

as I had when I asked for this wheel lathe. I don't sec

wh>' we can't get enough money appropriated to buy the

tools we need."
u •

i j
The master mechanic's complaint is one that is heard

time and again. On most railroads it is hard to get money

appropriated for machine tools, much harder than it is to

get new locomotives or cars, for instance. It is not un-

common to find roads with the most modem type of motive

power having poor shop equipment. This is a natural con-

dition, for the railroads have found it difficult to raise

monev and the tendency is to spend it where it will have

most direct and apparent effect on the cost of operation. The
saving effected by the elimination of old tools is as a rule not

especially apparent but a policy of systematic replacement

is a vital factor in keeping up the efficiency of a shop.

Modern machine tools will pay a high return on the in-

vestment and obsolete tools should be retired as rapidly as

possible.

At the present time it is a, difficult matter to secure skilled

mechanics and the wages paid by railroads for that class

of labor are higlier than ever before. The demand for men
will be further increased, and the supply depleted by the

war. For these reasons it is important that the railroads

secure tools that will give the maximum production per man.

This applies not only to large ]X)ints where highly spe-

cialized machines are required, but also to small points

where machines which can be used on a wide range of

work, but equipped with time and labor saving devices,

should be installed. Old machines are too often retained

in service where a modern tool would save enough in wages

to more than pay its cost. Old, low-power machines are

hard to handle, besides being inaccurate, and there is no

excuse for retaining them in service except w-here the ma-
chine is used only for emergency work. Highly specialized

machines should be installed wherever possible, particularly

if unskilled labor can be employed to operate them.

An instance which shows the saving of men and money

that can often be effected by discarding old tools occurred

in a locomotive shop where a great deal of heavy boiler work

is done. Three lathes had been fitted with special attach-

ments for finishing crown stays but they gave considerable

trouble. If the machines were speeded up to secure greater

production the stays bore chatter marks and could not be

made tight. A special machine was secured for this work

and not only did its production exceed that of the three

lathes previously used, but it was readily operated by an

apprentice and the quality of the work was all that could

be desired.

Sometimes a single inefficient machine holds down the

production of the whole shop. Where such conditions exist

it is easy to locate the trouble. More often such difficulty

is due to having a number of machines which are inadequate

to meet the demands made upon them. A shop scheduling

system is of great value under such circumstances, as it

shows up the weak points of the shop and makes it easy

to pick out the machines that are "slackers."

It is unfortunate that the shop accounting methods ordi-

narilv used do not show up more clearly the effect of sub-

stituting new tools for old ones. Inefficient tools increase

the overhead or surcharge on shop work by reason of their

low production. The only way to keep a shop efficient and

the overhead expense down is to replace the shop tools sys-

tematically.

Many of the tools built before the introduction of high

speed steel are uneconomical because of the limited pro-

duction of which they are capable. Modem tools installed

in their places would reduce the cost of the work enough

to pay a high rate of return on their cost. It seems to be

hard for many men to scrap machinery before it is entirely

worn out, but it is often the economical thing to do. The
introduction of high speed steel has rendered many ma-

chine tools built 15 or even 10 years ago obsolete. It is

probable that the heavy, high powered tools now built will

not have to he retired until they are worn out; in other

words, depreciation of tools built at the present time will

be less than that of tools built prior to the advent of high

speed steel.

The railroads are now in such urgent need of additional

terminal facilities, extra tracks and more rolling stock that

there is a tendency to keep down the capital expenditure for

new tools. The best basis for tool replacement is a regular

depreciation reserve set aside every year and devoted solely
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to the replacement of tools. Such ii policy will do a great

deal toward keeping shop methods up to date and reducing

the expense of equipment maintenance.

"Do

Your

Bit"

The railways of this country have a

tremendous task to perform. For

many months they have operated

under heavy pressure and abnormal
conditions. Now at a time when ordinarily they would have
a breathing space to put their equipment and facilities into

better condition, they are confronted with the necessity of

moving still greater quantities of supplies and material and
of shortly being required to handle large forces of troops

and militan- equipment for the government. It is impos-
sible to add to any very great extent, in the immediate fu-

ture, to the present equipment or facilities, because of the in-

ability of the manufacturers to furnish the equipment. On
the other hand, this is no time for lament or faultfinding at

the lack of preparedness or on the foolishness of the mis-

guided regulators and politicians with their restrictive ra-

ther than constructive programs, which are largely respon-

sible for the financial difficulties which have confronted the

railroads in the last few years.

The emergency is upon us and ways and means must be

found to overcome the lack of facilities and equipment and
to make up for the men that are being called to the colors.

How can it be done? A circular which was issued by the

Eailroad War Board is published in this issue, or at least

such parts of it as are likely to prove of special interest to

the mechanical department. It deals with some of the ways
in which it may be possible to secure better results. Study-

ing it in a broad way, and reading between the lines, one

cannot but grasp the underlying thought upon which it is

based, and tliet is that such improvement as may be made
is almost entirely dependent upon each individual in the

entire railway organization heartily putting his shoulder to

the task and increasing his individual productive capacity to

the uttermost. This does not mean forcing one's self to the

point of exhaustion; rather does it mean using every means
to cut out waste and lost motion, of playing the game skill-

fully and intelligently in order to get better results. Some-

times we get into a rut and almost literally go ahead with

blinders on. Standing back and sizing up the job in a big

and analytical way may show us the fallacy of making cer-

tain routine moves that we have always considered necessary,

may help us to do the job in three-quarters of the time with

the expenditure of no greater energy and with just as good

results. Here is where every one of us may do our bit,

whether it be the laborer in the shop, engine house or repair

track, or the head of the department.

The railroads as a whole have awakened to the seriousness

of the situation and have given up their individual rights—
possibly at great loss to themselves as individual roads—
and are operating as a single unit under the direction of

the Railroad War Board at Washington. The five men on

-this board—Fairfax Harrison, Howard Elliott, Hale

Holden, Julius Kruttschnitt and Samuel Rea—are giving

practically all of their time to this problem, as is also Daniel

Willard, chairman of the Advisory Commission of the Coun-

cil of National Defense. The Railroad War Board is as-

sisted by several committees, including in their membership

a great number of railway executives and other experts.

Many concrete things have already been accomplished which

promise important results and the work has hardly been

more than well started. The full success of the project will

depend upon the thoroughness into which the individual

roads enter into the spirit of the plan. Even though they

•may have subscriljed to it and the boards of directors may
have passed favorably upon it, the results will not be what

they should if there exists a spirit of faultfinding or jealousy

between the various roads. Now, if ever, is the time to put

away petty jealousies and play the game for all it is worth

—and the public will surely appreciate it in the end, indif-

ferent as it ma}' sometimes seem.

This truth holds good down through the organization of

each road, and even into the ranks. Department jealousies,

individual and departmental petty criticisms and faultfind-

ing are brakes on the wheels of progress and efficiency. What
is needed is plenty of the oil of human kindness, patience

and good will to lubricate the organizations throughout. It

is a wonderful opportunity the railroads have of making
good and helping to win a great fight in the interests of

democracy and righteousness. We will have to do our best

with the facilities and equipment at hand and it is up to

each individual employee to see that the very most is made
of these tools. If the same enthusiastic spirit which has

been characteristic of the safety first and the loss and dam-
age campaigns on many roads can be put into the bigger

game, there is no question as to the final outcome—and it

will be done.

Greater What can be done quickly to bring up

Shop Output ''^'^ output and efficiency of the average

. railroad repair shop? What is the weak
spot in your shop ? What class of work,

or what department, is inclined to lag behind and restrict the

output? These are pertinent questions at this time, when
the welfare of the nation and of our allies abroad may de-

pend on keeping our locomotives and cars in prime condi-

tion and getting the greatest possible service out of them.

As important as is increased output, it must not interfere

w'ith quality of workmanship; never was there a time when
it was more necessary to guard against breakdowns on the

road. Some railroads are far ahead of others in the main-

tenance of their cars and locomotives and some shops are

much better oft' than others in the way of improved shop

practices and facilities. Helpful suggestions, based on the

experiences of different shops, will be found throughout this

issue, one article being devoted entirely to a consideration of

recent improvements in machine tools for railway shop work.

It is proposed in these conmients, however, to discuss certain

important general practices which may be made to give

splendid returns in the way of increased output if they are

not already in eft'ect.

One of the best and quickest ways of toning up a shop

organization and locating and strengthening the weak spots

is to install a shop scheduling system. Such systems have

been described many times in these columns; indeed, we have

advocated their installation for the past 12 or 15 years and

yet many shops are struggling along with the roughest and

most unscientific sort of schedule and seem to have utterly

failed to appreciate the remarkable results that may be ob-

tained with a comparatively small expenditure of time and

energy in installing a real shop scheduling system. Briefly,

the various classes of work on each part of a locomotive are

scheduled to be finished at certain predetermined times so

that the work as a whole may progress steadily and without

interruption in order that the locomotive will be ready tor

service without fail on a given date. Not only does this

reduce the length of time necessary to put a locomotive

through the repair shop, but the general foreman or shop

superintendent is relieved of a great amount of detail and

can give his time to the larger and more important problems

w-hich concern successful shop operation. A description of a

typical shop scheduling system was given in a paper by Henry

Gardner at the 1913 meeting of the International Raihvay

General Foremen's Association and will be found in the Rail-

way Age Gazette, Mechanical Edition of .August. 1913, page

423. A shop scheduling system in use on the St. Louis &
San Francisco was described in the Railway Age Gazette,

Mechanical Edition of November, 1914, page 588.

The problem of the reclamation of waste or scrap material
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has for the time being taken on a new aspect. A few years

ago when materials were plenty, warnings were given that

reclamation work was being carried entirely too far in some
cases and emphasis was placed on better accounting methods
to take into consideration the overhead or surcharge costs, as

well as the direct costs, and also the necessity of followmg
the reclaimed material into sen-ice to see that the parts gave

a sufficientl)' satisfactory serv-ice to warrant the work that

was put on them. These things are as important as ever, but

the cost of materia! has advanced to such a point that a con-

siderable e.xtension in the classes and condition of materials

to be reclaimed is justified. The increase in the cost of labor

must not be overlooked, and this may make advisable the

addition of certain facilities which under fonner conditions

would not have been warranted. In not a few cases material

is so scarce and difficult to get that if it cannot be reclaimed

it is not available, and here again it may be advisable to

make ven,' considerable expenditures for facilities which

under other circumstances would not be justified. The im-

portant thing is to keep the cars and locomotives in effective

ser\'ice as great a part of the time as possible.

Because the pages of this journal have been a clearing

house for iraproveci shop practices, shop kinks, etc., many of

our readers have been able to utilize the e.xperience of others

and greatly improve the efficiency or output on certain ma-
chines or in certain departments. Attendance at the meet-

ings of the various mechanical department associations has

also been a great help and inspiration to many shop foremen

and officers. To those who have not made a practice of

studying the technical journals and association proceedings

the suggestion is made that a study of back numbers and

volumes will be very well worth while and \\\\\ undoubtedly

reveal many things that will be helpful in getting almost

immediate results.

In recent years there has been a strong and steady tendency

toward improving sanitary conditions and providing cleaner

premises and more pleasant surroundings. This was done in

the realization that the workmen would give better service

under such conditions; it was also inspired in some degree

by the safety first campaigns. This is all the more important

now that there is so great competition for labo». As labor

has become more scarce, there has been a tendency in some

shops to become more or less careless in this respect. This

is unfortunate and some means should be taken to overcome

the situation; it is quite possible that women may be used to

advantage for the lighter work in connection with cleaning

up the shops.

It has become the practice in the larger shops for the shop

superintendent to have on his staff one or more men with

various titles, ranging from shop demonstrator to efficiency

engineer, whose sole duty it was to devise ways and means

of improving the output. Shop demonstrators have also

given a splendid account of themselves in giving apprentices

practical instruction. Where men of the proper training and

personality can be obtained for this work there is no question

but what it is a paying proposition, and shops which have

not vet tried it or which have room for more experts than

thev now have, will do well to make the best possible use of

this means of getting better results. As much as a year or

two ago complaints began to come in on the falling off of

shop efficiency because of the difficulty in getting and hold-

ing skilled mechanics due to the competition of munition and

otiier industries. It is all the more necessar)-, therefore, to

provide such demonstrators for Ijreaking in the inexperienced

help.

A wise general foreman will see that his suliordinates meet

with him regularly in a group in order to talk matters over.

Sometimes this can be done more or less informally by hav-

ing the foremen gather at one place when eating their lunch.

Usually, however, a certain time is set apart each week for

such meetings. The results may quickly be noticed in the

better co-operation between the various parts of the organi-

zation. Try it and you will he surprised at the results.

NEW BOOKS
Turret Lathe Guide. 250 p.Tges. illustrated, 6J4 in. by 9Vi in. Bound in

cloth. Published by the Gisholt Machine Company, Madison, Wis.
Price $1.

This book has been compiled for the use of operators and
those who are familiar with the Gisholt turret lathe work.

It was written with the intention of suggesting the most
lieneficial way in which to operate and take care of these

machines. The use to which these turret lathes may be put,

their construction and operation, are thoroughly described in

the first part of the book. Under "Tooling" is given an
outline of the tool equipment that is u.sed with these lathes

and the purposes to which they may be put. The methods
of fitting up and handling different jobs are described and
quite thoroughly illustrated. The various types of chucks

to be used are described in detail. Various other parts of

the machine are taken up and discussed in a similar man-
ner. The method of grinding and forming tools is given in

<|uite some detail. Suggested methods for cutting threads

and for machining heavy pieces of metal are also given.

Steel and Its Heat Treatment. By Deni?on K. Eullens. consultinR metal-
lurgist. 4-11 pages, illustrated. 6 in. by 9 ',4 in. Bound in clotii. Pub-
lished by John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York City. Price $3.75.

Doctor Bullens in the first paragraph of the preface to

this book says: "Modem heat treatment should be consid-

ered as an art or trade, since it certainly requires knowledge,

skill and judgment for its proper performance. These, in

turn, necessitate at least some knowledge of heat, of steel,

and of the effect of heat upon steel. And all three factors

are linked together by the 'human element.' '' The human
element does play a very large part in the proper heat treat-

ment of steel, but unless supplemented by some knowledge

of the change made in the structure of the steel by the heat,

the man who relies wholly upon his judgment based on past

experience will not produce the results nor meet new condi-

tions as well as he who links his experience with the in-

formation obtained from scientific study, or theor}-, if you

like, of the effects of heat on steel.

The author has given in an interesting and understandable

way the fundamentals of the structure of steel, how this

structure is changed by the addition of heat, what the accu-

rate control of the heat means in obtaining the proper results

and what eftect the various allo}'s have on the steel and the

method in which they should be handled. His discussion

is not limited to the scientific phase of the problem entirely.

Methods for obtaining the different steel characteristics are

thoroughly described. The Ijook is well illustrated and con-

tains information that men who are interested in heat treated

metals should know.

Coiiibn.^tw-i in the Fuel Bed of Hand-Fired Furnaces. By Henry Kreisinger

and others. 76 pages. 6 in. by 9 in., illustrated. Bound in paper. A
technical paper. No. 1 .V. issued by the Bureau of Mines of the Dc-

p.irtment of the Interior.

The oljject of the investigation of which this book is a record

was to determine the conditions governing the processes of

combustion in the fuel bed of a hand-fired furnace, to furnish

data for the correct design of coal-burning grates and fur-

naces and their efficient operation. The results also cast

light on the problem of clinker troulile as related to fusibiltiy

of ash and indicate the possibility of a higher rate of gasifica-

tion of coal in gas producers.

The report contains general information on the combustion

of coal in furnaces and describes the results of numerous

tests made in an experimental hand-fired furnace which was

designed for an accurate study of the processes of combus-

tion in the fuel bed.



WITHIN recent years quantity production of locomo-

tive and car repair parts at a central point for

distribution over the system, has received more
and more consideration as an effective means of combating

increasing maintenance costs. Several large railroad sys-

tems have installed manufacturing departments in conjunc-

tion with the larger repair shops, in which are made many
parts susceptible to partial or complete standardized finish-

ing. This system manufacturing, or centralized production,

as it may better be called, has been and should be much more

effective in reducing the cost of many articles, especially

tho.<ie which are required in considerable quantities.

The success of the modern manufacturing industry de-

pends largely upon organization, specialized division of la-

bor, and adequate facilities. While the problem of central-

ized production cannot be applied to car and locomotive re-

pairs on the same scale as in a manufacturing plant its suc-

cessful application depends upon the same factors.

The aim of centralized production should be not only

economy, but control so that:

The right thing is done at

The right time in

The right manner so as to effect

The right result.

The right result to be secured should be:

(1) Reduction in the cost of the articles produced.

(2) Prompt distribution of output.

(3) Effective distribution of output by eliminating waste

due to the use of improper materials or excessive disburse-

ments.

The essentials for successful centralized production are:

(1) A well defined policy on the part of the management
as to scope of the work relative to other parts of the organiza-

tion and operation.

(2) An adequate organization.

(3) Proper equipment.

(4) Effective records.

(5) Systematic "follow up."

Without a well defined policy as to the scope, etc., of the

centralized production department, a decided handicap is

ever pre.-ient, militating greatly against the success of the

effort and prohibiting the attainment of the best results. From

the very inception it must receive the constructive co-opera-

tion of the management. A thorough realization of the ob-

ject to be attained should dictate the necessity for divorce-

ment from any repair shop activities and the development

of centralized production as an entirely separate and distinct

feature under the immediate direction of the stores depart-

ment and the superintendent of motive power.

An organization is the machine by which the forces of in-

dustry are directed. To be effective, it must embody con-

trol. To secure control it must be centralized. Not only

centralized, but definite. The objective, dependable output

at a substantially reduced cost, demands that the head of

the centralized production department be wholly unham-
pered by needless links in his chain of responsibility, source

of supplies, or distribution of product.

Manufacturing is inherently different from repair work,

and consequently demands an organization fitted to it and
not merely a modified locomotive repair organization, as an
integral part of some repair shop. Successful manufactur-
ing is the result of proper utilization of economic principles,

division of labor, quantity production, and systematized cost

accounting. Railroad repair work, as the name denotes, is

a repair proposition and while it embraces a plane between
manufacturing and job repair work, it is only to a limited

extent capable of utilizing labor division, and except for

those articles adapted to centralized production is wholly
devoid of opportunities for quantity production.

If this is true, it follows that the best service will be se-

cured in centralized production with an organization com-
petent to develop and direct a corps of workmen having a

definitely divided field of labor due to quantity production.

This in conjunction with a cost system adapted to the needs
will provide ready and accurate knowledge as to the ad-
visability of continuing to manufacture any article or of pur-
chasing it. The organization chart shows the ultimate de-

velopment of the centralized production department. Little

comment is required as to the duties of the various staff

members, except the inspector and shop demonstrator.

The output should be rigidly inspected before being trans-

ferred to the storehouse, and in many instances during the
process of manufacture so as to detect defects when first dis-

closed and avoid the expenditure of unnecessarv labor. Am-

289
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pie facilities as to limit gages, hydraulic test pump for steam

fittings, etc., should be provided. Definite procedures should

be established for inspection, recorded in a card file and re-

vised as found necessary, so that defects located in service,

etc., may be checked before the material is shipped.

The shop demonstrator should be responsible solely for

tlie machine output. He should instruct new men, follow

up work on any new articles, develop the best set-ups and

machinery procedures, and time operations for piece work

prices or premium time.

Maximum economy will not result if a follow-up inspec-

tion is not provided to investigate the ser\'ice given by the

various materials and the quantity consumed. The records

should be such that accurate knowledge will be available as

to the consimiption at the various points, and at any indica-

tion of excessive consumption the superintendent of central-

Organization Chart for Centraiized Production Department

ized production, or one of his staff, should investigate and in

conjunction with the division master mechanic endeavor to

locate the cause; i. e., improper material, poor workman-
ship, improper maintenance, faulty design, etc. Many of

the large railroad supply companies, dependent upon their

sales for existence, follow up the service of their products

so that the railroads will receive the best service at the low-

est maintenance cost. Is it not equally as important tliat a

sweeping changes are required, as in the equipping of loco-

motives with clear vision windows to comply with the Fed-

eral inspection act, and the making of grab irons, handholds,

etc., for compliance with the Safety Appliance Act, the or-

ganization, facilities and experience of a centralized produc-

tion department may be of inestimable value.

Little need be said about the actual equipment and scope

1
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those factors actually absorbed in the plant accounts (power,

plant supervision, tools, non-productive labor, etc.) the larger

factors taken up in other accounts (department supervision,

depreciation, interest on investment, etc.,) and vv'hich are

real costs and included in competitive industries' costs of

production. Even though a profit is still shown, an analy-

sis should be made of the intangible factors among which

may be mentioned traffic relations with shippers, interde-

pendence of industry and transportation, etc., before it is de-

cided to manufacture.

Water glass tittings, gage cocks, oil cup parts, cylinder

ing tools, so that they are readily available. Tools should

be marked with a key letter and serial number and storage

space provided so as to definitely locate all tools. An in-

struction card, such as is shown in one of the illustrations,

should be provided for information in getting tools together

for a job; it will also serve as a guide to the operator if he

is imfamiliar with the job.

The routine of handling and filling orders should be sim-

ple, yet consistent with an accurate, readily accessible record

for checking distribution and consumption of the product.

One of the forms illustrated is well adapted for such a rec-

PaHern or Maximum
Shape No. ^^ ^-^"^^

Minimum
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cipal construction characteristics and other necessarj- infor-

mation shall be submitted with and attached to a separate
sheet bearing the item number. (An example of the speci-

fications of one engine lathe, Item 27, is shown herewith.)

8. As the railroad company may elect to purchase all

electric motor equipment and deliver it to the works of the

machine tool manufacturer for application, each item where
motors are necessan,- for the operation of machine shall give

the following information in full;

a Make and type of motor.

b Frame numljer and speed of motor.

c Make and type of controller or starter.

d Deduction for purchase of electrical equipment by the

railroad company, with deliver}- f. o. b. machine tool

builders works and additions charged, if any, for appli-

cation to the machine tool.

Unless otherwise specified, tlie price of each alternating

•current motor 1)/, h.p. and larger, shall include a two point

Item 27. One Engine Lathe.
Nominal size 30 in. by 14 ft.

Make American
Catalog reference American Tool Works Co. No. 40
Application General Locomotive Work
Lengtli of bed 14 ft. in.
Length between centers 8 ft. 3 in.

Swing over wings of carriage 32^ in.
Swing of carriage bridge 22^ in.

Diameter of hole through spindle 2 9/i6 in.
Size of tool I in. by 2 in.

Taper of centers Morse No. 5

Diameter of small face plate 15 in.

Diameter of large face plate 3014 in.

Diameter of spindle nose 5 in.

Threads per inch on spindle nose 2
Number of spindle speeds 12
Range of spindle speeds, r. p. m 6-260
Diameter of lead screw 2Yx in.

Threads per inch on lead screw 1

'Number of feed changes 48
Range of feed changes, cutting 5-280
Range of feed changes, threads per inch ^-28
Type of rest Compound
Travel of compound rest 9 in.

Kind of drive Motor
Current and voltage of motor .Mternating, 440 volts

Type of motor Slip ring, constant speed
H. P. and speed of motor 10 hp. 1200 r. p. m.
Frequency of motor 60 cycles

Type of motor control Reversing wheel mounted on carriage
In addition to the special wrenches and other tools necessary

for operation of machine, the following equipment shall be fur-

nished: One steady rest: one follow rest; full swing rest attach-

ment; taper attachment; thread dial attachment, and one 24-in.

combination universal and independent "Wescott" chuck, threaded
to fit the spindle.

auto-starter or compensator with no-voltage releasS attach-

ment. The necessary controller equipment shall be included

in the price of direct current motors.

9. Failure to comply with any or all of the above re-

quirements may result in no consideration being given to

the item or items in which omissions or variations occur.

V Protection of Hazardous Parts.—Special attention is called

"to the desirability of having effective protection on all gears,

belts, or other rapidly moving parts which may be consid-

ered as hazardous to the machine operative or other em-
ployees. All protective devices shall be of neat design and
shall be made and applied at the shop in which the machine

is manufactured. Effectiveness, accessibility to parts pro-

tected, permanency and neatness of the design will be the

points considered is judging the merits of protective devices.

Other things being equal, the machine giving the most ef-

fective protection to operatives and others will be given pref-

erence.

The protection furnished shall satisfy all requirements of

the State Department of Factory Inspection and any adjust-

ments or additions to the machine proper, necessary to meet
these requirements, shall be made at the expense of the ma-
chine tool builder.

Seri'ices of Demonstrator.—In the price of machine tools

of a special nature shall be included the services of a demon-
strator for a sufficient length of time to fully acquaint an
employee of the railroad companj- with all details of opera-

tion of the machine. The quotation shall state the length of
time the demonstrator is to remain in the company's shops
and no rate per day and expense basis will be considered
in this connection.

The question may arise as to the necessity of going into
such detail in the purchase of machine tools and the inclu-
sion of a tabulation which is practically a copy of informa-
tion obtained from the manufacturer's catalog; also as to the
policy of specifying definitely the product of any one manu-
facturer.

To answer the first part of this statement, it may be said
that the detailed description of the lathe includes all items
which are of importance in considering the various machines
oft'ered for purchase and that a basis is established for assur-
ing the same information being given for each of the various
makes of tools. Uniformity and completeness of the infor-
mation regarding the various tools is of immense value in
comparing the quotations of the different makers and renders
the tabulating of bids by the purchasing department, not al-
ways too well acquainted with the details of the machine
tools, more or less of a mechanical procedure. As to the
question or propriety of specifying the machine of any one
manufacturer, this point is fully c^overed in Clause 1 of the
above requirements and as all tools of a general character,
such as lathes, planers, drills, millers, punches, shears and
hammers are built along the same general line and possess
all of the features mentioned in ihe tabulation, there appears
to be no logical objection to using any one make of tool
merely as a reference standard.

It is a rather difficult matter at times to decide what make
of tool is best suited to certain conditions, even when all the
data and information concerning the tool have been received
from the manufacturer. A plan which has been found pro-
ductive of good results on one large railroad in particular,
noted for the care taken in the selection of machine tools, is

for the tool committee or the super%'isor of tools to visit other
shops where similar tools are in operation in case there is any
doubt as to the entire suitability of the equipment offered for
consideration, \\hile such trips of inspection may seem en-
tirely unnecessary to some and a waste of time, the railroad
in question has found them a paying invesmient, as certain
features of construction which may look ver>' desirable when
seen in a photograph or in a catalog illustration, give an
entirely different impression when seen on the actual ma-
chine in operation.

Another desirable feature of the inspection trips is that
those making them see what the other fellow is doing and
generally are sure to note methods which can be adapted
to their home shops with profit.

There is a tendency at times to favor the installation of
large tools in railroad shops when such tools are not entire-
ly suited for repair shop sen-ice, except for certain conditions.
Unless the tool is to be installed in a large shop of a large
railroad system, and there is a great amount of manufactur-
ing work to be performed, the installation of large planers,
multi-head frame slotters and drills with large bed plates^
multi-spindle cylinder boring machines and large hvdraulic
presses of the four post t>pe, should be considered very
carefull\- and the results expected from their operation
weighed against those which may be obtained from smaller
and more flexible separate units capable of performing the
same class of work.

The multi-head tool with its large lied plate occupies
valuable space in any shop and in the case of one shop which
the writer has in mind, the better production results obtained
from the installation of a multi-head frame slotter are more
than neutralized by the obstruction which the bed of the tool

ofters to the handling of materials to and from the other
machines and through the shop. Large tools of the types
mentioned present a formidaljle appearance in a railroad

shop, but in a large number of instances are "monuments"
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to the questionable judgment of the officer responsible for

their selection.

A point of importance in the selection of machine tools

for railroad shops which must not be lost sight of is that a

certain type of tool which is suitable for one railroad may
not be suitable for another road for the same class of work.

Modem machine tools of the better class are designed to

meet conditions which exist in shops where production is

pushed to the limit. Where shop labor conditions are such
as to limit the production of a machine as compared with its

possibilities where there are no restrictions, the more expen-
sive type of machine is not always justified. A simpler and
lighter machine will meet all requirements fully as well with
a lower investment in the tool.

The number of points which should be considered in the

selection of machine tools for railroad shops are legion, and
other things being equal, the best service results will be

obtained where the greatest degree of care has been exercised

in the selection of a machine to meet certain shop conditions

and to perform a certain class of work.

Power Tests of Machine Tools
Determinations of Average and Maximum Driving Power
And Power Wasted by Friction, Made on the N., C. & St. L.

BY C. H. CRAWFORD
Assistant Engineer, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

THERE is a great amount of data available regarding

the original cost and the cost of operation of indi-

vidual motor drive for machine tools in new shop

installations. However, comparatively little information can

be found concerning the substitution of individual motor

drive for group drive in existing shops, and with a view to

securing data on this subject the tests described below were

conducted.

At the present time the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis has a large number of tools in its machine shop at

Nashville which are driven in groups from line shafting

run by electric motors. In the planing mill the machinery is

also driven by line shafting, the power in this shop being

furnished by a steam engine. It was thought that a saving

could be effected by the substitution of motors for the planing

mill engine, and as group drive could not be applied readily,

individual motor drive was considered. This brought up the

which made the adoption of individual motor drive seem
advisable were, the possibility of saving by having a cen-

tralized power supply, the elimination of losses due to the

friction of shafting, which took place whether the shops

were running under full load or not; increased output of

machines made possible with motor drive, greater reliability

and greater safety. Owing to the high first cost of motors

it was considered best to group some of the smaller ma-
chines so that several could be driven by line shafting from

one motor.

There seemed to be no doubt but that individual motor
drive would give better results from the standpoint of shop

operation, and in determining the advisability of making
such an installation the question to be decided was whether
the saving in power and labor would justify the investment

required. For the purpose of ascertaining the economy
which would be effected by the change tests were con-

Sj>fr:

Circuit No. I Machine Shop SO H.RMo-for
Rafio of Transformer Connections = C.T.AOjl PT. Zfl Total- 80/i
Paper Scale Constant = lOO To ftead iVaffs Mulfip/y fieadi'ng by QOOO

Friction Load = 3.0 K.i:'.

/tverage Load » ZZ K. W.

Maximumload ' 4S.6K.iV.

Sf:M ZP-M. 1pm. IZi-i. IIA M. IOAM.

Fig. 1—Sample of Chart Taken in the Shop Power Tests on the N. C. & St. L.

Sam.

question of the advisability of changing the tools in the

machine shop also from group drive to individual motor

drive.

The problem which was investigated in this case is one

with which engineers are often confronted and the details

of the method show a practical way to arrive at a logical

solution, while the results obtained may be of interest as

an indication of what might be expected under similar

circumstances. The prices of the motors in the tables were

secured sometime ago and would now be somewhat higher,

but since there has been a corresponding advance in the cost

of fuel and wages, the change will not affect the results

to any great extent.

In the p;irticular cases under consideration the factors

ducted on practically all the machine tools in the shops,

the friction horsepower, the maximum and the average

horsejjower under load and the starting torque at maximum
load being determined. The power required to drive the

shafting was determined separately. The power used by the

groups of machinery in the shop was measured ijy inserting a

polvpliase graphic recording wattmeter in each circuit and
taking records, as shown in Fig. 1, for from three to six days
in succession in order to get a fair average of the power
consumed.

The chart which is reproduced was taken on one of the

power circuits in the machine shop and shows the variation

in the power consumption during one working day. The
record for the morning is on the right hand side and that
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for the afternoon on the left hand. Between the two is the

record for the noon hour which represents the friction of the

shafting only. It will be noted that while the ma,ximuni

load was 45.6 kw. and the average only 22 kw., the friction

were mounted on a truck, as shown in Fig. 3, with the con-

trol apparatus between them. The wiring diagrams for the

motors are shown in Fig. 4. The shafts of these two motors

were titled witli bushings of the same outside diameter and

7AM
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data taken on the test of the individual machines included the

friction horsepower and the average and the maximum horse-

power while the machine was in operation. To assist in

selecting the type of motor best suited to the machine the

starting torc|ue was measured by attaching a lever to the

driving shaft of the machine and moving it l3y a pull on the

lever at a fixed distance from the axis of the shaft, the force

required being measured Ijy a spring balance.

the shop was working was found to be 59.6 hj). The friction

load of the shafting and belts was 35.2 hp., or il per cent

of the average gross load of 94.8 hp. In the planing mill

the average gross indicated horsepower was 276.2. The
friction horsepower of the engine, shafting, pulleys and
belting was 86 hp., or 31.2 per cent of the average gross

load. Allowing 5 per cent for the engine friction gives

72.2 hp. for friction of the shafting, or 26.2 per cent of

Table II—SL-MM.\hv or Tests on Machise Tools and Costs of Motor Drives.

Q* o«* Test motor Motor recommended

Description of niacliine.

in. cut-off saw Al 0.5 3.4 22

Description of load.

3 in. diameter steel ... 5

Power hack saw A2 (too small to test successfullv—gronp with (14 and E6)
Boring mill Bl 0.8 5 S.6 24 54 in. cut by 3/16 in. feed

(inside) 10
50 in. boring mill B2 (similar to 113 for powei )

44 in. boring mill B3 0.7 4.6 4.9 56 3/16 in. cut by 1/24 in. feed
(cast iron) 5

Cylinder -boring macliine B6 0.8 2.8 5 135 3 tools ^ in. to ;h in. cut.
3/64 in. feed 10

Taper bolt machine CI (could not tc^t; estimated)

4!/i by 6 ft. radial drill Dl 0-1 2 2.1 22 125/32 in. hole (wrot ironl.. 5

26 in. by 40 in. radial drill D2 (similar to Dl)
24 in. by 4 ft. 8 in. radial drill D3 1.4 2.1 2.2 .. 113/16 in. (steel) 5 CTR
18 in. by 20 in. drill press D6 (could not test: estimattdl

24 in. by 48 in. radial drill DIO 1 1.5 .. ..1 13/16 in. hole (wrot iron)

Key to .\bbbeviations.

CTR—Countershaft overhead. MC—Countershaft on machine. M—Belte d directly to machine. SCCS—Squirrel cage,

current, adjustable speed. SRVS—Slip ring, varying speed. IM—Included with motor. PB.-\—Push button automatic.
GC—Geared to countershaft.

s.



Developments in Railway Shop Tools
A Brief Survey of the More Important Improve-
ments Introduced Within the Past Few Years

COMPARATIVELY few radical improvements have
been made in railway shop machine tools and equip-

ment in the past few years. Minor improvements, in

the interest of the safet}' and convenience of the operator and
increased output, have been made on many of the standard

machines and not a few have been strengthened better to meet
the requirements caused by the continued and more extensive

use of high speed steel cutting tools. In general the most
important development in machine tools has been the ten-

dency toward centralized and more convenient control.

The safety first campaigns have Ijeen responsible for in-

numerable improvements in the direction of making tools

and equipment foolproof and as safe as possible. The
effect in general has been to secure much neater and more
attractive designs and arrangements. Gears are covered

over; belts and revolving wheels and parts are boxed in.

The use of eye protectors for machinists and grinders, and
in some cases helmets for the latter, remind one of the in-

creased value which is being placed upon the human welfare

and the fact that the human element is recognized as the

vital factor in controlling shop efficiency and output.

There have been many applications of grinding on loco-

motive and car repair work during recent years. Many of the

machines were homemade, as is indi-

Grinding cated in the article on ''Increasing Out-
Machines put and Reducing Unit Costs," which

will be found on another page of this

issue. There has also been a more general use of the larger

and more important types of grinding macliines for work
such as grinding valve and piston rods, pins, journals, car

wheels, and flat work such as guides, etc. There should be

still greater use for grinding machines as the railroads give

more and more attention to the centralized manufacture of

parts. The possibilities of grinding machines in the locomo-

tive shop are indicated by the article in this issue discussing

the use of grinding and milling machines at the Juniata shops

of tile Pennsylvania.

The introduction of autogenous and electric welding proc-

esses in railway repair shops is undoubtedly the greatest

single advance which has been made
in railway shop practice in recent

years. Not a few roads suffered severe

disappointment in the early stages of

the development of these welding and cutting processes be-

cause of a lack of knowledge of the limitations of the vari-

ous systems and as to the fundamental principles underlying

their use. Gradually, however, the difficulties have been

overcome, one by one. The competition Ijetween the auto-

genous and electric systems was rather strong at one time

and unreasonable claims were made in the interests of each

system. As the advantages and limitations of each became

better known, however, it was recognized that both could be

used to advantage in the same shop, each on tlie classes of

work for which it was best suited.

A typical expression of opinion as to the advantages of

the autogenous and electric welding systems in railway shops

follows; it is taken from a letter of a motive power officer:

"By far the greatest help that has been given to railroad

shops, in my opinion, has been the introduction of electric

welding and oxy-acetylene welding and cutting. For in-

stance, at we now have five men constantly em-

ploved repairing broken or worn parts, many of which would

formerlv have been sent to the scrap and others repaired by

other methods at much higher cost. The practice of welding

Autogenous

and

Electric Weiding

locomotive tubes to the back flue sheet has practically elim-

inated the delays and failures to engines on the road due to

leaking tubes, and has enabled us to retain a set of tubes

in a boiler in heavy service for the maximum period allowed

by law—three years—where formerly they would not last

more than 18 months because of the frequency of work per-

formed on the firebox end of the tubes. This also results

in longer life of tube sheets, many of which were formerly

removed because of cracking at the upper flange, due to

elongation caused by freciuent prossering of tubes.''

.\ job done on a milling machine may be so accurately and
smoothly finished as to require no fitting. Manufacturers

find that it makes practically no dif-

Miiiing ference in the rate at which the work
Machines is turned out or in the finish, whether

ys m. or I/2 m. removed from
heav)' casting or forging at one cut. This is an important

factor where, as in a locomotive building sliop, for instance,

it is possible to use the same castings or forgings for sev-

eral classes of locomotives, with the exception that the amount
of material removed may differ for each class. The uni-

versal milling machine has always been indispensable in the

tool room, but the tendency in railroad shops is to use the

other t\pes of milling machine more and more throughout
the shop. It has been found, for instance, to give excellent

results in such work as machining connecting rods and heavy
castings and forgings. A still larger place will be found
for the various types of heavy milling machines with the

advent of still greater standardization of locomotive parts

and the centralized manufacture of these parts.

Articles relating to the use of the milling machine in

railroad shop practice will be found elsewhere in this issue.

The use of a slab miller for finishing shoes and wedges
was described in the Railway Mechanical Engineer of March
17, page 147. Those who are especially interested in the

efficiency of milling machine cutters may wish to refer to

an article on milling machine efficiency by Owen D. Kinsey,

tool foreman of the Illinois Central, which was published
in the Rail'd'ay Age Gazette, Mechanical Edition, of Xovem-
Ijer, 1914, page 593. A report on milling cutters was pre-

sented before the convention of the American Railway Tool
Foremen's Association in 1912 by A. R. Davis, of the Cen-
tral of Georgia. (See American Engineer of 1912, page
423.)

Recent years have seen the extensive introduction in rail-

road repair shops of the reversing motor drive for planers.

Reversing Because of the severe and peculiar de-

Motor Drive
mands on the motors many engineers

For Pianers
"'^'''^ skeptical as to the successful ap-
plication of the electrical drive for this

purpose when the first experiements were made not many
3'ears ago. Today, however, it is taken as a matter of course

and is said to provide not only a better regulation of speed

but more accurate stops than where belts are used for driving.

The vertical turret lathe, because of its adaptability and
the multiple tool head, is enjoying wide popularity and is

said by some locomotive repair fore-

men to be the liest all-around machine
tool available. With the use of a uni-

versal chuck, such as has been devel-

oped in the Richmond shops of the Chesapeake & Oliio and
which w-as described in the Railway Age Gazette, Mechanical
Edition, of May 15. 1915, page 2.59, it is possiljle to machine
driving boxes and rod brasses at a rate never tefore equalled

Vertical

Turret

Lathe
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High Duty

Radial

Drill

Automatic

Machines for

Manufacturing

on any other type of machine, and this is accomplished with

ease and convenience. These machines are especially

adapted for finishing valve and piston packing rings, cylin-

der heads and similar jobs, far surpassing the best records

which can be made in doing these jobs on large engine

lathes or the ordinary boring mill.

The more recent and advance types of radial drills that

have been introduced are ideal from the standpoint of con-

venience, quick changes, and wide

ranges of speeds and feeds. Today the

cutting tool is the limiting factor in

production on these machines, rather

than the machine itself. If equipped with suitable boring

bars and jigs these drilling machines are admirably adapted

for boring because of the possibility of making rapid set-ups

and changes in the position of the drilling arm.

The railroads, in the interest of economical production,

must give more and more consideration to the centralized

manufacture of standard parts which

may be either completely or partially

finished in accordance with the con-

ditions which govern their use. While

there has been a decided tendency in this direction it has

hardly as yet gotten more than well started. Automatic ma-

chines will be more and more necessary as this tendency de-

velops. Set screws and studs can be made from bar stock

much more cheaply than on an ordinary turret lathe, while

many small parts, such as cylinder cocks, oil cup covers, oil

cups, etc., may be made on a chucking automatic.

The combination milling, boring and drilling machines

have demonstrated their usefulness for various types of rail-

road shop work and with the improve-
'^''""B' ments which have been made looking

Boring and
toward further convenience and facil-

Driiiing Machine
j^^ ^j operation promise to become still

more popular.

The shaper has been still further developed to meet the

heaw service required of it in connection with the use of

high speed tool steel, and in order to

hold its own in competition with other

types of machine tools. The draw cut

shaper has demonstrated its value for

railroad shop work and has made possible large savings in

those classes of work for which it is peculiarly adapted.

Turret lathe manufacturers have given considerable study

to railroad shop requirements and this has resulted in special

sizes and adjustments to suit the dif-

Turret ferent types of work. The value of

Lathes these machines has been increased on

those roads that have been most suc-

cessful in the extensive standardization of locomotive parts.

The advantage of an accurate control over the temperatures

in tempering tools is so great that the electric tempering fur-

nace should be far more extensively

used in railway shops. It has been

found, for instance, that a difference

in temperature of 50 deg. will prac-

tically entirely destroy the usefulness of a tool. The diffi-

culty of determining by observation a small difference of

this kind at temperatures var)'ing from 1,000 to 2,000 deg.

requires no comment. The problem has been complicated

by the introduction of different varieties of high speed steel,

each of which requires its own special treatment. The elec-

tric furnaces used for tempering tools at the Bumside shops

of the Illinois Central were described in the Railway

Mechanical Engineer of August, 1916, page 423. The

Committee on Shop Practice of the Association of Railwav

Electrical Engineers, in its report for 1915, presented data

covering the costs of tempering by means of the electric fur-

nace. These may be found in the Railway Age Gazette,

Shapers

Electric

Tempering

Furnace

Electrically

Driven

Tools

Reclaiming

or Re-rclling

Rolls

Mechanical Edition, of November, 1915, page 590. B.

Henrikson, when tool room foreman of the Chicago & North
Western at Chicago, presented a discussion on the tempering
of tool steel in an electric furnace before the 1912 convention

of the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. This
paper was published in the American Engineer of August,

1912, page 426.

The ease of control, the possibility of arranging ma-
chine tools to the best advantage from a production stand-

point without reference to line shafts,

and the readiness with which ample
power may be provided to suit tlie

requirements for each individual tool,

have been responsible for the extended use of individual

motor driven machine tools in railroad shops. Where the

group drive is used for tools in a new shop the groups are

usually small and made up of tools that are operated at

one speed or with very few changes of speed; in such cases

the group drive is placed where it will not interfere with the

operation of the cranes over the heavy machine section.

It is necessary to say but little as to the use of rerolling or

reclaiming rolls in railway shops. If recent years have been
marked by any radical development in

railway shop practice it has been in the

movement for the reclamation of scrap

material. There has always been a

more or less plentiful supply of scrap rod material suitable

for rerolling and even though there may not be enough of

tliis kind of work to keep the re-rolling rolls in operation for

but a small percentage of the time, it has been a paying in-

vestment. In recent months it has been most difficult to buy
the smaller size rods from the manufacturers, and some of

tlie roads have secured their entire supply at a reasonable

expense by re-rolling scrap material.

The output of an individual or of a machine tool may be

greatly reduced by the use of improperly designed or poorly

maintained tools. This has resulted

in the standardization of shop tools of

all kinds with special provision for re-

pairing and sharpening them on the

part of the tool room forces. Moreover, a very considerable

saving has been made in the first cost of these tools by manu-
facturing them in quantities at a central point and dis-

tributing them over the system.

Railway shops, at least the most modemly equipped ones,

have given much attention to crane facilities with excellent

g^jj
results. Until the last few years, how-

Transfer
ever, the ordinary hand truck has been

Trucks "^^^"^ universally for transporting ma-
terial over the floor. This is not only

awkward but requires a large amount of labor. Tlie intro-

duction of the electrically operated truck has proved a won-
derful convenience in those shops which have adopted it.

With the increasing scarcity of laborers and skilled mechan-
ics the use of these trucks will undoubtedly receive addi-

tional impetus.

The introduction of autogenous and electric welding has

been the most important development in the boiler shop. The
improved handling of tubes is also ex-

tremely important and is referred to

elsewhere. The effect of the federal

boiler inspection law has resulted in

many cases in improved facilities for repairs and inspection

in both the l)oiler shop and engine terminals. Because of

the failure of brazed joints on injector steam pipes the fed-

eral locomotive boiler inspection department has recom-

mended the use of a mechanical joint and this has resulted

in the development of a special machine for making such

joints, known as the banding and beading machine for in-

jector pipe couplings.

standardized

Shop

Tools

Boiler

Shop

Methods
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The forging machine has made possible really remarkable
economies in smithshop operation. The combined ingenuity

of the foremen and their assistants in
Forging devising dies and formers has made it

Machines possible to many times increase the out-

put of the smithshop with the same
number of men, thus proving an important factor in helping
to offset the steadily increasing labor costs. Too much
credit cannot be given to the ingenuity and resourcefulness

of the smithshop forces in developing dies and formers for

peculiar and most difficult types of work, which a few years

ago were performed by slower, cumbersome and more ex-

pensive processes.

The scarcity of high speed steel and the advance in prices

has made it necessary to conserve its use to the greatest pos-

sible e.xtent. Solid high speed steel

tools have been practically done away
with and special tool holders have been
designed to utilize small pieces. This

has even been carried to the extent of providing special hold-

ers to utilize broken twist drills for lathe cutting tools,

{Railway Mechanical Engineer, January, 1916, page 44.)

Conservation of

High Speed

Steel

Even these methods, however, result in a certain wastage and
methods have been devised for welding high speed steel

tips on soft steel shanks. To reduce the cost of making these

welds and overcome failures under heavy cuts because of

the uncertainty of hand welding, some roads have arranged
for making these welds on forging machines. {Railway
Mechanical Engineer, February, 1916, page 88.)

In the American Engineer of July, 1912, an article was
contributed by the late L. R. Poraeroy describing the layout

g^iij^
and tools for an ideal boiler tube de-

.^^ijj
partment. This equipment was de-

Machinery signed to handle 450 tubes a day at a

labor cost not to exceed three cents a
tube from engine to engine. The files of this publication

since that time show that Mr. Pomeroy's plan was no idle

dream and it was with not a little satisfaction that he saw its

success actually demonstrated. Possibly no one department

—

if we except the reclamation of materials—has had such a

general toning up in the last few years as the boiler tube de-

partment. The handling of superheater flues has also made
it necessary to install tool? and appliances for handling the

larger diameter tubes.

Improve Railroad Efficiency
Increase the Mileage of Locomotives and Cars. Make
Repairs to the Equipment Promptly and Thoroughly

THE executive committee of the American Railway As-

sociation Special Committee on National Defense has

issued the following circular to the railroads of the

coimtry outlining ways to increase the efficiency of the

railroads

:

The European war is responsible for conditions that have

caused very large increases in traffic on American railroads,

whose capacities are now overtaxed, and they are unable to

respond promptly to all demands made on them. In other

words, there is a demand for transportation tliat is not being

supplied, and it becomes the duty of your committee to

suggest how the present high efficiency of American rail-

roads might be still further raised so as to increase the sup-

ply of transportation units witli existing plant, forces of

skilled and unskilled labor, and supplies of fuel and equip-

ment which cannot be increased because tlie demand for all

of these far exceeds the supply.

Your committee prefaces its suggestions by saying that to

many roads they may be unnecessary, but they are offered

to all in the hope that they may find them helpful.

It is also recognized that some of these suggestions will

increase operating costs, but tlieir purpose being to increase

the capacity of the plant the result is deemed to justify sacri-

fice in a national emergency.

lIOXrVE POWER SHOULD BE CONSERVED

1. About IS per cent of locomotives are ordinarily under

repair; if this percentage were reduced to 10, which figure

has been reached by some roads, it would mean an addition

of 3,325 locomotives to the number in service.

2. The average miles run per day by a locomotive is 75.

If by quick turning at terminals, double crewing or pooling,

improving the quality of water which may enable a loco-

motive to double a division without loss of fuel and time in-

volved in cooling down, and witli less boiler repairs, this

mileage can be increased to 90, which is now reached on
some roads, it is equivalent to adding 13,300 to tlie loco-

motive equipment.

3. Close attention to boiler repairs enables the locomo-

tive to carry full steam pressure, develop full power at all

times, and avoid reductions of pressure demanded by
weakened boilers with consequent loss of tractive power.

4. Constant and close inspection of firing methods which
will reduce the escape of combustion units in heavy black

smoke, also waste of steam blowing off when locomotives are

standing, will save fuel and conserve much of it for useful

work. During each second a locomotive is "popping" a

quarter of a pound of coal is wasted, i. e., a lump of about
two inches cube. Careless or ignorant use of steam by the

locomotive runner may easily waste a ton of coal on a 100-

mile run.

5. Locomotive tractive power falls very rapidly as speed
is increased; 20 per cent to 30 per cent more freight can
be hauled by limiting the speed and utilizing the full tractive

power of the locomotive at 12 or 15 miles per hour. A loco-

motive is a traveling power plant, 20 per cent to 30 per
cent of whose power output frequently is wasted by non-
use after generation, either through ignorance or careless-

ness, in not giving the locomotive its full rated load or in

unnecessarily high speed.

6. Excite a spirit of emulation by reporting and circu-

lating the money value of waste of power generated in loco-

motives and not used.

7. Defer scrapping light locomotives which might be used
in branch or light main line service. This will conserve
motive power for moving freight.

INCREASED CAR EmCIENCY

The efficiency of cars can be increa.sed by:

(a) Quicker terminal handling and prompter loading
and unloading.

(6) Better loading—more tons per car.

1. From statistics lately collected, the average time con-
sumed b\' shipper and consignee averages a little under two
days each,—a total of about four days per trip of a freight

car for both loading and unloading. This was under the
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old demurrage rules, and those now in effect should reduce

this time to about 3' 2 days. Under the old one dollar

straight demurrage rule the average detention, including free

time of a freight car when in tlie hands of a shipper or

consignee, was 1.73 days. In California, under the S3 de-

murrage rate, it is about 0.97 days, or about one-half.

2. There are 2,350.000 railroad owned freight cars in

the United States and about 225.000 privately owned freight

cars, a total of 2,575.000. of which aljout 6.5 per cent, or

167,000, are normally under repair; close watching and

prompt repair work can reduce this percentage to 4, which

would release 64,000 cars for active ser\-ice.

3. The average miles run per freight car per day is 25.

Increasing this to about 30 miles, or 20 per cent, is equiva-

lent to adding 515.000 freight cars, or 20 per cent, to exist-

ing equipment.

4. Reduce idle time in city and freight division terminals

by prompt despatch of trains.

5. Load and unload Ijoth company freight and com-

mercial freight promptly—the first, by close inspection and

by disciplining offenders; the second by personal appeal

bv local agents, division and assistant superintendents, and

district traffic officers, to shippers and consignees, all of

whom can aid greatly by explaining difficulties and obtain-

ing the co-operation of railway patrons in overcoming them

through an appeal to their friendship and patriotism. The
expenditure of much time, patience, and even money, to make
the reform easy in the Ijeginning. is fully warranted. Some
one or two consignees can always be found who will co-

operate, and once the possibility of accomplishing the desired

end is demonstrated, others will quickly follow. There are

probably from 250,000 to 300,000 points in the United

States where freight is received and delivered. A slight im-

provement at each will make an astounding aggregate.

6. Increase car loads, which have not kept pace with

increase of car capacity, notably in the case of box cars, as

shown below:

Average capacity of all cars 39.7 tons
Average load per car, all cars. leveniie freight 15.3 tons
Average load per car, all cars (including company freight)— 17.0 tons
Per cent of capacity utilized 43 percent

7. Enlist the interest and co-operation of shippers in

loading cars heavier as a war measure, using the services

of local agents, superintendents and assistant superintendents,

traffic officers, etc., to approach them, concentrating effort on

a few friendl)' ones at first to lead the movement and set the

example. Urge shippers and consignees not to ship beyond

their ability to promptly handle. Point out the importance to

shippers of extending private sidings to correspond with

their increased traffic and in improving their facilities to

avoid car delay, and, where possible, to arrange their ship-

ments so as to be made uniformly and at periods of the

year when cars are least needed to move crops. Require re-

ports of local agents of percentage of cubic and weight ca-

pacity of cars loaded at their stations, both as to carload

and less than carload freight, also reports of waste in use

of cars received by them light-loaded. Publish the results

of loading montlily, to excite a spirit of emulation, which

will soon affect every agent on the line. Freely interchange

with connections reports of light-loaded cars, to correct in-

efficient loading.

8. Load all cars to 10 per cent in excess of their marked
weight capacity. .\n increase of two tons per loaded car

would be equivalent to adding over 200,000 cars to the num-
ber available for public use.

9. Where many sheep or liogs are handled, use double-

decked cars.

10. Urge traffic officers to make strenuous and concerted

effort to get the consent of the public to increase carload

minima, thereby increasing the weight of commercial imits.

11. Where commercial units are half or less than half

the capacity of the car and two shipments are destined to

the same point, persuade the shipper to load the two ship-

ments in tlie ends of the same car.

12. Consolidate under-loaded merchandise cars at desig-

nated transfer points.

13. Reduce in every legitimate way empty car haul.

14. The increased number of freight cars available for

service without any outlay of capital through (a) quicker re-

pairs 64,000, (b) quicker movement 515,000, (c) heavier

average loading 200,000, totals 779,000.

IMPORT.^N'CE OF TR.\IN-LO.\DIXG

1. Move company freight and supplies so far as possible

on trains tliat cannot otherwise carry full tonnage. Operate

work and construction trains as far as possible in slack

times. Store compan\' fuel in slack times.

2. Substitute where possible mixed train service for

separate passenger and freight train service on branch lines.

Closely review the numl>er of scheduled freight trains op-

erated where tonnage is insufficient to fully load them, with

a view of reducing the number to trains actually needed.

3. Make the question of train loading one of primary

importance, with division officers, train and yard crews

through closely checking, at least weekly, records of train

jierformance, giving publicity to them.

IX GEXERAL

1. One of the greatest opportunities to increase car effi-

ciency lies in better control of an unusual traffic movement
through placing embargoes promptly so as to avoid conges-

tion and delay. The importance of keeping yards and
terminals, especially in large cities and at seaports, clear of

accumulations which cannot be handled expeditiously, can-

not be over-estimated. The experience of the past year has

shown that the number of cars held in such accumulations,

togetlier with those unduly detained liy shippers, have been

the chief causes of car shortage. The importance of this

question demands the closest possible attention on the part

of transportation officers, so that freight which cannot be

moved will not be loaded in cars.

2. The executive committee has announced a policy as

to car service and has entrusted to the Commission on Car
Service the duty of making that policy effective. Unless all

carriers co-operate loxally and completely little will be ac-

complished and the railroads of the LTnited States will be
foredoomed to failure in a national crisis. We must
recognize that although our railroads have carried a record-

Ijreaking traffic since the commencement of the war in

Europe, there liave been man\- delays and shortage of service

for which the\' have not been altogether responsible, but

which nevertheless have sorely taxed the forbearance of the

public. Following these vexing conditions our country has
entered the war, which increases and intensifies them.

The committee realizes that it is difficult to obtain the

maximum effect of these suggestions because of the great

demand for men in all industry and for government service.

It is, however, believed that the .American railwav man is

as patriotic as any other, and will help in this national crisis.

You are urged to have meetings at division points with
officers and employees where the seriousness of the national

situation can be explained verbally and the greatest interest

aroused in this subject of increasing the ability of the
.\merican railroads to furnish a larger quantity of transpor-
tation witli the present plant. This is a result to which it

is tlie patriotic duty of every man in railroad service to con-
tribute his maximum effort.

Y'ou are also urged to use the forces of tlie freight and
passenger departments in having meetings with commercial
liodies and with shippers so as to enlist their aid.

3. To our railroads and their officers is presented the
opportunity oj showing what they can do for their country,
and your committee appeals to you to make extraordinary
efforts to demonstrate what can be accomplished by the 262,-
000 miles of our railroads in co-operative and unified service.



THE ninth annual convention of the International Rail-

way Fuel Association was held at the Hotel Sherman.
Chicago, May 14 to 17, with W. H. Averill, general

manager. New York Properties, Baltimore & Ohio, presiding.

The meeting was opened with a prayer by Rev. Reginald I.

Raymond. In his address Mr. Averill spoke of the import-

ance of the work of the association at this time and urged that

definite action be taken so that as a result of the convention

economies in the use of fuel might be put into practice at

once wherever possible.

Arthur Hale, vice-president, Consolidation Coal Company
gave an address on how the coal shortage has been influ-

enced by the car shortage, stating that for the Ijenefit of both

the railroads and the public the mines should be furnished

with an ample supply of coal cars.

MR. MODERWELL's ADDRESS.

C. !M. Moderwell, of the sub-committee on coal produc-

tion of the Advisory Committee of the Council of National

Defense, addressed the convention on the coal situation and
the war, saying in part:

This war is an industrial game, and nobody is doing any
more towards the conducting of this war than you men who
stay in your places and see that transportation is furnished.

If there is an}-thing we need in this countn,- right now it is

coal and transportation.

New England's coal supply, which amounts to about 20.-

000,000 tons, has been borne by water ver)' largely. It

comes from Newport News, Norfolk and Baltimore either

by steamer or it is transported in barges hauled by seagoing

tugs. The necessities of the government may be such that

the government will take the tugs and steamers. The coal to

New England will then have to go through Poughkeepsie.

Albany and Troy from the Central Pennsylvania coal fields.

These points are very congested—are absolutely blocked from

one end to another.

Another serious situation is the far Northwest, including

some parts of Western Canada. The railroads and the

industries and the consumers in that countn- are in serious

and dire distress, or, if not now. the}- will be when winter

comes on. The coal for that countr}- is supplied by Penn-
sylvania, West Virginia and Kentucky, taken by rail to

Lake Erie ports, thence by water to Lake Superior and thence
by rail to destination. But this year that production is not
going to be adequate. If we get 65 per cent of the coal on
the docks when navigation closes this fall, we will be doing
e.xtremely well. That means that 8,000,000 or 10,000,000
tons of the coal that is necessary for the railroads and for

the industries in that countn,- must come from other fields,

largely from Illinois and Indiana, where the transportation
facilities and the coal raining properties are alreadv over-

burdened and can hardly take care of the burden they are

carry-ing now.
Secretan.' Lane told the committee in plain language that

before winter comes America must assume the burden that

England has carried of furnishing coal to Italy and France.
Now, somewhere and somehow you have got to get the coal.

It is a problem of production and transportation. Just how
those two items can be brought to co-operate is something
that I cannot say at the present time.

This war is a challenge to all of us. We have had 150
years of peace and independence, and if we cannot out of

that 150 years prove to the world that we are what we claim
to be, and we have had the reputation of being, the greatest

organizers in the w-orld, then there is not ven- much hope
for our countn.-.

SUGOESTIONS FOR FUEL ECONOMY
During the convention the association drew up a set of sug-

gestions which, if carefully followed, will have a direct and
immediate effect on fuel economy. These suggestions are
given in full below:

TO .ALL RAILRO.AD OPERATIXG OFFICERS

The following suggestions are given for the purpose of
calling attention to certain things that can be done im-
mediately to prevent waste of fuel on railroads:

1. Run engines over two di\-isions wherever possible, in

order to avoid waste of coal at ash pits and firing up. See
that ash pit delays Ijefore fires are cleaned are reduced to

301
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the minimum, reorganizing ash pit forces to provide con-

tinuous fire-cleaning service.

2. Work out despatching schedules for all freight trains

and have engines ordered for schedule time. If trains or

engines cannot be made ready, adjust the schedule to save

engines standing around under steam, wasting coal.

3. Increase the supervision and direction of the engine

crews, and particularly that of new firemen.

4. Give fuel the same supervision that is usually given

to the lubricating oil performance. Four or five scoops

of coal are of value equal to one pint of valve oil.

5. Adopt a standard size of scoop shovel, preferably one

of small size, which has been found the most economical

for all ordinary conditions.

6. See that the use of fuel at power plants is given proper

supervision.

7. Detail men to check car loading at mines and at scale

stations.

8. Impress upon train dcspatchers and train crews the

necessity for eliminating delays on sidetracks and at meet-

ing points, as far as possible.

9. See that fuel statistics are comprehensive and that

they are properly analyzed by division operating and me-

chanical department officers, so that improper conditions may
be promptly corrected.

10. Insist on all transportation officers paying particular

attention to the use of fuel. Impress them with the im-

portance of the subject, and that it is more necessary to

follow up fuel matters than overtime or other details of

operation, from a dollar-and-cents standpoint, as well as

from the standpoint of the present fuel shortage.

11. Division superintendents should hold staff meetings

to consider the subject of fuel, and in addition instruct

their staff officers to hold frequent meetings with engine-

men, trainmen and others, gathering them together a few|

at a time in special meetings in order to emphasize to them,

the necessity of eliminating waste in the handling and use

of fuel. When the group meets, mechanical department

officers can review the instructions as to proper handling

of engines, firing and boiler feeding.

12. Endeavor to secure the co-operation of engine crews

in the economical use of any class of coal the railroads

may be forced to use, due to excessive demand for high-

class coal that may be required for special industrial and

governmental purposes.

13. Have traimnasters, road foremen of engines, fuel

supervisors, and traveling firemen follow the work of engi-

neers and firemen as closely as possible, insisting upon

engine crews practicing economy and carrying out instruc-

tions.

14. Issue instructions to engine crews to take n full tank

of coal at all mine coaling stations.

15. Have coal chutes inspected to see that coal chute

aprons are so arranged that coal will not be spilled on the

ground and wasted.

16. Old ties, old car material, shavings, or any other

available material should be used to fire up locomotives,

thereby saving coal and conserving forest products.

17. Wherever practicable, store coal so as to help balance

the tonnage and to reduce empty-car mileage. In storing

coal, select coal of a quality that will not deteriorate rapidly,

and locate storage piles where coal may be delivered to

engines direct, saving a secondary handling and extra depre-

ciation, if possible.

18. See that coal when stored is so handled as to not

be broken up unnecessarily during the process of unload-

ing.

19. Place storage coal on level ground so that it can be
picked up free of non-combustible material.

20. Endeavor to have shipper put up coal trestles so that

cars may be released quickly.

21. Canvass all industrial coal trestles to see if any can

be secured for storage of railroad fuel at points where stor-

age space is required.

22. When purchasing fuel for stoker fired locomotives

obtain the largest size screenings the stoker can handle.

23. One large railroad has obtained excellent results by

allotting for all engines the amount of coal to be used be-

tween time of firing up and leaving terminal. For yard

engines similar allotments have been made for the entire

period of service. It is suggested that this plan be given a

trial.

TO ALL ENGINE HOUSE OFFICERS

1. Have coal shoveled ahead on tenders at terminals re-

mote from the mines, and put no more coal on the tanks

at such points than is necessary to take the train back to

the terminal nearest the mines.

2. Insist that tenders be not overloaded with coal, avoid-

ing waste on right of way and labor at coaling stations

incident to picking it up.

3. Have tools and supplies placed on locomotives before

tile crew reports, in order to avoid delay at leaving time.

4. Maintain fire door openers, so that they will operate

properly.

5. Where fire doors are not equipped with automatic

openers, see that provision is made so that the door can Ije

swung open easily and will stay latched open when firing

is done in rounding curves, and so that tlie door can be

swung shut easily after each scoop of coal.

6. Maintain brick arches properly in all locomotives.

7. Remove injectors that are oversize and replace them
witli those of proper size.

S. See that all coal burning locomotives have an air

opening in ash pans equal to not less than 14 per cent of

the grate area.

9. When locomotive fires are cleaned, see that a com-
petent man inspects the firebox by entering it, insuring that

grates are fully cleaned, without broken fingers, and when
grate lever keepers are in place and locked that grates are

level; see that arches are clean, in good repair, and of

.standard length. See also that flues are clean and free

from leaks, giving particular attention to superheater flues.

10. Do not permit locomotives to be held under steam
unnecessarily. When necessary to hold engines bank fires.

If held for 24 hours remove fires.

11. When engines under steam are not to be fired up
within twelve hours, see that the stacks are covered to hold
the temperature.

12. Do not permit fresh fuel to be placed in the firebox

of locomotives unnecessarily before fires are knocked out.

13. Do not permit locomotives to leave the terminal with
a fire not in proper condition.

14. Maintain boilers to their highest efficiency; wash
them when necessary and have the flues of locomotives

bored and blown out every trip. Give special attention to

the superheater flues.

15. Do not allow locomotives to run with mud ring or

front end air leaks. This leakage represents a considerable
waste of fuel.

16. Make a special inspection of all locomotives to see

that the exhaust nozzles are opened up to the largest area

consistent with the proper steaming of the locomotive.

17. Make certain that steam pipes and superheaters are

tested at frequent intervals.

IS. See that cylinder and valve rings are examined at

least once each month, and keep the valves squared up on
all locomotives.

19. On oil-burning locomotives maintain all piping,

valves and operating fittings in good condition. Keep the

burner clean and in proper alinement, making periodical

inspections of burners to determine if defective. Pans must
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be maintained in good condition and rigidly secured to

avoid air leaks at sides and front behind brick work. In-

spection should be made each trip to insure brick work
being in good condition and all carbon and sand removed.

Keep air openings free from slag and carbon accumulations.

20. The flues in an oil burning boiler require the same
attention as a coal burner. Dampers should be main-
tained over all air openings, and must be easily operated.

TO ALL LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN

To Locomotive Engineers:

1. If your fireman does not employ the best practice,

instruct him yourself and a>k the road foreman or loco-

cent and increase the steaming capacity of the locomotive

on hard pulls.

To Locomotive Firemen:

1. Break all large lumps of coal, so that no coal will

be wasted by firing such large lumps.

2. Keep the deck clean.

•>. Do not permit coal to fall off the gangway.

4. Close the fire door after each scocpful of coal is fired.

5. Do not slug the fire.

6. Three or four scoops to a fire, e\'en with the largest

engines, give the most economical results.

7. Do not shake the grates e.\cept when absolutely neces-

sary, and then only slightly.
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motive supervisor to have a friendly talk with him, setting

him right.

2. Advise the fireman as to grades, shut-off points, the

length of time it is probable the train will be held in side-

tracks, etc., and explain to him your manner of handling

the injector, so that he can fire accordingly.

3. Endeavor to work your engine at the shortest prac-

tical cut-off all at all times, so as to obtain the full expansive

force of the steam used.

4. Endeavor to feed the boiler uniformly, and do not

allow the water level to rise so high that the effectiveness

of the engine or the superheater will lie destroyed.

5. Avoid waste of steam at pops. Injectors will take

water as warm as your hand (100 degrees), and heating

feed water to this temperature will save about four per

S. Do not rake the fire except to fill a hole or break up
a bank. W'hen engine is drifting, fire only sufficient amount
to maintain fire in proper condition.

9. Study the problem of proper firing. Talk about it

with other firemen.

10. Get all the pointers you can from your engineer, and
practice the principles of proper firing as your share in

helping to solve the fuel problem.

11. On oil-burning engines, sand flues often and save

fuel by preventing black smoke, the same as on coal burners.

PROBLEMS WELL WORTH CONSIDERATION

It was the sentiment of the convention that investigations

conducted with a view to securing greater economy in the

use of fuel should be carried on energticallv at this time
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and the following suggestions were made with regard to

such work;
The use of some portion of the vast deposits of lignite

coal underlying the western territory for locomotive fuel

purposes deserves special consideration, and an attempt

should be made at an earl)' date to investigate through the

medium of adequate tests, preferably made in a locomotive

testing plant, the possibility of extending the use of this

grade of fuel in pulverized form or otherwise. The practi-

cal solution of this problem would assist in solving the fuel

question on several roads serving a vast territory located

remote from an e.'cisting acceptable fuel supply, reducing

materially what now represents, because of the long haul,

a hea\"y transportation effort.

The feed water heating devices now receiving serious at-

tention from railway mechanical officers represent econom-
ical possibilities deserving of serious consideration, and tests

on an adequate locomotive testing plant should be arranged

to assist in the development of this fuel saving principle.

This association will continue to urge on American rail-

roads the necessity of concerted effort toward securing, by
properly conducted tests on a specially constructed test

locomotive employed in a testing plant, that refinement in

fuel economy which the magnitude of the problem so full}'

warrants, and it is recommended that an adequate appro-
priation for this purpose be made by the railroads, all of

which would benefit by the results attained.

The co-operation of the Bureau of Mines should be re-

quested in the matter of making a thorough scientific studv

of locomotive furnace conditions, the solution of the problem
of slag or honeycomb formation alone warranting any effort

made in this direction.

CONCLUSION

The above recommendations, if carried out in a thorough
and conscientious manner, will result in effecting such
saving and conservation of the fuel supply as will reflect

to the credit of each individual contributing thereto, and
will represent in the fullest sense an adequate and patri-

otic answer to the call of the President and the Council of
National Defense.

THEORY, PRACTICE AND RESULTS OF FUEL
ECONOMY

BY W. P. HAWKINS
Fuel Agent, Missouri Pacilic

One of the largest single items of waste of fuel can occur
at terminals by allowing engines to remain imder fire longer
than necessary, first, by too long a delay between the time
they are detached from their train after arrival and the time
the fires are knocked, and, second, by firing them up earlier

than necessary before departure.

Any and all delays encountered in housing engines after

arrival, in addition to wasting coal, reduce the time that

should be used for washing out boilers and making neces-

sary repairs, and in many instances the direct cause of

engine failures can be traced to the fact that the engine,

while at the terminal possibly seven or eight hours, was
actually in the roundhouse but three hours. The work that

must necessarily lje neglected on engines by not housing
them promptly, and the hours of service of the locomotives

which are lost to the transjiortation department from such

delays, should make the amount of coal lost a secondary

consideration.

Despatchers or yardmasters, whose duty it is to order

engines, should be in a position to furnish the roundhouse
foreman correct figures as to the time tlie engines are needed,

and allow sufficient time to fire them up so that they can
be taken out of the roundhouse in ample time to make any
necessary preparation for their departure on the time of the

call. This time might vary from two to three hours, accord-

ing to the facilities for handling engines and the distance

and convenience of the tracks between the roundliouse and
the train yard.

Firing up engines in anticipation of call is a ver)' bad
practice for many reasons, and should be permitted only

in exceptional cases, where it is considered e.xpedient to

protect against delays to traffic on main line divisions. In

such cases it should not be necessary to hold more than one

engine under fire for protection, and this should be the engine

which is due to leave the terminal first.

\\'here an engine is allowed to stand for a long time under
fire the front end netting may become stopped up and the

fire becomes dirty, which often results in the engine not

steaming well on the road. Records show that many engine

failures are cliarged to engines being allowed to leave the

terminal with the fire in bad condition, with resultant loss of

coal during the trip, and where it is a practice to fire up
engines in advance of call, additional labor is necessary

to watch the engines in order to keep the fires alive and to

take care of the water in the boilers.

We know of one large teniiinal where such delays occurred

frequently, and where the average time engines were held

under steam unnecessaril)- was very high. The matter

was handled directly with the division superintendent and
roundhouse foreman, who claimed that no engine was fired

up unnecessarily, and did not give much hope that any
improvement could be made. The matter was not allowed

to drop, however, but was checked closely for several days

by a man who was familiar with all of the customs and
[jractices in connection with the handling of engines at

terminals, with the result that at the expiration of two weeks
this same roundhouse foreman made a rei^ort voluntarily

that he was making a saving of approximately twenty tons

of coal per day Ijy carrying out the suggestions of the fuel

department.

Suppose that on any large railroad there are 20,000 engines

handled at the various terminals during one month, and
that each engine is held under steam an average of six hours.

If it were possible to reduce this time by closer supervision

to four liours per engine, there would result a monthly saving

of 1,500 tons of coal, these figures being based on an
average hourly consumption of 75 lb. per engine, which is

considered low.

Another large waste occurs if proper attention is not

given to firing up engines. If 75 shovels of coal are suf-

ficient to raise 100 lb. of steam in order to handle the

engine out of the roundhouse, 100 or more shovels should

not be used. The probability is that the additional num-
ber of scoops of coal used may only result in the engine

popping oft" several times before it is attached to the train,

causing both waste and annoyance.

Every engine should have as large a nozzle as it is

possible to use, and enable the engine to make steam freely.

If engine is failing for steam the nozzle should not be

reduced until full investigation has been made, in order to

determine whether or not the engine has any other defects

which might in any way contribute to the failure. A record

should be kept showing the size of the nozzle in every

engine, and every change made in the nozzle or front end
should be reported for record. It is necessary that all joints

around the front end be kept absolutely air tight, and that

the area of opening in the front end netting be as large

as possible. The air opening in ash pan should not be less

than 14 per cent of the grate area and 100 per cent of the

tube area. Insufficient air opening will likely make it neces-

san.' to operate the engine with a reduced nozzle ojiening. A
reduction of from one-eighth to one-quarter inch in the size

of the nozzle might easily cause a waste of from 2,000 to

4,000 lbs. of coal per trip over the average division.

Leaky steam pipes or nozzle-stand joints will cause a

waste of 2,000 to 4,000 lb. of coal per trip. In many
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instances locomotives are allowed to run until tliey make
several failures before steam pipes are tested, and frequently

are continued in service after they are found leaking b\-

some make-shift arrangement such as Ijridging the nozzle

or putting cement around the joints, which, at the best, is only

a tem]5orary arrangement. If this results in keeping down
complaints from the engine crew there is likely to be no
tnore attention paid to the engine until it fails again, and in

the meantime it is consuming coal almost be)'ond the capacity

of the tender. Steam pipes should be tested every time an

engine is held in for repairs as long as two days or more.

Valves or cylinder packing blowing might easily cause a

waste of one or two tons of coal over a 125-mile division.

In addition to the waste of fuel, an engine cannot perform

its .service satisfactorily or haul its full tonnage rating with

defects of this nature. It is considered good j>ractice to

examine cylinder packing every 30 days, as experience has

demonstrated that it is not always possible for an engineer

to detect a blow in the cylinders of a large engine. We
know of instances which have occurred recently where this

defect was not discovered until after thei engines were

reported failing for steam and not handling their trains

successfully. After making the usual changes in the front

end, and testing steam pipes without any improvement being

made, the cylinder packing was examined as a last resort,

and was found worn out and broken. The saving of coal and

increased efficiency to be procured by examining the cylin-

der packing at regular inter\'als will, no douljt, more than

offset many times the expense of examination.

Valves out of square, making it necessar\- for an engineer

to work the engine in a longer cut-off in order to get over

the road, is another serious defect which causes an excessive

amount of fuel to be consumed. Tests have shown that it

is possible for an engine to consume as much as 25 per

cent in excess of the required amount of coal on account of

the valves being out of square.

Defective, broken or burnt grates will cause a loss of

from 100 to 200 lb. of coal every time an engine is fired

up in the roundhouse with mine-run coal, and will cause a

continual waste on the road. They also allow holes to get

in the fire, probably resulting in steam failure before the

completion of the trip.

Leaky safety valves do not al\va}-s seem to Ije given proper

consideration. Where safety valves which are set to pop

off at 200 lb. commence to blow at from 150 to 180 lb., there

is a constant drain on the boiler, and the loss of fuel from

this cause is very great.

Superheater units in all superheated locomotives should

be tested regularly at inten'als of not more than 60 days, and

where the joints are found leaking repairs should be made

with the least possible delay. We have record of cases

where engines lost 60 tons of coal in one month, compared

with engines of the same class hauling the same tonnage over

the same division, due to superheater unit joints leaking, and

yet the engines performed their sen'ice apparently satis-

factorily to Irath the transportation and mechanical officers

of the division.

All tubes should be kept thoroughly clean. Investigations

have shown many times, where engines are reported failing

for steam, that the failure was entirely due to a large number

ber of tubes being stopped up. We know instances where

the tul)es were reported to be bored out l^y engineers and

from all indications, looking into the firebox from the engine

deck, the work was apparently properly done. A closer

investigation, however, developed that the ends of the tubes

were cleaned out for a distance of only 10 in. or 12 in. The

improper boring of tubes occurs so frequently in many round-

houses that the" importance of close supervision of this w'ork

should not he overlooked.

Experience has proved that a locomotive with a tender

holding from 14 to 16 tons of coal can easily lose from

500 to 1,000 lb. along the right-of-way for the first 25 or 30

miles out of tlie terminal, where it is a practice to overload

the tenders before leaving. Large openings in the deck and

around the grate shaker rigging, or over the draw-bar pin,

left uncovered, will cause waste of 100 lb. or more of coal

each trip over the road, and where some protection is not

provided for preventing coal from falling out of the gangway
on both sides another large loss will occur dail)'.

Fuel supervisors or road foremen of engines can easily

keep a check on all defects and on their frequent trips

over the road they should never lose sight of the importance

of instructing engineers and firemen in the best and most

economical methods of handling the engines in their charge.

They should follow up the work they report and see that it

is done in a reasonable length of time, and if not, take

w-hatever steps may be necessary to assist in having it done.

Where monthly meetings are held by the division officials,

the fuel supervisor or road foreman of engines of the division

should attend these meetings and discuss thoroughly all

matters relative to fuel economy. At such meetings much
good might be accomplished by bringing up such matters

as poor meeting points, long delays on sidings, and all

matters which tend to the prompter movement of trains.

It is considered to be a conservative estimate that any large

modern locomotive will use anywhere from 500 to 1,000 lb.

of coal every hour it is held on a side track.

The constant efforts of division officers should be directed

toward keeping the average gross tons per train mile hauled

as near to the maximum as possible. If the average gross

tons per train mile are allowed to decrease, there will be an

increase in the number of pounds of coal consumed per

hundred gross ton miles. It has been proved that where a

certain class of engine will use nine tons of coal over a

118-mile division with a train of 1,700 tons, the same engine

will bum only 15 tons over the same division with a train of

3,400 tons, giving an increase of 100 per cent in tormage

hauled, with an increase of but 66 per cent in the amount

of coal consumed.

As all the defects enumerated are ordinan,- running repairs

that should be kept up daily, and can easily be completed at

a cost of from $5 to $30, engines should not be permitted

to remain in service with such defects until they have lost

§75 or more in the additional amount of coal consumed

before repairs are made.

There should be some practical method in force for check-

ing coal consumed by each locomotive daily. Such a record

should he kept either in the office of the superintendent or

master mechanic. This record should he consulted frequently

during the month by the master mechanic and fuel super-

visor, and where an engine is showing an increased con-

sumption in pounds of coal per hundred gross ton miles,

immediate action should be taken to improve on its per-

formance. The accounting feature should receive serious

consideration, in order that the amount of coal shown deliv-

ered to locomotives on performance sheets may agree approxi-

mately with the auditor's figures at the end of each month.

A good method is to have each coaling station adjust the

difference each day on fuel charges to locomotives, or, in

other words, each coal chute should balance every- day.

It is obvious that the fuel agent, or whoever is in charge

of fuel economy, must have the co-operation of the mechanical

and operating officers. Where results and practices indicate

that such assistance is not forthcoming, he must be in posi'

tion to point out the shortcomings of the parties at fault,

regardless of the position they may hold on the division, and

take whatever steps may lie necessary to bring aliout the

improvement and results that are desired.

DISCUSSION

The saving which can be made in the fuel used at tenni-

nals is ven- large. Delays on the road also add a consider-
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able amount to the railroad fuel bill. The possibility of

saving by better despatching should be brought to the atten-

tion of the officers in the transportation department. Coal
should be carefully inspected at the mines and chutes must
be arranged so that no fuel is lost when loading tenders.

The steam pipes should be tested periodically, but the advisa-

bility of doing this work whenever the engine was held for

two days or more was questioned.

OTHER BUSINESS

Committee reports on Fuel Tests, Powdered Coal, Kin-
dling Fires in Locomotives, Graphic Display of Individual

Fuel Records and Locomotive Feed Water Heating were

also presented. The report on Locomotive F'eed \\'ater Heat-
ing is abstracted elsewhere in this issue and abstracts of

the other reports will be published in future issues.

-•V paper on Fuel for Small Furnaces was presented b>-

Joseph Harrington, which dealt with the construction anJ
operation of furnaces using oil and powdered coal. A paper

on Soot was also presented which took up the matter of

deposits from fuel on the heating surface of boilers and
emphasized the advantages of mechanical soot cleaners.

The standing committee on Front Ends, Grates and Ashpans
made a progress report and a report was presented on the

Storage of Coal.

A. I. Lipetz, of the Imperial Russian Railway administra-

tion, told of the methods of conducting road tests used in

Russia. At the closing session a resolution was adopted to

the effect that the association offer its seri'ice to the Council

of National Defense and to the American Railway Asso-

ciation. The e.xecutive committee was empowered to appoint

a committee to work with these bodies. The secretary reported

a large increase in the number of members, the membership
of the association at the time the convention opened being

739. The president suggested that a membership more
representative of both the mechanical department and oper-

ating department and of all sections of the country was
desirable.

The finances of the association were reported in a satis-

factory condition.

The following officers were elected for the coming year:

President, E. W. Pratt, assistant superintendent motive power,

Chicago & North Western: vice-presidents: R. Bradley, in-

spector fuel service B. & M.; L. R. Pyle. fuel superiisor M..

St. P. & S. Ste. M. ; W. L. Robinson, supervisor fuel con-

sumption B. & O. E.xecutive committee: For two years

W. C. Arter, super\'isor apprentices, N. Y. C. ; W. J. Bohan.

mechanical engineer, N. P.; W. P. Hawkins, fuel agent,

M. P.: J. D. Hurley, general road foreman, Wabash, and H.
B. McFarland, engineer tests. A., T. & S. F. ; for one year, H.

Woods, fuel inspector, C. & S. Of the five cities from which

the executive committee will choose the place for the next

meeting Chicago received the greatest number of votes.

THE MACHINE TOOL SITUATION
The machine tool situation at the present time is one of

great uncertainties, but to railway men, it is a sign of en-

couragement that the railroads have been more active in the

market in the past three or four months than they have been

in the past two years. W'ithin the past few weeks a number
of railroads have entered the market with inquiries. The num-
ber of roads has not been large: it has included the Lehigh

Valley, the Santa Fe, the Pennsylvania, the Lackawanna, the

New Haven, the New York Central and finally the Illinois

Central. Nor have the inquiries been large, although the

Illinois Central's list includes no less than 94 tools for shops

all over its system.

The market for machine tools is uncertain for a large

number of reasons, among them being the as yet unsettled

matter of government contrncts. the question of priority of

shipments, the demands for tools from abroad and finally

the questions of prices and delayed deliveries.

The prices of tools, as is well known, are extremely high,

so high in fact, that certain interests have even been able to

sell second-hand tools used for many months on munitions

work at far higher prices than w'as paid for them. Others

have drawn attention to the fact that prices now are based on

a cost of production somewhat higher tlian the selling price

two years ago. Machine tool builders, in addition, are

r.ot eager to make wild guesses as to what the future will

bring forth. For some time builders have been offering tools

on the basis of billing at the price at the time of delivery

while others are now going so far as to make contracts sub-

ject to price revision one month before delivery.

Deliveries on a great many machines are ver}' much de-

layed, and the matter of delivery is further complicated l^y

tlie question of priority. At the present time many builders

are sold so far ahead that such tools as milling machines,

radial drills, planers, boring mills, horizontal boring ma-
chines and shapers cannot be obtained this side of 1918, On
some tools which are in even greater demand it would be

extremely difficult to secure deliver}' in less than a year or

even more. The demand for ship building equipment is

rapidly bringing about similar conditions as to punches and
shears. In fact, some of the liveliest purchasing at the pres-

ent time is being done by shipbuilders.

Xaturally, the practice is. insofar as possible, to grant pre-

cedence in deliveries to firms working on government con-

tracts. Many machine tool manufacturers have been in

receipt of instructions from the Washington authorities to

rush deliveries to such plants. Luckily for the other pur-

chasers of machine tools most of these plants are, as a rule,

alread)' fairly well equipped with necessary tools. That is

to say, the orders from these individual firms run fairly

small, but on the other hand, it is still true that there are

many of these small orders, and that each such order delays

deliveries to other purchasers. Some builders have even had
to say that they cannot promise deliveries, but that they will

tentatively set a date at which they will try to make delivery.

This brings us to the question of priority of deliveries.

This is in the hands of the general munitions board at Wash-
ington which in general has prescribed that priority shall be
given about as follows: To shops working on contracts for

the allied governments ; to shops working on contracts for the

United States government; to shops working on essential com-
mercial work, and finally to shops working on non-essential

commercial work. Just where the railroads stand in this

scheme of things is not clear. Presumably they are looked

upon as shops on essential commercial work, for the authori-

ties generally realize that efficient maintenance of railway

rolling stock is one of the prime essentials in the war.

The bu_ving of tools for railway shops, it is clear, is a

matter receiving very careful attention at the present time.

The roads that are placing orders are those that have an eye

to the future and realize that now is the time to buy equip-

ment necessari,- to hold them over until normal conditions are

once more restored. Railway officers have been considerably

impressed by the emphasis placed by the leaders in Wash-
ington on the fact that the war is going to last for years

rather than months. They have read with a great deal of

interest the statement of H. C. Hoover, the food administra-

tor, declaring that "we face a conflict that may last two to

five years." They are also considering carefully that new
cars and locomotives will soon be harder to obtain and that

it will Ije more and more the work of the shops to make up
for the lack of new equipment by the best possible main-
tenance of old equipment. Whether the realization of the

necessity for covering requirements for shop tools for possibly

two to five years ahead will increase the buying of machine
tools by railways under present conditions of prices and de-

livery is a question.
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have 250 volt d. c. motor? and part of tliem 440 volt, three-

phase, 60 cycle, a. c. motors, these two power voltages being

standard on the Rock Island.

.\s noted above, the majority of the welders are of the por-

taljle tyjjc. These have aptly been termed the "flying squad-

ron," as they can be used at any point on the system which
is equipped with power circuits. At the majority of these

]:ioints the power voltage is 440. This makes it possible to

reduce greatly the cost of the wiring installation, as it is only

necessary to run comparatively small wires through the shops,

roundhouses, etc., placing suitable receptacles at as many
points as is deemed convenient, in order that the welding

machines may be plugged in in a manner similar to the plug-

ging-in of any extension circuit.

M the main shops in Silvis, 111., there were installed, in

addition to one doul^le and one single Siemund-\\'enze)

welding machines, ten stationary- machines. Outlets for

eight portable machines were also provided. .\\\ the weM-
ing machines at this point use d.c. power.

There are seven points which have the necessary' wiring

completed. There are, however, fourteen additional

points, where the welding machines can be connected up in

case of emergency, which could be wired permanently so the

machines can be used in the same way as at the points where
the installation has already been made, at comparatively

slight expense. In fact, most all points of any size can have

the permanent wiring installed complete for S500 or less. It

is very easy to install wiring for the welding machines at tlie

time the lighting or power circuits are being run.

Bottom Locomotive Drawbar Pin Hole Welded

The total cost of installation per operator for the indi-

vidual machines is given in the following table:

Cost per operator c.f multiple unit machine with a capacity for four
operators, approximately $1,400

Cost per operator of multiple unit machine with a capacity for eight
operators, approximately 1,240

Cost ot individual stationary machine for 250 volts D. C, approxi-
mately 900

Cost of individual stationary machine for 440 volts A. C, approxi-
mately 980

Cost of individual portable machine for 250 volts D. C. approximately 900
Cost of individual portable machine for 440 volts .^. C.. approximately 980

With a system including portable machines, such as has

been installed on the Rock Island, the installation of electric

welding equipment is converted into a system proposition

rather than a series of plants to take care of certain shops or

terminals. The system is extraordinarily flexible and has

many desirable features that would be impossible to obtain

with any other system or t^-pe of machine. For instance, if

it is found that one or more additional machines are needed
at any shop it is very probable that some can be transferred

from some other point, which has more than can be used to

advantage at that time, and it is only necessary- to pull one
of these machines into a car, block it substantiallv. and bill

it to the point at which it is needed. Immediately upon its

receipt it is ready for operation.

OPER.-\TIXG AND M.JVINTE^•A^•CE OF ELECTRIC WELDING
EQVIPMEXT

The installation was designed and made by the electrical

department. The division electricians at the points where
welding installations have been made were given sufficient

instruction to enable them properly to operate and maintain

the equipment, being supplied with references for orciering

any repair parts that would eventually be required. As
soon as possible after the installation had been completed,

the supervisor of electrical equipment, accompanied by an

Welding Locomotive Cylinder by Welding Over Studs

expert demonstrator from the manufacturer would visit the

point and instruct as many men as deemed necessary in the

use of the electric arc. .\s is evident, these instructions are

only preliminary and it is intended to continue giving in-

struction as frequently as possible in order to realize the full

benefit from the equipments.
.\ complete set of instructions for electric welding has been

issued, consisting of about 30 t_\'pewritten pages, to which
additions will be made from time to time. These are su[>
plied to all who are interested in the development of electric

welding. The instructions begin with an explanation of the
electric arc itself, continuing with the proper polarity for

different classes of work. The next point covered is the
amount of heat used, the kinds and sizes of electrodes and
the current and voltage for the different classes of work.
Immediately lollowmg are the instructions for all kinds of
fireljox welding, including the proper use of protective

shields. This in turn is followed with complete instructions

on the proper methods to use in welding frames and cylin-

ders, and in all building-up operations.

The proper preparation of the work is fullv as important
as the welding operation, if not even more so. The instruc-

tion book supplies detailed sketches showing the proper
method of preparing work for welding, including a detail

of a small portable sand blast. Several pages are devoted
to the properties of iron and steel, in order that welding may
be intelligently accompli.<hcd. In conclusion there is a long
list of locomotive and car parts, machine tool parts, etc.,

which it has been found can be successfully and economi-
cally welded.

There seems to be practically no limit to the application
of electric welding when a good welding machine is intelli-

gently used by a competent operator who thoroughlv under-
stands metals as well as the handling of the arc. The illus-

trations show some of the welders and a few samples of the
work which has been done. The results up to the present
time indicate that the net returns from the electric welding
installation will be far greater than had been anticipated.



Grinding and
Milling Work

Production Costs Reduced, Shop
Output Increased, Accurate Work

AS a means of reducing shop costs and increasing the

shop output, the Pennsylvania Railroad has de-

veloped to a large degree the use of grinding and
milling machines in its Juniata shops at Altoona, Pa. It has

been found by several years' experience that both these types

of machines have a wide range of usefulness. The niilling

machines will do a large amount of work cheaper and quicker
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price of 31 per cent. The saving effected in the finishing

of extended piston rods by grinding is 40 per cent of the

price formerly paid. This includes all work on the rod, the

taper fits and all.

The smaller Xorton grinder is used for the less heavy and
shorter work. The work done on this machine consists oi

finishing the outside of the side rod knuckle pin bushini;.-,

the knuckle pin itself, crosshead pins, driver brake cloj;

hanger studs which are tapered, the outside of the pistori

valve stem bushing for e.xtended valve rods, superheater

damper pistons and shafts, link and valve motion pin^.

screw reverse screws (see Fig. 1), lathe centers, milling ma-
chine arbors, pipe centers for lathes, the outside of bridle

link bushings, taper pins for tube expanders, and so forth.

Similar savings are made on this machine as on the largc.-

grinder.

The crosshead pins are now rough turned on a lathe tu

within 1/32 in. of the finished diameter and finished on tht-

grinder at a cost 40 per cent less than when they were fin-

ished complete on the lathe. The driver Ijrake clog hanger
studs which are tapered, are now done 16 per cent cheaper
than before and the prices paid for taper pins for tube e.x-

panders are about one-third as much as when these pins were
finished on the lathe. All the above comparisons are of piecj

work prices and indicate directly the increase in shop output.

In no case have the men lost money by the institution of these

practices and in most cases the\- have been aljle to increase

their daily net return with less labor.

V.VLN'E GEAR MOTION WORK

The combination of both milling and grinding as prac-

ticed in these shops is well illustrated in the work done in

making the various parts of the valve gear motion work.

Almost this entire job is done on milling, drilling and grind-

ing machines. The only planing done at all is on the flats

of the link and link block and on the curved surfaces of

the link slot and the link block. The link is planed to 1/32

purposes. In addition to grinding the links, it finishes the

top and bottom of the guides, the screw reverse gear guides,

main and side rod ends (see Fig. 2), crosshead keys, main
rod keys, main rod gib bolts, knuckle joint pin washers,

eccentric cranks, reach rod centers, guide bar liners, reverse

Fig. A—One Head of Radial Planing and Grinding Machine

lever quadrants, etc. It is provided with a magnetic chuck
which greatly facilitates doing the work.

The only slotting done on the valve gear motion work is

to cut out the slot in the link and to cut an offset for grease

cups in the lower ends of the link and radius rod. The slot

in the link is cut with a narrow slotter tool, three holes being
previously drilled in the link to start the work, one at either

Fig. 3—Radial Planing and Grinding Machine for Valve Motion Links and Link Blocks

in. of its required thickness, 1/64 in. on each side being left

for grinding, while .01 in. is left on each side of the slot for

grinding. The sides of the link are ground on the vertical

surface grinder. The work was done previously under
vertical grinder with a rim grinding wheel and the saving

effected by the surface grinder is 73 per cent in the piece

work price.

The surface grinding machine is used for a variety of

end and one in the middle. The edges of the links are

milled in pairs in a vertical miller and later huffed on a swing
grinder after the links have been casehardened. The slots

in the links are roughed out on the radial planing and grind-

ing machine shown in Fig. 3. The links are set for this

operation in the illustration and by careful examination of

the illustration, the planing tool will be observed just Iiack

of the grinding head and directly above the slot in the link.
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Fig. 4 shows the grinding head in operation and more clearly

shows the radius attachment of the machine.

The link blocks are made from wrought iron forged bars

made of selected scrap. These bars are rolled cold to the

approximate radius and are rough planed on the faces on a

Fig. 5—Grinding Knuckle Pin Busiiings Side Rods

table planer, the. edges being planed on the radial planer

in Fig. 3, 1/32 in. being allowed for finish. They are then

cut to length and drilled for the block pin and oil cavity.

They are then casehardened. The sides are ground to dimen-

sion on the vertical surface grinder and the curved faces are

ground on the radial grinder. The hole for the pin is ground

in the Heald internal grinder. All grinding work is held

to an accuracy of .002 in.

The various rods and links in connection with the valve

Fig. 6—Grinding Bushings in the Linl< and Lift Shaft Bracl<et

motion work are finished entirely on the milling machines.

The eccentric rods, radius rods and lap and lead levers are

all milled on a slab miller, as many being milled at a

time as the table of the machine will accommodate. The

radius rod links and the lap and lead rod links are milled on

the edges and flats on a smaller machine. The ends of all

the rods are milled on a vertical miller and the jaws in the

eccentric rod, radius rod and the links are milled in the

same machine. The long jaw in the radius rod is also

milled, the work previously being done on a slotter.

The valve gear motion work is provided with casehardened

Ijushings at every pin. These are ground to size after hard-

ening, on the Heald grinder, .002 in. being the allowable

variation from the e.xact dimension. This machine has

proved very valuable for this class of work. It has a wide

range of usefulness and at these shops it is used for grind-

ing out the interior of knuckle pin bushing after being ap-

]ilied to the side rods (see Fig. 5), the pin hole in the link

Fig. 7—Slab Mitier for Machining Rods

guide block, the hole in the link and lift shaft bracket (see

Fig. 6) and all other interior grinding that is necessary.

M.\IN .AND SIDE RODS

Both the slab and vertical milling machines are used to

;i large extent on the main and side rods. Fig. 7 shows a

LToup of side rods on one of the slab milling machines, the

cd.ges having just been milled. Eight rods are milled at a

|< .// H

Fig. 8—IMIIIIng Cutter for Slab MlllPng

time. The illustration shows seven, one of the rcxis having

been removed. The sides of the rods are milled in tlie

same manner, two rods usually being milled at one time.

The inserted tooth cutter used for this w'ork is shown in

Fig. 8. The body is made of axle steel and the 16 teeth

are made of high speed steel. They are formed hot in a

die to the shape shown in the drawing. They are inserted

in corresponding slots in the axle steel body and are held

in position by six thimbles having a tapered, flattened sur-

face where they bear against the teeth. These thimbles are

held in the body of the cutter by ;~^-in. machine screws.

These cutters are S^^-in. in diameter and 11 in. long. Three

of them are used on one mandrel as shown in Fig. 7.

The main rods are handled in the same manner, with
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the exception of the stub ends which are planed to within

1/32 in. of the required dimension, 1/64 in. from each side

being removed on the vertical surface grinding machine.

The channels are milled in one cut, three rods being chan-

neled at one time on the large slab milling machine and
two at one time on the smaller slab milling machine, as

shown in Fig. 9. The milling cutters used for this work are

shown in Fig. 10. They are similar in construction to

those shown in Fig. 8. A center support made in the com-
pany's shops is applied to the machine to support the arljor

Fig. 9— Milling Channel Rods

carrying the cutters as shown in Fig. 9. Two of these sup-

ports are used when three cutters are used.

As an example of what is done by milling the rods, the

following record of the milling of a channel main rod for a

Consolidation engine is given

:

Length over all 12 ft. 10S4 iit.

Lettgth of chanrel 10 ft.

Widlh i.f channel Mi in.

Depth of channel 1-25/32 in.

Weight of rod in roueh 1 ,985 lb

Weight of rod finished 690^5 lb.

Weight of ™d with fittings 8S6!<i lb.

Total weight o f metal removed 1 ,295 '/4 Ih.

Weight of metal removed from channel 535 lb.

Time required to channel a pair of rods 8 hrs.

This work was done with three milling cutters. All slot-

ting operations are reduced to a minimum as the experience

knuckle jaw on the milling machine. The rods are milled

to size from the rough forging, only one cut being taken on

each surface. The ends of the rods are milled on vertical

milling machines.

MILLING TRAILER FRAMES

Another job well illustrating the value of milling opera-

tions is that of finishing trailer frames. No planing is done

on them at all. Fig. 1 1 shows the amount of w-ork required

to linish these frames for a modem Pacific type locomotive.

Twifframes are. milled on the fiats at one time, eight are

milled on the edges at a time and they are cut to length

on a slotter, five frames Ijeing cut at one time. Fig. 11
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Fig. 11—Outline of Mining Work Done on Trailer Frames

shows plainly the depth of cuts taken over different parts

of the frame. Only one cut is taken over the entire length.

The weight of metal removed per hour of cutting time is

250 lb., and the amount of metal removed per hour is 961

cu. in. The following is a record of eight frames milled

from the rough forging to the finished piece:

Amount oi metal lemovcd. edges 1,356 lb,

.\mount of metal removed, flats 2,542 lb.

.\mount of metal removed, total 3,898 lb.

Time taken to mill the edges 6 hrs. 29 min.
Time taken to mill the fiats 8 hrs, 40 min.
Total time for cutting 15 hrs. 9 min.
Number o£ times the frames are chucked 13
Time taken to chuck the frames 26 hrs. 1 min.
Total time to finish the eight frames 41 hrs. 10 min.

Each frame weighed on an average of 2,212 lb. as it came
to the machine as a rough forging and weighed 1,725 lb.

Fig. 12—Jigs for Milling Back End Main Rod Brasses

Fig. 10—Cutter for Milling Channel Rods

with the milling machine has proven it to be the cheaper

practice. .\t the present time the slotting done consists of

cutting out the rod for the pin brasses in the main rods and

the knuckle jaw in the side rods. Plans are now being

developed to cut out the back end of the main rod and the

finished. Thus from each frame an average of 487 lb. of

metal was removed in an average of about 5 hrs. and 9 rain,

from the time the work was started until it was finished.

MILLING M.«N ROD BR.-ISSES

While the main rod Ijrasses are planed for the rod fit and
liored for the [lin, the milling machine plays an interesting
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part in tlie work done on them. The finishing of the brasses

after the\" ha\e been planed and Ijored involves tlie cutting

of the inside corners, making the hard grease and oil grooves,

roundint; the corners of the flanges and cutting one flange

ners are cut with an end milling cutter (Fig. 13) with the jig

shown at the left in Fig. 12. The hard grease groove is made
with a small end milling cutter as shown in Fig. 14. The oil

grooves are made with a saw fitted on a taper shank and set

1 L i-
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with the same jig. The corners of the flanges are milled with

a special design of end mill to give the proper radius and
several boxes are set up at one time as shown in Fig. 16.

The flange is recessed, as shown in Fig. 17 with a regular

milling cutter.

By doing this work on one machine a large amount of

time is saved by it not being necessary to carry the brasses

to different places in the shop as was before necessary, and
in addition to this, the cost of doing the work has been re-

duced materially, the work being done for 42 per cent of

what was previously paid.

ACCURATE BRASS FITS

By finishing the back end of main rods on the surface

grinder and planing the fits in the brasses to the raicrometc

with a .002 in. tolerance, a very satisfactory^ job is obtained

and all bench work is eliminated. The only filing done is

to remove the feather edges from the rods so that the hands

of the workmen will not be cut. The work is done cheaper

much more can be done in both milling and grinding than

is ordinarily done, and that the future will show a wider

application of these machines to locomotive work.

Fig. 17— Milling the Recess In the Flange of the Main Rod Brasses

by 30 per cent and the brasses are interchangeable with any

rod of the same class of locomotive. The back end of the

main rods are ground on the vertical surface grinding ma-
chine with the wedge block in place to bring it to the same

thickness as the rod and the front end is ground with the

brass in place. The accuracy sought in the brass fits is to

limit the play between the rod and the brass to .005 in.

The work is checked from time to time to impress upon the

workmen that this tolerance must Ije obser\'ed, and the results

of these inspections show that they are followed carefully.

The last such inspection showed 80 per cent of the brass

fits were within the .005 in. clearance tolerance and the

greatest clearance was only .0085 in.

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this article is to show what is being done

by the judicious use of grinding and milling machines in

one shop, to decrease the cost of production and increase

the shop output. The practices described will ser\'e as a

guide to those who have not gone as far in the application

of these marh'nes to their own shop=. It is l.el'eved that

RACK FOR STORING BOILER SHEET
STOCK

BY C. L. DICKERT
Superintendent Shops, Central of Georgia, Macon, Ga.

The photograph shows a rack which has been built at the

^lacon, Ga., shops of the Central of Georgia for storing

boiler plate and steel sheets. There are three such racks,

each containing nine bents. Each rack is made up of five

sections of framework, the intermediate bents being provided

by the space between the adjoining frames. The sheets thus

stored require much less platform space than when placed in

flat piles on the platform. When piling sheets on the plat-

form it was necessary to put sheets of different sizes and
thicknesses in one pile, thus necessitating the handling over

of considerable material in order to get at the size desired.

With the present arrangement tlie sheets are lifted out of the

rack b\' a crane, using a safety grip for holding the sheets.

They are then carried on industrial trucks to the boiler shop.

It will be noted that the bents inside of each framework
arc closed at the tnp, the adjoining bent? being open. Those

Rack for Storing Boiler Plate

which are closed are u.^ed for narrow sheets, while the larger

sheets are stored between the frames.

Each rack is built up on three SJ/i-in. by Q^-in. stringers

which form front, back and intermediate sills, to which the

SJi-in. square uprights are secured by J-4-in. by 5-in. strap

iron knees. The three uprights on each side of each frame
are braced by 2-in. by 4-in. pieces placed horizontally. The
sides of each frame are tied together at the top by 2-in. by
4-in. pieces. The uprights are about 70 in. in height and
are spaced jb^/o in. apart, the depth of the rack from front

to back being 6 ft.

Gasoline Cautions.—Gasoline should be kept and used
only in small quantities, and used only by experienced em-
ployees who realize the danger in using this volatile fluid

and know how to handle it safely. Gasoline should be han-
dled in small safety cans, equipped with safety gauze and
safety stopper. Gasoline is exceedingly volatile and will

vaporize when exposed to the air at any temperature down
to 15 dcg. below zero. This vapor is nearly three times

as heavy as air, and when mixed with the proper quantity

cf air becomes violently explosive. The vapor will ignite

from any open flame, even from a spark of static electricity

from a human body, a spark from an emen- wheel, or from
a sufficiently heated surface. The gasoline vapor, being

heavier than air, will naturally seek a lower level, and if

confined where there is poor ventilation, will sometimes re-

main in an explosive condition for months.

—

Compressed Air
Magazine.
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MACHINERY—strong as it is— is continually playing

out, and each failure should be studied in order to

make improvements. We are always interested in

extending the capacity of machine tools by adding attach-

ments or changing the construction details in order to perform
some operation more efficiently.

Making a general survey of the various processes in

our shops we cannot fail to note that progress is steadily

being made that leads in one direction—to greater output

and less cost per unit. For purposes of illustration con-

Pedestal Jaw Grinder In Place

sider the field of grinding. It would not appear that

grinding had such a field in a locomotive repair shop as,

for instance, in a manufacturing plant where new work is

on the floor all the time, much of it being repetition work
specially adapted to grinding operations. Nevertheless, dur-

ing the past 12 months we have developed at least seven

new apjilications of grinding, all of which are saving money

under the particular conditions that each was designed to

meet.

FLEXIBLE Sa^TT GRIXDER

A fle.xible shaft grinder has been devised for use in

the rod department to remove hammer marks on the straps

of rod ends and for cleaning scale from straps and rods
which are returned from the blacksmith shop. It consists

of a countershaft mounted on a bench, to the end of which
is attached a flexible shaft 1 in. in diameter, carrying

a grinding wheel 6 in. in diameter and 2 in. thick; the
wheel runs at a speed of 1200 r. p. m. Apart from a con-
siderable reduction in the amount of labor, a large number
of files are saved by its use. The strap or rod is set on a

block at the end of the shaft, as shown in one of the

photographs at the head of this article, and the operator
grabs the handles on each side of the wheel and guides it

over surface which is being ground.

SUEEACING DLE BLOCKS

A device for surfacing or truing die blocks has been pro-
vided by attaching a grinding wheel to a vertical drill, as

shown in one of the photographs. This may not be an ideal

arrangement but it is the best that we could do with the ma-
terial available. The forging machine die department is iso-

lated from the main tool gang and it is often necessary to sur-

face up dies after hardening because of warping and other
reasons. In order to save considerable handling and manv
files we attached the fixture shown to the end of the spindle
of a Foot-Burt drilling machine in the die department.
It is locked to the spindle to prevent rotation. The fixture

is a simple casting carrying a short spindle with a pulley
for the drive on one end, and the grinding wheel on the
other. An extra belt was run from the countershaft to

drive the grinding wheel at a speed of 1500 r. p. m.
The die blocks which are to be surfaced are placed on

the table and fed by hand across the grinding wheel; the
vertical feed is obtained by means of the elevating screw
under the table. This device has worked very well, but
has tlie disadvantage of tieing up the drill, and we are now
converting an old universal milling machine to do this

work, as shown in the drawing. The miller has power
cross feeds and we have only to connect a reversing gear
mechanism to the feed and arrange a permanent spiridle.

PEDESTAL JAW GRINDER

The horn or pedestal jaw grinder, illustrated in one of

the photographs, is perhaps not in its final stage on account
of difficulty in getting the correct size cup grinding wheel.
It has been tested out with a smaller wheel than is desir-

315
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able with results that are exceedingly encouraging and we
are convinced that it will be a happy solution for what is

one of the most awkward and tiring jobs in the locomotive

erecting shop. It consist of a framework which carries the

grinding wheel shaft and feed mechanism. A motor is hung
on the opposite side of the locomotive frame and drives the

grinding wheel by a flexible shaft. The grinding wheel

itself is attached to a short shaft that is held in a bearing

set between two slotted frames; these are, of course, longer

than the frame jaws. A screw feed mechanism allows

the grinding wheel to be fed up and down when the squar-

ing adjustments have been made. There is also a screw

feed adjustment for setting the gear up to the frame marks,

and a separate feed for adjusting the grinding wheel on

the jaw when the side guides are lined up to the frame
marks. It is not difficult to set up the device and it promises

to give a smooth and accurate finish, doing away with the

tedious hand work.

TRUING WELDED SPOTS ON TIRES

A grinder for truing welded flat spots on tires is similar

to the arrangement ordinarily used for side and main rod

polishing. The grinding wheel is driven by means of a

couple of belts on a double jointed frame, the drive being

from a countershaft to the floor pulley of the machine.

Adaptation of Die Block Surfacing Arrangement to An Old Uni-
versal Milling Machine

Handles on each side of the wheel allow it to be readily

guided over the welded spot. This saves much labor, files

and violent language because the flat spot is built up of

wheel turnings w'hich are often harder than the files. A
drawing of this device will be found on page 212 of the

April, 1917, issue of the Railwdy Mechaniral Engineer:

a photograph is also shown in the right hand view at the head
of this article.

RAIL SAW GRINDER

The saws used on the rail saw are made of one-quarter-

inch boiler plate and after a time the corners wear off. They
may be much improved by being squared up again on a

grinder. In order to do this a triangular table has Ijeen

rigged on the tool grinding level of regular double floor grin-

der which is near the rail saw. This ma\- be set up in less

than ten minutes; a saw to be sharpened is dropped on the pin

at the ape.x of the triangle frame and fed into the grinding

wheel; it is turned by hand; this trues up the edges and at

the same time keeps them true to the circle.

MOTION WORK GRINDER

The flexible grinder in the rod department suggested

the use of a small surfacing attachment for the use of the

motion work gang; this in order to rough grind work from
the blacksmith shop before using a file on it. In this case

the work is mostly small and a solid stand with a wheel
10 inches in diameter and 3 inches wide was equipped with
an adjustable table over the top of the grinding wheel.
The table may be adjusted so that just enough wheel pro-

jects to grind lightly the surface of the link blocks or

other parts. Babbitt packing rings are also surfaced on a
machine of this type.

GRINDING IN CYLINDER HEADS

The arrangement for grinding in cylinder heads has also

been improved, and was illustrated and described in the

Railway Mechanical Engineer of November, 1916, page
595. \Ve had been using a mechanical crank motion for

this operation for some years but the new arrangement does

Grinding Arrangement for Surfacing Die Blocks

the work more quickly and is better because the grinding
wheel is driven at a more suitable speed. For the air motor
and crankgearing a Westinghouse air pump was substi-

tuted on a suitable frame. The back end of the pump is

on a fulcrum and oscillates as the cover is moved Ijack and
forth.

Cast Iron Cement.—A cement for patching cast iron may
be made of 16 oz. of finely pulverized cast-iron borings, 2

oz. sal ammoniac, 1 oz. sulphur. JMi.x well and keep dry.

To use, take one part of the mi.xture to 10 parts cast-iron

borings or filings and add enough water to make a stiff paste

and calk it into the crack or hole to be repaired and let it set

for 24 hours.

—

Power.



Locomotive Rod Job

Prize Winning Papers of the Rod Job

Competition Which Closed May First

I
Several contributions were received in the rod job com-

petition. That receiving the first prize is given below. The
others will be published in future issues.—Editor.]

ORGANIZATION AND METHODS FOR HANDLING
RODS

BY ERNEST A. MILLER

The following is an outline of the manner in which the

locomotive main and side rods may be handled economically

and with despatch. The organization and plan of the

machine tools is adapted for handling from oO to 40 sets

of rods of the average locomotive per month.

ROD G.^N'C ORGANIZATION

The chart shown in Fig. 1 outlines the organization of

the rod gang. In a gang of this size the foreman should

fissisfanf Foreman
or

Inspector

^ Bench
Mach'in/sh

3 Helpers

3 Machine
Tool Hand&

Stveeper

Fig. 1—Organization Ciiart for tile Rod Gang

have an assistant foreman or ins])ector wlio sliould be a

capable man. The six bench machinists should have three

helpers, one to assist two men. The lielpers remove rods from
engines, clean them and deliver them to trestles at the ma-
chinist's bench for inspection and repairs. They obtain the

material from the stock-room to repair the rods, take care

of the crank pin and knuckle pin nuts and washers which
have been removed with the rods, and do all the moving
of the rods to and from the smith shop, machines and
trestles and assist the machinists generally.

The six machini.sts should take care of both side and
main rods of five to seven locomotives a month per man.
Each man should take his turn as an engine comes into the

shop, and he is held responsible for all repairs to both the

main and side rods on that particular locomotive.

The chart also shows nine machine men, a majority of

whom are first class machinists or machine hands. These-

men handle all the machine tool work to be done on the

rods. Their duties are outlined according to the machines
on which they work.

LAYOUT OF SHOP FOR ROD WORK

The arrangement of machine tools and benches is shown
in Fig. 2. At the top and on the right is shown a bench,

for the helpers in which they store their oil, waste,

wrenches, etc. Next is a bench for the six rod machinists.

This bench has a chipping screen in the center 3 ft. high,

and it extends the entire length of the bench. Each man-
has a pair of trestles at his bench to hold several pairs of

main rods on which he may be working and as the main-

rods are seldom taken off these trestles after being once put
on them there is no necessity for a crane. By using the

wagon shown in Fig. 3 they can be hauled to the trestle,

lifted one end at a time and slid onto it. The machine-

u Bench for &
^...^^/ngScreen ^ Machinisfs

J^j7has//es

~t^ He/pars
Cvpboand

f-
n n [zz]

Shaper Small Yerfkol Verflcal Slab
Grinder Milling Drill Milling -

^3ef of IV^^'If.
^'^-^^ rhchine Shfier

Connecfed {Small}

.Side Rods

Q q
Pneumafic
Press.

the.
I I

Lathe

Hod Ires ties

Horironfal
Boring
Machine

Fig. 2—Arrangement of Tools and Benches for the Rod Job

tools are located conveniently to the rod-men's benches. The
work done on these machines is as follows:

Large Lathe (20 in. to IS in.).—On this lathe all the

brass bushings are rough bored and faced for stock, and
when they are to be applied they are bored to fit the rods
and faced to the proper w-idth. All pin brasses are also-

bored and the back end main brasses are faced.

Drill Press.—This machine is used for drilling pin holes

in all bolts, crosshead pins, knuckle joint pins and the oil'.
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holes in the side rods and knuckle joint bushings. It is also

used for drilling holes in tlie new main rods and the new
side rod jaws preparatory to slotting.

Small Lathe (14 in. to 18 in.).—All knuckle joint pins

and bushings are turned and bored on this machine.

Shaper.—.\\\ brasses, keys, wedges and blocks are handled

on this machine.

Slotter.—The slotter is used for slotting the jaws and
for outlining around the ends of the side and main rods.

Milling Machine, {small, vertical.).—This machine is

used for milling keyways for set screws in keys or wedges,

Jjg Argle. 4O lonff
1
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apart and stenciled right or left and the engine number is

stamped on the outside side of the brass. They are then

bored in the lathe, the clamp shown in Fig. 6 being used
for holding the two halves together. A pair of parallel

strips is placed between the brasses and face plate of the

lathe and a pipe center in tail stock is run up. against the

brasses holding them in place until they are clamped. They
are also faced to the proper thickness on this machine.

The rod man then fits the brasses on the pin and files

the top and bottom of the bore, where halves meet, for

clearance, so they will not pinch when bolts are tightened.

A V is cut in each half at the top for the grease to pass

Machine U-/i J^ -dl' ^
Table

"^ >(<-<„- ^H [< ai- »i

Fly. 7

—

Jig for Holding the Brass for (Vlilling tiie Grease Grooves

through to the pin from the grease cup. The inside corners

directly above the brass are also chipped away to within

'4 in. of each side of the brass to permit the grease to

spread out over the pin. Two grooves for retaining the

grease are milled with a special round nosed end mill toward

the corners, as that is the thickest part. Fig. 7 shows the

jig for holding the brass while tliis is being done. After

filing off any burrs, the back end brasses are ready for ap-

plication to the rods.

Fitting Nc'd: Frotit End Brasses.—The new front end

brasses are held in stock with the two halves sweated together

in a manner similar to the back end brasses. They are

machined on the shaper before being placed in stock. When
they are to be used they are laid out and the corners

rounded, roughly on an emery wheel. They are then filed

to a fit. The back half is fitted first, as it has two small

flanges which fit over the wedge block. Fig 8 shows a jig

for boring the brasses. It is clamped to the face plate of

lathe, parallel strips being used to provide a clearance for

cutting tool. The brasses are inserted and held in position

by the two set screws and wedge.

Any size of brasses can be bored with this jig, and they

can be set up without removing the jig from its jjosition.

The one key has a lip on it to prevent it from dropping

from the jig. A V is cut in each half and about 3/32 in.

is chipped from each adjoining edge so that as they wear

they can be keyed up without striking each other. A cupped
washer is used on the front end key to provide a clearance

for the body of the key as it is drawn in as the brasses wear.

This cup also serves to hold the thin liners placed between

the key and the block, the tapered end being bent over and

under the cup. It is recommended, however, that all front

end liners be riveted to the key as otherwise they may get

lost and cause trouble.

The striking points of the piston should be taken and
marked on the guide. The travel of the crosshead is made
to come within these points by the adjustment of liners in

either the back or front end brasses of the main rod.

>r.'lKING NEW M.-\IN RiiDS

It is easier and cheaper to make new main rods two or

more at a time. The sides of both the front and back ends

are planed or milled. They are then laid out, drilled.

slotted and the long central part milled and fluted. After

tlie sides of the front and back ends are milled the rods

can be laid out while on the same milling machine and the

body milled and fluted before they are removed from this

machine. This will save handling. The rod then goes to

the drill press, where holes in the comers of the opening for

the front end brasses are drilled at both the front and back

ends. The rods are then taken to a slotter and slotted out

two at a time. After the back end is slotted out, two holes

are drilled both at the top and bottom, and cut out for

the wedge bolt and wedge. The large back end blocks can
be made cheaper by planing up long slabs, planing the

kcyway in them and then sawing them off to the proper

length on a cold cut saw or a slotter.

The front end main rod key blocks can also be started in

a similar manner and after being cut off, they are finished

in pairs on the shaper.

Set screws with a thin head for clearance, are required

for both the front and Ijack ends. They should be turned

down at the end so that they may be removed easily and
they should be hardened.

The next operation is turning the oil cup and drilling

the oil hole on the front end and the grease cup at the back
end. A hollow end mill is used for this work. The back
end grease cup is tapped out and the screw plunger with a

nut for tightening is applied. Two stiff brass wires 3/32
in. in diameter are inserted and riveted into the cup at the

front end. Under these a small quantity of hair is tightly

inserted to hold the oil and prevent dirt working into the

bearing.

The wedges should be milled on Ijoth sides for the set

screws, so they can be used on the right or left side of the

Fig. 8—Jig for Holding the Front End Main Brass for Boring

engine. They can be milled by setting up two at one time

with the tapered faces together. This will bring the sur-

face to be milled parallel witli the bed of the machine. This
also applies to the front end keys wliich should be milled
on both sides for set screws so they can be used right or

left. The half round side of the back end wedge bolts

and front end keys is machined by means of a radius at-

tachment on a shaper.

REP.AJOIING SIDE RODS

The plugs and bushings are removed from the side rods
as soon as they are removed from the locomotive and the

side rods are cleaned and inspected. Those parts of the
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rods at which the cracks are most likely to occur are e.\-

amined with a magnifying glass. The bushed holes are

examined for roundness and if worn too mucli out of round
the\' are rebored, or if they liave been rebored to the limit

a new end is welded on.

The jaws and stub ends, wliich become more or less

worn, arc filed true. Tlie rods are connected up for aline-

ment test and any resetting is done in the smith shop. The
jaws are reamed for the knuckle joint pins and the holes

for the knuckle joint bushings are trued up by reboring if

necessary-. New knuckle joint pins and busliings which
are kept in stock ready to be fitted, are finished for the rods

and casehardcned over night. The bronze bu.shings which
are kept in stock, rough bored with one side faced and the

bore rounded for the crank pin fillet, are then put on an
expanding mandrel and faced to the proper thickness and
turned to fit the rod, one side being slightly relieved to start

it in the rod.

The Ijushings are then pressed in the rods with an air

press, white lead or oil being used on the bushing. Be-

fore pressing any bushings in, especially brass bushings,

any burrs that are in the hole should be filed off as they

will cut the bushing so it will become loose in a short time.

The knuckle joint pins are ground to properly fit the steel

bushings. The rods are then laid on some small Mocks
and connected to each other, the knuckle joint pins being

driven in tight. Short pieces of wood are inserted in tlie

pin holes on which the center of the holes are located. Tlie

rods are then trammed for length. If none of the centers

are over yg, in. out, scribe a circle on the bushing accord-

ingly and center punch it for locating central when lioring.

If they are over js in. out of center, scrilje a circle from

/v/ ;b 5plndle of
Boring Machine
or ofBoringBar

or2 "^ool

Fig. 9—Tool for Boring Side Rods

the true center of ihe bushing, center punch it and have

the rod lengthened or shortened as the case may require.

The bushings are bored on a two spindle rod boring

machine. Wliile one is being bored the operator can be

getting the other started. It is this man's duty to caliper

the pins and bore the bushings accordingly. Almost any

good sized vertical drill press can be fitted up for doing

this work, but in a large sliop the two spindle rod boring

machine would pay for itself by increasing the output.

The oil and grease grooves are then chipped and all burrs

are removed. The fillet of the liushing is then carefully

filed. The plugs which hold the bushings in place are

screwed in and the grease cups are fitted and their operation

inspected. The rocls are then taken to the locomotive and

applied. Generally the left crank pin is one-quarter tu'n

ahead of the right, in which case it is placed on toj) quurte-

which would make the riglit side on the back center. It

would be practically impossible to get the rods on the right

side if the left ones were put on first, as to move a pin ' s

in. forward or back on the right side would cause possibly

a '.^ in. movement of the pin of that wheel on the left side

and that would throw that side too far out. In this case

the right side should be put on first and tlien tlie left can
be put on.

Tlic helper should look out for the crank and knuckle pin

washers, nuts and taper pins. The mechanic in charge of

the job should see that there is a scant 1/16 in. side play

and he should ;ilso screw down the grease cups until grease

-4 Cupped •Sef'ScrefS
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Milling Machines In Railroad Shops
Classes of Work for Which They are Fitted. Cutters

of Proper Design is an Important Consideration

BY HARVEY DE WITT WOLCOMB

THE great variety of work done in a railroad machine
shop demands an equipment that will not only be

adapted to turn out jobs economically, but also to

handle many different forms of work on one machine.

It has been proven that it is really a saving in some in-

stances to make castings with plenty of stock so as to be
finished for different shapes of work, thus putting it up to

the machine department to remove the surplus stock both

quickly and economically. One large manufacturing con-

cern has discontinued the careful making of patterns for iron

castings, and simply casts a rough piece somewhere near

tlie required shape so that the machine department can pro-

duce a finished piece. With the use of the planer or shaper,

this surplus stock means more cuts, which in turn means
added time for finishing, but with the milling machine the

amount of finish has very little bearing on the time taken

to turn out a job.

In locomotive re]iair work, such as machining side and
main rods, guides, or other parts which recjuire a neat finish,

it was the policy to plane and then draw file, but this has

been eliminated by having the work done on the milling ma-
cliine which gives a neat and accurate finish. Comiiaring

the time taken to do the work, it has been found that the

milling machine does a job much quicker and leaves the work
perfectly smooth so that no hand work is required to remove
rough edges. Panelling side rods is one of the jobs in which
the milling machine has been questioned as to its true

economy. Some roads claim it is more economical to recess

the rod at each end and then plane out the stock in the center

on a standard planer; however, when all things are con-

sidered, such as time to re-set. handle from one machine to

the other, cost and upkeep of machine tools, it will be found
that the milling machine is by far the better machine.

In describing the range of jobs that can be successfully

handled on tlie milling machine, it may safely be said that

it will "do everything but talk." While the milling ma-
chine is used more for removing material on straight pieces,

or where curves are required, there are many jobs now
handled on a lathe that could be done to better advantage

on a milling machine. In automobile construction it has

been demonstrated that it is more economical to revolve a

piece of w'ork once, having the material removed b)' a revolv-

ing milling cutter, than to have the same job handled in a

lathe where there is only one cutting tool. Criticism of the

theory of the milling machine may be more or less a matter

of opinion, but based on actual results and backed up by

the evidence of actual production, there can be no doubt as

to what this type of machine will do.

Such jobs as machining crosshead gil^s, shoes and wedges
and other plain pieces of work, can be done to good ad-

vantage on the slab miller. A recent job assigned to this type

of machine is the re-planing of guides, for in this case it has

lx"en found that the milling machine will machine the bear-

ing side and both edges at one operation, and when com-
pleted will leave a finish far better than can be given

with a planer.

The vertical miller is of course used for machining side

rod ends, motion work hangers and other parts, and may
be used to a good advantage to handle heav)- jobs that are

now done on a drill press. One job in particular is the mill-

ing of the dry pipe flue sheet joint on the front flue sheet.

a job which has, as a rule, been handled on a boring mill

or large drill press. To do this job on the vertical miller,

it is first necessary to cut the joint to about the required

shape with a regular boring tool and then finish with a large

form cutter, sometimes called a "sun flower" reamer.

Such jobs as milling keyways in piston rods, rods, and

valve rods has for some time been .handled on the milling

machine and has proved to be quicker and less expensive

than the old method of chipping out by hand after being

drilled.

C.iSEHAKDENED CUTTERS RECOMMEXDED

The making of and upkeep of milling tools is the one

question where there can be any argument as to the economy
effected with the use of this type of machine. Some shops

claim that it is more economical to make high speed steel

cutters, while others use the inserted tooth construction, and
still others use a soft grade of steel and caseharden the tool.

Of the three methods, the inserted tooth cutter and the soft

steel casehardened tools are by far the better and give ex-

cellent service. Under the present conditions when it is im-

perative to conserve every piece of high speed tool steel, there

should be no solid high speed tool steel cutters made, for

even if the tool room mechanics are experts, man\' times a

costlx- tool will last only a short time.

In making bolt cutter dies, it has been found that the high

speed tool steel cutter is not a success, for it is almost im-

possible to get a perfect temper at the cutting edges, and this

same argument holds good with solid milling machine cut-

ters. .\s milling cutters wear rapidly, they should be made
of as soft material as possible so as to be machined quickly

in quantities and at a low cost; by using a soft material it

becomes necessary to harden in some other manner than by
drawing tlie temper. The best results for tools of this kind
are obtained b}' the casehardening process which gives a hard
tool and one that can be reground a few times before it be-

comes necessary to anneal and re-cut.

Many operators make the mistake of trying to operate the

cutters at too fast a speed. A casehardened tool is very hard
liut will not stand high heat, and good results can be ob-
tained by decreasing the speed and increasing the amount of

feed. Every tool room has a pet theory as to the best man-
ner of making tools and the kind of material that should
enter into their construction but if the forces in charge of

the tool room will experiment with casehardened tools made
from scrap locomotive tires, they will find that it is possible

to get splendid results.

One of the past serious drawbacks to the claims of the

milling machine has been the cost of tools. It may be found
that the tool room force is making tools at too great a cost

to show economy in the operation of the milling machine.
If such conditions are gone into thoroughly and ideas are

developed to turn out cheaply tools that will stand up. the

true worth of this machine will be proven. One trouble has
been that the tool room foreman has been making tools from
the tool room viewpoint, i. e., with no regard to the cost in

comparison to the amount of work that will be performed.
The average tool room force will object to the casehardened
tool on account of the attention it requires, but when the cost

is figured up in comparison with the amount of work turned
out, it will be found that this type of tool is \er\ successful.

There are man\- good standard types of inserted tooth

milling cutters but no matter where you go, you will ;':nd the
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tool room foreiuan trying to get up or re-design a milling

cutter. Rather than to e.xperiment thus, it is suggested that

a certain t_\pe of cutter be adopted and made standard and

then the tool room force exert its energies towards decreasing

the cost of manufacture. The type of tool and the service

rendered enter very much into the cost factors of turning

out work on a milling machine; therefore this one item can-

not be given too much attention.

The iast point in favor of the milling machine is the claim

of its accuracy, for milling tools can be set to gages so that

the finished jobs will have exactly the same dimensions.

For instance, it shoes and wedges are machined on a planer,

the operator may make them a little full or a little scant of

the desired sizes but with the milling machine with the in-

serted tooth cutters which are all ground to the same gage

the work can lie more accurately finished. Under the present

conditions of rushing work tlirough the shop, the machine

hand does not always use care in taking his final cut so that

jobs do not fit perfectly; with the milling machine, however,

everv job can be alike. As an e-\ample of this, a certain

machine builder mills a hexagon fitted handle shaft so close

that the handle easily slides on the shaft yet the vibrations

of the machine will not jar the handle off. Try this job on

a shaper or planer and see how easy it is!

While there are some jobs that cannot be handled to ad-

vantage on the milling machine, it is a fact that if a shop

equipment was made up of the same number of milling ma-

chines as there are planers and shapers, the shop would

be able to show a very largely increased output. Shop con-

ditions will of course determine to some extent what tool is

best suited for the local work, but with a batter)' of millers

there will lie very few jobs that cannot be handled to good

advantage.

GAGES FOR DETERMINING THE LIFT OF
AIR PUMP INLET AND DISCHARGE

VALVES
BY H. S. WALDRON

The set of gages shown in the drawings is very useful to

the air pump repair man in determining the lift of the air

inlet and discharge valves of locomotive air pumps.

Fig. 1 shows the gages which are used at the lower valves.

With the valve cage removed from the pump and the valve

in place, the lieight of the valve from the face of the cylinder

casting is determined by placing the legs of the valve gage

upon the shoulder under the head of the cage and then run-

WELDING A CRACKED CYLINDER
BY JOSEPH SCHNEEBERGER

A Jlikado type locomotive with 28-in. cylinders recently

came into the shops with a crack through the steam port at

the front end of the cylinder. The crack extended about

half wa\- around the barrel of die cylinder over the top. This

was first repaired by chipping out the crack about 5/16 in.

and filling it with copper, well hammered in. The cylinder

was tested cold and showed no evidences of leaking, but when

the engine was fired up and placed in service, the crack

opened up again. To have patched this cylinder would have

cost at least 5250 and the following method of repairing the

cylinder without the use of a patch was resorted to. The

work did not cost over five dollars and did not hold the en-

gine out of service.

A row of 1.3/32-in. holes, two inches apart, was drilled on

each side of the crack and tapped out with ^-in. standard

threads. Machine bolts 3-^ in. in diameter fitting snugly in

the holes were screwed in tight and the projecting ends burned

off with oxy-acetylene at a point J4 in- above the surface of

the cxlinder casting. These projecting ends were then pol-

ished with a file and emery cloth. A strip of metal was then

built up with the electric welder across the crack from the

end of each bolt to the end of the opposite bolt in the other

row. Longitudinal bands of metal were thus built up at

intervals of two inches, the shrinkage as the welding pro-

ceeded, tightl>- drawing the casting together against the cop-

per, which still remained in the crack. When the welding

was completed it was found that the shrinkage had slightly

warped the cylinder head joint. This was faced off with a

boring bar and the engine placed in ser\'ice. It has now
been running for some time without any evidence of a leak.

At the present time several cylinders are tjeing repaired

by this method. One was cracked all the way down the

back from the smoke arch to the exhaust port. This job has

been completed and no evidence of any leak can be seen.

i^a/i^e Oage. Sfop Gage.

Fig. 1—Gages for Determining the Lift of Lower Inlet and Dis-

charge Valves

ning the adjusting screw down until it touches the top of the

valve. The height of the valve stop from the face of the

cylinder casting is then obtained by placing the body of the

stop gage across the cage opening in the cylinder and running

out the adjusting screw until the end touches the stop. With
the two gages set together, the distance between the ends of

the two adjusting screws will exactly equal the lift of the

valve. If a new valve is to be applied the valve gage should

be set to the stop gage, allowance being made for the desired

amount of lift, and the valve ground off until the legs of tlie

valve gage just touch the shoulder under the head of the cage

when the valve is on its seat.

In Fig. 2 are shown the gages for the upper valves. In
this case the vahe gage is set by placing the body across the

opening in the air cylinder casting and running out tlie ad-
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Fig. 2—Gages for Determining the Lift of the Upper Valves

justing screw until the end just touches the top of the valve,

the latter being in place on its seat. The heiglit of the stop

is obtained by placing the legs of the stoj) gage against the

shoulder under the head of the valve cap, the adjusting screw
being set to touch the face of the stop on the inside of the

cap. By placing the two gages together the lift of the valve
is plainly indicated by the distance between the ends of the

adjusting screws. In fitting new valves to provide the de-
sired lift, the valve gage is set to the stop gage, allowance
being made for the lift of the valve. The valve is then
ground off until the body of the gage rests upon the face of
tlie cylinder casting with the end of the adjusting screw just
touching the top of the valve.



Locomotive Feed Water Heating*
How the Wasted Heat from Locomotives May Be
Utilized in Preheating the Feed Water Economically

THE purpose of this report is to point out the benefits to

be derived from the employment of preheat, to make
known its source and the avenues of approach to the

desired end, with illustrations of recent developments and
practical results. As superheating is the final stage prior to

the distribution of the product of the boiler, so is the preheat-

ing of feed water the initial stage closely approaching, if not

equal to, the effective value of superheat, yet detracting in

no wise from it. Preheat is now perhaps the one funda-

mental source of economy practically untouched in American

locomotive practice, yet universally employed as an essential

for stationary and marine boiler operation.

The economy, expressed in percentage of fuel saving, to

be derived from preheated as compared to non-preheated feed

water is in direct ratio as the temperature difference of the

water before and after heating is to the difference between

the total heat of the saturated steam at a given pressure and

the final temperature of the preheated feed water. This

may be expressed in the formula

lOfl (t—t,i

s =
H 4- 32— t,

S = The percentage of paving from preheat,

t =: The temperature in degrees F. after preheating,

ti — The temperature of the feed water before heating.

H = The total B. t. u. above 32° F. of saturated steam at the given pressure.

To obtain the maximum theoretical saving from preheat-

ing, the water must be brought up to the temperature of the

saturated steam. With t less than the temperature of the

saturated steam, and both t and t^ constant, the percentage

of saving varies inversely with the boiler pressure, in-

creasing as the temperature difference between steam and

water decreases. Hence it follows that with other condi-

tions remaining constant, the higher the initial temperature,

the greater is the percentage of economy per degree rise of

preheat. The theoretical fuel saving from preheating is

shown in Fig. 1.

PREHEAT --is REL.4TING TO LOCOMOTIVE OPERATION

From an operating standpoint, feed water heating is a

pre-requisite to the best perfonnance and maximum loco-

motive efficiency. The introduction of comparatively cold

water into the locomotive boiler reduces the effectiveness of

the entire machine appreciably, especially on heavy grades,

where almost invariably a drop in pressure results, often at

a crucial moment when every pound the boiler can produce

is needed. The utilization of preheat permits a freer steam-

ing boiler, confidence is instilled into the fireman and a

better "job of firing'' is obtained, with consequent increase

in locomotive capacity.

• An abstract of a committee report of the International Railway Fuel

Association presented at its 1917 convention.

It is evident that the earnings of a railroad are vitally

affected by the efficiency of the motive power unit in reducing

the cost of operating expenses and increasing the net operat-

ing revenues. Fig. 2 illustrates graphically the saving in

dollars per annum per locomotive, at different rates of fuel

consumption and varied cost of fuel per ton on engine tanks,

in the use of preheated feed water.

BOILER MAINTENANCE

One of the most favorable aspects of preheating is its

eft'ect upon boiler maintenance, although it would be difficult

to establish any definite relation existing between higher feed

water temperatures and the decreased cost of maintaining

boilers. The effect of preheating is to lessen the difference

between the temperature of feed water injected and the

temperature of saturated steam evaporated. A more uniform

temperature throughout the boiler, resulting from feed water

heating, will effect a greater reduction in strains upon the

boiler than a considerable reduction in boiler pressure.

HEAT BALANCE

That a clear understanding of tlie principles underlying

the construction and operation of feed water heaters may be

had, it is advisable to review, in some degree, the subject

of heat and its source and distribution in a steam locomotive.

The unit for measuring heat is a British thermal unit

(B. t. u.). A B. t. u. is defined as 1-180 of the amount of

heat required to raise the temperature of one pound of pure

water from 32 deg. to 212 deg. F.

A poimd of locomotive coal usually contains between

10,000 and 14,000 B. t. u. The distribution of this heat

after it is liberated from the coal varies widely under differ-

ent conditions. There is, consequently, a broad range of

proportions of heat distribution from which to select an
example for discussion.

Choosing one which will fairly represent attainable ever\'-

day practice on a properly proportioned locomotive of fairly

large size and equipped with a superheater and brick arch.

we find that 14,000 B. t. u. in each pound of coal could

be distributed about as follows:

Lost to ash pan in unconsunied coal and heat in ashes 2S0 B. t. u.

Absorbed by firebox heating surface. 3,780 B. t. u.

.Absorbed through boiler tubes 5.S10 B. t. u.

Total to water 9,590 B. t. u.

.^bsorbed by steam in superheating 1,050 B. t. u.

Total in steam 10,6J0 B. t. u.

1 ost out of stack in hot gases, cinders, water
vapor from moisture in coal and in incom-
plete combustion of ga^cs 3.0SO B. t. u.

Tot.il H.OOO B. t. u.

It is seen that 10,640 B. t. u. or 76 per cent of the total

goes into the steam. This is the boiler efficiencv. It will
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viiry from less than 40 per cent to as high as 80 per cent in

a reasonably clean boiler. Within the range of ordinary

locomotive operation higher efficiencies accompany- the lower

rates of coal consumption per hour.

Investigating the distriljution of this heat further, it will

be found that the B. t. u. in the steam may be split up as

follows

:

To the drawbar to pull trains 9S0 B. t. u.

t.'sed in friction of t!ie locomotive 140 B. t. u.

Hadiated front the whole locomotive (this includes radiation
from the fuel bed) 420 B. t. u.

Used by the air pump (assumed) 840 B. t. u,

Disch,-irgcd up the stack in the exhaust steam 8,260 B. t. u.

10,640 B. t. u.

From these two tables it will be seen that ll.JIO B. t. u.

of the 14,000 B. t. u. in the coal, or 81 per cent, may go

up the stack in fonn of hot gases, cinders, etc.. and in the

e.xhaust steam.

SOURCES OF PREHEAT

From the foregoing it is readily seen that the source ot

preheat is e.xhaust steam and waste gases, the potential

energy of which must be utilized, at least in part, for pre-

heating if useful work is to be oljtained therefrom.

Exhaust Steam.—In e.xhaust steam there seems to be the

greatest waste. Most of it, however, is unavoidable, a large

part of the e.xhaust being essential to produce the draft re-

quired for rapid rate of combustion in the firebox.

Consider first what happens when heat is applied to

water. For example, take a boiler under a pressure of 200
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Fig. 1—Percentage of Fuel Saving by Feed Water Heating

lb., and feed water at 60 deg. temperature. The first effect

is to raise the temperature of the water from 60 deg. to 388

deg., which is the boiling point of water under 200 lb.

pressure. For a pound of water this will require, roughly,

388—60 or 328 B. t. u. (accurately, 333.4 B. t. u.). It is

now at the boiling point, but none of it has actually Ijeen

changed into steam. Continue the addition of heat, and it

will gradually evaporate into steam, and when 837.9 B. t. u.

have been added the original pound of water is all steam,

but still remains at 388 deg. temperature. The heat that

has been added without changing the temperature is called

the "latent heat." and is really transformed in the work of

the physical change in the structure from a liquid to a gas.

If the heat !~ continued after all the water is evaporated.

the thermometer will again show the effect and the steam

becomes superheated. The addition of approximately 111 B.

t. u. will raise the temperature of the steam from 388 deg.

to 588 deg., or a superheat of 200 deg. F.

For a pound of superheated steam under 200 pounds
pressure and at a temperature of 588 deg. there is required

about 1,282 B. t. u. if the feed water is 60 deg. temperature.

Of tliis 837.9 B. t. u., or over 65 per cent, is the latent

heat and simply keeps it in the form of steam. Therefore if

steam is to be exhausted and not water from the cylinders

all of this latent heat must be discharged, as well as the

heat it took to raise the temperature of the water from 60
deg. to the boiling point at the exhaust pressure, amounting

to over 88 per cent of the heat that goes to the cylinder.

COST Of CO^

Fig. 2—Amount of Money to Be Saved Yearly by
Feed Water Heating

There must necessarily be some Ijack pressure, and the higher
it is the greater will be this percentage.

This latent heat, however, will all be given up if the

steam is condensed back into water, and it is from this

source that an exhaust steam feed water heater makes its

saving. Thus with 60 deg. feed water and 10 lb. back
pressure it is possible to use but about 16 per cent of the ex-

haust for feed water heating. The remainder must still be
wasted until some hitherto untried method is conceived lo

use it.

Experiments have shown that the abstracting of 16 per

cent of the exhaust does not in most cases require a reduction

in the size of the nozzle to get the same vacuum in the front

end and the same draft of the fire.

Table I gives in more detail the distribution of the heat

in a normal locomotive. The first column gives the distri-

bution where no feed water heater is used and the second

column shows the distribution where an exhaust steam feed

water heater is used. The coal is assumed to have a heat

value of 13,808 B. t. u. per lb. of coal.

Fig. 3 illustrates graphically the effect of applying an
exhaust feed water heater to a locomotive. It will be noted

that the figures showing the B. t. u.s and percentages are

the same as shown in the second column of Table I. The
feed water heater is assumed to be abstracting 14 per cent

of the heat in the exhaust steam. In Ijoth cases the same
locomotive is considered and exactly the same amount of

steam at tlie same pressure and superheat is supplied to the

cylinders, and the same quantity of heat is used for work at

the draw bar; likewise the same amount is discharged from

the c)linders; yet on the locomotive equijiped with the pre-

heater only 60 lb. of coal per square foot of grate area is

consumed as compared to 70 II). where no heater is used,

supplying 60,000,000 B. t. u. from the coal instead of 69,-

041.000. a net saving of about 15 per cent.

It will \>c noted in this talile that some ctianges have been
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made in the proportions of the heat going to different points

as shown in the second column, and that the proportion of

the total heat in the coal that reappears as heat in the steam
is different. This is true in actual practice, as has been
shown many times by tests. It simply is an illustration of

the fact that the lower rates of combustion on the grate are

accompanied b}- a higher boiler efficiency, which condition

has been mentioned previously.

It will be noted in Fig. o that a part of the heat coming
from the feed water heater is shown as being wasted, and
marked as the heat required for pumping. In this case it

is considered that the steam going to the feed pump is ex-

hausted to tlie atmosphere and lost. Actually, however, the

e.xhaust from the feed jjump is generally carried into the

e.xhaust steam heater and condensed, a part of its heat being

recovered.

Smoke Box Gases.—Irrespective of the use we may put
e.\haust steam to, we must still contend with smoke box waste.

When the great volume of hot gas passing through the front

Table I.

Feed water Heater? No Yes
Rate of firing (lb. per br.) 5,000 4,320
Coal tired per sq. ft. of grate area (lb.) 70 60
Total heat available (B. t. u.) 69,041,000 60,000,000
Percentage of total heat to firebo.\ heating surface.. 27 27
Percentage of total heat to boiler tubes 64.5 63.5
Percentage of total heat lost to ash pan 2 2
Percentage of total heat to superheater 6.5 7.5
Heat in steam evaporated by firebox (B. t. u.) 18,641,000 16,200.000
Heat in steam evaporated by lubes (B. t. u.J 27.259,000 24,900,000
Heat in saturated steam going to superheater

( B. t. u.) 45,900,000 45,900,000
Heat in steam lost through radiation and air pumps

(B. t. u.) 5,400,000 5,400.000
Heat added to steam by superheater (B. t. u.) 4,500,000 4,500,000
Heat in steam fed to cylinders (B. t. u.) 45.000,000 45.000.000
Heat used in work at draw bar (B. t. u.) 4,700,000 4,700,000
Heat lost in friction of locomotive (B. t. u.) 600.000 600,000
Heat in steam exhausted from cylinder (B. t. u.) . . 39.700.000 39,700.000
Heat in steam exhausted from stack (B. ti. u.) . . .

.

39,700,000 34,200.000
Heat reclaimed from cylinder e.xhaust by feed water

heater (B. t. u.) 5,600,000
Heat used to operate feed pump (B. t. u.) 800,000
Heat lost in sparks and gases (B. t. u.) 17,260,000 13,200,000

end of a locomotive is considered, the possibilities of preheat
from this source are apparent.

In ordinary practice the front end temperature is approxi-
matel}- 600 or 700 deg. F., while the temperature of the water
in the boiler at 200 lb. pressure is 388 deg., and when the
engine is working, the weight of heated gases may average
two and a half to three times that of the water evaporated.

Tlie heat transfer rate from hot gas to water is lower than
that from exhaust steam to water per square foot of heating
surface, likewise the heat per pound of gas is less than that

of the exhaust, hence much greater heating surface is re-

quired per degree rise in temperature in a gas heater than
in an exhaust heater. It is impracticable to design either a

smoke box or exhaust heater to preheat water from the tank
to Ijoiler temperature, but ample space is afforded in the
front end of the modern locomotive, in addition to the

space required for superheater units, to build a gas heater of

sufficient heating surface to obtain a high degree of preheat,

feeding by means of the injector, the preheat increasing

with the velocity and temperature of the gases.

As the final temperature of the feed water from the ex-

haust heater is limited to a point below that of the temper-
ature of the exhaust steam, the smoke box heater presents

greater possibilities when injector feeding is practiced, par-

ticularl}' when certain types of injectors are used which
deliver the water at a higher temperature than that of the

exhaust steam, from and above whicli point the smoke l>ox

heater ma\- earn- on the heating process up to the limits of

the heat transfer rate for that particular design of heater

and conditions of operation.

After utilizing all of the exhaust steam possible in pre-

heating, there is still a margin of 140 deg. to 180 deg. be-

tween the feed temperature and that of the water in the

boiler; and to bring these temperatures closer together we
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have only the waste gases to fall back upon, hence with

initial temperatures lower than that of the exhaust steam

the advisability of using e.xliaust steam and smoke box

heater in connection is clearly evident.

The practical limit of prelieating feed water by means
of smoke box gases is that of the boiling point, which at 200

lb. pressure is o88 deg. F. If a front end heater is used

independently and not in combination with an exhaust steam
heater, assuming an initial feed water temperature of 160

deg., the feed water offers the possibility of absorbing 228
B. t. u. per pound. If we assume an evaporation of 7 lb.

of water per pound of coal, there will be offered an oppor-

tunity of absorbing, roughly, 1,596 B. t. u. per pound of

coal, or approximately 50 per cent of the heat of the gases

passing out through the stack. This requires a greater heat-

ing surface than is obtainable in the ordinary smoke box,

due to space limitations. It is apparent that the higher the

supplementan.- unit conforming to the baffle and table plate,

which are not removed. This unit consists of two headers

connected Ijy means of curved tubes, so arranged and con-

nected as to allow a circulation of water through the sup-

plementan,' header D into tubes G, into lieader E, thence

into the boiler. This modification increases the heating sur-

face and permits accessibility and easy cleaning of all parts.

In some respects this arrangement is simihir to that developed

by F. F. Gaines, superintendent of motive power. Central of

Georgia Railwax'. Smoke box heaters of this type are being

constructed for test by the committee, both for road service

and in the railway testing plant of the University of Illinois,

the results of which tests among others will be available for

pulilication in a subsequent report.

Auxiliary Heater—Type B.—An exliaust steam preheater

is contemplated as an auxiliary unit in connection with the

front end heater, as in a former series of heater tests,* this

A, B, D. £ and F are cast steel headers.
C and G are 2-in. steel tubes beaded and welded to the hea

H anil K connect with the branch pipe fi om tlie left injector.

M and X connect with the boiler check.

Fig. A—Srtioke Box Feed Water Heater

percentage of the available B. t. u. in the gases absorbed by

the preheater, the greater is the efficiency.

TYPES OF LOCOMOTINT TEED WATER HE.4TERS

Locomotive feed water heaters may be classified in three

types, with varied design and structural detail which will not

be dwelt upon in tliis report. These tj'pes are as follows

:

(a) Waste gas type.

(b) Exhaust steam or surface condenser t)'pe.

(c) Exhaust or open heater type.

Smoke Box Heaters—Type A.—A smoke box gas heater

was developed for the purpose of experiment by this Asso-

ciation in connection with tlie discussion of this suljject at

the 1914 meeting.* It is essentially a water line smoke box

and diaphragm. A modification of this type heater is being

developed as shown in Fig. 4, the shell and flat plates of the

diaphragm being supplanted by a series or system of tubes

terminating in the manifold headers contained within the

smoke liox, providing a continuous circuit from header to

header in a circumferential direction around the inside of

the smoke box. This section of the heater is connected to a

• faper by Munro B, Lanier—1914 Proceedings.

unit being illustrated in Fig, 5, and is designed for appli-

cation to the boiler feed line between the injector or pump
and the smoke box lieater, placed under the running board on
either side or both. The water to be heated is admitted into

compartment 2 of header .4. Exhaust steam from the ex-

liaust passages of the cylinder and from the air or feed pump
is admitted at openings o and 4, passing around the tubes.

Exhaust Steam Heater—Type B.—Of Type B one of the

most efficient exhaust steam heaters is illustrated in Fig. 6.

This is an independent unit, fed by a pump of special design.

This construction is known as a spirally corrugated film

type heater. It consists of two spirally corrugated copper

tulies, one placed w'ithin the other, so as to leave a space

3/16-in. wide between the two tubes. The water to be heated

passes between the tubes in the form of a thin film, and the

exliaust steam that is being condensed reaches the outer

surface of the outer tube and the inner surface of the inner

tube, thus placing the film between the two heating surfaces.

A new type of heater is being developed along these lines

by the same engineers, which will permit the condensing of

the same quantity of steam with less frictional resistance

through the heater.
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Open Heaters—Type C.—Open heaters with direct con-

densation of the steam into the water is proljably the first

development of the system of preheating. Direct condensa-

tion may be handled in two ways: First by an exhaust

steam injector, which not only acts as a heater but also pumps

the water; and second, by injection of the steam into the

water in a heater, and then pumping it into the boiler. The
most common practice is to discharge the exhaust from the

pump into the tank, where a maximum temperature of 104

deg. F. may be limited by a thermostatic valve.

AGITATION AND CONVECTION

Velocity of water flow is a material factor in preheating.

Very extensive experiments that have been made with dif-

ferent forms of apparatus have proved that the heat transfer

through a metal tulje from steam to water varies with the

Fig. 5—Exhaust Steam Heater—Type B

amount of agitation of the water within the tube, particularly

the scouring action of the water against the tulje. In other

words, there seems to be no difficulty in getting the heat

through the metal, and the problem is to get it into the water.

The faster each particle of water is brought into close con-

tact with the tube and taken away again to give room for the

ne.xt particle, the faster will be the heat transfer through each

unit area of the tube.

HEAT TRANSFER

The heat transfer rate from smoke box gases to water

seems to follow the same general laws as govern the transfer

from the gases in boiler tubes to water.

AXIOMS OF PREHEATER CONSTRUCTION

Six principles for feed water heating of all types, most

of which have been confirmed by separate boards of engi-

Fig. 6—A Unit of An Exhaust Steam Heater

neers in France and England, cover the essential feature,?

very closely. These are as follows:

1. The apparatus should present simplicity of construc-

tion and facilitate examination, cleaning and overhauling.

2. The heater should take up as little room as possible,

and be of a minimum weight.

3. It should give continuous and certain supply of hot

water.

4. Feed water should be heated by steam or gas, other-

wise lost.

5. The steam used for heating should vary with the quan-

tity of water required by the Ijoiler.

6. Smoke box heaters should be placed within the path

of the hot gases, presenting the smallest gas passage section

practicable without detriment to draft.

BOILER FEEDING

It is advisable beyond question to use a water pumji in

connection with exhaust steam water heaters for the follow-

ing reasons, assuming that a satisfactory pump may be de-

veloped for the rough usage of locomotive practice: It has

been clearlv shown that the amount of waste heat that can

be abstracted from the exhaust is dependent entirely upon the

range over which the water can be heated. The upper point

of this range is fixed by the temperature of the exhaust steam,

which naturally cannot be exceeded, and therefore the inlet

temperature should l^e as low as possible in order to get

the widest range of temperature change and reclaim the

largest amount of waste heat that is feasible. The inlet

temperature cannot be below the temperature of the water

in the tank, but it should not be above this. Therefore it is

undesirable to raise the temperature by live steam, as would

be the case if an injector were used before it enters the

heater. For instance, take the case mentioned above, where

the injector raised the temperature of the feed water over

100 deg. by means of live steam—this would simply mean

the impossibility of abstracting over 100 B. t. u. from the

exhaust steam for each pound of feed water which could

otherwise be reclaimed. With hot gas preheaters this does

not apply, as the heat available from this source may be

absorbed in addition to that heat supplied through the in-

jector.

LOCOMOTIVE FEED Vl'ATER PUMPS

There are two kinds of pumps available for this service,

one being a modification of the old style cross-head pump,

which is simply a water cylinder, the piston of which is

operated by direct connection to the running gear of the loco-

motive. The other is an ordinary steam driven water pump,

of which there are a large numljer on the market.

U'estinghouse Vertical Water Pump.—A water pump has

been designed especially for locomotive use by the Westing-

house Air Brake Company. A steam cylinder of a 9}/2-in.

air pump is the propelling mechanism. Below this is the

water cylinder, which is tyi in. diameter and is capable

of handling up to 88,000 lb. of water an hour. On either

side of the water cylinder are large valve chambers, in which

the valves are located in removable plates in a very conve-

nient and accessible manner.

This pump is generally supported on the side of the boiler

in the same maner as an air pump, and its operation is con-

trolled by a simple type of throttle valve located in the cab.

The pump has shown itself to be very efficient and is capable

of handling over 50 lb. of water against a pressure of 240 lb.

for each pound of steam at a pressure of 165 lb.

There have been several attempts made to heat the water

before it goes to the pump. These attempts have been univer-

sally unsatisfactory, and it is very important for maximum
efficiency and reliable service that the pump handle cold

water only.

CONCLUSION

Preheat is a fundamental necessity, easily within our grasp,

which can no longer be overlooked. The failure of American

raihva)s to utilize preheat is an economic mistake which may

be expressed in terms of millions of dollars of lost earnings

to tliem.

The report is signed by: Munro B. Lanier, chairman;

Prof. E. C. Schmidt, G. M. Basford, A. B. Appier, L. G.

PUint. J. L. Hampson. O. C. Wright, and F. Kerby.

DISCUSSION

There have been numerous trials of feed water heaters

extending over a period of many years. Difficulties experi-

enced with the apparatus have always led to its abandon-

ment. The question of maintenance is therefore of extreme

importance and in designs which are now being tested this

feature has been given special consideration. In exhaust

steam heaters the speed at which the water travels gives a

high rate of heat transfer tiy reason of the scouring action

and is also effecti\-e in keeping the surfaces clean. The in-

troduction of feed water heating gives promise of further

increasing the thermal efficiency of the locomotive which has

been l^rought from 3 '2 to 8 per cent liy various improvements

in the last two decades.



IX
a previous article* there were given the results of tests

on the testing plant of the Pennsylvania Railroad at

Altoona, Pa., of a class E6s Atlantic type locomotive.

The present discussion is based on Testing Plant Bulletin

No. 28 (copyright, 1^15, by the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany) which deals with the tests of a class Lis locomotive.

For a long time the Consolidation (2-8-0) type was in

general use for freight service on the Pennsvlvania : but the

requirements of heavier freight trains made greater locomo-

tive capacity desirable, and as larger boiler capacity was
essential to obtain this, the Mikado (2-8-2) type was re-

sorted to. This locomotive was described in the Railway
Mechanical Engineer, July, 1914, page o4j. The same re-

fmeraent of design is present in this locomotive and in the

cla.ss K4s Pacific type, as exists in the class E6s Atlantics.

The Consolidation locomotives in general use on the Penn-
sylvania for the heaviest freight service up to the time that the

Mikado type was introduced were the H9s class. The follow-

ing table gives the principal data for the two classes, and the

results obtained in the test of the Mikado are compared
throughout with the results of similar tests of one of the

Consolidations. Both are simple engines and are ecjuipped

with superheaters and brick arches.

Using 80 per cent of the boiler pressure, the calculated

maximum tractive effort of the Mikado is 57,850 lb., and
the factor of adhesion is 4.08. The calculated drawbar pull

is equivalent to .S52.7 lb. drawbar pull fjer lb. of mean
effective pressure.

It is worthy of note that with an increase over the Consoli-

dation of 25.7 per cent in total weight, and of 25 per cent

in tractive effort (the maximum calculated tractive effort

of the Consolidation is 46,300 lb.), there is but 7.2 per cent

increase in the weight on drivers, showing that a good weight
distribution has been obtained.

The boiler of the Mikado is interchangeable with that of

the class K4s Pacific type locomotive, tests of which will

be dealt with in a later article. The proportions of the
Ijoiler were carefully considered and the fireljox portion
forms almost one-half the entire length, while the tubes,

which are of 2 '4 in. diameter, are but \9 ft. long, the ratio

of length to inside diameter being 114. .-^n internal pro-
jection exhaust nozzle, with an area equiv.ilcnt to a cir-

Mikado
Class Lis

weTglit in working order, total lb 320.700
Weight on drivers, workinR order, lb 240,200
Cylinders, diameter and stroke, in 27x30
Driving wheels, diameter, in 62
Heating surface, tubes (water sideX sq. ft. 3,715.7
Heating surface, 6rebox (including arch

tubes), sq. ft 301.5
Heating surface, superheater (tire side),

sq., ft 1,171.6
Heating surface, total (based on water side

of tubes), including superheater, sq. ft.. 5.18S.8
Heating surface, total (based on fire side of

tubes), including superheater, sq. ft 4.847.7
Grate area, sq. ft 70.0
Boiler pressure, lb. per sq. in 205
Valves 1 2 in. piston
Valve motion Walschaert
Firebox Wide. Eetoaire
Tubes, number and outside diameter 237— 2Vi in.

Superheater fines, number and outside di-

ameter 40—5V4 in.

Tubes and flues, length, in 226.51

Consolidation
Class H9s
-•? 1.050
.23.400
25 X 28

62
2,480.2

189.9

809.0

3.839.1

3.536.5
55.3

205
12 in. piston
Walschaert

Wide. Belpaire
265—2 in.

36—5M in.

180.19

'Railway Mechanical Ciifi'i .\pril, 1917, page 171.

cular nozzle 7 in. in diameter, is used with an inside ex-

tension .stack 5 ft. 10 in. long, tapering from 24 in. in

diameter inside at the top to 17 in. at the point where it bells

out at the bottom. The bottom of the stack is 15' j in. above
the top of the exhaust nozzle.

The tests were all run with a wide open throttle, the sjieeds

ranging from 7.2 to .51.1 miles an hour, with cut-offs from
20 to 80 jier cent of the stroke. The coal used was run of

mine, as used in freight service on the Pennsylvania, with

a heating value Ijetween 1.5,6(W and 14,.i00 B. t. u. per lb.

328
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An analysis of an average sample shows fixed carljon, 58.02

per cent; volatile matter, ,il.59 per cent: moisture UU per

cent, and ash 9.19 per cent, with sulphur, separately de-
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this ratio and the maximum evaporation per sq. ft. of total

heating surface have been plotted. The H9s-387 has a low

ma.ximum evaporation while the evaporation of the H9s-1311,

as developed in a second series of tests, shows a normal rate

as compared with the other locomotives of this group, all of

which have superheaters.

"A maximum evaporation of oS,SOO lb. of water per hour

was obtained with the improved H9s and this is 11 lb. per

sq. ft. of heating surface, or 5,308 lb. per sq. ft. of fire area

of tubes. This increased rate of evaporation is still com-
paratively low, but considering the small firebox heating

,:/«
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of firing above jO lb. per sq. ft. of grate per hour. For the

Mikado, the firing rate was between 20 and 175 lb. per sq.

ft. of grate, the efficiency of the boiler, as previously stated,

ranging between SO and 45 per cent.

ENGINE PERFORMANCE

The indicated horsepower of the Mikado covered a range
between 356 with 20 per cent cut-off at a speed of 7.2 miles

I'
si

I"
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48,600 lb. at IS 111. p. li. and J2.2UO lb. at iO m. p. h. With
the Consolidation, 50,000 lb. was obtained at 7 ni.p.h., j3,-

000 lb. at 18 m. p. h., and 20,000 lb. at oO ni. p. h., showing
the advantage of the Mikado over the Consolidation for all

classes of freight service.

The steam consumption on the basis of dynamometer
horsepower is shown in Fig. 11, while Fig. 12 shows the

el
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large grate area, that 50 per cent have a medium grate area

and that .>0 per cent have a small grate area.

It was found that kindling with dry shavings was the

cheapest method and the costs of all the other methods were

compared with this method. In the dr\- shaving method, a

one-inch layer of dry shavings was placed on the grate first,

then four or five inches of coal and another inch layer of

dr)- shavings. An opening was left in the middle for the full

length of the firebox for the admission of air to aid the

combustion and to eliminate smoke. The second method
of firing shown in the table was similar to the first with the

e.\ception that oil soaked shavings were used instead of the

^Tbp Of Gi^ATiLS.

^OpELt-iirsCa TOLU LENGTH OF TlREL BOX
For. Air. ADr-iissioM.

/ ^1 LAVER , DRY3MAVIMGS-
^ Ok 5 Laver. , CoAu •

N Layer, Dry Shavings.
Method of Building Fires with Dry Shavings

dry shavings. The third method refers to a fuel bed made
up of a 5-in. layer of scrap wood taken from the car shops,

laid directly on toij of the grate with a 5-in. la\'er of coal,

an opening being left in the middle of the firebo.x for the

full length for the admission of air. The fourth method
relates to the use of a 5-in. layer of cord wood and a 5-in.

layer of coal, similar to the third method. The fifth method
relates to a 5-in. layer of coal with oil spread on top, an
opening being left for the full length of the firebox in the

middle of the fuel bed. In kindling fires in locomotives burn-

ing fuel oil, the method followed was to use a piece of

oil-soaked waste placed on top of the arch. The last method
shown in the table relates to the use of live coal for the

kindling of the fire.

It was found that a large amount of coal will be saved

oy placing a layer of shavings on the grate first, as it nat-

urally prevents the coal from falling through the grate bars,

becoming ignited in the ash pan and causing its deteri-

oration. The reports show that as high as 80 lb. of coal

was lost in this way and where the shavings were placed on

top of the grate first, this amount was reduced to six pounds.

DISCUSSION

The cost of kindling fires is not generally realized and
the work is seldom done in a systematic manner, due to the

eraplo>Tnent of cheap labor. Shop scrap and old ties can

sometimes be used and are economical and satisfactory. The
supply of shavings is often insufficient to meet the require-

ments. Air jets introduced into the firebox to eliminate

smoke have given good results.

PHILADELPHIA & READING MALLET
LOCOMOTIVES

The Philadelphia & Reading has recently received from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works six JIallet locomotives of the
2-8-8-2 type, which develop a tractive effort of 98,400 lb.

They are used on the Frackville hill near Pottsville, Pa.,

which has a ruling grade of o.J per cent and curves of 16 deg.
The service consists chiefly in hauling empty coal cars up
the grade and bringing loads down. They are hauling trains

ol j8 to 48 cars up the grade with ease, the tonnage being
about 4,1 jier cent heavier than that previously handled by
the heavy ilikado type locomotives which they have replaced.

The Mallet t_\pe locomotives are also proving to be easier

on the track than were the Mikados.

These locomotives are of special interest because of the
restricted clearance limits imposed. The height limit is 15 ft.

and the width limit over the low pressure cylinders is 11 ft.,

while the width over the running boards does not exceed 10
ft. 8 in. The boiler center is placed 9 ft. 9 in. above the rail,

and this comparatively low elevation increased the difficulty

of working out .some of the details of the design.

The boiler is of the Wootten type, which is .standard on
the Philadelphia & Reading. It is one of the largest Wootten
boilers thus far buiU, having a diameter at the throat of

102 in. and a grate area of 108 sq. ft. It is designed for a

pressure ot 225 lb., but in service the safety valves are set

at 210 lb. The total equivalent heating surface is 7,901 sq.

ft. The design incorporates a combustion chamber 46 in.

long, across the throat of which is built a brick wall 26 in.

high. In flanging the firebox sheets and the back head it

was possible to use the same dies w'hich were used for the

Mikado t)-]ie locomotives previously built by the Baldwin
Locomotive Works for the same road.

The fire door is single and has a width of 25 in. It is

fitted with a Franklin fire door. The grates, which are ar-

ranged to shake in five sections, are operated by a Franklin
grate shaker. The grate is divided into three sections by
two longitudinal bearers. Each side section is operated in

three grou]5s; in the center section there are drop plates at

the front and back, the bars between the plates being con-

nected in two groups. The ashpan has three hoppers, two
of which are placed outside the frames between the rear driv-

ing wheels and the trailing truck.

The locomotives are fired by Street type '"C" stokers, which
are handling a 50 per cent mixture of anthracite buckwheat
and bituminous coal ver\- satisfactorily.

The throttle is of the Ru.shton t)pe, with auxiliar}- drifting

valve. The throttle lever is placed in a vertical position on
the right hand side of the cab and is connected to the throttle

stem through a transverse rotating shaft. Piston valves 14 in.

in diameter control the steam distribution to all the cylinders,

and the valve gears are of the Walschaert type. The front

and back reverse shafts are supported on the guide bearers

and are bent to clear the boiler. .\ single reach rod, placed

on the center line of the locomotive, connects the front and
back reverse shafts. This arrangement, which is regularh-

used on Baldwin ^Mallet locomotives, occupies but little room
and is particularly convenient on an engine where the clear-

ance is restricted as it is in this case.

The high pressure pistons are of box fomi, while the low-

pressure pistons have cast steel dished centers with cast

iron bull rings bolted on. The bull rings are widened at the

bottom to give ample bearing area and no extension rods

are used.

The fonvard frames are stopped just ahead of the leading

driving pedestals and are bolted and keyed to a large steel

casting which supports the low pressure cylinders. The
forward equalizing beam is fulcrumed underneath this cast-

ing. The forward equalization system divides between the

second and third pairs of driving W'heels. As there is no
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room to place sprins'S over the bo.\es of the first and second OuisWe dumeu-r of firsi ring 90 in.
'^

, , \ °
, , , , ,

Firebox, length aii'l widlh U4',i in. hv \0S'4 m.
pairs Ot wheels, beams are mounted over these bo.xes and the Firebox plates, thickness Side, back and crown, « in.; tube, « in.

frames are supported on inverted leaf springs suspended ^!.'bt"no"?rer a'nd^ouliidVdiamVtir:::::'':?":' .'I'.^'''^"^^^^^

from the beams. The forward central equalizer is connected g'""' nuinber and outs.dc diameter so—S'< in.

. ^1 , ^1 1- ^ 1 ^1 1 ^
Tubes and flues, length 23 ft.

to the beams over the iront bo.xes through a transverse semi- Heating surf.i.^c, tubes and flues s,389 sq. ft.

elliptic spring, this arrangement having^een adopted in lieu ^^;i iztli S>^"*:;;::;:;;;;:;;::;:-.\v.-.v.-.v.-.\'.-.v.v.i:"7 5; il:

of USin" springs over the front drivincr boxes. Superheater heatmj? -.uirface 1,436 sq. ft.

T^, Vi .' .\ c . 1 r Equivalent heating surface* 7.901 sq. ft.

Ihe radius bar connecting the tront and rear frames 13 Grate area 108 sq. ft.

attached to a horizontal pin secured to the front frames and Tcmirr

has a ball-jointed connection with the hinge pin. This ar- Tank Water bottom

rangemcnt, which is covered by a patent, has been applied by ToSrnab/SefIr Vnd'reVgVhV.V/.V/.'.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.'.V.'.V.e'in.' by'ii in!

the builders to a number of recent articulated locomotives. Water capacity 8.000 Rai.

^ , ^ , . . , - • 1 t 1
^03' capacity 1 J tons

In the Keadini; entwines the frames are not interlocked m anv

way, so that the articulated joint has maximum flexibility in timef'tt'l'perh^'rti^^r/a'"
" '""' evaporative heat.n« surface + i.s

both a horizontal and vertical direction. t includes combustion chamber heating surface.

There are four sand boxes, two for the front group of

wheels and two for the back group. The boxes are placed COOD FIRING
right and left on the round of the boiler, and the bell is simi-

larly located on the right hand side. Front bumper steps The Baltimore & Ohio, which has for a number of years

are provided instead of a pilot, and the equipment in this conducted a strong campaign of education in the matter of

respect is in accordance with the requirements for switching firing locomotives, has recently published a text book for its

service. engineers and firemen on good firing. This book contains

The detail parts of these locomotives were designed to instructions as to the proper methods of firing, prevention of

interchange where practicable with those of the Mikado smoke and the manner in which the various appliances per-

Mallet Type Locomotive for the Philadelphia & Reading

type engines now in service on the Reading. The principal

dimensions and ratios are given in the table:

General Data

Gage 4 ft. 8J4 in.

Service Freight
Fuel .Vntli. and bit. mixed
Tractive effort 98.400 lb.

Weight in working ordei 478,500 lb.

Weight on drivers 435.200 lb

Weight on leading truck 23,000 lb

Weight on trailing truck 20,300 lb

Weight of engine and tender in working order (approx.) 630,000 lb,

Wheel base, driving 39 ft. 8 in

Wheel base, total 55 ft. 10 in,

Wheel base, engine and tender 83 ft. 2!-^ in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers -=- tractive effort 4.4

Total weight -^ tractive effort 4.9

Tractive eflfort X diam. drivers ~ equivalent heating surface* 691.2
Equivalent heating surface" -^ grate area 73.2
Firebox heating surface - equivalent heating surface,' per cent 4.5

Weight on driver? ^ equivalent healing surface* 55.1

Total weight -r- equivalent heating surface* 60.6
Volume equivalent simple cylinder? 27.8 cu. ft.

Equivalent heating surface" -t- vol. cylinders 284.1
Grate area -i- vol. cylinders 3.9

Cylinders

Kind Compound
Diameter and stroke 26 iit. and 40 in. by 32 in.

Vahes
Kind Piston
Dismeter 14 in.

IVheels

Driving, diameter over tires 55^^ in.

Driving, thickrcss of tires .3!4 in.

Driving journals, main, diameter and length 11 in. by 13 in.

Driving journals, ethers, diaineter and length H in. by 13 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameter ._ 33 in.

Engine truck, journals 7 in. by 11 in.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 33 in.

Trailing truck, journals 7 in. by 11 in.

Boiler
Style Wootten, conical

Working pressure 210 lb. per sq. in.

taming to the burning of the fuel should be handled. A
brief chapter on the elements in the theor\' of combustion is

also contained in the book and presented in such a manner
as to be readily understood by the enginemen. In the back
of the book are given sixteen "don'ts" which make for good
firing. These are given below:

Don't slug.

Don't overload tenders.
Don't overfill scoops.
Don't shake grates or use the hook when it may be avoided.
Don't allow pops to open unnecessarily.

Don't permit a dirty deck or apron, allowing coal to rattle off.

Don't knock coal off by careless handling of tools.

Don't throw large lumps into the fire—crack them.
Don't use blower, except when necessary.
Don't permit fire to get too heavy and dirly.

Don't bring locomotive to terminal with a heavy fire.

Don't allow fire to die out in front of firebox, causing leaky flues.

Don't bank fires and leave doors open when d\:scending grades or
stopping.

Don't fire on green coal or any spot unless white.

Don't permit banks.
Don't leave firedoor open when engine is working liard.

This method of instruction which shows the fireman how
he may use his fuel to the best advantage and the reasons

wh\' tiicse methods should be followed, is a very good one.

With the prospect of 50 per cent to 100 per cent increase in

the price of fuel, every means should l)e taken to interest the

engine crew in the economical use of fuel. The time and
money taken to write and publish a book of this sort is well

invested. Those roads that have not done this should give

the matter serious consideration, as nothing should be left

undone which will reduce fuel consumption, the cost of which
is the largest single item in railroad operating expenses.
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THE LUBRICATION OF FREIGHT CARS IN
INTERCHANGE*

BY T. J. BURNS
Superintendent Rolling Stock, Michigan Central

The question of hot boxes, their cause, and their cure

has been discussed at every railroad club, in the offices of

executives, and in the car men's shanty from time imme-
morial, and we are apparently no nearer a solution of the

difficulty than ever,—the hot box in its recurring epidemics

is still the bugbear of the profession, so to speak. Are the

car men of the country to continue their assaults on the hot

box situation along the old line of attack, and rest satisfied

that the best has been done that can be done when the mere
mechanical processes of the problem have Ijeen worked out?

Is there no other action to be taken, no policy of lubrication

as distinguished from purely mechanical practice which can

be introduced that will help us out of the trenches?

I have no intention of discussing methods of packing hot

boxes, or in attempting to arrive at any new conclusions as

to the best methods of performing the work in a way that

leads to greater economy. These points have all Ijeen care-

fully canvassed and we all have our published instructions

on lubrication which are undoubtedly quite sufficient. Any
further discussion at this time along these particular lines,

while no doubt interesting, will get us nowhere in particular.

What I would like to submit, however, is a proposition

contemplating that, instead of handling the lubrication of

the freight car equipment as it is now handled under the

theory that foreign cars will be given the same attention as

owned cars, lubrication be put squarely under the M. C. B.

Rules of Interchange the same as any other repair. I

would propose that Rule 1, the corner stone of the

M. C. B. code, be radically changed. I think the time has
come when this rule will have to be changed. In its old

wording it specified that the receiving line shall provide

the same care and attention as to packing and oiling that

it gives its own equipment. This was a good theory in its

day and in the infancy of car interchange perhaps it served

its purpose. But with the tightening up of supervision and
the development of lubrication economies some mistaken
policies have crept in. I feel I am violating no confidences

when I say that it has become a part of the disposition of

the receiving line to use only such of its lubricating materials

as is absolutely necessary to carry a car over its own rails. I

fear we are all more or less tarred with the same stick. VVhv?
Simply because of no compensation either in labor or ma-
terial for work performed. The result is that the foreign

car long off its own rails, running from pillar to post with
only such spasmodic oiling as is absolutely necessary at

the time, eventually develops a hot box and a new brass is

necessary, or perhaps a change of wheels. In our passenger
car service where we have the equipment in our own control

we repack periodically, but on our freight equipment just

because a car is out of our hands we leave it to its fate.

Why is it not as necessary to repack freight equipment as

•A paper read before the Central Railway Club on May II, 1917.

passenger equipment? The freight car journal box and its

contained parts, the journal, the waste, and the oil are not

of another world, they are of the same physical nature and
subject to the same physical laws. Obviously, if we are

to expect anywhere near similar performance from the two
branches of the service they must receive somewhere near

similar treatment. The answer is easy; attend to the pack-

ing. The only way this ever will be done will be by in-

serting in the code a rule that will meet with the necessities

of the situation, by putting a premium on the work, and by
paying for goods delivered,—just as you have done in your
repair schedules by inserting a price that makes it an in-

ducement for a foreign line to help maintain your car and
keep it in operation. In other words, institute a system of

periodical repacking and reoiling of the freight equipment of

the country at large, and by that I mean all the equipment
both of railroad and private ownership.

Right here I may as well anticipate the private car owner
who will surely rise up in protest. The private car lines

who are doing their full duty are not aimed at. If they

will do their repacking as they should and guarantee their

work by the stencil on their cars, that is. all that will be
asked of them. The private car owner is surely concerned
in the continuous and successful movement of his car equally

with the handling line, and one of his cars cut out or de-

layed enroute is an economic loss in which he has to par-
ticipate in the final analysis. I only ask that they agree

that a fair compensation was due the railroad company that

repacked their car and stencilled on the car the necessary

data.

All that I have said about the private car owner applies

with full force to many of our railroads, and in all fairness

to the private car owner we will have to admit that many of
them now recognize the importance to themselves of proper
lubrication of their equipment, doing work at their own
plants that some of the railroads might do well to imitate.

There are, however, unfortunately, some private car owTiers
who make no pretense whatever as to the care of journal
boxes, and I have this moment distinctly in mind one plant
I visited recently where the man in charge took credit unto
himself that his expense along this line was nil, and the
only oil or waste supply in the entire yard was in a barrel
that was used as a receptacle for old packing from destroyed
trucks—and here again I may interject that there are some
railroads of the same nationality, roads that deliberately "un-
load'' on the receiving lines.

No calling together for educational purposes of our car
oilers, no lubrication experts traveling over our line, no post-
ing of l)lue prints, no instructions to our men, no technical
discussions as to journal weights, designs of packing hooks,
viscosity of oil, etc., will get us any farther on the high road
of broad efficiency in lubrication matters than we now are.

If we are looking for further progress in these matters we
will have to work away from the idea that unrestricted car
movements can be properly cared for by a restricted policy
of any kind.

The details of the scheme of periodical reoiling and re-
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packing, it is not my purpose to outline in this paper. These

matters can be more satisfactorily handled by a competent

committee. In general, however, I would suggest that all

bo.xes be repacked say once a year, date of repacking to be

suitabh' stencilled on the body or trucks of the car, a rule

covering the matter together with a proper charge and with

suitable specifications as to methods to be followed, to be

incorporated in the !M. C. B. code in its proper place and,

as mentioned earlier, the re-vamping of rule No. 1 to cor-

respond.

I fully realize that ray position in this matter will be

attacked. However, I w'ish to start a campaign of publicity.

I am confident that the day will come when a plan of this

kind will go into effect, and it may come much sooner than

any of us e.xpect.

In the great transportation scheme of the United States

why do we satisfy ourselves with a localized treatment of

a problem that effects nation wide commerce? If our rail-

roads were all subject to one general supervision how long

would we be allowed, in handling our transcontinental

traffic, to work under a lubrication plan that boasts of no
system, is intermittent in its application, and inefficient in

results? Tlie problems that have to do with car supply,

mileage, per diem, even il. C. B. repairs, have all been
worked out or are being worked to a point that will meas-
ure up to the obligations of the carriers to the traffic of the

country, and yet we car men sit supremely satisfied with

our local, cramped system of lubrication. If we are unable
to see the light ourselves I very much fear it will be pointed

out to us.

Definitely and finally, what I have to propose is that the

Central Railway Club take this mutter under advisement,

and whip the matter into shape in time to present it to the

authorized committee of the M. C. B. Association for incor-

poration in its Rules of Interchange at the 191S Conven-
tion.

WOODEN FRAMED FREIGHT EQUIPMENT
CARS

By reason of the present situation in the material market,

most of the railroads are confronted both in the purchase of

new rolling stock and in the repair and maintenance of

existing freight equipment cars, with the problem of not

being able to obtain rolled steel shapes, plates or castings

in sufficient quantities to justify a suitable shopping program,

apart from the fact that the expense involved presents a most
serious problem.

Good judgment and a true knowledge of operating condi-

tions must apply in the selection of an economical policy

with regard to each separate class of car which is to ije

considered. In the reinforcement or rebuilding of cars having

a rated capacity less than fifty tons, as much serious study

is not required as that necessary on equipment of fifty-ton

capacity, as in the past the average car of this capacity has

not proven to be of equally good design as those having less

rated capacity. A detailed stud}' of the heavier equipment

shows that in many cases the designers of this equipment

have thought it necessary- to provide only a truck of larger

capacity and leave the body as it was, e.xpecting it to with-

stand the more severe operating conditions to which it is

subjected. This has been a great fault with this equipment

and is responsible for a large number of failures with an

undue increa.se in maintenance costs.

Wooden framed box cars having a capacity exceeding

40 tons are not generally considered desirable, because in

order to provide reasonable cubical capacity for certain com-

modities, such as oats and cottonseed, it would give a very

much unbalanced structure, the height or length of the car

being excessive. Ver^• few designs of wooden 50-ton coal

cars have proven successful in heavy train senice. How-
ever, it is possible to construct a SO-ton wooden gondola

car so as to Ije reasonably free from failure, but experiments

covering a period of several years have demonstrated the

following necessary changes in design:

Description. OriRinal. Final.

Area of wooden sills 441 sq. in. 425 sq. in.

Truck centers 30 ft. 28 ft.

Overhan.i; 5 ft. 6 ft.

Diameter of truss rods l^j in. lYs in.

Number of truss rods 4 8
Knd sills 8 in. by 1 5 ^i in. S in. by 15 in. and 13

in., 40-lb. channel
Draft silts Wooden Cast steel draft arm

or two 8-in. 16U-lb.
channels with a top
cover plate 20 in.

by [i in.

Cubical capacity 1.008 1,200
Tiuck wheelbase 5 ft. 6 in. 5 ft. 6 in.

Light weicht J5.000 lbs. 39.0C0 lbs.

Most 50-ton steel coal cars have a cubical capacit)' of 1,700

cu. ft., which gives a rating of 59 lb. per cu. ft. of loading

Section of Underframe Showing Final Design for 50-Ton Wooden
Coal and Ballast Cars

level full. On the above basis we obtain 1,200 by 59 =
70,800 lb. and twenty per cent for heaping we have 84,960 lb.

With clay, gravel, stone, bricks, etc., it is possible to loud

the equipment to capacity.

If practical operating data is worth anything, it is cer-

tainl\- useful for comjiarative purposes, and should be used

to arrive at definite limits to be followed in practice. In
times like these, the mechanical department should conscien-

tiously state the limit to which it may safely go in economiz-

ing in design and material. If a W'ooden coal car of large

capacity is to be built, it is admittedly a mistake to allow

End Sills : Draff Sills :

Original 'Sx IS^ Original = l^hile Oal<

Final ' S'x iS'and FinahConfinuousChanneli ZSia"'li.ZSLb.PerFt Wfh
IS- 40Lb. O ioVlf Top CorerPlate or CastSteelDraffArm

j^
Inside Lengffj -sy's'^^
Inside IVidff? = 3 e

j< 7'0l'----^ Civssfies-spiS' I

1 i< TruckCsnters-0riginal'30'o'Final=^60 ^ 1

|< Length OyerFndSillS' 40O' *|

Original Design-4'S)i'^Diam. Bolster Builf-Up or
TrvssRods: ^y^^, oe5ign--8'S-lk"Diam. Cast Steel

Diagram Showing Outline of Original and Subsequent Design of a
Successful Wooden Coal Car, 900 of Which Are Now In

Heavy Trunk Line Service

some of the sills to be eliminated and thus weaken the car,

to provide for the application of drop doors, for the car will

sag at the center and cause the doors to bind, making them
ultimately useless.

The purpose of this article is to call attention to the fact

that the 50-ton wooden car is a compromise under the exist-

ing conditions and when built it must Ije developed along

very definite limits of design. It should not be complicated

with mechanisms which are obviously applicable only to

equipment constructed partly or entirely of metal when its

framing has been developed to work as a unit.



Santa Fe Double Deck Stock Cars
Movable Upper Deck in One Section Is Easily Raised;

The Cars Are to Be Used for a Variety of Purposes

THE Santii Fe has had in use for over one year 500 stock

cars which are of interest on account of the fact that

they include several innovations in stock car construc-

tion. The chief feature of the cars is the movable upper deck,

which rests on a belt rail, and can be raised by an arrange-

ment of chains and winding shaft when the car is to be used

as a single deck car. These cars, which are known in the rail-

road company's classification as the Class Sk il, are of 80,-

000 lb. capacity and have a light weight of 47,000 lb. The
length inside is 40 ft. and they are 40 ft. 11 ? s 'n. long over

the end sills and 4.? ft. O.'-.s in. long over the couplers. The

thick, spaced 7 in. between the webs. The body bolster

cover plates are 14 in. wide, the upper plate being ',4 in. and
the lower 7/16 in. thick. Under the center of the body bol-

ster is a f^-in. shim extending a short distance liejond the

center sill channels, under which the drop forged center plate

is riveted. .A. cast steel filler is placed between the center

sill channels at the Ijolsters. The end sills are of 10-in., JO-

Ib. ship channels, with S/I6-in. end sill cover plates extend-

ing the full width of the car, connected to the under side of

the top llange of the end sill channels and to the side sills.

inside \\idth is 8 ft. S in. and the width at the eaves 9 ft.

6J'2 in. The height from the rail to the top of the brake

staff is 14 ft. 6 in. and to the top of the running board 12 ft.

6 in. When the upper deck is lowered the distance from the

floor to the bottom of the upper deck is 3 ft. 7 in., and there

is the same space between the upper deck and the underside

of the carlines. With the deck in the raised position the dis-

tance between the floors and the under side of tlie deck is 6 ft.

10 in.

The car is designed witli steel body framing, the sides

forming trusses which carry the load, the center sills taking

the buffing stresses only. The center sill is composed of two

12-in. ship channels, weighing j5 lb. per ft., spaced 1.5 in.

from web to web, with a '4 -in. cover plate 24 in. wide ex-

tending the entire length of the sill. The body bolsters are

liiere are two main crossties of pressed steel J-i in. thick,

with a 6-in. Ij\- J-g-in. cover plate on top and a 6-in. by
7/16-in. cover plate on the Ijottom. .\t each crosstie a pressed

steel filler is placed between the center sill channels. The
crossties arc located 3 ft. 6 in. from the center of the car and
with the end sills form auxiliary supports for the side fram-
mg, the main load being taken by the bod)- bolsters. There
are five small crossties of 5-in., 6.5-lb. channels, connected
to the side sills and center sills by short angles. No spacers
lietween the center sills are used at the small crossties. The
floor supijorts are 5-in., 6.7-lb. Z-bars, extending betw'een

the bolsters. The sections are supported on the small cross-

ties and fastened at the ends to the body bolsters and main
crossties. From the bolsters to the end sills the floor is sup-
ported by 4'.;-in. by '4-in. flat bars and by diagonal braces
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Cross Section Showing the Deck Operating Mechanism

->j<. j'gfl ^>t< 4'li'-- -4^—

-

36
30'7i

Steel Underframe for Santa Fe Stock Cars
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of S-in. by 3V2-in. by 5/16-in. angles extending from the

sides of the end sills to the body bolsters.

In the trusses which form the sides of the body frames the

posts and braces have been fastened to the outside of the side

sills and to the inside of the side plates, thus reducing the

eccentric loading of the posts and braces. The side sills are

flanged and extending out from the end posts 3yi in. The
end of the roof of the car is formed lay a yi-in. plate 2 ft.

1 7/16 in. wide, riveted to the side plate angles and to the

flange of the end plate. This roof plate is reinforced with

three 3-in., 4-lb. channels, to the ends of which are fastened

supports for the ridge pole and purlines. At the inside edge

-s'ei- -M

Detail of the Top End Connection for the Santa Fe Stock Cars

9-in., 20-lb. channels, extending between the end sills. The
side posts and braces are of Z-bars ,'4 in. thick, with 3-in

web, weighing 6.7 lb. per ft. The door posts are also Z-bars,

5/16 in. thick, with 4 1/16-in. web, weighing 10.3 lb. per ft.,

while the corner posts are 5-in. by iyi-'m. angles, 5/16 in.

thick, weighing 8.7 lb. per ft. The side plate is formed of a

5-in. by 3'j-in. Iw 5/16-in. angle, to which is riveted a

of the plate is a l^S-in. flange, over which the roof sheets

are lapped. The carlines are 14 in number and are made of

3-in., 4-lb. channels. Ten of them are bent to the form of

the roof and secured to the side plates with 5-in. by 3'4-in.

by 5/16 in. angles. The other four are straight and are

riveted to the malleable roller housing brackets.

The flooring is \f^-in. square edge long-leaf yellow pine

P iJjL jj__i 4 i 4 (t
®

Details of Main Crosstie—Santa Fe Stoci< Car

^-in. plate 12 in. wide, this plate forming a connection for

the posts, braces, door tracks, etc. The end posts are four

Z-bars 5/16 in. thick, with a 4 1/16-in. web, weighing 10.3

lb. per ft. To the top of the end posts is riveted a 3^-4-'"-

plate, \3ys in. wide at the side plate, with the upper edge

riveted to the underframe with >'s-in. wagon box rivets. The
slats are of the same material, those on the sides being 1 in.

by 5 J/2 in., while on the ends they are
f.4

in. by Syi in.

The slats are secured to the doors, sides and end

posts with wagon Ijox rivets and to the corner posts and fillers
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Bracket for Door Opening Fi/ler Detail af Connection A

Details of the Movable Upper Deck—Santa Fe Stock Car

Jack Block onsame s/de

of car as operatingshafi only

Section Through Body Bolster—Santa Fe Stock Car
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with carriage bolts. Tlie roof boards are 13/16 in. by SH
in. tongued and grooved, supported Ijy the ridge pole and by
one purline on each side of the car. The roof is of the stand-

ard Railway Equipment Company's fle.xible metal type, the

sheets being No. 25 Birmingham gage. Outside metal roofs

were applied to these cars so that they could more readily be

made available for loading with wheat by lining with paper.

It is planned to use these cars in that way in case of a short-

age of grain cars.

The side door opening is 5 ft. 1 in. by 6 ft. 10 in. Sep-

arate side doors are provided for the upper and lower decks,

the upper doors being suspended on -"s-in. by 2'4-in. tracks,

while the lower doors run on tracks of IJ^-in. heavy steel

pipe, which sets below the floor. End doors are provided for

both the upper and lower decks.

The movable upper deck is in one section. The sides of

the frame are 6-in., 10!/2-lb. channels and the ends are S-in.,

9-lb. channels. There are five cross beams of 3 '-S-in. by 3-in.

by /-^-in. angles, between which are two 3-in., 4-lb. channels

also running tran.sversely. The floor is of 1-in. yellow pine

running lengthwise, bolted and riveted to the cross beams.
A bracket extends out from the frame at the door openings

to prevent stock getting their feet between the door and the

deck. The deck when lowered rests on yellow pine stringers

supported by 3J/<-in. by 3-in. by '4-in. angle irons extend-

ing around the car and riveted to the posts and braces.

On each side of the movable deck four 7/16-in. chains

are attached. These chains run up to the side plates, where
they pass over pulleys. The chains from one side are car-

ried across the car where they run over another pulle}' and are

joined to the opposite chain which is carried down to the

operating shaft. The location of the operating chains is

shown by the dotted lines on the side elevation. The op-

erating shafts extend a short distance be>'ond the bolsters at

each end of the car. .\ttached to the shaft near the door

openings are two levers and a detaining pawl. The levers

have ratchets and pawls for controlling the ascent or descent

of the deck. The fact that there is but one operating shaft

greatly facilitates the work of moving the deck. It has been
found that one man can raise or lower it, either operation

being performed in two minutes. On future orders but one
operating lever will be provided. To hold the deck in raised

position there are six mallealile iron brackets on each side of

the car, which can Ije swung in under the channels which
form the side of the frames and locked by pawls. Patents

have been granted on the devices for operating the movable
upper decks.

These cars have Andrews cast steel side frame trucks with
a wheel base of 5 ft. 4 in. and cast steel truck bolsters. The
draft gear is of the friction type, Miner Class A-19-B. The
couplers have 5-in. by 7-in. shank and 9 '/s-in. butt. The
air brake is the Westinghouse schedule K C-1012.

IMPORTANCE OF PROPER LOADING OF
CARS*

BY W. H. BETTCHER
Master Car Builder. Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western. Indianapolis. Ind.

Accepting or running a car improperly loaded may mean a

disastrous wreck, the loss of human life, a large monetary
loss, tying up the railroad for many hours, the expensive cost

of transferring loads, and in addition to all this it will create

ill feeling l^etwecn interchange inspectors concerning the

transferring of loads. Great care should be taken in selecting

cars for loading. \\'here improper cars are used there is con-

siderable extra work for the various departments of the rail-

road, and the shippers are liable to suffer. It cau.ses delayed

shipments and claims which many times mean a large loss

to the railroad.

• From a paper read hefore tlie annual convention of the Chief Inter-
chai^^e Car Inspeclor^^' and Car Foremen's .Association, Indianapolis, Ind..
October 3. 4 and 5, 1916.

How many keep thoroughly conversant with tlie M. C. B.

Loading Rules, and how many make it an important part of

their Ijusiness to go to the shipper and show him how to

load the material he is about to ship, or to assist him in

procuring the proper cars? While passing through Illinois

one day last June I noticed a shipper loading a load of logs in

such a way that no good thinking inspector would liave

accepted them in interchange. I told him in a kindly way
that he was loading his logs improperly. It seemed that he
had never received the rules governing the loading of logs,

and he said he would be only too glad to read them. I left

a copy with him and from that time we have never received

a bad load of logs from this point. No doubt some shippers

will want to be arbitrary, but he who is held responsiljle must
show this sort of man that we mean business, and that the

load will have to be loaded properly and in accordance with
the rules. Car inspectors should keep the loading rules ever

before them as a safeguard against loss of life, loss of lading
and damage claims.

REDUCING BREAKS-IN-TWO ON THE
SANTA FE

In discussing the handling of trains liefore the Car Fore-
men's Association of Chicago, H. R. Lake, trainmaster of

the Santa Fe at Emporia, Kansas, told of the measures
which have been taken to reduce the number of breaks-in-

two on the eastern division. Each month a circular is issued

showing the number of breaks-in-two for the preceding
montli, with a comparison with the figures for the last six

months and the general average for the year. In another
tabulation is shown the breaks-in-two charged to each en-
gineman for the preceding two months following wliich is

the record of each engineman for the year past. The breaks-
in-two are classified between freight and passenger trains

and also as to whether they cxcurred while starting, stopping
or running. The percentage of the trains operated on which
Ijreaks-in-two occurred and the percentage of the totals for
which each individual engineman was responsilile are given.

A further classification according to the cause as ascertained
by investigation shows in detail the causes which contributed
to the parting of trains.

The analysis of the breaks-in-two for the year 1916 showed
that of the total number 45.5 per cent occurred while trains
were stopping, 24.5 per cent while trains were starting. 27.2
per cent while running and 2.8 per cent while switching.
The contributing causes in detail were as follows:

Draft ?ear:
Drawbar pnlled out ^2 8 per cent
Dia«bar broken . . ijle j,„ ^ent
Draft timbers pulled out 8.8 per cent
Sleeve bolts brol<en 5_j pp^ cent
Defective draft holts and timbers, broken tail pins, brokeii
continuous rod 5(1 y,^^ ^.g„t

^ ,

1'otal •••. .^3.3 per cent
Coiiplers and uncoupling devices-
Knuckle broken or defective 12 3 per cent
Defective couplers and drawbars ' ' Vi percent
Knuckle opened si, p„ ^ent
Knuckle worn 4.4 „„,
Detective lock block 4 q per cent
Lift lever raised, lift rod key broken or defective, short un-

coupling chain 2.7 per cent

, . ,
''"'"al 33.6 per cent

.\ir brake;
Burst air hose 6.2 per cent
.-\ir set from rear, defective triples and train lines 3.3 per cent

,,. J°'^^- :.... 9.5 per cent
Miscellaneous;

Carrier irons down, low drawbars, cars buckled, etc 3.6 per cent

On account of the circulars on breaks-in-twos marked re-
duction in the numlier has been effected.

Sh(irt.aoe of Coal in Denm.ark.—Denmark possesses no
coal mines, and supplies must be imported, amounting to
about 3,500,000 tons annually. The closing of Engli.-;h

ports make the countr;' depend on Germany for it.- ;up|)lv.



THE Air Brake Association met for its twenty-l'ourtli

annual convention at the Hotel Chisca, Memphis,
Tenn., May 1-4, 1917, T. \V. Dow, of the Erie Rail-

road, presiding. At the opening session T. C. Ashcroft,

mayor of Memphis, welcomed the association.

president's address

In his address Mr. Dow emphasized the necessity of

having close co-operation between the raihva}' mechanical

organizations and dwelt on the importance of careful delib-

eration in matters pertaining to the reports and recommenda-
tions of the association. He also spoke of the demands which

will 1)6 made on the railroads during the war, which render

it imperative that the utmost efficiency be secured in all

branches of the service and particularly in the air brake.

FUNCTIONAL INTERRELATION BETWEEN THE COM-
PONENT PARTS OF THE AIR BRAKE SYSTEM

BY W. E. DE.\N

Because of the complexity of the air brake system, man\'

people, in their close attention to one phase of the air brake

problem, overlook the other phases. For instance, many
relate wheel sliding directly to braking power or braking ratio,

and forget that there are many more factors involved. Again,

air brake devices frequently are given close scrutiny as to

the delivery and release of air at the brake cylinder, with-

out tracing the Ijraking problem right on through from that

point to the wheel and to the rail. It may be surprising

to state that the air brake system for a train not only

includes the more obvious parts such as air compressor,

triple valve, etc.. and the foundation brake gear, but also

the truck and car construction, the wheels and the rails,

and even the road bed and the weather. In applying

brake shoes to a pair of wheels a balance of equal fric-

tional forces is set up, the brake shoe friction tending to

slide the wheels, and the wheel-rail friction keeping the

wheels in rotation. However, if the brake shoe friction

exceeds the maximum possible wheel-rail friction, or adhesion.

that is, if the pull of the brake shoes tending to lock the

wheels is a greater force than the pull of the rail, which

tends to keep the wheels turning, the wheels, of course, will

slide. Figs. 1 and 2 portray the relation between adhesion,

braking ratio and efficiency factor in this balance of forces.

By ''adhesicn" is understood the limiting value of adhesion

between wheel and rail Ijeyond which more thrust or resist-

ance cannot be given by the rail. The limiting value for

adhesion will depend on the condition of the wheel and rail

surfaces in contact, which in turn is dependent on many
thmgs: weather conditions (humidity and temperature); for-

eign substances, such as sand or frost, etc. A value of 25

per cent is the average generally taken for a clean dry rail,

though it may go as high as oO or 35 per cent with the

presence of sand or as low as 12 or 15 per cent where frost

:s found.

Bv "braking ratio" is understood the relation between
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Reration Between Variables Determining Criticai Point of

Wlieel Sliding

tlic nominal braking force applied to a pair of wheels and

the weight on those wheels. We speak of "nominal" braking

force because the braking ratio does not consider losses in

force transmission from the brake cylinder to the wheels.

In order to find what this braking force means in the way
of brake shoe pull on the wheels it is necessary to multiply

it first by the efficiency of the brake rigging and then by the

coefficient of friction between shoe and wheel. The com-

342
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bination, or product, cf this rigging efficiency and friction

coefficient is called the "efficiency factor". The braking

ratio for a car multiplied by this efficiency factor gives the

retardation factor, or actual retarding force in percent of

the car weight. When this retarding force tends to exceed

the limiting adhesion the wheels will slide.

Whether or not wheels slide, therefore, depends on the

adhesion and the efficiency factor as well as on the Ijraking

force. Reference to Fig. 1 will show that where the adliesion

is 25 per cent w'heels may slide with anywhere from 100

per cent braking ratio (where the efficiency factor is 2.";

per cent) to 500 per cent (where the efficiency factor is liut

5 per cent). Again, wheels may slide with 50 per cent brak-

ing ratio where the adhesion is but 12.5 per cent and the

efficiency factor is 25 per cent. From this it is readily

friction between this jaw and the journal bo.x prevents tlie

latter from moving up or down freely, with the result that

the weight on that pair of wheels may be suddenl\- relieved

in passing over a low spot in the track, and the wheels

slid. To keep the braking force the same and decrease the

weight is in effect to increase correspondingly the braking
ratio. If the balance of forces is in the neighborhood of the

adhesion limit the wheels are very likely to slide. The
remedy here is to balance this brake shoe pressure by apply-

ing a similar brake shoe pressure from the other side. In

other words, it is to use a clasp brake with equal and oppo-
site shoe pressures on each side of the wheel. To have
these two opposing shoe pressures differ in value is only

to temporize, or dally with, the prolilem.

In connection with wheel sliding mention was made ot

:^m
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appreciated that wheel sliding is not solely dependent upon

braking ratio.

Fig. 2 illustrates the same relations in another way. It

is here seen that with a constant adhesion the braking ratio

required to slide wheels will be decreased in proportion as

the efficiency factor increases.

There is one phase of wheel sliding which has received

scant attention, viz., the inability for a six-wheel truck

to equalize weight freely frcm one pair of wheels to another

when a brake equipment is used which applies a heavy

unbalanced shoe pressure to one side of a wheel only. When
a single brake shoe is applied to a wheel the side thrust

must be opposed finally by the opposite pedestal jaw. The

braking ratio and efficiency factor. There is an important

interrelation between braking ratio, type of foundation brake

gear, type of brake shoe, efficiency factor and speed, which is

illustrated in Fig. o. This is a graphical summary of the

values for efficiency factors given by S. W. Dudley in a

paper pre.?ented before the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers in New York, February 10, 1914. These values

were selected from some of the best stops wdiich were made
in 1913 during the e.xtensive Atlantic City Brake Tests

of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Vou will note that the efficiency factor decreases as the

braking ratio is made greater. For instance, tlie efficiency

factor for 125 per cent braking ratio, the clasp Ijrake and a
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speed of 60 m.p.h. is .103. For ISO per cent braking ratio

it is only .085, all other things remaining the same. You
will note as well that the efficiency factor is higher the lower

the speed, with any given conditions of braking ratio, type

of brake shoe and foundation brake gear. The type of brake

shoe, whether plain or flanged, will also affect the value of

the efficiencv factor as shown in the scale of abscissae at the

/Tuition Bctucen Odhcsion,

BrfUKiNC fitvo , iND [FFici€Ncr /!icroH

FOff cffmcffL f=Djr^T3 or Whe-cl Slid/ng

30O
'

Mo

Fig. 2—The Relations Shown in Fig. 1 illustrated in Another Way

bottom of the chart. The efficiency factors for the flanged

shoe are in every case about 20 per cent higher than for the

plain shoe. The successful use of the flanged shoe, however,

seems to be limited to the clasp brake because of wheel

flange troubles and slid flat wheels arising in its use with

the single shoe brake. And finally it will be observed that

in every case the efficiency factor for the clasp brake is

higher than for the single shoe brake.

A functional interrelation of great interest to those who

ti^
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Fig. 3—Efficiency Factors for Stops from Various Speeds With
Clasp and Single Shoe Brake Gears and Plain and Flanged Shoes

have to deal with the air brake problem is the one e.visting

between the stop distance for a train, on the one hand, and
the .speed of the train, the grade, the braking ratio, the

efficiency factor, and the time required to get the brakes

r.pplied, on the other.

Fig. 4 illustrates this interrelation in a grajihic manner.

The first line gives the basic, or 100 per cent, conditions

to afford a basis for all comparisons. The speed is OO
m.p.h., the track level, the braking ratio ISO per cent, the

efficiency factor S.5 per cent, and the mean time required to

get the brakes into action is 0.7 second. Where these con-

ditions hold the stop distance will be 1,000 feet. In each

case these basic conditions hold except where otherwise

noted.

Due to the close interrelation and balance in functions

existing between the many parts which go to make up the

air brake system, care must be e.vercised to see that a change
in one part, more or less desirable, does not introduce changes

: (100%) CvieiifionS.
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Fig. 4— Effect on Stop Distance of Variations in Speed, Grade.
Braking Ratio, Efficiency Factor and Time to Get Brakes Applied

elsewhere which would render useless or quite defeat the

good effects desired.

Frequent reference has been made to the superior per-

formance of tlie clasp brake as compared with that of the

single shoe brake. It must be stated with much emphasis,

however, that in even,- case reference was made to a clasp

brake designed and installed on correct engineering prin-

ciples. A clasp brake improperl\' designed and poorly in-

stalled, as for instance on a truck the construction of which
does not lend itself to a suitaljle clasp brake, may not only

fail to deliver the performance desired but may actually be

less satisfactory than the single shoe brake which is dis-

placed.

CLEANING AND LUBRICATING BRAKE CYLINDER
PACKING LEATHERS

BY R. C. BURNS

In the past it has been the practice when cleaning brake
c\linder piston packing leathers to remove the non-pressure
head and piston and thoroughly clean the piston and leather

at the car on the repair, or shop track, and in many cases,

kerosene oil is used to clean the brake cylinder packing
leather, as it is almost impossible to remove the heav)- grease

from tlie leatlier without the use of some mineral oil,

especially during cold weather, which seriously affects the

leather filler, and as a result, leathers are placed in cylin-

ders which show no visible defects, but fail when making
the brake cylinder leakage test, after being in service a short

time.

In order to eliminate these improper practices and to afford

better facilities for cleaning and testing these leathers, the
piston and leather .should be taken to a shop provided with
the projier facilities for cleaning and testing, in order that

the)- ma\- receive the same careful attention as is now
recommended for triple valves. When transmitting the pis-
ton and leather to the shop, care must be taken to provide
a suitable shield to protect it from damage either by com-
ing in contact witli other devices or from dirt.

When cleaning the brake cylinder packing leather, the
follower plate should lie removed and the leatlier thorough-
ly cleaned, without the use of any mineral oil, and if no
visible defects are found, the leather should be re-applied
to the piston and tested in a cylinder of standard size for
the leather under test. The cylinders of the various sizes
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to be used for conducting tliese tests should be equipped

with apparatus in order to conveniently conduct the test,

similar to that shown in Fig. 1.

An S-.5 brake valve is employed for admitting air to the

brake cylinder when conducting this test as this valve can

be more conveniently and accurately operated for admitting

and discharging air to and from the cylinder than two

standard cutout cocks otherwise required. The feed valve

is adjusted to 55 lb., which pressure is admitted to the cylin-

der, and the readings noted from an initial cylinder pres-

sure of ^U II)., in order to avoid any false leakage due to

the change in tlie temperature of tlie air.

The special apparatus above referred to for testing brake

cylinder piston packing leathers is designed to provide for

a 6-in. piston travel, whereas, the Proceedings of the Mas-
ter Car Builders' Association, Volume 50, Part 2, for the

year 191o, on page 810, states that the piston travel should

be adjusted to not less than 5j/4 in. or more than 7 in. On
this same page, it also states brake cylinder leakage must
not exceed 5 lb. per minute from an initial cylinder pressure

of 50 lb., while on page 830, it specifically states that all

tests must be made with an S-in. piston travel, except when

Fig. 1—Cylinders for Testing Pacl<ing Leathers

Otherwise specified. This is rather confusing, and we would

suggest that brake cylinder leakage tests be made with a

piston travel of 6 inches.

We would also recommend that an additional brake cylin-

der leakage test be provided for cars arriving on repair tracks

that are not due for periodical attention to the air brake

equipment, as follows: The air brake equipment to be in-

spected, tested and the necessary repairs made, and the brake

cylinders tested, and if the leakage exceeds 12 lb. per min-
ute from an initial cylinder pressure of 50 lb. with a 6-in.

piston travel, the cylinder and leather should be given the

necessary attention.

When the brake cylinder is given attention, the expander
ring should also receive a careful inspection and test by the

use of a special gage.

The above practice as outlined for the cleaning, lubricat-

ing and testing of brake cylinder packing leathers has been

followed on one particular railroad for a period of aljout

one year and the results oljtained have been very satisfac-

tory. When the piston and leather have been applied to the

brake cylinder on the car. the present standard test should

be made to eliminate all possible leakage which may exist

in the brake cylinder pressure head and its connecting pipe.

The leathers which were condemned by these tests, but

could not be condemned by a visual inspection, were for-

warded to the manufacturer to be re-treated, and after be-

ing returned, they were placed in service together with the

new leathers for a comparative test which followed for a

period of six months, with the result that in no case did

the leakage of the re-treated leather exceed the leakage of

the new leather. There is no question Ijut quite a large per-

centage of discarded brake cylinder packing leathers can

be reclaimed by this re-treating process.

DISCUSSION

Attention was called to the saving which this method
would effect when a large numljer of packing leathers are

cleaned. The present condition of the leather market makes
it particularly desirable to reclaim packing leathers when-
ever it is possible.

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

Under heading "Air Compres.sors," sub-heading "Loca-

tion," the following should be added. Paragraph No. 1

:

The base of the bracket should have ample length and bear-

ing on the boiler to insure adequate compressor support as

well as to pre\'ent injury to the boiler.

Paragraph Xo. .v The number, size and spacing of the

studs for securing the liracket to the Irailer should be ac-

cording to good engineering practice; the numlier and size

of studs to depend upon the distance the compressor is out

from the boiler. It is recommended that not less than six

1 '-^-in. studs proper!}' spaced be used where the compressor

is hung low.

Under sub-heading "Repairs to Air Compressors," the

following to be added as Paragraph No. 2 : Air Compres-
sors returned to the shop for repairs should be thoroughly

cleaned in Ijoiling lye l)efore dismantling for inspection.

Under sub-heading "Repairing and Condemning," the

following should lie added to Paragraph No. 4 : Dimensions
between piston heads when properly assembled to be as fol-

lows: 9'j-in. compressor—18.675; 11-in. compressor

—

21.175; S'i-in. cross compound compressor—23.675.

Paragraph No. 5 to be changed to read: Piston packing
rings for steam cylinders to be condemned when end of rings

are .^/S2 in. apart when placed in the smallest part of the

cylinder.

The following paragraphs to be added: Piston packing
rings for steam cylinders to be condemned when end of rings

do not come together when placed in the smallest part of the

cylinder.

Combinations of packing rings and air pistons should not

be used when the difference between the thickness of the

ring and the width of the groove is .005 in. or more.

Under heading "Brake Valves," sub-heading "Cut Out
Cocks," Paragraph No. 1 to be changed to read : The double
heading cut-out cock of the engineer's brake valve to be

located in the cal) and so placed that the handle points up-
ward when cut out and turns down against the lug so that

it stands crosswise of the pipe when cut in. If conditions

prevent the use of a handle of full length, it should be cut

off but in no case to he less than 2-)4 in. long.

Under heading "Distributing Valve," sub-heading "Loca-
tion," Paragraph No. 1 following the word "brackets" in

the fourtli line, the following words should be added: "bolted
to tlie boiler, if possible."

Paragraph No. 2 to be omitted as this is included in

Paragraph No. 1.

The following paragraph to l)e added: Distributing valve
should lie maintained in a condition to applv with a 5-lb.

brake pipe reduction made with the automatic brake valve
and to enaljle pressure to he graduated out of the Ijrake

cylinders in steps of aliout 8-lb. at a time.

Tlic following paragraph to lie added: Distributing valve
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to be removed from tlie locomotive at least once in each six

months, thoroughly cleaned, examined and tested in accord-

ance with the prescribed code on the standard test rack.

Under heading "Brake Cylinders," sub-heading "Clean-

ing and Lubricating," Paragraph No. 2 to be changed to

read: Packing leatliers must not be cleaned with kerosene

or any mineral oil, or with waste or rags that have been

soaked in kerosene or mineral oil, as this destroys the filler

placed in the leather by the manufacturers, opening the

pores and causing the leather to become soft and porous.

Under sub-heading "Leverage," Article No. 6, the word
"piston" to be changed to read "position."

Paragraph No. 10 should be omitted and the following

paragraph substituted: Clasp brakes of proper design

should be used on all passenger equipment cars.

The following paragraph should be added to follow Para-
graph No. 11: Foundation brake gear on freight equipment
cars to be suitable to w'ithstand brake cylinder pressure of

85 lb., except where the empty and load brake is applied

when 60 lb. cylinder pressure in both cylinders should be

used as a basis in determining the strength of the rigging.

The following paragraph to be added : When locomotives

or cars are in shops for general repairs, the foundation brake
rigging should be thoroughly inspected and all excessive lost

motion eliminated. .\]\ pins should be removed for inspec-

tion, pin holes trued up and new pins applied wherever
necessary.

The feed valve test and the distributing valve test were
also revised and the ^I. C. B. recommendations for hand
brakes and brake beams were adopted. Some additions and
changes to conform to the practices required by federal laws
and various minor revisions of the code were made.
The report was signed by S. G. Down, chairman; H. .-V.

Wahlert, N. A. Campbell, j. R. Alexander and H. A. Clark.

OTHER BUSINTSSS

There were more than 200 members registered and 150
guests. The secretary reported a good increase in the mem-
bership and also in the balance in the treasury during tlic

past year. The association voted a considerable fund to be
given to the American Red Cross. Papers were also presented
on the Slack Action in Passenger Trains, Handling Trains
on Hea%T Grades, and the Life of Hose. These will be pub-
lished later.

Oh Thursday Walter V. Turner gave a lecture, illustrated

with moving pictures, on the operation of a triple valve and
also showed lantern slides of freak inventions. On \\'ednes-

day Mr. Turner gave a lecture on the manufacture of shrap-
nel shell.

The following officers were elected: President, C. H.
Weaver, N. Y. C. West of Buffalo; first vice-president, C.

W. Martin, P. R. R.; second vice-president, F. J. Barry,

N. Y., O. & W.; secretary, F. M. Nellis, Westinghouse Air
Brake Co.; treasurer. Otto Best, Nathan Manufacturing Co.

ERIE DINING CARS WITH UNIQUE
TABLE ARRANGEMENT

The Erie Railroad now has in service two new dining
cars designed to give privacy to each two or four guests, as

the case may be, and they were recently exhibited by the

company to a number of railway men and other guests at

the Jersey City terminal. As the illustration indicates, the

passengers sit facing one anotlier within semi-enclosed com-
partments which occupy the central line of the car. There
are two aisles—one on either side of the compartments.
\\'hen seated the passenger is screened from view of all except

persons passing in the aisle, and he has a good out-door

view tlirough the window at his side. The compartments
accommodate 28 passengers; four persons may be seated at

each of four tables and two persons at eacli of six tallies.

This arrangement greatly improves the conditions required

for prompt and satisfactory service. The transverse parti-

tions separating the compartments are 5 ft. 9 in. apart and
tlie compartments are 4 ft. 10 in. wide. The aisles on either

side of the compartments are 2 ft. J in. wide. The dining

room is 45 ft. 1 in. in length.

The tlnnr covering in the dining room i? of maroon flexo-

Interlor View of the Erie Dining Car

lite, that in the passageway in front of the buffet and end
of the car of '/4 in. inlaid rubber, while the kitchen and
pantry floors are covered with copper. The lamps in the

dining room are all of the semi-indirect type affording

ample illumination without unpleasant glare. The cars are

78 ft. 10 in. long, over end posts. They are of steel con-
struction, witli interior finish of Cuban maliogany. The
Barney & Smith Company built the bodies; the Standard Car
Truck Company designed the six-wheel built-up steel trucks.

Floor Plan Showing the Arrangement of Tables In the Center of the Erie DIninq Cars



PLAIN GRINDING MACHINES
An interesting application of a multiple friction disk

drive is found in the Nos. 10 and 11 plain grinding ma-
chines built by the Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Com-
pany, Providence, R. I. Fig. 1 shows a No. 11 machine.

These machines have also wheel and work speeds and feeds

that are entirely independent, and the drive is self-contained.

Power is tran.smitted through a main driving shaft running

in taper roller bearings at the rear of the machine and
driven from a simple overhead countershaft.

A large pulley located centrally between the two roller

bearings on the main driving shaft drives the wheel spindle

with a belt running over two idler pulleys. Changes in wheel

speeds are obtained by means of split pulleys on the wheel

Sprocket .1 at the end of the speed and feed case, is con-

nected to the reversing mechanism and drives the table

traverse. Driven sprocket B is located on the table traverse

reversing mechanism, which is built as a unit and fastened

into the bed of the machine from the front. The headstock

is driven from the speed and feed case by a sprocket C to

a double sprocket D, acting as an idler, to a hardened

splined sprocket E. A splined shaft F supported in bronze

bearings under each end of the table and sliding in splined

sprocket E transmits power to the end of table from wlience

it is carried to the headstock, through chains and sprockets

Fig. 1— Ercwn &. Sharpe No. 11

spindle which may be quickl}- interchanged without remov-

ing the belt. The idler pullejs run on taper roller bearings

supported in a heavy swinging bracket so constructed as to

follow the transverse movement of the wheel stand, thus

keeping a uniform tension upon the driving belt regardless

of the posUicn of the grinding wheel. The slack in the belt

due to the difference in diameter of the w'hcel spindle pul-

leys when changes in wheel speeds are made, is taken care

of by the top idler pulley, which is provided with separate

adjustment, making it possible for the operator to place the

necessary tension on the wheel spindle driving belt. The
work speed and table feed mechanism is built as a unit and
is located in a case at the rear of the machine, being coupled

directly to the end of the main driving shaft.

Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the dri\'e for the wheel.

Fig. 2— Driving iVlechanism for the Grinding V^/heei

and a telescopic shaft with universal joints which permit

the headstock to be moved longitudinally and the table to

be set at an angle. The splined and telescopic shafts are

clearly shown in Fig. 1.

The work driving plate is mounted upon a sprocket run-

ning on tapered roller bearings around a fi.xed spindle which
firmly holds a dead centre in such a manner that it prac-

tically becomes an integral part of the headstock.

SPEED .'iXD FEED CHANGING MECH.4NISM

The drive from the main shaft of the machine to tlie

sprockets in the speed case that in turn drive the headstock

347
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and table is of a multiple friction disk type. It enables the

operator to start and stop work or table movements with-

out shock and gives practically universal clioice of indepen-

dent speeds and feeds. Fig. 5 shows the interior of the case

in which this mechanism is contained. From the shaft /,

which is coupled to the main driving shaft of the machine,

power is transmitted through gears to two separate driving

shafts G and H. running at constant speed. These shafts

carry a series of hardened steel disks, ground slightly con-

vex, and each meshing with another series of hardened steel

disks. The latter disks have a rim at their periphery, bring-

ing the point of contact always at their extreme edge.

The driving shafts CV and H are mounted in swinging

brackets pivoted on the main driving shaft bearings. They
are swung toward or from the driven shafts, carrying the

driving disks toward or from the centre of the driven disks,

thus oljtaining the desired changes in the speed of the work
or feed of the table by decreasing or increasing the radius

of tlie driving disks. .\ continuous flow of oil from a pump
directly connected to the main driving shaft furnishes lubri-

cant for the entire case.

The control of the speed and feed case is governed by

three levers grouped around a dial mounted at the front of

the machine. A lever marked "Head" (at the left) serves

to operate the set of disks that govern the headstock or work
speeds. Twelve indicated changes of work speed and the

fine division between these indicated changes are available.

A second lever marked "Table" (at the right) serves like-

wise to change the rate of table traverse. The corresponding

dial is graduated to read in inches per miriute. .\ny de-

Flg 3— Interior View of Variable Speed Case for the B. & S. Plain

Grinding Machine

sired change from 13 to 181 in. per minute may be ob-

tained.

A third and longer lever operates the springs which hold

the friction disks firmly in contact and serves to instantly

start or stop both work and table simultanciiusly without

stopping the grinding wheel.

INDEl'ENDEXT .^ITOM.ATIC CROSS FEED

These machines are provided with the independent auto-

matic cross feed, which enables the wheel to be fed auto-

matically into the work without traversing the table. This

feature is desirable when tlie portion of work to be ground

is not as great as the width of the grinding wheel. This

independent automatic cross feed is driven from the table

traverse mechanism and operates the ratchet mechanism of

the regular automatic cross feed. As a result the full num-
ber of changes of feed that can be made with the regular

cross feed mechanism are available. These may be in-

creased or decreased by changing the speed of the table tra-

verse mechanism with tlie table traverse feed change mechan-
ism, giving practicall)' a universal selection of feeds from

the coarsest to the finest that are ever required. A positive

safety lock pre\'ents taljle traverse when the independent

automatic cross feed is in operation.

"CISCO" RELIEVING ATTACHMENT
The Cincinnati Iron and Steel Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio, recently designed a relieving attachment for engine

lathes. It is driven from a gear on the outride end of the

spindle. This gear replaces the spindle Ijushing and
necessitates no change whatsoever in the spindle itself. It

is engaged by an idler which in turn drives tlie change gears

on the swinging quadrant. Six change gears are all that

are required to oijtain the correct changes for the following
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LIBBY HIGH POWER TURRET LATHE
The Libby heavy duty turret lathe has been in use in rail-

way shops on heavy bar and chucking work for a number
of years. The manufacturers of this machine, the Inter-

national Machine Tool Company, Indianapolis, Ind., has
recently placed on the market a new turret lathe known as

type C, which represents an improvement over the former

design in accuracy and economy of production. In this

machine care has been taken to provide ample power and
rigidity and also to reduce to a minimum the labor required

Libby Lathe Finishing Cranl< Pins fronn Bar Stocl<

of the operator. It has been used with good results on

crank, crosshead and knuckle joint pins, washers and collars,

valve rings and similar parts.

This machine has a swing over the ways of 26 in. and
over the carriage of 24 in. with a 7}^-in. hole through the

spindle. The travel of the carriage is 72 in. As regularly

furnished, the lathe carries a 22-in. 3-jaw universal chuck.

If desired, a 4-jaw combination chuck or a collet chuck.

strains direct. The front way is undercut 15 deg. to receive

long taper gibs for both the tool post and the turret slides,

which take care of the side thrusts of both carriages.

The headstock is of the geared type with single pulley

drive. The gears are of wide face and coarse pitch, the

material being either steel or semi-steel. The chuck ring

gear is 22 in. in diameter, and is keyed and bolted to an
11 -in. flange forged on the spindle. The frictions are of

large diameter and will carry the full capacity of the belt.

The machine can be started and stopped under the heaviest

cut without releasing the feed. The spindle is of high carbon

steel threaded to receive the chuck, and has a taper seat

for centralizing the chuck. Eight spindle speeds ranging

from 8 to 142 r.p.m. are provided Ijy the change gears. All

spindle and shaft bearings in the headstock are of phosphor
bronze. The spindle bearings are adjustable for wear and
are provided with ring oilers.

The tool post carriage is of the side carriage type. There
is no bearing on the back way, but instead a taper gibbed

bearing is provided on the bottom of the front side of the

bed. This construction permits the tool post to pass the

chuck and allows the turret to come up flush with the chuck
so that short, stock)' tools can be used. A heavy, four-side,

turret type tool post is provided. It can be locked rigidly

in any of the four positions and clamped in any intermediate

position desired. Stops are provided for each face of the

turret and there is also a sight indicator for use in reproduc-

ing diameters. Forty-eight feeds are provided ranging from
.50 in. to .0078 in. per revolution of the spindle.

The turret slide is of heayj' construction, with a long

Ijearing surface on the bed. It is gibbed horizontally and
vertically and has a positive clamp to hold it stationary

when using centers. The turret is of the hollow hexagon
type 18 in. across the flats, with A^A-in. holes. It is

mounted on a conical seat and centers by a lock pin. The
lever which controls the lock pin also operates the clamp
ring which holds the turret in position. There are 80
changes of feed ranging from .50 in. to .0039 in.

A power rapid traverse is provided for both the tool post

Type C Libby Lathe for Heavy Work

designed to take bar stock up to ly^ in. in diameter can be

furnished. The bed and the headstock housing are cast in

one piece. The bed is cross-ribbed and has a longitudinal

rib through the center. The ways are broad and flat and
provide extensive bearing surfaces for the carriages. By
their positions relative to the spindle they receive the cutting

and turret carriages, each being independent of the other.

None of the headstock or feed gears is used in the rapid

traverse mechanism. The hand movement of the slides is

by means of a hand wheel on the tool post slide and a pilot

wheel on the turret slide. One revolution of eitlier wheel

advances the slide one inch, which gives sufficient power to
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operate the slide while the machine is cutting. Throughout
the machine provision for insuring oil reaching anv part that

re<iuircs it lias Lieen made. The machine will cut any stand-

ard thread from '2-in. lead down, including 11' j threads
per incli. Among the special attachments that can be fur-

nished for this machine are oil pans and pump, a taper at-

tachment, bar feed, two-S])eed countershaft and standard or

special tools for chucking or bar work.

The turret lathe is regularly furnished with a countershaft

having 18-in. pulleys and designed to run at 360 r. p. m. If

it is desired to use motor drive a motor of any make or type.

either constant or variable speed, running at from 1,100 to

1,500 r. p. m. and having a capacity of about 20 hp. may be

used.

CINCINNATI PLANER
A new design of a 30 in. by 30 in. planer has recently

been developed by the Cincinnati Planer Company, Cincin-

nati. Ohio, in which several interesting features are in-

cluded.

The bed is of the latest design in w-hich the top Ijetween

the vees is closed up in the ca.sting excepting at the gear-
ing sections. This makes a strong box section and elimin-

ates danger to the operator. The bed is bored to receive

the shaft bearing and all driving gears are inside the bed
supported by two bearings, thus eliminating the overhung
construction. The loose pulleys are equipped with self-oil-

ing bronze bushings, and the driving pullev is made of

aluminum. The shifting mechanism is of a new design in

which the cam slots are milled into the outside diameter nf

a round ca-ting. This c;im is <uppnrtc'd in a substantial

New Design of 30-in. by 30-in. Cincinnati Pianer

bracket bolted against the housings, which also jiruvides an
extra sujijiort to the Ijelt arms. A drip pan is attached to

the lower side of the Ijracket which catches the oil from the

shifting device, thus leaving the belts dry.

The table is of box type being closed at the bottom as

well as the top. The housings are of box type and are

carried to the bottom of the bed. They are fastened to the

sides by bolts and dowel pins and are further secured by a

tongue and groove arrangement.
The cross rail is of entirely new design. The reinforced

arch on the back is made to a true half circle. This section

is u.sed so as to provide additional strength for the torsional

stress imposed by overhung cutting tools. The saddle is

carried up to the full length of the harp. An extra clamp
is jjrovided at tlie extreme end which provides the necessary

rigidity. The saddle is taper gibbed at the top and the clap-

per box is provided with a rectangular shaped clamp instead

oi the circular clamp arrangement as was ])rovided in the old

lyjje.

The machine sho\\n in tlie jihotograph is provided with
rapid power traverse to the rail heads. It is driven from

Left Side View of tlie Cincinnati Planer

the to]) of tile macliine through a pair of bevel gears and
friction clutch which is mani]5ulated from the end of the

cross rail and is within easy reach of the operator. It is im-
possiljle to engage the feed and riipid trax'erse at the same
time.

The housings are provided with a set of pads onto whidi
the lirackets can be fastened for the motor drive arrange-
ment at any time after the machine has been purchased.
This machine is regularly ecjuipjied with a two-speed coun-
tershaft drive giving two cutting speeds and constant re-

verse.

Tlie left side view of the machine shows the automatic
limit stop for the elevating device which is an added feature

to this machine. This consists of a vertical rod having two
collars connected to the shifting levers of the company's
standard elevating device. These levers 0])erate the friction

clutches at the top of the machine for raising and lower-
ing the rail. A bracket is fastened on to the back of the
cross rail through which this rod passes. The collars on the
rods are set to a predetermined height and it will be seen
that when the liracket on the rail comes in contact with the
collars, the vertical rod is moved in either the upward or
downward motion causing the levers on the elevating device
to operate the friction clutches.

All gears are thoroughly covered for the safety of the
operator.
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MORRIS STANDARD ENGINE LATHE

The Morris Machine Tool Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,

has recently put on the market an 18-Ln. engine lathe, an il-

lustration of which appears below. This machine has a swing

over the way? of IS's in. and over the carriage of 11 ^s in.

It is built with beds from 6 to 14 ft. long. The lathe fitted

with an 8-ft. bed will handle work 4 ft. 2'2 in. long, the

length handled b\- the other sizes being in proportion to the

length of beds.

The headstock is strong and well braced. The spindle is

of hammered high carbon crucible steel, with 1^-in. di-

ameter hole, fitted with Xo. 5 Morse taper bushing and No.

4 Morse taper center. It is also threaded to receive a chuck.

Either single or double back gearing can lie provided. The

steady rests, two face plates, wrenches and the countershaft.

If desired, extra furnishings including a plain rest, taper

attachment, turret on shears, carriage, or tool post, a Euro-

pean tool post, pan and pump can be fumished.

ALL-GEARED DRILL AND TAPPER
The hea\-}' duty all-geared drill and tapper shown in the

illustration is manufactured by the Barnes Drill Company,

Rockford, 111. Every bearing in the machine, aside from

the spindle sleeve and cross spindles, is self-oiled. There

are eight changes of geared speeds and ten changes of geared

feeds." all of which are under the immediate control of the

operator from the front of the machine. All the gears of

the machine are fully enclosed.

Oil is pumped by a geared pump in the reservoir of the

machine and distriluted to all the gears and bearings, in-

cluding the crown gears and feed bo.\. The transmission

gears are cut from a high grade of chrome-nickel steel, be-

ing heat treated and tempered to prevent wear. The ma-
chine may be equipped with an automatic reversing mechan-

ism manufactured by this company which can be set so that

Morris 18-in. Engine Lathe

machines with single back gear are fitted with a four step

cone pulley for i'i in. belt, while those with double back

gears have a three step pulley for 3J4-in. belt. The single

back gear gives 16 speeds, ranging from 5 to 357 r.p.m.,

while the double back gears provide 18 speeds, from 13.5 to

346 r.p.m.

The carriage is of unusually heavy construction with

bearings 304^ in. long supported on large vees. The car-

riage is gibbed to the bed at both the front and back and is

fitted to receive a taper attachment. The apron is of a pat-

ented one-piece box construction with all bearings cast in-

tegral. All gears are of steel and have bearings at both ends

of the shafts. Each feed friction is operated by a single lever.

An interlock makes it impossible to engage the thread and

feed mechanisms at the same time. The standard feed box

gives four changes of positive feed. With even gears on the

stud and screw, these give 8, 16, 22 and 32 cuts per inch.

With the regular equipment a range of threads from 2 to 30,

including Il'/j threads per inch, can be cut. Provision is

made for the use of change gears to cut special pitches or

metric threads. A chasing dial is provided for catching

threads. A compound rest with a swivel graduated in de-

grees and clamped by a single bolt is regularly furnished.

The tool post will take ?s in. by 1J4 in. tools.

The tailstock is of a heavy box section with the bottom

graduated and provided with set over screws. The s])indle

is of steel and it is clamped by split bushings operated by a

single handle. The bed is 16J^ in. wide by U-J-s in. deep,

braced with numerous cross girths. It is regularly supported

by two legs, but with beds more than 10 ft. long a center leg

is also provided.

The countershaft has double friction pulleys 14 in. in di-

ameter for 4-in. belt. For the single back geared lathes the

speed of the countershaft should be 120 and 160 r.p.m.,

while with double back gears it should be 205 and 245 r.p.m.

The regular equipment of the lathe includes follow and

Barnes 22-in. Aii-Geared Drill and Tapper

the instant a tap reaches the required depth, the spindle will

automatically reverse.

The machine is driven by a 10-h.p. motor for ordinary

use, running at a speed of about 1,200 r.p.m. Speeds vary-

ing from 28 to 575 r.p.m. are obtained on this machine and

the feed varies between .003 in. and .093 in. per revolu-

tion of the spindle. The machine will handle a 2-in. high

speed drill in solid steel. The distance from the center of

the spindle to the face of the column is 11 in. and the

maximum distance from the regular table to the nose of the

spindle is 32 in. The spindle has a travel of 14 in. and is

equipped with either a No. 4 or No. 5 Morse taper, as pre-
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ferred. Tlie size of the regular table is 20 in. by 14 in.

and has a vertical travel of 2j in. The floor space occu-

pied bv this machine is 52 in. by 31 in. It has a net weight

of 2,540 lb. with the regular table and 3,200 lb. with the

compound table, including the oil pump attachment.

BALL BEARING BENCH AND FLOOR
GRINDERS

The bench and floor grinders and buffers shown in the

illustrations are made by the Hisey-Wolf Machine Com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio. They are electrically driven

machines, being self-contained in a compact unit. The spin-

dles are made of high-grade steel, accurately ground. They
run in S K F ball bearings, mounted in caps in close pro-x-

imity to the grinding wheels, all the bearings being pro-

tected from dust and grit and provided with heavy felt

protector washers on each side of the bearing housing. AW
the wheels are fitted on spindles of standard dimensions

by 3 in. thick. They operate at speeds of 1,100 r.p.m. and

are driven by 5-h.p. motors. The largest bench grinder has

a wheel 14 in. in diameter by 2 in. wide, operates at a

speed of 1,700 r.p.m. and is driven by a o-h.p. motor. The
smallest bench machine has an 8-in. wheel, 3'4 in. thick

and operates at ,i,400 r.p.m., being driven by a /-j-h.p.

motor.

Bench Grinder and Buffer

recommended by the American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers. The flange washers are of ample size and care-

fully machined to provide the proper balance. The wheel

guards are made of steel and enclose the grinding wheels

for three-quarters of the circumference. Direct or alternat-

ing current motors are used to drive the machines. In both

cases the motors are designed especially for this service, the

#i%
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AMERICAN FLEXIBLE STAYBOLT
The American Flexible Staybolt Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa., has revised its method of manufacture of its flexible

staybolts to give greater resisting action to the stresses to

which it is subjected in the locomotive firebox. The slot in

the body of the staybolt is slotted as before, but the body

slot has all edges and ends worked and rounded to elimi-

nate all square or sharp edges. The fillets formerly used in

joining the body to the threaded end have been changed

to long tapers which give a better flow of the material from

the end into the reduced diameter of the body. The entire

forming of the body after slotting and working, including

Latest Type of American Flexible Staybolt

the forming of the end tapers, is done by rolling, after which

the bolt is twisted and straightened in a press, the square

ends for application being formed at that time. All of the

forging operations are completed in one heat and the bolts

are piled while red hot, for slow cooling before machining.

Laboratory tests have shown that this method of making
the bolts has produced a material improvement in their

strength and flexibility. The ratio of yield point, or elastic

limit to the tensile strength has been shown by tests to be

.738. an increase of nine per cent over that generally ob-

tained. The rolling process effects very little change in

the original structure of the iron and the outer fibre stresses

have been reduced to withstand a maximum lateral vibration.

VERTICAL SURFACE GRINDING
MACHINE

The use of grinding machines is constantly finding wider

application to locomotive work. There are a variety of uses

to which they may be put and in some instances they have

Reed-Prentice Vertical Grinding Machine

been found to decrease the cost of production and at the same

time produce more accurate work, Tlie vertical surface grind-

ing machine shown in the illustration is made by the Reed-

Prentice Company, Worcester, Mass. This machine is de-

signed for handling both surface and circular grinding.

The head is of rigid construction, it being practically integral

with the telescoping column back of the machine. The
vertical adjustment of the head may be obtained by either

hand or power feed, clamps being provided to hold the head

in position after it has been raised to the proper height.

The bearing for the spindle is lined with nickel babbitt

and it may be adjusted for wear. The spindle has a bearing

of in. in diameter for a length of S in. A sprocket and

silent chain is used to drive the wheel spindle in pref-

erence to belt on account of the moisture and dirt. The
spindle is made of alloy steel and is supported at the upper

end in a ball bearing, the end play of the spindle being pre-

vented bv a heavy coil spring and two Ijall thrust collars. A

Back View of Reed-Prentice Vertical Surface Grinder

wheel chuck has been provided which will permit the wheels

being changed quickly and at the same time hold them firm-

ly. A vertical adjustment of the wheel in the chuck is pro-

vided so that the wheel may be used until it has been re-

duced to ',2 in. or less in width without danger of crushing

it. The wheel support is of a heavy goose-neck type, the

telescoping part of which is supported in the bearings in the

base.

The bed of the table is thoroughly braced and ribbed.

It has large "V and flat bearing surfaces. The table

is also strongly braced to prevent warping. Six feeds are

provided for the table, ranging from 2 ft. to 12^ ft. per

minute, or from .021 in. to .142 in. per revolution of the

spindle. These feeds are controlled by levers at the front

of the base and any feed may be obtained while the machine
is in operation. The wheel feed is controlled by either hand
or power, a counterljalance being provided. The power feed

is provided with an automatic release. Twenty-five feeds

may be obtained, ranging from .0002 in. to .005 in.

.•\n ample supply of water is provided to bodi the inside
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and the outside of the wheel at the same time. The inside

supply is furnished through the hollow spindle and the out-

side is furnished through the ordinary flush system. Rec-

tangular or rotary magnetic chucks are provided with the

table as desired. These chucks are waterproof and are well

protected from short circuit.

The table has a working surface of 1 1 in. by 78 in. and
a traverse of 78 in. The distance from the top of the taljle

to the underside of the grinding wheel is 15 in. The wheels

are 14 in. in diameter. 4 in. wide and have a rim of 1'4

in. The spindle .speed is 1.050 r.p.m. The machine occu-
pies a floor space of 5 ft. bv 16 ft. 2 in. and has a net

weight of 8.700 lb.

BACK GE.\RED CRANK SHAPER
Tlie 24-in. back geared crank shaper shown in the illus-

tration is made by the Oueen City ^iachine Tool Company,
Cincinnati. Ohio. This machine is equipped throughout

with helical gears. This type of gear has been adojjted

by this compan\' en account of the smooth finish of the

work ])roduced w-ith tlicm. It has found that they run

practically noiseless and without backlash, and although

they are cut on a coniparati\ely small helix angle, 14 deg.

15 niin.. at least three teeth are in mesh at all times, which

gives a continuous rolling motion to the ram. All the cast-

ings in these machines are either of ca,st steel or semi-steel.

The crank pin and shaft journals are hardened and ground
and the bearings are ring-oiled.

The length of the stroke of the ram can be quickly changed
and positively locked while the ram is in motion or at rest.

Queen City Back Geared Crank Shaper

All tlat bearing surfaces are long and wide with provision

for taking up the wear. The crank lug is hardened and

ground. The body of the crank pin is a crucible steel cast-

ing. The machine is equipped with eight cutting speeds for

every change of stroke, ranging in geometrical progression

from 6.4 to 92 strokes per minute at 290 r.p.m. Si.xteen

changes of feed are provided. The table support moves up
and down automatically with the rail and is self-alining

with the table. It is gibbed closely to the table, eliminating

the spring due to both the thrust and lift of the tool when
taking heavy cuts. It has a full vertical adjustment and
ample bearing on the widest cross traverse. These shapers

may be equipped with either an adjustable or constant speed

motor.

VALVELESS BOILER SCALER
The George Oldham & Son Company, Franklord. Phila-

delphia, Pa., has recently placed on the market a valveless

boiler scaler which is shown in the sketch. It is a com-
pact little tool of simple construction. Its total weight is

only 2' 4 lb. and it is 3 in. long and 2 in. wide at the cap

Valveless Boiler Scaler

and 1' > in. wide at the nose end. The stroke is Ji in. and
the bore of the cylinder is 11 16 in. The tool is small

enough to get in at all points of a boiler and can be operated

easily by air with an extension pipe.

FLUE RECLAIMING ATTACHMENT
The Draper ilanufacturing Company, Port Huron. Mich.,

has recently developed the flue reclaiming attachment

shown in the illustration. This device is used for welding

split flues and for welding long sections of flues in con-

nection with the pneumatic flue welding machine manufac-
tured b\' this company. The welding machine is placed

behind the furnace, with the end of a long mandrel central

between the dies of the hammer and in line with the center

Draper Flue Reclaiming Attachment

of the furnace. A waterliack is placed iietween the furnace

and the welder, through which cold water is circulated to

keep the welder cool. The flues to be welded are prepared
in the ordinary way. The shorter piece is pushed through
the furnace on to the mandrel and the other piece is inserted

into or over the lap and the part to be welded is located in

the center of the furnace, .\ clamp is then placed on the

flue at a certain distance in front of the welding machine
operating lever which is shown at the front of the furnace.

The distance between this clamp and the center of the fur-

nace is the same as that between the center of the \velder

and the operating lever, ^\'hen the tubes have been raised

to a welding heat, they are puslied through on the mandrel
under the welding machine. The clamp on the tube will

engage the o]jerating lever when the weld is under the ham-
mer of the welding machine, immediatel}- putting the weld-
ing machine into operation. In this way. the joint is welded
in a ven,- few seconds after it leaves the lire. After the flue

has been welded, the clamp is removed and the flue is t.-i.ken
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out and placd on a tilting table, where it if straightened.

The tube is then allowed to cool until it will support its

own overhanging weight. The only limit to the length of

the flue that can be welded is dependent entirely upon the

length of the mandrel behind the flue welder. The lengths

of flues shown in the illustration are 12 ft. and 14 ft. re-

spectively.

QUICK RELEASING FACE MILLING
CUTTER

An inserted tooth face milling cutter which combines

quick release and interchangeability with heavy service is

manufactured by the Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Com-
pany, Providence, R. 1.

Trouble has been experienced at one time or another by

machinists in removing the ordinary face milling cutter after

it has become heated and "frozen'' on the spindle. The

Fig. 1— Brown & Sharpe Quick Releasing Face Miiling Cutter

force necessary to get such a cutter off is liable to result

in damage to the cutter or ma\' be sufficient to throw the

spindle bearings out of alinement. Fig. 1 illustrates a cut-

ter designed to overcome these difficulties, and the sectional

diagram. Fig. 2, will show how readily this is accomplished.

Fig. 2—Section Through Quici< Releasing Face Milling Cutter

The split sleeve .1 which has a steep outside taper, screws

on the nose of the machine spindle, the cutter B with a

tapered hole is drawn tightly on this sleeve by the clamping

plate C, and draw-in bolt D. A key in the sleeve fits into

the cutter, thus insuring a positive drive.

When the draw-in bolt is loosened, the clamping plate is

released, and the steep taper allows the cutter to be slid oft'

instantly. As the cutter is removed, the split sleeve expands

and may be unscrewed from the spindle nose very easily.

Split sleeves of varving sizes are made tn fit different sizes

of spindles, thus one cutter may be interchanged from ma-
chmc to machine, thereby eliminating the necessity of hav-
ing a set of cutters to fit each machine spindle.

The cutters are held up close to the spindle as there are

no long hul>s projecting, thus the maximum working space

is obtained.

Fig. illustrates the rigid and efficient method used for

holding the teeth in the periphery of the machinery steel

r^

Fig. 3— Method of Holding the Teeth
Cutters.

B. & S. Inserted Tooth

body on Brown k Sharpe inserted tooth cutters. When
the teeth are in.serted, the tapered bushing is driven in place

b\' set C. and the screw' is then put in, thus firmly securing

the bushing. The bushings are removed with the extracting

screw B.

TYPE "C" DUMORE GRINDER
M the rec|Ufst of a manufacturer who had found difficulty

in securing dies on account of the present market conditions

the \\'isconsin Electric Company, Racine, Wis., made a

special grinding machine, which enabled solid dies, round

split dies, etc., to be sharpened. The first machine effected

such a large saving that the tool has now Ijeen added to the

company's lint of electrical specialties as a special type of

the regular Dumore grinder.

The attachment for sharpening solid dies consists of a

carborundum pencil, -'s in. in diameter, held in a special

Type C Dumore Grinder

chuck mounted on a spindle which runs at the rate of .^l),()00

r.p.m. In sharpening dies the pencil is passed through the

holes, as shown in the illustration. The teeth of the dies

can thus be ground at the proper angle for the most effec-

tive work. Pencils dressed to any shape or size desired can
lie mounted in the chuck. This makes the mach'ne useful
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for lapping out blanking dies and for other similar work.

Besides the small pencil there is a grinding wheel mounted
on the motor spindle, which runs at a speed of 10,000 r.p.m.

At shops where the Dumore grinder is already in use the

special equipment for grinding dies can be purchased sep-

arately and attached to the motor as desired. The de\'ice

has effected large economies, one manufacturer reporting a

saving of from $130 to $200 a month by its use.

A HANDY PIPE VICE
The \\'hittington-Vaughn Company, Lanesboro, Pa., has

recently developed a convenient pipe wrench which weighs
less than 4 lb. and will handle a 2 -in. pipe. This wrench
may be applied at any convenient place by screws or bolts,

Whittington Pipe Vise

is easily carried in any kit of tools and is of strong con-

struction. The floating jaw is guided on the body of the

vise, giving a substantial support to it.

FLEXIBLE PIPE CONNECTION
A flexible pipe connection, consisting of a ball joint packea

with '4-in. braided asbestos, has recently been placed on the

market by the Franklin Railway Supply Company, 30 Church

St.. Xew York City. It is of simple construction, as shown

Flexible Pipe Ball Joint

b\- the illustration. Either the standard square or round

asbestos packing may be used to pack the joint. This is of

considerable advantage in that no special gaskets are required

and the joint can be repacked at any shop or enginehouse.

By tightening the packing nuts, the packing is squeezed into

place, completely filling the space between the metal rings.

The packing nut is prevented from working loose by a cotter

pin which e.xtends through a hole in a lug on the body of the

joint and a hole on the packing nut.

These flexible joints can be used for both steam and air

and with standard piping will replace rubber hose in many
places. They are especially adapted for use in roundhouse

blower and blow-oft" lines, terminal coach heating lines, pump
testing racks, etc. They can be used also to advantage in the

main reser\'oir connections on locomotives, where flexibility

is a desirable feature, and thereby eliminate pipe failures

caused by a rigid union joint. The joints are made for either

straight or angle connections.

AUTOMATIC METAL CUTTING-OFF
MACHINES

The Nutter & Barnes Company, Hinsdale, N. H., has re-

cently improved its cutting-oft' machines by the addition of

a new method of lubrication which provides a heavy stream

of lubricant at the cutting edge of the saws. The lubricant

is contained in a well in the base of the machine and is

pumped from there to a duct which is a part of the saw
hood, as shown in the illustration. The supply of lubricant

is controlled by the valve at the left of the hood. A fle.xible

Automatic Cutting-Off Machine

pipe connects the reservoir at the bottom of the machine

with the pump.
The motor for driving this machine is mounted directly

on tile movable slide of the machine. This arrangement

is compact and the motor is up off the floor, out of the way
of dirt and possible injury. This machine has a work table

14 in. by 2.^ in. by 29 in. high. The distance between the

clamped yoke and the table is 10>4 in. The saw carriage

is 23 in. long by 1 7 in. wide and is equipped with both

power and hand feed. The machine is driven by a 3-h.p.

motor, has a floor space of 3 ft. bv S ft. 6 in. and a net

weight of 2.S00 lb.
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LOCOLIGHT HEADLIGHT EQUIPMENT
The Locolight Company, Indianapolis, Ind., has recently

brought out a new model of the standard generator which the

company has been manufacturing since 1914. The new
machine, which is rated to deliver 450 watts at 32 volts, em-
bodies all the principal features used in the former type.

The turbo-generator, complete with the base, weighs 109 lb.

The length over all is IS'j in., the height 15>2 in. and the

width 1 5 in. The turbine wheel is 1 1 in. in diameter, weighs

Locolight Headlight Generator

about 6 lb., and is designed to run at a speed of 3,200 r.p.m.

The governor acts directly on the wheel, the governor weights

in action forcing the wheel out of the path of the steam, thus

controlling the speed. The shaft, wheel and governor can

be removed from the machine without destroying the adjust-

ment of the governor. The shaft is carried on two sets of

annular liall-bearings which are lubricated by a chain oiling

device. The chain passes over a spacer, between the ball

bearings, which is smaller at the center than it is at either

Rotating Parts anti Bearings Assembled

of the ends. The ends of the 5i)acer project into the ball

bearing races. The oil which is brought up by the chain is

carried by centrifugal force to the ends of the spacer and flies

off into the bearings. .Spacers at each end of the bearing

housing throw off any oil which passes through the bearings

and it is carried back to the oil well.

The dynamo is of the Edi.son bipolar type, compound

wound. The field frame is of electric malleable iron with
pole pieces and frame in one piece, thus eliminating all joints

in the magnetic circuit. The field coils are held rigidly on
the frame and are well insulated. The brush holders are of

the bo.x type.

The headlight, which is regularly furnished with this

generator, is equipped with a 30-volt, 150 watt incandescent
lamp, which will comply with the requirements of the loco-

motive inspection law. The steam consumption of the turbine
is appro.ximately 102 lb. of steam per hour at ISO lb. boiler
pressure and 128 lb. per hour at 220 lb. pressure. It is

claimed for this equipment that the maintenance cost and the
consumption of steam and of oil are low and that the absence
of grease cups and packing reduces materially the attention
which is required at the engine terminals.

EXPANSION JOINT WITH A
CROSSHEAD GUIDE

An e.xpansion joint having a crosshead and guide, adapted
to all service on high or low pressure water, oil, gas or
steam lines, has been tested for several years and is now
being manufactured and sold by the Ross Heater & Manu-
facturing Company, Buffalo, N. Y. It is claimed for this

crosshead guided joint that the sleeve is held in perfect
alinement and that the weight of the pipe line is relieved
from the sleeve and packing, thus preventing excessive wear

Ross Crosshead Guided Expansion Joint

on these parts. The main casting is divided in two parts,

which are connected by a heavy flange and bolts. The mov-
ing elements consist of a long sleeve made steam-tight by
a stuffing box and gland. The sleeve is supported at the

outer end by companion flanges, which are machined on
the outer surfaces and slide in the guide, the internal surface

of which is also machined. Stops are provided on the

guide to prevent the crosshead l>eing drawn out of the casing

and thus breaking the joint.

.\\\ the parts are substantially constructed and are readily

accessible by removing the casing. The packing space of

the stuffing box is long and is adapted to the use of any
kind of metallic or fibrous packing. The sleeve is made
of bronze and for pressures up to 150 lb. all other parts

are made of semi-steel; for higher pressures cast steel is

used. The sleeves are made in two types, one having a free

travel of 4 in. and the other of 8 in. These types are

made in both single and double joints providing an ex-

ceptional range of movement. This joint occupies little

space and is easily insulated. It has been used successfully

on steam lines carrying a pressure of 175 lb. the steam being

superheated to 300 deg. F.
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The .A.tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe reports that 263 of its

emplovee? from all branches of railway service have already

enlisted in the regular army, the national guard, the navy,

the marines and the signal, aviation, engineer, and resen-e

corps.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has granted a 10 per

cent increase in pay to all shop men and "unorganized"

employees on the road. The increase for the shop and

clerical men took effect on May 16, and the track laborers'

advance dates back to April IS.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, by an order dated

.\pril 12, has extended for eight months from July 1, 1917,

the time within which freight cars must be equipped with

safety appliances to conform to the standards prescribed

by the commission, as set forth in its orders of March 1,>,

1911, and November 2, 1915.

President H. U. Mudge. of the Denver &; Rio Grande,

announces that beginning July 1 the company will retire all

emplo\ees at the age of 70 and will pay pensions to retired

emplovees according to the usual custom on many roads.

The pension will lie e.\tended to all persons continuously

in the employ of the company 25 years and includes both

officers and employees. The basis of the pension will be

the average monthly pay for the ten years previous to re-

tirement. Of this average pay each employee retired will

receive one per cent for each year in the ser\nce.

The Texas S: Pacific has issued a notice to all of its sec-

tion and machine shop foremen that they should place in

immediate cultivation all the availalile space along the right

of way. In order to provide an adequate supply of hibor

each section man and machine shop employee is to be given

one-half day a week of the company's time to perform this

work. The employees will share in the crops thus grown,

according to the number of hours the man works, including

the one-half day of the company's time allowed, and the

extra time that he may put in. Particular attention is to be

given to the growing of vegetables, such as tomatoes, cab-

bage, beans, radishes, potatoes and roasting ears. The plant-

ing of cotton is prohibited.

J. M. Hannaford, president of the Northern Pacific, has

issued a statement authorizing bonuses for "unorganized"

emplovees, which will aggregate about $750,000. This in-

crease in compensation follows an advance of five per cent

made last October, the difference being that the bonus now

announced takes in employees whose salaries run up to

S,i,000 a year, whereas the increase granted last October

applied only to those whose salaries were below 52,000.

The statement sets forth that in view of the continued in-

crease in the cost of living, employees in service on July

1, 1117, will be granted a bonus of 10 per cent of their

wages between January 1 and July 1, except where service

has not been continuous and where the wages of employees

are fixed b_\" contracts or schedules made by collecti\e agree-

ment. It is fu'rtlier stated that similar bonus payments will

1)6 considered from time to time, as conditions warrant.

Preliminary steps for the electrification of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul from Othello, Wash., to Seattle and

Tacoma, are now being taken and construction work will

soon be under way. Electric power has Ijeen contracted for

with the Intcrmountain Electric Power Company, and sub-

stations are to be built at Taunton. \\"ash.; Doris, Kittitas,

Cle Elum, Hyak, Cedar Falls, Rcnton and Tacoma. These

eight stations will Ije of the same in-door type as was adopted

in the recently completed installation between .\very, Idaho,

and Harlowton, Mont. The stations will each contain two

2,000 kw, units, and specifications for all the station ma-
chiner)' and locomotives are now in the hands of builders

for bids. The poles for the proposed electrified zone have

already been bought and are now being delivered. The
actual setting of the poles will commence within oO days. It

is expected that the contemplated 225 miles to be electrified

from Othello, Wash., to Seattle and Tacoma. will be com-
pleted by January 1, 1919, and that the first unit, that be-

tween Othello and Cle Elum, will be ready for operation on
|;inuarv 1, 1918,

COMMITTEES TO INVESTIGATE CAR AND LOCO-
MOTIVE BUILDING CAPACITY

Committees of car and locomotive builders have been or-

ganized at the request of the Council of National Defense to

investigate the capacity of car and locomotive building plants

in this country and the extent of their ;ibility to turn out ad-

ditional motive power and equipment for the railroads of

this country and for the .-Mlies. The membership of these

committees is as follows: Car Committee: S. M. Vauclain,

vice-president of Baldwin Locomotive Works, chairman; E.

F. Carry, president of Haskell & Barker Car Company;
Charles S. Gawthrop, vice-president of the .\merican Car
& Foundry Company; Clive Runnels, vice-president of tlie

358
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Pullman Company; R. L. Gordon, vice-president of the

Standard Steel Car Company, and A. S. Reeder, vice-presi-

dent of the Pressed Steel Car Company. Locomotive Com-
mittee: S. M. Vauclain, chairman; Andrew Fletcher, presi-

dent of the American Locomotive Company; H. P. Ayres,

vice-president of H. K. Porter Locomotive Company, and

Joel Coffin, chairman of Lima Locomotive Corporation.

WOMEN EMPLOYEES IN THE MECHANICAL
DEPARTMENT

Following a conference several weeks ago between J. M.
Davis, vice-president of operation and maintenance, and of-

ficers of his staff, the Baltimore & Ohio announced that posi-

tions in its shops, in the freight and passenger terminals and

other outside places were open to women. Immediately

several applications were accepted. At Lorain, Ohio, where

the company handles its largest lake coal and ore traffic,

various tasks in the machine and air brake shops. Women
have been found to be well adapted to sorting the smaller and
lighter classes of scrap material at the Painesville, Ohio, scrap

reclamation plant. \\'omen are being paid the same wages

as would be paid to men doing the same work.

On the Pennsylvania Railroad every general superintend-

ent has been directed by the general manager, Elisha Lee, to

investigate and report, as promptly as possible, in what
capacities girls or women can be employed efficiently on all

l)arts of the railroad; what numbers can be so utilized, and to

what extent they can perform the work now being done by

men. The object of this step is twofold: First, to release

men from work that can as well be performed by women, and
thus increase the number of male employees available for

those forms of railroad service for which women are not so

well adapted; second, to prepare for the proljability that

selective conscription will ultimately result in a considerable

depletion of the forces of male employees not actually en-

Women Employed in the Baltimore & Ohio Shops at Lorain, Ohio

women were given positions in the shops as helpers and at

various kinds of light labor. A group of these women .shop

employees are shown in the photograph which is reproduced

herewith.

The four women shown with overalls are all em-

ployed in the shops. The others, from left to right, are em-

ployed as oil distributor, blacksmith helper, yard cleaner,

car clerk and assorter of small scrap materials. At the time

this is written 29 women in all are employed at the Lorain

shops. These include 1 1 laborers and one leading laborer,

three car oilers, two blacksmith helpers, two mill laborers,

one oil distributer, one janitress, one time checker, one car

clerk, one car preparer and five others who are employed at

gaged in the physical operation of the railroad. No men will

lie dropped from the payrolls to make way for women, al-

though some may be called upon to change the form of their

occupation.

Stenography, typewriting and practically all other kinds of

clerical work will be open to women at once. This will apply

not only at the genera! offices in Philadelphia,' but also at all

other offices where large clerical forces are employed, includ-

ing agencies, freight stations and transfers.

The investigation to be conducted by the general super-

intendents will also be directed to ascertaining whether or not

girls and women may be advantageously employed in other

positions, including the lighter forms of machine shop work,
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telegraphy, telephony,

cleaning.

signaling, ticket selling and car

Car and Locomotive Orders in May

As noted elsewhere in this issue the distinguishing feature

in the equipment market at present is tlie continued heavy

buying of locomotives. The orders in May were extremely

heavj' from the standpoint of both domestic and foreign busi-

ness. The totals for the month were as follows

:

Domestic
Foreign

Locomotives
6S3
640

Freicht
cars
4.248

10,000

Passenger
cars
73

1.293 14.248 73

Among the important locomotive orders were the follow-

ing:

Chicago, BurlinRton & Quincy 45 Mikado Baldwin
10 Pacific Baldwin
10 Santa Fe Baldwin
40 Switchinc Baldwin
SO Mikado Baldwin

40 Mikado American

30 Baldwin

Great Northern

Northern Pacific

Pennsylvania . ..

.

Pennsylvania Lines West.

Philadelphia & Reading.

British War Office

Paris-Orleans

Russian Government . . .

129 Mikado
23 Decapod
35 Santa Fe American
10 Mallet Baldwin
25 Santa Fe ........ Baldwin
30 Passenger Altoona

20 Mallet Baldwin

50 0-6-0 Baldwin
50 Mikado American

250 Decapod American
250 Decapod Baldwin

The freight car orders included the following:

Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe I.OOO Gondola Am. C. Sr F.

Canadian Government 1 .000 Box Can. C. & F.
l.OOO Bo-\ Eastern

Illinois Central 500 Refrigerator Has. & Bar.

Russian Government 6.500 Box Am. C. & F.
3.500 Box Std. Steel

The Illinois Central's passenger car order accounted for

71 of the 73 passenger cars reported during the month.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipefitters' Associa-

tion.—The annual convention of the American Railroad

Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipeiitters' Association

for 1917 has been postponed.

American Gear Manufacturers' Association.—The recent-

ly organized American Gear Manufacturers' Association

held its first convention at the Hotel Schenley, Pittsburgh,

Pa., on May 14 and 15. This association has been or-

ganized for the puqjose of developing, standardizing and im-

proving all products of the gear industry.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—At a meeting of the

executive board in Chicago on Wednesday, May 2. it was
decided, on account of war conditions, to postpone indefinite-

ly the eleventh annual convention of the Master Boiler

Makers' Association, which was to have been held May 22

to 25 at the Jefferson Hotel, Richmond, Va.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's As-

sociation.—The annual convention of the Chief Interchange

Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association which was
scheduled to be held at St. Louis, Mo., from Sejitember 25

to 27, inclusive, has been po.stponed for one year. The pres-

ent officers will retain their positions until their successors

are duly elected.

Railway .Storekeepers' Association.—The annual conven-

tion of the Railway Storekeepers' Association, which was to

have been held at Chicago, May 21 to 23, has been post-

poned. In his statement announcing this postponement,

President W. A. Summerhays calls attention to the difficulty

of securing material at present, and to the importance of

storekeepers remaining on their roads to insure that material

essential to operation may be available.

Western Railway Club.—.\i the annual meeting of the

Western Railway Clul), held on May 21 at the Hotel Sher-

man, Chicago, the following officers were elected: President,

.\. R. Kipp, mechanical superintendent Chicago division,

Soo Line; first vice-president, .\. LaMar, master mechanic,

Pennsylvania Lines; second vice-president. G. S. Goodwin,
mechanical engineer, Chicago, Rock Island &: Pacific; secre-

tary and treasurer, Joseph W. Taylor.

General Foremen's .Association.—The e.xecutive committee

of the International Railway General Foremen's Association

has decided that the 1917 convention of that association be
canceled. The advance papers will be distributed, however,

and the members are requested to send written discussions

to the secretan,- on or before September 15, 1917. These will

be incorporated in the regular p>roceedings, which will be

published as heretofore.

Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Association.

—At a joint meeting of the executive committees of the Amer-
ican Railway Master Mechanics' .Association and the Master

Car Builders' .Association, held at Chicago on April 30, it

was decided not to hold the annual conventions which were

to have taken place at Atlantic City, N. J., in June. It

was the opinion of the committees that during the war enier-

genc>' it was imperative for all railway employees to remain
at their posts ready to give their best services to their roads

and the government.

American Society for Testing Materials.—The twentieth

annual meeting of the American Society for Testing Mate-
rials will )je held at Atlantic City, June 26 to 29, with head-
quarters at the Hotel Traymore. At the second session on
Tuesday afternoon, June 26, a paper will be read by A. T.
Goldbeck on "Distribution of Pressure Througli Earth Fills."

The other sessions are as follows

:

Third session, Tuesday evening, annual address hv the president.
Fourth session. Wednesday morning. On Iron and Steel.
Fifth session. Wednesday evening. On Non-Ferrous Melals.
sixth session. Thursday morning. On Preservative Coatings and Miscel-

laneous materials.
Seventh session, Thursday evening. On Cement and Concrete.
Eighth session. Friday morning. On Concrete and Lime.
Ninth session. Friday afternoon. On Ceramics.
Tenth session, Friday evening. On Miscellaneous Materials. Committee

reports will he presented at this session on Fireproofing. 1. H. Woolson.
chairman: on W'aterproofing. W. .-\. -Aiken, chairman: on Timber. Herman
von Schrenk, chairman; Shipping Containers- B. W. Dunn, chairman, etc.

The ioUcwins list giiTS names of secretaries, dates of ne-rt or regular
meetings and !^lares of meeting of tncchantcal associations:

-^IR Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis. Room 3014, 165 Broadway. New
York City.

.American Railroad Master Tin-ners'. Coppersmiths' and Pipefitters'
AssociAnoN.—0. E. Schlink, 485 W. Fifth St., Peru, Ind. Conven-
lion postponed.

,\MERicAN Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor. Kar-
pen Building. Chicago. Convention postponed.

.^MERICAN Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher. Belt
Railway. Chicago. Convention, ,\ugust 30, 31 and September 1. 1917.
Hotel Sherman. Chicago.

.\merican Society for Testing Materials.— Prof. E. Marburg. University
of Pennsylvania. Philadi Iphia- P.-i. Annual meeting June 26-29.
Hotel Traymore. Atlantic City. N. .T.

-American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice. 29 W.
Thirty-ninth St., New York-

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Joseph A. Andreucetti,
C. & N. W., Room 411. C. & N. W. Station. Chicago.

Car Foremen's .Association of Chicago.—.Aaron Kline. 841 Lawlor Ave..
Chicago. Second Monday in month, except June. July and August,
Hotel La Salle, Chicago.

Chief Jnterchan--.e Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association.—
W. R. McMunn. New York Central, Albany, N. Y. Convention
postponed.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth. C. H. & D.. Lima. Ohio. Convention. August 21. 1917. Hotel
Sherman. Chicago.

International Railway Fuel Association.—J. G. Crawford. 547 W. Jack-
son Blvd.. Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—William Hall.
1126 W. Broadway. Winona. Minn. Convention postponed.

Master_ Boilermakers' Associ.\tion.—Harry D. Vought. 95 Liberty St..
New York. Convention postponed.

Master Car Biiilpers' -Association.—J. W. Taylor. Karpen Building. Chi-
cago. Convention postponed.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane, B. & M.. Reading, Mass. Convention, September 11.
1917, Hotel La Salle, Chicago.

Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association.— E. N. Frankenberger. 623 Bris-
bane Building. Buffalo. N. Y. Meetings, third Wednesday in month.
New York Telephone BIdg.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy. Box C, Collinwood.
Ohio. Convention postponed.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson. N. Y. C. R. R..
Cleveland, Ohio.
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Personal Meniion

G. A. Moriarty

ary, 1917, was appointed general

GENERAL

W. J. Bennett, master mechanic of the Utah lines of the

Denver & Rio Grande at Salt Lake City, Utah, has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of the motive power and car

departments, with headquarters at Denver, Colo.

G. A. Moriarty, general master mechanic of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, has been promoted to the

newly created position of mechanical superintendent of the

lines east, with head-

quarters at Boston,

Mass. Mr. Moriarty

began railway work in

1887 as a machinist

apprentice on the Bal-

timore & Ohio. He sub-

sequently served on sev-

eral different roads as

machinist, and then re-

turned to the service of

the Baltimore & Ohio

as machine shop fore-

man. He was later

with the Erie, and
served in different posi-

tions on the road. In

1907 he went to the

New York, New Haven
& Hartford as master

nieclianic, and in Janu-
master mechanic, which

position he held at the time of his recent appointment as

mechanical superintendent of the lines east.

J. L. CuNNiNGH.'VM, master mechanic of the Philadelphia

division of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Harrisburg, Pa.,

has Ijeen appointed superintendent of motive power of the

Western Pennsylvania

division with office at

Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr.
Cunningham was born

on September 28, 1874,

at West Fairfield, Pa.,

and entered the service

of the Pennsylvania

Railroad on November
13, 1891, as an appren-

tice in the Altoona ma-
chine shop. He was
made m a c h i n i s t on
Feljruary 1, 1896, and
in .August of that year

resigned from the serv-

ice.' In June, 1900, he

returned to the service

of the Pennsylvania
Railroad as machinist

in the Altoona machine
shop, and the following month was transferred as inspec-

tor to the Philadelphia division. On March 1, 1901,

he was transferred to the Pittsburgh division in the same
capacity and in December, 1902, was made foreman on
the Bedford division. One year later he was appointed as-

sistant master mechanic on the Philadelphia division. In

January, 1904, he became general foreman, and in August,

1906, was appointed assistant engineer of the Central divi-

L. Cunningham

sion. He was promoted to master mechanic of the Maryland

division on July 1, 191.;, and three years later was trans-

ferred to the Philadelphia division in the same capacity,

which position he held at the time of his recent appointment.

Ben Johnson, locomotive superintendent of the United

Railways of Havana, the Havana Central and the Western

Railways of Havana at Cienaga, Havana, Cuba, resigned

on May 1. Mr. Johnson is retiring from active business

life.

.Arthur Krohn has been appointed assistant superinten-

dent of motive power of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,

with headquarters at Parsons, Kans.

A. N. Lucas, general foreman of the locomotive depart-

ment of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Milwaukee,

Wis., has been appointed assistant superintendent of mo-

tive power with headquarters at Milwaukee.

H. H. Maxtield, superintendent of motive power of

of the Western Pennsylvania division of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, has been appointed superintendent of motive

power of the New Jer-

sey division with office

at New York, succeed-

ing D. M. Perine. Mr.
Maxfield was born in

1873 and was educated

at Stevens Institute.

He entered the service

of the Pennsylvania

Railroad on September

5, 1885, as an appren-

tice in the Meadow
shops and on August 1,

1899, he became ma-
chinist and in March,
1900, inspector and
gang leader. He was
promoted in December,

1902, to assistant mas-
ter mechanic at the

Pavonia shops of the

Trenton division and in April, 190,5, was appointed assistant

engineer of motive power of the New Jersey division at

Jersey City. On April 1, 1905, he was appointed master

mechanic of the Trenton division and in July, 1911, was
transferred to the Pittsburgh division in the same capacity.

On May 1, 1916, he was promoted to superintendent of

motive power of the Western Pennsylvania division and
now becomes superintendent of motive power of the New
Jersey division.

James Milliken, superintendent of motive power of the

Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington at Wilmington, Del.,

has been promoted to special engineer in the office of the

general superintendent of motive power of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie, with office at

Ahoona, Pa. Mr. Milliken was born on February 19, 1865,
in Newtown, Bucks county. Pa. He was educated in the

Philadelphia schools and also took a partial course at the

University of Pennsylvania. On September 6, 1885, he en-
tered the service of the Penn.sylvania Railroad as a fireman
on the Pittsburgh division and in March of the following

year was transferred as an apprentice to the Altoona ma-
chine shop, .^fter serving his apprenticeship he became as-

sistant road foreman of engines on the Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh divisions. In February, 1892, he was appointed
assistant master mechanic at the .-Vltoona machine shops; in

1895 he was appointed assistant engineer of motive power
of the Philadelphia. Baltimore & Washington, and later

served in a like capacity on the New Jersev division. He
was appointed master mechanic at the Mount Vernon shops,

H. H. Maxfield
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D. Voung

liiiltimorc, Md., in .\ugust, 1900, and was promoted to su-

pcriiitcndL-nt of motive power of the Philadelphia, Baltimore

& Wasliington in January, 1903.

C. D. YoUN'G, engineer of tests of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road at Altoona. has Ijeen appointed superintendent of motive

power of the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington, with

headquarters at Wilmington. Del., succeeding James Milli-

ken. Mr. Young was

born on May 19, 1S78,

at Washington. D. C,
and on June 25, 1900,

entered the service of

the Pittsburgh, Cincin-

nati, Chicago & St.

Louis as a special ap-

prentice. In July, 1903,

he was promoted to

erecting gang foreman,

an on October 16, 190,i,

he became machine
foreman. He was pro-

moted to assistant mo-

tive power inspector on

January 1, 1905, serv-

ing in that capacity un-

til UvLV 1. 1906, when

lie was transferred to

the Pittsburgh, Fort

Wayne & Chicago as assistant master mechanic. In

September, 1906," he returned to the Pittsburgh, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis as assistant engineer of

motive power, and on June 1, 1910, assumed that office under

the general superintendent of motive power of the Pennsyl-

vania Lines West of Pittsliurgh. On October 1, 1911, he

became engineer of tests on the staff of the general super-

intendent of motive power of the lines east.

David M. Ferine, superintendent of motive power of the

Pennsylvania Railroad at New York, lias tjeen promoted^ to

the personal staff of the general superintendent of the New-

Jersey division, with

office at New York.

Mr. Ferine was born

February 13, 1869, at

Baltimore, Md., and

was educated in the

schools of his native

town. He also took a

full course in mechani-

cal drawing and de-

signing at the Mary-
land Institute. On
May 14, 1888, he en-

tered the serv'ice of the

Pennsylvania Railroad

as an apprentice at the

Mount Vernon shops

of the Northern Cen-

tral, and completed his

apprenticeship at the

Altoona shops. In .\p-

ril, 1894, he was apixjinted assistant road foreman of

engines on the Pittsliurgh division, and on August 1,

1895, was promoted to assistant master mechanic of the

Altoona machine shops. In March, 1899, he was appointed

assi.stant engineer of motive power of the Northern Central

and the Philadelphia & Erie, and in Marcli, 1900, was trans-

ferred to .\ltoona as assistant engineer of motive power. He

was promoted to master mechanic of the Pittsburgh division

en October 1, 1901, and on August 1, 1903, was transferred

to West Philadelphia as master mechanic of the West Fhila-

Perlne

C. J. Stewart

delphia shops. On April 1, 1906, he was prompted to su-

perintendent of motive power of the Northern Central and

the Philadelphia S: Erie, and on April 1, 1907, was trans-

ferred to Pittsburgli as superintendent of motive power of

the Western Pennsylvania division. On January 1, 1912,

lie was transferred to New York as suiierintendent of motive

])ower of the New Jersey Division, and the West Jersey &
Seashore, which jiosition he held until his recent promo-

tion.

C. T. Stewart, who has been ajijiointed to the recently

created position of mechanical superintendent of the New
York, New Haven &; Hartford, lines west, with headquar-

ters at New Haven,

Conn., began railway

work with the Erie as

a caller. He subse-

quently served consecu-

tively as engine des-

patcher, special appren-

tice, fireman, engine

inspector and foreman

on the same road. He
then entered the service

of the Delaware, Lack-

awanna & Western as

machinist, and later

served as foreman and

general foreman until

1905. when he went

to the Central New-

England as master

mechanic. In 1913 he

w-as appointed assistant

mechanical superintendent of tlie New York, New Haven k
Hartford, at New Haven, Conn., w-hich position he held at

the time of his recent appointment as mechanical superinten-

dent.

M.4STER MECHANICS AND ROAD FOREMEN OF
ENGINES

A. L. Brown has been appointed master mechanic of the

Baltimore & Ohio at Glenwood, Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding

F. P. Ffahler.

Thomas C. Donaldson lias been appointed master me-

chanic of the Rochester and Buffalo division of the Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsl)urgh, with headquarters at Salamanca,

N. Y.

T. HAiinLV has been appointed acting master mechanic

of the Canadian Pacific, .\lgoma district, with headquarters

at North Bay, Ont., succeeding J. H. Mills, resigned.

E. J. H.«Ris, superintendent of shops of the Denver & Rio

Grande, at Salt Lake City, has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Utah lines, w-ith headquarters at Salt Lake

City, succeeding W. J. Bennett.

O. E. Maxwell has been appointed road foreman of en-

gines of the Pennsylvania Lines at Ft. Wayne, Ind., suc-

ceeding J. H. Hanna, transferred.

W. G. McPherson, general roundhouse foreman of the

Canadian Pacific at Moose Jaw, Sask., has been appointed

division master mechanic at Regina, Sask., succeeding S. W.
Falkins, transferred.

DWIGHT C. Morgan, Jr.. has been appointed mechanical

engineer of the Pittsburgh & Shawmut, w-ith headquarters at

Brookville, Pa.

William E. O'Brien has lieen appointed road foreman

of engines of the Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh, with head-

quarters at Rochester. N. Y.
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F. P. I'FAHLER, master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio
at Glenwood, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed master

mechanic at Cumberland, Md., succeeding R. B. Stout.

G. A. ScHiH)LL, general master mechanic of the Baltimore

S; Ohio at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been granted leave of absence

on account of ill-health.

W. Wells has been appointed division master mechanic
of the Sudbury division of the Canadian Pacific, with head-

quarters at Sudbury, Ont., succeeding T. Hambly, trans-

ferred.

C. F. Winn, master mechanic of the Chicago, Milwaukee
Sc St. Paul, with headrjuarters at Milwaukee, Wis., has re-

signed.

Charles L. McIlv.aine. master mechanic of the New
York, Philadelphia & Norfolk at Cape Charles, Va., has

been appointed master mechanic of the Philadelphia division

of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, to succeed J.

L. Cunningham. Mr.
Mcllvaine was born in

Wilmington, Del., on
September 25, 1872.

He received his early

education in the pub-
lic schools of Wilming-

^^ ton and Philadelphia

^F' ^k and later graduated

^^^- ^^^^^ from the mechanical

^^^H^ ^^^^^B engineering depart-

^^^^|E ^^^^^Kt of Fennsvlvania.

^^^B^^^^^P October

^H^^B^^HH^^ he the

^^((PPBi^^ of the Pennsylvania

Railroad as an appren-
c. L. Mcllvaine

(ice in the shops at

\\ ilmington and was
afterwards transferred to the Altoona shops. He was pro-

moted to draftsman in the office of the superintendent of

motive power at Jersey City, N. J., in January, 1903, and
was advanced to motive power inspector in February, 1905.

In May, 1905, he was appointed assistant master mechanic
at the Pavonia shops at Camden, N. J., on May 1, 1907,

assistant engineer of motive power at Buffalo, N. Y., and on

May 1, 1911, was transferred to the office of the general

superintendent of motive power at Altoona, Pa., in the same
rapacity. On July 1. 191.i, he was appointed master me-
chanic of the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk at Cape
Charles, Va., holding that office until May 9, 1917.

CAR DEPARTMENT

S. W. Caton. general car inspector of the Western Map.'-

land at Hagerstown, Md., has been promoted to master car

builder with lieadquarters at Hagerstown.

SHOP AND ENGINEHOUSE

W. T. Amxr.Tox has been ajjpointed superintendent of

shops of the Denver & Rio Grande, with office at Salt Lake
City, Utah, succeeding E. J. Harris, promoted.

Paul Bischeld has been appointed district foreman of

the Union Pacific, at Salina, Kan., succeeding J. A. Brice.

E. J. Brennan. shop superintendent of the Baltimore &
Ohio at Glenwood, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been promoted to

general master mechanic with headquarters at Pittsburgh,

succeeding G. A. Schmoll.

F. G. Flesher has l^een appointed locomotive foreman of

the Canadian Northern at Lucerne, B. C, succeeding T. C.

Young, transferred.

W. G. Hall has been appointed shop superintendent of the

International & Great Northern, with office at Palestine,

Texas, succeeding W. A. Brule, promoted.

John Lee, formerly locomotive draftsman at the Winnipeg
shops of the Canadian Pacific, has been appointed shop
engineer at that point.

H. A. Lyddon has been appointed sujierintendent of shops

of the Northern Pacific, with office at South Tacoma, Wash.,
succeeding F. W. Malott, retired from active sersdce.

F. OsnouRNE has been appointed millwright foreman at

the Winnipeg shops of the Canadian Pacific.

\\ . W. Scott has been appointed shop superintendent of

the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, with office at Punxsu-
tawney. Pa.

R. B. Stout, master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio at

Cumberland, Md., has been appointed shop superintendent

at Glenwood, Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding E. J. Brennan.

I'. C. Young, locomotive foreman of the Canadian North-

ern at Lucerne, B. C, has been appointed locomotive foreman

at Port Mann, B. C, succeeding W. M. Armstrong, who has

enlisted for active military .service.

PURCHASING AND STOREKEEPING

William S. Morehead has been appointed assistant gen-
eral storekeeper of the Illinois Central, with office at Chicago,

111., succeeding William Davidson, promoted. He will have
jurisdiction over the northern lines.

^^'lLLIAM Davidson, assistant general storekeeper of the

Illinois Central at Chicago, has been appointed general store-

keeper, with office at Burnside (Chicago). He was born at

Selma, Ala., and after

leaving school sen'ed

an apprenticeship in

steam and gas fitting,

for two years, being

employed by the
United Gas & Im-
provement (^ompany,

Vicksburg, Miss. In

189j, he entered rail-

way service with the

Yazoo & Mississippi

Valley at Vicksburg as

a car repairer, later

seri'ing consecutively

as master car builder

and wheel clerk, stock-

keeper, file clerk, as-

sistant timekeeper, gen-
eral timekeeper, ac-

countant, storekeeper
and assistant chief clerk to the master mechanic. In Jime,
1908, he was appointed division storekeeper at ^"icks'burg,

and in ISIay, 1910. was promoted to assistant general store-

keeper of the Illinois Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley at Burnside (Chicago).

Thomas H. Ryan has been appointed purchasing agent
of the Alabama & A'icksburg and the Vicksburg, Shreveport
Sc Pacific, with office at New Orleans, La. He was bom at

New Orleans on March .51, 1886. He entered railwav serv-

ice on July 7, 190,\ as a stenographer in the general passen-
ger department of the New Orleans & Nortl'O'iJpO'nted

.Alabama & Vicksburg and the Vicksburg, "^^ continue his

cific. From December, 1905, to April ^^Jpartment.

secretary to the president and geo of directors of the Inde-
companies, and from April,.ny, Chicago, held on May 3
chief clerk in the purch- late president, James Buchanan
continued to fill up *, vice-president, was elected president

„er of the New York office of this com-

W, Davidson
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above. He succeeds \\'.
J. Kelliher, resigned to enter other

business.

W. A. SuMiiERH.AYS, general storekeeper of the Illinois

Central at Burnside Shops, 111., has been appointed assistant

purchasing agent of the Illinois Central and the Vazoo &
Mississippi Valley,
with headquarters at

Chicago. Mr. Sum-
merhays was educated

in the Chicago public

schools and the L ni- ^^^
versity of Illinois. In ^^f ^'° \)
June,' 1898, he entered

the ser^'ice of the Illi-

nois Central as an en-

W. A. Summerhays

gmeenng apprentice

assigned to track work,

and in 1900 he became

section foreman. The
following year he was

appointed general fore-

man of construction

and later in the same

year became assistant

general storekeeper. In

May, 1910, he was ap-

pointed general storekeeper of the same road, which position

he held "at the time of his recent appointment as assistant

purchasing agent.

H. P. Shaxks, assistant purchasing agent of the Louisville

& Nashville at Louisville, Ky., has been appointed pur-

chasing agent, succeeding J. P. Harrison, resigned.

Ernest B.wter has been appointed general storekeeper of

the Wabash, with office at St. Louis. Mo., succeeding A. J.

Sewing, assigned to other duties. Mr. Baxter was bom at

Delmer, Ont., on Oc-

tober 11, 1882. He
began railway work

with the Michigan

Central in March,

1903, as a messenger

in the local freight of-

fice, and in May, 1903,

was employed by the

Algoma Central &
Hudson Bay at Sault

Ste. Marie, Ont., in a

similar capacity. In

October, 1903, he was

appointed secretar)' to

the superintendent of

the Grand Trunk at

London, Ont., and in

April, 1905, entered

the operating depart- ^- ^"'"

ment of the Cincin-

nati, Hamilton k DaUon at Indianapolis, Ind., and later

that of the Missouri Pacific at St. Louis, Mo. He was ap-

pointed secretary' to the general manager of the St. Louis

Southwestern at' St. Louis in February, 1906, and in May,

1909, was promoted to chief clerk to the president. From

June, 1914, to Februar)', 1916. he was purchasing agent of

this same company, and from March 1, 1917, to April 30,

assistaii.= a service inspector for the Wabash at St. Louis,

and the Philadie held at the time of his appointment, noted

ferred to Altoona a»-n to J. E. Taussig, vice-president, at

was promoted to master i.

on October 1, 1901, and on .^^ appointed division store-

to \Aest Philadelphia as master •r^pntralia. 111., succeeding

R. B. Kendig

OBITUARY

JoHX He.\th, formerly master mechanic on the Wisconsin

division of the Chicago & North Western, died at his home
in Winnetka, 111., on May 1.

RoscOE B. Kendig, chief mechanical engineer of the New
York Central Railroad, with headquarters at Grand Central

Terminal, New York, died suddenly on May 10, in Detroit,

Mich., while attending ,-f.,-

a conference with offi-

cers of the ilichigan

Central Railroad. Mr.
Kendig was born on

March 3, 1868, at

Renovo, Pa., and was
educated in the public

schools of his native

town. He began rail-

way work in 1884 as

a messenger boy on the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

From' May, 1SS5, to

August, 1890, he
sensed as machinist

apprentice at Renovo,

and then to Januar}-,

1893, as draftsman at

the same place. He
was then for seven

years draftsman in the office of the superintendent of motive

power of the same road, at Williamsport. On January 17,

1900, he was appointed chief draftsman of the Lake Shore

& Michigan Southern at Cleveland, Ohio, and from March,
1904, to June, 1910, he was mechanical engineer of the same
road. In June, 1910, he was appointed general mechanical

engineer of the New Y'ork Central Lines, and in May, 1912,

became chief mechanical engineer of the New Y'ork Central

Railroad.

Albert E. Manchester, general superintendent of mo-
tive power, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquar-

ters at Milwaukee, \\'is., died at his home in that city May
4, aged 70 years. He
was bom February 12,

1847, at Beaver Dam,
Wis., and entered rail-

way service in 1864 as

an apprentice in the

mechanical depart-

ment of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul.

Consecutively he was
for five years a ma-
chinist at Milwaukee,

for 17 years a round-

house foreman at var-

ious points along the

line, for two years gen-

eral foreman of the

locomotive department,

and for four years di-

vision master mechanic

for the southwest dis-

trict, including l)oth car and locomotive departments. On
April 1, 1893, he was appointed assistant superintendent of

motive power for this company, and on June 15, 1901, was

promoted to superintendent of motive power, with jurisdiction

over the entire system. In recognition of his long and faith-

ful seri'ice, extending over a period of more than 50 years,

lie was recently promoted to general superintendent of motive

power. Mr, Manchester was an active member of the M. M.
and M. C. B. associations for 23 years.

E. Manchester
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pany, has been elected vice-president, succeeding Mr. Hur-

ley.' Robert T. Scott, manager of the company's Pittsburgh

office, has been elected a director and memlier of the executive

committee.

Keith R. Rodney, for many years connected with the ilid-

vale Steel Company, and for the past two years supervisor of

heat treating at the Winchester Repeating Arras Company,

New Haven" Conn., has recently joined the staff of the Bul-

iard ^Machine Tool Company as metallurgist and special

counselor in the selection and treatment of steels.

y. W. Deetrick. for some years general manager of the

Republic Iron & Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio, has

been elected second vice-president and also a director of the

companv. The title of general manager has been abolished,

Ijut Mn Deetrick will continue to exercise supervision over

oiierations at all of the plants and will be known as second

vice-president in charge of operation.

In order to supply more readily the increasing demand

for S K F t)earings'on the Pacific Coast, the S K F Ball

Bearing Company, of California, Inc., has been organized.

The main office of this company, under the direction of

A. M. MacLaren, has been opened in San Francisco at o41

Larkin street. At this office a large and assorted stock of

bearings will be carried, and the engineering services of the

company will be available.

The Joliet Railwav Supph' Company, Chicago, has ap-

pointed Atkinson & Utech, Inc., Ill Broadway, New York,

its eastern sales agents, to handle its business in eastern ter-

ritory- and all export business where the purchasing is done in

New York. The Joliet Railway Supply Company has also

appointed the following representatives; V. J. Burry, me-

chanical engineer, with headquarters in Chicago; Jos F.

Leonard. Mutual building, Richmond, Va.; W. M. McClin-

tcK-k, Hacknev building, St. Paul, Mimi.; Alfred Connor,

Majestic building, Denver, Col.; F. F. Bodler, Monadnock

block, San Francisco, Cal.; \V. F. McKenney, Portland,

Ore.; S. I. Wailes, Los Angeles, Cal.

L. R. Pomeroy, consulting engineer, with office at 30

Church street. New York, died suddenly on May 7. Mr.

Pcmeroy had been in the railway and railway supply busi-

ness for more than 35

years, and had a very

wide acquaintance. He
was bom at Port By-

ron, N. Y., in 1857,

and was educated at

Irving Institute, Tar-

r%town, N. Y. From
1880 to 1886 he was

secretary and treasurer

of the Suburban Rapid

Transit Company of

New York, and then

for nine years he was

with the Carnegie Steel

Company, introducing

basic boiler steel for

locomotives and spe-

cial forgings. Subse-

quently he engaged in

the same kind of work

with the Cambria Steel Compan\- and the Latrol)e Steel

Company jointly. For three years to 1902 he was assistant

general manager of the Schenectady Locomotive Works, and

then for six vears represented in the railway field the Gen-

eral Electric ' Company. Then he went to [he Safety Car

Heating & Lighting Company, and after%vards to J. G.

White & Co. as chief engineer of the railway and industrial

divisions. In June, 1914, he was appointed manager of

L. R. Pomercy

the New York sales office of the United States Light &

Heating Company, and later opened an office as consulting

engineer.

Robert L. Gordon, assistant to the president of the Stand-

ard Steel Car Company, has been elected vice-president of

that company, and vice-president of the Forged Steel Wheel

Company and other associated companies, succeeding James

B. Brady, deceased. Mr. Gordon graduated from Cornell

University, class of 1895, with the degree of mechanical engi-

neer, and after leaving college went witli the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works. He was afterward connected with the Fox

Pressed Steel Equijimcnt Company, and later with the

Pressed Steel Car Company, and has been connected with the

Standard Steel Car Company since its organization, having

acted as assistant to the president for the last 1 2 years.

Harry C. Quest, for a number of years a representative of

jiaint and varnish companies in the railway supply field,

has associated himself with .\. A. Ridgway, in the Ridgeway-

(^ucst Company, which

was recently organized

to manufacture paints

and varnishes, at Chi-

cago. Mr. Quest has

been elected president

of this company. He
began his career in the

railway supply busi-

ness in 1901 with the

Heath & Milligan

Company, Chicago,

and since then has

been engaged in the

sale of paints and var-

nishes to the railways,

car companies and al-

lied industries. The
new plant of the Ridg-

w;iy-Qucst Company
has been especially

equipped for the production of these materials lor the rail-

way field. Mr. Quest will cover the entire United States.

Branch offices will be established in New York City and

Denver, Colo.

William Lodge, president of the Lodge & Shipley Machine

luol Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, died suddenly April 31,

1917. William Lodge was born in Leeds, England, in 1848.

He attended the common schools until at the age of 17 he

became an apprentice at the machine shops of Fairbum &

Co.. of Leeds, where his term of indenture covered four years.

He "then came to the United States and resided in Philadel-

phia until 1872, when he went to Cincinnati, and shortly

afterward became foreman in the shops of Steptoe, McFar-

land, Nottingham & Co. The senior member of the firm,

lohn Steptoe, was the first machine-tool manufacturer west

of the Alleghanies. .After eight years with this concern, Mr.

Lodge entered into partnership with William Barker, and

they conducted a successful business in the manufacture of

machine tools under the firm name of Lodge, Barker & Co.

In 1886 Mr. Barker disposed of his interest to Charles Davis,

and the companv was reorganized under the name of Lodge

& Davis. Six years later, in 1892, Mr. Lodge withdrew from

the firm, and the same year organized the Ohio Machine

Tool Companv, the organization being continued till 1893,

when he became associated with Murray Shipley, and the

present companv was incorporated under the name of the

Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Companv-, of which Mr.

Lodge was president. Mr. Lodge was the author of "Rules

of Management with Practical Instructions on Machine

Building." He was a member of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, joining the society in 1890.

H. C. Qutst
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Wooden

Freight

Equipment

construction of

For the past two years some of the rail-

ways in view of the high price of steel

and poor deliveries, have gone quite

extensively to the use of wood in the

freight equipment. The experience of the

railroads with some of this equipment has not been at all

satisfactory and the situation demands the most careful con-

sideration. It must be remembered that the railways are

handling an unprecedented amount of traffic which must be

moved with despatch and without delay. It is true the rail-

roads need cars and need them badly, but a car of weak
construction that will cause delay to the trains on the road

will cost more in the delay to the traffic and the possible

damage to other equipment than that car is worth. It is

highly essential, tlierefore, that whatever cars are built be

built to withstand the heavy servi ». conditions now pre-

vailing. Examples of wooden cars built only two years ago

and which are now unsuitable for further service show that

the construction of wooden equipment has not been given

the proper consideration.

There is no question but that wood can be used to a large

extent where steel was previously used and a good car be

built. There is, however, hardly a case where the strictly

all-wood car can be used satisfactorily. A certain amount
of steel must be used to properly reinforce the wooden mem-
bers. For instance, it is folly to attempt to build a drop

bottom gondola car entirely of wood. The construction of

this type of car is such that it can hardly be built to with-

stand the service to which it is put. Steel underframes

should be required on this class of equipment. The house

car, however, offers a greater possibility for the more ex-

tensive use of wood, but here, metal draft arms, or still bet-

ter, metal draft sills with the proper arrangement of truss

rods should be used.

The demands of the government for adequate equipment

require that the most careful consideration be given to this

subject. There are no short cuts that can be made to meet

the present conditions. Car designers should follow care-

fully the fundamental principles of good car design. There

is no telling how long these extreme demands on the rail-

ways are to last; even if the war should end within a year,

there is no question but that America would be called upon
to give of her resources for the rehabilitation of the coun-

tries that have been at war for the past three years. The
situation demands the most careful thought and every effort

should be made to build substantial equipment which will

not clutter up the repair tracks with bad order cars.

Keep the

Shop Equipment

in Repair

Such are the remarkable conditions in

this country at the present time that

not infrequently we hear of cases where

shop equipment manufacturers find it

necessary to make a careful survey of their customers' needs

to find out which ones should have their orders filled first

for the best interests of the country at large. This im-

mediately raises the question as to whether or not the rail-

ways cannot be of assistance to the country as a whole by
endeavoring to maintain their shop equipment in better con-

dition tlian heretofore. It may be found practicable to re-

build the equipment which in the past has been scrapped

and replaced, but which can not readily be replaced under
present conditions. It is an economic question in which the

price of the equipment, the available labor necessary for the

work and the facilities for doing the work, must be carefully

considered. Some shops maintain what is called the repair

gang, which devotes its entire time to the maintenance of

the equipment in the shop. Should or should not this gang be
increased in force and be provided with additional facilities

for doing more extensive work on the shop equipment than
it has hitherto been called upon to do? It is a question

367
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the answer to whicli will be governed by conditions and one

which each railroad will have to decide for itself. It should,

however, be given consideration. The greatest problem in

the railroad shop today is to get the cars and locomotives

back into service in the shortest possible time consistent with

good workmanship. More time spent in the maintenance of

shop equipment and in the increasing of its efficiency, will

increase the output and die efficiency of the shop, but the

question as to how far these improvements should be made
depends, as stated above, upon the availability of new shop
equipment, its cost, and the forces necessary to properly do
til is work.

Support the Many things seem to indicate that of

Committee on '^^^ ''^^ industrial and economic forces

National Defense
of the nation, the railroads come near-

est to a full realization of what the

country must face in the months to come. Not only must
tliey handle a volume of traffic wholly unprecedented with

facilities apparently already overtaxed, but they must

handle it in the face of an inadequate supply of labor in

the maintenance departments, which will be reduced still

further by the removal of over three-quarters of a million

men from civil pursuits during the next three months. That
facilities can be increased in time to relieve the situation

seems hardly possilile at this time. Therefore the only pos-

sible way to meet the demands for transportation is to in-

crease the efficiency of present facilities. A special commit-

tee on national defense has been organized by the .Amer-

ican Railroad Association to bring about this increased ef-

ficiency by operating the railroads practically as a single

system. If the committee is properly supported by all the

roads there need be no doubt as to the result. In a bulletin

issued on May 9, and printed in our June issue a number of

expedients whereby remarkable improvements may be

brought about in the effectiveness with which existing facili-

ties may be utilized were outlined. The presidents of the

railroads have given this committee authority to fonnulate

policies for all or any of the roads during the war. This

alone, however, will not solve the transportation problems

during the coming months, and possibly years, of the war.

Unless every officer, every- man, gives the committee his

wholehearted and unqualified support in carn.-ing out its

suggestions and policies, the railroads will fall short of the

full measure of success that can be attained in the present

emergency and the nation will play but a halting part in a

world crisis. Truly, teamwork is the railroads' supreme

patriotic duty to the nation.

Air

Cempresiors

There are comparatively few freight

yards which have facilities for testing

brakes before the engine is coupled to
in "i ards

jj^g train. This practice has so many
advantages, however, from both maintenance and operating

standpoints, that it seems that it should be more generally

used. It makes it possible to determine the condition of

the brakes far enough in advance of the time when cars

are to leave to permit proper repairs being made and speeds

up the handling of trains by reducing the time they are

held at terminals for inspection.

Proper maintenance of the air brake is necessary not

only for the sake of safety but also to secure economy of

operation. Men who are familiar with the condition of

equipment agree that the general standard of air Ijrake

maintenance is not what it should be. Brakes cannot be

kept in the proper condition unless they are tested before

the engine is attached to the train and while a test on all

incoming trains is of great assistance in improving the con-

dition, it does not take care of cars received from connect-

ing lines. Shocks resulting from variations in braking

power between the cars in different parts of a train are

responsible for many breaks-in-two and for other less seri-

ous damage to draft gear. It is out of the ([uestion to

try to adjust the piston travel on a freight train while it is

being inspected. Lack of attention to the air brakes also

results in loss of fuel due to stuck brakes and leaks in the

train line.

It is unreasonble to expect a car inspector to look over

a train and correct all the defects in the 15 or 20 minutes

usually avaihiljle between the time when the engine is

coupled to the train and when it is scheduled to leave. The
inspector is obliged to pass Ijy many defects which should

be remedied merely because he has not the time to correct

them. It might be argued that by having more inspectors

the work could readily be handled after the engine is on
the train, but even if a larger force was employed it would
hardly be possible to avoid delaying trains. Even though
the delay is not long enough to involve any terminal over-

time for the train crews it makes it difficult for the despatcher

to arrange meeting points and as a result the time the

trains are on the road is increased. When all things are con-

sidered, the advantages of having air compressors in yards
are so evident that their installation seems essential for the

economical operation of large freight terminals.

Shortage of The withdrawal of mechanics from

,, , . railwav service during the past few
Mechanics ,

-
, , '^ . . , '

.

months has caused a critical situation
Threatened

^^^ ^^^^^ railroads. A large number of

men have alread\' been recruited from the roads, both in the

railroad regiments and in the regular service, and there is

a prospect that more will be drafted. Mechanical officers

are viewing with alarm the further depletion of their forces.

-At this time the urgent demand for locomotives and cars

makes the prompt repairing of equipment of the utmost

importance and railroad mechanics may perform quite as

great a ser\'ice for their country by remaining at their posts

as they could by going to the front.

In England the railroads released about 25 per cent of

their normal force of employees for military service and the

scarcity of railroad mechanics became so serious that it was
found necessary to make them exempt. To a\oid if possible

a similar situation in this country the Railroads' War Board
has asked the Council of National Defense to define the

government policy with regard to the enlistment of machinists

or other skilled railway employees. In view of the experi-

ence of the British roads a consideration of the subject at

this time seems advisable.

There is no question that the railroads will be called upon
to handle heavier traffic during the war than they ever have
before and it is conceded that the highest efficiency in hand-
ling this traffic is essential if this country is to do its share

in the great struggle. Locomotives and cars will therefore

be at a premium. The unusually large proportion of the

output of the locomotive and car works of the L'nited States

which are being exported to the allied countries will reduce

the amount of new rolling stock available for .\merican

roads during the war, and for that reason all existing equip-

ment must be kept in efficient condition. This cannot be
done unless the car and locomotive repair shops are worked
at their full capacity. Therefore a full complement of me-
chanics is necessary. If skilled workmen are drawn a\iay

from the shops in large numljers the efficiency of tlie railroad

systems may be seriously impaired.

Recently a large number of men have left railroad shops to

work at the navy yards. In one shop 1 2 machinists resigned

in a single day as a result of the government campaign to

secure mechanics. Notices to the effect that men were wanted
for service in the navy yards had been distributed at other

shop points and the situation became so critical that the

government was requested to withdraw them. This was done
without delay. The railroads will find it hard to replace
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mechanics who leave the shops at this time, as men who have

been trained in other industries cannot as a rule be used

successfully on railroad work. The navy yards could no

doubt use mechanics drawn from other sources, where their

positions might be filled by women. Recruiting of mechanics

for navy yards from the railroads should be discouraged.

The problem of maintaining the efficiency of the railroads

during the war is one which the experience of the Allies will

help us to solve. While the situation in the shops has not

as yet become acute except on a few roads, mechanical de-

partment officers should keep in close touch with the labor

situation in order to avoid a disorganization of their forces.

New Departure The design of the Pennsylvania Deca-

. , .. pod type locomotive, a description of
in Locomotive . • . • ui- i. j i i. • ^i.-which IS published elsewhere m this

*" issue, involves one of the widest de-

partures from the well worn groove of conventional practice

which has ever been undertaken. The constantly growing

demand for increased locomotive capacity has led to the

successful development or adoption in this country of many
labor saving and capacity increasing devices, such as the

locomotive stoker, the superheater and brick arch, and yet

the ability to continually increase locomotive capacity within

the limitations imposed by track conditions and right-of-

way clearances has been severely taxed. In the Pennsyl-

vania locomotive the possibility of still further increasing

the capacity has been created by eliminating the uneconom-

ical range of cut-offs ordinarily employed at slow and mod-
erate speeds. It is evident that high tractive effort obtained

by working the locomotive at full stroke is accompanied by

a waste of steam as compared with the expansive use of

the steam at higher speeds. The limitation of the maximum
cut-off not to exceed SO per cent at starting and during slow

speed operation, the cylinders being increased in size to off-

set the decrease in mean effective pressure per unit area, offers

a most promising field for the conservation of the steam

supply which may be utilized to develop increased horse-

power for a given boiler size. In tliis connection, however,

the fact should not be overlooked that the stresses on the

running genr are increased by this practice, owing to the

higher initial piston load necessary to produce a given mean
effective piston pressure as compared with that from a full

stroke card. This will require somewhat heavier recipro-

cating parts as well as larger rods and crank pins and may
be expected to increase the wear and tear throughout the

running gear. These, however, are conditions which it

should be possible to take care of without difficulty, espe-

cially in the case of freight locomotives, the class of pow-er

on which the arrangement under discussion offers the great-

est advantages. There are a number of incidental advan-

tages which this arrangement offers, such as a more uniform
starting torque and therefore a decreased tendency toward
slipping, which will add to the interest with whicli tlie thor-

ough testing out of this locomotive in service will be fol-

lowed by locomotive designers throughout the country. Un-
less the difficulties of maintenance prove greater than ex-

pected, no reason is apparent why the new method of propor-

tioning cylinders and limiting the cut-off should not become
a well established feature of American locomotive practice.

Conserve

the

Motive Power

The need for locomotives was never

greater than it is today, and the pos-

sibility of obtaining locomotives from
the builders was never worse, the best

deliveries obtainable being from nine to twelve months. In

addition to this, locomotive prices are extremely high, and
our Russian allies want 2,000 locomotives from us. "Loco-
motives, locomotives and still more loconiotives" are the fun-

damental needs of Russia today. Professor Lomonosoff,

railroad minister with the Russian mission, told W'ash-

ington newspaper men in an interview. "Quite frankly I

can say to you, our American friends," he said, "give us

locomotives and we shall give you military success."

It is, therefore, apparent that the railways in this country

are in a very peculiar situation and every means must be

taken to get the greatest possible service out of the available

power. The Railroads' War Board has asked that the

number of locomotives under repair be reduced from IS

to 10 per cent, thereby increasing the number of locomotives

available for service by o,000. In view- of the shortage of

labor which is being felt the country over, this is a difficult

thing to do, but it must be done and every member of the

mechanical department of the railways should consider it

his patriotic duty to do what he can to reduce the number
of locomotives in shop or awaiting repairs and thereby in-

crease the country's supply of motive power. In speeding

up the work of locomotive repairs, the quality of the work
cannot be sacrificed. An engine failure during this time of

congested traffic is expensive and increases the congestion.

The workmanship therefore must be at least equally as good
as formerly. It is the efficiency of the shops that must be
increased and with it, the shop output.

With tlie prices for new equipment as they are, the ad-

visability of equipping power with capacity increasing de-

vices and other devices which decrease the time a locomotive

spends in the shop must be given careful consideration. A
thorough economic study should be made of the entire situ-

ation so that locomotives may be used to the best advantage
and so that money for additional power may be spent where
it will produce the greatest returns. Many roads have re-

stricted their passenger service for the purpose of relieving

congestion and to increase the available supply of men and
material. In some cases passenger locomotives can be used
in freight service. Wherever this is done care must be taken
not to use them where they w'ill interfere with the expedi-

tious movement of freight. They can be used to advantage
in doubleheading on fast freight trains and in releasing fast

freight locomotives for use in slower service.

The terminal delay of the locomotive must be reduced.
This may be done by a more logical arrangement of the
terminal tracks and facilities, by the use of inspection pits,

by the consolidation of trains and by running locomotives
over two divisions where it is possible to do so. One road
has eliminated 34 terminal handlings of locomotives and
released 3 locomotives for other service by following the
latter practice. This not only increased the availability of
power, but materially- decreased the fuel consumption costs.

It has been estimated that a saving of about six dollars a
day was made for eacli locomotive that covered two divisions.

Whether a road operates on tlie pooled or assigned sys-
tem, the enginemen should be made to feel the responsibility

the\- bear to the railways and their country in the present
situation. The engine crews should be instructed how to

get the most out of tlieir power and supervision should be
adequate to see that the instructions are carried out. The
engine crews can be of particular assistance and a ven- great
help in making proper and complete work reports at the
end of tlieir runs in order that the defects may be promptly
located and repairs made with despatch.

It is every man's duty as a citizen, from the helper to the
man in charge of the mechanical department, to do his level

best on the work assigned to him, to work harder and to use
his head as well as his hands in increasing the effectiveness of
the motive power on our roads. There is no short cut to the
accompli.'ihment of this end. The fundamentals of good
locomotive maintenance and operation should be followed
more closely even than in the past. Every penny spent on a
locomoti\e must be made to do its bit, ever)- ounce of a man's
strength must be used to the best advantage, and every
thought regarding the work must go towards increasing
efficiency and producing more effective results.



p. R. R. Decapod Type Locomotive
Maximum Cut-Off Is 50 Per Cent ; Tractive Effort

80,640 Lb. at 7 M. P. H.; Boiler Pressure 250 Lb.

IN
December, 1916, a Decapod locomotive having a total

weight of 366,500 lb., a weight on drivers of 334,500

lb. and a tractive effort of 80,640 lb. was built by the

Pennsylvania Railroad at its Juniata shops. The locomotive

is the first of its type to be placed in service on this road

and is known as tlie I-l-s class.

There are several unique features in the design which
represent wide departures from customary practice in loco-

motive engineering. Instead of operating at a maximum
cut-off of approximately 90 per cent, the valves have been

given a steam lap of two inches and the maximum cut-off

with the reverse gear in the corner is 50 per cent. In order

of 82 in. and is made of 1^4 -in. plate, IJ-l-in. rivets in

1 9/ 16-in. holes being used in tlie longitudinal joints. Like

the Mikado boiler, the main barrel course is made in two
halves which are joined on the horizontal center line. The
shoulders peculiar to the Belpaire type boiler are flanged

integral with the upper half, and the rear end of the lower

half is flanged to form the throat sheet. A one-piece pressed

dome is mounted on tliis course. The boiler is fitted with

a Schmidt superheater of 48 units placed in 5^-in. flues.

There are 244 2'/4-in. tubes, the length between the tube

sheets being 19 ft. The firebox includes a combustion

chamber 3 ft. long and is equipped with a firebrick arch.

Elevation of the Pennsylvania 2.10.0 Type Locomotive

to secure a maximum tractive effort in proper relation to

the weight on drivers, this necessitates the use of much
larger cylinders than are required where 90 per cent cut-oft'

can be obtained. The cylinders are 30 in. in diameter by
32-in. stroke and owing to clearance limitations which pro-

hibit a further increase in the diameter of the cylinders,

the boiler pressure was fixed at 250 lb. per sq. in.

W'itli the notable exception of the high boiler pressure,

the Decapod type boiler is of the same general design as that

of the class L-l-s Mikados, a large number of which are

now in service on the Pennsylvania Railroad.* While there

are differences in details, it will be noted by a comparison
of the data for the two types given in the accompanying
table of dimensions, that there is little difference in the

capacity of the two boilers.

The barrel of the boiler has a minimum internal diameter

* This class was fully illustrated and described in the Railway Aee Gazette,
Uechanical Edition of July. 1914. on page 343.

The smokebox design is generally similar to that of the

Jlikado type locomotive. The exhaust pipe stands about 21

in. above tlie bottom of the smokebox and is fitted witli a

circular nozzle having four internal projections. The ring

blower, however, has been removed from the nozzle tip and
placed at the choke of the lift pipe, which is 17 in. in diame-
ter. This arrangement is effected by the use of a combined
blower ring and lift pipe bell casting, whicli is shown in

detail in one of the drawings.

Each of tlie frames is a single steel casting 44 ft. 8J4 in.

long with a driver brake shaft bearing cast integral. The
top rail is 7 in. wide by 8 in. deep, the section changing
to a width of 9]^ in. and a depth of 7^2 in. over the jaws;
the lower rail is 6 in. deep. The single rail section to which
the c)linders are attached is 5^2 in. wide by 20 in deep.

Steam is supplied to the cylinders through an 8}4-in. dry
pipe and 6-in. branch pipes, the admission being controlled

In- the balanced throttle valve. The steam distribution is con-

370
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trolled by 12-in. piston valves and Walschaert valve gear.

With the exception of the increased lap which limits the

maximum cut-off to 50 per cent, the arrangement does not

differ from the usual Pennsylvania practice.

The use of a 2-in. steam lap necessitates some auxiliary

the

in. These ports serve to move the engine only until the

main ports are opened.

The purpose of the use of the SO per cent cut-off is to

eliminate the range of cut-offs within which the water rate

of the cylinders is excessive, thereby making possible an
increase in the ratio of cylinder power to boiler capacity. By

..^^no o o1 ^H^-ji-^j'

Throttle Valve of the Pennsylvania Decapod Type Locomotive

means of admitting steam to the cylinders when the locomo-

tive is standing in order that it may be started from any po-

sition of the crank pins. The means of meeting this re-

quirement is extremely simple. Pockets about \34 in deep

are cored out of the inside edge of each steam port in the

valve chamljer, two in each port located 180 deg. apart.

{T-^V

S^".—
Half Sections Through the Firebox, Showing the Tube Layout

referring to the data for the two classes it will be seen that

with but slightly increased boiler capacity an actual tractive

effort at 7.2 miles per hour of 80,640 lb. is obtained from
the class I-l-s locomotive as compared with a calculated

maximum tractive effort of 57,850 lb. for the Mikado type.

This is further reflected in the ratio of tractive effort times

diameter of drivers to equivalent heating surface. As an
indication of the extent to which this increased ratio is jus-

tified, it has been found that the tractive effort at 25 miles

an hour is 44,400 lb.

?44, Z'l,'Tubes.48.5i'Fluts.

30'-*-

Boiler for the Decapod Locomotive, Which Carries 250 Lb. Working Pressure

Two ports Yi in. wide and 1 ,'4 in. long are cut through

the valve chamber bushing, opening into the pockets in the

valve chamber casting. This arrangement is shown clearly

in one of the illustrations, from which it will be .seen that

The design of the running gear and reciprocating parts

follows very closely that of the Mikado type locomotives.

The piston is of rolled steel and is carried on an extension
piston rod. The piston rod, driving axles, crank pins,
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wrist pins and knuckle pins are all of hollow sections and
are heat treated. In order to obtain a proper amount of
clearance between the top of tlie rail and the bottom of
the main rod at the rear end, the key bolt was put in from
the bottom and this arrangement has been found to be very
satisfactory. To obtain clearance between the rear end
of the main rod and the side rod knuckle pins the special
recessed knuckle pin and depressed nut were used.

XV- ^--H

Valv& Chamber with Auxiliary Starting Poi-ts

The driving wheels are 63 in. in diameter. The front

and rear tires are flanged and are S^z in. wide. The inter-

mediate tires are all flangeless, those of the main wheels
being &}/2 in. wide, while those of the second and fourth
wheels are T'S in. wide. The locomotive is designed to

operate on tracks having a minimum radius of curvature
of 350 ft. In the connection between the engine and ten-

der, the old style double safety bars with slotted holes have
been replaced with a single safety bar which is of the same

"T"

-24-

Ring Blower In Base of the Lift Pipe

cross section as the drawbar and j 2 in. longer. It is placed

immediately under the drawbar, being connected to the

engine and tender by the drawbar pins.

The driver brakes are operated by two 18-in. air cylin-

ders with 13-in. stroke which exert a braking power of

230,000 lb. The arrangement is similar to that described
in connection with the class L-l-s Mikados.

In the following table the principal dimensions and data
for the Decapod type locomotive are shown in comparison
with those for the class L-l-s Mikado type locomotive:

General Data
Decapod

„ Class I-l-s
Gage 4 ft 8^ in.
Service
Fuel
Tractive effort

Weight in workinu order
Weight on drivers
W^eight on leading truck
Weiitht on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender in working

\x-V^Vu •:,• 547.000 1W heel ha=e. driving 22 ft. 8 i

Freight
Bit, coal

80.640 lb.*

366,500 lb.

334.500 lb.

32.000 lb.

Wheel base, total ... „
Wheel base, engine and lender 73 ft 54

Ratios
Weight on drivers -^ tractive effort....
Total weight ~ tractive effort
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -^

equivalent heating surfacet
Equivalent heating surfacet ~ grate

area
Firebox heating surface ~r equivalent

heating surface,* per cent

32 ft. 2

786.7

90.8

4.3

Mikado
Class L-l-s
4 ft. 8'/S in.

Freight
Bit. coal
57.850 lb.

315.000 lb.

236.000 lb.

27.000 lb.

52.000 lb.

473.000 lb.

17 ft. OVi in,

36 ft. 5H in.

72 ft. 3 in.

4.1

5.4

C-H and O''ot/r^

Details of the Knuckle Pin with Recess for Depressed

equivalent heatingWeight on drivers
surface^

Total weight -=- equivalent heating sur-
facet

Voltin-e equivalent cylinders with 90 per
cent max. cutoff 2

Equivalent heating surfacet -j- vol.
equivalent cylinders

Grate area -^ vol. equivalent cylinders

Cylinders
Kind
Diameter and stroke '.'...'.! 30 i

,.. , Valves
Kind
Diameter ,"

*

Greatest travel !!!!!!.'!
Steam lap !..!!!

r^ . . ^. Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires
Driving, thickness of tires
Driving journals, main, diameter and

length 12 i

Driving journals, others, diameter and
Icnqth 11

Engine truck wheels, diameter. ..

,

297.0

Simple
1. by 32 in.

Piston
12 in.

6 in.

2 in.

by 16 :

54.6

19.9 cu. ft.

290.0
3.5

Simple
27 in. by 30 in.

Piston
12 in.

6 in.

1i in.

62 in.

i\i in.

11 in. by IS in.

in. by 16
a in.

6M in. by 12 in.
Engine truck, journals
Trailing truck uheeh, diameter...

c 1
Boiler

St> 'e BelpaireW crkmg pressure 250 lb. per sq.
Outside diameter of first ring 84 '-^ in
Firebox, length and width 126 in. by 80
Firebox plaies, thickness
Firebox, water space 5 in,"
Tubes, number and outside diameter... 244

—

2\i ir
Flues, number and outside diameter 48—SK in
Tubes and fines, length 19 ft
Heating surface, tubes and flues 4,043 sq* "

Healing surface, firebox
Heating surface, total
Superheater heating surface
Equivalent heating surfacet
Grate area

272 sq.

4.315 sq.
1.360 sq.

6,355 sq.

70 sq.

Tender
l^^y^ Water botton
Weight
Wheels, diameter
Journals, diameter and length 6
Water capacity
Coal capacity '.'.'.'.'.'.'.

182.000 lb.a in.

n. by 11 i

9.000 gal.

Wi tons

iZ in.

(tVi in. bv 12 in.

50 in.

Belpaire
. 205 lb. per sq. in.

78 ;4 in.
126 in. by 80 in.

H in. and 5/16 in.

5 in.
237—2'^ in.
40—5 54 in.

19 ft.

3.747 sq. ft.

288 sq. ft.

4,035 sq. ft.

1.159 sq. ft.

5,766 sq. ft.

70 sq. ft.

Water bottom
158.000 lb.

36 in.

5J4 in. by 10 in.

7,000 gal.

12J4 tons

* Actual at 7.2 miles per hour.
t Equivalent heating surface = total evaporative heating surface 4- 1 Stimes the suiierheatine surface.
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loss, including that in the engine, was 11.4 per cent. It

might be well to cite another case of direct belt drive. In a

New England spinning mill a test was made to ascertain the

friction losses, by stopping all of the machines and running

only the shafting and belts on idle pulleys. This was found

to be 418 hp., the average horsepower developed in the mill

being 1,744 and the total loss, including engine losses, 24

per cent. It is a known fact that spinning mills are waste-

ful of power because of the great number of countershafts

required.

POWER PRODUCTION COSTS

There is no reason why the generating equipment in an
industrial plant of fair size should not be operated as effi-

ciently as that of the central station, so called. Statistics of

different public sen-ice commissions uphold this opinion.

From a semi-annual report of the New York Edison Com-
pany the following data is available:

Total output 120,000,0X kw. hrs.
Total income $7,231,602.62

Total station expenses $1,318,570.21

Distribution expenses 1,210,108.84

General expenses 704,400.71

Taxes 402,942.21

Amortization 916,024.11

Uncollectible bills 92,Sa).US

Total expenses $4,644,906.16

Total expenses per kw. hr 3.87 cents
Station expenses per kw. hr 1.01 "
Average income per kw. hr 6.02 "

The following cost data is taken from the report of the

chief engineer of the Fitchburg Yam Company:

Average horsepower throughout year 1,744

Coal per horsepower-year 4,229 lb. at $4.50 per ton $8.46
Labor 2.92

Supplies and repairs 1.11

Total operating cost $12.49

Depreciation and interest $4.01

Taxes 0.72

Insurance 0.04

Total fixed charges $4.77

Total gross cost $17.26

Deduct cost of heating 58

Total cost one hp. per year $16.68

Cost per hi». hour 0.55 cents

Cost per kw. hour 0.73 cents

<
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that the fixed charges, including depreciation, taxes and

interest on funded debt amount to 172.10 per cent of the

operating revenue, the interest on funded debt alone amount-

ing to 139.89 per cent, which shows that the company is

highly capitalized.

Table II

—

.Kn.^lvsis of Revenues and Expenses of a Wiscon-

sin Power Company.
Analysis of

Analysis of Analysis of Different
Income Income Classes
Account, Per. Kw. Hr. of Expense,
Per Cent Sold, Cents Per Cent

Operating revenue 100.00 1.33 -..-

Operating and maintenance expense.. 42.06 .56 19.05

Depreciation 10.00 .13 4.67

Taxes 22.23 .30 10.38

Interest on funded debt and mortgages 139.87 1.86 65.30

Non-operating revenue 1.96 .03

Deficit 112.20 1.49 ....

Total expense 100.00

IF

Per Cerr^ of Ener^i/ Sold at Maximum Raie

Fig. 3—Average Minimum Rates at Which Power Can be

Sofd to Large Users

Table III

—

Percentage Analysis of Sources of Revenue of

THE Company Referred to in Table II.

Commercial lighting 3.41 per cent
Municipal lighting 92 per cent
Commercial power 1.22 per cent
Bulk sales to other utilities 94.25 per cent
Miscellaneous earnings 20 per cent

Total operating revenue 100.00 per cent

^^



The Ninth Regiment of Engineers
The Railway Shop Regiment Now in Camp at

Philadelphia Awaits Orders to Sail for France

BY OUR SPECIAL MILITARY OBSERVER

THE Ninth Engineers of the Xation;il Army mobilizing

to full war strength are now in camp in the Commercial

Museum at Philadelphia nearly 1,200 strong. They are

putting on the finishing touches preparatorx- to their start-

ing for France in the near future to help the French repair

and maintain locomotives for use behind the front. The

men are picked men from the locomotive repair forces of

many of the railway shops between New York, Philadelphia.

Baltimore and Pittsburgh. They are under the command

of a regular army colonel and of majors, captains and

lieutenants who were formerly mechanical department officers

and nearlv all of whom are college men and have had a month

or more of intensive military training at Plattsburg or Fort

Niagara.

.\bout the middle of Ma)', ^^'. \\'. .\tterbury, vice-presi-

dent of the Pennsylvania Railroad, received a request from

Samuel M. Felton to assist in the raising of a regiment of

shop men for service in France. Mr. .\tterljurv promptlv as-

signed to this work James ililliken, special engineer, and for-

merlv superintendent of motive power of the Pennsylvania at

Wilmington. Mr. Milliken and his staff entered upon the

new duties with a snap and vim. and results began to come

in promptly. First, they took three t\pical shops on the

Pennsylvania system, averaged the number of blacksmiths,

boiler shop, erecting shop and machine shop employees, etc.,

and reduced the figures to the basis of 1,000 men. Then

they got in touch with the Bureau of Railway Economics

at Washington, and obtained the number of motive power

emplovees on each of the roads in the Eastern territory.

With this as a basis they assigned a quota to each road

in the territory and asked for double that number, so as to

take care of rejections of one kind and another.

Mr. Milliken himself took charge of the recruiting on

the Pennsylvania, and with such effectiveness that the road

raised 40 per cent of the regiment instead of its assigned

30 per cent. First, he called a meeting of the general super-

intendents, and told them that each division had been as-

signed to raise a certain number of blacksmiths, boiler

makers, etc. He told them to emphasize in calling for vol-

unteers that the men were to go to France to repair locomo-

tives, that while as soldiers they might be called upon to

work hard, they would still be engaged on work with which

they were familiar, and that they would not be called upon
to go into the trenches as infantry. The superintendents

fell in with the idea at once. The very ne.xt day no less

than 76 men reported from Trenton; faster than the exam-

iners could take care of them. The entire quota of 30
per cent was filled in 10 days, or before June 1. By June
20 the entire regiment of 1,098 officers and men was com-

plete, and the officers had been selected. The regiment has

since been asked to raise an additional 10 per cent of en-

listed men— 104 more. It still lacks some of these, particu-

larly blacksmiths and boiler makers.

Each man as he presented himself was given a careful

phvsical e.xamination and was quizzed as to his qualifica-

tions by William .\. Herbert, assistant enginehouse foreman

at West Philadelphia. The regiment consists of an excep-

tionally fine body of clean-minded and physically fit men,

every one of which has a trade and a desire to do big things.

The officers are 100 per cent enthusiastic over them.

It is interesting to see what kind of skilled mechanics

were secured. The following list will show how the trades

are divided:

.ST.ATEMENT SHOWING RV TRADES THE M.^KE-VP OF THE
LOCOMOTIVE SHOP REGIMENT.

Commanding Officers 37
Medical Men 23
Master Mechanics and Shop Officers 12ft

Storeroom attendants 18
Draftsmen 11

Stenographers 20
Shop clerks 6
Storeroom clerks 5
Clerks 58
Telegraph operators 2

129
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Blacksmith Shop
Blacksmiths 43
Forgemen 4

Spring makers 8
Tool dressers 8
Furnace heaters 4
Forging machine men 10
Steam hammer operators 5

Blacksmith helrers 44

126
Boiler Shop

General boilermakers 39
Flangers 4
Layout table and template men 4

Flue men 17
Riveters 16
Boilermaker helpers 35
Boiler shop machinists 13

128
Erecting Shop

General erecting shop men 24
Valve setters 13
Cylinder and guide men 8
Driving box men 8
Spring rigging men S
Truck men 16
Frame men 7
Cab fitters 8
Throttle and dry pipe men 3
Air brake it? en 16
Grate and ash pan men 8
Erecting shop helpers 32
Crane operators 7

163
Machine Shop

General machine shop hands 24
Engine lathe hands 16
Turret lathe hands 16
Axle lathe hands 4
Boring mill hands 10
Milling machine hands 8
Shaper hands 6
Planer hands 6
Slotter hands 5
Drill press hands 9
Tool makers 10
Vise hands 27
Air pump men 8
Triple valve men 8
Injector repairers 5

162
Tender and Cab Repairmen

Cistern repairmen 8
Truck repairmen 16
Locomotive cab builders 6
Cabinet makers 2
General word woi kers 4
Wood work machine hands 4

Pipe Snap
Pipe fitters 17
Plumbers 4
Coppersmiths 5
Copper and brass braziers 5
Pipe fitter helpers ^ 22
Coppersmith helpers 5

58
Electricians

General electricians 5
Linemen 4

Battery men
Electrician helpers .

.

Stationary engineers
Stationary firemen .

.

Derrick engineer; .

.

Tin Shop
Tinsmiths
Lamp makei s

Sheet iron workers.
128 Tin shop helpers. . .

.

Paint Shop
Locomotive painters 7
Stripers and letterers 4

U
Chauffeurs

Chauffeurs 30
163 Auto, engine men 4

Auto, electrical men 4

38

89
MiSCEILANEOUS

Laborers
Locomotive hostlers
Brick Kiyer
Rigger
Chemist
Cooks 2
Buglers 1

Barbers b
Tailors 2
Photographers 2

144
Grand Total 1.098

The men in the regiment serve with the same ranks and
pay as if they were in the Regular Army. The corporals, as

a rule, were gang leaders, the sergeants, gang foremen and
commissioned officers, motive power department officers.

The men were divided among the six companies as they

reported, but by the time this will have appeared in print

they will have been rearranged in so far as possible by
trades. The assignment of companies, divisions of work
and officers will then be as follows:

Colonel, Herbert D. Deakyne; lieutenant-colonel, H. H.
^Maxfield, superintendent, motive power of the Pennsvlvania
Railroad, at New York; captain, adjutant. William F.

Tompkins, a West Point man; captain, quartemiaster. C. R.

Rogers, a contractor from Corr>', Pa. ; captain engineer,

Van R. C. King, district superintendent, Atlantic Coast

Line, Wilmington, N. C.

First Battalion—Major. Charles D. Barret, master me-
chanic, Peimsylvania Railroad, Sunbury, Pa.

Company A—Erecting shop and enginehouse—Captain,

J. McDonough, assistant shop superintendent, Baltimore &
Ohio, Baltimore. Md.; first lieutenants, F. V. DeHaven,
Pennsylvania Lines, West, and C. K. Steins, special ap-
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prentice, Pennsylvania; second lieutenant, Don C. Minick,

Pennsylvania Lines West.

Company B—Tender, cab and tank shop—Captain, G. T.

Hu£f, Jr., assistant road foreman, Pennsylvania; first lieu-

tenants, R. R. Meigs, a consulting engineer, at Philadelphia,

and W . H. Stevens, also a consultins engineer, from Phil-

adelphia; second lieutenant, McCIure Fahnestock, motive

power inspector, Pennsylvania, at Pittsburgli.

Company C—Boiler shop—Captain, G. W. Butts; first

lieutenants, F, R, Fitzpatrick, Locomotive Superheater

Company, New York, and T. L. !Mallam. boiler shop fore-

man, Pennsylvania, Trenton, X. J.; second lieutenant, E. D.
Hagerty. storekeepep, Pennsylvania, at Verona.

Second Battalion—Major, C. S. Gaskill, master mechanic,

Pennsylvania, Baltimore, Md.
Company D—Machine shop—Captain, F. S. Robbins,

assistant master mechanic, Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

first lieutenants, J. J. McGuire, master mechanic, Baltimore

& Ohio, at Newcastle, and C. G. Boffemmyer, test depart-

ment, Pennsylvania, Altoona; second lieutenant, A. G.

Moler. Philadelphia.

Company E—Electricians (power plants) and shop con-

pox vaccination. Some of the men keel over; some have

arms as sore as boils, and the inoculations aren't over yet.

V, M. C. A. WORK
Xo military camp could ever be complete in these modern

times without its Y. M. C. A. The camp of the Xinth

Engineers is no exception. The moment the Commercial
Museum was occupied, the Pennsylvania Railroad Y. M.
C. A. brought in writing tables, chairs, pens, ink and station-

ery, and started work. It has printed special letterheads, and
envelopes marked "Correspondence Table, Ninth Regiment

Engineers." It has brought in a piano, a victrola, maga-
zines and books, and its efforts have been duly repaid.

William A. Patton, assistant to President Rea, is in gen-

eral charge of the work, and J. Frank Keehler is the man-
on-the-job. They have arranged entertainments once or

twice a week, and now and again they have secured a

speaker, who talks to the boys on questions of interest.

Realizing that .Americans are not strong, linguistically, they

have secured five French instructors, and the boys have been

given an opportunity to learn the language free of charge.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Women's Division for War
Relief will supply each member of the regiment with a

Some of the Pennsylvania Railroad Men In the Ninth Regiment

struction—Captain, B. W. Kline, electrician, Peimsylvania,

Williamsport; first lieutenants. Alba B. Johnson, Jr., Bald-

win Locomotive Works, and William Welch, blacksmith shop

foreman, Pennsylvania, Meadow Shops; second lieutenant,

Charles G. Brown, .\ltoona shops.

Company F—Pipe and tin shop—Captain, E. B. Whit-

man, assistant road foreman, Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; first

lieutenants, W. B. Rudd, assistant road foreman, Pennsyl-

vania, Jersey City, and F. A. Wightman, motive power in-

spector. Pennsylvania, New York; second lieutenant, J. G.

Shaeffer. special apprentice, Peimsylvania. Altoona.

The men are now quartered in the big hall of the Com-
mercial Museum, with accommodations, incidentally, that

would make a fellow who had been to Plattsburg or to the

border, green with envy. They have shower baths with hot

and cold water—over 60 of them—and with 30 real Ruud
heaters. They drill on Franklin Field or on a big parade

ground outside the museum, and when drill is over, have a

chance at the swimming pool on the university grounds.

The men drill for four drill periods of an hour, daily.

They already march like fit soldiers. Our observer knows,

he saw one of the companies doing it on Franklin Field.

The men have only one kick. That's about the typhoid

inoculations ; Three paratNT^hoid, three typhoid and a small-

comfort kit, and some of these have already been sent to

the regiment from all sources.

THE B.\ND

And the Penn.sylvania Railroad furnished the instruments

for a band—a 31 -piece band, that was able to play "The
Star-Spangled Banner" three days after they got the men
to.gether. The band is pretty strong on many other patriotic

tunes by this time, and there is a rumor—it's only a rumor
—that the regiment is going to have a special song, pre-

sumably for the band to play, and that its composers are

going to be Irving Berlin and George M. Cohan. But more
of that when we hear the words and music.

But to be serious again, the regiment is looking forward
to some good hard work across the sea. Just where it will

,50—that is, to what French railway shops—the men don't

know as yet, and if they did, they wouldn't tell anyway. But
they are prepared for anything. They will carry many of
their own tools; they also have 12 Pierce-Arrow trucks.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is proud of the regiment; and
it has a good right to be. Mr. Atterbury, particularly, is

taking a keen interest in its success. He has visited the
regiment on a number of occasions and has e.xpressed the
hope that he may present the regiment with its colors.



Pennsylvania Electric Locomotive
Experimental Design for Heavy Trunk Line Service

to Operate Over 24 Miles of One Per Cent Grade

THE Pennsylijania has designed and built an experimen-

tal electric locomotive which is to be used ultimately to

handle tonnage trains over the grade west of Altoona,

Pa. This section includes the Horseshoe Curve and consists

of a 2 per cent grade 12 miles long between Altoona and

Gallitzin, the summit of the grade, on the eastern slope, and

a one per cent grade 24 miles long from Gallitzin to Johns-

town, Pa., on the western slope. This locomotive was built

for the purpose of carefully developing a standard unit be-

fore going ahead with the production of the number of units

doing e.xcites the secondar)- of the transformer from which

the phase converter is operated. This phase converter changes

the single phase current supplied to it by the transformer to

three-phase current for the use of the traction motors. These

motors, of which there are four, have a rating of 1,200 hp.

each, giving the locomotive a capacity of 4,800 hp.

The three-phase current taken from the phase converter

is supplied, through the necessary control switches, to the

primaries of these motors and the secondary current thus

generated in the other windings of the motors is controlk!

—^-sss-
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road service and at which it gives a tractive effort of 87,200

lb.

The cab containing the electrical machinery is 72 ft. 6

in. long and 10 ft. wide over sheathing. It has two Z-shaped

center girders 26 in. deep, made of plates and angles cov-

ered on top with a plate 6 ft. 1 % in. wide, which forms

the platform floor to which the electrical machinery is at-

tached. The side framing is of the same type as on Penn-

sylvania passenger cars, consisting of U-shaped posts bent

at the top to support the lower roof deck and sheathed with

Js-in. plates. The upper deck e.xtends only over the central

part of the cab for a length of 36 ft. 9 in., leaving a space

at each end of cab for the pantagraphs.

To permit removal and replacing of electrical machinery

the roof of the upper deck is removable and the turtle back

decks at each end of cab are equipped witli large hatches.

No lining is provided for the body of the cab, but the motor-

man's ends, which are separated from the main cab by

partitions, are lined and insulated and provided with a

resilient floor covering. For the protection of the motorman
the ends of tlie cab are also provided with strong vertical

members, similar to those used in Pennsylvania steel pas-

senger and postal cars. Both sides for the full length of the

upper deck are made in the form of louvres to provide for

ventilation.

Each truck is a motor truck, which receives power from

two motors through a spring wheel on each side, mounted

on a jack shaft. Each gear wheel is connected to the three

drivers by the usual side rods and the remainder of the

drive and running gear is similar to those used for steam

locomotives. The spring gear for each truck is of the three

point suspension type, one point being over the pony truck

and the other two points over each frame, consisting of

equalizers over each box. elliptical sprinsjs l.ietween jour-

fore are solid bronze forced into a circular opening in the

frame casting.

The center plate is located halfway between the first and

second axles at an elevation of about the height of the top of

the frames. Between the second and third axles an auxiliary

spring support has been applied for the purpose of equalizing

the loads on the various drivers, which will counterbalance

the excess weight due to the location of tnotors between the

pony truck and the first pair of drivers. - The contact be-

tween the caps over these springs and the bottom surface of

the cab must necessarily be a sliding contact.

Each motor truck includes a pony truck of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad type, with an elliptic spring located each

Fig. 3—A view of the Jack Shaft With Its Spring Gear

nals and helical springs outside of the first and third jour-

nals.

Brake shoes are provided for one side of each driver, the

brake arrangement being of the usual steam locomotive type

with two cylinders, each 16 in. in diameter and located be-

tween the frames between the second and third a.xles. The
train brake and locomotive brake can each be operated in-

dependent of the other. Above the frames and between the

first pair of drivers is located a sand box with sand pipes

leading to the front of the first pair of drivers and to the

rear of the third pair of drivers, and equipped with Leach

double "E" sanders. The gear wheels have inward projec-

tions forming the jack shaft journals. The bearings there-

f,
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Fig. ^—Wheel Arrangement of the Pennsylvania Elec-

tric Locomotive

side of the axle and supported on T-links. As the usual

T-links alone will not provide sufficient lateral motion, a

rocker casting supported by the elliptic springs has been

added. The combination T-links and rocker permit suffi-

cient lateral motion for curves of 275 ft. radius. The artic-

ulation l:)etween the motor trucks is of a construction sim-

ilar to a pedestal attached to the cab center sills. The lower

ends of the pedestal legs are connected together with a tie

bar. This permits each truck to rotate around the center

of the center plate without restriction. All bearing surfaces

in the articulation are plated with manganese steel. The
pulling and pushing strains between drawbars carry through

the trucks and articulation in a direct plane 34^2 in. above

the rails so that the cab is entirely relieved of these strains.

The principal characteristics of the locomotive follows:

Railroad classification FFI
ilverall length 76 fl. f>\i in.

Total wheeibase 63 ft. 11 in.

Driving wheeibase 38 ft. 8 in.

Rigid wheeibase 13 ft. 4 in.

Height from rail to locked position of pantagrapfa 15 ft. 6 io.

Heieht from rail to top of cab 14 ft. 8 in.

\Vi(fth over cab body 10 ft. in.

Overall width 10 ft. 1 in.

Diameter of driving wheels 72 in.

Diameter of pony wheels 36 in.

Weight on drivers 198 tons
Number of driving axles 6
Weight of each pony truck 21 tons
Total weight of locomotive 240 tons
\'o]tage of locomotive 11,000
Tractive effort at hourly rating of motors 87.200 lb.

Speed 20.6 m.p.h.
Capacity of locomotive—one-hour rating 4,800 h.p.

CARS AND LOCOMOTIVES ORDERED
JUNE

IN

Although June is usually a comparatively quiet month
from the standpoint of equipment purchases, the purchases

in June this year held up exceedingly well. The domestic

purchases of locomotives were not large, but there were im-

portant purchases by foreign roads. The purchases of freight

cars, however, were considerably larger than in the months
immediately preceding. The purchases were as follows:

Freight
cars

11.945
100

Passenger
carsLocomotives

Domestic 64
Foreign 443

Among the important locomotive orders were the following:
Chicago & .Mton 10 Mikado Baldwin
Southern 25 Santa Fe American
Russian Government 400 Narrow Gage .'imericna

The important freight car purchases included the following:

Atchison. Topcka & Santa Fe 500 Gondola Am. C. & F.
Canadian Government Railways. ... 5,000 Can. C. & F.
Illinois Central 75 Caboose Co. shops

250 Box Co. shops
250 Stock Co. shops

Marianna Coal Co 1,000 Coal Cambria
Missouri Pacific 500 Box Co, shops
Norfolk & Western J,000 Box Co. shops
Pennsylvania 1,000 Box Co. shops



New Power for Southern Railway
4-8-2 Type Weighs 314,800 lb., 2-10-2 Type 370,600 lb.,

Tractive Efforts 47,800 and 71,000 lb., Respectively

THE Southpfn. Railway and its associated lines are now
recei\'intr from The Baldwin Locomotive Works 30
locomotives of the Mountain type for passenger serv-

ice, and 55 locomotives of the Santa Fe type for freight

service. These locomotives considerably exceed in weight and
hauling capacity- the designs heretofore used on this road,

and they constitute a notable group of modern heavy power.

Of the Mountain t.vpe locomotives, 23 are for the

and switching service. In the present instance, the Ragon-
net power reverse mechanism is applied.

The firebo.x is placed entirely back of the driving-wheels,

and has a combustion chamber 44^4 in. long. In order

to provide a free entr\' to the throat under the combustion
chamber, a conical ring is used in the middle of the barrel,

increasing the shell diameter from 76J/2 to 87 in. The
equipment includes a Schmidt superheater. Security arch

Pacific 24 in. by 28 in.

Mountain 27 in. by 28 in.

Milodo 27 in. bv 30 in.

Santa Fe 28 in. by 32 in.

rzy, in.
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Economy front truck, and Hodges trailing truck. The
swings of the trucks and the lateral play between rails and

flanges are sufficient to permit the engine to traverse curves

of 16 deg. The wheels of the third, or main pair have

plain tires. Flange lubricators are applied to the front and

rear driving-wheels.

As the doors in the front wall of the cab are necessarily

very narrow, a running board is placed below the cab on

each side, and hand holds are placed on the outside of the

cab below the side windows, so that the men can easily

reach the main running boards from the firing deck. To
keep within the clearance limits, the bell is placed on the

curve of the boiler at one side of the center, and there are

four sandboxes, placed two right and two left.

The tenders are of the same capacity as those used with

the passenger locomotives, and are similar in design, with

the exception of such changes as are necessary on account

of the application of stokers to the freight locomotives.

The tables contain further particulars of the locomotives:

General Data
4-8-2 2-10-2

Gage 4 ft. 8!4 in. 4 ft. 8!^ in.

Service Passenger Freight
Fuel Bit. coal Bit. coal
Tractive effort 47,800 lb. 71.000 lb.

Weight in working order 314.800 lb. 370.600 lb.

Weight on drivers 209.800 lb. 294.400 lb.

Weight on leading truck 53.800 lb. 26.700 lb.

Weight on trailing truck 51.200 lb. 49,500 lb.

Weight of engine and tender in work-
ing order (approx.) 480.000 lb. 546,000 lb.

Wheel base, driving 18 ft. 20 ft. 7 in.

Wheel base, total 38 ft. 11 ip. 38 ft. 8 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 73 ft. 3!4 in. 74 ft. 9V2 in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers -~ tractive effort.... 4.4 4.1

Total weight -~ tractive effort 6.6 5.2

Tractive effort X diam. drivers -^

equivalent heating surface" 649.1 543.5

Equivalent heating surface* -=- grate
area 76.2 84.r

Firebox heating surfacet -^ equivalent
heating surface." per cent 6.5 5.1

Weight on drivers -i- equivalent heating
surface" 41.3 39.5

Total weight -=- equivalent heating sur-

Engine truck, journals e^-i in. by 12 in. 6 in. by 12 in.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 42 in. 42 in.

Trailing truck, journals 9 in. by 14 in. 8 in. by 14 in.

Boiler

Style Conical wagon- Straight top
lop

Working pressure 190 lb. per sq. 190 lb. per sq.

in. in.

Outside diameter of first ring 76!^ in. 88'/S in.

Firebo.x, length and width WAli in. by 131J4 in. by 96
84 54 in. in.

Firebox plates, thickness Sides, back and Sides, back and
crown, H in.; crown, ^ in.;

tube, %i in. tube, H in.
Firebox, water space Front, S'/j in.; Front, 6 in.;

sides and back, sides and back,
5 in. 5 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter... 183

—

2'A in. 259—2f4 in.

Flues, number and outside diameter.... 36

—

5\/? in. 50—5!^ in.
Tubes and flues, length 21 ft. 21 ft. SVi in.

Heating surface, tubes and flues 3.339 sq. ft. 4.853 sq. ft.

Heating surface, fireboxt 329 sq. ft. 381 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3.668 sq. ft. 5,234 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 942 sq. ft. 1.341 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating surface* 5.081 sq. ft. 7.446 sq. ft.

Grate area 66.7 sq. ft. 88 sq. ft.

Tender
Tank Water bottom Water bottom
Wheels, diameter 33 in. 33 in. _

Journals, diameter and length 6 in. by 11 in. 6 in. by 11 in.

Water capacity 9.000 gal. 9.O0O gal.

Coal capacity 12 tons 12 tons

• Equivalent heating surface "= total evaporative heating surface +
1 .5 times the superheating surface.

t Include? combustion chamber and arch tube heating surface.

GRAPHIC DISPLAY OF INDIVIDUAL
DAILY FUEL RECORDS*

BY HIRAM J. SLIFER

The cost of fuel is one of the largest of the individual items

that go to make up the total expense of railway operation.

This fuel is used by 99,070 locomotive enginemen. divided

into classes as follows:

Engineers and motormen, yard 12.797
Engineers and motormen, road—freight 24.226
Engineers and motormen, road—passenger 12.075
Firemen and helpers, yard 13.013
Firemen and helpers, road—freight 25.210
Firemen and helpers, road—passenger 11,749

Southern Railway 2-10-2 Type Freight Locomotive

face* 62.0
Volume both cylinders 18.6 cu. ft.

Equivalent heating surface* -i- vol.

cylinders 273,8
Grate area — vol. cylinders 3.6

Cylinders

Kind Simple
Diameter and stroke 27 in. by 28 in.

Vahes
Kind Piston
Diameter 14 in.

Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires 69 in.

Driving, thickness of tires S'/i in.

Driving journals, main, diameter end
length 11'; V". by

Driving journals, front, diameter and
length

Driving journals, others, diameter and
length 10 in. bv 12 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameter 33 in.

49.8
22.8 cu. ft
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be understood and interesting, creating a competition that

will reduce the unit consumption of coal.

In the first place, two grand divisions of the subject suggest

tliemselves: fuel used by yard locomotives, and fuel used by
road locomotives. The latter may again be subdivided under
many headings, some of which are suggested:

P.VSSENCER

Mail trains
Limited trains
Express trains
Through trains
Local trains

Freight
Stock trains
Meat trains
Fruit trains
Coded trains
Dead freight trains
Local trains

It is necessary that each of these classes be considered inde-

pendentl}' of the others, and for the purpose of illustrating

how the graphical method may be applied to show the daih'

performances of individual men and machines the considera-

tion of the subject is confined to the dead or drag freight

trains, for the reason that they are in a class that pre-

dominates and consumes the larger percentage of the fuel.

For the fiscal year of 1915 there were 9.8 enginemen and

motomien and 10.2 firemen and helpers emplo\'ed in freight

train road service per 100 miles of line, and it should be

safe and fair to estimate that an average freight division will

not have more than five dead or drag freight trains pass-

ing over it in each direction every 24 hours. With this

basis it should be a ver}' simple problem to devise some

graphical method by which may IJe shown a comparison

of the amount of coal consumed by each of these 10 machines

and the men employed thereon, to haul 1,000 tons one mile.

The method must naturally be so flexible that it may be cur-

tailed or extended to cover as few or as many men and

machines as may be employed, and it must be applicable to

all classes of yard and road service. It should be of such

a character as to suggest its use and value for interesting

other classes of employes.

POUNOS or CO»L COMSUMED



GAR
DEPAKlHte

HANDLING HEAVY TRAINS ON GRADES*
While there are probably many shortcomings of the present

practices of train handling on mountain grades, a thorough

knowledge of the capabilities of the air brakes, together with

a good organization for its proper maintenance, will enable

very good results to be obtained.

Railways having heavy grades to traverse should estab-

lish convenient "dead line" points where their own and

foreign line equipment may be properly inspected and re-

paired before it is permitted to proceed. Such points need

not ije where the descent of grade begins.

From records obtained at such points, where a thorough

inspection is made, it has been ascertained that a large

percentage of the brakes are in a very bad condition, show-

ing excessive brake cylinder leakage. This inspection has

also disclosed the fact that the retaining valve and its

piping are receiving practically no attention by many rail-

roads operating in level districts.

In order to successfully handle heavy tonnage trains on

grades with air brakes exclusively, it is imperative that the

retaining valves and pipe be in such condition that they

can properly perform their w-ork. It is also essential that

brake cylinder leakage be reduced to the lowest possible

point. A uniform adjustment of piston travel is required.

At the summit of grades a test should be made to ascer-

tain if all brakes are operative, and piston travel adjusted

to meet operating conditions.

All mountain railroad men should realize the importance

of having the brake system charged to standard pressure

before starting from the summit of any grade. Train and
enginemen should have a knowledge of the tonnage allowed

to be handled over the district, which should be prescribed

by special instructions in the time tables.

During cold weather, when operating on grades of 4

per cent and when length of train will permit, it is advis-

able, immediately after starting and before the entire train

is on the descending grade, to apply the brakes and work
steam for a short distance for the purpose of wearing off

any accumulation of snow and ice that may be between

the wheels and brake shoes. Retaining valve handles must

be turned to holding position before beginning the descent.

After starting from the summit the engineman should

make the first application of the brakes as soon as practicable

without stalling, and fully recharge while the speed is low.

This is to test the holding power and get the aid of the

retaining valves.

The speed of trains for the first mile should be exception-

ally low for the purpose of allowing the wheels to assume

a gradual heat, to compensate for expansion. The speed

thereafter should not exceed schedule running time.

Speeds when on 4 per cent grade should not exceed 10

m.p.h. if braking conditions are favorable. If unfavor-

able, this speed should not be permitted. Speed and air

pressure are the most important factors to be considered.

The engineman must understand that the critical time in

• Abstract of a committer report presented at the 1917 convention of
the Air Brake .-XEsociation.

grade braking is during the recharge of Ijrake pipe and
auxiliary reservoirs; also, that he should regulate the appli-

cation of the brakes to maintain as near as practicable a

uniform speed. To accomplish this the one reduction method
must be followed, making a brake pipe reduction of sufficient

amount to hold the train, and in recharging keep the brake

valve in release position until brake pipe pressure is entirely

restored before returning it to running position. Variation

from the above practice is often resorted to by braking from
release position and has given very satisfactory results.

^^"hen New York B brake valve is used it should be kept

in release position at all times when brakes are released.

In any case the release and recharge should be made as

rapidly as permissible. Frequent applications and short

holds are preferable to keeping the brakes applied for a

long period. By using the short cycle method a more uni-

form speed can be maintained. This practice is being fol-

lowed on man)- railroads where heavy grades are encountered.

Since the use of the hand brake for the control of trains

is prohibited, e.xcept in cases of emergency, the retaining

valve necessarily has to take its place in grade braking;

safety depends largely upon its condition and handling.

When handling long freight trains, it is necessary to have
the slack bunched in advance of the train brake application.

There are several waj's of doing this, but the important

feature to be considered is to bunch the slack gently. This
can be done successfully by the use of the independent engine
and tender brake, but on account of the liability of bunching
the slack too severely, the use of the independent or straight

air driving brake for bunching the slack is generally con-

demned. Howe-s'er, it has been proven by experience that

by the use of the independent or straight air brake on the

locomotive tender alone, the slack can be gently and suc-

cessfully bunched at moderate speeds without the danger of

overdoing the matter and damaging equipment.

After it has been determined that all the slack is in, a
moderate brake pipe reduction can be made with no shock
of consequence in rear of train. If it is desired to make
a stop, the driving brake must be cut in and permitted to

work in conjunction with the train brakes.

It many times happens that the main portion of the train

is passing over reverse curves with the locomotive and head
cars on tangent track and descending grade. Under such a
condition there is a tendency for the head portion to run
away from the rear portion and the use of the independent
brake on tender alone is found to be very beneficial in pre-

venting the running and surging of train slack. In such
cases the independent brake should be graduated on and when
conditions have changed it should be graduated off.

By taking advantage of the many different conditions met
with the independent brake used only on the locomotive ten-

der will be found very valual)le in controlling slack and
eliminating the danger of slipping locomotive tires.

When a stop is made on ascending or descending grade
and the locomotive brake is insufficient to hold the train,

or where the engine is to be detached, sufficient hand brakes
must be applied on head end to hold it on descending grade
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and on rear end on ascending grade. Under no circum-

stances should the automatic brakes be depended upon to

hold the train while standing.

Liability of wheels sliding is greatest when starting after

a short stop, when retaining valves are in use, and sufficient

time should be allowed for the retainers to reduce the pres-

sure before attempting to start. Train men should inspect

from the ground for wheels sliding; hence, the necessity for

the engineman to keep the speed low.

Short movements with long heavy trains should be avoided,

but if necessary, a sufficient number of hand brakes must

be applied throughout the train to control the slack.

The report was signed by: C.H. Rawlings, chairman; J.

E. Fitzgerald, L. S. Ayer and Charles T. Goodwin.

DISCUSSION

On some roads retainers are tested when cars are on the

repair track. The weight t)-pe of pressure retainer unseats

at times due to jarring and pressure is lost. Many cars now
in service have very- low braking power and maintenance

and also manipulation must be of the best. Some special

cars used on heavy grades have been braked at 114 per cent

on 60-lb. cylinder pressure with good results. The empty

and load brake has facilitated the handling of large ore

cars on heavy grades.

STEEL PASSENGER TRAIN EQUIPMENT
The Special Committee on Relations of Railway Opera-

tion to Legislation has issued bulletin No. 93, which shows

that on January 1, 1909, there were in service only 629 all-

steel passenger cars and 67o passenger cars with steel under-

frames, while on January 1, 1917, the number of all-steel

cars was 15,757, and the number of cars with steel under-

frames increased during the same time to 6,386.

The statistics show that the construction of wooden pas-

senger cars has practically ceased and the wooden cars still

in service are being rapidly retired. The number of wooden
cars in service January 1, 1912, was 48,126, but on January

1, 1917, the number was only 39,169. During the calendar

year 1916 alone 2,213 wooden passenger cars were removed
from service. The replacement of wooden equipment with

steel can not be regarded as a profitable undertaking, but

only as a measure of safety. The first cost of steel cars is

higher and the available data, though meager, indicates that

Percentages
Total , *

,

AcquireJ in— ni:mber Steel Steel underframe Wood
1909 1,880 26.0 per cent 22.6 per cent 51.4 per cent
1910 3.638 55.4 per cent 14.8 per cent 29.8 per cent
1911 3,756 59.0 per cent 20.3 per cent 20.7 per cent
1912 2.660 68,7 per cent "20.9 per cent 10.4 per cent
1913 3,350 63.0 per cent '30.4 per cent 6.6 per cent
1914 4,495 74.6 per cent "29.9 per cent 4.5 per cent
191S 1,696 72.7 per cent '20.1 per cent 6.2 per cent
1916 1,445 92.5 per cent '7.3 per cent 0.2 per cent
January 1, . - " (un-

der constru. :iMn) . . 1.759 82.5 per cent 16.9 per cent 0.6 per cent

•This figure includes wooden 'ars reconstructed with steel underframes.

the cost of maintenance is considerably greater than for

wooden cars. In its last annual report the Interstate Com-
merce Comm'ssion recommended "that the use of steel cars

in passenger train service be required and that the use in

passenger trains of wooden cars between or in front of steel

cars be prohiljitcd." In view of the fact that of the 1,445

passenger train cars built during the year 1916 only three,

or 0.2 of 1 per cent of the total number, were of wood, any
legislation of that sort seems quite unnecessary. It is inter-

esting to note that only 7.3 per cent of the cars built in

1916 were of steel underframe construction, as compared
with 92.S per cent all-steel.

The number of cars of steel, steel underframe and wood
acquired by the roads during the years 1909 to 1916 inclu-

sive, is shown in the table above.

According to an act of Congress which was signed .\ugust

24, 1912, the railroads will not be allowed to use any full

postal cars which are not of steel or steel underframe con-

struction after July 1, 1917. The introduction of steel postal

cars began before the passage of this act. however, as is

shown by the following table:

Postal cars acquired in

—

1909
1910



Erie Steel Passenger Equipment
For Main Line Service ; Important Features Are
Light Weight and Strength of the Superstructure

AN order of five all-steel coaches and one all-steel bag-

gage car has recently been placed in service by the

Erie Railroad. These cars, which were built by the

Pressed Steel Car Company from designs prepared by
L. B. Stillwell, consulting engineer, New York, weigh
materially less than the steel underframe equipment now
used by the Erie in similar service, and are especially note-

wortliy because of the distribution of metal in the super-

A Perspective View of the Anti-Coliision Bull<head Construction

Structure, which provides an unusually stiff construction

throughout. The light weight of the cars was made possible

by following the same system of high truss side frame design,

differing only in detail, that was used in the all-steel sub-

urban cars built for the Erie about two years ago, and de-

scribed in the Railway Age Gazette, Mechanical Edition, for

July, 1915, page 356.'

This saving of weight is of importance not only in effect-

ing a reduction in the first cost through the elimination of

unneces.-^ary steel, but also because of the possibility of

changing from wood cars to all-steel cars in main line

service, without taxing the capacity of existing passenger

motive power. In many cases the advent of all-steel equip-

ment has necessitated an increase in the size of locomotives

used in through passenger service. A third, and no less

important economy, will result from the reduction in the

amount of fuel used per car-mile with the lighter weight.

Aside from the economic advantages accruing from tiie

light weight, the design of the new cars is of interest

because of the unusual strength of the car body which is

designed especially with reference to its ability to resist

destruction in collision or derailment. This is accomplished

by the introduction of two new members in the body end,

viz., a collision diaphragm forming a ceiling above the

saloon, lavatory and passageway between, and special door

posts in the body end frame.

The collision diaphragm consists of a horizontal plate

Interior View Showing the Details of the Body and Underframe
Construction

girder having a 3-16 in. web member placed across the car

from side plate to side plate, and extending lengthwise of

the car from the door header into the body of the car about

5 ft. 6 in. This horizontal girder securely ties the side

walls together at the ends of the car body, and it is ex-

pected that in collision the walls will thereby be drawn in to

resist penetration, rather than be split apart to allow pen-
etration. Also, this horizontal girder, being backed up by
the high girder side frame and tied down by the door posts,

is itself expected to offer great resistance to penetration.

The special body-end door posts are in the form of ver-
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tical beams 21 in. deep, with j-16 in. web and pressed steel

flanges. They are framed into the underframe below and
into the collision diaphragm above, with connections

capable of developint; the full strength of the beams.

The arrangement of the body door posts and the anti-

telescoping tie memtier is clearly shown in the perspective

drawing of the end construction of the car. The vestibules

are of the usual construction and obviously are less capable

of resisting a severe shock than is the heavy body end con-

struction. Consequently, if the car is subjected to a violent

collision shock, the vestibule structure may be expected to

or collision, but in themselves not infrequently increase the

destruction of life and property because of the effect of their

excessive weight. In case of collision the underframe of

at least one car in a train is usually raised at one end above
that of the adjoining car. When this occurs, the greater

the weight and strength of the underframe as compared with

that of the superstructure of the neighboring ear. the more
effective it becomes in destroying that superstrucure.

The additional weight of material incorporated in the
heavy body end structure is more than offset by the reduc-

tion in weight effected elsewhere in the desicn. Tlie com-

Side Elevation of the Steel Frame of the Erie Coaches

close up against the body of the car and in doing so some-
what cushion the force of the blow. The further progress

of the colliding body will be greatlv checked, if not arrested

by the heavy body end construction. This should greatly

reduce, if not eliminate that most common and most destruc-

tive form of collision—the splitting open and telescoping of

one car by one of its neighbors or by a locomotive.

This design is the result of a careful studv of the effects

plete weiglit of the coaches, including the four-wheel trucks,

but excluding the lighting equipment, is 111 .000 lb. each.

The weight of the car body is such that it may be carried on
four-wheel trucks with journal loads well witliin the limits

prescribed by good operating practice.

The framing system of the through line cars is similar

to that employed in the Erie suburban cars with the excep-

tion that the windows are rectangular, whereas those of the

A View of the Framing at the End of the Car. Also Showing the

Body Bolster and Underframe Stiffening Plate

of collisions and derailments upon cars, particularly those

of all-steel construction, which has covered a period of si.x

years. This study has been based upon personal inspection

and examination of the photographic records of many acci-

dents involving passenger equipment. As a result it is the

conclusion of the designers that the heavy underframes so

generally used in steel passenger train equipment not only

afford little protection against damage to cars in derailment

Four-Wheel Truck for Erie Through Line Coaches

suburlian cars were of the Gothic form. In each case the

vertical members are framed together into a girder, the depth
of which is equal to the full height of the side walls, and
which acts as a load carrying memljer. This not only

produces a car structure free from appreciable deflection, but

greatly increases the safety of the passenger space in case of

accident.

The side frame of the car is in the form of a girder 7

ft. 7 in. high, with suitable openings for windows, and has
for its bottom member the 4 in. by Syi in. by o-16 in. angle
side sill, and for its top member the 3-16 in. pressed channel
side plate, 5

'{J in. wide. The side sheathing and letter-

board are l^ in. plate, roller leveled. The main piers extend

from sill to plate and are pressed steel channels with re-

entrant flanges. Main piers, except those at the smoking
compartment in the middle of the car, are 12 in. wide by

4"s in. deep, and are formed from various thicknesses of

steel plate, as required by their respective locations in the

car frame to develop the full depth of the side as a single

girder. The piers are braced by the side sheathing and the

belt rail Ijelow the windows, and bv the letterboard and
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upper belt rail above the windows. The lower belt rail is a

channel-shaped pressing 0-I6 in. thick and perforated to

receive the main piers.

The center sills are composed of 12-in., 25-lb. channels,

with a -J's-in. top cover plate and 4 in. by 3j^2 in. by fs in.

bottom flange angles, and have a total cross-sectional area of

27.915 sq. in. They are supported and alined by the high
girder side frame through the body end sills, bolsters and
cross bearers which are placed at ever\- main pier, 5 ft. 11 in.

between centers, thus eliminating all possibility of deflection

in a vertical plane. For bracing the center sill against hori-

zontal deflection, 12 diagonal braces are incorporated in

the underframe, which, with the side sills and cross bearers,

form a horizontal truss brace 9 ft. 9>< in. wide. The
diagonal braces are 4-in., 5.25-lb. channels. The cars are

fitted with friction draft gear of the Miner A-3-P type

and class B-10 friction buffers.

The double body bolsters are formed of 5-16-in. pressed
diaphragms, 10-in. by J^-in. bottom cover plates, and a

single top cover plate J 4 -in. thick, as shown in one of the
photographs, forward of this cover plate is a o-16-in.
floor plate extending to the body end sill. This plate

securely ties the side sills, end sills and center sills. The
cross bearers are all formed of 3-16-in. pressed diaphragms

Interior of the Erie Steei Coachies

bvwith 3J/^-in. by '4-in. top cover plates and 5j2-in,

5-16-in. bottom cover plates.

The roof framing is shown in the two views of the interior

of the car frame, and has been made to co-ordinate with the

upper portion of the side walls in such a manner as to act

effectively in combination with the collision diaphragm, to

resist compression stresses and to protect the passenger
space in case of overturning of the car through derailment.

The roof sheets are 1-16-in. ingot iron, and the carlines

are pressed channel, '/s in. thick. The clere story is fitted

with Ward ventilators.

The seating arrangement of the new cars conforms to that

of other cars now in Erie through line service, a smoking
compartment seating 12 passengers being placed in the

middle of the car. The walls of this compartment are fitted

with leaded glass windows and the seats are upholstered in

leather. The seats in the rest of the car are upholstered
in plush. Each end of the car is fitted with a saloon and
lavatory. The seating capacity of the cars is 76, including

the 12 seats in the smoking compartment.
The illumination of each car is obtained from ten incan-

descent lamps set on the center line of the ceiling. Safety
Car Heating & Lighting Company fi.xtures with Holophane

shades are used. The power for lighting is furnished by a
straight storage battery installation, consisting of a 16-cell,

1,200-ampere hour Wilson battery with lead lined cells.

The capacity of this equipment is sufficient to furnish light
for the round trip between Jersey City and Chicago with-
out recharging.

The general features of the design of the truck are shown
in one of the illustrations, and is similar to that used under
the Erie all-steel suburban cars previously referred to, this

design having proved ven.' successful in service. The frame
is of the riveted truss type and the spring arrangement is

such as to secure a remarkably easy riding truck. The
riding qualities are considered fully equal to those of the
usual t\pe of six-wheel truck. The trucks are equipped
with the .American Brake Company's clasp brake.

The general dimensions of the cars are given in the fol-

lowing table:

Length over vestibule end sills 78 ft.
Length over body end ^ills 70 ft.
tiistance between truc'K centers 53 ft. 3 in.
Wheel base of trucks 8 ft.

Height of car over-all 14 ft. 3 in.
Height of car over sheathing 9 ft. 9^ in.
V\ eight of car body 80,660 lb.
Weight of two trucks, romplete 30,240 lb.
Weight of car without storage batteries 110,900 lb.
iitorage batteries, boxes and hangers 8,700 lb.

SLACK ACTION IN LONG PASSENGER
TRAINS*

Rough handling varying in degree of intensity is reported
as occuring during ordinary service applications in handling
long passenger trains. This condition is practically uni-
versal, although the frequency and severity in such cases
vary under varying train conditions, brake conditions and
methods of manipulation. The most severe shocks were
encountered under low speeds and heavy brake applications.

In order to afford a basis from which the committee might
analyze the var>'ing conditions under which good and poor
handling prevails, data was collected involving the principal
elements to be considered.

Observations.—Some three thousand observations were
reported on trains of from four to eighteen cars: however, for
trains up to six and seven cars, little rough handling occurred
during brake applications, and these not being due solely

to slack action, but rather to sudden heavy increases of
brake cylinder pressure at low speeds, which produced a
high rate of retardation and sudden stops. Shocks involving
slack action were confined to starting trains.

Number of Cars and Weight.—Reports received indicate
that passenger trains of 14 to IS cars are quite common in
some localities, and that trains up to IS and 20 cars have
been handled successfully.

Table of make-up and weight of engines and cars:

General Make-up. Total Light Weight,
fa) Locomotive 195.000 to 508-00(1 pounds
(b) Baggage Cars 37,900 to 135.000 pounds
(c) Mail Cars 75.000 to 135.000 pounds
(dl Sn'oking Cars 120,000 to 139,000 pounds
<el Chair Cars 95.000 to 140.000 pounds
(f) nining Cars 110,000 to 170.000 pounds
( g) Club Cars 136.000 to 142,OM pounds
(h) Sleeping Cars UJ.OOO to 170,000 pounds

Braking Pouter in Proportion to Light Weight of Cars.—
Engine. Tender. Cars.

60 per cent on 50 lb. SO per cent on SO lb. SO per cent on 50 lb.
75 per cent on 50 lb. 100 per cent on 50 lb. 95 per cent on 55 lb.

87 ^a per cent on 60 lb.

90 per cent on 60 lb.

91 per cent on 60 lb.

95 per cent on 60 lb.

100 per cent on 60 lb.
113 per cent on 60 lb.

85 per cent on 86 lb.

90 per cent on 86 lb.

The general practice is to use 90 per cent braking power
based on 60 lb. cylinder pressure, although several roads re-

•.Abstract of a committee report presented at the 1917 convention of the
.Air Brake Association.
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port the basis of SO per cent on 50 lb. cylinder pressure, and

85 per cent on 86 lb. Pullman cars equipped with double

LN brake at 80 per cent on 50 lb. pressure.

Approximate Average Load in Load Carrying Cars.—
Baggage and mail cars are reported as carrying from 5,000

to 40,000 lb., a load of 20,000 to 30,000 lb. being quite

common.
Brake Equipment.—PC, UC, PM, LN, J-6, S-1.

Slack .Adjusters.—It is the general practice to equip all

cars with slack adjusters, regardles of the type of brake.

Piston Travel.—Piston travel standing varies materially

in different localities, as follows: Minimum, 5 in., Syi in.,

6 in., byi in., 7 in., T4 in., 7 J4 in. Maximum, 7 in., T/2 in.,

8 in., 9 in.

Reports covering experiments with long piston travel, that

is, 7 in. to 73-4 in., indicate that such is preferable to a

shorter travel, and also indicate that there is a tendency to

maintain the piston travel considerably longer than the jj/j

in. minimum so generally recommended. It is also stated

that by changing 6 in. standing travel to 9 or 10 in., standing,

all slack action was practically eliminated under tne same

method of braking, and that from the results obtained a 7^/2

in. standing piston travel was adopted.

Direct or Graduated Release.—There seems to be consid-

erable difference of opinion with reference to the use of

graduated release with such Ijrake equipment as contains this

feature. Of 24 reports. 11 show the use of graduated release

and IJ the use of direct release.

Single or Double Brakes.—The major portion of the equip-

ment reported is equipped with single brakes; that is, with

one service brake cylinder. However, where Pullman cars

are operated, reports quite generally show such cars equipped

with double service brake equipment.

Instructions for Brake Operation.—Almost without excep-

tion it is the practice to begin the brake application with

light reductions, from 6 to 8 lb., although in some instances

the range is from 6 to 10 lb. Generally any succeeding reduc-

tion following the initial reduction is left to the judgment

of the engineer. In releasing the common practice is to

use release position of the brake valve, either with direct or

graduated release, although running position is used as

standard on one railroad, with the graduated release.

The practice of applving the brake before closing the

throttle is becoming quite general and is reported as prevent-

ing slack action. It is the general practice to stop with brakes

applied on the second applicacion, where the two application

method is used, if the train consists of more than 9 cars.

Type of Draft Gear.—Friction gear is used quite exten-

sively, and appears to be coming into general use. In some

instances entire trains are equipped with friction gear, al-

though the type of draft gear in general service necessitates

operating trains of mi.xed soring and friction draft gear.

Average Slack Betu-een Cars.—From I'/i to 8 in. slack

between cars has been noted in handling trains, the max-

imum occurring between the engine and first car. The aver-

age is about 2 in. per draft gear.

Strength of Draft Gear as Reflected by Failures.— It is

evident from the investigation that draft gear generally is

inadequate for present heavy passenger service, draft gear

failures occurring universally in starting and stopping trains.

Type of Foundation Brake Gear.—While the single shoe

type'of brake gear is in use generally, the clasp type of brake

gear is being gradually introduced throughout the country.

Pressures Carried.—Ninety and 110 lb. brake pipe pressure

is the general standard, although in a few instances 70 and

100 lb" is the standard. The main reservoir pressure is

generally controlled by a duplex compressor governor, set for

20 lb. excess in running position and 40 lb. excess pressure

in lap position of the automatic brake valve.

Main Resen'oir Capacity.—General practice is to use

50,000 to 60,000 cu. in. main reservoir capacity.

Slack Action.—Rough handling due to slack action both in

starting and stopping trains is reported universally.

Proportion of Au.xiliary Reservoirs to Brake Cylinders.—
General practice is to use standard auxiliary reservoirs as

specified by air brake companies for the various size brake

cylinders, although it is found that auxiliary reservoirs much
larger than the above are used.

It will be noted that the statements presented at the last

convention with regard to rough handling of passenger trains

throughout the country is confirmed; also that, in a measure,

the causes as enumerated by them exist generally. However,

the investigation has developed the fact that improvement

is possible through instruction and reasonabl)' close super-

vision with reference to brake manipulation and maintenance.

The investigation has also developed the fact that rough

handling occurs due to methods of brake manipulation where

modern brake gear and operating mechanism is in use.

In order to determine the point brought out at the last

convention, with reference to maintaining the proper propor-

tion of brake cylinder and auxiliary reservoir volumes as

specified by the air brake companies, one railroad company
provided an 18-car passenger train for test purposes. The
brake equipment on the cars was modified so that the

auxiliary reservoir volumes were of such proportions that

brake cylinder pressure would be Ijuilt up in proportion to

the brake pipe reduction so that the action of the brakes would

very closely resemble the proportions intended b>- the brake

manufacturers. It is very clear from the above tests that

notwithstanding the fact that the brake was designed to

provide a slow and prolonged service stop, the tendency has

iieen to so change its proportions that its ability to produce

a gradual and smooth stop has been greatly reduced or

entirely destroyed. The fact has been established that

rough or unsatisfactory handling of passenger trains is uni-

versally prevalent; also that an attempt is being made to

overcome this condition by prolunging the time in which

the train is brought to a stop during service applications, by

certain methods of manipulating the Ijrake. It is also e.stab-

lished that it is possible under such manipulation to provide

satisfactory handling, so far as brake applications are con-

cerned, with the addition of a slightly increased flexibility

obtained by a modification in piston travel adjustment.

The report was signed bv G. H. Wood, chairman; W. F.

Peck, M. E. Hamilton, Mark Purcell, C. U. Joy, L. S.

Ayer, T. F. Lyons, L. P. Streeter, M. S. Belk, W. J. Hatch,

C. H. Rawlings, J. A. Burke, R. C. Burns and Wm. Spence.

DISCUSSION

The report of this committee was accepted without dis-

cussion and the committee was continued for another year.

There was, however, a discussion of the paper on this sub-

ject by J. A. Burke and W. Hotzfield, which was pre-

sented last year (see Railway Mechanical Engineer of June,

1916, page 299) but held over for discussion this year. The
main points brought out in this discussion are as follows:

Bacl shocks are experienced at times with all t_\'pes of

equipment but with proper manipulation satisfactory control

of trains can be secured. Among the causes of shocks are

variations in the braking power due to lack of uniformity

of piston travel, non-standard auxiliary reservoirs, or design

of foundation brake gear, and the tilting of trucks equipped

with the single shoe type of brake. It has been found

best to make a light application before closing the throttle,

making any further reduction required to secure the desired

braking effect in one application. It is not advisable to

use the two-application stop with long trains. The brake

equipment should be modified so that it would be easier

for the engineman to avoid shocks. Relatively long piston

travel is an aid in securing this result. The standard sizes

of auxiliary reservoirs should be adhered to. The adoption

of the clasp brake will result in a great reduction of shocks.



Wooden Stock Cars for the I. C.

Cars Built Largely of Wood on Account of the High
Price of Steel and Which Have Given Good Service

ASUCCESSFUL design of wooden car which was built

to meet the present conditions is illustrated by the

300 stock cars which were delivered to the Illinois

Central several months ago by the American Car & Foun-

cast steel bolsters, draft arms and striking plates, steel rein-

forced ends and steel carlines. They have been so satisfac-

tory that it is planned to build another lot of similar design.

The cars are of 80,000 lb. capacity and have an average
light weight of 41,000 lb. They are 40 ft. long inside and

End View of Illinois Central Wooden Stock Car

dry Company. These cars, which were designed by the

railroad company, are constructed largely of wood, but have

—^1
>

f End View and Section of llllnors Central Stock Car

40 ft. 10 in. over the end sills. Tlie width between the belt

rails is 8 ft. 6yi in. and over the eaves 9 ft. 7J4 in.

The main draft members are made up of two 5-in. bv 9-in.

sills, to which are attached cast steel draft arms, designed to

meet M. C. B. requirements. .Above the draft arms and

391
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riveted to them is a cast steel striking casting. Two of the

truss rods pass through the casting and the Z-bar end posts

are riveted to it on either side. The double pocket coupler is

fitted with one M. C. B. Class G draft spring and one S-in.

by 8-in. friction spring. The end framing is a combination

of steel and wood types. On each side of the door openings

at the end is placed a 5-in.. 11.6-lb. Z-bar which is riveted

to the striking casting and bolted to the end plate. Inside

the Z-ljars and bolted to them are two 5-in. Ijy Sy^-in. wood
posts. The diagonal end braces are 5 in. by 3J4 in. and the

ladder cripples are 3 in. by 3 in. The end belt rail is rein-

forced by a steel tie 5 in. wide and 3j in. thick fastened to

the Z-bar end posts and to the side belt rail. Steel corner

plates are fitted at the intersections of the side plates and

end plates and side sills and end sills. The end slats and

belt rail are 1''4 in. thick.

The underframe is made up of eight 5-in. by 9-in. sills,

with cast steel bolsters and 4-in. by S-in. sub-sills under

the draft sills. The end sills are 9 in. by 9 in. and the needle

beams 4 in. by 10 in. Waterproofing is applied over the sills

under the floor. There are eight ! '/-^-in. truss rods with

1^-in. upset ends arranged in two groups of three near the

center line and two single rods close to the side sills.

The upper framing, except the ends, has wooden posts.

The corner posts are 5 in. l>y 5 in., the door posts S'A in. by

4 9/16 in. and the intermediate posts and king posts are

5 in. by lyi in. The posts fit into malleable iron pockets it

both top and bottom and are rabbeted to receive the ;54-in.

vertical tie rods. The side plates are 7J'i in. by 3J4 in.

mortised for the tenons of the end plates and tapered on the

upper edge to conform with the roof purlines. The center

belt rail is Iji in. by SjA in. and is located 2 ft. 10'4 in.

from the floor. The bottom belt rail, or base board, is IM
in. by 9 in. set to give J4 in. clear opening above the top of

the floor. The side slats are 1% in. by S'/z in. spaced with

2-in. openings between the slats. The belt rails and slats are

Ijolted to the side posts and all inside edges are rounded.

The flooring is 2;4 in- thick, butt edged. At the side door

threshold a 25<-in. by 2j4-in. by ,'4 -in. steel angle is applied.

The roof is of the single l)oard type 13/16 in. thick. The
ridge pole and the four purlines are of wood supported on
carlines of 3-in. by ZYz-m. by 34-in. angles which are bolted

to tlie side plates. Cast steel side frame trucks are used

under these cars. The air brake is the New York .\\r Brake

Company's schedule C F-C-10.

The Illinois Central is now planning to build several

hundred stock cars in the company's shops which will be

duplicates of the former order. There will also he built bo.x

cars which will be of similar construction but equipped with

all-steel ends, steel roofs and metal-bound doors.

The Safety Appliance Standards*
Necessity of Federal Control ; Reasons for the

Selection of Fixed Dimensions and Locations

BY HIRAM W. BELNAP
Chief of the Division oi Safety, Interstate Commerce Commission

IN
the early days of railroad operation the safety appli-

ance equipment of cars on different railroads was

arbitrarily fi.xed by different operating officers, and
then, as now, opinions varied widely. In those days the

interchange of cars was not thought of; and there was no

necessity for any uniform standard.

As the carriers' business grew, however, the necessity of

eliminating delay incidental to transfer became obvious, and

when the cars of one railroad began to be delivered to other

railroads one of the first lessons learned in this scliool of

experience was the fact that better service could be given,

repairs could be more promptly attended to, and a greater

degree of safety for trainmen and switchmen could be pro-

vided by fixing standards for many of the appliances used on

•Fruiii a paper read before tlie Cincinnati Railway Club, May 8, 1917.

cars. For the purpose of creating a satisfactor)' medium for

a study of such problems, the Master Car Builders' .Asso-

ciation, or rather the National Car Masters' Association, as it

was first called, was organized. I shall endeavor to show
how closely the recommended practices and safety standards

of the ilaster Car Builders' Association have been fol-

lowed in the safety appliance standards fixed b\- law and
by the Interstate Commerce Commission's order.

The early records of the association are incomplete, but

the minutes of the third annual meeting, held at Chicago,

June 9, lSo9. contain quite a full discussion concerning a
resolution offered, fixing a standard height for bumpers. In

this discussion it is said:

"Consequently, it is necessary, Ijoth for econom\' and
safety to men in coupling, also for rapidity in making up
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trains, that the height of drawbars be as uniform as possible.

Everjone familiar with the making up of trains knows that

it is in consequence of the great difference in the height of

buffers that so many of our men employed in coupling
trains are injured and lives lost, because drawheads do
not come in line, one being high and another low, thus driv-

ing by and crushing the man that is in performance of his

duty, or maiming him, frequently, for life."

It will thus be seen that one of the very earliest matters
discussed by the Master Car Builders' Association was stand-

ardization, dealing with a condition which at that time re-

sulted in more accidents that occurred from any other one
cause. Indeed, the record shows that tlie question of per-

sonal safet)- of employees received prominence in the discus-

sions before there was any discussion concerning rules of

interchange between carriers.

Eight years later the matter of a uniform and standard

location for ladders was first discussed, and while the idea

received support, there were differences of opinion as to

whether the ladders should be placed on the sides or on the

ends of the cars. This difference of opinion continued until

33 )ears later when the Interstate Commerce Commission
settled the dispute by requiring both end and side ladders

on all cars requiring ladders.

In 1879 the association adopted the recommendation that

running boards on cars should not be less than 18 in. in

width and project 5J^ in. beyond the end of the car, the

projecting end to be supported by two metal braces; and that

there should be two good, substantial steps of wrought iron

of 154-''i- by J'2-in. metal, fastened on each side sill at

diagonal corners of the car; and, further, that each bo.x and
stock car should have two ladders of not less than five steps

each, of J^-in. round iron, projecting 3",^ in. from the sid-

ing of the car, securely fastened to each end of diagonal

comers, with a roof handhold directly over the ladder, the

lower step of the ladder to be provided with a guard.

In 1885 a committee reported upon the comparative ad-

vantages in the construction of freight cars with or without

end platforms, and laid the foundation of what is now
covered in the Commission's order under the heading, "End
Ladder Clearance."

Recognizing that in order to provide proper safety there

should be a uniform location for hand brake shafts, a com-
mittee in 1875 recommended that the best possible position

for brake shafts was the left-hand corner of the car as one

stands on the track facing the end of the car. While no
definite action was taken on this recommendation at that

time, it was adopted in 1879. Regardless of this fact, how-
ever, thousands of cars were placed in service that did not

comply with this recommendation. Thirty years later, in

1909, a committee submitted to the Master Car Builders'

Association a report definitely fixing certain standards in the

construction of the hand brake. This report was submitted

by letter ballot to the membership to be adopted as recom-

mended practice. The hand brake arrangement described in

that report is the standard hand brake required by the

Commission in its order issued two years later.

If there be any doubt in the mind of anyone as to the

necessity of legislation definitely to fix and locate standard

safety appliances, this study of the record of the Master

Car Builders' Association appears to be convincing. The
recommended practices and the standards fixed by that as-

sociation, which are well recognized as the safest and best,

but which were not mandator)-, were deviated from in such

a radical manner that it was only through the strong pres-

sure of legislation that they could be made positive and per-

manent.

When the question of arranging for the number, dimen-

sions, location and manner of application of the appliances

required to be fixed by the Commission was taken up, the

committee representing the Commission, in conference with

a committee designated by the president of the American

Railway Association, was instructed to follow as closely as

possible the M. C. B. standards and recommended practices

concerning these appliances. In so far as it was possible to

do so and provide the proper factor of safety, these instruc-

tions were strictly adhered to. In some of these regulations

the dimensions or location of an appliance are fixed to the

inch, and even to the fraction of an inch; and while this

ma\- seem upon superficial view to be arbitrary and unrea-

sonable, the specified measurement in every instance is

founded upon a good, substantial reason.

Mere uniformity is not alone the reason for the exact speci-

fication of measurements; the question of safety is also in-

volved. But the measurements prescribed are also of incal-

culable practical advantage in enabling every railroad com-
pany to carry in stock appliances which, whenever repairs

are necessary on any foreign car while on its line, will be

found available.

There were two good reasons why the hand brake was
definitely located on the left side of the car. A large majority

of cars already had the hand brake on the left side, and
tlie M. C. B. recommended practice called for the hand brake

on the left side of the car. Uniformity of location was re-

quired so that the hand brake could be located by an
employee with certainty even though he were working in

great haste. Locating the hand brake definitely on one side

of the car also removed the danger of an employee being

fouled by the hand brake wheel on the adjoining car, which
sometimes occurred where brake shafts were applied indis-

criminately.

The order requires the hand brake and air brake to oper-

ate in harmony. It is a well known fact that if the hand
and air brake do not work in harmony a dangerous condi-

tion exists because tlie air brakes may be applied suddenly
while an employee is operating the hand brake. He is then

in danger of being thrown from the top of tlie moving car, or

in case a club is being used, of being struck in the side with

sufficient force to break a rib. I have seen brakemen with

their sides bruised and bleeding from being struck lay their

brake clubs when using the hand brakes to assist in holding
trains on heav)' grades.

Brake shaft size is fixed at not less than 15^4 in. in diam-
eter. Brake shafts of smaller diameter were too often twisted

off when brakemen attempted to stop heav\' drafts of cars in

hump )'ards where brake clubs were used in the ordinary

performance of their work. The requirement that the brake
shaft should be without weld is for the purpose of estal)-

lishing with certainty as far as possible that the brake shaft

is of clean, clear metal. Prior to the adoption of these stand-

ards inspection disclosed hand brakes with shafts broken
at the weld. This led to the conclusion that it is not feasible

in practice to determine merely by inspection whether or not

a weld is a good one.

The requirement that the brake wheel shall not be less

than 15 in., preferably 16 in., in diameter was adopted
because it established a proper ratio in connection with the

ratchet wheel, w^hich was to have not less than 14, prefer-

ably 16, teeth. For every three inches the hand on the brake
wheel moves, the ratchet wheel is moved fonvard one notch,

thus furnishing the greatest degree of efficiency, and at

the same time providing the greatest factor of safety for the

employee manipulating the hand brake. If there were fewer

notches in the ratchet wheel, the hand would travel much
farther to reach a notch in the ratchet wheel, and in many
instances efficiency of the hand brake would be impaired.

The requirement that the brake wheel shall not have less

than four inches clearance was for the purpose of providing
sufficient room for an employee's hand when using the hand
Ijrake. as well as to correct an evil that was developing in

equipping high-side steel gondola cars with brake wheels

that barely cleared the tops of the ends of the cars, leaving
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but little room between for the brakeman's hands and not

enough for a brake club.

It may be interesting to know why the brake shaft was

located not less than 17 in. nor more than 22 in. from the

center of the car. The cars of greatest width at the time the

Commission's order was under discussion were practically 10

ft. wide. One-half of this width left 5 ft. on each side

from the center of the car. Beginning at the center of the

car the first requirement to be met was that the running board

must be not less than IS in., preferably 20 in., in width.

This took 10 in. of the five feet. If a 16-in brake wheel is

used, one-half the wheel e.xtending from the staff to the edge

of the running board would require the staff to be 18 in. from

the center of the car, and it was to prevent the location of the

brake staff nearer the center that this minimum distance is

prescribed, and under no circumstances can the brake wheel

foul the running board. On many cars a brake-step board

is used. To provide proper safety its minimum length should

not be less than 28 in., and by restricting the location of

the hand brake shaft to not more than 22 in. from the

center of the car, the brake-step board extends beyond the

brake shaft a sufficient distance to furnish secure footing to

employees, and at the same time does not extend beyond the

inside clearance of the end ladder. Inasmuch as the outside

end of end ladders may be as far as eight inches from the side

of the car, a minimum length of tread of 14 in. is established

for end ladders for the reason that all cars were not of

sufficient width to insure the use of a ladder with 16-in.

treads. Following these standards, cars can be built so that

the ladders, brake-step boards, hand brakes and running-

boards will each furnish their full factor of safety with-

out interference.

In order that the hand brake wheel might not encroach too

far upon the end ladder clearance and thus be a menace to

brakemen using end ladders, the order provides that the brake

wheel shall not extend to within four inches of the vertical

plane limiting this clearance. By such an application, pro-

tection is furnished" employees when using the hand brake,

and they are protected from being struck by any portion of an
adjoining car.

All of the arrangements shown in the Commission's order

relative to the method of attaching the brake wheel and the

ratchet wheel to the brake shaft, the brake chain to the brake

shaft drum, and other details of construction were adopted

for the reason that, after having been carefully considered

by the Master Car Builders' Association, they had been

recommended as furnishing the proper factor of safety.

The safety appliance act specifies that all cars requiring

secure running boards shall be so equipped. The Commis-
sion's order fi.xes their width at not less than 18 in., preferably

20 in., and requires that they shall run the full length of

the car at the center of the roof. The width of running
boards is practically the same that was established as early

as 1879 as the proper and safe width for running boards by
the Master Car Builders', and as the minimum that will

furnish a proper and safe pathway for employees while pass-

ing over cars that many times are moving at high speed. In
icy or frosty weather great danger exists Ijy reason of em-
ployees slipping while trying to descend from the tops of cars

with metal roofs, and to meet this condition the order re-

quires on such cars latitudinal extensions of not less than 24
in., in width. Refrigerator cars are usually equipped with

ice hatches at the corners, and if so equipped, do not require

these latitudinal extensions, as the danger of slipping is not
present. Running boards on some cars had trap-doors in

them that were often left open ; and then, too, emplo_\-ees were
constantly being injured by falling from and being thrown
from the tops of cars by reason of tripping over the nails

and other insecure methods of fastening running boards.

To remove these dangers the order states that while the run-
ning board may be made up of a number of pieces, it can not

be cut or hinged at any point and must be securely fastened

with screws or bolts. Considerable difficulty was experi-

enced in making it understood that the so-called drive-screws

or fluted nails could not be used in place of screws or bolts

for the purpose of securing running boards to saddle blocks.

Experience has shown that such drive screws do not properly

perform the work demanded and their use is clearl)- a viola-

tion of the standardization order of the Commission.
Recognizing the ever-present danger to employees in pass-

ing from car to car, special provision is made to extend the

running board beyond the ends of some cars for the reason

that unless this is done the distance would be entirely too

great for the average man to step from one car to the next one;

and at the same time in order to prevent the running board
projecting so far beyond the end of the car as to strike ad-

joining cars, the order provides that the ends of running
boards shall not be less than 6 in. nor more than 10 in., from
the vertical plane from which end ladder clearance is

reckoned. When running boards project more than four

inches from the edge of roof of car they must be securely sup-
ported so that in case an employee should step on the extreme
end no danger will be encountered by the breaking off of the

end of the board.

Both observation and experience had shown that unless

a proper sill step is furnished, men will step on the arch
bars, oil boxes and brake beams, even clinging to the ends
and sides of the cars, while doing switching. To furnish

proper safety, sill steps of sufficient width of tread and close

enough to the ground to he used conveniently, furnish the

only means possible to prevent employees using other and
more dangerous footholds in their work. A great many cars

were already equipped with four sill steps and four ladders

at the time the Commission's order was promulgated, and
this condition was advanced as one of the reasons why all

cars should be so equipped. It was finally determined that

four sill steps were required on cars to furnish a proper de-

gree of safety to men in switching. The M. C. B. recom-
mendation as to cross-sectional area for sill steps and dimen-
sions for ladder rungs was adopted for the reason that ex-

perience had demonstrated their safety.

The distance at which the sill step should be placed from
the top of the rail, what should be the proper spacing of lad-

der treads and what distance should be maintained between
the ends of cars was determined after interviewing and care-

fully measuring nearly 1,000 railroad men in different

terminal yards. This scientific and practical method of de-

termining how high sill steps should he from the top of the

rail, what distance was necessary between the ends of the

cars in order to provide proper safety to the men using end
ladders, as well as to ascertain the proper spacing of ladder

treads, was undertaken so as to establish beyond question

just what dimensions were proper and should prevail. It

was found by these measurements that a man's average per-

pendicular step was about 19 in. To prevent the applica-

tion of ladder treads of uneven spacing that might be a

menace and mislead employees using ladders, particularly at

night, it was decided that the spacing of ladder treads should
be uniform, a variation of no more than 2 in. being permitted.

A maximum distance of 19 in. was fixed so that the average

step a man may desire to make in ascending or descending

a ladder could not be exceeded.

The question of end ladder clearance was determined after

it had been found that the average measurement of a man
from his hip to his knee was 22

".s in. Cars were being built

with end ladders that constituted a menace to employees re-

quired to use them, for the reason that the clearance space fur-

nished at the end of each car in some instances did not exceed

8 in. or 9 in., and in some cases where cars had truss rods ex-

tending across the ends, even this slight free space was en-

croached upon. It can thus be seen that a fundamental safetv

requirement demands the end ladder clearance required on
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every car. Safety lor ciiiploxees using end ladders requires a cently made tabulation of all the cases that have been prose-

space between the ends of the cars greater than this average cuteii under the safety ajipliance acts disclosed the interest-

distance, so for tliis reason it was determined that when cars ing fact that appro.ximately one-lialf were for inoperative

were cou|)led together the ends of the cars above the end sills and defective uncoupling mechanisms. The Commission's

should not be closer than 24 in. It was found that this could order does not require any particular type of uncoupling

be provided in all classes of equipment by fi.xing the basic lever, but clearly states that the uncoupling levers may be

point from which to measure on a line in a vertical plane either single or double and of any eflkient design. They
passing through the inside face of the knuckle when closed, must e.xtend a sufficient distance from the center of the car

with the coupler horn against the buffer block or end sill, to insure that an employee using them shall not be between

This end ladder clearance is onl_\' re(|uired for oO in. from the the ends of the cars while doing so, and if of the rocking

side of the car for the reason that that distance was found hpe, safety requirements are only met when a lock or stop

sufficient to coxcr the end ladder location on all classes of is used that will prevent the inside end from flying up and
equipment. over in case of breakage, as accidents from this cause have

If end ladders only were provided on cars a material ele- frequently occurred,

ment of danger would be present in using them when switch- In the early records of the Master Car Builders' Associa-

ing in yards and also on account of the closing in of cars tion are found many discussions relative to the use of lag

at the corners when rounding curves. For every degree of screws and even nails in applying handholds, ladder treads

curvature the cars at their corners close in .42 in., so that on and other appliances on cars. For many years it has been

10 to 15-deg. curves, many of which e.\ist in yards, the cor- recognized as the best practice to use only bolts or rivets,

ners of the cars are from' four to si.x inches closer together The safety appliance acts required that the manner of ap-

than w^hen the cars are on straight track. To eliminate this plication should be definitely fixed, and inasmuch as the

danger side ladders, as well as end ladders are required. On greatest safety could only be furnished by the use of bolts

the other hand, if only side ladders were provided on cars, or rivets, their use was required.

there would be a material element of danger in using them on From the statistical reports of the Interstate Commerce
account of the close clearance of many bridges, tunnels, build- Commission, figures covering two five-year periods have been

ings, freight houses, and the extremel)- limited clearance be- taken and the results compared. These figures show average

tween tracks, particularly in the eastern portion of the coun- results for five years immediately preceding and for five

tr)-, where the tracks were Imilt when cars were much nar- xears immediately following the issuance of the Commis-
row-er than the present equipment. The end ladder furnishes sion's order of March 13, 1911, namely, 1906-1910 and
protection when working in such places. 1911-1915. Five-year averages are taken for the reason that

The proper location for side and end handholds was de- more uniform results are thus obtained than could be secured

termined in the same manner as the location of sill steps, by comparing the figures for single years;

spacing of ladder treads, and end ladder clearances. Em- Average for Average for increase,

ployees were interviewed and measured for the purpose of I9fl6.:9!0 1911-1915 percent

determining at what point it was best to place these safe- Locomotives in service. ... 55,990 63.365 13

, 5 ., r J il » u 1 • fl -J J J Cars m service 2,165,059 2,439.862 13
guards, and it was found tliat by placmg the side and end ^-^^^ ^^^ ,^^1^ ,72 31.3 is

handholds not to exceed 30 in. above the center line of the Tons per train 359.3 432.3 20

coupler, the best possible location was provided. In order Tons hauled one mile 228,936.078.705 276,882,678.387 21

to prevent handholds being applied too far below this loca-
i:i"pio.vees in train service 294,915 310.590 s

tion and to establish practical uniformity, a variation of not In the first five-year period there were 1,219 employees
to exceed six inches below this point was named as a limit. In killed and 15,910 injured while engaged in coupling and
addition, in order to provide proper safety for employees re- uncoupling cars. In the second period the number killed

quired to couple and uncouple air hose, it was found neces- w'as reduced to 857, a reduction of 30 per cent, and the

sary to place handholds on the face of the end sills so that number injured fell to 14,245, a reduction of 10 per cent,

in case cars were suddenly or unexpectedly moved an em- In accidents to employees due to falling from cars and getting

ployee might have a close and convenient handhold to grasp on and off cars the results were not so favorable. While the

and thus protect himself from serious injury or possible loss number killed fell from 3,247 to 2,537, a total of 710, or 22
of life. per cent, the number of employees injured increased from
On cars that have platform end sills an additional 59,006 to 68,179, giving a total increase of 9,173, or 16

end handhold is required, placed not more than 60 in. above per cent.

the platform end sill. This handhold serves as a protection These figures are significant onlv as indicating a tendency,
to employees when crossing over cars on the end sills and and I do not want to be understood as claiming that all the

its necessity is plainly apparent. The earliest recomnienda- improvement shown is due to the Commission's order. That
tion covering handholds made by the Master Car Builders' is perhaps the determining or controlling factor, and be-
Association provided that they must be two feet in length, cause of its existence other factors of safety have been brought
but this dimension had been changed from time to time until into play. It is clear, however, that the tendenc\- is toward
handholds 12 in. in clear length were recognized as meeting greater safety, and while giving full credit to other factors,

safety requirements. When the question of definitely fixing we are justified in concluding that the laws, through the
the dimensions required by the safety appliance acts came up Interstate Commerce Commission's methods of administer-
for discussion by the committee fixing the standards, it was ing them, are substantially accomplishing the purpose of
very readily decided that no handhold would furnish the their enactment.

proper factor of safety to employees unless its clear length For man\- \ears the Interstate Commerce Commission has
be at least 16 in. .^fter consideration and further investiga- distributed thousands of copies of the safetv appliance acts

tion of all classes of cars, a slight modification was permitted and the Commission's orders issued pursuant thereto, and
in the equipping of cars with certain end handholds 14 in. in arrangements have been made so that they may be secured in

length. This can be done only when the con.struction of the any number at the cost of publication from the Superintendent
car renders it impo.ssible to use 16 in. handholds. of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington,
The many t)'pes of couplers led to the use of several differ- D. C. These pamphlets should be Dlaced in the hand? of

ent kinds of uncoupling mechanisms. Uncoupling levers all employees charged with any duty in maintaining these

that were actually a menace to the employees required to safeguards if full compliance with all the reauirements of

use them were in use on some classes of equipment. A re- the safety appliance acts is to be expected.
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necesfar)- and the tendenc)- to heat the cutter and work

while in operation. It was noticeable, that very soon after

the introduction of these coarse tooth type cutters, the lead-

ing manufacturers accepted the advanced design and are

now showing them in their catalogs. In many of these new
design cutters, considerable attention has been given to the

spiral and for the various classes of work care should be

taken to secure the proper lead, pitch and form of teeth

for such cutters.

In the last few years nearly all milling cutters for rapid

heavy duty work have been made of high speed steel, the

small sizes being cut from solid stock and the large ones

usually built with bodies of cheaper material and inserted

high speed steel teeth. There is no question but that high

speed steel is the proper material for such tools and will

continue to be used by exacting mechanics even at the pres-

ent high price. The necessity for economy in this line

however, has caused wonderful development in the design

and construction of inserted tooth cutters to fully meet the

requirements and which are equal in performance to those

made from the solid material.

One of the greatest factors for efficiency in milling is

proper lubrication of the cutters. Without some good means

of cooling, it is impossible to get near the maximum amount

of work out of any design of cutters for the limit of speed

is reached when the cutter burns. Therefore, in order to

prevent destruction of the tool and to get the most out of

the cutters it is necessary that they be kept cool. This is

accomplished by the proper application of lubricants and

it has been demonstrated that the nature of the lubricant is

of minor importance so long as a sufficient quantity is pro-

vided. One of the prominent milling machine manufac-

turers after making exhaustive experiments along this line

has developed a very complete system of cutter lubrication,

which is featured in connection with its make of machines,

special appliances being furnished for the equipment when
required. This system provides for a liberal stream of fluid,

which is forced upon the cutter through a hood, keeping the

cutter cool and also serving to wash away the chips, which

adds to the life of the cutter.

The possibilities of milling with helical cutters are very

great and many shops are employing this method for cutting

blocks from tlie solid in steel or iron, where formerly the

job was done liv drilling holes to release the block and then

finishing to size on the slotter or shaper. Where proper

equipment is used for such work the time is greatly in favor

of the milling process and the increasing amount of work

being done in this manner bears evidence of the fact. One
particularly small joVj of this character which may be in-

teresting is the milling of keyways in piston rods or cross

heads instead of drilling, chipping and filing them. This

job mar be done on a knee type milling machine but there

are some good small portable devices which were recently

brought out by the use of which a considerable saving may
be effected. A high speed three-tooth helical cutter is used

and if driven to capacity will cut keyways in piston rods

in from 12 to 30 minutes each, depending upon the size and

nature of the material. These rod keyways when drilled

and chipped \>y hand usually take from three to five times

longer than when the}- are done by the milling process.

There are other well known operations in railroad shop

work which it is believed could be handled with more econ-

omy and satisfaction if a little preliminary time was given

to the study and working out of the proper equipment and

way to do the job. If one is interested, though doubtful,

about some particular operation, which may be done l)y the

milling process, a blue print or a sample of work might be

sent to a good manufacturer for a guaranteed time and cost

estimate of the job. This may save a lot of experimenting

and the machine tool makers will be glad to tell what it

will cost and how it can be done.

It is always well to remember tlie following as essential

to good results on the milling machine:

Keep the machine in good condition at all times.

Use arbors of as large diameter as possible to prevent

chattering and springing away from the work.

If a rigid intermediate support can be used with a bear-

ing close to the cutter, it will be helpful on heavy duty w^ork.

Use high speed coarse tooth cutters of a design to suit

the work and make them produce results by keeping them

cool by lubrication when cutting steel. Increase the feed

in proportion to the speed of the cutter to the limit of finish

required.

Good cutters will produce more work and stay sharp

longer when used under these conditions.

RECLAIMING AIR PUMP PACKING
GLAND RINGS
BY WILLIAM K. CLEARY

Air Brake Foremaa, Bosloo & Maine, Lyndonville, Vt.

When air pump packing gland rings become enlarged by

wear, they must be renewed or the pump cylinders will be

worn unevenly and piston packing will require frequent re-

placement.

In order to avoid scrapping the packing gland rings, the

following method of repairing them has been adopted by the

writer. The old rings are first bored out to an inside diam-

eter of 1-)^ in. and then three grooves are turned on the in-

side of the ring, each 1/16 in. deep. Two grooves are then

cut longitudinally to the same depth. The rings are then

placed flange down, on a smooth surface and a taper plug

placed in the center of the bore to form an easily removed

I
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A Packing Gland Ring Bored Out for Babbitting

mandrel, about which is poured a babbitt composed of 80
per cent lead and 20 per cent antimony. The babbitt is then

finished to the proper size and the ring is ready for applica-

tion. The grooves hold it securely.

Packing gland rings have been repaired by this method for

about two years. Engines making 50,000 miles have come
in with piston rods worn only .002 in. with the surface pol-

ished to a perfect gloss. The cost of the repairs is between
six and seven cents per ring, which effects a saving of about
20 cents per ring as compared with the scrapping of the

old rings and the application of new ones. Whenever the

rcpaireci rings become worn, it is only necessary to melt out
tlie old babbit and reline them to continue them in service.

Increased Use of Fuel Oil.—According to statistics

is.sued by the United States Geological Survey, 5,477,951
barrels, or 15 per cent more fuel oil was used in 1916 than
in 1915. The average distance covered by a locomotive per
barrel of fuel oil consumed was 3.^3 miles.



Rod Work on the Chesapeake & Ohio
Second Prize Article in the Rod Job Competition. Or-

ganization and Methods for Handling Rods Described

BY H. M. BROWN
Shop Superintendent^ Chesapeake & Ohio, Huntington. W. Va.

THE Huntington shops of the Chesapeake & Ohio are

well equipped to handle rod work. The machines are

so located that a progressive system of operation is

obtained, no delay being encountered in passing the rods from

one machine to another until they have been completed.

This enables the work to be done at a lower cost than if
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Fig. 1—Organization of the Rod Gang

the machines were placed indiscriminately throughout the

shop as the rods do not have to be handled as much. The
machine tools employed in the rod work are of the latest

design and are particularly adapted to this work.

The organization of the force for handling this work is

shown in Fig. 1, and the arrangement of the machine tools
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Fig. 2—Arrangement of Machine Tools

is shown in Fig. 2. The path followed by the new and old

rods as they pass through the shops is indicated by the

arrows. The new rods start from the billet pile just outside

the smith shop, and end at the stripping room, where they

are placed on the locomotives. The old rods start and end
at the stripping room as shown. They are cleaned in a lye

vat, of course, before they go into the shop.

The benches are arranged longitudinally and are made

separate, so that two machinists are enabled to work on
each side of the bench. Below the benches are drawers and
suitable cupboards to take care of the tools of the machinists,

npn
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ings and the shaper for machining front and back end

main rods. The cleaned and stripped rods, as well as new

rods, are stored on benches directly behind. On all repair

work the size of the pins is obtained by the mechanic, who
calipers all axles for turning. He delivers the sizes of the

to easily control the temperature and maintain it at a more

uniform degree than when either coal or oil is used. The

billets are brought to the proper temperature slowly, but at

a sufficient speed so that at no time will the billets slough.

The proper temperature is determined by a colored glass

scale supplied by the United States Bureau of Standards.

Fig. 5—Finishing the Sides of a Rod on a Slab Milling Machine

axles to the machinist on the boring mill, and the sizes of

the pins are delivered to the machinists on the lathes. With

this method it is not necessary for these mechanics to lose

any time whatever in getting sizes.

A motor truck, shown in Fig. 2, is used for carrying the

rods from one shop to another and between the machines,

where it is necessary. This truck is capable of carr.\'ing

two tons and gives excellent service with little expense and

practically no delay.

The new rods are made directly from billets which are

Fig. 7— Milling the Ends of the Rods

The billets are then forged to a template under a steam

hammer as shown in Fig. 4. The actual time from the re-

ceipt of the billet at the blacksmith shop until it is forged

to shape is eight hours. After the rods have been forged

Fig. 6—Boring the Rods on a Double Spindle Boring Machine

purchased in the open market under physical and chemical

specifications made by the railroad company. As an order fib- 8-Slottlng the Rods for the Knuckle Joint Connection

is placed the blacksmith shop foreman selects the proper
, . ^ , , . , . i,.

sized billets The billets are taken from the pile to the they are set aside and just before the shop closes at night,

forging furnace bv the electric truck. The furnaces in they are put back into the furnace and allowed to anneal

which the rods are' heated uses gas which makes it possible with the cooling of the furnace and m this way relieving all
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hammer strain. They are removed from the furnace the
following morning and delivered to the machine shop by

Fig. 9— Fluting the IVIain Rods

the electric truck. They are allowed to cool throughout the

day and night, not being machined until the next morning.
The first machine work to be done is to mill the sides of

the rod. This is done on a slab milling machine as shown
in Fig. 5. Both the center and ends are milled. On account
of the grease cups which are forged on the rods, it is im-
possible to get more than one rod on this particular machine,
except when the rods are being fluted, where it is possible

to allow the grease cup to extend over the side of the ma-
chine. After the rods have been milled to size, they are

paired and laid off according to a template. From there

they pass to the double spindle rod boring machine shown
in Fig. 6, the paired rods being bored for the brass tit and
the knuckle pin bushing, .^n adjustable boring tool is used
for boring the holes in the rod.

.•^fter the rods have been bored, the oil cups and knuckle
pin oil cups are drilled, faced and tapped, a skip thread tap

being used for this purpose. The ends of the rods are

milled in pairs as shown in Fig. 7. The jaw in the end
of the side rod for the knuckle connection is made on a

slotter as shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows the method of

forming the channels in the rods on the same slab milling

machine shown in Fig. 5.

The actual cost of labor and material for finishing a

pair of middle connection rods complete for a heavy Pacific

type locomotive is $156.77. The front end and back end
of the side rods are handled in pairs in the s:;me manner
as described above with the middle connection rods. The
cost of manufacturing from the billet to the finished main
rod is $254.57, while the complete cost for a complete set

of rods on a heavy Consolidation locomotive is $624.88,
including the brasses.

Interesting Back Shop Performance
Consolidation Locomotive Given General Repairs and

External Boiler Inspection in 33 Hours on the D. & H.

THE Delaware & Hudson, at Colonie, N. Y., made an

interesting performance a short time ago in putting

a locomotive of the Consolidation type through the

shop for general repairs in 33 hours. It was one of a class

that was in considerable demand, and in this particular case

it was desired to turn the engine out with the least possible

delay. In addition to the usual general overhauling, the

locomotive was due for its five-year external boiler inspec-

tion as required by the Federal government; this recjuires the-

complete removal of the lagging.

The locomotive is used in freight service on the Pennsyl-
vania division and is of the following general dimensions:

General
Gage 4 ft. 8 54 in.
Service Freight
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Fig. 2.—Photograph of the Locomotive Two Hours after the Work was Begun.

Fig. 3—Part of the Lagging Applied and the Engine Wheeled at 1 P. M. Monday.
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Fuel Aiuhracite

Tractive effort 56.900 lb.

Weight in wovlcing order J57.0SO lb.

Weight on drivers 231.550 lb.

Weight on leading truck 25.500 lb.

Weight of ertiine and tender in worUing order 3f^9.417 lb.

Wheel base, driving 17 ft.

Wheel base, total 26 ft. 1 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 63 ft. 1 i^ in.

Cyli,„lci:<

Kind Simple
Diameter and stroke 25 in. by 30 in.

Illiccis

Driving, diamiter over lires 57 in.

Driving journals, main, diameter and length 11 in. by 17 in.

Driving journals, others, diameter and length 10 in. by 13 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameter 30 in.

Both:-
Style Wootten
Working pressure 200 lb, per sq. in.

Outside diameter of first ring 82 in.

Firebox, length and width 126!4 in. by 114 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 275—2 in.

Flues, number 38
Tubes and flues, length 14 ft. 6 in.

Grate area 100 sq. ft.

The locomotive was received at the shop cold on a Mon-
day at 7:00 a. m., as shown in Fig. 1, the jihotograph being

been removed, the locomotive was completely stripjied, the

lagging and jacket were removed entirely, the wheels were

dropped, the superheater units removed and the Ijoiler was
ready for the lirst test. The valves were also out, the bot-

tom guide bar removed and new shoes and wedges were ap-

plied ready to be laid out. Immediately after the superheater

units were removed, the work of removing the large super-

heater flues was begun. The locomotives in the district in

which this locomotive operates usually have but very little

difficulty with scale in the boiler, but on this particular

engine the superheater flues were so scaled that it took until

6:35 p. m. to remove the entire thirty-eight.

The third picture was taken at 1 :00 p. m. on the same
day, and is shown in Fig. 3, It will be observed that the

boiler has part of the lagging applied. The spring rigging

was also reapplied. The boiler had been given its test and
the wheels applied. The wheels were placed under the

engine during the noon hour at a time when the least dis-

turliance would be caused to the rest of the workmen and

Fig. 4—The Locomotive at 5 p, M. Monday

taken on the wash track. The following is a schedule of

the principal work that was to be done on it:

Full jacket and lagging removal
Tate caps removed of which there were between 1,200 and 1.300

Superheater flues removed
Small tubes rolled and prossered
New shoes .'nd wedges
New driving brasses

Tires turned
Lower guides planed and ground

Crosshead rebabbitted

New rod brasses

Main and side rods and drawbar annealed
-Air brake equipment nvcrhanled
Throttle ground

The next picture of the locomotive was taken at 9:00

a. m. of the same day, and is shown in Fig. 2. Between

seven and nine o'clock the Ijoiler front and the netting had

the crane could be spared best. This work is usually done
by the night shift. The practice at this shop is to provide a
full set of spring rigging for application to the locomotives

as they pass through the shop.

The locomotive as it appeared at 5 :00 p. m. on this same
day is shown in Fig. 4. The lower guides are back in their

place, having been planed and ground, the lagging has been
applied and the jacket is in place. The heads of the Tate
staybolts have been removed and replaced, and all the stay-

bolts examined. As stated above, the flues were removed
at 6:35 p, m. The new ones were applied complete in 1

liour and 25 minutes after the old ones had been removed.
During the night the superheater ball joints were ground and
units replaced. The front end netting was put in position,

the side rods were hung and a large amount of the piping
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was reapplied. The crosshead and cylinder heads were ap-
plied. The appearance of the engine at 7:00 a. m. on
Tuesday is shown in Fig. 5.

The rest of the work was done between 7:00 a. m., when

etc. The valves were squared by moving the locomotive

by a smaller engine. The boiler was washed out and was
filled with hot water and fired up in about 30 minutes. The
engine was in the hands of transportation department at

Fig. 5— I he Locomotive as It Appeared at 7 A. on Tuesday.

the day force again took the engine, and 12:30, at noon,

when it was finished complete, fired up for the testing crew.

As will be seen from a close examination of Fig. 5, the work

4:00 p. m. on Tuesday, just 33 hours after it was received at

the shops. The photograph shown in Fig. 6 was taken when
it left the shop. The regular shop forces were used on this

Fig. 6—Locomotive Ready for the Transportation Department at 4 P. M. Tuesday.

done during this period consisted of applying the main rods,

applying the motion work, crank pins, extension piston rods,

crossheads and guides, cab fittings, brake connections, pops.

engine and a little overtime was paid to get the engine out
as soon as possible, but with the night force, which is com-
mon to this shop, very little overtime was required.
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The practice at this shop is to have as much of the ma-

terial as possible ready for a locomotive Ijefore it comes

to the shop. An advance report is submitted for every loco-

motive so that the material will be ready for application.

The shoes and wedges and the spring rigging are made up

in advance from new material so that they can be applied

immediately. A shop schedule system is used in this shop.

The performance described above is a very special case, as

it was desired to release the engine as promptly as possible.

Preparing material for application in advance has helped a

number of shops on other roads to considerably cut down the

time that locomotives are in the shop.

HANDLING ROD REPAIRS*
BV JAMES GRANT

Great Northern, St. Paul, Mino.

The rod department of the Dale Street shops, St. Paul,

of the Great Northern, is located in a building entirely

separate from the machine and erecting shop. It adjoins

the wheel or stripping shop, and a gang of machinists con-

sisting of four bench hands, five machine hands, one ma-
chinist apprentice and one helper constitutes the force. One

one Lodge & Shipley engine lathe with a 24-in. swing and

a 10-ft. bed, and one 50-ton hydraulic press. These ma-

chines enable the rod gang to do practically all its own ma-

chine work, thus making it an independent unit from the

machine shop.

Locomotives coming to these shops for repairs are first

stripped in the wheel or stripping shop. The rods are then

cleaned and trucked into the rod shop, where they are stamped

for identification and examined for any defects. It is a

standing practice on this road to anneal all rods when an

engine goes through the shops, so after all the brasses and

bushings have been removed, the rods are trucked to a large

annealing furnace located in the boiler shop, which also

adjoins the rod shop.

.\fter being annealed the rods are brought back to the

rod shop for repairs. If a rod brass strap is found to be

worn above the standard size, it is taken to the blacksmith

shop and closed just enough so that it can be machined again

to the standard dimensions. This practice always keeps the

straps to a standard opening, so that when a brass is to be

replaced outside the main shop, a new one can be readily

obtained through the storehouse properly machined and
practically ready to apply. This is a great help at small
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Arrangement of Machine Tools for Rod V^ork at the Dale Street, St. Paul. Shops of the Great Northern

of these machinists supervises the work and is called the

"leading hand." These shops turn out an average of ii

locomotives per month, and this gang handles the rods for

all of them.

The following machines are located in the rod shop: One
Newton 2-spindle rod boring machine, one 20-in. by 2J/2-in.

douljle emery wheel, one 42-in. Niles vertical boring mill

with two heads on the cross rail, one 26-in. Morton draw
cut shaper, one 2-in. by 24-in. Jones & Lamson turret

lathe, one l.i-in. column shaper, one 4-spindle drill press,

• Awarded third prize in ttie Rod Job Competition wliicb clo?ed May 1.

roundhouses, which have not got the machine facilities.

Many roads just fit the brasses to suit the straps ir-

respective of whether the strap fit is worn to larger than the

standard dimensions. In this case, when a brass is changed,

it is often found necessary to insert a liner in order to

keep the brasses tight in the strap. All rods are very care-

fully examined after annealing for any signs of cracks or

warping.

All machine work pertaining to rod overhauling is done
in the rod department, with the exception of making the

crosshead pins. This work is taken care of in the machine
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shop. If it is found necessary to true up the knuckle pin

or bushing holes, this work is done in the rod boring ma-

chine, and special care is taken to always keep exact centers.

Rod bolts are all machined in the Jones and Lamson turret

lathe, and all bushings are machined in the vertical boring

mill working both heads, turning and boring the bushing

at the same time. The bushings are pressed in by hydraulic

pressure.

The first operation in machining the brasses is to take a

cut from both halves. They are then sweated together in

order to facilitate machining. The strap fits are made on

the draw cut shaper. The brasses are then fitted in the strap,

which is bolted on its own rod. and securely keyed in posi-

tion. The operation of boring and facing is then performed

on the rod boring machine and is completed with one set-

ting. This is considered to be the only perfect way to bore

brasses, as it eliminates any danger of a twist and keeps

the bore at each end of the rod in perfect alinement. The

front and back end main rod brasses are handled the same

way.
No brasses are scrapped if they are found still to be in

condition for further service. Sometimes all that is needed

is to take up a little lateral, which is done by riveting on a

brass liner. This reduces them enough to allow for re-

boring. Thev are always put in the rod and bored and

faced on the rod boring machine. It is quite a common
habit for machinists to scrap all brasses and order an entire

new set everv time an engine goes to the shop, thereby, en-

tailing a lot of unnecessary expense. The leading hand in

this department examines all old brasses and determines if

it will be profitable to use them again.

When all the machine work has been done and the bolts

and wedges have been properly fitted, the whole set is put to-

gether with knuckle pins applied and are carefully trammed.

If a rod is found to be long or short, this defect is remedied

before leaving the department. Ever}- rod must tram to

gage, and the length over the entire set must be exactly to

standard dimensions. After carefully checking the rods,

they are then taken down and are ready to apply to the

locomotive. The rods are applied by the gangs on the

erecting floor, as the rod men never leave their own depart-

ment. All crank pin sizes are brought to them, and every-

thing is worked to gage as near as possible. A keeper screw

is applied in all rods to prevent the bushing from turning

in the event that it works loose, thus always ensuring lubri-

cation from the grease cup.

All the grease cups are carefully gone over and over-

hauled by the rod department also, and care is taken to see

that proper grease channels are made in order to lubricate

the crank pins.

When the rods are all set up to standard lengths it is un-

necessary to trouble w-ith "spotting" and "plumbing" the

crank pins when the rods are applied, and they can be

slipped on in most any position. If they don't connect then

the locomotive is either out of tram or there is something

wrong with the pins.

New rods for the entire system are also handled by this

department. The machine work on new rods is done in the

machine shop, where the slab and vertical millers are located,

but all laying out, fitting up, and boring brasses and bush-

ings for these rods is done in this department.

While the foregoing methods may not be the least expen-

sive for handling rods, it is considered to be one of the most

thorough and practicable. Rod trouble is one of the smallest

sources of worrj' on this road, and care in overhauling them

certainly is a decided factor towards eliminating these

troubles.

RECLAIMING CAST IRON WHEELS
Chilled iron wheels with slid flat spots are now being re-

claimed with success on one of the large western roads by

grinding the tread of the wheel until the flat spot is ground

out. During the past year the price of chilled iron wheels

has advanced approximately 80 per cent and the differential

per pair of wheels is now more than $6. .\s the cost of

grinding is less than 60 cents a pair the method effects a

verv- large saving.

Before the practice of grinding car wheels w-as adopted

an investigation was made to determine the average depth

of chill in the wheels. The inspection showed that it varied

widely and instructions were issued that the wheels made
Ijy certain manufacturers were not to be ground as it was
found that the depth of chill was not great enough to permit

it. At the present time system wheels with flat spots up to

3' 2 in. in length are ground, and wheels of foreign roads

with flat spots up to 3 in. in length. The longest flat spots

are ground out of the wheels which are comparatively new
and of the smaller tape sizes, since the small wheels always

have the greatest depth of chill. The average chill of a

good quality wheel is usually about J^ in. and since a flat

spot 3'i in. long represents a depression of only .095 in.

from the normal contour of the wheel it will be seen that a

considerable depth of chilled metal remains after grinding.

It has been found difficult to determine the original tape

size, since the painted marks are often obliterated and at

the present time all wheels for this road are cast with five

projections and the tape size is shown by chipping off some
of them.

No wheels having shelled out spots or with tread which

has been brake burnt are reclaimed. Wheels which are suit-

able for grinding are shipped to the nearer of the two points

on the system where the grinding machines are located and
after being ground are placed under system cars at those

points. In order that the performance of the wheels may
be watched after grinding the place where the work is done
and the date are stamped on the plate of the wheel. From
one to two hundred pairs of w'heels are reclaimed ever)'

month and the records show that a very good performance
is secured from them after grinding. Since each pair is

exactly mated and there is no eccentricity in the wheels

which have been ground the tendency toward flange wear is

less than in the case of new wheels.

The cost of reclaiming wheels by this method is in detail

as follows:

Interest, depreciation and repairs to machines, per pair 5 cent3

Power per pair, at 1^ cents per K.W. hour 15 cents

Grinding wheels, per pair 12 cents

Labor and pro rata, per pair 25 J4 cents

Total 57J4 cents

The life of the abrasive wheels used on this work varies

somewhat. The number of wheels which each one grinds

ranges from 100 to 175, the average being about 135.

Since car wheel grinders are located at only two points on
the system it is necessarv* to ship wheels which are to be

reground greater distances than those which are renewed.

No reference to this extra cost has been made above as it is

offset by the fact that when the wheels are reground it is

not necessary to press them off the axles and rebore and
remount them, as is the case when new- or other wheels are

applied.

Liberty Loan Subscription.—In the recent drive for

the purchase of Liberty bonds, 75 per cent of the men in

the Colonie shops of the Delaware & Hudson subscribed.

Fl.wvless and Homogenous Steel Casting.—A 60-in.

rotor neighing 10,000 lb., which was recently installed in a

large ocean-going yacht as part of a Sperry gyroscopic

stabilizer, was made of cast steel. So perfectly was the

steel cast that after machining it was found that no hialanc-

ing was required.
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EMERGENCY INJECTOR REPAIRS
BY F. W. BENTLEY

Not long ago the steam valve and priming nozzle of a

No. 1 1 Natlian non-lifting injector was found to be broken

on a locomotive which was about to leave the roundhouse at

a small engine terminal where no spare parts were available

for making the repairs.

The size of the steam opening through the nozzle and valve

Mast ^requen^ Potnf-

ofBreakage

Tapped ouf g
Oas Pipe Thread

g Oas Pipe or
' iubricaforOi!
Pipe ofdraSB ^„
which is threaded

Q

Method of Making Emergency Repai
Priming Nozzle

to 3,r\ Injector

is such that the hole may very readily be tapped out with a

J^-in. pipe tap. A piece of J^-in. brass oil pipe from an

CHUCK FOR FINISHING PISTON VALVE
PACKING RINGS

The drawing shows the details of a chuck which was de-

signed by T. B. Baldwin, superintendent of shops, New
York, Chicago and St. Louis, at Conneaut, Ohio, for finish-

ing piston valve packing rings with diameters 1034 in. and
1 1 in. The rings are first roughed out and sawed before

being finished in the chuck.

The base of the chuck is shown at A and may be designed

to fit any lathe spindle. It is provided with four radial

slots through the bottom of each of which is an oblong hole

Yz in. wide by 1 in. long. A stud is tapped into the center

of the plate. The clamping jaws are shown at B. These
are placed in the slots in the chuck's base with the yi-in.

studs passing through the holes in the bottom of the slots

and are held in place by nuts on the end of the studs. The
adjustment of the jaws is effected by means by a 11/16-in.

steel disk, having four eccentric slots through its base. This
is placed against the back side of the base plate with the jaw
studs extending through the eccentric slots. The adjust-

ment is obtained by turning the plate about the spindle boss

on the back of the base of the chuck, two S'^-in. holes in the

plate being provided to fit a spanner wrench shown in the

drawing. With the ring in place in the jaws, as shown in

the sectional sketch, the clamping plate .-1 is placed over the

stud in the center of the base and after the ring has been
tightly closed Ijy closing in the clarhping jaws, the plate is

Details of the Pacl<ing Ring Chuck

emergency lubricator was cut to length and after tapping

out the body of the broken valve was screwed firmly in place.

Although a new part was ordered, the improvised nozzle end
is still in service and is performing very satisfactorily. The
repairs were made in a very few' minutes with tools that are

almost universally available. At small points where the

stock of repair parts is necessarily small, this method of

repairing these broken parts is entirely satisfactory for use

in emergencv.

The Cement Gun.—It is reported that the cement gun
has been used with very satisfactory results for the appli-

cation of a cement lining 1 -'4 in. thick to the interiors of

five large steel stacks built for the Ford Motor Company.

drawn down tight with the nut on the spindle stud. After
tlie jaws have been properly adjusted, the nuts on the back
of the adjusting disk are drawn up tight.

Can.adl\n R,\il\\ av Fi-EL.—It is expected that the coal
bill of the Canadian railways will show an increase of more
than $8,000,000 this year. One purchasing agent is quoted
as saying that the increase in the price of railway coal will

range from 75 to 150 per cent over last year's price. In
addition, the Canadian lines must carry a burden in the
form of a 7i< per cent duty on the coal imported. A very
large proportion of the coal used on the Canadian railways
must he bought from the United States.

—

The Engineer
(London).



DUPLEX LOCOMOTIVE STOKER
A new type of mechanical stoker which is designed to

extend the field in which such devices can be used has

been placed on the market by the Locomotive Stoker Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa. This stoker, which is known as the

Cab view of a Locomotive Equipped with the Duplex Stoker

"Duplex Type D," includes many features of the Street

Type C stoker, and, in addition, has a crusher which will

handle lump coal, thus doing away with the necessity of

specially prepared coal for stoker engines. It is claimed

that the crusher will handle the hardest of hand fired coal,

reducing it to the proper size before delivering it to the fire-

box. It will also handle slack coal as well as lump. The
stoker occupies little space in the cab and is practically

noiseless. Like the Street, it does not take up any of the

grate area, nor does it obstruct the firedoor.

The Duplex Type D stoker consists of a convenor and
crushing system, an elevating system and a distributing sys-

tem, the entire mechanism being driven by a simple revers-

ing engine. The travel of the coal through the stoker is as

follows: The shoveling sheet is provided with an opening

18 in. wide extending from the coal gates to the slope sheet

of the tender. The opening is covered b\' slides, each

measuring about 20 in. in length. After passing through
this opening to the trough beneath, the coal is conveyed by
tlie convenor screw through the crusher, where it is forced

Assembled View of the Duplex Locomotive Stoker Detached from
the Locomotive

against the crusher plate t)y tlie screw and liroken to a suit-

able size. The coal is then carried to the transfer hopper,
where it is divided equally or unequally according to the
position of the dividing rib between the two elevators. In

408
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tlie elevator casings are screws which raise the coal and allow

it to drop into tubes which are fitted into elbows and ex-

tend through holes in the backhead on each side of the fire-

door. Constant .<iteam jets in the elbows blow the coal through

the tubes and distributors located on the inside of the fire-

box deflect and spread the coal over the entire surface of the

fire.

The conveyor consists of a wrought steel trough in which
is a cast steel screw and a crushing plate. The screw is

driven by gears at the rear end of the conveyor trough

through a driving shaft secured along the outside of the

trough on the right. The trough is supported under the

shovel plate by two angles riveted on each side of the con-

veyor conduit which forms bearings for rollers fitted on the

arms of the conveyor slide support. This support is per-

manently secured to the bottom of the trough about .i ft.

from its rear end, thus providing fle.xibility to take care of

the movement between the engine and tender. The lower

angle bearings extend almost to the front of the tender and
form a track on «'liich the trough rolls when being removed
from the tender. The conveyor unit moves with the engine,

merely resting on the angle bearings in the tender, but when
the engine and tender are parted it can be uncoupled from
the transfer hopper and left with the tender. An angle ring

fits into and around the top of the trough, preventing dust

from blowing into the tender tank and coal from rolling

over the sides of the trough.

The conveyor driving shaft is in two parts; a gear shaft,

which is connected to the conveyor drive gear, and a flexible

connection by which it is joined to the conveyor drive and

efficient firing, and go on to the transfer hopper. The con-
veyor is flexibly attached to the hopper by means of a ball

joint permanently riveted to the trough and fitting into

clamps bolted to the back of the transfer hopper.

The transfer hopper is a large casting secured to the engine
frame beneath the cab deck. The rack housing is bolted to

the front bottom portion of the hopper and the elevator cas-

Driving Mechanism of the Duprex Locomotive Stoker Showing the
Vance for Distributing the Coal to the Vertical Screws

ings are bolted to the top. At the bottom are bearings for

the right and left elevator driving shafts. Secured to the

front on a pivot inside the hopper, and dividing the coal

coming through the front trough opening, is a dividing rib

which can be operated through an opening in the cab deck.

By turning this rib to the left or right the supply of coal

to either side may be controlled.

There are two elevators raising the coal to the distribu-

Arrangement of the Duplex Stoker as Applied to a Locomotive

reverse shaft. The flexible connection consists of a sleeve

and a shaft with universal joints. The square shaft fits

loosely into the sleeve, thus furnishing the flexibility in the

conveyor shaft made necessary by the movement between the

engine and tender. The crusher is at the front end of the

opening in the tender deck, and consists of a heavy plate

with projections, set in a slide in the trough. The smaller

sizes of coal are carried through without crushing or break-

ing, but the larger lumps are forced against the crusher plate

by the conveyor screws and are broken to the proper size for

tors, one on each side of the firedoor. The elevator driving

shafts e.xtend from a bearing in the bottom of the transfer

hopper through the top of the elevator casing and reverse.

On the bottom of the shaft is a gear which meshes with the

vertical teeth of the rack which drives the shaft. The ele-

vator drive and reverse mechanism is on the same principle

as the conveyor drive and reverse, w^hich will be described

later, but has two sets of pawls and springs. It has three

positions, drive or normal position, in which the elevator

raises the coal; neutral position, with the elevator screw
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Stationary: and reverse, with the screw reversing and allow-

ing the coal to return to the transfer hopper.

The spreading of the coal in the firebox is accomplished

by means of tlie two firing points at the openings through

the barkliead of the boiler. The firedoor is left undisturbed

so that it can be used for hand firing at the roundhouse and
on sidings or when drifting. Two elbows, in which firing

nozzles are secured, are bolted to the elevator casing. Dis-

tributors and tubes combined are attached to these elbows,

the tube extending through the openings in the backhead
and the distributor, being on the inside of the firebox. The
distributor tubes serve as a firing plate and the coal is

blown through the tubes on to the underside of the distri-

butor by jets of steam admitted to the firing nozzle. An
intermittent action is secured through a constant steam jet

and the stopping of coal elevation during the return stroke

of the driving engine piston and rack. Peep holes are pro-

vided through which the coal supply and the condition of

the fire can be observed.

The driving engine consist of a cylinder of 11-in. bore

and 17.?4-in. stroke with a hollow piston rod and reverse

head. The pressure of the steam used by the engine varies

from S to SO lb., according to the quality and size of the

coal. The pressure is indicated by a special steam gage
on tlie Ijackhead of the locomotive. In normal operation

the piston has a power stroke in one direction only, when the

piston is traveling toward the center line of the locomotive

and the entire stoker mechanism is in normal operation.

On the return stroke of the piston the conveying mechanism
is normally stationary, but when any of the screws are re-

versed by means of the reverse mechanism, the return stroke

of tlie piston becomes temporarily a power stroke. The
operation of the cylinders is controlled by a reverse head
almost identical with the reverse used on the \\'cstinghouse

11-in. air compressor.

The piston rod in the engine cylinder is screwed into a

rack which operates tlie main driving gears. The stroke of

the engine is cushioned at either end by steam. In case the

stoker becomes clogged or it is desired to reverse it for an\-

reason it can be done by moving the operating rod located

on the backhead of the boiler. The return of the operating

rod handle to the central position causes the driving engine
to resume its normal operation.

The inner cylinder head is cast integral with the hous-
ing for the rack. This is a steel forging with teetli cut in

the horizontal side which meshes with and drives tlie con-

veyor shaft and reverse gear. Another bar of forged steel

riveted to this main rod in which teeth are cut in the liack

space meshes with and drives the shaft on the lower end of

the two elevator screw shafts. Removable covers makes the

rack acccssiljle at all points.

The conveyor drive and reverse connects the universal

joint with the driving rack. Near the front end of the drive
shaft is secured the main gear which meshes with the hori-

zontal rack. The drive and reverse body is fitted on a liear-

ing on the shaft next to the ratchet, which is keved and
pressed on the extreme rear of the shaft. On the other side

of the drive and reverse body head a joint jaw is cast which
connects by a pin with a block in the front universal joint

of the flexible connection. A shifter on the drive and re-

verse bod\- controls the shifting fingers which are set be-
tween the tliree sets of pawls. A shifter lever controls this

conveyor drive and reverse which has three positions, drive
or normal position, with the stoker running; neutral, with
the convenor screw stationary while the stoker is in motion;
and reverse, with the conveyor screw reversing and pulling
back the coal instead of letting it go forward. The con-
veyor drive and reverse units are protected b\- cast iron
casings.

The pressure of steam on the steam jet under working
conditions varies from 10 to 25 lb. The distribution is

regulated Ijy varying tlie pressure, which is indicated by a

steam gage on the liackhead of the boiler, and also by
changing the position of the dividing ril). The amount of

coal fed can be regulated by varying the speed of the engine.

Stokers of this type have been operating successfully for

several months and a large number have alread}' been or-

dered for application to locomoti\'es now Ijeing constructed.

BLUE SIGNAL SAFETY DEVICE
Tlie imjiortance of the Ijlue flag, which is used to protect

the workmen while repairing cars, should never be under-
estimated. Any disregard of this signal is lialjle to cause

injury and sometimes death to the men who find it necessary

to go under the cars to make the required repairs. The ar-

ran.genient ordinarily used for protecting such cars consists

of a blue flag which is more or less carefully stuck into a
tie or into the ground. Often this signal is either knocked
down b)' tlie wind or by some careless employee, thus offer-

ing no protection to the string of cars on which the work is

being done. In winter it is difficult to place it in position so

that it will remain fixed. Sometimes switchmen will take a
chance, remove the flag and place a car on the repair track.

Blue Signal Safety Device Being Applied

This, of course, is contrary to the rules and should never be
allowed.

In order to provide a signal which will give ample and
positive protection, the Acar ilanufacturing Company, 30
Church Street, New York, has recently placed on the market
a signal standard which cannot be removed except by the
proper authorized person. As shown in the illu.stration, tliis

blue flag standard is clamped and locked to the rail and can
only be removed liy the man who carries the key for the lock
and when cnce put in position, it will remain in place. The
clamp which fits over tlie rail is made to fit the shape of the
rail and can be applied to rail sections weighing from 56 to

100 lb. The arms of the clamp are riveted together and
telescoped in the body of the standard which is a p'ece of
pipe. The upper part of these an.is extend nut through a slot
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in the pipe and the arms are of such shape that as the

standard is raised the)- will open the clamp. As the standard

is lowered the clamp grips the rail and holds the standard in

an upright position. The e}e in the upper end of the arm
which extends out throu.tfh the slot in the pipe will then line

up with an eye in the lug on the pipe body so that the

standard may be locked in position.

Any kind of a target may be used in the standard. The
one shown in the illustration is painted blue with the words
"Car Inspector" lettered on it. A hook is provided for a

lantern when the standard is used at night. This device is

Blue Signal Safety Device Set in Position

made of substantial material and can be used for a variety of

other purposes, such as marking train tracks in passenger

stations, protecting team tracks and in any other places where
cars are spotted and are not to be disturbed.

MURRAY KEY ATTACHMENT
A new design of draft gear key attachment has been placed

on the market by the Keyoke Railway Equipment Company,
Chicago, 111. The device consists of two slotted links out-

side the draft sills at each end of which are placed draft

keys of the usual standard dimensions. The front draft key

passes through the coupler and draft lugs while the rear ke\-

passes through a key housing which fits in a recess in the

rear integral draft lug casting. The slots in the front draft

lug castings are of such a length that when the limit of

capacity of the draft gear is reached the front key takes a

bearing on the lug. This relieves the side links and draft

keys of all stresses in e.xcess of the cushioning capacity of

the gear. It is intended that a coupler with extensions at

the rear of the key slot be used with this device, thus cliang-

ing the stresses on the front key from bending to compres-
sion when the key comes in contact with the front draft

lugs.

The rear draft key has a bearing in the key housing for

the full distance between the draft sills, which reduces the

force tending to bend the key. Suflicient clearance is al-

lowed in the slots in the draft lugs and I'nks so that when

the draft gear is closed under compression there are no
stresses on any of these members. The draft keys and side

links are made of rolled steel, while the front and back draft

lugs and key housing are of cast steel.

The following advantages are claimed for this type of

New Design of Keyoke Draft Gear Attachment

construction: It eliminates the bending of draft keys. It

[lermits of using all the space between the draft sills for

draft gear. It provides for tying the draft sills together at

the rear of the draft gear where buffing shocks are trans-

mitted to the underframe. It facilitates the application of

either the draft gear or the key attachment and makes it

possible to remove or replace either without disturbing the

other. It permits of quick removal or replacement of the

coupler. This attachment can be designed to accommodate
any type of friction draft gear which is placed wholly be-

tween the sills.

POSITIVE LOCKING POWER REVERSE
GEAR

During the 1916 conventions of the Master Mechanics'
and Master Car Builders' Associations at .Atlantic City, a

power reverse gear provided with a positive friction lock

was exhibited by the Pittsburgh Locomotive Power Reverse

Gear Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., and a description of the

gear was published on page 1440 of the June 10, 1916,

issue of the Daily Railway Age Gazette. Since that time
the operating mechanism of the gear has been materially

altered in order to simplify the cab ecjuipment.

In the original design the movement of the rotary valve,

which controls the admi.ssion and exhaust of air from the

operating c\-Iinder and lock chamber, was controlled by an
arrangement of two sliding bars placed in the cab. To the

upper bar was attached the operating handle. On the

upper face of the lower bar were provided two rollers which
worked in a double offset longitudinal slot in the upper
bar, causing a lateral movement of the lower bar when the

upper bar was moved longitudinally. The lateral movement
of the lower bar actuated the rotary valve. The lapping
of the valve, which automatically released the air pressure
from the operating cylinder and admitted pressure to the

chamber above the locking diaphragm was brought about
b}- the longitudinal movement of the lower bar through its

connection with the crosshead on the operating piston rod,

the normal relation of the upper and lower bar lieing thus
restored.

The cab arrangement with tliis construction was awkward
Ijecause of the length required for the moving bars and their

guides. Without changing the functions of the gear, the
double liar operating mechanism has been substituted by a
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rack and pinion lapping device placed below the cab floor,

while die graduating valve is directly operated by means of

a rotary handle and circular toothed quadrant in the cab.

This provides a cab equipment which is compact, and which

is no more difficult to operate than the automatic brake

valve.

By referring to the sectional view of the operating valve

in the accompanying drawing it will be seen that the mov-

ing parts are two rotary disks. The main valve P on its

upper face is seated against the valve chamber cap. The
upper end of the hollow stem of this valve carries the toothed

pinion Q and this meshes with the rack /, the connection

of which with the crosshead of the operating piston is

clearly shown in the drawing. The ports in the upper

face of the main valve are so arranged that registration is

maintained throughout a complete revolution. The lower.

This lug operates in a short recess in the upper face of the

pinion and limits the extent to which the graduating valve

ma)- be moved ahead of the main valve. Under normal con-

ditions, with air pressure available, the movement of the

piston in the operating cylinder promptl}- follows that of the

graduating valve and reverse lever, which may thus be

moved quickly from any position in the quadrant to any

other desired. Should an attempt be made to move the

engine in the roundhouse before the pump is started, how-

ever, no movement of the piston will follow the operation

of the reverse lever in the cab and this condition is imme-

diately brought to the attention of the hostler or engineman

by his inability to move the reverse lever beyond the com-

parativeh' narrow limits of the recess in the face of the

pinion. The position of the reverse lever is thus an indica-

tion of the position of the link in the block whether pres-

General Arrangement and Sectional Elevation of the Rotary Valve of the Snyder Power Reverse Gear

or graduating valve R. is seated against the lower face of

the main valve. The graduating valve stem passes up

through the hollow stem of the main valve and is attached

at its upper end to the reverse lever A through an operat-

ing shaft and the coupling sleeve 5.

The normal relation of the graduating valve and main

valve is such that the ports leading to the two ends of the

operating cylinder are both connected to the atmosphere,

while the locking diaphragm is in direct communication

with the source of pressure. Any movement of the reverse

lever .-1 and graduating valve immediately releases the

pressure in the lock chamber to the atmosphere and admits

pressure either to the rear or forward end of the operating

cylinder, depending upon whether the reverse lever is moved

forward or backward. The resulting movement of the

operating piston causes a corresponding movement through

the rack and pinion of the main valve which is thus caused

to follow the movement of the graduating valve. The two

valves assume their normal or neutral position relative to

each other immediately after the movement of the reverse

lever ceases, air pressure then being released from the operat-

ing cylinder to the atmosphere and admitted to the lock

chamber.

It is evident that the position of the block in the link is

determined solely by the position of the reverse lever and

is unaffected by the condition of the operating piston rings

and piston rod packing or by the condition of the valve it-

self. Leakage can only increase the air consumption dur-

ing the short periods that the parts are actually in motion.

It will be noted that the connecting sleeve which joins the

operating rod to the graduating valve stem, is provided with

an arm on the end of which is a downward projecting lug.

sure is available to operate the gear or not and it is im-

possible to move the reverse lever from one position to an-

other only to find after the engine has been started that

the position of the link blocks has been changed.

The locking device on the new gear remains essentially

the same as that which was previously described. Although

designed primarily for operation with air pressure, this re-

verse gear may be arranged for operation with steam.

PORTABLE COLUMN BORING BAR
The illustration shows a small portable column boring

bar which has recently been designed by the Pedrick Tool
& Machine Company, Philadelphia, Pa. As shown, the

column of the machine is mounted on a base for use on a

floor plate, but for boring or drilling parallel holes in large

pieces, the column may be mounted on a long bed, the axis

of which is placed at right angle to the center line of the bar.

In the design of this tool, effort has been directed toward

securing the greatest possible simplicity. While this in a

measure limits the range of its usefulness in comparison

with larger and more expensive standard floor boring ma-
chines, it is the belief that under many conditions this is

not of sufficient importance to overcome the advantages

wliich simplicity affords.

The bar is driven through a train of powerful compound
gearing by an electric motor which is mounted on brackets

supported from the gear housing. Connection from the

motor to the gearing train is made through a second system

of gearing which is carried on a movable arm. The speed

of the bar is changed by using different sizes of gears on
this arm. The compound gears are also arranged to be
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driven directly from the primary pinion shaft or through

the intermediate gear shaft, a change of driving speed also

being effected in this manner. The bar is provided with a

new constant feed arrangement having three changes which

are available for either direction of operation.

The design of the boring bar differs materially from the

usual practice, the arrangement being such that the bar

may be used either fi.xed or traveling and changed from one

method of operation to the other almost instantly. As is

the case with the standard portable boring bar manufac-

tured by the same company, a square thread feed screw is

contained in a groove in the bar of this machine. The
screw is supported in bronze bearings of special design to

take the thrust and a cutter head engaging the feed screw

Portable Column Boring Bar of Simple Design

by a half-nut, travels along the bar. When used in this

manner with the bar fixed, the outer end is supported by a

column of conventional design with a movable bearing to

facilitate the proper al nem.-nt of the bar. When possible

to use the tool in this manner, the advantages are clearly

apparent as the bar does not have to be twice the length of

the work, and the work is placed close to the main bearing

where the bar is rigidly supported. With the bar fixed the

capacity of the machine ranges from bores oi 3yi in. to

24 in. diameter.

Conditions are often encountered which call for the use

of a bar capable of boring long holes of small diameter.

Heretofore it has been impossible with this type of bar, to

bore holes through which the bar itself could not be passed,

and as the smallest practicable diameter of bar is fi.xed by the

necessity of providing a feed screw of reasonable strength,

a considerable range of the smaller bores is thus unprovided

for. In order that work of this kind may be handled, the

bar has been designed to travel, just as would the spindle of

a drill press or boring machine. In the end of the bar is a

Morse taper socket for the insertion of drills or auxiliary

bars. Where used for boring out small bearings an auxiliary

bar with a fixed tool, properly supported at the outer end,

may be used, the travel of the tool being effected by the

travel of the main bar.

The bar has a vertical adjustment on the column ranging

from 141^ in. to 56^ in. above the floor plate, thus provid-

ing a vertical travel of the saddle on the column of 42 in.

The travel of the cutter head on the bar is 48 in. while

the travel of the bar itself is 54 in. for the 3J.'^ in. bar,

these dimensions being respectively 52 in. and 45 in. for

the 4 in. and 4J^ in. bars. The net weight of the column

with base plate is 2,900 lb., while the machine complete,
mounted on a bed, ranges from 4,200 to 4,500 lb., depend-
ing on the size of the bar. A motor of IJ/2 hp. rating is

required for the 3JX in. bar; a 2 hp. motor is required for

the two larger bars.

CRANK PIN INSPECTION GAGE
The government rules for the inspection of locomotives

increase the cost of inspecting engines and require consid-
erable time, particularly when the monthly inspection is

made. To reduce the delay incident to the inspection of

main and side rod bearings, P. J. Colligan, master mechanic
of the Rock Island at Chicago, has devised an ingenious
method, the main features of which are now protected by
])atent. Mr. CoUigan's invention covers crank pin collars

with holes cored or drilled opposite the edge of the pin,

making it possible to insert a gage or feeler between the pin
and tne bushing to determine the amount of wear. A spe-

cial gage is provided which has sections of the proper
thickness for main rods or side rods of either road or yard
engines. It is only necessary to select the proper feeler for

the pin which is being inspected and insert it through the

liole in the collar which shows the greatest opening. If the

gage will pass between the brass and the pin, the limit of

wear has been reached. Tliis gage is shown in the illustra-

tion. As will be seen, it also provides a means of determin-
ing what the allowable limit has been reached on crossheads

and one section serves as a staybolt gage.

This method of inspection possesses numerous advantages.

It saves the time consumed in removing and replacing col-

»«<! Holes Naf
Less Than o Diam.

Kind of
Service
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Both houses of ("ongress have now passed the bill increas-

ing the membership of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

but with differences which will necessitate reference to a con-

ference committee.

Three of the all-steel cars authorized some time ago by

Congress for the mine-safet\- service of the Bureau of Mines

have just been delivered, and will take the place of three of

the old cars which have been in operation since 1910. These

cars are to be located at Reno, Nev.; Raton, N. Mex., and

Butte, Mont.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has Ijegun the work

of moving from its present quarters, scattered through four

different buildings in Washington, to its new office building

at Eighteenth street and Pennsylvania avenue, where all of its

departments will have modern and commodious quarters

under one roof.

The E.xecutive Committee of the National Defense Com-

mittee of the American Railway Association has notified the

railroads of the country that the Secretary of Wiir has ap-

proved the suggestion of the committee that the holding of

conventions which stimulate passenger travel be discouraged,

at least until the railroads are more nearly able to handle the

freight business that is being offered.

The Railway Fuel Company, with capital stock of 510,000.

has been organized at Birmingham, Ala., and has acquired

coal lands to the extent of 2,000 acres or more, in Walker

county, Alabama. The president and other officers of the

company are officers of the Southern Railway Company, and

it is said that the purpose is to furnish coal for use in the lo-

comotives and in the shops of that railroad.

Charles Gates Dawes, president of the Central Trust Com-

pany, Chica,go, has been recommended for the position of

lieutenant-colonel in the seventh regiment of the railway

contingent of nine regiments being organized by S. M.

Felton^ president of the Chicago Great Western. If his com-

mission is approved, Mr. Dawes will be assigned to duty at

-Atlanta, Ga., where the seventh railway regiment is now

being recruited.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced a

postponement of the effective date of its locomotive headlight

order issued last December. The commission's requirements

as to headlights will apply to all locomotives constructed after

October 1, 1917, instead of July 1, and for locomotives con-

structed prior to that date the changes required are to be made
the first time they are shopped for general or heavy repairs

after October 1, but all locomotives are to be equipped by

July 1, 1920.

In the discussion of the emergency shipping fleet section

of the Deficiency Appropriation bill in the Senate on May
16, Senator Hoke Smith, of Georgia, proposed an amend-

ment to the bill, which authorized the purchase of ships for

carrying freight, appropriating $100,000,000 for the pur-

chase of freight cars. The amendment would reduce to that

extent the appropriation for an emergency merchant fleet.

The amendment provided tliat the cars shall be used by
railroad companies under such terms and for sucli compen-

sation as may be approved by the President.

The Southern Pacific recently compiled statistics showing

comparative prices of railway materials in Jlay, 1915, and
May, 1917. Prices of locomotives have increased approx-

imately 75 per cent, the price of the Pacific type, for in-

stance, advancing from §27,000 to $47,290. Passenger cars

have increased 50 per cent in cost, the price of a steel chair

car in 1915 being $12,500 as compared with $18,750 in

1917. Various t)-pes of freight cars have increased from 60
to 85 per cent in price. Steel underframe box cars which

cost $1,255 in 1915 now command a price of $2,010.

Senator Poraerene has introduced in Congress a joint reso-

lution, S. J. Res. 77, to provide for the regulation of the pro-

duction, sale and distribution of coal during the war. The
resolution authorizes the President to fix the prices of coal,

and to regulate tlie methods of sale, routes of transportation,

and apportionment of coal among merchants and consumers,

either directly or through the Federal Trade Commission', or

such other agency as he may designate, for the period of the

war or for such time as he may consider necessary. If a coal

mine operator or dealer conducts his business in a manner
prejudicial to the public interest, the President is authorized

to take over the business.

Increased Pay for Shop Men

The Louisville & Nashville has made a general increase

in the pay of shop men, said to affect 8,000 men; and for

most of these men the workday has been reduced from nine

hours to eight hours. The pay of machinists and boiler-

makers has been increased from 42 cents an hour to 48
cents.

414
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The Nashville, Chattanooga &: St. Louis has increased the

pay of shopmen on a basis substantially the same as that

which has been announced by the Louisville & Nashville.

The Chicago, Jlilvvaukee & St. Paul has granted to its

machinists, to the number of about 2.000, an increase in pay
of 8Jj cents an hour, effective from May 1.

It is announced at Paducah, Ky., that the shopmen of the

Illinois Central, and also those of -the Yazoo & Mississippi

Valley, have received an advance in pay an;ounting to iyi

cents an hour.

The Canadian Northern has increased the pay of shopmen
throughout the company's lines. It is said that the rates on

all divisions, from Lake Superior to the Pacific Coast, are

now uniform, the increases west of Winnipeg being less than

those east of that point.

The Canadian Pacific has advanced the pay of shopmen 6

cents an hour, the increase being granted to all emploA'ees be-

longing to the federated unions. According to a statement in

a Montreal paper, several hundred women are included in

this advance. This road increased the pay of trainmen last

month.

Personal Mention
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Kans., has been appointed master mechanic of the Colorado

and Nebraska divisions, with headquarters at Goodland,

Kans., succeeding M. B. llcPartland, resigned.

F. WiLLWMs has been appointed superintendent and mas-

ter mechanic of the Gulf, Florida &: Alabama, with head-

quarters at Pensacola, Fla. He succeeds J. P. Lynahan, su-

perintendent, and B. Dotson, master mechanic, resigned.

\V. H. W'oRi M.AX, formerly division master mechanic of the

Canadian Pacitic at Calgary, Alta., has been appointed di-

vision master mechanic and trainmaster at Cranbrook, B. C,
succeeding G. Moth.

CAR DEPARTMENT
P. S. \V.4J,TER has been appointed general car inspector

of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, Southwest

system, with oftice at Columbus, Ohio, succeeding Charles

F. Thiele. promoted.

SHOP AND ENGINEHOUSE

L. F. Vox Blucher, roundhouse foreman of the Gulf,

Colorado S; Santa Fe at Galveston, Tex., has been recom-

mended for first lieutenant in the Third Reserve Engineers.

S. H.\"i"s\'.«D. heretofore locomotive foreman of the Ca-

nadian Pacitic at Swift Current, Sask., has been appointed

locomotive foreman at North Bend, B. C, succeeding John
MacRae, transferred.

JOHX M.^cR.iE, formerly locomotive foreman of tlie Ca-

nadian Pacific at North Bend, B. C, has been appointed loco-

motive foreman at Swift Current, Sask., succeeding S. Hay-

ward, transferred.

Stephen E. Mueller, general foreman of the locomotive

department of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific at Cedar

Rapids, la., has been recommended for first lieutenant in the

Third Reser%-e Engineers.

F. P. N.\SH. general foreman of shops of the Illinois Cen-

tral at Palestine, 111., has been recommended for a commis-

sion as first lieutenant in the Illinois Central company of

the Chicago railway regiment, the Third Reserve Engineers.

E. P. Poole, supervisor of tool equipment and piecework

of the Baltimore & Ohio at Baltimore, Md., has been prcH

moted to assistant superintendent of the Mt. Clare (Balti-

more) shops.

J. S. Temple has been appointed supervisor of tool equip-

ment and piecework of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquar-

ters at Baltimore, Md., succeeding E. P. Poole, promoted.

Mr. Temple has been for some time in the department, having

supervision over tool equipment and piecework.

PURCHASING AND STOREKBEPING

Benjamin S. Hinckley, purchasing agent of the Boston

& Maine at Boston, Mass., resigned on July 1 to go into

other business. Mr. Hinckley has been in railroad service

since August 1, 1899, and has been purchasing agent of the

Boston & Maine since July, 1911.

W. J. HiNER, assistant purchasing agent of the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, has been appointed

purchasing agent at Cinciimati, Ohio, succeeding George

Tozzer, retired.

A. W. MuNSTER, general storekeeper of the Boston &

Maine, at Boston, Mass., has been appointed purchasing

agent, succeeding B. S. Hinckley, resigned.

COMMISSION APPOINTMENT

Charles A. Nelson, heretofore with the Delaware &
Hudson Company, has been appointed junior railway me-

chanical engineer in the division of valuation of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, Eastern district, with office at

Washington. D. C.

Jack Coughlin, treasurer of the Railway Motor Company
of America, died at his home in Chicago on June 7.

The Mahr Manufacturing Company, Minneapolis, Minn.,

has opened an office at 120 Liberty street, New York, in

charge of J. R. Matthews.

The New York offices of the General Electric Company
were moved on June 16 from 30 Church street to the Equit-

able building, 120 Broadway. The entire twentieth floor of

the building will be occupied by the company.

The Barco Brass & Joint Company, Chicago, aimounces

that on July 1 the name of the company was changed to

Barco Manufacturing Company.

\V. P. Steele has been appointed western representative of

the .\raeri(an Locomotive Company, with headquarters in

the McCormick building, Chicago.

James H. Slawson, sales agent of the National Malleable

Castings Company at Chicago, has been elected vice-president

of the Joliet Railway Supply Company, witli headquarters

at Chicago. Mr. Slaw-

^^^^^^ son was born at Cleve-

^^^^^^^^ land, Ohio, and entered

^^B^^^^^^ railway service in 1890
^^f with the Lake Shore &
^^B Michigan Southern in

^^^H^^KI^ft the same city. He was
^^^^^^9^P^ successively employed

^^^^^^^% in the office of the as-

J^^^^^^Ul sistant general freight

^^^^^^^^/ agent, in the revision

^^^^^^HBP' department, the tariff

^^^^^^^k ^^^^^^ the auditing

^^^^^^^^^...^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^V the en-

^^^^^^^^^^^^HT In he

^^^dJUPli^^ National Malleable

Castings Company at

the Sharon ( Pa. )
plant

with special railroad

duties. He was later made chief clerk, following which he

was promoted to local treasurer in charge of the business

affairs of the Sharon plant, and in 1912 was transferred to

Chicago as sales agent. The Joliet Railway Supply Com-
pany, of which he becomes vice-president, is a subsidiary of

the Northwestern Malleable Iron Company of Milwaukee,

Wis.

The Illinois Steel Company, Chicago, announces the ap-

pointment of C. H. Rhodes, of the Canadian Steel Company,
as purchasing agent, succeeding J. C. Hoot.

J. A. Meaden, vice-president of Paul Dickinson, Inc., Chi-

cago, has resigned to become sales manager of the Automatic

Screw Machine Products Company, Chicago.

Brown &: Company, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa., makers of fine

irons and steels, has changed the location of its New York
office from 50 Church street to Room 20,^8, Grand Central

Terminal.

W. L. Garland, sales representative of the Safety Car
Heating & Lighting Company at Philadelphia, Pa., has also

been appointed representative of the Vapor Car Heating

Cnmpanv. Inc.

The Steel Car Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has placed a

new plant in operation for the repair of wooden cars. The

J. H. Stawson
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company is planning to put up another building for the re-

pair of steel cars.

W. W. Hall, formerly Pittsburgh sales manager of the

Repul)lic Iron & Steel Company, has been appointed assis-

tant general manager of the Columbia Steel & Shafting Com-

pany, Pittsburgh, Pa.

H. F. Bigler, Jr., has been transferred to the railway de-

partment of the A. M. Byers Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., and

from now on will devote all of his time to railway work, as-

sisting S. P. Broome.

Karl \V. Bock, formerly secretary and assistant to the vice-

president of tlie Union Pacific Coal Company, Omaha, Neb.,

has Ijeen appointed manager of the Walter A. Zelnicker Sup-

ply Company. St. Louis, Mo.

The Lintoln Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio, an-

nounces that it has appointed as its Indianapolis representa-

tive the Ross Power Equipment Company, 617 Merchants'

Bank building, Indianapolis, Ind.

J. \V. Bettendorf, president and treasurer and J. H. Ben-

dixen, second vice-president and sales manager of the Bet-

tendorf Company, will assume the duties of Robert Parks,

who has resigned as general manager.

H. G. Doran & Co., Peoples Gas building, Chicago, has

been incorporated to buy and sell mechanical and other de-

vices, with a capitalization of $10,000. Harry G. Doran is

president and A. D. Cloud, secretary.

The H. W. Johns-ilanville Company has moved its Pitts-

burgh showrooms to new and larger quarters, and sales of-

fices were opened on the ground floor of the Westinghouse

building, corner of Ninth street and Pennsylvania avenue.

Charles H. McCormick, for a number of years connected

with the Standard Heat & Ventilation Company, has tieen

appointed special sales agent for the National Railway Ap-

pliance Company, at 50 East Forty-second street. New York.

Walter H. Bentley, vice-president of Mudge & Co., Chi-

cago, has been elected president of the Locomotive Specialty

Company. Railway E.xchange building, Chicago, general dis-

tributors of the Ripken main rod arm and other railway

specialties.

The Rvan Car Company has started to employ women
workers in its works at Hegewisch, 111., in order to overcome

the shortage of labor. On June 25 five women were put to

work doing light manual labor such as handling lumber, sort-

ing light material, etc.

Robert Parks, general manager of the Bettendorf Com-
panv, Bettendorf, Iowa, has resigned to become connected

with the Canadian Car & Foundry Company. It is reported

that the Canadian Car & Foundry Company will open their

Ft. William (Ont.) plant shortly.

The Dakin Emergency Safety Brake Company, Indian-

apolis. Ind.. has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$50,000, to manufacture safety brakes and other devices.

G. E. Dakin, M. A. Dakin and Samuel Dakin, all of Stan-

ton, Mich., are directors of the corporation.

The American Steel E.vport Company, New York, an-

nounces the appointment of Charles S. Vought as assistant

general manager of sales. Mr. Vought was formerly one of

the managers of the order department of the Cambria Steel

Company, and has been associated with the .\merican Steel

Export Company for some time.

Ralph E. Graves, Pittsburgh representative of the Cleve-

land Punch & Shear Works Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has

been placed in charge of the new office opened by that con-

cern in the McCormick building, Chicago, and will have

charge of the middle western territory. T. J. McNamara
succeeds Mr. Graves as manager of the Pittsburgh office.

W. G. Clark

Locomotive Stoker Company

The Locomotive Stoker Company announces the appoini

ments of W. G. Clark as general sales manager, with head

quarters at Pittsburgh; F. L. Wassell as Western sales man-
ager, with headquarters

in the Railway Ex-

change building, Chi-

cago, and O. B. Capps

as eastern sales man-
ager, with headquar-

t e r s at 50 Church
street. New York.

W. G. Clark, prior

to his appointment as

general sales manager,

held the position of

western manager of the

company. He gradu-

ated from Columbia
University in 1899 and

at once entered the me-
chanical engineering

department of the
Metropolitan Street

Railway Company in New York. In 1902, he became con-

nected with the Westinghouse interests by entering the en-

gineering department of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Compan\- at

East Pittsburgh.
' He

then went to the West-
inghouse Air Brake
Company as inspector,

and later was repre-

sentative at St. Louis,

Mo. In 1905, he was
appointed western man-
ager of Westinghouse,

Church Kerr & Co.,

which position he left

to become western man-
ager of the Locomotive

Stoker Company, with

headquarters at Chi-

cago.

F. L. Wassell. who
F. L. v/asseii has been appointed

western sales manager,
was formerly secretary of the company. Mr. Wassell be-

came associated with the Westinghouse interests in 1910,

when he entered the employ of the Westinghouse Air Brake
Company at Wilmerd-
ing, Pa., as private sec-

f "T^^ retary. He later be-

came assistant secretary

of this company. In

1913 he was made sec-

retary of the Locomo-
tive Stoker Company,
l)Ut it w^as not until the

summer of 1916 that he

Ijecame actively con-

nected with the Stoker

company as its secre-

tary at Pittsburgh.

O. B. Capps, who
has been appointed to

the position of eastern

sales manager, was for-

merly eastern repre-

sentative. Mr. Capps

started work in the mechanical engineering department of

the American Locomotive Company at Schenectad\ , -T. Y.

O. B. Capps
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In 1909, he left the Locomotive company to enter the employ
of the Locomotive Stoker Company as mechanical expert at

Schenectady. In the summer of 1915, he took up the sales

work as eastern representative, with headquarters at 50
Church street. New York City, which position he now leaves

to become eastern sales manager, as above noted.

C. A. Newman, formerly manager of sales promotion for

Henion & Hubbell, Chicago, wholesalers in power pumps,
mining and mill supplies, has been made sales manager of

the Boiler-Kote Company, with general sales offices in the

Fisher building, Chicago.

The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis,

and allied companies have secured the services of Charles H.

Trapp, who is to act as confidential secretary to Mr. Zel-

nicker, the president. Mr. Trapp was associated with James
Stewart & Co. in St. Louis, Denver and Idaho, and lately

with Terrell Croft, consulting electrical engineer, St. Louis.

Carl B. Woodworth, general foreman of the Mt. Clare

shops of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed a mem-
ber of the .staff of traveling engineers of the .American Arch

Company. Mr. Woodworth was bom in Fort Wayne, Ind.,

on December 16, 1883. He was educated in the public

schools and served a machinist apprenticeship in the Wabash
shops in that city. In 1907 he graduated from the mechani-

cal engineering course of Purdue University and then entered

the service of the Baltimore & Ohio at Garrett, Ind., as

machinist. Subsequently he was appointed roundhouse fore-

man at Parkersburg, W. Va., motive power inspector at

Loraine, Ohio, and acting master mechanic at Benwood,

W, Va. He has also served as chief inspector at the Baldwin

Locomotive Works and supervisor of shop practice at the

Mt. Clare shops.

New Officers of tfie Westingliouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany

.4t the meeting of the board of directors of the Westing-

house Electric is; Manufacturing Company, held at New York

on June 20, the board, in addition to declaring a regular

quarterly dividend of l}i per cent on both preferred and

common stock, also declared an e.xtra dividend of Yz of 1

per cent on both common and preferred stock, amounting to

$375,000, for the benefit of the Red Cross.

The following officers were elected : Gu_\- E. Tripp, chair-

man of the board; E. M. Herr, president: L. A. Osborne,

Charles A. Terry, H.
P. Davis, H. D. Shute,

H. T. Herr, and Wal-
ter Cary, vice-presi-

dents; T. P. Gaylord,

acting vice-president; ^^^ftEP'lt ^
James C. Bennett, con-

troller and secretary

;

Warren H. Jones, as-

sistant secretary; H. F.

Baetz, treasurer and

assistant secretary; S.

H. Anderson, assistant

treasurer and assistant

secretary ; L. W. Lyons,

assistant treasurer; F.

E. Craig, auditor; W.
B. Covil, Jr., and W.

J. Patterson, assistant

auditors.

Henry D. Shute, who
has been promoted from treasurer to vice-president of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, has been

associated with the company since 1893. Mr. Shute was

born :.i Somerville, Mass. He graduated in electrical engi-

H. D. Shute

H. T. Herr

necring at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in

1892. He later spent some time studying in Germany at

the School of Jlines in Clausthal, and also at the Technical

School in Dresden. Mr. Shute lias had a wide experience

in the \^'estingllouse company. His first two years were

spent in the testing de-

partment, and later he

was engaged on erec-

tion and laboratory

work. He subsequently

became associated with

L. B. Stilhvell. For a

short time afterwards

he was an assistant

foreman of the experi-

mental department of

the Niagara Falls
Power \\'orks. Later

he was transferred to

the engineering depart-

ment, where he de-

signed alternating cur-

rent apparatus, being

prominently identified

with the steam railroad

electrification work
done by the \\"estinghouse company. After five years' service

with the company, Mr. Shute took up work in the sales de-

partment, in which he remained until 1903 when he was
made assistant to the vice-president, L. A. Osborne, which
position lie filled until 1910, when he was elected acting vice-

president. In 1914, Mr. Shute was made treasurer of the

compani.-, succeeding T. W. Siemon.

Herbert Thacker Herr, who has l^een elected a vice-presi-

dent of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, has been identified with the Westinghouse Machine
Company since 1908, filling, respectively, the positions of

general manager, second vice-president and f;eneral manager,

and, finally, vice-president and general manager and a direc-

tor of the company. Mr. Herr was born in Denver. Colo.,

and received his education in the public schools of Denver
and at Yale University. After leaving college he became
identified with the following railroads, in various capacities:

Chicago &; North Western, Denver & Rio Grande, Chicago,

Great Western, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. and the

Norfolk & Western. In 1906 Mr. Herr was made general

superintendent of the

Denver &: Rio Grande,

and two \ears later re-

tired from the railway

field to become vice-

president and general

manager of the Du-
quesne ilining & Re-
duction Company, at

Duquesne, Ariz., where
he remained until he

moved to Pittsburgh.

Mr. Herr is officially

connected with a num-
ber of other industrial

and financial institu-

tions, being a director

of the Pittsburgh Meter
Company, vice - presi-

dent and director of

the Westinghouse Air
Spring Company, the Westinghouse Gear & Dynamometer
Company, and the Rodman Chemical Companx-.

Walter Cary, who has been elected a vice-president of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, was since

Walter Cary
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1904 associated with the Westinghouse Lamp Company,
filling for the greater part of the time the positions of vice-

president and general manager. Mr. Cary was born in Mil-

waukee, Wis., and received his education in the schools of

that city, and at Harvard University. After leaving college

he became associated

with the Gibl)s Electric

Company, of Milwau-
kee, as secretary, and
in 1889 he, with some

other local men, formed

the Milwaukee Electric

Company, manufactur-

ers of dynamos and

motors, becoming its

vice-president and in

1902 its president.

Mr. Cary is well
known throughout the

electrical industry on

account of his activi-

ties in the field of in-

candescent lighting.

H. F. Baetz. who
has been elected treas-

urer of the Westing-

house Electric & ^Manufacturing Company, was born and

raised in Pittsburgh, and educated in the schools of that city,

graduating from Allegheny High School in the class of 1887.

On the date of bis election as treasurer, Mr. Baetz had just

completed to a day 30 years of service with the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company. Mr. Baetz began his

business career as a timekeeper in the Garrison plant of the

Westinghouse Electric & ^lanufacturing Company, and after

only one year of service, and at the age of IS, he was made
paymaster of the company. Two years later he was trans-

ferred to the accounting department, where he worked until

1899, when he was made acting assistant treasurer. In 1902

Mr. Baetz was elected assistant treasurer of the company.

H. F. Baetz

Tuco Products Corporation

The Tuco Products Corporation has recentl}' been organ-

ized under the laws of New York, with a capital of ?500,000,

and has purchased the entire business of the Transportation

Utilities Company, of

New York, and the

Magnesite Pro ducts
Company, of San Fran-

cisco. The former

company has been en- fm
gaged in business with

the railroads for more
than ten years, han-

dling the "Tuco" brand

of insulation and pres-

ervation; National car

roofing ; National and
Universal trap doors;

Imperial and Universal

car screens; Eclipse

deck sash ratchets;

Perfection sash bal-

ances, and Kicker and
Wedge locks for trap

doors ; Flexolith com-
position flooring; Resisto insulation; Tiicolith plastic car

flooring; Tucork insulation; Brown weatherstrips; the North
Pole drinking fountain; pulverized magnesite and chloride

magnesium. The Magnesite Products Company has been

established for several years, manufacturing "Klingstone"

flooring, magnesite, stucco, plaster and paint.

D. W. Pye

Magnesite is one of the principal materials used in the

manufacture of Tucolith plaster car floorings, and the only
known suitable supply (low in lime content) heretofore

came from the Balkan states. That source being shut off

by the war, forced the company to make a search for the

right raw material, and after exhaustive laboratory tests

and resulting negotiations, the consolidation mentioned was
effected, which assures a convenient and apparently un-
limited supply. It also makes possible an expansion of the

business, liy which it is planned to deal with the application
of stucco to old wooden passenger stations. There will also

be added a complete line of fire-proof wall board, plaster and
paints. Arrangements have practically been made for 16

branch agencies to handle the business in different sections of
the United States and Canada.

David H. McConnell has been elected chairman of the

board. Mr. McConnell has been identified with many large
business interests in which his financial genius and busi-
ness foresight have been a factor in their success. He is

at the present time at the head of a large manufacturing
business which employs thousands of agents, and is also a

director in a number of railway supply companies.
David W. Pye, president of the corporation, is well known

in the railway supply field. For 21 years he was connected
with the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, which
company he joined on September 1, 1889, as assistant to

the treasurer. Later he was made purchasing agent, and
still later made assistant to the president, then second vice-

president, and finally vice-president. In 1910 he left that

company to become president of the United States Light &
Heating Company, and two years later was elected presi-

dent of the Transportation Utilities Company. Mr. Pye has
spent his entire business career of 27 years with large con-
cerns specializing on railway requirements.

Garrett Burgert, vice-president and treasurer, was for 27
years with the Ramapo Iron Works, for the first 10 years as

superintendent, and the remaining 17 years as sales man-
ager. He was then elected president of the Metal Plated

Car & Lumber Company, in which capacity he served for

eight years, or until 1912, when that company was absorbed
by the Transportation Utilities Company. He was then
made secretary, and in 1916 was elected vice-president.

Harold B. Chamberlain will have direct charge of the

railroad sales department. After Mr. Chamberlain left col-

lege he spent several years in the mechanical and car depart-

ments of the Baltimore & Ohio. He left railway service to

accept an appointment in the mechnical department of the

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company. Later he went
with the Transportation LTtilities Company, and after

several months in the plant was assigned to the selling staff.

W. V. V. Clarke has been appointed engineer of plants.

Mr. Clarke, a Cornell graduate, has been especially educated
in engineering and chemistry. He has for the last few 3'ears

had cliarge of certain gas interests in Brooklyn, and will

have direct charge of the San Francisco, Chicago and New
York plants.

Thomas Berry, one of the founders of the firm of Berrv
Brothers, varnish manufacturers, Detroit, Mich., died at hi3

home in that city on May 24. Mr. Berrj' was born in Sussex,

England on February 7, 1829, and came to Detroit in 1856
with his two brothers, with whom he established the firm

v.'hich bears his name, in 18.58. He maintained an active in-

terest in the business until shortly before his death.

L. H. Mesker, formerly sales manager of the Kearney &
Trecker Company of Milwaukee, Wis., is now associated

with the sales department of the Cleveland Milling Machine
Company of Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Mesker has had wide
experience in machine tool sales having been connected with

the Motch-Merryweather Company of Cleveland, and Man-
ning, ^Maxwell & Moore, at St. Louis, Mo., and Cleveland.
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Catalogues
^

OriiLr Koki.X".. IIi-U'.- Caalijauc F. is^ucil Li ihe

Man-in & Casler Company, Canastota, X. Y., describes and
illustrates the Casler offset boring head.

Tools.—Tool book No. 13, recently issued by the Goodell-
Pratt Company, Greenfield, Mass., is a 432-page booklet

descriptive of the company's line of tools of all kinds.

Heating Appliances.—A booklet issued by the Gold Car
Heating & Lighting Company, >fe\v York, describes that

company's thermostatic heat regulating system for public

buildings, etc.

Push Button Specialties for small power and light

wiring and remote control switches for industrial motors_ are

described in catalogue No. 8, issued by the Cutler-Hammer
Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Sanitary Fixtures for Railway Cars.—Catalogue No.
213, recently issued by the Da\-ton Manufacturing Company,
Da\1on, Ohio, is descriptive of the line of Dayton closets,

washstands, water coolers, etc., for railway passenger cars.

Met.al Hose.—A booklet recently issued by the Pennsyl-

vania Flexible Metallic Tubing Company. Philadelphia, il-

lustrates and describes the company's Penflex metal hose.

Several pages of the book are devoted to the use of the hose

by railways.

0.\y-Illumin.ating Gas App.aratus.—Bulletin 101, is-

sued by the Bradford-Ackermann Corporation, New York, is

a four-page folder illustrating and describing the "Astra"

oxy-illuminating low pressure gas apparatus designed for

lead burning purposes.

Vises and Anvils.—The Columbian Hardware Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, has issued a catalogue showing its line of

vises and anvils. The booklet in its 36 pages contains illus-

trations of the vises, remarks as to the uses for which they are

intended, and lists of sizes and prices.

Ri\-et Cutting Gitn.—The Rivet Cutting Gun Com-
pany, Cinciimati, Ohio, has issued a catalogue describing its

so-called rivet cutting gun, a pneumatic tool for cutting

rivets. The booklet contains a number of illustrations of the

gun in use in cutting rivets on freight cars, etc.

Direct Current Motors from
1 J/^ hp. to 40 hp. are de-

scribed and listed in Bulletin No. 1000 of the Eck Dynamo
& Motor Company, Belleville, N. J. The motors included

are known as type D, have commutating poles, are venti-

lated by internal fans and are equipped with self-alining ball

bearings.

B.all Bearings in Machine Tools.—This is the title

of a very attractive booklet which has been issued by the

Hess-Bright Manufacturing Company. Philadelphia. The
booklet describes the annular type of ball bearing, and shows

its advantages over earlier types. There are several illus-

trations of the bearings and machines on which they are

used.

Boiler Metal Treatment.—The Perolin Railway

Service Company, St. Louis, Mo., has recently issued an

eight-page pamphlet outlining the sen-ice it renders in con-

nection with the treatment of locomotive boilers witli Perolin.

The pamphlet describes the action of Perolin in removing

scale from locomotive boilers and protecting the metal after

the scale has been removed.

Flue Welding Apparatus.—The Draj-er Manufacturing

Company, Port Huron, Mich., has issued a booklet descrip-

tive of its pneumatic flue welder for scarfing, welding and

sweilging boiler tubes, its pneumatic tube welding machines
for welding and swedging locomotive superheater tubes, its

flue reclaiming attachments, and its ball finishing tools for

repairing superheater units.

Tool Grinder.—Catalogue K-4, recently issued by the

Gisholt Machine Company, Madison, Wis., describes and
illustrates the Gisholt universal tool grinder. The booklet

shows the advantages obtained by using the grinder and by
keeping tool-post tools in a conveniently located tool room.

Several of its pages show how' tools are ground by the Gisholt

method and a description is given of the grinders themselves.

Freight C.\r .\ppliances.—Catalogues Nos. 10, 20 and
30. issued by the Wine Railway Appliance Company, To-
ledo, Ohio, deal respectively with that company's steel lad-

ders, car ventilating shutters and the Wine self-centering

roller side bearing. Each booklet is well illustrated with

views of the appliances, plans showing their installation and
views of cars on which they have been applied.

Commonwealth Devices.—The open hearth cast steel

devices manufactured by the Commonwealth Steel Company,
St. Louis, Mo., are described in a pamphlet which the com-
pany has recently issued. The booklet illustrates and de-

scribes the trucks, underframes, bolsters, draft gear, etc.,

which the company manufactures. Scattered throughout the

booklet are illustrations showing scenes at the company's

plants and processes in the manufacture of steel castings.

The Best Way Out.—The Cleveland Twist Drill Com-
pany recently put on the market its Ezy-out screw extractors

for removing broken set or cap screws, studs, staybolts, etc.

The extractors have met with such success that the company
has now also put on the market three other sets, in addition

to the No. 17 set which was sold originally. These four sets,

including 12 sizes of extractors, are described in a folder

"The Best Way Out," recently issued by the company.

Rreting JL^chines.—The John F. Allen Company, 372
Gerard avenue. New York, has recently issued a very- com-
plete catalogue showing its portable pneumatic compression

and hammer riveting machines. The machines described in

the calatogue consist of jaw riveters with 8, 10 and 12 in.

cylinders, van-ing in weight from 775 lb. to 5.200 lb., com-
pression lever riveters, lattice column riveters, alligator rivet-

ers, hammer riveters and belt-driven jaw riveter. A complete

list of the different parts of these riveting machines is also

included in the catalogue.

Wood Block Floors.—The Ayer & Lord Tie Company,
Chicago, has issued a 24 page booklet illustrating and de-

scribing its interior wood block floors. This book describes

the history of wood blocks for floors and pavements; their

advantages for interior use from the standpoint of sanita-

tion, comfort, cleanliness and general efficiency; and con-

tains an exposition of the material and workmanship neces-

sary for good results and a list of industrial and commercial

structures for which these floors are applicable. The book-

let is well illustrated by photographs.

Pipe Threading and Cutting Machines.—The Landis

Machine Company, Inc., Waynesboro, Pa., has recently is-

sued Catalogue No. 23 illustrating its pipe and nipple thread-

ing machines, pipe threading and cutting machines and
chaser grinder. This catalogue contains 45 pages, giving

detailed descriptions of these machines together w-ith the

size and manner in which they should be ordered. A com-
plete description of the Landis chaser is given and instruc-

tions for the application of them to the Landis holder. The
descriptions of the pipe threading and cutting machines are

given with specifications for the different types, including

those with the mechanical speed change and those operated

by the variable speed motor. Similar information is given

regarding the pipe and nipple machines.
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Everyone '" ^P''^ °f 'he greatly increased traf-

„
J.

. fie which the railroads have had to

handle in recent months, the car short-
the War

^g^ j^ ^^^ nearly so severe as it was,
although it is many times greater than it ever has been at

this time of the year. Undoubtedly traffic conditions will

be far more severe in the coming months because of the

large amount of material that will have to be handled in

connection with the encampments for the men who are now
being conscripted, and the large amount of material that

will have to be shipped abroad to our army in France and
to our allies. Our success in the war is dependent in a
very large degree upon the successful operation of our
transportation systems and nothing should be left undone
to maintain the equipment in the best of condition and pre-

pare during the coming months for the unfavorable weather
conditions which will have to be overcome during the

winter. The remarkable success that the railroads have
already had is largely due to the loyalty and patriotic spirit

of the officers and employees and the general co-operation

which has been extended to the railroads on the part of

the public and the government in helping to secure better

car loading. Railway employees must not neglect to do their

full duty in seeing that the best possible service is secured

from the equipment and that it is maintained in such con-

dition that it will be able successfully to stand the heavy
service to which it will be subjected not only during the

coming winter but during the duration' of the war—and

this promises to be not a matter of months but possibly of

years. In a large measure the war has resolved itself into

a business proposition and those who can contribute toward

the better upkeep and operation of the railroads' trans-

portation systems and the various industries are as impor-

tant in the interest of a successful outcome as the men who

will have to shoulder guns and fight in the trenches.

Mechanical Practically every one of the railway

A sociation
mechanical associations have voted to

postpone indefinitelv their 1917 con-
-4 ear Books

yentions. This wa's done because it

was felt that the men could not l:>e spared from their work.

It is, of course, to be regretted that there will be no oppor-

tunity for the practical men to get together and discuss

problems which are of so great importance at the present

time. This can in a large measure, however, be obviated if

every association will proceed as is its custom to publish a

year book or official proceedings, including the papers that

would have been presented at the convention. The General

Foremen's Association has planned to publish its advance

copies, in accordance with its past practice, and send them

to the various members of the association with the request

that each member study the papers carefully and send to

the secretarv written discussions concerning them. This

plan could well be followed by other associations, .\fter a

definite date for the closing of the discussions, sufficient ma-

421
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terial should be in the hands of the secretary to warrant the

publication of the regular official proceedings. In this way
the members of the association will have an opportunity of

obtaining the ideas of others on important problems.

Ever)- member of the associations which intend to follow

this practice, should consider it his patriotic and individual

duty carefully to study the various subjects and send to the

secretary his l>est thoughts and information regarding them.

heckle or hamper him. In so doing you will be rendering

a real patriotic service to your fellows and your country.

Transporting
"^'^^ scarcity of labor makes it necessary

. to study closely the merits of any de-

vice that may be introduced into rail-

in Shops road shops with u view to conserving

time and human energy. During the past few years a

number of railroads have used electrically operated trucks

for transporting material in and about shops with great

success. The ease and rapidity with which these can cover

the ground and negotiate sharp curves and the saving which

they make possible in the number of laborers required about

the shop are of e.vtreme importance at this time. If neces-

sary, a boy can operate them; in one railway storehouse in

Canada a woman was observed in charge of one of these

trucks. In a great many instances, and particularly in

storehouses, trucks so arranged that the bodies can be ele-

vated can be used to great advantage w^ith special platforms.

Material can be piled on these platforms and the body of

the truck can be run under them, the platforms elevated

and transported to another part of the shop, leaving the

truck free to be used for other purposes while the plat-

forms are being loaded and unloaded.

Better Operation Never has such a heavy and prolonged

stress been placed on the locomotives of
°

this country, and the end of this abnor-
Loeomotives ^^\ situation is not in sight. It will

last at least until the end of the war, and it is becoming

more and more recognized that this may be a matter of

years. The power must not be allowed to fail no matter

how great this stress may become or how severe the coming

winter may be; and it is vital also that the fuel which is

used be conserved to as great an e.vtent as possible. Every

officer and employee in the operating and mechanical de-

partments can do his share in helping to operate with the

greatest possible economy and efficiency; but a specially

heavy responsibility rests upon the shoulders of officers such

as traveling engineers, road foremen of engines, travelmg

firemen, and those having similar duties. The men on the

locomotive must be fully educated in the proper performance

of their duties and as to the extreme importance of the

transportation systems in winning the war. This can best

be accomplished by personal contact and by showing the

men in detail exactly how they can better their perform-

ance. The weakest spots in the force should be tackled first

and simple methods must be adopted to let the men realize

that their good and their bad points are recognized. Good

performance should be commended and poor performance

patiently studied so that the best means may he found to

improve it. The traveling supervisors of locomotive opera-

tion and the engineers and firemen should also realize that

the easiest way of overcoming trouble is by preventing it. A
little energy exerted when defects first appear will often pre-

vent heavy expense and holding the engine out of service

later. Co-operate also with the engine house foreman and

help him; do not criticise and approach him in a fault-

finding spirit. His job is no easy one at any time and,

particularly at the present time, it is no bed of roses. With

more work and responsibility than he has ever had before,

he is confronted with all sorts of labor and material troubles.

Stand back of him with your help and influence; do not

Car Men The Railway War Board a few months

and the '^^•° '•''*US'1 '^ strong appeal to the rail-

roads to reduce the car shonage by
Car Shortage

loading cars to their capacity and by

keeping to a minimum the number of cars undergoing re-

pairs in shops. This appeal has been admirably answered

and despite the abnormal business the railroads have been

making a better show-ing. The work of the car foremen and

car inspectors will have a direct bearing on how success-

fully the railroads meet the nation's needs. They are the

men on the firing line who must challenge the enemy "de-

fect." As the United States has joined the Allies in Europe

and oTcred of her resources that the war might be won, so

must the car repair forces ally themselves to the general cause

of more cars and safe cars and "give to foreign cars, while

on its line, the same care * * * * that it gives to its own
cars." Never before did M. C. B. Rule 1 mean as much as

it means today. There are no "home cars." There are no
"foreign cars." There are "our countn-'s cars."

On June 1 the net car shortage was 105,000 and although

this was a decrease of 30 per cent under the shortage on

May 1, it was 1,300 per cent greater than the largest previ-

ous shortage reported for the same month. The demands
for equipment are unprecedented and with the heavy burden

of military traffic in the late summer and fall the demands
will be greater. The backbone of the railroads is equip-

ment. The cars must be safe to operate; they must be

strong enough to carry their full burden and there must be

enough of them. The men in the trenches on the battlefield

are offering their lives for their country. The men in the

trenches of the railroad field can show their patriotism and
valor by sticking to their jobs and putting the best they have
into making the equipment serve its purpose, do its duty

and carry supplies to those who are giving their lives.

Fuel Elsewhere in this issue is published

Department ^ description of the fuel department

_ . . organization of the Rock Island which
is of particular interest in that the

officers of the department rank as general officers and the

department has full control of the purchase, inspection, dis-

tribution, handling and consumption of the fuel. It brings

all fuel matters under one central head, that head having
sufficient power to insure the different problems that arise

in fuel matters being solved to the best interests of the rail-

road. Generally speaking, fuel has been considered largely

a mechanical department matter. It is a fact that the

mechanical department is responsible for the consumption of

the fuel; it is supposed to get the most it can out of each
pound of fuel and for this reason is supposed to make any
savings in fuel that may be made. There is no question that

the mechanical department can by proper instruction of its

engine crews and by keeping the steaming qualities of its

locomotives up to standard, keep the fuel bill down, but be-

yond that its hands are tied.

There is a great deal more to the fuel problem than burn-
ing the fuel. While large economies can be made by proper
methods of firing and by good locomotive design, there are

great possibilities for economies in the purcha.se, distribu-

tion and handling of the fuel. It should, therefore, be ap-
parent that by bringing these matters under one head better

all-around results will be obtained. It is far easier to con-
vince an officer who is responsible for all fuel matters that
certain grades of coal should be used on certain divisions
than to convince an officer who is only responsible for the

money spent for fuel. It is also easier to co-ordinate all

the various problems entering into decrea.sed fuel bills by
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holding one department responsiljle than by having the re-

sponsibility spread over various departments.

Need for the ^or several years past much interest

,, ... . has been shown in the reclamation of
Utilization

, -1 J I .1
scrap and many railroads have grad-

of Scrap
^J^JJJ, i^yijj yp extensive plants for the

repairing and reworking of the numerous classes of material

which accumulate at the scrap yards. During this develop-

ment attention has been directed in these columns to the

danger of overzealousness in reclaiming scrap material. Be-

cause of a lack of an adequate system of accounts, figures

for the cost of reclaimed material often have been inaccurate

and have led to the extensive use of material which could

have been purchased new in the open market to better ad-

vantage. This situation, however, has been remedied in a

large measure by the introduction of better accounting

methods and more careful supervision of the work of scrap

reclamation, and at the present time the great need is for a

more extensive use of reclaimed material than has ever be-

fore been attempted. Owing to the unusual demand for iron

and steel products of all kinds, much difticulty is being e.x-

perienced and will continue to be e.xperienced in securing

necessary materials for use in maintaining both cars and lo-

comotives, in quantities sufficient to meet the demand.
Wherever such material may be secured from the scrap yard,

its use may be of considerable advantage in assuring a con-

tinuous and adequate supply of certain classes of material,

irrespective of the cost of working it over in the reclamation

plants. However, with many of the materials involved showing
increases in price during the past two years of anywhere
from 100 per cent to 300 and 400 per cent, no fear need be

felt as to the financial justification of such a policy.

No matter how extensively reclaimed material may be

used, there are always large quantities of material passing

through the scrap yard which must be sold. The prospects

are that during the coming winter the demand for many
classes of scrap material will be unusual because of the in-

ability to secure an adequate supply of ore from the Lake
Superior mines before lake navigation closes. The railroads

being among the large sources of scrap supply may, there-

fore, perform an important service by seeing to it that all

useless material is collected and sent to the scrap yard,

where it may be available for the market as the need arises.

Keepinf the The problem of devising a method

Valuation "^ keeping the valuation of shop equip-

.. „ ment and rolling stock up-to-date is

one which is troubling the mechanical

departments of the roads that have completed the valuation.

It is extremely difficult to secure enough clerks to do the

work properly, yet it is essential that the valuation be kept

up-to-date in order that it shall never be necessary to dupli-

cate what has already been done. The methods followed by
the roads in the past in keeping a record of charges to capi-

tal account will not satisfy the requirements of the Interstate

Commerce Commission. In the majority of cases where past

records have been checked in connection with the valuation

work it has been shown that the systems formerly in use did

not result in the proper charges being made. Many items

properly chargeable to capital account have been charged to

maintenance of equipment. It is to the interest of the roads

to keep the charges properly distributed and a careful check
of any new system which is adopted should be made to see

that it actually does insure correct distribution.

The charges for new shop equipment and rolling stock

can usually be handled with comparatively little trouble, but
thS accounting system often fails to secure the proper divi-

sion between the charges for repairs and those for additions

and betterments to equipment. In handling these accounts

it is often necessary to depart from the usual practice and

provide some definite check on the work.

On one road a special arrangement has been made which it

is believed will insure the correct separation of charges with-

out making it necessary to employ a man to check the indi-

vidual items. A record of the cost of making an addition

or betterment to a single locomotive or car is carefully

checked. The cost of this single operation and the amount
chargeable to capital account are recorded as standard

charges. The work done in the shops is not separated be-

tween the accounts at the time it is done but a record is kept

of the number of cars or locomotives to which each addition

or betterment is applied. At the end of the month the total

charges to capital account are computed from the records of

additions and l^etterments and the unit costs. The sum thus

secured deducted from the total charges gives the amount to

]k charged to maintenance of equipment. A scheme of this

sort could be used in nearly any shop with but slight expense
and the results should be better than are obtained where
charges are apportioned by the workmen or by shop clerks.

False Eoonomy I'^e present scarcity of skilled rail-

. , . way mechanics creates a strong tempta-
in Locomotive . ,. , , , ,

tion to slight repair work in the shops
Kepairs

jj^ order to secure greater output. It

seems necessary at this time to sound a warning regarding

some of the short cuts that are now being put into practice.

One of these methods of speeding up work which can hardly

be called new but is now being used more extensively than
heretofore is setting valves without putting rollers under the

main wheels. There is no question that such procedure

saves time but when locomotives are repaired they should be
put into condition to operate at their maximum efficiency and
this object is not secured unless the valves are set accurately.

The proportions of the valve gear which give the best re-

sults in locomotive service have been determined by careful

experiment. If valves are set without determining any of

the events and merely equalizing the travel, the benefits of

correct design are lost. The slight amount saved in the shop
by reducing the work involved in setting the valves is offset

many times by the cost of the extra fuel consumed by locomo-
tives which do not have the proper steam distribution. It

may be argued the enginemen can determine by the sound of
the exhaust whether the valves are set properly. At best, this

is merely a check on the point of cut-off and is useful only in

showing whether an equal distribution of power for each
stroke is secured. It gives no indication as to the lead or the
point at which cut-off takes place. Furthermore, locomotives
equipped with superheaters are usually worked at such long
cut-offs that irregularities cannot be determined by the sound.

Quite as bad as inaccurate methods of setting valves is the
practice of deviating from standard dimensions at the whim
of the valve setter or the enginemen. At one of the shops on
an eastern road the man who was emplo\'ed as valve setter

had his own theories regarding the proper proportions for

the valve motion. He maintained that plenty of lead made a
smart engine, consequently he set the valves on all locomo-
tives with ;!-s in. more lead than was specified in the standard
instructions. This man had considerable prestige as a valve
setter among the shop men and no one saw fit to insist that
he adhere to the standard. If the effect of his practice on the
fuel consumption of the locomotives had been apparent the
valve setter would no doubt have seen the error of his policv.

It is unfortunate that railroads so seldom apply indicators
to locomotives in order to determine the actual steam distri-
bution. It seems probable that if indicator cards were taken
periodically a marked gain in fuel economy would result.
Unfortunately the roads are not in a position to put such a
method into practice, particularly at this time. Every shop
can, however, do its part to insure that fuel will be used
economically by adhering to standards and by seeing that
the valve motion is put in the liest of condition.
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A FOREMAN'S PLEA
The West.

To THE Editor:
Can your journal not use its influence against the shabby

treatment that some railways accord their foremen in the

matter of wage adjustments?

We see our men given increases in pay when conditions

justify, but the foreman's wages are stationary, except for

those on the hourly rate, who are legislated for by the labor

organizations. Such grievances are the making of advocates

of government owTiership. As matters are now we seem to

have no system of compensation, but the matter is left to

the personal preferences or friendship of some person higher

up. A Foreman.

TOBESURA W ENO "BACK ON THE JOB"
(With Apologies to Wallace Irivin,)

Chicago, III.

Dear Editor:

Since previous epistle. I am completely e.\onorate, restore

to job with salute, profound assurance of faith my loyalty,

honor and ability. Kind friends in office of Chief also

present me with Iron Cross decorate with ribbons, al-

though I are little worry about elaborate excuse for not dis-

playing appropriate inscription. Friends say it constitute

treason to U. S. A. to give real Iron Cross so substitute one

made in America are present. In fact, accurate picture my
decoration shown in

Crane catalog page 593.

My dealing with you
are also excuse as Hon.
Members of Congress

declare that press must
be free in glorious re-

public, that it shall not

be gag like Russian
vodka or Berliner Zeig-

fest.

On assuming job, I

receive S. O. S. sum-
mons from secretar)' of

Lodge 41,144 to help

save overwork brothers.

He advise engines all

shot to pieces, round-
house foreman won't

do work and trainmaster working everybody to death so

can't make garden and reduce high cost to live. I report

on job Monday a. m. and immediately place five engine on
Form 5 roll of honor relating following historj' on each:

Engine 421-R. drive flange 1-11/16 in. big wide ga.sh in

mud ring corner which are leaking and wearing hole in

ashpan.

Engine 468.—Hole in stack which are also not sitting up
straight, 6-in. flat spot on tender chafering iron, draw-pin
have Yi-in. slot wore up and down, angle bar in right back
comer firebox instead of grate which are missing.

Engine 394.—Right side-bearing tank gone entire, cistern

leaning on one side instead of both making dangerous con-

dition, brake beam safety hanger bracket bolt thread strip

and tap lost off.

Engine 381.—^Lubricator dirty, water glass lime up so

unintelligent to read, gage cock leaking on top stuck below,

engineer seat box cushion spring resolutioniency missing
?nd front cab window too dirtv for vision.

"It are not New Packing Imperial

Government Desire to Inflict but Tight
Joint."

Engine 413.—Reverse rod come back hard go ahead easy

which make engineer lay off for lambago in back, two flues

plug, patch leaking fierce, packing gone both piston rod and

headlight insufficient in mean spherical candlepower.

I hope this report satisfy brother Secretary, but not so

—

lie say mm won't do work and should come back tomorrow

unexpected. I return as he rerjuire and first thing see whole

front engine 413 envelope in steam. I commence to inscribe

Form 5 when mm appear in excitement. He say wait and
confiscate wandering machinist. We take stuffer box and
cup out and he point triumphant to brand new packing. I

reply it are not new packing imperial government desire to

inflict on railroad but tight joint. He remark solo voice it

can't be done. I resume writing while mm inquire uneasy

about course. I converse gently explaining that rod wore

1/32 in. in hollow which require turning down and re-

spectivel)' make such recommendation on Form 5 which I

hand out polite all the time grieving inward.

I are unable to see brother Secretary again, but hope he
become satisf)- over this cup-de-tete.

Yours truly, ToBESUR.'^ Weno.

TOOLS FOR THE WORKMEN
Paris, France.

To THE Editor:
Having worked for many years in the shops of American

railroads and thus being acquainted with the methods fol-

lowed in suppl}ing the workmen with the necessary work-
ing tools, I am taking this opportunity of telling how the

French railroads handle this matter for the purpose of

showing, w-hat was in my case, a delightful contrast.

When I obtained work as a machinist in the shops of a

French railway I was given a locker and a large tool drawer,

botli equipped with good locks. Then I went to the tool

room and obtained a good number of files and chisels,

center punch, hammer, goggles, two large cloths (used in-

stead of waste and exchanged for fresh ones once a week),
a pound of soft soap to wash with, and a list of all the

things that were given to me. This list was to show what
I was responsible for and, should I resign, the tools would
be checked against it and an\' missing would have to be paid
for. The tool room was splendidly equipped with every-

thing a machinist could possible want and all tools were
kept in first class shape. The best thing of all was the fact

that no one did any stealing of tools and the consequence
was much smoother working, less delay and less disputes.

This also applied to locomotives—there was no robbing of

one locomotive to supply the needs of another. A large

bench was provided for the various parts removed from a
locomotive and it was rare to find anything missing when
the time came to put them back. The helpers received the

same equipment as the machinists.

One good feature is that each gang foreman has his own
supply of standard studs, bolts, nuts, washers and cotter

pins, with the result that these things could be obtained

quickly. The gang foreman is always sure to have the

unused ones picked up to return to his cupboard. With the

usual .-Vmerican system, the workman usually gets an order

for more than he wants, so as to be on the safe side, then

has to go perhaps a hundred yards or more to the storeroom

to get the material and any nuts, etc., that are left over are

usually swept up with the rubbish. W. G. L.andon.

NoRiiAL World Production of Coal.—A compilation

made by the National City Bank gives the coal production

of the world, during the recent normal years, as 1,500,000,-

000 tons, 38 per cent of which was produced in this country,

21 per cent in Great Britain and 20 per cent in Germany.
Great Britain has exported 75,000,000 tons in normal years,

the amount in 1916 having been reduced about half. The
United States exported 31,000,000 tons in 1916.



Passenger Tank Locomotive, London & North Western

Modern British Tank Locomotives
Large Numbers of These Engines Are Used to

Move Both Passenger and Goods Local Traffic

BY E. C. POULTNEY
Mem. Am. Soo. M. E.; A. M. I. M. E.

ALL the railways in Great Britain use considerable

numbers of tank engines for local passenger and
goods traffic and the tabulated statements of dimen-

sions accompanying this article gives particulars of the wheel

arrangements mostly favored at the present time, together

with the principal dimensions of a number of modern en-

gines. The most usual type of tank engine for passenger

service till recently has been the 2-4-2 type, and large num-
bers are still to be found on most lines. Possibly the most

notable example of this type of engine were those built by

J. A. F. Aspinall for the Lancashire & Yorkshire, which line

probably operates more passenger trains by tank engines

than any other railway in England. Of the passenger train

mileage on this road 56 per cent is operated by tank loco-

motives. These engines were the first to be built by Mr.
Aspinall and were the first Lancashire & Yorkshire engines

to be fitted with Joy's valve motion, whicli has been the

standard on this line ever since. They had inside cylinders

18 in. by 26 in., 5 ft. 8 in. four-coupled wheels, leading and
trailing radial a.xles, 1,216 sq. ft. of heating surface and a

steam pressure of 160 lb. At the time of their introduction

they were among the most powerful tank engines in Britain

and did e.xcellent work on a road running through a thickly

populated country. Several of them have been rebuilt and
fitted with the Belpair boilers, Schmidt superheaters and
ZOyz-in. cylinders. So far as short distance goods traffic is

concerned, the type of engine most used is the 0-6-2 design

and nearly all railways have numbers of these engines. In

general, they are not particularly large as a big boiler to-

gether with side tanks of ample water capacity cannot be
carried on eight wheels, and a total heating surface of 1,300

sq. ft. and 18-in. cylinders marks the limit that can be
reached with this wheel arrangement; hence, the 2-6-2, 4-6-0

and 4-6-2 types are finding favor, these designs being used
for both passenger and goods traffic. Generally, the details

of design follow the practice of the particular railway on
which the engines operate, standard parts being used as

much as possible. Superheaters are much used and where
track troughs are available, water scoops are provided, so

arranged that they may be used when the engine is travel-

ling either funnel or bunker first. So far as yard service

is concerned, many lines use eight coupled engines either

of the 0-8-0 or 4-8-0 type, the later design having been
recently introduced on the North Eastern Railway, but it

safely can be said that most of the shunting service is still

performed by engines of the 0-6-0 or 0-6-2 type.

There are several different designs of radial a.xle box in

use for supporting the front and rear ends of tank engines.

The type used on the London & North Western, Lancashire
and Yorkshire and some other lines, is what is known as

the Webb pattern. In this design the axle box is made of

cast iron and extends across the full width of the engine.

The axle boxes are fitted with bearings in the usual way
and the connecting piece between the boxes proper is of

an inverted U section, wide enough to span the axle. The
axle box works in curved pressed steel guides J^ in. in thick-

ness bolted to the main framing of the engine. The box is

kept central when on a straight track by two right and left

hand coiled springs between the main frames under the

axle and within the framing of the guides. The movement
is limited to 1'4 in. in either direction. The weight on each

journal is taken by laminated springs placed above the axle

in the usual manner. A pin e.xtends downward from the

spring buckle to the top of the axle box; a suitable sliding

piece fi.xed at the end of the pin slides on a flat surface on
the top of the box whenever it is deflected in either direc-

tion.

Another form of radial box much used consists of two

axle boxes made of cast iron of ordinan,- construction con-

nected together transversely by two steel plates disposed on
either side of the axle. The radial motion of the arrange-

ment is obtained by allowing it to swing about a centre

pin suitably placed on the longitudinal centre line of the

engine to which it is attached by radius rods formed some-

what like a Y, the extremities of the equal legs being

attached to each axle box and the single end being suitably

formed for working around the center pin. Strong coiled

centering springs are mounted on a transverse piece fitted

425
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between the main framing of the engine and an attachment

on the radial box. The axle boxes do not work in the usual

horn blocks as the radius rods liold them in position and

there is sufficient play m the radius rod where it is attached

to the centre pin to permit of the rise and fall of the axle

boxes due to inequalities in the road. The springs are of

the laminated type mounted above the boxes and a pin

extends from the buckle and bears on a flat plate sliding on

the top of each box.

The latest practice on the Great Western, Great Central

its upper surface spherical and machined all over rests

on the cross stretcher casting, a suitable rectangular exten-

sion on its lower surface fitting into the rectangular cavity

in the stretcher casting. Under the inside cylinders is the

center casting on which the bogie turns; this center fits into

the intermediate casting just described. In the rectangular

cavity of the bogie frame stretcher at each side of the rectan-

gular extension on the intermediate casting are disposed

coiled compression springs. They hold the bogie central

but allow for a limited lateral movement, the turning or

Great Central Passenger Tank Locomotive

and Great Northern is similar to American practice in the

design of two-wheeled trucks, the radial movement being

controlled by radius rods working from a fixed centre and

the centering being done by swinging links. Where four-

wheeled "bogies" or trucks are used, they are, in general,

similar to those used for tender engines. The London 5c

North Western standard bogie provides for a circular turn-

ing movement round a centre and for a lateral movement,
which takes place between curved guides, the control of

which is effected, by means of coiled springs. The most

circular motion being obtained by means of the center just

described. Suitable oil grooves are cut in the working sur-

faces and lubricators are provided for supplying oil. This
bogie is the kind most favored and is known as the Adams
bogie. It is a strong construction and results in a steady

running bogie. Jlore recently some designers have made
use of the American swinging link arrangement for tak-

ing care of the lateral motion, but this arrangement is ex-

ceptional.

Some engineers employ side bolsters for the bogies, this

Tank Locomotive for Passenger Service, Lancashire &. Yorkshire

usual form of bogie is arranged so that lateral movement
between the truck and the center pin take place in a

straight path at right angles to the longitudinal center line

of the bogie. The bogie is built up of two side plate

frames held by a central casting the upper part of which

has a machined surface. This casting is divided trans-

versely by a rectangular cavity which extends nearly the

full width between the bogie framing. A casting having

practice being much used on the Great Western Railway.
The new "Baltic" type tank locomotives in ser\'ice on the

Brighton Line have side bolsters fitted to the four-wheeled
bogies.

A number of noteworthy examples of tank engines of mod-
ern design are referred to in the table and illustrations.

Some of these engines are quite exceptional, particularly

the 4-6-4 locomotives for the London, Brighton k South
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latest t)-pe has three cylinders, and particulars of these will

be found in the table of dimensions. The passenger engines

are of the 4-4-4 tj-pe. The three cylinders, together with

their valve chests, are cast in one piece. The leading axle

is the crank axle and the crank pins are 120 deg. apart.

Three sets of link motion, the reversing of which is done by
a steam gear, operate the piston valves direct, giving outside

The 4-S-O engine is fo: yard work and is similar in the

arrangement of its motion to the passenger engines except

that the valve for the centre cylinder is driven through a

rocking lever, which, as the valves have end admission,

necessitates the use of crossed rods. The same arrangement

is used on the 4-6-2 engines. In each case the leading

coupled axle is the crank axle. For yard work and general

Three-Cylinder Tank Locomotive for Passenger Service, North Eastern Railway

admission. The valve for the centre cylinder is on the

top with its axis inclined downwards to the centre of the

crank axle. The valve chests for the outside cylinders are

inside the frames at the side of their respective cylinders.

The two four-wheel bogies are alike. Each journal is pro-

vided with two coil springs taking the weight through cross

beams spanning the axle boxes. The leading springs of the

service of an intermittent nature three-cylinder engines seem
to offer distinct advantages. They are less complicated than
four-crank arrangement and the writer favors their more
general adoption, either with simple or with compound
cylinders.

The 0-6-4 engines used by the Midland were introduced

to take the place of 0-4-4 locomotives originally used. They

Great Western 2-6-2 Passenger Tank Locomotive

leading bogie and the trailing springs of the rear bogie

are made more resilient than the other bogie springs and it

is claimed that this arrangement enables the engine to travel

over the road more easily. The engines are fitted with tlie

Westinghouse brake equipment which works the brake on

the engine as well as the train.

are doing excellent work, especially in the Birmingham and
Manchester districts. In the Manchester district they handle
trains which load up to 200 tons behind the engine over

ruling grades of 1 in 100 to 1 in 130 at 31 miles per hour,

including stops. About Birmingham they haul 130-ton trains

over grades of 1 in 75 to 1 in 165, at 35 miles per hour,

i
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including stops. Tlie cylinders are between the frames and

have flat valves working in chests between the cylinders and

operated by the ordinary link gear. A steam brake and

steam sanding gear is provided. The wheel splashers and

the motion plates are formed from pressed steel, a most

unusual practice.

On the Great \\'estern several types of tank engines are

in use, tlie most modem of which are illustrated. The
4-4-2 engine is for passenger traffic, as is also the 2-6-2

engine. These engines follow closely the standard practice of

the road in all particulars.* The Belpair boiler with tapered

barrel will be noticed, also the cast saddle on which rests

the smoke box. The 2-8-0 engines are used for heavy coal

and other traffic, and so far as the writer is aware, are

the only tank engines of their t)-pe in Britain. The coupled

wheel base is 20 ft. and in order to ease the locomotive

when passing around curves, the trailing wheels are allowed

one inch side play on each side of the engine. The knuckle

joints in the coupling rods are fitted with spherical bear-

ings.

The greatest development in tank locomotive design has,

undoubtedly, taken place on the London, Brighton & South

Coast and recent engines are enumerated in the table in

the order of their appearance. The 4-4-2 engines were intro-

ducd some years ago and showed that still larger engines

might be utilized with the result that the 4-6-2 h-pe appeared.

on the bogie wheels through the medium of cross beams
spanning the axle boxes. Both the front and rear bogies are

identical.

The cylinders are fitted with a special design of automatic

by-pass and air valves. The device consists of two small

cylindrical castings, one placed inside and concentric with

the other. The inner chamber is fitted with a small piston,

the upper side of which bears against the rounded end of

the stem of a small disc valve which seats on a port in the

main cylinder barrel. The imder side of the piston is con-

nected by a small pipe to the main steam chests. The outer

castings of the two valves recjuired for each cylinder are

connected by a suitable pipe and at the bottom of the outer

casting is fitted a small disc valve which opens inward and
is supported by a light coil spring. On steam being admit-

ted to the main steam chests, the small pistons hold the

relief valves to their seats. When, however, steam is shut

off, these valves fall and thus establish connection between

the two ends of the cylinder. Should there be a tendency

to form a vacuum, the valve at the bottom of the outer

casing allows air to enter freely.

The reversing of the engine is effected by a screw and
wheel gear. The screw passes through a cylinder supported

on trunnions and containing a piston and hollow piston

rod engaging with the main screw. Air from the Westing-

house brake svstem is admitted to the front side of this

Tank Locomotive for Express Passenger Service, London, Brighton & South Coast

This differs mainly in the location of the cylinders which

were inside in the 4-4-2 engine and outside in the 4-6-2

design ; both have Schmidt superheaters, piston valves and
link motion. The 4-6-2 engines have now been followed by
4-6-4 engines, which are the largest engines of their kind

in Britain.

The present engines have been built at Brighton by L.

Billington for w'orking express trains between London and

Brighton and London and Portsmouth. The boilers have

Belpair fire bo.xes and Schmidt superheaters of 21 elements.

The cylinders are outside and drive on to the second coupled

axle. Walschaert valve motion is used, working piston valves

in valve chests between the frames. The motion is trans-

ferred by means of rocking shafts having a short lever at

each end and on the same side of the centre line. The feed

water in the tanks is heated by part of the exhaust steam. A
Wier feed pump is placed on the left-hand side of the

engine in front of the side tank, and a hot water Gresham &
Craven injector is mounted on the fire box back plate. Two
coil springs to each axle box take the weight on the coupled

axles and two coil springs to each axle box take the weight

• For more details cf Great Western practice, see the Raikvay Mechanical
Eiighieer for November. 1916, page 552, and December, 1916, page 621.

piston, so that in moving it forward to raise the connecting

links, the driver is assisted by the air pressure. The gear

is held in the required position by a clamp on the reversing

shaft, also operated by air pressure. A small handle work-

ing a three-way cock is mounted in a convenient position

near the reversing wheel for controlling the air supply

to the reversing cylinder or to the clamping cylinder, as

desired. In its central position the cock puts both these

cylinders in communication with the atmosphere, in the

second position air is admitted to the clamping cylinder to

hold the gear and in the third position air is exhausted

from the clamp cylinder, thus freeing the gear and at the

same time air is admitted to the reversing cylinder to assist

in raising the links.

The North British and the London & South Western

engines, referred to in the table, are not large engines. They
are, however, in point of pow'er, representative of many tant
locomotives running on other lines. The London & South

Western engine has inside cylinders with valves and motioib

similar to the North British engine. It has, however, a,.

built-up crank axle, having the crank webs extended to.

form balance weights and no balance weights are placed in

the wheel centres. This engine is fitted with a feed water
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heating arrangement consisting of a number of tubes placed
in the side tanks through which is conveyed part of the

e.xhaust steam, the water thus heated is delivered by a duple.x

steam pump placed under the running board Ijetween the

trailing coupled a.xle and the leading bogie wheels. The
pump is direct acting, and has two steam cylinders 4^2 in. by
&'/2 in. and two water cylinders each i'/^ in. by SJ/^ in.

The heating surface in the tanks is 2.34 sq. ft. No injectors

are used. It may be mentioned that the subject of feed

water heating has received considerable attention in Britain

and e.xhau.st steam injectors designed to handle hot water

are Ijeing used to a considerable extent on many railways

with good results. The engine has a steam reversing gear

consisting of steam and water cylinders, the latter being used

to hold the gear.

The table of dimensions is self explanatory, and a .study

of it will bring out the characteristic features of British

tank locomotive proportions. It will be noticed that in most

CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE PRICES

Figures given by the Interstate Commerce Commission in

the appendix to its decision in the Fifteen Per Cent case

show increases of from 50 to 150 per cent in the prices of

cars and locomotives in 12 months' time. Furthermore,

prices have increased about 30 per cent since the first of

the year and are still on the upward trend.

A year or two ago a freight car cost about $1,000 to

$1,500. The Pennsylvania in February paid $j,742 for

a 70-ton hopper car and $.i,55S for an all-steel box car.

The Pennsylvania, according to President Rea, wanted to

l)uy 5,000 coal cars. ."Vt $j,742 each the road's reasons for

omitting to provide itself with this equipment are apparent.

The railroads of this country up to about the first of

June were buying locomotives on a large scale, 1,9,5.! engines

in the first five months of 1917 as compared with 1,56.5 in

the same period of 1916. They had to pay as high as $60,-

C.\R AND lOCOMOTIVE PRICES THIS YE.\R .\Nn I..\ST

Caes-

Road Type

Chesapeake & Ohio Hopper

Chicago, Hurlington & Quincy Rox
Gondola . .

.

Illinois Central

Northern Pacific Refrigerator
Gondola

East Steel coal
Steel box ,

Pennsylvania Lines

Southern Pacific Tank
Gondola
Combination liaggaKc' and mail.

Western Maryland Coal

Price



D. & R. G. Santa Fe Type LocoiMotives
Heaviest Non-Articulated Locomotives Ever Built; a

New Design of an Automatic Drifting Valve is Used

ABOUT six months ago the Denver & Rio Grande re-

ceived from the American Locomotive Company ten

locomotives of the 2-10-2 type which weigh 428,500

lb. and have a tractive effort of 81,200 lb. Of these, five

are being used between Denver and Salida, Col., on through

freight trains and five are being used between ilinturn and
Tennessee Pass, Col., which is at the top of the grade be-

tween Minturn and Malta, as helpers. There are many heavy

grades and sharp curves. On the line between Denver and
Salida the ma.ximum grade is 1.42 per cent with 6-deg.

curves, not compensated, and at one point there is a 12-deg.

30-niin. curve. Between Minturn and Tennessee Pass the

maximum grade is 3 per cent and the westbound track has

a maximum curvature of 16-deg. Since the rigid wheel

base of these locomotives is only 16 ft. 6 in., no difficulty is

experienced in operating on these sharp curves. These
locomotives were not designed for helper service, the Mal-
let type being regularly used for that purpose. Owing to

the demands of traffic it was found necessary to use a larger

number of helper locomotives and the 2-10-2 type was
chosen as best fitted for the work.

In the district between Denver and Salida the traffic

Equivalent heating sur-
face 7,362 s(l. ft.

Grate area 88 sq. f I.

3.036 sq. ft.

49 sq. ft.

6.622 sq. ft.

80 sq. ft.

In order to make it possible for these locomotives to take

16-deg. curves without trouble, the tires on the first, the

main and the last pairs of drivers were set 53)^ in. apart.

On the second and fourth pairs, the tires are set 5i}^ in.

apart. Lateral flexibility in the driving wheel base is se-

cured by the use of the Woodward floating front driving

a-xle. The front truck has 6}4-in. swing either side of the

center and the trailing truck 4-)4 in.

The boiler has been carefully designed to secure high

capacity. It is of the conical type, being 96 in. in diameter

at the first ring. An auxiliary dome is provided to carry

the safety valves and the whistle. The firebox is fitted with

a combustion chamber 50 in. long and has a Security brick

arch. The locomotives have Schmidt superheaters and are

fired by Street stokers. There are two blow-off cocks on
each side of the firebox and one is placed in the front course

of the boiler.

The frames are of cast steel, with a top rail 6 in. by 7 in.

increasing to 6 in. by 9 in. over the driving boxes. The
front frame rails are 6 in. bv 13 in. The Commonwealth

The Heaviest Non- Articulated Locomotive

amounts to approximately 80,000,000 ton-miles per month.

About 25 locomotives are required to handle this tonnage.

In January, 1917, when the consolidation type was being

used, the gross tons of freight per locomotive-mile in this

district averaged 942. In March, with five of the 2-10-2

type locomotives in service, the average tonnage was 1,068,

an increase of 13.4 per cent. While the traffic increased

1.2 per cent as compared with January, 1917, the train-

miles decreased 7 per cent and the locomotive-miles de-

creased 1 1 per cent.

A tabular comparison of these locomotives with the Con-
solidation and Mallet types, which are used in the same dis-

trict, is given below:

2-10-2

Type ThrouEh Freieht 2-8-0 2-8-8-2

Service and Helper Throiieh FreiKht Helper
Tractive effort 81,200 lb. 44.000 1b. 95.000 1b.

Weight in working order. 428,500 lb. 220.400 lb. 458.000 lb
Weight on drivers 337,500 lb. 194.100 lb. 394.000 lb.

W'eight of engine and
tender 624.900 lb. 37S.100 lb. 629.200 lb.

Wheel base, driving 22 ft. 6 in. 15 ft. 8 in. 40 ft. »'/j in.
Wheel base, rigid 16 ft. 6 in. 15 ft. 8 in. 15 ft. in.

Wheel base, engine and
tender 76 ft. 9!4 in. 59 ft. S'A in. 91 ft. S>4 in.

Cylinders 31 in. by 32 in. 23 in. by 28 in.
-f„ '^^

"P^'^ii^"
Driving wheel diameter.. 63 in. 57 in- 57 in.
Boiler, working pressure. 195 lb. per sq. in. 200 lb. per sq. in. 200 lb. per sq in
Heating surface, total... 5,369 sq. ft. 3.036 sq. ft. 5.125 sq. ft.

Superheater beating sur-
face 1 .329 sq. ft. 998 si|. ft.

the World—Denver & Rio Grande

locomotive cradle is used. They have bushings of Hunt-
Spiller gun iron, and the pistons are fitted with bull rings

of the same material. The piston valves are 16 in. in

diameter.

A new device which has been applied to these locomo-
tives is the Vincent drifting valve. This consists of a valve

attached on the end of the main valve stem and working in

a chamber extending out from the valve head. This cham-
ber is connected to the boiler through an automatic shut-

off valve. It is connected to tlie steam pipe through a check
valve.

The operation of the drifting valve is as follows: When
the main throttle is opened, superheated steam from the

header passes through the pipe shown in the drawing at

T to the differential valve B and closes it against the boiler

pressure. \\'hen the main throttle is closed, saturated steam
from the boiler is admitted through the valve A to the differ-

ential valve B, and thence through a lj4-in. pipe C to the

drifting valve connection D or E. It then passes into

chamber F, through ports G into chamber H, and through
ports A' into chamber L or il according to the position of the

valve /. When the position of the valve J is reversed, steam
exhausts through the ports A' and X, or P, into the cham-
ber Q, and thence through the pipe R into the main steam
pipe and steam chest. A check vah'c 5 (prevents steam from

431
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the main steam pipe entering the pipe R. Drain pipes are

provided at the bottom of the chambers L and M.
The tires on all wheels of these locomotives are flanged.

The axles are of carbon vanadium steel, the main axle hav-

ing bearings 13 in. in diameter and 22 in. long, while the

front bearings are 11 in. by 19 in. and all others 11 in. by

13 in. The main crank pins have 9'.2-in. by 10-in. bear-

ings for the main rods and lOyi-iu. by SJ/z-in. bearings for

'' '1 (K£^m \
'Copperf^pe

I

/" "^ folifbnrahr

Arrangement of Piping, Vincent Drifting Valve

the side rods. The crank pins, side rods and piston rods

are of Nikrome steel. The valve motion is of the Baker
type controlled by the American Locomotive Company's
power reversing gear.

The brake equipment is the Westinghouse E T, with two
8j^-in. air compressors. Two 14-in. by 12-in. brake cylin-

ders attached to the frames behind the cylinders are pro-

vided for the first three pairs of drivers. The fulcrums for

these cylinders are attached to the frames beneath the cylin-

The principal dimensions and ratios of these locomotives

are as follows

:

General Data
Gage 4 ft. S!4_in.
Service Freight
Fuel Bit. coal
Tractive effort 81.200 lb.

Weight in working order 428.500 lb.

Weight on drivers 337.500 lb.

Weight on leading truck 31.000 lb.

Weight on trailing truck 60.000 lb.

Weight of engine and tender in working order 624.900 lb.

Wheel base, driving 22 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, total 41 ft. 5 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 76 ft. 954 in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers -^ tractive effort 4.16
Total weight -^ tractive effort 5.28
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -H equivalent heating surface* 694.9
Equivalent heating surface* -h- grate area 83.66
Firebox heating surface -r- equivalent heating surface,* per cent 5.00
Weight on drivers -f- equivalent heating surface* 45.84
Total weight -^ equivalent heating surface* 58,20
Volume both cylinders 27.95 cu. ft.
Equivalent heating surface* — vol. cylinders 263.4
Grate area -e- vol. cylinders 3.15

Cylinders
Kind Simple
Diameter and stroke 31 in. by 32 in.

Valves
Kind Piston
Diameter 16 in.
Greatest travel 6J4 in.
Outside lap 1 in.
Inside clearance in.
Lead in full gear 3/16 in.

Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires 63 in.
Driving, thickness of tires 354 in.
Driving journals, main, diameter and length 13 in. by 22 in.
Driving journals, front, diameter and length 11 in. by 19 in.
Driving journals, others, diameter and length 11 in. by 13 in.
Engine truck wheels, diameter 33 in.
Engine truck, journals 7 in. by 12 in.
Trailing truck wheels, diameter 42 in.
Trailing truck, journals 9 in. by 16 in.

Boiler
Style Conical
Working pressure 195 lb. per sq. in.
Outside diameter of first ring 96 in.
Firebox, length and width 132 in. by 96^4 in.
Firebox, water space Front, 7 in.; sides and back, 6 in.
Tubes, number and outside diameter 252—214 in.
Flues, number and outside diameter 48—554 in.
Tubes and flues, length 23 ft. in.
Heating surface, tubes and flues 5,001 sq. ft.
Heating surface, firebox 368 sq. ft.tt
Heating surface, total 6,369 sq. ft.

Detaiis of the Vincent Drifting Valve for the D. & R. G. Locomotives

der saddles. The two rear pairs of drivers are braked by
two 12-in. by 10-in. cylinders. The tender trucks are pro-

vided with clasp brakes.

Among the specialties applied to these locomotives are
the Chambers throttle, Nathan non-lifting injectors, Wood-
ward engine trucks, Cole trailing truck, Chicago flange
lubricator and Economy radial buffer. The tenders are
equipped with Miner friction draft gear, Barber side bear-
ings and lateral rollers, the Lindstrom syphon tank valves
and Davis cast steel wheels.

Superheater heating surface 1 ,329 sq. ft.
Equivalent heating surface* 7,362 sq. ft.
Grate area 88 sq. ft.

Tender
Tank Vanderbilt
Frame Cast steel
,V\ eight 196.400 lb.
Wheels, diameter 33 jn.
Journals, diameter and length 6 in. by 11 in.
Water capacity 10.000 gal.
Coal capacity 2I tons

* Equivalent heating surface = total evaporative heating surface -|- 1.5
times the superheating surface.

t Includes arch tube heating surface.
t Includes combustion chcmbcr heating surface.



Rock Island Fuel Department
Reports to Chief Operating OflBcer; Controls the

Purchase, Distribution and Consumption of All Fuel

THE fuel department of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific is unique in that the purchase of the fuel,

its distribution, method of handling, and its con-

sumption are in the hands of the mining and fuel depart-

ment, the manager of which reports direct to the chief operat-

ing officer of the road. This brings under one head all

questions pertaining to fuel and presents an opportunity

for the obtaining of a true fuel economy, cost and consump-
tion considered.

0RGANIZ.4TI0N

The officers of this department rank as general officers

and deal directly with the superintendents of the various

divisions. Each superintendent is held responsible to this

deijartment for the proper handling and use of fuel. The
manager of this department has the following assistants

:

1. General superintendents of mines, who look after the

operation of the company's coal mines.

2. A superintendent of fuel, who looks after the purchase

of fuel, its distribution and handling.

0. A superintendent of feel economy, who looks after the

fuel economy work.

This article deals more particularly with the fuel pur-

chased and no reference to the mining organization is there-

fore made.
To the superintendent of fuel report five inspectors who

look after the preparation of coal and oil, and weights there-

of: and the coal chute supervisor and his two inspectors,

who look after the handling of coal at fuel stations.

To the superintendent of fuel economy report the engineer

cf fuel economy, who has a staff of si.x assistant engineers,

and the inspector of stationary boiler plants.

Instructions regarding the use of fuel in locomotive serv-

ice and at stationary plants emanate from the office of the

mining and fuel department. They are sent to the division

superintendents for distribution to the assistant engineers of

fuel economy, the road foremen of equipment, stationan.-

plant engineers, or whoever is affected by them. All ques-

tions which arise on the road concerning fuel are submitted

through the various division superintendents to the Mining
and Fuel Department.

The duties of the superintendent of fuel are the negotia-

tion of contracts and the purchase of fuel, including coal

for locomotives and stationary plants, coke, and oil, and
such other special fuels as may be required. His staff looks

after the inspection of the fuel, the checkweighing of cars,

including surprise checkweighing tests to eliminate careless-

ness, deliberate or otherwise, one the part of the mine weigh-

master.

The fuel inspectors advise the main office regular-

ly as to laljor matters and any unusual conditions existing

at the mines which may in any way interfere with the prompt
deliver)- of coal. Fuel inspectors also send in samples of

coal from the various mines for laboratory test, so that from
the information availaljle the most suitaUe coals can always

be selected for the respective requirements.

The duties of the coal chute supervisor are to look after

the cost of handling fuel and the operations of the 157 chutes

on the system. With his two inspectors he sees that the fuel

is handled at the lowest possible cost, and where necessary

he recommends changes which will reduce the cost, co-

operating witli the superintendents on their respective divi-

sions.

The duties of the superintendent of fuel economy and his

six assistants are to look after the economical use of fuel on

locomotives, which consists in the instruction of the engine

crews in the best method of firing and the supervision of

the condition of locomotives as far as they affect the con-

sumption of fuel. This includes the inspection of engines

at terminals to the extent that the boilers are properly

cleaned inside and outside; that the required size of nozzle

is maintained; that all packings are in a condition for best

operation.

The fuel economy staff' also holds general meetings at the

larger centers, where liy moving pictures and lantern slides

the essential features of fuel economy are vividly Ijrought

to tlie attention of the men using the coal. These instruc-

tions include the prevention of obnoxious smoke and other

features which are essential to the best results.

The duties of the supervisor of stationary plants are to

look after the fuel consumption of the stationary plants

and to generally supervise the steam generating plants used

for the operation of shops, pumps and for heating. He sees

that the boilers are fired in the proper manner and that

boilers, steam and air pipes are maintained to prevent leaks

which cause an increase in fuel consumption.

The entire staff' co-operates in any method which may
bring about the most economical results, and while certain

assignments of duties are made, there is a general inter-

change of work on matters which Ijring about final results;

in traveling over the system every employee is required

constantly to keep fuel economy before him. The coal inspec-

tors traveling from one mine to the other are required to

travel on locomotives in order to note that tanks are not

overloaded at fuel stations, which is the particular duty of

the coal chute inspectors; in like manner the coal chute

supervisors at terminals check the movement of coal cars,

loaded and empty.

DISTRIBUTION

The Rock Island uses coal from approximately 70 coal

mines. The most economical grade of coal is determined

for each point on the system and daily schedules of de-

liver}' are drawn up each week in the general office, and the

amount of coal to be delivered during the coming week is

determined from the previous week's consumption. A coal

report is made up in the office of each superintendent daily,

the day ending at 6 p. m. ; this is w'ired to the general office

before j a. m. the next morning. The information con-

veyed in this report is as follows: .Amount of coal in pockets

at the coaling stations and on the chutes in cars; number
of cars not placed at the chutes: amount of coal used at

each station during the preceding 24 hours; number of cars

in transit for this and other divisions and to what stations

consigned: number of loaded cars with company coal wait-

ing for train, including the stations at which the cars are

held and to what station they are consigned: amount of coal

received from each individual mine and from junction

points; amount of company coal in cars billed from the

mines and junction points and to what stations it is con-
signed; number of cars of company coal loaded at the local

mines: number of empty cars delivered to the local mines
for company coal; number of cars of company coal received

from local junction points with other roads and the num-
ber of empty cars delivered to those points; amount of stor-

age coal loaded or unloaded; together with tlie amount on
the ground at the various stations; amount of fuel oil on
hand in storage tanks and in cars, and the number in transit

at each station. Also the number of gallons of fuel oil con-
sumed during the preceding 24 hours.
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This report gives the general office complete information

regarding the amount of coal on hand at each station, shows

the location of the cars in transit to other divisions and

shows whether or not the mines are keeping up with their

daily schedule of output.

Under normal conditions, about 1000 cars are required

to keep the stations supplied, and this represents about 4':^

days' consumption for the system. In addition to this, about

one day's supply is kept in the various chutes and fuel

station bins. Particular attention is given to the proper utili-

zation of cars, and box cars are frec[uently used even though

the cost of handling is greater, to effect greater car efficiency.

Self-cleaning cars are assigned to chutes equipped for

mechanical handling, other cars were unloaded by hand.

Special efforts are made to prevent the mi.xing of coal and

to furnish regularly the same grades of coal for use on a

given territory.

LOCOMOTIVE PERFORMANCE

To this time no attempt has been made to check the in-

dividual performance of each engine crew, but collective

statements showing the performance on each division, di-

vided into freight, passenger and switch service are posted

in the round houses which show the performance of each

division compared with the same month of previous year

and the loss or gain reduced to dollars and cents and the

respective position which each division occupies toward the

Chart Showing the Fuel Performance of an Individual Division

entire system. These statements are furnished in the shape

of graphic charts and in tabulated figures as well. The en-

gine crews are fully informed that these tables do not re-

flect conditions entirely within the control of the manage-

ment. There are certain factors, such as the quality of coal

available, type and size of engine used, grade conditions,

and density, direction and distribution of traffic, which all

have an important bearing on coal consumption, but inas-

much as some of these conditions are more or less permanent,

any change of conditions is readily observed Ijy the up or

down grade lines on the graphic charts, and considerable

competition has been developed in this direction.

It is contemplated in the very near future to adopt an

individual performance record, which will be prepared in

the office of each division superintendent immediately at the

end of each run. The information as to the consumption

of coal will be obtained from a slip made out by the en-

gineers showing the amount of coal used on eaoh trip. This
fuel consumption slip is a part of the time check and will

Ije handed in at the superintendent's office with the time

slip so that the information will be promptly availaljle and
enable the immediate compilation of the performance of

each engine. This method will obviate the necessity for coal

tickets which are now used but from which no satisfactory

reports can be compiled.

RESULTS

This organization has been in operation for about a year,

and while this period is entirely too short to determine the

full possibilities, it may nevertheless be of interest to point

to the following comparisons:

For the year ended June 30, 1915, the amount expended
for coal for all uses amounted to $7,168,.578.41, and for the

vear ended June 30, 1916, the corresponding amount was
$6,762,430.88, or a difference of $405,947.53! This saving

was made with an increase in 1000 ton-miles in freight serv-

ice of 913,866. This indicates a saving of $826,802.56.
In other words, had as much work been done in 1915 as was
done in 1916, the fuel bill for 1915 would have been 12.2

per cent greater than it was during the year 1916. It is

safe to anticipate that the increased cost of coal due to

higher wages calls for intensified work in the direction of

fuel economy and that the use of improved mechanical ap-
pliances and better firing methods will result in a decided
reduction in the quantities consumed, a situation most neces-

sar\- in view of the rapidly climbing cost of coal.

METHOD OF INCREASING AIR CAPACITY
ON DOUBLE HEADED TRAINS

BY E F. GIVIN
Mechanical Engineer, Pittsburg, ShaHmut & Northern

Double heading freight trains has made great reductions

in the cost of operation per ton-mile, but at the same time

has produced annoying delays, pump failures and breaks-

in-two that in many cases can be traced directly to a too

small air compressing plant in connection with the desire

of the engineman to get over the road in the required time.

With the increase in the number of cars in a train, is a corre-

sponding increase in the train line leakage, a large percent-

age of which cannot be stopped by the train crew. Inas-

much as it is impracticable for both engineers on the locomo-

tives to operate their brakes simultaneously, the air com-
pressing plant of the leading locomotive must take care of

the train, including the leakage, as best it can, while the

compressing plant of the second locomotive is idle.

On the Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern the large freight

locomotives are equipped w'ith either one No. 5 or two No.

6 New York air compressors, the main reservoirs having a

capacity of from 50,000 to 70,000 cu. in. Theoretically

this is sufficient to take care of an 80-car train and when
on account of the extreme traffic conditions, it was attempted

to double head trains, no e.xcessive trouble was anticipated.

It soon developed, however, that the capacity of the leading

locomotive was not sufficient to produce the proper results

and a prolonged car shortage has exaggerated these troubles.

It became necessary to devise some means to allay, at least,

part of the difficulty. To get the trains out of the yards at

terminals it was necessary for the second locomotive to be

cut in to assist in charging the train, but this led to vari-

ous abuses by some venturesome engineers which were dan-
gerous, and it was necessary to abandon the practice.

This made it necessary to either apply more air com-
pressors and reservoirs to the locomotives or to devise some
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means by which the capacity of the second locomotive could

be utilized. The plan developed was the application of a main

reservoir line to each locomotive by which the pumps and

main reservoirs of each locomotive could be coupled togetlier,

tlius increasing the capacity directly in proportion to the

number of locomotives coupled. Increasing the pump and

main reser\'oir capacity was not feasible because:

First.—The first cost was prohibitive when considering

that the main reservoir line could be applied to each loco-

motive for about $25.

Second.—The design of the locomotives would not permit

increasing the air producing plant and storage without seri-

ouslv interfering with other apparatus and materially dis-

coiimioding the making of running repairs to the locomotive.

Third.—To apply a second No. S pump to the locomo-

tives having only one No. 5 pump would immediately pro-

duce trouble as the enginemen would show a preference for

these locomotives.

Fourth.—As none of the freight locomotives have super-

heaters it appears to be inviting steam failures to increase

the steam consumption by applying another pump, especially

on locomotives that were not free steamers.

Fifth.—The air compressing plant on the second locomo-

tive would still be idle.

The application of a main reservoir line appeared to pre-

sent one very serious difficulty—the loosing of the main
reservoir pressure should a hose burst. But investigation

shows that this is more of a prejudice than an actual danger,

as many passenger trains are operating with a 110 lb. train

line pressure with the M. C. B. standard air hose between

second Locomofive

fiain/feserm'ir

,J^
1^ Main Reservoir L ine

fbinted Red \ ^

Sixth.—Should the compressor fail on the leading locomo-

tive it prevents having to change the second locomotive to

the lead. The lead engineman has the use of the com-

pressors on the second and any other locomotives coupled in

on the head end of the train just the same as though they

were on his own locomotive.

Seventh.—It gives the engineman much more contidence

in his ability to handle the train successfully and increases

his efficiency accordingly.

The method of piping followed in using this main reservoir

line is shown in the illustration, a 1/4 -in. pipe being used.

These lines are tapped into the main reservoir and extend

to the forward end of the locomotive and to the rear of the

tender on the left side. The air hose and angle cocks of

these lines are painted red to indicate that they carry main
reservoir pressure and to prevent the accidental coupling of

them to the train line.

The special instructions issued by the road to those hand-

ling the locomotives equipped with the main reservoir line,

cover the handling of the angle cocks when the engine is

and is not being used with other locomotives. The men are

cautioned against tampering with the governors, thus in-

creasing the main reservoir pressure and particular atten-

tion is called to the necessity of frequently examining the

main reservoir line hose for leaks or signs of distress, in

order to prevent any failure in service. The instructions for

coupling up the main reservoir line are as follows:

"When the main reservoir line hose have been coupled,

the main reservoir pressure on both the lead and second

locomotives must register the same before the angle cocks of

Head Locomofl^'e

Enffineeis't^al^e

Mainffesenvtr
Connechon Seftveen Icx'omofiye and Tender

Connecfran

Piping Diagram for IMain Reservoir Line

the cars. The il. C. B. standard air hose specifications re-

quire a 500 lb. hydraulic test pressure for a certain length

of time without developing leaks or defects which convinced

us that there was little likelihood of a failure from this

source, although it was guarded against in the instructions

as shown further on. .\s a matter of information we use

the New York B3 HP locomotive equipment with the inde-

pendent straight air valve and carry 90 or 110 lb. main

reservoir pressure. The source of loosing the main reservoir

pressure due to breaking off a pipe has always been present

on a locomotive and has frequently occurred without any

serious results, especially on locomotives with large pumps
and main reservoir capacity.

The advantageous features developing from the use of the

main reservoir line are as follows:

First.—Increasing the pump and main reservoir capacity

in proportion to the number of locomotives added to the

head end of the train.

Second.—It cut the time of charging trains at terminals or

on the road in the same proportion.

Third.—It decreases the tendency of the brakes to drag

and practically prevents breaks-in-two from the brakes not

releasing promptly on the rear end.

Fourth.—It divides the service of the compressors cutting

down the chances for compressor failures and decreases the

wear and tear on the compressors.

Fifth.—It equalizes the steam consumption of the com-

pressors tending to help a poor steaming locomotive.

the main reservoir line are opened Ijetween tlie locomotives.

In other words, the main reservoir line pressure on both

locomotives must be either zero, 90 lb., or 100 lb., and
not zero on one locomotive and 90 lb. on the other; or 90

lb. on one locomotive and 1 10 lb. on the other.

"After the main reservoir line pressure on both locomo-

tives register alike, one main reservoir line angle cock must
be opened slowly to charge the air hose between the locomo-

tives to main reservoir pressure and to prevent rupturing the

hose; then the other angle cock opened.

"Before the main re.servoir line is coupled up, the angle

cock cutting out the brake valve on the second locomotive

must be closed to prevent the second locomotive feeding the

train line. The train line will be supplied and reduced by
the engineman on the lead locomotive e.\clusively."

The instructions covering the tests to be made on the main
reservoir line are as follows:

"At shops or other points where the air on locomotives

is tested, the main reservoir and train lines of two or more
locomotives should be coupled up and each locomotive tested

separately by cutting out the engineman's brake valve on all

the locomotives except the locomotive under test. The test

should be made the same as if a single locomotive were be-

ing tested, but care should be exercised to observe that the

brakes apply and release correctly, and that all the pumps
are operating properly without shutting down before the

proper main reservoir pressure is reached and maintained on
all the locomotives."
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STRENGTHENING WOODEN FURNITURE
CARS

In the strengthening and rebuilding of wooden furniture

cars the Illinois Central has developed some interesting meth-
ods that have served their purpose admirably. The cars

Fig. 1— Distorted Running Board Due to Weai<ened Construction

were more or less old and range in outside length

from 40 ft. 10^ in. to SO ft. 10^ in. Being of wooden
construction and of considerable length for such cars it was

found that the severe service to which freight cars are now
subjected distorted them to the condition shown in Fig. 1.

The cars being in otherwise good condition, a well developed
plan of reinforcement was adopted.

The underframe was strengthened by the addition of two
8-in., 213.4-lb. channel draft sills, with a /4-in- cover plate,

extending for the full length of the cars. These sills were
applied between the existing wooden center sills as shown
in Fig. 2. The body bolsters and all other parts of the old

equipment were retained. The needle beams were reinforced

Ijy 2'^-in. by ZYz-m. by y%-m. angles applied at the top,

directly below the sills. In addition to this, diagonal braces

were applied in the form of angles which extend from the

ends of the needle beams back to the draft sills at the body
bolsters. The floor was also strengthened by using 2>i-in.
flooring instead of 1^-in.
The sides and ends were strengthened by replacing the

side posts with other posts 1 J4 in. thicker. This necessitated

bringing the posts outside the sheathing and this was done
by rabbetting the post for Yz in. on each side from the out-
side for the siding. This is clearly shown in section Y-Y
in the end view shown in Fig. 3. This was supplemented
liv the addition of a }i-m. tie rod at each post extending
through the sills and plates. The ends were reinforced fur-
ther by diagonal strap braces 3 in. by i/i in., extending from

mi?^..a.i
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Underframe Reinfonemenf Arrangement for 41 ff. Furniture Cars.

Car Nos. 23001-29100 an<i 29101-29300.

i
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Underframe Reinforcement, Arrangement for4Sft. Furniture Cars.

Car A/OS, 28201-28499.

Fig. 2—Underframe Reinforcement for Long Wooden Furniture Cars
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the side plates to the end sills; by J4-in- tie rods at the belt

rails and end plates; by i/i-\n. strap bolts extending from
the corner posts to the first side posts; by angle plates at

the belt rails, and by the addition of IJ^-in, sheathing to

mm,

End Bruce Fasfening
fo Corner^ngle.

Fig. 3—End Elevation of Reinforced Furniture Cars

the regular inside sheathing up to the loading height. These
reinforcements are all clearly shown in Fig. 3.

The roof was strengthened by the addition of lyi-'m. by
%-in. diagonal strap braces extending from the corner posts

to side plate as shown in Fig. 5. These braces are bolted

Fig. 4—Remodeled Furniture Car for the liiinois Central

to the carlines. The carlines are reinforced by 2J/^-in. by

2^-in. by ^-in. angles which are bolted to the purlines.

A double board roof is used with plastic roofing between.

The first layer of boards is laid flush with the side plate.

The plastic roofing is then applied and allowed to e.xtend

over on to the side of the side plate. The facia is them
applied, this fastening the plastic roofing to the side plate.

.\ 6-in. strip of galvanized iron is laid on top of the plastic

roofing extending down for 2 in. over the facia and on top

of this the top roof boards are placed.

This method of reinforcement has been applied to a large

Fig. 5— Interior View of Strengthened Furniture Car Siiowing the

Roof Bracing

number of cars and has been found to be entirely success-

ful. The cars are well able to meet the present day operat-

ing conditions and their life has been materially lengthened.

.

An illustration of the finished car is shown in Fig. 4.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE REG-
ULATOR

In order to have some measure of relief from the evils at-

tendant upon the use of the single-shoe lirake, pending the

accumulation of the funds required to meet the sometimes-

very great expense of remodeling trucks to provide for a

suitable clasp brake rigging, a device has been designed

which makes the auxiliary reservoir volume a function of

the piston travel. The brake application starts with an
auxiliary of very much reduced size, which keeps down the

brake cylinder pressures for light Ijrake pipe reductions. The
continued outward movement of the brake piston cuts in, at

predetennined points, additional auxiliary volumes, finally

giving full service pre.ssure when the proper brake pipe re-

duction has been made. This greater flexibility of brake oper-

ation than the clasp brake, but, of course, all the troubles and
losses due to dragging brake shoes remain. This new device

also arranges for the use of the first small auxiliary reservoir

for all reapplications of the brake after a partial release,

tliereby cutting down the build-up in pressure on that re-

tained in the cylinder and making smooth handling of long

trains at low speeds much more certain.

Women Workers in England.—A sidelight on the em-
ployment of women in Great Britain is indicated in the report

of the Emiiloyment Exchange for 1916. The registration,

presumably for those desiring positions, showed an increase-

of 55.9 per cent in the number of women in that year com-
pared with the number in 1915. The decrease for men was
18.7 per cent. There was an increase for boys of 23.8 per
cent and for girls of 8.3 per cent.

—

Iron Age.

'From a Paper by Walter V, Turner before the Franklin Institute.



French Box Cars Built in America
Description of 2-t,800-lb. Capacity Box Cars Built

for Du Nord and Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean

ON account of the war a large amount of railway equip-

ment has been built in America. The freight cars

built for the French railways have many interest-

ing features in their construction. There were 4,000 built

for the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean and l,,iOO for the

Chemin de Fere du Nord. These cars were built by the

National Steel Car Company, Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario.

p. L. & M. FREIGHT CARS

The cars built for the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean were

standard equipment, being well ada|)tcd to general service.

They are sufficiently well ventilated for hauling cattle, horses

or men and are equally as well equipped for hauling loose or

sacked grains, baled hay, munitions and almost any other

kind of miscellanecus militaPi' equipment. They are shown

e.\tend between the pedestal sills and to which they are con-

nected by rolled steel angle connections and top gusset plates

of flat steel. Underneath these gussets and riveted to them
and to the cro.ss sills and the pedestal sills, are cast steel

brackets for the suspension spring.

The draft sills, or draft gear guides consist of four 2}^-
in. by 2;}-^-in. by 5/16-in. rolled steel angles at each end of

the car extending between and passing to the end sill and
cross sill nearest the end of the car. The top draft sills are

riveted permanently to the end and cross sills, but the bot-

tcm ones are bolted in place and can be taken down for the

removal of the draft gear. Between the draft sills at each

end of the car is a steel casting, the back end of which is

bolted to the cross sill and serves as a stop for the draft

spring when the buffers are under compression. A single

Fig. 1—Box Cars Built for tlie Paris, Lyons & IVIediterranean With Brakeman's Box or Guerite

in Figs. 1 and 2. The principal dimensions of these cars are 7-in., 15-lb. rolled steel I-beam forms the center sill and ex-

as follows: tends between the cross sills through the three intermediate

f. J (, gj^ jij
spaces. They are connected to the cross sills by rolled steel

Length over end sills J3 ft. 9H in. angle Connections and flat plate top gussets. On the center

L^^'SiAc ::::::::::::::::. y.'.::y.'.::y.::.\i 11: "1
In':

and draft siiis and extending the fuii length of tiie under-
Height from rail to top of floor 4 ft. H in. frame is bolted an oak nailing strip for the floor.
Height from rail over bony roof 12 ft. 2^ in. _^ ., n. . .

Height from rail over guerite roof 13 ft. 9</, in. One large semi-eluptic Spring c.xtends almost entirely

wldS overfloort 'd".:!?"opening.' i ! ! ! i i ! : ! ! ! ! I ! 9 u. H In!
across the underframe at each end and serves both for the

Width of door opening 5 ft. 6ji iri. buffers and draft gear. These springs are supported bv and
.\pproximato weight of car 24,501111). ,. »l j r^ -11 in ^ i 'i •

sJide between the draft sills, and the center spring band is a
Underframe.—The underframe of these cars is of all-steel drop forging with a jaw at the front in which' the forged

construction, all sills being made of rolled steel shape. The draw hook anchors or pivots. Heavy forged buffers of "the

pedestals for the wheels are sheared from steel plate 2,;/.52 mushroom type are mounted in cast' steel guides near each
in. thick. These are riveted directly to the pedestal sills, end of the end sills and their long forged stems extend
These sills are 10 in., 21.8 lb. rolled steel ship channels, ex- through the end sills and cast steel inner guide and termin-
tending the full length of the car between end sills to which ate in cast iron brackets fitting over the ends of the draft
they are connected by rolled steel angle corner connections springs. \\'hen the draw hooks are pulled forward the in-
and top and bottom cover plates. The end sills are of the ner guides for buffer stems act as stops for the ends of tlie

same rolled section as the pedestal sills and extend across the springs; and when the buffers are compres.sed, the steel cast-
car past the pedestal sills to the side sill line, where they sup- ings mentioned above act as stops Ijehind centers of springs,
port the side sills and corner posts. There are four cross The side sills from the door opening to the ends of t'iie

sills per car, of 7-in., 12.25-lb. rolled steel channels which car are of 3'4-in. by 2-in. by 5/l6-in. rolled steel angles and

439
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those across the door openings are of the same section with Runiiiitg Gear.—Two thousand cars are equipped with

short legs sheared to 15^ inches. The side sills are sup- solid forged steel wheels, 40 9/16 inches in diameter, and
ported at the ends by the end sills to which they are riveted two thousand with steel-tired wheels, having cast steel cen-

Fig. 2—view of the P. L. & M. Box Car, Showing Dropdoors in the Sides Open

and at intermediate points by braces of flat steel bars extend- ters. The built-up wheels have tires 2^^ inches thick and
ing to the pedestal sills. The floor of the car is made of 1^ steel retaining rings. The axles are of forged steel, rough-
inches thick, yellow pine or oak boards with 3/16-in. cracks turned and annealed. The journals are SJ/^ in. by 10j4 in-

Fig. 3—Box Car of the Plain Type for Du Nord Railway

between, except over the draft gears at each end where ingot The journal boxes are of mailable iron, being cast in two
iron tongue strips are inserted. iron tongue strips are inserted.
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There are no journal bearing wedges, but the solid brass bear-

ing fits the inside contour of the top of the box. The dust

guards are in two pieces, being parted on the horizontal center

line of the axle and having springs at the top and bottom

which keep the joints closed. The dust guards are made of

two thiclcncsses of heavj- sole leather with canvass between

and the edges bound in sheet steel. Oil is poured into the

boxes through spots cast on the low'er halves and is fed to the

journals through large wicks. The suspension springs are

of the semi-elliptic type seated on the journal boxes and
connecting to cast steel brackets on the pedestal sills by pins

and forged links.

Brakes.—The car is equipped w'ith clasp brakes, cast iron

shoes and National Steel Car Company's patented trussed

beams. The brakes are operated from the guerite by a ver-

tical hand wheel, which is bevel geared to the vertical screw

shaft. The screw shaft nut is connected through forged

links to a bell crank just under the end sill, and this bell

crank actuates the main brake connecting rod.

The total pressure on the brake shoes with a stated force

bers. The upper door guide on the door is a 2-in. by lJ/2-in.

by 5/16-in. rolled steel angle extending the full width of the

door and riveted to the top of the door frame. The above

guide slides between two rolled steel angles, which are sup-

ported on cast steel brackets on the side of the car.

The door is fastened by an outside drop forged hook which
drops into a cast steel keeper in the door post. The hook
can also be operated from the inside by a cast iron handle.

The door is stopped at the back by a malleable hook which
wedges into a stop on tlie door post and forces the door close

in toward the body of the car. The shutters are of pressed

steel, sliding in grooves on side posts, and they are operated

by pivoted handles which drop down within reach of the

operator when standing on the ground. The height of the

sliutter can be regulated by three forged pegs in the side

washer plates which fit in a slot in the shutter handle.

The side door posts are 3-in. by 3-in. by *^-in. rolled steel

angles and the intermediate side posts are 3-in. by 2j4-in. by
5/16-in. steel tees. The corner posts are made up of one
3-in. by 2'/;-in. by 5/16-in. tee and one Zyi-in. by l-'^-in. by

Frg. A—Du Nord Railway Box Car With the Guerite

applied at the brake wheel must equal 70 per cent, of the

loaded weight of the car. This is very greatly in excess of

braking power as applied on cars in America, which is calcu-

lated on the basis of the light weight of the car.

Side and End Framing.—Each side of the car has one slid-

ing door mounted on bottom rollers with a rolled steel angle

track and four shutters. The door frames are of 2^4 -in. by
lj4-in- rolled steel angles welded in the corners. The out-

side flange of the angle is exposed with wood sheathing fit-

ted to the inside of the frame. A vertical tee of 3-in. by 2JS-
in. by 6.1-lb. rolled steel section forms a center brace on the

outside of the door, and all corners are securely tied with
flat steel gussets. The bottom corner gussets are pressed to

form tlie outside half of the roller sheave and track guide.

Horizontally across the center of the door frame and on the

outside is riveted a flat steel bar which ties the side niem-

5/16-in. angle on die outside at each corner and one 2j4-tn.

by lJ/2-in. by 3/16-in. rolled angle on the inside of the

sheathing. Side diagonal braces of 3%-in. by S/16-in. steel

plates run from the foot of the door posts to join the comer
posts just below the bottom of the shutter openings. The
side plates are 2J--2-in. by l.}4-in. by 5/16-in. rolled steel

angles extending the full length of the car and are gusseted

to the end plates and steel carlines. They are reinforced

above the door with 5/16-in. by 5J,s-in. plate. The end
plates are of the same section as tlie side plates. The end
posts are deformed I-beams, which extend from the bottom
of the end sills to the steel end plates. The spacing of the

end posts of the guerite end of the car is wider than at tlie

plain end, and to them is riveted the pressed steel cantilever

which supports the guerite frame. Two end diagonals of

3'8-in. by 5/16-in. flat steel bars cross at each end of the car
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on the outside of the sheathing. The feet of these diagonals

are blanked out of plates and welded to the bars, being illus-

trative of standards of work on European freight cars. The
side and end boards are ship lapped fir. The thickness of

the boards for a distance of o/}^ in. above the floor line is

1 3/16 in.; above that point they are "'s in. thick.

Roof.—Tongued and grooved roof boards 9/16 in. thick

are screwed direct!)' to the wood carlines and end plates. Four

of the wood carlines bolt to steel carlines formed by bending

2-in. by l'/4-in. by '4-in. rolled steel angles. The wooden

end plates rest on and Ijolt to the steel end plates. On top

of and bolted to the rolled angle side plate is a yellow pine

side plate of substantial section, into which is dove-tailed the

ends of all wooden carlines. This side plate is under-cut for

the full length to receive the top edge of a door hcxxl or

eave strip of No. 16 galvanized steel about 8 in. wide. This

forms an effective roof projection across door and shutter

openings.

Gueriie.—The construction of this cab is most elaborate

and expensive, and it is hard for Americans to see the neces-

sity for any such quarters for a brakeman. The guerite is

framed of oak with tongued and grooved sheathing, drop

sash in front and hinged sash in the rear just over the body

roof, glazed doors and upholstered seats. There are two

pivoted seats to each guerite and they are counter balanced

with heavy castmgs which swing the seats up and out of the

wav when unoccupied. All of the framing, sashes and doors

are mortised and tenoned and glued together. Steel framed

stairs with forged hand rails on either side afford acc&ss to

the guerite.

NORD RAILWAY OF FRANCE CARS

During the winter of 1915 and 1916 the same company
built 1,300 four-wheel, steel frame freight cars of the same

capacity and of similar size for the British War Office for

use in France. The cars were built to the du Nord Rail-

way of France drawings. Twelve hundred of these cars were

of the plain type, as shown in Fig. 3, and the remaining

hundred were equipped with the guerite, or brakeman's box,

as shown in Fig. 4.

The cars shown in Fig. 3 are equipped with foot lever

brakes located at diagonally opposite sides and breaking on

two wheels per car. The guerite type cars are equipped with

a screw brake and brake beam very similar to American rail-

road practice. In service a train is made up of one car of the

guerite type to ten or twelve of the plain cars. The brake

on the guerite type of car is of the screw type and very pow-
erful. It is designed to exert a force through the brake shoes

on the wheels of approximately 70 per cent of the gross

weight of the car, that is, including the load. The foot levers

on the plain t\'pe of cars are seldom used on the road. They
are used mostly in the yards. This brake will be noticed

in the lower left hand corner of Fig. 3, and it is applied by

the brakeman running alongside of the car and dropping the

foot lever from its safety catch. To apply the brake, the

brakeman stands on the end of this lever, which projects be-

yond the end of the car.

There is a ratchet device very similar to that used in

American practice, used on the screw brake of the guerite

type of car. It has a helical spring applied to the brake mast,

the function of which is to unwind the brake automatically

upon the release of the ratchet. This ratchet dog is usually

operated from the brakemen's cab, but it is also arranged to

be released from the inside of the car by a conductor's cord,

extending through the end of the car and attached to the dog.

The superstructure of these cars consists of a steel frame
with 1-in. tongue and groo\e single lining. The cleats

shown on the side of the car in Fig. 3, are riveted to the side

sill midway betw'een each side post to prevent the l>ottom post

from bulging when carrying grain, etc. The small plate in

the center of the panel on either side of the side doors is

provided to secure a staple for hitching cattle when the cars

are used in such service.

The roof of these cars is made up of angle carlines covered

with roof board, on the top of which are applied flat gal-

vanized steel roof sheets running crosswise of the car and

butting over the center of each angle carline. This joint is

laid in thick lead paint, on top of which is applied the

wooden roof cleats, which are securely bolted through the

roof board to the carlines. The underframe is of all-steel

construction.

The material on these cars conforms to the best Ameri-

can railroad practice, the British War Department having

specified, in nearly all cases, the Canadian Pacific Railway's

standard material specifications. The inspection of the

work during the process of manufacture was carried on by
the Grand Trunk Railway System. These cars were shipped

from the works of the National Steel Car Company kncKked
down and were erected in France. They were painted with

colors suitable to produce a khaki effect when the final coat

was applied "somewhere in France."

DRAFT ARM OF ROLLED STEEL
More than a year ago the E. J. & E. designed a draft arm

made of plate and structural shapes for reinforcing some
of the company's wooden box cars of 80,000 lb. capacity.

A large number of these draft arms have been constructed

at the company's shops at Joliet and applied to cars as

they came in for repairs. In the design care was taken to

provide ample sectional area over the bolster and extreme
stiffness between the bolster and the draft gear.

The section extending over the bolster is made of a 5^ -in.

steel plate 26 in. wide at the bolster and tapering behind
the draft lugs to a width of 19 in. Two 8-in., 16-lb.

channels are riveted to this plate, with the flanges turned
outward. The draft lug castings, for double spring gear

are riveted to the backs of the channels. Behind the lug

TSITTT L-rJ- K11 "1 ,".,- r:^^
1 1—,—
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Rolled Steel Draft Arm for the E. J. &. E.

castings the channels are reinforced with 6-in. by 3-in. by
^g-in. angles riveted to the inside faces, with the flanges

extending outwardly. The angles are connected by a J^-in.

plate riveted to the bottom flanges which stiffens the mem-
ber at this point and also keeps the channels from spread-

ing.

A 4-in. by 4-in. by -J^j-in. channel is riveted to the

upper side of the draft plate outside the end sill and
carries a f^-in. by 6-in. plate e.xtending across the end sill.

Four of the truss rods pass through this plate. Across the

end of the channels is fastened a 4-in. by 2J^:4-in. by -J^-in.

angle with the longer leg horizontal which acts as a striking

l)lock. A short section of 2J/j-in. by 3-in. by ^-in. angles

is riveted to the end of each channel between the flanges and
-J'4-in. by 5-in. plates are riveted to these angles to support

the carrier iron.
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SAFE LIFE OF AIR BRAKE HOSE*

There are many angles to the question of the safe life

of an air brake hose, but, generally speaking, the life is

what we make it. From our researches we are led to the

belief that the greater portion of air hose failures is due to

the destructive practice of pulling them apart, "cornering"

cars while switching, couplers passing, etc. While all rail-

road companies have in their standard code of rules one

prohibiting the pulling apart of air hose, this rule is not

generally enforced, and hose are therefore subjected to abuses

which shorten their life materially. In order to determine

the average safe life of an air hose in actual service; or, in

other words, the time that should he allowed to elapse after

hose are put into service before they are removed thereby

anticipating possible hose failures, inspections and records

were made of a total number of 2,500 hose that were re-

moved on account of being burst, and also inspections of

5,000 hose which were still in service. As there is such

variation evidenced in the number of months' average serv-

ice as between various groups of hose examined, the record

of the burst hose is given in the several groups in w-hich

the examinations were made.

Number c
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exposure to the elements detrimental to the materials of

which the hose is constructed.

Second: Pulling hose apart instead of uncoupling by
hand, "cornering" cars, etc., which has such a destructive

effect on the inner lining of the hose, this lining being really

the life of the hose itself.

Third, and last but not by no means least: the specifica-

tions under which some of the hose are manufactured. This
is not intended as a reflection on the specifications and tests,

but we have information from one of the large manufactur-
ers that to follow specifications to the strict letter would re-

sult in a hose of inferior quality at times and the manufac-
turer, therefore, in order to give a reasonable term of service,

must use his best judgment in modifying the specifications

in certain particulars.

The hose made to specification are not guaranteed for a

definite term of service, and so long as the test specimens

pass the required tests, there is nothing else demanded of

the manufacturer. However, the materials may not at times

be those that will age the best.

Another question might be asked: What can be done to

increase the life of the hose?

First: With hose of the present manufacture begin the

life saving in the hose mounting room. The nipple ends

should be rounded off smooth. The hose clamps used in

mounting should be flexible and should not be used after

they have elongated sufficiently to allow the shoulders to

come together when clamping the hose, Particular care

should be exercised in mounting hose to see that the lining

is not damaged.
Second : Every effort should be made to stop the abuse

of hose while switching and have the hose parted by hand.

Third: Hose should be purchased from manufacturers
whose product gives the best general results; and in order

to give an idea of how far reaching this may be, the follow-

ing data of the life of a number of hose of different makes
is offered.

The name of the manufacturer is unnecessary, because

any air brake man or engineer of tests can in a very few
days obtain the same data on his own lines. The table fol-

lows:
Number of Hose Average

Manufacturer.
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SIDE BEARING LOCATION*
BY LEWIS K. SILLCOX

Mechanical Engineer, Illinois Central

One of tlie refinements in the design of the average freight

truck whicli seems to seldom receive definite attention and

from the tendency of practice followed in certain sections of

the countrj', it would appear as being entirely misunderstood,

is the matter of the proper location of side bearings. The
real truth of the matter has been forced on some roads

through their experience with the derailment of locomotive

tenders and it is made a live issue in this class of equipment

principally because there is- more liability for obtaining a

higher center of gravity than is possible in the case of the

iofS.B
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Fig. 1

usual freight car; the high center of gravity causing a great

tendency for the equipment to roll dangerously. There is,

generally speaking, only one remedy for such cases and that

is to decrease the distance between the centers of the side

bearings and this has been successful in eliminating the

difficulty mentioned in most cases.

Derailments occurring in the case of freight equipment

cars are so few considering the total number of cars handled

that we are often led to believe that the location of the side

bearings has nothing to do with the case. The raised outer

rail of curved track is illustrative of track out of line, espe-

cially with respect to slow moving equipment. The same

conditions may prevail at any point where the relative ele-

Ceiiier to Center of Ifttils -- 6

Diagonal Distance

-

Between Bearing Points

of Opposite Wheels £
Fig. 2

vation of the rails is not uniform, because of soft spots in

the track or improper ballasting.

The discussion of conditions, so far, brings up the study

of the suliject with respect to how far it is possible to trans-

fer the loading to one side of the truck and still not reach

the danger point, there not being enough load on the opposite

side to liold the forward wheel to the rail when negotiating

a curve, the forward wheel acting as a guiding element for

the whole truck.

The load placed upon the guiding wheel to hold it down
is in proportion to the total load carried by the wheel, which

From a paper presented before the Car Foremen's Association of
Cliicago.

acts vertically to prevent the wheel climbing the rail. This
resultant is influenced very materially by the distance from
center to center of the side bearings. In order to appreciate

this, we will consider the centers of the side bearings directly

over the centers of the rails. In the case of a curve where the

outer rail is elevated the inner side bearing is thrown over

towards the outside of the rail. But this inner bearing is

carrying the load and with its center approaching a point

outside of the rail, it naturally follows that none of the

weight of the car body is carried by the opposite wheels and
therefore, no assistance is rendered these wheels in bringing

them to bear on the rail. Fig. 1 shows this condition.

Assuming W equal to the weight on the left side bearing,

P (16,200 lb.) equal to the weight on the right side bearing,

B, the distance between the center line of the right side bear-

ing and the point of bearing of the wheel on the rail, and L
equal to the distance between the center lines of the rails,

we have, under the above conditions, the following:

vv B w o.s
= or = or W = — 135 lb.

P L 16200 59

Now if the side bearings were spaced 54 in. center to

center B would equal 29.5 — 27. := 2.5 and
vv n w 2.5

or W :

59
687 lb.

n

P " L 16200

Still again with side bearing 48 in. apart B would be 29.5

24 = S.S and
w B W 5.5

~ L
or W = 1510 lb.

V L 16200 59

From the above, it is evident that in order to obtain any

Horizonial Force^

^89.4 Horizonial Force
^

>\

^Verfical Force

54"Bearings 48 "Searings

Fig. 3

pressure on the guiding wheel in the case of cars engaging
curves with elevated rails, or rough track where the surface

of the rails is not uniform, it is first necessary to have the

working position of the side bearing inside the line of sup-

port or rail.

In order to obtain a practical idea of the problem under
discussion a 40-ton car was selected and weighed on a section

of scale track having a 2-in. elevation, this height being con-

sidered as representing the full compression of the springs

with the initial side bearing clearance added; thus throwing

the load off the center and entirely on the side bearing. The
results obtained were as follows:

With side bearings spaced 60 in. center to center the

weight registered was 3,100 lb. With side bearings spaced

48 in. center to center the load registered on scales was ap-
proximately 5,000 lb.

The light weight of the car was 45,000 lb. with trucks

registering 6,300 lb. each and the car body 32,400 lb. Being

a car of rigid construction, it was possible for the diagonally

opposite side bearings to carry the entire load, 16,200 lb.

going to each. The difference in the amount of weight trans-

fer, as between the car with 60 in. and 48 in. spread of side

bearings, amounted to:
1.900

5.000 lb. — 3.100 lb. = 1,900 lb., or = 12 per cent.
16,200

When the car is standing normally on level track, we
should e.xpect to carry die total light weight of the body on
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the truck center plates and there is a distance of approxi-

mately 30 in. from the middle of the center plate to the center

of the rail or support. At a distance 6 in. in along the

bolster from the side bearing it was possible to transfer 12

per cent of the total load to the other wheel, or 2 per cent

for every inch the side bearing was moved in toward the

center. This rate of increase would probably be steadily

maintained until the large bearing of the center plate equal-

ized the loading, as in most cases it acts for a distance of

about 5 in. all around the center.

Referring to Fig. 2 the following is assumed:

A =: Horizontal pressure between the wheel and the rail.

B = Vertical load of the wheel on the rail.

C = Wheel base = 66 in.

D ~ Weight on pivot wheel.

E = Distance between the bearing points of diagonally opposite wheels on
the rails = 89.4 in.

F = Adhesion between wheel and rail = 21 per cent of the load.

G = Center to center of rails = 4 ft. 8!/i in. -f '/j in. -H 3 in. = 60 in.

As Stated above there is no transfer of load from the in-

side bearing to the outside bearing when the bearings are 60

in. apart and that there is 2 per cent of the load transferred

for ever\' inch the side bearings are moved towards the center.

With a car weighing (light) 45,000 lb., of which 12,600 lb.

is the weight of the trucks and 32,400 lb. the weight of the

body, we have for 54-in. side bearing spread

32,400

those having a high center of gravity, is to lurch towards the

inner side of the curve, or the side where a low spot in the

track occurs, and unless the forces acting at the side bearings

are so applied as to prevent the guiding wheel from being

relieved of sufficient loading to allow it to nose over the rail,

great risk of derailment obtains.

Side bearing travel can be approximately calculated as

follows : Multiply the distance in feet from center to center

of trucks bv the distance in inches from the center of the

truck to the center of the side bearing, then divide this

product by the radius in feet of the curve.

X .06 = 972 lb.

of the weight of the car body going to the guiding wheels.

For the 48-in. spread of side bearings we have

32,400
X .12 = 1.944 lb.

2

of the weight of the car body going to the guiding wheels.

This is based on results obtained from the actual tests men-

tioned above. Therefore, the weight on the pivot wheel D
(Fig. 2) for the 60-in spread of side bearings* is

45.000
^ 2 = 11,250 lb.

2

For the 54-in. spread of side bearing spread this weight

will be
11,250 — 972 = 10,278 lb.

and for the 48-in. side bearing spread this weight will be

11.250 — 1.944 = 9.306 lb.

The horizontal force acting at the guiding wheel with the

S4-in. spacing is equal to:

, (D X C) -I- (B X G) •V

f(b + ; = 0.21

/ (10.278 X 66) + (972 X 60) ^
t,935 Ih.

^ 89.4

The horizontal force acting at the guiding wheel with the

54-in. spacing is equal to:

((9.306 X 66) -I- (1,944 X 60) \
1,944 -I J = 2,125 lb.

89.4

The graphical chart (Fig. 3) shows how the forces were

practically balanced with a spacing of 48 in. in centers.

From the above comparison, it may be noted that by mov-

ing the side bearing only 3 in. in on each side of the car here

considered (i. e. 54-in. to 48-in. centers) it is possible prac-

tically to equalize the vertical and horizontal forces.

The preceding figures have simply dealt with the light car

body and trucks" without load. As the vertical forces increase,

it will be noted that a tendency prevails to accentuate the

horizontal forces acting between the rail and the wheel flange,

causing them to be more severe. As long as the capacity of

the springs is not exceeded, they will prevent the side bear-

ings from carrying the total load, a considerable proportion

will be carried by the center plate and consequently dis-

tributed to the wheels on the far side of the truck. The

great tendency, however, for most loaded cars, especially

"The light weight of the entire car was used in tlie above instead of

considering the light weight of the cnr body and the trucks separately, to

make the problem simpler.

MECHANICS OF THE CHILLED IRON
WHEEL*

Chilled iron possesses inherent qualities which are not

found in other metals and its principal characteristics are

its ability to carry any load that can be supported by the

steel rail without crushing or flowing.

The mechanics of the chilled wheel have never been in-

vestigated except in a very superficial way. The funda-

mental properties of chilled iron, such as specific gravity,

modulus of elasticity for varying tensile strengths, action

under repeated stresses, relation of operating conditions to

temperature stresses, etc., are not established. If the prop-

erties of chilled iron were fully understood and properly

used in the wheel, a large return on the meager expendi-

ture for investigation would flow in upon the manufacturers

in the wav of increased profits and to the railroads in the

way of reduced costs.

The loads carried by the wheels and rails have been con-

stantly increasing and the question now arises—are we near-

ing the limit for wheel loads? If so, what is the determin-

ing factor? What margin still remains for further increases,

in bearing power of the metal of wheel and rail, in flange

strength, in web and hub? These are the questions we pro-

pose to answer by considering each part of the wheel sepa-

rately.

Bearing Power.—The bearing power of iron or steel is

largely controlled by the carbon content and naturally since

the tread of the cast iron wheel contains 3'/2 per cent of

carbon it has a much greater bearing power than the rail

which contains less than one per cent of carbon. A 33-in.

chilled iron wheel will not perceptibly flatten under a load

of 250,000 lb., which is 8 or 10 times the present maxi-

mum wheel load. Chilled iron wheels are in common use

carrying 100,000 lb. or more under large cranes, unloading

bridges, transfer tables, hydraulic locks, etc. To carry these

loads wide special flat-top rails are necessary.

The ordinary railroad rail with a 12-in. top radius will

develop a permanent set when the indentation of the wheel

into the rail amounts to .007 in. If we assume that the

maximum load carried in rapidly moving service should not

cause when at rest an indentation greater than one-half this

amount, the limiting loads from the rail standpoint are

readily calculated by the formula L = 1,500,000 d V^O
in which L equals load, d equals indentation into the rail

and D ec|uals diameter of the wheels. In this formula the

pressure per square inch over the area of contact between

wheel and rail is taken at 100,000 lb. per sq. inch. The
limiting loads for various diameters of wheels are:

42 in. wheels 34,000 lb.

36 in. wheels 31,500 lb.

33 in. wheels 30.200 lb.

30 in. wheels 28.800 lb.

As far as the bearing power of chilled iron is concerned

there is no indication of nearing the wheel load limit.

The Fliiiige.—The pressure which the flange must resist

in guiding the truck around curves is equal to -)4 'he wheel

load, provided the track is perfect and the cars are in g(X)d

" .Abstract of a ioint -iddress delivered before the Railway Club of Pitta-

burgh by (Jeorge W. f-yndon. president, and F. K. Vial. consultinR engineer,
representing the Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Iron Wheels.
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condition. The pressure is not influenced by the degree of miles, the maximum stresses developed near the intersection
curve, velocity, centrifugal force or obliquity of traction, but of plates were found to be:
an allowance must be made for impacts originating from ir-

5 „;,„ „„ ,,„„^ ,„ ^^^ 1^ ^^^ ^^ .^

regularities in track and locked side bearings and center 10 miles per hour i.'.ooo ib. per sq. in.

plates, which added to the curve pressure will make the 3? ™|lel per tX;:::;;;;: :::: :;;.;: .'iS lb! wr sq! IS;

total maximum lateral pressure against the flange 1 V2 times tn "'^l'^"
per hour 21,000 ib. per sq. in.... ^ •^ ei / -^ 3U miles per hour 54 tuu) ik „-.- en in

the wheel load, or 18,000 lb. for the 30-ton car and 46,500 c-- , I
lb. for the 8S-ton car.

^'"'^'^ '"^ above is a greater retardation than is required

It is unreasonable to suppose that a flange designed for an
^°'' controlling 30-ton cars it is evident that if the shoe pres-

18,000 lb. pressure will have the same factor of safety for
«">£ could be made uniform on all wheels of the train there

46,500 lb. pressure, in fact the thickness of flange was de-
^'°""* ^^. "" o/er-heatmg of wheels but there are so many

veloped when flange pressure did not exceed 8,000 lb. It is
oPPort"n"'«s for irregularities in service that at least 200

just as necessary to increase the flange section as to increase P*;"" '^'^"' ^""^'^ '"'^ theoretical retardation required must be

all other sections of the wheel, when increased duty is im- ', '^".
'"f°

consideration when designing wheels. The test

posed. Notwithstanding the fact that the Master Car
f.'-'°

'"
'J^^'^.'^

'"'^ Sreat benefit of thermal or cooling sta-

Builders' Association in its latest report stated that no in-
"°"^- ^l^'^'ns standards for the car wheel without refer-

creased flange width was necessarv, this matter is by no
'^"ce to fundamental principles is absolutely unjustifiable,

means settled as far as other associations are concerned, and I
"'^>' ^"^ f^nl^'y that the work which has been done

a movement is again started to determine whether the hun-
f°.'' '"*= P^^}- c'ght years by our association, in conjunction

dreds of thousands of flanges that are now in use (which "''f
committees and other associations with which we have

are wider than the present M. C. B. standard flange) are not
^'^ '° ^'^^^' "^^ "Ot yielded us material results; nevertheless

entirely in harmony with present track standards^
"^^ ^''^'^ ^one along in our work, firmly believing that we

When this question is answered, we will have an oppo-
^'^''^ "" '"e right track and that sooner or later our recom-

tunity to present to the Master Car Builders' Association a
^enclations would be endorsed.

flange with a factor of safety proportional to the load carried,

which is not a difficult proposition and which from an en- GUT JOURNAL—OWNER'S DEFECT*
gineering standpoint is demanded.

by f H hanson
Stresses Withw the Plate or n>6.—The University of A.si«.„, M.xer c.r Builder. Ne» York c.mr.i. ci.vei.nd. Ohio

Illinois has undertaken a thorough analysis of the properties

of chilled iron and of the stresses within the wheel originat- .

^^^ ^" ''""w the question of hot boxes and cut journals

ing from all conditions that can arise in service as far as
'* °"^ ""' '* ^' *'^ present time giving the railroads through-

thev can be duplicated in the laboratorv. These items in-
°"' '"'' country an unusual amount of worry on account of

elude specific gravitv, co-efficient of expansion bv heat, mod- "^^ enormous amount of business they are handling, Ev-

ulus of elasticitv, tensile and compressive strengths, stresses
'^''>' *^"°''.^ possible is being put forth by some roads to over-

in the wheel originating from pressing on the axle, from ™""^ ""^ trouble by using the best steel axles, journal bear-

vertical load, from side pressure on the flange, and from '"SS' etc., that can be procured; also by giving special at-

difference in temperature between the tread and the plate,
'ention to truck defects, endeavoring to put the wheels and

Tests are also to be made to discover the probable difference
''-^'cS' Journals, journal boxes and contained parts in the best

in temperature between the tread and the plate for con-
of condition Some roads have installed a system of peri-

tinuous application of various brake shoe pressures at vari-
odical repacking of boxes on their cars at which time all

ous velocities. An indication of the magnitude of the i°"''"^^ bearings and journal bearing keys are removed and

stresses within the wheel already has been determined as
"^imined^ journal boxes cleaned, dust guards and journals

follows:
exanuned, and any of these parts that are found defective

From pressing on an axle having a 7-in. wheel fit at 60-
sufficient to lie condemned are replaced. The boxes are then

tons pressure, 18,000 lb. compression per square inch is de-
repacked with fresh packing. The cost of repacking varies

veloped in the single plate; the greatest tensile stress is in "^vu-i"
-^ ,

^^'^ '^^^' according to the capacity,

the hub. If the machine work is fairly well done these .'^'''^ '^ '^ "'*^ opinion of some that the majority of our

stresses are symmetrical, but if the wheel is irregularly
''°' oo.xes are caused by the so-called lack of attention on the

machined, the stresses will be bunched and necessarilv greater P'"'' °\ ™c nandling line, I cannot agree that this is the

than normal, being at times sufficient to burst the hub. Un- '^?^'^- ^ °° claim, however, that if the proper attention is

der a vertical load of 200,000 lb. the maximum compressive f
^*^" *°/, packing of boxes it will avoid some of our hot

stress occurs on the radial line between the rail and the hub
'"''' troubles. On the other hand, I claim that the majoritv of

amounting to about 18,000 lb. in the 725 lb. M. C. B. wheel; °^^ "°' °°-'^'=s and cut journals are caused by mechanical de-

the tensile stresses in the tangential direction are about 12,-
'^cts that cannot be detected with the naked eye at the time

000 lb. These stresses alternate at each revolution of the °' application or by ordinary inspection, Imt after being put

wheel. The maximum stresses are in the front plate. In '" service, they develop, resulting in hot boxes. Some of

the back plate the load stresses are practically nil.
'""^^c defects are cracked brasses, loose lining, shell back

The stresses from vertical load within the limits of rail-
'grasses which crush when under load, pitted bearing surfaces

way practice are practicallv negligible.
caused by improper pouring of the brass and babbitt com-

The greatest stresses, and therefore the most important are
POsHion, filled bras.ses, malleable iron skeleton back keys,

the temperature stresses; for example, a 625 Ib. wheel was etc.

placed in a brake shoe testing machine and operated at vari- ^^'c have found when filled brasses and skeleton back
ous velocities under a continuous shoe pressure of 1,500 keys are used (which is quite frequent) that these keys work
lb.; this corresponds to the retardation required for a 50- '"'o the roof of the journal box and in some cases become
ton car on a 3 per cent grade when operated at 5 m. p. h.

|ocked, crowding the journal bearing to the collar of the

and on a 2 per cent grade when operated at 50 m. p. h.
journal producing abnormal end wear and often a hot box.

Thermo-couples were placed J/ in. under the surface of the "^^is working into the top of the journal box or wearing
tread, under the rim, at the plate intersection and in the ^"''y °f ''le top lugs is sufficient cau.se for the scrapping of

hub. The.se couples were connected by brushes to a collec- cine or both parts, and if not done will soon cause a hot box.

tor ring insulated from the axle so that temperatures could ^^ addition to these defects that cannot be detected by or-

be taken from any part of the wheel at any time without dinary inspection there are many others that are contr'ibut-

Stopping the machine. After running the equivalent of 25 • From a discussion before the Niagara Frontier Car Men's .\5socia.ioi,."
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ing factors towards hot ho.\es. Some of the most important

of these are broken or defective boxes allowing the oil to

leak out, box lids and dust guards missing or defective,

broken truck bolsters and spring planks, side bearings with

insufficient clearance which jjrevents the alinement of the

truck thus causing undue strain on the bearings, rough cast-

ings such as truck side frames and journal bo.xes not prop-

erly machined causing the boxes to tilt, journals not prop-

erly finished on new eciui])ment, etc. It is a well known fact

that defective journals unless running hot cannot be de-

tected in interchange. Also it is known that journal bear-

ings that are rejected at the manufacturers by our material

inspectors for minor defects and non-gaging are purchased

and used by certain railroads and private car lines.

In order to know the true condition of the bearings in

some of our cars, we had a record taken of the different

defects found when examining the bearings while cars were

undergoing repairs, and out of a total of 5,668 bearings

examined, 116 or 2 per cent were defective, due to the fol-

lowing defects: Uneven bearings caused by defective arch

bars or truck sides, end wear, due to trucks being out of

alinement (in some cases the end wear was so great as to

greatly reduce the area of the bearing surface), babbitt worn

thin and cracked w'ith pieces becoming loose and dislocated.

This seems to show clearly some of the defects that do

actually exist which cannot be detected by ordinary inspec-

tion, but which will soon cause a hot box and perhaps a cut

journal, and when this does occur it should be properly

chargeable to the car owner. This, I claim, also shows the

necessity of removing and examining these parts at certain

intervals, which is not being done by some car owners.

To verify this, we recently had the packing removed from

about 200 foreign cars and found 28 cars with the packing

in very bad condition, and which might be termed as worn

out. Out of the 28 cars 9 were private lines cars, which

had recently been given a general overhauling as follows:

One in December, 1916, and eight in January, 1917.

These conditions plainly show no attention, whatever,

had been given to the condition of the boxes on these nine

cars when they were in the shops for repairs. Is it not fair

to assume that if cut journals were at this time a car owner's

defect that the trucks under these nine cars would have been

given the necessary attention by the owners when giving the

cars general repairs? The packing at least would have been

given the necessary attention. The old saying of "An ounce

of prevention is worth a pound of cure" applies as fully

in such cases as any that could be cited.

Again, some car owners are still using wrought iron

axles, and it is claimed to be almost impossible to manu-
facture wrought iron axles that are free from seams owing

to the character of the scrap iron used in them. It has also

been stated that in Europe, where the low carbon steel

axle is used, they seldom have a hot journal, and conse-

quently it seems to be the opinion of some axle manufac-

turers that the softer texture of steel would tend to reduce

the liability of hot journals. All of which goes to show that

the majority of hot boxes are caused by some mechanical

defect or combination of defects.

One of the important decisions made by the M. C. B.

Arbitration Committee is its interpretation of Rule 85, as

shown in M. C. B. Circular 20, making the car owner respon-

sible for a cut axle caused by a brake chain or brake rod

bearing on the axle. If a defect of this kind that is plainly

visible and might be attributed to the carelessness or neglect

of the handling line in not properly adjusting the brake rods,

brake chain, etc., has been placed among the car owners'

defects, surely the time has come for the cut journal caused

by concealed mechanical defects to also be made an owner's

responsibility.

Consider the case of a car received at an interchange

point with no evidence of any defect. Suppose the boxes

of this car are given attention and the brasses and keys from

all outward appearances are in good condition. The pack-

ing is thoroughly stirred and additional packing or oil is

added, if needed. The car goes forward, but after running

a few miles a hot box develops, and on examining the brass

and journal it is found that a new brass is needed, which

is applied, and a bill rendered against the car owner, which

is proper. Carry tliis case a little further, and suppose, on

examining the journal, it is found to be cut. Then, accord-

ing to the present M. C. B. rules this pair of wheels must

be removed, tlie journal turned up and replaced or another

pair of wheels applied in their stead at the cost of the

handling line.

With all fairness to both the car owner and the handling

line—is it fair to penalize the handling line in such cases?

Surely it cannot be attributed to lack of attention on the

part of the handling line, and if not, it certainly should be

an owner's defect. When it is made an owner's defect, I

claim we will soon see an improvement in the condition of

the boxes, for the ovNTiers will then pay some attention to

these conditions, knowing that any trouble they can prevent

due to hot boxes while car is on foreign line will prevent a

bill from being rendered against them. 1 further contend

that this w'ill work out to the best interests of both the

owner and handling line. The time has passed for us to

say that the majority of our hot boxes could be prevented

by the exercise of proper care by the handling line.

SAFETY HANGER FOR BRAKE RIGGING

The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern has applied to a large number
of its cars a simple and effective form of brake rigging safety

hanger. It is shown attached to a truck in the illustration.

The safety hanger is made of f^-in. plate, fitted over the

flange of the spring plank and having a hole through which

the bottom brake rod passes. While the design shows the

device applied to a truck having a spring plank composed

/Hall Une

Brake Rrgglng Safety Hanger

of two angle irons, a similar arrangement can be used on

trucks having spring planks of other types. The feature of

this type of safety hanger which makes its use particularly

advantageous is the fact that it affords protection to the brake

rigging from practically all failures. Whether the failure is

due to a bottom rod breaking, pins working out or the brake

hangers giving way, the safety hanger keeps the rigging

from dropping and being torn off or causing a derailment.

Technical Proprietv in Engineering Societies.—
However laudable may be the desire to maintain the pro-

ceedings of our great engineering societies on a high plane

of technical propriety, it cannot be denied, even though it

has been ignored in the past, that the engineer is everywhere

confronted in his work by the all-important question of

costs and balance sheets, and himself is usually under the

necessity of earning a livelihood by his profession. Hence,

an ostrich-like pretense that trade and finance have no con-

cern for him is mere affectation, and we are glad to see that

both the civil and electrical engineers have begun, somewhat
shjdy it may be, but effectively, to recognize their responsi-

bilities in this connection.

—

The Electrical Review (London.)



HANDLING RODS AT MACON SHOPS*
BY C. L, DICKERT

Superintendent of Shops, Central of Georgia, Macon, Ga.

When locomotives are stripped all rods, brasses, etc., are

sent to the cleaning vat for cleaning, being handled from the

engine to the vat by an overhead traveling crane. The clean-

ing vat is located at the end of the erecting shop. All parts

that are to be cleaned are placed in a basket large enough to

hold all parts from one locomotive. This basket is placed

in the vat in the afternoon and allowed to soak over night.

The first thing the next morning the basket is removed and

Chuck for Slotting the Strap Fit In the Main Rod Brasses

placed on the floor and the parts are washed with clear

water. The rods are then delivered by a special gang of

laborers to the rod gang, where they are thoroughly inspected

for cracks, worn eyes, worn or cracked straps. If the rods

or straps are bent they are sent to the smith shop for straight-

ening. If the straps are worn they are sent to the smith shop

to be closed and they are re-slotted when heavy enough to

be reworked. When they are cracked or are too light new
straps are made. We do not weld cracks in the rods or

straps. Where the rod eyes or knuckle pin holes are

worn they are carried to a horizontal boring bar by a traveling

crane, and the rod eyes are bored true and the knuckle pin

holes are reamed.

Before the rods are removed from the pins, when strip-

ping the locomotive, the foreman or some competent man
determines whether or not the bushings need renewing. If

all or part of the bushings are good, the foreman notifies the

leading man in the rod gang. This eliminates the neces-

sity of the rod gang men calipering the pins to see whether

or not the bushings need renewing. Frequently rod bush-

ings are applied in the roundhouse just before the locomo-

tive goes to the back shop and do not need renewing. When
the collars are removed from the crank pins, it takes but a

few minutes to inspect the bushings. When new bushings

or main rod brasses are needed, a storehouse ticket is issued

giving the pattern number of the brass. This ticket is

placed in a ticket receiving box, several of which are con-

veniently located throughout the shops. Messenger boys

from the store department visit these ticket boxes every

twenty-five minutes during the day, gathering up tickets and

•Entered,in the Rod Job Competition.

taking them to the store house. The store house force fills the

orders and delivers them promptly to the department order-

ing the material. If the material wanted is not on hand the

store house clerk writes on the ticket "Not on hand" and re-

turns it to the foreman issuing the ticket.

All rod, knuckle bushings and main rod brasses are

turned and bored on a Bullard boring mill. We find that

tlie work can be done much quicker on this machine than
on an engine lathe. The main rod brasses are machined for

the strap fit on a Dill slotter, special chucks for the brasses

being fitted to the slotter. Better time is made on this

machine than can be made on a shaper. All rod strap bolts

up to and including lyi in. by 16 in. are turned on a Las-
sitter four-spindle bolt turning machine, and are carried in

the store stock. When bolts are needed for a set of rods,

they are cut to length on a bolt altering machine and
threaded in a bolt cutter.

All knuckle and wrist pin blanks are made on a 6-in.

Pond turret lathe and carried in stock. When they are

needed they are threaded and cut to length in the turret

lathe, leaving only the bearing and fits to be made. Knuckle
pins for all classes of locomotives have a taper for the fits

of 1J4 in- in 12 in.; the wrist pins have a taper of ^ in.

in 12 in. Having one taper for the fits on all classes of

locomotives makes less work for the tool room in the main-
tenance and manufacture of reamers. The rod keys are

forged on a drop hammer. The rod wedges are made of

cast steel. The rod wedge bolts are made on a turret lathe

and are carried in store stock.

The rods are forged from the best hammered iron and

CTlJI
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thev are machined in quantities and carried in store stock

being drawn when needed.

The machines in the rod group consists of one 18-in.

engine lathe, one shaper, one boring bill, one power press,

one cold saw, one drill press, one sensitive drill press, one

disc grinder, one swing grinder, one slab miller, one vertical

miller, two face plates and two work benches. All holes

are reamed with an air motor. The rod group is served by

the shop traveling crane and one jib crane. All rods are

lifted with cranes and handled between departments with

the Hunt system of industrial tracks. Thus the least pos-

sible amount of labor is required to handle the rods from

the time they are removed from the locomotive until they

are applied. When the rods are finished they are delivered

to the erecting shop b\' the department doing the work. This

method of handling simplifies deliveries, as each department

keeps the work moving and enables the foremen to keep

their departments clean.

HAND TOOLS AND SAFETY FIRST*

There are still many operations that require the use of

hand tools in a machine shop. Among these are filing,

chipping, benchwork in general, and blacksmithing. The

thought of danger is specially associated with moving ma-

chines, but although these do cause a great many accidents,

a surprisingly large proportion of the injuries received in

machine shops results from the use of hand tools.

The possibilities of accidents in connection with ma-

chines are easily apparent. The swift, untiring motion, and

the grinding, clattering, and whirring sounds, suggest re-

lentless force; and while machines are in motion, contact

of any portion of the human anatomy with certain parts of

the machines almost inevitably results in personal injury.

Carelessness niav or may not l^e an important factor in an

accident of this kind.

Hand tools, however, are apparently cjuite harmless; yet

(as stated aliove) they cause many accidents, and nearly

all such accidents may be fairly attriljuted to personal care-

lessness or neglect. Mishandling tools, neglecting to keep

them in good condition, and leaving them about in danger-

ous places, are forms of carelessness that cause trouble

sooner or later.

Suppose a machinist is about to file a piece of work in a

lathe. Handles come off from files quite frequently, and

tliey are not always easily found when wanted. In the

hypotlictical case that we have in mind, the machinist starts

to work with a file that is minus a handle. When working

clo.se to the lathe dog the end of the file is struck by the

dog and the pointed tang is forced backward into the man's

hand or wrist, or possibly into his abdomen if he is stand-

ing directly in line with the file. A similar accident may
occur while working at the licnch if the file lireaks, or if it

slips in the workman's hands, although the results are usual-

ly less serious in a case of this kind. Never use a file with-

out a handle.

A ])ainful accident sometimes occurs when a workman,

in attempting to drive a file more firmly into its handle,

grasps tlie tool by the handle instead of by the metal part.

A heavv file will sometimes drop out in a case of this kind,

remaining balanced in a vertical position on the bench for

a moment, so that the man's hand or wrist comes down
violently upon the sharp tang. In tightening a file by pound-

ing on the bench, (dtfays grasp it by the metal part, instead

of by the handle. Some shops use safety handles of special

design. In one form a hardened steel nut with sharp threads

is inserted in the handle, and the handle is twisted on with

considerable force. The sharp threads of the nut then cut

into the tang and hold it securely in place.

Another man may be setting up a large nut with an open-

• Taken from The Travelers Standard for July.

end wrench that is a trifle too large for the nut, or the jaws

of which have been battered or twisted out of shape by mis-

treatment. In either case the wrench is likely to slip off

the nut, and the workman's knuckles may come in contact

with some hard object and be cut and bruised, even if noth-

ing more serious occurs. Use a wrench that is in good con-

dition and of the proper size.

Workmen often use monkey-wrenches for hammering, and
thus damage the jaw's or the adjusting screws, so that when
the wrenches are put to their proper use the jaws slip around
the nuts and more knuckles are bruised and require atten-

tion. Never hammer with a monkey-wrench.

Similar bruises often result from applying monkey-
wrenches improperly. If the wrench is used in the posi-

tion shown in Fig. 1, for tightening a nut, the jaws are like-

ly to spread and to slip off the nut when force is exerted

upon the wrench handle. The correct method is shown in

Fig. 2. When the wrench is used in this way the pull on
the handle tends to tighten the jaws, and thus causes them
to grip the nut more firmly. As an additional precaution,

avoid using a monkey- wrench as a substitute for a socket

wrench, whenever possible.

A chipper who fails to wear goggles and to provide a
needed screen to protect other persons against flying chips

Fig. 1—Wrong Way Fig. 2—Right Way

from his work, has only himself to blame if the chips strike

his own eyes, or those of some other person, and cause pain-

ful injuries.

The danger associated with the use of punches, cold-

chisels, hand drills, and other similar tools, when the heads

are worn, burred, or "mushroomed," has been pointed out

by nearly every writer on safety topics. Men continue to

use these defective tools, however, and, as a result, from
time to time flying burrs or spalls that break off inflict cuts

and bruises on the arms or faces of the users, or of persons

near by. When the flying fragments of metal strike the eye,

the result is likely to be a permanent injury or even a total

loss of sight. Furthermore, when the tool being struck has

a burred head, the hammer is more likely to slip off and
injure the hand that is holding the tool. Have chisels and
other similar tools dressed whenever the heads are burred.

No workman should knowingly use a sledge hammer that

is loo.se on its handle or that has a split handle, nor any
other defective tool. If the tools are the individual property

of the workman, he should inspect them frequently and
have them put in good condition before using them; and if

they Ijelong to his employer he should notify the foreman
if they are defective, and insist on having safe implements.

A good plan is to have all hand tools, and particularly such
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tools as sledges and others with wooden handles, kept in the

tool room, to be checked out only when needed. In this

way one man—the tool-room keeper—can be made respons-

ible for seeing that no defective tool reaches the hands of a

workman.
Tools left lying in passageways, and near the edges of

platforms, benches, racks, and shelves, and on step-ladders,

are potential accident producers. "A place for everything,

and everything in its place" is the safe rule for sharp-

edged, heavy, and otherwise dangerous tools.

Insecurely placed work—perhaps a heavy casting or

forging—often falls from the bench, endangering the feet

and limbs of the workman. Avoid this danger by keeping

such objects in safe positions, and by properly supporting

or securing them, whenever necessary.

Every machinist doubtless knows that striking tempered

steel with a steel hammer or other steel or iron implement

endangers the eyes, but every little while somebody tempts

Providence by trying the experiment again.

When cutting a short piece from a rod or bar of metal

with a sledge and a blacksmith's cutter, the short end, when
severed, is likely to fly and injure someone, unless care is

used to strike lightly when the rod is nearly cut through.

The smith also knows (or should know) that to avoid flying

pieces he must stand at one side when doing this work.

Broken and bent tongs and tongs that do not fit the work

are unsafe. Repair all broken tongs at once, or put them

in a safe place where they will not be used. Don't hang
hot tongs in the rack, because someone may grasp them with

the intention of using them, and be severely burned.

Contrar)' to safe practice, pieces of hot metal are often

left lying about on anvils, benches, and other places, and
these may burn any person who attempts to pick them up.

Mark hot pieces in some unmistakable way, so that burns

from this cause will be avoided.

Finally, there is the ever-present danger of infection that

is associated with even the slightest wound or abrasion of

the skin. Such injuries are daily occurrences in machine
shops, and are often considered too trivial to require atten-

tion. Nevertheless, they frequently lead to serious cases of

blood poisoning.

The le.<;son that we desire to teach and to emphasize in this

article is "E.xercise greater care in the use of hand tools."

Forget the apparent harmlessness of these implements, and
remember the capacity that they have to cause suffering,

when mishandled or when used carelessly or negligently.

CONSERVE MATERIAL
The Seaboard .-Vir Line in its Store Department Bulletin

for Julv has made a ver>' strong appeal for the conserva-

tion of material. It applies so aptly to all railway shops

that it is reproduced, in part, below:

"Do you find the prices being lowered on any articles you

may buy for your personal use? On the other hand, they are

being constantly increased.

"The Sealjoard is feeling this same condition, and the

dollar it spends for material and labor does not go any

farther than your dollar. On the other hand, many of our

employees have received increases in wages, whereas the rail-

road must shoulder these increases in labor and material

and operate on the same rates. In the face of such con-

ditions, we must economize in the use of material in every

way.

"We can all do more than we have done. It has been

necessary on account of enormous increases in the price of

material to conserve it in every way. Practically every item

of material which we use can in Mme state be used for

war purposes. It is now a patriotic duty of every employee

to conserve iron, steel, lumber and other material, so that

any excess may be available for war purposes

—

do your bit.

"There is a serious shortage of steel products. The Gov-

ernment has served notice on mill owners with reference to

the steel output for building ships. We can not expect the

deliveries which we have had in the past, and prices have

already increased over 400 per cent. As is the case with

man_\- other items, bar iron and sheet steel should only be

used when absolutely necessary. Save the stocks of iron and

steel by using second-hand and scrap.

"Every mechanic, foreman and employee should devise

methods of saving material. We must admit that we can

make savings, and savings are being made in many ways by

a thorough investigation. Every officer and employee should

do his full duty to conserve the use of material and only

make a requisition for material when a full knowledge of

conditions warrants the money l^eing spent. As recently

stated in a circular by President Harahan, 'Every requisi-

tion for material and suiijilies should be scrutinized with

the greatest care, and full knowledge of conditions which

exist. By close co-ordination and di.scouraging calls for

hundreds of small items of material and supplies, we can

greatly reduce our purchases without impairing maintenance

and operation of the railroad.'

"Following are prices of material January 1, 1915-1916-

1917. We cannot reduce the price. The only way to make
a saving is by reducing the use, and properly protecting

material after purchase. Save your material.

1915 1916 1917

Axles, Driving (lb.) $0.03 ' $0.04)4 $0.06^4
Brass Castings (Ib.l .12 .14 .29
Brooms (each) .25 .28 .57
Coke (ton) 3.65 3.76 7.00
Chain (ru-t.) 2.44 3.05 5.65
Castings, Malleable (lb) .03^^ .04'/i .<S6ii
Castings. Steel (IK) .03^ .04 .09
Couplers (each) 9.00 9.80 14.75
Caroline (gallon) .09 .13!^ .19

Iron, Bar lovt.) I.IS 1.76 3.27
Iron, Galvanized Sheet (cwt.) 1.94 4.44 7.25
Nails (keg) 1.65 1.95 3.25
Nuts, Hex, 7/S in (keg) 7.86 12.96 26.10
Nuts, Square (kcc) 3.92 6.08 10.25
Pins, Knuckle (each) .17 .25 .42
Rivets (cwt.) 2.00 2.52 4.24
Roofs, Car (each) 24.00 26.00 44.21
Siding (1.000 ft.) 12.50 14.00 18.50
Steel, Firebox (cwt.) 1.74 1.90 4.57
Steel. High Speed (lb.) .55 2.50 2.55
Tubes, Boiler (ft) .OlVi .11 .21
Tires. 6 in. Flansre 65 in (set) 238.46 248.21 475.64
Wheels, Rolled Steel. 36 in (each) 22.84 23.04 37.58
Waste. Wool (Ih.) .05'i .06 .11

Waste, Cotton (lb.) .QVA .Dili .10

AUTOMATIC OIL FILTER
BY E. A. M.

An arrangement for filtering and reclaiming the oil from

stationary engines, machines, pumps, air compressors, etc.,

which has been giving excellent service during the past two

years, is shown in the illustration. This arrangement is

designed to work automatically; the oil from the power units

flows to the filter by gravity and a pump which is operated

by a float returns the oil from the filter to the storage tank

from which it is used again. Its use has clearly demon-
strated its practicability and since it was designed five others

have been built.

The filter consists of four tanks of 21 '4 in. in diameter.

The oil is received in a small tank of 12 in. in diameter

which is located in the tank at the left of the illustration.

This small tank is 25 'i in. high, extending 1 in. above the

top of the large tank in which it is located. The l)ottom of

this small tank is a brass screen of fine mesh on which is

placed a layer of felt and above that a little wool waste.

The oil from the power units is filtered through this material

to remove the dirt. It passes on to an inverted, corrugated

umbrella-shaped pan which tends to break the oil away from
the water. The oil rises to the top of the tank and the water

passes to the bottom. When the oil reaches a level of 35
in. in this tank, it passes out through a 1-in. pipe to a simi-

lar corrugated umbrella pan in the second tank. The water
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passing out through the bottom of the tank through the 2-m.
water line, passe.s up through a riser to a height % in. be-

low that of the oil. The water drains off through the 2-in.

water pipe shown to the sewer.

The water and the oil in the second tank become further

separated, the oil rises to a height of 34^ in. when it passes

A HANDY STAYBOLT CHUCK
A chuck for turning staybolts when applying in the fire

box sheets which does away with the necessity of squaring

the ends is shown below. The driver, which is made of tool

steel, turns readily in the recess in the body of the chuck. It

Arrangement of an Automate OH Filter

over into the third tank. Similarly, the water this time

passing up through a 1-in. pipe to a level of 34}/^ in., or

% in. below the level of the oil, passes off to the sewer

through the 2-in. uater pipe. The same process is carried

through in the third tank. Inasmuch as but little water is

obtained from the oil in the second and third tanks, a small

amount of water through a /4-in. water supply is admitted

to these tanks at a point 15 in. below the top of the reser-

voir to assist in operating the system. By the time the oil

reaches the fourth tank it is in first-class condition. From
there it is pumped to an elevated storage tank for distribu-

tion. The pump is automatically operated by a white pine

block soaked in parafiine which is 12 in. in diameter and
10 in. high. This block rises with the oil until it strikes

a washer forged on the rod on which the block slides. The
buoyancy of the block is sufficient to work levers starting the

pump. .\ similar washer at the bottom of this rod catches

the float as it lowers to the bottom of the tank and shuts off

the pump. There is a difference of % in. in the oil level in

the different tanks except between the third and fourth. This
insures a positive flow of oil between them.

Safety First.—The Great Western Railway (England)
statistics as to accidents to its employees showed, up to 1913,
an almost invariable tendency to increase. In 1914, how-
ever, this tendency was arrested, and, whereas in 1913 the

increase was 11.2 per cent, in 1914 it was converted into a
decrease of 3.7 per cent, and in 1915 and 1916 to further

decreases of 16.2 and 10.9 per cent, respectively. It is

claimed that this improvement may be associated with the

initiation in 1913 of the "Safety First" movement.

—

The
Engineer (London).

is held in place by the Knurled cap. The chuck is slipped

over the head of the staybolt and the driver engages as soon
as the motor turns. When the bolt has been screwed in the

proper distance the chuck is disengaged by turning in the

opposite direction for a short distance.

In operating the staybolt chuck it may be used most
conveniently with a reversing motor, although it can be

Case Hardened. (s^J^'^—^'

KxhoeSletl -Mf-e", ',

CaieHardened ' ^-,--'i~*

ToolSteel -\i\>-

Chuck for Turning Staybolts With Ends Not Squared

removed without difficulty when a non-reversing motor is used
by turning backwards by hand about a quarter turn. The,
drawing shows two sizes, the recesses in the bodies of which •

are 1 ^4 in. and 2 in. in diameter, respectively. These have .

been found to have a wide enough range to take care of all

,

the sizes of staybolts commonly used.



Machining Car Wheels and Axles
Benefits Derived by Greater Precision in This Work

;

Methods Followed by a Large Railroad Described

CONSIDERING the heavy character of the work done

in machining car wheels and axles and the number

of tons of metal handled per day, the short time

taken to machine each wheel or axle and the fact that this

work is performed in many small shops where expert super-

vision cannot be expected, the number of delays to train

movements from defective workmanship on this part of the

equipment is surprisingly small and speaks well for the con-

scientious care given this subject. Recent improvements in

the performance of this class of work have been made pos-

sible by the use of recording pressure gages on wheel mount-

ing presses that make a graphic record of the pressure at

which wheels are pressed onto the axles, by more substantial

lathes and boring machines and last, but not least, the use

of micrometer calipers to check the work. This work ap-

pears crude to persons accustomed to machine manufacture.

However, the work as performed in the average shop stands

the test in actual running conditions and to go to greater

refinements would only add to expense without compensat-

ing benefits.

A description of the method followed in one of the lead-

ing railway shops follows:

CAR AXLES

Car axles are generally turned on special center-drive

double end axle lathes of heavy construction on which both

ends of the axle are turned at the same time. A series of

tests were conducted to ascertain the proper cutting speed

and feeds best adapted for this work, for which purpose a

variable speed motor was belted to the lathe. This test in-

dicated that the best all around results can be obtained when
running about 45 r. p. m. on the larger axles, such as S-in.

by 9-in. journals and feeding about 1/16 in. per turn. This

gives a cutting speed between 80 and 90 ft. per minute on
the 7-in. wheel seat. With good average high speed steel

and a liberal supply of water or cutting compound applied

to the point of the tool, the tool would hold its edge for

several axles. Higher cutting speeds while possible with

good steel had a tendency to cause the axle to chatter and
were not recommended for practice. This comparatively high

cutting speed and feed of about 1/16 in. per revolution pro-

duced a fairly smooth surface that would meet the require-

ments for wheel seats and also the journals were turned

smooth enough for average burnishing.

Considerable controversy has been indulged in concern-

ing slow cutting speeds and coarse feeds versus fast cutting

speeds and fine feeds. With the average workman grind-

ing and setting his tools, there is no question but that on
the average a smoother job could be produced with the high

speeds and fine feeds, and as a result the lathes were speeded

up to about 45 r. p. m. An axle wheel seat turned with a

1/16-in. feed will permit re-mounting three or four times

without re-tuming the axle, whereas with a coarser feed and
deeper humps and hollows, the humps are pushed off more
when mounting and dismounting and call for more frequent

turning.

After the turning operation, which is going on at each end
of the axle at the same time, the journals are rolled or

burnished. This operation is now quite common. The
burnish wheel which is about 4 in. in diameter is made of

carbon steel, hardened and carefully ground on the periphery

and in the hole, one edge of the wheel being made convex
to about 1/16 in. less in radius than the fillet on the axle.

The other surface of the wheel is straight. This burnish

wheel is mounted in a forked holder that is secured in tool

posts, the burnish wheel revolving freely on a shaft passing

through the fork. By pressing the burnish wheel against

the axle and feeding the carriage back and forth, the journal

becomes very smooth and a surface that gives satisfactory

service is formed. Care must be taken to set the burnish

wheel true with the axle to prevent rolling a shallow thread

on the journal. The fillets are finished by feeding the car-

riage by hand so as to roll the entire fillet.

As a further refinement, journals are finished with emery
cloth fitting in a soft wood block concaved to the radius of

the journal. The wood block is forced against the journal

by the tool post and is fed back and forth, the emery cloth

being well oiled to prevent the emery lodging in the axle.

Afterwards the journals are carefully wiped to remove all

loose emery.

The method outlined above produces a very satisfactory

journal. A suuple test for determining the high and low
spots on a journal is to lightly rub a new hand emery or

oilstone lengthwise of the journal and note the marks on the

surface. A truly turned or ground journal will show almost

a continuous line from end to end. Poorer work produces

only a few spots.

In order to insure good workmanship it is essential that

all axles be properly measured or calipered, both to check
the workman and to insure that lathes are in a proper state

of repair. The micrometer caliper is now very extensively

used for this purpose and where used has invariably raised

the standard of workmanship, lessened failures and has be-

come very popular with the workman, so much so that it

would be difficult to make them go back to the machinist
calipers for measuring the work. When turning wheel seats

to fit wheels, or boring wheels to suit axles with calipers,

the workman must set one set of calipers to another set and
make allowance for the amount the axles should be larger

than the wheel bore. This at best can only be an approxima-
tion and requires a man of considerable experience to insure

proper dimensions and wheel fits. With the micrometer
caliper the axle diameter and wheel bore can be measured
exactly, so that the amoimt the axle is larger than the wheel
bore is known to one or two thousandths of an inch. Prac-
tice has clearly demonstrated that measurements can be
made more quickly by a micrometer than by machinists'
calipers and all wheel shops making use of other than
micrometer calipers should carefully consider their use. The
question of educating men to their use at first appears a
bugbear, but experience has shown that this was only a
"bugbear" for the men soon come to prefer the micrometers.

It is good practice to measure each wheel seat at each
end and in the middle with the micrometer calipers. A
wheel seat should not vary in diameter more than .004 in.

for use in cast iron wheels and less for steel wheels, a greater
taper being liable to start a crack in the wheel or cause it

to come loose. This may be obtained without delaying the

output. When these micrometer measurements are taken,
the average diameter should be chalked on the axle for the
benefit of the workman mounting the wheels, as will be ex-
plained later. The above limit of .004 in. can readily be
obtained with lathes in a fair state of repair. Unfortunate-
ly, the wear on axle lathes is large, especially on account
of the burnish wheel which naturally throws a heavy strain
on the shears of the lathe and causes them to wear over
the space the carriage travels. This wear can to a certain
extent be equalized by shifting the tailstock, thus making

453
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the error the same at each end. A lathe on which wheel

seats are turned at either end which has become so worn that

a taper in excess of .004 in. is obtained throughout a cut

should be repaired, as a greater taper is liable to cause a

loose or cracked wheel.

Lathe centers should be kept in proper shape and should

be ground to an angle of 60 deg. or to a standard center

gage. It is essential that all railway shops maintain this

an"le. Car axles go from one road or shop to another for

repairs and tlie general appearance of the centers in many

axles indicates that the question of lathe centers has not

been given enough attention. Unfortunately double end

lathes \ave two dead centers, therefore, the centers cannot

be ground in place bv portable center grinders. Therefore,

other methods should' be followed such as grinding them in

tool room grinders, etc. It should be remembered by all

who turn axles that an axle being turned on poor, rough,

or improper shaped lathe centers may ruin the centers m
the axle and cause it to run out of true when being returned,

thus making it necessary to turn off an excessive amount

of metal to true it up.

WHEEL BORING

Wheels are generally bored on special wheel boring mills

having massive chucks for the clamping wheels. The ad-

justable boring bar having a micrometer dial for setting the

cutters to various diameters is now becoming quite popular

and possesses nianv advantages. \\'here the ram travel will

admit, double cutter bars are used, having one set of cut-

ters near the end of the bar and the second set some seven

or eight inches above. With the latter, the lower cutters

are u°sed for roughing and the upper cutters for fimshing.

By this method one 'set of cutters can be kept sharp for

the finishing cut. It is generally the custom to insert a

tool at the "extreme upper end for slightly counterboring

the wheel, which is helpful when mounting.

When axles have been measured with micrometers as de-

scribed above, a memorandum is made of the axle wheel

seat sizes and posted on the boring mill. The boring mill

operator then bores the wheels a certain amount smaller

than the diameter of the wheel seats. For steel wheels this

averaging about .001 in. for each inch diameter and some

.002 in. for cast iron wheels.

When rough boring, the cutters are set about .04 m.

small by the" micrometer dial on the bar for the average

machine. For a mill in a good state of repair and where

the bar is very rigid this can be reduced. It is essential,

however, that the finishing cutters remove enough metal to

true up all surfaces of the hole. After the roughing cut

is taken, the finish cutters are set to the exact diameter re-

quired and the finish bore is taken, after which the hole

is measured, and, if correct, the size is chalked on the wheel.

When mounting a wheel on an axle the micrometer sizes

chalked on the axle and the wheel indicate the wheel for

each wheel seat. With fair adjustable boring bars having

micrometer dials, an average workman will bore 90 per

cent of the wheels to within .001 in. of the size called for.

The methods explained aljove have many advantages

over the older methods where solid cutters were used in the

boring bars and where it was necessar}' to turn each wheel

seat to a certain diameter to fit the wheel bore. When

turning new axles it requires a high grade workman to

turn each wheel seat to an exact size, say to a limit of

.001 in. It is more economical to turn axles to a limit of

say .010 in. over or under size, as this can be done easily

and a larger output will 1:>e obtained from the axle lathes.

The wheels can then be bored to suit witli the aid of the

adjustalile boring bars. The operation of setting the cut-

ters in boring bars is confined to turning the setting screw

and micrometer dial to the required figure.

For repaired a.xles it is essential that the smallest amount

of metal lie turned from the axle in order to prolong its

life, the practice being to simply true up the axles without

regard to size, and bore the wheels to suit. \\'ith the ad-

justable boring bar and micrometer measurements this can

be done without any delay to the output. When consider-

ing the fact that the average axle can only be reduced in

diameter about '4 in. it is true economy not to turn away

more metal than necessary. With axles at normal price,

each .001 in. diameter is worth about four cents. Just

new the cost is very much in excess of the above.

GRINDING AXLES

The question of grinding car axles has been discussed

pro and con by makers of grinding machines and railway

people and has .gone so far that the Norton Grinding Cora-

panv made a special grinding machine for this purpose.

This machine employed a grinding wheel with an 8-in.

face. This was fed directly onto the journal or wheel seat

and had no lateral motion. Where the journal was longer

than the face of the wheel, the grinding wheel was shifted

bx- a hand control wheel, similar to the usual plan on grind-

ing machines. The wheel was then fed in a second time

and the axle ground until the second cut was equal to the

first. This could be readily ascertained by sparks being

thrown from the surface previously ground. On the com-

pleted surface it was impossible to detect the line between

the two surfaces ground. The fillet was provided for by

rounding the corner of the grinding wheel to the same

radius as the fillet. This was done by a radius turning

diamond holder and was made in a very short time. It

would appear difficult to maintain a true surface on a

grinding wheel having an 8-in. face; however, with the

modern grinding wheel methods of manufacture, it was

found that the face would remain true for several axles and

that tlie time r«|uired to true wlieel with a diamond was not

a serious consideration.

The future of the grinding machine for car axles is hard

to predict. Without a doubt the average work turned out

is better than by present methods. But the present methods

appear to meet the requirements. For new axles it is not

practical to grind to the finish size without previous turn-

ing to aljout l/.i2 in. above size. This will require the

axles being handled twice. For repaired axles, grinding

apparently has the advantage that a smaller amount of

metal will be removed from the axle. This may result in

a saving that will make grinding verv' attractive.

EXPLODED REAMER
Engineering of London in its June 22 issue prints

an interesting letter from Conrad F. Mendham regarding

the explosion of a 12-in. reamer of 1.840 in. diameter. The
reamer was made for a special job and very carefully fin-

ished, but was found to be a trifle too small in boring its

first and only hole. It was then repacked in the original

oil paper, brown paper and corrugated strawboard in which
it was received and placed in an empty drawer. Three
weeks later the drawer was opened and the reamer was found

in two pieces, lying about 3 ft. apart. A small third piece

was found inside the package. Both the brown and oiled

paper were badly torn and in the case of the latter a large

portion was reduced to pieces about 5:$ -in. square. The
steel was of good qualit)' and the fracture shows a clean,

new, honest break, resembling the feather figure usually seen

in ice blocks. The area of the fracture was 24 sq. in. Mr.
Mendham states, "Without taking into consideration the

greatly increased tensile strength due to hardening, the

internal stresses tending to burst the bar may easily have

been over 1,000 tons. It is curious that this tool, made for

lioring out mold shapes for forming up high explosive ma-
terial, should have itself exploded before doing any useful

work."
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PNEUMATIC SHEARING MACHINE
BY E. A. MURRAY

Master Mechanic. Chesapeake & Ohio. Clifton Forge. Va.

The device for shearing coupler yoke rivets shown in the

illustration can be made at slight expense and enables the

of carrying coupler yokes to the shear is quite considerable.

The base of the machine consists of two 9-in. I-beams and
four 9-in. channels to which are riveted two y^-in. steel

]jlates. At one end of this frame is placed a yoke which
carries two air cylinders, the upper one of which serves as

a dash pot. The lower one is 20 in. in diameter and the

upper 7J4 in- At the other end of the frame is bolted a
heavy casting which serves as a fulcrum for the steel arm
which carries the shear and shear blade. Directly under the

shear blade is bolted a block which serves as a support for

the coupler yoke when the rivets are being cut, the other
side of the yoke being held up at the same time by a movable
bracket to which is attached a handwheel, which is at-

tached to a screw. By tightening this screw after the
coupler is in position, it is impossible for the coupler to

turn when the shear blade comes down upon it. The arm
to which the shear blade is attached is of steel. It has a
travel of 2 in. and is guided by a slotted casting, bolted
to the fulcrum casting. The lever, which is attached to

tlie cylinder is of steel, the proportions being such that a
leverage of five to one is obtained on the shear. A lateral

movement for the pins in the piston rod and the shear
arm is provided for by slotting the holes in the lever.

The air to the machine is controlled by the o-way valve
shown just below the large cylinder and at the left.

Pneumatic Shearing Machine for Coupler Yokes

yoke rivets to be cut at any point where compressed air is

available. The saving effected bv eliminating the necessitv

CUTTING HOLES IN SIDE RODS WITH
OXY-ACETYLENE

\ device for cutting out the holes for the crank-pin
iiushings in side rods is being used with success at the
.Silvis shops of the C. R. I. & P. A sketch of the parts is

shown below. In using the device the hole for the bushings
is first laid out in the usual way. A one and one-half inch
hole is then drilled in the center and a three-fourths inch
hole with the center five-eighths inch in from the edge. The

Elevation and End View of the Pneumatic Shearing Machine
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bushing shown in the illustration at A is placed in the hole,

being held in position by the collar B, secured by a set-

screw. The swivel C is then slipped inot the bushing A
and the guide D is placed through the hole in C with the

offset downward, and held in position by the set-screw in C.

The fork E is placed on the end of the guide, e.xtending

upwards. The torch is set in position with the tip extending

downward through the hole in the end of the guide, and
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Device for Grrnding an Oxy-Acetylene Torch When Cutting on

a Circle

clamped by a thumbscrew. The handle is supported by a

pin placed through a hole in the fork £.

The guide is adjusted to cut about three-eighths inch

inside the marked line, and the cut is started at the three-

fourths inch hole. The holes are finished as is usual on

the horizontal boring machine. This device has been found

to save considerable time as compared with the method of

boring the holes on a drill press.

AND THEN THE WORM TURNED
BY HARVEY DEWITT WOLCOMB

"And finally," continued the young man, "you recognize

the fact that when you buy any piece of material from a

private firm, you certainly must pay them a profit on the

article. But with my system, I propose to save that profit

for your company \iy manufacturing right in your own

shops. No doubt, you have some machines at the various

shops on your road which can be spared, in fact, I feel there

are some machines which are not in use at all, and by

moving this machinery to some one point, you have the

beginning of a manufacturing plant which means the saving

of thousands of dollars to your company. By manufactur-

ing yourself, you save the delay in purchasing in the open

market, you save the profit made by the private concerns, and

you place your production on a basis where your own shop

management is responsible for the output. They can handle

the supervision of the plant at no added cost to you, and the

only increased cost of which you would be aware is my
salary."

The general manager looked at the young man who sat

opposite him in his office, with a look of admiration for the

very able manner in which he had just presented his case.

The G. M. was known from one end of the road to the other

as a "war horse" of the old school, and it was understood

that any one who could slip anything by the "Old Man" was

certainly prett)' slick. He was raised in the school of rail-

roading where the man who held the important and dig-

nified position of general manager was looked upon as

almost equal to the Supreme Being. When any man entered

his august presence it was with a very profound feeling of

his own insignificance; thus all the "Old Man" had to do

was to roar and the subject in his presence either swallowed

his tongue or had a case of heart failure, and there was no

further argument. But here was a young man who appar-

ently knew what he w-a? talking about, for he had his facts

and figures all arranged to a nicety, and did not hesitate at

any of the questions the "Old Man" fired at him, so he must

certainly be able to deliver the goods. The arguments he

presented were very plausible and convincing, and for once

the "Old Man" was nearly caught. As he turned the matter

over in his mind, however, he began to wonder why his

own mechanical officers had never proposed such a plan. He
felt that his mechanical department included some of the

brightest men in the field, and in the past they had always

seemed to Ije up to date—in fact, had made several records

in economical management which he had been justly proud

of. There must be a loophole somewhere, and he decided

not to take any action without first giving his own men a

chance.

Turning to the young man who had been patiently wait-

ing his decision, the G. M. said that while the plan just pre-

sented looked very good, it would be necessary to look into

the matter very carefully before signing a contract, and

thus closed the conference.

Thus was laid the foundation for the "turning of the

worm." As is usually the case, John Gillen, machine shop

foreman at Grants, the largest shop on the system, was one

of those overworked, underpaid mechanics, who are really

responsible for the good, everyday records in shop produc-

tion, but for whom ver)' little consideration is ever shown.

Shortly after the above conference was held, the general

foreman asked Gillen one day how much he could save if

he had some more machines. Instantly, John had visions

of at last receiving the few new machines for which he

had been plugging for the last three years, and mentally

began to rearrange his shop to receive them, and to select

the work he would assign to them. His vision was soon

shattered wlien the general foreman told him of the plan

of which he had just heard. "Somebody has been stuffing

the 'Old Man' on the manufacturing idea," said the gen-

eral foreman, "and he has about made up his mind to try

the scheme at this shop by gathering up all the old cast-off

machines along the line and putting them in the right wing
of your machine shop so that you can look after the work."

"Don't fool )ourself about anybody stuffing the G. M."
said Gillen, "he knows better than to try any idea like that.

Didn't he tell you himself that for any railroad to rim their

own foundry was a waste of money, and isn't that just as

much a manufacturing proposition as making up parts in

our machine shop? I suppose some 'bug' has discovered

that we are not efficient and wants to practice on us. Now,
if you really want to save some money for this company, just

make up a requisition for that new radial drill and those

two planers I need, and I will show you how to save on
our every-day jobs. Why, I haven't a single tool in the

shop that has been built since we adopted high-speed tool

steel."

'"Yes, I know," quickly replied the general foreman, who
knew what to e.xpect when Gillen got started on his hard
luck story about the kind of machine tools he had to get
along with. So he beat a hasty retreat while the way was
yet open.

Now, under a gruft' e.xterior, the general manager always
respected and appreciated true loyalty on the part of his

employees, and he had often been much annoyed and not a
little hurt, when approaching an employee whom he knew
to be a good man, to have him slip through a door or around
an engine in order not to have to pass him. Whenever he
visited Grants shops, he always liked to go over the place
alone in the morning, before the day's work had begun.
Not long after the idea of establishing a manufacturing

department had been suggested to the general manager he
came face to face with John Gillen, while making one of
his early morning visits to the Grants shops. Much to his
surprise John did not try to dodge him, but came straight
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up to him as if he intended to start the conversation. In

the past the general manager always had literally to corner

John before he could hold him long enough to get anything

out of him. "Mr. Allen," began John, "I have been working

for you a good many years, and have never had any reason

to think that I have not made good, and yet, every time

I want simply to move a machine the matter has to be

taken up before a committee, none of whom knows as much
about what I need as I do. I am the man on the ground

all the time and can study my conditions better than some

one who comes here only occasionall}'. A person speaks with

authority because of his ability. His ability is recognized

because of his records, and I guess I have been with you

long enough to establish records to prove my value to your

company. The other day I made a request to turn a lathe

to a slightly different angle because the light shone on the

workman's eyes. I simply wanted to move the machine a

little to improve conditions for the operator, and in turn in-

crease the amount of work he could turn out. But what
happened? The committee came over to investigate the need

of the change, and because it happened to be a cloudy day

they turned my request down as unnecessary. The reports

which I make deal with conditions, not theories, and I only

ft'ant a chance to prove to you that the best investments are

made on knowledge acquired by thorough experience.

"And I don't get any better results when I ask for the

new machine tools, which we need so badly at Grants. How
long would you keep your train despatchers if they put one

of our big 'hogs' on a two-car train, and then expected one

of our little eight-wheelers to haul a long, heavy freight

train over the road? That is just what I have to do every

day here in our machine shop. I use old, antiquated ma-
chinery, which was built before some of our locomotives

were; in many cases I have to handle a small job on some
big awkward machine, simply because I haven't any ma-
chine of the right size to use. You have purchased heavier

locomotives and immediately arranged to lay heavier steel

and strengthen bridges on which to run these big engines,

but here in the shop, you have given us more powerful tool

steel and expect us to get out the full amount of work it

is capaljle of doing by using it in the same old light ma-
chines. You wouldn't place one of these old boilers, such

as were built 20 years ago, on a modern locomotive, because

it couldn't make enough steam, yet you expect us to keep up
with our work, which is always growing heavier and larger

in amount with our old equipment.

"Well, John," replied the G. M., for once in his life at a

loss for an argument with which to silence Gillen effectively,

"just what do you want?"

Although Gillen was so nervous that his knees were

shaking, he came right back at the G. M.
"To begin with," he replied, "I want a planer that will

take a cut at least one and one-half inches deep with a one-

eight inch feed, and will wade right through the cut without

a whimper. We have one planer here that will stand all

we can give it, but I have so much work for it that it never

gets a chance to breathe. We need new lathes, a new drill

press and some grinders." John got so wrapped up in his

pet subject that he forgot himself entirely and asked for

enough machines to equip his entire shop. Finally, he

reached the point where he was unable to think of anything

he had left unprovided for, and stopped for breath.

"Now, see here," replied the G. M., "one trouble with you
fellows is that when you ask for anything, you ask for so

much that you are way out of reason. I feel confident you
need some new machines, yet from your own account I am
unable to say just how many. But I am going to leave the

matter entirely in your hands, and I want you to go over

the ground carefully, make up a list of just what you need
and I will arrange with your master mechanic to order what
you say is actually required."

"Remember," continued the G. M., "this is a matter en-

tirely between you and me. I will answer for any request

you may care to make, and I am depending on you to

be absolutely fair in what you ask for. While the railroad

would like to give you an entire new plant here, you want

to remember there are other fellows who are probably just

as bad off as you are. Don't forget to say just what make
of machine you want, for I intend to see you through this

deal, if it is the last thing I do." Before John could say

another word, the G. M. moved off, leaving him to wake up
to a realization that the G. M. was human, after all, and
open to a reasonable business proposition from one of his

own men.
Shortly after this, as the general manager O. K.'d a

special requisition for machine tools, he could not help but

recall his conversation with Gillen; and to identify this one

requisition, should any question ever arise as to why the

road should purchase a new planer, a new radial drill and
two new lathes, he wrote up in one corner: "And then the

worm turned."

REPAIRING MAIN AND SIDE RODS*
The operations in repairing rods are much less compli-

cated than manufacturing new ones. First, it is necessary

to mark and check them according to the number of the

engine, clean each of them thoroughly, dismantle, straighten,

re-fit, renew such parts as cannot be repaired and re-tram.

Such as are not in accord with the original cards are altered

to conform thereto.

Repairing is one branch of the business and manufactur-

ing new rods is altogether another. A gang brought up

Arrangement of Machine Toots for Handling Rods for a Shop
Output of Eight to Ten Locomotives per V^eek

List of Tools

I—Lallie—28 Inches by 8 feet 9—Shaper—24 inches
2—Lathe— 18 inches by 6 feet 10—Power Press—25 tons
3—Lathe— IS inches by 6 feet 11—Radial Drill—5 feet

4— Lathe 12—Radial Drill—42 inches Upright
5—Vertical Turret—30 inches 13—Grinder—Swing
6—Vertical Turret—34 inches 14—Grinder—dry
7—Shaper—24 inches 15—5 Benches
8—Shaper—24 inches

on repairs only may in time become as proficient as the

gang handling new work, but rarely can this be reversed.

The various ways for handling repair and new work are

also different. Men accustomed to do nothing but new
work seldom, if ever, became expert at repairing. It calls

for a different variety of resourcefulness.

The size of a rod comer depends upon the number of

• This article was received with no letter of transmittal from the author.
We sliall be glad to learn from whom it was sent.

—

Editor.
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locomotives to be cared for. Good men and a few stout,

well-designed tools can accomplish a vast amount in this

department. The description which follows is for a shop
capable of handling for general repairs eight to ten engines
per week in connection with the building of one new engine
per week.

An essential requirement in any modern shop and espec-

ially a rod corner, is an overhead crane. It is possible to

get on without it, but very inconvenient. Handling heavy
material is awkward and dangerous. When done by hand,
it often results in permanently maiming some employee.

In planning this department some attention should be given

to the movements of material so as to have it make as few
moves as possible. All movements should be forward so that

the rods will advance step by step towards the final spot to

which they have been assigned. The machines necessary for

repairing rods are lathes, shapers, hea%-y and light drills,

vertical turret mills, power press, grinders and benches.

Good, strong vises and a full equipment of small tools should
also be provided, especially air drills, hammers, jacks and
chippers. The illustration shows the arrangement of ma-
chine tools in the rod comer, the size and list of the tools

being shown below it. In addition to these tools, the fol-

lowing tools not located in the rod corner proper are used

a portion of the time for new rod work and for repairing

old rods:

lO-in. by 30-in. by 10-ft. planer 60-in. vertical milling machine
32-in. by 38-in. by 10-ft. planer 38-in by 38-in. horizontal milling

machine
18-in. slotter 50-in. horizontal boring mill

A rod corner properly laid out and equipped should be

able to take care of every detail in connection with the

manufacture and repair of rods after the heaviest machine
work, such as milling, sawing and slotting, has been done

in the main shop. Few, if any, railroad shops have inde-

pendent rod departments such as the large locomotive build-

ers have. It would mean a big outlay of money and much
idle machiner}\ The average shop must of necessity plan

for its machinery so as to be of general use. A row of

solidly constructed wooden top tables, about 30 in. high,

makes a most serviceable and convenient fitting up bench.

They should have large, strong drawers with locks and a

lower deck for storing bolts, clamps and rigging of all

kinds for doing the regular and special jobs and to keep

such work off the floor. The placing of the machines as

shown in the illustration is so that the fitters may be

served from one side with the heavy parts such as bushings,

bearings and straps, and from the lathes on the other side

with pins, knuckle washers, keys, bolts and all small parts.

torily, though not quite so quick in its movements. Not many
rod comers are adaptable to such a crane as tliis but where
there is sufficient clearance no better arrangement can be
designed and none can surpass it for general all-around
usefulness. It will easily supplant several husky helpers.

The heaviest main rod may be easily handled by one man
and with less liability of accident than if it were handled
by laborers. The swinging grinder is also useful, as it has
a broad sweep and flexible construction, so that nearly every

condition may be met. Bushings for knuckle pins and rod

connections are made from special steel pipe, bored, turned

to size, hardened and then pressed into place. This is a

very simple and inexpensive practice, which allows the

original holes to be maintained always to standard sizes.

This department should be planned with special reference

to daylight. If artificial light must be used, have it in

abundance. Nothing is more exasperating to the ambitious

mechanic than to struggle with darkness while trying to do
a good joli and a full day's work. Many a rough job is made
rougher due to poor lighting facilities.

One very important point in the design of locomotive main
and side rods is to keep the number of shapes to the mini-

mum. Milling cutters are expensive tools to manufacture

and maintain, so also are taps and reamers. By neglecting

this, it is astonishing how these tools and templates may
multiply, while with the exercise of a little skill in designing,

these details may be reduced to a comparative few. Rod
radii, for example, in a majority' of cases may be made to

conform to the nearest stock milling cutter, likewise cutters

for fluted sections and the adoption of a standard taper for

knuckle pins, bolts, keys, will require but few tools of this

nature. Interchangeability will count for much here and
effect a considerable saving in a short time. When there

is no real object to be gained, rods should be kept the same

length center to center—it will help to reduce the variety

of billet sizes—and in emergency they may be transferred

from one engine to another of the same general class and
size. The length of rod center should always be in even

dimensions—omitting fractional parts of an inch.

JIG FOR REBORING COMPOUND AIR
COMPRESSOR CYLINDERS

BY EDWIN F. GLASS

The sketch below shows the details of an angle plate

made from ^-in. boiler steel used for reboring the cylinders

for locomotive air compressors of the Syz-in. cross cora-

-^achine Body

Jig for Reboring Compound Air Compressor Cylinders

A post gib crane with sufficient lengths of boom to swing

clear and sweep the entire floor space, handles ever}'thing

within a radius of 20 ft., approximating 1,200 sq. ft. of

floor space. On this boom there should be a hoist of IJ/2

to 2 tons capacity. It may be operated by power, but a

triplex geared hand power block will serve very satisfac-

pound type on a horizontal boring machine. This angle

plate is bolted to the table of the machine, and is held in

place by two dowel pins, shown at .4. The cylinder to be

rebored is bolted to the face of the angle plate, and is brought

to the correct position for boring each time it is applied to

the angle plate by having the retaining pins in the ends
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of tlie cylinders fit into holes in the angle plate, shown at B.

Two center lines are scribed and marked with a center punch

on the side of the machine table, as shown at C. These

lines are lif'i in. apart, the exact distance between the

centers of the cylinders, and are drawn in an exact line with

the center of the cylinders.

The table bed is fitted with an iron block, shown at D,

which is bolted to the table bed with two y%-\n. bolts, and

held in place by two dowel pins. At the top of this block

there is a zero mark, and when the table of the machine

is drawn to the center of the cylinder, the line on the block

registers correctly with the line on the table. In laying off

the holes in the angle plate to correspond with those in the

cylinder, care should be taken that the lug or bracket on

the back of the cylinders is about 34 in- above the face of

the machine table, this is to allow for irregularity in

measurements from the center of the cylinder to the face

of the bracket.

This device can be constructed at a small cost, and it

will be found to save time in doing the work and give more

accurate results. The principal advantage of this device

is that the cylinders are always bored true with the face,

and that the distance from center to center of the cylinders

is also maintained. There is no necessity for resetting after

reboring one cylinder; simply draw the table to the other

center line and change the heads on the boring bar. When
setting up a c\linder, line up under the brackets on the

cylinder and place a clamp on each end. This will hold

the work more rigidly.

BALL BEARING PIPE CENTER
BY E. A. M.

A ball bearing pipe center, which has been found very

useful where it is necessary to turn or thread pipes on a

ZiThu5,Sieel. No.e. One Thus. Brass. No. 5.

-3i- -H

One Thus, AxleShel. No. I.

One Thus. Atle Heel. No.Z.

Upper

One Thus. Sieel. No. 3.

Ball Bearing Pipe Center

finished length of 9J^ in. and a diameter of 3 13/16 in.

at the largest portion. A ball race is cut as indicated for

23 steel balls. The ball cup 3, is also made of axle steel,

being provided with a flange over which the retaining ring

J is applied. This ring screws on to the large diameter of

the body. When once the ring is adjusted it is held in po-

sition by a set screw, a piece of copper being applied at the

end of the set screw to prevent damaging the threads on

the body.

The outer end of the body is turned to 13^ in. diameter.

Over this is placed the brass bushing 5 which has a sliding

fit on the body and revolves on it. It is held in place by a

knurled brass nut 4, 1/64-in. play being allowed between

the nut and the bushing. The tapered center on which the

pipe rests fits over the bushing and revolves with it and the

ball bearing cup 2.

The ball bearing feature of this pipe center is especially

interesting and has given very satisfactory results and the

closeness with which the adjustments may be made, permits

an accurate center being obtained. The small passage in

the body of the center leading to the ball race is for proper

lubrication.

lathe, is shown with its details in the illustration. It con-

sists of a body /, the shank of which is tapered to suit the

tailstock of a lathe. It is made of axle steel and has a

FLAT PUNCH FOR AJAX BOLT MACHINE
BY C. W. SCHANE

A punch for forming flat keyway holes in brake pins and
spring equalizers, which effects a material saving in the

amount of tool steel used and in the cost of the punch, has

been developed for use with the Ajax bolt machine and is

shown in the drawing. The punches formerly used, which
are the type furnished with the machine, cost not less than

75 cents each, there being a considerable amount of machine
work in finishing them for service as well as a waste of

tool steel.

The new punches are drop forged in a special die under
the steam hammer, scrap pieces of tool steel being used. All

the labor which is required to fit the punches is to grind

off the burr left by the forging, the pieces then being ready

to temper. The cost of manufacturing the punches will not

exceed eight cents apiece. The method of inserting and
holding the punch in place will be seen clearly by an in-

spection of the drawing.

In manufacturing the punches originally used, the steel is

k G—
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diameter to blades measuring 3/16 in. by J4 in. thick for

the smaller size and in proportion for the larger sizes.

ALLIGATOR POWER SHEARS
BY J. H. CHANCY

Foreman Blacksmith Shop, Georgia Railroad, Augusta, Ga.

The drawings show a home made power shear which was
built in the Augusta shops of the Georgia Railroad to re-

place an old pneumatic shear, by the use of which a great

increase in the capacity for cutting up material has been

some of the parts were designed especially for this machine.

As will be seen by an inspection of the drawings, the mov-
able shear plate is operated by a cam on a 3J^-in. shaft.

While, no doubt, a machine could have been purchased in

the market which would possess some advantages over the

one described, the service which this machine is rendering

is entirely satisfactory and its construction was taken care

of without interfering with the regular work of the shop.

NORTON JACK TRUCK
BY CHARLES W. SCHANE

A truck that is used by the truck and spring rigger men
to handle two Norton jacks in and about a roundhouse or

car yard is shown in the illustration. The work of these

men generally requires the use of two jacks and by handling

them in this way considerable time is saved, as they are

always ready to he carried directly to the work. The truck

is so designed that the jacks may be chained to it, and where
the jacks are assigned to special workmen they are locked

to the truck and held for their particular use. The device

may be handled by one man.
The illustration shows clearly the construction of the truck.

It is made up principally of bar iron, the tongue being

% in. thick and o in. wide. The braces extending from

A Sitnple Shop Made Power Shear

effected. The capacity of the machine ranges up to 2-in. the tongue to the axle are lj4 in. wide by 34 in- thick,

round and ?4-in. by 4j4-in. rectangular sections. The yokes which support the jack are made of j4-in. ma-
The machine was built at the shops at a total cost not terial, 2 in. wide. The axles are made from a 3-in. square

exceeding $300. The frame was made from heavy iron bar, and are 26 in. long, over all. The journals for the

beams of 2-in. by 12-in. section which were available and 12-in. cast iron wheels are 1^ in. by Syi in.

-/O-—^

-e^i- •!

Truck for Carrying Norton Jacks



APRON FOR HEAVY DUTY LATHES
The apron is the most complicated part of the feed

mechanism of a lathe and in the apron the greatest strains

are encountered. In an ideally designed lathe, the apron

should be strong enough to force the carriage along the

guides at any rate of feed and depth of cut which the head-

stock will pull and yet in the apron the greatest number of

limitations and restrictions are imposed upon the design.

The apron shown in the photographs has been designed

Front of the Lathe Apron

by the Houston, Stanwood & Gamble Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio, and with slight modiiications, depending upon the size

of the machine, is being used on all of this company's
standard engine lathes, varying in sizes from 30 in. to 60
in. inclusive. The design of this apron includes a number
of features which give it unusual driving power, structural

strength and durability.

The gears are of steel without e.xception, this material
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the latch and latch spring D. The latch is pivoted at B and
when the trap door is closed, is forced back to permit the

door to pass, against the tension of the latch spring. As
soon as the door closes, the spring again forces the latch

out to the position shown in the drawing. In opening the

door, the latch itself is not moved. By stepping on the foot

lever it is forced down against the tension of spring C,

carrying back the latch with it. the whole moving about the

pivot A. As the upper end of the lever is forced down by

the foot, the lower end of the lever, which extends under

the edge of the trap door, moves up, thereby starting the

door. This serves to insure ready operation of the door,

should it become frozen or stick from any other cause.

The design of the foot lever is such that no special care

is required in its operation as a downward pressure exerted

on it with the foot, no matter at what angle it may be ap-

plied, serves to operate it. The operator is thus enabled to

so place himself that his leg will not be struck by the edge

of the door as it swings up.

NEW AJAX FORGING MACHINE
Large forging machines have found use on railroads for

the economical production of hea\'y parts such as draw-

bars, side rods and eccentric cranks. Machines of more

than 6-in. capacity have not been available for this work,

although special machines of larger size have been built.

To meet the demand for large forging machines the Ajax
Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has put on the

market a 7-in. forging machine. This machine is the heaviest

and largest forging machine ever built.

The first 7-in. forging machine was built in 1911 and

since that time a numljer of special machines have been con-

Front View of the Ajax 7-in. Forging Machine

structed. These had a single toggle operating the movable

die, while the present design has a double toggle. The
standard machine is also heavier than the earlier design.

The complete machine with its regular equipment weighs

nearly 100 tons. The bed plate casting is of steel 21 ft. long

and 9 ft. 6 in. wide and weighs about 60 tons.

The 7-in. machine is built along the lines of the smaller

Ajax up-setting machines. The crank shaft housings are

continuous, being bored large enough to take the throw of

the crank. The bronze bushed bearings are pressed into

the bed from each side forming solid bearings for the crank

shaft. The clutch mechanism is located between the main
slide and pitman, and in this way the momentum of the

crank shaft and pitman are utilized. As the clutch can only

pick up the main slide and start it in motion at the end of

a stroke, the action is very easy and a minimum of power
is used in starting the machine in motion. The side motion

of the moving die is operated through a set of knuckles

from the main slide in such a way that the dies are closed

when the heading tool is about half way forward and re-

mains closed until the heading tool is back to the same

Ajax 7-in. Forging Machine

point. This insures the heading tool being free from the

forging before the grip is released. Liners may be used

in the die seat to accommodate smaller blocks when light

work is being done on the machine.

WATER GAGE GLASS GUARD
The Simplex Safety Boiler Gage Glass Company, Myrick

building, Springfield, Mass., has recently placed on the mar-
ket a gage glass guard, the purpose of which is to protect

simplex Gage Glass Guard

the workman when shutting off the gage glass valves when
a glass has become broken. It consists of a semi-circular
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shield as shown in the illustration, which operates in circu-

lar tracks at the top and bottom. A cord attached to this

shield and carried to some convenient part of the boiler room
remote from the glass is used to operate the shield in the

curved traclis. Whenever a glass becomes broken, the shield

may be pulled around in front of the glass, thus deflecting

the steam and water away from the handle of the valves,

enabling them to be closed without danger to the workman.
By pulling the shield still further around it will be removed
from the tracks, thus giving an unrestricted opportunity for

installing a new glass. Before the valves are again opened,

the shield is put in its protecting position. This is done to

prevent accident in case the new glass should break. When
it has been determined that the glass has been properly ap-

plied, the shield is turned back to its original position.

The interior of the shield is so finished that the water level

may be easily read in the glass. The device is of simple

construction and can be mounted on the gage rod brackets

of any water gage.

THREAD LEAD INDICATOR
The Bucknell-Thomas Company, Greenfield, Mass., has

recently placed on the market a simple and ine.xpensive but

accurate device for testing the lead on screw threads, both

external and internal. The illustrations clearly show the

construction and method of using the instrument for measur-

Bicknell-Thomas Thread Lead Indicator

ing the lead on both the screw and inside the tapped hole.

In use, the tool is held in one hand, preferably the left, and
the screw is pressed against the two points which are spaced

54 in-, y2 in. or 1 in. apart, as desired. If the lead of the

Testing an Internal Thread for Lead

thread is normal the indicator needle will register at zero;

if the lead is short the needle will show on the minus side;

if long, on the plus side. Each line of the graduation repre-

sents .001 in.

The little table on which the screw rests in testing is easily

adjusted to any height to accommodate screws of any dia-

meter. For internal measuring the table is removed merely
by loosening the thumb .screw and drawing it off. The end
of the instrument containing the point is small enough so

that tapped holes, as small as -< in. in diameter, can be tested

and of course from that up to any size. This is a feature

which is of the utmost importance in making sure that the

Application of the Thread Lead Indicator to Screws

lead of the thread on both the screw and in the tapped hole

are the same.

A master is furnished with each gage so that the operator

may be sure at all times that the needle point is on zero when
the gaging points are spaced correctly. If it is necessary to

test threads with odd pitches, such as 13 threads to the

inch, a master gage can be furnished to which the indicating

point can be adjusted.

JIG FOR USE IN UPSETTING AXLES AND
DRAWBARS

A jig for use in reclaiming tender axles and engine and
tender drawbars has been developed and patented by J. J.
Lynch and H. Pfluger at the St. Paul shops of the Chicago,
St. Paul, ilinneapolis & Omaha, the use of which reduces
the labor required to a minimum. But a few minutes are

lequired for the performance of the work, aside from the time

Jig and Tools for Upsetting Drawbars and Axles Under the
Steam Hammer

in tjie fire. Tlie jig consists of a heavy bar with shoulders
at either end, the face of one being vertical, and tlie other
oblique. To increase the stiffness of the device, the shoul-
ders are tied together with heavy rods.

.Vs «hottn in the photograph, the jig is being used for the
reclamation of a worn axle. After one end of the axle has
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been heated, it is placed in the jig with the cold end against

the vertical shoulder and a wedge is driven down between

the heated end and the oblique shoulder under a steam ham-
mer. This upsets the end of the journal, reducing it in

lengtli about one inch, the amount required at either end

to reduce the length to that required for the next size smaller.

The practice is to convert worn axles with 5J/-in. by 10-in.

journals to 5-in. by 9-in. journals, and the latter when worn

to Ayi-in. by 8-in. journals, two operations being required

for each axle.

Engine and tender drawbars from large power come to

the shop frequently to be shortened and to have worn holes

rounded up. In doing this work, the end of the bar is

heated, after which it is placed in the jig. The tool desig-

nated i^ 6 in the photograph is then placed against the hot

end of the bar and the wedge shown at 7' 10 is driven down
under the steam hammer. This closes the eye of the bar and

the hole is then rounded up by driving through it a pin of

the proper size. The entire operation requires about five

minutes.

The holes in both ends of the bar shown in the photo-

graph have been rounded up, and in addition the bar has

been heated and shortened in the body, reducing it in length

two inches.

In performing the operations, both on axles and draw-

bars, three men are required. Two helpers place the piece

in the jig, the blacksmith holds the wedge in position and
the steam hammer drives it home. The tools F 4, 5 and 6

are used in shortening and closing the holes in the ends of

drawbars, F 5 being adjusted on the jig to suit the varying

lengths of the bar. The tools shown at F 7 and 8 are used

when upsetting the ends of axles; F 8 is used in the first

operation on the axle, spreading the stock radially at the

extreme end of the journal and centering the axle at the same
time. Tool F S is then removed and replaced hy F 1, which
smoothes up the end of the axle and leaves ample stock for

the collar of the returned journal. A clamp shown at F 9

is used to hold the work in position in the jig.

INSULATION FOR PASSENGER CAR
FLOORS

A mineral insulating material for use in passenger car

floor construction, which somewhat resembles wool felt in

appearance and texture, has recently been placed on the

which is melted and blown into a mineral wool. This in

turn is mixed with a liquid binder, the mixture being poured

into containers of proper depth, depending upon the thick-

ness of insulation desired. These containers have a wire

mcsli bottom through which the liquid is permitted to drain

off, the solid material settling on the screen in sheets, the

thickness of which depends upon the depth of the liquid

mixture in the tank. After draining, the material is placed

in drying ovens where all the moisture is evaporated, the

material in its final form being made up of 85 per cent to

90 per cent enclosed air cells.

Being of mineral structure, the insulation is fireproof and

tests have shown that it is practically waterproof. After

being submerged in water for a period of one hour, the ma-
terial shows a gain in weight of only one per cent. The
material is light and is manufactured in the form of blocks

or sheets which are quickly and easily applied, A cement

is furnished with which the blocks are secured to the sheets

on which they rest and with which all joints are sealed.

SPECIAL TIP FOR CUTTING RIVET HEADS
BY THE OXY-ACETYLENE PROCESS

For cutting off rivet heads and stay-bolts flush with

plates, by the oxy-acetylene process, it is desirable to have

a cutting tip so designed as to permit the gas jet playing

parallel with the plates. To meet this need the Prest-0-Life

Special Tip for Cutting Rivet Heads by Oxy- Acetylene Process

Company, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., is manufacturing a

special rivet and stay-bolt cutting attachment. This attach-

ment is used in connection with the Type K cutting blow'-

pipe being screwed into the head in place of the regular

cutting nozzles. The copper tip is bent at a convenient

Tucork Floor Insulation in Place

market by the Tuco Products Corporation, New York. This

material, which is marketed under the trade name of Tu-
cork, is manufactured from a material secured in rock form.

angle and is adjustable to any position, facilitating operation

in close quarters.

Much cleaner work in rivet and stay-bolt cutting is pos-
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sible with this attachment than with standard cutting tips

which do not pennit making a cut truly parallel with the

plates.

KEROSENE ENGINE FOR McKEEN
MOTOR CARS

The McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neb., has de-

veloped a method for using kerosene instead of gasolene as

fuel in its railway motor car engines. Cars operating

with tliis fuel have been in use for about two months and
the results are reported to be satisfactory in all respects.

The use of kerosene effects a saving of 74 per cent of the

cost of fuel as compared with gasolene and a reduction in

the cost of operation per train-mile of 31 per cent. There

is no appreciable increase in the cost of maintenance, a little

more attention from the motorman being all that is required.

The successful use of kerosene is the result of a series of

means of regulating the quantity as well as atomizing the

fuel make it possible to secure the proper explosive mi,\ture

under all conditions. To avoid undue complications in con-

trol the engine is started on gasolene and after it is in

motion kerosene is substituted. The trouble which is some-
times encountered with the lubrication of internal combustion
engines using kerosene has been satisfactorily overcome.

The first car equipped to use gasolene was a steel pas-

senger car weighing 65,000 lb. It has a 200-horsepower, 6-

cylinder engine, of the variable speed type. At the present

time it is in branch line local passenger service, making an
average of 210 miles a day. Since kerosene has teen substi-

tuted for gasolene on this run there has been an increase of

from 25 to 50 per cent in the mileage per gallon of fuel. The
power developed on grades is materially increased and the

motorman has e.xpressed satisfaction on account of the greater

ease in making the scheduled running time. It is felt that

the slight additional complication of parts and the increase in

McKeen Motor Car Engine Which Uses Kerosene as Fuei

experiments carried on during the past five years by this

company. Various grades of distillate have been used for

about two years and the latest developments have made it

possible to go a step farther and utilize kerosene. The
operation of kerosene carburetors was found to be unsatis-

factory. In the present design one carburetor of the multiple

jet type is applied to each cylinder. The kerosene is atom-
ized and delivered to the cylinder with a mixture of tempered
air, there being eight nozzles for each cylinder. When run-
ning light only one nozzle per cylinder is used, the others

coming into action when the throttle is opened. Through the

use of one carburetor for each cylinder the manifold has
been eliminated. The supply of hot and cold air can be
regulated and for use on heav)' grades water jets are pro-
vided. Kerosene does not mix with air as readily as distil-

lates or gasolene, but the use of tempered air and mechanical

the cost of the apparatus is insignificant as compared with

the economy which has been obtained by the use of kerosene.

Lack of Lubricants in Germany.—Press despatches

from London, reported under date of April 30, that when
application was made in tlie prize court on that day for con-

demnation of several shiploads of lubricating oils and fats

as enemy property, counsel read an affidavit from a member
of the war trade intelligence department in which it was stated

that latest reports in the hands of the government showed
that 8,000 locomotives were laid up at Essen alone in March
on account of wear and tear caused by the scarcity of lubri-

cating oils in Germany or by the emplo\Tnent of bad lubri-

cants. The lubrication of railway engines was said to be one
of the pressing problems in Germany. (There were something
over 30,000 locomotives in Germany before the war.)
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According to a recent announcement of the Chicago &
North Western, 79 employees have entered army or navy

service. There have been enlistments from practically all

departments.

As the result of a movement instituted by employees of

the Chicago Great Western, $1,640 was recently collected and

sent to the Great Western company of the Thirteenth

Engineers, then stationed in Chicago, to provide greater

comforts for the men. R. B. Parrott, passenger conductor,

was chairman of the employees' committee which handled the

contributions, and George Bristow, assistant general pas-

senger agent, Chicago, was secretary.

The Louisville & Nashville has made arrangements to buy

a large quantity of goggles to supply every man in its shops

in Kentucky. If the men do not wear the glasses, after the

employer furnishes them, they must themselves bear the risk

of injuries, which could have been prevented by wearing

glasses. Under the Kentucky Workmen's Compensation law

credits are given on the basic risk rates on liability insurance

where employers adopt safety first measures. One of these

credits is in connection with the furnishing of goggles.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has decided to suspend, tempo-

rarily, the regulation covering the age limit for eraplo}"ment.

The rule heretofore in force prohibited the hiring of new
employees in any branch of the service, above the age of 45

years. Under the new rule, which has l)een adopted to meet

war conditions, persons Ijetween the ages of 45 and 70 years

may be employed during the war and for a period of six

months thereafter. Such employment is not to be considered

permanent, and it will not carry with it the privileges of the

pension department. Numbers of former employees have al-

ready been taken into the service.

Samuel M. Felton, president of the Chicago Great W'est-

ern and heretofore adviser to General Black, chief of engi-

neers of the United States army, has been appointed by the

Secretary of War director general of railways, with office

at \\'ashington, D. C. .\ccording to the order announcing
his appointment, Mr. Felton is charged under the chief of

engineers with the organization and despatch abroad of all

railway forces and the purchase of all railway material, both

for initial action and for continuous supplies for operation.

Mr. Felton has been in charge of the organization of the

railway engineer regiments for ser\'ice abroad.

The Thirteenth Engineers (Railways), United States

Army, has moved to the Atlantic seaboard on its way to

France. Two companies started on July 18, and the re-

mainder of the contingent on July 21. All of the nine rail-

way regiments organized under the direction of S. M. Felton,

president of the Chicago Great Western, were recently re-

named and renumbered, ten having been added to each of

the former numbers. For example, the regiment until re-

cently stationed at Chicago and formerly known as the Third

Reserve Engineers, is now the Thirteenth Engineers (Rail-

ways), United States Army. Before leaving their quarters

on the Municipal pier at Chicago, the Thirteenth Engineers

(Railways), United States .\rmy, were presented with regi-

mental colors by S. M. Felton, president of the Chicago

Great Western, and C. H. ^Markham, president of the Illi-

nois Central.

A controversy between the railroads and the shopmen em-
ployed on the southeastern railroads, involving about 25,000
men, who demanded an increase of 10 cents an hour and
an eight-hour day, has been referred to the United States

Department of Laljor for mediation, with an agreement on
the part of both the employers and the men to abide by the

decision of the Secretary of Labor in case the conciliators of

the department are not able to effect a settlement. The
railroads oft'ered increases amounting to six cents an hour,

with an eight-hour day, for about 90 per cent of the men
in\'olved, but this was not accepted by the men and a strike

had been called, to become effective July 12, when the medi-
ation agreement was reached. The wage increase will amount
to about $1,000,000 a year, for the roads involved, for each
cent per hour.

J. A. F. .\spinall, general manager of tlie Lancashire &
Yorkshire, is now a knight, that honor having been con-
ferred on him by King George on his last birthday. Mr.
.Aspinall is a member of the Railway Executive Committee
now managing the railways under the war regime. He was
born in 185 1. He was educated at Beaumont college, Berk-
shire, and his first railway service was in the shops of the

London & North Western at Crewe. From 1875 to 1886
he was a shop superintendent on the Great Southern & West-
ern of Ireland. In the last named year he went to the

Lancashire & Yorkshire as chief mechanical engineer and
he has been with that company ever since. The extensive

shops of that compan\', at Horwich, were laid out under his

supervision. He was appointed general manager in 1899.
In 1907 he was chairman of the general manager's confer-

466
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ence at the Railway Clearing House, and in 1909-1910 he

was president of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

A. J. Earling, president of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, has presented a copy of Elbert Hubbard's "Message

to Garcia" to each of the members of the St. Paul company

of the Thirteenth P'ngineers (Railways), who will leave for

i'Vance this summer to operate railroads at the front. On the

cover of the booklet is a print of the American flag in colors,

under which is the following quotation from President Wil-

son's war message: "The world must be made safe for

democracy. Its peace must be planted upon the tested foun-

dations of political liberty." The text is prefaced by Mr.

Earling's own message to the men: "In wishing the offi-

cers and employees of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

God-speed as they depart for the front, it is my sincere

wish that each and every one may have the opportunity of

delivering that message to Garcia and safely return to the

happiness of his home with the consciousness of having been

ready and a realization that the hero of the war was the man
who delivered the message when called upon."

tons. As two tons of coal will warm a family of five persons

a long time, it is estimated that by reason of this economy
of train service nearly 270,000 persons could be kept com-
fortable during the coming winter."

Car and Locomotive Orders io July

Of the 518 locomotives reported in July, 400 were on

government orders, 300 for the United States Government

and 100 for the British Government. During July also, the

order was signed for the 500 Russian Government Decapod
locomotives, but these are not included in the July totals

because they were included in June. The 300 locomotives

for the United States Government are 80-ton Consolidation

locomotives for service with our own forces in France. The
order was divided evenly between the American Locomotive

Company and the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Those to be

built by the former are duplicates of the locomotives now
on order for the French State Railways. Those to be built

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works are to be similar to the

British Government locomotives some of which were recent-

ly delivered.

The orders were as follows:
Freight

Locomotives. Cars.
Domestic 415 S,570
Foreign 103 1,200

Total 518 6,770

Passenger
Cars.

The important locomotive orders included the following:

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 100 Baldwin
United States Government 150 Consolidation -American

150 Consolidation Baldwin
British Government 100 Consolidation Eaidwin

Among the important freight car orders were the fol-

lowing :

Canadian Government Railways. ... 1.000 Box National
Grand Trunk 1.000 Box .\m. C. & F.
Pennsylvania R. R J.onO Box \ltoona

100 Flat .Altoona
100 Cabin .\ltoona
25 Well Mtoona

Union Railroad 1 .500 Coke Ralston

Pennsylvania Electric Locomotive

In the article describing the Pennsylvania's new electric

locomotive which was published in the Railway Mechanical

Engineer of July, on page 379, the fact that the electrical

equipment was supplied by the Westinghouse Electric &
!NIanufacturing Compan)-, Pittsburgh, Pa., was omitted

through oversight. This company provided the motors and
all electrical apparatus used on this locomotive.

How Long Is a Long Time ?

The following .statement, given out by one of the eastern

roads, calls attention to the far-reaching effects of its heavy
curtailment of passenger service:

"The New 'i'ork. New Haven & Hartford, w^hich has
taken off 199 passenger trains, is thereby saving, each week,

2,054 tons of coal, equal to an annual saving of 106,828

Women on the New York Central

Women have made "a splendid start" on the New York
Central, according to a statement made by an officer of the

road. A gang of thirty women, under direction of a woman
bookkeeper, is employed at Collinwood, Ohio, in sorting 3,000
tons of scrap metal. They do the work as well as men, and
appear to like it. The woman who does the same work as

a man will get the same pay. Those women who are sorting

scrap get an average of $2.50 a day.

The number of women employed in the auditing depart-

ment has been increased; and there are many in the car

record office. Some are being trained in the purchasing de-

partment, to sell tickets, and to act as watchmen at rail-

road crossings. In the shops women are learning to run
lathes, drills and other small tools, and women will be era-

ployed as assistants in stations. One woman has been in

the service as watcher at a railroad crossing for the last

ten years.

Vice-President A. T. Hardin says: "Our present work
is centered largely in organization and training. The women
we are training are in many instances relatives of our em-
ployees. Many women have extraordinary energy and power
for constructive work, which has never been put to practical

use. The war gives them an opportunity to serve their coun-
try and themselves."

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association.—At a

meeting of the executive committee of the Railway Equip-
ment Manufacturers' Association at Chicago, June 11, the
convention of the association for this year was canceled.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association. —
Owing to the state of war declared and now existing between
the United States and Germany, it has been decided by the
president and executive board that the forty-eighth annual
convention of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' As-
sociation of the ignited States and Canada will be postponed
until further notice.

Tlic following hst gives names of seeretaries. dales of next or regular
meetings and f^laces of meeting of mechanical associations:
Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, Room 3014, 165 Broadway New

York City.
American Railroad Master Tinners'. Coppersmiths' and Pipefitters'

Association.—O. E. Schlink. 485 W. Fifth St.. Peru. Ind. Conven-
tion postponed.

American Railway Master Mechanics' .Association.—J. W. Taylor Kar-
pen Bldg., Chicago. Convention postponed.

" *

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher. Belt
Railway. Chicago. Convention postponed.

American Society for Testinc. Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. Pa.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice 29 W
Thirty-ninth St., New York.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Joseph A. Andreucetti
C. & N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Station. Chicago.

Car Foremen s Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline. 841 Lawlor Ave

,

Chicago. Second Monday in month, except Tune, July and August,
Hotel La Salle. Chicago.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's -Association.—
W. R, McMunn, New York Central, Alhany, N. Y. Convention
postponed.

International Railroap M^STER Blacksmiths' -Association.—A, L. Wood-
worth. C. H. & D.. Lima. Ohio. Convention postponed.

International Railway Fuel Association.—J. G. Crawford, 547 W. Jack-
son Blvd., Chicago.

Intern \T10NAL Railway Gener.il Foremen's Association.—William Hall,
1126 W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Convention postoned.

Master^ Boilermakers' -Association.—Harry D. Vought. 95 Liberty SL,
New York. Convention postponed.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Convention postponed.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of U. S. and Canada.—
.A. P. Dane. B. & M., Reading, Mass. Convention postponed.

Niagara Frontier Car Men's -Association.—E. N. Frankenberger, 623 Bris-
bane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings, third Wednesday in month.
New York Telephone Bldg.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Railway Storekeepers' .Association.—J. P. Murphy. Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio. Convention postponed.

Traveling Engineers' .Associ.<tion.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
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Personal Mention
fefe-

GENERAL

J. R. DwvER has been appointed fuel supervisor on the

Louisiana division of the Texas & Pacific, with headquar-

ters at Alexandria, La., succeeding D. H. Yarnell, assigned

other duties.

J. J. Hanlin, master mechanic of the Seaboard Air Line

at Howells, Ga., has been appointed assistant superintendent

of motive power, with headquarters at Portsmouth, Va.

H. H. Maxfeeld, superintendent of motive power of the

New Jersey division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been

granted a furlough to enter military service as an officer

of the Ninth Engineers of the National Array, the Railway

Shop regiment.

B. B. Mn.NER, engineer of motive power of the New York

Central, at New York, has also been assigned the duties

heretofore perfonned by the chief mechanical engineer, R. B.

Kendig, deceased. The office of chief mechanical engineer

has been abolished.

Joseph Slutzker, assistant master mechanic of the Al-

toona machine shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been

promoted to assistant engineer of motive power of the West-

ern Pennsylvania division.

A. E. Voir.HT, assistant electrical engineer of the Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe, has been appointed electrical en-

gineer, with headquarters at Topeka, Kan.

F. G. Grimsh.^w, assistant engineer electrical equipment

of the Philadelphia Terminal division of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, has been promoted to superintendent of motive

power of the New Jer-

sey division, with head-

quarters at New York,
succeeding H. H. Max-
field. Mr. Grimshaw
was born on November
26, 1878, at Paterson,

N. J., and was edu-

cated at Cornell Uni-
versity. After serving

for one year in the

Cooke Locomotive

Works, he entered the

service of tlie Pennsyl-

vania Railroad in 1902

as special apprentice in

the Altoona machine
shops. From 1905 to

August, 1906, he served

successively as yard

clerk and assistant

yardmaster on the Pittsburgh division, and then was ap-

pointed assistant master mechanic of the Monongahela divi-

sion. In June, 1907, he was appointed master mechanic

on the West Jersey & Seashore, serving in that capacity

until September, 1912, when he was appointed assistant

engineer of motive power on the Western Pennsylvania divi-

sion of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Pittsburgh, Pa. In

November, 1914, he was transferred to Philadelphia as

assistant engineer of electric equipment.

T. J. Hamilton, district master mechanic of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Tacoma, Wash., has been

appointed assistant superintendent of the Missoula division,

with headquarters at Avery, Idaho.

F. G. Grimshaw

G. Bennett

MASTER MECHANICS AND ROAD FOREMEN OF
ENGINES

C. D. Barrett, master mechanic of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, at Sunbury, Pa., has been granted a furlough to

enter military service as an officer of the Ninth Engineers

of the National Army, the Railway Shop regiment.

.\. H. Beirne, general roundhouse foreman of the Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe at Albuquerque, N. M., has been

appointed master mechanic of the Western division, witli

headquarters at Dodge City, Kan., succeeding Edward Nor-
ton.

Robert G. Bennett, assistant engineer of motive power
of the Central division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has
succeeded C. D. Barrett as master mechanic at Sunbury, Pa.

Mr. Bennett was born

at Brighton, England,

on March 31, 1882.

He entered the service

of the Pennsly\'ania

Railroad in 1900 as a

machinist apprentice in

the Erie, Pa., shops,

completing his appren-

ticeship at the Renovo,

Pa., shops four years

later. He graduated

from Purdue Univer-

sity in 1908 as a bache-

lor of science in me-
chanical engineering

and in 1915 he was
given the degree of

mechanical engineer.

While attending col-

lege, he worked during

the summer months as a machinist, draftsman and inspector

and in November, 1908, was appointed motive power in-

spector of the Monongahela division. In March, 1912, he

was transferred to the Pittsburgh division as rodman in the

maintenance of way department, and a year later he became
inspector in the test department at Altoona, Pa., being as-

signed to the locomotive test plant on bulletin work. In

May, 1916, Mr. Bennett went to Chambersburg, Pa., as as-

sistant master mechanic of the Cumberland Valley Railroad

and returned to the Pennsylvania Railroad in February,

1917, as assistant engineer of motive power of the Central

division at Williamsport, Pa.

G. E. Cessford, district master mechanic of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Deer Lodge, Mont., has been

transferred to Tacoma, Wash., succeeding T. J. Hamilton,
promoted.

George C. Christy, general foreman of the McComb
shops of the Illinois Central, has been appointed master
mechanic at Vicksburg, Miss., succeeding C. Linstrom, de-

ceased. Mr. Christy was born at Water Valley, Miss., on
December 7, 1882. He entered the service of the Illinois

Central at that point on June 1, 1898, and worked consec-

utively as painter, machinist apprentice, machinist, round-
house foreman, and erecting shop foreman, being appointed
general foreman of the Water Valley shops in October, 1911.

He was transferred to the McComb shops in December,
1914, as general foreman, in which capacity he served until

his recent promotion.

F. P. McDonald has been appointed master mechanic of

the Stockton division of the Southern Pacific at Stockton,

Cal., succeeding A. D. Williams, promoted.

W. R. Meeder has been appointed master mechanic of

the Illinois Southern, with office at Sparta, 111., succeeding
W. F. !McCarra resigned.
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C. S. Gaskill, master mechanic of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road at Orangeville, Md.. has received a furlough to enter

military service as an ofticer of the Railway Shop regiment,

the Ninth Engineers.

D. J. McCuAiG, acting master mechanic of the Grand

Trunk at Toronto, Ont., has been appointed master

mechanic of the Ontario lines, with headquarters at Toronto.

H. L. Needham, general foreman of the locomotive de-

partment of the Illinois Central at Twenty-seventh street,

Chicago, has been appointed master mechanic of the Spring-

field division, with headquarters at Clinton, 111., succeed-

ing William O'Brien, assigned to other duties.

. C. D. Rafferty has been appointed master mechanic of

the Algoma Central & Hudson Bay, with office at Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont., succeeding Thomas Fraser, resigned.

F. S. RoBBiNS, assistant master mechanic of. the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been granted a

furlough to enter military service as an officer of the Rail-

way Shop regiment, the Ninth Engineers.

Edward Schultz, master mechanic of the Chicago &
North \\'estem at Chicago, has been recommended for first

lieutenant in the Third Reserve Engineers.

Harry S. Schum, general foreman of the East Altoona

enginehouse of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been ap-

pointed assistant master mechanic of the Altoona machine

shops.

M. F. Smith, district master mechanic of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul at Dubuque, Iowa, has been trans-

ferred to Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding A. Young, resigned to

enter military service.

Leon A. Starkweather, motive power inspector of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, has been appointed assistant master

mechanic of the New York division.

]. H. Thomas, assistant general foreman of the Penn-

svlvania Railroad, at Pitcairn, Pa., has been appointed as-

sistant master mechanic at Pittsburgh, succeeding F. S.

Robbins.

G. H. Watkins, assistant engineer of motive power of the

W'estern Pennsylvania division of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, has been appointed master mechanic of the Baltimore

division at Orangeville, Md., succeeding C. S. Gaskill. Mr.
Watkins was born on April 17, 1881, at Charlotte Court

House, Va. He entered the Altoona shops of the Pennsylvania

Railroad as a special apprentice on June 24, 1903, and was
made an inspector on June 1, 1907. He was transferred

to the Delaware division as enginehouse foreman on Septem-
ber 1, 1910, serving in that capacity until November of the

same year when he was promoted to assistant master

mechanic at the Meadows shops. Three years later Mr.
Watkins was assigned to the Pittsburgh division and on
November 1, 1914, he became assistant engineer of motive
power of the Western Pennsylvania division.

Alexander Young, district master mechanic of the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Milwaukee, Wis., has been
recommended for a commission of captain in the Third Re-
serve Engineers.

SHOP AND ENGINEHOUSE
.\mos C. Davis, general foreman of the Altoona erecting

shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been appointed
general foreman of the East Altoona enginehouse.

Charles W. Davis, assistant roundhouse foreman of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Dodge City, Kan., has been
appointed division foreman at Deming, N. M.

H. G. Flanders, roundhouse foreman of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, at Clovis, N. M., has been promoted to
general foreman at that point.

Lyle H. Gibbs has been appointed general foreman of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Shawnee, Okla.

William Gruvs, general foreman of the .Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe at Waynoka, Okla., has been appointed general

foreman at Wellington, Kan.

F. P. Howell, erecting shop foreman of the Atlantic

Coast Line at Waycross, Ga., has been appointed general

foreman at that point.

E. S. Meyer has been appointed gang foreman of the

Waycross shop of the Atlantic Coast Line, succeeding H. C.

Spicer, promoted.

Frank E. Myers, roundhouse foreman of the .Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, at Waynoka, Okla., has been appointed

general foreman at that point.

J. Ormsby' has been appointed general foreman of the

locomotive department of the Illinois Central at Twenty-

seventh street, Chicago, succeeding H. L. Needham.

Samuel R. Parslow, formerly general machine foreman

of the Great Northern at the Dale street shops, St. Paul,

Minn., and for the past two years engaged in mechanical

valuation work for that company, has been appointed shop

superintendent of the new shops at Great Falls, Mont.

H. C. Spicer, formerly gang foreman of the Atlantic

Coast Line at Waycross, Ga., has succeeded F. P. Howell

as erecting shop foreman of the Waycross shop.

PURCHASING AND STOREKBEPING

J. L. Feemster, storekeeper of the Kansas City Termi-

nal Railway at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed gen-

eral storekeeper of the Chicago Great Western, with head-

quarters at Oelwein, Iowa.

Leonard L. King has been appointed division storekeeper

of the Illinois Central, at McComb, Miss., succeeding W. S.

Morehead.

S. F. Langton has been appointed division storekeeper

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at Seligman, Ariz.,

succeeding S. C. Fogarty.

August W. Munster, whose appointment as purchasing

agent of the Boston & Maine, with headquarters at North

Station, Boston, !Mass., was announced in these columns last

month, was born on July 24, 1882, at Waltham, Mass. He
was educated in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

and in 1904 began railway work with the Northern Pacific,

where he served as a machinist and material inspector. In

1909, he went to the New York, New Haven & Hartford

as material inspector, and subsequently served as chief in-

spector and engineer of tests. In 1911 he went to the Bos-

ton & Maine as general storekeeper, which position he held

at the time of his recent appointment as purchasing agent.

George W. Rice has been appointed division storekeeper

of the Illinois Central, at Memphis, Tenn., succeeding L. L.

King.

NEW SHOPS
Union Pacific.—This road will carry out improvements

during 1917 to include the construction of new shops, round-

house facilities, coaling stations, etc., at Omaha, Neb., at

a cost of $3,000,000. Plans for this work have not yet been

completed except for a new power house and extensions to

shops at Omaha, to cost $656,000.

New York Central.—A contract has been given to John
W. Cooper & Co., Buffalo, N. Y., for building an engine-

house with turntable and annex buildings, in the freight

yards at Gardenville, N. Y. The work calls for putting up
a structure 35 ft. high, 100 ft. wide and SCO ft. long, with

concrete foundations, and brick and timber super-structure.

The approximate cost of the work will be $150,000.
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Supply Trade Notes j
MiM'^s^v>^.;j^-v.^^^-Of-<y^^-?^^>-:v^.^ V,

Charles B. Yardley has been elected president ot Steel &
Iron Mongers, Inc., with offices at 796 Broad street, New-
ark. N. y

At a meeting of the board of directors of the .\merican

Locomotive Company, held June 21, L. A. Larsen was ap-
pointed assistant comptroller.

A. D. Bruce, in charge of purchases and supplies for the

Vapor Car Heating Company, Inc., Chicago, has been elected

secretary and controller, succeeding Arthur P. Harper, re-

signed.

G. A. Cooper, representative in the railroad department of

the L'nited States Graphite Company, at Chicago, has been
appointed advertising manager of the company, with head-
quarters at Saginaw, Mich.

H. G. Doran & Co., Peoples Gas building, Chicago, have
been appointed selling agents for the Schaefer Equipment
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., manufacturers of the Schaefer
truck lever connections.

The American Steel Foundries, Chicago, has purchased
the Eclipse cast steel coupler yoke from the National Car
Equipment Company. The Eclipse yoke requires neither
keys nor rivets, and is now in use on a large number of rail-

roads.

D. B. Mugan, who was formerly in charge of the electrical

department of the Illinois Central at New Orleans, La., has
been appointed resident manager of the Edison Storage Bat-
tery Supph- Company, with headquarters at 201 Baronne
street. New Orleans, La.

Willard Doud, consulting engineer. Old Colony building,
Chicago, 111., has closed his office temporarily, to accept a
commission as lieutenant, junior grade, in the United States

Naval Reser\'e. He has been assigned to active service at

the Naval Training Station, Great Lakes, 111.

At a meeting of the executive committee of the board of
directors of the American Locomotive Company, held July
18, David Van Alstyne was appointed an assistant vice-
president, in charge of manufacture. Mr. Van Alstyne has
hitherto held the title of assistant to vice-president.

Charles S. Clark, formerly sales agent of the Pennsylvania
Steel Company at Boston, Mass., has been elected first vice-
president and general manager of the Laconia Car Company,
and will make his headquarters at Laconia, N. H., where the
business of the company will be transacted hereafter.

L. O. Cameron, formerl)' manager of sales in the southern
district for the Pressed Steel Car Company, has opened an
office in the Munsey building, \\'ashington, D. C, and will
hereafter represent the Pressed Steel Car Company, and tlie

Oxweld Railroad Service Company. He will also handle
government accounts.

The Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Company, Cincin-
nati, Ohio, has elected the following new officers: M. G.
Lodge, president; J. \V. Carrell, vice-president and general
manager, and L. A. Hall, secretary and treasurer. Murray
Shipley has sold his entire interest in the companv and has
severed his connection with it.

Among those in the service of the American Steel Export
Company, New York, who have been called to the colors,
is K. G. Martin, manager of the service and publicity de-
partments. Mr. Martin was granted an honorable discharge
from the 22nd Regiment, Corps of Engineers, N. G., N. Y.,

in order to be al)le to accept a commission as captain. Offi-

cers' Reserve Corps, Motor Transport Service.

The Mark Manufacturing Company, Chicago, will spend
approximately $14,500,000 in the construction of a steel plant

at South Chicago. This is $9,500,000 in excess of the cost

as estimated a year ago. The new plans provide for the con-

struction of a 600-ton blast furnace, with docks, ore and
coke handling machinery, which was not in the original

plans. The new plans also provide for an open hearth steel

department with a capacity of 250 gross tons of ingots per
year.

Daniel A. Wightman, formerly general manager of the

Pittsburgli Locomotive ^\orks, died at Warren, R. I., on
July 6. Mr. Wightman was born at East Greenwich, R. I.,

in 1846. He was educated in the public schools of that
town, and after a course in an evening school in Providence,
entered tlie employ of the Rhode Island Locomotive Works
as a draftsman. In 1876 he went to the Pittsburgh Loco-
motive Works as superintendent. He later became general
manager and held that position when he retired in 1902.

The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis,
!Mo., and affiliated companies are now represented in the
Birmingham district by Thomas A. Hamilton, who for the
past 14 years has been connected with the Crane Company,
prior to which he was superintendent of the East St. Louis
plant of the Zelnicker Car Works. Mr. Hamilton will have
charge of both buying and selling in the southeastern dis-
trict. His oflice will be at 1018 Woodward building, Birm-
ingham, Ala.

The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis,
Mo., announces the appointment of W. H. Dayton as city
salesman. Mr. Dajton was formerly with the Railroad Sup-
ply Company, Chicago, as secretary and purchasing agent,
and also eastern representative for five years. He went to
St. Louis seven years ago, representing the same firm, the
Chicago Signal & Supply Company, and the Elyria Iron &
Steel Company, manufacturers of signal and track mainte-
nance materials.

Roland C. Eraser, vice-president of the Buffalo Brake
Beam Company at New York, died on July 17 at his home
at Suft'ern, X. Y. He was born at Boston, Mass., on April

11, 1865. Mr. Eraser
was widely known in

the supply trade. He
began his business ca-

reer in the railway
supply field by join-

ing the business staff

of the Railroad Gazette
in 1890. After several

years' service in that

position he was em-
ployed, successively, by
the Monarch Brake
Beam Company of
Detroit; the U. S.

Metal & Manufactur-
ing Company, of New
York, and the Buffalo
Brake Beam Company,
of New York. At the
time of his death he

was vice-president of the last named company and had been
in its seri'ice for 14 years.

A gift of SJ!85 was recently made to the Thirteenth En-
gineers, United States army, by seven Chicago railway sup-
ply companies. Of this amount, $85 was used to cover the
expenses of a band, which furnished music during a review
of the regiment on July 12, and the remaining $300 will

R. C. Fraser
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be used to provide greater comforts for the men. The com-

panies which contributed to the fund were the P. & M. Com-

pany Robert W. Hunt & Co., the Railroad Supply Company;

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.; the Rail Joint Company; the

Galena-Signal Oil Company, and Tratt & Lambert.

Frank B. Bradley, vice-president of the Ajax Forge Com-

pany Chicago, died at his home in Chicago, on July 14.

Mr.' Bradley was born at Lake Forest, 111., on May 6, 1866,

and entered the service of the Ajax Forge Company m 1884

as an office bov. With the exception of a few years' service

with the Morcien Froe & Crossing Works, the Buda Foun-

dry Company and Clement Curtis & Co., he has been contmu-

ously with the Ajax Forge Company since that time, havmg

special charge of the sales department in recent years. In

addition to his sales duties he has invented and perfected

several railroad track specialties.

The L. B. Stillwell Engineering Corporation has been

organized to act as constructing engineer in the design and

cgnstruction of steam and hydro-electric lighting, railway

and power plants; electric transmission, electrification of

railroads, the design and construction of steel rolling stock,

railroad terminals, steam heating plants and general en-

gineering construction work. The officers are; Lewis B.

Stillwell president; H. St. Clair Putnam, vice-president and

general manager; Hugh Hazeltcn, vice-president, and W.

Everitt Rundle, secretary and treasurer. The principal office

of the corporation will be located at 100 Broadway, New

York City,

Samuel Lindsay Nicholson, who has been sales manager

of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

since 1909, has been promoted to the position of assistant to

vice-president, with
headquarters at East

Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr.

Nicholson was born in

Philadelphia, received

his education in the

William Penn Charter

School of that city and

began his business ca-

reer as an apprentice

with the Belmont Iron

Works in 1887. He en-

tered the electrical busi-

ness the following year

and served with various

electrical companies un-

til 1898, when he be-

came sales representa-

tive of the Westing-

house Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, in

New York. He subsequently had charge of the city and in-

dustrial division of the New York office. On the reorgani-

zation of the sales department in 1904, he was made man-
ager of the industrial department, which position he filled

until his selection as sales manager of the company in 1909.

David A. Munro, formerly manager of the J. N. Johns
Manufacturing Company, has accepted a position with the

Railway Specialties Corporation, New York, and will take

active charge of that company's railroad department. Mr.
Munro was born in Scotland. He came to this country in

February, 1907, and in October of the same year entered

the auditor's office of the Metropolitan Street Railway in

New York. He was later assistant to the auditor of the

Second Avenue Railroad of New York, and was shortly

afterwards appointed purchasing agent to the receiver in ad-

dition to his other duties. On December 1, 1916, he resigned

to enter the supply field as manager of the J. N. Johns Manu-
facturing Company.

S. L. Nicholson

W. G. Bee

W. G. Bee, vice-president and general sales manager of

the Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J.,
died

at his home in that city July 11, aged 48 years. Mr. Bee

was born in Hartford,

Conn., on December

14, 1868. He left

school at the age of IS

and enlisted in the

United States Navy as

seaman's apprentice.

After four years' serv-

ice he received an hon-

orable discharge and

returned to Hartford

and became associated

with the Pope-Hartford

Bicycle Company,
which later became the

F^lectric Vehicle Com-
pany of Hartford. In

this way Mr. Bee be-

came one of the pio-

neers of the electric

vehicle industry. In

the Spanish-American War, Mr. Bee was a chief gunner's

mate on the U. S. S. "Gloucester," J. P. Morgan's yacht

"Corsair." After the war Mr. Bee returned to the Electric

Vehicle Company and spent some time in Mexico in its

interests and was in charge of its exhibit at the Pan-,\mer-

ican Exposition. In 190.i, Mr. Bee became associated with

Thomas A. Edison, then at Glen Ridge. When the Edison

Storage Battery Company was organized in Orange, Mr. Bee

became general sales manager, and in 190o was elected vice-

president.

Herbert Deeming, who has been appointed sales manager

of Mudge & Co., with headquarters in the Railway Exchange,

Chicago, was born in England on April 16, 1880. He began

his business career as a

stenographer and clerk

in the general passen-

ger department of the

Fremont, Elkhorn &
Missouri Valley at

Omaha, Neb., in Oct-

ober, 1897. From July,

1899, to September he

was with the American

Express Company at

Omaha, and from the

latter month until Jan-
uary, 1900, he was era-

plo\-ed in the general

superintendent's office

of the Fremont, Elk-

horn & Missouri Val-

ley. He was then pro-

moted to secretary to

the general freight

agent of the same road, and in July, 1902, went to Chicago,

where he was employed in the auditor's office of the Chicago

& Western Indiana. In January, 190j, he was promoted

to a position in the president and general manager's office.

From July, 1903, to February, 1916, he was secretary of the

General Managers' .Association, at Chicago, and from No-
vember, 1907, to February, 1916, was also secretar)- of the

Association of Western Railways. In March, 1916, he be-

came assistant director of the Railway Educational Bureau

at Omaha, Neb., and seven months later he became asso-

ciated with the H. E. Reisman Advertising Company, which

position he held until his recent appointment.

W. F. Walsh, of the railway export department of the

Galena-Signal Oil Company, has received a commission as

H. Deeming
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captain in the Engineer Reserves, United States .\rmy. Mr.

Walsh was formerly with the Chesapeake & Ohio, and whik'

with that company held a commission as first lieutenant of

the Roanoke Blues of the Virginia National Guard.

L. C. Sprague, formerly general motive power inspector

of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Baltimore,

has been appointed special representative on air brake

specialties for the general railroad department of the H! W.
Johns-Manville Company, with headquarters in New York.

Mr. Sprague has been in railway ser\'ice since 1899, serving

on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy from that time to

1910 as fireman, engineman and then fuel inspector. In

1912 he became a locomotive and air brake instructor for

the International Correspondence Schools, following which

he was assistant general air brake instructor on the Great

Northern at St. Paul. He became general motive power in-

spector of the Baltimore & Ohio in 1915.

Oden H. A\'harton, formerly assistant to the president of

the Crucible Steel Company, has been elected president of

the company. Mr. Wharton was born at Easton, Pa., and

received his schooling at that place. His first business as-

sociation was with Park Brothers & Co., Ltd., at that time

operating the Black Diamond Steel Works in Pittsburgh.

He started as office boy, then became billing clerk and finally

a salesman. Later he was connected with the sales depart-

ment of the Park Steel Company in Cleveland and other

cities. He went to Boston for some years as representative

of the Park Steel Company, and later of the Crucible Steel

Company of ."Vmerica, and was finally appointed general

manager of sales of the latter company, with headquarters

at Pittsburgh. After holding this position for several years

his health failed, and he was succeeded by Reuben Michener,

the present general manager of sales. Mr. Wharton traveled

in Europe for a year or more, and, regaining his health,

was appointed assistant to President Charles C. Ramsey, of

the Crucible Steel Company, who died recently.

The Automatic Straight Air Brake Company

The Automatic Straight Air Brake Company of New York
during the ne.xt few weeks will send out invitations to many
of the leading railroad officers of the country to witness the

operation of the automatic straight air brake, on a 100-car

test rack at New York, and shortly thereafter to attend the

road service trials, which will be conducted by the Division

of Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The company has leased a building in which it has in-

stalled a 100-car test rack, which includes the complete car

equipment arranged with full length train line and all other

piping, just as it would be applied on a 100-car train. The
apparatus for each car includes a trainagraph with three

recording pens indicating respectively the pressure of the

brake cylinder, the auxiliary reservoir and the train line.

An obser\'er can thus see at a glance just what takes place

on each car in the train.

During the fall of 1915 this brake was tested in road

service on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, under the su-

pervision of the Division of Safety of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, and since that time the improvements

suggested by the commission in its report to Congress in

Jime, 1916, have been made in the equipment. The prin-

cipal features of the brake, an early form of which was de-

scribed in the February, 1915, issue of the Railway Age
Gazette, Mechanical Edition, page 92, are the use of wing
valves, the movement of which is controlled by diaphragms
under the action of differential pressures and the use of train

pipe air for the service application of the brake, making
possible the maintenance of a predetermined brake cylinder

pressure indefinitely without the necessity of the release and
reapplication of the brakes, and without the aid of retain-

ing valves.

Air Compressors.—Bulletin 34-Y. issued by the Chi-

cago Pneumatic Tool Company, is a catalogue of that com-

panx's gas and gasolene driven air compressors.

Boiler Kote.—The Boiler-Kote Company, Chicago, in a

16-page booklet, details the advantage of using Boiler-Kote

in boilers, and shows how it is used to secure the desired re-

sults.

Wrenches and Other Tools.—One of the latest cata-

logues issued by the Mechanical Specialties Company, Chi-

cago, is a 16-page booklet illustrating and giving list prices

on the company's line of wrenches, chisels, punches and

similar tools.

Export Engineering and Contracting.—This is the

title of a booklet issued by the American Steel Export Com-
panv. New York. The book explains about the e.xport

organization of the company itself, and gives a detailed list

of the many kinds of equipment it is in a position to design

and supply.

Car He.\ting.—The Gold Car Heating & Lighting Com-
pany, New York, has recently issued a catalogue descrip-

tive of the Gold electric thermostatic control of steam heat-

ing for passenger train cars. The booklet explains the ad-

vantages of this system from the standpoint of uniform heat-

ing and economies in the use of steam, and explains how
the system secures the desired results.

Electric Hoists.—The Sprague Electric Works of the

General Electric Company, 527-531 West Thirty-fourth

street, New York, has issued bulletin No. 48,923, describ-

ing Type W electric hoists, one to six tons capacity. The
various sizes and types of these hoists are clearly shown by
photographs, detailed drawings and dimension tables. Gen-
eral specifications for the hoists are also given.

The Stroh Process.—The Stroh Steel-Hardening

Process Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently issued a

24-page catalogue descriptive of the Stroh process. This is

a method for casting fine alloy steel together with soft steel

in one solid piece, this giving a casting with a wear-proof

alloy steel stratum upon the wearing surfaces, while the

body is composed of any desired steel, and is in no way
affected. The catalogue contains a number of illustrations

showing gears, wheels, frogs, crossings, etc., of Stroh steel.

Turret Lathe.—The International Machine Tool Com-
pany, Indianapolis, Ind., has issued recently a 43-page cata-

logue describing the Libby turret lathe. The characteristics

of this lathe are fully described and data is given regarding

the various sizes of lathes made by this company. Numer-
ous illustrations are included, showing the different parts of

the lathe. Particular attention is given to the Collet chuck
and its construction, each of the individual parts being

identified. Various other tools used in connection with this

lathe are also illustrated and described.

Ball Bearings.—"Hess-Bright Ball Bearings—How to

Apply Them," is the title of a booklet recently issued by the

Hess-Bright Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, for the

purpose of showing what precautions should be taken to

preserve the "inherent efficiency and superiority" of Hess-

Bright ball bearings. The booklet emphasizes the neces-

sity of clean bearings and proper lubricants, the care that

should be taken to prevent overloading, and the necessities

of proper mounting. A number of drawings are given to

bring out the points in the text. Another and similar book-

let issued by the same company deals with the application

of ball bearings to the airplane.
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Looaiion of Our American locomotives have been

(^jI,
equipped with various labor saving de-

. vices to make the work of the engine
Appurtenances , , . .1 r^

crews easier and to increase the ein

ciency of the power, but little has been done, in a scientific

way, to determine the proper location of the various cab
appurtenances for the convenience of the men. We have
known in a general way where the tiredoor should be located

on the back head of a locomotive boiler, but how high it

should be above the cab deck was always a matter of in-

dividual opinion. In common practice, the door has been
as low as 17 in. and as high as 25 yi in., and until the

motion picture studies made by the Pennsylvania it was
anybody's guess as to which was correct. The tests made by
this road, which are described elsewhere in this issue, show
that a firedoor, the bottom of which is 22 in. above the cab
deck, is the best average height regardless of the height of

the firemen. At this height and with the coal always at the

same point back from the door, a locomotive can be fired

with the least muscular effort. This means more contented
firemen and more efficient firing, as the fireman will not be
wasting energy in the performance of his work. These tests

also showed that with long firebo.xes the coal can be better

distributed with a grate slope of 2 in. to the foot. These
and similar studies of the cab arrangement, which will result

in a reduction of labor on the part of both the enginemen
and firemen, will be reflected in the more efficient handling
of the locomotive.

A R. H. Aishton, president of the Chicago

Big Job ^ Northwestern, gave some extremely

. , . interesting figures as to the growth of

railway traffic in this country during
the war in a paper before the St. Louis Railway Club last

month. For instance, with only a small increase in the

number of miles of line, locomotives and cars, the traffic

for the calendar year 1917 promises to be 52 per cent greater

than for that of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915. This
increase of 140,000,000,000 ton miles is equivalent to the

total traffic moved annually before the war by the following

14 countries: Germany, France, Russia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Roumania, Holland, Canada, South Africa,

Mexico, Japan, Brazil and New South Wales. Stated in

terms of tons, rather than ton miles, this increase would re-

quire 720,000 trains, containing 18,000,000 cars; this is

equivalent to a train 136,363 miles in length.

The railroads are today unable to handle all of the traffic

that is offered to them, and conditions will be worse as the

winter comes on. The cars and locomotives are showing
signs of the severe stress to which they have already been
subjected. New equipment and additional facilities are not
available. What can the mechanical department do? In
the first place, cooperate more closely with the operating de-

partment. Utilize every possible pound of tractive effort,

or at least get the operating department to do so. The charge
has been made that the mechanical department, where it

has had charge of rating the locomotives, has shown a tend-

529
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encv to rate them too low. Train load figures on some roads

vould seem to substantiate this claim.

There is a tendency on the part of some mechanical de-

partment officers to pass tlic buck, or excuse themselves be-

cause they sa\ thev are workin,!; under impossible conditions

and cannot do l>etter under the present conditions of lalior

and material. The world today in every field of endeavor

is doin.a things that only a year or two ago seemed impossiljle.

The raihvavs of this country niu.st not and cannot fail, diffi-

cult and impossible as the conditions may seem. If every

man in the mechanical department will really get busy and

e-xert himself to the utmost, the prolilem can be solved. The

difficulty is, of course, to ])ush through a sufficiently patriotic

educational campaign to do this—and \et it must be done.

pany them on their way to the cantonments, from the can-

tcmiients to their transports, at the piers, in London or in

Paris where it has l)ig hotels for the use of men on fur-

lough, in camp in France, even in the front line trenches,

antf thence back once more to home. They also distributed

post cards and stationery and in other ways, by personal

contact especiall}-, made the trip easier for the men them-

selves, for those in charge and for the train crews. But

this is not all that the Railroad Y. M. C. A. is doing; it is

meeting troop trains at division points; it is opening its

buildings to tlic men in olive drab and it is meeting them

at the embarkation piers to bid them "bon voyage." It also

has men in France with the railway engineer regiments.

In short, it is missing no opportunities to do its utmost for

tlie soldiers.

Locomotive Remcmfier that the competition on how

T . , to decrease the time a locomotive is held
ierminal . , , . , j

at a termmal which was announced m
Competit.oD

j^^j month's issue, page 474, will close

October 22. There are only a few days left in which to

write Aour story and get it to our New York office. \\'e

have named that peculiar date as we realize the necessity of

publishing the articles received before winter Ijegins. Tell

us what you are doing to put the locomotives under your

charge through the roundhouse with the least possible delay.

In a" large number of cases a locomotive spends more than

one-half its time in the roundhouse or its immediate vicinity.

This is too much under present conditions with the power in

such great demand. We want to tell others how you have

decreased your terminal delay. A prize of ?,i5 is offered

for the best paper, $25 for the second Ijest, and $15 for the

third; all other contributions accepted for pulilication will

be paid for at our regular space rates.

Second Call

for the

"Shall we lie more tender with our dol-

lars than with the lives of our sons?" is

a slogan appearing on some of the pos-

Liberty Loan
^p^s calling for subscribers to the second

second Liberty Loan. It is particularly fitting in the case of

railwav men, many of whom have given their sons or com-

rades to the service of the Allies in France. The least we can

do at home is to help our Government provide these men

with the necessary facilities to complete the Ijig task before

them. Moreover^ the Government will pa.\' as much and

more in interest than many savings Ijanks. The first Lil)-

erty Loan was a great success, lieing oversubscribed by 50

per cent. We can show our enemies no better example of

our unitv and determination to win the war than by giving

financial aid to our Government. .\ large number of rail-

way men supported the first loan; in the Colonie (N. Y.)

shops of the Delaware & Hudson, the main shops of that

road, 73 per cent of the emplo)'ees subscribed. Start a

campaign on your own road and see if you can beat this

record.

.j.^ This issue of the Railway Mechanical

Engineer will reach its readers while
Railroad

^j^^' niovemcnt of the selected men to

Y. M. C. A. {j^g National Army cantonments is still

in progress. One of the organizations that will take a Ijig

part in the work of carrying these men will be the Railroad

Y. M. C. A., which, by placing its secretaries on these trains

will complete a Y. IM. C. A. chain from "Home to Home."

Despite its short notice the Railroad Y. M. C. A. .succeeded

in accompanying about .^00 trains of the second contingent

of 40 per cent. Its secretaries explained to the men the

work that the Y. M. C. A. is preparing to do at the canton-

ments and told them how the Y, M. C. .\. would accom-

Utilizing the

Boiler Capacity

Man\- freight locomotives now operat-

ing on the railroads of this country

have considerable potential tractive

of Locomotives effort which is not Ijeing utilized.

Tlierc are some cases where changes in the proportions of

locomotives would make tliem much more efficient transpor-

tation units.

Before tlie sui)erheater was generally adopted many loco-

motives were built with the boiler capacity too low for the

cvlinders, which resulted in steam failures and poor per-

formance generally. The proportion of the heating .surface

to the cylinder volume was increased and much lietter per-

formance was secured. At the present time it seems that this

tendency has lieen carried too far in the case of many freight

locomotives. Eight or ten years ago, it was Ijy no means un-

usual to find locomotives designed with only 200 sri. ft of

heating surface for each culjic foot of cylinder volume. At

the present time this ratio is more often above 250 and

sometimes greater than ,S00. In passenger locomotives this

is no doubt good design, Ijut there is little advantage in

having a freight locomotive that can supply steam at long

cut off at a speed aljove 20 miles an hour. It is the tractive

effort at low speed and not the proportion of the Ijoiler

capacity to the size of the cylinders that determines what a

freight locomotive can haul over the division.

There is of course a ])ractical limit to the tractive effort

which can l)e developed, determined by the adhesion be-

tween the wheel and the rail. If the full adhesion is utilized

the locomotive will have a tendency to slip and will be

hard to handle. Just where the practical limit is reached

is hard to determine. The coefficient of friction lietween

the wheel and the rail is usually considered to be about 2S

per cent, which would call for a factor of adhesion of four.

The value of the coefficient of friction generally used is

probably lower than the actual value. Some roads have
brought the ratio of adhesive weight to tractive effort down
to 3.5 and 3.S is by no means uncommon. It would seem
that a locomotive with a factor of adhesion of four should

not give trouble by slipping even after the drivers have been

turned and the cylinders Vjored.

Where freight locomotives liave ample boiler capacity to

supply the cylinders and the factor of adhesion is greater

than four the logical thing to do is to increase the size of the

cylinders to make the tractive effort full 25 per cent of

the weight on drivers, providing, of course, that the machin-

ery is capable of standing the increased stresses which will

result. It is hardly prolialile that the steam consumption
will be unfavoralil)' affected Ijy the larger cylinders, and the

hauling capacity will be increased.

When locomotives are modernized the factor of adhesion

and the ratio of heating surface to cylinder volume should

lie carefully considered. Superheaters and brick arches are

usually applied to save coal, the increased speed which it is

possible to secure being considered an incidental advantage.
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There seems no reason why the increased boiler capacity

should not be utilized Ijy making a corresponding increase

in the tractive effort, due consideration being given, of

course, to the strength of the machinery and the ratio of

adhesion. On one road a superheater was applied to a large

freight loconioti\'e and it was found possible to increase the

diameter of the cylinders IJ-j in. without overtaxing the

boiler. It might be argued that the heating surface of a

boiler does not always give a true indication of its evapor-

ative capacity and it is difficult to forecast accurately the

actual boiler performance, but in view of the fact that the

cylinders can easily be bushed in case they are too large, it

would certainly lie best when changing cylinders, to make
them large enough to develop the full adhesion of the driving

wheels.

At this time, w-hen the railroads are so hard pressed for

motive power, any method of increasing the tonnage that

can be hauled is of great importance. .A careful consid-

eration of the proportions of existing locomotives will in

some cases, reveal sources of increased tractive effort that

have not been considered.

The Abuse The introduction of tools driven by
compressed air marked one of the great-

est advances in railroad shop practice
Compressed Air

.^j^j g^,)^ equipment is now almost in-

dispensable. Compressed air is naturally adapted to use

in railroad shops. The tools are made in such forms that

they can be used in almost any location and they give little

trouble if they receive a moderate amount of care and at-

tention. Compressed air can be more readily applied to

driving small tools than any other form of power. When
a new device which must be independently driven is de-

signed in a railroad shop the first thought is to fit it with

an air cylinder to operate it. For tools that are used only

a small portion of the time this is no doubt the most eco-

nomical method of driving, but for those that are in opera-

tion continuously either belt or individual motor drive is

usually to lie preferred, as the decreased power consumption

resulting from these methods of driving as a rule oft'sets

the greater first cost as compared with pneumatic drive.

Compressed air is in nearly every case the most expensive

form in which ]iower can be used, as few railroad plants

are equipped with efficient types of compressors.

An interesting example of the extravagant use of com-
pressed air in shop tools is furnished by a shear which was
seen in operation recently at a large scrap dock. The whole
device had been made from second-hand or scrap material,

but while it testified to the ingenuity of the man who de-

signed it, it could not be called an economical machine.

The shear lever was operated by a 14-in. by 12-in. air cyl-

inder which made a full stroke for each operation. The
air was supplied from a line carrying a pressure of 100
lb. per sq. in. The machine was operated almost continu-

ou.sly and made an average of five strokes per minute. Thus
it required 5.34 cu. ft. of compressed air, or 41.6 cu. ft. of

free air, per minute, if full pressure was secured for only

half of each stroke, a very conservative estimate of the air

consumption. At a rate of two cents per 1,000 cu. ft. of

free air the cost of power for this machine was 48 cents a

day. The cost for such a machine if driven electrically

should not have been more than one-fourtli of that amount.
The expen.se of installation of wiring would have been less

than for piping and the reduced cost of operation would
certainly have justified the greater initial expenditure for

motor drive.

Air motors made in railroad shops are practically without

exception extravagant in the use of air, usually due to the

poor design of the apparatus. Pneumatic tools w-hich give

a fair output of power for the air consumed require a degree

of precision in their manufacture that cannot be attained
with the machine tool equipment found in railroad shops.

A feature of compressed air installations that should be
kept in mind is the possibility of large losses due to leak-

age. While, of course, in some pipe lines the losses are

very slight, there are almost always small leaks in shop
lines which are considered of no importance and are not
stopped. The condition of connections is seldom given the

attention it requires and much air is wasted at the fittings.

With the high pressure carried, the loss due to even a small
leak is quite considerable. At a pressure of 100 lb. per
sq. in. a hole only 1/16 in. in diameter will allow the escape
of 387 cu. ft. of free air per hour. Assuming the cost of
compressing air to be two cents per 1,000 cu. ft., a single
hole of that size will waste power at the rate of $5.50 per
month. As a rule, there are numerous small leaks in every
line of pipe, though often they are not apparent. At one
shop where a leakage test of air piping was conducted it

was found that the power lost in that way cost more than
$2,000 a year.

These observations .should not be construed as reflecting
unfavorably on compressed air as a power medium in shops.
The intention is rather to show the waste that may occur
in the system unless it is properly maintained and to em-
phasize the necessity for carefully considering all the ele-
ments entering into the cost of production to insure economy
in shop operation.

Freight Car How to get freight cars repaired is un-

Repair questionably one of the most serious

„. .• problems confronting the mechanical
situation , ,

"
. ,,,. .

department at the present time. With
railroad ojjcration speeded up as it is now, cars are certain

to require more than the ordinary amount of repairs to keep
them in good condition. There is plenty of evidence to show
tliat the roads are getting more service from their cars than
ever before. The achievement of the railroads in increasing
the tonnage handled since this country entered the war has
been remarkable. Cars must be kept in repair in order that

this splendid record may be maintained.
During the past four months both the mileage and the

tonnage per car have broken all previous records. During
the period from 1913 to 1915, freight cars moved on an
average from 26 to 28 miles a day. In 1916, this had in-

creased to 31.5 miles and the figures for 1917 will be con-
siderably higher as the latest available statistics show that
tlie railroads in June handled 23 per cent more traffic than
in 1916 with only 3 per cent more cars. At the same time
the average carload and the average trainload have also
increased.

There can be but one result; that cars require more re-

pairs than under normal operation. New cars are not being
received by the railroads in any considerable numViers, but
the demand for equipment has been met by putting in serv-

ice many cars that were formerly marked for retirement.

Only a small proportion of these have been reinforced. The
others will demand an abnormally large amount of repair

work to keep them in service. Many roads have onlv suf-

ficient facilities to take care of car repair work under nnniial

conditions and to keep cars in serviceable condition during
the war will necessitate a great increase in the output of the

car shops.

The roads have made a good record in reducing the num-
lier of bad order cars during the past year. On June I, 1916,

6.8 per cent of the freight cars of the country were in shop
or waiting to be shopped, while on May 1, 1917, the per-

centage was 5.7. On June 1, however, the figure had risen

again to 5.8. It should be noted that the decrease in the

total number of bad order cars during the period from June
1, 1916, to June 1, 1917, was due to a reduction in the
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number of home bad order cars, as the number of foreign

bad orders increased 18 per cent during that period. This
fact seems one of great significance. It shows that there

is a tendency to neglect the repairs to foreign equipment.

In some cases foreign cars are held for long periods await-

ing repairs in spite of the heavy per diem charge. More
often, however, just enough work is done on the foreign

car to get it safely onto the line of some connecting road

and after it has made a few hundred miles it is again ready

for the repair track. The present rules permitting the load-

ing of cars in any direction to handle the traffic keeps a

great many cars off the home road for long periods and
the condition of the cars suffers. As one chief interchange

inspector remarked. "Ever}-body is ready to use the foreign

cars, but nobody wants to repair them."

The shortage of cars, comljined with the new car service

rules, has created conditions which add to the importance

and also to the difficulties of the car inspector's work. A
broad construction of the M. C. B. rules is essential if they

are to give the best result under the present circumstances.

Cars must proceed with the least possible delay to avoid

shortage of equipment and congestion of terminals. Of
course, nothing should be done which would in any way
jeopardize safety, but at this time inspectors are not justified

in holding up cars for minor defects. To make out defect

cards and collect the bills often costs more than the com-

pany receives for the repairs %vhich it makes on the authority

of the cards.

Car inspectors should not lose sight of the fact that the

earning power of freight cars is greater now than ever before.

Delays to cars cause delays to trains, with resulting expense

due to the loss of time of train crews and locomotives. The
amount that may l)e wasted through minor delays can be

realized from the fact tliat a conservative estimate of the

earning power of a freight locomotive at the present time

is $105 a day.

Cards should be issued for defects which demand repair.

but the practice of carding for minor defects is a waste of

time. It is not uncommon to find defect cards which have

remained on cars so long that they have become illegible.

The car may have run for months with the defect for which

it was carded, there being no necessity for making repairs.

This is often the case with such insignificant damage as

raked siding, roofing raked on the end, metal posts slightly

l)ent, etc. To issue cards for such defects is a foolish policy.

While cards should not be issued unless it is necessary,

they should be applied when the conditions are such that

the receivmg line is entitled to protection. The practice of

running cars on records should be done away with entirely.

Some roads make a practice of tracing for defect cards on

the assumption that cars have been run on records. It is

doubtful whether the returns from this practice were ever

sufficient to justify the expense. The sooner it is given up

the better it will be for all concerned.

The changes made in the M. C. B. rules during the last

year have been very few, and all inspectors should be

thoroughly familiar with the present code. Some important

changes have been made, however, in the loading rules and

inspectors should study the revised rules and do everything

in their power to see that shippers adhere to the proper

methods of loading. Numerous delays result from improper

methods of securing lading. If inspectors would make it a

practice to report all cases of improper loading in order

that the matter might be taken up with the shippers, condi-

tions could be very much improved.

The new specifications for tank cars contain considerable

material with which inspectors should be familiar in order

to insure safet>' in the transporting of dangerous liquids. Of

equal or greater importance are the regulations covering the

handling of explosives. Large shipments of such material

will be made during the war, and the booklet of instructions

issued by the Bureau of Explosives should be in the hands
of every inspector.

1 be demand for cars is so great at this time that shippers

will lead cars almost regardless of their condition. If

defects are discovered after cars are under load, the repairs

are often more difficult to make or the load must be trans-

ferred. Inspectors can do a great deal of good if they will

exercise their ingenuity to catch defects before cars are

loaded.

Unfortunately, at the present time, it is not possible to

route cars to points where it is certain that they will receive

adequate repairs. Many eastern roads are now shipping

westward freight w'hich requires only rough freight cars.

Unless some special effort is made to get these cars to shop
I'oints. they will not be in condition to handle grain

and flour when they reach the western roads. Since these

commodities often originate at points which are not provided

with repair facilities, there is danger of cars being loaded
which are not in condition to be used for such products. No
dejjendence can be placed on car inspection by agents or

elevator men, and if 'eakage is to be prevented, cars must
be thoroughly inspected and repaired before they are sent

out to be loaded. There is probaljly not an interchange

point that does not have cases where cars are set back and
transferred and .sent back to some point on the delivering

line without repairs being made. Soon the same car appears

at another point under load and is either rejected with con-

sequent loss, due to transferring the load, or it is moved
on to make trouble on another line.

The condition of ecjuipment is causing serious situations

at some points where large numbers of cars are interchanged.

Unfortunately, the large interchange points are not always

shop points. Equipment cannot lie handled readily if it

arrives in bad order and long delays result. It has been

suggested that shops operated jointly Ijy several railroads

would be a help in improving the conditions at large inter-

change centers. In some cases these facilities are badly

needed by all the roads, yet the individual roads do not feel

justified in going to the expense of putting up shops. The
prices paid for repairs under the M. C. B. rules are not

high enough at the present time to make such shops profit-

able.

Attention has already been called to the danger that lies

in the practice of slighting the repairs to foreign cars and

cars requiring complete overhauling in order to reduce the

number of bad order cars. Nevertheless, there are many
repair tracks that are following just such a policy. At one

typical repair point, which was visited recently, a consider-

able number of foreign bad order cars were being repaired.

While many required heav)' repairs, only such work as was

necessary to put them in a safe condition w-as being done.

For example, one box car had been Ijrought to the repair

track Ijecause the draft timljers had been pulled out and

one sill broken. About 25 per cent of the lin'ng in the car

was missing and the decking was broken. The repairs to

the draft rigging were made, but the work required on

the l)ody of the car was not done. When it left the repair

track, the car was fit for nothing but rough freight, and it

was probably taken out of service again in a short time for

body repairs. The foreman in charge of the work at this

point volunteered the information that repairs to foreign cars

were a losing proposition, since the price of materials had

advanced so greatly. He had more work on system cars

than he could take care of, and he couldn't bother much
with foreign repairs.

The attitude of this car foreman is one too commonly

found among the shop men. In their anxiety to save money

for their company, they overlook the ultimate gain to be

secured by furnishing serviceable cars to the road. Though
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the prices of iron and steel products have been reduced,
the increase in the cost of many other materials entering into

the construction of cars has, of course, been much greater

than the increase in the M. C. B. prices. There are several

circumstances that should Ije considered in this connection,

however.

In practically every case where material is applied to cars,

scrap material is also removed. The price of scrap has
advanced, so the increase in the net cost of the material

applied is not so great as the increase in the price of new
materials. Then, too, large stocks of materials were con-

tracted for at prices lower than those prevailing at the present

time, thus bringing down the average cost of the material.

The present schedule of prices was adopted onl}- after a care-

ful consideration, and no man should slight the repairs to

foreign cars because he fancies his road will be the loser.

If evtry road gave the same attention to foreign cars that it

gives to system cars, the debits and credits would be quite

evenly balanced. Unless repairs are made as soon as defects

appear and the work done in a thorough manner, cars cannot

be kept in condition.

No one can deny that the car foremen have a hard task

at this time. The shortage of materials is hampering the

work on many roads, and the labor shortage is still more
serious. The wages paid are lower than in the motive power
department as a rule, and it is difficult to keep workmen.
Much more time must be devoted to the supervision of inex-

perienced men who are being employed. The temptation to

get the cars off the repair track regardless of whether they

have been properly repaired or not is very strong. Such prac-

tices, if followed, will cause serious conditions this winter,

when the traffic will probably be even heavier than it is now.

What is needed is good, honest, thorough repairing that will

put cars in condition to give service, repairing that will not

only get the car off the repair track, but keep it off.

Locomotive ^^ officer in the mechanical department

when asked what his road was doing to
epair

prepare its power for the oncoming win-
Situation (gj. replied

—"We are giving it a 'lick

and a promise,' the same as every one else"—and went on

to explain that at the present time the demand for power
was so great that it could not be spared long enough from
service to be given the full repairs needed. We fear that

this method of handling the power is too common throughout

the countn,- and we question greatly the judgment of those

who follow this policy. It is true that the demands for

power were never greater than they are today and it is like-

wise true that the demands later in the winter will be still

greater.

It is a great temptation for a railroad to use all of

its facilities to the limit when revenue freight is begging to

be hauled. But it is a short sighted policy to do so when by
so doing the facilities are deteriorating to such an extent

that later, their capacity, when even more traffic will be
•offered, will be much decreased. At present it is not only

good business to use these facilities with a thought of the

future but it is the duty of every railroad officer to see that

"these facilities are not so crippled as to interfere with the

demands ne.xt winter. The mechanical department officers

are responsible for the power and equipment. It is their

duty to see tliat their roads are properly protected. If too

great a demand is made of the equipment under their charge
they should not be afraid to refuse to supply it when they
kjiow that by so doing they are courting sure failure later

on. It is better to place one embargo now than two later

when it might mean disaster to the country. Make the
equipment work to the limit. Do everj-thing that is possible
to increase its capacity to do more work. But don't
Ikill it.

High Points "Power and still more power," is the

in Engine crying need of American railways to-

.. . . day. There are two items in locomo-
Maintenance .

'
.

,
. , ,

tive mamtenance that are fundamental
in answering this appeal. They are good steaming qualities

and efficient steam distribution. They are of prime impor-
tance and mean more tonnage hauled and the efficient use of

fuel. The engine house forces should concentrate on these

items. Keep the llues clean; see that the superheater is ful-

filling its duty; stop the leaking tubes; maintain the front

end in proper condition; be sure the brick arch is intact; keep
the boiler clean and as free from scale as possible; do not neg-
lect the washing of boilers; see that the grate and ash pan
are such that sufficient air will be admitted to the firebox

properly to consume the coal. There is nothing more dis-

couraging to the engine crew than a poor steaming locomo-
tive; it is as demoralizing as was the "fluke" in the Giants'
pitching staff to the entire team in the second game of the
World's Series. Don't try to offset any of these defects by
decreasing the nozzle—this means high back pressure and
loss of power. Seek out the real difficulty and correct it.

The imjjortance of square valves is thoroughly realized by
every intelligent railroad man. The danger is in procras-
tinating and "letting it go for this time." Our armies in the
field never go into action without everything being thoroughly
prepared. Carelessness and procrastination there mean loss

of life and perhaps defeat. We likewise must go into action

with our equipment adjusted to do its full work. Efficiency

at home is as vital as efficiency at the front. We must move
every possible pound of freight that we can.

NEW BOOKS
Air Brake .-Issociation Proceedings. Edited b.v F. M. N'ellis, secretary. 270

pages, 6!4 in. by 8J^^ in., illustrated, bound in cloth. Published by
the association, 165 Erc^adway, New York.

This volume is the official report of the twenty-fourth
annual convention of the Air Brake Association which was
held at Memphis, Teim., May 1 to 4, 1917. It contains
papers on the Slack .Action in Long Passenger Trains, Its

Relation to Triple Valves of Dift'erent T)-pes and Consequent
Results in the Handling of Passenger Trains; Inspection of
Brake and Signal Equipment; What is the Safe Life of an
Air Brake Hose; Handling Heavy Tonnage Trains on
Grades with Air Brakes Exclusively; the Functional Inter-

relation Between the Component Parts of the Air Brake
System; Slack Action in Long Passenger Trains; Suggested
Practice for the Cleaning and Lubricating of Brake Cylin-
der Packing Leathers, and revisions of the recommended
practices. In addition to the papers, the discussion is given
in detail. The Proceedings this year are prettily arranged
typographically with the picture of the author of the paper
and chairman of the committee accompanying each paper.

First Aid Ittslnictiof.s for Miners. By a committee of surgeons for the
U. S. Bureau of Mines. 154 pages, illustrated. SM in. by 4'^ in.
Published by the Superintendent of Documents. Government Printing
Office. Washington, D. C. Price, paper bound, 20 cents; stiff cover of
red buckram, 35 cents.

This book, while prepared essentially for the instruction
of miners, contains information that is of value to all who
may be required to apply the first aid remedies to injured
persons. It covers the subject quite thoroughly and includes
an outline of an organization and the necessary equipment
to be carried for the work, in addition to instructions regard-
ing the handling of the patient. General information is

given regarding the anatomy of the human body for the
purpose of informing the first aid student so that he may
lietter appl)- the principles outlined in the book. Instruc-
tions for action for all causes of accidents such as electric
shocks, drowning, suffocation, cuts, etc., are included in the
book, with plenty of illustrations to better describe the text.
The pamphlet is perhaps the most complete treatise on this
work that is included in the space given the subject.
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C O M MUNI CAT I O N S

Ml
T. W. TOO SHARP FOR MM
(With Apologies to Wallace Irwin.)

Chicago, III.

Honorable Editor:

I have undergo peculiar experience recent which I as-

sume to recite for benefit all crafty mnis who plot downfall

other U. S. Federal L C. C. detectors.

At small shop in north of state, I are much worry alway

by failure to find clear case on which to issue Form 5 invi-

tation. Mm are one of hale fellows who create good cheer

at -"Atlantic City where convention are congregate. Chief De-

tector have interrogate me frequent about what fine shop and

fine equipment mm seem to attain and praise record of same

railroad profuse. Last time I alight, I are all alert with sus-

picion assuming kultur and spy all sides. First thing happen

are ' switch man w'ho

always greet me with

cordial relation step out

to roundhouse running

track and emit "whoo-

pee, whoopee" to yard

switchman J4 toMc

away. This hand re-

peat e.\act antic and

wave hat twice in circle

around head also whoo-

pee. I ponder now how
this always repeat. I

inquire to know this

eulogy and switchman

stutter and cough out

that reason are weather

report. I are curious

to know what weather

are like and he say storm are approach. It require about 15

minutes to consume distance to shop by foot and when I

arrive I meet mm and foreman on ashpit. I remember now

this also are same proceeding. Honorable mm are exceeding

pleasant telling joke and bestowing cigar on entire crowd.

I immediate see engine 1821 on pit with sharp driving

wheel flange, deep wore tire, steam leaks and other defect.

I volunteer that locomotive are in bad shape but mm laugh

and say yes she going on drop-pit. I reply when and he

report tonight when 1827 come off and point to shop card

tack on pilot. 1 discover yard engine 1840 with brake pull-

rod just escape rail, broken flange on inside pair tank wheel,

tank leaking all points, lost sand pipe and two broken

springs. I raise question this engine and mm reply she are

mark for back shop. "Why do she have steam on?" I retort

quick. He assume that this allow her to spot herself in shop

so not to require shifter. I see 1836 on outbound track with

valve stems blowing, bad leak at check valve and front cylin-

der cock gone. Foreman say he are holding engine now wait-

ing for mechanic to repair. I see other engines but alway

chalk mark are on pilot or man just starting to make repair.

This are time I commence to smell mouse in woodpile and

pass resolution in mind to call investigation. Things look

like plot on U. S. government and I propose secret service.

When I retire to station, mm smile broad, shake hand pro-

fuse and insist on two cigars with handsome gold wrapper.

I arrive on train with nervous twitch in stomach and regret

over being bunco. This are Friday night. Before sleep

same night, broad smile same as mm also illumine visage

poor Jap detector.

Monday morning see me same town but unload on op-

posite side station, climb freight train and speed to shop

without whoopee or periscope show. I visit drop-pit and see

No, 1827 have remove but 1825 on not 1821. I go out in

yard and find engine 1840 working successful with brake

rod down, bust flange, seepy tank and broke spring just

same like before. I issue Form 5 invitation to engineer who
grin with benign love on me and order him to shop. When
I reach pit, I are confront with No. 1821 just arrive with

sharp flange, deep groove on tire and steam escape like Fri-

day. I make out invitation on him also. Two more engines

which I see Friday, I discover now same way only no shop

card paste anywhere. By now mm and foreman emerge ex-

cited and with usual smile smother approach with brake off.

Hon. MM remark what unexpect pleasure have arrive with

me and I retort pleasure all to me when I deliver 4 invita-

tion from U. S. government.

I remark quiet, "Understand your wireless system shorted

herself in storm Friday night." He turn quick on about

face and emit something about hyphenate and yellow peril

which are not appreciate by me, but I assume it are new-

joke and laugh with quiet uproar. With extreme satisfy to

inside conscience 1 remark solo voice, "whoopee," same as

switch hand.

Yours truly,

ToBESi'R-A. Weno.

"First Thing Happen Are Switchman
Who • • • Emit 'Whoopee,

Whoopee' to Yard Switchman
1/4 IVIiie Away."

UNNECESSARY TRANSFER OF LOADS
Denver, Colo.

To THE Editor:

The loads of approximately 25,000 cars are transferred

during each month throughout the United States to facilitate

the repairing of defective cars. There is no doubt but that

about half of these cars could be run safely to their desti-

nation with their defects and unloaded, .^s the matter now
stands the receiving line is the judge as to whether or not

the lading in the cars is to be unloaded, and inasmuch as

the cost of transferring and the payment of the damage claim

is made by the delivering line, it is of course natural for the

receiving line to transfer the load whenever there is the slight-

est difficulty in making repairs, delays to the equipment being

entirely overlooked.

We may figure that a car is held out of service about five

or six days when its load is transferred, a great deal of the

time being lost in switching the car to and from the repair

track. This means that the railways lose the service of the

car for six days. It would be a good plan, owing to the

scarcity of equipment at the present time, for the railways

to agree to haul the cars which are received in bad order and
which could be handled safely to their destination, at the

rear of the train. There is no question but that the car
shortage would be reduced by about 12,000 cars a month
if this practice were followed. This number of cars would
take care of a great many shipments. Instances have been
found where loaded cars have traveled 1,000 miles in bad
order, which upon arrival at an interchange point, about 40
or 50 miles from their destination, were held bv the receiving

line, request being made for authority to transfer the load

so the receiving line would not be obliged to make the re-

pairs.

It would appear that while cars are so badly needed on alt

lines, that the railroads should get together on this proposi-

tion and agree to run such equipment as is reasonably safe

to handle. It would not only help the receiving line, but
also the delivering line. Furthermore, it would save the
receiving line the labor of transferring a great many loads,

and labor at the present time is about as scarce as the equip-
ment.

William Hansen,
Cliief Joint Inspector.



Wake Up! Mechanical Department
The Time Has Come When American Railroads

Must Recognize the Importance of This Department

THE Interstate Commerce Commission statistics for the

year ending June 30, 1916, show that the maintenance

of equipment expenses for all of the railroads of the

United States amounted to $S70,o26,407, or 25 percent of the

total operating expenses. When ue remember that in addition

to this direct expense for the maintenance of equipment the

mechanical department requires the use of a large number of

buildings and structures which are maintained by the

engineering department; that a poorly designed or main-
tained locomotive can add greatly to the cost of maintenance

of way; that one of the largest items of transportation

expense is the fuel burned in the locomotives; and that the

condition of the equipment and design of power affects the

operating expenses in many different ways, the relative im-

portance of the mechanical department is at once apparent.

In general, it is probaljly well within reasonable limits to

estimate that one-half of the capital investment of an average

road is in the cars and locomotives and in the equipment

which is necessary to maintain them. A tremendous re-

sponsibility, therefore, rests upon the mechanical department

and its head. American railroads for some reason or other

do not seem to have an adequate appreciation of this fact,

and as yet only one railroad on the continent—the Grand
Trunk—has seen fit to dignify the office of the head of that

department with an executive title.

Unfortunately, conditions as they have existed in the

mechanical departments on many American railroads have not

been such as to hold many officers who have been remark-

ably well fitted for the work. Other industries and even

railway supply companies which manufacture only one or

at most a few specialties which are required on a railroad,

have been willing to pay salaries more commensurate with

the ability of the men and have thus attracted a great

number of them from the railroads.

Higher executive officers with little or no technical ability

or knowledge have often interfered or dictated against the

better judgment of the expert in charge of the mechanical

department. Bankers and financiers have made it necessary

to break down organizations when business has temporarily
fallen off, when they should have been hard at work getting

the equipment in shape for busier times. When business

did improve organizations were hurriedly gotten together

and the work rushed through with a lamentable lack of

efficiency. Many motive power officers have found their

positions almost unbearable and impossible because of this

and because of interference from above in the handling of

labor. Then, too, there has often been a lack of co-operation

between the various departments in the purchase of material

or equipment, the advice of the mechanical department
frequently being disregarded. These "cheapest in first cost,"

"lightest in weight" and "personal preference" purchase poli-

cies must absolutely be done away with and the recommenda-
tions of the mechanical department, based upon careful and
critical analysis and technical study, must be recognized. Me-
chanical department officers may be criticised for lack of initi-

ative in standardization of equipment, in the better organi-

zation of their forces, or for failure in developing the most
efficient designs, and for many other things, but if the re-

sponsibility is put squarely up to them there is little doubt
they will make good.

Conditions as to supervision in many mechanical depart-

ments are to-day in a most deplorable condition. In the

first place, there is a minimum of supervision. In the next

place, a large percentage of the minor officers are working
longer hours and getting less salary than the day worker is

receiving for his work. Many minor officers have gone back
into the ranks as mechanics, thus being relieved of much
responsibility without financial loss. Is it reasonable to

expect that amljitious men will seek for promotion from the

ranks under these circumstances? Where are the officers

to be trained and developed for higher positions if this con-

dition is allowed to continue?

On what basis should a mechanical superintendent or

any other mechanical department officer approach his task?
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Uow can such an officer be of the greatest possible value to

his company? What possibilities are there for advancement
if he makes good?

These are vital questions to any mechanical department

officer. Indeed, his value to his railroad, to railroads in

general, and to the prosperity of the country at large, de-

pend entirely on how he answers them. Not a few mechan-
ical department officers take a narrow view of their duty and
responsibilities. They seem to measure or gage their success

in terras which fail to comprehend in a big way the problem

on which they are engaged—terms which have no vital rela-

tion to the efficient ojjeration of the road as a whole. They
forget that the real business of a railroad is transportation,

and do not realize that their chief object should be to serve

and be useful to the operating department. They forget

also that they should act as business men and operate the

mechanical department on strictly business principles with

a view to successful operation.

In some cases there may be a shadow of an excuse be-

cause of the narrow conception of the real function of the

railroad on the part of their superiors. The bankers who
control the properties are, in the last analysis, often to

blame. Conditions are changing rapidly, however, and it is

up to the mechanical department officer to grasp the full

significance of his opportunity and get his house in order.

That greater recognition is being given to mechanical de-

partment officers is indicated by recent promotions and ap-

pointments.

As was noted in the September number of the Railway
Mechankal Engineer, page 475, W. D. Robb, of the Grand
Trunk, has the honor of being the first vice-president

in charge of motive power, cars and machinery on the

American continent. Why was Mr. Robb thus honored?

What qualifications does he possess which specially fit him
for his new position ? The organization on the Grand Trunk
has been somewhat different from that of other roads in

the United States and Canada. Mr. Robb, as superintend-

ent of motive power, did not have authority over the car

department, but in its place had full responsibility for the

engineers and firemen. It is significant that he has had

splendid success in handling the labor problem. He is posi-

tive, a capable organizer, thorough and careful in his

methods, and has kept his power in first-class condition. He
will not stand for "paint shop repairs," and his subordinates

imderstand this clearly and fully. Equipment builders

have had reason to feel it also, because of Mr. Robb's insis-

tence upon standards of design and workmanship.

That Mr. Robb is equipped with that degree of vision

and foresight which is so essential for a successful executive

officer is indicated by the persistent way in which he has

developed modem apprenticeship methods. Except for a

few glaring exceptions, other roads have failed to give this

subject the attention it deserves, although the railway press,

and men like Basford, Purcell, Cross, Thomas and Russell

have persistently, forcefully and intelligently pounded it

home. Mr. Robb has undoubtedly felt that he has been many
times repaid for his efforts in this direction in the returns

which he has received in the past three years alone. A real

vision, an active imagination and the backing of the man-

agement have been factors in his success in this work.

If Mr. Robb's administration of motive power affairs has

been weak in any respect, it is because of the lack of con-

tributions from the Grand Trunk to improved features of

locomotive design; on the other hand, >Ir, Robb has not

been slow in taking advantage of those things which have

been developed on other roads, and have been found to be

successful. He has steered clear of fads.

Another appointment which was announced in the Sep-

tember number of the Railway Mechanical Engineer

which holds a certain amount of promise to the mechanical

department was the promotion of George W, Wildin from

general mechanical superintendent to general manager of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford. Mr. Wildin, of course,

leaves the mechanical department, and in this respect his

promotion has a very different significance from tliat of Mr.
Robb. It is reasonable to suppose, however, that it will result

in a greater appreciation of the mechanical department on the

part of the management, for few men have had so varied

experiences in that department as Mr. Wildin, or have more
reason for appreciating the necessity of giving the depart-

ment a fair chance and a square deal.

Mr. \\'ildin is a big, broad gage, forceful, outspoken

chap. He is orderly and systematic and a good handler of

labor. He is a resourceful and ingenious designer, and
knows the mechanical department from start to finish, for

he has held about every different kind of job that that de-

partment can offer, and his experience has not been confined

to any one section of the country.

The promotion of D. F. Crawford early in the year from
general superintendent of motive power to general manager
of the Pennsylvania Lines West, will also be remembered.
It serves to emphasize the possibilities for promotion for

mechanical department officers, and recalls also the deeply

grounded understanding on the Pennsylvania that the chief

function of the mechanical department is to serve the

operating department to the best of its ability.

Mechanical department men have viewed with delight the

steady climb upward of W. W. Atterbury to the vice-presi-

dency of the Pennsylvania, presidency of the American Rail-

way Association and to his recent appointment as brigadier-

general in charge of railway aft'airs in France under General

Pershing. Mr. Atterbur)' started in as an apprentice in the

Pennsylvania shops at Altoona, and in 1903 was promoted

from general superintendent motive power to general man-
ager, becoming a vice-president in 1909.

H. C. Oviatt, who was appointed general superintendent

of the New Haven at New Haven last spring, began as a

locomotive fireman on that road, and rose to the position

of assistant mechanical superintendent before being trans-

ferred to the operating department. He has just left the

New Haven to take an important position in charge of

transportation for the -American International Corporation,

division of ship building, at Philadelphia.

John Purcell, in charge of mechanical department affairs

on tlie Santa Fe, has the title of assistant to the vice-presi-

dent, which is well deserved, and we hope will some day
be shortened by three words, H, H. Vaughan had this same
title before he left the Canadian Pacific to engage in the

mimitions business. J, Hainen, in charge of the mechanical
department on the Southern Railway, is also designated as

assistant to the vice-president.

Among present executive and operating officers who came
up through the mechanical department are E. D, Bronner,

vice-president and general manager of the Michigan Central;

G, H. Emerson, general manager of the Great Northern, and
M. K. Bamum, assistant to the vice-president, B. & O.

Before leaving railroad service F. A. Delano, now on
the Federal Reserve Board, rose to the presidency of the

Wabash, and later of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.

W. H. Marshall was general manager of the Lake Shore

& Michigan Southern, and John E, Muhlfeld was vice-

president and general manager of the Kansas City Southern,

^^'e must not forget Frank W, Morse, was preceded Mr,
Robb as superintendent motive power of the Grand Trunk
and was vice-president of that system, and later of the

Chicago & Alton, and the Toledo, St, Louis & Western;

nor Jacob N, Barr, who was superintendent of motive
power of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Baltimore &
Ohio, the Erie, and later became assistant to the president

of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St, Paul; nor G, L. Potter,

who came up throu.gh the mechanical department and finally

became a vice-president on the Baltimore & Ohio.



The Car and Locomotive Market
Railway Supply Field Concentrates on Orders for

the Government. More Cars Will Likely Be Ordered

THE car builders have completed the first car on the

government orders for about 12,000 cars for the

American forces overseas. The car shown in the

illustration is a standard gage high side gondola and is one

of the original order of 6,000 standard gage cars reported

in last month's issue. The car has a capacity of ii tons

as compared with the usual four-wheel French car of not

over 20 tons capacity. It is 30 ft. in length, its cubical con-

tent is 1,386 cu. ft., and its weight is 32,800 lb. The car

body is built largely to French standards with side buffers

and screw couplings, the last being necessary as it will

operate with French rolling stock. It is, however, carried on

American arch bar trucks, with standard M. C. B. journal

boxes, and is fitted with standard American air brake equip-

ment. The rod over the top of the car is to support a tar-

paulin to protect the car contents, this rod being adjustable

railroads or the governments of foreign countries. The total

orders for locomotives during the months of August and Sep-

tember were only 26 although it is a fact that the New York
Central and the Norfolk & Western did reserve space in

locomotive shops for something like 270 locomotives. The
total orders so far this year, including these reservations,

now amount to 3,770 as compared with 3,067 at this time last

year. The 1917 figure includes the government orders for

680 standard gage and 384 narrow gage locomotives, 2,406

locomotives for dome.stic use as compared with 2,043 at

this time last year and 1,310 locomotives for e.xport as com-

pared with 1,024 last year.

Exclusive of the government contracts mentioned above

for 12,997 freight cars, there were ordered during August

and September only 8,073 cars for domestic use and 197

cars for export. The total orders for domestic use at the

Copyright. 1917, Cominiltce on Public Information.

United States Government Car Built for Service In France

so that it may be swung down along the side when neces-

sary.

The United States Government since August 1 8 has placed

orders for 680 standard gage Consolidation locomotives, 195

narrow-gage Prairie type steam locomotives and 189 narrow-

gage gasoline locomotives, all for service in France. It has

also on order 9,000 standard gage freight cars on two dif-

ferent sets of orders and 3,997 narrow-gage freight cars.

The Committee on Public Information is authority for tlie

statement that "additional orders for both narrow and stand-

ard gage equipment are likely.'' This shows to what a great

extent the United States Government is depending upon the

railway supply field to help in the war.

A glance at the figures of recent car and locomotive pur-

chases will show, however, that outside of these government

contracts Ijut few orders for cars and locomotives have been

placed during the past two months by either the American

end of September totaled 51,228 as compared with 67,364

at this time last year and 50,159 this time in 1915. The
export orders this year now total 26,047 as compared with

20,675 this time last year and 30,275 in 1915.

It has been suggested that the American railroads might
be called upon to send locomotives or freight cars overseas

to France; in other words, to make the same sacrifices along

this line that have been made by England. It is now be-

ginning to be evident that this will probably not be done,

partly because the American railroads are in no position

to suffer the loss of this equipment, and also because there

is considerable question as to whether the American equip-

ment could be used w-ith the clearance of the railway lines

in France. The railway supply field is being called upon
to do what the railways might otherwise be called upon to

do and the American railways should consider themselves

fortunate that the supply field is in a position to carry out
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this work. The .\nierican railways, however, will suffer

seriously because they will be unable to get the locomotives

tliat some of them have now had on order for some time.

The government contracts will of course be given priority

over all the business and it is likely that the contracts for

foreign governments will come ne.xt. This may mean, for

example, that a road w-hich ordered locomotives four or

five months ago for delivery next February may be able

to get them, not in February, but if it is fortunate, seven

months later, in October.

This brings us to the matter of prices. The recent re-

duction in prices of steel will therefore apparently have no
definite effect upon the .\merican railroads' opportunity to

secure new equipment any sooner. The reductions in price

may result in more orders for locomotives being placed but

these orders will merely be added to those that are now on
the locomotive building companies' books to be built in their

turn.

There is good reason to believe further that the Russian
Government, the French Government and possibly the British

Government may also be coming into the market from time to

time for engines in addition to those they already have on
order and there are persistent reports in the trade that the

placing of Russian contracts for large numbers of engines can

be e.xpected at almost any time.

Daniel W'illard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio and
chairman of the Advisory Committee on National Defense,

brought this out in a paper that was abstracted in the Sep-

tember issue of the Railway Mechanical Engineer. It is

worth w'hile reproducing here again the conclusions that he

brought out in that paper. "Shall we." he said, "in order

to make our own task somewhat easier, to meet a situation

that is undoubtedly pressing here, hold on to all the new
engines we can build, facing the possibility that because of

such action we may have to send 2,000,000 more of our

young men to the battle line? Or shall we say to the build-

ers, 'You send the engines that Russia wants, you send the

engines that France and England want, and we by additional

effort W'ill undertake to carry the greatly increased burden
put upon us, with what we already have'; that is why I

ask you to be more careful of your power, to keep it in better

shape, to get more out of it, to try constantly to do more
witn what you have. Not because we do not want to spend

money, although that is a good reason, but because we want

to send every available car and engine to our Allies so that

on that account we will be called on to send few'er of our

young men. I want you to think of that seriously."

REDUCTIONS IX PRICE OF STEEL

The car building plants in this country would have, under

favorable conditions of a supply of labor and material, a

capacity of 300,000 cars a year. It has been noted above

that the total orders for cars this year including domestic,

foreign and United States Government orders, have added

up only to 90.272, only one-third of the total of the capacity.

The buying of freight cars has been seriously handicapped

by the high prices for equipment and it is to be supposed

that the reductions in the price of steel may have some effect

on the placing of orders by the railways for 1918 delivery.

It is true that there may also be further orders by our own
and foreign governments but in view of the fact that some

of the plants have only been operating to .^0 and 50 per

cent of the capacity it can be seen that the chances for get-

ting new cars is much better than the chances for getting

new locomotives. The reductions in the prices for steel

were announced on Monday, September 24. The reductions

were the result of a more or less voluntari.- agreement of the

steel producers with the War Industries Board and were

based on the cost of production figures as ascertained by the

Federal Trade Commission. The prices, which will apply

alike to purchases by the government, the Allies and the pub-

lic which includes the railroads as large users of steel, be-

come effective immediately subject to revision on January

1, 1918, and are as follows:
Price Per cent of

Comnio<]ity and Ba'^is agreed upon reduction

Iron ore, lower lake ports *$5.05 ....

Coke. Connellsvillc 16.00
Pig iron *33.00 43.1
Steel bars. Pittsburgh, Chicago t 2.90 47.3
Shapes, Pittsburgh, Chicago 13.00 50.00
Plates. Pittsbuigh, Chicago t3.25 70.5

" Gross tons, t Net ton. t Hundredweight.

It is understood that these prices w-ill not aff'ect existing

contracts, but that they will probably be of more immediate

benefit to the railroads than the coal prices recently fi.xed,

which applied only to the 20 to 25 per cent of the supply

uncontracted for and which in many cases were higher than

the prices agreed upon in long terra contracts of large con-

sumers.

The agreement stipulated that tliere should be no reduction

in wages and the steel men pledged themselves to exert every

effort to keep production up to the maximum.
One of the big problems encountered was similar to that

so often discussed in consideration of railroad rates, involv-

ing the question of how to fix prices that would enable the

small mills to produce without loss while preventing the

larger plants from making too great a profit. It was settled

by a plan which there has been great reluctance to apply to

the railroad situation, of attempting to allow a fair price to

the smaller producers, even if it does allow die larger pro-

ducers a greater profit, but this decision was facilitated from
the government standpoint by the fact that a large part of

the profits may be taken by taxation.

pleasures will be taken by the War Industries Board for

placing orders and supervising the output of the steel mills

in such a manner as to facilitate and expedite the require-

ments for war purposes and to supply the needs of the public

in the best interests of all.

Coincident with the announcement of steel prices, the

priorities committee of die War Industries Board made public

its first general priority circular, giving instructions as to

priority in orders and work for all individuals, firms, associ-

ations and corporations engaged in the production of iron

and steel, and in the manufacture of their products. The
committee is composed of Judge Robert S. Lovett, chairman.

Major General J. B. .\yleshire, George .\rmsby. Rear Ad-
miral il. E. Mason, Edwin B. Parker, J. Leonard Replogle

and Rear Admiral A. Y. Zane.

Under the regulations all orders and work are divided into

three classes. Class A comprises war work, i. e., orders and
work urgently necessary in carrying on the war. Class B
comprises orders and work which, while not primarily de-

signed for the prosecution of the war, yet are of public in-

terest and essential to the national welfare, or otherwise of

exceptional importance. Class C embraces all other orders

and work. All orders will be classed as Class C unless cov-

ered by certificates to be issued by the committee. Orders
and work in the other classes will have precedence and classes

A and B will in turn be separated into sul^divisions composed
of orders regarded respectively as of greater moment and to

be given precedence in accordance with serial number. Cer-

tificates w-ill be issued upon application specifying the classi-

fication of the order or work. Certificates of a subsidiary na-
ture will be issued upon request for the furni-'^hing of ma-
terial and articles required in manufacturing the article or

prosecuting the work ordered. War orders of the ,\llies, as

well as of the United States, will be placed in Class A in the

case of those already contracted for. Orders previously

placed by the War and Navy departments or the Shipping
Board will be classed as sulidivision A-1 of Class .\ unless

otherwise ordered. Orders already placed by the Allies for

war materials will be classed as subdivision A-2 of Class A
unless otherwise ordered.



Design of Heavy Helical Springs
A Study of Spring Deflection with Computations for

Single and Nest Springs, and Illustrative Examples

n\ G. S. CHILES AND R. G. KELLEY

II

[The first part of this article was published in the Sep-

tember Riiil-^'ay Mechanical Engineer on page 477, of which

the last five paragraphs are repeated here on account of an

error in the text.—Editor,]

In designing an inner coil to work with the coil of Exam-
ple 3. that is to conform to the same free and solid heights,

and the same fibre stress, it will be necessary to maintain the

n
same ratio of — which, for the outer coil, is 3.40.

.1

The outside diameter of the inner coil, allowing }i, in.

clearance, will be 2's in.

Selecting at random a value of d for the inner coil of,

say, i-4 in., we obtain the following results:

= 2.U5 ill.D =; n„ •

n
and — =

1

- d = 2.875 —
2.I2S

= 2.83

Let US see what would result if a value of 2.83 for —
d

was used for the inner coil, and 3.40 for the outer coil.

Assuming the solid and free heights of 9-34 in. and 12 in.

were adhered to for the inner coil, the fibre stress when solid

would be 115,300 lb. per sq. in. instead of 80,000 lb. per

sq. in. as for the outer coil. The free height of this coil

could be decreased in proportion to the increase in

to give a deflection of

2.83= X 2.25

(t>

making the free height

0.75 4- r57 = 11.32 in.

D
The fibre stress could also be decreased by increasing —

.

d

Since the outside diameter of this inner coil is limited, due
D

to the inside diameter of the outer coil, the value of — can
d

only be increased bv decreasing the value of d. With a
D

11/16-in. bar the value of — is 3.18 and 3.60 for a s^-in.
H

bar. Using the same free and solid heights for the inner

coil as for the outer coil the 11/16-in. and J^-in. bars

would have a fibre stress when solid of 91,400 and 71,600

lb., respectively. In case the 91,400 stress in the 11/16-in.

bar was considered too high, the free height could be re-

duced, ^-in. reduction or a free height of llji in. would
give a maximum fibre stress of 86,300 lb., while '4 in. re-

duction or a free height of 11 •Sy in. would give 81,200 lb.

As a simple illustration let us assume a value for d of Js
in. Then it will be found that:

4.12S .875
3.715

which is still too large. Selecting a 15/16-in. bar, we will

D
obtain a value of — equal to 3.41. a value which is suffi-

.1

ciently close for all practical purpo.'ies to that of the outer

coil.

The following is an example showing how the free height

may be determined when D„, d, h, S and G are known:

Example 4:
Oi'tside diameter = 8 in.

Dir.mnter of bar = lA in.

Solid height = S-J^ in.
Fibre stress when closed = 87.300 lb. per sq. in.

Substituting in equation (12),

" = [
1 +

3.141U X 87,300

\ 1 5625 / J
H = [1 -I- 0.0218 (4.12)=) 5.7S,
H = ri -)- 0.0218 X 16.974] 5.7S.
H = [1 + 0.370] 5.75 = 1.37 X S.7S = 7.S78 in.

The dimensions used in this example are those of the

outer coil of the M. C. B. Class G spring, with the exception
that 17/s in. is the free height given.

To find the weight when the solid height is given. Since
TT ,1=

the cross sectional area of a round bar is equal to it

4

IS evident that the cubical contents of the blunt length of the
bar is equal to:

L T d=

(16)
4

But from equation (2)

r. = .(^)h

Therefore the cubical contents of the bar must be

7r»

— d D h (17)
4

and assuming the weight of steel to be 486.6 lb. per cubic
foot:

w = O.605 d D h (lb.) (18)

Various other formulae are in common use, but they all

give practically the same results, the principal difference be-
ing due to the fact that different values are used for the
modulus of torsional elasticity, and the number of effective

coils.

In checking a "nest" of springs in order to determine the

height for a given load it is necessary to determine the load
which will compress each individual coil a fixed amount,
preferably solid. One method, in which the calculated and
test curves for a four coil spring are given, is illustrated in

Fig. 9. The tabulated data in the upper right hand corner

comprises all the information respecting the various coils.

Each individual coil is calculated separately, the values be-
ing found in the order shown in the table. The theoretical

curves are drawn in dotted lines, being merely straight

lines joining the free height point with the point correspond-
ing to the load required to compress the coils of the spring
solid. The points to which the complete spring curve is

plotted represent the sum of the values obtained by adding
the values of the similar points of the four separate coils.

Each coil of a "nest" of springs built to the above speci-
fications was tested and plotted as indicated, then the four
coils were assembled and the complete spring tested. These
theoretical or calculated and actual or test curves approximate
each fairly close, the outer and second coils being slightly

low near the top, while the outer coil goes solid at 734 in',

or '4 in. higher than called for in the specification. This

539
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action on the part of this one coil of course caused the

complete spring to become solid at 7f4 in., and decreases

the capacity of the complete spring some 2,000 lbs., inas-

much as it goes solid at 29,000 lb. instead of about 31,000
lb.

In Fig. 10 are shown the theoretical and actual test re-

sults for another four coil spring. The size of the bar for

the various coils is the same as in Fig. 9, as is also the outer

diameter, but the solid height has been increased I'/z in.;

i. e., from 7)2 in. to 9 in., and the free height of the three

outer coils has been changed from llj-g in. to ISyi in., the

inner coil only going to 13 in. A corresponding increase in
' D

y and n will be noticed. The values for — and R are the
d

same in Figs. 9 and 10, but the values for L, S and P are

slightly different. The fibre stress of the three inner coils

is slightly greater in Fig. 10, and the load correspondingly

so, but the inner coil, due to a free height of only 13 in.,

has a smaller value for S and P than that of Fig. 9. While
the total deflection of the inner coil in Fig. 10 is greater than
that for the same coil in Fig. 9, (4 in. as against 35,-^ in.)

the deflection per coil is as 4 divided by 20.57, and 3.625

divided by 17.14, or 0.194 in. per coil for Fig. 10, and 0.211

D
in. per coil for Fig. 9. Since — is the same for each coil,

d

the fibre stresses are to each other as the deflection per coil.

height. The load carried by the coil in question, and conse-

quently that by the complete spring, can be altered by either

of these methods.

The load on any coil can be varied in much the some
manner, that is, either by increasing or decreasing the fibre

stress; the load increasing directly as the fibre stress is in-

creased and vice versa.

The following data may be instructive in that it brings

out very forcibly the fact that, in the case of a spring com-
posed of two or more coils having approximately the same

D
value of — and the same solid and free heights, the loads

d

carried by each coil bear the same proportion to the total

load as the weight of each coil does to the total weight of the

complete spring

:

Complete
Niimher of Coil Outer Second Third Inner Spring

Outside diameter (in.) SJ^S 6^ 3H 2H
Diameter of bar (in.) 1^ lA H A
Weiglit of coil (lb.) 80 34 13 5 132
Weigbt carried bv coil at a heigbt

o( 10 in (lb.) 16,600 7,150 2,500 I.OOO 27,250
Per cent of total weight of spring. 60.6 25.8 9.8 3.8 100.0
Per cent of total load carried at

10 in 60.9 26.2 9.2 3.7 100.0
Note.—Solid height 9 in. and free height 13 in. for all coils. Values
n

for — are the same as shown for coils in Figs. 9 and 10,
d

The above data was compiled by first calculating and then

weighing and testing a spring built up of four separate

coils, and it is plainly evident that the figures verify

/S 20 ZS
Load- Thousand Pounds.

Fig. 9—Calculated and Test Curves for a Four Colled Spring

In Fig. 9 the actual heights fell below the calculated heights

for the two outer coils, and also for the complete spring

while in Fig. 10 the actual heights are above the calculated

heights for the two outer coils, and for the complete spring,

but are below those for the two inner springs. Differences

such as these can usually be, partially accounted for at least,

if the various dimensions are checked carefully, and the

actual values used in the calculation rather than the speci-

fied values as was the case in both Figs. 9 and 10.

D
It will be noticed that, as the ratio of — becomes less,

d

the fibre stress when the coils are solid increases; this is true

only when H and h are equal. In case the fibre stress of

one coil is too low, it is only necessary to increase tlie free

height of that coil; if it is desired to decrease the fibre stress

of one or more coils, it can be effected by decreasing the free

the statements just made. Thus, in line 4 of the above
table we note that the weight of the outer coil is 80 lb.

and the weight of the entire spring is 132 lb. Thus the
percentage of the weight of the outer coil to tlie weight of
the spring complete is 60.6 per cent, which is the value
shown in line 6 of the column referring to the outer coil.

Similarly, in line 5, we find that the weight carried by the
outer coil when the spring has been compressed to a height
of 10 in. is 16,600 lb., which is 60.9 per cent of 27,250 lb.,

the total weight carried by the entire spring when it stands
at a height of 10 in. These values of 60.6 per cent and 60.9
per cent check each other very closely. Knowing the total

load carried by the entire spring, the weight of each coil and
the weight of the spring complete, this constitutes a simple
method of determining approximately the load which will
be carried by each coil.

In compression, as in tension springs, the load is exerted
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axially, and any section of the bar is subjected to torsion.

The twisting moment PR must equal the moment of the

shearing stresses, or from equation (5) we get:

r R = s,
16

.(19)

The formulae for torsional strength and stiffness given

above are based on the polar moment of inertia, and polar

modulus, but it should be kept in mind that they hold true

only as long as the unit stress does not exceed the elastic

limit of the material.

The assumptions used in developing the theory of torsion

are not strictly applicable to any but circular sections. St.

Venant found in his investigations on the strength of square
and rectangular sections that the .greatest stress and strain

occurred at the middle of the (longest) side of the section.

STANDARDIZATION AND IMPROVED
LOCOMOTIVE SERVICE

BY GEORGE ARMSTRONG

Standardization as reflected in past efforts of railroad

equipment builders and designers has been aimed toward
the securing of a more universal application of a few par-

ticular types of equipment. There are, however, other pos-

sible phases of standardization, applicable to existing equip-

ment, and which, in the strenuous pressure of war times,

deserve serious consideration. Material is difficult to ob-

tain, manufacturing facilities are over-crowded, and trans-

portation demands are such that every available source of

power is required for the highest percentage of effective

service.

Not only do the exigencies of war time operation demand
that ever_\- effort be expended to keep transportation equip-
ment in service, but this must be done with as small a drain
as possible upon the other necessary industries. All un-

/o IS 3020 2S
In^d-Jhousand Pn/jncfs.

Fig. 10—Similar Curves to Those Shown In Fig. 9 for a Longer Spring

Using the values as found in his experiments for square

sectioned steel, the following is obtained:

p R
s = (21)

.208 d=

.208 d" S .416 d' S
r = nr (22)

R D
7.16 r W L 1.79 P D' L

y = or (23)
G d' G d'

4S.O0 P R' n S.62 1' D» n
V = or (24)

G d' G d'

The weight of bar, w = 0.88 d D h (lbs.) where, rf equals side or square.

Comparing the formulae for square section and circular

section springs of equal areas (weight for weight) we find a

closely coiled circular section coil spring of given diameter

is almost 1.4 times as strong and will absorb 1.6 times as

much energv as one of square section of the same diameter

v.

Life of Cast Iron Pipe.—The Illinois Central reports

that some 6-in. cast iron pipe which had been in service for

40 years was found in such good condition on the relocation

of its shops at Centralia that it was used again.

necessary waste of labor or material, loss of time because of

equipment unnecessarily standing idle, and every needless

operation performed either in the transportation or manu-
facturing industries, is more than a waste affecting the in-

dividual or corporation—it is an economic waste affecting

the nation. Never before have we had so forcefully im-

pressed upon us the fact that our obligations are broader

than the individual; in a new and larger way we are being

brought to realize our obligations to the state and to society.

Effective service from equipment implies a minimum delay

for repairs. This delay is the time necessary to perform the

required repairs, the time for preparation of the needed ma-
terial and the unnecessary time lost in waiting for material

not available. Each contributing factor is susceptible of

improvement

Methods for more efficient employment of labor have been
expounded in the past and are, or at least should be, well

known.
Delays due to material may be reduced by:

Virsi : Group assignment of power to reduce the required

stock of material.

Second: Standardization so that a stock of partially or
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wholly completed parts centrally produced, may be main-

tained.

Third: Standardization of other parts not susceptible

to centralized finishing, thereby reducing the required sup-

ply of raw work and the possibility of shortage.

ASSIGNMENT OF POWER.

Much needless duplication of stock is often necessitated

bv an assignment of power so that several engines of a small

number comprising a class, or similar classes, are distrib-

uted over many divisions rather than group assigned to one

division, or at least to a few divisions and those adjacent,

if possible. Often there is no reasonable excuse why this

equipment cannot be more compactly assigned, while a care-

ful consideration and group assignment will often permit

a substantial decrease in the idle investment in raw mate-

rials scattered over the railroad at numerous points for

protection against failures. Each piece of material unneces-

sarily stored at some point, each piece unnecessarily used,

is an additional drain on the industrial resources of the

countr)', and prevents the production of some article which

may be badly needed.

Needless demand for materials, however small, in the

aggregate may be a powerful factor tending to increase the

railroads' "cost of living,'' already disproportionately high.

Ever}- useless operation performed in the repairs to equip-

ment adds to the increasing shortage of labor. The highest

patriotic dutv demands the utmost conservation of natural

and industrial resources consistent with unimpaired effici-

ency of the transportation service.

One railroad having 35 Mikado type locomotives equipped

with 8J/'2-in. cross-compound pumps has this equipment

scattered over various divisions, requiring the maintenance

of repair parts for these pumps at eight points. One divi-

sion alone has 56 Mikado engines assigned to it, and con-

sequently it alone could easily utilize these 35 locomotives,

thereby reducing the stock of parts required, as only the

two terminals at the end of the division and the point shop-

ping these engines would require repair parts.

Another e.xample is the assignment of one class X-t pas-

senger locomotive on a division where part of another class

of practically similar tractive effort and general dimensions

is in use so that a locomotive of this latter class could have

been transferred from another division and the class X-1

engine used on one of the four other divisions to which the

remaining engines are assigned.

Six switching engines, class B-25, are distributed so that

five are at one terminal and one at another terminal 500

miles removed. Ten class B-62 switching engines are dis-

triljuted. nine at the same terminal as the B-25 noted above

and one at a terminal 700 miles away. A distribution of

class M-10, M-11, M-12 and M-13 Consolidation freight

locomotives is promiscuously made over several divisions

upon any one of which these particular classes will give

equal service, as the engines are of practically the same
proportion and tractive effort.

STAND.^RDIZATION OF PARTS.

Standardization of parts, as far as possible, has still

greater possibilities for resulting in improved effective equip-

ment than assignment of power. The multiplicity of parts

required where no attempt is made at standardization often

results in unnecessarily long delays in returning equipment

to service when repairs are required. The benefits to be

derived from standardization are:

First: Reduction of the investment in idle stock.

Second: Decrease in the possibility of waste through

eventual scrapping of obsolete material.

Third: Greater possibility for checking consumption of

material and elimmating waste due to improper maintenance
factors.

Fourth : A suljstantial reduction in the cost of manu-

facturing standardized parts through centralized produc-

tion*.

One railroad has three styles of 12-in. piston valves, one

st>le of 13-in., two of 14-in. and one of 16-in. used on a

total of 12 different classes of equipment. A slight modifi-

cation of the various valves and bushings would allow the

use of one 12-in. and one 14-in. valve to cover the require-

ments. The 12-in. valve could be adapted to the engines

requiring 13-in. valves by increasing the thickness of the

steam chest bushing. The 14-in. piston valve could be

adapted to the cylinder requiring the 16-in. valve through

similar means. These modifications would allow the ma-
chining of the bull rings, followers, valve body and packing

rings at a central shop and they could be distributed to

the various points requiring them. This cannot be done to

advantage where seven valves are required, several of which

are used on only a total of 20 or 25 engines. These modifi-

cations would not only effect a reduction in the cost of mak-
ing these parts, but would often assist in a ready turn of

power owing to the possibility of maintaining a stock of

completely machined castings.

Under the existing conditions, these engines require 21

castings for the various valve parts, four for the piston valve

packing rings and seven for the steam chest bushings, a

total of 32. If modified, as outlined, only six different

castings would be required for the valve parts, two for the

packing rings, two for the bushings and two for the adaptor

bushings mentioned for the 13-in. and 16-in. valves, a total

of 12 castings.

Another item, a prolific cause of holding power where no

attempt is made at standardization, is grate material. One
eastern railroad has solved this problem by reducing its

number of grate castings from 25 or 30 to 5 which fill the re-

quirements from Santa Fe and Mallet type locomotives to

the small locomotives with narrow fireboxes set inside of the

frames. In addition to reducing the number of grate cast-

ings required, attention was also paid to the center and side

bearing bars, resulting in a substantial reduction in the

number of different castings required for this purpose.

.\nother eastern railroad has solved the oil cup and grease

cup cover question by adopting one casting for all classes

of power and for both oil or grease cups. When the cover

is to be used on an oil cup. it has a small hole drilled through

the center, otherwise it is only turned and threaded when
used on a grease cup. This cover is adapted to the various

sizes of oil cups by means of a renewable steel bushing

manufactured in quantities on a turret lathe and which is

either screwed into the rod or dropped into place and pinned
or secured by electric spot welding. As the threads in this

bushing can be maintained standard, the po-ssibility of

losing loose oil cup covers is materially lessened.

Another expedient adopted by a number of railroads, which
is resulting in a considerable reduction in material and labor,

is the short pilot made from scrap, either old flues or steel

car parts. Many railroads still maintain the long nosed
pilot projecting beyond the face of the coupler. Much
needless destruction results, due to contact between two pilots

of engines head-end on at an ash pit or at other points around
terminals. In addition to overcoming this loss, the short

pilot is considerably cheaper to manufacture.

Crosshead and knuckle pins afford another large possibil-

ity' for standardization and consequent economy in the use

of material. Often slight variations in the diameter or

length, or even in the thread of the nut are made which
cannot be justified. These pins are admirably adapted for

quantity production on a high duty turret lathe from old

axles without any work being required to draw them down.
These steel axles are otherwise serviceable only as scrap, as

• See Ra-lvMiy Mechanical Engineer. June, 1917, page 289.
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the large amount of scrap steel axles accumulated on the

average railroad in the course of a year cannot all be utilized

in making small forgings. The production of these in large

quantities, roughed down in two sizes to within either a

quarter or one-half inch of the finished size ready to be

fitted, as is one railroad's practice, will often assist materially

the outlying terminal in quickly returning power to service

instead of its being necessary to forge a pin under the ham-
mer, or waiting until one is obtained from the nearest shop.

Front, back and intermediate crank pins can also be made
in this manner, being finished complete with the exception

of the wheel fit. Driving boxes, shoes and wedges, cylin-

ders, smoke stacks, exhaust nozzles, injectors, air pumps and

air brake fittings, truck side frames, crossheads, valve gear

parts and numerous other parts present possibilities for

standardization and substantial economy in maintenance
costs and reduction in terminal delays.

The subject of group assignment of power, standardiza-

tion of parts and centralized production has always afforded

substantial reward for serious consideration, but their pos-
sibilities are particularly advantageous under present con-
ditions. While standardization applied to existing power
might seem expensive when viewed in the aggregate, its

value, particularly when accomplished at the time locomo-
tives are overhauled, will warrant the most serious consid-
eration.

Railway Engineers Now in France
Press Despatches Tell of Interesting Experiences of

the American Corps in London and at the Front

|~S of engineers which has taken over a nimportant line

of P'rench strategic railways are hauling tons upon
tons of ammunition and other supplies to the French array

units operating against the Germans.
"The American regiment," continues an Associated Press

despatch, "has been turned over as a unit to the French and
is getting all its supplies except clothing from the French
government. The officers and men entered upon the work
with the greatest enthusiasm, and they have been under Ger-
man bomb and machine-gun fire from airplanes.

"W ithin the last few nights a heav}' train of supplies hurry^
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The Stars and Stripes at the Head of the Engineer Corps—London

ing toward the front was attacked by several enemy planes.

None of the bombs came dangerously close, but every time

the fire-box of the engine was opened for stoking the planes

swooped down upon the train and spattered it with steel-

jacketed bullets.

"This fire got so hot that eventually the train was stopped,

the crew taking refuge beneath the engine. Relating their

experience afterward these trainmen ratlier 'swanked' about

it over their inexperienced brothers.

"The spirit of adventure is strong throughout the American

ranks and the engineers who so far have not been bombed
are openly jealous of their more 'fortunate' comrades. So
far none of the regiment has been under shell fire, but the

men may yet have a taste of the noisy German 5.9s and the

whistling 'Percys,' 'Wooly Bears' and 'Whiz-bangs.'

"There is a great spirit of comradeship among the officers

and men, most of whom have worked together and have
known each other for years. The regiment is known as an
operating unit as opposed to the engineers enlisted as con-
struction units.

"Before proceeding to the front the regiment was quartered
in a little French town within the zone of the French army.
The arrival of the Americans at this town was kept secret

and they marched into the place late at night after all lights

had been extinguished. The soldiers were not allowed to

smoke, strike matches or say a word. Despite the stealthy

entrance, however, the French townspeople knew quickly of
the arrival and soon the streets were filled with a quiet throng
which joined in among the .\mericans and paraded with
them arm in arm.

"It was one of the strangest welcomes any troops probably
ever received anywhere, but it was at the same time one of
the most sincere."

THE PARADE IN LONDON

Before landing in France, the railway engineers were in
England. They were in training for a time and paraded
tlirough London. A London newspaper clipping received
from one of the American engineers indicates what a holi-
day the English made of this parade:

"Very early in the morning people discovered their view-
points and waited patiently watching the enormous crowds
that joined us. Traffic was diverted or stopped altogether.

Shops were shut and business suspended and later the meet-
ing of the War Cabinet itself was adjourned so that the

prime minister and his colleagues might become as the peo-
ple of the streets making greeting to the men who 'mean to

see it through.' . . Londoners are not very ready to

cheer. Theirs is the way of silent tribute. But yesterday

they forgot the silly traditions of British reserve. They
might have been Irish or Italian in their wild enthusiasm.

For, as the first Americans were seen, cheers were raised such
as have never been heard in London. . . . Louder and
still louder rose the cries as the Stars and Stripes came in

view. Soldiers in the crowd saluted; men raised their hats,

and women threw their flowers and waved their handker-
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chiefs—and some of them sobbed happy tears of pride such

as no man or woman need remember with shame."

NEW ENGINEER REGIMENTS TO BE RAISED

Almost coincident with the news that the railway engineer

regiments are now at work in France comes the news that

there will lie organized additional engineer regiments and

that the present nine railway regiments will each be in-

creased in size.

In General Order No. 108, just made public by the war

department, the President directs that there be organized

for the period of the existing emergency, the enlisted strength

being raised and maintained by voluntary enlistment or draft,

.sjiecial and technical engineer troops, including six regi-

ments, and additional smaller units of engineers for each

arm\' and 14 regiments for the line of communications, the

organization of the latter being under the direction of S. M.

Felton, director general of railways.

The authorization for the line of communications, which

includes the nine railway regiments already organized, but

also provides for an increase in the number of men in each

companv, from 180 to 250, is as follows:

1. A general construction service, consisting of the fol-

lowing: 1 regimental headquarters, 6 engineer companies

(construction), 6 service battalions (4 companies each).

2. An engineer supply service, consisting of the follow-

ing: 1 regimental headquarters, 2 battalions of engineers

(suppl)-) of J companies each, 2 battalions of engineers

(workshop) of .i companies each, 3 service battalions (4

companies each),

J. A forestrv service, consisting of the following: 1 regi-

mental headquarters, 10 battalions of engineers (forestry)

of ^ companies each, 9 service battalions (4 companies each).

4. A quarry service, consisting of the following: 1 regi-

Cnpyright by i'jjdeitv.-yod 6- i'ltitcrrvood. N. Y.

American Soldiers Passing over Westminister Bridge, London

mental headquarters, 2 battalions of engineers (quarry) of 3

companies each, o service battalions (4 companies each).

5. A light-railway sen'ice, consisting of the following:

Construction department, 1 regimental headquarters, 5 bat-

talions of engineers (railway) of o companies each, 3 serv-

ice battalions (4 companies each); operation and mechanical

department, 1 regimental headquarters, 4 battalions of engi-

neers (railway) of 3 companies each, 3 service battalions

(4 companies each),

6. A standard-gage railway service, consisting of the

following: Construction departments, 5 regiments of engi-

neers (railway) (the 11th, 15th, 16th, 17th and ISth engi-

neers, railway, National Army), 8 service battalions (4 com-

panies each); operation and maintenance department, 2 regi-

mental headquarters, 6 battalions of engineers (railway) of

3 companies each, 3 service Irattalions (4 companies each);

mechanical and supplies department, 1 regiment of engineers

(shop) (19th engineers, railway, National Army), 1 bat-

talion of engineers (railway) of 3 companies, 1 service bat-

talion (4 companies).

Of these the reg'ments for the general construction service,

the engineer supply service, the forestry service, and the light

railway service are new. The 9 regiments already organized

are the 11th to the 19th, inclusive. The 20th engineers

(forestry) is being formed at American University, Washing-

ton, D. C. The 21st engineers, for construction of light

railwavs, is being organized at Camp Grant, Rockford, 111.,

under Ccl. Edward Peak, with H. J. Slifer, consulting en-

Cofyright bx Vndcruood &" Vtwc'cpod . A', r.

A Rest After tile Enthusiastic Parade

gineer and formerly general manager of the Chicago Great

Western, as lieutenant colonel.

Service battalions will be transferred from one service to

another as may be necessary. Engineer troops of a special

service may be utilized in another engineer service in the

discretion of the commanding general concerned.

Railway operating and shop troops, forestry troops, and

service battalions will be equipped as infantry, but only 10

per cent will be armed, except during training, when all will

be armed; non-commissioned officers of these organizations

will be armed with pistols. All other special engineer troops

will be armed as divisional engineer troops.

The National Army cantonments will be utilized for the

organization of the units herein authorized. The canton-

ment at which each unit is to be organized will be deter-

mined by the chief of engineers after consultation with the

quartermaster general. When necessary for special engi-

neer training, these organizations may be sent to one of the

regular engineer training camps.

The selection of officers for these regiments is under the

direction of Mr. Felton, Capt. E. N. Sanctuary of his staff

being in charge of matters of personnel. Railway men who
have been drawn under the terms of the selective service act

may be transferred to the engineer regiments.

RussLAN Railway Loan.—The Petrograd newspapers an-

nounce the forthcoming issue of a second so-called railway

loan. The money will be used for 1 7 railway companies
which have been taken over by a syndicate of banks. The
loan will be for rbls. 750,000,000 ($386,000,000), the rate

of interest 4J/^ per cent, and the price of issue 81 1/3.



Russian Decapod Locomotives
Built in America for Russian Government; Important

Russian and American Practices in the Design

ONE of Russia's most imperative needs, at the present

time, is increased transportation facilities. Addi-
tional motive power and rolling stock are urgently

required, and American manufacturers are furnishing loco-

motives and cars in large numbers, as rapidly as facilities

will permit. Since the summer of 1914 the total number of

heavy freight locomotives ordered by the Russian Govern-

ment railways from the Baldwin Locomotive Works and the

American Locomotive Company is 1231, the former company
furnishing 725 and the latter 506. These engines probably

constitute the most notaljle group of heavj- power ever shipped

by American locomotive builders to a foreign country. Those
last ordered will be completed during the year 1918. In ad-

main line and 350 ft. on sidings, and to handle 1,300 metric

tons up a grade of 0.8 per cent, at a speed of 8 to 10 m. p. h.

They have ample capacity for doing this, while working at

a fairly economical cut-off.

The locomotives now being built by the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works and the American Locomotive company are iden-

tical in construction. In general design they follow' Ameri-
can practice, although many of the details are in accordance

with Russian standards. The Russian engine crews can,

therefore, handle them without difficulty.

The boiler is of the straight top type, with a wide firebox

which is placed above the rear pair of driving wheels. The
boiler center is placed 10 ft. above the rail, and this allows

Russian Government Decapod Locomotive

dition, 50 locomotives of similar type have been supplied

by the Canadian Locomotive Company.
The design and construction of these locomotives were

under the direction of A. I. Lipetz, chief of the locomotive

division of the Russian Mission on Ways of Communication

in this country. They have been built on a number of dif-

ferent orders; but, although the later engines present various

changes in details, as compared with those first constructed,

the locomotives are all of the same general design and haul-

ing capacity. The wheel arrangment is 2-10-0, and the

tractive force exerted is 51,500 lb. The maximum load per

driving axle is limited to 16 3/2 metric tons. The locomotives

are designed to operate on curves of 700 ft. radius on the

ample room for a deep throat, and for the installation of a
Security sectional arch supported on water-tubes. The fire-

box is radially stayed, and a total of 462 flexible stays are

used in the water legs. Of these, 286 are placed in the sides;

84 in the backhead and 92 in the throat. In addition, four

transverse rows of expansion stays support the front end of

the crown and one row is used at the back.

The equipment of hand-holes and wash-out plugs is un-
usually complete; and a man-hole, ISJi-in. in diameter, is

placed on the round of the boiler on the left hand side, just

forward of the firebox. The dome is of the built-up type,

with an inside diameter of 30 in. Three safety valves are

provided, one of these being mounted on the dome cap, and

545
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the other two on a specialy designed turret, placed over the

firebox and immediately in front of the cab. Two whistles

are also mounted on this turret, and the rigging is so ar-

ranged that one of them can be blown from the train, by

means of an outside cord connection.

The throttle valve is of the sliding type, in accordance with

This construction replaces the single damper opening in tlie

bottom of the box, which is ordinarily used in American loco-

motives. The cylinders are of the two-piece type, designed

in accordance with American practice. The steam distribu-

tion is controlled by I2-in. piston valves. These are fitted,

at each end, with light cast steel heads and spiders, between

which is placed a cast-iron bull ring. The heads and spiders

are mounted on the valve stem, which is extended through

the front head. The packing rings and steam chest bush-

ings are of gun-iron. The Walschaert valve gear is applied,

A View of the Back Boiler Head with the Cab Removed

Russian practice with a small auxiliary valve which opens

first, facilitating the opening of the large valve and this same

small valve is used when drifting on engines which have no

by-pass valves. It has outside connections with the lever in

the cab and is arranged to open with a downward piovement

of the slide. There are two ports in the vertical throttle-pipe,

and the)- are tapered in width, so that a ver)- small opening

/94,2'n/bes. le.Sl'i

no"Long.

Half Sections Through the Firebox and Smoke Box

in combination with a screw reverse mechanism of Russian

type. The pistons are of rolled steel, with extended piston

rods, and the crossheads are light steel castings sliding on

single bar guides. The back end of the main rod is fitted

ii—i-J

Boiler of the Russian Decapod Type

can be obtained. Springs are provided to assist in holding

the slide against its seat.

These locomotives use superheated steam, and are equip-

ped with a 28-element fire-tube type superheater. The super-

heater damper is arranged with several openings, which are

placed in the front wall of the box enclosing the header.

with a forked stub of Russian design. A steel filling piece

is slipped over the fork between the brass and the key and

this filling piece is fitted with a lug through which pass the

two key adjusting bolts.

Some of these locomotives are equipped with the Zyabloff

by-pass valve. This device is arranged with a pipe connec-
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tion 4 in. in diameter, which communicates with the .steam

ports at each end of the cylinder. In the center of this con-

nection is placed a vertical plunger, formed in one piece with

two pistons. When the throttle is open, steam acts on the

power piston, pushing the plunger up against a spring, and

closing communication through the pipe connection. When
the throttle is closed, and the steam pres.sure is relieved, the

spring forces the plunger down, and there is free communica-

tion between the two ends of the cylinder, .\nother device of

-Z2i-

h--2i-^.m
?».

ifj

Piston Valve for the Russian Locomotives

special interest is the Shukaloff drifting or vacuum relief

valve, which is used in conjunction with the Z\aljloff by-pass

valves. This valve communicates with the superlieated steam

section in the smoke-box header. When the engine is using

steam, the pressure forces the valve down and holds it shut.

When, however, the engine is drifting and a vacuum is cre-

ated in the steam passages, the valve rises from its seat and

air is admitted through a suitable .strainer. At the same time,

a pipe connection is opened, through which a small quantity

of saturated steam is admitted to the superheater header, and

thence to the cylinders. This assi.sts in breaking the vacuum

and in keeping the valves and pistons properh- lubricated.

cone, which can be raised or lowered. When in its top posi-

tion, all the exhaust steam passes out through the interior of

steam Drying Baffle Plates in the Dome of the Russian Locomotives

the frustum; and when it is lowered, an annular opening

around the frustum is provided in addition.

The frames are vanadium steel castings, 4J-2 in. in width,

Sec-Hon A-B.

Details of the Throttle Valve and Standpipe

The exhaust opening is variable and is worked, through

suitable connections, by means of a hand-wheel placed in

the cab. The exhaust nozzle contains a hollow frustum of a

and placed 43 in. between centers. The equalizing rigging

is anchored to the frames between the third and fourth pairs

of drivers, but is so arranged that, if desired, it can be
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changed and anchored between the second and tliird pairs.

The leading truck is ecjuipped with three point suspension

links, and is equalized with the drivers in the usual manner.

The driving-wheel centers arc turned to metric measure-

ments, and the tire widths and transver.se spacing also con-

form to the metric system. The wheels are designed to bal-

ance appro.\imately 45 per cent of the weight of the recip-

rocating parts. The driving tires are shrunk on the centers,

to a large number of these locomotives, but the last 500 thus

far ordered are being equiped with a special type of hand-
operated door, designed to swing inward. The air sanders

used on the engines recently built and now under construc-

tion, are arranged to deliver sand in front of the leading

and main drivers, and to the rear of the main drivers.

Wf-AW

Shukaloff Drifting Valve

and are held by set screws and retaining rings in addition

to the usual shoulder. The tires of the third, or main pair

of wheels, are flangeless.

The front bumper is of steel built up, and screw couplings

and spring buffers are applied in accordance with Russian

railway practice. Two large signal lamps are placed on the

front bumper when running forward and at the rear end

Variable ExKiaust Pipe for the Russian Decapod Locomotives

Oil lubrication is applied to the crank pins and journals,

and as the oil used is of a light quality, the journal boxes

are provided with syphon wick feeds to prevent waste.

Owing to the severity of the climate, the cab, which is of

steel, is lined with wood and is arranged so that it can be

The Zyabloff By-Pass Valve

of the tender when running backward, while the headlight

is mounted on top of the smoke box.

Included in the equipment of these locomotives, are Rus-
sian-Westinghouse automatic air brakes, LeChatelier cylin-

der water brakes, electro-pyrometer for indicating super-

heated steam temperatures, and a six-feed mechanical

lubricator. The injectors are of the Russian vertical type,

and are mounted on the back head. In connection with

them, sprinklers are applied for the ash-pan, smoke-l)ox

and cab deck. Power-operated fire-doors have been applied

completely closed in at the sides. Special attention has
been given to such details as steps and running boards. In
accordance with Russian practice, the running boards are

provided with outside hand rails.

The tender is mounted on two four-wheeled, arch-bar
trucks. The tank is of the water-bottom type, and is

ci|uipped with a water level indicator. A radial buffer is

applied between the engine and tender.

These locomotives, after being completely erected and
tried under steam, are stripped; and each engine is shipped
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in 34 packages. All the parts are boxed, with the e.xception

of the boiler, driving-wheels, engine truck and tender wheels,
and tender truck frames. The heaviest package, apart from
the boiler, which weighs 56,450 lb., is the box containing the

tender tank and various tender details. This box weighs
29,700 lb., and measures 25 ft. 4 in. by 10 ft. 4 in. by 8 ft.

3 in. The frame box, which contains one pair of frames
complete, is also notable because of its size, as its measures
38 ft. 7 in. bv 3 ft. 6 in. bv 1 ft. 3 in., and weighs 17,200
lb.

'

Further particulars of these locomotives are given in the

table of dimensions:
CcitC'il Data

Gage 5 ft.

Service Freight
f"<!l Soft Coal
Weight in working order 201,000 lb
Weight on drivers 176.500 lb.
Weight on leading truck 24.500 lb.
Weight of engine and tender in working order (about) 333!400 lb!
Wheel base, driving Ig (t. 8
Wheel base, total i; ft \q ;„
Wheelbase. engine and tender 60 It. 3J^ in,

Cylimicrs

J;!"')
• , Simple

Diameter and stroke 25 in. by 28 in.

\^—8k H

Details of the Main Rod Stub

I 'alies

Kind Piston
Diameter 12 in.

IVheels

Driving, diameter over tires 52 in.

Driving, diameter of center 1 m. 170 m.m.
Driving journals, main, diameter and length 10^ in. by 12 in.

Driving journals, others, diameter and length 8;^ in. by 12 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameter 33 in.

Engine truck, journals 6 in. by 12 in.

BaHer
Style Straight
Staying Radial
Working pressure 180 lb. per sq. in.

Inside diameter of first ring 69 in.

Thickness of sheets 21/32 in.

Firebox, length and width 108 in. by 86J4 in.

Depth, front 76% in.

Depth, back 67'A in.

Firebox plates, thickness, sides, back and crown H j"-

Firebox plates, thickness, tube H in.

Firebox, water space 4 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 194—2 in.

Flues, number and outside diameter 28

—

5H in.

Tubes, length 17 ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2,383 sq. ft.

Heating surface, arch tubes 27 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 200 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,610 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface (steam side) 579 sq. ft.

Grate area 64.6 sq. ft.

TenJer
Wheels, diameter 36 in.

Journals, diameter and length S'A in. by 10 in.

Water capacity 7,400 gal. (U. S.)

Coal capacity 8 metric tons

MODIFICATION OF FEDERAL LOCOMO-
TIVE INSPECTION RULES

As a result of a conference between representatives of

the carriers, of the railway employees and of the chief in-

spector cf the Locomotive Inspection Bureau of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, an order was issued on Sep-
tember 20 by the I. C. C. giving modifications, for the period

of the war, in certain of the rules and instructions for the

inspection and testing of steam locomotives and tenders, to

be effective at once and to continue in force during the period

of the war, as follows;

"Rule 2—The lowest factor of safety for locomotive
boilers which were in service or under construction prior to

January 1, 1912, shall be 3.25.

"Effective six months after the close of the war the lowest

factor of safety shall be 3.5.

"The dates on which factors of safety from 3.5 to 4, as

provided in rule 2, become effective, shall be advanced for

a period equivalent to the duration of the war.

"Rule 10: Flues to be removed.—All flues of boilers in

service, except as otherwise provided, shall be removed at

least once every four years, and a thorough examination
shall be made of the entire interior of the boiler. After

flues are taken out the inside of the boiler must have the

scale removed and be thoroughly cleaned. This period for

the removal of flues may be extended upon application if

an investigation shows that conditions warrant it.

"Rule 16.—The date for removal of lagging for the pur-

pose of inspecting the exterior of locomotive boilers as pro-

vided by rule 16, except where indication of leaks exist,

shall be advanced for a period equivalent to the duration

of the war.

"Rule 23.

—

Method of testing flexible staybolts with caps.

—All flexible staybolts having caps over the outer ends shall

ha^'e the caps removed at least once every two years and also

whenever the United States inspector or the railroad com-
pany's inspector considers the removal desirable in order to

thoroughly inspect the staybolts.

"The firebox sheets should be examined carefully at least

once a month to detect any bulging or indications of broken

staybolts. Each time a hydrostatic test is applied the ham-
mer test required by rules 21 and 22 shall be made while

the boiler is under hydrostatic pressure not less than the

allowed working pressure, and proper notation of such test

made on form No. 3.

"Rule 110.

—

Time of cleaning.—Distributing or control

valves, reducing valves, triple valves, straight-air double-

check valves, and dirt collectors shall be cleaned as often

as conditions require to maintain them in a safe and suitable

condition for service, but not less frequently than once each

six months.

"Add to Rule 112.—On E. T. or similar equipment where

the brake cylinder pressure is maintained regardless of piston

travel the maximum piston travel for driving wheels brakes

shall be 8 in.

"Rule 128 (d).—Locomotii'es in road service.—The total

amount of side motion of rods on crank pins shall not exceed

H in.

"Locomotives in yard service.—The total amount of side

motion of rods on crank pins shall not exceed 5/16 in.

"Rule 142 (c).—Top leaf broken or leaves in top half

or any three leaves in spring broken. (The long side of

spring to be considered the top.)

"Rule 150 (a).—The minimum height of flange for driv-

ing and trailing wheel tires, measured from tread, shall be

1 in. tor locomotives used in road service, except that on

locomotives where construction will not permit the full

height of flange on all drivers the minimum height of flange

on one pair of driving wheels may be ^ in."



Preliminary Locomotive Design

Methods Followed to Determine Size of Locomo-
tives and the Fundamental Features of Their Design

BY W. R. MAURER
Mechanical Eagioeer, New York, New Haven & Hartford

AT times railway mechanical officers are asked to submit

a specification of a locomotive that will haul between

certain terminals a "limited" passenger train within

a specified time; to estimate how many cars this engine will

haul in a slower or express service, also the size train it will

haul in local passenger service as well as in various kinds

of freight service. The proposition sometimes takes a dif-

ferent form, in which the mechanical man is asked to deter-

mine the time required by a specific locomotive to haul a

specific train between certain points.

Many of the published processes are slow and cumbersome,
requiring a succession of tedious calculations. The writer

has tried to evolve some quick methods with results which

are reasonably correct and at the same time which are

based on accepted formulae. Certain of the assumptions used

in these methods are open to criticism, but as the results are

quite accurate there should be no hesitancy in their use.

Before the work on problems of this kind is begun, a

profile and alignment showing the grades, the length and de-

gree of curves of the roadbed over which the trains are to be
hauled, a clearance diagram, weight limitations, if any, and
an operating time table showing the speed and similar re-

strictions should be provided.

For example, let us suppose that it is desired to know:
(a)—The size of locomotive capable of hauling a train con-

sisting of 10 steel Pullman parlor equipment cars between
terminals A and B, in three and a half hours, making three

station stops each of three minutes dur.ation.

(b)—The shortest time that a Pacific type locomotive
with 26 in. by 28 in. cylinders, 79 in. wheels, and 200 lb.

boiler pressure can make the run hauling the same train.

(c)—The time that w-ill be required for the above Pacific

type locomotive to haul lietween terminals A and B a train of
1 2 steel passenger equipment cars, the train to consist of one
baggage, one mail, one express, one smoker, three coaches,
one diner and four parlor cars.

(d)—The tonnage rating of the locomotive given in (b)
when hauling a fast freight.

Problems (b), (c) and (d) admit of direct solution but
(a) must be solved indirectly; that is by assuming the size
of cylinder, driving wheels and steam pressure and then use
the same procedure as in problem (b). In making these
assumptions it will be found expedient to determine graph-
ically the tractive effort, from low speeds to the maximum
that the locomotive is to operate, for locomotives having dif-

ferent sizes of drivers, cylinders, strokes and pressures, and
from this graph select the one that seems to give the best re-

sults at the average speed the train is to be hauled.

TRACTIVE ErrORT AT DrFJERENT SPEEDS

P~irst calculate the tractive effort according to the formula

d' X L X 0.85 X P

D
Where: d = Diameter of the cylinders in inches.

L := Length of stroi<e in inches.
P := Boiler pressure in pounds per square inch.
D =: Diameter of driving wheels in inches.

This gives the maximum tractive effort.

The tractive effort of a locomotive diminishes as the speed
increases. An accepted method by which these decreases

may be determined has been published by the American Lo-
comotive Company in its Bulletin 1017. The maximum
tractive effort is multiplied by a "speed factor" (see Table
I) corresponding to the piston speed in feet per minute, to

obtain the tractive effort at the speed in miles per hour at

which the specific piston speed obtains. For convenience
Table II is given here, which shows tlie piston speed at 10
m.p.h. for various lengths of stroke and diameter of drivers.

For higher train speeds, increase the piston speeds accord-
ingly.

The tractive effort at 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 m.p.h.
is found by multiplying the maximum tractive effort by the
speed factors. By plotting these tractive efforts on cross sec-

tion paper, the tractive efforts at any speed can be
determined. By drawing on one chart the tractive efforts

of several different locomotives, the advantages of one loco-

motive over another can be readily seen.

At slow speeds, the longer the stroke or smaller the driver,
the greater the tractive effort, but as the speeds increase this

ceases to be true and at high speeds and within reasonable
limits the locomotive with large drivers and short stroke
produces the largest tractive effort.

TRAIN RESISTANCE

A\] of the power of the locomotive is utilized in over-
coming the resistance of itself and of the cars hauled. This
resistance may be divided into six items as follows:

(a)—Engine friction or energy required to overcome the
friction of the driving wheels, pi.ston, valves, etc., is equal
to the product of the weight on drivers in tons multiplied by
22.2 lb.

(b)—Grade resistance is equal to 20 lb. per ton multi-

551
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plied by the grade in per cent. If the grade is expressed in

feet use Table III.

(c)—Curve resistance is equal to 0.8 lb. per ton per de-

gree of curvature or, roughly, is equal to increasing the grade

in feet per mile by 2 ft. for each degree of curvature.

(d)—Resistance of the engine trucks, trailing wheels and
tenders is assumed to be the same as on the cars in the

train.

(e)—Car resistance for passenger cars may be obtained

from Fig. 1 ; for freight cars from Fig. 2.

(f)—Head air resistance is equal to 0.24 multiplied by

the square of the velocity in miles per hour.

The sum of these six items may be considered as the total

Table I

—

Speed Factors

Tile tractive power of a locomotive decreases as the piston speed increases.

For piston speeds over 250 ft. per minute, multiply the maximum tractive

power by the factor corresponding to the piston speed given below:

Piston
speed.
Up lo Saturate
250 1.000

Speed factor

260.
280.
300.
320.
340.
360.
380.
400.
420.
440..
460.
480.
500.
520.
540.
560.
580.
600.
620.
640.
660.
680.
700.
720.
740.
760.
780.
800.
820.
840.
860.
880.
90O.
920.

.991

.972

.954

.935

.917

.899

.881

.863

.844

.826

.808

.790

.772

.754

.735

.717

.698

.680

.662

.644

.626

.608
590
,575
.561

.546

.532

.517

.505

.494

.483

.471

.460

.450

Superheat
1.000
.991

.972

.954

.935

.917

.899

.881

.863

.844

.826

.808

.790

.772

.754

.736

.718

.700

.682

.667

.651

.636

.620

.605

.593

.581

.568

.555

.542

.532

.522

.511

.500

.490

.481

Piston
speed.

940. .

<)60..

980. ,

1,000..
1.020..
1.040. ,

1,0<0.

.

1,080.

,

l.IOO,,
1.120.
1.140..
1.160.,
1,180.
1,200.
1.220.
1.240.
1.260.
1.280.
1,300.
1,320.
1.340.
1.360.
I.3S0.

1,400.
1,420.
1.440.
1,460.
1,480.
1,500.
1.520.
1.540.
1.S60.
1,580.
1,600.

Speed factor

Saturate
.441

.432

.422

.412

.404

.396

.388

.380
. .372

.365

.353
. .351

.344

.337

.331

.325
. .319

.313

.307

.302

.297

.293

.288

.283

.278

.274

.270

.265

.261

. .257
. .253

.249

.245

.241

Superheat
.472
.463
.454
.445
.437
.429
.421
.413
.405
.398
.391

.385

.378

.371

.365

.359

.353

.347

.342

.337

.332

.327

.322

.318

.314

.310

.306

.302

.297

.293

.289

.285

.281

.278

resistance to be overcome, and can be safely used for sum-

mer conditions and good track. Cold weather, high winds

and poor track w^ill increase the resistance quite materially,

(a), (b), (d) and (f) resistances are taken from the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company's Bulletin 1001. Grade resistance

(b) is susceptible of accurate computation, being the ratio of

Table It

—

Piston Speed in Feet per Minute at 10 M. P. H.

Stroke in Inches

Driver f ~~y, ~'.

Diameters 24 in. 26 in. 28 in. 30 in.

50 in 268.9 291.2 313.7 336.0

51 in 263.6 285.6 307.5 329.5

56 in.. 240.1 260.1 280.1 300.1

57 in 235.9 255.5 275.1 294.8

62 in 217.0 235.0 253.0 271.0

63 in 213,4 231.1 248.9 266.7

68 in 197.7 214.2 230.7 247.1

69 in 194.8 211.0 227.2 243.5

72 in 186.7 202.3 217.8 233.4

73 in 184.1 199.5 214.8 230.2

76 in 176.9 191.6 206.2 221.0

77 in 174.6 189.1 203.7 218.0

78 in 172.3 186.6 201.0 215.4

79 in 170.2 184.4 198.6 212.7

80 in 168.1 182.1 196.1 210.1

32 in.

358.5
351.4
320.1
314.5
289.2
284.5
263.6
259.7
249.0
245.5
235.8
232.8
229.7
226.9
224.1

the distance the train is raised to the distance traveled. It

may be either positive or negative depending upon whether

the grade is ascending or descending. If descending then

this resistance is to be either deducted from the total resist-

ance or the available tractive effort is to Ije increased by

this amount.

The passenger car resistance is taken from a paper by

Prof. E. C. Schmidt and H. H. Dunn, an abstract of which

was published in May, 1917, issue of the Railway Mechani-

cal Engineer on page 247. The freight car resistance is

taken from Bulletin 43 of the University of Illinois, being a

report of an investigation by Prof. E. C. Schmidt.

Acceleration.—In getting a train up to speed, the increas-

ing resistance due to speed and the diminishing power of

the locomotive prevent a uniform rate of acceleration, a

Table III

—

Resistance in Pounds per Ton Due to Grade

multiplied by the grade in feetResistance per ton is

Grade
(in ft.)

1...
2...
3...

Resistance
(lb.)

. . . .379
. . . .758
... 1.136
... 1.515
... 1.894
... 2.273
. . . 2.652
... 3.030
. . . 3.409
... 3.788
... 4.167

4.546

5..
6..
7..
8..
9..
10..
11..
12.,
13 4.924
14 5.303
IS 5.682
16 6.061
17 6.440
18 6.818
19 7.197
20 7.576

equal to 0.3788 lb.

per mile.

Grade Resistance
(in ft.) (lb.)

21 7.955
22 8.334
23 8.712
24 9.091
25 9.470
26 9.849
27 10.228
28 10.606
29 10.985
30 11.364
31 11.743
32 12.122
33 12.500
34 12.879
35 13.258
36 13.637
37 14.016
38 14.394
39 14.773
41) 15.152

("itade Resistance
(in ft.) (lb.)

41 15.531
42 15.910
43 16.288
44 16.667
45 17 046
46 17.425
47 17.804
48 18.182
49 18.561
50 18.940
SI 19.319
52 19.698
53 20.076
54 20.455
55 20.834
56 21.218
57 21.592
58 21.970
59 22.349
60 22.728

higher rate of acceleration being obtained at the starting,

which is gradually reduced as the train gets under way. It

requires about 100 lb. to accelerate or retard a ton of weight

at the rate of one mile per hour per second. For passenger

trains an average rate of acceleration and retardation due to

grade can be assumed as 0.2 m.p.h. per sec, while the re-

tarding effect on a train equipped with high speed brakes

can be assumed at two m.p.h. per sec. Fig. 3 shows the

distance traveled and time consumed in accelerating or re-

tarding at a rate of 0.2 m.p.h. per sec. This acceleration

curve is also used to determine the time required to accel-

erate passenger trains under ordinary conditions. Fig. 4
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requires twice the time anci twice the distance to produce
the results obtained at the two m.p.h. rate. All of the above
curves are assumed as meeting the average conditions.

If more exact results are required it will be necessary to

lay out curves for all rates of acceleration and to calculate

the effects of the brakes from the braking condition on the

cars, the kind of brake shoes, etc. A very complete discus-

sion on Brake Performance* is given in a paper by S. W.

problem (b).

minations:

The following data is necessary for the deter-

"
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ing 4'/2 miles will be traveled at the rate of 38 m.p.h. or at

the "balanced speed" and will be covered in

—

4.5 X 38
= 2 min. 51 sec.

60

Thus it has taken the train

—

5 + 10 +1:50 + 2:51 = 19 min. 41 sec.

to cover the 17J4 miles to the top of the hill.

Exactly the same procedure is followed throughout the

rest of the speed determinations, using Fig. 4 for determin-

ing time of retardation for the emergency application of the

brakes and one-half these times for the service applications

as explained above. For slow passenger or freight trains,

acceleration or retardation values one-half of those shown in

Fig. 3 should be used. When the entire division over which

the locomotive with its train is to operate is thus analyzed

the total time it will take to run the train over the division

will be obtained and the speeds at the various parts of the

division will be determined. This will give the least time

required to make the run. In designing a locomotive for a

specific train, liberal allowances should be made for slow

orders, signals, etc., so that the locomotive will have sufficient

reserve capacity to make up a reasonable amount of lost time.

DESIGNING THE LOCOMOTI\-E

Let it be supposed that the locomotive to be designed is

of the Pacific type, which has the following characteristics:

Simple cylinders, 26 in. by 28 in.; drivers, 79 in.; boiler

pressure, 200 lb. superheated steam; tractive effort, 40,800

lb.

M'eight:—The weight on drivers should range from 4 to

4^ times the tractive effort, which would be from 163,200 to

173,400 lb. on the drivers. The weight on drivers of a

Pacific type locomotive is about 65 per cent of its total

weight. Then the total weight would be between 252,000

and 267,000 lb. As the locomotive is to have a high steam

factor the probable weight will be 267,000 lb., the balance

of 93,600 lb. being equally distributed between the engine

and trailer trucks. By moving the pins in the spring rig-

ging the distribution may be changed somewhat.

Before proceeding too far a wheel spacing and load dia-

gram should lie submitted to the bridge engineer to deter-

mine whether or not the bridges will stand the proposed

loading. Some bridge engineers have all the bridges on the

line calculated in terms of some unit, such as Coopers E60.

Then by computing the load diagrams of the proposed loco-

motive in the same terms, it can readily be ascertained if

the proposed locomotive will produce stresses (moments and

shears) that are above the safe limit. It was found that by

changing the distribution of the loads to 50,000 lb. on engine

truck and same on the trailer and 55,000 lb. on each of the

drivers the bridge stresses would not be excessive, a varia-

tion of one to two per cent being allowed.

Boiler and Cylinders.—In locomotive design the tw^o im-

portant elements are the boiler and cylinders, the work of

the latter being dependent upon the former. It has been

stated that the boiler capacity for a locomotive cannot be

made too large, but when the weight of the locomotive is

limited, then the importance of properly proportioning the

boiler to the work it has to do is quite vital. In American

Locomotive Company's Bulletin 1017, Mr. Cole gives some

valuable data on boiler proportions upon which the fol-

lowing suggestions are based, the fundamental principle be-

ing that the boiler horsepower should aliout equal the cylin-

der horsepower.

The cvlinder horsepower is computed from the formulae:

HP = .0212 P.\ for saturated steam.
HP - .0229 P.'\ for superheated steam.

In wliieh .\ — .^rea in square inches of one cylinder.
P — Boiler pressure.

It is assumed that 27 lb. of saturated steam are consumed

per horsepower hour, while for superheated steam 20.8 lb.

are used.

The cylinder horsepower of a 26 in. diameter cylinder

simple locomotive at 200 lb. boiler pressure is 2,434 and if

superheated steam is used the steam consumption is 2,434 X
20.8 = 50,627 lb. Then the boiler must be capable of

evaporating approximately 50,600 lb. of water per hour,

provided the locomotive will not exceed the weight limita-

tions. The grate area required is determined by dividing

the horsepower by 30 for saturated steam or by 36.9 for

superheated steam. The above locomotive, therefore, should

have 2,434 -^ 36.9 = 66 sq. ft. of grate, although 60 sq.

ft. will answer if a high grade of coal is used.

The determination of the number of tubes required is more

or less complicated in so far as the amount of water evapor-

ated per square foot is concerned. Short tubes are more

efficient than long ones but not so economical on coal. The
A. L. Co.'s bulletin 1017 gives a table of evaporative values

of tubes and flues of varying diameters, lengths and spacing.

."^s the tube spacing most often used is .}4 in. (that is the

space between the tubes proper, not the bridges) and the

spacing of superheated flues is generally 1 in.. Fig. 6 has

been prepared to show the pounds of water evaporated by

tubes and flues of various lengths. It will be found that

while more 2 in. tubes than 2 '4 in. can be applied, thus pro-

viding more heating surface, the greater efficiency of the

2J4 in. tubes will more than make up this difference. It
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a combined heating surface for the firebox, combustion

chamber and arch tubes of 320 sq. ft., which multiplied by

SS lb. would give 17,600 lb.; deducting this from 50,600 lb.

leaves 33,000 lb. to be evaporated by the tubes and flues.

One 18-ft. Syi-in. flue (17 ft., 11 in. between heads) evap-

orates 280 lb. of steam per hour. The 36 flues will evap-

orate 10,080 lb., which leaves 22,920 lb. to be evaporated

by the tubes. From Fig. 6 we find that one 2]^^-\-n. tube,

18 ft. long, evaporates 100 lb. of steam per hour. Thus 229

tubes will give the remaining 22,900 lb. of steam and pro-

vide a 100 per cent boiler.

Good boiler design requires that the clearance between tlie

The equivalent bending moment Ml, (j.e.l comLinvd

bending &nd twisting .== |<.r(ch-)-ab>

The fibre sIreseS.- >i T fc U + a I) iFindialuec

(N.D. a b can be scaled.*

Fig. 7—Method of Calculating Driving Axles

shell and tubes shall not be less than 1'4 in- ^^ the front

tube sheet, and IJ^ in. at the top, 1 in. at the sides, and
2 in. at the bottom at the back tube sheet. The 5j4-in. flues

should be spaced on 6;X in. centers and the 2}4-in. tubes

should be spaced on 3 in. centers. A tube and flue layout for

the front and back tube sheets should be made on tracing

cloth and by superimposing the two laj'outs it will be easy to

discover if a better scheme can be provided. After a careful

study it is not unusual to increase the number of tubes a

dozen or so. The distance from the crow'n to the roof of the

boiler should be not less than 25 per cent of the outside

LtnrArm far Combined Tmsfrnrf
and Bending.

Fig. 8—Diagram for Determining the Fibre Stress for Any Given
Driving Axle Diameter

diameter of the largest boiler course. From the foregoing it

will be found that the outside diameter of the first course

would be 78 in. and the diameter for the back course 88 in.

The boiler should be built with a factor of safety of not

less than 4J.'2. For a 200 lb. pressure boiler, a rough rule

for estimating purposes is that with a se.xtuple seam the

thickness of the shell is 1 per cent of the boiler diameter;

of a dectuple seam 0.9 per cent; of a diamond seam 0.88

per cent. The throat sheet should be not less than 24 in.

deep in order to provide for a fairly thick fire over the grates.

As shown in the May, 1917, issue* of this journal, the

efficiency of the boiler and the drawbar horsepower are great-

ly increased by the use of a brick arch. In designing the

ash pan, the openings for the admission of air should be as

near IS per cent of the grate area as the construction will

permit.

Frames.—While it is the common practice to use the same
factors in designing Vanadium cast steel frames as is used

for ordinary open hearth cast steel frames, the practice would

seem faulty, as a material having a higher yield point should

be stressed higher, thus deriving a benefit from the higher

priced material. The writer has used the following with

success in determining the sectional area at different points

of frame:
O, H. Steel Vanadium

Top of pedesta; T X .0038 T X .0035
Top tail between pedestals T X .0033 T X .0030
Lower r.iil between pedestals T X .0022 T X .0020

In which T = piston thrust of one cylinder.

Axles.—Axle bearing pressures in pounds per square inch

should not exceed the following limits:

Passenger Freight
Driving 175 lb. 200 lb.

Traveling 175 1b. 185 1b.

Engine truck 160 1b. 180 1b.

Driving axles are subjected to a variety of strains. The
journals must be large enough to prevent undue heating and
the diameters must be such that the fibre stresses, produced

not only by the superimposed load but also by the torsional

stresses caused by the pressure on the crank pin, must be

well within the elastic limits of the material. The method
for calculating the size of the axle is shown in Fig. 7.

In a paper on "Alloy Steel in Locomotive Design" read

at the 1916 convention of the American Railwav Master

P

Zl

Let r = Boiler pressure x area of piston.

L = Lever arm.

S = Fibre stress.

K =:=Moment of reeistaoce

= .0982 d^

M= CendiDK moment in inch pounds

=P a L . S =
i:

11=

Fig. 9—Method of Calculating Crank Pins

Mechanics Association (see also Railway Mechanical En-
gineer for April, 1916, page 171, and Daily Railway Age
Gazette for June 21, 1916, page 1499) by L. R. Pomeroy, a

diagram (Fig. 8) for quickly determining fibre stresses and
sizes for driving axles is given, this diagram being based

on the generally accepted formulae shown in Fig. 7. The
method of reading the diagram (Fig. 8) for main rods is

indicated by the dotted lines. From the boiler pressure,

found at the top, read down to the diagonal for the cylinder

diameter, at the right of this intersection read the piston

thrust or load on the pin, thence to the left to the lever arm
.1 C (the diagonal distance between the center of driving box
and main rod fit on crank pin), thence upward to the di-

ameter, thence to the left find the fibre stress. In the same
manner the fibre stresses in the other driving axles may be
found, assuming that the thrust on the crank pin is 40 per
cent of the weight on all the drivers actuated by the pin or

assume some arbitrary percentage of the piston thrust.

To determine the crank pin stresses use Fig. 9.

Fibre stresses in driving axles made of open hearth steel

having an ultimate tensile strength of 80,000 lb. and an

'Locomotive Ilrick .^rch Test'— liage 235.
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elastic limit of about 40,000 lb. should not exceed 21,000 lb.

per sq. in., while for crank pins the limit should be 15,000

lb. Should alloy steel with a higher elastic limit be used

then the fibre stresses may be increased proportionately.

By hollow boring, the weight of driving axles and crank

pins may be greatly reduced, without materially decreasing

their strength. A 4-in. hole in a 12 -in. axle reduces the

weight 11 per cent, while its strength is reduced only slightly

over 1 per cent. A 4-in. hole in a 9-in. axle reduces the

weight 20 per cent, while its strength is reduced less than 4

per cent. Certainly an efficacious method of saving weight

but at an increased cost.

Misrclhivcous.—The question of correct balance is all im-

portant and closely allied with it is the question of the weight

of the reciprocating parts. This weight may be reduced by

the use of alloy steel. The formulae for determining the

proper counterbalance may be found in the 1915 proceed-

ings of the Master Mechanics' Association. Similar for-

mulae are found in the Master Mechanics' proceedings for

designing main and side rods. Care should be taken to

avoid offsets in these members as well as in all motion work.

The wheels should be located to provide sufficient clearance

space between them and other parts of the locomotive.

The problem of determining the estimated weight of the

locomotive and its distribution is difficult when the complete

file of the weights of locomotive parts is not at hand. Prob-

ably the easiest way to determine this is to compare the pro-

posed locomotive with another of the same type and for

which drawings and weight distributions are available, list-

ing the differences in weight in "plus'' and "minus" columns

and in this way a fair estimate will be obtained. To deter-

mine with any degree of accurac)- the distribution of w-eight

on drivers and trucks, the center of gravity of the boiler and

principal parts should be determined and their effect on the

total weight distribution he calculated.

The capacity of the tender should be such as to meet the

demands of the service in w'hich the locomotive is to be used.

The distance from the coal gate to the firedoor should be not

less than 6 ft. or more than 6 ft. 6 in., and where there

is no coal pusher the slope sheets should come within 14 in.

of the coal gates and have an angle of 37 deg., so that the

coal will feed to the coal gate without it being necessary to

shovel it ahead. If the wheel base of the locomotive and

tender has been determined, the longitudinal center of grav-

ity should be found. Twice the distance from the center of

gravity lo the furthest wheel plus about 18 in. will be the

diameter of the smallest turntable on which the locomotive

can be turned.

No attempt has been made to go into the design of the

locomotive in any great detail, as the limits of space forbid,

but with the above, one should be able to make a reasonably

accurate preliminary design of the locomotive, which, of

course, is necessary before any definite arrangements are

made. With the preliminary design determined upon, a

finished locomotive may be designed by the use of good en-

gineering practice.

Firebox Temperature Experiments

Oil Burning Locomotive Tests Show Increases in

Temperatures and Boiler Efficiency with Gaines Wall

FIREBOX temperatures—and particularly temperatures

at different points in the firebox—is a subject of more

than passing interest to railway mechanical officers;

but, unfortunately, it is a subject about which little is known.

The high-temperature thermocouples in use at the present

time are impractical for road test purposes, so firebox temper-

ature determinations have been confined to a few test plants,

such as the Pennsylvania Railroad's Altoona plant, Purdue

University and the University of Illinois. At these plants

firebox temperatures have Ijeen determined in numerous tests,

but the temperatures were determined at only one point, that

generally being at the rear of the brick arch.

The Texas & Pacific recently had occasion to take fire-

box temperature readings at different points in the fire box,

and some interesting data was obtained during the tests.

The locomotives tested were of the 2-10-2 type, in oil-burn-

ing service, the size and design being indicated by the

following data:

Cage 4 ft. 8'/.. in.

Service Frelglit

Fuel O'l

Tractive effort ,"'?°9 !^
Weight in working order 324.600 h.

Weigl.t on drivers 262.100 b.

Weight on leading truck 2/. 100 lb.

Weight on trailing truck .^M52 !t'
Weight of engine and tender in working order 501,300 lb.

Cylinders, diameter and stroke 28 in. and 32 in.

Driving wheels, diameter over tires 63 in.

Working pressure 185 lb. per sq. in.

Boiler, outside diameter of first ring 84 in.

Pirebox, length and width 176 '/$ in. by 82 in.

Firebo.K type Jacobs-Shupert
Tubes, number and outside diameter 267—2 in.

Flues, number and outside diameter 41—5H in.

Tubes and flues, length 18 ft.

Heating surface, tubes and flues 3,539 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 307 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3.846 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 886 sq. ft.

Grate area - 70 stj. ft.

FIREBOX TEMPERATURES.

The locomotive was equipped with a firebox of the Jacobs-

Shupert type, 1763/2 in. long, there being a 42;/^ in. com-
bustion chamber at the front end, separated from the main
portion of the firebox by a Gaines wall with five 3-in. air

ducts. Tlie object of the tests was to ascertain the firebox

temperatures at different points, in order to determine if there

was any concentration or localization of temperatures above

the Gaines wall or in the combustion chamber. Two series

of tests were run—one with the Gaines wall in place and
one with the wall removed.

Fig. 1 shows the general fireljox layout, the wall being

shown in dotted lines and the pyrometer locations being

shown by small circles. Locations A, B, C and D show
points at which temperature determinations were made with

the wall in place, while A', B', C" and D' show locations of

thermo cou|)le with the wall removed. It is the usual practice

to insert thermocouples in firebox by cutting a hole through

the side sheets and placing a thimble therein to accommodate
the thermocouple; but as this was not desiralde in the

present tests, the thermocouples were introduced into the

firebox through holes in the combustion chanilier floor and
fire pan, the body of the thermocouple being jirotected from

the flame by a water jacket.

Temperatures at the different points were obtained by

the use of a Platinum Rhodium Thermocouple, used with

a Leeds & Northrup potentometer indicator. The instrument

was furnished by the railway department of the University
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of Illinois and tlie readings were taken by Professor J. M.
Snodgrass, of that institution. As the type of instrument
used is not of a sufficiently rugged character to withstand
the jars and shocks of a road test, standing tests were
conducted l)y removing the main valves and blowing all

the steam generated through the valve chamber and out of

the stack.

Four tests were run with the w-all in place and four with

the wall removed; and in order to make them strictly com-
parable, an endeavor was made to keep the oil fired during
each test the same, by working the firing valve and the

throttle in constant position. As the results show, however,
this did not accomplish the desired effect, as a little more
oil was burned without the wall than with it. A Louisiana

fuel oil witli a gravity of 24 to 30 and heat value of 19,332

B. T. U. per pound was used. The temperatures obtained

during the tests are shown in Table I.

As a check on the temperatures obtained with the Leeds
& Northrup pyrometer, a radiation pyrometer was used, this

Fig. 1—Location of the Thermocouples in the Firebox.

being inserted through the sand hole in the firedoor. The
temperatures registered by this instrument were nearly con-

stant throughout the range of tests. In order to compare
the standing test conditions with road .service, two road

tests were made, during which temperatures were obtained

with the radiation pyrometer inserted through the door. The
results of this test are also shown in Taljle I.

Fig. 2 shows graphically the ma.ximum temperature ranges,

with and without the Gaines wall, the average temperatures

being 20 to 60 deg. lower than those indicated by the curves.

It will be observed that with the wall in place, the highest

temperatures were olitained in the back part of the firebox;

and that there was a gradual drop in temperatures as the

flames approached the flue sheet. With the wall removed,

the temperatures in the rear and middle portions of the firebox

were fairly uniform, with a decided drop in the combustion

chamber space. At a point directly above the Gaines wall

location, the temperatures were higher with the wall removed

than when tlie wall was in place, this being due to the fact

that the wall has the effect of baffling the flames and throw-
ing them back into the rear portion of the firebox where
combustion is most intense; whereas with wall removed there
was no such baffling effect and there was a noticeable short-

circuiting of the flaznes from the burner over into the com-
bustion chamber.

The temperatures shown are proljably lower than might
be expected in burning fuel oil under these conditions, but
this can be accounted for in two ways:

First: The large volume of the firebox (433 cu. ft.)

Table I

—

Average Temperature and Draft

Standin,-. Test—Engine 511

Firebox Tempeiature F°
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evaporation of l.i.05 lb. of water per pound of oil and 12.47

lb. of water per square foot of lieating surface. With the

wall removed and the same front end draft, the average

amount of oil fired was 4.142 lb., with an apparent evapor-

ation of 46,842 lb. of w-ater per hour, or 11.3 lb. of water

per pound of oil and 12.18 lb. of water per square foot of

heating surface.

The boiler horsepower generated per cubic foot of firebox

volume averaged about 4.2; while the equivalent evaporation

per pound of oil averaged 17.03 with the wall and 14.8 with-

out the wall, the corresponding boiler efficiencies being 85.5

and 74.3—or a difference of 133^ per cent, in efficiency, due
to the Gaines wall.

The boiler efficiencies are high, considering the rate of

firing; but it should be borne in mind that in burning oil

there is no loss through grates and ashpan and no discharge

of fuel at the stack in the form of cinders. With the wall

in place, combustion was perfect ; there being no indication of

CO (carbon monoxide) in the flue gases, and no black smoke
issuing from the stack at any time. Under these conditions,

practically all the heat loss will be accounted for in the

front end gases; and, as shown in Table I, the front end

temperatures were uniformly low, considering the length (18

ft.) of the flues. \\'ith the wall in place, the average front

end temperature was 585 deg. ; without the wall, 615 deg. ; a

difference of 30 deg., which accounts for a part of the effi-

ciency shown by the wall.

With the wall removed, smoke emission was very notice-

able; and there was considerable fuel wasted, due to the

face and large firebox volume will absorb more heat than

a similar firebox without a combustion chamber, thereby re-

ducing the temperature of the gases entering the flues. Since,

under a given set of conditions, there is a direct relation be-

tween the icmperaturc of the gases entering the flues and
leaving at the front end, tliis results in lower front end tem-

peratures and higher lioiler performance.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions may be drawn from the results

of these tests:

When burning oil, there is no localiz.ition or building up
of temperatures aljove the Gaines wall, the highest temper-

atures being obtained in the back of the firebox and grad-

ually decreasing as the flames approach the flue sheet.

Without the wall, temperatures are more uniform from the

door to the combustion cliamber, with a decided drop in the

combustion chamber. The temperatures above the wall loca-

tion were higher without the w'all than with the wall in

place.

Removal of the wall causes a decrease of 13,'-^ per cent,

in evaporative boiler efficiency. This is accompanied by

an average increase of about 30 deg. in the front end tem-

peratures and a noticeable increase in the amount of smoke.

Tlie wall seems to have little or no eft'ect on the superheat

in steam, as these temperatures average from 225 to 230 deg.

with the wall in place to 225 to 235 deg. with the wall re-

moved.

The indications are that with a combustion chamber fire-



THE fact that the distance from the cab deck to the bot-

tom of the firedoor varies on our modern locomotives

from 17' 2 in. to 26 in. shows that no very great con-

sideration has been given to this particular feature of locomo-

tive design. It has, however, an important bearing on efficient

locomotive construction, for with an improperly located fire-

door the fireman cannot perform his work efficiently. In order

to determine as near as possible the proper height at which the

firedoor should be located, the Pennsylvania Railroad con-

ducted some unique tests at its Altoona test plant which give

without question the most authoritative information on this

subject. These tests show that regardless of the height of a fire-

man, freer action of the arms and body will be obtained with

the bottom of the firedoor located 22 in. above the cab deck
and that the coal should always be within reach of the fire-

man.
The tests were made on a firing platform which had the

dimensions of the cab and tender of a class L-I-S (Mikado)
locomotive, the back head of the boiler being arranged so that

the firedoor could be raised or lowered by the man shoveling

the coal. The coal was placed on the platform at about the

same location as the coal gates on the locomotive. The box
that corresponded to the grates was given the same slope as

on the locomotive and an improvised brick arch was used,

being properly located with respect to the grates and back
head of the boiler.

Twenty-four road firemen, si.\ from passenger and six from
freight ser\'ice on two divisions, were called in to operate on
the test platform. Each man fired coal for intervals of 15

minutes at firing rates of 5,000 and 9,000 lb. of coal per hour.

They were instructed to set the firedoor at the height which
best suited them. The results of these tests were plotted and
it was found that with the two rates of firing, the desired

height of the firedoor afjove the calj floor varied between 18

Average Heifiht o£ Firedoor
Number
of Men S.OOO lb. Rate

Division A firemen.... 12
Division B firemen i2
Special firemen 6

Average

9,000 lb. Rate
22.89 in. 22.09 in.

22.93 in. 23.01 in.

20.66 in. 20.85 in.

22.46 in. 22.21 in.

in. and 25 in. No definite relation between the height of the

men, which varied between 5 ft. SJ.-^ in. and 6 ft. 3 in., and
the height of the firedoor could be found. Some special duty
firemen and the test plant firemen, w-ho were taller than the

road men, preferred a low door. It was also found that those

men who had been operating engines with high firedoors were

generally higher in their choice than those operating locomo-
tives with the low firedoors. The average height of the fire-

door chosen in these trials is in the table.

MOTION PICTURE STUDIES.

In addition to these tests an analysis of the movement of

three e.xpert firemen when firing with the bottom of the fire-

door set at heights of 18 in., 22 in. and 25' S in. above the
cab deck were made from motion pictures taken during the
operation. The firemen were 6 ft. tall and fired at the rate

of 5,000 lb. of coal per hour.

The film showed approximately 75 positions of the fire-

man during a complete cycle, i. e., from the time coal was
taken from the firing platform, delivered to the firebox and
the shovel returned to the coal pile on the platform. From
the film, which had been previously exposed to specially pre-

pared co-ordinate paper, the path traveled by any portion of

the fireman's body could be plotted. The photographed im-
ages of miniature incandescent lamps fastened to the head,
wrists and ankles of the fireman, gave definite reference

[loints on each of the 75 pictures, from which the paths
traveled by these parts of the body were subsequently plotted.

A sample of the films obtained is .shown at the head of this

article.

The path traveled by the head, which represents the move-
ment of the man's back, and that traveled by his left hand,
which opens and closes the firedoor and lifts the shovel, have
been plotted for the three heights of firedoor in Figs. 1, 2

and 0. Only that portion of the movement during the de-
liver)' of the coal from the firing platform to the firebox is

shown on these sheets. The three lower curves on these sheets

represent the path of the left wrist of each of the men, while
the three upper curves represent the movement of the head.

Referring to the lower curves, the firedoor chain was re-

leased at point A' after the firedoor was opened. The path A'

to A was a free movement of the hand ; the hand grasped the

heel of the shovel at A, the shovel was lifted from A to B. the

shovel full of coal was moved from i? to C nearly horizontally

toward and through the firedoor to the firebox.

The upper curves R to S represent the path traveled by the

man's head during the time that his left hand was traveling

the path A' A B C. In discussing the curs-es, the center line

P Q of the firedoor will be taken as the reference line as it

lies midway between the upper and lower limits through
which the coal must pass.

Firedoor 22 in. Aboiv Deck Plate.—In Fig. 1 are shown
tlie paths traveled liy the head and left hand of the three fire-

S39
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men with the firedoor set 22 in. above the deck plate. An
analysis of these cun-es and tliose determined when the fire-

door was set IS in. and 2S'-4 in. aliove the deck shows the

probable reason for the thirty firemen choosing an average
height of firedoor above deck of 22 It will be noted in

Fig. 1 that the expert firemen all lifted tlie coal to appro-xi-

mately the name level, B. The horizontal difference in the

position of the left hand after the coal was lifted from .1 to B
and in the location of point R of the head cur\-es, was due to

the difference in the reach for coal. It will be observed that

the point B in the hand curve in Fig. I is slightly atrove the

center line of the firedoor.

As the horizontal movement shows a tendency to l)e paral-

lel to the line P Q from B to C, it seems that the location of

point B determines the natural height A B, to which the coal

would be raised during its delivery. Otherwise stated, the

height .1 B is the natural vertical lift and ordinarily will be
approximately the same height regardless of the height of the

firedcxjr. The curves R S show a natural movement of the

back. There is a uniform rise from R, where the head is at

its lowest position, to 5 the point of maximum height. The
head curves indicate that the man's liack was gradually

straightening during the delivery and taken in conjunction

with the lower (wrist) curves, indicate that the lifting of the

za



DEPAKI^EFR
Steel Car Shop of the E. J. & E.

Methods Used to Increase the Capacity of the Plant

Interesting Application of Some Portable Riveters

MANY railroads at this time find themselves confronted

with the necessity of increasing the output of the

car shops in order to furnish the rolling stock re-

quired to handle the present hea\T,' traffic. With tools, ma-
terials and men so hard to get, the problem is by no means
an easy one to solve. The way in which the Elgin, Joliet

& Eastern increased the capacity of its plant for repairing

steel cars at Joliet. 111., is therefore of particular interest.

Under normal conditions the repair tracks formerly made

These sections consist of 12 tracks, each having a capacity

of about 13 cars. When the cars are set on any of the tracks

for repairs they are not moved until all are finished. About
two days are usually allowed for stripping, two for reas-

sembling and two for painting the cars, but this allowance

is increased when new sills are required.

The cars on which the majority of the work is being

done are of two different designs, one a side dump car,

shown in the process of stripping in Fig. 1, the other a bot-

The Day's Output Ready to Leave the Repair Track

heavy repairs to about 100 steel cars each month. The
great increase in the ore and coal traffic made it necessary

to keep every available car in service and plans were made
for increasing the capacity of the plant to handle about

200 cars a month. The capacity of the tracks was about

180 cars and this was increased to about 320 cars by add-

ing 1 1 short tracks to the repair yard. Narrow gage tracks

were arranged to serve the repair tracks, one being placed

between every second track and one running transversely

across all the tracks. Sheds open on the sides, with louvres

to admit light and air, were built to cover half the tracks.

For purposes of organization the repair yards are divided

into two sections, each under the supervision of a foreman.

torn dump, shown in Fig. 2. Most of these cars were built

14 or 18 years ago and are receiving their first overhauling.

As soon as the cars are placed on the repair tracks they

are inspected to determine what parts are to be removed.
The majority of the sheets are 5/16 in. thick when new and
they are renewed if the thickness is 3/16 in. or less. The
principal parts of the cars which require renewal are the

side sheets, dump doors and floor sheets. These parts are

made in quantities and carried in stock for all classes of

cars. All rivet holes are punched according to templets and
reamed after being placed in position. Dump doors, sills,

etc., are assembled complete ready for application.

The shop was well supplied with punches and shears,.
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there being 12 of these machines ranging in size from 21

in. to 56 in. There were also two coping machines, one
double angle shear, one 200-ton hydraulic press and three

drill presses.

Since the forming operations could not all be done on the

Fig. 1—Side Dump Car Being Stripped for Repairs

hydraulic press it was necessary to provide some means of

doing this work. The pneumatic press designed for this

purpose is shown in Fig. 3. A double-acting air cylinder

operates the bar, the height of which can be adjusted at



WHEN consideration, is given to the very large

number of freight cars buik from a single design,

the importance of giving careful study to each
detail is readily understood. Every small saving that can
be made in the labor of construction, each slight saving that

can be made in the weight of the material, and every case

where unnecessary material is used, as well as every slight

defect, is multiplied by a thousand, in many cases by two
or three thousand, or more. The large expenditure of money
involved m the building as well as in the operation and
upkeep of the cars which may be represented by a single

design, justifies the thought of the best designers for an
unlimited amount of their time.

The writer has a case in mind in which the slight shift-

ing of tlie location of two rivets in a single detail, used
several times on the car, made a difference in the cost of an
order of 1,000 cars of more than $2,000. How easy it is

for the draughtsman or designer to let such a small matter

go, rather than to take the time to make a slight change,

which in this case had no influence whatever on the strength

or maintenance of the structure, overlooking the extent to

which his time will be repaid by the slight saving in the

cost of the detail involved when such a large multiplier is

used!

An experienced and enthusiastic car designer once said to

the writer that he could take any car design, whether made
by himself or another, and by again carefully going over

every detail, save enough on an order of 1 .000 cars to pay
himself handsomely with 10 per cent of the reduction in

the cost of construction, without reducing the strength of

the structure in any way.

WHY THE EAILRO.\D SHOULD DO ITS OWN DESIGNING

The design for any type of freight car may be laid out

along many different lines, each of which must be developed

in great detail, and some in complete detail, before a proper

and intelligent selection of the best for the purpose can be

made. When the general type of construction has been

determined there are then a large number of details, each

of which should he given careful study from many angles.

How is this study to be made? Who is to make it?

At the outset it must be clear that time is a most essential

element in the solution of the problem, no matter to whom
or what agency the task is to be given. No one can make
a comparative study of several types of construction, each

involving many details, without a liberal allowance of time.

Such an allowance of time can only be had when the

designer has his problem before him well in advance of

the actual requirements of the equipment. This work

must be done before the production of the working draw-

ings becomes necessary.

Rushing through the design of a new car in order that

the material may be ordered for quick delivery and the

contract brought to an early completion is probably the most
prolific of all sources of unnecessary expense, both in first

cost and maintenance. It cannot be expected that each of

the many car-building organizations will maintain a suf-

ficient staff, necessarily getting its information second-hand,
to make an advance study of the many special needs of each
railroad that may become a purchaser of cars.

In many cases the result is that plans are quickly pre-
pared to meet an early date set for the receiving of bids,

and regardless of the ability and experience of the designer,
it invariably is found in such instances that less material
could have been used with even greater strength or that
there are real weaknesses in the design which could have
been made amply strong without the use of additional ma-
terial. Neither the bidder who fails to secure the contract
nor the successful bidder has the time or opportunity to

modify the design after the contract is let. Any change then
made brings about correspondence, adjustment of price
and delay.

For the following reasons, therefore, any railroad order-
ing as many as 1,000 cars of the same type at one time is

fully justified in maintaining its own engineering force,

made up of as many men as can be used, and in holding
the best men who can be obtained:

( 1 ) The men in this organization can easily be kept
informed as to the probable special needs of the road. They
can be preparing to anticipate these needs and experimenting
with the equipment with that end in view. They may thus
have definite general plans formulated and ready when the
need arises.

(2) They have opportunities for first-hand information
as to the relative effectiveness of different types of equip-
ment and details under the service conditions of their own
road.

(3) They are in a position to appreciate fully all phases
of the problem, whether it he low first cost of construction,

which means light weight and, therefore, low cost of opera-
tion, or low cost of maintenance, which means ample struc-

tural strength and proper provision for deterioration.

(4) They are also in a position to keep in close touch
with the methods and appliances used in the road's shops,

keeping these m mind when the design is made in order

not to require the introduction of new methods or tools unless

necessary; they are also in a position to know what older

or standard parts should be retained in new designs. Fre-

quently much money is expended in constructing a difficult

detail in the shops, which could have been saved had the

designer been familiar with his shop equipment.

(5) The railroad by going into the market to purchase a

specific design completely worked out in detail, with com-
plete specifications, receives the advantage of real competi-

tion, as the only considerations are the reliability of the

bidder and the price. This also effects a large saving af
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time, as each bidder is not required to prepare a new design

before making the estimate.

The economic and engineering problems of frei.ght car

design are primaril}' two—cost and strength. While here

considered more or less separately, the)- cannot properly be

considered separatel)' when an actual design is being worked

out.

STRENGTH AND COST OF MAINTEN.^NCE

Some years ago there came into the office of the writer an

old man. an engineer representing a manufacturer of a

device for railway use. In the course of his conversation

lie made the statement that when a young man he had been

told by an older man always to be sure that he made every-

thing verv strong. If a structure never broke down its

cost was never questioned in after years, but if it proved

to be not strong enough it would always stand as a record

against him. If an engineer is preparing a design for a

single structure and the factors limiting the strength are

difficult and expensive to determine closely, he is justified

in insuring safct}- even at considerable extra expense over

what might bo a perfectly safe design, were a more accurate

knowledge of the stresses available. To handle a problem

in freight car design in this manner, however, is not engi-

neering at all. The commission to design a freight car, when

large numl^ers are to be built from the design, warrants all

the diligence and expense necessary to determine with cer-

tainty the limitations within which the strength of the de-

sign must come in order that the weight and corresponding

first cost, cost of maintenance, and cost of operation, may

be properlv compromised.

There are certain details of the car, both the truck and

body, that are either fixed as standard or recommended as

good practice by the Master Car Builders' Association. Where

the standard has been established, as in the case of the

axles, brasses, Ijoxes, brake shoes and heads, couplers, brake

pins, etc., any departure, even for special cars, must be care-

fully conside'r-d to avoid all complications and delays under

the M. C. B. rules of interchange.

Recommendations in the matter of practice take care of

nearly all other truck details, either fixing the tests they

must withstand or space they may occupy, or botli. To the

springs, however, I wish to call especial attention. They

sliould be of such capacity that under no conditions of

operation will they ever go 'solid. The solid closing of the

springs puts stresses in other members of the truck which

they are not designed to take and which cannot be predeter-

mined. Inattention to this matter may lead to broken side

frames and tjolsters.

In the car bodv construction the coupler and its location

are practicallv the only important exact standards adhered

to. Since the stresses in the body structure are of such an

indeterminate character, depending so largely on the treat-

ment the car receives in service, the Master Car Builders

Association has placed recommended minimum limitations

for the construction of the center sills, to discourage the

building of cars not sufficiently strong to be used without

trouble in interchange traffic. The recommended minimum

is based upon a maximum load in the center sills of 500,000

lb., and a combined maximum fibre stress due to this load

of 30,000 lb. per sq. in. The minimum sill area is placed

at 24 sq in., the ratio of stress to end load at .06, and the

maximum unsupported length of the center sills at 20 times

the width. It may be stated in passing that this should

also applv to the depth.

It is fortunate that the car designer has a measure ot

the buffing stresses fixed for him, as no construction he may

use will insure freedom from failure if the cars come to-

gether at sufficient speed.
.

It is not tlie purpose of the writer to go into the details

of construction. There are, however, a number of funda-

mental considerations which the designer should keep in

mind as a means of properly directing his study, which it

may be well to point out.

( 1 ) Every stress imposed upon the car from without

as well as ever)' stress set up in the car from the load it

carries, or from changes of speed or direction while either

loaded or empty, sets up a reaction at one or more points

in the car and must be resisted in some way. This is

so fundamental as hardly to need statement, and yet it

requires the closest study to determine all the points of reac-

tion and all the effects of a stress. All the vertical and

lateral forces must finally be transferred to the rail. All

the longitudinal forces must either be passed on to an out-

side object, alisorbed as work done within the car structure

or taken up b)' the friction of the moving car. Keep in

mind the fact that all forces act in straight lines.

(2) In considering longitudinal stresses, the limit of

which cannot be definitely determined, there should be a

progressive selection of the order in which the parts should

fail. For example, the knuckle should break before the

coupler, as it is easier to replace. The coupler possibly

should break before the coupler attachments, and the attach-

ments certainly before the center sills. If the coupler shank

has a section of 15 sq. in. it might be well to put 20 sq. in.

in the coupler attachments, particularly to resist the buf-

fing stresses, and thus lead up to the 24 sq. in., which is

the minimum recommended practice of the Master Car Build-

ers' As.sociation for the center sills.

(3) Where contact surfaces are in constant motion under

heavy pressure the maximum bearing surfaces should be

provided, particularly where the de\'elopment of slack is

seriously detrimental to the proper functioning of the parts

or is hard to eliminate, as in draft .gear connections and
friction draft gears. It would be difficult to use so much
material, properly distributed around the draft gear con-

necting parts, that any of it need be considered as wasted

material.

(4) Try throughout the structure to so select the number,

size and location of rivets as to balance the shearing, bear-

ing and tensile stresses, on the basis of the well established

ratios. So place all rivets that they will do the maximum
work. Always keep in mind where the failure preferably

should occur from the standpoint of maintenance.

riRST rOST AND COST OF OPERATION.

Above all else the car must hold its shape and the parts

stay together if it is to give service. .\11 of these points

must be considered in the intere.st of strength, and with a

view to reducing maintenance, which means keeping the car

in service. But these are not the only considerations. The
weight of the car is of great importance and keeping down
the weight means not only reduced first cost but a reduction

in the cost of operation continuing throughout the life of

the car. The writer has in mind two cars designed for

the same class of .service under the same conditions, one of

them the result of continued study through several stages

of development, each represented by a complete design, the

work covering a period of several years. The result is

that the car finally developed represents a reduction in

weight of 20 per cent when ocmpared with the first car, 13

per cent when compared with the second design and 10.4

per cent when the third design is considered. This was

accomplished w-ithout reducing the service value of the car

from anv standpoint; as a matter of fact, a considerably

stronger car has been produced, and it is much simpler in

construction.

The revenue load of the first car was 75.3 per cent of

the total loaded weight and of the fourth car 77.35 per cent

on the cubic capacity basis. With the lading increased in

the fourth car to give the same wheel loads as the first, the

revenue load was 77.95 per cent of the loaded weight. The
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last design effects a direct reduction in first cost of over

10 per cent, and a saving in the cost of operation during

the life of the car (assumed as 20 years) of at least one

and one-half times the whole cost of the cars, l>ecause of

the reduced dead weight to be hauled. In addition to this,

it offers an opportunity to carry an increased load, due to

its lighter weight, which means a ver)' material increase in

revenue on every car. In the fourth car, as compared with

the best of the other tliree, there were about 25 per cent less

rivets to drive.

The following suggestions are worthy of consideration in

reducing the weight, and thereljy the cost, without detriment

to the service or strength of the structure:

(1) Eliminate as far as possible the lapping of material

in joints. Extra material is often used in this way which

does not enter into the calculation of strength and which

often adds nothing to the strength of the structure. The
designer, in an attempt to accomplish this end, is justified

in having special shapes rolled when there are a large

number of cars to be built, but should study carefully every

available merchant shape before resorting to this e.xp>edient.

(2) When considering the use of any section, compare

it and every other available section to see which gives the

required strength with the minimum amount of material.

Sometimes the form that appears as most suitable and gives

the best finish is the least efficient in strength and weight of

material. A freight car is primarily an article of utility, not

one of beauty.

(,i) See that there are no overhanging ends or comers

which are simply extensions of serviceable parts, in them-

selves, adding nothing to the strength of the car or to its

holding capacity.

(4) Reduce the end distance beyond the outside rivet

holes on every piece, to the minimum consistent with mill

and shop practice. Long end distances on many pieces total

up to a large tonnage and frequently require re-shearing.

(5) Consider carefully what allowances should be made
for corrosion in metal cars in order to provide against a

decrease in strength to keep the car in service for a reason-

able lifetime. Remember that where parts can be replaced

without too much expense it is cheaper to replace them at

intervals than to carry too much dead weight throughout

the life of the car and pay interest on the extra investment

in first cost for a long term of years.

(6) Consider every part from tlie viewpoint of repairs

in case of wreck damage, taking into account the facilities

at hand for producing a new part or repairing the damage
part. Where a road has a large number of cars of the same

type the necessary facilities for such work can be afforded,

but the car may sustain the damage when away from home,

where the reoairs will hold it out of service for a long

time.

A H.1ND1CAP OF THE DESIGNERS

Very frequently the car designer finds himself handi-

capped by some things which he would like to change.

What is now a standard has often become so because of

its utility under conditions which no longer exist, or have

Ijeen materially modified.

An outstanding example of this is the M. C. B. standard

coupler with its standard length of shank and standard

maximum height above the rail. The height of the coupler

was fixed in the days of light wooden cars w-hen the fact

that the impact load falls out of line with the neutral axis

of the sills was not of serious consequence. Conditions

would be greatly improved now, however, if the coupler

could be raised even two inches.

The length of the coupler shank was fixed without con--

sideration of the possibilities of larger coupler heads, longer

overhang of couplers, draft gears with long travels which

add so materially to their capacity, and without regard to

the advantages in increased strength of fastenings if these

were set further back on the car sills.

It is scarcely to be believed that it was ever the intention

of the designer of the first automatic coupler, that the

coupler, containing the movable parts of the locking mechan-

ism, should receive the full shock of buffing Ijlows. In the

early da\s of the automatic coupler cars almost universally

were equipped with dead blocks. Although later, when

switchmen and trainmen were required to go between the

cars to maniimlate the coupler, the removal of the dead

blocks may have been in the interest of safety, at the present

time when there is no occasion for any one to go between

the cars when coupling, the dead blocks might again be

used to advantage. They would prevent the coupler, with

its moving parts, and the draft gear from receiving greater

blows than tliey can be designed to withstand. Under

present conditions the coupler receives the full force of all

buffing blows, an unreasonable service to which primarily

may be due many of the break-in-twos occurring to-day.

By the use of dead blocks the force of all Ijuffing shocks,

above the capacity- of the draft gear, could l:ie delivered to-

the car structure directly in line with the neutral axis of

the center sills or sufficiently above the neutral axis to

counteract the effect of the coupler load, due to tlie distance

of its line of action below that point.

These paragraphs have touched on only a small number
of the problems of the designer and outline but a few

of the limitations within which he must work. They may
be suggestive, however, of the almost numberless leads for

study in car design. Po.ssibilities are always ahead of the

diligent student if he can only free his mind from considera-

tion of what has been done and start on fresh lines of

thought. The real problem of car design, after all, is the

selection of the best possible compromise when all the limi-

tations imposed by existing standards or economic and

engineering conditions have been clearly defined and care-

fully weighed.

HANDLING MATERIAL FOR THE CAR
DEPARTMENT*

BY R. A. DOHERTY
Slorektcper, Delaware. Lackawanna & Western. E. Buffalo. N. Y.

The primary object of a railroad, as we all know, is to

transport commodities of every description. In order to do

this with safety and with the least expense, the equipment

must at all times be kept in proper condition, otherwise

considerable revenue may be lost, due to the railroad not

being able to handle the business on account of poor equip-

ment, and additional expense w-iU be incurred as transfer-

loads after shipments have once been made may be necessary.

It is the duty of the car department to see that the proper

repairs to cars are taken care of as quickly as possible and

with the least expense, while it is the duty of the stores

department to endeavor to be able at all times to furnish

the material required. In the first place it should be the

business of the storekeeper and his force to see that a proper

stock of standard materials is on hand at all times; this

should be taken care of by following up each day the con-

dition of the stock and reporting such items as are running

low, or which may be entirely out. In cases where the ma-
terial is being hurried and is made in one of the comoanv's

own shops, the storekeeper at that point should be urged for

prompt delivery. In this way by constantly following up
the stock you will be able, as a rule, to take care of the

needs of the repair department.

In ordering the materials, uncertain deliveries must be

* Abstract of a paper presented at the Niagara Frontier Car Men's Asso-
ciation.
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taken into consideration as well as the monthly consumption

of all items. It is getting to be a very difficult matter now-

adays to follow up the question of deliveries on a great many
items, and, due to this fact, it is necessary at times to order

in heavy quantities, otherwise your orders will not receive

tlie desired attention. The above applies principally to

standard items of material. Whenever special items are re-

quired, which, as a rule, are not carried in stock, the car

department should immediately notify the storekeeper just

what materials are wanted, and when the cars they are

wanted for are required to be put into service, so that a

special effort may be made to obtain such items promptly.

This is a very important feature and if it is given the proper

attention by the supervising foremen it will often avoid cars

being held out of service unnecessarily.

Co-operation between the car and stores department em-

ployees is very necessary. The railroad company in general

benefits in the end if each individual employee will forget to

draw the departmental line and realize that all departments

will show the proper results at the end of each year if the

principle of co-operation between departments is followed

out in a consistent manner.

In order to minimize the expense of handling, material

should be stored as closely as possible to the shops and re-

pair yards, where it is intended to be used. All valuable

material should, without question, be stored under cover,

and in addition under lock and key. Employees in charge

of the material should be thoroughly familiar with it, so as

to avoid delays in delivery. All heavy materials, such as

wheels, couplers, etc., should be stored outside at the most

convenient points, where the work is done on them by the

shops. It is just as important to carry the stock of new
freight car wheels close to the mill building where they are

bored and mounted and the freight car couplers close to

the blacksmith shop in order to have pockets applied, as

it is to carry the balance of the stock close to the repair yard.

The stock of lumber required should also be carried as

close as possible to the shops in order to save expense in

handling. The finished lumber should be kept imder cover

adjacent to the repair yards, if possible, while the rough

lumber should be kept close to the mill building. All ma-

terial should be stored as close as possible to the points

where it is intended to be used and not stored as a matter

of convenience to the stores department, taking into considera-

tion, of course, facilities for handling and storing material.

A very important feature in connection with this sub-

ject is the use of reclaimed material. It should be used

instead of new material in every case where it is possible to

do so. This point cannot be impressed any too strongly

on your employees. By making use of reclaimed, instead

of new material, thousands of dollars can be saved annually.

A great many employees have gotten the idea that once

a casting or a bolt is removed from a car it cannot be used

again. It is a well-kno\vn fact that a great many of such

items which are daily removed from cars being repaired are

just as good as new, or can be made as good as new with

little expense, instead of being consigned to the scrap.

It should be the object of the car department of everj'

railroad to see to it that responsible men who understand

material thoroughly have supervision over what is known as

material gangs, which gather up all material removed from

cars. Such material should be examined thoroughly at that

time and any items which can be used to advantage should

be placed in the reclaimed stock and the balance delivered

to the scrap docks. This is the time when it will pay to

have the material examined and not wait until it has been

delivered to the scrap docks, as it may mean a big saving

to the company to have such material available for immedi-

ate use.

Due to the unprecedented advance in the cost of materials,

particularly during the last three years, railroads today are

facing a ver>- serious and expensive situation in keeping

the equipment in proper repair, and as I have just men-

tioned, it is the duty of ever)' employee, regardless of de-

partment, to see that no new material is used where reclaimed

material can be used instead.

Where shops have the facilities, it is now the practice to

repair bolsters, couplers, axles, knuckles, etc., which were

formerly scrapped. All bolts should be carefully sorted

from the scrap, straightened, cut to the desired lengths, and

re-threaded. All nuts can be assorted as to sizes and re-

tapped, likewise all wrought iron washers can be reclaimed

and assorted as to sizes. In fact, on every class of material

handled, you will find a good portion of it can be reclaimed

and made fit for use, instead of being sold for scrap.

There are two good points about this feature which it

would pay us to remember; one is that a considerable sav-

ing is being effected in the use of reclaimed material and
the other is that prompt repairs are being made to the cars

by reason of using such material, whereas such work might
be delayed considerably if sufficient new material was not

on hand at the time. This reclaimed material question should

be gone into thoroughly with the local inspectors at the out-

side inspection points, as well as foremen in the repair yards,

as it is just as important to have this feature handled prop-

erly at these points as it is in the larger shops.

Our people handle this question in the following manner.
All material required by local inspectors is ordered on our

regular requisition forms once a month. These requisitions

are fonvarded to our general foreman, who turns them over

to a competent material man, who in turn goes over each in-

dividual item very carefully and in every case possible, ma-
terial from reclaimed stock is furnished before the requisi-

tions are forwarded to the stores department for handling. I

can assure you a good many dollars have been saved by this

plan.

The accounting of material used is another important item

which should be very carefully considered. The Interstate

Commerce Commission Rules governing the classifying and
accounting of materials cover this question thoroughly. In

every large shop and repair yard the different foremen or

clerks who have jurisdiction over the issuance of material

tickets should endeavor to familiarize themselves with the

standard rules of material accounting in order to see to it that

all materials used are charged properly. This matter should

be given ver;' careful attention as the railroads are held

strictly accountable for the proper distribution of material.

In closing, I would like to bring out two points very

forcibly—the use of reclaimed materials and the co-opera-

tion of all employees to the end that all work required be done
as promptly and as economically as possible. Each depart-

ment head should instill in his subordinates the spirit of

co-operation, and there is no question but that the railroad

companies in general will greatly benefit in the end if this

practice can be followed.

Railway Shop Emplo\-ees' Part in the War.—The
Railroads' War Board has had prepared and distributed

50,000 copies of a colored poster, the first of a series, ad-
dressed to railroad men, which will be placed in shops and
other places where railway employees gather. The poster is

illustrated with a large locomotive and train and an insert

showing soldiers firing a large gun. The wording is as
follows

:

YOUR NATION'S NEEDS AND YOUR PART IN IT.
YOUR JOB DURING THE WAR IS TO CARRY THINGS WHERE

THE COUNTRY NEEDS THEM.
WHAT GOOD IS A GUN. UNLESS YOU HAVE IT WHERE IT

IS NEEDED? WH.-^T GOOD IS A GUN WITHOUT SHELLS—
WITHOUT FOOD FOR THE MEN WHO FIRE IT?
YOUR SERVICES ARE ABSOLUTELY VITAL TO OUR COUN-

TRY'S SUCCESS IN WAR.
YOU ARE A RAILROAD MAN.
THE NATION IS COUNTING ON YOU.



STEADY progress in the efficient operation of large

train units will be considerably governed by our

ability to so provide and maintain old and new
equipment that a reasonable margin of safety will obtain.

The greatest problem today is the all-steel car and it will

continue to remain so unless adequate facilities are pro-

vided to assure a proper program of shopping. It is simply

a question of time until the greater part of a steel car must
be replaced; renewals can only be economically and quickly

carried out on a large scale for each car, for the reason that

corrosion is more or less uniform throughout each section

of the structure and one part cannot be disturbed without

equally affecting the adjacent one. As steel cars advance

towards the time of their periodical overhauling, many fail

in service due to deterioration and care should be employed

in selecting the worst cars in a series to be handled first,

or it may be that prior to being taken into the shops, they

can be used for company material, cinders or in the case of

gondola cars, have solid wooden floors applied temporarily

and assigned to lumber, cane, tie, brick or pipe loading.

Steel cars develop peculiar weaknesses, dependent con-

siderably upon the service in which they are operated. It

may be that side girders cause difficulty in buckling, which

perhaps may be due to a weak center sill construction, or a

light top chord or compression side girder member. Some-
times, but not often, side sills need reinforcement, or it may
be that the end sills and draft members fail considerably.

In any case it is generally conceded that replacement should

be carried out in re-designed construction or such modifica-

tion of the old that thoroughly good service in operation is

assured. Hardly any expense less than $200 per car should

be disregarded, if it is known that such expenditure will re-

sult in keeping the car away from the repair track the

greatest amount of time between rebuilding periods, which

extends anywhere from seven to twelve years.

Car Repair Costs.—Merely quantitative statements tend-

ing to reflect items such as average car repair costs, mileage

per day, etc., for definite periods of time are only useful

in a general way and in order to obtain a true idea of the

actual cost of operation, it is necessary to determine the

attitude in which the management of any road consider addi-

tions and betterments for instance, or write off depreciation.

Sometimes many legitimate charges to capital account are

allowed to remain under the heading of operating expenses

unless due consideration is allowed for all accounting fea-

tures affecting repair costs to equipment.

As a matter of interest repair costs on 28 prominent roads

representing a total mileage of 119,857 and owning 1,119,-

481 freight equipment cars revealed the fact that those lines

spending the least amount of money obtained the least mile-

age from their cars. For instance, a road in the western

classification territory spent $27.19 per car per year ending

* Mechanical Engineer, Illinois Central.

June 30, 1916, and the average mileage amounted to only

2,632 miles per car owned per year. On the other hand,

another road in the same territory spent $79.30 per car per

year during the same period and obtained 11,865 miles per

car per year, or 32.5 miles per car per day, as compared to

7.21 miles per car per day in the previous case. The same
relation, only not so marked, is true of roads in the North-

western section of the country; here we find one road spend-

ing slightly less than $100 per car per year rendering a

mileage of almost 13,000 miles per car owned per year; this

as compared to an outlay of less than sixty dollars per car

per year, but a mileage of only nine thousand on an adjacent

line. The general tendency throughout the country can

briefly be stated, that those roads spending the most on their

equipment to keep it in good physical condition are able to

realize a practical corresponding increase in mileage. The
following gives the average cost of maintenance on 29 roads:

Average Cost
-Average of Main-

Number Mileage per tenance
of Roads Total Car Owned per Car

District. Compared. Cars Owned, per Year. per Year.

Pacific Coast 3 62,326 11,846 $74.91
Western 8 1S0.739 9.092 72.32
Northwestern 5 2S4.298 9.977 69.29
Central & Southern 6 162,936 9.345 87.47
Eastern 7 552.761 10.971 71.93

29 1,183.060 10.246* $75.18

' Equivalent to an average of 28 miles per car per day.

DRAFT GEAR

Unquestionably, no feature of car maintenance and con-

struction has been so fully discussed as that surrounding the

question of the draft gear and many hard problems are pre-

sented from the standpoint that a proper determination of the

subject involves a compromise between theoretical and prac-

tical considerations,—neither can be neglected. Aside from

any reference to a usual discussion, it might be interesting to

devote attention along the lines that the average car itself,

on account of being generally resilient, embodies a capacity

for absorbing severe shocks, tentative analysis of which is

given in the following broad examples and ought to be con-

sidered in the sense of practical rather than mere theoretical

reasoning, as one familiar with switching movements in large

terminal yards, often wonders why more damage does not

result from rough handling than is actually experienced.

This necessitates a consideration of the mechanical factors

involved, that is, what are the stresses set up and what en-

ergy is involved in the movement of cars approaching each

other as in yard service or in train service, w-herein the cars

are coupled together? The following calculations are basic

in their nature and in accordance with well known laws.

For the purpose of illustrating, mathematically, the amount

of energy which must be transmitted through the draft gear

and car framing, we have fixed upon a maximum coupling

velocity of 6 m. p. h., with a view of approaching what might

569
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be termed violent yard sen-ice. The equipment taken into
consideration in these calculations are gondola cars and fur-
niture cars.

The energy which must be transmitted through the draft
gear in a moving car striking another standing car of same
weight and cnpacity (this condition is selected as being the
least destructive of any combination which might be con-
sidered), equals one-half the mass multiplied by the square
of the velocity. This figure should be divided bv 4 to oljtain
the value of the work which should be aljsorbed or dissipated
through tlie draft gear and other resilient parts of the car, in
view of the conditions laid down above. The application of
the figures above mentioned develop the following results:
Empty Gondola Car.—

Contlitioi-s:

light weighl of rar 41.000 lb.
rapacity of car 110.000 lb.
V elocit.v of moving car 6 m. p. h.

First, the energ\' (E) developed in the cars at the time they
come in contact must be determined. As explained aljove this
is equal to one-half the mass (M) multiplied ijy the square
of the vjlncit\- (\'). This figure should be divided bv 4 to

Loaded Gondola Car.—The same procedure is followed
in this case as before e.xcept the weight considered is 151,000
lb. instead of 41,000 lb. The energy (E), therefore, is—

M \'-
4.689 X 77.44

4 4
...

Since the sills are capable of absorbing 14,763 ft. lb., the
remainder 45„)94—14,763=30,6.51 ft. lb., must be trans-
mitted or absorbed by other members of the car than the
sill—preferably of course by the draft gear.

Furniture Car.—
Comlitions:

r.ight weight of car 45.000 lb.
capicity of car 88.000 lb.
\ elocity of movirg car 6 m. p Ii

Area of sills (.M.. 34.5 5,,. ;„.
Modulus of elaFticity (E( 29.000.000
KLastic limit (1.) 30.000 lb. per «q. in.
1 ruck centers (C). ..; 37J in.

By following the same procedure as outlined above the
energy developed by the light furniture car is 13,5,52 ft. lb.

The amount of energy the sills may absorlj without ex-
ceeding their elastic limit is 16,388 ft. lb.

\ lew No, 1.— Showing the car with the coup
the striking casting;.

cr piish'-.l back towards

An Example of a Poorly Maintained Draft Gear.

\iew No. 2.— Showing the same car with the coui.kr
\cessive slack which results from neelectcd mainttnanci

cd out. denoting

obtain the value of the energy which sliould be absorljed or
dissipated in view of the conditions given above.

41.000

32..

6 X 5,280

60 X 60

M V=

1,272.67

: 8.8 ft, per cec.

E - - 12,317 ft. 11,.

The next stej) is to determine the amount -of energy the
sills are able to absorb (the cu.shioning effect) without being
stressed beyond their elastic limit.

Conditions:
Area of sills (.\) 31.08 sq. in.
Modulus of elasticity (E) 29 000.000
Elastic liniil (L) 30,000 lb. per so. in.
Truck centers (C) 372 in.

The elastic factor (e) of the sills is

—

I- y C 30,000 X 372

Type of Car. Comlitions. in Lhs.

G""'!"!" Empty 41,000
'i""''."''' Loaded 151,000
t"'"!""^^ Empty 4S.0fl0
^'""""'t Loaded 133,000

E 29,000,000

The amount of energy these sills may aljsorb
exceeding their ela.stic limit is

—

— X e

= 14,763 ft. iP.

.'1.08 X 30,000
X 0.38 = 177.156 in. lb., or

without

177.136

12

The amount of energy developed bv tlie furniture car
loaded to its capacity is 39,983 ft. lb.

The following table sums up all four cases and shows in
addition the energy developed at 5 and 7 m. p. h.

Eneigy in ft.

lbs. to be Dissipated.
. .\t >

Weight 5 Miles 6 Miles 7 Miles
per Ilr. per Hr. per Hr.
8,575 12,317 16.769

31.600 45.394 61,800
9,421 13,533 18.424

27,833 39,983 54,434

In this connection it is well to state that these loads are
not capacities or stresses, but simplv energv expressed in
terms of "foot-pounds," which is force multiplied by dis-
tance, that is, one foot-pound would lie the energy developed
by one pound passing through one foot of space, or two
pounds through half a foot (6"), or four pounds' through
one-quarter of a foot (3").

.U«i»/fH,i)!cc.—There seems to be a uniform misunder-
standing regarding the maintenance of high capacity draft
gears in general. When it is considered" that we have a
unit which is crowded into a very small space and designed
to absorb in so far as possible the very worst shocks which
service conditions impose upon it, any thinking person will
appreciate that a certain amount of deterioration must re-
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suit. Willi this thought as a foundation, is it not logical to

assume that a penalty should be imposed upon the road

which for any reason whatsoever offers a car in interchange

with draft gears which have developed excessive lost motion;

yet these conditions are experienced every day and result in

jjreak-in-twos on account of air brake hose parting or draft

attachments failing on account of excessive slack action.

It is simply a matter of deferred or neglected maintenance
and if we are to obtain reasonable protection to equipment
through the medium of a high capacity draft unit, we must
be prepared to stand the expense for the work fulfilled.

There is no use going about this important matter in a dis-

interested manner.

Draw Bar Yokes.—The matter of determining between
the use of cast steel or wrought iron drawbar yokes is

largely dependent upon the viewpoint taken. From actual

tests covering a large number of samples, selected at random,
it may be stated that the maximum holding power of a new
genuine wrought iron yoke carefully gibbed and fitted over

the butt of the coupler and secured in place by two 1J4 in-

steel rivets, does not exceed 300,000 II)., the average being

approximately 270,000 lb. On the other hand some roads

require cast steel yokes to test out at 450,000 lb. when new
and if under these conditions the construction employs the

use of a gibbed design of pattern tending to relieve the

coujiler key from excessive strain, the full holding power of

the yoke may probably he utilized in service with an ample
factor of safety. The cress sect'cn, namely 5 in. by l|'s in.

thick (5.64 sq. in.) of the M. C. B. standard coupler key.

Failure Caused by Poor Loading.

Damage caused by a load of dressed timber loaded in an adjoining cai

and which was not bulkheaded.

makes it necessary to provide a material of high elastic

limit, not less than 0.40 per cent, carbon steel, in order to

resist excessive bending in service and, furthermore, coupler

keys wear considerably in the slotted openings through the

sills, unless carefully maintained. The wrought iron yoke, if

properly applied, will generally give satisfaction, but so

manv cases of neglect in this respect has to a large extent

discouraged its use in certain sections of the country. Im-

proper design or installation of any type of a drawbar yoke

is poor economy and dangerous in practice.

REINFORCEMENT OF HOUSE CARS

Sufficient emphasis does not seem to have been laid on the

need of suitable end reinforcement for house cars. Only a
small percentage of the roads are really providing designs

which meet present-day requirements, either from the fact

that they do not care that foreign roads are continually

obliged to replace the original construction through com-
bination, or because they have failed to compile figures show-
ing the costs of repeated replacement of light construction,

of a car with no reinforcement other than the common
unreasonable delay to equipment and loss of lading resulting

therefrom. The difference between the strength of the ends
of a car with no reinforcement other than the common
wooden end post with heavy end lining and one with the
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sibly the largest percentage of the difficulty lies in the brake
head, the brake hanger and the brake shoes. A great many
cars are now in service with parts worn to such an extent that

they are absolutely unsafe. Some roads give the attention

required by these items, while others seem to disregard them
entirely. Brake beams should be raised to properly inspect

the heads, hangers and keys while the cars pass over repair

tracks. A properly applied truck brake arrangement should
guarantee uniform shoe wear, full release of the shoes when
the brakes are not applied and the elimination of torsional

strains tending to collapse the trussed tj^De of brake beams.

Those roads operating through extremely cold climates

give serious consideration to the matter of inspecting cars

for serviceable and safe (non-porous) air brake hose. This

element of caution could well be applied throughout the

country and the number of break-in-twos, caused by bursted

hose which generally result in disaster to car equipment,

would be greatly reduced. For a single car or cut of cars

with hose coupled together, it is only necessary to charge

them with air in the usual manner, applying a standard

coupling with the nipple end plugged to both ends of the

car or cut of cars and open all angle cocks, then paint the

hose with soap suds and remove any which show signs of

porosity. If this practise were followed on all cars which
are shopped or appear on the repair tracks, it would not be

found to be a severe inconvenience.

A consideration of this matter would not be complete

Weak Ends in Stock Cars.

Where stock cars are used for lumber loading, it is generally agreed
that the posts should be securely braced, on account of the construction
not admitting the application of heavy end lining such as is applied to

other house cars.

without deciding upon the probable life of air brake hose

made in accordance with M. C. B. specifications and applied

to equipment operating under normal weather conditions.

Data carefully compiled along these lines, covering hun-

dreds of samples selected at random as manufactured by
four of the leading rubber companies for four prominent

roads discloses the fact that the maximum life obtainable

for any of the samples selected did not exceed 50 months'

actual service, the minimum being about 24 months and the

average less than 33 months, representing a ser%'ice mileage

of 409,860 miles per hose.

RECL.1MATI0N OF MATERIAL

To properly consider the reclaiming of material to be

re-worked at a definite and known saving, would require too

much detailed analysis and each branch of the work might

be profitably considered separately; however, it is seldom

that such items are dealt with satisfactorily in writing, as

so much more can be gained from actual observation. Oc-

casion is taken, however, to casually suggest a few of the

items numbered among those generally followed throughout

many sections of the country:

Re-rolling old truss rods into brake masts, column bolts,

sill steps, flat bar iron for miscellaneous forgings.

Using arch-bar truck bottom tie straps to make brake

W/ooden Flat Cars Should Be Eliminated.

The wooden flat car for main line traffic is fast proving a failure
and is frequently the cause of serious accidents in terminals, as well
as damaging first class equipment adjoining it.

beam safety supports, brake mast stirrups, reservoir supports,

draft sill ties and old arch-bars to make coupler carrier

irons, coupler horn braces for steel under-frames, side bear-

ings and air brake levers.

Old bolts can be straightened and pieced out to advan-
tage under a Bradley hammer.
Worn brasses can be re-bored and lined, also bearing

wedges and journal boxes can be reclaimed by building up
tlie worn places by means of the welding torch.

Many cylinder packing leathers removed from service

can be re-treated. That is, after all the dirt and other for-

eign matter is removed, they are re-filled and made non-

porous in large quantities at reasonable cost.

Journal truing and wheel grinding machines of proper

IKtttern are elements tending to guarantee extensive savings

under certain conditions.

Door hasps for box and stock cars, pressed door handles,

etc., can be made from good parts of old plates removed
from steel cars.

Old tubes can be pounded out and made into split keys,

washers, etc.

With the increased difficulty in obtaining suitable lumber,

it is natural to consider the utilization, in so far as it can

be economically done, of dismantled material. Old car-

lines and posts can be used as side door braces, old flooring,

and for grain door nailing strips. Sheathing, it carefully

removed, can be applied to work equipment and can be used

for doors and as a lower course of roofing and lining in

bunk and non-revenue cars. Short lengths of sills can be

made into running board saddles, grain strips and cripples,

and good parts of broken sills and serviceable sills from
dismantled cars can be made into sill splices, if they are

of the proper cross section.

Where fruit cars are required, it is generally economical to

convert old equipment for this service.

In order to simplify the maintenance of a suitable stock

of lumber on hand at all times, it is good practice to furnish

a list of sizes covering the entire requirements for the sys-

tem, a sample of which is shown below:

Standard Sizes of Car I-i'mber—Freight Cars.
finrf Silh

White oak, 7% in. bv 8 '4 in. bv 10 ft.—caboose cars.
White oak. 7'A in. by 9V, in. bv 9 ft. 6 in.—30-ton fruit and caboose cars.
White oak, 7'i in. bv mi in. by 10 ft.—40 and SO ft.. 30-ton furniture

cars.
White cak. 8'i in. by 9 '5 in. by 9 ft. 6 in.

—

40ton box cars.
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White oak, B'/t in. by 12% in. by 10 ft.—40-ton gondolas and 40-ton flat

cars.
White oak. 8 '4 in. by 13>i in. by 10 ft.—40 and 50-ton H. & B. side dump

cars and 40.ton gondolas.
White cak, 9% in. by 13f4 in. by 10 ft.—40 and 50-ton Rodgers ballast cars.

These are, of course, in addition to the usual material

specifications which include the standard contour for all

classes of lumber.

With a view towards the systematic maintenance of freight

equipment, several roads have adopted rigid instructions re-

garding the periodical painting of cars which has resulted

in great benefit to all-steel equipment and metal roofs on
house cars. Below is shown an extract from existing in-

structions employed by one of the largest roads:

"The following figures are given as a general guide in

Poorly Designed Truck Side Frame.

Deterioration of spring plank channels provides a substantial argument
favoring the use of strong sections and not mere pressings of the lightest
thin plate.

arriving at a plan of carrying on the painting of cars in

order to cover the entire ground periodically.

Cars
Owned and Leased. .\verage Re-painting per

Wooden
Kind of Car. All-Steel. Box. etc, 5 Years. Year. Ratio.

House 28,595 5,719 475 .42%
Gondola 11,582 13.751 5,066 422 .39
Refrigeratoi 4.606 921 77 .07
Flat 2.994 599 SO .04
Stock (owned •. 1.230 246 21 .02
Stock (leased) 371 74 6 .006
Caboose 797 155 13 .01
Tank 10 2 .. .004
Work 2.852 570 50 .04

"This indicates that, based on a life of five years for

each re-painting period, we would have to re-paint 1,114

cars per month. Out of every 10 cars re-painted, the ratio

should be 5 house to 4 gondola to one of all other classes

of cars."

Cars are stenciled when painted, in a suitable manner,
showing the date painted and the shop at which the work
was done.

GENERAL

It is good business to repair cars and put them in service-

able condition when they are idle, having them ready for use

when required, instead of having them held out or in service

in a crippled condition. Good serviceable cars mean so much
in reducing other expenses that there seems no reason why
they should not be maintained in an efficient condition. A
load placed in a defective car often means delayed move-
ment, added expense in transportation, claims for demurrage
and possibly dissatisfied patrons.

Undoubtedly the most economical repair costs may be ob-

tained by the adherence to a policy of operating shops uni-

formly throughout the year, insuring the maximum yearly

output with the minimum capital invested in buildings and

equipment, permitting the retention of a steady trained
force of workmen and insuring the best condition of rolling

stock at all times.

The men who hold supervisory positions in the mechanical
department are without exception loaded with a burden of

cares and responsibility which leaves them little time for

the study of long, intricate statements or reports. Columns
of figures, no matter how skillfully arranged, give the salient

facts only upon diligent study. This should encourage par-

ticular care being exercised in the preparation of periodical

reports, cost statements and results of tests.

Wreck Reports.—A careful analysis of wreck reports is

well worth the time spent. The following was developed
from a twelve-month record of reports for one large road.

The defects listed are exclusive of assigned responsibility

for collisions, bad track, broken rails, improper loading, side

swiping or rough handling, disregarding signals and they

are shown in order of extent to which damage occurred

:

(1), axle failures; (2), truck side frame failures; (3),
wheel failures; (4), draft gear giving away; (5), bursted

piping and hose; (6), center plates and side bearings locked;

(7), truck brake rigging down; (8), improper location of

the side bearings; (9), loose wheels; (10), failures of the

truck bolster.

Central Repair Points.—The general centralization of

heavy car repair work at important terminals is by far of the

greatest economy, provided adequate facilities are installed

to handle the work with despatch. It is simply deplorable to

observe the almost universal absence of suitable facilities to

care for the maintenance of steel freight cars throughout the
country, when with suitable arrangements cars could be
passed through the shops in less than half the time it takes
at present; this with a corresponding reduction in expense.

Practically all car repair shops throughout the country are

overburdened with repair work, because a much larger num-
ber of cars are in service and freight traffic has reached the

highest point in the history of this country. There is a de-
gree of efficiency necessan,' to keep a car reasonably safe

Improperly Hung Brakes.

A typical example showing the importance of providing a properly de-
signed brake arrangement. It is also to be noted that all nuts and bolts
should be properly locked from turning or becoming detached.

for handling, and for the protection of the freight it carries.

This efficiency must be such as to prolong its life at mini-
mum cost. Greater uniformity in construction would insure
a larger output at less cost, as suitable material would be
more readily available and workmen becoming familiar with
similar construction could perform the work with greater
despatch.

Stores Department.—There is often a tendency on the
part of the mechanical department to feel a lack of responsi-
bility in the matter of keeping the general storekeeper fully

advised in advance as to the requirements of the mechanical
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department and also as to any necessity in its assisting to

avoid an excessive accumulation of stoclc. Shortage of ma-
terial is unavoidable under present market conditions, no
matter how large or varied a stixk is carried, Imt much of

this can he prevented by keeping the division and general

storekeejjer fully advised as to the progress of the work for

which material is needed. Every mechanical officer should

consider it his duty to frequently make a thorough inspec-

tion of all material carried on hand for his department. As
a rule the divisional mechanical officer who works in closest

harmony with the division storekeeper is the one who least

often is heard to complain about the shortage of material.

M. C. B. Letter Ballot Results
No. 2 Brake Beam Adopted as Recommended Prac-

tice with Modifications ; Other Important Changes

AT a meeting of the executive committee of the Master
Car Builders' Association held in Chicago on June
14, 1917, a letter ballot conta'n'ng 108 questions sug-

gested by the various committees, was formulated to be sulj-

mitted to the memlaers of the Association. Of these 108
(luestions five were rejected by the meniljers as follows:

Specifications for journal box packing; the need for specifi-

cations covering freight car lubricants; the revision of sec-

tion 41 in the specifications for lumber; the advancement of
journal bearings for passenger and freight equipment to

standards, and the revision of M. C. B. sheet U-11 regarding
the i)ulle>s, pulley seats and pulley keys for electric lighting

ecjuipment of passenger cars.

Following is an outline of the more important questions
submitted to letter ballot which were accepted;

STAND.ARDS .AND RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

It was voted to increase the over-all width of the bearings
for 4'4-in. Ijy 8-in. journals from 4% in. to 4:/g in., and
on 5;/.-in. by 10-in. journals from 5 '-4 in. to 5;'-^ in. in
order to allow for the proper boring of the bearing, the pres-
ent dimensions leaving too thin an edge after boring for a
5/16-in. lining metal.

The following items listed in the 1916 proceedings as
recommended practices are advanced to standards:

Sjiecificalions covering ilimcnsinns and Ink-ranies for sol:.! wrouclit steel
wheels for freight and passenger car service.

Mininimn thickness for steel tires.

Wheel tread and fl-jngc for steel and steel tired wheels.
Wheel circumference measure for steel and steel tired wheels. (It was

voted to have this measure cover steel, steel tired and cast wdcels thus
eliminatmg the circumference measure for cast iron wheels "shown onM. C. n. sheet 16-.\.)

Rotundity gage for solid steel wheels
Plane gage for solid steel wheels
Lining for outside-framed cars.
Sizes and dimensions for solid steel wheels. (Tt was also voted to

change the name to wrought steel wheels.)
Truck side hearing clearance.

Limiting Dimensions for Pedestal Jaws for Cast Steel
Truck .Sides.— It was voted to change the limiting dimen-
sions B for the 70-ton truck frame which are given on M.
C. B. sheet 8 to the following:
Tiuck frame, maxi'num 5 15/16 in., minimum .i*i in.
Journal hox, maxiniuni 6 1/16 in., minimum 6 in.

^
LOADING RULES

Rule 9.—Rule 9 has been changed to read: "Lading on
single cars inust never project over the end sill of the car
unless such overhang is protected by an idler or carrying
car forming part of a group of cars. See Fig. 1." Note.^
Fig. 1 and the first sentence of rule 10 has been changed
to conform with the rule.

Rule 12.—The principal change in this rule was in the
second sentence; it now reads: "(B) Hemlock or similar
wood may be u.sed only for the following loads: For single
loads of stored lumber, rules 32, 3,5 and 34 (Figs. 5 and 6)

for loading of tan bark, rules 60, 61, 62, 63 and 64 (Figs.

22 and 23); for loading of slab wood, rule 66; for lading

of laths, rule 66a (Fig. 24) and for chocking and blocking

for any load."

The paragraph ,1 in the existing rule has been changed

to paragraph E and now reads: "Gondola cars with sides

30 in. high and over may have the stakes placed on, inside

of the car sides, either in or out of the pockets, providing

the stakes rest on the car floor and are substantially wedged
to the car sides by the lading."

Rule 13.—The sentence in the parenthesis in this rule

has Iseen changed to read as follows :
"

( Hemlock may only

be used for s'ngle loads as provided for in rule 12, section

B.)"

CjrCI^ THE f^t f. &'

Gage for Air Brake Hose Couplings

Rule .\i.— In the first line after the word "ecjual," change
the word "width" to "thickness" and after the word "side,"
in the eighth line, add the following: "Provided that strips

will not be required if load does not extend more than 30
in. above the top of car sides."

Rule 34.—Section D is changed to read as follows: "For
loads of lumber lapped or stripped in accordance with rule
33, size of hardwood stakes must not be less than:"

Rule 36.—The reference in the parenthesis in this rule
has been changed from rule 34 to rule 13.)

Rule 58.—The second paragraph of this rule has been
--lianged to read as follows: "When lading is in two piles
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on flat or gondola cars and the ends of poles are interlaid

at the center of the car as per Figs. 18, 19, 20 and 21,

there must be not less than three pairs of stakes per pile, or

six pairs of stakes for the total length of load." Figs. 18,

19, 20 and 21 are revised to conform to these changes.

Rule 67.—A note has been added to this rule reading as

follows: "Sawed ties of more than 12 ft. in length may
be loaded on flat cars, subject to the rules governing the

loading of lumber on open cars.

"Hewn ties more than 12 ft. in length may l.ie loaded on
flat cars, subject to the rules governing the loading of logs,

The K-1 triple valve for 8-in. and the K-2 triple valve

for 10-in. air brake equipment were advanced to standards.

Sl'ECIFIC.-^TIONS

The specifications for the following material were adopted

as recommended practice: Black paint; elliptical springs;

insulation paper for refrigerator cars.

The paragraph regarding "deflection test" was added to

section 4 of the specifications for air brake hose gaskets. The
specifications for helical springs were rewritten. A slight

change was made in the specifications for steam heat hose

for passenger ecjuipment cars, steel axles, and air brake and

train air signal hose.

The knuckle pivot pin specifications were eliminated, be-

ing suljstituted by the specifications for heat-treated knuckle

pivot pins and these were advanced to standard. The re-

quirement for silicon was omitted from these specifications.

A few changes were also made in the specifications for

lumber, the most important of which was the addition of

a note following section 42, as follows:

"Note.—For material furnished in accordance with sec-

tions 43 to 47. the following 'Densitv Rule' mav be

Fig. 2— No. 2

ni STfluT

Brake Beam
the M

Adopted as Recommended Practice by

C. B. Association

piling, [irops, telegraph and telephone poles."

Rule Sl-C.—In the third line change the size of the

top clamp from 2 in. by 4 in. to 4 in. by 6 in.

Rule 9,1.—The following note has been added to this rule:

"The metal sliding plate used in connection with twin or

triple loads of flexible material should be greased at inter-

change points to facilitate the curving of the cars."

Rule 124,—A paragraph has been added to this rule as

follows: "Lading in vehicle cars with end doors must be

securely jirotected against end shifting and loaded in such

a manner that the lading w-ill not come in contact with the

end or side doors."

TRAIN BRAKE AND SIGNAL EQUIPMENT

It was voted to change the rules covering the adjustment

of piston travel to read as follows: "Piston travel should

be adjusted to not less than 6 in. nor more than 8 in."

The gage for air brake hose couplings shown in Fig. 1

was adopted as recommended practice.

applied where so specified by the purchaser:

"(A) Dense southern yellow pine shall show
on either end an average of at least six annual

rings per inch and at least one-third summer
wood, all as measured over the third, fourth and
fifth inches on a radical line from the pith. Wide-
ringed material excluded by this rule will be ac-

ceptable, provided that the amount of summer
wood as above measured shall Ije at least one-

half.

"The contrast in color l)etween summer wood
and spring wood shall be sharp and the summer
wood shall be dark in color, except in pieces hav-

ing considerably al:)Ove the minimum rer|uirenient for sum-
mer wood.

"(B) Sound southern yellow pine

soutliern pine without any ring or

ment."

The following specifications were

mended practice to standards:

Carljon Steel Bars for Railway Springs.

for Passenger and FreiKht Kquipment Cars.
Passenger and Freight Equipment Cars.

Cement for Mounting Air Brake Hose.
t^alvanized Sheets for Passenper and Freight Equipment Cars.
.Structural Steel, Steel Plates and .Steel Sheets for Passenger Equip-

ment Cars,

Structur.Tl Steel. Steel PI-Ttes and Steel Sheets for Freight Equipment
Cars,

Welded Pipe.

BRAKE BEAM AND BRAKE SHOE EQUIPilEXT

It was voted to adopt as recommended practice a strut,

strut lever and lever pin connection for brake beam and lever

of 1 3/,52 in. in diameter by .?J/S in. under the head; a brake

shall include pieces of

summer-wood requi re-

advanced firom recora-

Kivet Steel in Rivet
Mil. I Steel liars for

Chains,
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beam hanger pin of 1^ in. in diameter by 7 in. under the

head, and a brake beam hanger diameter of 1 in.

No. 2 Brake Beam.—The brake beam committee succeeded

in designing a No. 2 brake beam which, with certain limita-

tions, has been accepted by the association as recommended

practice on a close vote, 1,425 voting in favor of it, 673

against it, with 1,399 votes necessarj' for adoption. This

has been accepted with the understanding that a future re-

port will be made on the compression member and its at-

tachment to the head and strut members. The beam is shown

with its details in Fig. 2. It is further understood that this

beam is adopted only as a progress design, as the final re-

quirements have not been worked out by the committee. No
third point suspension is shown. It is optional in providing

a IJ/^-in. opening at the end of the strut casting for support-

ing this portion of the beam by any means desired by any

road, but that is not compulsor\- in the construction. A
tabulation of the malleable brake heads which are being put

on beams developed the fact that they weigh all the way
from 6,14 lb. to 21 lb. apiece. In tlie first case the shoe

tliin and worn vertical flanges of cast steel wheels to 15/16

in. when worn thin and 1 in. when worn vertical, which is

the same as for wrought steel wheels.

An additional paragraph was added under the heading

"mounting wheels," in the specifications for 33-in. cast iron

wheels, as follows: "The wheel face on all axles must be

turned to a uniform diameter throughout the entire length of

each wheel fit and must be smooth and free from ridges, so

as to provide an even bearing for the wheel fit throughout.

i
Fig 3—Cast-iron Wheel for Cars of Maximum Gross Weight

to Exceed 210,000 lb.

cracks and works out, and in the second case an unneces-

sary amount of malleable iron is being purchased. In the

design of the brake head, the pot-hook opening is shown at

the center as the committee feels that the center hanging is

correct. However, an optional location shown by dotted

lines in Fig. 2 for the pot-hook opening at the upper end of

the head is permitted.

The specifications and tests of brake beams were revised.

CAR WHEELS

The 33-in. cast iron wheel shown in Fig. 3 was adopted

as recommended practice for cars of maximum gross weight

not to exceed 210,000 lb.

The 33-in., 700-lb. cast iron wheel shown in Fig. 4 was
adopted as recommended practice in place of the present

675-lb. wheel of the same diameter.

It was voted to change the condemning limits for worn

Fig.

SECTI ON-AA.

4—Section of 700-lb., 33- In. Cast-iron Wheel Adopted to

Replace the 675.lb. Wheel.

Mounting wheels on a.xles having the wheel fit tapered is not

permissible."

TR.UX LIGHTING ..\ND EQUIPMENT

The following paragraphs of the specifications for electric

lighting of passenger equipment cars were advanced from

recommended practices to standards:

Paragraph 1. (System voltages.)
Paragraph 5. (Mounting.)
Paragraph 6. (Axle pulley and bushings.)
Paragraph 9. (Size of ball bearings.)
Paragraph 10. (Boxes, design.)
Paragraph 12. (Dimensions of battery trays.)
Paragraph 13. (Connections.)
Paragraph 14. (Charging receptacles.)
Paragraph 16. (Terminals.)
Paragraph 19. (Switchboards.)
Paragraph 20. (Fuses.)
Paragraph 21. (Installation of conduit and wire.)

TANK CARS

A number of changes were made in the specifications for

tank cars, most of which are minor in character and as a

rule do not change the substance of the present require-

ments. The following are the principal changes: Item 23

in the class I and class II specifications was changed to per-

mit the restricted use of cars tested to 40 lb. after January 1,

1918.

In the specifications for the class III and the class IV
tank cars item 9, paragraph 3 has been changed so that
malleable iron for striking plates and draft lugs is optional.

A new set of specifications called "Class V, Tank Car"
was adopted for the use of chlorine and sulphur dioxide.



Instructing an Apprentice in the Cabinet Shop-

Freight Car Apprentices on the Santa Fe
Difficulties Encountered in Securing Recruits and Suc-

cessfully Training Them Gradually Being Overcome

THE Atchison, Topeka &: S;inta Fe has had exceptionally

good results in its attempts to provide an adequate

apprenticeship course for its freight car apprentices.

That part of the proceedings of its ninth annual apprentice

instructors' conference referring to this class of apprentices,

an abstract of which follows, is therefore of more than ordi-

nary interest. A similar account of the proceedings of the

eighth annual conference was published in the Railway

Mechanical Engineer of August, 1916, page 403. That the

importance of making a decided effort to select and train

young men for this work is becoming more generally recog-

nized is indicated by the large competition on this subject

which was held last year under the direction of the Chief

Interchange Car Foremen's Association. The prize article

was printed in the November, 1916, issue of the Railway

Mechanical Engineer, page 579. The second prize was

awarded to C. N. Swanson, superintendent car shops of the

Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan. It was printed in the December,

1916, issue of the Railway Mechanical Engineer, page 639,

and gives an excellent outline of the courses of training

which are provided for car department apprentices on the

Santa Fe. The more important parts brought out at the

recent conference follow:

WHAT IS NEEDED IN THE FREIGHT CAR SHOP?

O. D. Buzzell, general foreman, car department, San
Bernardino, Cal., spoke on this subject as follows:

In addition to teaching the boys carpenter work they

should also be given a thorough training on airbrake

equipment. The Interstate Commerce Commission require-

ments are very strict regarding the airbrake equipment.

Furthermore, if these men are made familiar with air work,

it will serve to retain more of them in service, as they will

be able to command a better rate of pay, and be eligible

for further advancement as inspectors. Our apprenticeship

system is the best method known for training men in air

brake equipment.

The highest class of car work is given the apprentices at

San Bernardino, including the reconstruction of cars.

After a boy is far enough along the car carpenters are glad
to have them work with them. Start the boys on truck
work. As this is the foundation of the car, it should also
be the foundation, or first work of the apprentices. Dur-
ing the course they should be given an opportunity to see
how every part of a car is constructed.

Mr. Buzzell commented on the rapid change from the
wood freight car to the steel car, and emphasized the im-
portance of giving the apprentices a thorough training on
steel work. As long as we have refrigerator cars there will
always be more or less wood work, but the trend is toward
the use of the steel car, and it is up to us to prepare for
this need.

Discussion.—It is important that the instructors take
an interest in the work of the boys and in the personal life

of the boys, and they should be encouraged to save.
The latter point was emphasized by S. L. Bean, me-

chanical superintendent, who also mentioned the import-
ance of helping to develop the young man's character, and
doing all possible to keep him out of bad company.
The school hours of the boys of this trade were' also dis-

cussed; it was the consensus of opinion that instead of hav-
ing two hours of school twice a month, they should be al-
lowed to attend school as often as apprentices of other
trades, that is, two hours a week, if it is possible. The
school should be held in the morning hours rather than in
the afternoon.

INSPECTION WORK—HOW HANDLED.

In teaching the apprentices inspection, it was thought
best to teach them the minor defects first, and later the ccm-

577
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plex defects. When an apprentice is on any particular
class of work, the principal or common defects arising
therein should lje explained. This should be carried out
throughout the entire ajiiircnticeship. The instructor should
go with the boys and actually make an inspection trip over
a train of cars. The boys should be taught to live up to

the il. C. B. rules explicitly. It was agreed by all that the
inspection work should be given the apprentices toward
the last si.\-months' period of their course.

TE.U-HING M. C. B. RULES

In order that the apprentices may fully understand these
rules, it is Ijest to have the school instructor teach the boys
tlie rules in the school room; this to be followed up b\- the
work of the shop instructor. The shop instructor, where-
ever possible, should give the bo_\-s work on foreign cars,
where they may have a Ijetter opportunity of e.xplaining the
rules to the apprentices.

The subject of teaching the apprentices the manner of
billing for repairs on freight cars was also discussed. It
was suggested that the local instructors arrange for the
il. C. B. clerk, or travelling car clerk, to visit the school
room occasionally and give instructions to the freight car
carpenter apprentices regarding the bills to be made out
incident to repairing foreign cars.

ilETHOD OF SECURING APPLICANTS

It was pointed out that applicants for this trade were
very hard to secure, particularly so in some localities. The
general opinion seemed to be that the best applicants had
been secured from labor gangs ,in the shops or car yards,

from sons of employees, or from friends of other appren-
tices. Many good boys have been obtained from nearby
towns, and often have made application as a result of base-
ball games in these localities. It was suggested that when
one of these boj's from a nearby town went on a vacation
the instructor should make it a point to speak to him about
his work, and in wishing him a good time on his trip

should suggest that if there were any other good boys in his
home town who would care to serve an apprenticeship in the
car shops, to have them make application. In this way, many
good bo\s have been obtained. When a prospective appli-
cant calls ujron the shop instructor, the latter should make
it a point to show him thoroughly w-hat work the appren-
tices in this trade are given, and what the opportunities
are for advancement.

In addition to the difticulty of securing good applicants
for apprenticeship in this trade, still greater difficultv was
reported in holding the young men during the first six
months' period. The Ijoys are older than the apprentices
in other trades, most of them being 20 to 24 vears of age.
Since many of them are married, they have great difficulty
in pulling through, with the wages being paid at present.
It was agreed by all the instructors that if a higher rate of
pa\- was given during this period it would be of material help
in holding these Ijoys.

It w-as urged, too, that a greater variety of work should
Ije given the apprentices during the first six months to keep
them interested in their work and let them know that they
are actually learning a trade and would later receive greater
benefits. It was urged also that the instructor enter thor-
oughly into the home life of the boys, and make them feel
that he is their friend. In connection with the question of
humane treatment and kindness that should be accorded the
apprentices, the following poem was recited:

If with pleasure you are viewing any work a man is doing.
If he's worth)- of the comment, tell him now.

Don't withhold your approbation till the parson makes
oration.

And he lies with snowy lilies o'er his brow;

For then, no matter how' you sliout it, he won't really care

about it.

He won't know how many teardrops you have shed

—

If you think the prai.se is due him, now's the time to slip

it to him.

For he cannot read his tombstone when he's dead.

More than fame and more tlian money, is the comment kind
and sunny,

And the heart)' warm approval of a friend;

For it gives to life a savor, and it makes you stronger,

braver.

And it gives him heart and spirit to the end.

If he earns your praise, bestow it; if you like him let him
know it.

Let the words of true encouragement be said.

Do not wait till life is over and he's underneath the clover,

For he cannot read his tombstone when he's dead.

SCHEDULE or WORK
It is best to start: the boy out on truck work, as far as

possible, and have the inspection work given him last. In
general, the schedule adopted at the last meeting (Railway
Mechanical Engineer, August, 1916, page 404) has been
found very satisfactory, though, of course, it will have to be
varied according to the location.

INSTRUCTORS CO-OPERATE

The school instructor can assist the shop instructor in
teaching M. C. B. rules; also in helping the boys on air work
with the charts in the school room. From charts showing
the anatomy of freight cars, flat cars, etc., he can give the
apprentice much instruction that will assist the shop in-
structor in teaching the work of this trade. He can also
assist in teaching safety appliances and should train the
bo\'s in sketching and drawing.
The freight car shop instructors introduced a resolution

statmg that they believed it would be a great benefit to both
the shop instructors and the apprentices if they could have
blue prints show^ing classes and series of freight cars, these
to be filed in a convenient place for the use of the appren-
tices. They have experienced much trouble because of not
having access to prints. Standard prints are just as essen-
tial in the car shop as in the locomotive shop, and a series
of prints should be worked out and made available for the
use of the apprentice boys.

UNIQUE UNDERFRAME REINFORCEMENT
For several years the Marsh Refrigerator Service Com-

pany, Milwaukee, ^^'is., has been building steel under-
frames which liave been applied both to new cars and
to old cars requiring reinforcement of the draft members
A new design has recentl)- Ijeen adopted by this companv
which IS of interest becau.se of several novel features the
most important being the arrangement for making use of
the bolsters removed from rebuilt cars in connection with
the new underframe.
The underframe formerly used was Ijuilt up of two 9 in

20-lb. channels extending the entire distance between the
end sills and reinforced in the center section by a 13 in
.S2-lb. separator channel. The bodv Ijolsters were steel cast-
ings with cored holes through which the center siil channel
passed. Heavy cast steel striking blocks were used The
center of the car was carried on needle beams of channel
section, attached to the center sills and further supported
by four truss rods.

In order to do away with the necessity of providing
new body bolsters when reinforcing cars, the desian of the
underframe lias been modified. The center sill cross
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section has not Ijeen clianged, but the channels, instead of

extending the full length of the car, are brought only to

the bolsters. Economy draft amis of special design, fit-

ting over the bolsters and securely riveted to the center sill

Half Section of the Underframe Used by the Marsh Refrigerator
Service Company

cluinnels, form the center member? at Ijoth ends of the car.

The draft arms are made to accommodate Farlow draft gear

with 8 in. by 8 in. springs. Cast steel striking plates

similar to those used on the original design are riveted

to the draft arms; thus, the end sill is held securely be-

tween the lug on the draft arm and the striking casting. Two
of the truss rods pass through the striking casting and over

Underframe Ready for Application cf Car Body

saddles at the bolsters, furnishing additional support for

the outer ends of the draft arms. A change in the needle

beam has also been made in this design. It was found
that in case a car was knocked off center considerable dam-
age was often done to the wooden sills by the metal needle

beams. It was therefore considered best to return to the

use of wood for these members.

In building wooden refrigerator cars to be used with steel

underframes, the sizes of the wooden sills are not reduced.

It has been found advantageous to have the car bodies suf-

ficiently rigid to do away with the necessity of supporting
them at a large number of points when they are raised off

the underframe. In the present design side sills of 5 in.

by 10 in. section have been used with 5 in. by 9 in. in-

termediate sills and 5 in. by 8 in. center sills.

In designing the new underframe it was desired to make
it applicable to cars of two different series, one having a

body bolster 14 in. wide while the bolsters on the other

series were 11 J4 in. w'ide. In order to accommodate both
bolsters the underframe was designed with a 14 in. bolster

1



Tank Cars for the Santa Fe
Constructed in Accordance with the Latest M. C. B.

Class III Specifications, of 12,000 Gal. Capacity

THE Santa Fe has ordered from the Pressed Steel Car
Company, 500 tank cars of 12,000 gal, capacity,

which are to be used largely in tlie company's service

for handling fuel oil. These cars were designed by the rail-

road in accordance with M. C. B. specifications for class

III tank cars as revised in 1916.

The barrel of the tank is of open hearth steel plate, the

bottom being a continuous plate 34 in. thick and 83 in. wide.

The upper part of the barrel is in live sections of )§ in.

plate. The heads are y'z in. thick and are dished to a radius

of 10 ft. The dome is 5 ft. in diameter inside and is made
of 5/16 in. plate on the sides and fg in. on the top. The
dome cover is dished to a radius of 8 ft. The dome ring

the upper plate placed 3 in. from the inside of the top of

the tank shell and with a 5*8 in. space between the upper

and lower plates. They are secured to the shell by S/16 in.

gusset plates. The bottom outlet valve casing is of the usual

t>pe e.xcept that it has an internal thread above the valve

seat into which a casting is fitted which serves as a valve

rod guide and also prevents foreign substances from getting

under the valve seat. The safety valves are two in number
of the latest M. C. B. standard type attached to the top of

the dome and set to open at a pressure of 25 lb. per sq. in.

An ingenious method of fastening has been used on the

handholds at the ends of the tank. In order that the hand-
holds may be replaced from the outside they are attaclied

Santa Fe Tank Car Buflt in Accordance with the New M. C. B. Specifications

is of cast steel and the dome cover of malleable iron. The
cover has the usual outlets just below the flange to allow

any pressure confined in the tank to escape before the coyer

is removed. There is a special lead gasket provided on the

lower side of the flange of the tank cover and four holes

spaced at 90 deg. are cored in the top so that pipes may
be inserted to facilitate the application and removal of the

cover.

One of the unique features of the construction is the appli-

cation of splash plates to prevent an unequal distribution

of weight on the trucks during brake applications. Two of

these splash plates are provided, one on each side of the

center of the tank and 6 ft. 6 in. from the center. They
consist of two sections of 5/16 in. plate, each 18 in. wide,

with a special stud. The section is such that breakage is

most apt to occur outside the he.xagonal portion of the stud,

in which case it can be readily removed with a wrench. In
case the stud is broken flush with the tank it can be drilled

out and replaced from the outside.

As the vapor given off by fuel oil is poisonous, the cars

must be steamed nut before it is safe for a workman to enter
them to make repairs.

In one end of the tank near the top a 4-in. pipe flange and
plug are provided to facilitate washing out the tank. The
heater pipes are arranged according to the Vapor Car Heat-
ing Company's system. Two flanged couplings are provided
at one end of the car. The main steampipes. 3 in. in diam-
eter, are screwed into these castings and extend along the
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bottom of the tank for nearly the entire length, being closed channels. The body bolsters are of built-up construction
at the end with a pipe cap. Inside each of the 3-in. pipes with a cast steel center filler and ^ in. pressed steel side
is a !-in. pipe held in position by star couplings. The end diaphragms spaced 5 in. back to back and reinforced on top

and bottom by / in. steel plates 16 in. wide. On top of the

bolsters are cradles built up of 5/16 in. plate. Wooden
blocks fitted into these cradles support the tank at each end.

End view of the Santa Fe Tank Car.

Dome Cover for 0)1 Tank Car
castings are joined by slip joints and the steam pipes lead
to a trap under the tank. Push pole pockets are riveted to each end of the bolsters on
The underframe is designed principally tc resist buffing the side nearest to the end of the car.

stresses since the tank is largely supported at the bolsters. The end sills are built up of 4 in. by 4 in. by J/^ in. steel
The center sill is made up of two 12-in. 35-lb. ship chan- angles reinforced on top by a Z-shaped cover plate 5/16 in

-"''"i- -^f-,1-^ s- t^-

—

~,rj.-~^y-

4G0!i Ufigfh of CenferSill Channels >j

Underframe of the Santa Fe Tank Car.

nels spaced 14J4 in. back to back, reinforced on the top by
a ^-in. cover plate 22 in. wide extending the full length of

the car and at the bottom by two ilA in. by 2J4 in. by ^
in. angles, extending 16 in. beyond the centers of the bolsters.

Five stiffeners of pressed steel are located between the

thick. The ends of the end sills are supported by 3 in. by
lYz in. by 5/16 in. angles connected to the bottom flange of
the center sill channel.

The tank is secured against end shifting by anchors 10 ft.

long of JX in. pressed steel. These are secured to the bottom
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of the tank with rivets and are fastened with 1 in.

holts of doulile refined iron to anchor supporting plates 5^^
in. wide, Y^ in. thick and 10 ft. 4 in. long.

The end running hoards are supported by the end sill

cover plates by Z-shaped brackets of '4-in- plate. The side

running boards are supported between the end sill and the

body l)olstcr by j-in. by 2 !/j-in. by 5/16-in. angles. Be-

tween the bolsters fcur supports are provided which are

j/'PipeTap, Itj Th'ds

3 Pipe Tap. 8 TH^s

Tap h Fitch ^ "Per Ff.

Towards Fi'Hing

Castina for the Steam Heat Connection.

formed of 4-in., t)'4-lb. channels placed back to back under

the running board and riveted together, one running over

the toj) and one under the bottom of the center sills, to

which they are also riveted.

The draft gear is of the friction type Miner class A-18-R.

The draft lugs are of cast steel, the front and rear lugs on

each side forming an integral casting. The coupler }okes

are of open hearth steel, 5(2 in. by 1^2 in., fastened to the

couplers with rivets of double relined iron. The couplers

have 5-in. In' 7-in. shanks and Q's-in. l)utts. The coupler

t Machine
Fit-Bolf

Method of Attaching the Tank to the Frame.

is supported Ijy a carrier wearing casting placed on the car-

rier iron which furnishes a large bearing surface and reduces

the wear on the coupler.

The trucks are of the Andrews cast steel side frame type

with cast steel truck bolsters equipped with Barber roller

lateral motion device. Cast iron wheels and malleable iron

journal bo.\es are used. Among other specialties are \\'est-

inghouse brakes. Simplex couplers, Creco brake beams, Na-
tional malleable journal bo.\es and the Imperial uncoupling

arrangement.

The Value of Mech.'^n'ical Engineering.—Nowadays
most of tlie civil engineer's work is done by machinery. The
mechanical engineer is called in at the inception of every

big undertaking, whether civil or military; and those not

thoroughly grounded in mechanics have to take a back seat.

—Railway Gazelle, London.

STRESSES ON END FRAMING OF CARS
BY H. J. HENNESSEY

Calculations covering the stresses on end framing of cars

by the action of the lading when abrupt changes in the

speed are encountered, have been very vague or unreliable.

The following method is submitted for consideration:

.Maxiimim biiffine slii)cl< which the car 'vill sustain (freight 150.000, pas-

senger 300,000) the force necessary to bring a moving car to rest

instantly A
Light weight of car B
Load C

B-(-C
|-,iot-pr,iinrl factor = = P

A

Referring to the following table, opposite the foot-pound

factor, corresponding to D, will be found the speed of car in

miles per hour (£) and feet per second (F).

Foot Pound Miles per Feet per

Factor (D) Hour (E) Second (F)
.033 1 1.4167
.13J 2 2.9167
.300 3 4.3333
.535 4 5.7500
.930 5 7,7500

1.200 6 8.7500
1.640 7 10.2500
2.140 8 11.7500
2.640 9 13.1667
3.S00 10 14.6667
4.070 11 16.0833
4.S20 12 17.6667
S.660 13 19.0000
6.550 14 20.5000
7.480 IS 21.9167
13.36 20 29.25
20.88 25 36.67
30.12 30 44.00
40.80 35 51.25
53.50 40 58.58
67.60 45 65,75
83.40 50 73.25
lOO.OO 55 80.67
120.00 60 88.00

Disregarding friction of the lading on the floor or sides

of car and considering the load moving at the rate F feet

per second at the time the movement of the car is stopped,

the load will strike the end of car with a force equal to that

of a body falling a distance of G feet, which will be found

in the following table, opposite the proper value of F.

"F" "G" "F" "G"
Velocity Height of Velocity Height of

Feet per Sec. Fall, Feet. Feet per Sec. Fall, Feet.
.25 .0010 20. 6.22
.50 .0039 21. 6,85
.75 .0087 22. 7.52

l.OO .016 23. 8.21
1.25 .024 24. 8.94
1.50 .035 25. 9.71
1.75 .048 26. 10.50
2.00 .062 27. 11.30
2.S0 .097 28. 12.20
3.00 .140 29. 13.10
3.50 .190 30. 14.00
4.00 .248 31. 14.90
4.50 .314 32. 15.90
5.00 .388 33. 16.90
6.00 .559 34. 17.90
7.00 .761 35. 19.00
8.00 .994 36. 20.10
9.00 1.260 37. 21.30

10.00 1.550 38. 22.40
11.00 1.880 39. 23.60
12.00 2.240 44. 30.00
13.00 2.620 51. 41.00
14.00 3.040 59. 54.00
15.00 3.490 66. 68.00
16.00 3.98 73. 83.00
17.00 4.49 81. 100.00
18.00 5.03 88. 125.00
19,00 5,61

Therefore, the force of the blow exerted against the end
of the car by the lading is:

C X G ^ H pounds.

Consider the end frame a beam uniformly loaded for a

length equivalent to the height of load in car, extending
from one point of support. The bending moment of the end
and corner posts and braces can then be figured in the usual

manner for box cars, assuming the beam supported at end
sill and end plate and for gondola cars consider the end
stakes a beam supported at one end.

The foregoing is calculated on the assumption that the end
frame will retard the lading and absorb the shock without
distortion or penetration.
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|.02 each for labor, while the present cost of making them
on the forging machine is $.00375 each. Brake beam hang-

ers with welded eyes are made on the forging machine which

not only produces a stronger hanger, but reduces the cost as

well. Strap spring hangers which when made by hand cost

$.96 each are now turned out in one heat on the forging

machine at a labor cost of $.16. The parts produced on the

machine are far superior to any made by hand. The sav-

ing in this item amounts to $1,960 per year.

A rather difficult piece of work is the end for the driver

brake slack adjuster, shown in the sketch. These are made
in two heats on the 4-in. machine. The block for the end
which carries the screws is placed in the machine between

the two ^-in. by 2J/2-in. side pieces and welded. The
other end is made in much the same manner, the 1-5^-in.

rod and a small block being placed between the ends of

the side pieces. This piece is now made at a cost of $.37

each as compared with a former cost of $2.76.

At the present time the forging machine equipment at

Silvis consists of one 4-in., one 3-in., one 2-in., two lyi-in.

and two 1-in. machines. A 6-in. machine is now being in-

stalled on which it is planned to make drawbars, side rods,

motion parts such as radius bars and eccentric bars. Dies
will also be made for reclaiming axles.

LATHE BORING TOOLS
BY M. HERBLIN

The drawings and photographs show a lathe boring tool

holder and a drill socket that have been in use at the Nash-
ville, Chattanooga and St. Louis shops at Nashville, Tenn.,

J SefScretv. J Shank, 16 Thcfs.
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Boiler Shop Apprenticeship Methods
The Santa Fe System Is Steadily Progressing With
Its Educational Work in This Important Department

THAT the problem of boiler maker apprentice is re-

garded as of special importance on the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe is indicated by the large amount

of attention that was given to it at the ninth annual con-

ference of the apprentice instructors on that system. So

important was the discussion of this subject considered

that the convention was extended an additional day over

the time allotted in order to complete it. The more im-

portant points of the discussion are covered in the article

which follows. A similar report of the proceedings of the

eighth annual Santa Fe apprentice instructors' conference

will be found on page 415 of the August, 1916, issue of

the Railway Mechanical Engineer.

ROUNDHOUSE BOILER WORK

This subject brought forth considerable discussion and

no little criticism over past methods. It was found that

entirely too much time had been given to finding a boy's

weak points when transferred to another shop, so that his

lack of knowledge could be criticized. It was agreed that

this course should be discontinued and every effort be made
by instructors to see that each boy is given the proper class

of work. The instructor should feel just as much respon-

sibility for the thorough training of a boy from another

shop as for one of his own boys. When a boy is trans-

ferred from the back shop to the roundhouse, the shop in-

structor should furnish the other instructor and foreman

a statement showing each class of work the boy had per-

formed. Upon the boy's arrival, the instructor should talk

with him and learn just what class of work he most needs,

and what he is most deficient in. He should then consult

with the foreman, and see that this work is given him.

The assistant boiler inspectors who were present emphasized

the importance of the apprentices being given experience in

roundhouse work, and promised to do everything in their

power to see that they were given a more thorough training

than had been given these apprentices in the past.

FEDERAL AND COMPANY RULES HOW TAUGHT?

It was suggested that these rules should be taught while

the boys are engaged in the work to which they apply.

Each apprentice will be supplied with one of the company's
rule books, and should be made to study it during his ap-

prenticeship. It was suggested that one school period each

month should be devoted to the discussion of the boiler

rules with the general boiler inspector, or one of his as-

sistants, acting as chairman; the boiler foreman should be
present, whenever possible. Not only should the rules be
learned, but the boys should be taught their meaning and
application. Failure to comply with these rules generally

means defective work, and defective work endangers life

and property.

WORK DURING FIRST SIX MONTHS

One instructor advocated a change of work each month
during the first six months in order to study the nature and
ability of the boy, and acquaint him with the work of the

shop and his trade. He recommended increasing the kinds
of work gradually from light to heavy, letting the boy learn

during this period something of the different classes of
work in the boilermaker's trade. This would also give the
instructor an opportunity to study the boy, and would keep
the boy interested and help to hold him on his apprentice-

ship, whereas, if he is kept too long on one class of work.

especially at the start, he is likely to become discouraged

and give up his apprenticeship. It was suggested that the

apprentice be given some work in heating rivets during

this first period, but that he should not be kept longer than

two weeks on this class of work. During the first six-

months' period he should have some sheet iron work, some
work on ash pans, and some work in the tank room.

It was also suggested that shop instructors be placed at

several of the smaller points, as they are greatly needed at

such places. It is a paying proposition to give the boys a

chance, to give them thorough experience in all classes of

work.

One instructor recommended placing a boiler shop in-

structor at every point where there were at least five boiler-

maker apprentices; with such an instructor the number
could probably be increased to ten or twelve. A foreman
should not be allowed to keep a boy on any class of work
simply because he has become proficient in that particular

work and is of some personal help to the foreman in re-

maining there. The instructor should work in harmony
with the foreman, but should see that the apprentice gets

the experience needed to develop him into an all-round

mechanic.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING THE COURSE

G. Austin, general boiler inspector, brought out the in-

advisability of attempting to train all apprentices for the

more generally specialized classes of work, saying that all

are not adapted to such training. He also recommended
that efforts be more thoroughly devoted towards the de-

velopment of mechanics rather than of foremen; that only

a few could be selected for foremanship, while the me-
chanics were greatly needed. He stated, too, that there

were a lot of good boys who could be developed for "coarser"

work, whose ability would prevent their absorbing the spe-

cial training which would be of advantage for certain of the

brighter boys.

A greater number of boiler shop apprentice instructors

was recommended; wherever five or more boilermaker ap-

prentices are employed, a shop instructor should be ap-
pointed; it would then probably be possible to increase the

number of apprentices.

The practice of advancing boys by specified time periods

was discouraged, it being thought better to advance them
according to their progress and ability. It was suggested

that special meetings be held, say once a month, in the ap-
prentice school room, the general boiler inspector, or one
of his assistants, giving a lecture or other form of instruc-

tion to the apprentices and having the foremen and in-

structors present.

A more thorough training in the use of hand tools was
recommended because of the limitations of pneumatic tools.

When defective parts of boilers are removed the atten-

tion of the apprentices should be called to the cause of re-

moval, and the possible cause or the reasons which brought
about this condition. It was also suggested that it would
be well for the boiler inspector occasionally to take the
older boys with him on a general inspection, when at ter-

minals, to see what is being inspected, and why. It was
suggested that in teaching laying-out work in the school
room it would be well at times in addition to using draw-
ing papers to lay the object out and cut and flange it from
light weight iron.

It was also recommended that ever.- apprentice be sup-
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plied with a book of boiler rules, and be taught the infor-

mation and instructions therein.

SCHOOL ROOM COURSE FOR HOII.F.RM.-\KERS

This subject has been discussed by the instructors for

some time and the need for a distinctive course for boiler-

maker apprentices is apparent. The course as recom-

mended will differ but slightly from the regular school

work for machinist apprentices for the first nine months.

The first SO lessons in drawing will be the same, after

which such drawings as relate to boiler work, radial de-

velopment, intersections, triangulation, etc., will be begun.

The work in the school room should at all times be as

closely related as possible to the sliop work being done by

the boy. A definite numlier of drawings and problems must

be completed by each apprentice during each six-months'

period.

In la\ing-out work taught in the scliool room the l)0y

should work from prints similar to those used in the shop.

Each step should be thoroughly understood before taking

up advanced work.

In mathematics, the course will include in addition to

the present problems specially prepared prolilems on boiler

work, strength of materials, riveted joints, including the

use of formulas. It is imperative in these days for a boiler-

maker to be able to use formulas for calculating seams,

joints, staying, etc. Boilermaker apprentices should be

taught enough of the principles of algebra so they may be

able to obtain an adequate working knowledge of these

formulas.

Questions on boilermaking will be used as a guide and

should bring to the Ijoy's mind the important features of

his trade, which he should know and remember. The ques-

tions will be given at regular intervals throughout his ap-

prenticeship, but in the last six-months' period he will be

required to write out answers to all questions. This will

be a review, and will enable the instructor to ascertain if

there are any features with which the boy is not thoroughly

familiar; and if so, he will be aljle to go over the subject

with the apprentice before he graduates.

LAVING OUT—HOW TAUGHT IN THE SHOPS

It seems to be the general practice of the boiler shop in-

structors to give the apprentices sheet iron work and light

laying out in their first year, and hea\'T.- laying out, such

as belly patches, side sheets, back sheets, door sheets, throat

sheets, flue sheets, etc., in the fourth year of their appren-

ticeship. The apprentice should work with the regular

layer out, or where there is more than enough work for one

man, the instructors should be in charge and give the ap-

prentice the necessary instructions. The boys at m.any

places are given laying-out work in the school room. This
should conform with the work he is doing in the shop at

that particular time. The object should be laid out on as

large a sheet of paper as convenient, and should later be

cut and rolled to shape.

STATIONARY BOILER RULES

Owing to the introduction and passage of so many state

laws regulating the care and maintenance of stationary-

boilers, it was suggested that additional questions be added
to the list of questions for lioilermaker apprentices cover-

ing the principal features of the new state laws. While
the majority of these requirements are covered Ijy the Santa

Fe book of boiler rules, still there are some features that

are not covered, and it was suggested that whenever a state

passes any law or adopts any rule as to the care and main-
tenance of stationary boilers, the apprentice schools in that

state should provide copies of these regulations for the in-

formation of the instructors and the thorough instruction

of the apprentices.

QUESTIONS ON BOILERMAKING

(,)uestions recently prepared on Ijoilermaking for the in-

struction of the boilermaker apprentices had been previous-

Iv assigned to the boiler shop instructors, who had been

asked to write out the correct answers to these questions.

These answers were thoroughly discussed with the shop in-

structors and with the general boiler inspector and his as-

sistants, and after a thorough discussion, they were sub-

mitted to tlie general boiler inspector for verification, with

the understancling that each boiler shop instructor would

later receive a copy of the correct answer to each of the

questions, in order to compare it with the one he had pre-

viously submitted, and that he might Ije sure of the correct

answers and interpretations.

BRICK ARCHES

G. M. Bean, western representative of the American Arch

Companx', suggested that while formerly the brick arches

were a|ipbed as fuel savers. the\' were now considered

more as boiler capacity increasers. A great benefit is se-

cured from arch tubes as a circulating agent and in in-

creased evaporation. Mr. Bean spoke of the necessity of

taking good care of the bricks in storage, keeping them

under shelter and free from moisture; avoid rough han-

dling as all fire brick is more or less fragile, and cannot

be handled like stone or vitrified brick. The design and
location of the arch tubes is the result of considerable ex-

periment, and the shape and position of these tubes indi-

cated on the blue prints should always be adhered to.

Keep the flues clean, especially the lower ones. While at

times it may be inconvenient to get to them, it is necessary

that they should be kept clean if economical results are to

lie accomplished. \\'hen the arches are properly applied

and maintained, longer life will result for l>oth flues and
fireboxes, as the arches will distribute the heat more uni-

formly over the encire firebox; on account of the even dis-

tribution of the heat the cinders and gases will be consumed
rather than pass through the flues and out of the stack,

thereby making it a smoke consumer.

LOCOMOTIXE SUPERHE.ATERS

R. R. Porterfield, of the Locomotive Superheater Com-
pany, gave an illustrated talk to the instructors on the in-

stallation and maintenance of the superheater.

APPLICANTS—HOW SECURED

Arthur Irving, Chanute, Kan., was assigned to this sub-

ject owing to his success in securing applicants at Chanute.

He attributed his success in securing these applicants to

his being in thorough touch with each of his apprentices;

most of the applicants had been secured from among friends

of his apprentice boys, or from friends of their friends.

There are various ways of securing applicants—by solici-

tation through the apprentices, fraternities, Sabbath schools,

or occasionally talking with a small gathering on the street,

when he happened to be down town. He also had found it

a good plan to occasionally go to the neighboring towns,

and talk with the young men there. It was suggested that

the instructor should keep in close touch with the public

schools, occasionally giving a talk to the high school stu-

dents, or at least explaining the situation to the high school

teachers in order that they may present the matter to such
of their pupils as are interested.

All the instructors agreed that loafers, or boys from
poolrooms, made very poor apprentices. In talking to a
pro.spective applicant, it was pointed out that the young
man should be made to realize that in this day and age it

is very necessary to have either a good education or a trade,

or better still, Ijoth; that unless he has one or the other he
will be doomed to work for mere laborers' wages, and be
compelled to compete with the lowest class of laborers. If
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this matter is thoroughly ijrought to the attention of these

young men, many of them will be induced to go into a shop

to learn a trade.

Mr. Irving pointed out that the instructor could well

afford to make a personal sacrifice occasionally to help out

some deserving boy, who perhaps is unalile to pay the

surgeon's fee, or possibly unable to pull through during the

first period of his apprenticeship.

When a pros])ective applicant complains about the ap-

parently low rate of pay, he explains the reason for this,

and also calls attention to his having a chance to work
every day and to what the average wage throughout appren-

ticeship really amounts to. Each boy is urged to look

toward the future and make his plans accordingly.

In giving the .school examination to applicants for Ijoiler-

maker apprentices, all agreed that the instructor must make
considerable allowance and if the boy seems physically

strong, of clean morals, and is ambitious, that he should

not be rejected on account of his deficiency in schooling.

The importance of the moral element in passing upon the

fitness of a boy for a trade was emphasized. In connection

with this, the subject of cigarette smoking was thoroughly

discussed. If a boy is addicted to this habit, he should be

taken in hand and be given a fatherly talking to. If

the boy does not quit smoking cigarettes, he should be made
to understand that he must either quit the habit or give up
his trade; usually the boy chooses to give up the cigarettes.

The instructors reported that a higher rate should be paid

in order to attract boilemiaker apprentices. .At some points

there seem to be plenty of applicants. Imt when the ques-

tion is raised of sending some of these boys to other points,

it has been found that although they could live at home on

the wages paid, they cannot go to another shop where
they have neither credit nor relatives, and be able to pull

through. It was suggested that in certain cases relief might
be obtained by employing prospective applicants first as

rivet heaters. This would give the Ijoy a chance to become
familiar with the shop and in certain cases enable him to

get a little bit ahead financially, before starting on his ap-

prenticeship. The question is under consideration of letting

the boilemiaker apprentices, or at least the most deserving

ones, serve a part of their apprenticeship, say six months,

in the machine shop, in order that they may be better pre-

pared for promotion when vacancies occur.

DIE FOR REPAIRING THRE.\DS ON
CROSSHEAD PINS

The details of an adju.stable die which is very useful for

cleaning up injured threads on crosshead pins, knuckle
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Adjustable Die for Cleaning Up Battered Threads on Crosshead,
Crank and Knuckle Pins

joint pins and crank pins are shown in the drawing.

When men are working around an engine, or when the

pins are being handled, it often happens that the threads are

damaged. They have to be only slightly Ijattered to prevent

the starting of a nut on the end of the pin. To secure a

large socket die to clean up threads in this condition is in-

convenient and rather expensive because of the time usually

required. Where the threads of this description are stand-

ardized on the various classes of engines, the simple ad-

justable die, which may alwa\s be kept at hand for the

jjurpose, is equally as effective and much more convenient.

The die is made in halves which are joined by handles

|ilaced at diagonally opposite corners. Each handle passes

through one die and is threaded into the other. To use the

die it is opened and slipped over the end of the pin, after

which it is closed on the thread by screwing up the handles.

The threads are cleaned up by running the die off the pin.

RADIAL LINK GRINDER
BY J. H. CHANCY

Foreman Blacksruilh. Georgia Railroad, Augusta. Ga.

In man\- shops no provision is made for resurfacing valve

motion links except to anneal them and true them u]j on the

bench by draw filing. This requires an}-where from two to

three days' work. In order to make it possiljle to do this

work by grinding without the necessity of annealing the

links, a simple radial attachment was developed by F. B.

Kuhlke, in charge of rod and link work at the Augusta

shops of the Georgia Railroad, which is used with an ordi-

nary two-wheel pedestal grinder.

The foundation of the radial attachment is a column 2 in.

bv IVi in. in section and 40 in. long, with flanges at the

top and bottom to which are bolted brackets of Sg-in. by

,1-in. material. These brackets support the column from the

A Shop-Made Radial Link Grinder

wall of the shop. The flanges at the end of the column also

serve as bearings for a long l>4-in. screw with a hand-

wheel at the lower end. Mounted on the column is a slid-

ing head, the position of which is adjusted by the screw.

To one side of this head is pivoted a Ijlock in which the

adjustable radius arm is clamped.

The method of attaching a Southern valve .gear link to the

radius arm is illustrated in the drawing. The yoke to which

the ends of the link are attached with eye bolts and 6-in.

links of J/2-in. by l.>^-in. material, is triangular in form,

the base being connected to a sliding block on the radius rod

by two J/2-in. by IJ^-in. links, 15 "--j in. long. With the

sliding block properly adjusted and securely clamped to tlie
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radius rod, the valve motion link is rigidly supported by a

jack screw in the end of the radius rod which may be set

up tight against the inner curve of the link. In adjusting

either Stephenson or Walschaert links, turnbuckles are used

in order that the link may be accurately squared up with the

radius rod.

To one side of the grinding wheel stand is attached a

bracket, the outer end of which contains an outboard bear-

ing for the link grinder shaft and a shifting lever arranged

to throw the link grinder attachment out of gear when its

use is not required.

By means of the adjusting screv.' on the column of the

radius attachment, the pivot of the radius arm may be raised

or lowered on the column to provide for a range of link

radii from 35 in. to 63 in. After the radius arm has been

adjusted to the proper length in the pivot block, the final

adjustment of the height of the pivot is made with the hand-
wheel so that the grinding wheel may be passed through the

link, and the work fed against it.

The machine was built at a nominal cost of about $50,
most of the material used being selected from available scrap.

It was built in the shop at such time as the labor could be

spared from the regular work. With this machine, work
that originally required from two to three days' draw filing

by hand, may now be done with better results in two hours.

GAP RIVETER FOR STEEL CAR REPAIRS
BY 'APEX"

The gap riveter shown in the illustration is used for rivet-

ing sheets in open steel cars on a South African railway. It

is made up of a 5 -in. pipe bent as shown and in the ends of

Gap Riveter for Repairing Steel Cars

which are placed the anvil and air operated plunger. It is

hung on a cradle made from l'/2-in. by 1-in. bar iron with

bossed ends for the trunnion pins. These pins are contained

in clamps made of Syi-in. by 5-in. material. These clamps

are bolted securely to the pipe and are so placed that the

machine is nicely balanced. The riveter is supported by a

chain hoist on a crane by a shackle at the top of the cradle

so that it may be adjusted to any desired position. While
it is not claimed that this riveter will j)erform the work
faster than when a hand riveting machine is used, it is much
easier for the workmen and a better rivet is made. It has

been found to be especially advantageous where heavy re-

pairs are made or new work is being done.

AIR PRESS FOR ROD BUSHINGS AND
DRIVING BRASSES

BY E. A. M.

A convenient air press which can be made in most any

shop and which has been found particularly serviceable in

rod and driving box work, is shown in the illustration. The
cylinder of the press has a diameter of 30 in. The press is

made up of a base 4 in. thick by 47 in. square with a tongue

J,_ j2^'{SJ^[/flS

Air Press of 70,000 Lb. Capacity

on one side 15 in. square. This projection is left on the

base as it enables the operator to get the work on and off the

press easier. Four wrought iron upright columns of 3-in.

diameter are screwed into the base and the top plate of the

press is held to these rods by four 2j4-in. nuts.

The air cylinder walls are bolted to the top plate by 20
1 ' s-in. bolts. The underside of the top plate is cut away
as indicated in the illustration to permit the top plate fitting

into the cylinder, the upper plate forming the head of the

cylinder. A cast iron piston with two packing rings is used

on a 3J/2-in. piston rod. The bottom head of the cylinder

is fastened to the wall by 20 l}i-in. bolts. It is strongly

reinforced by six ribs. A suitable packing gland is applied

on this end of the cylinder. It is made of brass and held

in place by two 1-in. studs. The cylinder may be operated

by the regular three-way valve and at 100 lb. air pressure

it will provide a pressure of about 70,000 lb.



Federal Inspection Requirements
A Suggested Outline of the Methods Followed in

Making Inspections and Keeping Records of Them

WE all realize that in tlie tremendous strains of present the boiler is washed, is found to prevent delays to the loco-

day railway service, equipment in general must motive when the regular monthly inspection is made. The

necessarily wear out and of course receive necessary work of removing and applying stay-bolts should also be as-

repairs at the proper time. In order to determine definitely signed to a regular man.

the condition of the motive power at all times, our attention Steam Gages.—If possible, all steam gages should be

must be given to the subject of inspection, especially so, tested and repaired at a central point and the work special-

where the power is used in pool service. The theory of ized. This not only prevents a large amount of repair parts

which is to eliminate defects before the power is returned to being kept in stock, but insures good workmanship. While

service, or if necessary, remove the power from service as isolated terminals are not expected to make extensive repairs

soon as defects have appeared. It has become almost uni- to gages, they should, however, be provided with a dead

versal practice to place the very best mechanic obtainable weight tester, in order to satisfy themselves as to the cor-

on this class of work, giving him authority to remove the rectness of gages when in doubt,

power from service if necessary to have proper repairs made. Safety Valves.—The safety valves should also be repaired

In order to facilitate the handling of the work, as well as by a specialist and handled in the same manner as steam

other inspections, etc., required by the federal laws, it is gages wherever practicable. In most cases it is possible to

imperative that some effective system of procedure be in- consolidate the work,

stalled. Water Glass and Gage Cocks.— It is the practice on a

Realizing the impracticability of attempting to formulate great many roads to clean the scale and sediment from

a basic rule whereby the various requirements of the federal water glass gage cocks at the same time the locomotive is

laws could be complied with under conditions found at dif- given the monthly inspection. Some roads have a man regu-

ferent shops and terminals, it has been decided to arrange larly assigned to this work, and make it a practice to not

the various items under headings, with suggestions as to the only clean the water glass and gage cock, but also clean

method of handling. and grind boiler checks and repack all cab cocks even-

Every foreman must necessarily organize a system of time the boiler is washed out.

procedure to best suit his particular shop conditions. Injectors.—It has been found good practice to specialize

the repairing of injectors, the work being taken care of in
BOILER INSPECTION

^^^ ^j^. ^^^-^^ department and coming directly under the

Interior Inspection.—It is general practice to have the foreman. They should be tested at the engine house upon

interior of the boilers inspected by the boiler shop foreman arrival of the locomotive, as well as before departure,

or his assistant when locomotives are in the back shop re- Washing Boilers.—The round house foreman is held re-

ceiving repairs. When sufficient number of flues are re- sponsible for boiler washings and must see that all plugs

moved to allow examination, while the locomotive is under- are removed and that the boiler is thoroughly cleaned and

going light repairs in roundhouse, the foreman in charge of that the washout card is punched. He must also know that

roundhouse boiler work usually makes the inspection. A all arch and water tubes are thoroughly cleaned. A con-

combination of water and sand blast has been used with venient card which is made in triplicate for recording boiler

some success to remove boiler scale. However, the standard washings is shown below:

practice is using a special scaling tool with a small pneu- xhe Railwav Co.

matic hammer. Spindle of Gage and Water Glass Cocks removed and cleaned

Flues.—Records of flues kept in all boiler shop offices by

will enable the foreman in charge of boilers to see that the '>^™'"> " »<>"•" washing

three-year limit is not exceeded. '''""'
/

Cj/
Exterior Inspection.—In order to relieve the roundhouse

".^V//.'.'.'.'.'.'.''.'....... ..!...."'..'°.'................ B. fr.

of as much work as possible, the entire removal of the jacket
'

'

, , , 1 , V 1 1 ii 1 I.-
• „ « Punch month and date Boiler is washed

and lagging should be made when the locomotive is receiv-

ing classified repairs in the back shop, if it is found that
.a - t %. « ^ - f '^ z i "

complete removal of lagging will be necessary before the lo- »^ £ S < S a 3. < k c z c

comotive receives the next general repair. This, of course. i ^2 ^3 ^4 j ^6 j
^8

sometimes results in lagging being removed several months ,; jg ]? 20 21 22 23 24

before it is due. However, the stopping of serviceable power, 2' 2« 27 28 29 30 31

when it is no doubt badly needed, is avoided. Filing Reports.—The matter of filing as well as the

Testing Boilers.—A common method of making the handling of inspection reports must necessarily be taken

hydrostatic test is by the use of a pump operated by com- q^j.^ of in a way to best suit local conditions. In order to

pressed air, arranging a drain pipe to one or two gage cocks facilitate the work for the clerk in making out the forms

so a steady pressure may be maintained in the boiler and covering various inspections, a form similar to that shown in

at the required amount while the boiler is being examined, pjg. 1 has been found of great assistance. This form is

The testing of the boiler is witnessed by the boiler shop ma.de out and signed by the inspectors,

foreman, his assistant or the regularly assigned inspector pjg 2 shows a convenient cab frame to accommodate

Stay-bolt Testing.—It is practical to have one or more Forms 1 and 3. The forms as well as the glass can be

men regularly assigned to stay-bolt inspecting, as they will easily applied or removed, and the forms will be kept in a

soon become highly proficient at this work. They also in- clean condition.

spect tell-tale holes see that they are kept open at all times.
locomotwe and tender inspection

The inspection and removal of broken stay-bolts, each time

^ In the general design and construction of the locomotive
•Abstract ot a committee report published in the advance papers ot

j^p^nj, ;„ ^q small wav the cost of maintenance, and in
the Genera! Foremen's Association. t'
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a great many cases, details of an apparently minor nature

are overlooked, which cause an endless amount of difficulty

in maintaining the power in a satisfactory condition. It is

the duty of ever\- foreman to advise his superior officer of

any change he thinks would decrease the cost of mainte-

nance in any way. This is particularly true when the com-
pany is contemplating the construction of new power.

Inspection and Work Reports.—A system of handling
inspection and work reports must be worked out to best suit

Titn R.Mi-w.\Y Co.
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of the shop, if more than 3/64 in. larger than pin, and are

made larger than pin, and are made 1/16 in. longer than

pin to accommodate liners between the collar and pin, for

the purpose of taking up lateral. If excessive lateral still

exists after liners have been removed, and the rod bush-

ing is still serviceable, a loose brass liner of proper dimen-

sions can be applied. All side rods should be carefully

trammed before being placed in position.

Axles.—Driving, trailing, engine truck or tender truck

axles are not placed in service if they are out of round, or

have a taper of more than l/j2 in. in the length of the

journal.

Crank Pius.—It is considered good practice to remove

the crank pin when it is worn 3-16 in. below its original

size. The outside diameter of the crank pin collars should

be at least '4 in- larger than the side rod bushing to pre-

vent the side rod interfering with other parts of the loco-

motive should the bushing become loose while the locomo-

tive is in service.

Driving Boxes.—The use of cast steel driving boxes has

almost totally eliminated breakage of this important part

of the locomotive. Pouring the crown bearing and the hub
plate solid has been found very successful and eliminates

loose crown bearings. In order to eliminate the mainte-

nance of solid Ijrass shoes and wedges, the boxes are made
54 in. below standard size, and brass liners -Hi in. thick

are applied to the shoe and wedge face of the box. Where

|n>aa--«----^.------i^-—-----^-g:2l

Fig. 4—Type of Lateral Plates that Have Been Used with Success

a brass foundr}' is available this work can be facilitated by

planing dove-tail grooves in the shoe and wedge face of

the box and pouring the brass on, the box is then planed

to the standard size.

Lateral Motion.—The practice of applying brass plates

between the driving boxes and the hubs of driving wheels

where the lateral has become excessive is followed gen-

erally. However, this is usually considered as temporary

repairs. Lateral plates are not difficult to manufacture or

to apply, being dovetailed and held together with a key or

round iron band fitted into groove around outside edge.

(See Fig. 4.)

Spring Rigging.—The use of case-hardened pins and
bushings in spring rigging has become a necessity, espe-

cially on heavy power. Since the enginemen cannot be de-

pended upon to properly oil the spring rigging, and it is

essential that it be luljricated, it is necessary that some one

in the round house organization be regularly assigned to

this work.

Driving and Trailing Wheel Tires.—.\11 round houses

should be provided with a chart, preferably framed and
under glass, showing the axle load, diameter of wheel cen-

ter, minimum thickness of tires for road and switching

service, covering the various classes of power, which is not

only a time saver. l)ut minimizes the liability of foreman
and inspectors making mistakes regarding limit of tire

thickness permissible.

Record of Tests.—Book records of all tests must be kept,

preferably in one office, which usually requires services of

a special clerk. It is his duty to issue bulletins showing

when engines are due for the various tests, write up certif-

icates, see that they are properly signed, and he sometimes

holds a notary commission.

It has been found very convenient to make the regular

monthly and C|uarterly inspections at the same time, and
the semi-annual inspection with every second quarterly in-

spection, the annual inspection with every second semi-

annual inspection, which not only facilitates handling the

work, but is of great assistance in keeping records.

The following are samples of bulletins regarding inspec-

tions posted in round houses for the information of the

foremen and repairmen:

May 30. 1917.
To all eneine inspectors and foreman:

The foIlowinK 's li.=t of eni?ine= due for Hydrostatic, Quarterly and
Flexible tests during the montli of June, 1917, also engines due for re-
utoval of lagging from barrel:

Tune
.Tune
Tune
June
June
June
June
June
June
Tune
Tune
June
June
lune
June
Tune
Tune
Tune
June
June
Tune
.June
Tune
June
June
June
June
.Tune
June
June

Quarterly

101 2i2
73 173

engines

IJydrostatic
2S7 6-1

254 616
78 6-21

169
106
160
236 .

260
123 229
96 1S8 252
84 264

116 127 152 .

270
109

128
268

113 108
265

Flexible
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dirt will be removed before the pits are welded. So many
pitted tubes are received in this shop that a regular organized

force is formed to handle this work. Fig. 1 illustrates the end

of a large and small flue which have been repaired in this

way. They were picked indiscriminately from a large pile

and circles have been drawn around the welded pits in order

to bring them out more clearly. These clearly show the ex-

tent to which the welding is done. These flues are, of course,

in otherivise good condition and the pits have not been al-

lowed to get too deep before the welds are made. Those flues

that are too badly pitted are scrapped. This road handled

over 6,000 such flues during a year at a cost slightly over one

Fig. 2—Example of V^/elds on Transoms

dollar per flue. The life of the flue is just about doubled.

This represents a very substantial saving, particularly so at

the present time on account of the increase in cost of these

products.

At this same shop considerable work is done in reclaiming

bolsters by the oxy-acetylene welding. Figs. 2 and 3 show
examples of some of the work that has been done and that

was laid aside to be done. The transom in Fig. 2 had pre-

viously been broken, as shown by the white chalk line. The
old weld was previously repaired by the oxy-acet)lene process

and the proximity of the new to the old break indicates how
well the first break was welded. A second break occurred,

Fig. 3—Crac(<ed Transom to Be Repaired

which was cut out as indicated, by the oxy-acetylene flame

preparatory to rewelding. This practice is followed in all

such welds. Fig. 3 shows a bolster that was received at the

shop to be repaired. This clearly indicates the extent to

which this welded work is carried on. On over 300 bolsters

thus repaired, a net saving of over $4,000 was made over the

cost of the new bolsters.

This work well indicates what may be accomplished by

this process and with the price of materials so high at the

present time every effort should be made to reclaim as much
material as possible.

MUFFLER FOR USE IN BLOWING DOWN
BOILERS

BY C. W. SCHANE

The drawing shows the details of a simple muffler which

is in use at the Huntington, Ind., roundhouse of the Erie, for

blowing down boilers preparatory to washing out or making
repairs. The discharge of steam from the boiler directly to

the atmosphere through the restricted opening of the ordin-

npie Sliop-Made iVluffier for Biowing Down Boiiers in tiie

Roundiiouse

ary small blow down pipe is extremely noisy and confusing.

The muffler materially softens the sound of the escaping

steam and makes working conditions in the vicinity much
more agreeable.

The device may be made in any pipe shop at very little

e.xpense. Two tubes perforated with equally spaced 3/16-in.

holes are inserted in the center, and the casing is made of

No. 05 galvanized iron. The cover is made of double

netting. An iron ring is riveted on the outside in order that

the muffler may be handled conveniently when hot.

PROPER ALINEMENT OF LOCOMOTIVE
PARTS*

This subject is a very broad one and practically takes

in the locomotive in its entirety. A few suggestions are

offered with the hope that they may be of benefit.

First—Level the boiler until the center line is in a hori-

zontal position, then level the firebox till the vertical center

line is vertical.

Second—Fit the cylinder saddles so the center line will

be parallel to the center line of the boiler, regardless of the

smoke box, with the back faces at right angles thereto.

Third—Line the frames at right angles to the back joint

faces of the cylinders, and thus make them parallel to center

lines of the cylinders.

Fourth—Locate the centers of the pedestal jaws on the

frames for the shoes and wedges so that the driving boxes

and axles will be 90 deg. with the cylinder line (too much
care cannot be taken with this part of the alinement).

There are quite a number of different methods used in

squaring the shoes and wedges, with the object in view of

bringing the wheels square with the frames and cylinders,

a few of which are as follows:

A line is passed through the cylinders, being made cen-

tral to the counter bore of each end of the cylinder, and
run well back of the main pedestal jaws. A straight edge

is then placed across the main jaws at perfect right angles

to this line, using a true two-foot square along the straight

edge, allowing it to "feel" the line which is drawn through

'Abstract of a paper published in the advance report of the General
Foremen's Association.
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the cylinders (see Fig. 1). If the straight edge is not perfectly

square with the line it will then be necessary to place shims

between one of the jaws and the straight edge until it is.

After this has been done draw a vertical line on the side

of the frame square with the top of the frame and
letting the blade of square "feel" the edge of the

straight edge. This will be what is termed as the "square

line" and from this should be drawn a second line at

right angles to the first on each frame and at the same
distance down from the top of the frame. From this the

centers on the main jaw are located and from these centers

and with trams set to the rod lengths the centers on the

other jaws are located. After these centers have been ob-

tained lay off half the diameters of the boxes each side of

the centers and after the shoes and wedges have been placed

in position, with binders tight, draw vertical lines down on
the shoe and wedge, half the diameter of the box plus one
inch. This line is used for setting up shoes and wedges
on the planer, and if the work is properly done this method
will answer very well. It should be borne in mind that

the cylinder casting should be located exactly central be-

tween the frames.

There are various other methods used for lining shoes

and wedges, but the object is the same and it is only a
difference of opinion as to which is the best. However,
whichever method is used it cannot be done too carefully,

for without care driving box trouble, rod brass trouble, and

Fig. 1—Laying Out Shoes and Wedges

also the cutting of tire flanges will result. All parts of the

engine should fit snug, but go into place without strain.

Improperly located springs, saddles and boxes cause a

great deal of unnecessary wear and friction. Strong evi-

dence of this is to be found in any repair shop. Glance
at the outside face of the boxes; some are worn on top, and
some on the bottom sides, which also indicates unevenly

worn brasses. Examine the saddle seats on top of the

boxes, and in many cases they will be found to be uneven
and not square with the planed surface of the box. While
in many cases the spring hangers and saddles are machined
and fitted in accordance with a blue print, there will prob-

ably be as much difference in the thickness of some of the

brasses as J/2 in. This is an error that should not go by
unnoticed, as it will not allow each bo.\ lo carry the weight

assigned to it, and is an additional cause for friction.

The wheels should be properly quartered. The writer

has found some of them out as much as J4 in. and doing
business. Longer side rod journals than is the general
practice is recommended as the longer the bearing the less

friction. It would be well to provide some way of lubri-

cating the bearing in the truck center casting, perhaps bv
means of a grease plug tapped in at the most convenient
place on side. Some sort of a roller bearing for the center

casting would also reduce friction.

Careful attention should be paid to the alinement of the
guides, both transversely and in a horizontal direction.

This is to take care of undue friction in piston packing and
piston rings. There is no doubt that if this is done as it

should be the life of the rings, packing and piston rod will

be extended.

The valve motion should be gone over carefully, in order
not to have too much lead and to see that as much steam
is used on one side of the engine as on the other. Any great
distortion in the use of the steam, even though the valves
are square, will cause a jerky motion and endanger the
frames.

The report is signed by B. F. Harris, chairman of the
committee.

ELECTRIC ARC WELDING*
BY E. WANAMAKER

Electrical Engineer, Roclt Island Lines

The ability of the railroads to meet the demands upon their

transportation facilities will be an important factor in the
time required for the nation to become effective on the battle
fronts. This discussion deals with one way of getting more
transportation service out of the railway equipment in exist-

ence at the present time. Efforts spent in this direction are
as patriotic and necessary as can be imagined. The patriot-
ism of the civilians, particularly of the mechanical engineers
in railway service, must not stop with the more or less super-
ficial demonstrations of loyalty to the stars and stripes. Those
of us who cannot go to the fighting front must use the best
of our abilities to get service, "and still more service," to
paraphrase Lloyd George's quotation, from the motive power
and rolling stock of the nation's railway systems.
The growing possibilities of the welding processes in mo-

tive power and rolling stock maintenance have been a source
of amazement to every railway man who has come in con-
tact with the practice. In cutting metal the application of
the oxygen cutting processes save from 50 to 90 per cent of
the time required to perform the operation. Yet in many
of our locomotive shops and car yards the old practices are
still followed and our man power for this cause has not pro-
duced the maximum result.

The welded fastening came down to us from antiquity.
The welded fastening has always been looked upon as a
stronger joint than the riveted or bolted fastening. As a gen-
eral proposition the riveted joint, or bolted joint, has a ten-
sile strength which is considerably less than the tensile
strength of the original piece, while the welded joint is as
strong as the original section. The welded joint, and par-
ticularly the butt welded joint made by an autogenous weld-
ing process offers greater strength, with a thickness for prac-
tical purposes equal to the thickness of the original plate.

There was a time when worn surfaces of the steel parts
in a machine made it necessary to scrap those parts. It was
only with the introduction of the autogenous welding pro-
cesses that it became possible to stop this economic waste.
The repair of broken members of a machine has been an-

other important work of the autogenous welding processes.
Prior to their introduction certain steel parts could be welded
in the forge fire, but the range of the work was verv limited
and in many cases its cost equal to the cost of a new part.
Now, however, with the exception of cast iron parts, the
failure of which would bring death and destruction, prac-
tically all parts of a machine which break may be safely re-
paired.

It is my purpose to point out so far as is possible how
far these new practices may be utilized on steam railways to
enable the railway systems of the country to meet the present
emergency in the matter of service demanded from motive
power and rolling stock equipment. The first of the new
welding processes, which may properly be called autojenous
processes, since the welding takes place more or less auto-

•Abstr.?ct of a paper hefore the Western Railway Cub.
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maticallv, was the thermit welding process. This process

found a wide application in the repair of broken steel parts

on the railroads and the saving which resulted from its use,

without douljt aggregated millions of dollars.

Welding with tlie oxygen and fuel gas flame was the first

widely used autogenous welding process. Since everyone is

more or less familiar witli the gas welding process, this paper

will deal primarily with the electric welding process and an

extended discussion of the gas process will be omitted. It is

sufficient to state that at the present moment the essential

difference is in the method of producing the heat for weld-

ing, rather than in the fundamental principles involved.

There are two kinds of electric arc welding, known re-

spectively as carbon electrode w'elding and metal electrode

welding. In the former an arc is drawn between a carbon

electrode and the piece to be welded and the metal to be

added fed into the arc in the form of a "raelt-bar." This

process is not used extensivel)' in railway work, due to the

fact that welding may only be done in the horizontal plane

in this manner and that the work is in general inferior to

that which is possible with the metal electrode process.

The metal electrode process uses, as the name implies, a

metal electrode, the arc being drawn between the electrode

and the piece being welded. The heat of the arc melts the

metal of the piece and the metal of the electrode simultane-

ously. As the metal of the electrode melts it is drawn across

the arc to the molten metal of the piece where a complete and

homogenous union is formed, which we call an autogenous

weld. I say the metal of the electrode is drawn across the arc

rather than that it falls through the arc advisably, since it

will flow straight overhead as well as straight downward.

The temperature of the arc is extremely high at its center,

actually vaporizing the metal to form the visible arc. With

the exception of work with certain electrodes (manganese

steel and slag-covered electrodes), the electrode is always

made the cathode or negative—that is, the current of elec-

tricity flows froin the piece being welded to the metal elec-

trode. The reason for this practice is that the greatest amount

of heat in an electric arc is liberated at the point at which

the current passes from the solid medium to the heated vapor

of the arc. Since the metal of the piece has more mass and

conducts the heat away from the point at which the welding

is being done more rapidly than the electrode, it is desirable

to have the greatest amount of heat on the piece. Due to the

composition of the manganese and slag-coated electrodes, it

is necessary to make these electrodes the positive.

The voltage required for metal electrode welding is ap-

proximately 20 volts and direct current power is necessary.

The various types of welding equipment are merely different

plans for rendering available a rather heavy current at this

voltage, and the power economy of the several systems for

obtaining this result varies over a wide range.

The successful application of the arc welding process re-

quires the combination of three factor.s—engineering knowl-

edge, craftsman's skill, enthusiasm. The direction of the

practice on our road rests with the engineering staff of the

mechanical department; the actual operation is done by

skilled members of the boilermakers', pipefitters', machinists'

and Ijlacksmiths' crafts. We do not employ novices or ap-

prentices in this work. Only the best men of the respective

crafts are picked for operators. It has been plain from the

start that only the highest type of craftsmen could secure

the results we w'ant and we have witnessed the growth of a

considerable amount of pride and enthusiasm in the work

among our operators. Even with the best of equipment and

facilities for welding, w-e recognize the fact that it is abso-

lutely necessary that only skilled operators be employed.

Under competent direction, the skilled and enthusiastic

operator will seldom make serious blunders in the applica-

tion of the process. I am quite certain some roads have had

great difficulties in this line among operators made of green

apprentices and "handy men." Further, we have found that

the skilled craftsman, who is enthusiastic is continually find-

ing new and profitable fields for its application.

Comparison of Electric Welding vs. Old Methods .\nd Gas Welding

Saving Saving
Cost old Cost gas Cost elec. over old over No.

Description of parts nwtliod welding welding method gas cngs.

Valve steins $16.28 $15.26 $4.76 $11.52 $10.50 6

Eccentric straps 17.95 7.63 2.38 15.57 5.25 2

Cylinder cocks 1.36 1.04 .34 1.02 .70 1

Cross heads 356.40 120.23 37.73 318.67 82.50 13

Piston heads 47.93 32.74 10.24 37.69 22.50 4

Motion saddles 8.32 10.94 3.44 4.88 7.50 2

Frame braces 99.50 48.00 15.00 84.50 33.00 10

Crank arms 18.81 26.14 8.14 10.57 18.00 S

Rocker box castings. 4.59 7.29 2.04 2.55 5.25 1

Transmission bar . . 2.80 4.38 1.38 1.42 3.00 2

Reach rod 1.25 1.09 .34 .91 .75 1,

Rocker arms 20.75 13.24 4.24 16.51 9.00 6

Eng. truck eanalizers 7.70 17.24 5.24 2.46 12.00 2

Truck frame 15.70 13.04 4.04 11.66 9.0O 3

Trailer jaws 2.76 4.38 1.36 1.40 3.02 1

Extension pist-jn cross
head 6.30 4.36 1.36 4.94 3.00 1

Brake beams 1.69 2.18 .68 1.01 1.50 1

Brake hangers 5.10 7.45 3.40 1.70 4.05 3

Smoke arch brae-... S..'-© 6.25 2.14 1.36 4.11 1

.\ir pump valves 2.50 1.33 .53 1.97 .80 1

lugs on valve yoke 32.45 21.80 6.80 25.65 15.00 6

Push car wheels 6.00 10.56 3.05 2.94 7.50 4

Stil!on wrench 1.60 1.09 .34 1.26 .75 1

llrill chuct- 15.00 2.18 .68 14.32 I. SO 1

Driver brake fulcrum 5.52 8.72 2.72 2.80 6.00 I

Wheel spokes 1.276.80 113.0S 35 08 1,241.72 78.00 IS

Main rod blocks 15.88 28.34 6.84 7.04 19.50 9

Triple valve ?age... 20.00 3.27 1.02 18.98 2.25 1

Link blocks 72.24 51.49 15.49 56.75 36.00 20
Lift shafts 23.98 4.02 1.02 22.96 3.00 I

lluadrant 7.43 11.09 3.59 3.84 7.50 3

Wedges 55.04 69.69 21.69 33.35 48.00 25
Chafing castings .... 8.30 10.70 3.20 5.10 7.50 1

Plugging and build-
ing up hole* 349.69 280.94 140.47 209.22 140.47 70

Tire rim keys 3.22 5.38 2.38 .84 3.00 2
Throttle stem 1.50 1.09 .34 1.16 .75 1

Reverse lever support 3.38 4.36 1.36 2.02 3.00 2

Smoke box 61.38 32.43 9.93 51.45 22.50 2

Hub liners 12.51 13.11 4.11 8.40 9.00 3

Strip on cross heads. 25.32 31.00 12.66 12.66 18.34 3

Fire door handle.... 1.75 1.09 .34 1.41 .75 1

Holler casings 63.21 30.30 9.32 53.89 20.92 I

Frame buckle 4.90 2.41 .91 3.99 1.50 1

Trailer yokes 5.25 6.45 L«5 3.30 4.50 1

Motion frame 9.10 10.17 4.17 4.93 6.00 1

Combination lever .. 1.03 1.75 .55 .48 1.20 1

Lugs on trailei hub. 4.50 4.52 1.52 2.98 3.00 2

Center castings 76.81 28.56 9.06 67.75 19.50 3

Spring blocks LIS 1.09 .34 .81 .75 1

Guide blocks 5.52 4.29 1.29 4.23 3.00 1

Hinder 5.19 13.10 4.10 1.09 9.00 2

Steam pipes 3.79 5.12 2.12 1.67 3.00 1

Flat spots on tires. . 99.86 95.77 29.77 70.09 66.00 4

Cylinder bushings . . 35.65 9.40 3.40 32.25 6.00 1

Ruilding up side rods 93.48 81.16 31.16 62.32 50.00 2

C.rease cups 11.79 11.43 3.93 7.86 7.50 5

Stationary fire door. S.OO 8.72 2.72 5.28 6.00 1

Cracks in tanks 372,69 113.62 35.16 337.53 78.46 14
Petticoat pipes 140.52 52.37 16.37 124.15 36.00 18
Filling worn spots.. 2.677.80 1,064.60 329.60 2,348.20 735.00 128
Pins 70.66 87.23 27.23 43.43 60.00 27
Reverse lever parts. . 103.02 74.04 23.04 79.98 51.00 38

Total $6.434.10 12,755.74 $921.61 $5,512.49 $1,834.13

Comparison of P-Iectric WfldivE :'.t. Other Methods

Cost of Cost of No.
Ilescription of parts ether methods elec. weld Saving engs.

Pedestals $645.00 $45.24 $599.76 5

Tank frames 9.03 1.36 7.67 1

Shop tools 34.36 3.40 30.96 4

Piston rods 78.64 16.37 62.27 10
Sharp flange drivers 165.40 20.28 145.12 3

Truck side 194.00 10.20 183.80 4

Building up dr. axles 121.50 4.90 116.60 1

Steel car underframe 11.34 1.71 9.63 1

Buihhng up car axles 315.00 25.24 289.76
Hushing staybolt holes 294.96 73.74 221.22 26
Welding flues 2 607.65 521.53 2,086.12 102
Frames 931.00 133.28 797.72 11

Cracks in fire boxes 2.431.27 297.17 2,134.10 92

Total $7,839.15 $1,154.42 $6,684.73

Summary—Costs and Savings Per Month
Cost of Other Cost Cost of Saving over Saving

methods of gas welds electric welds other methods over gas weld

$6,434.10 $2,755.74 $921.61 $5,512.49 $1,834.13
7.839.15 3,697.42* 1,154.42 6,684.73 2,543.00*

$14,373.25 $6,453.16 $2,075.03 $12,197.22 $4,377.13

Costs and Sozin^s Per Year

$77,209.20 $33,068.84 $11,059.32 $66,149.88 $22,009.56
94.069.80 44.369.04* 13,853.04 80.216.76 30.516.00'

;i7L279 0O $77,437.88 $24,912.36 $146,366.64 $52,525.56

•Figures show cost of gas weld if work could have been welded with gas.
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The connecting link between the engineering staff and the

operators is the supervisor of welding, who is fully informed
on the range of approved applications and is also the most
expert operator on the road. He is continually traveling be-

tween the shops keeping the practice of each up to date and
seeing that ever\'thing runs smoothly. The operators at local

points are under the supervision of the foremen and master

mechanics in exactly the same manner as lathe operators or

other craftsmen.

It was found essential that we compile a complete set of

welding instructions, which comprise some thirty typewritten

pages. It is the purpose of this set of instructions to stan-

dardize the major operations as far as possible. The extreme

range of the application of the process has made it quite

impossible, up to the present time, to .standardize every single

operation, but these instructions cover the field in such a

general way that the operator is prevented from making seri-

ous welding blunders.

The actual results of the operation of the welding equip-

ment and the welding system on the Rock Island Lines have
proven ver}' interesting. We have recently undertaken a

rather extensive investigation of what the results are, and I

am giving lielow some of the figures we have obtained as a

result of about six months' operation of the complete svstem.

The real answer to the question of whether or not the ex-

penditure of some $40,000 for the installation of the system

was justified lies in the actual facts—reduction of main-
tenance cost and actual gain in engine days with our present

equi|.)ment. The following tal)le shows some actual figures

on the cost of repairing a small number of representative

locomotive and other parts (for which we were able to obtain

costs at a reasonable expenditure) by the gas and electric

method, as compared with the old method, which in many
cases involves a complete replacement of the part. As com-
pared with the old method, the saving of the electric process

arises principally in the saving in labor. As compared with

the gas process, the electric welding offers a saving in cost

of producing heat and an appreciable saving in cost of laljor.

Our figures show that the saving effected liy the electric

arc welding system is being made at the rate of approximate-
ly $200,000 a year with our present equipment. This figure

includes a direct saving as compared with other methods of

about $1.16,000. The saving arising from the fact that we
keep the engines in service a greater proportion of the time

makes up the lialance of the figure. Our figures show that

this saving is being made at the rate of about 1,400 engine

days per year.

Another wa}- of looking at the same matter is that bv the

operation of the electric welding system we have obtained the

service of four additional engines, without the additional in-

vestment, beyond that required to install the welding svstem.

Four additional engines are worth approximately $200,000.
The welding system installed complete cost about $40,000.
The cost of ojicration of the system for a year is approxi-

mately $,i4,000. Figuring the value of the engines at $40 per

day, we will pay for tlie operation of the whole electric weld-
ing .system and will clear $22,000 from this feature of the

operation of the electric welding system alone. However, we
made important savings, as are shown in the preceding
table, in the repair of parts on engines, where we could not
show an actual gain in engine days of service, and this sav-

ing amounts to more than twice the saving arising in the in-

crease of the number of engine days of service we get from
our equipment. The net return secured on the electric

welder investment amounts to approximately 500 per cent

per annum. The net cost of the installation and equip-
ment per unit under present conditions is approximately
$1,.>00. The foregoing figures show rather conclusively that

the installation of the electric welding system has been a
profitable investment on the Rock Island Lines.

In spite of the fact that we have probably a larger number

of operators than any of the Western roads, we believe that

we are far from fully equipped. The field of application of

the jjrocess is continually widening. We are not able at the

present time to handle all the operations which we have
demonstrated to be practical and profitable. There is a total-

ly unexplored field in maintenance of freight and passenger
cars.

Within the last three years the arc welding process has
been greatly improved and developed, both in the equipment
for making the weld and in the welding material. It has, in

fact, Ijeen developed to such a state that it will no doubt
cause changes in many forms of construction, and the weld-
ing of fire boxes, tanks, etc., will become an economical prac-
tice. In the field of car construction and maintenance we
ma\- look for a wonderful development. For instance, todav
the cast steel truck side frame will last almost indefinitely

where the electric welder is used in maintenance. By the in-

telligent application of spot welding with the electric arc, it

will, no doubt, be possible to tic down Ijolts and nuts in the
various parts of the rolling stock and motive power in such
manner as to prevent their working loose, with the attendant
very large saving in maintenance and operating expense.
Quite recently we have been able, by using what is called a
slag-coated electrode, to deposit steel having a carbon content
of .50 per cent, which will enable us to do some work which
we have been unable to do heretofore. \\'e can successfully
take care of the worn or damaged flanges of driving wheels,
and should Ije able to reclaim much of the special work and
rail steel by successfully building up the worn parts or Ijroken
sections.

It has been our purpose in establishing the practice in the
welding field to look the facts squarel}- in the face and apply
either the gas or electric process, depending on which shows
the best results at the lowest price. At the present time we
are of the opinion that the electric process will supersede the
gas process on all steel welding and some of the rough steel

cutting. In the cutting of boiler steel and all close cutting,
however, and the welding of cast iron and the non-ferrous
metals, the gas process has unequaled advantage. We are
operating 75 gas torches and 1 acetjdene generating plant on
the .same general principle as obtains in the case of the elec-
tric arc welding equipment. It is also best to use gas welders
at all points where only occasional welding is done and which
would not justify the investment necessary for the installation
of an electric welder.

It is our belief that with approximately five times the
amount of electric welding capacity we have at present, we
can show at least five times the annual net saving, which
would amount to a million dollars a year, and that we can
with this equipment in operation show a saving of around
7.000 engine days per ^ear, which means that we would be
aMe to secure from our present engines a mileage that will
equal that whicli could otherwise only be secured by the pur-
chase of 23 additional engines.

DISCUSSION.

While many roads reported large savings by the use of
oxy-acetylene welding only, a few had installed the arc weld-
ing process. The field for electric welding is even wider
than for gas welding. Contrary to the opinion generally
held, cast iron can be welded by the electric process with
success. In judging the efficiency of welding, consideration
should be given to the elasticity of the metal in the weld as
well as the tensile strength. \\'elding can be done with ther-
mit where other processes prove unsuccessful: for instance,
the welding of main and side rods with thermit was prac-
ticed with entire success up to the time when the locomotive
inspection law, forbidding autogenous welding of such parts,
went into effect.

'.?°'d^''"'" ''f'^T'''
.^vejding equipment of the Rock Island was described

in the Katlway MecUamcat Enguxecr for June, page 307.

—

Editor.]



SIMPLEX CLASP BRAKE

A clasp brake adapted for use on either four-wheel or six-

wheel passenger car trucks is being manufactured by the

American Steel Foundries, Chicago. The design has been
worked out with a view to providing a truck foundation brake

gear that would perform its function in the most efficient

manner without sacrificing simplicity, strength and economy
of maintenance.

The brake rigging as applied to the truck consists of a

point of support at the center where a fulcrum jaw is fast-

ened. This is connected to a swing hanger suspended from
a spring steel bracket bolted to the truck frame. The brake
beams in turn support the levers and thus all movement and
support of the rigging is taken care of by swing hangers.

The adjustable brake heads, which are mounted on the

truimions, are of a special design to give the maximum space

for changing shoes, at the same time affording ample clear-

ance between the brake beams and the flanges of the wheels.

Bearings for the release springs are fastened to the brake

Arrangement of the Simplex Clasp Brake

double system of vertical levers just inside the wheels, con-

nected to one another through pull rods and to the brake

beams through fulcrum jaws. The brake beams, which are

suspended close to the horizontal center line of the wheels,

are straight drop forged members of an I-section, with

C)'lindrical brake head trunnions at both ends. Brake hang-

ers pivoted to the truck frame on both sides support the

brake beams at the heads. The brake beams have a third

beams to prevent chafing of the beams. Adjusting screws

are provided at the outer ends of the truck and give suffi-

cient movement to adjust the entire rigging, which is neces-

sary only when variations are made in the diameter of the

wheels. All moving connections are case-hardened to keep

the lost motion in the rigging to a minimum.
The type of construction used in the Simplex clasp brake

produces an even distribution of forces on all shoes. Inertia

596
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has been reduced by providing the most direct method of

transmitting braking force and by keeping the weight of the

parts as low as possible consistent with strength. Friction

has been minimized by the swing hanger method of support.

Since the rods all pass over some part of the truck it is

practically impossible for any parts of the rigging to fall

to the track. The design has been thoroughly tested by the

American Steel Foundries and is in extensive use.

TYPE "B" RAGONNET REVERSE GEAR
On the accompanying drawing is shown the general

arrangement of the "Type B" Ragonnet power reverse gear.

This gear has recently been brought out by the Economy
Devices Corporation, New York, and is a modification of

Details of the Valve Rocker and Connections

"the well known Ragonnet reverse gear now in extensive

service.

The most noticeable modification in the gear is the method

used in the older gear, has been retained and the method
of lapping the valve and maintaining air pressure in the

cylinder is the same in principle as that previously em-
ployed. The mechanical connections, however, have been
entirely changed and the gear possesses a number of operat-

ing features impossible of attainment with the older design.

Starting at the cab, it will be seen that the lower end of

the reverse lever is connected to the top of the combination
lever, while the crosshead arm and the lower end of the

combination lever are joined by a connecting rod. The
valve is operated by a rocker extending out through the

vah-e chest gland 19, the end of the outside rocker arm
being attached to an intermediate pin connection in the

combination lever. For any position in which the reverse

lever may be latched, it will be seen that the valve is lapped
when the piston has moved to a position in the cylinder cor-

responding to the position of the reverse lever. In this

respect the operation of the "Type B" gear is the same as

that of the previous type.

The construction of this gear is such, however, that the

position of the reverse lever must always correspond within

one or two notches to the position of the block in the link,

irrespective of whether or not air pressure is available for

the operation of the gear. This is brought about by extend-

ing the ends of the slide valve so that its movement in the

valve chest is limited in either direction to the amount
necessary to bring the cylinder port in line with the adjoining

air admission port through the valve. A slight movement
of the reverse lever causes the end of the valve to strike

the end of the steam chest and prevents any further move-
ment of the lever until the piston moves in the cylinder. The
rocker arm connection .37 in effect becomes the fixed pivot,

and the further movement of the reverse lever can only take

place at a rate proportional to the movement of the piston in

the cylinder. Should there be a tendency for the blocks to

drop in the links when the engine is standing with the air

pump shut off. excessive stresses might be set up in the

parts of the gear if the valve and combination lever were

6 36 27 "A 13 \2 26

General Arrangement of the Type "B" Ragonnet Power Reverse Gear

15 t6

fcy which the comljination lever is connected to the slide

valve, which materially decreases the length of the cross-

head arm and raises the lower end of the combination lever

so that there is practically no projection below the reverse

gear cylinder. A slide valve, modified in detail from that

depended upon to resist this movement. In order to protect

the gear under such conditions the reverse lever latch is so

arranged that the force transmitted to the reverse lever lifts

from the notches in the quadrant, thus permitting the lever

to follow the movement of the link block to the comer.
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When the valve chest is again under pressure, no movement

of the gear is possible beyond the slight amount necessary

to lap the valve until the reverse lever is moved.

In the construction of the cylinder and valve, cored pas-

sages have been entirely avoided, thus eliminating any pos-

sibility of trouble from coarse sand or scale at the valve seat.

The increase in the length of the valve has materially added

to the bearing surface and decreased the tendency toward

uneven wear. Uniformity of wear is also insured by bringing

the point of drive down close to the seat. The cylinder ports

in the valve seat recjuire an exhaust cavity in the valve but

one-half inch in width and, therefore, the unlnilanced area

is so small that the valve always moves freely.

The parts inside the valve chest have been so arranged

that there is nothing that can work loose or become displaced

after they have once been assembled. The valve is moved

by means of square blocks, which are placed on the inside

of the jaws of the rocker, 22. These blocks work in vertical

slots in the sides of the valve, and arc pivoted about the

ends of pins riveted in the rocker jaws. This construction

will be made clear by reference to the drawing of the rocker.

The rocker shaft is guided by the valve chest gland, 19,

through which it has a working fit. This gland is made
steam tight by the use of a ball joint ring, 24, which seats

against the end of the gland, the flat face bearing against

a shoulder on the rocker. The joints are sealed by the

pressure in the valve chest.

The piston is packed with a special type of packing which

has been developed especially for that purpose. Each ring

is made up of a special rubber core which will not vulcanize

under the saturated steam temperatures met with in locomo-

tive practice, and which is not affected by oil. Outside of

this core the ring is made up of a duck fabric arranged in

vertical layers, so that the edges of the material fomi the

wearing surface. Three of these rings are placed in each

piston and are held in place by a follow-er plate, the edge

of which bears directly against the packing. The guides are

of the bored type, and are cast integral with the front cylinder

head, thus making them self-centering.

A REMOVABLE DRIVING BOX HUB LINER
A removable hub liner for locomotive driving and engine

truck boxes has been patented by J. T. Mallard, and its ap-

plication is being handled by the Mallard HuIj Liner Com-

tively straight. The illustration shows Uie application of

the latter type.

As will be seen from the photograph, tlie brass hub liner

is cast with three lugs of circular section on the back face,

the diameters of which are 2,'4 in. The face of the bo.x is

planed off to provide a bearing for the liner and holes are

drilled at the proper locations to receive the lugs on the

liner. A hole for a 3i-in- pin is drilled in the top lug and
a corresponding hole is drilled through the driving box cast-

The Hub Liner Removed from the Box

pany, Newbern, N. C. This liner is made in two styles,

one for use on roads where considerable curvature is en-

countered and the other for use where the line is compara-

The Mallard Hub LIrer

ing in order that the liner may be held in place by the use

of a 34 -in. pin.

The type of liner used where considerable curvature is

encountered differs in the shape of the lugs which fit into

the face of the driving box. These are oblong, the exact

dimensions depending somewhat upon the design of the

driving box. The upper lug is placed horizontally and or-

dinarily measures about lYz in. long by lYz in. wide, the

ends being semi-circular in shape. The two side lugs are

placed vertically and are about 4 in. long. The liner is se-

cured to the liox by two pins, one being placed through the

top lug near each end.

It will be seen that the liner co\'ers the entire face of the

driving box, thus aftording a bearing for practically the full

area of the driving wheel hub. This is of advantage in that

it distributes the wear over a larger area. After the first

application of the Mallard liner, which should be made at

the time the engine goes through the shop, the lateral may
be taken up in from two to three hours for each pair of
wheels. With liners poured on the face of the driving box,

the taking up of lateral has always involved the shopping
of the locomotive, it being necessary to take down the rods

and drop the wheels in order to remove the driving boxes
and apply new liners. With the removable liner it is only

necessary to take down the pedestal binder, drop the shoe

and wedge and move the box over against the pedestal. This
allows sufficient clearance between the box and the wheel hub
to remove the liner and replace it with a new one. It is not

absolutely neces.sari' that the liners be pinned to the boxes,

as there is insufficient clearance between the face of the liner

and the driving wheel hub with the shoe and wedge in place
to permit the removal of the liner lugs from the pockets in

the face of the box. Their use is desirable, however, to pre-

vent undue pounding of the liner between box and hub.
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ACORN DIE AND HOLDER
A die and holder has recently been developed by the

Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation, Greenfield, Mass., which
permits of adjustment without in any way impairing the

accuracy of the lead. The die is also so designed that it

may readily be removed from the holder and reground.

By referring to the dissembled view of the die holder, it

will be seen that the die is secured to the holder by an ad-

justing cap which fits over the die and is threaded onto the

body of the holder. The cap is provided with holes in the

walls to permit the e.xit of chips which may collect inside the

base of the die. The adjusting cap is secured to the body in

any desired position by a nut lock. The nose of each die is

The Acorn Die and Holder Assembled

beveled to an angle corresponding to that on the inside cone
of the adjusting cap. Both beveled surfaces are ground,
thus assuring perfect contact and accuracy of adjustment.
The radial adjustment of the lands is accomplished by turn-

ing the adjusting cap on the thread of the body, the bevel

on the inside of the cap e.xerting a uniform pressure upon all

the lands and drawing them together to whatever diameter
may be required. It is evident that the lands are moved
radially and that their angular spacing is unaffected by the

adjustment, a condition which does not hold for either the

round split die or dies in which the prongs are held in a

split ring. The tracking of the lands, therefore, always
remains perfect.

The body, the stem of which is inserted in the shank, is

SHANK LOCK ADJUSTING
STOP SPRING / - BODY ^ NUT DIE _ CAP

. NUT / /

Dissembled View of the Acorn Die Holder

of ample dimensions to provide for any operating strain

that may be brought to bear upon it. The body is driven

by means of a cross pin which fits into the slot in the shank.

The body is not held rigidly in the shank. l)ut is permitted

a certain degree of lateral slide or "float."

The lands of the Acorn die are somewhat similar to those

of a spring die, but are shorter and wider. Their strength

is such that there is no tendency for them to twist. The use

of a special alloy steel in their manufacture permits their

successful hardening without distortion. In order to facili-

tate the necessary radial movement of the lands, the section

immediately back of the thread is reduced in thickness.

The lands are of uniform strength, however, owing to the

increased width at the base; this prevents any tendency to-

ward torsional displacement.

Notches in the base of the die register with dowels on the

body, thus securing a positive drive. The base of the die

and its seat on the body are accurately ground to a flat

surface, which insures absolute alinement w'hen changing the

dies or replacing them after sharpening. The opening be-

tween the lands facilitates the grinding the dies, which may

Sectional View of the Die and Adjusting Cap

be done by hand or by machine, in a special holder.
The illustrations sliow the regular Acorn die holder, but

releasing holders or adapters, by means of which tlie Acorn
dies may be used in machines or holders already in opera-
tion, may be supplied.

CAST STEEL PILOT AND ASH PAN
Among its several products the Commonwealth Steel Com-

pany, St. Louis, Mo., has had in successful service cast steel

pilots and ash pans. The pilot is shown in Fig. I. It can
be quickly applied, removed, raised or lowered, one means
provided for raising or lowering it being a rack. This con-
struction permits the alteration in height to be attained in

a few minutes. These racks on the backs of the pilots are

Fig. 1—Commonwealth Cast Steel Pilot

made to fit corresponding racks on the pilot beams, or on
separate brackets fastened to the pilot beams.

These adjustable pilots are cast in one piece and can
readily be made to meet the requirements of new or old
locomotives, They are strong, simple and duralile, requiring
practically no repairs, and in time make quite a saving
in maintenance cost, as compared with other types. Thev
are easily repaired when bent in case of wreck. One of the
designs embraces the requirements for both road and switch
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engines, a long step being placed at either side to meet switch
engine requirements when a road engine is used in yard
switching. The)' meet all Government requirements.

The cast steel ash pan is shown in Fig. 2. It is made
for single and double hoppers. These ash pans do away
with the frequent expensive renewals and repairs character-

istic of other types, as they are so designed that they do not
burn out. They also prevent live coals from scattering on
the roadwa)' and causing fires. As these pans do not warp.

a friction sleeve operating between two lugs on the side of

the Ijarrel member of the slack adjuster, automatically caused
the lengthening of the push rod members on the release of

the brakes to maintain a constant clearance between the

brake shoes and the wheels.

The drawing shows the application of the same principle

in a device, since developed by the Gould Coupler Company,
which has been materially altered and much simplified in

construction. The slack adjuster proper is attached directly

to the lower end of the live lever and through it passes the

push rod wliich in this case is in one piece. The friction

a tight door is maintained that retains the coals. They are

made up of but a few parts and have that advantage over

the built-up types. This type of pan will last a long time

and greatly reduces the maintenance costs for this particular

part of the locomotive.

TRUCK LEVER TYPE SLACK ADJUSTER
FOR FREIGHT CARS

In the June 14, 1916, issue of the Daily Railway Age
Gazette, page 1263, there appears a description of an auto-

matic slack adjuster for freight cars which was developed

by the Gould Coupler Company, New York. This slack

adjuster replaced the push rod in the truck brake rigging,

performing the functions of the latter, as well as that of the

slack adjuster. The function of the push rod was performed
Ijy two members, one of which telescoped within the other.

In the barrel, or hollow member, was a pocket containing

Details of the Slack Adjuster

sleeve is mounted directly on the push rod and the adjusting

rod employed in the original device has been replaced by
an adjusting bracket attached to the live lever at the same
location, but provided with a housing at the other end which
slides on the push rod and contains the friction clamp.

The operation of the slack adjuster may be made clear by
referring to the sectional drawing showing the arrangement
of the details. It will be seen that the slack adjuster body
A, containing four clamping dogs K is mounted on the push
rod C, the lower end of the live lever G being connected

directly to the body A. The spring L normally holds the

dogs A' in an oblique position in which they grip the push
rod and prevent any movement of the adjuster along the

rod toward the right. The friction clamp sleeve D may be

Universal Truck Lever Type Automatic Slack Adjuster

two friction grip dogs through which passed the solid, or

push rod member, the normal position of the dogs at an

angle of four or five degrees from a line at right angles to

the center line of the push rod preventing the latter from

telescoping, but permitting its movement freely in the other

direction to lengthen the connection between the lower ends

of the live and dead levers. An adjusting rod attached to

the brake beam fulcrum pin of the live lever, provided with

moved along the push rod, but considerable pressure is re-

quired to move it.

The device as shown in the drawing is in release position.

An application of the brake causes the upper end of live

lever G to move to the left, carrying with it its brake beam
and brake shoes until the latter bear against the wheel
treads. Furtlier movement then causes the push rod C to

be moved to the right, applying the brake shoes to the other
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pair of wheels. The distance H between the friction clamp

and the right hand shoulder of the adjusting bracket B is

just sufficient to permit the angular movement of the live

lever relative to the push rod required to take up the normal

amount of clearance between the brake shoes and the wheel

treads.

Any increase in this clearance due to brake shoe wear

causes the shoulder of the adjusting Ijracket to move the fric-

tion clamp along the push rod toward the left. On the release

of the brake, the parts again assume the position shown in

the drawing, the left hand shoulder of the adjusting bracket

striking the friction clamp D and, if the latter has been

moved to the left in the preceding brake application, caus-

ing the push rod C to move to the right through the slack

adjuster jaw by the same amount. The slack will thus be

taken up and only a normal amount of movement of the

parts will take place at the ne.xt application of the air

brake.

When the brake shoes are renewed it becomes necessary

to let out the slack. To do this, the release handle F is first

moved to the right, thus unlocking the dogs K and permit-

ting the push rod C to move to the left. The friction clamp
D is forced to the right until it strikes the right hand jaw

of the adjusting bracket, this operation being repeated until

the brake beams are far enough off the wheel to renew the

brake shoes. The proper adjustment of brake shoe clearance

will automatically be effected on the first application of the

brake.

MASON GREASE CUP PLUG
A new form of grease cup plug which is being used with

good results is shown below. As will be seen by referring

to the illustration, the plug is so constructed that it is se-

curely held even though it is screwed in but a short dis-

tance.

The design is particularly effective when used with

an internally threaded grease cup. It frequently happens

that after grease cups are freshly filled, the plugs cannot

be screwed into the cups more than three or four turns,

which does not furnish a sufficient engagement for the plug
and it is dislodged by vibration. It is claimed that with

^to3

1r I

Mason Grease Cup Plug

this type of plug dislodgment is prevented by reason of the

fact that when the cup is filled witli grease and the plug

screwed into place a certain amount of the grease is forced

around the screw blade, holding the plug in position. This
device has been adopted after extensive tests by one of the

large western roads. The plug has been patented by the

inventor, Fred Mason, Pittsburg, Kan.

ARCH TUBE CLEANER
The arch tube cleaner shown in the illustration has been

patented by R. M. Clark, foreman of the Nashville, Chat-

tanooga & St. Louis, and has been used on that road with

considerable success. This tool is made of substantial mate-

rial and is composed of a hollow spindle and eight round

Tool for Cleaning Arch Tubes

cutters. The cutters are made of steel and are tempered

hard. The tool is lubricated with hard grease and is ready

for service at all times. It can be attached to any turbine

motor and will remove the hard scale from arch tubes or

any kind of tubes successfully.

HUNTOON TRUCK BOLSTER

The Joliet Railway Supply Company, Chicago, has placed

on the market a new type of truck bolster known as the

Huntoon bolster. It is of the built-up type and embodies
the same principles of reinforcing of the tension member
that is used in the tension member of the Huntoon brake
beam.

Both the compression and the tension members are of

open hearth steel, the compression member being a channel

and the tension member a flat bar upset at the ends to re-

tain the full cross sectional area at the rivet holes. The
ends of the tension member are provided with shoulders

which interlock with the web and flanges of the compression
member, thus relieving the shearing strain on the rivets

New Type or Built up Bolster

The king post is of malleable iron of heav7 cross section.

The center plates can be furnished of malleable iron, cast
steel or drop forged, as desired. The bolster is adapted to
the application of either plain or anti-friction type side
bearings.

Tests have demonstrated that this type of construction
produces a bolster of great rigidity and strength. Sizes for
JO, 40, SO and 70-ton cars are now being manufactured
and the company is prepared to furnish them in any quan-
tities desired.
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A roundhouse of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

at Scranton, Pa., was damaged by tire September 13, and

14 locomotives were seriously damaged.

The Delaware & Hudson has made a general increase in

the pay of shopmen; said to be, for mechanics, from 45

cents an hour to 50 cents, and for helpers from 30 cents an

hour to iiy2 cents.

The State College of Pennsylvania announces special cor-

respondence courses in elementary engineering subjects,

established to meet the unusual demand for men in shops

and manufacturing plants.

A strike of shopmen of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient

was settled through mediation on September 14, following

conferences between committees representing the shop crafts

and officers of the road. The men had asked for a 10-cent

increase in wages, and were offered an increase of two and

one-half cents an hour by the company. The compromise

agreement, which was reached on September 14, provides for

an increase of from three to six cents an hour for mechanics,

helpers and car-men, and two and one-half cents for appren-

tices. The men had been off work for nine days.

According to advices received by the Texas Railroad Com-
mission, there is such a shortage of expert mechanics that

the Southern Pacific and the Santa Fe are meeting delay in

changing the fuel equipment of their locomotives from oil

burners to coal burners. The purpose of going back to the

use of coal is in order to conserve the crude oil supply for

war purposes. The demand for mechanics is said to be the

greatest ever known in the history of Texas. Thousands of

these skilled artisans have left the state during the last sev-

eral months to take employment in industrial plants in the

North and East. The railroad shops have been largely de-

pleted of this class of employees, and there is no source open

by which to fill the existing demand for them.

Recruiting officers in several of the large cities of the

country are advertising for recruits for five additional en-

gineer regiments, one of which, the 21st Engineers, will be

for constructing light railways. The remaining four in-

clude the 20th, forestry; the 23rd, highway; 25th, construc-

tion, and the 26th, supply and water supply. For the 21st,

the light railway, men trained in the following trades are

wanted: Timbermen, bridge carpenters, masons, pipefitters,

steamfitters, hoisting engineers, firemen, dinkey runners,

teamsters, track layers, construction foremen, pile drivers,

concrete foremen, telegraph linemen, riggers, cooks, machin-

ists, blacksmiths, transitmen, surveyors, draftsmen, store-

keepers, machine repairers, clerks, electricians, oilers,

painters, rod drillers, powdermen, signal installers and
bridgemen.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas management recently

came to an understanding with its shopmen with reference

to wage increases. The terms of settlement with the men
included a flat increase of 6;4 cents an hour to machinists,

boilermakers, blacksmiths, sheet metal workers and elec-

tricians, and to the helpers in the different trades and
helper apprentices. Regular apprentices were granted an
advance of zy^ cents an hour. The increases make the

standard rate of pay for machinists, boilermakers, black-

smiths, sheet metal workers and shop electricians for points

north of Muskogee, Okla., 50 cents an hour; for Muskogee
and points south, including Oklahoma City and McAlester
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and all points in Texas, 51 cents an hour, and on the Wichita

Falls & Northwestern, 52 cents an hour. Machinists, steel

metal workers and electrician helpers will receive SOyi cents

an hour at all points on the system and boilermaker and

blacksmith helpers 33 cents an hour.

Headlight Order Again Modified

The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced a

further modification of its locomotive inspection rules, post-

poning from July 1 to January 1, 1918, the effective date

of the requirement that new locomotives shall be equipped

with electric headlights, and providing that for locomotives

in service prior to that date the changes shall be made the

first time they are shopped for general repairs after that

date. All locomotives are required to be equipped liy July

Strike of B. & M. Shopmen

The machinists, blacksmiths and boiler makers of the Bos-

ton & Maine struck on August 31, and all the locomotive

repair shops, general and division, stopped work, about

3,300 men going out. Nearly half of these men were em-

ployed at the shops at Billerica, Mass. Conferences con-

cerning the requests of the men for higher pay have been

held a number of times since last April, when an increase

of about two cents an hour was granted and was made re-

troactive from January 1, 1917. In July the men asked for

a further increase of eight cents an hour. The New Haven
road has recently granted an increase and the receiver of

the Boston & Maine oft'ered to make the pay on the B. &
M. equal to that on the New Haven, but this was refused.

The increase on the New Haven, three cents an hour, brought

the rates up to a point a little in excess of the rates on the

Boston & Maine. .\n agreement was reached on September

8 at a conference between the strikers, the railroad officers

and the Massachusetts Committee on Public Safety, and the

3,300 men involved are now back in the shops.

Both the union and the railroad agreed that the wages

be raised five cents an hour, provided the men return to

work at once. The men asked for eight cents an hour, and

the remaining three cents will be submitted to an arbitration

for decision. Henry B. Endicott, executive manager of the

Public Safety Committee, was chosen the sole arbitrator.

' ...lu^J. iu.i..g^i;.^^-l:_^Uj.r.AU-a,t.v^'-;Jj>r

Personal Mention
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-•=--•
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MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
Tfjg following list givvs itaincs of secfctaiies, dates of next or regular

meetings and places of meeting of mechanical associations:

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, Room 3014, 165 Broadwav, New
York City.

American Railroad Master Tinners'. Coppersmiths' and Pipefitters'
Association.—O. E. Schlink, 485 W. Fifth St., Peru, Inci. Conven-
tion postponed.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Kar-
pen BIdg., Chicago. Convention postponed.

American Railway Tool Foremen's .Association.—R. D. Fletcher, Belt
Railway. Chicago. Convention postponed.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marliurg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelhia, Pa.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.— Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
ITiirty-ninth St.. New York.

Association of Railway Electrical Enoineers.—Joseph A. Andreucetti,
C. & N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Station. Chicago.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline. 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Chicago. Second Monday in month, except June, July and August,
Hotel Morrison. Chicago.

Chief Interchange C\Vi Inspectors' and Car Foremen's .Association.—
W. R. McMunn. New York Central, Albany, N. Y. Convention
postponed.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, C. H. & D.. Lima, Ohio. Convention postponed.

International Railway Fuel .Association.—J. G. Crawford, 547 W. Jack-
son Blvd., Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's -Association.—William Hall,
1136 W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Convention postponed.

Master Boilermakers' Associ vtion.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention postponed.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.

Convention postponed.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of U. S. and Canada.—

A. P. Dane, B. & M., R«ading, Mass. Convention postponed.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's .Association.—E. N. Frankenberger, 623 Bris-

bane Bldg., Buffalo. N. Y. Meetings, third Wednesday in month.
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio. Convention po.stponed.

TiAVELiNo Engineers' Association.—W. 0. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

W. L. Bean

GENERAL

W. L. Bean, whose appointment as assistant to the gen-

eral mechanical superintendent of the New York, New Haven

& Hartford, was announced in these columns last month, was

born on January 3,

1878, at Stevens Point,

Wis., and graduated

from the University of

Minnesota with the de-

gree of mechanical en-

gineer in 1902. The
same year he began

railway work with

the Northern Pacific as

special apprentice. In

December, 1904, he

went to the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe,

serving successively as

erecting shop foreman,

locomotive inspector at

the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works in Philadel-

phia, and machine shop

foreman at La Junta,

Colo. In January, 1909, he was appointed division fore-

man at Helen, N. M., and the following July was appointed

motive power assistant at Topeka, Kan. On February 1,

1912, he became chief engineer for the Oswald Railroad

Service Company, at Chicago, and on July 10, 1916, he en-

tered the service of the New Haven in the capacity of as-

sistant to the president.

William H. Bradley, who has been appointed assistant

to the general superintendent of motive power of the Chicago &
North \^estern, with headquarters at Chicago, as announced

in the Railway Me-
chanical Engineer for

September, was bom
in May, 1869, at

Momence, 111. He was
educated in the Chicago
public schools and be-

gan work with the Chi-

cago & North Western

on December 1, 1885,

as machinist helper.

From June 6, 1886, to

November 29, 1891, he
was a fireman, then

becoming an engine-

man, and in January,

1903, a road foreman
of engines. He was
promoted to assistant

master mechanic of the

Iowa division i n
August, 1907, and in. September, 1908, was made master

mechanic of the Madison division. In October, 1909, he

was transferred to the Iowa division as master mechanic.

H. C. EiCH, master mechanic at the Burnside, Chicago,

shops of the Illinois Central, has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power of the Chicago Great Western, with

headquarters at Oelwein, Iowa, succeeding G. M. Crown-
over, resigned.

W. H. Bradley
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William H. Fetner, general master mechanic of the

Central of Georgia at Savannah, Ga., has been appointed

acting superintendent of motive power, during the leave of

absence of F. F. Gaines.

J. H. FuLMOR, master mechanic of the Pennsylvania

Railroad at Mt. Carbon, Pa., has been assigned to duty on

the staff of the superintendent of motive power, Eastern

Pennsvlvania division, as inspector, with office at Altoona,

Pa. Jlr. Fulmor was born in 1874 and received his educa-

tion in tlie public schools. On June 9, 1891, he became an

apprentice with the Pennsjdvania Railroad and on July 1,

1S95, was made machinist. On January 16, 1899, he was

advanced to acting road foreman of engines and was made

master mechanic at Mt. Carbon, Pa., on April 1, 1905.

F. F. Gaines, superintendent of motive power of the Cen-

tral of Georgia at Savannah, Ga., has been granted a leave

of absence on account of illness.

F. N. HiiiBiTS, who resigned as superintendent of motive

power of the Lehigh Valley in 1915, to go to the Baldwin

Locomotive Works as assistant general superintendent, has

returned to the service of the Lehigh Valley, as superinten-

dent of motive power, succeeding H. C. Mty, resigned.

L. S. KiNNAiRD, master mechanic on the Pennsylvania

Lines at Logansport, Ind., has been appointed superinten-

dent of motive power of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with

headquarters at Danville, 111., succeeding J. E. Epler, re-

signed. '

Paul L. Grove, master mechanic of the Philadelphia

Terminal division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been

appointed superintendent of the Delaware division of the

Philadelphia, Balti-

more & Washington,

with office at Wilming-

ton, Del. Mr. Grove

was bom on Octolier 3,

1878, at Altoona, Pa.,

and was educated in

the public schools of

that city. From ISIay

1, 1894, to December

1, 1899, he was em-

ployed by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad as mes-

senger and machinist

apprentice in the Al-

toona shops. On Feb-

ruar\' 1, 1902, he was

transferred to the shops

at Columbia, Pa., as

inspector, and in Oc-

tober, 1904, became

shop foreman on the Bedford division. He was promoted

to assistant master mechanic of the Altoona machine shops

on Tuly 1, 1905, and was made assistant engineer of motive

power on the Buffalo division in September, 1910. He was

promoted on December 1, 1913, to master mechanic on the

Williamsport division; in October, 1914, he was transferred

to the Renovo division, and on July 1, 1916, he was agam

transferred to the Philadelphia Terminal division, in charge

of the West Philadelphia shops, and now becomes super-

intendent of the Delaware division.

H. C. May, superintendent of motive power of the Lehigh

Valley at South Bethlehem, Pa., has been appointed to the

same' position on the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville,

with office at La Favette, Ind., succeeding C. P. Burgraan,

assigned to other duties. Mr. May began his railroad ca-

reer%vith the Chesapeake & Ohio at Covington, Ky., where

he served as machinist apprentice from 1892 to 1896. He

p. L. Grove

G. O. Hammond

was then machinist for three years at the same place. In'

1899 he became a student in the Mechanical Engineering

School of Purdue University at La Fayette, Ind., from which

he graduated in 1902. He was then appointed master me-

chanic on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at

Louisville. Ky., remaining in that position until 1907. From
1907 to 1910 he served on the Louisville & Nashville as mas-

ter mechanic at New Decatur, .\la., and at South Louisville,

Kv., and from 1910 to about January, 1916, when he went

to the Lehigh Valley, he was superintendent of motive power

of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville. He now returns

to that road to serve in the same capacity.

G. O. Hammond, who has been appointed general

mechanical superintendent of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford with headcjuarters at New Haven, Conn., as has

already been an-

nounced in these col-

umns, was bom on

April 20, 1874, in New
York City. He gradu-

ated from the New
York public schools

and from Stevens In-

stitute of Technology,

where he received the

degree of mechanical

engineer. In Novem-
ber, 1898, he began
railway work as a

special machinist at the

Susquehanna shops of

the Erie Railroad. He
subsequently served as

special apprentice until

December, 1899; then

as draftsman to 1901,

and during the following year served as engineering clerk.

He was general foreman of the Meadville shops until 1903,

and later served as machinery inspector until 1905, and as

chief draftsman from January to July, 1905, when he
became mechanical engineer. He subsequently served as

assistant mechanical superintendent and assistant to general

mechanical superintendent until January, 1909, when he

liecame mechanical engineer for the New York Air Brake

Company. From February, to April, 1913, he acted as

assistant superintendent on the New York, New Haven &
Hartford. From May, 1913, to May, 1917, he was assistant

mechanical superintendent and then was appointed assistant

general mechanical superintendent, which position he held

until his recent appointment as general mechanical superin-

tendent.

R. J. Williams has Ijeen appointed superintendent of

motive power on the Pere Marquette, with headquarters at

Detroit, Mich., succeeding W. L. Kellogg, resigned.

Francis M. Waring, acting engineer of tests of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad at Altoona, Pa., has been, appointed en-

gineer of tests. Mr. Waring was born on September 28,

1879, at Charleston, S. C, and is a graduate of the Charles-

ton High School and Virginia Polytechnic Institute. He be-
gan railway work with the Northern Central at Baltimore,

Md., on November 14, 1898. On March 5. 1900, he entered

the employ of the Pennsylvania Railroad, on special duty at

Williamsport, Pa. On November 1, 1901, he was trans-

ferred to Baltimore on special duty and subsequently served

there as a machinist until July 17, 1902, when he again re-

turned to Williamsport to be assigned to special work. On
November 1, 1902, he became a draftsman there, and on
October 19, 1903, was made an inspector at Altoona. He
entered the test department on September 11, 1912, as fore-

man of the physical laboratory, and from June 1, 1917, until
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he received his recent appointment, he has been acting en-

gineer of tests.

James Young, Jr., assistant master mechanic of the

Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington at Wilmington, Del.,

has been appointed assistant engineer of motive power of the

New Jersey division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with

headquarters at New York, succeeding James B. Diven. Mr.
Young was born on May 25, 1885, and graduated from
Purdue University in 1907. His first railroad work was per-

formed as an apprentice in the summer of 1902. On June
19, 1907, following his graduation, he became a special ap-

prentice in the .\ltoona. Pa., shops. He w-as advanced to

inspector in the .\ltoona machine shop on June 27, 1909, to

assistant storekeeper on Novcmljer 15 of the same year, and
on December 16, 1909, was appointed inspector on the New
Jersey division. He was made assistant engine house fore-

man at West Morrisville, Pa., on November 1, 1910, and
from February 5, 1917, to September I, 1917, when he re-

ceived his latest appointment, he was assistant master
mechanic at Wilmington, Del.

W. H. S.\MPLE, master mechanic of the Grand Trunk at

Montreal, Que., has been appointed superintendent of mo-
tive power, with headcjuarters at Montreal, Quebec. Mr. Sam-

ple was Ijorn in 1864,

at Altona, N. Y., and
was educated at the high

school of his native

town. He began rail-

way work in 1882, as

fireman on the Central

Vermont, and in 1886
was promoted to en-

gineman. From 1887 to

1890, he served on the

Santa Fe System as en-

gineman, and then re-

turned to the Central

Vermont. In 1901 he

was appointed road
foreman of engines, re-

maining in that position

until 1906. He then en-

tered the service of the

United Fruit Company
as superintendent of motive power and car departments on
the Northern Central Railway of Costa Rica, Central Amer-
ica, resigning from that position in 1911 to go to the Grand
Trunk as master mechanic on the Ottawa division. He was
transferred as ma.ster mechanic to the western lines in 1914,

and in 1916 was again transferred in the same capacity to

the eastern lines.

MASTER MECHANICS AND ROAD FOREMEN OF
ENGINES

C. W. BuRKET has been appointed assistant master me-
chanic of the Monongahela division of the Pennsylvania

Railroad with office at South Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding

E. H. Newbury.

A. W. BvROX, master mechanic of the New York, Phila-

delphia & Norfolk at Cape Charles, Va., has been furloughed

from railroad service to enter the Officers' Training Camp at

Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.

A. McDoN.M.D. foreman of the erecting shop of the Grand
Trunk at Stratford, Ont., has been appointed assistant master

mechanic, with headquarters at the Montreal shops.

B. H. D.wis, assistant master mechanic of the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western at Scranton, Pa., has been appointed

master mechanic of the Scranton, Syracuse & Utica and
Bangor S; Portland divisions, with jurisdiction over engine

W. H. Sample

E. R. Bartley

houses and matters pertaining to road work; succeeding

F. H. Reagan, resigned to accept service elsewhere.

Charles W. McGuirk, general foreman in the motive

power department of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

at Scranton, Pa., has been appointed assistant master

mechanic at Scranton, succeeding B. H. Davis.

E. R. Battley, general foreman of the Grand Trunk at

Deering, Me., has been appointed master mechanic of the

Eastern lines, with office at Montreal, Que. Mr. Battle}'

was originally em-
ployed by the Grand
Trunk as a machinist

apprentice at Stratford,

Ont., from December 1,

1902, to December 1,

1907, when he became
a machinist. He served

in this capacity until

January, 1909, when
he was advanced to the

position of shop in-

spector at Stratford. On
March 12, 1910, he was
appointed locomotive

foreman at Fort Erie,

Ont., which position he
held till July 1, 1914.

He then was trans-

ferred to Deering, Me.,

where he served as gen-

eral foreman until he w'as promoted to his present position

in September, 1917.

W. J. McLean, for the past five years master mechanic
of the Kettle ^'alley at Penticton, B. C, has resigned.

Charles J. Hallewell, inspector in the office of the

general superintendent of motive power of the Pennsylvania
Railroad at Altoona, Pa., has been appointed master

mechanic in charge of

the company's shops at

Mt. Carbon, Pa., suc-

ceeding J. H. Fulmor.
Mr. Halliwell was bom
at Altoona, Pa., on
March 29, 1874. He
entered the service of

the Pennsylvania Rail-

road as a laborer in the

UK^^ ^^ Altoona shops on July
^^r ^^^^ 3, 1889. Two years

^f,'' .- ^^^^^ later he became an ap-

/ I ^^^^^g prentice, and on April
r I ^^^^m 22, 1895, he was pro-

^^^^^^K moted to machinist. On
^^^H^r October 1, 1899, hebe-
-^^^^^'^ came gang leader at

Altoona, and in iSIarch

of the following year
was advanced to fore-

man on the Pittsburgh division. Mr. Halliw^ell was made
assistant master mechanic of the Pittsburgh division on
Jlarch 1, 1906, and on December 1, 1912, returned to
.\ltoona as inspector in the office of the general superin-
tendent of motive power, acting in tliat capacity until Sep-
tember 1, 1917, when he received his appointment as master
mechanic at Mt. Carbon, Pa.

James B. Diven, assistant engineer of motive power of
the New Jersey division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at
New York, has Ijeen appointed master mechanic of the Phil-
adelphia Tenninal division, with office at West Philadelphia,

C. J. Halliwell
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Pa., succeeding P. L. Grove. Mr. Diven was bom on
October 21, 1878, at Landisburg, Pa., and graduated from
the Williamson School in 1898. He began his railroad
service on April 18, 1898, as an apprentice at the Altoona
shops. He was made machinist on May 15 of the following
year, and on April 1, 1900, was appointed in5[>ector in the
office of the assistant engineer of motive power at Altoona.
On August 1 of the same year he was made draftsman in the
office of the superintendent of motive power at Buffalo, and
on November 1 was appointed inspector. On Januar\- 15,

1902, Mr. Diven was advanced to the position of assistant

master mechanic at Verona, N. Y. He was promoted to

master mechanic of the Cumberland Valley Railroad on
September 30, 1904, and from April 1, 1907, until he
received his recent appointment, he was assistant engineer

of motive power of the New Jersey division.

Franklin E. Marsh, assistant master mechanic of the

Altoona machine shop of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has
been appointed master mechanic of the New York, Phila-
delphia & Norfolk, with headquaners at Cape Charles, Va.,

succeeding A. \V. Byron. Mr. ^larsh was bom on November
20, 1876, at Newark, N. J. He attended the public schools

of that city and completed his education in the Newark
Technical School. He was first employed in railroad sen'ice

on January 25, 1897, as a special apprentice on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, becoming a machinist on May 1, 1901,

and inspector in the Altoona machine shop on July 1 of the

same year. On July 12, 1902, Mr. Marsh was transferred

to the Wilmington, Del., shop, as inspector, and was made
assistant road foreman of engines of the Maryland division

on June 8, 1903. He was advanced to assistant master
mechanic at Trenton, N. J., on December 10, 1906, and was
appointed assistant master mechanic of the Altoona machine
shop on September 26, 1910, which position he held when
he received his recent appointment.

E. S. McMu,LAN has been appointed road foreman of

engines of the Grand Tmnk, Montreal terminals, succeeding
F. H. Holland, assigned to other duties.

Victor U. Powell, master mechanic of the Illinois

Central at Freeport, 111., has been transferred to the Chicago
Terminal and Illinois division, with office at Bumside shops,

Chicago, succeeding Henr)- C. Eich.

A. B. Ogil\te has been appointed road foreman of engines
of the Grand Tmnk, with jurisdiction over the thirt\--first and
thirty-second districts, including the Ottawa terminal, suc-

ceeding W. M. Cooper, assigned to other duties.

G. M. Wilson, assistant master mechanic of the Grand
Trunk at Montreal, Que., has been promoted to master
mechanic, with headquarters at the same place, succeeding
A. A. Mayer, retired. Mr. Wilson was bom in Belfast
Ireland, in 1867. .\fter ser^-ing a machinist apprenticeship
he entered the employ of the Grand Tmnk in November,
1890, as machinist, at Fort Gratiot. Mich., and subsequentlv
fiUed the positions of machine shop foreman, general fore-

man of the Toronto shops, general inspector of tests and
assistant master mechanic. In 1907 he had charge of the
layout, and superi'ised the installation of the entire machinery-
equipment of the main shops of the Western division, at

Battle Creek, Mich., and on the completion of this work
was located at Ottawa. Ont.. supervising the installation of
the power house in connection with the new station and the
Chateau Laurier.

SHOP AND ENGINEHOUSE

A. C. Adams, master mechanic of the Seaboard Ah Line
at Raleigh. N. C, has resigned that position to become
superintendent of shops of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford at Readville, Mass. Mr. .^dams was educated in
the common schools and served a machinist apprenticeship

on the Jlissouri Pacific. He went to the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific as a machinist in 1887 and was promoted
to master mechanic on the Colorado division in 1900, later
being transferred to the Oklahoma and Missouri divisions.
In 1906. he accepted a position as master mechanic on the
.Alliance division of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and
in November, 1907, went to the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western as master mechanic at Hoboken, N. J. In Novem-
ber, 1908, he entered the service of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, acting in the same capacity on the Shore
Line division. He resigned that position in February, 1911,
to become superintendent of motive power of the Spokane!
Portland & Seattle and the Oregon Electric & United Rail-
ways at Portland, Ore. In February. 1914, he went into
the supply business, but again entered railroad ser%'ice, be-
coming master mechanic of tlie Seaboard Air line, which
position he held until recentlv.

J. C. Breckenfeld, inspector of tools and machinery of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford, has been appointed
assistant superintendent of locomotive shops, with head-
quarters at Readville, Mass.

H. W. Brewer, formerly erecting shop foreman at the
\\'est Albany shops of the New York Central, has resigned
to become general foreman of the Du Bois (Pa.) shops of
the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.

Joseph Greiser, general foreman in the motive power de-
partment of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western at Scran-
ton. Pa., has been appointed superintendent of shops, with
jurisdiction over the Scranton locomotive shops.

John Reid, general foreman of shops of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford at New Haven, Conn., has been
promoted to the position of inspector of tools and machinery
suceeding J. C. Breckenfeld.

E. \'. ^\ILLL4MS, formerly general foreman of the New
York Central at the West Albany shops, has resigned to ac-
cept the position of superintendent of shops of the Buffalo,
Rochester & Pittsburgh, with headquarters at Du Bois, Pa!

CAR DEPARTMENT
T. A. Heminwav, car repair foreman of the Delaware &

Hudson at Colonic, N. Y., has been appointed divisional
car foreman of the Saratoga division, with headquarters at
Colonie.

J. E. O'Neil, car repair foreman of the Delaware & Hud-
son at Oneonta, N. Y., has been appointed divisional car
foreman of the Susquehanna division, with headquarters at
Oneonta.

PURCHASING AND STOREKEEPING
J. A. Brackett. division storekeeper of the .Atchison

Topeka & Santa Fe at Barstow. Cal.. has been transferred
to Calwa, Cal., succeeding O. H. Hansen, resigned to enter
military service.

John E. B\-ron has been appointed general storekeeper
of the Boston & Maine, with office at Boston, Mass.

C. N. Davids has been appointed purchasing agent of the
Denver & Salt Lake, with headquarters at Denver Colo
succeeding A. A. Dawley, assigned to other duties.

'

J. L Diessl has been appointed division storekeeper of
the .\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Riverbank, Cal suc-
ceeding H. R. Spann.

.u^^P\ •?''o'^^^
^^^ ^'^" appointed division storekeeper of

the Mobile & Ohio, with office at Tuscaloosa. .-Ma succeed-
ing W. O. Jamison, resigned.

f^u^'''!*\^^^'^''i''
''=" ^^^'^ appointed division storekeeper

of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe at Barstow, Cal suc-
ceeding J, A. Brackett.
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G. O. HixoN, division storekeeper of the Atchison, Tope-

ka & Santa Fe at Gallup, N. ^lex., has been transferred to

Winslow, Ariz., succeeding E. J. Burns, assigned to other

duties.

F. B. MacSwain, storeman on the Canadian Pacific at

Ogden, Alta., has been appointed storekeeper, with head-

quarters at Calgary, succeeding G. F. Rosengren, transferred

to Lethbridge.

T. W. Madden, storekeeper of the Canadian Pacific, at

Revelstoke, B. C, has been transferred to Coquitlam.

H. Shoemaker, district storekeeper of the Baltimore &
Ohio at Cincinnati, Ohio, will in future have jurisdiction

over the Northwest district and Chicago terminals.

H. R. Spann, division storekeeper of the Atchison, Tope-
ka & Santa Fe at Riverbank, Cal., has been transferred to

Gallup, N. Mex., succeeding G. O. Hixon.

W. E. Steen, storekeeper of the Baltimore & Ohio at

Washington, Ind., has been appointed district storekeeper,

with jurisdiction over the Southwest district.

N. C. Stibbs, storekeeper of the Canadian Pacific at Leth-

bridge, Alta., has been transferred to Nelson, B. C, suc-

ceeding D. S. Schofield, transferred to Revelstoke, B. C.

G. H. Walters, engineer of tests in the stores department

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Milwaukee, Wis.,

has been appointed assistant purchasing agent, with office at

Chicago, succeeding A. J. Jennings, resigned.

e ,
,

o » j^Y Trade Notes ;|

OBITUARY

C. S. Wood, for 21 years general foreman of the Boston

& Maine roundhouse at Concord, N. H., died on September

12, at the age of 54. Mr. Wood entered the service of the

Boston & Maine in 1881 as locomotive fireman, became an

engineman in 1885, and general foreman in 1896.

J. F. Enright, superintendent of the motive power and

car departments of the Denver & Rio Grande, died at his

home in Denver. Colo., on September 4, after an illness of

about one year. He was

bom at Savannah. Ga.,

in 1867, and entered

railway service in 1885

as a machinist appren-

tice of the Savannah,

Florida & Western, now
a part of the Atlantic

Coast Line, and re-

mained in the Savan-

nah (Ga.) shops of

that road until 1895,

when he was appointed

general foreman of the

shops at Montgomery,
Ala. He was subse-

quently general fore-

man of shops of the

same road at Waycross,
Ga., and later master

mechanic at Mont-
gomery, Ala. From January, 1902. to January, 1907, he was
master mechanic on the Mobile & Ohio at Whistler, Ala., and
from the latter date to December, 1909, was superintendent of
machinery of the International & Great Northern at Palestine,
Texas. From the time he left the I. & G. N. up to the time
of his death he was superintendent of the motive power and
car departments of the Denver & Rio Grande, with head-
quarters at Denver, Colo., and during a portion of that
period had jurisdiction also over the mechanical department
of the Western Pacific.

J. F. Enright

Ru^sell Dale, general sales manager of the Rich Tool

Company and manager of the Tungsten Valve Company,
Chicago, died in that city on September 22.

E. Kennedy, formerly assistant general foreman at the

\A'est .Mbany shops of the New York Central, is now con-

nected with Manning, Maxwell & Moore, with headquarters

at Chicago.

George E. Scott, vice-president of the American Steel

Foundries, has become associated with the work of the Red
Cross at Washington on the staff of the business manager,
H. D. Gibson.

The Acar Manufacturing Company, 30 Church street,

New York, has opened a Chicago office, in charge of Leland
T. Johnson at room 649, ^IcCormick building. Mr. John-
son will handle matters for this company in the western
territory.

The Macleod Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, manufacturers
of sand blast equipment and metallurgical furnaces, has
found it necessary to enlarge its plant in order to take care

of its rapidly expanding business and has increased its capi-
tal to $100,000.

Edward F. Carr)-, president of the Haskell & Barker Car
Company, Chicago, has been appointed director of the gov-
ernment shipping board with headquarters at Washington,
D. C. Mr. Carry will not sever his connection with the
Haskell & Barker Car Company.

.\rtliur C. Sullivan, formerly with the Hensley Trolley
Manufacturing Company, of Detroit, Mich., has been ap-
pointed a sales representative of the National Railway Ap-
pliance Company, New York. Mr. Sullivan will be attached
to the Chicago office of the company.

The Robinson Paint Company, Aurora, 111., announces
that it has purchased the plant, business and good will of
the Akron ilining. Milling & Manufacturing Company. The
Ijusiness will be continued along the same general lines as
heretofore, with the same organization.

Harry L. Allen, assistant fourth vice-president of the
American Steel Foundries, died at Cleveland, Ohio, on Aug-
ust 31. at the age of 35 years. Mr. .Allen had been with the
company 15 years, coming to it at the time of its organiza-
tion, from the American Steel Castings Company.

John E. Woods, formerly manager of sales of the Car-
negie Steel Company, the Illinois Steel Company and the
Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company, at Cincinnati,
Ohio, has been appointed assistant general manager of
sales, with offices in the Carnegie building, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Mr. \\oods succeeds John W. Dix, deceased.

Horace M. Wigney, formerly superintendent of transpor-
tation of the Pacific Fruit E.xpress Company, and recently

president and general manager of the Dairy Shippers'
Despatch Company and the Federal Refrigerator Despatch,
lias entered the railway supply and equipment business in

his own name, with offices at 750 Railway Exchange build-
ing. Chicago.

The McCarthy Drill & Tool Corporation of Toledo,
Ohio, with executive offices at 30 Church street. New York,
has purchased the Toledo Drill & Tool Company, of To-
ledo, which has just moved into a new and enlarged fire-

proof two-story structure, where it has arranged to turn out
large quantities of high-speed drills, in addition to a full

line of cutters and reamers.
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George A. Turville, secretary and treasurer of the Crucible

Steel Conipain-, has also been elected a vice-president. J. M.
McComb, credit manager, has been made assistant treasurer.

The Crane Packing Company of Chicago, manufactur-

ers of "John Crane" flexible metallic packing for all vapors

and liquids, announces the establishment of an Eastern

office in the Woolworth building. New York. Their en-

gineer, A. W. Payne, who has had much e.xperience with

packing problems in the oil, mining and industrial fields,

has been placed in charge of this branch.

The United States District Court for the Western District

of New York has handed down its decision that the Gould

'Simple.x'' system of electric car lighting is not an infringe-

ment of the Creveling patent, 747,686, owned by the Safety

Car Heating & Lighting Company, and has directed that the

suit be dismissed with costs to the Gould Coupler Company.

This disposes of the last charge that the Gould "Simplex"

system infringes any patent.

E. N. Sanctuary, president of the Oxy-Acetylene Appli-

ance Company, of New York, formerly engineer and secre-

tary of the Bowers Southern Dredging Compan_\', of Galves-

ton, Tex., and an experienced construction engineer, has

been commissioned a captain in the Engineer Officers' Re-

serve Corps, and has been assigned to the Washington office

of S. M. Felton, director general of railways, in charge of

the personnel of railway troops organized for service abroad.

The Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Company announces

that the constantly increasing demand for superior bronze

and brass castings has compelled it to enlarge its bronze

department and make a distinct unit of it under the name
of the Titanium Bronze Company, Inc. The company's

works are at Niagara Falls, N. Y. ; its sales offices at Buf-

falo, and its general offices at 165 Broadway, New York.

The Bradford-Ackermann Corporation, Forty-second street

building. New York City, has Ijeen made the eastern sales

office for the Young Brothers Company, Detroit, Mich. The
sale of Young ovens, for japanning and drying purposes,

will in the future be handled by this eastern office for the

New England states. New York, New Jersey, Maryland,

Delaware and eastern Pennsylvania. An engineering de-

partment will likewise be available for manufacturers in

the East who are interested in quick drying and baking

processes, and special oven designs will be offered to meet

various requirements.

W. G. Dunham, since 1907 in charge of the manufacture

of McCord & Co., products in Canada, with headquarters

at Brantford, Ont., died September 8 at the age of 62 years.

Mr. Dunham was bom in Canada, and came to this coun-

try as a young man. In 1884 he entered the employ of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and was with that road as

foreman of the old Sixteenth street passenger yards of that

company in Chicago during the Debs strike in 1894, when

he succeeded in keeping his department operating without

damage to railroad property. He entered the employ of

McCord & Co. in 1902, and prior to going to Brantford

was mechanical inspector.

H. McB. Parker, sales representative of the Hunt-Spiller

Manufacturing Corporation, Boston, Mass., who entered the

Officers' Training Camp at Plattsburg in May, and was

thereafter detailed to special duty in the Submarine Signal

Company, has enlisted in the United States Navy, and has

been assigned to one of the United States destroyers, which

has sailed for France. C. L. Galloway has been appointed

sales representative of the Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Cor-

poration for the Northeastern district. Mr. Galloway for the

last 18 years has been in the employ of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, in and about Bo.ston, and serving in vari-

ous capacities in the mechanical department.

Thomas H. Garland, president of the Garland Ventilator

Company, Chicago, whose death was announced in the

Railway Mechanical Engineer, last month, was bom at Au-

gusta, Me., on December 10, 1855. He entered railway serv-

ice as a brakeman with the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, at

Quincy, 111., in 1872, and several years later became bag-

gage man at the same point. In 1882 he was promoted to

clerk in the freight oiSce at Chicago, and later was ap-

pointed chief clerk in the same department, which position

he held until his appointment as superintendent of refrig-

erator car service. In 1908 he left the Burlington to en-

gage in the railway supply business in which he was inter-

ested until his death.

Frank W. Davis, manager of railroad sales of the Lake
Erie Iron Company, Cleveland, Ohio, died very suddenly

of heart disease at the Royal Muskoka hotel, Muskoka,
Canada, August 8. Mr. Davis was born in Cleveland,

January 1, 1857. He received his education in the Cleve-

land public schools and Oberlin College and commenced
his business career with Bingham & Phelps, who at that

time conducted a retail hardware business on Ontario

street. He afterward engaged as a commercial traveler, and
while on one of his trips he became acquainted with C. W.
Scofield, secretary and treasurer of the Lake Erie Iron

Company, who eventually employed him as a salesman for

that company. He remained in the service of the Lake
Erie Iron Company, for 27 years.

Automatic Straight Air Brake Company

The Automatic Straight Air Brake Company has been in-

corporated under the laws of Delaware with a capital stock

of $5,000,000 preferred and $20,000,000 common to manu-
facture and sell a new type of air brake, the invention of

Spencer G. Neal, who is the designing engineer of the com-
pany.

The directors are A. B. Boardman, A. M. McCrea, K. B.

Conger, H. I. Miller, C. R. Ganter, S. C. Holaday, A. M.
Trueb and G. C. Pierce.

The officers will be H. I. Miller, chairman of the board
and president; K. B. Conger, vice-president and treasurer;

A. M. Tmeb, secretary and auditor, and G. C. Pierce, chief

engineer. The office of the company is at 14 Wall street,

New York.

A railroad officers' demonstration of the brake will take
place in New York during the early part of October, and
arrangements for manufacture are well under way. The
company will not build its own plant until after the war.

Baldwin Locomotive Works

President Alba B. Johnson of the Baldwin Locomotive
Works announces the following changes in the organization

of that company and of the Standard Steel Works Company.
In the Baldwin Locomotive Works no change has been made
with respect to William L, Austin, chairman of the board,
or Alba B. Johnson, president. Samuel L. Vauclain, hither-

to vice-president, however, becomes senior vice-president;

Grafton Greenough, sales manager, now becomes vice-presi-

dent in charge of sales; J. P. Sykes, general superintendent,
becomes vice-president in charge of manufacture, and James
McNaughton, formerly vice-president of the American Lo-
comotive Company, becomes consulting vice-president.

In the Standard Steel Works Company, William Burn-
ham, heretofore president, has been elected chairman of the
board, and other officers have been elected as follows: Alba
B. Johnson, president; Samuel M. Vauclain, senior vice-
president; Robert Radford, vice-president and treasurer; A.
A. Stevenson, vice-president and engineer; Wm. H. Pugh,
Jr., secretary; T. L. Rogers, assistant treasurer, and O. C.
Skinner, works manager.
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„ ^. , Contrary to our expectations, it has
Enginehouse

,
.

-^ .,
,

^, ,.,.'. .

been impossible to publish in this issue
Terminal

^j^^ ^^^^^ winning articles of the engine-
Competition house competition which closed October

22. There were a number of contestants ami the judges

have not had an opportunity to study the papers sufficiently

to award the prizes. The decisions will be made shortly

and those to whom the prizes are awarded will be so ad-

vised. This problem is exceedingly important at this time

and was made the subject of a paper before the Western

Railway Club, which is published elsewhere in this issue.

Particularly good suggestions are brought out in this paper,

which should be carefully studied.

The M. C. B. Seven The new design of seven hundred

Hundred Pound 1™""^ "'"^el for forty ton cars adopted

„„ ,
by the Master Car Builders' Associa-

tion appears to have certain important

advantages. The perfonnance will be watched with great

interest when this type is placed in service. The principal

object of the new design is to lessen the liability of cracks

occurring in the plate of the wheel. Cracked plates are not

onl)' one of the most dangerous defects in wheels, but also

one of the most difficult to detect. The examination of a

large number of standard M.C.B. cast iron wheels which

failed in the plate showed that there was a tendency for sand

to gather at the re-entrant curve of the outer face of the

plate, thus reducing the effective strength at that point. In

the new arch plate wheel the section has been made thicker

and the curvature has been changed at this point to do away
with the tendency for sand to gather in the mould. It seems
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reasonable to assume that the alterations made in the design

will result in a considerable reduction of the wheel failures

due to defects in the plate.

Do Not Slight
Upon the running repair forces at the

engine terminals rests to a verj- large

extent the success with which the pow-
Work Reports g,- jg maintained and made to perform

its full duty. An engine failure at this time is more than ordin-

arily expensive and the locomotives are more liable to failure

because ever}' opportunity is ttiken to overload them. This

means that they must be kept in good condition. The engine-

I'.ouse forces should be so organized that the work reported to

be done on a locomotive when it is received at the engine

terminal, will not be slighted. A locomotive can be properly

iiKiintained only Ijy following the work reports closely. The
engineman is in better position to observe defects in a loco-

motive which interfere with its operation, than the inspector

at the terminal, and his report should be given careful consid-

ertition. Too many times the cngineman is prone to be too

general in his reports, and an energetic campaign should be

waged to impress upon their minds the importance of being

specific in their reports.

The reports of the road foremen of engines should be

watched with great care. These men, expert locomotive

drivers, are able from their long experience to accurately

diagnose the ailments of the locomotives. Their reports of

defects should be given the weight they deserve and the re-

])airs that they suggest should be made. The enginehouse
lias become the firing line of our transportation system; the

locomotives, the guns. Unless they are able to shoot straight

609
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and accurately, our transportation facilities will be crippled.

There is no question but what the forces of many enginehouses

should be enlarged, and unquestionably additional machine
tools would be of great assistance. The enginehouse men are

the ones that realize this better than an\-one else and they

should impress upon their superiors the necessity for rein-

forcements \\here they are needed. The condition of the loco-

motives at this time affects as never before the efficienc)- of

our transportation system. They must be kept running and
be made to do the full measure of their work. They cannot
do this unless they are properly maintained.

Slackers With the increase in pay for the

, workmen in almost every craft and the
in (he , . . ^ ^

large opportunities for overtime on
Repair Forces ^^^ nearly every railroad, the shop

men are making more money than ever before. Some of them,

forgetful, perhaps, of the importance of their work and of

the need their countr)' has for their services in the railroad

shop, take advantage of these "good times" and give them-

selves too frequently a day or two "off." In fact the practice

has become so general in some shops that it is necessary to

send messengers to bring the men back to work. Whether
these men realize it or not, they are slackers. The country,

and particularly the railroads, need the active service of every

man possible—and especially the craftsmen. If these men
are earning so much money that they can afford frequent hol-

idays, let them do the patriotic thing and buy Liberty bonds
or save their money for the ne.xt loan which is sure to come.

We must all do our duty to our country if we are to win

this war—and our duty is to do all the work in our particular

line we can, and a little bit more. If worse comes to worse

and the railways are unable to meet properly the demands for

power and equipment there is a possibility of the Government
taking over the railways and operating them as a military

machine. This surely is not to be desired. The men must be

made to realize how important a part they are playing in this

struggle—their duty is as clearly defined as that of the soldier,

sailor or marine. They must support by their labors the men
who are taking life and death chances at the front.

Rolling Stock Because of the e.xtreme shortage of

g. . material in Gemiany it has often been

wondered just what the condition of
in Germany

^^^ rolling Stock is in that country. A
small amount of information in regard to this is found in a

letter published in the Railway Gazette of London,

which was dated Berne, Switzerland, August 30. Partic-

ular attention is called to the lack of lubricants for both

freight and passenger cars. It has been noticed in Switzer-

land that the journal boxes of the cars in which German
iron and coal are sent are invariably empty. The Swiss

federal railways, in accordance with their custom, fill these

boxes and in this way Germany gets a little lubricating

material.

Concerning the condition of the equipment, but little

definite information has been obtained, but statements have

been made in Switzerland to the effect that while about eight

per cent of German cars and locomotives were ordinarily

under repair, at the present time over 23 per cent is out of

service for some reason or other. It is also stated that this

percentage has materially increased since the time the in-

formation was obtained. The correspondent speaks of cast

iron tubes being used in locomotive boilers, but undoubtedly

iron tubes are meant, as it was the custom of the German
railways to use lironze or copper tubes. Another interesting

bit of information is that steel passenger cars, the floors and
walls of which are covered with wood, are being built. The
cars are longer than the wooden cars and it is said that the

change is to be gradually effected on all German railway

lines. It is further claimed that these steel cars are much
lighter than the wooden ones because they require compara-

tivel\- far less material in their construction. It would seem

from this statement that these steel cars are being built in

an effort to conserve the lumber supply rather than as in this

country to provide a car which is materially stronger.

The financial condition of the railways is very well illus-

trated by the fact that surtaxes ranging from 10 to 16 per

cent on fourth and first class passenger tickets respectively,

are made with an extra charge for baggage of 12 per cent

above the ordinary cost of its conveyance. Further than

this, an additional charge of seven per cent has been made
on the freight charges of all goods sent by rail, whether for

short or long distances, and certain commodities must be sent

by water wherever this is possible.

Arrangement ^ '^^^ '-"'"' '^ •*" important factor in the

. p, transportation problem at this time.

The value of a car today is possibly
Repair Yards

higher than at any time in the history

of the railroads of this country. The cars must not only be

kept in repair, but they must be kept in action as much as

possible. The manner in which car repairs are handled in

the repair yards has a large bearing on the rapidity with

which the repairs are made. To indiscriminately switch de-

fective cars into the car repair yards will result in tying up
a large amount of equipment because cars requiring light re-

pairs may be pocketed between cars requiring heavy repairs.

By placing the heavies on tracks by themselves and the cars

requiring light rejiairs by themselves, less equipment will be

tied up.

The cars to be repaired should be examined by the car fore-

man as they are brought to the yard and the switching crews

should be made to spot the cars where the car foreman directs.

The extra time taken in switching will be more than saved by
getting the cars having the light repairs through the repair

yard in a burn,', and back into service. It is also desirable

to have an open end yard so that the damaged cars can be

brought in from one end and passed out repaired, through the

other end. It may be possible that a cross-over here and a

switch there will greatly increase the output of a repair yard.

The foremen in charge of these yards should give this matter
careful attention and be ready with facts to show how and
why their facilities should be improved. By doing this the

congestion of the car yards may be reduced and the car supply
will be increased.

Shop Efficiency

and

Illumination

Illumination considered in a field by it-

self has received but little consideration

in the railway shop. More often the

]>roblem of artificial lighting has been
met by the placing of a drop light here and there or by running
an extension from a nearby socket to the place desired and
hanging the lamp on some convenient or make-shift bracket
requiring the workman to move it about to suit his particular

needs. This is extremely undesirable both from the workman's
standpoint and from the net cost for the lighting.

Poor lighting facilities materially interfere with the out-

put of the workmen. Studies made of the effect of good light-

ing on shop production show that good light will add an
average of approximately one-half an hour a day per man
to the output which represents a production increase of five

per cent, brought about by an expenditure of onl>- one-half
of one per cent of the wages; a saving equal to ten times the
expense. The subject is of such importance that the Depart-
ment of the Interior recently issued a technical paper on
the relation between illumination and efficiency. The paper
points out that actual instances have been reported where
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production has been increased from two to ten per cent as a

result of imjjroved lighting.

Further than this, with a properly installed and adequate

lighting arrangement the men will be more contented, the

shop will be more easily supervised and the accidents will be

reduced. When it is rememliered that an accident not only

deprives the shop of the services of the workman but also

increases the actual operating expense due to the damage

claims, the advantage of reducing the liability of accidents

is evident.

W'ith the installation of any system proper arrangements

should he made for keeping the lights clean. There is nothing

on railroads that depreciates so rapidly as does the efficiency

of the lighting system. The rapid collection of dust and soot

on a lighting fixture will easily cause the illumination to be

reduced 50 per cent of its initial value in a short time. The
standard of cleanliness for lamp reflectors should depend

on a balance between the cost of cleaning and the loss by

not cleaning. It has been shown that the loss on a 1,000-

watt gas-filled lamp with porcelain enameled reflector will

be approximately $34 if allowed to go without cleaning

for a year. Figures available for an average shop show

that it is possible to clean such reflectors for an average cost

of $1 a month or $12 a year. It would obviously be poor

engineering practice to put in more light than was necessary;

therefore, it certainly is good practice to keep the reflectors

clean so that the installation will give the illumination it

was designed to give.

must be carefully watched. Everything possible should be

done now to improve them and prepare them for the winter

before it is too late.

In other years it has been possible to go into the winter with

a reserve of power. This year this cannot be done. It is not

a question of how many extra locomotives will be available,

but how can the power and the staying qualities of the pres-

ent locomotives be increased to meet the more severe condi-

tions and the constantly increasing demands. This is the

real problem of the mechanical department men today.

The War Interesting are the statistics showing

the performance of cars and locomo-
Performance ot

^.^.^_, .^ ^j^.^ country since war was de-
Cars and Locomotives glared and the Railroads' War Board

was organized in the early part of last April. With only

1.0 per cent more locomotives in service and only 2.3 per

cent more freight cars than in July, 1916, railroads operat-

ing 220,054 miles of line in July, 1917, handled 20.2 per

cent more ton miles of revenue freight. In other words, the

30,277 freight locomotives in service on the roads from

which these statistics were obtained, handled in July the

equivalent of 33,434,368,526 tons of revenue freight one

mile, or an average of 1,104,283 ton miles for each loco-

motive, as compared with 930,455 in July, 1916, an increase

of 18.7 per cent in the efficiency of each locomotive. The

revenue ton miles per car for this particular month increased

17.5 per cent.

This was accomplished by increasing the number of tons

of freight to each train from 617 to 681, or 10.4 per cent,

and loading an average of 2.7 tons more, or l!.l per cent,

in each car, while the average mileage run Ijy each locomo-

tive per day was increased 4.4 miles or 6.8 per cent. The
average mileage per car per day increased 1.9 or 7.2 per

cent. While the percentage of empty car mileage was in-

creased slightly, 3.9 per cent, the average number of cars in

shop or awaiting shop was reduced 9.1 per cent and the

average number of locomotives in shop or awaiting shop

was reduced 8.7 per cent.

In the months of April, May, June and July, 1916, the

average miles made per locomotive per day never exceeded

66 miles. In the same months of 1917 the average mileage

per locomotive per day never was less than 68.8 miles, and

in June it was 70.7 miles, and in May it was still more

—

71.3 miles.

These records show how well the railways, and particu-

larly the mechanical department of the railways, have re-

sponded to the call of the country for transportation. The
demands for cars and locomotives have been al)ly met but

the end is not in sight. The winter with its snow and ice

will be the real test. It is then that the locomotives, par-

ticularly, will prove their worth. Their steaming qualities

NEW BOOKS
Effects of Storage Uj'on the Prot'erties of Coal. Ey S. W. Parr. 44 pages,

6 in. by 9 in., illustrated, bound in paper. Published as Bulletin No.

97 by the Engineering Experiment Station, University of Illinois,

Urbana, 111.

A series of experiments, started in 1910, to determine the

effects of storage upon the properties of bituminous coal

has recently been completed by the engineering experiment

station of the University of Illinois. The object has been

to devise methods of storing which will avoid the risk of

spontaneous combustion and to determine the extent to which

coal deteriorates in storage. It is shown that, if properly

sized and carefully handled, coal may be stored without

danger of spontaneous combustion; that the actual loss of

heat value, or deterioration, resulting from storage is slight;

and that underwater storage eliminates entirely all risk of

spontaneous combustion or of deterioration. The extent of

the waste and economic loss incident to the present method
of seasonal production, with its attendant abnormal de-

mands upon transportation facilities is discussed, and it is

estimated that the lack of storage facilities in large dis-

tributing centers necessitates a capital investment in mines

and railroad cars of $500,000,000 in excess of the amount
which would be rec(uired if production could be maintained

at a uniform rate throughout the year.

Locoinnlivc HatidbooK. Compiled by the American Locomotive Company.
Bound in leather, 195 pages, 3J4 in. by 6 in. Published by the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company, 30 Church street, New York. Price 75

cents.

The locomotive designer has always felt the need of a com-

pact and concise source of information on the fundamentals

of locomotive design for his ready reference. The American

Locomotive Company has done much to supply this need in

this Locomotive Handbook which has just been published.

Heretofore the locomotive designer has been compelled to re-

fer to material published in various places to get the informa-

tion he desired on locomotive design, or else possibly to refer

to rather cumbersome notes compiled Ijy himself. The Loco-

motive Handbook will, therefore, fill a real need in the rail-

way field.

At the beginning of this book is given a brief description

of the American Locomotive Company. This corporation has

a full working capacity of 3,000 locomotives per year and

employs 20,000 men. This description is followed by for-

mulae and tables giving the tractive eft'ort of both simple and
compound locomotives. The next subject considered is Train

Resistance, the material being contributed by F. J. Cole, chief

consulting engineer of the American Locomotive Company.
It includes the resistance of freight and passenger cars of dif-

ferent weights and at different speeds, together with informa-

tion sliowing how the results of tests check with the values

given in the handbook. .\ comparison of the resistance of

four and six wheel trucks is made and interesting informa-

tion is included regarding the effect of a stop in increasing

resistance. All phases of the subject are considered, such as

velocity grades, acceleration, weather conditions, track re-

sistance, etc.

Some eighteen pages are devoted to the subject of locomo-

tive ratios, which is also written by ^Ir. Cole and is based
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substantially on bulletin 1017 issued in January, 1914, by

the American Locomotive Company. Illustrative examples
are given to show how the information given under this head
is to be used. Both saturated and superheated steam locomo-

tives are considered. Following this is a section of about
eight pages which gives the efficiency of longitudinal seams,

stresses in staybolts and crown stays, method of bracing the

back head and front tube sheet, the shearing stresses on
rivets, etc.

Interesting information is also given on counterbalancing

and fuel oil, the counterbalancing information being taken

from the 1915 proceedings of the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association. Ten pages are devoted to the In-

terstate Commerce Commission's rules on locomotive machine
and boiler inspection and testing.

The balance of the handbook contains methods used by the

American Locomotive Company in the design of a,\les;

crank pins, frames, piston rods, helical springs, elliptical

springs, location of gage cocks for various grades over which
the locomotive operates, piston thrust, etc. Information in

tabular form is also given regarding the proper pressures for

mounting wheels and piston rods. Several tables are in-

cluded showing the effective area of staybolts, the proper lo-

cation of tires on driving wheels, standard U. S. screw

threads, properties of saturated and superheated steam, pipe

threads, wire and sheet metal gages, moduli of rectangular

and circular sections, decimal equivalents, speed-second talkie,

tangent deflections, metric unit and U. S. equivalent tables,

etc. Information is also given regarding valve setting and
detailed instructions are included for setting the Walschaert

valve gear.

Much time and a great deal of care has been e.xerted in the

compilation of the information published in this book and it

will be of considerable assistance to railroad men interested

in locomotive design.

Locomotive Valves and Vah'e Gears. By Jacob H. Yoder. supervisor ap-

prentices, Pennsylvania Railroad, and George B. Wharen, instructor

mechanical engincerinp. University of Pennsylvania. 270 pages, 6 in,

by 9 in., illustrated. Bound in cloth. Published by D. Van Nostrand
Company, 25 Park Place. New York. Price, $3 net.

The purpose of the authors in the preparation of this vol-

ume has been to provide a treatise on valve gears to meet

the requirements of railroad shop men who wish to acquaint

themselves thoroughly with the operation of gears used in

modern locomotive practice, and to fit themselves to master

the intricacies of valve setting. The material has been com-

piled largely from notes used in the instruction of apprentices

, of the Pennsylvania Railroad and from knowledge gamed by
' the authors in practical shop experience. Ifighh- technical

discussions of the principles of valve motion have been

avoided.

The first chapter of the book is devoted to a description

of the various types of locomotive valves, and following this

the Stephenson and Walschaert valve gear are each dealt with

in detail, the relation of the various parts and the effects

of the inherent distortion of the motion upon the valve events

being covered in a way which should readily be followed by

the novice. The other valve gears used in locomotive ]>rac-

tice, including the Baker, Southern and Young gears, are

all described in a following chapter. The remainder of the

text is given over to a detailed study of the effect on steam dis-

tribution of alterations in the valve and its events, and of

locomotive valve setting.

The text is well illustrated throughout with diagrams

and photographs and the book will be a valuable addition

to the library of any ambitious mechanic. While not pri-

marily a treatise on valve design, the book should prove of

value to the designer and engineer engaged in locomotive

work, as in it may be found a description of most of the

devices which have been adapted to locomotive valve and
valve gear practice.

A PROTEST!—EDUCATE THE TRAINMEN
KuHEKA, Cal.

To THE Editor:
When reading your editorial in the October issue on car

maintenance, showing the necessity for doing the work in

such workmanlike manner that the car would stay off the

repair track, it occurred to me, as it has often occurred be-

fore on reading similar articles, how seldom the matter of

the abuse of cars by trainmen and switchmen is touched

on. In the present day movement of cars, and especially in

the freight yards, it is one continual crash and bang. Half
the time the trainmen are too indifferent to give signals.

If the cars fail to couple on the first impact, a violent come-
ahead signal is given which generally does the work.

Not all of the fault lies with the men by any means.

Trainmasters have their arms in the air, as it were, crying,

"Get over the road." It is understood, of course, by the

tens of thousands of freight car maintainers all over the

country, that the object of the transportation department
is to keep down overtime in their department. This is a

worthy object as we car men admit, but we suspect that it

results in the trainman being extra destructive, a tendency

he always has to a greater or lesser degree.

Everyone will admit that there never has been any con-

struction which did not have its limit of endurance. This
jjarticularly applies to cars and especially to wood under-

frame cars, of which a large number are daily in service in

competition with steel cars and steel underframe cars. Now
I wish to state, in defense of the car repair force of the

United States that we do not get a square deal from the

transportation department. In its endeavor to save one
hour of overtime for five men, it creates and fosters an al-

read)' destructive spirit which costs the railroads of this

country many times what it is endeavored to save. How
in the name of "Sam Hill" can a car man in the ordinary

course of his work on the rip track, put into the draft s'lls

and the draft timbers of a wood underframe car more than

was put into it by the designer when the car was first built.

Oceans of cars are interchanging today that were built with

short draft timbers reaching as far as the body bolster, w'th

exceptionally poor end sills in addition, many of them being

cut almost through to bring the coupler up to the proper
licight; and lots of them have deadwoods utterly inade-

quate to with.stand the destructive handling the cars are

given by the transportation department.

What can the repair man do about it? He can apply new
draft timbers, a new end sill and probably piece out the

center sills, knowing all the time that a train crew if a little

hurried or slightly exasperated, can knock the whole thing

to smash in one second. It is doubtless true that the car

maintainers of the United States need touching up, but I

claim, and I can bring several hundred thousand car men
to back the assertion up, that the crying need is supervision

of the trainmen. They should have some regard for the

railroad's property, which may mean a slight increase in

the time getting over the division, although I doubt it, and
will undoulitedly save thousands upon thousands of dollars

now spent in repairing cars that are hit just a few hundred
tons harder than they were made to stand.

R. J. QUINTRELL,
Foreman Car Pepartnient.

Hea\'v Shipments of Peaches.—The New York State

Peach Belt shipped this year 6,625 carloads of peaches, as

compared with 4,459 cars last year, the best season on record.



Foreign Machine Tool Demands
Yearly Output of American Builders Tripled ; Export

Demands Expected to Continue After the War

THE demand for American macliine tools at the present

time and what it will be after the war was quite

clearly shown in a series of addresses by representa-

tives of foreign countries at the sixteenth annual convention

of the National Machine Tool Builders' Association which

was held in New York, October 30 and 31. The conditions

indicate flattering possibilities for the builders and at the

same time a prolonged demand for tools that can not be ig-

nored by the purcliasers of machine tools in this country.

A large part of the export requirements after the war will

be railway shop tools.

The demand for tools at the present time for the manu-
facture of munitions and for the upbuilding and mainte-

nance of the various industries and railroads involved, di-

rectly or indirectly, in the great war machine is large, and

will continue to be so while the war lasts. J' B. Doan of

the American Tool Works Company and president of the

association, stated in his opening address, that during the

last three j'ears there has been built about the same number
of machine tools as would ordinarily he built in ten years.

He said further regarding the war recjuirements that "any
machine tool l)uilder who does not bend all his mental ener-

gy to the solution of the problem of rapid output, is a lame

soldier in the firing line. We must literally spend sleepless

days and nights, for we are the 'machines behind the men
behind the guns. No machines—no guns. The machine

shops of this country are the real reserves of the army. Our
country needs the service of the machine tool manufacturer

now more than it ever has before. This terrific struggle

means more than physical effort, it means strains of every

kind, it means heavy ta.xes, it means personal sacrifices, it

means work and lots of it."

In speaking of the future Mr. Doan called attention to

the fact that on account of the present large production of

machine tools there may arise the condition of an oversup-

plied market which, if it were found to exist, must be given

careful consideration. Regarding the export trade, he said:

"The machine tool builder must further improve his prod-

ucts, must grow more efficient and must deal with all nations

in an open-minded, honest, straightforward way, which will

permit us to extend our world trade to every country where

a machine tool is used."

CONDITIONS IN ENGLAND

Henry Japp, C. B. E., deputy director general in the

United States for the British Minister of Munitions, Pro-

duction Department, spoke of the conditions in England.

The following is an abstract of his remarks:

I am sure you gentlemen who manufacture machine tools

must all realize the great responsibility that rests on your

shoulders today, for without the machine tools of America

the Allies could not have reached their present dominating

position. This is a war of machinery, of the building up
in three years of a machine to smash the war machine of

Germany that was surreptitiously built up in the last forty

years with malice aforethought to conquer the world.

The production of munitions, of course, depends almost

solely on machine tools. The output in England is today

twenty times what it was two years ago. There has been

made in the cost of the manufacture of munitions for Great

Britain during the last year, a saving of $200,000,000 over

the costs of production for the previous year, and workmen
have been so prosperous that out of their savings they have

contributed $200,000,000 to the war funds. The emplov-

ment of women in the manufacture of munitions and the

dilution of laljor with women, in the case of machine work,

amounts to as high as 60 per cent, and these women have

been able to earn, working piece-work, 90 per cent in ex-

cess of the time rate. They are employed in all manners
of industries; viz., gage making, machining shells, foundry

molding, glass blowing and shipbuilding, and, of course,

agriculture. The maimed soldiers are being carefully

et|uipped with artificial limbs and trained as skilled work-

men.
Duration of War.—As to the possible duration of the

war, I am no prophet, but each year the suggestion has

gone out from Germany that the Germans cannot last anoth-

er Winter. This is the same old effort to put the nations to

sleep that was practiced for forty years while the Germans
were preparing for the conflict. Make no mistake, let us

not be deluded; the war, whether it ends this year or later,

must l^e prosecuted as if it were to last for many years.

Our combined effort must not relax or the good work already

done will be lost. Germany is the nation that passed through

tlie thirty years' war, so we know they have a great reserve

of staying power and we must not be deluded by false pre-

dictions of early breakdown.
Conditions After the War.—H the British array is dis-

banded at the rate of 40,000 men per week it will require

tiiree years for the work, but as arrangements are perfected

this work will no doubt be accelerated. Prolialily the same
scale will apply to all the Allies.

Before the war we had not sufficient courage to spend

$35,000,000 a year on welfare and betterment work, but

today we spend that much per day for destruction, so that

we will never again fear to invest our capital in pulling

down and reliuilding the wretched hovels in which the poor

of Europe are housed and in carrying on lieneficent work.

There will he endless work to be done after the termina-

tion of the war in construction and reconstruction. The
supplies recjuired to reinstate the devastated mdu.strial sec-

tions of France and Belgium, to say nothing of making up
for the neglect in the up-keep of the British railway systems

and other puljlic utilities will surely keep the machine tool

trade full}' occupied for many years, especially as at present

so much machinery is allowed to run without repair.

BELCIUIM NEEDS R.AILRO.AD SHOP TOOLS

E. G. Todd, of E. Isberque & Co., Antwerp, Belgium,

discussed the machine tool situation in Belgium, an abstract

of which follows:

Belgium has never been a country which has produced a

great number of machine tools. Aside from a few shops

which produced heavy lathes for railroad work, which were
not of a modern design, and two or three lathe constructors,

the country was devoid of machine tool builders. There are,

how'ever, a large numl^er of shops which require machine
tools. In the district of Liege alone there are 250 machine
shops, including both the large and the small. During the

idle period occasioned liy the war the Belgians have re-ar-

ranged their plants so that they will Ijecome much more
modern and l^etter organized as soon as they can be re-

equipped.

During the first two years of the war, certain factories in

Belgium were fairly busy, but the German government have
stopped the export of tlieir products and have now stripped

every plant in Belgium of all the machine tools they could
find. There will, therefore, be a large number of tools to

61.-?
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be purchased to rehabilitate the plants, and contrary to gen-

eral opinion, the Belgians will have funds with which to

pay for the tools. Certain Belgian manufacturers are

ready to put up the necessary cash for paxment of the goods,

and it ma_\- be of interest to add that all the gold which was

held in the National Bank in Brussels has been saved, as

well as the gold in a good many other banks and is now de-

posited in the Bank of England in London. A number of

large Belgian firms have sister firms operating either in

France or other countries, which will help to restore the

plants in Belgium. Also the large profits made in the Bel-

gian Congo during the war will be of assistance.

Before the war the largest exporters of machine tools into

Belgium were Germany, then America, then England and
Sweden in a minor degree. No doubt, the Germans will en-

deavor to find means of exporting their machine tools again

to Belgium after the war, but the Belgians, however, will

surely devise means to exclude these machines. The Ger-

mans specialize a good deal on railroad tools.

After the war, tools of all descriptions will be in great

demand by the Belgians, particularly the labor saving ma-
chinery, as labor will be scarce. There are certain classes

of tools which are possibly more in demand in the Belgian

market than any other country and to which the American
manufacturer has not yet devoted enough attention. These

are the heavy railroad tools. There were no less than 19

railroad shops in Belgium before the war, which were pro-

ducing IcKomotives for all parts of the world, and most of

the tools required for the production of these machines were

supplied by Germany, who made very costly and intricate

tools which were not at all well received by the workmen.
Some of the railroad tools required in Belgium are of a

special nature as compared with the tools used in America.

For example, in Belgium freight car wheels having cast steel

centers with forged steel tires shrunk on are used. Tools

wliich must be of heav>- construction must be made to make
these wheels. Strong attention is drawn to this fact as bor-

ing machines, axle lathes, slotting machines, wheel turning

lathes, etc., for this heavy type of work will be in demand.
There should be a very promising future for American

machine tools in Belgium after the war. A report has been

published in which it is stated that the Belgian government
estimates that $400,000,000 worth of tools, machinery and
raw materials have been taken by Germany.

SOUTH .AMERICAN SITUATION

G. E. Briggs, a representative of the National City Bank
of New York at Buenos Ayres, Argentina, spoke of the ex-

port market in South America, saying in part as follows:

Germany realized the danger of abandoning the foreign

markets to her competitors and prior to the struggle filled

the custom houses of South America with merchandise evi-

dently calculated to supply the demands of those countries

for the duration of the war. Today, after three years of

war, German products are still obtainable in South America.
The grasp which Germany had on tlie South American trade

was so strong that a large proportion of the merchants say

frankly that they are waiting impatiently for the moment
when they can resume their satisfactory trade with Germany.

Argentine.—While the Argentina is purely a cattle and
agricultural country, there is a considerable importation of

machine tools for use in the .government and railroad shops.

However, as 75 per cent of the railroad mileage of the

Argentine is owned by English capital, 14 per cent by the

state and 1 1 per cent by French companies, most of the sup-
plies are purchased through London and Paris. Prior to

the war 75 per cent of the machine tools imported, exclusive

of those for the use of the English railroads, were of Ger-
man manufacture. The Germans have adapted their ma-
chines to various u.ses such as in a lathe, by providing a

deep gap in the bed which will accommodate work of 80 cm.

in diameter, whereas a lathe of the same size without the

ga];i would admit of work with a diameter of only 30 cm.

The majority of the American tools in the Argentine are

in the shops of the English railroads and have been pur-

cliased by the London offices of those railroads from the

F^nglish offices of the American manufacturers. Only a few

.American machines are in tlie government shops and still

fewer are in the smaller industries.

Chile.—.\ favorable market exists in Chile. The prin-

ci|ial users of machine tools are the government, and when
I mention the government I include also the railroads, which

are all state owned, and the mines. The government shops

are largel)' equipped with .\merican machine tools at the

present time. A great estal)lishment is now being built

there by an .\merican concern, to construct locomotives for

the state roads. The Chilean government and Administra-

tion of Railroads usually buy their supplies through houses

in Chile. Occasionally, however, at a time like the present,

wlien they are encountering the greatest of difficulty in ob-

taining supplies, they send a commission to a European or

to the American market. A commission of five or six young
men has come from Chile to the L'nited States to study the

.American railroad system. They intend to spend two years

in this country, and it is expected that they will be the ones

to dictate the Chilean railroad policy of the future.

opportunities in RUSSIA

R. Poliakoff, assistant professor of mechanical technology,

Technical Institute, Moscow, Russia, and a member of the

Russian Purchasing Commission in the United States, spoke

on Russia as a market for American machine tools. He
said, in part, as follows:

Russia became acquainted with American machinery many
years before the war broke out and has learned its value and
has acknowledged its superiority as compared with similar

products of other countries. In the last two or three years

preceding the war, the importation of machinery to Russia

amounted to approximately $4,000,000 to $5,000,000. Of
this about $1,000,000 came from the United States, the same
amount from England and the rest from German)'. While
there cannot he the slightest doubt that in most cases the

German machine tools were of inferior quality, they, how-
ever, served the purpose quite satisfactorily, supplying the

ordinary user with a cheaper machine.

It is noteworthy that the tx'pes of German machinery were,

so to say, inspired by the United States products and in

many cases they were an imitation. As an example, a bolt

and rivet forging machine of certain size, which is classified

by the .\merican manufacturer for making rivets up to 1 in.

diameter, was copied by a German manufacturer who speci-

fied that it is capable of producing rivets up to 1'4 in. or

even 1
' _> in, in diameter and so he was able to produce a

machine which was considerably cheaper than the .Ameri-

can machine of the 1 ;/> in. capacity. If the machine be-

came injured, the operator was held at fault. There is not

the slightest doubt that the demand for machine tools in

Russia after the war will be very great. All of the rehabili-

tation of the region, the devastation of which was so thor-

oughly attended to by the Germans, will have to lie carried

out as quickly as possible when peace permits. Whatever
conditions exist now in Russia, which are not as hopeless-

ly bad as they are pictured by some sensation seeking news-
papers, the country is undergoing a process of regeneration

and reconstruction which will require machine tools. Ma-
chine tools are helping and will help us to win the war;
machine tools will help us after the war, when we shall

want them perhaps even more than now to improve our liv-

ing conditions.

There is not the slightest doubt that Russia can be a

good market for .American machine tools after the war, and
in order to avail themselves of this market the .American
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manufacturers will have to be interested in it and see that

they are properly represented by reliable parties.

FRANCE A HEAVY IMPORTER OF TOOLS

Roger P. Redier spoke on the machine tool situation in

France. An abstract of his remarks follows:

Appro.ximate figures of import of machine tools to France

by America, Germany and England, the three principal im-

porters, for a period of five years before the war show a

yearly average of $2,283,000. The imports of machines

from America alone to France for the last three years

amount to $50,126,807, or $16,708,935 yearly. These
figures at first sight are enormous, but if it is considered

that the machines have been run to their utmost capacity

and 24 hours a day with only the most urgent repairs be-

ing given them, the above sura sliould be divided by three

to give a more comparative figure.

The fact that French manufacturers are very conserva-

tive and do not scrap macliines, but repair them and use

them over again, does not present a very favorable outlook

for after the war business. However, the condition of

France after the war will be such that there will be a large

demand for laljor saving machinery, and France will be an
altogether different nation industrially. The industries that

will have to be rehabilitated and the new industries that will

develop will require the aid of America and of American
machinery. France will have to rebuild and re-equip her

destroyed factories, rebuild her rolling stock and her mer-

chant marine. All this will demand machine tools.

After the war there will be two classes of machine tool

buyers, the ones that have been engaged since the beginning

of the war in manufacturing war materials and the others,

less fortunate, whose factories have been destroyed or closed

during the struggle. The first, altliough they will require

machine tools of certain type to stabilize their regular manu-
facture, will not be for a little while what we call heavy

buyers. The other class will require the most attention and
there is no doubt that in order to re-start their business they

will require easy terms of payment.

There are good reasons to believe that the machines pur-

chased by the American government for export to France

for military purposes will never come back and will be sold

on the spot after the war, which might create at that time a

little disturbance in the market.

RAPID DE\ELOPMENT IN SPAIN

Henry S. Moos, of the American Machinery Syndicate of

New York and Spain, spoke on the machine tool situation

in Spain. He spoke, in part, as follows

:

Industrial life in Spain has now reached a degree of activ-

ity never known before, and that country is beginning to

take a more prominent position in the world's market of

machine tools than heretofore.

At the beginning of 1916 Spain possessed 8,700 miles of

railroad track and heavier locomotives have now been acquired.

A prominent indu.stry in Spain is the railway and tram-

way car building industry. There are five factories in

Spain, two of which are very important. The largest plant

is located near the French frontier and is manufacturing its

own axles, tires and wheels and is turning out thousands of

railroad cars per year. A new corporation has just been

formed for the manufacture of railroad equipment, cars, tires,

locomotives, forgings. etc.. and one of the engineers of this

concern is at the jiresent time in the United States studying

conditions with a view of purchasing several hundred thou-

sand dollars' worth of machinery.

In view of the difficulties which a number of Spanish

manufacturers have experienced in securing machine tools

during the period of 1914 to 1915 from the United States,

an entirely new industry has been created in Spain. Be-

fore the war practically no machine tools were produced
there. Today, there are at least 20 firms, some of them em-
ploying as many as 500 and more men engaged in the manu-
facture of a wide range of machine tools, principally upright
and sensitive drilling machines, screw cutting lathes, engine
lathes, planers, shapers, etc. New factories are sprouting
up like mushrooms and the continuous development of

Spanish industrial life must necessarily create an ever grow-
ing demand for new and additional equipment to keep and
start industries going. The opportunity for American manu-
facturers to obtain a lasting foothold in Spain is greater now
than it ever has been. The number of machine tools ship-

ped to Spain in the last three j'ears from this country alone,

is probably larger than the sura total of such machinery
shipped into that territory during the 20 preceding years.

WORD FROM OUR RAILWAY MEN IN
FRANCE

An interesting letter from Charles Gibson Brown, Jr.,*
who recently went to France with the railway regiment as

lieutenant in Company E, 19th Regiment, U. S. Engineers,
gives an excellent idea of what our boys are doing over there.

He writes as follows, his letter having -been abstracted some-
what :

"Today we started work. Owing to delays in shipment
of overalls, tools and all manner of equipment, we had . a
busy two weeks' work getting set, but with a hundred and
one topically French delays, we got off. We have taken over
parts of the Paris-Orleans shops. They do not compare
with those in Altoona, but they are bigger than the average
Pennsylvania shops, except those at Philadelphia and Tren-
ton, and have many American tools. The engines range from
those much smaller and older than any we have to those

as big as our regular freight engines or even a bit larger.

Our men started in on a bit of an engine, built in 1885
in Alsace Lorraine, and now in yard service. Starting at

6 :30 a. m. with one and one-half hours out for dinner,

they had the engine completely dismantled by S p. m., ready
to start repairs. The French have been in the custom of

taking three or four days to get this far, from what I under-
stand. When our men get accustomed to the work and the

new system of measurements, they will do still better.

"I get up at S a. m. and walk to the shop. I could write

for an hour on shop conditions and the many strange peoples

working in them, including French women who do all kinds
of work. After having been away from shop work for over

four months, the clang of the boiler shop w-as like music.

For the most part, things are much like the equipment in

the American shops. The French go at the work in much
the same general way, but in a much slower and more pains-

taking manner than we do at home. We find quite a few
machines built in the United States and a number of Ger-
man make. I am general foreman of the erecting and ma-
chine shops. This work covers that part of my special

apprenticeship. I have 1 20 men under me.

"When this reaches you I will have finished ray fifth

month in uniform, and have not had a single regret over

going into the service. Together with the other officers

stationed here. I made a little trip to the country. It is a
fine country; full of remains from ancient and near ancient

history. The houses are built into the cliffs and we saw
old city walls, ruined castles and so on.

"In any bo.xes you send, put in magazines, especially

those full of pictures. They are most liked. The men will

appreciate the Christmas box you speak of sending. Have
met Captain Walker, formerly of State College. It was a

sight for sore eyes to see him in the dining room when we
came in for dinner."

' Mr Brown is a 191b gr.itluate of the Pennsylvania State College.
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RAILWAY REGIMENTS' TOBACCO FUND
Recent despatches from France have told of the splendid

work being done by the nine regiments of American railway

men who are now operating an important French strategic

railroad. The service which they are rendering is highly

important and while they do not take part in the fighting

they are exposed to all the dangers of warfare. These men
enjoy tlie distinction of being the first American soldiers to

be actually under tire in the war zone in France.

As a means of showing their appreciation of what the

members of the raihvay regiments are doing for their coun-

try, a movement has been started by persons connected with

the railway supply industr}- to raise a "Railway Regiments'

Tobacco Fund." The committee in charge of the fund is

made up of F. \. Poor, president of the P. & JI. Company,

chairman; Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age

Gazette, secretary; E. H. Bell, president of the Railroad

Supply Company and president of the National Raihva)'

Appliances Association; George A. Post, president of the

Standard Coujiler Company and president of the Railway-

Business Association; R. P. Lamont, president of the Amer-

ican Steel Foundries; J. M. Hopkins, president of the

Camel Company; and A. C. Moore, vice-president of the

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company. John R. Wash-

burn vice-president of the Continental and Commercial

National Bank of Chicago, w^ill act as treasurer of the fund.

The movement has the heart)' endorsement of Samuel ]SL

Felton, president of the Chicago Great Western and director-

general of the military railways of the United States. It

is hardly necessary to. say that smoking is one of the prin-

cipal means of enjoyment of the soldiers. Deprived of

their usual comforts the solace which tobacco affords is al-

most a necessity. Anyone accustomed to American tobacco

can derive little pleasure from that which is sold in France

and for that reason it is necessary to send tobacco from

this country, and since it is difficult to secure the deliver)-

of shipments in bulk it must he forwarded by parcel post.

Mr. Felton estimates that each of the nine railway regi-

ments now in service will require 20 packages of tobacco of

15 pounds each, with the necessary cigarette papers, and five

pounds of pipe tobacco weekly. This would make a total

for the nine regiments of 2,160 pounds, which w-ould cost

approximately $1,080 per week.

A circular letter is now- being sent to railway supply con-

cerns requesting them to subscribe $10 a month for fifteen

months from October 1, 1917, to January 1, 1919, this

subscription to be terminated at an earlier date should the

war end before the expiration of that period.

It is hoped in this way to raise an amount sufficient to

provide "smokes" for all tlie members of the existing nine

railway regiments.

Lip to October 30 subscriptions had been received from

the following companies:

Ajax Torge Company, Chicago, 111 Ho cover 15 monllis) $150

Aiax Rail .Anchor Co., Chicago 10 a month

Americ-in Flexible Bolt Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa 10 a month

American Manganese Steel Co., Chicago Heights, 111 10 a month

American Steel Foundries, Chicago 10 a month

Bronze Metal Co., Ne^v York, N. Y 10 a month
Buckeye Steel Castincs Co.. Columbus, Ohio 10 a month
Bucvrus Co., South Milwaukee, Wis 10 a month

Buda Company, The, Chicago (to cover 3 months) 30

Camel Co., Chicago, 111 • 10 a month

Dilworlh, Porter & Co. Pittsburgh. Pa 10 a month

Economy Devices Co., New York, N. Y 10 a month

Haskell & Barker Car Co., Chicago, 111 10 a month
Imperial Appliance Cc, Chicigo 10 a month
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co 10 a month
Interstate Iron S; Stce! Co., Chicago 10 a month
MacRae-s Blue Book, Chicago 10 a month
Madden Co.. Chicago, 111 • • 10 a month

Morden Frog & Crossing Works. Chicago (to cover 3 months) 30

More .lones Brass Si Metal Co.. St. l.ouis. Mo 10 a month

Mudge & Co., Chicago 10 a month
Ohio Injector Co., Chicago 10 a month
Okonitc Co.. New Yo-k 10 a month
Paxton-Mitchell Co., Omaha. Neh 10 a month
Pennsylvania Tank Car Co., Sharon, Pa 10 a month

Poole Brothers, Chicago 10 a month
Prendergast Co.. Marion, Ohio 10 a month
Pyle-National Co., Chicago, 111 10 a month

P. & M. Co., Chicago. Ill 10 a month
Q & C Co., New York 10 a month
Railroad Supply Co., Chicago, 111 10 a month
Railway Age Gazette, New York, N. Y 10 a month
Railway Review, Chicago, 111 10 a mouth
Railwav Steel-Spring Co., Chicago 10 a mouth
Roberts & Schaefcr Co., Chicago (to cover 15 months) 150

Rvan Car Co., Chicago, 111 10 a moulh
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York, N. Y 10 li luoulh

Sargent Co., Chicago, 111 10 a mouth
Sellers & Co., Wra., Philadelphia, Pa... 10 a month
Sherburne & Co., Boston. M;tss 10 a utoiilh

Spencer Otis & Co., Chicago 10 a mouth
Standard Croupier Co., Wew York, X. V Ill a mouth
Standard Forgings Co., Chicago, III 10 a month
Standard Steel Car Co.. Chicago, III 1" a moulh
Valentine S- Cj., New York 10 a uuuilh

Vapor Car Heating Co., Chicago 10 a mouth
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey, III 10 a mouth

Checks should be made payable to "John R. Washburn,

treasurer," and forwarded to "Samuel O. Dunn, secretary,

Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund, Transportation Build-

ing, Chicago."

A MESSAGE FROM THE TRAVELING
ENGINEERS

At a meeting of the executive committee of the Traveling

Engineers Association, B. J. Fceny of the Illinois (.eni i

iind president of the association, addressed the members

pointing out the duty of the traveling engineers in this world

war, saying in part as follows:

"It is well for us to rememljer that the railways are going

to have their hands full to give the necessary service. As

em|jloyees w-e are asked to give the liest of our tiileni -'nj

energ)-, as well as suggestions for bettering conditions that

come to our attention. The Nation wants our co-operation.

Let us all be Americans—both in fact and name.

"While much has been done by the members of this asso-

ciation, I wish to remind you what can be done in the way
of greater assistance to the Council of National Defense.

The conservation of fuel is one of the most serious problems

confronting the Government and the railways today. Many
railways have already organized departments for supervising

the handling and performance of locomotives. With the

cost of fuel as great as it is now, the most rigid economy

should be practiced and to this end enginemen must be

thoroughly trained—they must be shown how to get the most

out of every pound of fuel fired. The only way to do this

is bv super\'ision. It will therefore be necessary for the

traveling engineer to give the closest attention to firing

methods and inspection of idle engines under steam, with a

view of reducing to a minimum the consumption of coal. It

is of great im])ortance that locomotives be loaded to their

full capacity. This not only helps to relieve the congestion,

liut more work will be obtained from availalile power.

"The modernizing of old locomotives will require a great

deal more attention with a view to bringing them up to

maximum efficiency. In modernizing old locomotives we

muj't et|U'|i them to take the place of new nn_-s tl' ' '
-11,11 i

be built in time. We are now in position where all locomo-

tives and all men must do more than ever.

"The traveling engineer, from his past experience as a

locomotive engineer, can prove very valuable to the railways

in co-operating with the operating department. It is there-

fore up to us to take counsel together and see if we cannot

help reduce the cost of fuel and make more perfect the

transportation chain."

.Action was taken Ijy the executive committee on both

this and next year's work. It was decided to publish the

reports of the committees who have prepared them for the

annual meeting which should have lieen held in September

l)Ut was postponed on account of war conditions. New sub-

jects were .selected for consideration Ijy the association for

next year. A committee was appointed to offer their ser-

vices to President Willard, Chairman of the Railroad De-

partment of the National Board of Defense. The next meet-

ing will be held September 10, 1918, at Chicago.



Use of Pulverized Coal in Brazil
This Method of Burning Coal Has Made Available
Quantities of Brazilian Fuel for Railroad Purposes

AS much as the railroads and industries in this country
are suffering from the present fuel situation, the

problem is insignificant when compared with that

of Brazil. With about 500,000 square miles of territory

containing deposits of coal which can be easily mined and
transported to the industrial centers. Brazil has been forced

vrew of the Front End of the Tender Showing the Distributing
IVIachrnery

to import this material from Europe and America because of

the fact that up to the present time it has been found im-

possible to burn the domestic coal successfully. In 1915

there was imported 1,346,147 metric tons, 561,150 of which

came from America. The price of this coal has more than

doubled on account of the war, the average price now paid

dinary grates is impossible. The analysis of the coal is

as follows:

Moisture from 2 to 8 per cent

Sulphur from 3 to 9 per cent
Volatile from 14 to 28 per cent

Fixed carbon from 34 to 58 per cent

Ash from 26 to 30 per cent

The relatively h!gh volatile and carbon content make it

very desirable for fuel if it can be burned successfully.

The Brazilian fuel situation is of national importance and
has a direct bearing on the political situation. Several ex-

tensive and expensive investigations have been made to find

a means for successfully using this fuel, but until 1915 the

liroblem remained unsolved. At that time an article ap-

]5earing in the Railway Age Gazette describing tests made
Ijy the Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company of New York,
with pulverized coal on locomotives, was called to the at-

tention of the government by the director of the Central

Railway of Brazil, Dr. Mi,guel .Arrojade Lisboa. This
method of burning fuel not having previously been con-

sidered in connection with the Brazilian coal. Dr. Joaquim
de Assis Ribeiro, chief of traction of the Central Railroad

of Brazil, was sent to this country to make an investi-

gation. The possibilities of this method were so apparent

that 50 tons of Brazilian coal was shipped to this country

for tests on the pulverized fuel burning locomotives. These
tests proved so satisfactory that in May, 1916, Dr. J. J. da
Silva Freire, sub-director and locomotive superintendent of

the Central Railway of Brazil, came to this country for

further investigation, paying particular attention to the me-
thod of using pulverized fuel in both locomotives and sta-

tionary boilers.

As a result of the second investigation the Central Rail-

way of Brazil decided to install a pulverized fuel preparing

plant, having a capacity of 15 tons per hour, to be used for

steam locomotives and stationary boiler equipment at shops

located at Barra do Pirahy, which is about 6S miles north

Pulverized Coal Burning Locomotive for the Central Railway of Brazil

being about $40 per ton. Even at this high rate Brazil has

been unable to obtain more than 75 per cent of its require-

ments.

The difficulties encountered with the use of Brazilian

coal are due to the large amount of sulphur and iron pyrites

contained in it, which combined with the ash forms such
a large amount of clinker that efficient combustion on or-

of Rio de Janeiro. The plans and specifications for this

equipment were prepared by the International Pulverized

Fuel Corporation, the foreign agents of the Locomotive Pul-

verized Fuel Company under whose direction the Brazilian

pulverized coal tests were made. At the same time an order

was placed for twelve 10-wheel passenger locomotives to

be equipped with that company's pulverized fuel burning

617
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apparatus. These locomotives were built by the American

Locomotive Company.
The ground was broken for the pulverizing plant May

17, 1917, and the plant was placed in operation August 22.

The first locomotive fired with pulverized fuel was put into

ser\'ice August 27 and the rest of the locomotives were put

into commission at the rate of one a day thereafter. On
September 9 the first run was made with the pulverized

National coal. This run was made with considerable cere-

raonv, the president of the republic riding the locomotive

throughout the trip. A report of the trip from an observer

is given below;

"The first official e.xperience with our national coal pul-

verized was realized yesterday, September 9, on the Cen-

tral Railway of Brazil, with the special train that trans-

ported Dr. Wencenslao Braz, president of the Republic of

Brazil, and his stafi". Locomotive 282 was attached to the

president's special train at Barra do Pirahy and pulled it

to Cruzeiro, a distance of 147 kilometers, or about 90 miles,

the time being three hours. The trip w-as made with ex-

cellent results, particularly in the long stretch between Barra

do Pirah\- and Cruzeiro.

"During a great part of the trip the president remained

Back Head of the Pulverized Fuel Burning Locomotive withi the Cab
Removed

in the locomotive cab, assisting with the feeding of the

firebox with the national coal pulverized in the plant re-

cently constructed at Barra do Pirahy, the coal having come

from the Sao Jeronymo mine. The president of the re-

public showed himself very much impressed with the calorific

value of the coal and the ease and regularity with which

steam pressure was maintained by the locomotive through-

out the trip, and without any smoke.

"The tonnage of the train was 210, which was hauled

back, the total coal used being, as well as I can estimate,

about 4 tons. The running time going was three hours

exactly; the return ,> hours and IS minutes. President Braz

sent a telegram to the minister of public works, as follows;

"The fuel problems of our country have been solved." He
also sent a telegram of congratulations to Dr. .\ssis Ribeiro.

The President and the director expressed themselves as

being entirely satisfied and highly pleased at the demonstra-

tion, and also as to the simplicity of the machinery and
control over the fire, which was thoroughly demonstrated
while they were on the locomotive.

"On leading the locomotive cab for his car, the President

embraced effusivelv the engineer and fireman, and congratu-

Interior of the Pulverizing Mill

lated Dr. .\guiar ilareira, director of the Central Railway of

Brazil, on the results obtained."

.\t the conclusion of the trip the president sent the follow-

ing telegram to Dr. Traveres de Lyra, minister of railways;

"From Barra do Pirahy to Vargem .\legre I traveled on
10-wheel locomotive No. 282 fitted for the use of pulver-

ized fuel, with excellent results. The trip w'as made with a

velocity of 65 kilometers per hour, having a train of 210

units behind it. I take great pleasure to give you this com-
munication, whicli I am certain will be received la)' all Bra-

zilians interested as a solution of one of our most important

national problems. Salutation.

—

Wcticeiislao Braz."

With the successful use of native coal, Brazil has solved

one of its most perplexing economic problems. The Bra-

zilian government has contracted to equip 250 of the loco-

motive on the Central of Brazil with tlie pulverized fuel

burning equipment during the next five years. This con-

tract also includes the equipping of stationary boilers and
industrial furnace.s.

The 12 locomotives which were built in this country and
sent to Brazil equipped to burn powdered fuel weigh 172,000
lb. and have a maximum tractive effort of 28,300 lb. They
have a gage of 5 ft. o in., cylinders 21 'S in. by 28 in., driv-

ing wheels 68 in. and weigh 122,000 lb. on drivers. They
are equipped with firebrick arches and superheaters, have a

total heating surface of 2,149.7 sq. ft. and a superheater

heating surface of 428.2 sq. ft.

The illustrations show- a view of the locomotive, a view
of the back head of the locomotive with the calj removed,
the front end of the tender containing the pulverized fuel

distributing machinery and interesting views of the pulveriz-

ing plant.

Federal Postal Profits.—The Post Office Department
announces that the profits of the department for the fiscal

year ending on June 30 last amounted to more than §9,000,-

000; and that sum has been paid in to the Treasury Depart-
ment as a contribution to the general fund.



Converted Switch Locomotives
Obsolete Twelve-Wheel Freight Locomotives Adapted
To Switching Service by Altering the Frames

BY W. H. HAUSER
Mechanical Engineer, Chicago & Eastern Illinois

THE Chicago & Eastern Illinois has an engine class con-

taining 16 12-wheel freight engines which were built

in 1897 and 1899. When these engines were placed in

service they were among the largest hauling freight. The
size of freight equipment has increased so greatly, however,

simply by removing the engine truck and the rear pair of

drivers. In the case of our 12-wheelers, however, this con-

version had never been considered as the engines were not

designed to permit proper weight distribution if this sim-

ple plan of conversion were followed. It was found neces-
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v..

Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total

Wheel base, engine and tender
\yeight on drivers ^ tractive effort.

Simple cylinders, diameter and stroke
Driver wheel diameter
Boiler, style tirebo.x

Boiler, working pressure
Firebox, length and width
Flues, number and outside diameter
Heatin.ij surface, flues

Heating surface, tirebox
Heating surface, total

Grate, length and width
Grate area
Tender, weight light

Tender capacity, water and coal 6,

fore conversion,
12 wheeler

15 ft. 6 in.

25 ft. 4 in.

54 ft. 7 in.

3.96
21 in. by 26 in.

55 in.

OG
200 lb,

126 in. by 41 in.

2.S8—2 in.

2.045 sq. ft.

IM sq. ft.

2.242 sq. ft.

126 in. by 41 in,

55.8 sq. ft.

42,500 lb.

,000 gal.—Utons

After conversion.
6 wheel switch

12 ft.

12 ft.

45 ft. 2 in.

4.53
21 in. by 26 in.

55 in.

OG
200 lb.

126 in. bv 41 in.

288—2 in.

2.045 sq .ft.

197 sq. ft.

2,242 sq. ft.

94 in. by 41 in.

26.8 sq. ft.

41.000 lb.

5.O00 sal.— 10 tons

:ind the center line of the cylinder by 17 in. that the weight

on all three pair of drivers would be very evenly divided

—

in fact, more evenly than is frequently the case with newly
built si-x-wheel switchers. Below is shown a table of these

weight distributions:

Twelve wheeler. Six wheeler,
afterbefore

conversion

Engine truck 35,050 lb.

First pair drivers 35,050 lb.

Second pair drivers 35,050 lb.

Third pair drivers 35.250 lb.

Fourth pair drivers 35,100 1b.

conversion

50,900 lb.

57,800 lb.

52,000 lb.

Fig. 3 shows the frame of the 12-wheelers before conver-

?s'?|-.

„ -^f-ITi'^f-

=1 I I p' I o?l I'M sV^—"^"^

,

.. M ^v>'—i^j,—n^-s'xfaiiai

Fig.

se"- >(< 7/ ->|< si-

3—The Frames of the Twelve-Wheel Locomotive Before Conversion

In converting the locomotives data covering actual or sion and Fig. 4 shows the frame as redesigned with the

computed weights were collected for the entire engine and even distribution of weight over three pair of drivers,

its various parts. A center of weight was found and the The metliod follow^ed in changing the frame was quite

driver spacing was then sketched preparatory to a complete novel and interesting. The upper and lower front frames

Equipped mfh SImightA
^ Phltorer these

j\JaMS hrCylinden

j
k- --6/-".

I It'; \Shortened HokiinTopf^-
^^'^ ' •tier, of Main Frame H^kfed, SSufS Htdrilkd

•ait / -i-lfm.

{Unafhened iTl

rhe Finished Frame for the Six-Wheel Switch Locomotive

consideration of the work necessary for conversion. As a were removed and delivered to the bhicksmith shop. Six

result of these computations it was found that by lengthen- holes were plugged and welded in the Idacksmith shop^ in

ing the distance between the second and third drivers by 17 the rear end of both "top frames in order to match with the

in. and by shortening the distance between the first driver holes in the top front tonijue of' the main frame, while the

Fig. &—The Frames Ready for Welding In the Additional Material Between the Second and Third Drivers
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rear end of the lower front frame was straightened and cut

off to fit as shown. The main frames were cut with the

Oxweld torch between the second and third drivers and
separated and 17 in. of each of the front upper main frame
tongues were cut off by the same means.

Fig. 5 shows how the frames looked after the blacksmith

and machine work had been completed and they were ready
for welding in the 17-in. pieces between the second and
third drivers. These pieces were welded in with the Oxweld
torch. The finished job had a neat appearance. Cost fig-

ures covering Oxweld method of cutting and welding this

frame as compared with taking down the entire frame and
welding it by the blacksmith fire method are as follows:

Cut and weld with Oxweld
$117

Taken down, cut, weld and
replace by Blacksmith Fire Method

$386

There are other minor items in connection with the change
in the design of the locomotives such as a new and heavier
guide yoke brace and a new cast steel guide yoke. The main
rods were shortened 17 in., while the side rods between the

second and third drivers were lengthened 17 in. The spring
rigging had to be altered but to offset this was the salvaged
old springs and the fact that repairs and renewals would
have been necessary with the old spring rigging anyway.
When the first engine was placed in service it was found
that owing to the size of the firebox the firing had to be
watched with the greatest care, in fact too closely to permit
of good economical operation. The engines had always been
free steamers in freight service when properly fired and now
when placed in switch service they became too erratic. After
a few trials this trouble was overcome by disconnecting and
laying firebrick over three of the front grates and building
a wall 27 in, high at the rear end of these Ijrick. Since,
five converted engines have operated with great success and
the others are to be converted as conditions permit.
The total cost of the extra work attendent on converting

a single engine and over and above the general repairs and
credits obtained for material removed was approximately
$450. The converted engines have been very successful in
service both from a mechanical and operating standpoint.

Prevention of Locomotive Smoke*
The Effect the Brick Arch Has on Smoke and the
Reasons Why Sufficient Firebox Volume is Necessary

BY J. T. ANTHONY t

IN
the 1913 proceedings of the Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation a report was made in which it was stated that

a 50 per cent reduction in smoke was obtained by the

use of the brick arch. The tests from which this informa-

tion was obtained were made with Penn gas coal, having

70

1
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134-in. mesh screen, the coal having the following compo-
sition :

Fi.Ned carbon 54.00 per cent
Volatile matter 31.00 per cent
Moisture .92 per cent
-Ash 14.08 per cent
B.t.u. per pound of dry coal 13,088

This locomotive had 70 sq. ft. of grate area, a barrel com-
bustion chamber 42 in. long, a 76-in. arch supported on
four 3-in. arch tubes, an air opening through the ashpan
of 7.80 sq. ft.—11 per cent of the grate area—and air

openings in the grade of 20.21 sq. ft.—28.8 per cent of the

grate area.

In these tests the increase in evaporation, due to the arch,

varied from 8;! 2 per cent to 15 J j per cent. These three

tests are probably the most thorough and reliable that have

ever been conducted for the specific purpose of determining

the effect of a brick arch on locomotive smoke abatement,

and the test results are corroborated by the practical experi-

ence of railroad men throughout the country. The principal

measures taken by railroads today to meet smoke ordinances

consist of issuing firing instructions and equipping locomo-

tives vifith brick arches.

While it is generally recognized that the brick arch will

reduce the smoke emission from a locomotive, the reason

therefor may not be clear. The formation of smoke is due

primarily to the decomposition of the volatile hydrocarbons

contained in all bituminous, semi-bituminous and lignite

with which we are familiar in furnace practice. When the

various hydrocarbons are decomposed, the carbon is precipi-

tated as a solid particle in the form of soot and these incan-

descent particles, floating in the flame, give it the luminous
color. We are apt to think of this carbon as being set free

and deposited in the form of atoms, but such is not the

case. We have no knowledge of the atom existing as a
unit, separate and distinct. The small particles of soot with

which we have to deal are probably made up of a large

number of carbon molecules. The very smallest soot particle

that exists is this molecule, which consists of a number of

carbon atoms (probably 12), held together by a sort of bond
or attractive force of an electrical nature.

As a result the soot particles, which are the primary
source of all smoke, have a very tenacious structure and
are extremely difficult to break down when once formed. In

order to burn them completely, it is necessary to supply a

number of oxygen molecules sufficient to combine with each

carbon atom, to bring them into contact with the carbon

atoms at a temperature high enough to sustain combustion

and to provide time sufficient for the combustion to be com-
pleted.

These conditions are similar to those met w-ith in burning

the "fixed carbon" on the grate, but are more difficult to

fulfil. A piece of coke, or carbon, burning on the grate is

held more or less in place until it is consumed. Combustion
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the oxygen is insured. While the mixing of the gases at

the end of the arch does not take place soon enough to

eliminate smoke entirely, it has the effect of reducing the

smoke emissions, as shown by the tests quoted.
In a firebox without an arch carrying a characteristic

fire—that is, with a bank of green coal under the fire door,

the fire gradually becoming thinner toward the front end
of the grate, where the draft has possibly pulled a hole in

it—the bank of green coal under the door is expelling large

volumes of rich hydrocarbons. These, passing up along

the top zone of the firebox, are decomposed by the heat,

causing the formation of soot which either escapes at the

front end as smoke or is deposited on the heating surfaces

to retard tlie flow of heat. At the same time a large excess

of air is rushing through the thin portion of the fire on the

front of the grate, and is passing directly into the lower

tubes without in any way aiding the combustion of the

hydrocarbons liberated in the back of the box and very

often causing flue leaks or failures. Such conditions are

not at all uncommon in locomotive fireboxes unequipped

with the arch. Front end gas analyses often show a large

excess of oxygen, due to the blast of air through the lower

tubes, in combination with high carbon monoxide, hydrogen

and hydrocarbon contents due to incomplete combustion of

the volatile hydrocarbons arising from the bank under the

door.

With the arch under similar conditions any excess air

coming through the thin portion of the fire on the front

Table II

—

Heat Developed in Fuel Bed, and Potential Heat in Gases,

Soot and Tar

Heat Developed in the Fuel Bed

Wt. grams \Vt. Heat value B.t.u. per
Constituent per cu. ft. lb. per cu. ft. per lb. cu. ft. gas

C in CO 2.136 .00471 4.500 21.2

C in COj 1.546 .00341 14.500 49.5

Total 70.7

Potential Heat in Gases, Soot and Tar

C in CO 2.136 .00471 10.000 47.1
CH, 142 .000313 24.000 7.5

H, 068 .000149 62.000 9.3
CjH, 036 .000079 21,600 1.7

Soot 369 .000813 14,500 11.8
Tar 241 .000531 16,000 8.5

Total 85.9

of the grates is heated up, deflected and forced back over

the end of the arch, where it is mixed with the gaseous com-

bustibles arising from the green coal under the door. A
heavy bank of green coal restricts the flow of air at the

point where it is most needed and at the time when it is

most needed—with the result that most of the hydrocarbons

are broken down and the carbon precipitated before being

brought into contact with the oxygen entering through the

front grates. With the ordinary type of firebox the com-

bustion chamber space and the flameway are insufficient

to give all the particles of soot and combustible gas time

to burn before reaching the tube sheet, but such a mixing

as the arch affords results in a material reduction of the

smoke, and under moderate rates of firing will result in

almost complete combustion of the combustible gases.

A light level fire should be carried, if smoke is to be

reduced to the minimum. With the fuel bed maintained in

this condition by a "scatter" type of firing, a uniform air

supply is obtained throughout the fuel bed as well as a

uniform distillation of the hydrocarbons. This facilitates

the mixture of the oxygen and the hydrocarbons from the

time they leave the top of the fuel bed. the arch mechanically

accelerating this mixture.

Some authorities state that the decomposition of the

hydrocarbons is caused by heating them up with an insuffi-

cient air supply and then bringing them in contact with the

cooler heating surfaces or a draft of cold air. While later

evidence tends to Drove that this decomposition is caused

entirely by heat, shafts of cold air through the firebox are
objectionable—both from the standpoint of combustion and
of boiler maintenance.

It is evident from the foregoing that the arch is not in

itself sufficient to prevent smoke. Intelligent firing is also

necessary. Smokeless firing and intelligent firing are almost
synonymous, although there are conditions under which
smokeless firing is impossible, regardless of the care and
intelligence exercised by the fireman.

In some quarters there has been prevalent an idea that

smoke was mainly a nuisance, and that the emission of

dark clouds of smoke did not signify any appreciable heat

loss. As a matter of fact, the emission of smoke not only

indicates bad furnace conditions, but in many cases the soot

and tar escaping as smoke may contain from 10 to 15 per

cent of the heat value of the coal, and this will account for

a considerable portion of our "unaccounted-for" heat losses.

Tests conducted by the United States Bureau of Mines
(see Technical Paper 137) showed that when burning Penn
gas coal as high as 32 per cent of the combustible arising

from the fuel bed is accounted for in the soot and tar which
is the source of smoke.

Table I, which is taken from the bulletin mentioned

above, shows the composition of gases arising from the

fuel bed and the percentage of the soot and tar therein

contained. It is evident from these figures that the fuel

bed acts chiefly as a gas producer, and a large part of the

latent heat contained in the coal is liberated by the burning

of combustible gases in the combustion space provided

above the fuel bed.

For a specific example, take the second case shown in

Table I, where 47 ',2 lb. of coal are burned per sq. ft. of

grate per hour, with the fuel bed six inches thick.

Table II shows in lb. per cu. ft. of gas the weights of the

different gases leaving the fuel bed, the heat value per pound
and B. t. u. per cu. ft. of gas. The gas has a total heat

value of 156.6 B. t. u. per cu. ft., of which 70.7 B. t. u.,

or 45 per cent, are developed in the fuel bed and 85.9

B. t. u., or 55 per cent of the total heat contained in the

coal, are developed by the burning of the combustible gases

above the fuel bed.

The tar and soot shown in the foregoing table contains

12 per cent of the heat in the coal. If one-half of this

were to escape unburned as smoke, the resulting heat loss

would be six per cent ; and such losses are constantly

occurring.

The amount of heat developed by the gases burning above

the fuel bed will serve to illustrate the importance of fire-

box volume and combustion chamber space, and will also

explain why intelligent firing with the use of a brick arch

is not always sufficient to prevent smoke. The ordinary

firebox in service to-day has not volume and combustion

chamber space sufficient to provide the time element that

is essential for the complete combustion of volatile hydro-

carbons and the total elimination of smoke. This deficiency

has been recognized by some of our railroads and during the

past few years many fireboxes have been provided with com-

bustion chambers, particularly in IcKomotives of the 2-10-2

and Mallet types, but combustion-chamber engines are few,

when compared with the total number of locomotives in

service.

It is also probable that we have been too conservative as

to the length of combustion chambers that have been in-

stalled. Tests indicate that an 18-ft. or 19-ft. tube is suffi-

cient to reduce the front end temperatures to a normal

figure. Tvibes of this length, when used in conjunction

with a firebox of ample grate area and long combustion

chamber, result in a boiler design that gives both high effi-

ciency and high capacity'.

Fig. 2 shows a type of combustion chamber that is beinj
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used successfully in oil-burning service on some 2-10-2 type
locomotives. This fireliox has a combustion chamber 41 J/^

in. in length between tube sheet and bridge wall, tireljox

volume of 43.'; cu. ft., and an average flame path of 19 ft.

With a fuel oil containing 85 per cent carbon, nine per
cent hydrogen and si.\ per cent oxygen, wei.ghing 7.43 lb.

per gallon, having a heat value of 18,878 B. t. u. per pound,
it was found that one square inch of air opening in the pan
per gallon of oil burned per hour \vas sufficient to obtain

Pig. 2—Gaines W/all Applied to an Oil-Burning Locomotive

complete and smokeless combustion, even when burning
4,000 lb. of oil per hour. At this rate of combustion, an
indicated boiler efficiency of 85 per cent was obtained witli

the Gaines wall in place. With the wall removed the lioiler

efficiency was 74 per cent, or a difference of 13)'2 per cent

in favor of the wall. With the wall removed, at a rate of

combustion of 4,000 lb. of oil per hour, there was a very

noticeable increase in the amount of smoke emitted. This
serves to show the need of a Ixiffle or some sort of mechan-

Fig. 3—Combination Combustion Chamber and Gaines Arch

ical mixing device that will insure the thorough mixture of

the air with the combustible gases.

For coal-burning service, a modification of the above

design is lieing used most successfully on several railroads.

This combination of the bridge wall with air ducts through

the wall admitting a secondary air supply aliove the fire is

known as the Gaines Locomotive Furnace. Here an attempt

has been made to increase the firebox volume and flameway

by reducing the tube length and installing a combustion

chamber between the bridge wall and the tulje sheet. This

firebox has obtained some of the results desired, but for high
volatile coal burned at high rates of combustion the com-
bustion chamber space is too limited.

Fig. .i shows a Gaines furnace in combination with a

barrel combustion chamljer. Here additional firebox volume
and flameway have been obtained by materially increasing
the length of the combustion chamber and, as this particular

design was used on Mallet engines, this result was obtained
without unduly shortening the tubes.

Fig. 4 shows a Gaines furnace installation in the same
size firebox, with the Ijarrel combustion chamber eliminated.

This firebox has a grate area of 90 sq. ft. and more than
4(10 sq. ft. of firebox heating surface, with an effective

volume of more than 500 cu. ft. The average length of

flameway or gas passage is IS ft. and the over-all length

of the firebox is IS ft. 3,'6 in. This represents the latest

endeavor to secure adequate fireliox volume and flameway.

While the results obtained from this type of furnace have

Fig. 4—Gaines Furnace 'ith an Effective Volume of More Than
500 Cu. Ft.

|)roved most satisfactory, there is still room for improve-

ment in the matter of smokeless combustion. The scientific

training of firemen, the use of brick arches and the instal-

lation of combustion chambers have all tended to reduce

the visible emission of smoke, but the burning of high

volatile coal at high rates of combustion with the total

elimination of smoke has not \'et been successfully accom-

]ilished; and the indications are that some radical changes

in locomotive firebox design and methods of firing coal will

be necessary for the accomplishment of this object.

MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT A FACTOR
IN TRAIN LOADING*

BY T. T. RYAN
Division Foreman. Atchison. Topeka A Santa Fe. Las Ve4as. N. iM.

The iirincipal thing that operating officers can do to in-

crease tonnage on single track roads is to so despatch that

the freight trains will have the open door and then keep them

moving. Engines and cars with bearings w-armed up and

lubricated will run free and pull easily, while if the same

equi|)ment is run in and out of a dozen side tracks over the

division it will pull vastly harder and the cost of operation

will increase. Also by their tact and methods of approach

operating officers can create an esprit dc corps that will au-

tomaticall}- increase tonnage. The chief factor in increasing

tonnage does not lie with the trainmaster, but with the master

mechanic; we can trust the trainmaster to -'hang 'em on" if

we are ready to "pull 'em." There are many ways to in-

crease the efficiency of the engines. The boilers should be

kept scrupulously clean and free from scale. The effect of

•Eiitereil in the Train Loading Competition of tlie Railway .\ge Gazette,

and publistit'd in the issue of .September 14.
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dirty boilers and the action 'of scale as a non-conductor

should be explained to the men. Next see that fireboxes,

flues and front ends are kept free from leaks so that the draft

will be unimpeded. This seems like unnecessary advice, but

;m examination of the 70,000 engines in the United States

will disclose that it is needed.

If these things are done we will have free steaming en-

gines. This in turn means that an engineer knows when he

gets the "gate open" he can go; you cannot expect an en-

gineer to watch a falling pointer and at the same time try

to handle tonnage. The good effect of these features will be

largely minimized if coal is not properly selected and sized,

for there are few things more discouraging to enginemen than

poor coal and to shop men than engines which do not steam
owing to irregularity in the quality of coal. Both are ex-

pensive to the railway.

If these and the minor things about the engines are done
and done well when they should be, the engines in their

turn will pull the maximum rating and do it every day.

Then if the despatcher will use the zeal he should in get-

ting men over the road and encourage them to make a good

through the terminals with a test of about a minute per car;

they get them through all right, but the road pays for it in

loss of tons and in excess of coal consumption and overtime.

The remedy is to see that the car is right from point of

origin to destination.

LOCOMOTIVE TERMINAL DETENTION
RECORDS

The demand for power is now so great that every effort

must be made to keep it working effectively a maximum per-

centage of the time. One of the largest sources of delaj-

is at the terminal and any means by which this delay can
be analyzed and corrected will serve to increase the total

locomotive supply. The Pennsylvania Railroad uses a form
for gathering this information which shows the movement
of a locomotive from the time it arrives at the terminal until

it leaves.

The form shown in Fig. 1 is made out daily by the round-
house force and includes information of interest to the trans-

portation department, as well as the mechanical department.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY
MOVEMENTS OF LOCOMOTIVES AT. DIVISION

FROM MIDNIGHT TO MIDNIGHT. .191_

LOCOMOTIVES ARRIVING
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Column 7 shows the time at which the crew shown in

columns 5 and 6 will again be available for service. Column
S shows the time the locomotive and train arrive at the

terminal, this time being taken from the engineman"s time

card or work report. In general the point at which this

time is to be taken should be that at which tlie yard delays

begin. Column 9 shows the time elapsing between the time

of arrival at the terminal and the arrival of the locomotive

at the pit track and is one of the items tabulated in column
A (Fig. 2) of the summary. In case midnight intervenes be-

tween the time the locomotive arrives at the terminal and
the time it arrives at the pit track, the time in column 9 is

computed to midnight and the locomotive number and the

time shown under column S are carried forward to the sheet

for the following day. Column 10 shows the time that the

locomotive arrives at the pit track or other points at which

the engine crew is relieved, this time to be noted by the

engineman on his work report. Column 1 1 shows the lime

elapsing between the arrival of the locomotive at the pit track

and at the enginehouse or the point at which the repairs are

to be made and is the difference of the time shown in columns
10 and 12. Column 11 is shown in Fig. 2, the summar>-,

as column B. The same rules apply regarding midnight

difference between columns 14 and 18. This is shown in

column D. Fig 2, of the daily summary. Column 26 shows
the time between the time the locomotive is ready for serv-

ice and the time it leaves the terminal with its train. This
time is shown in the summary sheet under E. Column 27

shows the time the engine has spent in the hands of the

mechanical department from its arrival at the pit track to

the time it is ready for service, or, in other words, the time

elapsing between that recorded in coliunns 10 and 14, or,

again, the sum of the computed time shown under columns
11 and 13. This information is shown in column £ on the

daily summary, Fig. 2. Column 28 shows the time the

engine is at the terminal for which the transportation de-

partment is responsible, it being the sum of the time shown
in columns 9 and 26. This information is shown in the

daily summary sheet under column G. Column 29 shows
the total time the locomotive spends in the terminal which
is equivalent to adding the computed time shown under
columns 27 and 28 of Fig. 1, or columns F and G in Fig 2.

By this means the movement of each locomotive and the

average movement of all locomotives through a terminal are

readily determined. The performance may be analyzed and
the work of various terminals checked. Conditions, of
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RECLAIMING CAR MATERIAL ON THE
ROCK ISLAND

A systematic campaign to secure the reworking of all serv-

iceable material removed from cars or picked up along the

tracks has been carried on for sometime on the Rock Island

Lines. As a result the reclamation of material has been

developed to a degree that was hardly thought possible when
tlie project was started. Until about two years ago reclama-

tion work was carried on almost entirely at the large shop
points. A plan has been devised for taking care of as much
of the work of reclamation as can profitably be handled at

the points where the scrap originates.

In this wa\' considerable freight and handling has been

^^^^^-^
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used as padding for hatch plugs. Even the salt removed

when repairing refrigerator cars is utilized, as it has been

found very satisfactory for thawing switches and also for

putting into fire barrels to keep the water from freezing.

The amount of material reclaimed has increased to a

remarkable degree since the plan of sending out the lists

to all the shops was put into effect.

PIECE WORK AND CAR INSPECTORS'
DUTIES*

BY W. H. SITTERLY

Everyone is working under the most strenuous conditions

that have ever confronted us in our railroad life. Our work

is harder, due to the fact tliat more supervision is neces-

sary on account of the caliljre of men we are now handling.

I mean inexperienced men, as a great many of our co-work-

ers have been called to other fields of labor or to the front.

Therefore, the man of the hour is the man who can stand

on his tip-toes and meet the conditions that now confront us.

THE PIECE WORK INSPECTOR

The duties of a piece-work inspector are many and of

considerable importance to the company he represents and

to the foreman under whom he serves. To m_\- mind, the

piece-work inspector is a high-class foreman. He must

know what work is included in the operation in accordance

with the piece-w'ork chart that he works under, and the price

paid for the operation. After the repairs are completed, he

must inspect in detail each operation to ascertain if the work

has been properly and mechanically performed. It is also

necessary for him to be thoroughly conversant with the

M.C.B. rules, in order that he may determine whether the

items of repairs that his men have performed are chargeable

to the foreign line or if they are of such a character that

the owner is not responsible for the conditions. In this case,

he must honestly handle the matter so that the amount of

labor and material covering the item will be absorlied by the

company he represents. He must 1)e a man thoroughly con-

versant with car construction, which w'ill enaljle him to de-

cide quickly and properl)' whenever matters are put up to

him. He should be a student of human nature and know
each one of his men—that is, their peculiarities and short-

comings. He must so distribute the work among the men,

that he cannot Ije suspected of showing partiality. If the

above ciualifications are lacking, the intere.sts of both the

company and the men are likely to suffer.

Errors will be made, but proper supervision should cor-

rect these errors should they obtain. Eteft-work inspectors

should see at all times that the men are supplied with the

proper tools and that they are in good repair; also, that

the proper amount of material is on hand to make repairs.

These two items carefully followed, insure satisfied men
and quick repairs.

In preparing piece-work cards, the successful and alert

piece-work inspector will so word the items of repairs that

the M. C. B. billing clerks can intelligently prepare a repair

card from the information furnished l)y him. Each piece-

work card involving a foreign car should show specifically the

items billable against the owner, likewise the no-bill. Cor-

rect original records reflects a great deal of credit on the

maker of such records when an inve.stigation is made.

Another duty of the piece-work inspector which means
much to the management, is that of carefully supervising

the repairmen, to see if they are resorting to sharp practices.

Last, but not least, a strict observance of the M. C. B.

Rules of Interchange pertaining to the repairs of cars and
the ability not to be moved from this strict interpretation

by strong arguments presented must be had. A slight de-

• Abstract of a paper presented at the Niagara Frontier Car Men's Asso-
ciation.

viation from the rules in time leads to greater deviations.

The foregoing are not impossibilities, but conditions

under which every piece-work inspector should work.

CAR INSPECTORS

Car inspectors in C. T. yards generally are men that grad-

uate from the repair track, and their duties should consist

of insjiecting cars in the receiving yard and the classifica-

tion or departure yards.

In the receiving yard, they should inspect for defects

which would prevent the cars from going to destination with-

out repairs, and the cars will either be marked to he set on

repair tracks or so marked that repairman who follows the

inspectors, will make the repairs. Good judgment is required

from the inspector, for ever)' car he keeps off the shop track,

mone\- is saved for the company he represents, and tlic more

repairs that are made in the C. T. yards the easier will be

the burden of the yardmaster, who we think at times is hard

on us as car men. Sometimes I feel that way myself, and

other times I see the multitude of things he has to do and

a great nianv times with cramped and inadequate facilities.

I then Ix'corae charitaljle with him.

The car inspector working on tlie classification or de-

parture track must inspect for safety the running gear of the

car. Likewise, the safety appliances. See that they are in

proper repair and in their places. He must also inspect

loads in open top cars to ascertain if they are properly

chocked and blocked, also that load will pass the clearance

dimensions over the route it is to travel. He must make in-

spection of the journal boxes and contained parts on the car

to ascertain if they are in proper condition, and if not, to

mark car for identification by the oiler.

While engaged in these daily duties, the car inspector on

the C. T. track must, if he desires promotion to the inter-

change track, thoroughly familiarize himself with the

M. C. B. rules, which include the M. C. B. loading rules,

tank car specifications, and bureau of explosives regulations.

He must also be thoroughly familiar with the cars owned

and operated by the railroad with which he is employed, so

that when he goes to the interchange track, he is in position

to detect wrong repairs on the equipment. In other words,

the car inspector successful in receiving promotion is one

that does things and does not wait to be asked to do them.

The car inspector at the interchange track carries in his

pocket the check book of the company he represents. By
this I mean the defect card. In this district, under the Nia-

gara Frontier Car Inspection Association, he is carrying

the other fellow's check book, and with it he guards the in-

terests of the company he represents. If we were working

in this district under straight M. C. B. rules, he would be

called upon )jy his neighbor for a defect card. Howe%er,

in this district under the rules we are working, he is carry-

ing the check Ijook or defect card of his neighbor. He must

know aljsolutely the intent and meaning of the M. C. B.

rules of interchange insofar as the interchange of cars is

concerned—that is, what constitutes a delivering company's

responsibility and what is the owner's. His interpretation

must lie such that he can stand behind it at all times if he

refuses a request made upon him unjustly for a defect card.

He must know thoroughly the construction of his com-

pany's cars so that he can protect them on the return home
in the case of wrong repairs. He must be thoroughly con-

versant with the loading rules, and, if necessary, to demand
an adjustment order, if adjustment is necessary, on the load

when ordered. Also, if called upon to visit an industry on

the rails of the company he is employed by, give a decision

for loading material. He must know when and why to de-

mand a transfer order against a car that is being delivered

which must necessarily be transferred.

Added to all of this is the keen judgment brought about

by experience to know when a car must or must not be

shopped.



Train Brake Leakage Determinations*
Tests Made With an Orifice Supplying Maximum
Allowable Leakage and Brake Pipe Pressure Observed

BY C. R. WEAVER
Supervisor Air Brakes, New "^'ork Central, Cleveland, Ohio

THE customary practice in deterniininf; the Ijrake pipe

leakage in a train made up ready for departure is by

making a 10-lb. brake pipe reduction, lapping the brake

valve and noting the rate of drop in the brake pipe pressure.

From tliis, together with tlie volume of air in the train, the

cubic feet of free air lost for a definite period of time is deter-

mined. This is accepted as a measure of the relative con-

dition of the trains on the road with respect to leakage from

the brake system.

After an extended investigation of long freight trains,

the writer was convinced that the information so obtained

was of little value and rather misleading than otherwise.

Trains were found on which the brake pipe leakage, as

noted above, was not excessive, and the compressor capacity

ample to supply the air required for maintaining the pres-

sure in the brake system, but subsecjuent observations on the

road showed the compressor capacit)' insufficient to supply

the air lost.

There are several causes for apparent disagreement of

such oljservations, namely:

(1) Opening up of leaks in hose couplings and pipe

connections when the train is in motion that do not exist

7,'her. the train is standing.

(2) Leakage caused Ijy movement of ajiparatus when

running due to insecure fastening of reservoirs or brake

cylinders to the car body.

(3) Leakage from the auxiliary reservoir side of the

triple valve piston caused by leaky gaskets, leaky release

valves, etc.

How much influence these causes may have is uncertain,

but the fact remains that trains having no more brake pipe

leakage, measured in the usual way, than could be easily

supplied by the compressor capacity, have been found in

numerous cases to overtax the compressor, causing its

failure.

It is very difficult to ascertain brake pipe leakage, in fact,

it can only be done liy closing all the triple valve cut-out

cocks throughout the train, which is impracticable and of

litile value, since it is the volume of air that escapes from

the system that is now the vital consideration as far as train

movements are concerned, i. e., time to charge the brake

system and to restore and maintain the required pressure.

There is, however, another side of this: viz., the effect of

the brake pipe leakage on the operation of the brakes, such

as lessening the ability to release all the brakes in the train,

and lengthening the time in which they can be released.

The leakage may also liccome so great that a brake applica-

tion commenced by the engineer may result in a continuous

application of the brakes. However, this is hardly likely to

become serious with the long, large volume air brake trains

of to-day, since the capacity of the compressor, the limita-

tions of transmission of the air by the passageways of the

brake valve and feed valve, and the ability to transmit air

in sufficient quantity through tlie pipes of the present long

trains will be exceeded Ijefore the brake pipe leakage, in

pounds per minute, has any serious effect upon the operation

of the brakes.

For instance, 5 11). leakage from the brake system,

—

•Abstract of a paper presented at the September meeting of the Central

Railway Club.

ccjuivalent to about 20 lb. per minute with triple valve cut-

out cocks closed,—obtained by merely lapping the brake
valve, will not materially interfere with the application and
release of the brakes, but 5 lb. of air leakage per minute
from a 100-car train of 10-in. equipment will amount to 6.^

cu. ft. of free air per minute. This amount of air leaking

from the system of a 100-car train in one minute would not

interfere with the operation of the brake as far as applica-

tion is concerned, but it might seriously interfere with the

release of the brakes, since it reduces the ability l^y 65 cu.

ft. of air per minute to raise the pressure in the brake pipe

at the rate required to insure release. The compressor may
Itave but little, if any, margin above that required merely

to replenish tlie leakage. In other words, it is clear that if

the leakage is kept down to a point where the compressor,

the brake valve passages and the brake pipe resistances,

and not the leakage, are the chief governing factors of the

rise of the pressure in the system, as they should be, there

is no need to fear the effect of brake pipe leakage on the

operation of the valves in the brake system.

To accomplish this end, it must be understood that the

leakage on individual cars must be less under present day
train operation than liefore the present large volume of air

was aggregated in one train.

Tlic whole question of brake pipe leakage resolves itself

into what quantity of air may be permitted to escape from

the brake system and still permit charging, maintaining and

replenishing the brake system in such time as will not im-

po.se limitations upon traffic in the way of delays, getting

the trains ready in the yard, and operating them over the

road.

It is very difficult to ascertain what quantity of air is

actually leaking out of the brake system. It is not difficult

to find out what drop takes place in the pressure, but this

varies owing to variations in methods of making tests, posi-

tions assumed by triple valves, etc. It is not difficult, how-

ever, to fix on some quantity of air that may be permitted

to leak out of tlie lirake pipe and then supply in the yard

this quantity of air to a train previously charged and ob-

serve whether or not the quantity supplied does, or does not.

maintain the required pressure. If it maintains or more

than maintains tlie pressure, it is apparent that the leakage

of the train is no more than can be permitted. If it does

not maintain the pressure then the leakage must be reduced

to the point where it can be maintained. The permissiljle

amount of leakage from the entire brake system is the start-

ing point. Too much leakage must not be allowed or an

undesiral)l\' large compressor capacity or high degree of

compressor maintenance will be necessary. An excessivel>-

low amount of leakage must not l^e insisted upon, or traffic

will be interfered with on account of the time required to

stop the leaks.

In order to arrive at some basis of wliat would be the

allow:iljle leakage, the Interstate Commerce Commission con-

demning tests of air compressors is the basis of the available

compressor capacity. This, by the way, in the writer's

opinion allow-s too wide a variation in the condemning tests.

\ New York No. $ compressor is only required to deliver 50

cu. ft. of air, which is only 65.5 per cent of its capacity when

in good condition, whereas Uie 8'2-in. cross-compound com-
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pressor is required to deliver 86 cu. ft. of free air, which is

90.5 per cent of its good condition performance.

DETAILS OF TESTS

A method of measuring total train leakage by means of a

charging orifice has been suggested and the tests referred to

herein were made to determine the proper orifice to be used,

the form of the apparatus and its manipulation.

A 100-car freight train was used, conforming to the follow-

ing specifications

:

Size of equipment, 10-in. (combined); length of cars, 42

ft.; brake pipe volume per car, 920 cu. in.; auxiliary reser-

voir volume, 2,440 cu. in.; leakage uniformly distributed at

car 4 and every tenth car up to and including car 94, regu-

lated by cocks in the branch pipe near the triple valve; test

gages on branch pipes of cars 1 and 95 and on auxiliary

reservoir of car 1.

A special test apparatus was used as equivalent to a yard

charging plant. In addition to the charging orifice this con-

tained an air meter (a Toolomcter) which gave a direct read-

ing of the amount of air supplied to the train through the

orifice for an_\' test condition. It contained a reservoir, the

purpose of which was to stabilize the pressure at the orifice.

Some tests required the use of a locomotive the equipment

of which was as follows:

Brake equipment. No. 6 ET; main reservoir volume, 50,-

000 cu. in.; main reservoir pressure, duplex control 100 lb.

and 130 lb.; compressor, two 9j2-in. or one 8^-in. CC;
steam pressure, 195 lb. to 210 lb.; test gages on main reser-

voir and brake pipe.

Two main classes of tests were made which may be re-

ferred to as charging tests and pump up tests. The special

apparatus was used for the charging tests and the locomotive

with compressors was used for the pump up tests. Determin-

ations of leakage were also made by the ordinary brake pipe

leakage method to compare with the results obtained in the

charging tests.

The first charging test was made using an orifice roughly

computed to furnish an amount of air equivalent to 75 per

cent of the capacity of a New York No. 5A compressor as de-

termined by the condemning test of the Interstate Commerce

Commission, which requires this compressor to deliver ap-

proximately 59 cu. ft. at 100 single strokes per minute. The

orifice was computed to be such a size that with a yard supply

pressure of SO lb. and 70 lb. in the brake pipe of the first car

of the train it would supply air to the train at the rate of 75

per cent of 59, or about 45 cu. ft. of free air per minute. This

basis is not correct, because it does not take into account the

steam pressure and compressor speed which would l^e olitained

when a locomotive comiircssor is charging the train. How-

ever, the basis was agreed to as a starting point for the tests

and the pump up test results served later as a new basis for

deciding what the size of the charging orifice should be to

furnish the maximum amount of train leakage to be per-

mitted.

The orifice computed to the nearest common size drill was

17/64 in. in diameter through metal 1/16 in. thick. Using

this orifice in the apparatus and with the supply reservoir

maintained con.stant at SO lb. pressure the uniformly dis-

tributed brake pipe leaka.ge of the train was increased until

the air flowing throu.gh the orifice was just able to maintain

70 lb. pressure in the brake pipe of the first car. When this

balance of pressure was obtained the Toolometer by-pass was

closed and a reading taken of the amount of air or rate re-

quired to supply the leakage so obtained. This rate was

found to be 41 cu. ft. of free air per minute and the pressure

noted on the 95th car was 61 '4 lb., or a drop in pressure of

S;^ lb. between the front and rear of the train.

This rate of leakage was assumed as the basis for making

pump up tests, using the locomotive with two 9J/2-in. com-

pressors and 200 lb. steam pressure instead of the yard plant

apparatus. The first pump up test was made starting with

the train empty, brake valve handle in service position, main

reservoir pressure at 130 lb. and by moving the brake valve

handle to running position. The movement of the brake valve

handle began the charging of the train through the feed valve

and at the same time operated to reduce the main reservoir

control to 100 lb. pressure. At various time intervals the

main reservoir pressure and the brake pipe pressures on the

locomotive, car 1 and car 95, were simultaneously observed.

The time required by the two 9J/2-in. compressors to charge

the train through the feed valve to 70 lb. pressure on the head

end was measured in this manner. This test was then re-

peated, except that the brake valve was first placed in full

release position and held there until the auxiliary reservoir

on car 1 reached 65 lb., when it was moved to running po-

sition. This test was made to show how much time could be

saved in charging the train by avoiding the use of the feed

valve until it was necessary to avoid over-charging. The ef-

fect of larger compressor capacity on the time required to

charge the train under these conditions was shown by re-

peating the above test after substituting an 8}2-in. CC. com-

pressor for the two 9J/2-in. compressors.

When the train was charged up to 70 lbs. pressure on car

1, and w-hile using the two 9>2-in. compressors, an attempt

was made to increase that pressure from 70 lb. to 85 lb. by

placing the brake valve handle in full release position. After

more than 20 minutes the pressure became stationary at 82^2

lb. Later the yard plant apparatus was connected to the train

and the pressure against the orifice rai.sed until the brake pipe

pressure on the first car was maintained at 85 lb. The Tool-

ometer reading showed that it was necessary to supply air at

the rate of 50.4 cu. ft. of free air per minute to maintain the

total train leakage under these conditions.
J

It was then concluded that the total leakage rate of 41 cu.

ft. of free air per minute at 70 lb. pressure on car 1 was too

great, and that the yard plant orifice area and the correspond-

ing total leakage rate should be reduced. This conclusion

was based on the assumption that two 9;4-in. compressors in

good condition would be equivalent to one New York No. 5A
compressor when in the condition determined by just passing

the I. C. C. condemning test. It was recognized that this as-

sumption was not strictly correct, but as it was not possible to

use a No. 5A compressor it was agreed that these two com-

pressor combinations were nearly enough equivalent to base

the pump up test results on the two 9J^-in. compressors. In

this same connection it was also pointed out that the final de-

termination of the maximum permissible total train leakage

would depend largely on how the proposed method of testing

this leakage should aft'ect the time required both to make up

the trains and also to handle them over the road in actual

service.

Following the tests described the yard plant apparatus was

reconnected to the train and the charging orifice size reduced

from 17/64 in. to '4 '" in diameter. While maintaining an

air pressure supply of 80 lb. for this orifice the uniformly dis-

tributed train leakage was adjusted as before described until

this orifice was able to maintain a brake pipe pressure of 70

lb. on the first car of the train. The Toolometer reading un-

der this condition showed a total leakage rate of 35 cu. ft. of

free air per minute.

The locomotive using the two 9'/.-in. compressors was

again connected to the train and a pump up test, starting with

the brake valve handle moved to running position was made
similar to the one previously described, except for the reduced

amount of total leakage. When the train was charged to 70

lb. pressure on car 1 the feed valve setting was raised and the

time noted to raise the brake pipe pressure from 70 lb. to 85

lb. pressure on car 1. This time was about 15 minutes. It

was then concluded that the rate of total train leaka.ge of 35

cu. ft. of free air per minute as determined by using a '^-in.

orifice with the yard plant supply pressure of 80 lb. to charge
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the train to 70 lb. on the head end would be a correct basis

for fixing the size of the testing orifice.

The above pump up test was then repeated under the same

conditions, except the brake valve was first moved to full re-

lease position until the auxiliary* reservoir on car 1 was

charged to 65 lb. pressure when the brake valve handle was

returned to running position. This test was made to show

how much time could be saved in charging the train by avoid-
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Fig. 1—Time of Charging Train with Leakage of 41 Cu. Ft. per

IMinute; Brake Valve in Running Position

ing the brake valve running position without over-charging

the head end of the train too much.

Following these tests the yard plant apparatus was recon-

nected to the train and three tests made to show the time re-

quired tc charge the train from atmosphere to 70 lb. pressure

on the head end from the yard plant at 80 lb. pressure through

the orifice by three different methods. The total train leak-

130

izo -

Total Single Strokes of Each
Compressor During TestSBBO

will serve as an example of the proper manner for operat-

ing such apparatus when measuring total train leakage. If

for example, when testing a train the pressure on the head end

cannot be maintained at 70 lb. with the by-pass completely

closed, it will indicate that the total leakage is more than 35

cu. ft. of free air per minute, and should be reduced, whereas

if with the by-pass closed the pressure on the head end can be

maintained or built up higher than 70 lb. it will indicate

that the total leakage is equal to or less than the maximum
permissible amount and the train can be allowed to proceed.

The second test was made by charging up in the same man-

ner as in the first test except that when the pressure on car 1

reaches 70 lb. the by-pass around the charging orifice was

15 SO Z5 30
Time in Minutes.

Fig. 2—Time of Charging Train with Leakage of 35 Cu. Ft. per

IMinute; Brake Valve in Running Position

age was 35 cu. ft. of free air per minute with 70 lb. pressure

on car 1 and the leaks uniformly distributed.

The first of these tests was made with yard plant supply

pressure held at 80 lb. and a by-pass around the charging

orofice wide open. During the test this by-pass was grad-

ually closed so as to hold the brake pipe pressure on car

1 constantly at 70 lb. until just as the train became fully

charged the by-pass was completely closed. This method gave

the shortest possible time in which the train could be charged

by the yard plant without overcharging the head end and it

Constant Prtssurt
Air Oogv

4 Union Orifice
Holder

Jfd Hbse Coupiinff ^Otob« Hiirv^ Std. ths§ Coupling

Fig. 3—Orifice Apparatus for Charging Trains in Yards

closed instantly instead of gradually. The third test was

made by charging up through the orifice with the by-pass

around it closed at all times. During all of the three of these

tests the brake pipe pressures on cars 1 and 95, the auxiliary

reservoir pressure on car 1 and the Tooloraeter readings were

observed at various time intervals.

Following the first charging test described, two ordinary

brake pipe leakage tests were made, one with the brake equip-

ments cut in and the other with all but 12 brake equipments

cut out. It was not possible to cut out these 12 equipments

on account of leakage cocks and gages in use. A Toolometer

reading of the air required to maintain the leakage with the

equipments cut out was also taken. These tests served to

compare the Toolometer reading with the ordinary brake pipe

leakage test method of measuring leakage with the effect of

auxiliary reservoir leaks substantially eliminated. The re-

sultant calculations showed the leakage according to the or-

ToYard
Charging
Plant

ChorgingOrif'
' fbS5

Tool-Om-Mefer or Device fijr

Measuring rh^ ofAir in OJ.

ttm.

I 'Ptpe^

Car lota 100 Car Train

\Union mth Charging Orifice

Fig. 4—Apparatus with Which the Orifice Leakage Tests were Made

dinary leakage test to be 32.7 cu. ft. of free air per minute

and according to the Toolometer reading 33.4 cu. ft. of free

air per minute. The difference is remarkably small and could

be accounted for by the possible existence of small leaks in

the auxiliary reservoirs of the 12 equipments not cut out.

The ordinary leakage tests were made Ijy overcharging the

train so that the head end was at approximately 85 lbs. A
20-lb. reduction at the brake valve was then made and the

train allowed to leak down. Beginning at OO lb., simulta-

neous readings of brake pipe readings of lirake pipe leakage

on the locomotive, car 1 and car 95 were obtained at 10-

second intervals. This test was made first with all triple

valves cut in and then repeated with all triple valves cut out

except those on the twelve cars fitted with gages and leak-

age cocks. In the first case the pressure drop during the
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first minute wa.-; 7 lb. on the locomotive, 7.5 lb. on car 1

and 7 lb. on car 95; in the second case the pressure drop
was 7.5 lb. on the locomotive. 8 lb. on car 1 and 7.5 II) on
car 95. Under the conditions of the second of these two
tests the Toolometer showed that .53.4 cu. ft. of free air per
minute were required to supply leakage, where 41 cu. ft.

were required when all the equipments were cut in. The
calculated volume of free air of 32.7 cu. ft. per minute was
determined on the basis of the pressure drop recorded in
this test.

Fig. I shows a graphic record of the results of the pump up
test in which an empty train was charged to a pressure of
70 lb. en car 1 against a leakage adjusted to 41 cu. ft. of free
air per minute on the fully charged train. The compressor
equipment consisted of two 954-in. air pumps operating on
200 lb steam pressure, with a duplex main reservoir con-
trol of 100 lb. and 130 lb. The train was charged with the
brake valve in running position.

I- ig. 2 was obtained under the same conditions e.xcept that
the leakage had been reduced to 35 cu. ft. of free air per min-
ute on the fully charged train. In this test the pressure on
car 1 was raised to 85 lb. Ijy raising the feed valve setting.

CONCLUSIONS

The ordmi'.ry method of measuring lirake pipe leakage on
trains is not :in accurate check on the total amount of train
leakage which tlie compressor on the locomotive must be
able to supply if the train is to lie handled successfullv.
The method suggested for measuring the total leakage by

charging the train through an orifice supplied with a fixed
pressure dees not afford an accurate means of measuring
the total train leakage.

If the maximum permissiljle amount of train leakage is

fixed upon, an orifice size can be determined which when
supplied with a constant pressure of 80 lb. from a yard plant
will just supply the necessary amount of air to the train to
ma'ntain the leakage specified.

Such a charging orifice can conveniently be used while
charging a train from the yard plant and it will afford a

means for accurately determining whether the total leakage
of the train is less than, equal to or greater than the maximum
permissible leakage.

The best method of manipulating the charging erifice test

apparatus, a pr()|)osed form of W'hich is shown in Fig. 3, is

for the operator to start th.e test with the by-pass around
the orifice open and then as the train charges gradually close

this by-pass so as to maintain 70 lb. brake pijie pressure

on the first car of the train. This method will accomplish

the charging of the train in a minimum of time and avoid

any objectionable overcharging.

The foregoing seems to point out the necessity of a better

lirake maintenance and a better initial installation of the

brake apparatus; this has particular reference to securing

the reservoirs and cylinders to the car body and proper

clamping of the brake pipe. .\ large majority of the leaks

are due to loose ref^rvoirs, cylinders, and brake pipes. Tight-

ening of the unions when these parts are loose only affords

temporary relief. More attention should be paid to hose

couplings when mounting hose, as many are found that do

not gage and when coupled, leak.

A recent investigation of 12 trains, varying from SO to

114 cars per train, showed a loss of air from 30 per cent to

93 per cent of the compressor capacity. Losses of this kind

are not only expensive in compressor maintenance and coal

consumption, but cause serious delays to traffic.

The writer wishes to express his appreciation to the West-

inghouse Air Brake Company for assistance in conducting

the tests and compiling the test data.

DISCUSSION

The discussion indicated a general appreciation of the

seriousness of train leakage on roads handling trains ap-

proaching and often exceeding 100 cars. Not only has the

difficulty of maintaining and supplying adequate train pipe

pres.sure been increased by the handling of long trains, but
heavy cars and the severe shocks which result from rough
handling have greatly added to the difficulties of maintaining
a reasonably tight train line. Under these conditions, reser-

voirs inadequately secured and pipes not sufficiently clamped,
are soon jarred loose and excessive leaks result. The need
of co-operation between the maintenance forces and de-

signers, in order that the location of the air brake equipment
and the methods of securing it to the car may be such tliat

it will adequately perform its functions, was pointed out.

The opinion was expressed that the time has arrived when
a complete system of piping designed especially to meet the

requirements of locomotive and car service is needed. The
piping now in use is not essentially different from that used

for gas and water in our houses under the most favorable

conditions so far as external stresses are concerned; it is

an adaptation of existing facilities not well suited to meet
the entirely different conditions under which they must
operate. ."Attention was called to the frequency' with which

a poorly designed piping layout is found on hopper bottom

cars where the reservoir is often placed directly over the

train pipe with a branch pipe not over 12 in. of 14 in. long,

and this made up largely of elbows and couplings. With
the train pipe located between the center sills it is often

impossible to locate, much less attend to repairs to a leak

when it is located.

One of the most prolific causes of train leaks is inade-

quate reservoir fastenings which permit the reservoir to

become loose under the stresses imposed in service. It is

usually the practice to leave the stopping of leaks until trains

liave been made up and tested in the yards. Under such

conditions time does not permit of doing more than patching

up unions and other similar repairs, the result being that

leaks caused by loose reservoirs are immediately opened up

again as soon as the train is in motion. It was suggested

that such repairs might well be made on the house track

while cars are being loaded, at which time the leaks could

\x permanently stopped and delays in despatching trains

materiallv reduced.

HOT BOXES ON FREIGHT CARS
BY •OLD RAILROADER"

Hot boxes are caused by one or the other of the nine

following causes:

First.—Poor lining used in filling the brasses. Too much

lead is used in the composition and the brass is not properly

cleaned before truing it.

Second.—Journal keys not fitting properly in the box or

on the brass. There should be a certain allowance made in

all kevs so that the weight on the journal is properly distrib-

uted. If not, that part of journal that has the greatest weight

will heat and cause trouble.

Third.—Arch bars not in proper alinement. This defect

has more to do with heated journals and hot boxes than is

realized. One cause for improper alinement is derailments.

.•\11 derailed trucks should be carefully examined.

Fourth.—Improper loading. If from any cause excessive

loading is placed on any one journal, due either to the side

liearing clearance being too small, or shifting of the lading,

or improperly loaded car, heated bearings will result.

Fifth.—Flat spots on wheels. This condition also has

been known to cause heated journals as the pounding will

cause the lining of the Ijrass to be crushed out.

Si.xth.—Lack of lubrication. Sometimes the waste or

packing is not properly prepared and in the majority of

cases the proper time is not allowed for the oil to saturate

through the waste.
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Seventh.—Defective packing. This condition is brought

about by the desire to save all old packing for reuse after

it has been improperly sorted.

Eighth.—Rough journals. This condition causes more

hot brasses than any of the other causes. This should be

carefully watched by every one. Any journal that has been

hot and cooled with water by a train crew should not be

allowed to leave yard until another pair of wheels be applied

Ninth.—Open bo.xes. Those that have no dust guards or

are allowed to run without lids, or improperly fitting lids,

cause heated journals due to the grit, etc., that gets into

boxes, particularly during the summer months.

After J9 years of railroad work tlie writer is of the opin-

ion that if a good clear manual of instructions could be com-

piled, so that the box packer and car repair man would know
how to properly pack a journal l)ox it would prove valual)le.

Automatic Straight Air Brake
A New System for Passenger and Freight Equipment
Which Has Many Interesting Features of Operation

ANEW air brake system has recently been perfected

by the Automatic Straight Air Brake Company, 14

Wall street, New York, for freight and passenger

equipment, which contains many new and interesting features

of operation. The purposes of this brake are to give rapid

serial action to the brakes throughout a train, to maintain

a constant, and uniform brake cylinder pressure regardless

of piston travel, to permit a variation of brake cylinder pres-

sure at the will of the engineman, to provide a proper and

Service Application of the Bral<es with Quici< Release

The top curve represents bralce cylinder pressure, tlie full line in the

lower eet of curves represents the pressure in the au.\iliary reservoir,

while the dasli line sliows tlie pressure in the brake pipe. The pen in-

dicating the brake pipe pressure is set a distance of one minute back of

the pens indicating the brake cylinder and au.xiliary reservoir pressures.

The above curves show that as the brake pipe pressure is reduced, the

brake cylinder pressure of 20 lb. is obtained at once, which is increased on
further reduction of the brake pipe pressure to about 50 lb., the pressure

in the au.xiliary reservoir remaining constant. With the building up of

the brake pipe pressure, a small amount of air from the auxiliary leservoir

is released to the brake pipe to hasten the release, the rapidity of

release being indicated by the brake cylinder curve.

quick release of the brakes for any brake pipe reduction, to

provide for a full emergency application of the brakes at

any time, to provide a graduated or quick release as desired,

and to provide an economical use of air.

This brake system provides a quick action passenger

brake, one brake c)dinder being used for a service application

and two brake cylinders for an emergency application of the

brakes. As the triple valve is capable of compensating for

varying volumes in Ijrake cylinders, a second brake cylinder

can be added to existing freight equipment for empty and
load braking, the braking system retaining at the same time

all of its functions and principles.

The brake is operated by the engineman in the same man-
ner as is common with present day practice. The equipment
can be used interchangeably with other existing equipment.
The main features of this new brake are found in an entirely

new triple valve with its auxiliary, service and quick action

reservoirs. The auxiliary reservoir tS of the same volume as

that ordinarily used, the service reservoir has a volume of

2,100 cu. in. and the quick action reservoir a volume of 200

cu. in., which with an additional volume due to brake pipe

connections, gives an increase in volume of about 2,300 cu.

in. per car on 10-in. freight equipment. The service reservoir

is used for service and emergenc\' applications of the brake,

the auxiliary reservoir is used for an emergency application

of the brake and for a quick release of the brake in con-

trast to a graduated release. The quick action reservoir is

used only in making an emergency application of the brakes.

The triple valve is made up of disk valves and diaphragms',

no slide valves or pistons being used.

Due to its construction and operation this brake has the

characteristics of a straight air brakeband at the same time

is automatically operated. The straight air features are ob-

tained through the fact that.^ with every application of the

brakes air is exhausted fron^ -the brake pi]ie under each car.

In case of a service application air from the brake pipe is

exhausted into the lirake cylinder and in case of an
emergency application the air from the brake pipe is ex-

hausted to -the atmosphere. In the first case, the air is not

Ertiergency Application of the Brakes

In this case the brake pipe pressure was reduced to zero, giving an
instantaneous brake cylinder pressure of 55 lb. with an accompanying de-
crease in auxiliary reservoir pressure. At release more air is taken from
the auxiliary reservoir to aid the release as described under the quick re-

lease operations, the brake being released in about 10 seconds. Due to the
construction of the triple valve, the auxiliary reservoir pressure is then
raised, through the charging port, with the brake pipe pressure, the differ-

ence in the amount being due to the spring used on the au.xiliary reservoir
diaphragm. This record was obtained from car 61 in the 100-car test rack
described in the text.

wasted but is used to build up the pressure in the brake

cylinder in conjunction with the supply of air from the ser-

vice reservoir. In both cases the rapidity of serial action

is increased due to the fact that the brake pipe pressure is

reduced locally at each car.

The design of the triple valve is such that when fully

charged the pressure in the brake pipe acting on the under-
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side of a diaphragm balances the pressure in the auxiliary

reservoir acting on the upper side. A reduction in brake pipe

pressure causes the au.xiliary reservoir pressure to force the

diaphragm downward admitting air to the brake cylinder

from the brake pipe and ser\ice reservoir. The air in the

brake cylinder acts on a second diaphragm which is con-

nected to the first and which is of one-half its area. The
pressure in the auxiliary reservoir remains unbalanced forc-

ing the diaphragm down until the force exerted b)' the brake

pipe pressure on the underside of this diaphragm plus force

exerted by the air in the brake cylinder on its diaphragm

exceeds it. The diaphragm will then be raised and the sup-

ply of air to the brake cylinder cut off. Thus it will be seen

that the brake cylinder pressure bears a direct relation to the

brake pipe reduction and is not affected by the brake pi.ston

travel or brake cylinder leakage. By regulating the brake

pipe pressure, any brake cylinder pressure may be obtained.

Each triple valve is provided with means for making a

graduated or quick release. The graduated release is olj-

tained by building up the brake pipe pressure from the loco-

motive. The quick release feature is obtained by raising the

brake pipe pressure three pounds, at which time auxiliary

reser\'oir air is released to the brake pipe under each car.

Interesting features of this brake are that service applica-

CH.^RGING THE TRII'LE V.-\L\E

The air from brake line 1 passes into chaml:)er 2 of the

service section and into pipe la leading to the emergency

section.

Service Section.—The air pressure in chamber 2 acts on

the diaphragm j, raising it until the valve 9 is uncovered.

This permits the air to pass through a small port IS into

chamlier 4 and the auxiliary reservoir. The spring 7c exerts

a force equivalent to three pounds of air and as soon as the

pressure in chamber 4 is within three pounds of the pres-

sure in chamber 2 the valve 9 will close.

The air from chamber 2 also passes through port 12 into

the hollow stem 6 past the non-return valve 32a into cham-
ber 30 and on top of valve 32.

From chamber 2 the air also passes through the passage

42 to chamber 40a, where it raises the diaphragm 43 which

lifts the left hand end of lever 65. opening valves 71 and 55.

The air passing through valve 71 passes through pipe 68,

past the maintaining valve, when open, to pipe 41c and on top

of the valve 77. The air passing through valve 55 passes

through pipe 10 to chamlier 85 of the change-over valve and
from there through valve 95 and hollow stem 94 to the ser-

vice reservoir. From chamber 85 the air also passes up
through ports 14 into chamber 90 above the diaphragm 88.

T-Fgrn
Performance of the Brake Under Conditions of a Graduaily Depleted Brake Pipe, Siiowing the Performance Under Graduated Release

With the reduction in bralte pipe pressure, the brake cylinder pressure increases until both are about 45 lb. From that point a further reduction
in brake pipe pressure will cause a reduction in brake cylinder pressure, and in no case below this point will the brake cylinder pressure be less

than the brake pipe pressure. A prolonged reduction of the brake pipe pressure was made purposely to disclose tliis fact. .-Xs the brake pipe
pressure increases, the brake cylinder pressure increases until a pressure of 45 lb. is obtained in both the brake cylinder and brake pipe. From
that point on, the graduated release goes into operation and with a further increase in brake pipe pressure, the brake cylinder pressure will be reduced.
It will be noted ttiat the au.\iliary reservoir pressure has not changed.

tions can be varied at the will of the engineman by his regu-

lation of the brake pipe pressure without the necessity of

releasing the brakes before a re-application when operating

with the graduated release, and the fact that the auxiliary

reservoir maintains a reserve supply for a full emergency

application, regardless of the number of service applications

made. The triple valve is of such a design that after a train

has once been charged, an emergency application will auto-

matically be made if for any reason the brake pipe pressure

should be reduced to zero.

This company has been making a series of exhibition tests

on a 100-car test rack composed of 51 AS A brake equip-

ments and 49 brake equipments in common use today, which
were attended by between 200 and 300 railroad representa-

tives. The equipments have been distributed in multiples of

five throu,ghout the train, that is, five A S A equipments, five

other equipments, etc., with the hundredth car being an

ASA equipment. These tests have shown that the time

between the application of the brakes on the fir.st car and
the hundredth car with a service application is about 14

seconds, and with an emergency application about 8 seconds.

Records taken on trainagraphs of a service application with

quick release, a service application with graduated release

and an emergency application are shown in the illustrations.

The following, to be used in connection with a diagram-

matic illustration of the triple valve, gives an outline of the

operation of the A S A triple valve:

The air passing through valve 55 also passes to chamber
47 above the diaphragm 43. As the pressure in chamber 47
plus the pressure caused by spring 50 equalizes with the

pressure in chamber 40a, the diaphragm 43 will be depressed.

This allows the valves 71 and 55 to be closed by their re-

spective springs.

Emergency Section.—The air in pipe la passes to chamber
39a past the clearance 44 into chamber 40 above the dia-

phragm 39, keeping the valves 60 and 60a closed. This
pressure also acts on valve 46, keeping it closed. From cham-
ber 39a the air also passes through the port 68 to the cham-
ber 81, then down through port 74 to the quick action re-

servoir.

SER\ICE BRAKE APPLICATION

The service application of the brake is made in the usual
way by reducing the brake pipe pressure. This reduces the

pressure in chamber 2 of the service section and pipe la lead-

ing to the emergency section.

Service Section.—The reduction in pressure in chamber 2

permits the pressure in the auxiliary reservoir and chamber
4 to depress the diaphragm 3. This lowers the valve stem
6 and with it diaphragm 29, valve cage 28 and valve 32 and
with it valve 35, which is rigidly connected to 32. As valve

35 seats on the cage 135, the opening between the brake
cylinder and chamber 25 with tlie atmosphere is closed. The
cage 28 drops away from the valve 32, permitting the air
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in chamber iO to pass into chamber 25, which is connected

directly to the brake cylinder, thus charging the cylinder.

Air also flows from chamber 40a and from the service reser-

voir tiirough the valve 95, pipe 10 and valve 55 to chamber

2, thus augmenting the air supply in chamljcr 2 wliich passes

to the brake cylinder.

As the force exerted by the air pressure in chamber 25

on the diaphragm 29 plus the force exerted by the air pres-

sure in chamber 2 on diaphragm j exceeds the force exerted

by the air pressure in chamber 4 plus the pressure of spring

7c, the spindle 6 will be raised with the valve cage 28, seat-

ing valve 32, cutting off the supply of air to the brake cylin-

der. Since the area of diaphragm 29 is about one-half that of

47 will be reduced with the pressure above the valve 55,

but as it with the spring 50 is greater than the pressure in

chamber 40a, the diaphragm 43 will always remain down
during the service application of the brake.

Emergency Section.—The reduction of the brake pipe

pressure causes a reduction in chambers 39a and 40 with-

out operating any of the parts. The reduction is so gradual
that the pressure from 81 will be relieved through passage

69 without operating diaphragm 63.

RELE.^SING THE BRAKES

Graduated Release.—To obtain the graduated release the

maintaining valve 80 is closed, thus cutting out the use of the

aUICK ACTION
RESERVOIR

/O-Tl CHANGE-OVER'^ VALVE

jcitQt^
SERVICE
SECTION

Triple Valve for the Automatic Straight Air Brake System

diaphragm 3, the pressure in chamber 25 to provide equilib-

rium will be about twice the reduction made in chamljer 2.

If for any reason the pressure should leak off from the

brake cylinder, the forces will again become unbalanced and
valve 32 will again be opened until equilibrium is once more
established. In this way the brake cylinder pressure will

always remain a certain definite function of the brake pipe

for each brake pipe reduction. The air pressure in chamber

valve 77 and the auxiliary reservoir pressure. With the ser-

vice section in lap position, that is, with the pressures in

chambers 25 and 2 balancing the auxilian,' pressure in

chamber 4, by raising the brake pipe pressure and the pres-

sure in chamber 2, diaphragm 3 and with it valve stem 6,

diaphragm 29 and valve cage 28 will be raised, this will

lift valve 35 from its seat, permitting the air from
the lirake cylinder to release to the atmosphere until the
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pressure in chamber 25 has been reduced sufficiently to

re-establish the balance destroyed by the increase in brake

pipe pressure. At this time the service section will again

move to lap position. In this way the release may be grad-

uated in as many steps as desired, the full release being

obtained when the brake pipe pressure has been restored

sufficiently to balance the auxiliary reservoir pressure. In

case it is desired to reapply the brakes after a partial re-

lease has been made, this can be done by simply reducing

the brake pipe pressure again.

Qiiiik Release.—To obtain the quick release, the main-

taining valve 80 is opened, as shown by the full lines in

the illustration, ^^'ith the increase in pressure in chamber

2, tlie performance of the service section will be as described

above. The pressure in chamber 40a will be built up, rais-

ing diaphragm 4.? and with it the left hand end of lever

65. which will open valve 71 a short time ahead of valve

55 on account of the clearance between the right hand end

of the lever and the bottom of the slot in the valve body 55a.

Opening valve 71 permits air from the auxiliary reservoir

which is at a higher pressure than the air in chamber 40a

to pass forward tlirough valve 77. pipe 68, through valve

71 into chamber 40a. thus rapidly increasing the pressure

in chamber 2 and insuring a quick release of the air pres-

sure from the brake cylinder. \\'ith the brakes released the

system will be recharged as described above.

EMERGENCY .APPLICATION

There are no movements of the parts in the emergency

section during charging, ser\-ice, lap, and release opera-

tions. The moderate serv-ice brake pipe reductions permit

the air to flow from the quick action resen'oir 82 to the

train pipe through the restriction screw 69 at the same rate

as the brake pipe reduction is taking place, thereby main-

taining equal pressures on both sides of diaphra,sm 63.

To obtain an emergency application, a rapid and pro-

longed brake pipe reduction is made. This causes the ser-

vice section to assume sen-ice position quickly and reduces

the pressure in chamber 39a of the emergency section faster

than the pressure in the quick action reservoir 82 can be

reduced through the restriction screw 69.

The pressure in chamber 81 above diaphragm 63 will

then be higher than the pressure in chamber 39a, with the

result that diaphra,Ecm 63 will be forced down. Stem 64.

moving with the diaphra.smi, will depress the inner end of

the fulcrum lever 65a and the left end will be raised, thereby

raising the brake pipe e.xhaust valve 46, and venting the

lirake pipe pressure direct to the atmosphere.

The sudden reduction of l>rake pipe pressure quickly

reduces tlie pressure in chamber 40a of the service section,

therebv opening the valve 55 and causing a corresponding

reduction in chamber 85 of the change-over valve through

pipe 10. The pressure in chamber 85 of the change-over

valve will then be reduced faster than the service resen^oir

pressure can flow through the restricted opening of valve

95, and as the upper chamlier 90 is in direct communication

with the service reservoir through ports 14. the high service

reservoir pressure above diaphagm 88 forces the diaphragm

down. This movement closes valve 95 and ojicns valve

103. The closing of valve 95 seals the service reservoir

from the brake pipe, and the opening of valve 103 re-

leases the service reservoir air to chamber 41 of the emer-

gency section through valve 103a and pipe 106.

This action occurs instantly and diaphragm 39 is raised

bv the decreasing brake pipe pressure in chamlier 40, and

the increasing service reservoir pressure in chamber 41.

therebv raising the yoke 55b. The upward movement of

the voke closes vent valve 51 and opens valves 60 and 60a.

The opening of valve 60 releases the auxiliar\- reseri'oir

to chamber 41 through pipe 41c. From chamber 41 the

air from both the seriice and auxiliary reservoirs flows past

valve 60a through pipe 4kl to chamber 25 and the brake

cylinder.

The operation of the parts just described quickly re-

duces the brake pipe pressure, and assures a quick and

jiositive emergency application of the brakes throughout the

train.

\'alve 46 will remain open until the entire brake pipe

pressure has been reduced sufficiently to assure an emergency

application. The length of time depends upon the time

required to vent the pressure in chambers 81 and 82, above

diaphragm 63, to chamber 39a. This is determined by the

size of the opening through the restriction screw 69. When
the pressure in chamber 81 has Ijeen reduced to an equality

with that in chamber 39a, spring 76 raises diaphragm 63

and spring 77 closes valve 46.

.\ release of the brakes after an emergency application

is effected bv raising the brake pipe pressure above the

pressure in chamber 4, which, in emergency, is equal to

lirake c\linder pressure. When the pressure in the brake

pipe and in chambers 2 of the service section and 40 of

the emergency section is raised above the equalized pres-

sure in chambers 4 and 41, diaphragm 39 will be depressed,

closing valves 60 and 60a and opening vent valve 51.

This releases the pressure in chamlier 41 to the atmosphere,

and the upward movement of diaphragm 3 opens exhaust

valve 35, releasing the brake cylinder pressure to the atmos-

phere.

\Mien the brake pipe pressure has been raised in chamber

85 of the change-over valve aljove the service reservoir pres-

sure in chamber 90. diaphragm 88 will be raised to its nor-

mal position in which it is held by spring 18, and the

ser^ice reservoir will again be charged.

Sliould an emergency application be desired following

a service application, and service reservoir and brake pipe

pressures are below the emergency brake cylinder pressure,

valve 103a will prevent the emergency brake cylinder pres-

sure from returning to the service reservoir.

CALCULATING HEIGHT OF GRAIN LINE
FOR BOX CARS
BY THOMAS R. WILLIAMS

Mechanical Drjltsman, Northern Pacihc. St. Paul. Minn.

The purpose of this article is to show the method of cal-

culating the hei.ght of grain lines in box cars and to reduce

as much as possible the calculations to constants which can

be taken from a table.

The height to which a car may be loaded with grain de-

]3ends on the length and width of car, the lading capacity

of car in pounds, and the weight per bushel of various kinds

of grain.

Let H = Height of grain line in inches
L == Length of car in inches
\V ^ WiHth of car in inches
C ^ Lading capacity in pounds
Y = Weight per bushel of grain

The weights per bushel for various kinds of grain are as

follows

:

Whc-it 60 Ih.

Corn, rve or flax 56 lb.

Rarley '. 48 Ih.

Oats 32 lb.

The number of cubic inches in a bushel is 2150.42. Then
the bushels in car for each inch of height is:

L X w
21.Sn.J2

C 2130.42 X C
and H = =

L y W L X W X Y
X Y

2150.42

In this formula all of the factors except the length and

width of the car can be reduced to constants for the various
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grains and car capacity,

following table:

These constants are shown in the
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tliese plans that the work of transforming from one length compartment by framing the side doorways at one end for

to another may be greatly facilitated l)y making the interior the company's standard baggage door-opening and filling in

equipment more nearly portable than is customary at present, with false work to reduce the door openings to 2 ft. 10 in.,

Screws and bolts may be used for securing fixtures which are the standard for postal cars.

j'a'—Jl,-2'4^4^z'S-%-z'l!%-B's^-2'l>'i-E's^-!'6'-ii,.-Z'll>i4'-

jo's-

Plans for Converting the 60-ft. Mail Car to the 30-ft. Compartment Car

now permanently attached to the car body. It is also sug- Complete plans for the 15-ft. -30-ft. mail apartment are

gested that roads building 60-ft. postal cars which may at shown on Railway Mail Service drawing sheet M, while the

some future time be changed to 30-ft. apartment cars may plans for the 60-ft. mail car convertible to a 30-ft. apartment

make it easy to change one end of the cars into a baggage are shown on sheet N.

location of Parf'ifion

for IS8"MailApartment
Leffer Chute

Chain not to be appliedinside ofcar

V-
—

h 300

New Optional Floor Plans for 15-ft. and 30-ft. Compartment Postal Cars
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round houses, and if the round house foremen were consulted

more often by the mechanical engineer, many annoying de-

lays due to poor design or inaccessible parts would be over-

come.

It is possible that some of us are still doing some things

that are not absolutely necessary, you might call them "frills."

A short time ago we held a staff meeting at which this sub-

ject was discussed, and decided to postpone some things

not detrimental to the service, until a more opportune time.

Engineers can save delays at the terminal by correctly re-

porting the work that actually needs doing; the work slip

that shows a bad pound on the right side, or packing blow-

ing without saying where, or the air pump not working, or

Report of Delays to Engines in Terminal Service



Plain Cylinder Grinding Work
Grinding Machines in the Shop Can Handle Some
Classes of Work Better and Quicker Than the Lathe

BY A. B. c.

PLAIN cylindrical grinding machines are now being

installed to a limited extent in railway shops and

they have been found to be very useful and econom-

ical tools. For finishing a number of articles used in

locomotive manufacture or repair work, such as cross-head

pins, crank pins, piston rods and other parts, it has been

found that a better finish can be obtained at less cost than

by turning, filing and using emery paper.

Grinding does not appeal to railway people as it does to

makers of machine tools and automobiles for the reason

that locomotive parts are generally made only in small quan-

tities and the finish need not be equal to that given parts of

salable articles, especially where the finish is a selling point.

However, as the grinder has proven an economical machine

in most branches of manufacture, it will no doubt come to

its own in railway work.

Some of the early attempts at grinding in railway shops

were not entirely satisfactory due to the fact that the ma-
chines were too light and that an improper grade of grinding

wheels was used. Later experience has indicated that plain

grinding machines for railway work must be heavy and
designed so that metal may be rapidly removed, and that

the grinding wheels must be of proper grade and grain in

order to cut properly and quickly and give the material

the finish desired. Recent developments in grinding wheels

and appliances for truing them have shown that the same
wheel can be used to cut or remove the metal rapidly from

any of the various locomotive parts and, after the wheel

has been quickly trued with the diamond, satisfactorily

finish it with generally superior results than can be obtained

by methods where grinding machines are not employed.

The experience on universal tool room grinders which are

common in all shops does not apply to plain grinders for

locomotive parts, the tool room grinder being a small ma-
chine and intended only for taking light cuts, whereas for

locomotive parts a machine capable of quickly removing

metal and producing a smooth finish is essential.

The plain grinding machine that can be recommended

for locomotive parts should have ample weight and strength

to run grinding wheels with a face of from I'/i in. to 2 in.,

to their limit. Such a machine will absorb 10 to 15 hp.

With some of the heavier plain cylindrical grinders one to

two cubic inches of metal can be removed a minute, and

with the same wheel properly trued or dressed, a very sat-

-isfactory finish can be obtained. The plain machine made
by a number of concerns known as 12-in. by 36-in. size

is very satisfactory for all work not over 36 in. long and

having a diameter up to about 10 in. This machine can

be used for crank pins, knuckle pins, crosshead pins, link

motion pins and practically all locomotive parts where a

running finish is necessary, excepting valve rods, piston

rods and axles. This size has ample strength to cut rapidly

and produce a good finish. Smaller machines are liable to

fall short of requirements and be disappointing. It should

be remembered that a grinding wheel is only a circular

cutter having a multitude of cutting points. If the ma-
chine is strong and the work well supported, the wheel will

cut rapidly, but if the machine is weak or the work not

properly supported, the work will spring away from the

wheel and it will not cut rapidly nor produce a desirable

finish.

Grinding machines are economical where it is the prac-

tice to make new and repair parts for locomotives to a

semi-finished state on automatic machines, turret lathes or

center lathes. When fitting parts made to a semi-finished

state it will generally be found that the articles can be

fitted and finished more quickly by grinding than by turn-

ing, filing and using emery paper.

A few examples of grinding from a semi-finished state

are given below:

Crosshead Pins.—These are blanked out to from 1/32
in. to '/s in. large on the straight and taper surfaces,

threaded, keyways cut, etc. When it is desired to fit the

pin to the crosshead, the straight portion of the pin is-

ground with the table set for straight grinding and the

tapered portion of the pin is ground with the machine set

to the proper taper. When the holes in each side of the

crosshead have been reamed at the same time with a single

taper reamer, as is generally the case on new work, one
end of the pin can be ground about to size and the micro-

meter dial or stop on the cross feed of the machine set.

Afterwards the wheel is shifted to the other end of the

crosshead pin and the wheel fed in to the stop. This will

insure a proper taper to the pin. In the case the two tapered

holes of the crosshead are not of the same taper, owing to-

unequal reaming, which may be the result of repairs, each
end of the pin must be fitted separately. Where the sur-

face to be ground is shorter than tlie width of the grinding

wheel, it is often good practice to feed the wheel directly

on to the work without giving it any lateral motion. The
latter method can often be followed on the taper ends.

Crosshead pins should be carefully finished both for the

bearing and the fit in the crosshead. To obtain this finish

it is desirable to true the wheel frequently, as will be ex-

plained later. The ground surfaces when properly finished-

are superior to surfaces finished by other methods and the
time and cost of doing the work will be found to be less than
if the work was done on a lathe.

The grinding machine is very useful when it is necessary

to refinish a cut or a worn crosshead pin, as a new surface

can be produced by removing a minimum amount of metal.

In fitting worn crosshead pins to other crossheads having
holes smaller than the pin, the grinder will be found very
useful. In most cases the pin can be fitted and finished

quicker on the grinding machine than on the lathe, even
though there is a considerable amount of metal to remove.
Where conditions will justify, it is advisable to blank out
the pins in various sizes, say in steps of '/i in., so that

they may be fitted to worn crossheads with but a small
amount of grinding.

Side Rod Knuckle Pins.—The practice recommended
for the grinding of knuckle pins is similar to that for cross-

head pins. Some roads make a practice of casehardening
these parts. Where this prevails the pins can be made in

quantities, with about 1/32 in. being left for finish on the
straight and taper fits on new work and possibly y$ in.

on repair work, the keyways being cut, the holes drilled and
the pins casehardened. When it is necessary to fit them to
the rods, the straight portions of the pin can be ground to
size which will not go below the casehardening, if they are
properly pack hardened. The taper ends are then ground
to fit the rods. As the casehardened surface on the taper
portions is not essential, going below the hardened surface
will not aft'ect the wearing qualities of the pin. By follow^
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ing this practice a supply of knuckle pins will be on hand
ready for fitting to the rods without delay and the pins will

be better finished than where the old practice is followed.

The warping or distorting of the pins when being case-

hardened will as a general rule prevent making a satis-

factory fit in the rod or in the knuckle pin bushing unless

the pin is ground. Where these pins are not hardened the

method of finish would be similar to that for crosshead pins.

Link Motion Pius.—These are small additions to those

mentioned above. Where they are casehardened it is, of

course, desirable to grind them in order to obtain proper

running fits in the bushings. It will often be found that

worn pins can be refinished by grinding to fit other arms

without annealing.

Air Pump Pistoti Rods.—New air pump piston rods can

be finished economically by blanking them out about 1/64-

in. large and grinding. Where rods are worn or scored they

can be very- quickly ground true with the removal of the

least possible amount of metal necessary to true them.

Cank Pins.—Grinding crank pins is ordinary strai.ght

work that can be very readily done on a plain cylindrical

or gap grinder such as is used for piston rods. When
blanking these out on the lathe or turret machine it is ad-

visable to finish the sides of the collars as the present con-

struction of grinding machines is not well adapted to grind-

ing on the sides of the wheel, also it is difticult to properly

true the wheels on the sides. It is to be hoped that some of

our wheel makers will develop a grinding wheel suitable

for grinding on the sides of the wheel for uses similar to

that of making crank pins. The lathe work, with the ex-

ception of the collars, can be done with the coarsest feed

it is possible to take, about 1/32 in. of the diameter being

left for grinding. Both the bearings and the wheel fit can

be ground economically.

Piston Rods.—A special gap grinder has been developed

which is used largely for the grinding of piston rods, the

machine having a gap in the bed large enough to swing a

piston rod with its head mounted. These machines are

used for finishing new piston rods that have been turned

previously about 1/32 in. large. Two methods have been

used for repairing rods, one being to take a light cut on

the lathe and the finishing cut on the grinder, but it has

generally been found more economical to do all the repair

work required on the rod on the grinder, no matter how
badly it may be cut or out of true. With proper wheels and

plenty of steady rests, the worst kind of worn rod can

generally be refinished in less than 30 minutes and only

slightly worn rods in much less time. Some of these gap

grinders for piston rods are operated without steady rests;

this will not result in obtaining the full output of the ma-

chine, however. For rapid grinding and good finish at

least three steady rests should be used, these to be gradually

adjusted to the rod as the diameter is reduced. Piston rods

are from four to six feet long and must be supported to

prevent them from springing awav from the wheel. Much
of the rough appearance of ground piston rods can Ijc

attributed to a lack of support for the rods. Probably

there is no one part of a locomotive to which grinding is

better adapted than the piston rod. With reasonable care

the rods can be ground to one size from end to end to

within a I'ni't of 001 or .002 in.

Valve Stems.—These can readily be ground on the piston

rod gap grinders.

Locomotii'e Axles.—These being large in diameter and

heavy, require large grinders and for a new installation the

size known as 20-in. by 96-in. is desirable. The journals

and wheel fits may readily be ground on machines of this

size. Axles should be roughed to about 1/32 in. above the

required finished dimension. The customar)' gap grinders

used for piston rods can be used for axle grinding. As a

general rule they are somewhat light for the work; how-

ever, where the work on rods is not sufficient to keep the

machine busy, axles or crank pins may be ground on
these machines to good advantage.

Choice of Grinding Wheels.—In the early days of

commercial grinding there was a difference of ojiinion as

to the kind of grinding wheels to use. By some a wheel that

would give long life was considered the more desirable. Later

practices and knowledge of grinding wheels have shown that

while long life is desirable, the latter can be sacrificed for

good cutting and finishing qualities; also that a wheel de-

sirable for railway work is one that will wear away at a

moderate rate. As previously stated, a grinding wheel may
be likened to a circular cutter having a multitude of cutting

points. These points will eventually dull and clog from
chips gathered from the work. If the wheel is moderately

soft the dull points w'ill break away and present new sharp

points. A hard, fine wheel, however, will glaze and refuse

to cut with the speed desirable for locomotive work. For
steel such as is used mostly on locomotives, running about

0.40 per cent carbon, wheels classified by the Norton Com-
pany as grade M—36 vitrified, or corresponding grades

made by other concerns will generally be found a good
compromise and can be used on most locomotive work, es-

pecially for general locomotive repairs where one grinder is

often used for soft steel and casehardened parts, and w-here

frequent changing of wheels would consume too much time.

Where a large number of one article is to be ground at one

time, it is, of course, desirable to use different wheels for

soft steel, casehardened steel, cast iron, etc., and possibly

one wheel for roughing down and a second wheel for fin-

ishing.

Truing Wheels.—Brown Sc Sharpe milling cutters and
those of other makers used to be marked, "Keep the cutter

sharp." The same should apply to grinding wheels. The
only suitable medium for truing and sharpening a wheel is

the diamond. It should be used on all plain cylindrical

grinders u.sed in railway work. Diamonds can be purchased

for $10 to $15 and will last a long time. For jobs such as

piston rods, crosshead or crank pins, etc., it is always de-

sirable to grind close to size and true the wheel for the

final finishing cut. Truing the wheel takes only a fraction

of a minute with the devices for holding the diamond sup-

plied with machines. With a moderately coarse wheel prop-

erly trued, a finish can generally be produced that answers

all requirements for locomotives.

Cooling Compounds.—Grinding wheels should, of course,

be flooded with a cooling compound to prevent heating the

work and clogging the wheel. A number of compounds are

recommended by the makers of grinding machines. These
contain ingredients that prevent rusting of the machine and
work. A good grinding compound should always be used;

clear water is not satisfacton,' for this class of work. The
nozzle for the cutting compound should be adjusted as close

as possible to the point of contact of the wheel and work.

No damage will result from too much cooling compound,
but liad work w-ill result from too little.

.Steady Re.':ts.—Particular attention is called to the value

of steady rests. As many as po,ssil)le should l)c used in order

to prevent the vibration of the work. Even with an article

as large as a crank pin one or two rests are desirable.

Feeds.—For roughing down it is generally recommended
that the feeds be set to traverse the work in front of the

wheel about three-quarters of the width of the wheel for each

revolution of the article being ground. It must be remem-
bered that a grinding wheel reduces diameter only at each

revolution of the work, a very small amount, rarely over .002

in. This thin layer or chip if spread out to I'l in. or 2 in.

will remove metal fairly rapidly. Grinding can be done much
more quickly by a coarse than by a fine feed.

Previous Machining.—Where the practice of grinding

is followed, the finish given art'cles in the lathe or turret
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macliine can be of the roughest character, thus saving the

time taken to provide the smooth surface with a fine feed.

A modern grinder will remove the rough surface much cheaper

than taking the time to turn it off in the lathe.

Attention to Machine Tool Equipment.—A grinding

machine will generally take the place of a lathe in any fair

sized railway shop and it costs about the same. Therefore,

when additions are necessary the plain grinder should be

carefully considered.

Operators for Grinders.—Grinders require good oper-

ators who have knowledge of proper measuring and who will

take advantage of short cuts and kinks to perform the work
quickly and satisfactorily. However, a good lathe hand
will generally make a good grinder hand. Given two in-

experienced men, one to operate a grinder and one to operate

a lathe, the prospects are that the man on the grinder will

learn to produce a satisfactory job much sooner.

A TIME-SAVING ATTACHMENT FOR THE
PLANER

A handy device used in the Dale Street shops of the Great

Northern for planing balance plates of valve chest covers is

shown below. A view of the attachment in use is given in

Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 shows the dimensions of the parts. The

Fig. 1—Method of Planing Valve Chest Covers

four brackets are forged from mild steel and finished to the

dimensions given, care being taken to get the surface marked
B parallel to and the same distance from the base A on every

bracket. The brackets are attached to the planer as shown
and the steam chest cover to be planed is slipped into position

Fig. 2— Details of Brackets for Holding Valve Chest Cover

and the vertical set screws are tightened. This holds the joint

surface of the cover against the bracket and brings it parallel

with the planer table. The horizontal set screws bearing on

the comers keep the cover from moving in the brackets. This

attachment makes it unnecessary to use a surface gage when
planing balance plates, thus saving considerable time on the

operation.

HIGH SPEED STEEL TIPPED TOOLS
BY M. C. WHELAN

Blacksmith Foreman. St. Louis & San Francisco, Kansas City, Mo.

To apply successfully high speed tips on tire steel tool

bodies for machine tools has been found quite difficult. The
method described below has been used by the writer for some
time with success, the tips remaining on the tool body until

they are worn away. When the welding of high speed tips

on machine tool bodies was first attempted in our shops, it

was found difficult to weld a tip on a tire turning tool that

k-
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used for forging the tips from the high speed steel scrap.

We use three sizes, viz.: 34 in., 1 in. and lyi in. wide for the

various sizes of tools.

The photograph shows a number of lathe and planer tools.

The picture was taken after they had been in service for

some time. The largest one had been used along with one

other of the same size in turning 36 pairs of driving wheels.

In applying the tips the welding must be done by those who
<an do it properly.

ELECTRIC WELDING INSTRUCTIONS
BY' E. WANAMAKER

Electrical Eagineer, Chicago, Roclt Island & Paci6c

Some of the equipment now on the market assures the

practicability of electric welding and the perfectness of the

job, provided the person doing the welding has thoroughly

learned his trade.

Contrary to the opinions held by many, it is far from a

simple process and it will take an operator approximately

one year to become a fairly proficient welder on all classes

of work, such as would ordinarily be found on a railroad

and only at the end of approximately three years will he

become expert and then not unless he has studied and

worked under the direction of a competent instructor and

demonstrator.

The choosing of electric welding equipment should only

be entrusted to some person thoroughly familiar with elec-

trical principles, welding and general boiler and machine

designs. This done, and the equipment properly installed,

the next step is the instruction and breaking in of welding

operators. The following are the vital points which it is

necessary to master before really successful welding can be

accomplished

:

1. The operator should be taught all the details of pre-

paring different kinds of work for welding.

2. The proper current strength and size of electrode for

the job in hand should be selected. This automatically

regulates the speed to that which is most desiraljle for that

particular class of work. Also, special electrodes are neces-

sary for a few certain classes of work and are well worth

the extra or additional price necessary to obtain same; how-

ever, the special jobs would probably not exceed 2 per cent

of all welding done.

3. The study of strains and stresses is the most interest-

ing as well as the most important of all steps connected with

the welding art. The preparation of the parts for welding

and the proper flowing of the metal are comparatively easy

"to learn; provided, good equipment and welding electrodes

are used. It is, however, self evident that if the problem

of strains and stresses is not properly taken care of, failure

will occur either in the weld itself or at some weaker point

or part of the object welded. It is to be hoped that much

attention will be given this point by those interested in elec-

tric welding in order that we may benefit by the enormous

savings that can be effected by the intelligent use of the

electric welding arc.

OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE

Installations of electric welding equipment on the Rock

Island are designed and made by the electrical department.

The division electricians at the point where welding instal-

lations have been made are given sufficient instruction to

enable them properly to operate and maintain the equipment,

being supplied with references for ordering any repair parts

that would eventually be required. As soon as possible after

the installation has been completed, the supervisor of elec-

trical equipment, accompanied by an expert demonstrator

from the manufacturer visits the point and instructs as many
men as deemed necessary in the use of the electric arc. As

is evident, these instructions are only preliminary and it is

intended to continue giving instruction as frequently as pos-

sible in order to realize the full benefit from the equipments.

A complete set of instructions for electric welding has

been issued. These begin with an explanation of the elec-

tric arc itself, continuing with the proper polarity for dif-

ferent classes of work. The next point covered is the amount
of heat used, the kinds and sizes of electrodes and the cur-

rent and voltage for the different classes of work. Imme-
diately following are the instructions for all kinds of fire-

box welding, including the proper use of protective shields.

This in turn is followed with complete instructions on the

proper methods to use in welding frames and cylinders,

and in all building-up operations.

The proper preparation of the work is fully as important

as the welding operation, if not even more so. The instruc-

tion book supplies detailed sketches showing the proper

method of preparing work for welding, including a detail

of a small portable sand blast. Several jiages are devoted

to the properties of iron and steel, in order that welding

may be intelligently accomplished. In conclusion, there is

a long list of locomotive and car parts, machine tool parts,

etc., which it has been found can be successfully and eco-

nomically welded.

There seems to be practically no limit to the application

of electric welding when a good welding machine is intelli-

gently used by a competent operator wlio thoroughly under-

stands metals as well as the handling of the arc. The re-

sults up to the present time indicate that the net returns

from the electric welding installation will be far greater

than had been anticipated.

METHOD OF TESTING VALVES
BY J. A. JESSON

A simple arrangement for testing air pump and steam

heat governors, etc., consisting of a bracket made of 34-in.

by 4-in. bar iron with pipe connection, rubber gaskets and
a handwheel for covering the end of the valves is shown
in the illustration. The ffj-in. pipe at the right supplies

r^

Device for Giving Valves a Pressure Test

the air for testing, and the hose connection at the left leads

to a reservoir in which is placed a test gage. Rubber gas-

kets are placed on each face of the valve to prevent leakage,

the left hand valve head being forced against the valve by

the handwheel and screw as indicated by the illustration.

Express Packages by Aeroplane.—The Triangle Dis-

tributing Corporation, on October 11, sent a package of

films from Buffalo, N. Y., to Rochester, by aeroplane, the

shipment having missed the last train Ijy which it could

have reached the consignee in season for the afternoon ex-

hibition. The flight, 70 miles in 45 minutes, was made by

Roland Rohlfs. of the Curtiss Aviation Training School.



Design of Forging Machine Dies'

Fundamental Rules Are Given and Explained Which
Should Be Followed Where Good Results Are Desired

BY E. R. FROST
General Manager, National Machinery Company, Tiffin, Ohio

T is our experience that at least 75 per cent of the failures

in forging machine die design can be attributed to the

disregard of one or more of the fundamental laws per-

taining to this work. The desirability of having this infor-

mation expressed in the form of laws makes the excuse for

this paper. Throughout these remarks the policy is fol-

lowed of not taking into consideration unusual methods; trick

heats; welding operations; or, in fact, any laboratory meth-
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ods which, while possible under certain conditions, are im-

practical in average shop practice. Consequently, while cer-

tain statements may appear to be too limited, they will, in

the main, be found as applying to average conditions.

It is possible to classify the majority of forging machine
die problems under three rules or headings.

Rule 1.

—

The limit of length of unsupported stock that can

be gathered or upset in one blow without injurious buckling,

is not more than three times the diameter of the bar.

As an example, if the diameter of the bar to be upset is

1 inch, then the length of unsupported stock which may
be successfully gathered, cannot be more than 3 inches. This
rule applies on all diameters of stock. As three diameters,

however, is practically the limit, it is best to keep the actual

working limit within two and one-half diameters; and where
it can be done, even a limit of two diameters is better, as then

less attention need be paid to the squareness of the end of

the bar. On such upsets, as the heading tool advances, as

indicated in Fig. 1, the stock will swell uniformly in all

directions from the axis of the blank, and it can be carried

to practically any thickness without any serious tendency to

upset unevenly. It is immaterial whether the stock over-

hangs the face of the gripping dies, or whether part of the

stock is gathered in the gripping dies and part in the head-

ing tool, whether it is all upset in the gripping dies, or all

in the heading tool,—the fact must be kept in mind that such

conditions represent cases where the stock is unsupported,

and hence Rule 1 applying to three diameters or less of un-

supported stock will apply.

In order to prove the dependability of Rule 1—if an effort

is made to upset a length of stock longer than three diam-

eters, in place of upsetting uniformly, as shown in Fig. 1,

the stock will buckle at a point near the middle, and result

in more of the upset forming on one side of the center of

•Read before the Fourth Annual Convention of the American Drop
Forge Association at Cleveland, Ohio.

the bar than on the other. As an example: Assuming that

the diameter of the bar is 1 inch, and the length of un-
supported stock 4 inches, then when the heading tool ad-
vances, the stock will start to buckle, as shown in Fig. 2,

and after it has once started, will, of course, continue.
It is impossible to correct this condition by varying the

point in the die where the upsetting takes place. The stock
will buckle, regardless of whether it is upset in the gripping
dies, in the heading tool, or part in the gripping dies and
part in the heading tool.

Ride 2.—Lengths of stock more than three times the
diameter of the bar can be successfully upset in one blow,
provided the diameter of the upset made is not more than
one and one-half times the diameter of the bar.

This rule, while fairly well recognized, requires a clear
understanding in order to develop its practical possibilities.

Referring to Fig. 3; assuming that the diameter of the
bar is 1 inch, and the length of stock to be upset is 6 inches,

Fig. 3

and that the diameter of the hole in the die is not more than
lYi inches, then when the upsetting begins, the stock will at

once buckle, but on account of the limited diameter of the
hole the stock soon comes in contact with the sides of the
die. This prevents further buckling in this direction, hence
any additional upsetting must take place at some other point.
The stock will frequently be found to buckle at several
points, as in Fig. 3; but as the heading tool advances, the
stock will gradually fill the impression in the die, the only
objection being a fin around the end of the upset.

If an attempt is made to produce a forging in a die in
which the diameter of the hole in the die is greater than
one and one-half times the diameter of the bar, then when
the upsetting begins the buckling effect at some point—and
generally near the middle of the unsupported stock, such as
at "I" in Fig. 4—is sufficient so that when the heading tool
continues its advance, the stock on the opposite side from

^ <y>-/>^/e
I

Fig. 4

the buckled portion will fold in, and, of course, leave a
defect in the upset.

.\s in the case of Rule 1, while it is possible to make
forgings in which the diameter of the opening in the die is

as much as one and one-half times the diameter of the bar,
nevertheless, this is very close to the limit, and in practice
it is much better to keep the diameter of the upset not more
than 1.3 times the diameter of the bar.

The practical application of this law is in the ability to

fi4S
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gather large amounts of stock by repeating the principle,

as indicated in Fig. 5. In the first, or top impression, the

diameter A.' of the recess in the die is not more than one and
one-half times the diameter of the bar L. In the second im-

pression, the diameter of the recess .1/ is not more than one

and one-half times the diameter of the previous upset N.
In the last impression, the length of the upset O is well

within the limit of Rule 1 regarding unsupported stock, so

that no limit need be put on the diameter P of the last die

impression. In such upsets, where the length of stock in

Fig. 5

the first operation is excessive, it is generally necessary to

keep the end of the bar at a lower temperature.

Where it is desirable to carefully hold the size of some

upset in which the stock rec|uirement is not materially over

three diameters in length, if the diameter of the impression

in the die is made not more than 1.3 times the diameter of

the bar, as in Fig. 6, then the upset formed will be free

from fins on the end of the upset, even if no special care

is taken in heating. This is on account of the fact that

Fig. 6

where the length of the stock is not more than three diam-

eters, tlie upsetting takes place quite imiformly throughout

its length, and any buckling being limited, the friction of

the stock along the side of the die does not become a factor.

In handling all upsets requiring more than three diam-

eters of stock, the fact must always be kept in mind that the

stock will first start to buckle at the middle of the unsup-

ported portion, and as a result, somewhat more than one-

half the stock to be upset must be inside of the impression

in the die. It can equally well be in a taper or straight

hole in the heading ram; but it is useless to attempt to

make part of the impression in the gripping die, and part

in the heading tool, because when the up-setting begins,

as in Fig. 7, the stock will buckle, leaving a defective

forging.

Among the various ways to reduce the number of opera-

tions required to make large size upsets on small diameter

bars, attention is called to the square hole scheme as shown
in Fig. 8. Here an extra amount of stock is obtained in the

Fig. 7

first upset by making the first impression square, in place

of round. The short diameter of the square hole, as at R,

is made within one and one-half times the diameter of the

bar. Consequently, the sides of the square impression in

the die support the bar, and keep it from buckling; but the

greater area of the square hole enables a larger amount of

stock to be gathered than would be possible were the hole

round. The next impression is made round, and the diam-

eter of this impression, as at 5 can be one and one-half times

the long diameter, or in other words, the diameter across

the corners of the previous square upset. The square cor-

Flg. 8

ners, by coming in contact first with the sides of the die im-

impression, also prevent the bar from buckling and allow a

large amount of stock to be gathered. If the length of the

stock as it leaves the second operation, has been shortened

sufficiently to come within the requirements of Rule 1, then

it can be formed in the last operation into any desired shape

without regard to the diameter of the die impression.

Another method of increasing the amount of stock that

can be gathered in one operation, is to keep the diameter of

the impression in the die within the limit of Rule 2 for a

distance of slightly more than one-half of the length of

the stock, as indicated at T, Fig. 9, but then to increase the

size of the opening as shown. When the heading tool be-

gins to upset the stock, it will, of course, buckle at T, but

being supported by the die at this point, and by virtue of

the fact that the friction along the side of the die will cause

the forward end to upset first, the stock will gradually carry

back in the die and produce a uniform upset.
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Rule 3.

—

In an upset requiring more than three diam-

eters of stock in length, and in which the diameter of the

upset is one and one-half times the diameter of the bar, the

amount of unsupported stock beyond the face of the die must

not exceed one diameter of the stock.

This rule, as will be noted, is a combination of Rules 1

and 2. As an example, if the stock to be upset, as in Fig. 10,

is 1 inch diameter by 6 inches long, and the diameter of

the hole in the die is lyz inches, then the amount of stock

as at U, extending beyond the face of the die must not be

more than 1 inch.

However, if the diameter of the hole in the die is reduced

below one and one-half diameters, then the length of the

unsupported stock beyond the face of the die can be corre-

spondingly increased. If the diameter of the hole in the

die is not over one and one-fourth times the diameter of

the stock, then the amount of stock beyond the face of the

die may be increased to one and one-half times the diameter

of the bar.

This rule also applies to cases where the upsetting takes

%ndinf J*-t/">
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As the chuck screw is tightened the box is centered, and after

it has been set to give the desired depth of cut in the crown
ot the brass the vertical set screws on the jaws are tightened.

This holds the box securely and it can be bored and faced in

one operation.

LUBRICATING AIR CYLINDERS OF CROSS-
COMPOUND TYPE AIR COMPRESSORS

BY J. H. HAHN
Machmisl. Norlolk & Wcstem. Bluefield. W. Va.

Some trouble has been e.xperienced in devising a success-

ful method of lubricating the air cylinders of the cross-

compound tjpe of air compressor. A connection from the

hydrostatic lubricator is not advisable on account of the

condensation that would be carried into the cylinders, thence

to the main reser^'oir and finally to the brake system.

With a view of furnishing a suitable lubricator for lubri-

cating the air cylinders of the cross-compound t\-pe of com-
pressor that would eliminate the objectionable features of

the hydrostatic lubricator and the hand oilers, the pneumatic
lubricator sho%\'n in the sketch was designed. All parts of

this lubricator can be made in the ordinan,- railroad shop

at little expense. The oil reservoir can be made of a piece

of pipe of suitable size (depending upon the number of

feeds). Wrought iron or copper pipe can be used.

On compressors equipped with metallic piston rod pack-

ing it is necessar)- to have a four feed lubricator. The
special choke fittings are used in the main reservoir pipe.

Special Choke
Cuf-Ouf Cock

Lubricator for Cross-Compound Air Compressors

also in tlie pipes to the high and low pressure air cylin-

ders. No chokes are used in pipes to the piston swabs.

The regulating valves are /4-in- needle valves of the usual

design. The cut out cock in the pipe from the main reser-

voir to the oil reservoir should be closed before the air is

drained out of the main reser\-oir, otherwise some of the

oil may escape by the special choke and go into the main
reser\-oir. This cut out cock should also be closed when
there is pressure on the main reservoir and if there is any
occasion to remove filling plug^, etc.

The pipe at the upper left hand corner is connected to

the main reservoir and carries air at main reservoir pressure

to the oil reservoir. The air pressure insures that the oil

pipes and passages remain open. Cold weather has no ef-

fect on this lubricator and the amount of condensation that

goes into the cylinders is reduced to a small percentage.

By regulating the needle valves, the desired amount of oil

can be delivered to the cylinders. The special choke fitting

was designed to use on the high pressure air cylinder, how-
ever, it can be applied to all connections where required.

The lubricator is attached by two of the J4-in- T-head
bolts in the steam head of the pump. No dimensions are

given as the installation of the lubricator has to be gov-

erned by conditions. In some instances it is desirable to

use one lubricator for two pumps and in other cases a sep-

arate lubricator for each compressor is required, etc. The
special choke fittings are made in two parts and about a
4 -in. ball is used.

JIGS FOR PLANING OUTSIDE OF CROSS-
HEAD SHOES
BY LOCKO WALKER

Asst. Machine Foreman, Oregon-Washington Railroad Sl Navigation Company,
Portland, Ore.

Before these jigs were made it used to take us a good sii

hours to plane four crosshead shoes on the part that fits in

the crosshead. Most of this time was consumed in setting

up the shoes and tr\ing to keep them from slipping around

,Tii
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Then with a socket wrench tighten up the set screw in the

loose pieces to prevent side play and then by merely put-

ting the clamps over the bolts and tightening them down
with nuts, the shoes are ready for any cut the planer will

pull, with both heads cutting.

The jigs are made from scrap found about railroad shops

and they will pay for themselves in the planing of eight

gibs. Five shoes are required for four shoes.

BORING EQUALIZER BRACKETS IN
PLACE

It is the practice on most roads to remove equalizer brack-

ets from the frame whenever it becomes necessary to true

up the holes and apply bushings. Where the brake hanger

pin hole is in line with the equalizer pin the work can be

in this bracket can be adjusted by means of set screws to

bring it in line with the center of the hole. The outer end

of the cutter bar is held in place by a bearing, one end of

which is tapered at an angle of about 60 deg., so that it is

self-centering. The tapered bearing is held securely in the

brake hanger pin hole by means of set screws. A wooden
collar is clamped on the cutter bar so that it maintains a

contact with the inner bearing and slides on the bar as the

tool is fed forward by the lead screw of the motor, thus pre-

venting the tool from digging into the work.

CLEAR VISION WINDOWS
BY JOHN H. NAGLE

Chief Draftsman, Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh

To meet the requirements of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, that road locomotives used where snow storms are

generally encountered shall be provided with a "clear vision"

window at the front and so constructed that they may be

easily opened or closed by the enginemen—the Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburgh has designed a neat and suitable

arrangement which is placed in the front doors of all cabs.

^n a" r^P Itr^s^ i® m-^ i,._

Clear Vision Windows for Wooden Cab Doors

viA/\A'

|< 10 ^

Bracl<et for Boring Bar and Self-Centering Bearing

greatly facilitated by an attachment for boring the bracket

in place which has been developed at the Boone, Iowa, shops

of the Chicago & North Western. The device is shown in

The design is suitable for either steel or wood frame doors.

The clear vision glass frame is of light construction, either

of cast brass or malleable iron, but preferably of brass, and
is held in the open or closed position by means of a clutch

and spring, the clutch being made with small teeth. This

also Jieeps the window in any position desired, while the

springs may be adjusted to keep the teeth properly engaged.

Truing up tlie Holes in an Equalizer Bracket

use in the illustration below. The cutter bar is driven by

an air motor being supported inside the frame by a bracket

attached to the lower frame rail by C-clamps. The bearing

Clear Vision Windows for Steel Cab Doors

The frame bracket for the steel frame door is provided with

a small lip on top which liolds the glass in the cab door

away from the frame, and the small glass in the frame is held

in place by small wood strips and brass screws. Repairs

can be made or the glass removed without removing the

frame from the cab door.

This design has proven entirely satisfactory and has been

adopted as standard by this road.



PORTABLE CRANK PIN PRESS
The Watson Stillman Company. Xew York, has developed

a new type of portable press for forcing crank pins into

locomotive and engine wheels and for miscellaneous shop
and field forcing work. It contains some unusual features

in its design and is intended to reduce the time and labor

in doing this work.

In tliis press the hand pump is replaced by one driven

by an air engine, the air being taken from the shop air main.
The operating valves are so placed that the man in charge

can operate the press in addition to directing the work of

his men. The use of the air pump eliminates one man, the

hand pump operator, from the crew, as well as increases

the speed of doing tlie work appro.ximately three hundred
per cent.

The press is equipped with a gage, which accurately in-

dicates pressure required to seat the pin. By this means it
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brake equipment and has been designed to meet the par-
ticular needs of railway work. It is also of value for

checking the performance of the engineman in the handling
of a train. It can be placed on the locomotive as well as

on cars. A set of 100 of these instruments are being used
by the Automatic Straight Air Brake Company in the tests

being made on that company's brake, a description of which
is given elsewhere in this issue. Samples of charts taken
with this instrument are illustrated in connection with that

description.

These instruments will give continuous records 24 hours
long with one setting which makes them particularly suited

for long through service tests.

DRILLING MACHINE WITH TAPPING
ATTACHMENT

The illustration shows a friction geared tapping attachment

made by the Weigel Machine Tool Company, Peru, Ind.,

applied to its 25-in. vertical drilling machine. The tapping

attachment is mounted directly on the spindle and has a

reverse motion of 2 to 1 for the spindle. When tapping is

done with the back gears throw'n in, which is the usual prac-

tice, the spindle has a reverse motion of 12.88 to 1 by throw-
ing the back gear lever onto direct drive.

The lever for operating the tapping attachment is placed
in front on the left hand side of the machine close to the

back gear lever so the operator can reach either or both

Weigel Driiling Machine with Tapping Attachment

levers without changing his position at the front of the ma-
chine. The driving key is made e.xtra long and, having a

good bearing on the spindle, prevents any cramping on either

of the forward or reverse motion of the spindle. All gear-

ing is entirely enclosed and the splash system of oiling is

used. The tapping attachment can be disengaged when no
tapping is to be done.

The base of the machine is stiff and well ribbed and has
an oil pan extending entirelv around the outer edge to keep
oil from the floor. The table arm is stiff and is raised and

lowered by means of a rack and pinion actuated through a
worm and w^orm gear. The bore for the hub of the table is

made large enough to allow a compound table to be substi-

tuted at any time. Improved friction type back gears which
are easily operated and positive in action are provided. Eight
feeds are obtained for each spindle speed ranging from .0040
to .0432 to each revolution of the spindle. Changes are
obtained by means of sliding gears operated by convenient
levers and indicated by a plate attached to the machine.
An automatic stop which is positive in its action can be

set to throw out the feed at any predetermined point. The
friction quick return is powerful in action. The four oper-
ating levers are placed in the form of a pilot wheel any one
of which engages or discharges the feed at will.

The principal dimensions of the machine are as follows:

Extreme heiglit—spindle extended 9 ft. 9'/^ in.
Traverse of head on column 2I in'
Traverse of spindle " n jn*
Diameti:- of tahie '.'.'.".'.

22 in'
Diameter of col'imn '.'.'.'.'.'.' 7 'A in*
Diameter oi spindle above sleeve i'9/16 in."
Diameter of spindle in sleeve 1 11/16 in"
Diameter of sleeve

i

.'

. .
T^i in"

.Spindle bored—Morse taper ".!.~No 4
Ratio bevel gears '.'..'

2.5 to 1
Speed of tight and loose pullevs "500 r' p m
Spindle speeds—open belt lOO, 160, 250."406
Spindle speeds—back gear 15, 25, 39. 62

MOTOR HEADSTOCKS FOR WOODWORK-
ING LATHES

Individual motor drive, now so widely used on machine
tools, has been applied to small woodworking lathes by the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, East
Pittsburgh, Pa. This company is now manufacturing a line
of motor headstocks for either alternating or direct current.
Each equipment consists of a motor and controller especially
designed for this service.

For alternating current circuits a special four-speed ball-
bearing motor is furnished. The motor is totally enclosed
by solid end brackets which exclude all dust and foreign
substances. The feet are cast integral with the brackets to
give maximum rigidity. The end thrust in either direction
is taken by ball bearings. The end of the motor shaft near-
est the tailstock is provided with an internal taper for a
live center and a male thread for a face plate. The shaft
e.xtension on the opposite end is threaded to take a hand
wheel. The controller, mounted in the leg of the lathe, gives
motor speeds of approximately 570, 1,140, 1,725 and 3,450
r. p. m. at full load. Dynamic braking for slowing down is

obtained by tlirowing the controller to the next lower speed.
For direct current circuits an adjustable speed, commutat-

ing pole, shunt wound motor, is furnished which gives speeds
ranging from 600 to 3,000 r. p. m. by control of the field
current. It is mounted in the same manner as the alternat-
ing current motor and resembles it in general construction.
The controller for the direct current equipment is simple in
construction. It is mounted in one leg of the lathe and is

completely enclosed by a cover plate. Protection against low
voltages and overload is afforded by relays which open the
line circuit and stop the motor. The operator may stop his
machine at any time by opening the main line switch, in
which case dyTiamic braking automatically brings the motor
to a quick stop.

The elimination of cone pulleys and belts makes it possible
to place this motor in any location desired. It also assures
better lighting and affords safety to the operator. It is

claimed that the quality of tlie work is improved by the uni-
form speeds secured with motor headstocks. The operator
can always use the exact speed desired and does not waste
any time shifting belts. The construction and design of
the equipment are such that occasional inspection and lubri-
cation will keep the apparatus in good condition almost in-
definitely and successful operation is assured even with hard
usage and unskilled handling.
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MOTOR DRIVE FOR RADIAL DRILLS
An interesting application of motors to radial drills has

been made by the Cincinnati Bickford Tool Company, Oak-
ley, Cincinnati, Ohio, where the variable speed direct con-

nected motors are desired with the machine. The illustra-

tions show two installations. In one case a 3 to 1 variable

Apptication of Motors to the Arm and at the Top of the Column

speed motor is shown mounted on a bracket attached to the

arm of the machine and on the opposite side of the column.

The motor is geared directly to the arm shaft. The con-

troller is mounted on the head of the machine. A constant

speed reversing compound wound motor mounted on top of

the column is used for elevating or lowering the arm. This

Motor Application at the Base of the Machine

motor is controlled by a reversing switch which is operated

by a square shaft provided with that company's patented

interlocking device.

The wires to this motor pass up on the inside of the column,

a revolving connection being provided at the base of the

column for this purpose. This arrangement may be ap-

plied to the company's 4 ft., 5 ft. or 6 ft. radial drills.

The second illustration shows a Reliance adjustable speed

motor mounted on the bed of the machine. A small motor
for speed adjustment is attached to the larger motor. A
remote push button control is used in this case, the push
button being located on the head of the machine. As in the

previous case this arrangement of motor drive may be ap-

plied to the 4 ft., 5 ft. and 6 ft. machines.

ABRASIVE BELT FINISHING MACHINE
The Blevney t\^e B-6 polishing and finishing machine,

which is shown in the illustration, has been placed on the

market by the Blevney Machine Company, Greenfield, Mass.
This machine is designed to do such work as it has been cus-

tomary to handle on the ordinary set-up or buffing wheel,

where the work is held to the wheel by hand.

The patented construction of the wheel and the use of a

belt running over this wheel makes it possible to cut better

and produce a superior finish to that which may be obtained

on the ordinary solid wheel with an increase in production.

Blevney Type B-6 Polishing and Finishing Machine

The cost of abrasive is also reduced and the necessity of

carrying a large stock of wheels is overcome.

-The wheel is made up of a cast iron hub supporting two

steel flanges into which are fitted approximately 225 leather

blades attached to metal holding pieces which separate the

leather sections from each other and also prevent radial

bending of the leather under operating speed. The cloth

abrasive belt passes over this wheel on one end of the ma-
chine and over a 12 in. idler pulley on the other end, this

belt being the finishing member. The abrasive belt is auto-

matically kept in tension by means of a weighted pressure

operating through a rack and pinion arrangement directly

on the spindle to which the idler pulley is attached. The
tension pressure weight when lifted to its extreme position
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will lock itself and become inoperative to facilitate the

changing of the abrasive belt. A release is provided for this

lock. Provision is made for instantly changing the lead of

the belt over the cushion.

In operation the abrasive belt runs at the rate of 7,000
ft. per minute, and under this speed the tension of the belt

will slightly bend or curve the leather blades. This bend-
ing is increased by the pressure of the work being finished

causing the belt to be supported at the point of finishing by
the corners of the leather blades, while immediately adjoin-

ing these supporting points and within the thickness of the

blades the abrasive belt is unsupported; in fact, it curves
in these places through the action of the pressure of the

work, resulting in a receptacle for the chips generated and
providing for the free passage of the chips. In other words,
there is in effect saw teeth giving high points for cutting and
low points for a chip recess, giving a quick and free cutting

wheel with unnecessary friction eliminated. As the leather

sections bend slightly from their usual position when in

constant use, the wheel may be quickly taken off and re-

versed. In ordinary use, the wheel should be reversed about
once weekly.

The wheel bearings are of an approved type lubricated

by grease cups. The boxes are contained in the malleable
iron section rigidly secured to the main cast iron wheel yoke
and it is only necessary to drive out two wedges to remove
the wheel and spindle complete. The frame holding the

wheel and idler pulley with the other mechanism may be
quickly raised or lowered on the column or may be tilted as

may be best for the operation in hand.
In the operation of this machine an abrasive belt of suit-

able grit is used for roughing, a finer belt for the second
cut and a dressed down or suitably charged belt for finish-

ing, making three operations where the finish is of a high
character. It is claimed that this machine will effect large

savings and produce superior work.

AUTOMATIC STARTER FOR INDUCTION
MOTORS

The need for an alternating current automatic motor
starter has been clearly shown by the constant demand for

something which would do for the squirrel cage motor what
the automatic starter has done for the direct current motor.

The Electric Controller & Manufacturing Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, has recently made such a starter. The distinc-

tive feature of it is that all of its parts, including the con-
trolling coils, auto transformer coils and contact coils, are

contained in a single case and are all submerged in oil. This
device, which is called the E. C. & M. automatic compen-
sator, can be installed by an electrician of ordinary ability

and is operated by push buttons. This starter starts a

squirrel cage motor in the usual way, in that the motor
initially receives a reduced voltage through a transformer

and after the attainment of considerable speed the reduced
voltage is withdrawn and the line voltage is quickly applied

to the motor.

The automatic starter is enclosed in an iron case, fitted

at the top with a weather-proof iron cover. Eye bolts hold

the cover in place and furnish means by which the starter

may be transferred with a crane. A plugged oil hole is pro-

vided at the bottom of the case for draining the oil. The
necessary leads to the starter emerge at the Ijack, pointing

downwards and are sealed hermetically tight where they

pass through the case. In compliance with safety require-

ments the case has convenient means for connecting it to the

ground. However, with the cover in place, all the exposed

parts are dead, electrically. The compensator can be; placed

in small quarters with ample safety, or exposed to the sever-

est weather without interference with its operation.

The main contacts are moved by a main control magnet,
a relay known as a transition relay and a spring. This
is accomplished by an interesting mechanical movement
A brief summary of the sequence of operations of this

stater is as follows: First.—The operating magnet is

excited, closing the armature, compressing a spring and con-
necting the motor to the source of supply through the trans-

former. Second.—After the motor has attained a suitable

speed, the transition relay operates a latch, permitting the

compression spring to disconnect the motor from the trans-

former and the transformer from the line, and to connect the

motor to the line. Third.—When the operating magnet is

de-energized, the armature falls open and the motor is dis-

connected from the supply lines. Any point on the movable
contact completely bounds an enclosed area each time the

compensator goes through one cycle of operation, passing
progressively from "off" to "start," to "run," and finally

again to the "off" position.

The compensator is submerged in oil with the exception

E. C. & M. Automatic Compensator for Alternating Current Motors

of the terminal board used for connecting the transformer

voltage taps. The oil accomplishes several purposes; it

cools and insulates all parts carrying current, it provides

constant and liberal lubrication for the moving parts and it

quickly quenches the arc which is formed when the contacts

are separated. A special oil is used which has a high flash

point, but which is still liquid enough at zero degrees, F.,

to allow free operation. On account of a large volume of

oil and the freedom with which copper particles and carbon
can settle harmlessly at the bottom it is not necessary to

change the oil for at least five years of average service.

The arrangement of taps to the transformer coils is such

that by means of the flexil)le leads it is possible to easily

adjust the voltage for starting, that is, if the motor fails to

start promptly under normal load conditions with the leads

on certain taps, they may be changed to the next higher

voltage. When the proper tap has been secured, the cover

should be replaced and clamped in place.

The frame and operating mechanism is built in three

standard sizes, covering a wide range of motors.
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In the Federal Court at' Louisville, Ky., the Louisville &
Nashville has been fined $200 for violation of the Safety

Appliance Act.

In the shops of the Grand Trunk at Stratford, Ont., the

female employees have been directed to wear overalls and

caps. This is to lessen the danger of accident by catching

clothing in machinery.

The Delaware & Hudson is about to reopen its car shops

at Green Island, N. Y., near Troy, which have been idle for

seven years. The company is now trying to get the 100 men
needed to organize a force to repair freight cars at those shops.

The machine shop and roundhouse of the Chicago & East-

ern Illinois at Salem, 111., were destroyed by fire on the

morning of October 25. The e.xplosion of a five gallon can

of gasolene is believed to have started the fire and the loss is

estimated at $200,000.

The New York Central has temporarily suspended the

rule under which all employees reaching the age of 70 years

are to be retired on pension, and those not physically unfit

will be retained in the service. Former employees, now

retired on pension, who are physically able and competent

to perform some work, will be re-employed temporarily, if

they so desire.

The recruiting sergeant at Altoona, Pa., recently received

a message from the War Department, reading as follows:

"Five hundred car builders or car repairmen for work in

French railway shops, must be recruited in your district at

once. They will be rated from $33 to $106 a month." With

the message came the information that the men would be

assigned to the 35th Engineers of the National Army.

The Alabama Supreme Court holds that the Alabama

locomotive headlight law of 1915 has no application to en-

gines engaged in interstate commerce, the federal act of 1911

as amended in March, 1915, having excluded the states from

the right to legislate, though the final federal rules on the

subject of headlights were not promulgated until after a rail-

road charged with violating the Alabama law committed the

offense.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has announced that

the contract for locomotives and substation equipment for its

Cascade Mountain electrification from Othello, Wash., to

Tacoma and Seattle has been divided between the General

Electric Companj- and the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing Company. The section to be electrified is 211

miles long; this, with the 440 miles already electrically oper-

ated, will make a total of 651 miles.

Judge Anderson of the United States district court for the

district of Indiana, at Indianapolis on October 9 dismissed

a complaint of the New York Central against the enforce-

ment of the Interstate Commerce Commission's order requir-

ing the use of high power locomotive headlights. The com-
plaint was dismissed, at the cost of the complainant, on

motion of Blackburn Esterline, special assistant to the at-

torney general, not on the merits of the headlight order but

on technicalities regarding the form of the complaint.

The campaign for early shipment of Christmas packages,

already started in a number of places, is being pushed joint-

ly by the American Railway Association's car service com-
mittees of Chicago, Milwaukee, Wis., and South Bend, Ind.

Co-operation is promised by representatives of the National

Industrial Traffic League and the Chicago Association of

Commerce. Each railroad is to do everything possible to

promote early shipments, whether by mail or express. Among
prospective recipients are approximately a million soldiers

in the various cantonments and training camps. The post-

office department has fixed November 15 as the last day for

mailing Christmas packages to our soldiers and sailors

abroad.

A decision was rendered by the Federal District Court,

S. D., Florida, in favor of the government in an action for

the penalty for keeping trainmen on duty more tlian 16

hours. The railroad company claimed that the violation of

the 16-hour law was necessary due to the derailment of cars

and the impossibility of clearing the track before the time

limit was up, the accident occurring at a place where it was
impracticable to substitute another crew. The court sus-

tained the government because the railroad was silent as

to the cause of the derailment, the court holding that if ihe

derailment could have been avoided by ordinary oversight,

the accident could not have been said to be unavoidable,

and unless it was unavoidable the railroad had no defense.

Alfred H. Smith, president of the New York Central

Lines, has issued a statement showing the immense expendi-

tures of those roads for cars and locomotives during the three

years and two months since the war began. The total for

locomotives, freight cars and passenger coaches is $84,324,-

736; and this equipment at the prices prevailing today would

654
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cost $193,028,610, or an increase of 128.91 per cent. Of
freight cars the New York Central bought in the three years

38,052 for the sum of $53,762,036, or an average of $1,-

412.85 per car. The same cars today would cost $133,839,-

810, an average of $3,519.92 per car. The companies bought
734 engines for $23,768,500, or an average of $32,383.15
per locomotive. The same locomotives would cost today

$46,927,000, an average of $63,933.51 each. Passenger
coaches bought numbered 445, costing $6,794,200, an aver-

age of $15,267.87 per coach. The same cars would now cost

$12,261,600, an average of $27,544.16.

Three members of the American Railroad Commission
which went to Russia early in the year to study the railway

conditions of that country, with a view to extending assist-

ance from this country, liave returned to the United States

with detailed recommendations in addition to the reports

which have been sent by letter and by cable. Those who
have returned are W. L. Darling, formerly chief engineer of

the Northern Pacific; George Gibbs, consulting electrical

engineer; and J. E. Greiner, formerly chief consulting en-

gineer of the Baltimore & Ohio. They have reported a con-

siderable improvement in the congestion at Vladivostok

which has hampered the transportation of supplies over the

Trans-Siberian Railway. Extensive plans for improving the

condition of the road are now under way at Washington and
elsewhere, under the direction of S. M. Felton, director-gen-

eral of railways, for the War Department. Twelve units of

railway officers, consisting of division superintendents and
their staffs, and including a considerable number of shop

men, are being recruited to be sent to Russia. They will be

under the direction of G. H. Emerson, general manager of

the Great Northern.

Preliminary Locomotive Design

On page 555 of the October issue of the Railway Mechan-
ical Engineer a method for calculating the sectional area of

locomotive frames was given. An error was made in the

number of decimal places for the constants and the table

should read as follows:
O. H. steel Vanadium

Top of pedestal T X .000.18 T X .00035
Top rail between pedestals T X .00033 T X .00030
Lower tail between pedestals T X .00032 T X .00020

Employment of Women in Shops

Railroads in the Middle West are gradually adding more

women to their pay rolls to take the places of employees who
have left to serve their country. The Northern Pacific re-

cently employed four women for clerical work in the local

freight office, eight in the yard office and one in the mechani-

cal department at Duluth, Minn. In addition, the road al-

ready had at work six women in the roundhouse in that

city, one in a clerical position in the car shops and 14 at

manual labor. The women employed for manual labor in

the mechanical department are largely engaged in wiping
engines and cleaning up around the cinder pits, while of

those in the car shops, one works at a bench repairing air

apparatus and 13 are in the yard unloading grain-door

lumber.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has employed 12

women at its St. Joseph (Mo.) shops to clean up rubbish

on repair tracks, sweep shop buildings and wipe locomo-
tives. The Grand Trunk recently employed a woman ticket

agent in its Chicago city office, and the Chicago & North
Western a station mistress at Ames, Iowa.
Two prominent roads in the East have women at work

in track-repair gangs.

Railroad Companies Subscribed for $77,810,000 of the Liberty Loan

The railroads in addition to making strong efforts to

secure subscriptions to the second issue of the Liberty Loan
among their employees and assisting them in paying for
these bonds on a partial payment plan, tliemselves subscribed
for $77,810,000 of the Liberty bonds. They also adver-
tised them extensively to their patrons. The following list

gives the amount subscribed by the railroads on record:

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc $7,000,000
Atlanta Si West Point 300,000
Chesapeake & Ohio 500.000
Chicago & North Western 3,500,000
Chicago, Burlington & Ouincy 5,000,000
Chicago. Milwaul<ee & St. Paul 2,500,000
Delaware & Hudson 1,000,000
Delaware. Lackawanna & Western 5,000,000
Illinnis Central 1,000,000
Kansas City Southern 500,000
Lehigh Valley 1,500,000
Long Island 500,000
Louisville & Nashville 6,000,000
Missouri Pacific 1.000,000
Mobile & Ohio 420,000
Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis 250.000
Norfolk & Western 5,000,000
Northern Pacific 10,OOOioOO
Panama 30,000
Pennsylvania 10.000,000
Pittsburgh & West Virginia 250,000
St. Louis-Spn Francisco 300.000
St. Louis Southwestern 7SO.O00
Southern Pacific 5,000,000
Texas 5- Orleans ifi noo
Union Pacific lO.OOoioOO
Virginian 500.000

Besides the subscriptions of the companies, the Railroads'
War Board estimates that the railroad employees of this

country have taken more than $50,000,000 worth of the
Second Liberty bond issue. For the first bond issue 241,280
railroad employees subscribed an aggregate of $20,027,966.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

Richmond Railroad Club.—The Richmond Railroad Club
has decided to suspend all meetings and activities during
the war.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—At the annual
meeting of the Car Foremen's Association of Chicago, which
was held at the Hotel Morrison, Chicago, on October 8,
the following officers were elected : President, H. H. Estrup,
general foreman, Chicago & Eastern Illinois; first vice-
president, E. G. Chenoweth, mechanical engineer. Rock
Island Lines; second vice-president, M. F. Covert, assistant
master car Iwilder, Swift & Co.; treasurer, F. C. Schultz,
chief interchange inspector, Chicago Car Interchange Bu-
reau; Aaron Kline. The association voted to invest $500
of its funds in five $100 Liberty Bonds of the second series.

Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels.
The annual meeting of the Association of Manufacturers of

RAILROAD CLUB MEETINGS

Canadian
Central
Cincinnati

New England. . .

New York
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
South'n & S'w'rn
Western

Next
Meeting

Nov. 13, 1917
Nov. 9, 1917
Nov. 13, 1917

Nov. 13, 1917
Nov. 16. 1917
Nov. 23, 1917
Nov. 9. 1917
Nov. 13. I9r
Nov. 19. 1917

Title of Paper

Draft Gears
Conservation
Annual Meeting, Election of Officers, Ban-

quet and .-Xfter Dinner Talk by
Ordering. Distribution and Use of Supplies
The Woman in Railroad Work..
The Problems of the .American Republic...
(Subject Not Announced)

Prof. Louis Endsley
J. P. Murphy

Fuel Economy

Ex-Gov. Jud. Harmon
Geo. G. Yeomans. . .

.

Stuart Brady
Rev. S. McC. Lindsay
E. F. Kearney

Secretary

James Powell
Harry D. Vought

H. Boutet
\V. E. Cade, Jr..
Harry D. Vought
J. B. Anderson. .

B. W. Frauenthal
A. J. Merrill....
J. W. Tavlor

•Address

P. O. Box 7. St. Lambert. Que.
95 Liberty St.. New York.

101 Carew Bldg., Cincinnati, O.
633 Atlantic Ave.. Boston, Mass.
95 Liberty St., New York.
207 Penn. Station. Pittsburgh. Pa.
LTnion Station, St. Louis. Mo.
Grand Building, Atlanta. Ga.
1112 Karpen Building. Chicago.
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Chilled Car Wheels was held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

New York, October 9. George W. Lyndon, president of the

association, in his opening address called attention to the

carrying capacity of the chilled iron wheel, saying in part

as follows:

"It is now a well established fact that the load that can

be carried on a chilled iron wheel is only measured by tlie

ability of the rail to support it. Many 33-in., 950-lb. chilled

iron wheels are running under heavy locomotive tenders of

12,000 gal. capacity, and are giving such a good account

of themselves that no other type of wheel is considered by
the users.

"We must pay the closest attention to the quality of our

product. We must see that the interior of the 625-lb. and
725-lb. wheel receives recognition in the matter of increased

plate thicknesses which can only be obtained by additional

weight. We must have a reasonable factor of safety when
measured by e.xcessive stresses encountered in service, and
these heat stresses are now recognized everywhere due to our

educational campaign. We are not influenced by com-
mercial consideration in asking for heavier wheels. We
know the increased weights are necessary."

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year;

George W. London, president and treasurer; E. F. Carry and

J. A. Kilpatrick, vice-presidents; George F. Griffin, secretary,

and F. K. Vial, consulting engineer. The following com-

pose the board of directors: J. M. Buick, vice-president,

American Car and Foundry Company; J. A. Kilpatrick,

president, Albany Car Wheel Company ; W. S. Atwood,

chief engineer, Canadian Car & Foundry Company; Charles

A. Lindstrom, assistant to president. Central Car Wheel Com-
pany; F. K. Vial, chief engineer. Griffin Wheel Company,
E. F. Carry, president Haskell & Barker Car Company;
A. G. Wellington, president, Maryland Car Wheel Works;
W. C. Arthurs, president, Mt. Vernon Car Manufacturing

Company; J. D. Rhodes, president. National Car Wheel
Company; F. B. Cooley, president, New York Car Wheel
Company; A. J. Miller, general manager, Ramapo Foundry
& \Vheel Works, and William F. Cutler, vice-president,

Southern Wheel Company.

Tlrsonal Mention
^l£i?aSit^;..v,-ii-a, u :—^ ^<a!£a

The following lis! gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings and glares of meeting of mechanical associations:

Am Brake .Association.—F. M. Nellis, Room 3014, 165 Broadway, New
York City.

American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipefitters'
Association.—O. E. Schlink, 485 W. Fifth St., Peru, Ind. Conven-
tion postponed.

American Railwav Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, liar-

pen Rldg., Chicago. Convention postponed.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher, Belt
Railway, Chicago. Convention postponed.

American Society for Testinc Materials.— Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Mechanicai Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Thirty-ninth St.. New York.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Joseph A. Andreucetti,
C. St N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Station, Chicago.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline. 841 Lawlor Ave.,
Chicago. Second Monday in month, except June, July and August,
Hotel Morrison. Chicago.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association.—
W. R. McMunn, New York Central, Albany, N. Y. Convention
postponed.

International Railroad Master Ri acksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth. C- H. & D., Lima, Ohio. Convention postponed.

International Railway Fuel Association.—J. G. Crawford, 547 W. Jack-
son Blvd., Chicago.

Intervxtional Railw'y General Foremen's Association.—William Hall,

1126 W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Convention postponed.

Master Boilermakers' .Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention postponed.

Master Car Bi'ilders' .Association.—J. W. Taylor, Karpcn Bldg., Chicago,
Convention postponed.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of V. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading. Mass. Convention postponed.

Niagara Frontier Car Men's .Association.—E. N. Frankenberger, 623 Bris-

bane Bldg.. Buffalo. N. Y. Meetings, third Wednesday in month,
New York Telephone Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio. Convenlion postponed.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,

Cleveland, Ohio. Next meeting, September 10, 1918, Chicago.

GENERAL

W. J. Bennett, assistant superintendent of motive power

of the Denver & Rio Grande, at Denver, Colo., has been

appointed superintendent of the motive power and car de-

partments, with the same headquarters, succeeding J. F.

Enright, deceased.

T. B. Burgess, assistant division superintendent of the

Baltimore & Ohio at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed

supervisor of locomotive operation of the West Virginia

district, W'ith headquarters at Wheeling, W. Va., succeeding

T. K. Faherty, transferred.

B. F. Crolley, supervisor of locomotive operation of the

Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at. Cincinnati, Ohio,

has been relieved of jurisdiction over the Southwest district,

and is now supervisor of locomotive operation of the North-

west district, with headquarters at the same place.

Henry C. Eich, whose appointment as superintendent

of motive power of the Chicago Great Western, with head-

quarters at Oelwein, la., was announced in the Railway
Mechanical Engineer

for October, was bom
in Chicago. On Janu-
ary 2, 1883, he entered

railway service as an
office boy in the gener-

al offices of the Illinois

Central at Chicago and
subsequently became
machinist apprentice

in the Weldon shops,

Chicago. He was then

successively machinist

in the Weldon shops,

locomotive fireman,
gang foreman at the

Bumside shops, gen-

eral and roundhouse
foreman at Freeport,

" '^^ ^''^^
111., division general

foreman at Louisville,

Ky., and master mechanic at East St. Louis, 111., Memphis,
Tenn., and at the Bumside shops in Chicago. He held the
latter position until his appointment as superintendent of

motive power of the Chicago Great Western on October 1.

A. C. Deverell, superintendent of motive power of the

Great Northern, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has
l)een given entire jurisdiction over the mechanical depart-

ment.

E. B. De ^TLBlss, assistant engineer of motive power of

the Pennsylvania Lines West at Toledo, Ohio, has been
transferred to the general office at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding

O. C. Wright.

R. D. Hawkins, superintendent of motive power of the

Great Northern at St. Paul, Minn., with jurisdiction over part

of the mechanical department, has been granted an indefinite

leave of absence to enter the Russian Railway Service Corps.

S.amuel J. HuNGERTORD, Superintendent rolling stock of

the Canadian Northern, has been appointed general manager
of the Eastern lines, with office at Toronto, Ont., vice L. C.

Fritch resigned.

F. HoD.APP, road foreman of engines on the Illinois divi-

sion of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Flora, 111., has been ap-
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C. M. Starke

pointed supervisor of locomotive operation of the Southwest

district, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.

J. R. Jackson, assistant engineer of tests on the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe at Chicago, has received a commission

as captain of ordnance in the Officers' Reserve Corps, but

has not yet been assigned to active duty.

Claude M. Starke, master mechanic of the Illinois Cen-

tral at McComb, Miss., has been appointed assistant su-

perintendent of motive power of the Missouri, Kansas &
Te.\as, with headquar-

ters at Parsons, Kan.
Mr. Starke was born

at Water Valley, Miss.,

on January IS, 1878,

and entered the service

of the Illinois Central

on April 9, 1891, as a

clerk at Water Valley.

He was subsequently

machinist apprentice,

machinist and round-

house foreman, and

was promoted to gen-

eral foreman at In-

dianapolis, Ind., on

April 1, 1909, being

transferred to Cham-
paign, 111., in a similar

capacity on September

1, 1911. He was ap-

pointed master mechanic at Water Valley on June 1, 1912,

and one year later was transferred to McComb. He held

the latter position until October 1, 1917, when he received

his appointment as assistant superintendent of motive power

of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

William Kelly, assistant superintendent of motive power

of the Great Northern at Spokane, Wash., has been trans-

ferred to St. Paul, Minn.

John M. Henry, assistant superintendent of the New
York division of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Jersey City.,

N. J., has been appointed assistant general superintendent

of motive power of the

lines east of Pittsburgh

with headquarters at

Altoona, Pa. He was
born on October 10,

1873, and was edu-

cated in the public

schools of Altoona and
graduated from Purdue
University in June,

1900. He entered the

service of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad as a

special apprentice in

the Altoona machine
shops on May 5, 1889.

He served as an ap-

prentice until Septem-

ber 1, 1896, when he

entered Purdue Uni-

versity, being fur-

loughcd from the shops during the school term each year.

In June, 1900, he became a special apprentice in the office

of the assistant engineer of motive power at Altoona; on

July 1, 1901, he was promoted to motive power inspector

at Altoona, and in February, 1902, was made assistant en-

gineer of motive power of the Erie division and Northern

Central Railway at Williamsport, Pa. He was promoted

J. M. Henry

to master mechanic of the Elmira, N. Y., shops on July 1,

1903, and later served in the same capacity first at the

Sunbury shops and then at the Olean shops and at the West
Philadelphia shops. On December 1, 1913, he was pro-

moted to superintendent of motive power of the Western

Pennsylvania division, at Pittsburgh, Pa., and on May 1,

1916, was appointed assistant superintendent of the Pitts-

burgh division. He was transferred as assistant superin-

tendent to the New York division on April 15, 1917, and
now becomes assistant general superintendent of motive power

at Altoona, as above noted.

W. M. Kelly, acting general foreman of the erecting

shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona, Pa., has been

promoted to resident inspector in the Philadelphia district.

His new duties will consist of following up the performance

of trial devices for locomotives.

Charles Manley has been, appointed superintendent of

machinery of the Missouri & North Arkansas, with juris-

diction over all mechanical and car departments with of-

fice at Harrison, Ark., and the position of superintendent,

formerly held by him, has been abolished.

L. S. Kinnaird, whose appointment as superintendent of

motive power of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with head-

quarters at Danville, 111., was announced in the October

R a il w ay Mechanical
Engineer, was born on
July 23, 1869, at Ft.

Wayne, Ind., and grad-
uated in mechanical en-

gineering from Purdue
University in 1896. He
began railway work in

1890 as a draftsman
for the Pennsylvania
company, serving in

that capacity until Sep-
tember, 1892, when he
entered Purdue. He
worked as a special ap-

prentice in the shops of

the Pennsylvania Com-
pany during the sum-
mers of 1893, 1894 and
1895, and on July S,

1896, took permanent
employment with that company as a special apprentice. On
January 1, 1900, he was appointed assistant master mechanic
at Allegheny, Pa., and on November 20, 1902, he was
appointed master mechanic of the Cleveland, Akron & Co-
lumbus at Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Mr. Kinnaird was appointed
master mechanic of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis, at Logansport, Ind., on June 1, 1915, which posi-

tion he resigned on September 30 to become superintendent

of motive power of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois.

H. A. Macbeth, division master mechanic of the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis, at Conneaut, Ohio, has been
appointed assistant superintendent of motive power, with

headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio.

Henry Yoerg, mechanical engineer of the Great North-
ern at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed assistant su-

perintendent of motive power with headquarters at St. Paul,

Minn.

A. J. WiTCHELL, engineer of tests of the Spokane, Port-

land & Seattle, has been appointed to the newly created

position of assistant to the general superintendent, with

office at Portland, Ore.

W. R. Wood, mechanical valuation engineer of the Great

Northern at St. Paul, ^linn., has been appointed to suc-

L. S. Kinnaird
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ceed Henr)' Yoerg as meclianical engineer, with headquarters
at the same place.

MASTER MECHANICS AND ROAD FOREMEN OF
ENGINES

R. J. Clark master mechanic of the Great Northern at

Spokane, Wash., has been promoted to general master me-
chanic of the Western district, with the same headquarters,

succeeding William Kelly.

T. W. CoE, master mechanic of the Indiana Harbor Belt,

at Gibson, Ind., has been appointed master mechanic of the

New York, Chicago & St. Louis, at Conneaut, Ohio, suc-

ceeding H. A. Macbeth.

C. H. Creacer, road foreman of engines of the Baltimore
& Ohio, at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed road fore-

man of engines of the Illinois division, with headquarters

at Flora, 111. succeeding F. Hodapp, promoted.

J. J. DoWLiNG, master mechanic of the Great Northern
at Delta, Wash., has been appointed general master mechanic
of the central district, with office at Great Falls, Mont., suc-

ceeding M. J. Flanigan, promoted.

Charles O. Keagy, general foreman of the West Philadel-

phia shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been appointed
master mechanic of the Middle division of the main line, with

office at Altoona, Pa.

Mr. Keagy was bom at

Woodbury, N. J., on

February 15, 1S77.

He was educated in

the public schools and
on August 27, 1S04,

he entered the service

of the Pennsylvania

Railroad as an ap-

prentice in the Alioona

shops. He filled vari-

ous positions there,

until January 1, 1002,

when he was app^jinted

an inspector in the

motive power dcjiart-

ment. Mr. Keaay was
advanced to assistant

chief car inspector on
January 1, 1904, and
on October 1, 1905, he was made general foreman of pas-

senger car inspectors. He was appointed general car in-

spector on May 1, 1906, and on April 15, 1907, he was
transferred to the West Philadelphia shops as genera! fore-

man. He held that position until October 10, 1917, when
he was made master mechanic of the middle division, with

office at Altoona as mentioned above.

M. J. Flanigan, general master mechanic of the Central

district of the Great Northern, at Great Falls, Mont., has

been promoted to superintendent at Whitefish, Mont.

J. G. KiRCHER has been appointed road foreman of

engines of the Ohio River division of the Baltimore & Ohio,

with headquarters at Parkersburg, W. Va., succeeding E. J.

Langhurst, transferred.

Edward Lawless, general foreman locomotive department

of the Illinois Central at Freeport, 111., has been promoted

to master mechanic with the same headquarters, succeeding

v. U. Powell, transferred.

Charles Lee McIlvaine, master mechanic of the Phila-

delphia division of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Harrisburg,

Pa., has been appointed supen'ntendent of motive power of

the Northern division, with headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y.

Mr. Mcllvaine's photograph and a sketch of his career were

C. O. Keagy

^M::

publislied in the Railway Mechanical Engineer for June,

1917, p. j63.

M. B. McPartland has been appointed master mechanic
of the Denver & Salt Lake, with jurisdiction over the motive
power and car departments, with headquarters at Utah
Junction, Denver, Colo.

E. W. Smith^ assistant engineer of motive power of the

Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona, Pa., has been appointed
master mechanic of the Philadelphia division, with office at

Harrisburg, Pa., suc-

ceeding C. L. McIl-
vaine. Mr. Smith was
born at Charlesburg,

W. Va., on September

21, 1885. He is a

graduate of the Vir-

ginia Polytechnic In-

stitute and he entered

the service of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad on
August 1, 1906, as a

special apprentice. On
July 26, 1909, he was
made motive pow'er in-

spector, was advanced
to motive power fore-

man on September 1,

1912, and on October

15, 1913, he was ap- ^- w- Smith

pointed assistant
master mechanic at tlie Altoona machine shops. On July 1,

1916, he was advanced to assistant engineer of motive power
in the office of the general superintendent of motive power at

Altoona, and on October 10, 1917, he received his appoint-

ment as mechanic of the Philadelphia division.

J. M. Mendell has been appointed road foreman of

engines of the Cincinnati Terminal division of the Balti-

more & Ohio with headquarters at Cincinnati. Ohio, suc-

ceeding C. H. Creager, transferred.

O. C. Wright, assistant engineer of motive power of the

Pennsylvania Lines West, at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic on the Southwest system at Logans-

port, Ind. Mr. Wright
was bom on June 20,

1883, at Marion, Ind.

He was educated in the

public and high school

of Marion, and was
graduated from Pur-

due LTniversity in the

summer of 1905. Dur-
ing his summer vaca-

tions he worked in the

maintenance of way
department of the
Pennsylvania Lines
West, from June, 1902,

until his graduation.

He became a special ap-

prentice in the Colum-
bus, Oliio, shops in

June, 1905, and in

September of the same
\'ear was transferred to the Ft. Wayne shops, where he

finished his apprenticeship. He was then made assistant

night enginehouse foreman at Ft. Wayne, following which

he was an electrical engineer, then assistant engineer of

motive power at Ft. Wayne. On January 1, 1917, he was

made assistant engineer of motive power in the office of the

O. C. W/right
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general superintendent of motive power, at Pittsburgh, and

on October 1, 1917, he was promoted to master mechanic

at the Logansport, Ind., shops.

H. P. Meredith, master mechanic of the Maryland and
Delaware divisions of the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Wash-
ington, at Wilmington, Del., has resigned to go into other

business.

T. M. Price, assistant master mechanic of the Seaboard

Air Line at Andrews, S. C, has been appointed master

mechanic at Hamlet, N. C, succeeding T. L. Reed.

E. C. RoDDiE, district foreman of the Illinois Central at

New Orleans, La., has been promoted to the position of

master mechanic at McComb, Miss., to succeed C. M.
Starke resigned.

O. B. ScHOENKY, superintendent of shops of the Southern

Pacific at Los Angeles, Cal., has been appointed master

mechanic of the Tucson division, with office at Tucson, Ariz.,

succeeding W. C. Peterson, transferred.

F. W. ScHULTz has been appointed master mechanic of

the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient of Te.\as at San Angelo,

Texas, succeeding T. C. Kyle.

M. K. Walsh has been appointed road foreman of engines

of the Wheeling division of the Baltimore & Ohio, with head-

quarters at Benwood Junction, W. Va., succeeding W. F.

Ross, deceased.

SHOP AND ENGINEHOUSE

WiLLl.'^M F. Black, acting erecting shop foreman of

the New York Central at Avis, Pa., has been permanently

appointed to this position. He was born in 188,5 and was

educated in the common and high schools of Oswego, N.

Y. His first experience in railroad work was in 1901 as

an apprentice at the Oswego shops of the New York Central.

In 1909 he was appointed apprentice instructor and assist-

ant machine foreman there and in 1911 was promoted to

the position of apprentice class instructor. In March, 1914,

he was transferred to Avis, Pa., as chief draftsman and

apprentice instructor and received his appointment as erect-

ing shop foreman on September 21, 1917.

E. H. Newbury, assistant master mechanic of the Mo-
nongahela division of the Pennsylvania Railroad at South

Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed shop inspector in the

office of the superintendent of motive power at Pittsburgh,

Pa.

H. R. VoELKER, foreman in the shops of the Pennsylvania

Lines West at Bradford, Ohio, has been promoted to gen-

eral foreman in the sliops at Louisville, Ky.

Samuel Vogel, enginehouse foreman of the Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, has been pensioned after

42 years of service for the Pittsburgh division. Mr. Vogel

was born on July 13, 1852, at Tuscarawas, Ohio, and en-

tered the service of the Pan Handle on March 2, 1875, as

a laborer in the shops at Dennison, Ohio, later serving as

apprentice, machinist and gang foreman. He was promoted

to enginehouse foreman at Dennison on September 1, 1890,

and was transferred to Pittsburgh on December 1, 1891, as

enginehouse foreman, later to Sheridan, Pa., and then to the

Scully enginehouse, where lie was in charge at the time of

his retirement.

PURCHASING AND STOREKBEPING

H. A. Anderson, special agent in the purchasing de-

partment of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Pliiladelphia, Pa.,

has been promoted to assistant purchasing agent with head-

quarters at Philadelphia. He entered the service of the

Pennsylvania Railroad in July, 1883, as a messenger in

the transportation department at Altoona, Pa. Three years

later he was transferred to the motive power department

where he served as clerk in the Juniata shops, and later

as chief clerk to the general superintendent of motive power.

In February, 1904, he was promoted to stock clerk in the

purchasing department, and in December of the following

year was made special agent of the purchasing department,

which position he held at the time of his recent appointment

as assistant purchasing agent.

John E. Byron, whose appointment as general store-

keeper of the Boston & Maine with headquarters at Bos-

ton, Mass., has already been announced in these columns,

was bom on December 4, 1874, at Concord, N. H., and re-

ceived his education in grammar, high school and business

college. He began railway work on April 25, 1892, as clerk

and stenographer to the general manager of tlie Concord

& Montreal, and on July 22, 1895, became superintendent's

clerk on the Southern division of its successor, the Boston

& Maine. In November, 1911, he was appointed chief clerk

in the maintenance of way department and in August, 1917,

was appointed general storekeeper of the same road, as

above noted.

A. L. Cochrane, general storekeeper of the Denver &
Salt Lake at Denver, Colo., has been appointed purchasing

agent and storekeeper succeeding C. N. Davids, resigned.

J. F. Esch has been appointed purchasing agent of the

Colorado Midland, with headquarters at Colorado Springs,

Colo., in place of C. N. Davids, resigned.

D. T. Jones, stationer of the Pennsylvania Railroad at

Philadelphia, Pa., has been promoted to assistant to pur-

chasing agent.

B. P. Phillippe, coal agent in the purchasing department

of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Philadelphia, Pa., has been

promoted to assistant to purchasing agent.

Robert E. Scott, assistant roadmaster of the Oregon

Electric, has been appointed purchasing agent of the Spo-

kane, Portland & Seattle, with headquarters at Portland, Ore.

NEW SHOPS
Chicago Great Western.—A contract has been awarded

by this road to T. S. Leake & Co., Chicago, for the con-

struction of an 11 -stall roundhouse at Clarion, Iowa. The
structure will replace a 14-stall building, which was de-

stroyed by fire last April.

Philadelphia & Reading.—This company is building

a IS-stall, one-story enginehouse at Reading, Pa., on a

site located north of the shops on Sixth street. It will be

110 ft. wide and 418 ft. long. The entire structure is to

be of reinforced concrete and brick; Henry E. Baton, Phila-

delphia, Pa., is the contractor.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.—^Work is now un-

der way near Punxsutawney, Pa., on the construction of a

new engine terminal, a 16-stall roundhouse and auxiliary

facilities. The work includes changing the course of a high-

way from the east to the west side of the tracks for a dis-

tance of over one mile and ten miles of additional yard track

will be constructed. It is expected that the work will be

finished by January next.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded a con-

tract to G. A. Johnson & Son, Chicago, for the following

improvements at Memphis, Tenn. : The construction of new-

racks and bins in the storehouse, remodeling the mill build-

ing, erection of platforms and incline at the mill building,

plumbing and sewerage work, construction of transfer table

pit and engine hoi.st pit, and erection of coach yard building.

The estimated cost of the work is $50,000. A contract for

additional work at Clinton, 111., has been awarded to T.

S. Leake & Co., Chicago. Eleven stalls in the roundhouse

will be lengthened at a cost of about $60,000.
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The Falls Hollow Staybolt Company has removed its Chi-

cago office from tlie Fisher building to 654 Railway Ex-

change building.

C. W. Cross has been appointed district manager of the

Oxweld Railroad Service Company with office at 233 Rail-

way Exchange, Chicago.

The International Oxygen Company, 115 Broadway, New

York, announces the resignation of V. J.
Kroll as the com-

pany's representative for Pittsburgh and middle western ter-

ritor}'.

H. F. Bardwell has been appointed New York district

manager for the Vanadium-Alloys Steel Company, Pitts-

burgh" and Latrobe, Pa., with offices at 30 Church street,

New York.

Fa)-ette H. Reed has been appointed special agent of the

Acar' jSIanufacturing Company, New York, covering the

states of California,"Nevada, Oregon, Washington, Arizona,

New Mexico and Utah, with office at San Francisco, Cal.

Emil Tvden, inventor of the Tyden car seal, and vice-

president of the International Seal & Lock Company, Chi-

cago, has been commissioned a major in the army and as-

signed to the ordnance section, located at Washington, D. C.

Edmund Barany, machine designer of the Singer Manu-

facturing Company, Elizabeth, N. J., has assumed the duties

of mechanical engineer and assistant to general superinten-

dent of the Cleveland Twist Drill Company, of Cleveland,

Ohio.

The Continental Construction Corporation has been char-

tered in Delaware with a capital of $100,000 to manufacture

railway supplies. The incorporators are: C. L. Rimlinger,

M. M. Clancy, Wilmington, Del., and Clement M. Egner,

Elkton, Md.

Berry Brothers, varnish manufacturers, Detroit, Mich.,

have prepared an illustrated folder containing instructions

on how to recognize military insignia, together with a full

page half-tone display of the various marks of rank and dis-

tinction in the army and navy.

The Ward Leonard Electric Company, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,

manufacturers of electric-controlling devices and vitreous

enamel insulation resistance units, announces that it is now

represented in Cleveland, Ohio, Ijy the Walter P. Ambos

Company, with offices in the Arcade.

Morrill Dunn, vice-president of McCord & Co., and Fred

A. Preston, manager of sales of the P. & M. Company, Chi-

cago, have been commissioned captains in the Signal corps

of the U. S. army and have been assigned to duty with the

Air Craft Production Board in France.

The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis,

Mo., has recently secured the services of W. H. Bramraan,

who is acting in the capacity of assistant to the president.

Mr. Bramman before becoming associated with the Zel-

nicker Supply Company was connected with the American

Carbon & Battery Company.

The Pacific Car & Foundrj' Company, Seattle, Wash., was

recently incorporated to build standard railway equipment,

logging cars, trucks, contractors' equipment, forgings, cast-

ings, iron and steel and railway supplies in general. The

new company has taken over the business of the Seattle Car

& Foundry Company and now operates fully equipped car

plants both at Seattle, Wash., and Portland, Ore. The offi-

cers are; William Pigott, president; O. D. Colvin, vice-presi-

dent and general manager; James F. Twohy, vice-president

and treasurer; James E. Mclner)', secretary, and T. G. Hay-

wood, director of purchases.

The Keith Railway Equipment Company, 122 South

Michigan avenue, Chicago, recently bought 33 acres near

Hammond, Ind., and has begun the construction of a shop,

200 ft. by 85 ft., for the construction and repair of tank

cars. Later two other buildings will be added, one of which

will be 350 ft. by 300 ft. and the other 200 ft. by 70 ft.

Warren R. Roberts, president of the Roberts & Schaefer.

Company, engineers and contractors, Chicago, has received

a commission as major under the Quartermaster General

as executive officer in charge of new emergency construction

work during the war. Mr. Roberts left Chicago on October

22 to take up his active work and residence in Washington.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, in the week ending

October 20 turned out 72 locomotives. This is at the rate

of more than 3,600 a year, compared with 1,989 for the year

1916 and 2,666 in 1906, which was the previous record

year. The company is employing an army of 20,000 men
and work on government orders engages every department.

John J. Harty, vice-president and general manager of the

Canadian Locomotive Company, Kingston, Ont., has been

elected president of the company. He is also a director of

the Dominion Foundries & Steel Company and is a son of

William Harty, ^^'ho was, some years ago, president of the

Canadian Locomotive Company and is still one of its larg-

est stockholders.

On October 1, 1917, the New York sales offices of the

Edison Storage Battery Company, long located at 206 West
Seventy-sixth street, moved into larger quarters, at 209
West Seventy-sixth street, just opposite the old headquarters.

At the new location many additional facilities have been in-

stalled to enable the manager, John Kelly, to take care of

the increased business.

Frank B. Archibald, for the past five years eastern man-
ager of the National Lock Washer Corapan)', has been
elected vice-president; J. Howard Horn, eastern representa-

tive for the past seven years, has been appointed sales man-
ager. On or about December 1 , offices will be opened in

Philadelphia, Pa., and St. Louis, Mo., in addition to present

ofiices in Chicago and Detroit, Mich.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
announces another increase in wages for shop employees
aggregating nearly $2,000,000 a year. Effective October 16,

all employees observing shop hours, except munition work-
ers, will receive an additional bonus of 10 per cent if they

are on a salary or time-rate basis, and of 7 per cent if they

are on a piece, premium or task basis.

William S. Bostwick and Chester A. Lyon, formerly with

the Magnus Company, Inc., Chicago, announce the forma-
tion of tlie Bostwick-Lyon Bronze Company, of Wajnesboro,
Pa., and that they have taken over the entire plant of the

Waynesboro Foundry & Machine Company, and have fully

equipped it as a modern foundry for the manufacture of

brass castings, journal bearings and babbitt metal.

The Blevney Machine Company, Greenfield, Mass., has
recently been organized as a Massachusetts corporation and
has purchased the entire business, plant, etc., of John C.

Blevney, of Newark, N. J., manufacturer of a patented line

of grinding and polishing machinery, also friction clutches.

The company is now making ready a new modem factory

at Greenfield and expects to have this new plant in opera-

tion within sixty days. W. S. Howe has resigned as treas-

urer and general manager of the Nutter & Barnes Company,
and as general manager of the machinery division of the
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Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation, to become president and
treasurer of the Blevney Machine Company and will be

the active head of this new concern. The Blevney patented

two-belt grinding and finishing machines are an innovation

in the metal finishing field.

J. J. Byrne has been appointed eastern representative of

the Locomotive Stoker Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., with

office at SO Church street. New York City. Mr. Byrne en-

tered railroad service in 1903, on the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis as machinist apprentice. He served

four years in this capacity at the Delaware shops. He entered

the service of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern as machin-

ist in 1907, and remained with that company until 1909, at

which time he entered the employ of the Locomotive Stoker

Company as mechanical expert. Mr. Byrne will devote

much of his time to the Southern roads.

Oscar F. Ostby, has opened offices at 2736 Grand Central

Terminal, New York, to handle general railway supplies.

He has been appointed eastern representative of the Grip Nut
Company, Chicago,
and manager of sales

of the Glazier Manu-
facturing Company of

Rochester, N. Y., the

latter company making
a complete line of oil

headlights and reflec-

tors and cases for all

kinds of headlights.

Mr. Ostby has been

one of the energetic

members of the Rail-

way Supply Manufac-
turers' A s s o c i ation,

having been its presi-

dent in 1915-16. He
has been much inter-

ested in the locomotive

headlight field in the

interest of the Interna-

tional Acetylene Association. Mr. Ostby was Ijorn March

S, 1883, and received his education in the public schools of

Providence, R. I. From 1901 to November, 1904, he was

engaged in publicity work. Since then he has been con-

nected with the Commercial Acetjlene Railway Light &
Signal Company and the Refrigerator, Heater &: Ventilator

Car Company, serving the latter company as general man-

ager.

Major P. G. Jenks, Quartermaster Officers' Reserve Corps

and in civil life assistant to the president of the Standard

Steel Car Company, Chicago, presented regimental and na-

tional colors to the Thirty-fifth Engineers at Rockford, 111.,

on October 19, on behalf of car construction companies which

have orders from the government. Very appropriately the

presentation speech was made by Louis Pitcher, a civil war

veteran, who exactly 53 years before (October 19, 1864.)

was color bearer in the ijnion army in the battle of Cedar

Creek. The Thirty-fifth Engineers is a railway regiment

which is being recruited for the purpose of doing car con-

struction work on the American-operated lines in France.

H. P. Meredith, master mechanic of the Maryland and

Delaware divisions qf the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Wash-

ington, has resigned to go to E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co. as engineer in charge of mechanical maintenance and

shop methods, with headquarters at Wilmington, Del. He
was born January 12, 1879, in Gloucester county, Virginia,

and was educated in private schools in Virginia and public

schools of Altoona, Pa. He entered the ser\'ice of tlie Penn-

sylvania Railroad as a special apprentice in 1897. In 1901,

O. F. Ostby

he became motive power inspector of the Buffalo & Alle-

gheny Valley division at Buffalo; in 1903, he was promoted

to assistant master mechanic of Altoona machine shops, and
on July 1, 1905, was promoted to the position of assistant

to the general superintendent of motive power at Altoona.

He was made master mechanic of the Baltimore division at

Baltimore, Md., on May 1, 1910, and on October 15, 1914,

was promoted to master mechanic of the Williamsport and
Sunbury divisions, with headquarters at Sunbury, Pa. On
July 1, 1916, he was promoted to the position which he has

just resigned. He is a member of the American Socety of

Mechanical Engineers, the Master Car Builders' Associa-

tion, and the American Railway Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation.

Clement F. Street has opened an office as consulting

mechanical engineer at 50 Church street. New York. He
will give special attention to questions of design and tests

of railway equipment and specialties. Mr. Street at the age

of 18 became a machinist apprentice at the works of the

Buckeye Engine Compan)', and after three years entered the

drawing room of that company. Later he became chief

draftsman of the Johnstown Company, Johnstown, Pa., leav-

ing after two years to become chief draftsman in the motive

power department of the Chicago & St. Paul Railway, where

he remained for four years. In 1892 he became mechanical

editor of the Railway and Engineering Review of Chicago.

Seven years later he went with the Dayton Malleable Iron

Company and for nine years was engaged in designing and
selling railway supplies for this company, for the Wellman-
Seaver-Morgan Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and for the

\\'estinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. In 1907 he started to develop a locomotive stoker

with the financial assistance of the Westinghouse Air Brake
Company, this work finally developing into the formation of

the present Locomotive Stoker Company, of which Mr.
Street is vice-president and director. In 1916 the John Scott

Legacy Medal and Premium was awarded to Mr. Street on
the recommendation of the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia

for his work in developing the Street stoker.

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son

Josejjh T. Ryerson &: Son, Chicago, celebrated the seventy-

fifth anniversary of its organization on November 1. The
founder, Joseph T. Ryerson, came to Chicago in 1842 and
located in a two-story brick building near Clark and Water
streets. He secured a stock of $20,000 worth of iron and
began business as the accredited agent of Wood, Edwards
& McKnight, of Pittsburgh. In 1879 he took his son,

Edward L. Ryerson, into partnership, and upon his death

on March 9, 1885, the business passed to his son. Edward
L. Ryerson continued as president of the company until

1911, when he was made chairman of the board of directors.

His sons, Joseph T. Ryerson, Donald M. Ryerson and
Edward L. Ryerson, Jr., have entered the firm during the

]iast 15 years and are now vice-presidents.

The Chicago plant of the firm has grown continuously

in size with frequent changes in location to permit further

expansion and at the present time is located at Sixteenth

and Rockwell streets.

The eastern plant of the company occupies a 10-acre site

on West Side avenue, Jersey City, at the junction of the

Hackensack river and Newark bay. The Ijuilding is 245

ft. by 470 ft., with a floor space of approximately 137,000

sq. ft. The company acquired a St. Louis plant by pur-

chasing the W. G. Hagar Iron Company, thereby adding

to its own products a line of mill, mine and boilermakers'

supplies manufactured by the Hagar Company. A. new
plant was opened at Detroit. ^lich., on Novemljer 1, to take

care of the increased demand for quick shipments of iron

:'nd steel in the territory ser\-ed by that city.
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TliOR LiRlLLS.— ihc Intlcpcndfiit I'ncumaiic lool Lora-

pany, Chicago, has issued a folder illustrating the various

types of piston air drills, pneumatic hammers and electric

drills manufactured by that company. A table is also in-

cluded giving the detailed characteristics and suitable serv-

ice for each type of equipment.

Locomotives.—The Baldwin Locomotive Works, Phila-

delphia, Pa., has recently issued Record No. 87 on the sub-

ject of military supplies. In this pamphlet is included a

description of what the Baldwin Locomotive Works has done

for the war, mentioning the Consolidation type locomotive

built for the United States government and giving a record

of the time in which tliis locomotive was built.

St.aybolt Iron.—The Rome Iron Mills. Inc., 30 Church
street. New York, has issued Bulletin No. 1 on Rome hol-

low staybolt iron. These staybolts are made with the tell-

tale holes in them and the advantages obtained by using this

material are explained. Illustrations showing the texture of

the material from the nick and bend test and places in the

firebox where these staybolts are particularly advantageous

are shown.

Power Reverse Gear.—The Economy Devices Corpora-

tion, 30 Church street, New York, has issued bulletin No.

115 describing the type "B" Ragonnet power reverse gear,

which is a new design recently placed on the market. The
catalogue enumerates the advantages of the power reverse

gear and explains the cushioning principle of the type "B"
gear. A sectional drawing of the gear is included showing

the names of the various parts of the gear.

Locomotive Feedwater He.\ting.—The Locomotive

Feedwater Heater Company, 30 Church street. New York, has

issued its first bulletin describing the advantages to be ob-

tained by heating the feedwater for locomotive boilers. The
bulletin points out the saving to be made in waste heat feed-

water heating. Charts showing what economy may be ex-

pected by heating the feedwater with exhaust steam from the

cylinders are given, and illustrations are included showing

the application of the feedwater heating apparatus to loco-

motives.

Heat Insulation.—The Magnesia Association of

America, 702 Bulletin building, Philadelphia, Pa., has

issued a leaflet of 40 pages called "85 per cent Magnesia and

Heat Insulation." The purpose of the book is to present the

latest and best information on heat insulation. Particular

stress is laid on "85 per cent Magnesia" and its development

is described. The various types of insulation made with this

product and the uses to which this material may be put are

mentioned. Illustrations of many interesting installations

are included.

Brinell Hardness Testing Machine.—The Scientific

Materials Company, Pittsburgh, has issued a 12-page

pamphlet discussing the hardness testing of materials with

special reference to the advantage of measuring the depth of

the indentation made by the testing ball rather than its diam-

eter. A description is given of the improved American model
of the Brinell machine, with the appliances for measuring

the depth of the penetration as well as other apparatus used

in testing of this kind. The pamphlet also contains tallies

of hardness values.

General Supplies.—The Gustin-Bacon Manufacturing

Company, Kansas City, Mo., has recently issued catalogue

No. 5 which gives a general description of the railwa}' ma-
terial handled by this company. The catalogue is divided

into five sections, covering the following articles: Belting

and pulleys, hose and tubing, packing and gaskets, mats

and mattings, miscellaneous articles, rules and data. It is

bound in cloth and is well illustrated. The catalogue con-

tains 215 pages and includes considerable data pertinent to

the articles described.

Compressed Air Apparatus.—The following new forms

have been issued by the Ingersoll-Rand Company, 11

Broadway, New York: Form 8006, a 20-page catalogue on

Imperial motor hoists and stationary motors; form 8212, a

four-page bulletin on the Crown coal pick and core breaker;

form 8213, a 16-page booklet on "Little David," pneumatic

chipping, calking and scaling hammers, and form 9102, an
eight-page bulletin on air receivers, pressure tanks and
moisture traps. The catalogues are profusely illustrated

and show tables of sizes and capacities.

Journal Box Packings.—The Franklin Manufacturing

Company, Franklin, Pa., has recently issued a 26-page

pamphlet on the subject of journal box packings. It con-

tains interesting information on the general subject, ex-

plaining the properties of good journal box packings and the

results that should be obtained from it. The method of

manufacturing the packings sold by this company is de-

scribed, and the text is supplemented by interesting photo-

graphs. The materials used in the manufacture of packing

are also described. A suggested specification for journal box
packings is included.

Grinding and Polishing Machinery.—The Webster &
Perks Tool Company, Springfield, Ohio, has issued an ex-

tensive catalogue in loose-leaf binder form, describing its

ball bearing and plain bearing grinding and polishing ma-
chinery. These machines include all sizes of bench and
floor type grinders and wet tool grinders, both with the plain

bearings and the ball bearings. This company furnishes

some of its floor grinding equipment with direct connected

motors. The catalogue contains illustrations of the various

types of machines with their specifications, together with a

description of the type of bearings used and various attach-

ments that go with the grinders.

Geared Locomotives.—The Lima Locomotive Works,
Lima, Ohio, has issued bulletin No. 2 describing Shay geared

locomotives for industrial railways. These locomotives are

designed particularly to operate on rails having sharp curves

and turnouts on which rod connected engines can not operate.

They are particularly suited for use in industrial plants as

they will accelerate quickly and with them it is easier to spot

cars more accurately than with rod connected engines. The
bulletin gives an account of tests made with an 0-6-0 type

engine and a Shay locomotive of equal tractive effort, to ob-

tain comparative rates of acceleration when working under
tlie same conditions and to determine the time required by the

two engines to spot a given car at definite points. A brief

description of the Shay locomotive truck is also included.

Woodworking Machinery.—The Oliver Machinery
Company, Grand Rapids, Mich., has recently issued a com-
plete catalogue describing its woodworking machinery and
factory supplies. The catalogue contains 301 pages and in-

cludes descriptions of the various machines made by this

company, including in addition to the woodworking machin-
ery and general material for woodworkers, the Oliver engine
lathes, speed lathes and turret lathes for metal work. A
complete description is given of each machine and the sup-
plies manufactured by this company, together with a list of

the principal dimensions, capacities, etc. Among the prod-
ucts of this company are included wood saws, vises, black-
smiths' tools, clamps, woodworking lathes, metal lathes and
accessories used in the woodworking trade. The catalogue
is well illustrated and shows all the latest improvements this

company has made in its products.
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The American Society

of Mechanical

It is with regret that we find that at

its annual meeting the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers aban-
Engineers' Meeting

^jo^ed its previous practice of holding

a railroad session. Now, if never liefore, does the country,

and the railroads in particular, need all the possible assist-

ance of the technical societies. The railroads are sadly in

need of more power. New power cannot be purchased and
the old power must be improved. There are engineers in this

society who are able from their experience and study of loco-

motive problems to give valuable and concrete information

as to what might be done to make the locomotives more
effective. The locomotive situation is serious. The railway

mechanical department needs all the assistance it can get, and
again we say, it is with regret we find the greatest organiza-

tion of mechanical men in this country letting such a golden

opportunity for being of real a.ssistance to the railroads pass

without a word.

Railway Equipment A report of an interview with Henry
Miller, who went to Russia in June as

a member of the United States Railway
in Russia Advisory Commission, which was pub-

lished in a recent issue of the Railway Age Gazette, gives

us a clearer view of the true railway situation in Russia

than anything we have yet had. There are about 20,000

locomotives, most of them compounds, whose average age

is 24 years. They have an average tractive effort of 18,000

lb. and 10 per cent burn wood, 5 per cent oil and the bal-

ance burn coal. .About 15 per cent of the power was found

to be iA Ijad order when the committee arrived at Petrograd.

Investigation showed that 2,500 additional locomotives were
necessary adequately to handle the increased traffic due to

the war.

The need for cars was not so great. Of the 580,000
freight cars having an average capacity of 16 tons, 8 per

cent were in Ijad order. The committee recommended the

addition of 40,000 new cars which with the locomotives were
supposed to be supplied by the United States. An interest-

ing feature of the Russian freight cars is that only about

20 per cent are equipped with brakes and only 13,000, which
were built in .\merica, have air-brakes. The braking is

generally done by hand, the practice being to use a Ijrake

van or car for every fifth car in a train and to station a brake-

man at each brake.

The method of train operation in Russia is particularly

interesting. ]\Ir. Miller stated that there is almost an entire

absence of what in America is teniied the operating depart-

ment. It was the practice before the commission's suggestions

were put into effect, to operate the engines and crews on
short turn-around trips. The men were assigned to regular

locomotives, which practice resulted in a very small mileage
for each locomotive; because when the men needed rest or

laid off on account of sickness or for other causes the loco-

motives were also taken out of service. By pooling the men
and the locomotives the commission doubled the locomotive
mileage and most of the congestion was cleared up bv the

end of .August. The commission further divided the lines

into 300 mile divisions, each in charge of a superintendent
and a staff of 13 assistants, including trainmasters, despatch-
ers, master mechanics, traveling engineers, etc. Some 350
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experienced railroad men have been sent from this country

to carrv out the recommendations of the committee and to

instruct the Russian railway men in American railway oper-

ating methods.

The recent change in the Russian conditions may, of

course, affect the extent to which the United States will co-

operate with that country.

w The transportation machinery of the

railroads of this country is handicap-
Mol.ve Power

^^^ ^^^ j,^^ ^^^-^^ ^j '^^^^-^.^ p^^^.^^

Capacity y^.^^. locomotives cannot be obtained.

The only thing that remains is to get more power from the

existing locomotives. Some roads are doing this by the addi-

tion of boiler capacity increasing devices which enable them

to haul trains at greater speeds, or by the enlarging of the

cylinders to haul greater loads. One road in particular has

made material increases in the tonnage rating of its locomo-

tives by doing this. Another road is making a careful study

of its entire power to see how far it can go to make the loco-

motives do more work. Still another road has by making

careful tests of its standard locomotives, Ijoth on a stationary

testing plant and on the road, found how it can increase the

power of these locomotives with but minor changes in de-

sign, with an accompanying saving in the cost of operation

of thousands of dollars.

\\'ith conditions such as they are, every effort should be

made to do more work and haul greater train loads. Of
particular importance is the tonnage rating given the locomo-

tives. Cases without number have been found where either

due to ignorance or carelessness the locomotives have not been

given a tonnage rating as high as they are able to handle.

It is here that the road foreman of engines may prove of in-

valuable assistance. There are instances wliere by more

thorough instruction and supervision of locomotive operation,

engines have been made to haul from six to seven per cent

greater tonnage, which means that 16 locomotives will do

tlie work of 17. The General Operating Committee for the

Eastern Roads recommends that freight traffic on fast or re-

duced tonnage rating be suspended and that hereafter this

freight be operated on full tonnage continuous movement

schedules. This shows how necessary it is to load the power

to its maximum and this maximum must be the real maxi-

mum, which can only be obtained by an accurate rating of the

locomotives. As the capacity of these locomotives is in-

creased by the addition of capacity increasing devices, they

should be re-rated and made to cio their utmost. This is

where the mechanical engineers and mechanical staff officers

can do their "bit," in the struggle which this country has

entered into.

The Duty of

the Men

at Home

It sometimes becomes very apparent

that man)' of those who are secure in

their homes with a fat pay envelope

coming in regular!)' and plenty of work

to insure a continuance of this prosperity for some time to come,

do not fully appreciate what this terrible war means to us

individually. If the Allies should not win this war it means

that the German government with all its ambitions for world

power will be a constant menace to the principles which we
love and for which our forefathers fought. It is the duty of

e\'er)' man, woman and child in this countrx' to do what he

can to aid the government. This includes the conservation

of foodstuffs, fuel and materials of all kind;. It means that

ever)' one must do his work more efficiently, more perfectly

and more intensively.

Press despatches indicate how serious the transportation

situation in this country is. Railroad men know further

that the lack of sufficient and efficient motive power is one

of the main contributory causes to the railroads' difficulty.

Without adequate transportation facilities the work of this

countr)' in the war will be greatly handicapped. The motive

power department is coming into prominence because of in-

adequate and insufficient power more than it ever has be-

fore. Never have such great demands lieen made upon the

men working in this department.

The work of repairing locomotives is hard and many times

it has to be done under the most trying conditions. The
men need all the encouragement and moral support the)' can

get from their leaders. It is the duty of the supervising

officers and foremen to give this in full measure. They must

make the men thoroughly realize what their services mean
to the railways and to the countr)'. The men themselves

must make sacrifices, as many of the railroad units are mak-
ing in France. In addition to their hard labors at the front,

despatches show that the railroad forces are ready to pick

up arms and sacrifice their lives to repel the common enemy.

TIicv are giving all they can give. What a lesson it is for

us at homel .411 the government asks of us is work—good,

hard conscientious work—and it is the least we can do to

give this in full measure and back up the boys who are sac-

rificing their lives for us. Make every man realize that he

has a dut)' to perform and that even though his work is not

of a spectacular nature, it is extremely necessan.-. By doing

tliis we will have far more contented men, far more efficiently

maintained power and an esprit de corps which w'ill help

the railways to make good.

Locomotive Boiler ""le si.xth annual report of the chief

J
,

inspector of locomotive lioilers for the

Interstate Commerce Commission has
Report recently been made public and is ab-

stracted elsewhere in this issue. There is this year an in-

crease in the percentage of locomotives found defective and
an increase in the number of accidents and casualties. Some
of this increase is due to the fact that during the fiscal year

1917 the records include those concerning the entire loco-

motive and tender, while during the fiscal year of 1916 only

al)out ten months include the entire locomotive. The chief

inspector says, "The increase has no doubt iieen brought

about b)' unprecedented operating conditions which, together

with the shortage of labor and material, has made difficult

the proper maintenance of locomotives." In addition to

this we believe that due to the shortage of power, locomo-

tives wliich under ordinary conditions would have been

scrapped and replaced, have been put into operation with-

out being properly inspected and properly repaired. The
need for power should not be taken as an excuse for putting

in service locomotives which are not in a safe condition to

run.

The chief inspector also says that, "The fact that some
carriers by diligent efforts and careful supen'ision of re-

pairs have not only maintained the condition of their loco-

motives, but have actually improved it during the past year,

thereby increasing operating efficiency, is evidence that it

can be done under tlie present exacting operating condi-

tions." We fully agree with this statement. Those roads

tliat have done this have been doing their country a service

and will be the ones to hold up the reputation of the rail-

roads during the oncoming winter. Those roads that do not

do this are living on their vitals and are, so to speak, slowly

starving to death. Mention is made of this condition in

the report, the inspection bureau having found that some
railroads have been woefully neglectful of the running re-

pairs.

Of the classified accidents mentioned in the report, the

greatest increase W'as found in those pertaining directly to

the Iioilcr or its appurtenances. Mention is made in the

report of the fact that much trouble is experienced, particu-

larly on the old power with the specification card showing
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the strength of boilers when patches have been applied or

alterations made to them, cases having been found where
locomotives were in service carrying much higher pressure

than they should. It is such carelessness as this that causes

the accidents and makes it necessary for the Federal in-

spectors to hold the power out of service.

Many of the accidents investigated by the inspection

bureau indicate that they might have been avoided had rea-

sonable inspection been made of the work and had the

work been properly done. Supervision and inspection, as

never before, are tremendously important factors at this

time. The chief inspector lays particular stress on this fact

and rightly so, for it is only by this means that the power
can be kept in good condition.

The National

Fuel

Problem

The condition of the fuel market in

this countr)' is such as to affect prac-

tically every citizen. It is no longer

an individual problem—it is a national

problem. We have got to conser\-e our fuel supply in order

that others may live. There are four particular uses to

which fuel is put that are under the direct influence of rail-

road men. The first and of greatest importance is the fuel

used on locomotives. Next comes the fuel for providing

power in shops. The third is the fuel used for lighting and
heating railway buildings. The fourth is the fuel used in

the home for domestic purposes. The situation is so seri-

ous that every one of these problems must be given con-

sideration.

Fuel economy on locomotives is a subject that is not new
to any of us. There is hardly a railroad in this country but

has given it serious consideration. It has a new aspect, how-
ever. The much higher price of fuel requires an entire re-

vision of the fuel economy campaign. With the railroad fuel

bill $100,000,000 or more greater" than it was last year, the

railroads can well afford to spend more money than they

have to decrease the fuel consumption of their locomotives.

Further than this it is their patriotic duty to do so. JIaking

the coal evaporate more water, by making the locomotive

boiler transfer more heat to the water, and by making the

steam do more actual work in the cylinder means cutting

down the fuel required. There are many ways of doing this

•—bring your locomotives up to date, maintain them proper-

ly and keep the boilers free from scale. With a good ma-
chine to work with the engine crew will learn a lot and will

do their part, if properly instructed, towards the saving of

fuel.

The shop is a fuel eater, but compared with the locomo-

tive consumption is of but little importance. It requires a

large amount of fuel, however, to keep it running. The
losses there would on most railways be startling if they were

known. See that the power plant is run properly. The
railroad stationary power plant is notoriously inefficient.

Remember that one manufacturing city has prohibited the

use of shop whistles for calling the men to work, simply to

save the coal which would be used to generate the steam for

blowing them. That is how much coal means to some. See

that the shop engines are working efficiently. Lubricate the

line shaft and machines properly. Don't run machines

unnecessarily. Have everybody in the shop appreciate the

fact that wasted power means wasted fuel.

The lighting and heating requirements are also compar-

atively small, to be sure, but economy here will help. We
must ha\'e sufficient light to work by and too often on a

railroad it is insufficient, but when there is no need for a

light it should be extinguished. Carry the thou.ght of a

prominent man in the railroad field as he went back to turn

out the lights in his hotel room—"It will save the fireman's

back." It will also save fuel. It is not what one of us does,

but what all of us do—so issue instructions about leaving

unnecessary lights burning. The fuel used in heating, par-

ticularly in the offices, is almost never given the slightest

thought, except perhaps when the boiler plant fails and the

temperature is low. Generally it is the open window or the

coatless man that keeps one from a turkish bath. Why not

repair the valves in the radiator and turn the heat off? It

will save coal!

The fuel proijlem at home interests us all. If w'e have the

money to pay for coal we are fortunate if we can get it.

Here we economize of necessity. It means so much to the

people in the state of New York that the governor has issued

a proclamation calling on the domestic users to save coal.

This has been supplemented by instructions relating to the

economical handling of household heating plants. Let the

lesson you must learn of necessitj- at home lie a guide to you
in your work, whether you run an engine, or work in the

shop or at a desk—Save Coal

!

Enginehouse "^he response we have received to our

T . , call for papers relating to methods bv
which the performance at engme ter-

Competition minals may be improved has been

gratifying. There were 1.5 papers contributed to this com-
petition, all of which are good and most of them will be pub-

lished in future issues. The papers awarded the prizes are

[iublished elsewhere in this issue. The judges based the

awards on the constructive suggestions in tlie papers. Some
of the contributors merely described existing organizations,

which although they were interesting, where not just what
was desired in the present case. Perhaps the most important

thought brought out in all the papers submitted was the

necessity for careful supervision of the work done at engine

terminals and a thorough inspection of the power. Sugges-
tions were made also for alterations or additions to terminals

which may be readily made without interfering too much
with the operation of the terminal.

Now, if never before, the power should be turned out of

an engine terminal with the full assurance that it will do
its work properly and reach the end of its run without de-

lay. "Congestion" is on every railroad man's lips; we hear it

everywhere. Congestion can only be relieved by moving
the freight. The locomotives, therefore, are the key to the

situation. They must be kept in repair, they must be kept

efficient and they must be made more efficient if the railroads

are to meet successfully the demands made upon tliem today.

We are just starting on the worst season of the year. We
have no reserve of power; there is nothing to fall back upon
if our locomotives fail. They must be kept on the road as

much as possible.

The burden which is now resting upon the enginehouse
forces is great and the work they do is tremendously im-
portant. Every means must be taken to increase the efficienc)-

of these men. Where an organization is weak, it should be
strengthened. Supervision is of prime importance. It is

only Imman nature for men to do only that which they have
to do. If the standards are high, they meet them; if the

standards are low, the)' meet them also, and do but little

more. Supervision is the only means by which the standards
can be raised and maintained. It will be money well spent
to split the enginehouse force into gangs W'ith an active

and progrcssi\-e leader at the head of each to see that the
work is done properly. An organization well supervised

can do more work with fewer men than a group of men
working under no organization at all.

The enginehouse forces are working under a great deal

of strain. In many places they are required to work out in

the o|)en with but little protection from the elements. Their
work is very hard and trying. They must be encouraged
by their leaders and made to realize how much depends
upon tlicm. Wlicre it is possi!)Ie, improvements should be
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made, if of only a temporan- character, to make their work
easier and to assist them in putting the locomotives through
the terminal with greater despatch. Inspection pits are of

considerable importance and great assistance. Engine wash-
ing plants, such as have been described previously in these

columns, assist greatly in keeping the engines clean so that

they may be inspected more easil)'. An additional water
plug here or there throughout the terminal may mean the

saving of more cross switching or back hauling. Ash pits

might be lengthened and locomotive cranes with clam shell

buckets kept in readiness to clean the pits whenever they

become full. Special jigs or devices in the house are neces-

sary to facilitate doing the work. These should be installed

without a question. There are many other things that may
be done to make the work of this important branch of the

service easier and the wide-awake enginehouse foreman will

be on the lookout for just such things as these.

The railroads are short of power and will be shorter as

the winter progresses. Therefore, make every man in the

enginehouse organization realize how much depends upon
him. He is the man on the firing line. It is his work that

to a large degree will determine whether or not the rail-

roads will successfull)- meet the exacting demands made upon
them.

MMUNU A JIONS

NEW BOOKS
Carnegie Sliapc Book. c52 pages. 5 in. by 7>4 in., illustrated, bound in

leather. Published bv the Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Price, $1.

In continuation of its previous practice, the Carnegie Steel

Company has revised its shape book and is now presenting

the sixth edition. In this edition the pages devoted exclu-

sively to profiles of .sections have been increased to 265 pages,

in contrast to 227 pages which w-ere given to this department

in the fifth edition, published two years ago. The increase

in the number of sections made .standard by this company
is due to the remarkable expansion in shipbuilding, to the

extensive use of steel crossties for industrial and railway

purposes, to the increase in the automobile industr)', and par-

ticularly to the great development in the use of steel in

frames for windows, door and skylights in modern factory

buildings. The customary tables of weights of different

shaped material are included. The book has a complete

subject index.

Compressed .-lir for the Metal H'orher. Ily Charles .\. Ilirschberg. 31,=i

pages, 6 in. by 9 in., illustrateil. bound in leather. Published by the

Clark Book Company, 27 William street. New York. Price $3 net.

This book has been written by the author for the purpose

of gathering together under one cover practical information

relating to the uses of compressed air. He has undertaken

to confine himself to a discussion of the practical side of

compressed air utilization and to tell the how and why.

Where theory has been referred to it is discussed concisely

and in non-technical language. The book has Ijeen writ-

ten for shop owners, superintendents, foremen and machin-

ists or other artisans. The subjects covered may be classi-

fied under power plants, factories, machine shops, forge

shops, boiler and structural shops, etc. The first chapter

covers in a historical way the progress made in compressed

air advancement. This is followed by a discussion of the

compressed air power plant, in which is given practical in-

formation regarding such plants for the benefit of those

planning to make such installations. The details of the

compressor and compressor accessories are also given with

many illustrations, in a clear and interesting manner. Fur-

ther information is given regarding the installation and care

of compressors with their accessories. The author then dis-

cusses various tools and their uses, which can be operated

by compressed air, this comprising the greater part of the

book.

EDUCATEJTHE TRAINMEN
Haltimobe, Md.

To THE Editiir:

I have read with a great deal of interest R. J. Quintrell's

communication entitled "A Protest! Educate the Trainmen"
in your issue of November, 1917.

In these strenuous days when the railroads are called upon
to handle an inconceivable increase in tonnage, with a very
small increase in rolling stock, the crj' has been sent forth to

the mechanical department to do its duty to its country in

keeping the trains moving. And this is as it should be.

But Mr. Quintrell has touched a chord, which, if fully de-

veloped, will produce a sound well worth listening to. I

have personally observed a number of times wanton destruc-

tion of railroad property by rough handling of trains, espe-

ciall)' in switching. The resultant delays in switching out

damaged equipment has more than offset any saving in time

b_\- rush operations, to say nothing of the expense in repairs

incident thereto. Far too many times the lireak-in-twos on
the road find their initial cause in the classification yards. I

have known of instances where switching crews were required

to handle a specified minimum tonnage daily, and the num-
l;ier of damaged ends was mute testimony to the manner in

which tliis tonnage handling was accomplished.

A little talk now and then on the results of rough handling,

giving figures to show the approximate cost of repairs to

damaged equipment, and the loss of revenue from rolling

stock standing idle on the repair tracks, together with sug-

gestions regarding proper handling of cars, might go far

toward solving our transportation prolilems, which are daily

becoming more difficult. Arthur W. Norton.

THE WORK OF THE MEN AT HOME
CliI.ONlE, N. Y.

To THE Editor :

I have noted with much interest the move made by the

supply men to furnish "tobacco" to the men of the engineer

regiments. You will be interested in an organization we
have formed in the Delaw'are & Hudson shops at Colonic,

N. Y.

\Ye have given about 70 of our men to army or navy,

some to the engineer regiments and many to other parts of

the service. Realizing that we at home also have a duty
to perform, after sounding the sentiment of the shop, at a

noon hour meeting, an organization was formed comprising
practically to a man the full shop quota. Its purpose is:

(1.) To furnish periodically—approximately once each
month—while the war lasts, to eacli fellow Colonic man
enlisted in the nation's service, tobacco or some token of

remembrance, together with a shop letter.

(2.) To keep in touch with those left at home who may
Ije wholly or partially dependent on our fellow Colonic men
at the front to the end that where a helping hand may be
needed it will unobtrusively be extended.

(3.) By tliese means—to give to our men the encourage-
ment had with the knowledge that we are back of them to

a man, evidencing clearly our realization that the problem
is a mutual one.

We have also placed an honor board in a conspicuous
place, giving the location of the men in the service. Com-
mittees were formed as follows: Honor Roll, Purchasing,
Reading, Home Letters, Helping Hand and Printing.

Don't you think that if every shop in the United States

did the same it would be a splendid thing?

G. S. Edmonds,
Shop Superintendent.



Wabash 2-10-2 Type Locomotive
Exceptionally L-rge Boilers Make Possible High

Sustained Capacity; Rated Tractive Effort 69,700 lb.

THE Wabash Railway has recently received 25 large

2-10-2 type locomotives from the American Locomo-
tive Company. These engines have replaced others

of the Mikado type on the Decatur division between St.

Louis, Mo., and Chicago.

On this division the heaviest traffic is in the northbound

direction, against which the ruling grade is .4 per cent,

vi'ith the longest single grade four miles in length. The
axerage train load for the 2-10-2 type locomotives north-

bound is 5,000 tons, as compared with 3,500 tons for the

Mikado type locomotives previously in service in the same

territory. This is an increase for the 2-10-2 type of 42.8

per cent in tonnage and a decrease of 30 per cent in train

mileage has thereby been effected. These locomotives have

of 38. 4 per cent has been obtained and the train load has

been increased 42.8 per cent.

As a rule, an increase in weight results in a proportion-

ately greater increase in tractive effort. In this case, how-

ever, the percentage increases in weight and tractive effort

are approximately the same because of the particular atten-

tion which has been given to the proportioning of the boiler.

It is of the extended wagon top type with an outside diam-

eter at the first barrel course of 87 9/16 in. The largest

barrel course has an outside diameter of 98 in. The boiler

is fitted with 253 tubes, 2^4 in. in diameter, and 48 super-

heater flues, Syi in. in diameter. The length between tube

sheets is 23 ft.

The firebox has a grate area of 80.2 sq. ft. and is fired

Longitudinal Section of the Boiler for the Wabash 2-10-2 Type Locomotive

been used on troop trains with very satisfactory results, haul-

ing as many as 30 cars at speeds of 35 miles an hour. The
exceptionally large boilers and the mechanical stokers with

which the locomotives are equipped have made this excep-

tionally high sustained capacity possible of attainment.

The new locomotives have cylinders 29 in. by 52 in. and
a tractive effort of 69,700 lb., with driving wheels 64 in.

in diameter. The total weight of the engine and tender is

591,900 lb. The Mikado type locomotives displaced by the

new engines have cylinders 26 in. in diameter by 30 in.

stroke and a tractive effort of 50,360 lb. The total weight

of engine and tender is 423,800 lb. With an increase in

total weight of 39.6 per cent, an increase in tractive effort

by the Street Duplex stoker. It is 120ys in. long and 96J4
in. wide and is fitted with a Security brick arch carried on

five arch tubes.

The heating surface of the firebox and arch tubes is 379

sq. ft. and the total evaporative heating surface of the boiler

is 5,370 sq. ft. The superheater has 48 elements and a

heating surface of 1,129 sq. ft.

According to Cole's ratios, a superheater locomotive hav-

ing "29-in. cylinders and operating with 195 lb. boiler pres-

sure produces a maximum cylinder horsepower of 2,954 at

a piston speed of about 1,000 ft. per minute. On the as-

sumption that each horsepower requires 20.8 lb. of super-

heated steam per hour, this locomotive working at maximum

667
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capacity requires 01,443 lb. of steam per hour. In accord-

ance with the equated values of heating surface used in

Cole's ratios, the tirebo.x, combustion chamber and firebo.x

water lubes are rated at 55 llj. of .steam per square foot of

2£3. 2^ Tuba

4S. S?" F/u»s

,. V I .ll

Tube Sheet and Section Through Firebox

heating surface per hour. Tubes 234 in. in diameter and
2,1 ft. long with Ki-in. clear spacing will evaporate 8.0,5

lb., and the flues SJ/ in. in diameter, having the same clear

spacing, will evaporate 9.18 lb., of .steam per square foot of

valve chambers are bushed. The back cylinder heads are

of cast steel, while the front heads are of cast iron. Steam
is distributed by piston valves 14 in. in diameter and con-
trolled by Walschaert valve gear.

The power reverse gear is the latest type of ^lellin re-

verse gear furnished Iw tlie .American Locomotive Com-
pany. This gear is provided with a friction clamp locking

device which is actuated by a spring. One of the illustra-

tions shows the gear as it is applied to the Wabash locomo-
tive. The reverse lever connecting rod is attached to the

lower end of the rocker arm shown at the left end of the

cylinder, while the reach rod is coupled to the crosshcnd.

The gear is operated by means of a rotary valve located be-

low the middle portion of the cylinder, the lapping of the

valve is accomplished in the usual manner by a combina-
tion lever connected at the upper end with the crosshead of

the reverse gear cylinder. At the left end of the cylinder is

a rack and pinion device for moving the gear when ;iir

l>ressure is not available.

It will be seen that the crosshead operates on a single liar

guide attached to the top of the cylinder. Below the cross-

head is a hinged bar connected at the outer end to the fi.xed

guide bar Ijy means of a bell crank and link. The locking

of the gear is effected by a spring which, acting through the

medium of the bell crank, causes the crosshead to be tightly

gripped between the guide bar above and the hinged bar
below. The clamping device is so designed that the pres-

sure gripping the crosshead is about eight times the work-
ing capacity of the crosshead. W'hen the reverse lever is

moved, the clamp is released by means of a small pressure

cylinder located in the rear of the spring cage. Through
an automatic shifting valve pressure is admitted to this

cylinder whenever air is admitted to either end of the operat-

ing cylinder. .A.t the completion of the desired motion of

the [jiston in the cylinder, the crosshead is again clamped
in position by the release of the air pressure acting against

the clamping spring.

The locomotives are fitted with the Woodard engine truck

and the Cole trailing truck, under a Commonwealth Steel

r¥=
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The Mellin Power Reverse Gear Used on the Wabash 2-10-2 Type Locomotive

heating surface per hour. Using these values for the vari-

ous evaporating heating surfaces, the ma.ximum evaporation

is estimated at 62,791 lb. of steam per hour, or 102 per cent

of the actual ma.ximum requirement.

The cylinders are of cast iron and both the cylinders and

Company's cradle casting. This casting combines the two
rear frame slabs, footplates, trailing truck, spring yoke
brackets, and the trailing truck radius bar fulcrum.

The leading driving a.xle is fitted with lateral motion
driving boxes and the main axle with long main driving
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boxes. Among other specialties with which the locoraotivei

are fitted are the Woodard throttle valve, Radial buffers

and Foulder solid back end main rods.

The principal data and dimensions are as follows:

r.Oi.'ifl/ Patii

Gage 4 ft. SVi in.

Service Freight
Fuel Bit. Coal
Tractive effort 69.7<10 lb.

Weight in worliing order 395.000 lb.

Weight on drivers 314.000 lb.

Weight on leading truck 28,500 lb.

Weight on trailing truck 52,500 lb.

Wcipht of engine and tender in working order 591,000 lb.

Wheel base, risid 16 ft. 9 in.

Wheel b.Tse. driving 23 ft. 10 in.

Wheel base, total 42 ft. 4 in.

Wheel base, engine and terider 78 ft. 4 '4 in.

Ratios .

•

Weight on drivers -5- tractive effort 4-5

Total weight — tractive effort 5.7

Tractive effort X diam. drivers -4- equivalent heating surface' 648.1

Equivalent heating svirface* -r- grate area 85.3

Firebox heating surface -=- equivalent heating surface." per cent 5.5

Weight on drivers -^ equivalent heating surface* 45.6

Total weight -^ equivalent healing surface* 57.4

Volume both cvlindcrs 24.5 cu. ft.

Equivalent heating surface* -H vol. cylinders 281.4

Grate area -=- vol. cylinders 3.3

Cylinders

Kind \\"-'-V ^*"'P^^

Diameter and stroke 29 in. by 32 in.

Valves
Kind Piston

Diameter 14 in.

Greatest travel : 7 in.

mi eels
Driving, diameter over tires 64 in.

Driving, thickness of tires 4 in.

Driving journals, main, diameter and length 12 in. by 20 in.

Driving journals, others, diameter and length 10 in. by 13 in.

Engine iritck wheels, diameter 33 in.

Engine truck, journals 6 in. by 12 in.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 44 in.

Trailing truck, journals 9 in. by 14 in.

Boiler
Style E. W, T.
Workinp pressure 195 lb. per sq. in.

Out<;id? damtter of first ring 87 9/16 in.

Firebox, length and width 120V^ in, by 96|4 in.

Firebox plates, thickness Crown, sides and back, }i iij.; tube, ^ in.

Firebox, w.^ler space 6 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter J53—2!4 in.

Flues, number and outside diameter 48— SJ4 in.

Tubes and dues, lenyth 23 ft.

Healing surfare, tube*^ and flues 4.Q9I sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox and arch tubes 379 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 5.370 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 1,129 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating surface* 6,883 sq. ft.

Grate area 80.2 sq. ft.

TetKler
Tank Water bottom
Frame Cast steel

Weight 196,000 lb.

Wheels, diameter 33 in.

Tournals, diameter and length 6 in. by U in.

Water capacity 10,000 gal.

Coal canacity li tons

total evaporative heatini; suvface -f 1-5* Equivalent heatino surface
times [he superbeatirg surface.

Conservation of Railway Material*
Possibilities for Getting More Service from Used
Material and Using New Material Without Waste

BY M. K. BARNUM
Assistant to Vice-President, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md.

"C
lONSERVATION OF MATERIAL" is a broader

term than reclamation, the one frequently used,

and, therefore, 1 think preferable. The reclama-

tion of material has commonly been limited to the sorting

of old material, particularly scrap, and picking out such

parts as could be repaired and restored to service. Con-

servation goes much further than that because it is defined

as "tlie preservation of natural resources for economical

use." The saving and economical use of material, in any

manner, may be considered as the conservation of material.

Most of the suggestions I will offer pertain to the collect-

ing and sorting of material which is either serviceable or

can be repaired for service, and some other items that may
properly be considered in tliis connection.

The present prices of most material that the railroads use

are from twice to four times what they were two or three

years ago, and the value of scrap has increased somewhat in

proportion, so that it is more profitable now to work over

old material than it was then.

The first and most important thing is to collect the old

material, and it is surprising to see how the small bits of

iron and steel, such as rivet heads, nuts, washers, etc., that

are a by-product of repairing cars, count up when gathered

together in a pile. The Ijest way to show the value of this

small scrap that, ordinarily, is thought to ]>e worthless, is

to pick it up and keep an account of the labor and weight

of material collected, and the result will be very convincing.

As an example—not long ago at one of our steel car repair

tracks boys were employed to gather rivets and rivet heads

and in four or five weeks collected about 40 tons, worth over

$1,300 at a cost of about $100 for labor. At another yard

men were unloading yard cleanings into a swamp to release

the cars and tn fill the swamp. It was noticed that in this

"From a paper read before the New York Railway Club.

stuft' tliere were some small bits of iron, which the men were
instructed to throw into a bo.x, and in a month they had saved

about 30 tons of scrap worth, approximately, $1,000.

The scrapping of old cars leaves many truss rods, arch

liars and other kinds of iron and soft steel, which can

be worked over into new forgings, and our road has a rolling

mill in which such pieces are worked down into bar iron for

grab irons, safety appliances, etc. This mill, which cost

approximately $10,000 installed, produced a net profit, in

the first six months of this year, of over $40,000. Some
roads have questioned the advisability of installing such a

plant, but I see no reason why any railroad which has a

consideraljle amount of rolling stock cannot profitably use

a re-rolling mill.

In gathering up and sorting scrap iron from cars and
locomotives and track work it is always found that a con-

sideraljle amount of good material is lirought in, which
should be carefully culled out, as much of it can be returned

to service with slight repairs. Brake shoes which are good
for more mileage are often found in the scrap, having been

taken off because they would not make the long runs, and
these lirake shoes are sorted out and applied to cabooses,

cars and locomotive tenders that are on .short runs.

It is hardly necessary to quote in detail the increases in

prices of locomotives and cars, but I have some figures here

which show that in the two years between May, 1915, and
May, 1917, there was an average increase of 50 per cent

in the cost of steel passenger cars, 75 per cent in locomotives

and 75 to 100 per cent in freight cars.

It was formerly the practice of many roads, when their

freight cars had reached the limit of their profitable life, to

Ijurn them so as to get the scrap iron out in the easiest way,
Ijut it has been found that burning iron reduces its value

approximately 10 per cent as scrap, and the wood is de-
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stro)ed. Tests which we have made show that the cost of

disniantlin,!^ a freight car is from $5 to $10 and saving

the wood in condition for further use, results in a net

profit of from $10 to $20 per car, according to the design.

Our road has built many platforms, fences, storage bins,

etc., and Ijy using such second hand material we make a

perfectly good job at small cost.

Many road.s have reclamation jjlants, and I think they

are all working profitably. The more common practices of

cutting bolts to shorter lengths, rethreading them, repairing

brake beams and sorting out the usalde material, such as

nuts, washers, etc., are followed on nearly all roads. The
road with which I am associated has three such plants, the

largest being at Zanesville, O., where we handle anything
that is worth working over and fit it for service. There is a
tin shop where we repair oil cans, lamps and tinware of all

kinds. We have a shop where signals which have been
replaced with new or larger sets are thoroughly overhauled,

tested and prepared for installation at less important points.

There is a saw-mill at which second-hand liridge timbers

and various kinds of pile butts, etc., mostly coming from the

maintenance of way department, are worked over into usable

sizes, and they arc prepared to fill orders for a large variety

of finished material for buildings, car braces, car siding,

roofing, etc. Some of the pieces are large enough to make
good track ties, while the small pieces can be used for re-

pairing hand cars, push cars, etc. Most of that material is

practically worthle.ss until it is resawed, after which it is

worth from $20 to $60 per thousand feet. At the same shop
we save the scrap pieces of wood and reduce them into char-

coal for dining cars and shops, effecting a saving of about

$90 a month.

Our road has a large number of locomotives ecjuipped with
stokers, which have proved so satisfactory that they are used
on all new freight locomotives. After four or five years of

service some parts wear out, and we have fitted out one shop
for the reclamation of stoker material, where we can do al-

most any kind of work up to building a stoker complete.

The electric and gas welding processes have revolutionized

a large amount of shop work which was formerly done by
forging, riveting or in other ways, and I believe that there

lias been no one process introduced in the last ten years that

has been of greater help to the railroads. The collars of

worn car a.xles and sharp flanges on locomotive tires can be
built up successfully; the latter operation is often done un-
der the engine, thereljy saving the cost of removing the

wheels or tires. The building up of flat spots on tires and
car wheels and of worn coupler locks and knuckles enables

them to lie retained in service, and a great variety of cast-

ings which break can be welded and made practically as

good as new. One of the biggest savings that has been

effected is by the welding of broken cylinders. One of our

master mechanics told me, recently, that a saving of about

$4,000 had been made in one month by the welding of

Ijroken cylinders. The welding of firebo.x sheets, botli for

repairs and new work, is being done successfully, and in

some railroad shops the entire fireliox is welded up without

the use of rivets except in the mudring.

Much track material is sent in as scrap which in the past

had not been thought worth working over, but we have found
that it pays to reclaim track spikes, nuts, washers, track

bolts and anti-creepers, and much can be saved by building

up worn switch points and frogs Ijy the welding process.

The use of old ties has been studied by most railroads,

and, in every case I believe, the conclusion has been that it

does not pay to pick them up, firing them in to terminals

and cut them up for firewood or similar purposes, because

the expense of collecting and preparing them for use makes
them cost as much, or more, tlian new wood. So the usual

practice is to pile up old ties alongside the track and burn
them.

Some of the larger roads have timber treating plants and
there are several commercial plants which treat ties and
timber. The fact that this treatment costs only about 25
cents a tie and doubles the life of the tie makes it an
excellent proposition. The average railroad tie, in the mid-
dle and eastern United States, has a life of about 7 years,

not treated, and, when treated, it runs to 14 years or more,

the first price of the tie being the same in either case. In

using treated ties it is customary to apply steel tie plates

under the rails, to prevent the ties from Ijeing cut and spoiled

!)) mechanical wear before they rot out.

One other very profitaljle department of reclamation work
is the saving and repairing of grain doors. Some roads

have a large grain business, and they have found that grain

doors can be repaired for about 10 cents a piece, whereas,

a new door will cost not less than 75 cents. The repairing

of grain doors leaves a considerable amount of small pieces,

which can lje cut up and used for dunnage and powder
strips, and also for making boxes for shipping nuts, bolts,

etc.

The collection and baling of old paper for sale has re-

cently been rjuite profitable, although for a time it was not

worth while. One station on our road sold $128 worth of

old paper after a house clearing, and another sold $700
worth within a year. Those are some of the larger stations,

but they show the desirability of saving all old papers for

sale.

Another item which has not received much attention in

the past, because it was not thought worth while, is the

saving of coal and coke which becomes scattered along the

tracks in switching yards. When coal could be bought for

$1 a ton at the mines, coal thus reclaimed hardly repaid

the cost of picking it up, but at the present high prices it

is worth saving.

I have said that the most important thing is to collect the

old material so that it can be sorted out and the good sep-

arated from that which is only scrap. As an inducement to

the section men to pick up material along the tracks, one
of our superintendents has offered prizes to the section fore-

men who pick up the largest number of one inch nuts, and,
on anotlier occasion, the largest number of oil cup caps. The
result was surprising and gratifying. One foreman turned
in about 300 and another one aljout 200 nuts, most of them
as good as new.

Many railroads are using box cars with either inside or
outside metal roofing, and when they reach their limit of
life much of the roofing is fit for further service. It can be
used for making stove pipe, pails, cans, for roofing build-
ings and for many other purposes.

Some of the secondary results of the conservation of
material and the cleaning up of scrap are the improved
appearance of the property, the greater orderliness and a
stimulated interest on the part of the men in taking care
of material.

Our company has studied the wastes in dining cars, and
a great deal has been accomplished in reducing them. The
prices of all supplies have gone up, hut, by following the
advice of the Federal Food Commission, the prices of meals
have been kept down pretty nearly to wliat they were hereto-
fore, while the quality has been kept up, and, at the same
time, a considerable saving has resulted.

The use of stationery and office supplies has been watched,
with some care on most roads, but the amount of it is so
great on the average road that it is worthy of closer atten-
tion. We have one man who gives his entire attention to

the study of requisitions and the inspection of stock on
hand at various offices, with very profitable results.

Some reclamation operations that have been tried are of
rather doubtful value, and it is a question whether they pay.
.\mong these are the re-making of lirooms, renovating ca-
boose cushions and camp mattresses, retapping nuts and
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tinning lanterns. The question of painting brake beams

and springs, after they have been repaired, is open to dis-

cussion but I believe it pays.

.\nother important item of conservation, which is worthy

of more attention, is the protection of material from the

weather, especially near the seacoast, where there is a good

deal of wet and storm)' weather. All finished work, such

as threads of bolts, nuts and pipe, should be protected from

dampness, or the)- will soon become rusted beyond any pos-

sible use. The same is true of steel plates and many of

the finished parts for locomotives; dressed luml^er for car

work ought to be protected from rain, snow and sun. The

ordinarx- rough castings stand ex]iosure for several years,

hut if small they will be serious!)' damaged in a few months.

As an example of the value of scrap, I have obtained the

figures for a large road, which show that in 1916 over

$3,000,(100 worth of scrap was sold and for the first six

months of 1917 over $2,000,000 worth.

The motto which the railroads have adopted to guide

them in their work is "What can we do to help win the war?"

and this test should he applied to every problem that arises,

because that is the l)iggest question now before us. There-

fore, the conservation of material is more important now

than ever before and it is one of the things that will be most

helpful in winning the war.

DISCUSSION

E. J. McVeigh, general storekeeper. Grand Trunk Sys-

tem: Material is money, first, last and all the time. Un-

fortunately the railways have not learned that simple fact.

The)- have never taught their employees to think of material

as money. Due to tlie peculiar nature of railway operation,

costly material is placed in the hands of many men totally

untrained in the handling and value of the material. How
many trainmen have been told tliat a journal bearing costs

$6 when new and is worth $4.80 after it has served its pur-

pose, if it is returned to the stores department; that a steam

hose is worth $4.80 new and $o.80 after it has been worn

out?

The railway "material man" buys, receives, cares for and

delivers new material, but in addition to this he should

educate the men handling the material as to its value, both

new and old. When the material has fulfilled its function

it once more becomes material and the material man does not

let go of it until he knows that it has been conserved. The

material man .should have the proper facilities and organi-

zation for doing this. The old method of selling all used

material as scrap has made the scrap dealers rich. Those

roads which have developed central scrap and salvage yards

have found that it pays. Average figures show a net increase

of $4.85 per ton in the price received for scrap that is ex-

amined for usalile material and sorted. In addition to this

the reclaimed material is of great value to the car repair

and shop men. It keeps tliem well supplied with material.

Neglecting the material for the convenience of the repair

forces we have the $4.85 net gain where a railroad handles

its own scrap. A railroad will "make" three tons of miscel-

laneous scrap per vear per mile of road operated. Thus a

road of 4,000 miles will be able to save $58,200 per year

1)V handling its own scrap. In brass there is still a larger

amount to be saved. The salvage in all hose is very large.

What other dejiartment of a railroad on so small an invest-

ment can show so great a return?

W. F. Tones, general storekeeper. New York Central:

If the materials throughout the world wasted today were

saved and applied to proper uses, we w'ould be confronted

with an economic revolution tomorrow. When a man's hands

are full, it is natural for him to be extravagant. It is born

in liim and nature has placed before him almo.st unlimited

resources to be obtained at the expense of Ijut little endeavor.

To change this inherent characteristic has been the life-

work of man)- men who have had the foresight to realize

that, with our ever increasing population, the time will come

when w-e w-ill be confronted with a fight for existence.

In managing a business where men are employed, waste

and extravagance will reduce the profits unless a watchful

eye is placed on every detail of operation. This is not so

difficult in a manufacturing plant where each individual

workn-ian is under the direct personal supervision of his fore-

man. Different conditions prevail in operating a railroad.

While a hirge number of men are employed in buildings,

under direct supervision, there is a vast army under indirect

supervision, in the yards, along the road and on the water.

Conservation should Ijegin with the quality of the material.

It is not a paying proposition to use inferior material in a

job that requires the best material that can be manufac-

tured. A pair of wheels for a car may cost $25.00 and the

scrap value may be relativel)- high. The expense of that

pair of wheels is not in the material, but in the delay to the

car and contents, cost of switching, and labor of handling

and of application and removal. If the life of a pair of

wheels can be increased a year b)- using better material, even

at higher price, w-ould we not be conserving material?

Le Roy Cooley, general storekeeper. Central of New Jer-

sey: Reclamation is so closel)- interwoven with conserva-

tion that I consider the two go hand in hand. If )-ou can

make the old material last a little longer or perform a further

function you are conserving the new-.

We have no elaborate scrap docks equipped with ex-

pensive machiner)-; we handle our reclamation work through

our main locomotive and car shops, but not always with

skilled labor, unless the class of work so demands. I will

mention a few of the practices which we eniploy that might

be of interest. No doubt all present have observed how the

siding of box cars first becomes decayed at the sills and

eaves, recjuiring renewal while the center portion is prac-

tically as good as new. Our practice is to cut off the de-

cayed ends and use the siding as roofing.

A year or so ago all roads were obliged to re-build in a

degree practically all of their equipment to meet the de-

mands of the Interstate Commerce Commission, necessitat-

ing the removal of grab irons, brake wheels, brake staffs,

cutting levers, etc. The old grab irons were used for the

construction of bolts, as were also the brake staffs and cut-

ting levers. The brake wheels which we were obliged to

remove did not have sufficiently large Ijrake staff fit to

meet the requirements. We were able to reclaim practicalh-

all of these wheels )i)- heating them and forcing the hole

larger with a punch of proper size, with but little expense

ancl little loss through breakage.

W'e have a rattler through which we pass all old or rusty

nuts and washers. They are then sorted and those requir-

ing re-threading are given such attention.

We found some time ago that it was possible in a large

degree to reclaim our cast steel journal boxes through the

electric welding process, b)- Imilding them up in places where

worn. This is also Ijeing done with front end coupler

pockets, many of which require renewal on account of the

pin holes becoming elongated. Our practice is to true up the

hole Ijy the electric welding process and return the pocket

to service. Electric welding of Ijolsters and side frames is

no doubt a common practice and the saving is enormous.

R. V. Wright of the Railway Mechanical Engineer called

attention to the moral effect the reclamation of material has

on the men. Before the war there was plenty of material and

at the prices that prevailed at that time it was not economical

to reclaim material to the extent that it is at the present time.

The fact that material is scarce and that the cost has risen

materially should be impressed upon the men so that this

matter will be given the proper attention. In addition to the

material the conservation of labor is a ver)- important prob-

lem and should be given consideration.



An Innovation in Tender Design
Rock Island Lines Are Using Construction Which
Eliminates Angle Iron at Bottom Edge of Tank

A TENDER whitli includes some unusual features has

lieen designed by W. J. Tollerton, general mechan-

ical superintendent of the Rock Island Lines, and
is now being used on that road. The principal feature of

the design is the method of construction adopted for the bot-

tom of the tender tank which it is thought will result in con-

siderable economy in maintenance.

The tender is of the rectangular t)pe with a ca|)acity of

Rock Island Tender with Unusual Method of Joining Vertical and

Bottom Tank Sheets

9,000 gal. of water and 16 tons of coal. It is 24 ft. lung.

10 ft. wide, and the maximum height from the bottom sheet

to the top of the coal space is 9 ft. 4'/^ in. The water space

Ihe bottom sheet of the tank, instead of being joined to

the side sheet Ijy angles, has the edges flanged upward on all

four sides with a radius of 5 '4 in., and is riveted directly to

the vertical sheets. The side sheets of the tank are rounded

in the usual manner at the corners where they are riveted to

the end sheets. M the four lower corners steel castings are

used to join the curved surfaces of the bottom and side sheets,

thus obviating a difficult job of flanging. It is intended to

have the bottom sheet of the tank in one piece, but it has

been imjjossible to secure plates large enough for this pur-

pose under the present conditions.

The construction used on the lower seams eliminates one

row of rivets for the entire distance around the tank, does

away with the corner seam, which often leaks and is difficult

to caulk, and brings the single remaining seam several inche"^

aljove the bottom of the tank. The intermediate seams in

the bottom and side sheets are made with the usual single

riveted lap joint. The bottom sheet is 5/16 in. thick, while

all others are '4 in. thick.

The sheets in the water space are braced by T-irons, which

extend in one piece down one side, across the bottom and up

the opposite side. These braces are spaced three feet apart

and are bent at the lower corners to fit the curve of the sheet.

B\ making the T-irons continuous across the three surfaces

the plate is stiffened to such an extent that it is thought the

vibration of the sheets, which often causes them to crack near

tlie lower edge, will be entirely eliminated. Gusset sheets

are also used to reinforce the lower edges, both at the sides

and at the front.

The upper sheet of the water .space is joined to the side

and end sheets with angle irons in the usual manner. Splash

_i'**'_-__Jii?M'4. 2s-o%./*-

Rock Island Lines Tender Tank with Flanged Bottom Sheets

is 4 ft. 10 in. high at the back for a distance of 20 ft. 4 in.,

sloping from that point to a depth of 20J4 >n which i:

reached two feet from the front.

plates are placed crosswise and lengthwise in the tank and

are fastened to the T-irons and to angle irons. At the points

where the sjilash plates are riveted they are reinforced with

673
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a lap plate which is shown in detail in one of the illustrations.

The coal space is 15 ft. long and 7 ft. 7 in. deep at the

front, sloping uniformly from a point 2 ft. from the front of

the tank. The sides are curi'ed inward at the top to prevent

the loss of coal. This construction, which originated on the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, is now standard on the Rock
Island. The curve at the top is formed by rolling the sheets.



Railway Power House Economics
Construction and Operating Costs of the Average
Power Plant Serving a Railroad Repair Shop

BV V. T. KROPIDLOWSKI

III

THE two preceding articles of this series have dealt

with the general phases of shop electrification and the

factors entering into the cost of power. The present

article is devoted to the discussion of a concrete example, the

cost of construction and operation of the shop power plant

being analyzed and a comparison made with the cost of

power purchased from a public service plant.

A repair shop of a capacity capable of turning out an

average of JO locomotives and 175 cars per month will be

considered. The buildings in such a plant will have a cu-

bical content of about 4,826,746 cu. ft. Providing one square

foot of radiating surface for each 150 cu. ft. of building

volume for heating this building, which is considered

sufficient to meet shop requirements in severe winter

weather, a plant of this magnitude will require 32,178

sq. ft. of radiating surface. One square foot of radiat-

ing surface will condense approximately 0.4 lb. of steam

Table I

—

Minimum Requirements for Boiler Capacity in the Shop Plant
Maximum
developed Average Boiler

Power consumer Capacity hp. hp. hp.

Air compressor 2.000 cu. ft. 300 18S 200
High pressure pump 300 gal. 15 4.5 20
Roundhiuise blower line 100
Steam hammer 1,500 lb. 37 S 30
Steam hammer 1.100 lb. 27 3 20
Heating service 32,000 H.S. .. 429 230

Total . . 600

per hour and the maximum heating requirement of the

plant will therefore require 32,178 x .4, or 12,871 lb.

of steam per hour. The Ijoiler capacity necessary to meet

this maximum requirement, allowing an actual evaporation

of 30 lb. of water per hour per boiler horsepower, is 429 hp.

Here is the need of an investment at the outset, which
must be made irrespective of how the motive power for the

an investment of this magnitude unavoidable, the question

immediately rises whether the additional investment required

to extend the pow-er plant facilities to meet the complete

power demands of the shop will not make possible a lower

rate for power than can be obtained if power is purchased

from a public service plant.

An analysis in detail of the power required for machine
tool equipment in a shop of the capacity herein sulimitted

is given in Table III. The total horsepower requirement

of the shop tools and machinery is 570 hp. Adding to this

the power required for the service pump, the coal chute

hoist and locomotive hoist, which may be electrically driven

to equal advantage in either case, and the electric lighting

and welding loads, the total electrically driven load is 660 hp.

As shown in Table IV, a rather high diversity factor of 65
per cent has been selected. On this assumption the maxi-
mum demand which may be expected is 429 hp., or 320 kw.

We may therefore install with safety electrical equipment
having a capacity of 350 kw. In Table V is shown in de-

tail an estimate of the additional investment for power plant

equipment to meet these requirements.

In a previous article* it has been shown that when a
given boiler capacity is required to provide steam for shop
heating, the power generated as a by-product of the heat-

ing system by passing the steam through a prime mover,
will create only about 10 per cent additional demand on the

boilers. In considering the minimum demand on the shop
boiler plant when electric power for driving the machine
tool equipment, lighting, etc., is to be purchased outside,

the additional boiler capacity required to make up the de-

ficit in steam for heating, after using the exhaust steam
available, was found on this basis to be about 230 boiler

horsepower. In the same way in Table V, where the addi-

tional equipment necessary to provide a complete shop power

Table 11

—

I.vitial Investment in Power House Where Power Is Purchased from an Outside Source

Unit

Buildings and Equipment Quantity

Station building, bare building complete, incl'iding mill work, foundation,
etc., not pfumbing, lighting, etc 117,000

Boiler room equipment:
Boilers, exclusive of setting 600
Boiler settings 600
Smoke Hues 600
Chimney, concrete 600
I'eed pumps 600
Feedwater heater 600
All piping and pipe covering. 600
Coal bin and ash handling facilities 600
Miscellaneous: Painting, instruments, runways, etc 600

Engine room equipment:
Air compressor 300
foundation for above, concrete..... 55
Service pump 14 in. by 9 in. by 12 in 30.000
High pressure pump 12 in. by 7 in. by 12 in 24,000
Electrical switch board 350
Service equipment: Light, plumbing, tools, cranes, etc 350
Piping for compressor and pumps 330

General charges: Engineering, purchasing, supervision, etc 350

Total

' Used
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ment e.Nprcjslv required for the power generation. This in-

vestment is shown in Table V to be $28,190. The fixed

charges are divided about as follows:

Interest on the investment 5 per cent

llcpreciation 5 per cent

Insurance, obsolescence, etc 5 per cent

Total 15 per cent

The annual fi.xed charges are therefore $4,228.50.

There need be no increase in labor cost, as there is not ne-

cessarily an increase in the power plant force; in fact in some

Table III—Machlve Tool Powek Requihements

Macliitie Sliofi

Description of Tool Size

Drill press, radial '''
Drill press, universal <>-'}

Drill press, radial
, ";,

Drill press, multiple 4-spindlc

Drill press, vertical -'"!"•

Drill press, vertical Ii"'"'
Drill press, sensitive ',n"'
Drill press, sensitive -"'."

Drill press, sensitive ,'"i,:(.
Planer -^l" ^- ''

•

Planer f.\"- fe
lOf •

Planer -"''"4n^'
Latlic tS''
Lathe ^l'^'
Lathes (two) -*!"•

lathes (two) -;!•!"

Lathes (four) -O'."-

Lathes (two) °!"-

Lathe, flather . 'V ij „
Lathe, turret 2 -in. by 2-1 in.

Lathe, turret 2!4-in by '4-in.

Lathe, axle ?'„"':>

Lathe. Le Blond ;"!"
Lathe, single head JJ'!"-
Lathe, driving wheel ™-.'"-

Lathe, coach Jfin.
Quartering machine »"•"
Eoniig mill 51-n.

Iloring mill %°\"-

Truck wheel borer f"i
Slotter ill"-
Slotter

'5-'"-

Holt cutter, single
ii2"-

Uolt cutter, single 'iP ,
.\Iillins machine "">•

5
Milling m.ichine „ ' 1 i

Tool ./rinder. single 8-in. whee

Drill srinder, single ^-in. whee

Yankee double grinder I'tin. wheel

IJniversal grinder ,. ,^ ,/ .

Double grinders (four) ^in. by 14-,n wheeis

Guide grinder 6.|n. by 12-in. wheel

Grindstone ,7,n.
Hydraulic press

f""'""
Hydraulic press ',„,
Hvdraulic press ^p°"
Shapers (two) ;»'!,
Shapers (two) ,. -™-. „
Pipe threader ^I"- °

J'
"

Pipe threader Y"' ,'"
i*;!

•

Pilie threader I !> '" ''"

T-^tal connected load

Bi'ilcr Slior

Punch. .Vi.in. throat IM ii;..Ibrough I-in.

Shears. 60in. throat ''",; ,P'"''
Rolls '/;
Bolt cutter. 4-spindle. v„^'
Stack riveter, 50 in. through -Jo.

Ho'Lon'tafpuncii'.'ia'inithrough'.:!!!!! !!« in. through 1-in.

Total connected load :

Bh<l.sni,lh Shop

Flue cmers (two) 6-in di.cs

g^^d^!"^bie-:::::::::::::.:: ^-m. by^w.^ wheels

Pan Vn" 7
Fan Vi?;„'
Grindstone i <• k^ ii f.
Flue rattler ''•"• •» -'-"

Total connected load

Cor Sliop

Saw, rip I^i"-

Saw. rip. automatic "in

Saw, rip ;9"-
Saw. automatic cut-off

J.""'";
Saw. band W-in. blade f"'. '

Mortiser 3-in. by I8-in.

Planer, single head. w 1 ; in
Planer. 4-sided, H.S f'"- Jj

l'' "
Planer, pony, single 6 in. by ^JO-in.

Gainer -ii/'j^
Borer, 4-spindle

-f':'"-
Borer. 2-spindle ' 'P-

Grindstone 1°'";

Knife grinder, American -". '

Shavings exhauster Vi -I,'

Drill press
'•'"•

Total connected load

Hp. to

Drive

iy>

6

i'/i

I 'A
Hi

i

•A

223"., hp.

7'/2

10
10

TA

45 hp.

341; hp.

3
10

10
3

10
20
60
10
10
6

2

iSSV.. hp.

Ri-ilitiinuig PUuil

Bolt cutter, triple

Drill press
psn
Punch and shear, double
Nut tapper. 6-spindle
Trip hammer
Bolt header

Total connected load

.Vor. Mill

Carriage saw
Planer, single pony
Saw. cut-off
Saw. rip
Shingle machine. 1-saw
Saw grinder
Kami turning lathe

Total connected load

Total connected load for shop tools
and machinery

2-in.

34-in.
No. 3

12-in. throat
.2in.

lOOIb.
l^i-in.

40-in.

24-in.
24-in.
14-in.

3

5

3

5
7 'A

29<A hp.

3

yy.

48 !4 hp.

S69J4 hp.

instances there might even be a reduction. To be conserva-

tive, however, it will be assumed that a more skilled engineer

will be required and an allowance of $300 per year will be

made to cover the higher wa,ges. Lubricants, waste and other

supplies will amount to aliout $300 more per year, making
the additional charge for labor and supplies $600 a year.

Coal.—The coal chargeable to power comprises the coal

e(|uivalent of the heat lost between the Ijoilers and the heat-

ing system when the heating system is in use; when no heat-

ing is required all of the coal burned is chargeable to power.

The fuel (ost depends upon the efficiency of the boilers and

engines, the price of coal and the percentage of the total

amount of steam generated which is used in the heating

system.

The requirements of a compound non-condensing engine

will be about 22 lb. of steam per indicated horsepower hour,

or 29 lb. per kw.-hr. To be conservative, let us assume 40'

lb. per kw.-hr. when no heating is required and 45 lb. when

TiBiE 1\'

—

Power Requirements ior Electrically Driven Eqi-ipment

Connected power load 570 hp.

Service pump, electric driven 13 hp.

Coal chutes, electric motor 10 hp.

Locomotive hoist, electric motor 7 hp.

Electric welding plant 10 hp.

Electric lighting 50 hp.

Total 660 hp.

Peak load, 65 per cent diversity factor 429 hp.

.\verage load, 50 per cent load factor 214 hji.

the engine is exhausting against the back pressure of the

heating system. The evaporation of the boiler may Ije as-

sumed as 8 lb. of water per pound of coal. The price ot

coal, of course, is a variable quantity and in the case of

most railroads, under normal conditions it will range from

75 cents to two dollars per ton. The proportion of the steam-

generated which is used in the heating system is also vari-

able, but for a purpose of this nature it may be assumed

that all of the .steam is required during a certain number

of months of each year and none of it required during the

remaining months. Strictly speaking, at the beginning and

?nd of the heating season there are periods when but a mod-

erate amount of heating is required and only a portion of

the e.xhaust is then used, but it is simpler to determine the

equivalent number of months during which all of the steam,

is required for heating. If during the four winter months

all of the exhaust is used and during two months before and

after this season it varies from 25 per cent to full capacity,

it is then sufficiently accurate to assume that the heating

season of eight months is equivalent to six months of maxi-

mum heating requirements.

Water.^An average price for water may lje taken as

eight cents per thousand gallons. During the heating sea-

son it is safe to assume that all but 20 per cent of the water

is returned to the boiler; at other times all the water is lost.

With fixed costs and labor charges known, and the coal

and water charges calculated for the conditions outlined
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aljove, the charts shown in the illustrations have been pre-

pared. The following example will serve to explain in de-

tail the method of obtaining these figures.

Assume a heating season ecjuivalent to six months of full

load steam heating, when all the exhaust is used. During
this period the coal chargeable against power is the equiva-

lent of the heat lost Ijetween the boiler and the heating system,

which should not be more than 10 per cent, but to be con-

servative it will be assumed as 20 per cent. The price of coal

will be taken as one dollar per ton, which is a fair average

of what it normally costs the railroads. The maximum
power demand has been determined to be 320 kw. Assum-
ing a load factor of 50 per cent of maximum power demand

The total cliarges for generating power at the rate ot li>0

kw. for 3,000 hours a year may be summarized as follows:

Fixed charges $4,228.50
Labor, oil and miscellaneous 600.00
Coal $US.OO

SOO.OO
73.^.00

Watei 20.75
92.20

112.95

Total $5,676.45

During the year 3,000 x 160 = 480,000 kw. hr., are pro-

duced, giving a cost per kw. hr. of 1.18 cents.

In the same manner it is found that when the heating

season is equivalent to only three months of full load heat-

INVESTMENT IN PoWER Pl-ANT TO CarRY EntIRE ShOP LoAD

.\rlicle

iMain generating set:
Quantity

Horizontal cross coni|ioiind engine 450
A. C. generator 300

.Auxiliary set:

Vertical automatic high speed engine 75
A. C. generator 50

1-oundations for above 70
Piping for above 525
Wiring up generators, etc 350
Additional station space 30,000
Additional boiler room space 25,000
Additional boiler capacity 200

Total
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schedules shows the prevalent rates to run about as follows;

Prma.nd Ch.\rge

For first 100 RW. annual demand ?18.00 per kw. year

For next 100 kw. annual dem.Tnd 1400 per kw. year

Above 200 kw. annual demand 10.00 per kw. year

Energv Charge

First 60 hr. use per :nonth per kw \yi cents per kw. hour

Next 60 hr. use per month per kw 1 cent per kw. hour

Above 120 hr. u5e per month per kw !4 cent per kw. hour

Energy charge subject to five per cent, discount for prompt payment.

Applying the schedule to the shop under discussion, the

maximum "demand will be o20 kw. and the load factor 50

per cent, making the average load 160 kw. The demand
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more work per square foot than flue heating surface, boiler

capacity does not depend upon long flues. Short flues are

the easiest to maintain.

Many failures are frequently the result of crowding in

too many flues, placing them too close to the heel of the

flue sheet flange, and the use of too small a bridge. The
bead on the flues.; adjacent to the flanges should always rest

on the fiat surfajEg of the sheet and never on the curved in-

side surface of tBe heel. With 2!4 in., or greater diameter

flues, it is best that the width of liridges be not less than

^ in.

Assuming that these points have been taken into con-

sideration, it is important to see that the shop layerout and
driller follow the design. There have been cases where a

layerout has located flues incorrectly and also added one

or more. It is also important that flue sheet holes be drilled

the proper diameter as it is almost impossible to keep flues

tight in holes that are too large.

The radii of door and back head sheet flanges should be

studied in relation to the staybolt stresses. A moderately

large back head sheet radius will reduce the stress in outer

rows of bolts by transferring a portion of the load to the

wrapper sheet.

Too small a door opening radius will frequently result

in cracking of the sheet at this point because of insufficient

provision for expansion.

Mud ring corners of ample radius will be eas)' to con-

struct and maintain. Trouble due to small radius has, in

many instances, been overcome by electric or acetylene weld-

ing the bottom edges of the sheets at this point to the mud
ring.

Flexible staybolts reduce staybolt breakage. A careful

investigation will indicate the zones of maximum staybolt

stress and sheet movement. In these zones the flexible bolts

will give good results and reduce staybolt renewals.

Grates should have sufficient air space, be free as pos-

sible from dead spots, and be easy to remove. Where cer-

tain kinds of fuel are used, properly designed dump grates

may be a means of reducing the time the engine is on the

ash pit.

As far as possible, all brackets, clamps, or fittings applied

on the boiler or firebox should be so located that stayl^olts,

rivets, or portion of caulking edges will be accessible with

a minimum of labor.

In connection with the barrel of the boiler, points which

may be mentioned are—throttle and dome arrangement

which will permit interior inspection of the boiler without

the removal of the standpipe; also the elimination, as far

as possible, of all small studs. The latter will apply equal-

ly to all parts of the boiler under pressure.

Expansion slides, instead of an expansion sheet, under

the front of the mud ring, will eliminate the maintenance

of a considerable number of bolts and rivets. Proper con-

sideration of all other expansion sheets will further reduce

maintenance of many bolts and rivets and tend to elimi-

nate the manv resulting troubles as well.

Frames should be of ample cross section and well braced

to hold them rigid. Maximum cross section may be of little

avail unless accompanied by sufiicient and properly located

bracing. In this connection, it hardly seems necessary to

mention the advantages of a valve gear located outside the

frames. The outside gear has made possible better frame
bracing, to say nothing of the advantages of easier inspec-

tion and maintenance of the gear itself.

As far as possible, bolt holes in frames should not be
located where stresses are greatest.

Where cylinder design will permit, a one piece frame
with a top tie splice seems desirable. Where large cylin-

ders prevent the above arrangement, a one-piece frame with

ample depth under the cylinders, and having no reduction

in thickness, will give excellent service.

MOTION WORK
."Ml bearing pressures should be as low as consistent with

good practice in order to reduce wear and resultant replace-

ment. Ample pin length is desirable in order to obtain

lateral stability. Arrangement of motion work and design of

back steam chest and back cylinder covers should be such

that both valve stem and piston rod packing will be easily

accessible.

Where possible a piston rod of sufficient length to permit

piston ring renewals without the removal of the rod from
the cross head will reduce maintenance cost.

Rod bolts and wedges may be dispensed with by the use

of solid bushes. Rods should be designed and arranged so

that they may be removed with a minmium of labor.

Valves of light weight will reduce the load on all valve

parts and result in reduced maintenance.

Selection of high grade, close grained, cast iron for cylin-

der and valve bushings, piston heads and rings, and in

some cases rod bushes, is more than warranted in view of

the increased mileage obtainable and the corresponding de-

crease in maintenance.

If conditions permit the consideration of heat treated,

or alloy steels, unbalanced forces may be very materially

reduced by the use of light reciprocating parts. The re-

duction of such forces will in turn tend to reduce the main-
tenance of pins, bushings, etc.

EQUALIZATION

Locomotives should be equalized so as to secure the most
efficient guiding power from both leading and trailer trucks,

or wheels. This involves the proper distribution of weight
and a means of keeping the proper weights on the various
axles at all times.

In general, the best results seem to he obtained by divid-

ing the equalizing system so that the division between the

front and back systems is as directly under the center of

gravity of the locomotive as the wheel base and other con-
ditions will permit.

The spring gear and equalizing system should receive

particular attention when being erected and also when be-
ing repaired. The tops of the driving boxes should be
milled out squarely and in a plane parallel with the jour-

nal bearings. The equalizer and saddles should be fitted

to their seats squarely with the pin holes so that the engine
will ride squarely on her springs and track properly. The
same will apply to the trailer truck equalizers and spring
rigging. Trailer trucks that do not carry the back of the
engine level are responsible for much avoidable tire wear.

SPRING AND BRAKE RIGGING

A driver brake main fulcrum shaft in two pieces of equal
length, the outer ends supported in bushed bearings integral

with the main frames and the central portion supported by
a sleeve, will give more even distribution of braking powder
and maximum accessibility for repairs and adjustments.

Brake cylinders, if at all possible, should be located ver-
tically, to reduce packing wear and provide accessibility.

Brake shoe heads and hangers should be so constructed
and hung that shoes will swing clear of the wheels when
pressure is released and permit easy renewal of shoes.
The ratio of brake cylinder to brake shoe pressure should

be kept as low- as consistent, and should not exceed com-
monly accepted ratios. This will insure that false travel
will be kept to a minimum.

PIPING

The importance of ample clamping and provision for ex-
pansion cannot be overemphasized. Piping should be as
short as possible consistent witli conditions. ^Accessibility is
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of prime importance. Piping should be so located that there

is no obstruction of washout plugs, arch tube covers, pads,

etc. Where pipes pass through the front of the cab, pro-

vision should be made for clearance or for sleeve protection

to prevent wearing or cutting.

The Canadian Pacific has found it a decided mainte-

nance economy to place lubricator piping from cab to cylin-

ders, etc., in a slightl.v larger wrought iron pipe where the

feeds pass beneath the jacket and lagging. By this means

the feed pipes can be removed or applied without the neces-

sity of removing any outside covering.

MISCELLANEOUS

Removable liners on engine and tender truck pedestals

makes it eas\- to take up wear and reduce pedestal renewals.

To prevent rapid wear Ijetween the wheel hub liner face

and the driving liox sufficient provision for lubrication

should be made.

Pilots made of scrap Ijoiler flues cost less to maintain

than those made of wood.

All oiling points should be made as accessible as possible.

Handholds or small steps, properly located, to make some

oiling points accessible, will soon pay for themselves.

Lubricator chokes should be placed in proper position

and located as near to the cylinder, or steam chest, as pos-

sible. Proper inspection and maintenance of chokes has

been found the ke\- to many lubrication troubles.

Boiler jacketing should be applied in sections so that

panels can be removed with a minimum of labor.

The foregoing are but a few of the multitudinous details

which merit most careful thought. But little mention has

been made of the possibilities of simplified design by the

use of cast steel. It is felt that with the development of

the cast steel industry and the production of castings which

are practically equivalent to wrougittgjiron locomotive

construction in the future may be grea^^ simplified. We
are today using castings that ten years ago would have

lieen deemed impossible to successfully cast. For example,

one jjiece locomotive frames are now under consideration

and will soon jje in experimental seri'ice. These consist of

the two main frames and all cross braces cast in one piece.

This is an indication of the degree oiT simfilification that

may be obtained. The maintenance of such parts has in

turn been made possible by the development of the art of

electric and acetylene welding.

Good and far reaching results can be oljtairted by in-

viting criticism and suggestions from those directly re-

sponsible for construction and maintenance.

In conclusion, simplicity co-related with efliciency should

Ije one of the keynotes of locomotive design. This prin-

ciple, which, in other words, is simply good judgment, will

make for that degree of efficiency which will be reflected,

not only in reduced maintenance costs, but also in the in-

creased capacity of the locomotive plant as a whole.

Federal Locomotive Inspection
Abstract of the Sixth Annual Report of the Chief

Inspector of Locomotive Boilers to the I. C. C.

THE tables given herein show in concrete form the num-

ber of locomotives inspected, the number and percent-

age found defective, and the number ordered out of

service on account of not meeting the requirements of the

law.

They also show the total numl^er of accidents due to

failure from anv cause of locomotives or tenders and all

parts and appurtenances thereof, and the number of per-

sons killed or injured thereby.

The amendment to the locomotive boiler inspection law

A Locomotive Held Out of Service on Account of Steam Leal<s

did not become effective until September 4, 1915; therefore,

the record for 1916 includes accidents and casualties inves-

tigated under the amended law for 9 months and 26 days

only.

The following table shows the total number of persons

killed and injured by failure of locomotives or tenders, or

an\- part or appurtenance thereof, during the year ended

June 30, 1917, classified according to occupations:

Year ended June 30-

ML-mliers of train crews; l^illci

I^nginec-rs f6
l-iremen -1
Lrakenien
Conductors
Switchmen

Koundhouse and shop employees:
IJoiler 'nakers
-Machinists
foremen
Inspectors
Watchmen
Bciler washers
H ostlers

Other roundhouse and shop employees
Otlier employees
Xon-employces

1917
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lives and the accidents and casualties resulting from failure granted; first, by special instructions to inspectors to exert

thereof has, no doubt, been brought about by unprecedented e\'ery effort, even to the extent of giving personal assistance

operating conditions, which, together with the shortage of when necessary, to facilitate the prompt and safe movement

labor and material, has made difficult the proper mainte- of traflic, and, later, with the approval of the Commission,

nance of locomotives. by means of certain modifications of the inspection rules

This, however, is not a justification for the operation by wliich the representatives of the carriers claimed would be

beneficial to them during the period of the war.

It is to be regretted that some carriers appear to consider

a congestion of traffic as a legitimate excuse for operating

locomotives that are known to be in an improper condition

for service and in violation of the law, and this is done to

l.,jr'.M<:)TlVES I.VSPECTED, Nt'MBER FoUND DEFECTIVE AND NuMlIEK ORDERED

Out ov Service
1917 1916

Number of locoimitives insi^ected 47,542 52,650
Number found ciefeclive 25,909 24,685
Percentage found defective.^ 54.5 47
Number ordered out of service 3.294 1,943

Number of Accidents. Nhmrer Kilted .\nu Numiier Injured
1917 1916

Number of accidents 616 537

Number killed 62 38
Number injured 721 599

an extent that, I believe, fully justifies the statement that

on such roads running repairs are neglected to an extent

which, if continued, will cause serious interference with the

movement of traffic during the coming winter in spite of the

most diligent efforts of the limited force of Federal inspectors

to enforce maintenance of locomotives as required by the

law.

During the year 008 applications were filed for extension

of time for removal of flues, under the provisions of rule 10.

Our investigation showed 56 of these locomotives in such

condition that no extension could be granted under the law.

Forty-eight were in such condition that the full extension

requested could not be granted, but an extension for a

shorter period was allowed. Fifty-four extensions were

A Crown Sheet After an Explosion Due to Low Water

This crown sheet was welded by the oxy-acetylene iirocess to the side.

tube and door sheets. The arrow shows where it tore a piece out of the

left side sheet and the cross shows how a small patch welded to the

tube sheet was pulled off with the crown sheet.

any carrier of locomotives that are in an improper condi-

tion for service, and the fact that some carriers by diligent

efforts and careful supervision of repairs have not only

maintained the condition of their locomotives, but have

actually improved it during the past year, thereby increasing

operative eiSciency, is evidence that it can be done even un-

der the present exacting operating conditions.

The problems which have confronted this bureau in the

ribCAl YLARS (

1912
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companies before filing applications for such extensions.

Under rule 54, which requires a specification card con-

taining the results of the calculations made in determining

the working pressure and other necessary data to be filed,

with the Cliief Inspector, for each locomotive operated, and
an alteration report or corrected card wlien an\' changes are

made which affect the data shown, approximately o,500

specification cards and 9,500 alteration reports were filed.

These specification cards and alteration reports are carefully

checked to determine whether or not the factor of safety

meets the recjuirements of the rules, and when locomotive

boilers are found in service with the factor below that re-

(|uired by the law, action is taken as provided therein. The
importance of carefully cliecking specification cards and
alteration reports is demonstrated Ijy the fact tliat serious

errors have been found in hundreds of them. In some in-

stances locomotives have been found in service with steam

pressure greater than the boilers were originally designed to

carry. In a number of instances alteration reports have

been filed showing patches applied in a manner which ma-
terially decreased the strength of the boiler. Investigation

develojjed the fact that some companies did not calculate

tlie stress on the lioiler when the repairs were made and that

others had improperly calculated such stresses.

In order to prevent this, we have recommended; first, that

tlie strength of patches sliould be determined by a competent

steam Leaks Due to a Cracked Cylinder Found liy the

Government Inspectors

person before they are applied; second, that the patch plate

be the same thickness as the shell plate to which it is ap-

plied; and third, the efficiency of patch seams should equal

corresponding seams in the boiler as originally designed.

Six hundred and sixteen accidents caused by failure of

locomotives or tenders or some part or appurtenance thereof,

including the boiler, have Ijeen investigated in the past year.

Accident investigation is only of value when the knowl-

edge gained thereby is used to prevent similar accidents.

Tlie result of a single investigation may not be sufficiently

conclusive to base a change in metliods or equipment there-

on, but where investigations cover numerous accidents ex-

tending over a period of years, changes can be recommended

which can reasonably be expected to be of substantial value

in preventing accidents of a similar character.

The similarity of the effect of accidents of certain types

clearly points to improvements in construction or in methods

which will promote safety in the operation of locomotives.

The advisability of recommending additional rules at this

time has Ijeen given careful consideration, with a view to

avoiding, as far as consistent with the purpose of the law,

regulations which would require additional equipment or

labor during the war, except where it has been demonstrated

that both safetv and efficiency will be increased thereby.

In accordance with the above the following recommenda-

tions with the reasons therefor are made:

First.—Kew locomotives placed in service should have a ineclianically

oiierated fire door, so constructed that it may be operated by pressure of

the foot on a pedal or push button, or other iuitable aitptiance, located in

the deck or floor of the cab or tender at a suitable distance from the fire

door, so that it may be conveniently 0!>crated by the fireman from his

position while engaged in firing such locomotive. Locomotives now in service
should be equiiiped with a mcclianically operated fire door, as above
described, the first time they are slioppcd for general or heavy repairs, and
all locomotives should be so equip])ed within a reasonable time; provided,
that the above recommendation should not apply to locomotives equipped
with mechanical stokers nor to locomotives using oil for fuel.

Second.— .\ir ojicrated power reversiUK gear shottHt ^also have a steam
connection, with an operating valve conveniently located in the cab. and
so arranged that in case of air failure steam may be quickly used to

operate the reversing gear.

Thiid,—Holes for plujis or studs in boiler sheets should have a good
tllread the full thickness of the slieet in which they are applied, and all

plugs and studs and other fittings should be screwed through the sheet.

Plugs, studs, or other boiler fittings should not be repaired by calking, and
under no circunistances should an attempt he made to tigliteii Ihent while
there is steam pressure on the boiler.

The first recommendation is based on the result of hun-
dreds of investigations of boiler failures of a character

which permits the steam and water contained in the boiler

to be discharged into the fire box. With the swing type

door, which is at present largely used, such a failure in-

variably results in blowing the fire door open and discharg-

ing steam and boiling water, together with the contents of

the fire box, into the cab of the locomotive, seriously or

fatally burning persons tlierein. The automatic fire door

will remain closed if the failure occurs while it is closed;

and if the failure occurs while it is open, it will automat-
ically close the instant the fireman's foot is removed from
the operating device, thus preventing the direct discharge

of steam and scalding water into the cab of the locomotive.

The second recommendation is made because defects to

certain types of brake equipment, which results in the loss

of main reservoir pressure, not only renders the brake in-

operative, but renders the air operated reversing gear also

inoperative. When this occurs on a locomotive being oper-

ated light, it results in the complete loss of control of the

locomotive; and instances where this has occurred, result-

ing in serious accidents, have been investigated by this bu-

reau. In one case where such steam connection had been

provided it was found that it had been obstructed by plac-

ing blind gaskets in it, liecausc it was claimed that the steam

damaged the ]iacking in the reversing cylinder. Such prac-

tices .should lie prohibited, and the steam connection applied

and maintained so that it can be quickly used at all times.

The third recommendation is based on an investigation

of more than 200 accidents, due to plugs, studs, or other

boiler fittings blowing out. In a large percentage of the

cases it was due to improper application, as the plug, stud, or

fitting had only been screwed ]iart way through the sheet,

while in some cases not more than two or three threads were
holding in the sheet.

Xo formal appeal from the decision of any inspector has
been filed during the year.

The accompanying chart shows the relation between the

percentage of locomotives found defective and the number
of accidents and casualties resulting from failure thereof and
illustrates the result of operating defective locomotives. It

does not accurately represent the result of the law, because

prior to September 4, 1915, the law only applied to locomo-

tive boilers and their appurtenances, while since that date

it includes the entire locomotive and tender and all their

parts and appurtenances; therefore, the increase in the per-

centage of locomotives found defective, also in the accidents

and casualties since that date is largely due to the extension

of the law to include the entire locomotive and tender.

It should lie noted that the record of accidents and casual-

tics at the close of the fi.scal year ended June ,^0. 1917, is

well below the record for 1912, although the record for 1917

includes 227 accidents and 262 casualties, due to failure of

parts of the locomotive and tender which were not covered

by the original boiler inspection law.
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DELAWARE & HUDSON STEEL UNDER-
FRAME FOR WOOD FREIGHT CARS

In rebuilding and repairing cars of 60,000 lb. capacity
of the box and single-hopper bottom type, and also for

tandem hopper cars of 85,000 lb. capacity, the Delaware
& Hudson is applying the steel underframe .shown in the
accompanying illustration.

For the box cars, the underframe of which is shown in the

drawing, the steel portion consists of the center sills and the

body bolsters. The wooden end and side sills are retained and
the latter are trussed in the usual manner. The steel portion

of the underframing includes the center sills, body bolster

and cross bearers for carrying the side sills. The center

sills are formed of 12 in. channels. On top of these chan-
nels there is a cover plate J4 in- thick extending from end

bearers are of the same design except that but one section

is used instead of two; this being stiffened with a cover

plate at the top and bottom.

The underframe used for the hopper coal cars is of the

same general design. The details are similar but are of

necessity somewhat differently arranged and 15-in. channels
are used instead of 12-in. channels for the center sills.

HOT BOXES*
BY H. L. SHIPMAN

Equipment Inspector, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

The question of hot boxes is so common and has been
discussed so frequently that some of the fundamental princi-

ples are overlooked. One of the chief of these is the brass not

fitting the journal when it is applied. Very few journal

! |< se 3% OtvrCenterSi/fs-

|< 37'0^'OKrHead Blocks-

Steel Reinforcement for 60,000 tb. Capacity Wood Box Cars

to end of the center sill, and an additional plate of the same
thickness running from cross bearer to cross bearer. There
is also a J J -in. cover plate riveted to the bottom flanges of

the channels which is 19 ft. 3 in. long.

The bolsters are pressed steel of U section and are held

together by cover plates at the top and bottom. The cross

bearings have SO per cent bearing area when applied, and
most of them do not have 30 per cent bearing area. The
belief that the brass will come to a good bearing in a hun-
dred miles, is not true.

The weight of the load will not crush the babbitt lining

•From a iJaper presented before tlie Car Foremen's Association of Cliicago.
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•until it becomes hot. A journal is supposed to carry a load

of from o50 to 400 lb. per scjuare in. on the projected area

of the brass. If this pressure is multiplied by three or four,

there is then a pressure of from 1,000 to 1.500 lb. per

square inch. This pressure will generate more heat than the

brass is able to conduct away, especially if a little grit or

dirt is present in the packing; consequently, the tempera-

ture of the bearing will rise until the conditions change.

Usually the temperature will rise until the liabbitt becomes

soft enough to crush under the weight of the load. As soon

as the bearing area spreads, the pressure per square inch is

reduced and the brass cools.

The melting temperature of the solder that holds the lining

in the lirass is about .i50 deg. F., which is 75 deg. F. less

than the melting temperature of the lining. Therefore, it often

happens that the solder melts and is squeezed out from

between the lining and the brass, before the lining becomes

soft enough to crush under the weight of the load. When
this occurs the crown of the lining is left loose in the brass.

After the lining has become loose it is cracked by the shocks

of switching and rough handling, or by brake applications.

Brake applications under certain conditions will crack the

lining after it is loose but will not break the brass itself.

A journal bearing with a loose lining, under favorable

conditions, may run for months after the original damage

is done before it will give ;iny more trouble. As soon as

the lining begins to shell out, however, the bearing should

be removed. When the lining gives away in spots, the

pressure is concentrated at the other points of contact, rais-

ing it above a safe pressure for a Ijearing and consequently

increasing the liability to heat.

Another condition that is generally overlooked, is that the

lining of a brass that has been in service a year or so,

gradually becomes filled with grit and sand. These fine

particles become embedded in the babbitt and increase the

normal running temperature of the bearing above what it

would be, were the particles of grit not present. It has been

found difficult to ret)ore the lining of these old bearings,

on account of dulling the cutting ed.ge of high speed steel,

because grit and sand are embedded in the babbitt.

Dirt and sand cannot embed themselves in the brass,

therefore, to avoid trouble, a brass should he removed as

soon as the baljbitt is worn out. Where the box lids were

tight and good dust guards in place, there have been cases

of bearings that ran cool on the brass, after the lining had

worn out. Dust guards and box lids must be maintained

in order to keep out the grit and dirt. Sand may not cause a

liot box, but it increases the liability of heating.

The next point is the matter of "preparedness." It

should always be our endeavor to have the journal boxes in

condition to run, before the trip is begun and not wait until

trouble occurs. This will necessitate a little extra work at

ihe starting terminal, but will make less work on the road

and less at the next terminal, thereby making a saving. It

is a question of whether the work is to be done on the road

or on the repair track. It must be done somewhere, and

the repair track is the proper place to do it. Every time

there is a hot box two pounds of waste and over a gallon of

oil are burned up, which at present amounts to aljout 60

cents per hot box. To this should be added the cost of the

liras.ses, delay.s, cut journal, wrecks, etc.

Recently a case has been called to my attention, where a

70 ft. steel underframe coach was run over ,^5,000 miles

w'ithout either re-oiling or repacking. Why do we oil pas-

sen.ger cars every 1,000 or 1,500 miles when it has been

shown that a record like this can be made by skillful

handling? The only answer is lack of preparation and

attention.

To obtain the best results in reducing hot box trouble,

it is necessary to adopt some system of inspection to insure

that the packing will be pulled and the brass examined at

regular intervals. The most important feature of this whole

subject is to teach the employees how to care for journal

liearings so as to prevent trouble, and second, how to deter-

mine the cause of a hot l)ox after it has occurred. The car

men ver}- seldom see a hot box until it is burnt up. The
train men generally report "dry packing," and do not stop

to consider that the smoke \)y which they detect the hot box

is vaporized oil. They should not expect to find the oil in

the box after it has passed off as smoke. The traiimien

sliould endeavor to determine the cause for a hot box and

not just report dry packing. If they could give the real

cause, then the car man would know where he is "falling

down." We must have more cooperation Ijetween these two

classes of employees to obtain the best results.

In order to enable the men to classify the different causes

of journal bearings running hot, they have been divided into

two general classes: First, hot bearings that run cool after

the\- have been repacked; second, hot bearings that con-

tinue to run hot after they have been re-packed. The causes

are listed in the order of their importance as follows:

l'\DE|i FIRST HE.\D1NG.

a. Tacking not in rontact with the journal,
b. Packing c^kcd or glazed.

c. i^il washed out of the box by the use of water.
'1. Insufficient liackini? ii> the box.
e. ]!ox packed too tightly.

f. Presence of abrasive or cutting particles in the waste.

g. Packing dry.
UNDER SECOND HEADING.

a Thread of waste under the brass.
b. J1cfecti\e. broken or worn out brass.

c. C'oncentrateH pressure due to improper lit of the brass.
d. Bras? not the proper size for the journal.
e. Cut or seamy journal.
f. I^ent journal or axle.

g. A "wiper" on the brass.

li. Tapered journal, causing irregular pressure on the brass.

i. Truck out of s^iuare.

j. Truck side frames out of line.

k. Crown of wedge not having the proper bearing in the box.
I. Brass not fitting the wedge.
m. L'ntqual distribution of the load.
II, Overloaded.

This subdivision has been made to enable a trainman to

arrive at the true cause of a hot box with a greater degree

of accuracy. It is our desire to prevent every hot box, but

when one does occur we want to know the actual cause;

then we may be able to prevent the next one. Hot box

trouljle can be conquered Ijy two things only: education and
[ireparedness.

.A list of questions and answers has been prepared so as

to enlighten our men on this subject and cause them to

think for themselves. Our endeavor is to interest the men
doing this work so as to cause them to think of what they

Lire doing and why they do it. These questions and answers

cover not only how a Ijox should l)e packed, but why a box

runs hot, when it should be repacked and when rebrassed.

Two prominent eastern roads are trying out a new
method of packing a journal l)ox. This is similar to the

old method except that no waste is put in the outside end

of the box. They claim a saving of about 14 per cent for

waste and oil. This method of packing is only in the ex-

perimental stage, and should be thoroughly tested out be-

fore it is general!)- adopted. Whatever method of packing

is adopted, the nunilier of hot boxes will always be meas-

ured by the degree of interest and cooperation we can at-

tain l^etween our shop men, yard men, and train men.

DISCUSSION

Tlie difficult)- of educating employees with the large num-
ber of changes which now take place in the forces makes
systematic training essential. Repacking freight cars regu-

larly each year has given good results in eliminating hot

boxes. Several members expressed the opinion that the

luljrication of cars would receive more attention if there

was an M. C. B. charge for the work. The record of one

road showed that 10 per cent of the packing removed from
freight cars was not fit to be used. Experience with clasp

l)rakes on European roads has demonstrated that they re-

duce the troubles from hot boxes.



Refrigerator Cars for the B. & O.
Insulation Applied Without Intervening Air Spaces;

Unobstructed Circulation of Air Around the Ice

THE Baltimore & Ohiu hiis recently constructed in its

own shops some refrigerator cars that contain many
interesting and new features in their design. Con-

trary to the customary practice, the insulation throughout the

car is applied without any air space between the different

layers. The purpose of this arrangement is to eliminate the

so-called dead air space and to better support the insulation.

It has been found that it is difficult to maintain a tight car

with the layers of insulation separated, on account of the

constant weaving of the car, and, further, that the only real

dead air space is in the insulation itself. By applying the

various layers of the insulation directly on themselves, the

construction of the car is less complicated and the insula-

tion can be better supported, and it will not deteriorate as

rapidly.

A careful study of refrigerator car design has also shown

and weigh 54,SU() pounds. They have tlie following general

dimensions:

I englh inside 39 ft. iVs
I.eiiKfh between ice Liijxes 33 ft. ?i
Length of outside over body 40 ft. 10^
Width over siding 9 ft. ZVi
Width inside 8 ft. 3

Width at eaves 9 ft. SVi
Maximum width over side ladders 9 ft. 9VS
Height inside, floor to ceiling 7 ft. 6
Height from rail fj top of brake shaft 13 ft. lOA
Distance from center to center of trucks 31 ft. 8!-^

Wheel base of truck S ft. 4
S ze of journals S in. by 9

Height from rail to top of floor 4 ft. f8

Width of side door opening 4 ft.

Length over end sill channels 41 ft. 11^
Length over striking casting 42 ft. 8'4

CAR FRAMING

The underframe was furnished by the Ralston Steel Car

Company. It is made entirely of steel, consisting of pressed

.-S3—,--
-J/8i C.hC.Truzks-

Steel Underframe for the Baltimore &. Ohio Refrigerator Cars

that the lading of the car will be better refrigerated if the

air in the car has a direct and positive circulation. To ob-

tain this the bulkhead of the ice chamber was made solid,

with ample openings at the top and bottom, and the load is

held above the floor on racks. To olitain greater effective-

ness from the ice, a wire netting is provided to hold the ice,

which permits a free circulation of the air around it. With
the ice thus held away from the sides and end of the car,

less heat is transmitted through the car walls. The bulkhead
is insulated, so that it. too, will not transmit heat to the

ice, but instead guide the cold air down to the bottom of the

car for circulation. The insulated bulkhead is of further

benefit in that it prevents to a large e.\tent the condensation

of moi.sture on the car side of the bulkhead, which is liable

to spoil the material placed against it.

These refrigerator cars are of 70,000 pounds capacity

and rolled shapes. The center sill is a fish-ljelly girder 2 ft.

4 in. deep at the center and 1244 in. deep at the ends. The
webs are of ' 4 in. plate flanged outward at the top to receive

the coverplate. They extend a short distance back of the

body bolsters, where they are riveted to the Y^-va. draft sills.

The coverplate is 21 in. wide by '4 in. thick and extends be-

tween the end sills. The bottom of the center sill webs are re-

inforced by j3^-in. by o-in. by ,',4-in. angles on the outside

and oi/2-in. by 3-in. by 7/16-in. angles on the inside. The
body bolsters are Y^-m. pressed steel pans shaped to fit into

the center and side sills. They have 14-in. by J^-in. top
coverplates and 14-in. by '/2-in. bottom coverplates. The
crossbearers are '_|-in. pressed steel pans with 5/16-in. top

and bottom coverplates. The side bearings are located on
48-in. centers.

T'he end sills are 10-in., 15-lb. channels, reinforced at the
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top by 4-in. by o-in. by 7/16-in. angles set T/s in. back of

the face of the channels. The end sills are braced at the

center by 5-in., 6.5-lb. channels extending back to the ends of

the body bolsters. The side sills are 6-in., 15 6-lb. Z-bars.

The side posts and braces are 5-in. by 2-in. Oregon fir,

being set into malleable iron pockets doweled into the side

and end framing. A tie rod is located at each post, extend-

ing through the side plate and side sill. The carlines are

white oak, 1;V4 in. thick. The ridge pole is secured to alter-

nate carlines by j.i-in. pressed knees bolted to both the car-

lines and the ridge pole. The flooring, lining, sheathing and

ceiling is Oregon fir. The flooring is 1^4 in. thick, and the

lining, sheathing and the ceiling are 13/16 in. thick. The
roofing boards are of the same material and are covered with

the Murphy XLA outside metal roof. The end plates are

3 in. by 9 in., and the side plates are 3 in. by 8 in.

INSULATION

The method of insulating these cars, as stated above, is

novel in contrast to the general practice followed. No at-

tempt has been made to provide dead-air space between the

successive layers of insulation, and greater care has been

taken in its application.

The cross sections show that below the l>4-in. flooring

there is a 1-in. air space with 1-in. by 1-in. floor strips. A
layer of felt paper is applied on top of two thicknesses of

The l-''4-in. flooring is supported on 3-in. by 3-in. nailing

strips, which are bolted directly to the subfloor and the cross-

bearers of the underframe. The felt paper extends in one

4\z'Cripples Applifdunder

Roof at let Hafch Hinges
^ Eye Batfaryd Chain

The tee Hatch Door

piece from side to side of the car, the ends e.xtending up be-

Hveen the corkboard insulation on the sides.

The lower part of the siding is insulated with four layers

-3i9K-

'^irSpace

Sections Throuflh the Ice Bunkers, Showing the Insulated Bulkhead

1-in. corkboard. Before the felt paper is applied the top

surface of the corkboard is coated with hot odorless asphal-

tum to tightly seal all joints. Beneath the two 1-inch thick-

nesses of corkboard there is a 13/16-in. subfloor.

of ^-in. corkboard. The inside lining is beveled at the bot-

tom and caulked to prevent water on the inside of the car

seeping through into the insulation, causing its deteriora-

tion. The felt paper extends throughout the entire side of
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the car between the inside lining and the insulation. Above
the corkboard there are four layers of J-l-in. hair-felt, cov-

ered with asphaltum insulating paper, laid directly on each

other with no air space between them. They are held at the

belt rails by -J-^-in. by 2-in. furring strips, as shown in the

iIlu.strations. The insulation passes around the corners of

the car in continuous pieces to better provide a tight insulated

by nails, therefore, .}4-'n- hy 3-in. ceiling support strips are

placed at every third carline and are bolted to the carlines

by }-i-m. bolts countersunk into the carlines.

ICE BO.XES

The ice boxes are of particular interest, being so con-

structed that a 2-in. air space completely surrounds the ice.

1
' :J . _

1

1
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against it to a lower degree of temperature than obtains in

other parts of the car. This feature is an exceptionally im-

portant one, as bananas and other fruit, as well as eg,gs,

liave been known to freeze when piled up against the bulk-

head of ice bunkers that were not insulated. The insulated

bulkhead also effects a more positive circulation through the

car.

The wire netting which holds tlie ice is cut away at the

top to allow swinging the collapsible bulkhead into place

at the top of the car. Without this type of bulkhead the

netting would ordinarily be e.\tended up to the top of the ice

l)OX.

To further assist in the positive circulation of the air, a

floor rack made up of 1-in. by 4-in. boards, spaced l'/2 in.

apart, is hinged to the sides of the car, and w^hen in the low-

ered position it is 4 in. above the floor of the car. This al-

lows the cold air to work up through the load equally

throughout all parts of the car and better refrigerates the ma-
terial carried.

Considerable care has been taken to properly insulate the

walls surrounding the ice box. The illustration shows how
thoroughly this has been done. The runway for the col-

lapsible bulkliead at the center of the car is insulated by six

layers of insulation which extend around it. The spaces

between this runway and the hatcliway, and between the

hatcliwaA^ and the end of the car are also as tlioroughlj-

protected.

The ice hatch and door are particularly well constructed.

A '^-j-in. plate 4'/i in. by 8 ft. 4 in. extends across the car

in the hatch frame at the inner side to give it strength. In

EMERGENCY AIR AND SIGNAL HOSE
COUPLING

Practically all engineers are aware that in case of a break

in the train line in the forward part of a passenger train

the brakes on the cars behind can be operated by passing

air through the signal pipe of the car on which tlie break

/ Hose. & Long

Airand Signal ^

Hose Coupling

Train
jline

^irSignal
Line ^

lllusfrafinc/ ^ppl/'caffon.

Emergency CoupHng and Method of Application

lias occurred. Nevertheless, when such failures take place,

much time is usually lost as it is not always easy to find the

proper fittings for making the change. To avoid such diffi-

culties the Illinois Central provides that each baggage car

J /g RoofBoards
EndofCar

- % Ceiling

\x2 Ceiling Supporting
Sirip Sfraighf Oroln
Oak %'Bo/fs.

J HairFell Cohered mlh
Asphallum Insulating Fibrous Insulating Fbper \B

Saturated with ^sphaltum
Bitumen

Section A-B.

IVtethod of Applying the Insulation to the Roof and Corners of the B. & O. Refrigerator Cars

addition to this a bar Js in. thick by \fi in. wide extends

around the top of the hatch frame for reinforcement. The
hatch door is made with a ,\. 32-in. steel plate on the under-

side and a 's-in. pressed steel plate on top, which are bolted

to the door frame by -j'^-in. carriage bolts. Tlie upper plate

is ribbed to give it additional strength and is flanged down-

ward on all four edges to protect the joints from rain.

Between the steel plates four layers of }i-in. hairfelt with

felt paper above and below are applied for insulation. The
lock Ijar is so designed that the hatch door must l^e tightly

closed Ijefore the door can lie locked. A series of holes are

provided in the lock bar to mesh with a hole in a bracket

attached to the top coverplate of the door, to permit holding

the hatch door open at desired heights when the car is used

in ventilator service.

These cars are equipped with the Westinghouse type K
brakes. The trucks used were taken from dismantled steel

hopper cars and have 5-in. by 9-in. journals. The capacity

of the trucks is 80,000 llj. The ice bunkers have a capacity

of 15,000 lb. of ice.

Increased Coal Prudictihx ix France.—The monthly

production of coal in France has increased from 1,576,062

tons in June, 1916, to 2,345,251 tons in June, 1917, the

output of the French coal mines having increased almost

steadily during the intervening period.

shall carry two special couplings for connecting the air

signal pipe of one car and the train pipe of the adjoining

car.

These consist of signal hose coupling and an air hose

cou|)ling attached to a piece of 1-in. air hose 6 in. long.

With these couplings it is only necessary to uncouple the

train line and signal line at the end of the damaged car and

connect the signal line with the train line on the adjacent

cars. The method of application as well as the construc-

tion of the cou|)ling is shown in the illustration.

Effect of Labor Trouble on Coal Production.—.Ac-

cording to a statement authorized by the Geological Survey,

Department of the Interior, a direct measure of the serious-

effect of labor trouble is furnished by the statistics of bitu-

minous coal production for the week ended August 18. In

this week, by reason of strikes in Illinois and the Southern

Appalachians, the ratio of tonnage produced to full-t'me

capacity, as limited by present labor supply, was lowered

for the country from 71.8 per cent to 62.5 per cent. In the

districts directly affected the reductions w-ere in Illinois from

70.3 per cent to 54.8 per cent and in eastern Kentucky and
Tennessee from 74.2 to 10.8. Conditions in Iowa, Indiana

and Ohio improved slightly, and the output percentage in

western Pennsvlvania declined from 78.2 to 69.4.



Modern Draft Gear Requirements*
Advantages of a 4-in. Travel for High Capacity
Gears Discussed; Methods of Testing Described

BV L. E. ENDSLKV
Professor, Railway Mechanical Engineering, University of Pittsburgh

DRAFl' gears have bet'ii muili discusfed 1)\' the raihva}'

people for a great many years, and there are many
phases of this subject. There are three things that

draft gears may do in the handling of railway cars. These
may be divided in general as follows:

1. Produce slack in starting trains.

2. Control slack in the movement of trains.

.5. Reduce the impact force in the switching of cars.

In all of these the principle involved is the same, namely,
producing the same speed in two cars that may be coming
together or going apart because of differences of speed. The
draft gear to be effective in doing this, must have a capa-

city that is relative to the difference in speed. What I mean
by this is that for a difference of speed of, say, one mile per

hour, a draft gear of small capacity will suffice, but if the

difference in speed is 4 m.p.h., it will take a draft gear 16

times as large to prevent a shock, for the energy of a moving
body is proportional to the sc[uare of its velocity.

Draft gear capacity is the numlicr of foot-pounds of work
required to just close the draft gear. It can be represented

by an area, as shown in Fig. 1. The lower line of this

chart represents the travel of the draft gear and the upper
distance represents the force exerted on the coupler to close

Travel of Draff Oeor.

Fig. 1—Graphic (Representation of Draft Gear Capacity

the draft gear. If we assume a draft gear w'ith a travel

of 2 in., or from .1 to C in this figure, a final pressure of

150,000 lb., or from C' to B, and that the pressure neces-

sar)' to close the gear under discussion was directly propor-

tional to the movement; the line of action of the gear would

be a straight line and would lie represented by AB. The
capacity of the gear then would be represented by area ABC.
Now, if we wish to increase the capacity without increas-

ing the slope of the line AB, we must increase tlie travel,

and if we should increase the travel to double that shown
in the shaded area, we would have four times as much
capacity as we had Ijefore. That is. if AC equal half of

A¥ . the area ABC is one-fourth of AHF. While if we wish

"Abstract of a paper read before the Canadian Railway Club, November
U. 1917.

to increase the capacity of the gear and not the travel, we
will have to increase the slope of the line AB to AD, in order

to keep this pressure 300,000 lb. or Ijelow, and will only

get an area represented by ADC, which is only twice that

of ABC. The slope of line AD is much greater than line

AB, and should it be desired to get four times as much area

as that in ABC and still have the same travel, it will be

necessary to increase the pressure to 600,000 lb., and then

the area of AGC will be four times ABC, or area AGC will

equal AEF, and the capacity of these two gears will be the

same. The two-inch travel gear will have twice the final

force that the one with the four-inch travel will have. This
final force is what a great many people have called the ca-

pacity of a draft gear. The comparison shown in Fig. 1

is ideal. It would be almost impossible to construct a draft

gear that has a slope equal to line AG. But this figure was
merely given to illustrate the advantage of gears having long

travel.

If we have a draft gear that has a capacity equal to one-

fourth the difference of the energy of two cars in impact,

the cars will not receive a shock above the maximum force

necessary to close the gear. That is, if a car is going 4

m.p.h. and strikes a car standing still, it will produce in tlie

standing car approximateh- half of the speed of the mov-
ing car, or in other words, put into the standing car one-

fourth of the energy that was originally in the rolling car.

The rolling car will retain approximately one-fourth and
coast down with the second car, but half the energy is gone
and it must be absorlied in the draft gear or some part of

the underframe. Of course, some of this energy may be alj-

sorbed, due to the shifting of the load, but it must be de-

stroxed in some manner. If it is not done in the draft gear,

it is bound to be done on the underframe or the coupler.

This shifting of the load amounts to considerable in some
kinds of freight, such as coal and ore. Now, if the load

should shift one inch, this would be equal to increasing the

draft gear travel one inch; also, any give in the underframe
would lie equal to increasing the travel of the draft gear.

Now there is considerable difference in the give of cars.

Steel cars onl)' give half as much as wooden cars below the

elastic limit, assuming that both have the same ultimate

strength. This fact is one thing that has been entering into

wooden car construction. There has been considerable give

in the liolt holes between the draft timljers and sills. Thus

Table I

Cijinparisnn of a Car. Tntal Weight 150.000 Pounds

Capacity .Approximate height
Speed in .\pprn\imatc of gear of drop of 9,IX)0

miles energy in foot-pounds hammer to shear
per hour in foot-pounds to just close nine 19/32 rivets

1 5.000 1,250 4.7 in,

1 20,000 5.000 9.7 in.

i 45,000 11,250 18.0 in.

4 80,000 20,000 28.7 in.

i 125,000 31,250 44.7 in.

6 180.000 45,000 63.0 in.

the car itself has been absorljing the shock and there has not

been as much need for a draft gear of a large capacity. But

when we are now using all steel cars with no give in the

rivets, the draft gear must do the work of ab.sorbing the dif-

ference in energy Ijetween the two cars coming together in

impact or the coupler or some other part of the car will have
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to do it; if the coupler is stronger than the other part of the

underframe, the underframe will have to do it.

In order to illustrate what energy is necessary to be ab-

sorbed for different speeds of cars in switching service Table

I is given. The first column of this table gives the speed

in miles per hour; the next column gives the foot-pounds

of energy in the moving car at the speed given in the first

column; the third column gives the capacity of the draft

gear that should be used in each car for the speed repre-

sented in the first column for two cars weighing loaded,

150,000 lb.; the last column gives the height of drop that the

9,000 lb. hammer should fall before it shears off nine 19/32

in. rivets to have the capacity given in the third column.

This column was obtained by multiplying the values in the

third column Ijy 12 and dividing by 9,000 and adding .>.

The first part of this deduction is to obtain the height of

drop to close the draft gear. The 3 added at the end is

the added height in inches that it will take to shear the

rivets after the capacity of the draft gear is taken up.

Now, it will be seen that a very small capacity is neces-

sary for one mile per hour, namely, a drop of 4.7 in. of

the hammer, but a draft gear that is many times as large

is required for a dift'erence in speed of 6 m.p.h., or 63.0 in.

This height should be the total fall of the hammer to just

touch the dummy coupler used, plus the travel of the draft

gear. That is, if the fall of the hammer was 15 in. before

it started to close the gear and the travel of the gear was 3

in., the total capacity of the gear would be represented Ijv

18 in. I, personally, think that we should take care of 4

m.p.h. switching speed in the draft gear design. If we

should do this, that is, if the draft gear would just close

under a speed of 4 m.p.h., it is certain that the coupler or

any part of the car would never be damaged in an impact

between two cars at this speed.

There is not a coupler on the market but that will stand a

greater impact force than the force necessary to close any

draft gear on the market today. I have given some heights

of drop that a 9,000 lb. hammer should fall before it shears

off one or lioth lugs with 9 rivets 19/32 in. in diameter.

This method of testing draft gears was first used, I think,

in September, 1908, at the Westinghouse Airljrake Com-
pany, but there 9/16 in. rivets were used. To my mind,

this is the l)est method of determining the capacity of a draft

gear. In this method of testing, the draft gear is mounted

on two lugs that are riveted to two short pieces of channels

and held upright between posts. Each lug has nine rivets,

each 19/32 in. in diameter, each lug carries half of the

load, and the test is made by dropping the 9,000 lb. ham-
mer from 1 in., 2 in., 3 in., and so on, until one lug is

sheared off. This occurs at about 275,000 lb., which is the

average pressure that I obtained on several sets of lugs.

Now, when the 9,000 lb. h.animer drops vertically on a

draft gear that is supported on these two lugs that rest on

a solid base with these same rivets in the lugs, they will not

shear off until an approximate pressure of 275,000 lb. is

reached, and in a good many tests with the same draft gear

and different sets of lugs, the variation is never more than

1 in. That is, if a given gear shears off at a 16-in. drop,

it might go 15 in. at another test, or if it shears off at 24

in. one time, it might go to 25 in. on another set of lugs.

In other words, the variation is very small. I have con-

ducted a test of a certain draft gear of a given make that

sheared oft three sets of lugs at exactly the same height,

which means that this method is bound to give very accur-

ate comparison of the capacity of different draft gears.

Up to this point in the paper, I have been talking of

draft gear capacity and have not mentioned the absorb-

ing capacity. I wish to distinguish lietween these two at

this point. Draft gear capacity is defined as the foot-

pounds of work necessary to close the gear. The absorbing

capacity is that which is not given back when the draft gear

is released after being closed. This feature of a draft gear

can be very easily obtained from the drop of 9,000-lb. ham-
mer by putting a recording pencil on the hammer and caus-

ing it to mark on a revolving drum. If tlie hammer falls 20

in, and rebounds, say 10 in., it is evident that the absorption

has been half the capacity. This feature of the draft gear

comes into play in controlling the slack of a long train in

going up and down grades and in the starting and stopping

of trains. If the slack should run in, and is not absorbed

bv the draft gear or underframe, it would run out under

Fig. 2— Deformation of Sills with the Center Line of Draft

at the Center

almost the same speed minus only that absorbed in the

journal and rail.

This brings me to a point that I have often made, and

that is, that we can not expect a draft gear to last the life

of the car any more than we can expect a brake-shoe to last

the life of the car. No one has, as yet, discovered a metal

that has any absorption of work by sliding on some other

material that does not wear. Of course, some metals wear
more tlian others under the same absorption. Some years

ago I made some tests for the Brake Shoe Committee of the

iiastcr Car Builders' Association, and found some shoes

with the same coefficient of friction that varied as much
as 300 per cent in the loss of weiglit in doing a given amount
of work—and this is a very good subject for study for the

draft gear companies. It was found that the loss of metal

increases very fast as the pressure increased and the co-

efficient of friction decreases as the pressure increases. We
should keep the pressure between the wearing surfaces of

the draft gear as low as possible and this can be done Ijy

making it as large as possible.

Some time ago the M. C. B. committee on car construction

made some recommendations with regard to the center line

of draft. These recommendations wlien applied to most cars

fixed the center line of draft within 2 in. or 3 in. of the

center of the sill. In order to get some information on this

subject six sets of channels were made up; photographic

reproductions of two of them after the tests are shown in Figs.

2 and 3. The channels were each 15 in. high and weighed
40 lb. per ft. The center line of draft of one set was placed

on the center of the channel for lyi in. from the edge and
this distance from the edge was decreased by IJ^ in. until

2' T in. from the edge was olitained. Two sets of channels

with the center line of draft 6'<J in. from the edge were
made, one set of which did not have any tie plate. The re-

sults obtained are given in Table II. It is evident from this

table that the center line of draft should be for maximum
strength within 2 in. of the center line of the sills, and that
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the tie plates are of great value in strengthening the sills.

By looking at Fig. 2 it will be seen that when the line of

draft is on the center, both upper and lower flanges are

bending, while with tlie line of draft 3!4 in. from the edge,

as shown in Fig. o, nearly all of the rx'nding is at a place
in the edge of the channel closest to the line of draft. This
is nothing extraordinary, for you all know that if you eccen-

Table II
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capacity .^cars. James Coleman, superintendent ear depart-

ment of the Grand Trunk, said that undoubtedly 70 per

cent of the indeterminate dania,se to the lading is due to the

fact that the cars in which it is carried are equipped with

draft gears of too small capacity. When the amount paid

out for claims for dama.ge of this sort is considered, it will

show that this question is deserving of careful thought. He
claimed that no spring gear is strong enough to withstand

the operating conditions as the\' are found today.

C. W. \'an Buren, general master car builder of the

Canadian Pacilic, brought out the fact that damage to

equipment and lading is due to a large extent to the rough

handling of the equipment by the yard forces. While speak-

ing in favor of the friction gear he stated that it must be

properly inspected and maintained in good condition.

R. W. Burnett, master car Ijuilder of the Delaware &;

Hudson, called attention to the necessity of careful attention

being given the draft gear attachments, as they, and parti-

cularly the yokes, are responsilile for some of the draft gear

failures. He also called attention to the wear that takes

place in a friction gear and the need for proper inspection

and repairs.

G. E. Smart, master car builder, Canadian Government
Railwavs. strongly favored the friction draft gear for mod-
ern equipment. There is an economic limit between the

speed at whicli cars should be switched in the yard and the

cost of repairs to the cars caused by the treatment they re-

ceive, which should be considered. He favored particular-

1\' the use of the metal draft arm in all cases where wooden
cars are built.

Among other points brought out in the discussion was
that concerning a means for automatically taking up the

slack in all friction draft gear due to its wear. The slacks

caused by the 4-in. travel recommended by Professor Ends-
ley in his paper was questioned. Professor Endsley answered
this by stating that the .slack causing the damage to equip-

ment was that to which no resistance was offered. With
tlie draft gear maintained in condition, its 4-in. travel would
always be made against some resistance, thus the travel of

the draft gear is not as undesiralde as the slack or lost mo-
tion between the cars when starting trains.

Professor Endsley also again brought out clearly the neces-

sity of providing a center sill under the car that will be

stronger than the coupler, so that if anything is to fail it

will be the coupler, the idea being to have that part fail

which may be reiiaired the more easih'. He recommended a

center sill channel of substantial web. For instance, it will

be better to have two 12-in., 40-lb. channels than two 15-in.,

4n-lb. channels, as tests have shown that the former will

tand a higher stress than the latter.

Narrow Gage Steel Hopper Car
Capacity of 40,000 Lb. Obtained on a Track Gage of

Two Feet; for Carrying Mine Products in Burma

BY FREDERICK C. COLEMAN

ONE of the many interesting narrow-gage railways in

India is that connecting the Burma railways at Nam-
yao station with Bawdin, where are situated the

Burma mines. This railway is 51 miles in length and is of

2-ft. gage. The ruling gradient is 4 per cent, the minimum
curvature is of 90-ft. radius, and flat-bottomed rails weigh-

and a concentrating mill and an electric power installation

are also in course of completion.

The trains are worked under a despatching system, and
with night running the railway is now handling 900 to 1,000

( long) tons of traffic daily. Arrangements are in hand to

increase this capacity to 2,000 tons daily. This considerable

A 24-ln. Gage Steel Hopper Car for Service In Burma

ing 41 lb, to the yard are used. The principal outward

traffic consists of lead, silver, zinc ore,—the product of the

mines,—and lead bullion, whilst the inward traffic consists

of machinery and general stores for the mines, including

6,000 to 7,000 tons of coke per annum for use at the mine

smelters. At Namtu, the headquarters of the Burma Mines

Conipanv. is a large lead smelting and silver refining plant.

development of traffic has called for the introduction of

more powerful locomotives and larger freight cars, and a

number of all-steel double-hopper self-discharging cars of

40,000 lb. to 44,000 lb. capacity were ordered in Great

Britain and are now in successful operation. These cars,

supplied by F. R. Rand & Company, Limited, of West-

minster, were liuilt by the Blake Boiler, Wagon & Engineer-
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ing Company, Limited, of Darlington, England, to the de-

signs of G. H. Sheffield, of ..iS Victoria Street, London, and
according to the Sheffield-Tvvinberrovv system. The follow-

ing are the leading dimensions:

Length over end sills 25 ft.

Length over buffers and couplings 28 ft. 8 in.

Width, inside 5 ft. 6 in.

Width, over side frames 5 ft. 11^ in.

Center of trucks 19 ft.

Truck wheclbase 3 ft. 6 in.

Diameter of wheels on tread 18 in.

Journals 3 in. by 6 in.

Centers of journals 4 ft.

Weight of car complete 13,200 lb.

Carrying capacity tO 000 lb. to 44,000 lb.

The general arrangement drawing shows that the hoppers

are 9 ft. between centers. The inclination of the sides and

ends of the hoppers is 36 deg. and the openings are placed

horizontally 7 in. below the sills. Horizontal doors cover the

bottoms of the hoppers.

Each door runs on four rollers carried upon angle bar

guides, which are riveted to the framing of the hoppers.

thick, and the door plates are of a similar thickness. Through-
out the general structure of these cars, including the door
arrangement, only five British standard sections are em-
ployed, this comparing favorably with recent examples of

double hopper cars, built in England, which contain as many
as 17 standard sections. As the cars are for service over

severe grades, powerful screw brakes, operated from either

side, are provided at each end of the car and brake blocks are

applied to all of the wheels. The standard coupler in use on
the Burma Railway is also employed on the hopper cars.

The trucks are designed to permit of the eventual conver-

sion from 2-ft. to 2-ft. 6-in. gage. To effect this change it

will onh- be necessary to renew the wheels, as the a.xles are

designed sufficiently long and the journals so located that

the new wheel centers may be spaced out .i in. further toward
the bearings on each side. The brake hangers and brake

beams are fitted with ferrules, which will be transferred from
the outside of the brake blocks and hangers to the inside,

as recjuired for the increase in the gage. Aside from the
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The Trucl< and Details of the Load Suspension

The horizontal flange of the angle is turned outward so that

no dust or part of the load can fall on the guide rail. At

each side of the door is a channel bar sill, arranged so that

the web passes beneath the rail while the pins of the rollers

are fi.xed to the outer vertical flange. The sliding doors are

connected independently to a single reduction winch, by

means of chains and sprockets. The winches are actuated

from either side of the car by short handles, which fit on

the square nuts at each end of the turning shafts. A single

operator can work the doors standing clear of the car. The

opening or closing of the hopjiers may be regulated to any

degree, or may be" cut off entirely when any desired portion

of the load has been run out. The hopper sheets, which act

as a bracing for the lower flanges of the sides, are J4 in-

provision for the increase in gage the outstanding feature

of these trucks is that the weight of the car is not carried

upon a center bearing, but is distributed through groups of

coil springs at a transverse distance of 17 in. from the center

on each side. The bending moments upon the main transoms

of the car and the trucks are thus considerably reduced, and

the resultant effect is to make possible a material reduction

in the weight of the structure. The springs are compounded
to act efficiently when the car is either loaded or empty. They
rest in cast steel boxes, the lower parts of which are attached

to and between the truck members. The upper, or loose

portions of the boxes are provided with large rubbing sur-

faces which have a sliding contact with corresponding rub-

bing pieces upon the car transoms. On the drawing of the

truck it will be seen that provision has been made for the

lubrication of these bearings. Tilting action is allowed for

to the extent of the clearance between the center pins and

pivot castings, and the spring boxes and side checks on the

transoms of the trucks. There is provision for lateral and

end movement to suit track inequalities or superelevation.

Rolled steel a.xles having a tensile strength of 76,200 lb.

to 80,500 11)., are employed, together with chilled iron wheels.

The wheels are fixed on to the axles at a pressure of not less

than 4.'5 tons. Cast steel journal boxes are provided with

key plates above the brasses and they are suitable for either

pad or waste packing lubrication.



SHIELD FOR TEMPERING BLAST
There is considerable danger of workmen's eyes being

injured by sparks flying from high speed steel tools when
they are being tempered in an air blast. The use of goggles
while doing this work is inconvenient, and to do away with
the necessity of wearing them the shield shown below is used
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Shield in Which Tools Are Placed When Tempering

at the Boone shop of the Chicago & North Western. This
encloses the tool almost completely and does away with all

danger from sparks. With the two openings any tool of

ordinary size can readily be handled.

PNEUMATIC PUNCHING MACHINE
BY FRANK J. BORER

The photograph and sketches illustrate a pneumatic punch-

ing machine which has now been in use for more than a

year at the Elizabethport shops of the Central Railroad of
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Detail of Punch, Die and Plunger

New Jersey and iias given entire satisfaction as regards

service and output of work.

The frame of the machine is constructed from second

hand bridge material and the few forgings required were

made in the blacksmith shop. A second hand 16-in. air

brake cylinder was used and no material had to lie pur-

chased to construct the machine, thus reducing the cost of

construction considerably.

It is not the ])uqMse of the writer to advocate the con-

struction of a machine of this kind instead of purchasing

a regular punching machine, but rather to draw attention

to the fact that one or more machines of this kind could

be used to advantage in small shops, in repair yards, scrap

yards, etc., where the expense of a regular punching machine

would be too great, or where other difficulties, such as obtain-

ing the necessary power, proper foundation and housing,

limited floor space and the like would prohibit the purchase

of a punching machine of the standard type.

The pneumatic punching machine shown here does not

Pneumatic Punch Machine

need a special foundation and, in fact, can lie made portable.

Its capacity is sufficient to punch 15/lt)-in. holes through

yi-in. iron or steel plates or its equivalent, with 90 lb. of

air pressure. The power is obtained from the regular shop
air supply line with a IJs-in. hose of suitable length. It

is connected to the inlet part of a Westinghouse straight air

brake valve. (It was found that this style of valve is more
durable, easier to operate, and requires less repairs than does

a three-way cock.) The air brake valve controls a 16-in.

brake cvlinder. When air is admitted to tlie cvlinder, the
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piston engages ;i lever having a proportion of 4'/, to 1.

Punch dies and punches are made of the same dimensions
and shape as those furnished with standard machines.
The straight air Ijrake valve is operated bv foot power, a

Driving Lever of the Pneumatic Punch Machine

-pring attachment keeping the handle of the valve in the
release position when not in use.

The machine occupies a floor space of .^ ft. bv 3 ft. anil

is about 5 ft. 6 in. high.

ANGLE COCK GRINDING MACHINE
At the Topeka shops of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe

angle cocks are ground on a simple machine designed and
built in the shop. The general arrangement of the device is

shown in the drawing Ijelovv. After the angle cocks have
been taken apart and cleaned, the keys are placed on the
upright spindles, nine in number, in which short studs of

the proper size have been screwed. The bodies are then

angle cock. The e.\cess grinding compound is caught in the

recessed discs on the spindles. Oil is led to the spindle bear-

ings through small copper pipes and grooves in the bearing
plates.

CHUCK FOR SHAPING MAIN ROD
BRASSES

The device shown in the illustration below is in use at the
Havelock (Neb.) shops of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
and has been found very useful for shaping back end main
rod brasses. The base of the chuck is bolted to the side of

Shaping the Strap Fit on Main Rod Brasses

the shaper talile. The center of the base is raised a slight

amount aljovc the rest and is squared accurately. Over die
raised portion is fitted a plate with a hollow stem in the

center and a gili on one side. A nut and a large washer on

fliiiiiiifiiiit
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General Arrangement of Machine for Grinding Angle Cocks

placed over the keys and the machine is started. The bodies

are kept from turning by the stops placed Ijeside each spindle

and everv- two and two-thirds revolutions of the key the body
is lifted by the cam on the center shaft striking the forked

levers, which are pivoted between the spindles and the main
shaft and in the normal position rest under the body of the

the stem furnish a means for holding the brasses, while a
stud running through the center is used to hold the plate to

the base. Thus the operations of clamping the brass and
turning the plate are entirely independent. When the brass
is once set up it can be finished on all four sides by turning:

the plate.



Decreasing Engine Terminal Delay
Prize Winning Papers in Competition; The Need of

Organization and Supervision Strongly Emphasized

THE following pupers are those awarded prizes in the

competition which closed October 22. This competi-

tion was conducted for the purpose of bringing out

ideas which would be of immediate assistance to our readers

in putting locomotives through their own terminals with

despatch. There were thirteen papers presented in the com-
petition, most of which were good. Those which have been
accepted for publication will be published in future is-

sues.

IMPROVE TERMINAL FACILITIES AND
INCREASE SUPERVISION

BV O. T. DICKENS

( First Prices)

In planning to get the quickest possible turning of power
at terminals it should not be necessary to go into the details

of the procedure followed at any particular place, as the lay-

out and capacity of terminals differ, also the regulations

under which the terminal oflicers work are different on many
railroads. The following suggestions are given with a view
of getting the best results under every condition.

There are a great many things to be considered. The con-

dition of the power, the conditions under which the power
is being worked, the terminal and engine house conditions,

and the terminal, shop and operating staff. The condition

which the power is in. is perhaps the most vital and
should receive the earnest attention of all concerned. If we
are to move trains over the road in the shortest time we must
keeji the power in good condition. In order to do this we
must have at the head of the mechanical department men
who thoroughly understand their business and who realize

that the success or failure of the most important and the most
vital proposition our country and its .Allies have ever had
to handle depends to a large e.xtent upon them. The)- must
be assisted by men who will not lose sight of the same fact

and these men in their turn must instill the same spirit into

the rank and tile coming under them. The e.xecutive abilities

of each and every man must be used to the fullest e.\tent and
the forces must be organized to get the ma.ximum results.

Men who encourage poor work in order to gain time are
only losing time in the end and their work only ends in

disaster. These men must be educated or put aside to make
room for those who are willing and anxious to live up to

tlie rec|uirements of the times.

We will assume that we are entering info the movement
at the terminal with power in good condition and this con-
dition must be such that the power can be kept out of the

main shops for general repairs until it can be handled with-
out delay. If we are to get the maximum results power
must not be held out of service awaiting repairs. With this

condition, there is no reason why it should not make con-
siderably more mileage than it did formerly. In other emer-
gencies power has been kept out of the shop several months
longer than was originally intended and surely in this emer-
gency we can do better. The track and shop conditions at

the engine terminal should be such that the locomotives may
be received, repaired and made ready for service with des-
patch. It may be possible to redesign the engine terminal
but some of the necessary helps which the roundhouse fore-
man has been requesting for some time may be furnished.

.\sh)jits which are continually full cause endless delay.
The>- discourage the workmen and cause them to be indiffer-
ent as they see how indifferent the management is to such
things. The ashpits should be kept clean and put into
condition so they may be easily kept clean. The same thing
applies to a good many out of date appliances in the engine
terminals and particularly to machine and hand tools. Some
of the items which will go a long way towards making the
prompt despatching of locomotives possible are steam
grate shakers, up-to-date coaling and sanding facilities,

good roomy ashpits, turntables which accommodate the largest
power used on the division and which are equipped with
power tractors, washout plants for washing with hot water,
an engine washing plant, and autogenous welding appar-
atus. The use of brick arches will also assist greatlv. The
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supervision ot the repair work should be in the hands of

men who know how to get the best resuhs from the facilities

and who are able to devise methods to otherwise shorten

the time required to do the work without sacrificing the

qualit}' of that work. The roundhouse staff must be or-

ganized so that from the time the power arrives at the shop

track there is no time lost.

Supervision must commence from the time the locomotive

is placed on the house track and must be carried on until

it is turned out again for service. A competent staff of

liostlers should be maintained who will handle the loco-

motive quickly. They should be kept informed by means

of Ijulletin boards what repairs are necessary to each Iocck

niotive in order to place them on the proper track in the

house. Engine inspectors must perform their duties quickly

and at the same time make intelligent work reports. No
time should he lost in assigning the workmen to their various

duties and where ever possilile the work should be special-

ized. Power which is in condition to turn without repairs

should be given preference in handling and it would be

desirable where possible to handle this power separately

from that which must go into the house for repairs, wash-

out, boiler tests, or other work which necessitates keeping

it out of service for a time. Powder may l)e run over two

divisions if the road conditions will permit, with a saving

in time at the terminals and a decrease in the coal con-

sumption.

If ever}' move made is watched closely we can get a large

increase in the efficiency of every terminal, be it up-to-date

or otherwise, and the question of supervision should be

carefully considered. Supervision does not mean driving

men; it means educating them and the workmen are the

better for it. By constantly checking the movement of

power on the incoming and outgoing tracks and by having

foremen see that the repair work is promptly and properly

done, more will done to expedite the quick handling of

])0wer than anything else. We cannot expect to get very

much in the way of new equipment and therefore must

make the best out of the existing conditions excepting that

we should eliminate any condition which hampers the move-

ment. The night conditions should be Ijrought up to, as

nearly as possible, the conditions which prevail in the day

time. Adequate lighting in the engine house and the sur-

roundings is of considerable importance; the efficiency of

the staff depends on it more than any other condition. The
night force too should receive the same attention in regard

to organization and supervision as the day force. Our rail-

roads are not in the habit of closing down from sunset to

sunrise yet if we were to compare the day and night force

and the work required of them in some of our terminals

we would wonder that power was moved during the night at

all.

We must not forget there are others besides the mechanical

forces who are responsible for the delay of locomotives at

terminals. The despatcher's office has Iseen found to be one

of the most important places to look to for improvement in

the conditions we are discussing. If any obstacles are placed

in the way of trains making a reasonable time over the divi-

sion they fre(|uently lead to defects in the locomotives which

add consideral;)ly to the time taken to repair them at termi-

nals. For instance, locomotives held at sidings during cold

weather have a tendency to develop leaky Irailer tubes and

this is one of the most frequent causes of engine failures or

of excessive time preparing power for service. The ter-

minal facilities should be studied and improvements made

which will permit the power to be delivered promptly to

the engine house from the train and vice versa. Power

which takes from twenty to forty minutes to he so delivered

one half mile is unduly delayed and the condition responsi-

ble for this should not be tolerated. Yardmasters should

make it a point not to delay power and should see that their

subordinates are not allowed to do so by blocking the tracks.

The condition in which the power is left by the enginemen

on the engine house track should Ije watched and the engine-

men should be encouraged to help all they possibly can. By

tightening up loose nuts, setting up wedges, keying up

brasses or tightening joints, they can be of material assist-

ance. The road foreinan of engines should devote his whole

time to the power in order that the mechanical department

mav have the benefit of his experience and help, and !«

kept better informed on the condition of the power through

his reports. The number of road foremen required for each

division has been poorly calculated and the work required

of them has been too great. In many cases we should have

two and three road foremen where now we have Ijut one;

and even at that the railroad company would be financially

lietter off and the motive power would be kept in better con-

dition.

The labor situation is serious and must not be overlooked.

Experience in hiring men for enginehouse work shows that

it is hard to get experienced machinists, fitters, and boiler-

makers. Men who are fitted for general repair shops are

often unfitted for running repair work. To overcome this

trouble apprentices to the trades mentioned should be re-

quired to put in the last six or eight months in engine houses.

Enginemen will also be hard to get and on roads where

assigning of crews to locomotives is practiced the pooling

s)stem should be followed. Power tied up ten to twelve

hours for the crews' rest in order to allow assigned crews to

follow their engines is not a good policy and on a division

of one hundred and fifty miles or over of single track the

crews cannot possibly follow their engines without rest.

The pooling system will not likely find favor with the me-

chanical department officers but there does not appear to be

any other way out of the question with the present power

and man shortage. The stringent rules made by the Federal

authorities for the maintenance of power will require re-

vision if we are to turn power quickly. This can very easily

be done without danger.

'I'he relations between the officers and staff of the operat-

ing and mechanical department must be the best. Too often

we see some over zealous operating officer unjustly criticizing

the mechanical department and here we find one of the

greatest handicaps which confronts the mechanical officers.

The division on which this condition is allowed to exist

will not be able to meet the present requirements. It must

Ije distinctly understood that the responsibility for the suc-

cess of the railroad rests with all the departments and if

there is a weak link, all should assist to strengthen it and

not to further weaken it by improper and unfair criticism.

What we rec|uire today are officers who will aid as well as

criticise. The purchasing and stores department also have

their difficulties and many allowances will have to be made,

yet it should be borne in mind that no effort must be spared

to keep the mechanical department supplied with necessary

material. The heads of these two departments should work

together in an endeavor to alleviate the material shortage

and wherever possible material must Ije reclaimed and sub-

situtes used.

To sum up the situation the following would appear to

be the requirements:

Improve as much as possible the terminal and shop facil-

ities including the Ijuilding of long inspection pits, where

the inspection and repairing may be carried on outside of

the engine house when weather permits. These pits should

be built on incoming and outgoing tracks and should be

used to the limit.

Eliminate conditions which hamper the work.

Apply laijor saving devices in the shops and on the loco-

motives.

Improve the organization and increase the supervision.

These requirements together with the friendly relations
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of all departments will insure that power will not be delayed

at terminals or on the road.

GETTING THE LOCOMOTIVES THROUGH
THE TERMINAL
BY T. S. GRANT

Foreman. New York Central, Watertown, N. Y.

(Second Prise)

The man in charge of the engine terminal at the present

time has more responsiljility than he ever had before. The
transportation department have more cars to handle which
must be handled without delays at the terminals. The
engine house foreman must make the necessary repairs to

the locomotives and turn them in the least possible time.

On account of the heavy service the amount of repair work
has materially increased.

To make these increased repairs successfully and de-

spatch the locomotives with less terminal lay-over than has
previously been allowed, the work must be systematized,

the organization must be such that the greatest efficiency

is obtained.

To best meet the requirements for a large engine house,

there should be an outside inspection pit with the engi-

neer's work report office located near by. There should

be an assistant engine house foreman and five gang fore-

men; one in charge of pistons, valves, piston rod and valve

stem packing, crossheads, guides and valve motion work;

been written up by the work report clerk, to the engine house

foremen.

Forty-five minutes after the arrival of a locomotive at the

terminal, allowing ten minutes for taking coal and sand,

fifteen minutes on the inspection pit and twenty minutes

for dumping the grates and putting the locomotive in the

house, the engine house foreman should be able to give a

very close estimate as to the time the locomotive would again

be ready for service. My experience has been that the most

lost motion occurs at this stage of the terminal work, as

the engine house foreman does not know what work is

necessary on the locomotive, and the locomotive is not al-

wa)-s placed in the proper stall by the hostler to do the

required work to the best advantage. With an assistant

engine house foreman and an outside inspection pit this

lost motion can be eliminated.

The assistant engine house foreman would require about
thirty minutes for each engine handled in this manner, but

with an assistant to act as messenger, he could cover the

required duties in twenty minutes, or thirty-five engines in

twelve hours, allowing lunch time.

The boiler inspector after making his report to the work
report clerk should immediately report all boiler defects

to the boilermaker foreman. He knows the general con-

dition of the flues and firebo.\es on all the locomotives, and
if the practice of dumping an engine at the end of each
trip is followed, as it should be, he knows that there will

not be many plugged flues. As the present time almost all

/^ocf)/neri/
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slips, ,will erase the cross or initials placed in the line op-

posite the locomotive number, which will signify that their

work is completed. The air gang and greasers will "O. K."

each locomotive opposite the engine number in their re-

spective columns. On the boiler work side of the board,

the items as shown by the different headings will be marked

"O. K." on the line opposite the engine number when the

work is completed and gang numlier five, which is shown on

each side of the board, will do likewise when they are ready

to have the boiler filled and fired. The different gang fore-

men should consult the engine house foreman on all jobs

out of the ordinary or when they are tied up on some par-

ticular job. The doping, filling of grease cups, headlights

and markers should be taken care of at the same time under

an overseer. This gang to be known as the greasers. By
this svstem several of the gangs would be doing their work

on the locomotive at the same time to eliminate long terminal

lay-overs.

In addition to the running repair work board, a board

should be maintained in the engine house showing all

locomotives in for repairs which will require twenty-four

hours or more to complete. This should show the work re-

quired and should be corrected each morning as the repairs

are made. Locomotives in this class should have all neces-

sary side rod bushings applied, the throttle ground, flues

rewelded and all other repairs of this nature made, to as-

sure short turns on the following trips.

Good tools, properly cared for, are as essential in this emer-

gency as good men and a good system. They should be

handled from a tool-room centrally located, with the attend-

ants constantly on duty, using a checking system for the dis-

tribution of all company tools.

Keeping the engine house and pits clean is a great help

to a workman; he will accomplish much more good work

in a clean pit than he would crawling over a pile of cinders

or stumbling over something on the floor. Have a place for

everything and keep everything in its place.

At the present time, more so than ever before, it is neces-

sary to follow all the work closely in every detail and to

assist the workmen by offering suggestions wherever possible

to increase their efficienc)'. A proper supply of the necessary

tools and supplies is also necessary. The proper co-opera-

tion between the night and the day forces is of the most vital

importance. On changing shifts the engine house and boiler-

maker foremen should give to their successor a transfer sheet

showing the true condition of all locomotives in the terminal

at that time.

Improper conditions found and reported by either terminal

or night foremen should not be considered as complaints, for

by knowing of these conditions they are enabled to make
the proper corrections which will be for their benefit as well

as that of the ser\'ice.

In the present emergency, when tlie railroad companies

are going to get more miles between shopping than ever before,

it will be necessar)' to transfer both men and machinery to

the engine houses, as this is where the work must be done.

HANDLING LOCOMOTIVES AT TERMINALS

BY K. R. MITCHELL

(Third Prhe)

The time a locomotive spends in a terminal commences

and ends with the operating department, in consequence of

which treatment of the subject of engine terminal delay

should properly be divided into tw^o parts; the mechanical

or strictly engine house end of it and the operating end.

The writer being immediately concerned with the mechanical

end will confine this article to that phase of the subject

except for that part of the operating end which is insepar-

able from it.

It is vitally important that perfect co-operation exist be-

tween the yard and engine house forces if the best results

are to be obtained. The yard master being the first one

in control of a locomotive after its arrival with a train

should see that there is no delay in sending it to the engine

house. If the work is to be done with the fewest possible

nunilier of locomotives this is a very important matter as

ever}' few minutes' delay in receiving a locomotive from the

yard means a great deal to the engine house foreman.

Rather than burden this article with a description of the

details of handling locomotives which are common to all

engine houses only the more dominant methods that actually

affect or influence the time of handling locomotives as used

at a fair sized engine house with which the writer is con-

nected will be featured.

The first work done on the locomotive after it is received

at the engine house is at the inspection pit or pits, as two

are necessary if locomotives are to be inspected expedi-

tiousl)' during times of congestion. It is not possible to re-

duce the time of inspecting to less than six or eight minutes

as that is the minimum time in which the air brake test can

be made strictly in conformance with Federal requirements.

However, by having one or more machinists or helpers at

the inspection pit quite a little work may be done in the way
of tightening up bolts and nuts and any other small jobs

which will reduce the time it is necessary to keep locomo-

tives in the engine house. Sometimes this will make it

possible to run a locomotive direct from the ash pit to the

storage yard, avoiding the engine house altogether. An in-

spection of the sponging and the necessary- attention to the

journal boxes of tender trucks may similarly be given at this

time.

Reports of the work to be done on the locomotive which

are made by the inspectors on properly printed forms are

"shot " by air tube to the office of the engine house foreman.

This give the foreman and his assistants information that will

enable them to make the necessarj- provision for the disposal of

the locomotives in advance of their arrival at the turntable. At
the same time the hostler who receives the locomotives from
the crew ascertains whether or not the boiler is due for

washing, whether the stay bolts are to be tested or if, for

any other cause, the fire should be drawn. He likewise

sends a report to the office by air tube and the necessary

instructions are telephoned to the ash pit before the arrival

of the locomotive at that point. A clerk accompanying the

inspectors noting the defects found and subsequently trans-

ferring his notes to the printed form or even entering them
directly on it may profitably be employed at times of con-

gestion to save the time spent by the inspectors in writing

their reports.

An adequate force of fire cleaners should be maintained

at the ash pits to prevent the accumulation of locomotives

between that point and the inspection pits. Assistance mav
be given the ash pit force with a resulting saving in time at

times of congestion to help in disposing of the cinders.

Quite some time may be saved by dumping the cinders

directly into the pits and cleaning them out by means of .i

travelling crane equipped with suitable clam-shell bucket.

B\- this method the passage of the locomotives over the pits

is not obstructed by buckets to be hoisted out of the jiits

by air hoists or other stationary means and cinders ma, be

removed at any point throughout the length of the pits. The
piecework system of payment has been found to be of ad-

vantage both in decreasing the time and cost of doing the

work. At engine houses where the coaling facilities are

unfortunately placed between the ashpits and turntable only

strict supervision can keep the time the locomotives are

being coaled down to a minimum.
During congested periods it is essential that the foreman

or his assistants give his personal attention to the entire

movement of locomotives between the inspection pits and
turntable or the time of handling will increase considerablv.
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This is more particularly true in winter as the men are then

working at a disadvantage and require not only encourage-

ment but the sympathy of the foreman to keep them up to

their best efforts. Unfailing good humor and tact on the

part of the foreman under such conditions as well as the

authority that is his by virtue of his position will work
wonders in "keeping things moving." It has been found

advisaljle to place a gang-leader in charge of the hostlers,

«ngine preparers and ashpit men at night, as operations

are not naturall)' performed as smooth!)' and rapidly during

the dark hours as they are in the daylight.

The reports of the enginemen and inspectors which have

reached the oftice before the locomotives are placed in the

house are taken by a clerk who is trained for the position.

He records the repairs to be made on various printed cards

according to the class of men who will make the repairs.

For instance, all boiler work is written on one card, air

brake work on another, machinist work on still another,

etc. These cards are then given to the respective gang
leaders, who are thus informed ahead of the arrival of the

locomotive as to what work they will have to do on any

particular locomotive. Special work that relates to the

handling of the power may then be discussed between the

gang leaders and foreman and plans made according to the

needs of the service, i.e., whether to work on this or that

locomotive in preference to another, how much of the work

is to be done at the time and what work to leave until the

locomotive returns from another trip. In this way much
valuable time is saved.

Where engine house or stall room is limited, locomotives

sometimes accumulate between the coal wharf and the turn-

table awaiting their turn to get into the house. While this

cannot always be avoided, advantage may be taken of the

time locomotives are lying there to test stay bolts, calk flues

or do some work that does not involve pit work or jacking

up. In some cases new fires may be built before placing

the locomotives in the house.

In the engine house it has been found that by increasing

the number of gang leaders so that each one will not have

more than eight or ten men in his charge, and holding the

gang leaders responsible for the quality of the work done

by the men, much time has been saved, not only in get-

ting the locomotives over the road but in future repairs

as repairs having once been properly made last longer than

those that are made indifferently. Another thing that means

the saving of considerable time eventually, while extending

it at one particular handling, is that of requiring a special

and very thorough examination by one or the other of the

gang leaders at the boiler wash or test periods. At this

time all parts, the condition of which is controlled by toler-

ances, are checked up and various other parts of the machinery

and appliances are examined in conformance with a standard

list prepared for the purpose and the condition noted on a form.

The object of this is to renew or repair all parts that do not

appear to be in a condition to last until the next boiler wash

day arrives. In other words, the time that the locomotive

must lie up for boiler wash is taken advantage of in using

every known means to put the locomotives in such shape

that they will stav in service with a minimum amount of

repairs until the following boiler wash day. As we are

fortunate in having to wash boilers only once in four weeks

it will be seen this method of inspection and repairs will save

time in the end.

A pit in the storage yard to enable the sponging of boxes

and other light work is of great assistance in reducing the

time of handling locomotives, for by this means some loco-

motives mav go directly to it from the ash pits and others

may be moved from the engine house to be finished there,

thereby making room in the house for another locomotive

sooner than otherwise would be the case.

\\'hile it is undesirable to get up steam too rapidly, time

in the preparation of new fires may be saved by the use of

shavings soaked in crude oil. Two buckets full of shavings

and six pounds of oil are sufficient for the largest fireboxes,-

but the operation may be hastened if desired by slightly

increasing both.

Machinists and their helpers as well as air brake men
both day and night working piece work materially affects

the time locomotives are undergoing repairs. The matter

of tools and machinery is most important. Every engine

house should be equipped with enough hand tools from

jacks to wrenches so that there will be no waiting by any

of the mechanics for this or that tool. A well arranged tool

room, ample in size and kept in an orderly condition by an
efficient man who is capable of making necessary repairs:-

to all ordinary tools, cannot fail to have a beneficial effect

on the quick handling of locomotives while undergoing re-

pairs. Special appliances for hastening the work of repairs

are a necessity. There should not be a lack of the machines

necessary to make the parts of locomotives that must be

repaired in the machine shop as this will cause a loss o£

time. By having a blacksmith and helper on duty at night,

hours may be saved by avoiding the delay incident to wait-

ing for the day men to come to work.

No matter what the facilities are for handling locomotives

the best results will not be obtained from them without the

aid of a good live foreman who is tireless in getting after

the lost motion and reducing it, for it is the lost motion,

particularly between the various operations, that swells the

total time of handling.

The yard master may assist materially in preventing con-
gestion and consequent lengthened time in handling by
sending his shifting locomotives to the engine house singly-

instead of a number at the same time, and were he to take\'

so much interest as to consult the foreman as to the latter's-

convenience and if necessary retard the movement towards
the engine house of the shifting locomotives, that would be
co-operation indeed and it would be productive of very good
results.

When the locomotives have been placed in the storage

yard and marked ready for service it only remains for the

engine house people either to maintain banked fires or fires

in such shape that a full pressure of steam may quickly be

raised, depending on the time for which the locomotives are

ordered; in this way coal may be saved in one case and in

the other case time may be saved when the crew reports for

duty.

The time of preparation by the engineman is consider-

ably reduced by having a man in the storage yard to fill

the lubricators and grease cups on locomotives equipped
with the latter. The same man also may give a final in-

spection to see that no work has been left undone, thus sav-
ing the annoyance and delay in making repairs when the
locomotive is otherwise ready to leave.

The final terminal delays are strictly up to the operating;

department and the responsibility lies between the train-

masters and yard masters.

If after doing everything that lies in his power to get

locomotives ready for service as quickly as possible the-

engine house foreman sees them standing for hours on his

storage tracks he may question the necessity of his hustling,

quite so hard and perhaps slack up a trifle, but a good fore-

man will not do this because he will realize that by main-
taining the highest degree of efficiency at the engine house

he is providing the operating department with the means in

the shortest possible time for moving the vast amount of

freight and incidentally place the other fellow in the awk-
ward position of responding to the "Why?" thus lightening

his own burdens to such an extent that he will have yet

more time to devote to still greater achievements in the way
of reducing the time of handling locomotives at the engine
house.



Women Workers in Railroad Shops
Serious Labor Conditions Are Leading the Rail-

roads to Employ Women for Many Classes of Work

THE depletion of the forces of the railroad shops of this

country, which during the past year has been very serious,

seems now to have reached a point where an> further

reduction will inevitably result in a loss of efficiency in that

department of the railroad organization. It was thought by

many that after the men who were chosen for the National

Army were called there would be few changes in the force,

but this lias not been the case. The railway regiments now

being formed for the purpose of rehabilitating the Trans-

Siberian railroad will of course take their quota from the

railroad shops, and the increasing requirements of other

branches of the Government service will result in the with-

be taken from shops whose work is essential at this time,

and the nation's productivity W'ould not be increased by the

shifting of workers. Labor-saving machinery might help

the situation in some cases, but it is almost impossible to

secure tools at this time, owing to the unprecedented demand.
The logical way out of the difficulty seems to be to employ
women in greater numbers for doing work in the shops.

Many roads have introduced women workers in the me-
chanical department, among them being the Baltimore &
Ohio, the Erie, the New York Central Lines, the Minne-

apolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy, the Northern Pacific, the Union Pacific, the

Oregon Short Line and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

On most of these roads the employment of women has passed

the experimental stage, and sufficient data are now available

to make it possible to judge the value of women in shop

work. Some observations made in shops where women have

been employed for some time will show the progress that

has Ijeen made in this direction.

The difficulties encountered in introducing women workers

in the shops have not proved serious. Rooms in which

women can change from street to shop clothes, rest rooms and

toilet facilities are, however, essential. Where women are em-

ployed around shops, skirts are in most cases a hindrance

;ind sometimes a source of danger. It is, as a rule, unneces-

sar\' to urge tlie adoption of more suitable attire, the women
workers being quite willing to don loose overalls. Women

An Expert Machine Operator V\/ho Was Formerly a School Teacher

drawal of considerable numbers. Of greater consequence,

however, is the readjustment of labor, which will proceed

slowlv for a considerable period. Many of the war indus-

tries have lost men through the selective draft, and a part

of the positions thus made vacant will surely be filled from

the ranks of railroad shopmen, some of whom place the

higher wages to be secured elsewhere above the permanence

of employment which the railroads provide.

It IS quite unnecessary to state that no curtailing of the

output of the railroad shops can be permitted at this time.

In spite of all that the railroads can do, cars and locomotives

will deteriorate faster than they can be repaired. Daniel

Willard, in his address on "Railway Efficiency and the

War,''* made it clear that the efficiency of the railroads will

play an important part in winning the struggle. To keep the

equipment of the railroads of this country in condition has

now become a patriotic duty.

How is the labor situation to be met? In spite of the nu-

merous wage increases which the roads have put into effect

since the beginning of the war. it is impossible for them to

compete in the labor market with plants manufacturing war

supplies. Even if it were possible to put wages on a plane

that would draw men from other industries, many would

•Sec Railu-ay Mechanical Engineer for September, 1917. page 489.

Women Cleaning Locomotive Cabs at the Pocatetlo Roundhouse,

Oregon Short Line

wlio work around power-driven macliines should wear caps,

to preclude the possibility of injury by loose strands of hair

catching in shafting or belting. In many states the hours of

labor of women workers are limited by statute and special

reports are sometimes required, but these are of such a

character as to require but little clerical work.

On many railroads women have heretofore been excluded

from the shops to such an extent that it is an easy matter

to find positions, for which women are quite as well fitted,

702
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now filled by men. For example, there are a great many
male clerks employed in places where women, after a short

period of training, could handle the work with little diffi-

culty. At the Havelock, Neb., shops of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy a woman is employed in distributing blue-

prints with entire success, although the work requires some
knowledge of locomotive parts in addition to an understand-
ing of the filing system. At Havelock women are also doing
work which requires considerable skill, such as operating

lathes, milling machines, gear cutters and shapers. Their
work has been found highly satisfactory, and, though a trifle

slower than men, they seldom make mistakes and do very

accurate work.

An instance which shows the natural adaptability for ma-
chine work that some women display will serve to indicate

the possibilities for women in railroad shop work. A young
lady who, after graduating from a university, had been

A Woman Operator at the Pocatello Shops of the Oregon Short

Line Milling the Ports in a Valve Chamber Bushing

teaching the sciences in a Nebraska high school, secured a

position in the Havelock shops of the C, B. & Q., thinking

the experience she could gain during the summer would be

of value to her in teaching. She became so proficient that

she was assigned to lathe work in the tool room, and the work
proved so fascinating that she resigned from her teaching

position. Although the lady in question had intended to re-

main in the shops indefinitely, her stay there was limited to

three months. At the end of that time a vacancy occurred

in the general offices of the mechanical department, for which

she was particularly qualified by reason of her shop experi-

ence, and she is now holding a responsible position in the

offices of the general superintendent of motive power.

At the Pocatello, Idaho, shops of the Oregon Short Line

women are now handling a large part of the work in the

machine shop and car department on which male help was

previously used. Women are probably employed to a greater

extent in this shop than in any other in this country. The
effort to relieve the labor situation in the shops in this way
has been so successful that probably if it were possible

to get more women for shop work they would be employed in

even greater numbers. No special training was provided for

Colored Women Working on Bolt Cutters at Pocatello Prove as

Efficient as Men

the women workers except such as is usuall)- given to ap-

prentices. The instructor who directed the work of the ap-

prentices also instructed the women. All the women at Poca-

tello are under the supervision of men, but at Salt Lake, on
the same road, where a great many women are employed as

coach cleaners, a woman is in charge, who reports to the

foreman of the coach department.

In the machine shop women are employed in the operation

Women Employees Grinding Tools at the Havelock Shops of the
C. B. &. Q.

of engine lathes, boring mills, milling machines, planers,

brass lathes, drill presses, cutting-off machines and nut-tap-

ping machines. Most of the women are kept on specialized

work. Those who show special adaptability, however, are
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trained on machines of all kinds, and some are capable of

running almost any machine in the shop. It is the opinion

of those in charge that a considerable proportion of the

women workers could readily be developed into skilled ma-
chine operators.

The reclaiming and repairing of cab cocks, globe valves,

boiler checks and miscellaneous valves is now done largel)'

by women. In the tin shop they are repairing lanterns, oil

cans, etc., as well as doing general tinsmith work. A woman
is employed to run the motor-driven transfer table. Stay-

bolts are finished in the boiler shop by two women, who are

doing as good work as the men who formerly ran the ma-
chines. All parts of locomotives are now painted by women.

In the coach shop women are doing the upholstering,

cleaning coaches and preparing them for painting. Two
colored women work almost entirely at painting and varnish-

ing coach sash. While men are still employed on engine

wiping, caljs and windows are cleaned by colored women.
It has been found that the output of the women workers

emplo\-ed at Pocatello compares very favorably with the out-

put of male help, and, with efficient supervision, the quality

of the work is equally good.

At other shops women are employed on various classes

(if work which liave not been mentioned, acting as helpers for

machinists, blacksmiths and car repairers, operating steam
hammers, building grain doors, packing journal boxes, re-

claiming waste, sorting scrap and cleaning yards and shops.

At least one road has employed women as tracers in the

drafting room, which suggests a method for relieving to some
extent the serious shortage of draftsmen. In general, the ex-

perience which the railroads liave had with the employment
of women in the shops seems to indicate that it offers in

many cases the only satisfactory solution of the labor prob-

lem of the mechanical department.

Lubrication of Air Compressors^
A Discussion of Problems Encountered in ThisWork
and of the Characteristics of the Oil to Be Used

BY THE LUBRICATION ENGINEERS' ASSOCIATION OF THE TEXAS COMPANYt

THE compression of air results in the conversion of the

energy used into heat. The rise of temperature of a vol-

ume of air under compression follows certain laws, and

tables have been compiled which show the theoretical tem-

peratures the air will attain when compressed to certain pres-

sures. The following table gives the temperature that air will

attain taking the inlet at 60 deg. F.

Gage
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compression to prevent metal contact, and to reduce wear to

a minimum. Vertical compressors do not require as much
lubricant or as heavy a lubricant as horizontal compressors.

CHAR.4CTERISTICS OF THE LUBRICANT

One of the most important requirements of an air com-
pressor oil is that it should have a viscosity sufficiently high

to meet service requirements. For high pressures and
temperatures an extra heavy viscosity oil should be used.

For medium pressures and temperatures a heavv viscosity

oil should be used, and for low pressures and temperatures

a medium, and in some cases, a light viscosity oil should be
used. The oil should have sufficient body to sustain the

weight of the moving parts, to form a seal between the pis-

ton rings and the cylinder walls, and to prevent the excessive

use of oil. On the other hand, the viscosity should not be

too high to obtain efficient atomization or to cause excessive

friction. Moreover, if an oil of too great viscosity is used,

it will tend to collect any dust that may be in the air and
will tend to bake on the hot surfaces and form carbon de-

posits. This is especially likely to happen when more oil

has been used than is just sufficient to lubricate the wearing
surfaces.

Another requirement of air compressor oil is that it should

not be decomposed under the heat conditions to which it is

subjected in the air compressor cylinder, resulting in the

formation of carbon. The chief objection to steam cylinder

stocks is that they easily decompose under air compressor

cylinder conditions, forming sticky and hard carbon deposits

in the cylinders and valves or air lines. Carbon deposits

are probably the chief cause of air compressor explosions.

They also hinder the working of the valves and by increasing

the friction cause an increase in the temperature of the air.

Carbon also has a "tendency to cause bad cutting of the

valves and valve seats, which can result in a considerable

amount of damage in a short time.

An extremely high flash test has been greatly over-em-

phasized as a cjualification for air compressor oils. Even
though the temperature of compression should reach tlie

flash point of the oil an explosion would not take place,

as the flash point is considerably increased by the high pres-

sure and as a spark or flame must be introduced before the

oil would flash. If carbon deposit is present, which is

rendered incandescent by the increased heat of compression,

an explosion may occur irrespective of the flash of the oil.

The oil would have to be submitted to a temperature much
higher than its flash point before comliustion would take

place without the introduction of a spark or flame. A good

example of combustion without the introduction of a flame is

that of the Diesel engine in which the temperature is as high

as 1,000 deg. F.

One of the troubles commonly met with in compressors is

the groaning of the pistons. Generally this can be traced

to an improper fitting of the piston rings, which, being sub-

jected to alternating pressure, set up a vibration which al-

lows the air under compression to leak by the piston rings in

an unsteady flow. This in turn, increases the vibration of

the rings and results in the groaning of the pistons. This

condition exists in compressors that have been in u.se for a

considerable time without renewal of rings, and it can fre-

quently be overcome by using a higher viscosity oil.

METHOD OF APPLYING THE OIL

In Steam cylinder lubrication it is necessary that the oil

be atomized or liroken up into small particles so that it will

be carried by the steam to the surfaces to be lubricated, as

well as to the exhaust valves. The same is true, to a certain

extent, in air compressor lubrication, in which case the oil

should be atomized by the incoming air, and carried to the

surfaces of the cylinder walls and to the exhaust valves.

As in the case of steam cvlinder lubrication, the atomization

becomes more complete with an increase in distance between
the point of introduction of the oil and the valve chest.

Ordinarily the oil is introduced into the air compressor
at or above the point of air intake. The greatest efficiency

is obtained by the use of automatic lubricators, and many
types of compressors are now equipped with these lubrica-

tors. In many cases of steam driven compressors two-com-
partment lubricators are used for feeding two kinds of oil,

one to the steam cylinders and the second to the air com-
pressor cylinders. These lubricators insure a uniform rate

of feed irrespective of any changes in the air pressure.

AMOUNT OF OIL TO BE USED

It is impossible to make any hard and fast rule as to the

proper amount of oil to use in a compressor. Trouble ex-

perienced with air compressors is probably more frequently

due to the use of an excessive amount of oil than to any
other cause. The amount of oil necessary to luliricate an
air cylinder is usually about one-third or one-fourth the

quantity required to lubricate a steam cylinder of the same
size. If the lubricant is unsuitable, an excessive amount
is required to keep the cylinders from groaning, and the re-

sult of the use of an excessive amount of oil is carbonization,

in the air passages, and particularly on the discharge valves.

Sticking of these valves, allowing hot compressed air to flow

back into the compressor cylinder, is a sign of too much oil.

The discharge valves should be examined regularly, and
the receiver and discharge pipes blown out. This will ef-

fectually remove all oil, water, and sediment, which may
have accumulated. The trouble sometimes experienced in the

lubrication of the high pressure cylinder of a three stage

compressor can usually be attributed to excessive amounts
of oil.

Another cause of complaint has been found to be due to

the use of unsuitable oils, such as compounded steam cyl-

inder oil, in the air compressor. These oils, besides being
very viscid, contain much free carbon matter, which clings to

the orifices of the discharge valves and seats gathering dirt

from the air. Under the influence of the dry heat together

with the dirt from the air, these oils soon become carbonized
and form a hard flinty substance that requires considerable

labor for its removal, while the animal oil used in com-
pounding separates and forms a sticky residue, which under
the dry heat conditions decomposes, liberating a free fatty

acid. This will honeycomb or etch the cylinder and piston

surfaces and also make the piston rings more brittle.

SIMPLE METHOD FOR TESTING OILS

One of the engineers reports a series of tests which he
conducted to determine the effect that heat would have on
various lubricating oils when subjected to high temperatures

such as exist in an air compressor cylinder. He took a block

of cast iron about 6 or 8 in. square and 2 in. thick and
placed it on a layer of dry sand in a shallow iron pan, pack-
ing the sand close around the cast iron block, and placed the

pan over a gas burner. The upper surface of the block was
polished and a hole about ^2 in. deep drilled in it, large

enough to hold the mercury bulb of a thermometer, cylinder

oil being poured into the hole so as to make a close heat

contact.

Air, taken at a temperature of 60 deg. F. and compressed
to 125 lbs. per sq. in. gage pressure, will theoretically attain

a temperature of 540 deg. F., but in actual practice, owing
to the water flowing through the heads and around the cyl-

inders, the temperature of the discharged air seldom, if ever,

goes above 400 deg. in a single cylinder compressor, so the

block was heated to this temperature.

When the thermometer showed 400 deg. F. a certain oil

was taken that had been used at one compressor plant. This
was a very light bodied, paraffine base oil, about like a

spindle or ice machine oil. A drop of this oil was allowed to
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fall from the point of a lead pencil from a height of 2 in.

onto the block. In ten seconds it had spread out to a circle

of 13^ in., smoked slightly, and dried up almost instantly,

thus indicating that it was a very poor compressor lubricant.

Then a drop of a slightly heavier oil, such as would be

suitable for use in turbine and motor bearings, was tried.

This spread out quickly to a diameter of IJS in., smoked
slightly and dried up in two minutes. It was but little

better than the first oil.

A still more viscid oil, about like a medium bodied engine

and machine oil, was then dropped on the hot surface. It

spread out slowly to a diameter of 134 in., smoked slightly,

and the surface was oily after five minutes. In the mean-
time the temperature, as shown by the thermometer,, had

gone up to 420 deg. F.

A still heavier oil, such as is usually used in gas engines,

did still better, even after the temperature had gone up to

450 deg. F. It smoked but little, and a good trace of oil

was still on the block after ten minutes.

A steam cylinder oil was then tried. It did not smoke or

dry up, but after a while it became thick and gummy.
Even at the highest temperatures the engine oils burned

up clean, leaving no trace of dry coke or carbon matter, which

tends to confirm the theory that the hard formation often

found in and around the discharge valves of air compres-

sors is due largely to the presence of dirt in the air which

adheres to the oily surfaces and w^hich, under the continuous

dry heat, becomes baked and burnt on.

The deductions that may be drawn from these crude tests

are that for such temperatures as would be encountered in a

single stage compressor, compressing to 125 lb., a high grade

filtered mineral oil of moderately high vaporizing point, suit-

able viscosity, and especially low in carbon content, will give

best and most economical results. If such an oil is used in

moderate amounts, if the cooling water is sufficient, if the

water jackets of the cylinders and heads do not become

choked with mud and sediment, and if the air inlet is prop-

erly located, no trouble will be experienced with lubrication.

The location of the air inlet on an air compressor is of

great importance, and extra care should be used in placing

it at points where dust will not be collected.

AIR COMPRESSOR EXPLOSIONS

While air compressor explosions occur at rare intervals,

the fact should be emphasized that properly operated and

properly cared for compressors are as harmless as steam

engines. The cause of isolated explosions is still a disputed

matter, though some phases of the question are now generally

agreed upon by engineers familiar with air compressor prac-

tice. In the first place, the theory that these explosions are

due to the use of an oil with a comparatively low flash point

is thoroughly discredited, as they occur more frequently where

a high flash oil is used. In the second place, it is generally

agreed that the explosion is due to the accumulation of car-

bon deposits in the air lines. This deposit in turn is caused

either by the use of an unsuitable oil, which decomposes, or

to the use of an excessive amount of oil, or to the improper

location of the air inlet. The belief that the explosion is

always produced by the ignition of a volatile mixture, usually

of vaporized oil and air, though possibly of coal dust and
air, in the air tanks or lines, is questionable in view of the

fact that the small amount of oil volatilized in the air com-

pressor cylinder would be insufficient to form an explosive

mixture with the air, as this volatile matter is constantly

being carried oft' with the air. It could only be in a case

where a very excessive amount of oil was used or where

pockets of oily residue were allowed to collect that a suffi-

cient amount of vaporized oil could collect to form with the

air an explosive mixture. Even in such a case the cause of

the explosion would not be the vaporized oil but would be

some other factor which produced a spark or flash. The

probable source of this spark is again the carbon deposit,

which may be responsible for a sufficient increase in tempera-
ture, by restricting the air passage and thus so increasing the

pressure, as to cause the carbon to become an incandescent

mass. It is not improbable that in some cases this glowing

mass of carbon may weaken the tensile strength of the air

receiver or the air lines to such an extent that they are no
longer able to withstand the pressure of the air, the result

being an explosion.

ROLLERS FOR APPLYING ECCENTRICS
On account of the small amount of clearance around the

nuts on eccentrics the work of applying them, even with spe-

cial wrenches, is usually not easy. To make it possible to

get the eccentrics in the most advantageous position when
ing the work, rollers on which the wheels are placed are used
at the Dale Street shops of the Great Northern. The drawing

Light Rollers Used In the Wheel Shop

reproduced below will make clear the construction of the

device. When in use it is set on the rails and adjusted to

hold the wheels clear by a slight amount. The wheels are

placed on the rollers and removed by a crane, althougli if

necessary the device could be assembled in position and the

wheels raised by screwing up the nuts on the Js-in. rods

connecting the housings. The wheels are turned by a ratchet

handle on the shaft of the driving rolls.

Record-Breaking Aeroplane Flights.—Lieutenant Res-

nati, an aviator of the Italian army who has been making
experimental flights in this countr\-, arrived at Mineola, L.

I., 20 miles east of New York City, in 4 hrs. 11 min. from

Hampton, Va., carrying eight men besides himself. The
distance is about 320 miles, making the average rate of speed

about 76 m. p. h. The machine, a tri-plane, with 85 ft.

spread of planes, has three motors of 160 hp. each. Most of

the journey was made at a height of about 9,000 ft., at which

height the temperature most of the time was about 32 deg.

F. On the same day Lieutenant Baldroli, also an Italian,

made the same trip in a 210 hp. machine, carrying one pas-

senger, in 2 hrs. 55 min., or at the rate of about 110 miles

m. p. h. Passing over New York City, Lieutenant Resnati

rose to a height of about 12,000 ft. for the purpose of avoid-

ing disagreeable "air pockets."



LEWIS POWER REVERSE GEAR
The Lewis power reverse gear, which is shown in the illus-

tration, is characterized by simplicity of construction and a

high degree of adaptability, so fa- is its location on the loco-

motive is concerned. These qualities have been obtained

by the location of the control valve in the cab, where it is

directly connected to the reverse lever, and by dispensing

with the crosshead and guidebar for the piston rod. This

gear is the development of the Commonwealth Supply Com-
pany, Richmond, Va.

The attachment of the gear to the locomotive is effected

A simple Power Reverse Gear

by means of brackets cast integral with the cylinder. Be-

cause of the absence of attachments for a guidebar or other

parts of the gear, it is thus possible to bolt the gear directly

to the under side of the running board, to brackets attached

to the boiler or to the frame of the locomotive, as the require-

ments of each particular case may make most desirable.

The cylinder is merely turned to bring the faces of the brack-

ets in the desired plane, the cylinder and heads being assem-

bled with the brackets at the top, sides or bottom, as the

case may be. The drain cocks have been placed in the cylin-

der heads in order that there may be no need of drilling

special holes in the cylinder for each method of attaching

the gear to the locomotive.

The control valve is of the rotary type with the seat in a

vertical plane. Air is admitted to the top of the valve at

the valve housing A and is admitted to the cylinder ports

by means of a port through the valve. The e.xhaust cavity

in the face of the valve is always in communication with a

port in the valve housing leading directly to the atmosphere.

The valve is operated by means of a stem or port C, in the

end of which is a slot fitting over a rectangular lug on the

top of the valve, thus relieving the valve of any tendency to

tilt due to improper alinement of the operating post. To
the outer end of the post is keyed a short arm. in the upper

end of which is a slot working over a hardened block on the

reverse lever.

The reverse lever has no fixed pivot. The initial move-

ment of the lever is pivoted about its lower end, where it is

pinned to the back end of the reach rod. The extent of this

movement is limited by a special tap bolt in the valve seat,

the head of which extends up into the admission port in the

valve and permits the valve to move in either direction only

sufficiently to register with the admission ports in the valve

seat. If the movement of the lever is forward, air is ad-

mitted to the rear end of the cylinder and immediately causes

a forward movement of the piston. This is communicated

to the lower end of the lever through the stroke lever F and

the reach rod, and permits the continued movement of the

upper end of the lever in a forward direction. During this

part of the motion the lever is pivoted about the control valve

The Quadrant and Valve Housing with the Rotary Valve Removed

connection and is retained in its proper location relative to

the quadrant by means of the reverse lever guide E. This

guide is a sleeve mounted on the valve housing, about which

it is free to revolve. When the desired movement of the

reverse lever is completed and the lever latched, the latch on

the quadrant becomes the fixed point in the further move-

ment of the lever necessary to lap the valve.

The quadrant is notched for 30 cut-off positions each in

forward and back motion, a ven,- fine adjustment thus being

provided. There is a spring latch D on the reverse lever

7W
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which operates underneath the quadrant to indicate when the

lever is in central position. This assists the hostler in locat-

ing the e.xact center of the motion with certainty.

Wlien there is no air pressure on the reverse gear, the

lever can be moved only slightly ; it is impossible for it to be

thrown into one of the corner positions until air pressure is

available to effect the movement of the link block to a cor-

responding position. This is the result of the limited move-

ment of the rotary valve. After the side of the valve admis-

sion port comes in contact with the head of the tap bolt

projecting up from the seat of the valve the further move-

ment of "the reverse lever is dependent entirely upon the

movement of the piston.

One of the unique features of this reverse .gear is the ease

with which the length of the piston stroke may be adjusted

without blocking off the corners of the quadrant. There is

a vertical slot in the stroke lever F where it is pivoted to the

front cylinder head. The end of the pivot pin extends

through this slot in which it is secured by two nuts, one on

either side of the lever. An adjusting screw, the length of

which is equal to that of the slot in the stroke lever, is

threaded through the pivot pin, and by means of this screw

the position of the pivot pin in the slot is determined. It is

possible with this arrangement to vary the relative lengths

of the two arms of the stroke lever by an amount sufficient

to change the length of the stroke from 18 in., which is its

ma.ximum, to 15 in., without affecting the movement of the

reverse lever on the quadrant.

A crosshead and guide having been dispensed with, the

piston rod is guided by means of long sleeve glands in both

cylinder heads. These glands are Ijored to a running fit

for the piston rod and are of sufficient length to provide the

necessary bearing area. The glands are adjusted against

the packing in the usual manner. The cylinder heads are

cast with large oil pockets which communicate with gutters

milled in the piston rod glands for lubricating the piston

rod packing and gland Ijearings. The lubrication of the

control valve in the cylinder is cared for in the cab, the

lubricator being attached directly to the valve housing .4.

JOURNAL POLISHER

A method for providing a smooth surface on car journals

has been developed and patented by W. H. Basenberg of

Birmingham, Ala. It consists of a band of leather attached

apparatus after being applied and clamped to the journal is

rotated by an air motor as shown in the illustration. The
purpose of this device is to provide a smooth surface on the

Method of Driving the Journal Polisher

journal which will reduce friction. The size of the journals

is accommodated by the various thicknesses of leather used

in the clamp.

A DEMONSTRATION OF THE DUCTILITY
OF STEEL PIPE

Static tests of material, upon which dependence has long

been placed as a means of learning what actually may be

e.xpected of the material in service, are of the highest value

Portion of an 18-ft. Length of Steel Pipe Which Crushed to a

Length of Six Feet Without Failure

to the engineer. Graphically, however, they fall far short

of the conditions often arising in service as a means of don-

onstrating the physical characteristics of material. The

Three Sections of Sli-in. Welded Steel Pipe Telescoped Without
Failure

Clamp for the Journal Polisher photographs here reproduced do not show the results of lab-

oratory tests and, indeed, the conditions under which the

to clamps as shown in the illustration, which, when revolved results shown were obtained could hardly be reproduced in

on the journal surface, will give a polished finish. A mix- the laboratory.

ture of emery and oil is used as the polishing mixture. The The crumpled piece of pipe shown in one of the illustra-
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tions is a part of a section of National Tube Company's
steel oil well casing 5 3/16 in. in diameter, the original

length of which was 18 ft. This pipe became stuck in the

well and an attempt was made to blow it out by the discharge

of 170 quarts of nitro-glycerine, it being the purpose at the

same time to "shoot" the well. The pipe, however, instead

of being blown out of the well, was reduced in length from

about 18 ft. to appro.ximately 6 ft. and with considerable

difficulty was removed from the well in the condition illus-

trated. There was no evidence of fracture in any part of

this piece of pipe.

The second illustration shows the remarkable result of

another oil well accident. In this case a string of casing

pipe 8J-4 in. in diameter, about 1,440 ft. long and weighing

over ,i4,000 lb., was dropped for a distance of 200 ft. to a

limestone bottom. The force of the blow caused the three

bottom sections to telescope, one inside the other, as shown
where a portion of the pipe has been cut away. This was
National welded steel pipe and the three lengths telescoped

as shown without any evidence of cracks or failure in the

welds.

JACKS WITH NON-REVOLVING SCREWS
In the usual type of screw jack or clamp, the movement

of the screw is effected by revolving it in the nut, which is

an integral part of the jack body. This necessitates the use

of a swivel cap on the end of the screw in order that there

may be a stationary bearing against the load. There are sev-

eral obvious objections to this arrangement which materially

limit the range of usefulness of screw jacks.

A t\pe of jack construction has Ijeen developed by the

Machinists' Jacks with Non- Revolving Screws

Bradney ^Machine Co., Inc., Middletown, N. Y., which is

designed to overcome these objections to the ordinary type

of screw jack. In this construction, which is known as the

Bradne)--Priester jack screw, the only movement of the screw

itself is in line with its own axis. The nut is separate from
the body of the jack and revolves on a bearing at the top

of the body. Patents have been applied for on this principle

of construction.

In the first illustration are shown two types of machinists'

jacks for u.se in "set-ups" on planers, shapers, milling ma-
chines, boring mill tables, heavy drill presses, etc., for all

classes of work where quick and rigid setting is desirable.

As the only revolving part of these jacks is the nut no swivel

head is necessary, and the end of the screws are provided
with cup, conical or dog points, as the work may require.

These points are set up directly against the work, where they
maintain a tight grip with no danger of slipping or loosen-

ing under heavy strain.

In one of the illustrations the use of these jacks is shown
in the set-up of a planer job. The casting to be planed

is held down by two clamps only and all other strains are

taken by the jack. It will be noted that the vertical jack

at the left is set against a fillet in the casting, where it has a

grip which becomes more secure the harder the screw is set

up. The time required for making this setting and start-

ing the cut is less than 15 minutes. With a suitable selec-

tion of sizes of jacks with the two styles of base shown, the

use of more or less expensive special fixtures, adapted only

to one class of work, may be avoided. Equally good results

A Pianer Set-Up with the Machinists' Jacks

may be obtained by the use of the jacks, which are avail-

aljle for a wide range of work.

The principle of operation of the "C" clamps is exactly

the same as that of the machinists' jacks. Its advantage is

obvious in that the difficulty usually encountered in clamp-
ing sloping or irregular surfaces, because of the tendency of

the screw to creep and to cause a shifting of the work, is

overcome by the positive, stationary grip of the end of the

screw.

There are a number of advantages in the Bradney-Priester
lifting jacks not possessed by the usual type of screw jack.

"C" Clamps of the Bradney-Priester Type

It will lie noticed that the ram head is solid; it is unneces-
sary to provide a swivel head which is a source of consid-
erable friction and excessive wear because it is subjected to-

the action of sand and dirt. In the old style jack screw the

operating lever is inserted in a hole directly through the
body of the screw and a working space of something over 90-

deg. is required in order that the lever may be operated. As
the nut is the revolving member in the new jack, it has been
possible to provide the circumference of the nut with notches
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for tlie use of a special spanner wrench, thus making the op-

eration of the jack possible with a clear space for the wrench

of but little more than 18 deg. As the nut revolves, it re-

mains seated on the top of the jack and the load is therefore

constantly moving aw^ay from the operating lever. With the

old style jacks the operator may he given considerable an-

noyance and is often injured through lack of proper clear-

ance for his fingers. Where this condition exists it remains

constant throughout the lift.

Accidents have often happened with the usual type of

screw jack because of carelessness of the operator in turning

the screw completely out of the base. In the new jacks the

screw cannot possibly be raised out of the body while lifting

a load. At other times, however, the ram may be removed

without delay by taking out a locking pin. The provision

of a hole through the handle on the body of the jack, in

which the operating lever may be placed, affords a con-

venient means of insuring against its misplacement or pos-

sible loss.

In all forms of this equipment the body of the jack is

relieved from wear. The parts suljject to deterioration from

TESTS OF MOORE HEATER CAR
The Underwriters' Laboratories recently conducted a test

of a Moore heater car to determine the fire hazard involved

in the use of this heating system. As a result of these trials

tlie use of the car has been approved by the underwriters.

In the tests a complete heater was set up at the laboratory.

The size of the car was reduced to obtain conditions less fa-

vorable than those found in the ordinary installation. The
effect of the movement of the air when the car is in motion

was secured by a blower, the velocity of the wind being va-

ried and the action of the heater resulting from varying

velocities noted. Records of the temperatures secured were

taken from various thermometers placed about the heater and

the car.

In the first test, which was conducted with the ventilator

door wide open, starting from a temperature of 52 deg. F.,

the fire was forced until the temperature at the hottest point,

directly above the hot air inlet into the car, rose to 428

deg. F. In the second test the vent door was closed and the

fire was again forced. Above the hot air inlet the tempera-

ture rose to 410 deg. F., and in the heater box above the

stove a temperature of 356 deg. F. was reached. Service

conditions in a car in transit were duplicated as far as pos-

sible in the final test. The blower was operated, causing a

wind velocity of 45 miles an hour perpendicular to the side

of the car. Under these conditions the temp)erature above

the hot air inlet rose to 440 deg. F. In another trial with

the wind from the blower striking the car directly from the

end, the highest temperature recorded was 370 deg. F. In

none of these tests was any evidence of overheating or char-

ring of the wood noted.

A Moore system heater car has also been examined and

approved by the United States Bureau of Explosives. The

Moore system is manufactured by the Refrigerator, Heater

& Ventilator Car Company, St. Paul, Minn.

McCOY GRAPHITE LUBRICATOR
A device for feeding a mixture of graphite and oil to lo-

comotive cylinders has been placed on the market by the

Elijah McCoy Manufacturing Company, Detroit, Mich. The
lubricator is attached at the top to the oil pipe from the

The Bradney-Priester Jack Screw

wear are the nut and the screw, both of which may readily

be replaced. As shown in the illustrations, the machinists'

jacks are made with bases of two types. Those for vertical

use are made in four sizes, ranging from 2-54 '" to 8J4 in-,

minimum height and 4 in. to 15 in., maximum height. The

wedge-base bracing jacks have a range of o->4 in. to 8J4 in.

minimum length in four sizes and a corresponding range of

6 in. to 16 in. in maximum length. There are five sizes of

clamps ranging in depth of throat from 1 '/2 in. to 5 in. The

clamps have malleable iron bodies, but may be furnished in

cast steel if desired, and in form to meet the requirements

of special work. The regular sizes of the lifting jacks range

in capacity from 10 to 36 tons and special sizes may be pro-

vided up to 50 tons. The minimum height of the jacks

varies from 8 in. to 24 in. througli a wide range of capacity

and height combinations.

Sectional View of the McCoy Graphite Lubricator

gravity lubricator and at the bottom to the steam chest or

steam pipe connection. The outer portion of the lubricator

is a reservoir for holding the graphite and oil with a filling

plug at the top and a feed valve at the bottom leading to a
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passage through the center of the lubricator. In this passage

is a stem, which is hollow to allow the passage of steam and
oil from the gravity lubricator to the steam chest, the upper
portion being fitted with a choke plug. On the lower end

of the stem is a valve through which an equalizing port

passes. When this valve is closed the feed of graphite is

stopped, but when it is open, steam pressure flows into the

reservoir and graphite is allowed to flow out. The valve is

designed so that any fluctuation in the pressure in the steam

chest will cause it to rise and fall on the stem, thus opening

and closing the passage to the graphite chamber. Thus the

graphite is fed to the cylinders whether the locomotive is run-

ning or drifting.

The lubricator requires but little care. It is filled with

a mixture of graphite and engine oil by means of a squirt

gun when in the roundhouse. The feed valve is then set and
no more attention is required until the supply of graphite

and oil is exhausted. In case of a failure of the gravity

lubricator, it is claimed that a locomotive fitted with the

graphite lubricator can proceed to the terminal without dan-

ger of failure. One filling of the lubricator is usually suf-

ficient to supply the locomotive for a thousand miles. Sev-

eral railroads are now using this lubricator and it is claimed

that it has resulted in a material reduction in the consump-

tion of valve oil and fuel.

CAST IRON PISTON ROD PACKING
A cast iron piston rod packing which has been used suc-

cessfully in marine service has been developed for use on

locomotives by the Martell Packings Company, Elyria, Ohio.

This packing has been designated to meet the particular

needs of superheater locomotives. It is made from a selected

grade of cast iron and, as shown in the illustrations, consists

of a pair of rings of four segments each, which are held in

light contact with the rod by a coiled extension spring.

This spring is made from a high grade of nickel steel which

made without a change, alteration or adjustment of the pack-

ing rings. In this case the diameter of the piston rod was
reduced .006 in. during the time the locomotive made the

94,000 miles.

As shown in the drawing the packing is designed to float

freely and easily with the lateral motion of the piston rod.

Cast Iron Packing Rings for Piston Rods of Superheater
Locomotives

It is designed to prevent any abrasive substance lodging be-

tween the packing rings and the piston rod and the wearing

parts can be placed without tools of any kind except for a

1—Preventer
2—Floating Case

Application of Cast Iron Packing to Piston Rods

3— Ball Ring
4—Gland

5—Swab Retainer
6— Packing Rings

7—Swab Case
8—Packing Ring Springs

9—Spring
10—Backing Rings

is not affected by the temperatures obtained on engines using

superheated steam.

On marine work where engines run continuously for 12

to 18 days under high degree superheat, this packing has

given particularly good results. On the Standard Oil steam-

er "Polarine" this type of packing was applied in the latter

part of 1916 and has been in continuous service ever since

with neither the piston rod or the packing rings showing

any appreciable wear. In this particular case the boiler

pressure carried was 180 lb. and the steam had a total tem-

perature of 650 deg. in the high pressure cylinder. An
average mileage of from 50,000 to 60,000 miles per set of

rings have been obtained with trial installations on locomo-

tives and in one particular case a mileage of 94,000 miles was

wrench to loosen the gland. It can be applied quickly. The
installation shown in the drawing has two sets of two rings

each and is designed for a 4-in. piston rod.

Italy's Coal Shortage.—Italy needs 800,000 tons of

coal to run its railroads, munition factories and war indus-

tries. Italy's coal supply is so short that during the past

summer more than one thousand square miles of forests were
cut for use as firewood and in the preparation of charcoal.

More than 500,000 tons of lignite was mined, both wood and
lignite being used at present industrially, also on slow- trains

and switch locomotives. It is impossible to use such material

for passenger trains, which have been under great pressure

for months, due to militarv movements.
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The machine and blacksmith shop of the Grand Trunk

at Brockville, Ont., were destroyed by fire on November 24.

The members and employees of the Interstate Commerce

Commission have subscribed funds to present two ambu-

lances to the Red Cross.

The Denver & Rio Grande has granted an increase in

wages of three cents an hour to machinists, boilermakers,

iblacksmiths and sheet metal workers on its line in Utah.

A general increase in the pay of shopmen on the Penn-

sylvania Railroad east of Pittsburgh and Erie was an-

nounced this week, affecting, it is said, about 10,000 persons.

Some clerks are also affected.

According to report. Prof. E. C. Schmidt, head of the de-

partment of railway mechanical engineering at the University

of Illinois, has received a commission as major in the ord-

nance department of the Officers' Reserve Corps and here-

.after will have headquarters at Washington, D, C,

A compilation of state regulations regarding the housing

of railroad employees, prepared by the Bureau of Railway

Economics, shows that eight states—Arkansas, Kansas, Mis-

sissippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina

and Texas—have laws requiring railroads to maintain sheds

over tracks where car repair work is regularly carried on.

Gold medals bearing tlie Southern Pacific safety emblem

and suitably engraved were a%varded recently to the six em-

ployees of each division and in each general shop of the

Pacific system who, during the year ended June 30, 1917, did

the most in furtherance of safety work. C. H. Rippon, piece-

work inspector of the Sacramento general shops, carried off

the first prize for the second successive time.

The Chicago & North Western and the Chicago, Burlington

2: Quincy have elected to operate under the provisions of the

"Wisconsin workmen's compensation act, and have filed cer-

tificates. This means that the law will apply to shop men,

-section hands and all other employees of these roads except

Tthose engaged in interstate commerce, whose rights to recovery

\when injured are governed bv the federal emplo_\ers' liability

law. Heretofore only the M., St. P. & S. S. M. and the

Great Northern have been subject to the Wisconsin act,

Henn' B. Endicott, manager of the Massachusetts Public

Safety Committee, acting as arbitrator in the recent differ-

ences between the Boston & Maine Railroad and its shop and

Other employees, has decided that the employees are not en-

titled to the additional three cents an hour in their pay which
they asked for. Their tlireat to strike for an increase of eight

cents an hour was temporarily settled b)' the road paying an
advance of five cents an hour and leaving the difference, three

cents, to arbitration; and the result has now been announced.

The arbitrator says that he is absolutely clear in the view

that the five cents advance has set the men on at least as high

a basis as the average in the Eastern half of the country'.

Steel Prices Reduced

\n agreement between the War Industries Board and rep-

resentatives of the steel interests fixing maximum prices on

a number of steel articles, supplementing the basic prices

covered by the agreement of September 24, was announced

on October 11 with the approval of the President, The
prices, which became eft'ective immediately and are subject

to revision on January 1, are as follows:

Price
Commudily agreed upon Base

Blooms and billets 4 in. by 4 in. and larger.. $47.50 g.t Pittsburgh and
Youngstown

Billets under 4 in. by 4 in 51.00 g.t Pittsburgh and
Youngstown

Slabs 50.00 g.t Pittsburgh and
Youngstown

Sheet bars 51.00 g.t Pittsburgh and
Youngstown

Wire rods 57.00 g.t Pittsburgh

(3 in. to 5 in 3.25 per 100 lb.. Pittsburgh

Shell bars 1 Over 5 in. to 8 in 3.50 per 100 lb.. Pittsburgh
^ '^ ° 1 Over 8 in. to 10 in 3.7S per 100 lb.. Pittsburgh

[Over 10 in 4.00 per 100 lb. .Pittsburgh

(Grooved ." 2.90 per 100 lb. . Pittsburgh
Universal 3.15 per 100 lb. .Pittsburgh
Sheared 3.25 per 100 lb.. Pittsburgh

First Shipments of Tobacco to Railway Regiments

The Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund has now become

large enough for the commencement of shipments to the rail-

way regiments in France, and the committee in charge of the

fund, of which F. A. Poor is chairman, ordered the first ship-

ment to l)e made on December 1. The shipment on that date

consisted of nine cases of tobacco, one for each of the rail-

way regiments now in France. Each case contained twelve

20-lb. packages of tobacco and each package contained 15

pounds of Bull Durham in one-ounce bags with the necessary

cigarette papers, and five pounds of Tuxedo smoking toliacco

in one-ounce bags. The tobacco will be delivered to the

Quartermaster's Department of the United States army \n

712
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New York City and the Quartermaster's Department will

handle the shipments to Europe.
A large number of contributions were received for the Rail-

way Regiments' Tobacco Fund from railway supply com-
panies during the month of November, subscriptions having
been received from the following companies:
Adams & Westlake Company, Chicago $10 a month
American Arch Company. New York.... (to cover IS months) 150
American Vulcanized Fibre Company, Boston. Mass 10 a month
Anchor Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa 10 a montk
Anti-Ci eeper Corporation, New York 10 a month
Belle City Malleable Iron Company, Racine, Wi? 10 a month
Eettendorf Company, Bettendorf, Iowa 10 a month
Burden Sales Company. New York (to cover 6 months) 60
Butler Drawbar Attachment Company, Cleveland, Ohio (con-

tribution) 50
Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa 10 a month
Chambers Valve Company, New York 5 a month
Chicago Malleable Castings Company, Chicago 10 a month
Chicago Railway Equipment (Tompany, Chicago (contribution). 100
Chicago Railway Signal & Supply Company, Chicago

(to cover 3 montlis) 30
Qeveiand Frog & Crossing Company, Cleveland, Ohio 10 a month
Crucible Steel Company of America, Chicago.... 10a month
Curtain Supply Company, Chicago 10 a month
Damascus Bronze Company, Pittsburgh, Pa 10 a month
Dearborn Chemical Company, Chicago 10 a month
Paul Dickinson, Inc., Chicago 10 a month
Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J 10 a month
Elliott Frog & Switch Company. East St. Louis, Mo 10 a month
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago 10 a month
Fowler Car Company, Chicago (to cover 2 months) 20
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron Company. Pittsburgh. Pa 10 a month
Fort Pitt Spring & MLinufacturing Company, Pittsburgh. Pa... 10 a month
Franklin Railway Supply Company, New York

(to cover 6 months) 60
Homestead Valve Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.... 10 a month
H. C. Holloway, Chicago 10 a month
Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Corporation, Boston. Mass 10 a month
Illinois Car & Manufacturing Company, Hammond, Ind.

(to cover 6 months) 60
ioliet Railway Supply Company, Chicago 10 a month
[elly Reamer Company, Cleveland, Ohio (contribution) 10

Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Company, New York 10 a month
Keyoke Railway Equipment Company, Chicago 10 a month
Keystone Grinder & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.. 10 a month
Laas & S[ionenburg Company, Chicago 10 a month
Laconia Car Company, Laconia. N. H 10 a montli
Locomotive Superheater Company, New York

(to cover one year to November, 1918) 120
C, F. Massey Company, Chicago 10a month
J. E, Meek, New York (to cover 6 months) 60
Miller Train Control Corporation, Staunton, Va 10 a month
Milwaukee Coke & Gas C^ompany, Milwaukee. Wis 10 a month
W. H. Miner, Chicago 10 a month
Mount Veinon Car Manufacturing Company, Mt. Vernon, 111.. 10 a month
National Malleable Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio 10 a month
Ottenheimer & Co., Chicago 10 a month
Pickands, Brown & Co., Chicago. ....... (to cover 15 months) 150
Pilliod Company, New York 10 a month
Pittsburgh Wood Preserving Companv. . . . (to cover 2 months) 20
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.-, 10 a month
Republic Rubber Company. New York 10 a month
Clive Runiiells and Le Roy Kramer, of the Pullman Company,

Cliicago 10 a month
F. K. Shults. New York (contribution) 25
St. Louis Frog & Switch Company, St. Louis, Mo 10 a month
T. W. Snow Construction CTompany, Chicago

(to cover 3 months) 30
Steel Car Forge Company, Pittsburgh, Pa 10 a month
Strobel Steel Construction Company, Chicago 10 a month
T H, Symington Cornpany. Chicago 10 a month
Templetnn, Kenly & Co., Chicago 10 a month
Joseph K. Turbell, of American Brake Shoe & Foundry Com-

panv, New York (to cover 6 months) 60
Union Draft Gear Company, Chicago (to cover 6 months) 60
Union Spring & Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.

(to cover 6 months) 60
Union Switch & Sign.Tl Company, Swissvale, Pa 10 a month
H. Vissering & Co.. Chicago 10 a month
Waterbury Battery Company. Waterbury. Conn 10 a month
Watson-Stillman Company, Aldene, N. J 10 a month
Western Railway Equipment Company, St. Louis, Mo 10 a month
H. H. Westinghouse, New York 10 a month
Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Pittsburgh, Pa 10 a month
W. H. Woodin, of American Car & Foundry Company. New

York '. (to cover 6 months) 60

The subscribers now total 11 S. the previous subscribers

being given in the Railway Mechanical Engineer for Novem-
ber, 1917, on page 616.

Fuel Orders for Lehigh Valley and the C. & O.

Orders intended to insure an adequate supply of coal to

the Lehigh Valley and the Chesapeake & Ohio have been

issued by the United States Fuel Administration. The orders

will distribute equitably among the mines adjacent to the

roads the burden of furnishing the roads' fuel supply. Both
orders took effect on November 19. Mines now under con-
tract to supply the railroads with coal will be required to

supply their quota at their contract prices. Other mines will

be required to furnish a pro rata supply, and at prices fixed

by the government. The railroads will be required to file

with the Fuel Administration each week a schedule of the

tonnage which must be requisitioned for the next week's sup-
ply. The requisition order will be given priority over all

contracts for other parties. The Lehigh Valley draws its

supply from mines which are not located on its own lines.

These mines are ordered to give priority to the demands of

the Lehigh Valley, even over requisitions for coal to supply
the railroads upon which they are located.

On November 26, similar orders were issued in favor of

the New York, New Haven &: Hartford and the Central New
England. The order directs all mines under contract with
these railroads to give preference to the contract requirements
over other shipments, except where coal is diverted by direct

requisition of the Fuel Administration.

Suit for Violation of Safety Appliance Act Decided in Favor of the

Railroad

In a suit for penalties under the Safety Appliance Act it

was alleged tliat the Boston & Maine Railroad hauled over
its road, from Gardner, Mass., westward to East Deerfield,

a box car which was out of repair by reason of a coupler
being missing from the A end of the car. The car, billed

from South IVIills, Me., to Lake Junction, N. Y., was in a
train which left Boston during the night of August 23, 1916;
it became defective and was left behind at Gardner, between
1 and 2 o'clock the next morning, with one drawbar pulled
out. It was turned around and was attached by its good
coupler, behind the caboose, on a freight train going west
from Gardner at 7:40 a. m. on August 24. On this train

it was taken to East Deerfield, where it was repaired. This
was the movement on which the complaint was based. The
car contained about 45 pieces of freight, including one cask
of gasolene.

Gardner is not a repair point for handling such defects
as the car developed. The nearest such point was Fitchburg,
17 miles east from Gardner; East Deerfield is 38 miles west.

The freight in the car was destined to points west. The
government contended that the car ought to have been taken
to Fitchburg. because the distance was shorter. The Federal
District Court held that the word ''available*' in the phrase
"to the nearest available point" in the statute cannot be
ignored. Availability obviously depends, under the statute,

on other conditions besides that of mere distance. Whether
Fitchburg was. under all the circumstances, the "nearest
available" point for the repair of this car was a matter of
business judgment. LTpon such a question, involving as it

RAILROAD CLUB MEETINGS

Club
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does many elements, the decision of tlie men in charge of

the business, if made in good faith, is entitled to serious

consideration. It was not shown to have been wrong in

this instance. On some of the freight speedy delivery may
have been important, and it did not appear that there was
any car at Gardner into which it could have been trans-

ferred. Although the distance of the haul was 20 miles

longer than that to Fitchburg, the car '"gained on the voy-

age," and iti presence did not appear to have substantially

increased the risk of injury to employees. Judgment was
entered for the defendant.

ERSONAL Mention
'^^"•"''^"'-^- -''

Shop Crafts Federate to Press Demands

The various shop crafts on the railroads north, south and

west of Chicago, including the Chicago S: Eastern Illinois,

the Illinois Central, the Chicago & Alton and the Wabash.have

federated into one body and have distributed ballots among

the members to determine wliat action shall be taken on the

following proposed demands : ( 1 ) $5 for a day of 8 hours

for machinists, blacksmiths, boilermakers, sheet metal work-

ers and electricians; (2) $4.50 per day of 8 hours for car

men, including pattern makers, cabinet makers, coach and

locomotive carpenters, upholsterers, painters, vamishers, let-

terers and machine operators in planing mills; (3) $3.50 per

day of 8 hours for the first 6 months and $4 thereafter for

all other car men; (4) $3.50 per day of 8 hours for helpers

in all crafts; (5) for regular apprentices, 20 cents an hour

for the first six months and an increase of 2,'4 cents per hour

for each six months thereafter for the first three years, a 5-

cent an hour increase for the first 6 months of the fourth year

and 7','2 cents for the last six months of the fourth year; (6)

helper apprentices to start at tlie minimum wage for helpers

for the first six months and to receive an increase of Zyi

cents per hour for each six months until the time of appren-

ticeship has been served; (7) foremen and other men em-

ploved by the month to receive a minimum increase of $20

per month.

No member of a shop craft is to receive an increase of less

than 10 cents an hour except apprentices. The ballots are

returnable by December 10 and a general meeting of the fed-

eration will be held on Tanuarv 4, 1918.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

Tile foUoming list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings and places of meeting of mechanical associations:

Am Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis. Room 3014. 16S Broadway. New
York City.

American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipefitters'

Association.—O. E. ScWink, 485 W. Fifth St.. Peru, Ind. Conven-

tion postponed.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Kar-

pen Bids., Cliicago. Convention postponed.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher, Belt

Railway, Chicago. Convention postponed.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburs, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
niirtv-ninth St.. New York.

, , . . j

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Joseph A. Andreucetti,
AssociATi.g<

^ W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Station, Chicago.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.-Aaron Kline, 841 Lawlor Ave..

Chicago. Second Monday in month, except June, July and August.

Hotel" Morrison, Chicago.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association;-

W. R. McMunn, New York Central, Albany, N. Y. Convention

postponed. . , ^,, j

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio. Convention postponed.

International Railway Fuel Association.—J. G. Crawford, 547 W. Jack-

son Blvd., Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's -Association.—William Hall,

1126 W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Convention postponed.

Master Boilermakers' .Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.
New York. Convention postponed.

Master Car Ri-ilders' -Association.—J. W. Taylor, Karpen BIdg., Chicago.
Convention postponed.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane. B. S- M.. Reading, Mass. Convention postponed.

Ni.ACARA Frontier Car Men's Association.—George A. J. Hochgrebe, 623
Brisbane Bldg.. Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings, third Wednesday in

month. Statler Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio. Convention postponed.

Traveling Engineers' .Association.—W. O. Thompson, N, Y. C. R. R..

Cleveland. Ohi,->. Next meeting, September 10. 1918, Chicago.

GENERAL

Clyde E. Barnes, mechanical engineer of the Spokane,

Portland & Seattle, has enlisted in the navy. He will take

the Harvard or Colimibia four-months' course in electrical

or mechanical instruction for motor boat submarine chasing,

after which he will be rated as a machinist's mate in the

navy.

W. O. Cook, general road foreman of engines of the Den-
ver & Rio Grande, has been appointed assistant superintend-

ent of the motive power and car departments, with headquar-

ters at Bumliara station, Denver, Col. The office of general

road foreman has been abolished, but the duties of the posi-

tion have been assimied by Mr. Cook.

C. H. Crawford, assistant engineer in the mechanical de-

pai'tment of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, has been

loaned to the War Industries Board of the Council of Na-
tional Defense for service on the storage committee.

Samuel J. Hungerford, whose appointment as general

manager of the eastern lines of the Canadian Northern, with

ofiice at Toronto, Ont., was noted in the November number,
was bom on fulv 16,

1872, at Bedford,

Que., and was edu-

cated in the common
and high schools. In

1886 he engaged in

railroad work as a

machinist apprentice

of the South Eastern

and later served with

~^^^^^k its successor, the Can-

"^^^^^^^^ adian Pacific, at

''k ^^^^^^ Famhara, Que. He
^^J^^^^^K ^^^ then machinist at

^iJ^^^^^^K various places in On-

^^^^^^^^^^ and Quebec. On^^^^r September 1894, he
^^^^^^^^ was appointed assist-

ant roundhouse fore-

man of the Canadian
Pacific at Windsor

street, Montreal, and three years later he was transferred to

Famham, Que., as assistant foreman, which position he also

held for three years, when he was made locomotive foreman
at Megantic, Que. In the following year, 1901, he was
advanced to general foreman at McAdam Junction, N. B.,

and in October of that year was transferred to Cranbrook,

B. C, where he acted in the same capacity. In 1903 he
was promoted to master mechanic of the Western division

with headquarters at Calgary, Alberta. On January 25,

1904, he went to Winnipeg as superintendent of the loco-

motive shops and on January 1, 1908, was made superin-

tendent of shops. On March 1, 1910, he left the Canadian
Pacific to accept the position of superintendent of rolling

stock of the Canadian Northern and the Duluth, Winnipeg
& Pacific, with office at Winnipeg. On May 1, 1915, his

jurisdiction was extended to include all the rolling stock

on the 10,000-mile system of the Canadian Northern, his

headquarters being moved to Toronto. It is this position

which he now leaves to become general manager of the east-

em lines.

D. G. Cunningham has been appointed assistant super-

intendent of the motive power and car departments of the

Denver & Rio Grande, with headquarters at Salt Lake City.

S. J. Hungerford
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Utah. Mr. Cunningham has also assumed the duties of E. J.

Harris, master mechanic, who has resigned.

G. W. Deats, master mechanic of the Texas & Pacific

at Ft. Worth, Tex., has been appointed traveling supervisor

of fuel and oil on the Ft. Worth division, with headquarters

at Ft. Worth.

William H. Fetner, acting superintendent motive power
of tlie Central of Georgia at Savannah, Ga., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power; Frederick F. Gaines,

superintendent of motive power, who was granted leave of

absence in September on account of continued ill health, has

been assigned to other duties.

J. L. Lavalle, master mechanic of the New Orleans,

Texas & Mexico at De Quincy, La., has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent, with office at De Quincy.

R. E. Lee, acting manager of the mining and fuel depart-

ment of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has been ap-

pointed manager of the mining department with jurisdic-

tion over mines and mining operations, with headquarters

at Chicago.

W. W. Lemen has been appointed superintendent of the

motive power and car departments of the Denver & Rio

Grande, with headquarters at Denver, Col., succeeding W.

J. Bennett, resigned.

Charles Manley, whose appointment as superintendent

of machinery of the Missouri & North Arkansas, with head-

quarters at Harrison, Ark., was announced in the Kuilway

Mechanical Engineer for November, was bom on Septem-

ber 10, 1867, at Nashville, Tenn. He began railway work

on May 1, 1883, with the Texas & Pacific at Big Springs,

Tex., and after serving an apprenticeship of four years as

machinist with that road, he was employed as machinist by

various railroads in the Southwest and West, including the

Mexican National, with which he was identified until May,

1910. While with the latter road he w'as employed suc-

cessively as general foreman at Laredo, master mechanic at

Mexico City, and superintendent of shops at Aguas Cali-

entes. He left Mexico on account of the revolution, but

returned in December, 1910, as master mechanic of the Vera

Cruz Terminal Company at Vera Cruz, Mex. Subse-

quently he became superintendent of motive power of the

Tehuantepec National. On August 1, 1912, he went to the

Missouri & North Arkansas as terminal foreman, one month

later he was promoted to master mechanic, and on July 1,

1916, was appointed superintendent at Harrison, Ark.,

which position he held until his recent appointment as super-

intendent of machiner)'.

G. W. McGowAN, traveling machinery inspector of the

Southern Pacific, has been appointed assistant superintend-

ent of the Texas & New Orleans and of the Galveston divi-

sion of the Galvestin, Harrisburg & San Antonio.

W. L. McMuRRY, an engineer on the Ft. Worth division

of the Texas & Pacific, has been appointed supervisor of

fuel on the Rio Grande division, with headquarters at Big

Spring, Tex.

E. S. Pearce has been appointed mechanical engineer of

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with head-

quarters at Beech Grove, Ind., succeeding W. E. Ricketson.

Carl Scholz, consulting mining engineer of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy, at Chicago, has been appointed

a member of the Committee of Consulting Engineers on Coal

Conservation and Publicity, for the Bureau of Mines, Wash-

ington, D. C. A photograph of Mr. Scholz and a sketch of

his career were published in the Railway Mechanical Engi-

neer for July, 1917, on page 415.

M. TuRTON has been promoted to mechanical superin-

tendent of the International Railways of Central America,

with office at Guatemala City, Guatemala, in place of R.

Potts, who has resigned to go to another railroad company,

WiLLL^M B. Whitsitt, shop engineer of the Baltimore &:

Ohio, has been appointed assistant chief draftsman in the

mechanical department drawing room, at Baltimore, Md.

MASTER MECHANICS AND ROAD FOREMEN OF
ENGINES

L. L. Allen, general foreman of the St. Louis, Brownsville

& Mexico at Kingsville, Tex., has been appointed master

mechanic of the Gulf Coast Lines, with headquarters at De
Quincy, La.

J. W. Coulter has been appointed master mechanic of the

Alton & Southern, with headquarters at East St. Louis, 111.

T. S. Davey, shop superintendent of the Erie at the Buffalo

car shops, has been appointed master mechanic in charge of

engine terminals at Croxton, N. J.

J. A. Delaney, master mechanic of the Rio Grande divi-

sion of the Texas & Pacific, with headquarters at .Alexandria,

La., has been transferred to Big Spring, Tex.

E. J. Harris, master mechanic of the Denver & Rio Grande

at Salt Lake City, Utah, has resigned, his duties being

assumed by D. G. Cunningham.

W. R. H.ARRisoN has been appointed master mechanic of

the Southern Kansas division of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, with headquarters at Chanute, Kan., succeeding W.
H. Hamilton, assigned to other duties.

W. H. Keller, master mechanic of the Texas & Pacific at

Big Spring, Tex., has been transferred to the Ft. Worth
division, with headquarters at Ft. Worth, Tex., succeeding

G. W. Deats.

C. E. Peck, general foreman for the Southern Pacific at

Roseville, Cal., has been promoted to master mechanic of the

Portland division, with headquarters at Portland, Ore., suc-

ceeding George Wild, resigned.

E. P. Smith has been appointed road foreman on the Min-

nesota division of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at

East Grand Forks, Minn., succeeding L. L. Moebeck, trans-

ferred.

C. A. Werth, road foreman of engines of the Northern

Pacific at Pasco, Wash., has been appointed master mechanic

of the Pasco division, with headquarters at Pasco, succeeding

G. F. Egbers, granted leave of absence to enter the Russian

railway service corps.

CAR DEPARTMENT

L. C. Fitzgerald, car foreman of the Erie at Buffalo,

N. Y., has been appointed shop superintendent at the Buffalo

car shops to succeed T. S. Davey.

SHOP AND ENGINEHOUSE

B. G. Gamble, roundhouse foreman of the Gulf, Mobile

8c Northern, has been appointed roundhouse foreman of the

St. Louis-San Francisco at Sapulpa, Okla.

L. W. Hendricks, master mechanic of the New York
division of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, has been

appointed superintendent of shops at ^'an Nest, N. Y., suc-

ceeding J. L. Crouse, resigned.

W. H. James, roundhouse foreman of the Chicago & North

Western, at Boone, Iowa, has received a commission as lieu-

tenant in the railway regiment recently organized for service

in Russia,

PURCHASING AND STOREKEEPING

R, L. .Agner has been appointed division storekeeper of the

Southern Railway, with office at .Alexandria, Va., succeeding

A. B. Lackey, resigned to enter service of United States Army.
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H. M. Dewart has been appointed assistant purchasing

agent of the Central Vermont, with office at St. Albans, Vt.

W. W. Eldridge has been appointed storekeeper of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Sheridan, Wye, succeeding

M. Josselyn, assigned to other duties.

I. G. Morrison, store inspector of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy, has succeeded W. W. Eldridge as storekeeper at

Havelock, Neb.

F. D. Reed, general purchasing agent of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, with headquarters at Chicago, 111., will also

have charge of the inspection and distribution of the com-

pany's fuel. The conservation of fuel used in locomotives,

stationary plants and pumping stations will be under the

supervision of the mechanical department. The operation

and maintenance of coal chutes will be under the jurisdiction

of the transportation department and directly in charge of the

division superintendent. The above reorganization became

effective December 1.

R. E. Scott, whose appointment as purchasing agent of

the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, with headquarters at Port-

land, Ore., was announced in the Novemlser Railway
Mechanical Engineer,

was bom July 17,

1887, at Bamesville,

Minn., and graduated

from the mechanical

engineering department

of Purdue University

in 1911. The same
year he entered the

service of Fairbanks,

Morse & Co., at Jack-

sonville, Fla., where he

remained until August, ^^^^^^^__. .^ .

1914, when he became ^^^^^^^B^ ^^ N

eastern representative ^^^^^^^I^^kV ^

of the Gumey Refrig-

erator Company at

New York. On Sep-

tember 1, 1914, he was
appointed roadmaster

of the Oregon Electric,

which position he held until September 30, 1917, when he

was appointed purchasing agent of the Spokane, Portland

& Seattle, succeeding S. M. Clark, resigned.

E. J. Shields has been appointed general storekeeper of

the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, with headquarters at West

Wichita, Kan., succeeding C. A. Keller, resigned to accept

service with the United States government.

C. T. WiNKLESS, superintendent of fuel of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, at Chicago, has been transferred to

the purchasing department, reporting to F. D. Reed.

f^ Fr vdl Not fs |

R. E. Scott

NEW SHOPS
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Com-

pany.—This road is building a roundhouse at Tacoma,

Wash., which will cost about $10,000. The building will

contain three stalls, 97 ft. long. It will be a frame struc-

ture with concrete pits and concrete footings supported on

piles. The contract for the work was let to the E. J. Rounds

Construction Company, Seattle, Wash.

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.—This company is con-

templating the construction of a freight station and a machine

shop at Temple, Tex. The proposed machine shop will be

60 ft. by 100 ft., with concrete foundations, brick walls, ma-

chinery foundations, electric light, steam heat and tar and

gravel' roof. The structure will cost $15,000, exclusive of ma-

chinery.

I he Cuniliu>tnju Kuginecring Corporation, Chicago, an-

nounces that six men in its drafting room have joined the

colors.

Howard D. Taylor, of the Remington Arms Company,
Eddystone, Pa., has been elected vice-president of McCord
& Co., Chicago.

J. M. Betton, maker of injector sand blast apparatus,

formerly at 26 Park Place, has removed his office to 59 Pearl

street. New York.

H. P. Edison of the Washington Steel & Ordnance Com-
pany, Washington, D. C, will represent the Vanadium Alloys

Steel Company in the Pittsburgh district.

M. J. Madison has resigned as Chicago district manager

of the Vanadium Alloys Steel Company to accept a position

with the Weir Frog Company of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Allen R. Miller, of the B. F. Goodrich Company, railroad

sales department, at Akron, Ohio, has been transferred to the

B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company, 1780 Broadway, New
York, as eastern representative.

Henry Gaul, who for many years was connected with the

Ajax Manufacturing Company of Cleveland, Ohio, died re-

cently. He had a wide acquaintance among railroad men and

was known as an expert on forging machine matters.

Joseph Sinkler has resigned as western representative of

the Economy Devices Corporation to become special represen-

tative in Chicago and tributary territory for the Perolin Rail-

way Service Company.
Mr. Sinkler was born

at Scranton, Pa., on

December 14, 1874,

and began his mechan-
ical career with the

Dickson Locomotive
Works in the same city.

He remained with that

company three years

and later was employed
on the New York,

Susquehanna & West-
ern two years and for

the succeeding t w o

years on the Delaware,

Lackawanna & West-
em. He became asso-

ciated with the Frank-
lin Railway Supply j. sinkier

Company on July 1,

1904, and continued with that company until January 1,

1916, when he was appointed westem representative of the

Economy Devices Corporation at Chicago. He assumed

his duties as special representative of the Perolin Railway

Service Company on November IS.

W. R. Toppan, who for 15 years was identified with the

Kennicott Company, which recently discontinued business, is

now manager of the railroad department of the William

Graver Tank Works, Chicago, the new proprietor of the Ken-

nicott type "K" water softener.

Don L. Clement, eastem railway representative of Pratt

& Lambert, Buffalo, N. Y., with offices in New York, has

received a commission as first lieutenant of the 35th Regi-

ment Railway Engineers, now stationed at Rockford, 111.
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The National Railway Appliance Company, New York,

has been made the eastern and southern representative of

the Valley Steel Company of East St. Louis, 111., and will

handle its full line of axles, locomotive driving axles, piston

rods, side rods and crank shafts, in normal or heat treated

grades.

Peter H. Murphy, president of the Standard Raihvay
Equipment Company, New Kensington, Pa., died at Pitts-

burgh, Pa., on November 7. Mr; Murphy was bom at Ben-

nington, Yt., on March 16, 1846. He served as machinist

apprentice and locomotive engineer on the Erie and was also

an engineer on the Pennsylvania Railroad and on the Union
Pacific, running the first night express west out of Omaha.
He was later division master mechanic of the Baltimore &;

Ohio at Cumberland, Md., master mechanic of the Toledo,

St. Louis & Western and general master mechanic of the

Cairo Short Line. He left railroad work in 1S8S to engage

in the manufacture of car roofs.

W. J. Schlacks, general manager of McCord & Co., Chi-

cago, was recently elected director and vice-president of that

company, with headquarters at Chicago. Mr. Schlacks was
bom in Chicago on
March 28, 1874. His
first railroad experi-

ence was as a machinist

apprentice on the Illi-

nois Central. Later he

went with the Denver
S: Rio Grande, after

which he entered Le-

land Stanford, Jr., Uni-
versity. Following his

graduation from col-

lege he was appointed

assistant mechanical
engineer on the Denver
& Rio Grande. He was
later appointed me-
chanical engineer on
the Colorado & Mid-
land, following which
he was general foreman

and superintendent of machinery on the same road. In Sep-

tember, 1906, Mr. Schlacks was appointed western sales

agent of McCord & Co. and in October, 1914, was promoted
to general manager with headquarters in Chicago. As vice-

president he will continue to have headquarters at Chicago.

L. F. Hamilton, manager of the advertising and specialty

department of the National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

on December 1 became associated with the Walworth Manu-
facturing Company, Boston, Mass., and was succeeded by
W. L. Schaeffer, his assistant. The Walworth Manufacturing

Company recently purchased the Kewanee works and the

Kewanee line of products from the National Tube Company.
Mr. Hamilton will take up approximately the same duties

with the company that he had with the National Tulie Com-
pany, more particularly the training of specialty students, the

supervision of specialty and sales promotion work, etc.

Charles H. Stoer and M. A. Sherritt, of the Sherritt &
Stoer Company, Inc., machinery dealers of Philadelphia,

who recently acquired the stock of the Belts Machine Com-
pany of Wilmington. Del., have disposed of the real estate,

buildings and equipment to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

The business of the Betts Machine Company will be continued

with improved facilities since the new owners retain the good

will, patents, patterns, drawings, jigs, fixtures, etc. The new
officers are: M. A. Sherritt, president; Geo. W. Moreton,

vice-president, and C. H. Stoer, secretar)--treasurer, and the

general offices have been moved to the Finance building, Phil-

adelphia.

W. J. Schlacks

J. S. Coffin

Economy Devices Corporation and Franklin Railway Supply

Company Merged

With a view to concentrating into one organization two

groups of men who have been working along parallel lines in

the development of increased efficiency of the steam locomo-

tive, the Economy Devices Corporation and the Franklin

Raihvay Supply Company have been merged into a new
corporation, namely, the Franklin RaUway Supply Com-

pany, Inc.

The officers of the

new company will be

as follows: j. S. Cof-

fin, chairman of the

board of directors; S.

G. Allen, vice-chair-

man; H. F. Ball,

president; Walter H.
Coyle, senior vice-

president; J. L. Ran-
dolph, vice-president

in charge of western

territon,-'; C. W. Floyd
Coffin, vice-president

in charge of eastern

and southern terri-

tory; C. L. Winey,
secretary and treas-

urer; Harry M.
Evans, eastern sales

manager; C. J. Burkholder, western sales manager; Hal R.
Stafford, chief engineer, and William T. Lane, mechanical
engineer.

Joel S. Coffin, chairman of the board of directors, brings

to the new company a wide and varied knowledge gained
from 14 years of railroad work and 26 years in the rail-

road supply field. He began as machinist apprentice and
became fireman, engineer and road foreman of engines.

Most of his experience was on the Wisconsin Central. He
left the railroad to enter the mechanical department of the

Galena Signal Oil

Company as mechani-
cal expert, was pro-

moted to manager of

that department and
several years later

was elected vice-presi-

dent. After serving

as vice-president for

two years, he resigned

to accept the vice-

presidency of the
American Brake Shoe
5c Foundry Company,
which position he held

until 1911. In 1902
he organized the

Franklin Railway
Supply Company, of

which he was presi-

dent up to 1916, when
he was elected chairman of the board. In addition to being
chairman of the board of directors of the Franklin Railway
Supply Company, Inc., Mr. Coffin is a director in a large

number of other corporations.

Samuel G. Allen, vice-chairman of the Franklin Railway
Supply Company, Inc., is both a lawyer and a business man.
He was plunged into business responsibilities immediately
after leaving college and studied law in his spare time. He
was admitted to the bar in Warren County, Pa., and prac-
ticed for nine years in the oil districts of Pennsylvania.
When the Franklin Railwa>- Supply Company was fomied

S. G. Allen
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in 1902, Mr. Allen was elected secretary and treasurer, and
later became vice-president, and in 1916 was elected

president.

H. F. Ball, presi-

dent of the Franklin

Railway Supply Com-
pany, Inc., has spent

his entire business life

in intimate contact

with locomotive opera-

tion and construction.

.A.fter serving his time

in the locomotive and
car departments of the

Pennsylvania Railroad

at Altoona, he entered

the drafting room, and
two years later entered

the service of the Lake
Shore & Michigan
Southern as chief
draftsman. He held n, f. Bail

successively the posi-

tions of general foreman car shops, general car inspector,

mechanical engineer and superintendent of motive power.

He resigned from the

Lake Shore to be-
come vice-president

in charge of engineer-

ing of the American
Locomotive Company,
which position he oc-

cupied until 1913,

when he left the com-

pany to become presi-

dent of the Economy
Devices Corporation.

Walter H. Coyle,

senior vice-president

of the Franklin Rail-

way Supply Compan>-,

Inc., brings to his new
position experience

gained by many years

in both railroad work

and the railroad supply field. Mr. Coyle was for 11 years

in the service of the Erie Railroad in the mechanical and

traffic departments.

Upon leaving the rail-

road he became identi-

fied with the Kent

Manufacturing Com-
pany, and later entered

the mechanical depart- ^^
ment of the Franklin

Railway Supply Com-
pany. He spent six

years in this depart-

ment, when he was
called to New York as

assistant to the vice-

president and placed

in charge of the sales

department of the cen-

tral territory. He was
elected second vice-

president shortly after,

and then vice-president, which position he held up to the

time of his election as senior vice-president of the new
organization.

J. L. Randolph, vice-president of the Franklin Railway

W. H. Coyle

C. W. F. Coffin

L. Randolph

Supply Company, Inc., takes charge of the western territory,

with office in Chicago. Mr. Randolph began as a machinist
apprentice in the Concord, N. H., shops of the Northern
Railroad, now a part of the Boston & Maine. Subsequently
he served this road in the capacity of machinist, gang fore-

man, general foreman, master mechanic and superintendent

of shops. He left tlie railroad to accept a position in the me-
chanical department of the Franklin Railway Supply Com-
pany. Three years later he was appointed sales manager of

the Economy Devices Corporation, and in 1906 was elected

vice-president.

C. W. Floyd Coffin,

vice-president of the
Franklin Railway
Supply Company,
Inc., takes charge of

t h e eastern-southern

territory, with office in

New York. Mr. Cof-

fin's entire business

experience has been in

the railroad supply

field. After leaving

Cornell University he

spent five years in the

treasur)', sales and

service departments

of the Franklin Rail-

way Supply Company.
He was then trans-

ferred to Chicago as

assistant western sales manager, and later promoted to west-

em sales manager, which position he held up to the time of

his appointment as vice-president of the Franklin Railway

Supply Company, Inc.

C. L. Winey, secretary and treasurer of the Franklin

Railway Supply Company, Inc., is a man of extended ex-

perience, both in railroad work and in the railroad supply

field. Starting his career on the Pennsylvania Railroad,

he spent three years in the motive power department, one

year in the maintenance of way and signal department, and

two _\ears in the transportation department. He left rail-

road work to enter the

service of the Galena
Signal Oil Company,
and five years later ac-

cepted the position of

secretary and works ^^
manager of the Kent |r j9^
Manufacturing Com-
pany. In 1908 he was
elected secretary and
treasurer of the Frank-

lin Railway Supply
Company, which posi-

tion he held until he

was elected secretary

and treasurer of the

Franklin Railway Sup-
ph- Company, Inc.

Harrj' M. Evans has c. l. winey
been appointed eastern

sales manager of the Franklin Riiihvay Supply Company,
Inc., with office in New York. Mr. Evans began railroad

work as a call boy on the Erie, and served in various posi-

tions in the mechanical, transportation and traffic depart-

ments of that road. Upon leaving the Erie he entered

the mechanical department of the Franklin Railway Sup-
ly Company as traveling representative. He was pro-

moted to assistant western sales manager, and shortly after

was made eastern sales manager, which position he held at
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the time of his recent appointment as eastern sales manager
of the Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc.

C. J. Burkholder has been appointed western sales man-
ager of the Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc., with

office in Chicago. Up to 1916 Mr. Burkholder's business

experience had been entirely in railroad work. He was em-
ployed in the roundhouse of the Pennsylvania Railroad at

Tyrone, Pa. ; and later was a locomotive fireman. Leaving

the Pennsylvania Railroad, he became a locomotive engineer

on the Union Pacific, and later on the Kansas City Southern.

He was in turn promoted to traveling engineer, trainmaster,

general road foreman of engines and division superintendent.

In 1916 he accepted a position with the Economy Devices

Corjjoration as mechanical representative in the western

territon', which he held up to his present appointment.

Hal R. Stafford, chief engineer of the Franklin Railway
Supply Company, Inc., has for the past 17 years been active

in locomotive development. On leaving college he started

as a special machinist with the Schenectady Locomotive

Works, and shortly afterward was transferred to the drawing

room. A year later he took charge of the cylinder and valve

division. Eight years later he was made assistant to the

consulting engineer in charge of compound locomotives.

While in this position he helped develop the first Mallet

locomotive, the Cole Ijalanced compound and the Cole-Staf-

ford balanced simple locomotive. For some 3'ears he repre-

sented the .\nierican Locomotive Company, conducting road

tests joint with various railroads. When the Economy
Devices Corporation was formed he was appointed me-

chanical engineer of that company.

William T. Lane, mechanical engineer of the Franklin

Railway Supply Company, Inc., has spent his entire busi-

ness career in the railway supply field. For tiie past six

years he has been constantly in touch with locomotive devel-

opment. On leaving college he went as an apprentice with

the Franklin Portable Crane & Hoist Company. His ne.xt

position was as draftsman for the Franklin Railway Supply

Company, then chief draftsman. In 1915 he was made me-

chanical engineer.

Charles A. Carscadin, president of the National Car

Equipment Company, Chicago, has been elected vice-presi-

dent of the Joliet Railway Supply Company, Chicago. James
H. Slawson, vice-president of the Joliet Railway Supply

Company, has been elected a vice-president of the National

Car Equipment Company.

E. A. Hawks, of Detroit, has been appointed special repre-

sentative for the Youngstown Steel Car Company, Youngs-

town, Ohio. Mr. Hawks will handle the selling of the prod-

ucts of this concern to certain railway companies, and also

among the automobile companies. His office is in the Dime
Bank building. Detroit, Mich.

L. R. Dressier, traveling inspector of the American Arch

Company, New York, has received a commission as first

lieutenant in the Ordnance Officers Reserve Corps. Mr.

Dressier had been in the employ of the American Arch Com-

.

panv since May, 1916, previous to which he was a special

apprentice of the New York Central at West Albany.

R. L. Browne, who for the past 15 years has been iden-

tified with the electrical and mechanical engineering profes-

sion, has recently become associated with the sales depart-

ment of the Goldschmidt Thermit Company, New York, in

the capacity of commercial engineer, after having spent sev-

eral months in the foundn,- of that company acquiring a prac-

tical knowledge of the Thermit process of welding.

The Glazier Manufacturing Company, Rochester, N. Y.,

one of the oldest manufacturers of headlights, cases and re-

flectors, has reorganized, and has elected Frank Ocumpaugh
president and general manager and Fred Kimmel vice-presi-

dent. Mr. Kimmel is also president of the Rochester Motors

Company. Mr. Ocumpaugh was bom in Rochester, New
York, and after finishing a common and high school educa-

tion entered business in 1890 as purchasing agent of the

Vacuum Oil Company, Rochester, N. Y. He held that posi-

tion for 27 consecutive years, during which time the size and
business of the Vacuum Oil Company expanded tre-

mendously. Two years ago he went into the real estate busi-

ness, which he has now given up to devote his time to the

manufacture of Glazier products. Oscar F. Ostby, who is

manager of sales for the company, maintains headquarters at

the Grand Central Terminal, New York. A sketch of Mr.

Ostby's life appeared in the November nimiber of the Railway
Mechanical Engineer.

Lewis A. Larsen, assistant comptroller of the American
Locomotive Company, has resigned to accept the position of

assistant to the president of the Lima Locomotive Works, Inc.,

with headquarters at

Lima, Ohio. Mr. Lar-

sen was born at Ridge-
way, la., in 1875. He
received his early edu-

cation in the public

schools of Ridgeway
and Decorah, la., and
Upper Iowa Uni-
versity, Northwestern

^^^ University and St.

J^^f ^^ Paul College of Law.
^^^k -^^^ ^^^^ In November, 1897, he

^^^^^^m^^^ ^^^^^^ entered the service

^^^^^F^^^^^^Hr the Chicago Great

^^^^H^^l^^^^^^ Western as clerk to the

^mmHjP^^^^ master mechanic. He
held successively the

positions of chief clerk

to the superintendent of

motive power and chief

clerk to the assistant general manager. In 1904 he resigned

to accept the position of chief clerk to the superintendent of

motive power of the Northern Pacific at St. Paul. In No-
vember, 1906, he became associated with W. H. S. Wright,
railway supplies, representing the Railway Steel Spring Com-
pany, the Pittsburgh Forge & Iron Company and other com-
panies, and in 1907 entered the sen'ice of the American Loco-
motive Company. In 1909 he was appointed assistant to the
vice-president in charge of manufacturing and in July, 1917,
was appointed assistant comptroller. For several years past
Mr. Larsen has been a special lecturer in the Alexander
Hamilton Institute, New York. He has also contributed a

number of papers to the railroad magazines.

A Locomotive an Hour

Production records at the Baldwin Locomotive Works are

being broken weekly. It is reported that in a recent week
about 100 locomotives of various sizes were turned out, and
President Alba B. Johnson is authority for the statement that

the plant is completing a locomotive an hour.

President Johnson at the directors meeting also said:

"During 1916, 1,960 locomotives were made, an average
of 160 a month. Large contracts for machining shells were
executed and a considerable portion of the force, which
ranged from 12,000 to 18,500 men, was diverted to shell

manufacturing. All of these contracts except one, for the

French Government, were run out during the spring of 1916.

The French contract was completed in November. In 1917
the working force was increased approximately to 20,000
men. Locomotive production was largely increased and for

ten months ending October 31, 1917, 2,254 were shipped,

at the rate of 225 a month. This increase will be con-

tinued during November, December and tlie months of 1918.
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Adjustable Hub Pl.4tes.—A book has been published by

the Smith Locomotive Adjustable Hub Plate Company, Chi-

cago, which describes the application and maintenance of the

adjustable hub plate, the use of which is licensed by this

company.

Brass Foundry Equipment.—The Whiting Foiuidry

Equipment Company, Harvey, 111., has issued catalogue No.

128 describing its furnaces, tongs and tumblers for use in

brass foundries. The catalogue contains eight pages, is well

illustrated and gives information regarding the various

products.

Milling Cutters.—The Cleveland Milling Machine
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, is issuing a stock list of milling

cutters on the fifteenth of each month. In this stock list each

type of milling cutter is illustrated and the number of each

size and quality of material which are available for imme-
diate shipment are tabulated. Copies will be furnished on

request.

America's Airplanes.—An interesting booklet bearing

this title has been published by the Gisholt Machine Com-
pany, Madison, Wis. It contains numerous illustrations

showing the development of airplanes and dirigibles from the

earliest types to those which are now being built for use in

the war zone. There is also a section devoted to airplane

engines and the manufacture of engine parts.

Insulating Brick.-—The Armstrong Cork & Insulation

Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued a folder describing

tests made to determine the economy in fuel obtained by the

use of Nonpareil insulating brick for boiler settings. One
illustration is included showing the method of applying the

insulating brick in the boiler setting. The tests showed that

63 per cent of the heat lost was saved by the use of this brick.

Grinding Wheel Reference Card.—The American

Emery Wheel Works, Providence, R. I., has published a

grinding wheel speed and reference card. One side of the

card shows the kind of abrasive, grain and grade recom-

mended for various classes of work, while the other side shows

the revolutions per minute for speeds of 4,000, 5,000 and

6,000 ft. per minute for wheels ranging from 1 to 60 in. m
diameter.

Hoisting Machinery for Industrial Works.—Under

this title the Shepard Electric Crane & Hoist Company, Mon-
tour Falls, N. Y., has issued a loose-leaf catalogue bound in

a heavy manila cover. The catalogue refers in detail to the

construction and specifications of the Shepard monorail

hoists, gives a complete outline of the terms and conditions

of purchase, including prices and discounts. It contains all

the information necessary for selecting and specifying the

various types and sizes of hoists. Clearance drawings for

each type are given.

The Design of Forging Machine Dies.—A paper on

the "Laws Governing Forging Machine Die Design," by E.

R. Frost, general manager of the National Machinery Com-
pany, which was read before the American Drop Forge Asso-

ciation, has been reprinted by the National Machinery Com-
pany, Tiffin, Ohio, as Forging Machine Talk No. 27. The
principles governing the design of dies for forging machines

have been reduced to simple rules, and numerous illustrations

show the application of these rules in making various classes

of forgings. The paper contains information that will be of

value in shops where forging machines are used.

OxY-PiNTScH Metal Cutting.—An attractive eight-page

booklet has been issued by the Pintsch Compressing Com-

pany. 2 Rector street, New York, describing the model "C"
0.\y-Pintsch cutting equipment furnished by this company.
This booklet sets forth the advantages of Pintsch gas for

metal cutting and contains a brief description with illustra-

tions of die various parts of its complete outfit. This in-

cludes an oxygen pressure regulator, liigh and low pressure

Pintsch gas regulators, the use of which depends upon
whether the gas is drawn from flasks or from low pressure

service pipe lines, and the cutting torch.

Unu-ersal Vertical and Horizontal Borer.—The
Oliver Machinery Company, Grand Rapids, Mich., has is-

sued a four-page folder containing illustrations and specifica-

tions of its No. 74 Universal vertical and horizontal wood
boring machine. This machine has a single spindle each

in the horizontal and vertical positions, which have a capacity

of Ijoring holes up to three inches in diameter. The folder

al^o contains illustrations of the Oliver ''Little Pattern Mak-
ers," which are boring machine cutting tools for use in pro-

filing and core box work, fillet cutting, etc., operations which

the pattern maker is often compelled to do by hand.

"Hydro" Pressure and Draft Recorders.—Catalogue

"D" of the Bacharach Industrial Instrument Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., is an eight-page pamphlet in which is described

in detail the design and construction of the "Hydro" record-

ing instruments. The moving element of these recorders is

a ijell floating in water, to which is attached a recording pen.

Tlie position of the pen is determined by the differential pres-

sure between the inside and outside of the bell. The instru-

ments are made in seveial types, both recording and indicat-

ing, for a variety of uses where draft vacuum, low pressures

and differential gas pressures are to be measured.

Cutting and Threading Tools for Pipe.—This is the

title of catalogue No. 12 of the Borden Company, Warren,

Ohio, a neatly gotten up 32-page booklet covering the

"Beaver" line of pipe tools. The line includes a number of

types and sizes of die stocks and square-end pipe cutters.

In the "Beaver" die stocks, the dies themselves are without

taper, the taper thread being cut by automatically moving the

dies away from the pipe as the threading operation progresses.

Since the dies are straight but few teeth are required, and
the range of adaptability is materially increased. The cat-

alogue explains the principle on which these dies operate and

contains a complete illustrated list of repair parts.

Iron and Steel for Export.—The English edition of

the new 94-page iron and steel catalogue of the American

Steel Export Company is now ready for foreign distriljution.

The Spanish, French, Portuguese, Italian and Russian edi-

tions are to be published shortly, now being in process of

preparation. This catalogue contains much information,

such as weights and measures in English and metric tables,

and data covering such products as pig iron, billets, blooms,

slabs and sheet cars, plates and shapes, tool steel, merchant

bars and agricultural steel, wire products, pipe and tubing,

rails and railway supplies, castings and forgings, sheet and
tin plate, etc. The object of the catalogue is to inform over-

seas buyers concerning American sizes, weights, etc. The
booklet also includes specifications covering tolerances and
other valuable data.

Pennsylvania Holds Fast Tr.ain for Sick Watch.man.
—The Pennsylvania Railroad company showed the human
side of the corporation one morning recently when it held up
one of its through passenger trains running as an extra with

first class privileges for half an hour to get a doctor on board

who would carry relief to a lone watchman in a little box six

miles west of Lewistown Junction, Pa., suffering from an

acute attack of cramps. After the doctor had administered

first aid to the sick watchman, both were brought to a local

hospital in the caboose of a freight train.
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